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PREFACE.

THIS second volume contains the history of Christianity from the end

of the Apostolic age to the beginning of the Nicene.

The first Edict of Toleration, A. D. 311.. made an end of persecution ;

the second Edict of Toleration, 313 (there is no third), prepared the way

for le.al recognition and protection ; the Nicene Council, 325, marks the

solem^n inauguration of the imperial state-church. Constantine, like

Eusebius, the theologian, and Hosius the statesman, of his reign belongs

to both periods and must be considered in both, though more fully in the

"'we live in an age of discovery and research, similar to that which pre-

ceded the Eeformation. The beginnings of history, the beginnings of

civilization, the beginnings of Christianity are now absorbing the atten-

tion of scholars.
. , , i.i„

During the present generation early church history has been vastly

enriched by new sources of information, and almost revolutionized by in-

dependent criticism. Among the recent literary discoveries and pub-

lications the following deserve special mention

:

^^ ^ .
^

,

The SYRiAC IGNATIUS (by Cureton 1845 and 1849), which opened a

new chapter in the Ignatian controversy so closely connected with the rise

of Episcopacy and Catholicism ; the Philosophumena of Hippolytus

(by Miller 1851, and by Duncker and Schneidewin, 1859), which have shed

a flood of light on the ancient heresies and systems of thought, as well as

on the doctrinal and disciplinary commotions in the Roman church in

the early part of the third century ; the Tenth Book of the pseudo-

Clementine HOMILIES (by Dressel, 1853), which supplements our

knowledge of a curious type of distorted Christianity in the post-apos-

tolic age, and furnishes, by an undoubted quotation, a valuable contrd^u-

tion to Ihe solution of the Johannean problem; the Gkeek Hekmas

from Mt. Athos (the Codex Lipsiensis, published by Anger and Tischen-

dorf 1856) ; a new and complete Greek MS. of the Fikst Epistle o

the koMAN Clement with several important new chapters and the oldest

V
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written Christian prayer (about one-tenth of the whole), found in a Con-

vent Librarj^ at Constantinople (by Bryennios, 1875) ; and in the same

codex the Second (so called) Epistle of Clement, or post-Clementine

Homily rather, in its complete form (20 chs. instead of 12), giving us

the first post-apostolic sermon, besides a new Greek text of the Epistle

of Barnabas ; a Syriac Version of Clement in the library of Jules

Mohl, now at Cambridge (1876) ; fragments of Tatian's Diatessaron

with Ephr^em's Commentary on it, in an Armenian version (Latin by

Mosinger 1878) ; fragments of the apologies of Melito (1858), and Aris-

TIDES (1878) ; the complete Greek text of the Acts of Thomas (by Max
Bonnet, 1883) ; and the crowning discovery of all, the Codex Sinaiti-

cus, the only complete uncial IMS. of the Greek Testament, together

with the Greek Barnabas and the Greek Hermas (by Tischendorf,

1862), which, with the facsimile edition of the Vatican Codex (1868-

1881, 6 vols.), marks an epoch in the science of textual criticism of the

Greek Testament and of those two Apastolic Fathers, and establishes the

fact of the ecclesiastical use of all our canonical books in the age of

Eusebius.

In view of these discoveries we would not be surprised if the Exposi-

tion of THE Lord's Oracles by Papias, which was still in existence

at Nismes in 1215, the Memorials of Hegesippus, and the whole

Greek original of Iren^eus, which were recorded by a librarian as ex-

tant in the sixteenth century, should turn up in some old convent.

In connection with these fresh sources there has been a corresponding

activity on the part of scholars. The Germans have done and are doing

an astonishing amount of QucllenforseJning and Quellcnkritik in numerous

monographs and periodicals, and have given us the newest and best

critical editions of the Apostolic Fathers and Apologists. The English

with their strong common sense, judicial calmness, and conservative tact

are fast wheeling into the line of progress, as is evident from the collec-

tive works on Christian Antiquities, and Christian Biogrcqjhy, and from

Bp. Lightfoot's Clementine Epistles, which are soon to be followed by his

edition of the Ignatian Epistles. To the brilliant French genius and learn-

ing of Mr. Benan we owe a graphic picture of the secular surroundings

of early Christianity down to the time of Marcus Aurelius, with sharp

glances into the literature and life of the church. His Histoire des

Origines du Christianisme, now completed in seven volumes, after twenty

years' labor, is well worthy to rank with Gibbon's immortal work. The

Rise and Triuinjdi of Christianity is a grander theme than the contempo-

rary Decline and Full of the Roman Empire, but no historian can do

justice to it without faith in the divine character and mission of that

peaceful Conqueror of inmiortal souls, whose kingdom shall have no end.
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The importance of these literary discoveries and investigations should

not blind us to the almost equally important monumental discoveries and-

researches of Cavalier de Rossi, Garrucci, and other Italian scholars who

have illuminated the subterranean mysteries of the church of Eome and

of early Christian art. Neander, Gieseler, and Baur, the greatest church

historians of the nineteenth century, are as silent about the catacombs

as Mosheim and Gibbon were in the eighteenth. But who could now write

a history of the first three centuries without recording the lessons of those

rude yet expressive pictures, sculptures and epitaphs from the homes of

confessors and martyrs? Nor should we overlook the gain which has

come to us from the study of monumental inscriptions, as for instance

in rectifying the date of Polycarp's martyrdom who is now brought ten

years nearer to the age of St. John.

Before long there will be great need of an historic architect who will

construct a b'eautiful and comfortable building out of the vast material

thus brought to light. The Germans are historic miners, the French and

English are skilled manufacturers ; the former understand and cultivate

the science of history, the latter excel in the art of historiography. A

master of both would be the ideal historian. But God has wisely dis-

tributed his gifts, and made individuals and nations depend upon and

supplement each other.

The present volume is an entire reconstruction of the corresponding

part of the first edition (vol. T. p. 144-528), which appeared twenty-five

years a^o and is more than double in size. Some chapters (e. g. VI. VII.

IX.) and several sections {e. g. 90-93, 103, 155-157, 168, 171, 184, 189,

190, 193, 198-204, etc.) are new, and the rest has been improved and

enlar-ed, especiallv the last chapter on the literature of the church. My

endeavor has been to bring the book up to the present advanced state of

knowled-e, to record every important work (German, French, English,

and AmeHcan) which has come under my notice, and to make the results

of the best scholarship of the age available and useful to the rising gene-

ration.
i i

•
i

In conclusion, I may be permitted to express ray thanks for the kind

reception which has been accorded to this revised edition of the work of

ray youth. It will stimulate me to new energy in carrying it forward as

far as God may give time and strength. The third volume needs no re-

construction, and a new edition of the same with a few improvements

will be issued without delay.

Philip Schaff.

Union Theological Seminaky,

October, 1883.
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ANTE-NICENE CHRISTIANITY;
OR,

THE AGE OF PERSECUTION AND MARTYRDOM:

FROM THE

DEATH OF JOHN THE APOSTLE TO CONSTANTINE THE GREAT.

A. D. 100-311 (325).

"THE BLOOD OF MARTYRS IS THE SEED OF THE CHURCH."





SECOND PERIOD.

A]SrTE-IsriOE]NE CHEISTIAI^riTY;

OB,

The Age of Persecution and Martyrdom.

FROM THE

DEATH OF JOHN THE APOSTLE TO CONSTANTINE THE GREAT.

§ 1. Literature on the Ante-Nlcene Age.

I. Sources.

1. The writings of tlie Apostolic Fathers, the Apologists, and all

the ecclesiastical authors of the 2nd and 3rd, and to some extent of

the 4th and 5th centuries
;
particularly Clemext of Eome, Igna-

tius, PoLYCARP, Justin Martyr, Irex.eus, Hippolytus, Ter-

TULLiAX, Cyprian, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Euse-

Bius, Jerome, Epiphanius, and Theodoret.

2. The writings of the numerous heretics, mostly extant only in

fragments.

3. The works of the pagan opponents of Christianity, as Celsus,

LuciAN, Porphyry', Julian the Apostate.

4. The occasional notices of Christianity, in the contemporary

classical authors, Tacitus, Suetonius, the younger Pliny, Dion

Cassius.

II. Collections of Sources, (besides those included in the com-

prehensive Patristic Libraries)

:

Gebhardt, Harnack, and Zahn: Patrum Apostolicorum Opera. Lips.,

1876.

Fr. Xav. Funk (R. C): Opera Patrum Apost. Tubing., 1878, 1881, 2

vols.

I. C. Th. Otto: Corpus Apologetarum ChrisHnnorum scecuH secundi.

Jence, 1841 sqq., in 9 vols. ; 2nd ed. 1847-1861 ; 3rd ed. 1876 sqq.

{"plurimum aucta et emendata"). The fifth vol. (publ. 1881) com-
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pletes the works of Justin Martyr. The next vol. will contain

Tatian.

KOBERTS and Donaldson : Ante-Nicene Christian Library. Edinburgh

(T. & T. Clark), 1868-72, 25 vols. The most complete and most

valuable collection for the English reader.

The fragments of the earliest Christian writers, whose works are

lost, may be found collected in Grabe : Spicilegium Patrum ut et

Haereticorum Saeculi I. 11. et III. (Oxon. 1700 ; new ed. Oxf. 1714,

3 vols.
)

; in Routh : Reliquioe Sacrce, sive auctorum fereJam perdi-

torum secundl, tertiique saeculi fragmenta, quae supersunt (Oxon. 1814

sqq. 4 vols. ; 2nd ed. enlarged, 5 vols. Oxf. 1846-48) ; and in DoM.

I. B. PiTRA (O. S. B., a French Cardinal since 1863) : Sjjicilegium

Snlesmense, compledcris sanctorum patrum scrip>torumque cedes, ancc-

dota hactenus opera, selecta e Graecis, Orientialibus et Latinis codicibus

(Paris, 1852-60, 5 vols.). Comp. alsoBuNSEK : Christianifi/ and Man-

Jdnd, etc. Lond. 1854, vols. V., VI. and VII., which contain the

Analecta Ante-Nicaena (reliquioe literarice, canonicoe, liturgicce).

The hcereseological writings of Epiphanius, Philastrius, Pseudo-

TertuUian, etc. are collected in Franc. Oehler : Corpus hcereseolo-

gicum. Berol. 1856-61, 3 vols. They belong more to the next period.

The Jewish and Heathen Testimonies are collected by N. Lardner,

1764, new ed. by Kippis, Lond. 1838.

Ill, Histories.

1. Ancient Historians.

Hegesippus (a Jewish Christian of the middle of the second cen-

tury) : ^YTTOfivT/fxara tuv EKKAT!Gi.aarLKUv Tvpa^euv (quoted under the

title n-EVTE vTzo/xv^fiara and Trevre av^'yfmpimra). These ecclesiastical

Memorials are only preserved in fragments (on the martyrdom of

James of Jerusalem, the rise of heresies, etc.) in Eusebius JI. EccL,

collected by Grabe [Spicileg. II. 203-214), Routh [Reliqu. Sacrce,

vol. I. 209-219), and Hilgenfeld ("Zeitschrift fiir Avissenschaftliche

Theol." 1876, pp. 179 sqq.). See art. of "Weizsiicker in Herzog, 2nd

ed., V. 695 ; and of Milligan in Smith «fe AVace, II. 875. The work

was still extant in the 16th century, and may be discovered yet ; see

Hilgenfeld's "Zeitschrift" for 1880, p. 127. It is strongly /ra'M-

Christian, yet not Ebionite, but Catholic.

* Eusebius (bishop of Ctesarea in Palestine since 315, died 340, " the

father of Church History," "the Christian Herodotus," confidential

friend, adviser, and eulogist of Constantino the Great) : 'EKK?.?iaia(jrtK//

laropla, from the incarnation to the defeat and death of Licinius 324.

Chief edd. hj Stephens, Paris 1544 [ed. princeps) ; Valesius (with the

other Greek church historians), Par. 1659 ; Beading, Cambr. 1720

;

Zimmermann, Francof. 1822; Burton, Oxon. 1838 and 1845 (2 vols.);

Schwegler, Tub. 1852; hammer, Scaphus. 1862 (important for the

text) ; F. A. Ileiniehen, Lips. 1827, second ed. improved 1868-70,

3 vols, (the most complete and aseful edition of all the Scrijyta His-
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torica of Eus.) ; G. Dindorf, Lips. 1871. English translation by C.

F. Cruse, Lond. 1842, Philad. 1860, and another in the collection of

the Greek Ecclesiastical Historians of the First Six Centuries (Euse-

bius, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, and Evagrius), London, 1709,

1729, 1843-'47, 6 vols, (also in Bohn's "Ecclesiastical Library.")

The other historical writings of Eusebius, including his Chronicle,

his Life of Constantine, and his Marbjrs of Palestine, are found in

Heinichen's ed., and also in the ed. of his Opera Omnia, by Migne,
" Patrol. Grajca," Par. 1857, 5 vols.

Best ed. of his Chronicle by Alfred Schoxe (Euseb. Chronic),

Berlin, 1866 and 1875, 2 vols.

Whatever may be said of the defects of Eusebius as an historical

critic and writer, his learning and industry are unquestionable, and

his Church History and Chronicle will always remain an invaluable

collection of information not attainable in any other ancient author.

The sarcastic contempt of Gibbon and charge of willful suppression

of truth are not justified, except against his laudatory over-estimate

of Constantine, whose si^lendid services to the church blinded his

vision. For a just estimate of Eusebius see the exhaustive article of

Bishop Lightfoot in Smith & Wace, II. 308-348.

2. Modern Historians.

William Cave (died 1713) : Primitive Clwistianity. Lond. 4th ed.

1682, in 3 parts. The same : Lives of the most eminent Fathers of

the Church that flourished in the first four centuries, 1677-'83, 2 vols.;

revised by ed. H. Carey, Oxford, 1840, in 3 vols. Comp. also Cave's

Scriptorum ecclesiasticorum historia literaria, a Christo nato usque

ad soeculum XIV ; best ed. Oxford, 1740-'43, 2 vols. fol.

* J. L. MosHElM : Commentarii de rebus Christianis ante Constantinum

M. Helmst. 1753. The same in English by Vidal, 1813 sqq., 3 vols.,

and by Murdoch, New Haven, 1852, 2 vols.

* ED^yAIlD Gibbon: The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire. London, 1776-88, 6 vols. ; best edd. by Milman, with his

own, Guizot's and Wenck's notes, and by William Smith, includ-

ing the notes of Milman, etc. Keprinted, London, 1872, 8 vols., New
York, Harpers, 1880, in 6 vols. In Chs. 15 and 16, and throughout

his great work, Gibbon dwells on the outside, and on the defects rather

than the virtues of ecclesiastical Christianity, without entering into

the heart of spiritual Christianity which continued beating through

all ages ; but for fullness and general accuracy of information and

artistic representation his work is still unsurpassed.

H. G. TzscHlENER : Der Fall des Heidenthums. Leipz. 1829.

Edw. Burton : Lectures ujjon the Ecclesiastical History of the first three

Centuries. Oxf. 1833, in 3 parts (in 1 vol. 1845). He made also

collections of the ante-Nicene testimonies to the Divinity of Christ,

and the Holy Spirit.

Henry H. Milman : The History of Christianityfrom the^^irtjupf. Christ
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to the Abolition of Paganism in the Roman Empire. Lond. 1840.

3 vols. ; 2nd ed. 1860. Comp. also the first book of his History of

Latin Christianity, 2d ed. London and New York, 1860, in 8 vols.

John Kaye (Bishop of Lincoln, d. 1853) : Ecclesiastical History of the

Second and Third Centuries, illustratedfrom the writings of Tcrtullian.

Lond. 1845. Comp. also his books on Justin Martyr, Clement of

Alex., and the Council of Nicoea (1853).

F. D. Maurice : Lectures on the Eccles. Hist, of the First and Second

Cent. Cambr. 1854.

* A. RiTSCHL : Die Entstehung der ult-katholischen Kirche. Bonn, 1850

;

2nd ed. 1857. The second edition is partly reconstructefl and more

positive.

* E. DE Pressense (French Protestant) : Histoire de trois premiers silcles

de V6glise chretienne. Par. 1858 sqq. The same in German trans, by E.

Faharius. Leipz. 1862-'63, 4 vols. English transl. by Annie Harwood-

iZbZmfZen, under the title : The Early Years of Christianity. A Com-

prehensive History of the First Three Centuries of the Christian Church,

4 vols. Vol. I. The Apost. Age ; vol. II. Martyrs and Apologists ; vol.

III. Heresy and Christian Doctrine ; vol. IV. Christian Life and Prac-

tice. London (Hodder & Stoughton), 1870 sqq., cheaper ed. 1879.

Written in a good spirit, Vvith French vivacity, and in popular style.

W. D. Killen (Presbyteria.i) : The Ancient Church traced for the frst

three centuries. Edinb. and New York, 1859. New ed. N. Y., 1883.

Ambrose Manahan (R. Cath.) : Triumph of the Catholic Church in the

Early Ages. New York, 1859.

Alvan Lamson (Unitarian): The Church of the First Tliree Centiiries,

with special reference to the doctrine of the Trinity; illustrating its

late origin and gradual Jormation. Boston, 1860.

MiloMahan (Episcopalian) : A Church History of thefirst three centuries.

N. York, 1860. (Largely copied from the first ed. of this work.)

J. J. Blunt : History of the Christian Church during the first three cen-

turies. London, 1861.

Jos. Schwane (R. C): Dogmengeschichte der vornicdnischen Zeit.

Munster, 1862.

Th. W. Mossman : History of the Cath. Church of J. Christ from the

death of St. John to the middle of the second century. Lond. 1873.

* Ernest Renan : L' Histoire des origines du Christianisme. Paris, 1863-

1882, 7 vols. The last two vols., V 6glise Chr6tienne, 1879, and Marc
Aurlle, 1882, belong to this period. Learned, critical, and brilliant,

but thoroughly secular, and skeptical.

* Gerhard Uhlhorn : DerKampfdcs Christenthums mit dem Heiden-

thum. 3d improved ed. Stuttgart, 1879. English transl. by Profs.

Egbert C. Smyth and C. J. H. Ropes : The Conflict of Christianity, etc.

N. York, 1879. An admirable translation of a graphic and inspiring

ECGOunt of the heroic conflict of Christianity with heathen Rome.
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*THEOr). Keim, (d. 1879): Rom und das Ckristenthum. Ed, from the

author's MSS. by ff. Ziegler. Berlin, 1881. (667 pages).

Chb. Woedsworth (Bishop of Lincoln) : A Church History to the Coun-

cil ofNicoea A. D. 325. Lond. and N. York, 1881. Anglo-Catholic,

churchly, traditional, devout, uncritical (481 pages).

Of the general works on Church History, those of Baronius,
TiLLEMOXT (E. C), SCHROCKH, GlESELER, NeANDER, and BaUR
(the third revised ed. of vol. 1st, Tiib. 1853, pp. 175-527 ; the same
also transl. into English) should be noticed throughout on this

period ; but all these books are partly superseded by more recent

discoveries and discussions of special points, which will be noticed

in the respective sections.

§ 2. General Character of Ante-Nicene Christianity.

We now descend from the primitive apostolic church to the

Graeco-Roman ; from the scene of creation to the work of

preservation; from the fountain of divine revelation to the

stream of human development; from the inspirations of the

apostles and prophets to the productions of enlightened but

fallible teachers. The hand of God has drawn a bold line of

demarcation between the century of miracles and the succeeding

ages, to show, by the abrupt transition and the striking contrast,

the difference between the work of God and the work of man,

and to impress us the more deeply with the supernatural origin

of Christianity and the incomparable value of the New Testa-

ment. There is no other transition in history so radical and

sudden, and yet so silent and secret. The stream of divine life

in its passage from the mountain of inspiration to the valley

of tradition is for a short time lost to our view, and seems to

run under ground. Hence the close of the first and the begin-

ning of the second centuries, or the age of the Apostolic Fathers

is often regarded as a period for critical conjecture and doc-

trinal and ecclesiastical controversy rather than for historical

narration.

Still, notM^ithstanding the striking difference, the church of

the second and third centuries is a legitimate continuation of

that of the primitive age. While far inferior in originality',

purity, energy, and freshness, it is distinguished for conscientious
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fidelity in preserving and propagating the sacred writings and

traditions of the apostles, and for untiring zeal in imitating

their holy lives amidst the greatest difficulties and dangers, when

the religion of Christ was prohibited by law and the profession

of it punished as a political crime.

The second period, from the death of the apostle John to the

end of the persecutions, or to the accession of Constantine, the

first Christian emperor, is the classic age of the ecclesia pressa,

of heathen persecution, and of Christian martj^rdom and

heroism, of cheerful sacrifice of possessions and life itself for the

inheritance of heaven. It furnishes a continuous commentary

on the Saviour's words :
" Behold, I send you forth as sheep in

the midst of wolves ;
" "I came not to send peace on earth, but

a sword." ^ No merely human religion could have stood such

an ordeal of fire for three hundred years. The final victory of

Christianity over Judaism and heathenism, and the mightiest

empire of the ancient world, a victory gained without physical

force, but by the moral power of patience and perseverance, of

faith and love, is one of the sublimest spectacles in history, and

one of the strongest evidences of the divinity and indestructible

life of our religion.

But equally sublime and significant are the intellectual and

spiritual victories of the church in this period over the science

and art of heathenism, and over the assaults of Gnostic and

Ebionitic heresy, with the copious vindication and development

of the Christian truth, Avhich the great mental conflict with

those open and secret enemies called forth.

The church of this period appears poor in earthly possessions

and honors, but rich in heavenly grace, in world-conquering

faith, love, and hope; unpopular, even outlawed, hated, and

persecuted, yet far more vigorous and expansive than the

philosophies of Greece or the empire of Rome; composed

chiefly of persons of the lower social ranks, yet attracting the

1 Comp. Matt. 10: 17-39; 5: 10, 12; 13: 21; 16: 24; 20: 22 8q.; 1 Cor.

15 : 31 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 10 ; Rom. 8: 35; Phil. 3: 10 sq. ; Col. 1 ; 24 sq. ; 1 Pet.

2: 21.
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noblest and deepest minds of the age, and bearing in her bosom

the hope of the world; "as unknown, yet well-known, as dying,

and behold it lives;" conquering by apparent defeat, and grow-

ing on the blood of her martyrs
;

great in deeds, greater in

sufferings, greatest in death for the honor of Christ and the

benefit of generations to come.'

The condition and manners of the Christians in this use are

most beautifully described by the unknown author of the " Epis-

tola ad Diognetum" in the early part of the second century.^

" The Christians," he says, " are not distinguished from other

men by country, by language, nor by civil institutions. For

they neither dwell in cities by themselves, nor use a 2:)eculiar

tongue, nor lead a singular mode of life. They dwell in the

Grecian or barbarian cities, as the case may be ; they follow the

usage of the country in dress, food, and the other affairs of life.

Yet they present a wonderful and confessedly paradoxical con-

duct. They dwell in their own native lands, but as strangers.

Tliey take part in all things, as citizens; and they suffer all

things, as foreigners. Every foreign country is a fatherland to

them, and every native land is a foreign. They marry, like all

others ; they have children ; but they do not cast away their

offspring. They have the table in common, but not wives.

They are in the flesh, but do not live after the flesh. They

' Isaac Taylor, in his Ancient Christianity, which is expressly written

against a superstitious over-valuation of the patristic age, nevertheless admits

(vol. i. p. 37) : "Our brethren of the early church challenge our respect, as

well as affection ; for theirs was the fervor of a steady faith in tilings unseen

and eternal; theirs, often, a meek patience under the most grievous wrongs;

theirs the courage to maintain a good profession before the frowning face of

philosophy, of secular tyranny, and of splendid superstition ; theirs was ab-

stractedness from the world and a painful self-denial ; theirs the most arduous

and costly labors of love ; theirs a munificence in charity, altogether without

example ; theirs was a reverent and scrupulous care of the sacred writings

;

and this one merit, if they had no other, is of a superlative degree, and should

entitle them to the veneration and grateful regards of the modern church.

How little do many readers of the Bible, nowadays, think of what it cost the

Christians ot the second and third centuries, merely to rescue and hide the

sacred treasures from the rage of the heathen !

"

' C. 5 and 6 (p. 69 sq. ed. Otto. Lips. 1852).
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live upon the eartli, but are citizens of heaven. They obey the

existing laws, and excel the laws by their lives. They love all,

and are persecuted by all. They are unknown, and yet they

are condemned. They are killed and are made alive. They

are poor and make many rich. They lack all things, and in all

things abound. They are reproached, and glory in their re-

proaches. They are calumniated, and are justified. They are

cursed, and they bless. They receive scorn, and they give

honor. They do good, and are punished as evil-doers. When
punished, they rejoice, as being made alive. By the Jews they

are attacked as aliens, and by the Greeks persecuted ; and the

cause of the enmity their enemies cannot tell. In short, what

the soul is in the body, the Christians are in the world. The

soul is diffused through all the members of the body, and the

Christians are spread through the cities of the world. The soul

dwells in the body, but it is not of the body ; so the Christians

dwell in the world, but are not of the world. The soul, invisi-

ble, keeps watch in the visible body ; so also the Christians are

seen to live in the world, but their piety is invisible. The flesh

hates and wars against the soul, suffering no wrong from it, but

because it resists fleshly pleasures; and the world hates the

Christians with no reason, but that they resist its pleasures.

The soul loves the flesh and members, by which it is hated ; so

the Christians love their haters. The soul is inclosed in the

body, but holds the body together; so the Christians are de-

tained in the world as in a prison ; but they contain the Avorld.

Immortal, the soul dwells in the mortal body ; so the Christians

dwell in the corruptible, but look for incorruption in heaven.

The soul is the better for restriction in food and drink ; and the

Christians increase, though daily punished. This lot God has

assigned to the Christians in the world ; and it cannot be taken

from them."

The community of Christians thus from the first felt itself,

in distinction from Judaism and from heathenism, the salt of

the earth, the light of the world, the city of God set on a hill,

the immortal soul in a dying body; and this its impression
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respecting itself was no proud conceit, but truth and reality,

acting in life and in death, and opening the way through hatred

and persecution even to an outward victory over the world.

The ante-Nicene age has been ever since the Reformation a

battle-field between Catholic and Evangelical historians and

polemics, and is claimed by both for their respective creeds.

But it is a sectarian abuse of history to identify the Chris-

tianity of this martyr period either with Catholicism, or with

Protestantism. It is rather the common root out of whichi J^^

both have sprung, Catholicism (Greek and Roman) first, and
| Ciyt\

Protestantism afterwards. It is the natural transition froijL

the apostolic age to the Nicene age, yet leaving behind many I ^
important truths of tlie former (especially the Pauline doctrines)

which were to be derived and explored in future ages. We
can trace in it the elementary forms of the Catholic creed,

organization and worship, and also the germs of nearly all the

corruptions of Greek and Roman Christianity.

In its relation to the secular power, the ante-Nicene church

is simply the continuation of the apostolic period, and has

nothing in common either with the hierarchical, or with the]

Erastian systems. It was not opposed to the secular govern-

ment in its proper sphere, but the secular heathenism of the

government was opposed to Christianity. The church was alto-

gether based upon the voluntary principle, as a self-supporting

and self-governing body. In this respect it may be compared

to the church in the United States, but with this essential

difference that in America the secular government, instead of

persecuting Christianity, recognizes and protects it by law, and

secures to it full freedom of public worship and in all its

activities at home and abroad.

The theology of the second and third centuries was mainly

apologetic against the paganism of Greece and Rome, and

polemic against the various forms of the Gnostic heresy. In

this conflict it brings out, with great force and freshness, the

principal arguments for the divine origin and character of the

Christian religion and the outlines of the true doctrine of Christ
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and the holy trinity, as afterwards more fully develoj^ed in the

Xicene and post-Nicene ages.

The organization of this period may be termed primitive

episcopacy, as distinct from the apostolic order which preceded,

and the metropolitan and patriarchal hierarchy which succeeded

it. In worsliip it forms likewise the transition from apostolic

simplicity to the liturgical and ceremonial splendor of full-grown

' Catholicism.

The first half of the second century is comparatively veiled

in obscurity, although considerable light has been shed over it

by recent discoveries and investigations. After the death of

John only a few witnesses remain to testify of the wonders of

the apostolic days, and their writings are few in number, short

in compass and partly of doubtful origin : a volume of letters and

historical fragments, accounts of martyrdom, the pleadings of

two or three apologists ; to which must be added the rude

epitaphs, faded pictures, and broken sculptures of the subter-

ranean church in the catacombs. The men of that generation

were more skilled in acting out Christianity in life and death,

than in its literary defence. After the intense commotion of

the apostolic age there was a breathing spell, a season of unpre-

tending but fruitful preparation for a new productive epoch.

But the soil of heathenism had been broken up, and the new

seed planted by the hands of the apostles gradually took root.

Then came the great literary conflict of the apologists and

doctrinal polemics in the second half of the same century ; and

towards the middle of the third the theological schools of

Alexandria, and northern Africa, laying the foundation the one

for the theology of the Greek, the other for that of the Latin

church. At the beginning of the fourth century the church

east and west was already so well consolidated in doctrine and

discipline that it easily survived the shock of the last and most

terrible persecution, and could enter upon the fruits of its long-

continued sufferings and take the reins of government in the old

Roman empii'e.



CHAPTER I.

SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY.

§ 3. Literature.

I. Sources.

No statistics or accurate statements, but only scattered hints in

Pliny (107) : Ep. x. 96 sq.

JusTix Maktye. (about 140) : Dial. 117 ; Apol. I. 53.

Irexaeus (about 170) : Adv. Haer. I. 10 ; III. 3, 4 ; v. 20, etc.

Tertulliax (about 200) : Apol. I. 21, 37, 41, 42; Ad Nat. I. 7; Adv.

Scap. 5 ; Adv. Jud. 13.

Origen (d. 254): Contr. Cels. II, 14, 33; Com. in Matth. p. 857, ed.

Delaruc.

EusEBius (d. 340) : Hist. Ecd. III. 1 ; v. 1, etc.

AuGUSTiK (d. 430) : De Civitate Dei.

II. Works.

Mich. Le QuiEisr (a learned Dominican, d. 1733) : Oriens Christianus.

Par. 1740. 3 vols. fol. A complete ecclesiastical geography of the

East, dividedfinto the four patriarchates of Constantinople, Alexan-

dria, Antioch, and Jerusalem.

MosHElM : Historical Commentaries, etc. (ed. Murdock) I. 259-290.

Gibbon: Tlie Decline and Fall of the Roman, Empire. Chap. xv.

A. Beugnot : Histoire de la destruction du paganisme en Occident. Paris

1835, 2 vols. Crowned by the Acad&mie des inscriptions et belles-

letters.

Etienne Chastel : Histoire de la destruction du paganisme dans V

empire d' Orient. Paris 1850. Prize essay of the Acadhnie.

Neander: History of the Christian Relig. and Church (trans, of Torrey),

I. 68-79.

Wiltsch: Handbuch der Icirchl. Geographie u. Statistic. Berlin 1846.

I. p. 32 sqq.

Chs. Merivale: Conversion of the Roman Empire (Boyle Lectures for

1864), republ. N. York 1865. Comp. also his History of the Romans
under the Empire, which goes from Julius Caesar to Marcus Aurelius,

Lond. & N. York, 7 vols.

Edward A. Freeman : The Historical Geography of Europe. Lond. &
N. York 1881. 2 vols. (vol. I. chs. II. & III. pp. 18-71.)

Comp. Friedlander, Sittengesch. Roms. III. 517 sqq. ; and Renak:
Marc-Aurlle. Paris 1882, ch. xxv. pp. 447-464 [Statistique et ex-

tension geographique du Christianisme)

.
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§ 4. Hindrances and Helps.

For the first three centuries Christianity was placed in the

most unfavorable circumstances, that it might display its moral

power, and gain its victory over the world by spiritual weapons

alone. Until the reign of Constantine it had not even a legal

existence in the Roman empire, but was first ignored as a

Jewish sect, then slandered, proscribed, and persecuted, as a

treasonable innovation, and the adoption of it made punishable

with confiscation and death. Besides, it oiFered not the slightest

favor, as Mohammedanism afterwards did, to the corrupt in-

clinations of the heart, but against the current ideas of Jews

and heathen it so presented its inexorable demand of repent-

ance and conversion, renunciation of self and the world, that

more, according to Tertullian, were kept out of the new sect by

love of pleasure than by love of life. The Jewish origin of

Christianity also, and the poverty and obscurity of a majority

of its professors particularly offended the pride of the Greeks

and Romans. Celsus, exaggerating this fact, and ignoring the

many exceptions, scoffingly remarked, that " weavers, cobblers,

and fullers, the most illiterate persons" preached the "irrational

faith," and knew how to commend it especially "to women and

children."

But in spite of these extraordinary difficulties Christianity

made a progress which furnished striking evidence of its divine

origin and adaptation to the deeper wants of man, and was

employed as such by Irenaeus, Justin, Tertullian, and other

fathers of that day. Nay, the very hindrances became, in the

hands of Providence, means of promotion. Persecution led to

martyrdom, and martyrdom had not terrors alone, but also attrac-

tions, and stimulated the noblest and most unselfish form of am-

bition. Every genuine martjT was a living proof of the truth

and holiness of the Christian religion. Tertullian could exclaim

to the heathen :
" All your ingenious cruelties can accomplish

nothing; they are only a lure to this sect. Our number in-
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creases the more you destroy us. The blood of the Christians

is their seed." The moral earnestness of the Christians con-

trasted powerfully with the prevailing corruption of the age,

and while it repelled the frivolous and voluptuous, it could not

fail to impress most strongly the deepest and noblest minds.

The predilection of the poor and oppressed for the gospel

attested its comforting and redeeming power. But others also,

though not many, from the higher and educated classes, were

from the first attracted to the new religion ; such men as

Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathaea, the apostle Paul, the pro-

consul Sergius Paulus, Dionysius of Athens, Erastus of Corinth,

and some members of the imperial household. Among the

sufferers in Domitian's persecution were his own near kins-

woman Flavia Domitilla and her husband Flavius Clemens.

In the oldest part of the Catacomb of Callistus, which is named

after St. Lucina, members of the illustrious gens Pomponia, and

perhaps also of the Flavian house, are interred. The se-

natorial and equestrian orders furnished several converts open

or concealed. Pliny laments, that in Asia Minor men of every

rank (omnis ordinis) go over to the Christians. Tertullian

asserts that the tenth part of Carthage, and among them

senators and ladies of the noblest descent and the nearest

relatives of the proconsul of Africa professed Christianity.

The numerous church fathers from the middle of the second

century, a Justin Martyr, Irenseus, Hippolytus, Clement,

Origen, Tertullian, Cy|3rian, excelled, or at least equalled in

talent and culture, their most eminent heathen contemporaries.

Nor was this progress confined to any particular localities.

It extended alike over all parts of the empire. " We are a

people of yesterday," says Tertullian in his Apology, " and yet

we have filled every place belonging to you—cities, islands,

castles, towns, assemblies, your very camp, your tribes, com-

panies, palace, senate, forum ! "We leave you your temples

only. We can count your armies ; our numbers in a single

province will be greater." All these facts expose the injustice

of the odious charge of Celsus, repeated by a modern sceptic.
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that the new sect was almost entirely composed of the dregs of

the populace—of peasants and mechanics, of boys and women,

of beggars and slaves.

§ 5. Causes of the Success of Christianity.

The chief positive cause of the rapid spread and ultimate

triumph of Christianity is to be found in its own absolute

intrinsic worth, as the universal religion of salvation, and in

the perfect teaching and example of its divine-human Founder,

who proves himself to every believing heart a Saviour from

sin and a giver of eternal life. Christianity is adapted to all

classes, conditions, and relations among men, to all nationalities

and races, to all grades of culture, to every soul that longs for

redemption from sin, and for holiness of life. Its value could be

seen in the truth and self-evidencing power of its doctrines ; in

the purity and sublimity of its precepts ; in its regenerating

and sanctifying effects on heart and life; in the elevation of

woman and of home life over which she presides ; in the

amelioration of the condition of the poor and suffering ; in the

faith, the brotherly love, the beneficence, and the triumphant

death of its confessors.

To this internal moral and spiritual testimony were added

the powerful outward proof of its divine origin in the prophe-

cies and types of the Old Testament, so strikingly fulfilled in

the New; and finally, the testimony of the miracles, which,

according to the express statements of Quadratus, Justin

Martyr, Irenseus, Tertullian, Origen, and others, continued in

this period to accompany the preaching of missionaries from

time to time, for the conversion of the heathen.

Particularly favorable outward circumstances were the ex-

tent, order, and unitj'^ of the Roman empire, and the prevalence

of the Greek language and culture.

In addition to these positive causes, Christianity had a

powerful negative advantage in the hopeless condition of the

Jewish and heathen world. Since the fearful judgment of the

destruction of Jerusalem, Judaism wandered restless and
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accursed, without national existence. Heathenism outwardly

held sway, but was inwardly rotten and in process of inevitable

decay. The popular religion and public morality Avere under-

mined by a sceptical and materialistic philosophy; Grecian

science and art had lost their creative energy; the Roman

, empire rested only on the power of the sword and of temporal

interests ; the moral bonds of society were sundered ; unbounded

avarice and vice of every kind, even by the confession of a

Seneca and a Tacitus, reigned in Rome and in the provinces,

from the throne to the hovel. Virtuous emperors, like

Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, were the exception, not

the rule, and could not prevent the progress of moral decay.

Nothing, that classic antiquity in its fairest days had produced,

could heal the fatal wounds of the age, or even give transient

relief. The only star of hope in the gathering night was the

young, the fresh, the dauntless religion of Jesus, fearless of

death, strong in faith, glowing with love, and destined to com-

mend itself more and more to all reflecting minds as the only

living religion of the present and the future. While the world

was continually agitated by wars, and revolutions, and public

calamities, while systems of philosophy, and dynasties were

rising and passing away, the new religion, in spite of fearful

opposition from without and danger from within, was silently

and steadily progressing with the irresistible force of truth, and

worked itself gradually into the very bone and blood of the

race.

"Christ appeared," says the great Augustin, "to the men of

the decrepit, decaying world, that while all around them was

withering away, they might through Him receive new, youthful

life."

NOTES.

Gibbon, in his famous fifteenth chapter, traces the rapid progress of

Christianitj^in the Eoman empire to five canses :
the zeal of the early

Christians, the belief in future rewards and punishment the power of

miracles, the austere (pure) morals of the Christian, and tl- -mpact

church irganization. But these causes are themselves the effects of a

Vol. II. 2.
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cause wliicli Gibbon ignores, namely, the divine truth of Christianity,

the ijerfcction of Christ's teaching and Christ's example. See the

strictures of Dr. John Henry Newman, Grammar of Assent, 445 sq., and

Dr. George P. Fisher, Tlie Beginnings of Christianity, p. 543 sqq. " The

zeal" [of the early Christians], says Fisher, "was zeal for a person, and

for a cause identified with Him; the belief in the future life sprang out

of faith in Him wlu) had died and risen again, and ascended to Heaven

;

the miraculous powers of the early disciples were consciously connected

with the same source; the purification of morals, and the fraternal unity,

which lay at the basis of ecclesiastical association among the early

Christians, were likewise the fruit of their relation to Christ, and their

common love to Him. The victory of Christianity in the Eoman world

was the victory of Christ, who was lifted up that He might draw all men
unto Him."
Lecky [Rist. of Europ. Morals, I. 412) goes deeper than Gibbon, and

accounts for the success of early Christianity by its intrinsic excellency

and remarkable adaptation to the wants of the times in the old Eoman
empire. "In the midst of this movement," he says, "Christianity

gained its ascendancy, and we can be at no loss to discover the cause

of its triumph. No other religion, under such circumstances, had ever

combined so many distinct elements of power and attraction. Unlike

the Jewish religion, it was bound by no local ties, and was equally

adapted for every nation and for every class. Unlike Stoicism, it

appealed in the strongest manner to the affections, and offered all the

charm of a sympathetic worship. Unlike the Egyptian religion, it

united with its distinctive teaching a pure and noble system of ethics,

and proved itself capable of realizing it in action. It proclaimed, amid

a vast movement of social and national amalgamation, the universal

brotherhood of mankind. Amid the softening influence of philosophy

and civilization, it taught the supreme sanctity of love. To the slave,

who had never before exercised so large an influence over Roman
religious life, it was the religion of the suffering and the oppressed. To
the philosopher it was at once the echo of the highest ethics of the later

Stoics, and the expansion of the best teaching of the school of Plato.

To a world thirsting for j^rodigy, it offered a history replete Avitli wonders

more strange than those of Apollonius ; while the Jew and the Chaldean

could scarcely rival its exorcists, and the legends of continual miracles

circulated among its followers. To a world deeply conscious of political

dissolution, and prying eagerly and anxiously into the future, it pro-

claimed with a thrilling power the immediate destruction of the globe

—

the glory of all its friends, and the damnation of all its foes. To a world

that had grown very weary gazing on the cold passionless grandeur

which Cato realized, and which Lucan sung, it presented an ideal of

compassion and of love—an ideal destined for centuries to draw around

it all that was greatest, as well as all that was noblest upon earth

—

a

Teacher who could weep by the sepulchre of His friend, who was
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touched with the feeling of our infirmities. To a world, in fine, dis-

tracted by hostile creeds and colliding philosophies, it taught its

doctrines, not as a human speculation, but as a Divine revelation,

authenticated much less by reason than by faith. ' With the heart man
believeth unto righteousness ;

'
' He that doeth the will of my Father

will know the doctrine, whether it be of God ;

'
' Unless you believe you

cannot understand ;

'
' A heart naturally Christian ;

'
' The heart makes

the theologian,' are the phrases which best express the first action of

Christianity upon the world. Like all great religions, it was more con-

cerned with modes of feeling than with modes of thought. The chief

cause of its success was the congruity of its teaching with the spiritual

nature of mankind. It was because it was true of the moral sentiments

of the age, because it represented faithfully the supreme type of excel-

lence to which men were then tending, because it corresponded with

their religious wants, aims, and emotions, because the whole spiritual

being could then expand and expatiate under its influence, that it

l^lanted its roots so deeply in the hearts of men.''

Merivale
(
Convers. of the Rom. Emp., Preface) traces the conversion

of the Roman empire chiefly to four causes: 1) the external evidence of

the apparent fulfilment of recorded prophecy and miracles to the truth

of Christianity ; 2) the internal evidence of satisfying the acknowledged

need of a redeemer and sanctifier; 3) the goodness and holiness mani-

fested in the lives and deaths of the primitive believers ; 4) the temporal

success of Christianity under Constantino, which " turned the mass of

mankind, as with a sweeping revolution, to the rising sun of revealed

truth in Christ Jesus."

Renan discusses the reasons for the victory of Christianity in the 31st

chapter of his Marc-Aurtle (Paris 1882), pp. 561-588. He attributes it

chiefly "to the new discipline of life,'' and "the moral reform," which

the world required, which neither philosophy nor any of the established

religions could give. The Jews indeed rose high above the corruptions

of the times. " GJoire ^ternclle et unique, qui doitfaire ouhlier bien cles

foJie-s et des violences / Les Juifs sont les r^volutionnaires du lev et du 2e

Slide de notre ire.'' They gave to the world Christianity. *'Les popula-

tions se pr^cipittrent, par une sorte du mouvement instinctif, dans une secte

qui satisfaisait leur aspirations les plus intimes et ouvrait des tsperanees

infinies." Renan makes much account of the belief in immortality

and the offer of complete pardon to every sinner, as allurements to

Christianity ; and, like Gibbon, he ignores its real power as a religion of

salvation. This accounts for its success not only in the old Roman
empire, but in every country and nation where it has found a home.

§ 6. Means of Propagation.

It is a remarkable fact that after the days of the Apostles no

names of great missionaries are mentioned till the opening of
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tlie middle ages, "when the conversion of nations was effected or

introduced by a few individuals as St. Patrick in Ireland, St.

Columlm in Scotland, St. Augustine in England, St. Boniface in

Germany, St. Ansgar in Scandinavia, St. Cyril and Methodius

among the Slavonic races. There were no missionary societies,

no missionary institutions, no organized efforts in the ante-

Nicenc age ; and yet in less than 300 years from the death of

St. John the whole population of the Roman empire which then

represented the civilized world was nominally christianized.

To understand this astonishing fact, we must remember that

the foundation was laid strong and deep by the apostles them-

selves. The seed scattered by them from Jerusalem to Rome,

and fertilized by their blood, sprung up as a bountiful harvest.

The word of our Lord was again fulfilled on a larger scale

:

" One soweth, and another reapeth. I sent you to reap that

whereon ye have not labored : others have labored, and ye are

entered into their labor" (John 4 : 38).

Christianity once established was its own best missionary. It

grew naturally from within. It attracted people by its very

presence. It was a light shining in darkness and illuminating

the darkness. And while there were no professional mission-

aries devoting their whole life to this specific work, every

congregation was a missionary society, and every Christian

believer a missionary, inflamed by the love of Christ to convert

his fellow-men. The example had been set by Jerusalem and

Antioch, and by those brethren who, after the martyrdom of

Stephen, " were scattered abroad and went about jjreaching the

Word."* Justin Martyr was converted by a venerable old man

whom he met walking on the shore of the sea. " Every Chris-

tian laborer," says Tcrtullian, " both finds out God and

manifests him, though Plato affirms that it is not easy to dis-

cover the Creator, and difficult when He is found to make him

known to all." Celsus scoffingly remarks that fullers and ^

workers in wool and leather, rustic and ignorant persons, Avere 1

1 Acts 8 : 4 ; 11 : 19.
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the most zealous propagators of Christianity, and brought it

first to women and children, \yomen and slaves introduced it

into the home-circle. It is the glory of the gospel that it is ]

preached to the poor and by the poor to make them rich. I

/^brigen informs us that the city churches sent their missionaries /

I to the villages. The seed grew up while men slept, and
j

brought forth fruit, first the blade, then the ear, after that the \

full corn in the ear. Every Christian told his neighbor, the

laborer to his fellow-laborer, the slave to his fellow-slave, the /

servant to his master and mistress, the story of his conversion,
)

as a mariner tells the story of the rescue from shipwreck. .

-

The gospel was propagated chiefly by living preaching and

by personal intercourse ; to a considerable extent also through

the sacred Scriptures, which were early propagated and trans-

lated into various tongues, the Latin (North African and Italian),

the Syriac (the Curetonian and the Peshito), and the Egyptian (in

three dialects, the Memphitic, the Thebaic, and the Bashmuric).

Communication among the different parts of the Roman empire

from Damascus to Britain was comparatively easy and safe.

The highways built for commerce and for the Roman legions,

served also the messengers of peace and the silent conquests of

the cross. Commerce itself at that time, as well as now, was a^
powerful agency in carrying the gospel and the seeds of Chris- /

tian civilization to the remotest parts of the Roman empire. ^
The particular mode, as well as the precise time, of the intro-

duction of Christianity into the several countries during this

period is for the most part uncertain, and we know not much

more than the fact itself. No doubt much more was done by

the apostles and their immediate disciples, than the New Testa-

ment informs us of. But on the other hand the mediaeval

tradition assigns an apostolic origin to many national and local

churches, which cannot have arisen before the second or third

century. Even Joseph of Arimathaea, Nicodemus, Dionysius

the Arcopagite, LazfiTUS, Martha and Mary were turned by the

legend into missionaries to foreign lands.
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§ 7. Extent of Christianity in the Roman Empire.

Justin Martyr says, about the middle of the second century

:

" There is no people, Greek or barbarian, or of any other race,

by whatsoever appellation or manners they may be distinguished,

liowever ignorant of arts or agriculture, whether they dwell in

tents or wander about in covered wagons— among whom
prayers and thanksgivings are not offered in the name of the

crucified Jesus to the Father and Creator of all things." Half

a century later, Tertulliau addresses the heathen defiantly

:

" AV^e are but of yesterday, and yet we already fill your cities,

islands, camps, your palace, senate and forum ; we have left to

you only your temples."^ These, and similar passages of

Irenseus and Arnobius, are evidently rhetorical exaggerations.

Origen is more cautious and moderate in his statements. But

it may be fairly asserted, that about the end of the third century

the name of Christ was known, revered, and persecuted in

every province and every city of the empire. Maximian, in A

one of his edicts, says that " almost all " had abandoned the/

worship of their ancestors for the new sect.

In the absence of statistics, the number of the Christians

must be purely a matter of conjecture. In all probability it

amounted at the close of the third and the beginning of the

fourth century to nearly one-tenth or one-twelfth of the subjects

of Rome, that is to about ten millions of souls.

But the fact, that the Christians were a closely united body,

fresh, vigorous, hopeful, and daily increasing, while the heathen

were for the most part a loose aggregation, daily diminishing,

made the true prospective strength of the church much greater.

The propagation of Christianity among the barbarians in the

provinces of Asia and the north-west of Europe beyond the

^''/SbZa vohis rdinquimus fempla." Apol. c. 37. Long before Tertullian

the heathen Pliny, in his famons letter to Trajan (Epp. x. 97) had spoken of

'' desolata templn" and " .^arra solemnia dm intei'inissa," in consequence of the

spread of the Christian superstition throughout the cities and villages of Asia

Minor.
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Roman empire, was at first, of course, too remote from the cur-

rent of liistory to be of any great immediate importance. But
it prepared the way for the civilization of those regions, and

their subsequent position in the world.

NOTES.

Gibbon and Friedlander (III. 531) estimate the number of Christians

at the accession of Constantino (306) probably too low at one-twentieth
;

Matter and Robertson too high at one-fifth of his subjects. Some older

writers, misled by the hyperbolical statements of the early Apologists,

even represent the Christians as having at least equalled if not exceeded
the number of the heathen worshippers in the empire. In this case

common prudence would have dictated a policy of toleration long be-

fore Constantine. Mosheim, in his Hist. Commentaries, etc. (Murdock's
translation I. p. 274 sqq.) discusses at length the number of Christians in

the second century without arriving at definite conclusions. Chastel

estimates the number at the time of Constantine at -^^ in the West, yV in

the East, xV oil an average {Hist, de la destrud. du paganisme dans

r Orient, p. 36).

§ 8. Christianity in Asia.

Asia was the cradle of Christianity, as it was of humanity

and civilization. The apostles themselves had spread the new

religion over Palestine, Syria, and Asia Minor. According to

the younger Pliny, under Trajan, the temples of the gods in

Asia Minor were almost forsaken, and animals of sacrifice found

hardly any purchasers. In the second centiu-y Christianity

penetrated to Edessa in Mesopotamia, and some distance into

Persia, Media, Bactria, and Parthia; and in the thuxl, into

Armenia and Arabia. Paul himself had, indeed, spent three

years in Arabia, but probably in contemplative retirement, pre-

jiaring for his apostolic ministry. There is a legend, that the

apostles Thomas and Bartholomew carried the gospel to India.

But a more credible statement is, that the Christian teacher

Pantaeuus of Alexandria journeyed to that country about 190,

and that in the fourth century churches were found thei-e.

The transfer of the seat of power from Rome to Con-

stantinople, and the founding of the East Roman empire under

Constantine I. gave to Asia Minor, and especially to Constan-
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tinople, a commanding importance in the history of the Church

for several ceutui"ics. The seven CEcumenical Councils from

325 to 787 were all held in that city or its neighborhood, and

the doctrinal controversies on the Trinity and the person of

Christ were carried on chiefly in Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt.

In the ;nysterious providence of God those lands of the Bible

and the early church have been conquered by the prophet of

Mecca, the Bible replaced by the Koran, and the Greek church

reduced to a condition of bondage and stagnation ; but the

time is not far distant when the East will be regenerated by

the undying spirit of Christianity. A peaceful crusade of

devoted missionaries preaching the pure gospel and leading

holy lives will reconquer the holy laiid and settle the Eastern

question.

§ 9. Christianity in Egypt.

In Africa Christianity gained firm foothold first in Egypt,

and there probably as early as the apostolic age. The land of

the Pharaohs, of the jjyramids and sphinxes, of temples and

tombs, of hieroglyphics and mummies, of sacred bulls and

crocodiles, of despotism and slavery, is closely interwoven with

sacred history from the patriarchal times, and even imbedded in

the Decalogue as " the house of bondage." It was the home

of Joseph and his brethren, and the cradle of Israel. In

Egypt the Jewish Scriptures were translated more than two

hundred years before our era, and this Greek version used even

by Christ and the apostles, spread Hebrew ideas throughout the

Roman world, and is the mother of the peculiar idiom of the

New Testament. Alexandria was full of Jews, the literary as

well as commercial centre of the East, and the connecting link

between the East and the West. There the largest libraries

were collected ; there the Jewish mind came into close contact

with the Greek, and the religion of jSIoscs with the philosophy

of Plato and Aristotle. There Philo wrote, Avhile Christ taught

in Jerusalem and Galilee, and his works were destined to exert

a great influence on Christian exegesis through the Alexandrian

fathers.
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Mark, the evangelist, according to ancient tradition, laid the

foundation of the church of Alexandria. The Copts in old

Cairo, the Babylon of Egypt, claim this to be the place from

which Peter wrote his first epistle (5 : 13) ; but he must mean
either the Babylon on the Euphrates, or the mystic Babylon of

Rome. Eusebius names, as the first bishops of Alexandria,

Annianos (A. D. 62-85), Abilios (to 98), and Kerdon (to 110).

This see naturally grew up to metropolitan and patriarchal im-

portance and dignity. As early as the second century a theologi-

cal school flourished in Alexandria, in which Clement and

Origeu taught as pioneers in biblical learning and Christian

philosophy. From Lower Egypt the gospel spread to Middle

and Upper Egypt and the adjacent provinces, perhaps (in the

fourth century) as far as Xubia, Ethiopia, and Abyssinia. At
a council of Alexandria in the year 235, twenty bishops were

present from the diifereut parts of the land of the Nile.

During the fourth century Egypt gave to the church the

Arian heresy, the Athauasian orthodoxy, and the monastic

piety of St. Antony and St. Pachomius, which spread with

irresistible force over Christendom.

The theological literature of Egypt was chiefly Greek. Most

of the early manuscripts of the Greek Scriptures—including

probably the invaluable Sinaitic and Vatican MSS.—were writ-

ten in Alexandria. But already in the second century the

Scriptures were translated into the vernacular language, in

three different dialects. What remains of these versions is of

considerable weight in ascertaining the earliest text of the Greek

Testament.

The Christian Egyptians are the descendants of the

Pharaonic Egyptians, but largely mixed with negro and Arab

blood. Christianity never fully penetrated the nation, and was

almost swept away by the Mohammedan conquest under the

Caliph Omar (640), who burned the magnificent libraries of

Alexandria under the plea that if the books agreed with the

Koran, they M^ere useless, if not, they were pernicious and fit

for destruction. Since that time Egypt almost disappears from
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church history, and is still groaning, a house of bondage under

new masters. The great mass of the people are Moslems, but

the Copts—about half a million of five and a half millions

—

perpetuate the nominal Christianity of their ancestors, and form

a mission field for the more active churches of the West.

§ 10. Christianity in North Africa.

BOTTIGEE : Geschichte der Carthager. Berlin, 1827.
{

Movers : Die Phonizier. 1840-56, 4 vols. (A standard work.) K

Th. Mommsen: Rom. GesKchichte, I. 489 sqq. (Book III. chs. 1-7, 5th ed.)

N. Davis : Carthage and her Remains. London & N. York, 1861.

E. BoswORTH Smith : Carthage and the Carthaginians. Lond. 2nd ed.

1879. By the same : Rome and Carthage. N. York, 1880.

Otto Meltzer : Geschichte der Karthager. Berlin, vol. I. 1879.

These books treat of the secular history of the ancient Cartha-

ginians, but help to understand the situation and antecedents.

Julius Lloyd; The North African Church. Loudon, 1880. Comes

down to the Moslem Conquest.

The inhabitants of the provincas of Northern Africa were of

Semitic origin, with a language similar to the Hebrew, but

became Latinized in customs, laws, and language under the

Roman rule. The church in thab region therefore belongs to

Latin Christianity, and plays a leading part in its early history.

The Phoenicians, a remnant of the Canaanites, were the

English of ancient history. They carried on the commerce of

the world ; while the Israelites prepared the religion, and the

Greeks the civilization of the world. Three small nations, in

small countries, accomplished a more important work than the

colossal empires of Assyria, Babylon, and Persia, or even Rome.

Occupying a narrow strip of territory on the Syrian coast,

between Mount Lebanon and the sea, the Phoenicians sent their

merchant vessels from Tyre and Sidon to all parts of the old

world from India to the Baltic, rounded the Cape of Good

Hope two thousand years before Vasco de Gama, and brought

back sandal wood from Malabar, spices from Arabia, ostrich

plumes from Nubia, silver fr(Mii Spain, gold from the Niger,

iron from Elba^ tin from England, and amber from the Baltic.
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They furnished Solomon with cedars from Lebanon, and helped

him to build his palace and the temj^le. They founded on the

northernmost coast of Africa, more than eight hundred years

before Christ, the colony of Carthage.^ From that favorable

position they acquired the control over the northern coast of

Africa from the pillars of Hercules to the Great Syrtes, over

Southern Spain, the islands of Sardinia and Sicily, and the

whole Mediterranean sea. Hence the inevitable rivalry between

Rome and Carthage, divided only by three days' sail ; hence

the three Punic wars which, in sj)ite of the brilliant military

genius of Hannibal, ended in the utter destruction of the capital

of North Africa (b. c. 146).^ " Delenda est Carthago" was

the narrow and cruel policy of the elder Cato. But under

Augustus, Avho carried out the wiser plan of Julius Csesar, there

arose a new Carthage on the ruins of the old, and became a

rich and prosperous city, first heathen, then Christian, until it

was captured by the barbarous Vandals (A. D. 439), and finally

destroyed by a race cognate to its original founders, the ]\Io-

hammcdan Arabs (647). Since that time " a mournful and

solitary silence " once more brooded over its ruins.^

Christianity reached proconsular Africa in the second, per-

haps already at the close of the first century, we do not know

when and how. There was constant intercourse with Italy. It

spread very rapidly over the fertile fields and burning sands of

Mauritania and Numidia. Cyprian could assemble in 258 a

^ The Phoenician or Punic name is Karthada, the GreekKarchedon {Kapxv^(^v),

the Latin Carthago. It means New City (Neapolis). The word Kercth or

Carth enters also into the names of other cities of Phoenician origin, as Cirta

in Nuraidia.

^ See the masterly comparison of Rome and Carthage by Mommsen, Book

III. ch, 1. (vol. I. 506), of the destruction of Carthage in Book IV. ch, 1. (vol.

II. 22 sqq.)

^ On the ruins of Carthage see the descriptions of N. Davis and B. Smith {Rome

and Carthage, ch. xx. 263-291). The recent conquest of Tunis by France

(1881) gives new interest to the past of that country, and opens a new chapter

for its future. Smith describes Tunis as the most Oriental of Oriental towns,

with a gorgeous mixture of races—Arabs, Turks, Moors, and Negroes—held

together by the religion of Islam.
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svnod of eighty-seven bishops, and in 308 the schismatical

Donatists held a council of two hundred and seventy bishops at

Carthage. The dioceses, of course, were small in those days.

The oldest Latin translation of the Bible, miscalled '' Itala
"

(the basis of Jerome's " Yulgata "), was made probably in

Africa and for Africa, not in Rome and for Rome, where at

that time the Greek language prevailed among Christians.

Latin theology, too, was not born in Rome, but in Carthage.

Tertullian is its father. Minutius Felix, Arnobius, and Cyprian

bear witness to the activity and prosperity of African Chris-

tianity and theology in the third century. It reached its high-

est perfection during the first quarter of the fifth century in the

sublime intellect and burning heart of St. Augustin, the greatest

among the fathers, but soon after his death (430) it was buried

first beneath the Vandal barbarism, and in the seventh century

by the Mohammedan conquest. Yet his writings led Christian

thouglit in the Latin church throughout the dark ages, stimu-

lated the Reformers, and are a vital force to this day.

§ 11. Christianity in Europe.

" Westward the course of Empire takes its way."

This law of history is also the law of Christianity. From

Jerusalem to Rome was the march of the apostolic church.

Further and further West has been the progress of missions

ever since.

The church of Ro:sie was by ftir the most important one for

all the West. According to Eusebius, it had in the middle of

the third century one bishop, forty-six presbyters, seven deacons

with as many sub-deacons, forty-two acolyths, fifty readers,

exorcists, and door-keepers, and fifteen hundred widows and

poor persons under its care. From this we might estimate the

number of members at some fifty or sixty thousand, i. e. about

one-twentieth of the population of the city, which cannot be

accurately determined indeed, but must have exceeded one mil-

lion during the reign of the Antonincs.^ The strength of Chris-

^ Gibbon, in his thirty-first eliapter, and ]\Illman estimate the population of
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tianity in Rome is also confirmed bv the enormous extent of the
catacombs wliere tlie Christians were buried.

From Rome the churcli spread to all the cities of Italy. The
first Roman provincial synod, of which we have information,
numbered twelve bishops under the presidency of Telesphorus
(142-154). In the middle of the third century (255) Cornelius
of Rome held a council of sixty bishops.

The persecution of the year 177 shows the church already
planted in the south of Gaul in the second century. Christianity
came hither probably from the East ; for the churches of Lyons
and Yieune were intimately connected with those of Asia Minor,
to which they sent a report of the persecution, and Ireujeus,

bishop of Lyons, was a disciple of Polycarp of Smyrna. Gre-
gory of Tours states, that in the middle of the third century
seven missionaries were sent from Rome to Gaul. One of these,

Dionysius, founded the first church of Paris, died a martyr at
Montmartre, and became the patron saint of France. Popular
superstition afterwards confounded him with Dionysius the
Areopagite, who was converted by Paul at Athens.
Spain probably became acquainted with Christianity likewise

in the second century, though no clear traces of churches and
bishops there meet us till the middle of the third. The council
of Elvira in 306 numbered nineteen bishops. The apostle

Paul once formed the plan of a missionary journey to Spain,
and according to Clement of Rome he preached there, if we
understand that country to be meant by " the limit of the West

"

to which he says that Paul carried the gospel.^ But there is no
trace of his labors in Spain on record. The legend, in defiance
of all chronology, derives Christianity in that country from James

^Eome at 1,200,000; Hoeck (on the basis of the Monumentum Ancyranum),
Zumpt and Howson at two millions ; Bunsen somewhat lower ; while Dureau
de la Malle tries to reduce it to half a million, on the ground that the walls of
Servius Tullius occupied an area only one-fifth of that of Paris. But these
walls no longer marked the limits of the city since its reconstruction after the
conflagration under Nero, and the suburbs stretched to an unUmited extent
into the country. Comp. vol. I. p. 359.

^ Eom. 15 : 24 ; Clem. R. Ad Cor. c. 5 (to ripfxa Tijq Smeug).
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the Elder, who was executed in Jerusalem in 44, and is said to

be buried at Campostella, the famous place of pilgrimage,

where his boues were first discovered under Alphonso II., to-

wards the close of the eighth century.

When Irenfeus speaks of the preaching of the gospel among

the Germans and other barbarians, who, " without paper and.

ink, have salvation written in their hearts by the Holy Spirit,"

he can refer only to the parts of Germany belonging to the

Roman empire [Germania cisrhenana).

According to Tertullian Britain also was brought under the

power of the cross towards the end of the second century. The

Celtic church existed in England, Ireland, and Scotland, inde-

pendently of Rome, long before the conversion of the Anglo-

saxons by the Roman mission of Augustine ; it continued for

some time after that event and sent offshoots to Germany,

France, and the Low Countries, but was ultimately at different

dates incorporated with the Roman church. It took its origin

probably from Gaul, and afterwards from Italy also. The

legend traces it to St. Paul and other apostolic founders. The

venerable Bede (t735) says, that the British king Lucius (about

167) applied to the Roman bishop Eleutherus for missionaries.

At the council of Aries, in Gaul (Arelate), in 314, three British

bishops, of Eboracum (York), Londinum (London), and Colonia

Londineusiura {i. e. either Lincoln or more probably Colchester),

were present.

The conversion of the barbarians of Northern and Western

Europe did not begin in earnest before the fifth and sixth cen-

turies, and will claim our attention in the history of the Middle

Asres.

^ See J. B. Gams (E.G.): Die Kirchengeschichte von Spanlen, Regensburg,

1862-1879, 5 vols. The first vol. (422 pages) is taken up with the legendary

history of the first three centuries. 75 pages are given to the discussion of

Paul's journey to Spain. Gams traces Christianity in that country to Paul and
to seven disciples of the Apostles sent to Rome, namely, Torquatus, Ctesiphon,

Secundus, Indaletius, Ciiciliiis, Hesychius, and Euphrasius (according to the

Roman Martyrologium, edited by Baronius, 1586).



CHAPTER II.

PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANITY AND CHRISTIAN MARTYRDOM.

" Semen est sanguis Ohristianorum,"—Tertullian.

§ 12. Literature.

I. Sources:

EusEBius ; H. E., particularly Lib. viii. and ix.

Lactantitjs : De Mortibus persecutorum.

The Apologies of Justin Martyr, Minucius Felix, Tertulliait,

and Origen, and the Epistles of Cypriajst.

Theod. Ruinart : Acta primorum martijrum sincera et selecta. Par.

1689; 2nd ed. Amstel. 1713 (covering the first four cent.).

Several biographies in the Acta Sanctoriini. Antw. 1643 sqq.

Les Acts des martyrs depuis Vorigine de I'^glise Chrttienne jusqu^cL nos

temps. Traduits et publits par les E.R. P.P. benedictins de la congreg.

de France. Par. 1857 sqq.

The Martyrol. Hieronymianum (ed. Florentini, Luc. 1668, and in Migne's

Patrol. Lat. 0pp. Hieron. xi. 434 sqq. ) ; the Martyrol. Pomamtm (ed.

Baron. 1586), the Menolog. Grcec. (ed. Urbini, 1727) ; De Eossi,

Roller, and other works on the Roman Catacombs.

II. Works.

JOHX Foxe (or Fox, d..l587) : Acts and Monuments of the Church (com-

monly called Booh of Martyrs), first pub. at Strasburg 1554, and
Basle 1559 ; first complete ed. fol. London 1563 ; 9th ed. fol. 1684,

3 vols. fol. ; best ed. by G. Townsend, Lond. 1843, 8 vols. 8o. ; also

many abridged editions. Foxe exhibits the entire history of Chris-

tian martyrdom, including the Protestant martyrs of the middle age

and the sixteenth century, with polemical reference to the church

of Rome as the successor of heathen Rome in the work of bloody

persecution. " The Ten Roman persecutions " are related in the

first volume.

KoRTHOLDT : De persecutionibus eccl. primcevoe. Kiel, 1629.

GiBBOX: chap. xvi.

MiJNTER: Die Christen im heidnischen Hause vor Constantin. Copenh.

1828.

Schumann von Mansegg (R. C): Die Verfolgungen der ersten christ-

lichen Kirche, Vienna, 1821.
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W, Ad. Schmidt: GescMchte dcr Denh u. Glaubensfreiheit im ersten

Jahrhundert der Kaiserherrschaft und des Christenthums. Berl. 1847.

Kritzleb: Die Uddenzeiten des Christenthums. Vol. i. Der Kampf
mit dem Heidenthum. Leipz. 1856.

Fr. W. Gass : Das christl. Mdrtyrerthum in den erden Jnhrhnnderfen.

1859-60 (ia Niedner's "Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theol." for 1859, pp.

323-392, and 1860, pp. 315-381).

F. OvERBECK : Gesetze der rom. Kaiser gegen die Christen, in his Studien

ziir Gesch. der alten Kirche, I. Chemn. 1875.

B. AuBfe: Histoire des persecutions de V eglise jtisqu* h la fin des Antonins.

2nd ed. Paris 1875 (Orowned by the Academic frangaise). By the

same: Histoire des persecutions de I'eglise, La polemique p>oyennc a la

fi,n du II. sih-le. Paris 1878.

K. Wieseler: Die Christenverfolgungen der Cdsaren, hist, und chronol.

untersucht. Giitersloh, 1878.

Gerh. Uhlhorn : Der Kamvf des Christenthums mit dem Heidenthum.

3d ed. Stuttgart. 1879. Engl, trausl. by Prof. Smyth & Eopes.

N. York 1879.

Theod. Keim : Rom und das Christenthum. Ed. after the author's

death by H. Ziegler. Berlin 1881.

E. Rexan : Marc-AurUe. Paris 1882, pp. 53-69.

§ 13. General Survey.

The persecutions of Christianity during the first three cen-

turies appear like a long tragedy : first, foreboding signs ; then

a succession of bloody assaults of heathenism upon the religion

of the cross; amidst the dark scenes of fiendish hatred and

cruelty the bright exhibitions of suffering virtue; now and

then a short pause ; at last a fearful and desperate struggle of

the old pagan empire for life and death, ending in the abiding

victory of the Christian religion. Thus this bloody baptism

of the church resulted in the birth of a Christian world. It

was a repetition and prolongation of the crucifixion, but fol-

loAved by a resurrection.

Our Lord had predicted this conflict, and prepared His dis-

ciples for it. " Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst

of wolves. They will deliver you up to councils, and in their

synagogues they will scourge you; yea and before governors

and kings shall ye be brought for My sake, for a testimony to

them and to the Gentiles. And brother shall deliver up
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brother to death, and the father his child : and children shall

rise up against parents, and cause thena to be put to death.

And ye shall be hated of all men for My name's sake : but he

that endureth to the end, the same shall be saved." These, and

similar words, as well as the recollection of the crucifixion and

resurrection, fortified and cheered many a confessor and martyr

in the dungeon and at the stake.

The persecutions proceeded first from the Jews, afterwards

from the Gentiles, and continued, with interruptions, for nearly

three hundred years. History reports no mightier, longer and

deadlier conflict than this war of extermination waged by

heathen Rome against defenseless Christianity. It was a most

unequal struggle, a struggle of the sword and of the cross

;

carnal power all on one side, moral power all on the other. It

was a struggle for life and death. One or the other of the

combatants must succumb. A compromise was impossible.

The future of the world's history depended on the downfall

of heathenism and the triumph of Christianity. Behind the

scene were the powers of the invisible world, God and the

prince of darkness. Justin, Tertullian, and other confessors

traced the persecutions to Satan and the demons, though they

did not ignore the human and moral aspects ; they viewed them

also as a punishment for past sins, and a school of Christian

virtue. Some denied that martyrdom was an evil, since it

only brought Christians the sooner to God and the glory of

heaven. As war brings out the heroic qualities of men, so did

the persecutions develop the patience, the gentleness, the en-

durance of the Christians, and prove the world-conquering

power of faith.

Number of Persecutions.

From the fifth century it has been customary to reckon ten

great persecutions : under Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Marcus

Aurelius, Septimius Severus, INIaximinus, Decius, Valerian,

Aurelian, and Diocletian.^ This number was suggested by the

^ So Augustin, De Civit. Dei, xviii. 52, but he mention? Antoninus for Marcus

Aurelius. Lactantius counts six, Sulpitius Severus nine persecutions.

Vol. II. 3.
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ten plagues of Egypt taken as types (which, however, befell

the enemies of Israel, and present a contrast rather than a

parallel), and by the ten horns of the Roman beast making war

with the Lamb, taken for so many emperors/ But the number

is too great for the general persecutions, and too small for the

provincial and local. Only two imperial persecutions—those

of Decius and Diocletian— extended over the empire ; but

Christianity was always an illegal religion from Trajan to Con-

stantino, and subject to annoyance and violence everywhere.*

Some persecuting emperors—Nero, Domitian, Galerius, were

monstrous tyrants, but others— Trajan, INIarcus Aurelius,

Decius, Diocletian—were among the best and most energetic

emperors, and were prompted not so much by hatred of Chris-

tianity as by zeal for the maintenance of the laws and the

power of the government. On the other hand, some of the

most worthless emperors—Commodus, Caracalla, and Helio-

gabalus—were rather favorable to the Christians from sheer

caprice. All were equally ignorant of the true character of

the new religion.

The Result.

The long and bloody war of heathen Rome against the

church, which is built upon a rock, utterly failed. It began in

Rome under Nero, it ended near Rome at the Milvian bridge,

under Constantine. Aiming to exterminate, it purified. It

called forth the virtues of Christian heroism, and resulted in

the consolidation and triumph of the new religion. The

' Ex. chs. 5-10; Rev. 17 : 12 sqq. Angustin felt the impropriety of refer-

ring to the Egyptian plagues, and calls this a mere conjecture of the human
mind wliich "sometimes hits the truth and sometimes is deceived." lie also

rectifies the number by referring to the persecutions before Nero, mentioned in

the N. T., and to the persecutions after Diocletian, as tiiat of Julian, and the

Arian emperors. " When I tliink of these and the like things," lie says, " it

does not seem to me that the number of persecutions witix which the churcli is

to be tried can be definitely stated."

^ On the relation of Christianity to the laws of the Roman empire, see

Aub6, De la legalUe du, Christiaiiisme daiis I'empirc Rornain au ler siccle. Paris

1866.
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philosophy of persecution is best expressed by the terse word

of TertuUian, who lived in the midst of them, but did not see

the end :
" The blood of the Christians is the seed of the

Church."
Religious Freedom.

The blood of persecution is also the seed of civil and religious

liberty. All sects, schools, and parties, whether religious or

political, when persecuted, complain of injustice and plead for

toleration ; but few practise it when in power. The reason of

this inconsistency lies in the selfishness of human nature, and in

mistaken zeal for what it believes to be true and right. Liberty

is of very slow, but sure growth.

The ancient world of Greece and Rome generally was based

upon the absolutism of the state, which mercilessly trampled

under foot the individual rights of men. It is Christianity

which tauo;ht and acknowledo:ed them.

The Christian apologists first proclaimed, however imper-

fectly, the principle of freedom of religion, and the sacred rights

of conscience. TertuUian, in prophetic anticipation as it were

of the modern Protestant theory, boldly tells the heathen that

everybody has a natural and inalienable right to worship God

according to his conviction, that all compulsion in matters of

conscience is contrary to the very nature of religion, and that

no form of Avorship has any value whatever except as far as it

is a free voluntary homage of the heart.^

Similar views in favor of religious liberty were expressed by

' See the remarkable passage Ad Scapulam, c 2: " Tamen humani juris et

naturalis potestafis est unicuique quod putaverit colere, nee alii ohed, aut prodest

alterius rdigio. Scd ncc rtiigionis est cogere religionem., quce sponte suseipi debeat

non vi, cum et hostiae ab animo libenti expostulentur. Ita etsi nos compulevitis ad

sacrificandum, nihil prmstabitis diis vestris. Ab invitis enini sacrificia non dernier-

abunt, nisi si contentiosi sunt; contentiosus autem deus non est." (]omp. the similar

passage in TertuUian, Apohg. c. 24, where after enumerating the various forms

of idolatry which enjoyed free toleration in the empire he continues: "Videte

enim ne et hoc ad irreligiositatis elogium concurraf, adimere libertaicm rcligionis et

interdicere optioncin divinitatis, ut non liccat mihi colere quern velim sed cogar colere

quem nolim. Nemo se ab invito coli volet, ne homo guidem."
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Justin Martyr/ and at the close of our jieriod by Laetantlus,

who says :
" lleligion cannot be imposed by force ; the matter

must be carried on by Avords rather than by blows, that the

will may be affected. Torture and piety are widely different

;

nor is it possible for truth to be united with violence, or justice

with cruelty. Nothing is so much a matter of free will as

religion."
^

The Church, after its triumph over paganism, forgot this

lesson, and for many centuries treated all Christian heretics, as

well as Jews and Gentiles, just as the old Romans had treated

the Christians, without distinction of creed or sect. Every

state-church from the times of the Christian emperors of Con-

stantinople to the times of the Russian Czars and the South

American Republics, has more or less persecuted the dissenters,

in direct violation of the principles and practice of Christ and

the apostles, and in carnal misunderstanding of the spiritual

natui"e of the kingdom of heaven.

§ 14. Jewish Persecution.

Sources.

I. Dio Cassius: Hist. Rom. LXVIII. 32; LXIX. 12-14; Justin M. :

Apol. I. 31, 47 ; Eusebius : H. Eccl. IV. 2. and 6. Kabbinical tra-

ditions in Derenbourg : Histoire de la Palestine depuis Cyrus Jusqu'

a Adrien (Paris 18(37), pp. 402^38.

II. Fr. MiJXTER : Dcr Jiklische Krieg unter Trajan n. Hadrian. Altona

and Leipz. 1821.

Deyling: Aeliae Caintol. origines et Jiistorice. Lips. 1743.

Ewald: GescJi. des Volkes Israel, VII. 373-432.

MiLMAN : History of the Jews, Books 18 and 20.

Gratz: GcscLder Juden. Vol. IV. (Leipz. 1866).

ScHiJREB: Neutestam. Zeitgeschichte (1874), pp. 350-367.

The Jews had displayed their obstinate unbelief and bitter

hatred of the gospel in the crucifixion of Christ, the stoning of

Stephen, the execution of James the Elder, tlie repeated incar-

cerations of Peter and John, the wild rage against Paul, aud the

^ Apol. I. c. 2, 4, 12. * Ivstit. div. V. 20.
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murder of James the Just. No wonder that the fearful judg-

ment of God at last visited this ingratitude upon them in the

destruction of the holy city and the temple, from which the

Christians found refuge in Pella.

But this tragical fate could break only the national power of

the Jews, not their hatred of Christianity. They caused the

death of Symeon, bishop of Jerasalem (107) ; they were par-

ticularly active iu the burning of Polycarp of Smyrna; and

they inflamed the violence of the Gentiles by calumniating the

sect of the Nazarenes.

The Rebellion under Bar-Cochba. Jerusalem again Destroyed.

By severe oppression under Trajan and Hadrian, the prohibi-

tion of circumcision, and the desecration of Jerusalem by the

idolatry of the pagans, the Jews were provoked to a new and

powerful insurrection (a. d. 132-135). A pseudo-Messiah,

Bar-Cochba (son of the stars, Num. 24: 17), afterwards called

Bar-Cosiba (sou of falsehood), put himself at the head of the

rebels, and caused all the Christians who Avould not join him to

be most cruelly murdered. But the false prophet was defeated

by Hadrian's general in 135, more than half a million of Jews

were slaughtered after a desperate resistance, unmense numbers

sold into slavery, 985 villages and 50 fortresses levelled to the

ground, nearly all Palestine laid waste, Jerusalem again de-

stroyed, and a Roman colony, Aelia Capitolina, erected on its

ruins, with an image of Jupiter and a temple of Venus. The

coins of Aelia Capitolina bear the images of Jupiter Capitolinus,

Bacchus, Serapis, Astarte.

Thus the native soil of the venerable religion of the Old Tes-

tanient was ploughed up, and idolatry planted on it. The Jews

were forbidden to visit the holy spot of their former metropolis

upon pain of death.^ Ouly on the anniversary of the destruc-

^ As reported by Justin M., a native of Palestine and a cotemporary of this

destruction of Jerusalem. ApoL I. c 47. TertuUian also says (Adv. Jud. c.

13), that "an interdict was issued forbidding any one of the Jews to linger in

the confines of the district."
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tion were they allowed to behold and bewail it from a distance.

The prohibition was continued under Christian emperors to their

disgrace. Julian the Apostate, from hatred of the Christians,

allowed and encouraged them to rebuild the temple, but in vain.

Jerome, who spent the rest of his life in monastic retirement at

Bethlehem (d. 419), informs us in pathetic words that in his day

old Jewish men and women, "in corporibus et in habitu suo

iram Domini demonstrantcs," had to buy from the Roman watch

the privilege of weeping and lamenting over the ruins from

mount Olivet in sight of the cross, " ut qui quondam emerant

sanguincm Christi, emant lacrymas suas, et ne Jlctus quidem eis

gratuitm sitJ' ^ The same sad privilege the Jews now enjoy

under Turkish rule, not only once a year, but every Friday

beneath the very walls of the ICemple, now replaced by the

Mosque of Omar.^

The Talmud.

After this the Jews had no opportunity for any further inde-

pendent persecution of the ChrLstians. Yet they continued to

circulate horrible calumnies on Jesus and his followers. Their

learned schools at Tiberias and Babylon nourished this bitter

hostility. The Talmud, i. e. Doctrine, of which the first part

(the Mishna, i. e. Repetition) was composed towards the end

of the second centmy, and the second part (the Gemai'a, i. e.

Completion) in the fom-th century, well represents the Judaism

of its day, stiff, traditional, stagnant, and anti-Christian. Sub-

sequently the Jerusalem Talmud was eclipsed by the Babylonian

(430-521), which is four times larger, and a still more distinct

expression of Rabbinism. The terrible imprecation on apostates

^ Ad Zephan. 1 : 15 sqq. Schiirer quotes the passage, p. 363.

' "The Wailing Place of the Jews" at the cyclopean foundation wall is just

outside of the Mosque El Aska, and near " Robinson's Arch." There I saw

on Good Friday, 1877, a large number of Jews, old and voung, men and

women, venerable rabbis with patriarchal beards, others dirty and repulsive,

kissing the stone wall and watering it with their tears, while repeating from

Hebrew Bibles and prayer-books the Lamentations of Jeremiah, Psalms 76tli

and 79th, and varioas litanies. Comp. Tobler, Topographie von Jerusalem,

I. 629.
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{^preGatio hcereticorum), designed to deter Jews from going over

to the Christian faith, comes from the second century, and is

stated by the Tahnud to have been composed at Jafna, where

the Sanhedrin at that time had its seat, by the younger Eabbi

Gamaliel. *

The Talmud is the slow growth of several centuries. It is a

chaos of Jewish learning, wisdom, and folly, a continent of rub-

bish, with hidden pearls of true maxims and poetic para- /

bles. Delitzsch calls it " a vast debating club, in which there

hum confusedly the myriad voices of at least five centm-ies, a

unique code of laws, in comparison with which the law-books of

all other nations are but lillijDutian." It is the Old Testament 1

misinterpreted and turned against the New, in fact, though not!

in form. It is a rabbinical Bible without inspiration, without i

the Messiah, without hope. It shares the tenacity of the Jewish /

race, and, like it, continues involuntarily to bear testimony to

the truth of Christianity. A distinguished historian, on being

asked what is the best argmnent for Christianity, promptly re-

plied : the Jews.^

Unfortunately this people, still remarkable even in its tragical

end, was in many ways cruelly oppressed and persecuted by the

Christians after Constantine, and thereby only confirmed in its

fanatical hatred of them. The hostile legislation began with

the prohibition of the circumcision of Christian slaves, and the

intermarriage between Jews and Christians, and proceeded

already in the fifth century to the exclusion of the Jews from

all civil and political rights in Christian states. Even our en-

lightened age has witnessed the humiliating spectacle of a cruel

Judenhetze in Germany and still more in Russia (1881). But

through all changes of fortune God has preserved this ancient

^ On the literature of the Talmud see the articles in Herzog, and in McCIin-

tock & Strong, and especially Schiirer, Neutestamentl. Zcifgeschichte (Leipz.

1874), pp. 45-49, to which I add Schiirer's essay: Die Predict Jesii Chrisli m
ihrem Verhdltniss sum Alien Testament und zum Judenthmn, Darmstadt, 1882.

The relation of the Talmud to the Sermon on the Mount and the few resem-

blances is discussed by Pick in McClintock & Strong, vol. ix. 571.
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race as a living monumeut of liLs justice aud his mercy; and

he mil undoubtedly assign it an important part in the consum-

mation of his Ivingdom at the second coming of Christ.

§ 15. Causes of Roman Persecution.

The policy of the Roman government, the fanaticism of the

superstitious people, and the self-interest of the pagan priests

conspired for the j^ersecution of a religion which threatened to

demolish the tottering fabric of idolatry ; and they left no ex-

pedients of legislation, of violence, of craft, and of wickedness

untried, to blot it from the earth.

To glance first at the relation of the Roman state to the Chris-

tian religion.

Roman Toleration.

Tlie jxjlicy of imperial Rome was in a measure tolerant. It

was repressive, but not preventive. Freedom of thought was

not checked by a censorship, education was left untrammelled to

be arranged between the teacher and the learner. The armies

were quartered on the frontiers as a protection of the empire,

not employed at home as instruments of oppression, and the

people were diverted from public aifairs and political discontent

by public amusements. The ancient religions of the conquered

races were tolerated as far as they did not interfere with the

interests of the state. The Jews enjoyed special protection since

the time of Julius Ctesar.

Now so long as Christianity was regarded by the Romans as

a mere sect of Judaism, it shared the hatred and contempt, in-

deed, but also the legal protection bestowed on tliat ancient

national religion. Providence had so ordered it that Christianity

had already taken root in the leading cities of the empire before

its true character was understood. Paul had carried it, under

the protection of his Roman citizenship, to the ends of the em-

pire, and the Roman proconsul at Corinth refused to interfere

with his activity on the ground that it was an internal question

of the Jews, which did not belong to his tribunal. The heathen
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statesmen and authors, even down to the age of Trajan, includ-

ing the historian Tacitus and the younger Pliny, considered the

Christian religion as a vulgar superstition, hardly worthy of

tlieir notice.

But it was far too important a phenomenon, and made far too

rapid progress to be long thus ignored or despised. So soon as

it was understood as a new religion, and as, in fact, claiming uni-

versal validity and acceptance, it was set down as unlawful and

treasonable, a religio ilUeita ; and it was the constant reproach

of the Christians :
" You have no right to exist."

^

Roman Intolerance.

We need not be surprised at this position. For with all its

professed and actual tolerance the Roman stiite was thoroughly

interwoven with heathen idolatry, and made religion a tool of

its policy. Ancient history furnishes no example of a state

without some religion and form of worship. Rome makes no

exception to the general rule. " The Romano-Hellenic state-

religion" (says Mommsen), "and the Stoic state-philosophy

inseparably combined with it were not merely a convenient

instrument for every government-oligarchy, democracy, or

monarchy—but altogether indispensable, because it was just as

impossible to construct the state wholly without religious ele-

ments as to discover any new state religion adajjted to form a

substitute for the old."

"

The piety of Romulus and Xuma was believed to have laid

the foundation of the power of Rome. To the favor of the

deities of the republic, the brilliant success of the Roman arms was

attributed. The priests and Vestal virgins were suj^ported out

of the public treasury. The emperor was ex-officio the ponfifex

maximus, and even an object of divine worship. The gods

were national ; and the eagle of Jupiter Capitolinus moved as

a good genius before the world-conquering legions. Cicero lays

down as a principle of legislation, that no one should be alloM'ed

' " jVbn licet esse vos." Tertullian, Apol. 4.

' The History of Rome, translated by Dickson, vol. IV. P. II. p. 559.
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to worship foreign gods, unless they were recognized by public

statute.^ Maecenas counselled Augustus: "Honor the gods

according to the custom of our ancestors, and compel ^ others to

worship them. Hate and punish those who bring in strange

gods."

It is true, indeed, that individuals in Greece and Rome en-

joyed an almost unlimited liberty for expressing sceptical and

even impious sentiments in conversation, in books and on the

stage. We need only refer to the works of Aristophanes,

Lucian, Lucretius, Plautus, Terence. But a sharp distinction

was made then, as often since by Christian governments, be-

tween liberty of private thought and conscience, which is

inalienable and beyond the reach of legislation, and between the

liberty of public worship, although the latter is only the legiti-

mate consequence of the former. Besides, wherever religion is

a matter of state-legislation and compulsion, there is almost

invariably a great deal of hypocrisy and infidelity among the

educated classes, however often it may conform outwardly, from

policy, interest or habit, to the forms and legal acquirements of

the established creed.

The senate and emj^eror, by special edicts, usually allowed

conquered nations the free practice of their worship even in

Rome ; not, however, from regard for the sacred rights of con-

science, but merely from policy, and with the express prohibition

of making proselytes from the state religion ; hence severe laws

were published from time to time against transition to Judaism.

Obstacles to the Toleration of Christianity.

To Christianity, appearing not as a national religion, but

claiming to be the only true universal one, making its converts

among every people and every sect, attracting Greeks and

Romans in much larger numbers than Jews, refusing to com-

promise with any form of idolatry, and threatening in fact the

very existence of the Roman state religion, even this limited

* "Nisi publice adscitos." * dvdjKage, according to Dion Cassius.
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toleration could not be granted. The same all-absorbing politi-

cal interest of Rome dictated here the opposite course, and

Tertullian is hardly just in charging the Romans with inconsist-

ency for tolerating the worship of all false gods, from whom
they had nothing to fear, and yet prohibiting the worship of the

only true God who is Lord over all.^ Born under Augustus,

and crucified under Tiberius at the sentence of the Roman
magistrate, Christ stood as the founder of a spiritual universal

empire at the head of the most important epoch of the Roman
power, a rival not to be endured. The reign of Constantine

subsequently showed that the free toleration of Christianity Avas

the death-blow to the Roman state religion.

Then, too, the conscientious refusal of the Christians to pay

divine honors to the emperor and his statue, and to take part in

any idolatrous ceremonies at public festivities, their aversion to

the imperial military service, tlieii* disregard for politics and

depreciation of all civil and temporal affairs as compared with

the spiritual and eternal interests of man, their close brotherly

union and frequent meetings, drew upon them the suspicion of

hostility to the Caesars and the Roman people, and the unpai'don-

able crime of conspiracy against the state.^

The common people also, with their polytheistic ideas, ab-

horred the believers in the one God as atheists and enemies of

the gods. They readily gave credit to the slanderous rumors of

all sorts of abominations, even incest and cannibalism, practised

by the Christians at their religious assemblies and love-feasts,

and regarded the frequent public calamities of that age as pun-

ishments justly inflicted by the angry gods for the disregard of

their worship. In North Africa arose the proverb :
" If God

does not send rain, lay it to the Christians." At every inunda-

tion, or drought, or famine, or pestilence, the fanatical populace

cried :
" Away with the atheists ! To the lions, with the Chris-

tians !

"

^ Apolog- c. 24 at the close : "Apudivs quodvis colerejus est praeler Deum verum,

quasi non hie magis omnium sit Deus, cuiit^ omnes sumus."

2 Hence the reproachful designation, ''Hastes Ccemrum d populi Eomani."
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Finally, persecutions were sometimes started by priests, jug-

glers, artificers, merchants, and others, who derived their support

from the idolatrous worship. These, like Demetrius at Ephesus,

aud the masters of the sorceress at Philippi, kindled the fanati-

cism and indignation of the mob against the new religion for its

interference with their gains.^

§ 16. Condition of the Church before the Reign of Trajan.

The imperial persecutions before Trajan belong to the

Aj)Ostolic age, and have been already described in the first

volume. AVe allude to them here only for the sake of the con-

nection. Christ was born under the first, and crucified under

the second Roman emperor. Tiberius (a. d. 14—37) is reported

to have been frightened by Pilate's account of the crucifixion

and resurrection, and to have proposed to the senate, without

success, the enrolment of Christ among the Roman deities ; but

this rests only on the questionable authority of Tertullian. The

edict of Claudius (42-54) in the year 53, which banished the

Jews from Rome, fell also upon the Christians, but as Jews with

whom they were confounded. The fiendish persecution of Nero

(54-08) was intended as a punishment, not for Christianity, but

for alleged incendiarism (64). It showed, however, the j)opular

temper, and was a declaration of war against the new religion.

It became a common saying among Christians that Nero would

reapjicar as Antichrist.

During the rapidly succeeding reigns of Galba, Otho, Vitellius,

Vespasian, and Titus, the church, so far as we know, suffered

no very serious persecution.

But Domitian (81-96), a suspicious and blasphemous tyrant,

accustomed to call himself and to be called " Lord aud God,"

treated the embracing of Christianity as a crime against the state,

and condemned to death many Christians, even his own cousin,

the consul Flavins Clemens, on the charge of atheism ; or con-

fiscated their property', and sent them, as in the case of

1 Com]). Arts. 19 : 24 ; IG : 16.
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Domitilla, the wife of the Clemens just mentioned, into exile.

His jealousy also led him to destroy the surviving descendants

of David ; and he brought from Palestine to Rome two kinsmen

of Jesus, grandsons of Judas, the " brother of the Lord," but

seeing their poverty and rustic simplicity, and hearing their ex-

planation of the kingdom of Christ as not earthly, but heavenly,

to be established by the Lord at the end of the world, when He
should come to judge the quick and the dead, he let them go.

Tradition (in Irenaeus, Eusebius, Jerome) assigns to the reign of

Domitian the banishment of John to Patmos (which, however,

must be assigned to the reign of Nero), together with his miracu-

lous preservation from death in Rome (attested by Tertullian),

and the martyrdom of Andrew, Mark, Onesimus, and Dionysius

the Areopagite. The Martyrium of Ignatius speaks of " many

persecutions under Domitian."

His humane and justice-loving successor, Nerva (96-98), re-

called the banished, and refused to treat the confession of Chris-

tianity as a political crime, though he did not recognise the new

religion as a rellgio lieita.

§ 17. Trajan. A. D. 98-117

—

Chrisilanity Forbidden—Martyr-

dom of Ignatius.

I. Sources.

Plinius, jun. : Epist. x. 96 and 97 (al. 97 sq.)

Eusebius : H. E. III. 11, 32, 36.

Acta Martyrii Ignatii, in RuiXART, p. 8 sqq. ; recent edd. by Theod.

Zahn, in Patrum Apost. Opera (by Oscar von Gebhardt, Harnack, &
Zahn, Lips. 1876), vol. IL pp. 301 sqq. ; and Funk, Opefa Pair.

Apost, Tub. (1878 and 1881), vol. I. 254-265; vol. II. 218-275.

Justin Mart. : Apol. I. c. 68.

II. Works.

On Trajan's reign in general see Tillemoxt, Si's^oiVe des Empereurs ;

Merivale, History of the Romans under the Empire.

On Ignatius : Theod. Zahx : Ignatius von Antiochien. Gotha 1873 (631

pages).

Adolf Harnack: Die Zeit des Ignatius. Leipzig, 1878 (90 pages).

Comp. Keim, I. c. 510-562; Uhlhorn in Herzog, VL 688-^94

(new ed.). The Epistles of Ignatius will be discussed in chapter XIII.

on ecclesiastical literature, 1 164 and 165.
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Trajan, one of the best and most praiseworthy emperors,

honored tis the " father of his country," but, like his friends,

Tacitus and Pliny, ^vlioUy ignorant of the nature of Christianity,

was the first to pronounce it in form a proscribed religion, as it

vhad been all along in fact. He revived the rigid laws against

all secret societies,' and the provincial officers applied them to

the Christians, on account of their frequent meetings for worship.

His decision regulated the governmental treatment of the Chris-

tians for more than a century. It is embodied in his correspond-

ence with the younger Pliny, who was governor of Bitliynia in

Asia Minor from 109 to 111.

Pliny came in official contact with the Christians. He him-

self saw in that religion only a "depraved and immoderate

superstition," and could hardly account for its popularity. He
reported to the emperor that this superstition was constantly

spreading, not only in the cities, but also in the villages of Asia

]\Iinor, and captivated people of every age, rank, and sex, so

that the temples were almost forsaken, and the sacrificial victims

found no sale. To stop this progress, he condemned many Chris-

tians to death, and sent others, who were Roman citizens, to the

imperial tribunal. But he requested of the emperor further

instructions, whether, in these effi^rts, he should have respect to

age ; whether he should treat the mere bearing of the Christian

name as a crime, if there were no other offence.

To these inquiries Trajan rejilied :
" You have adopted the

right course, my friend, with regard to the Christians ; for no

universal rule, to be applied to all cases, can be laid down in

this matter. They should not be searched for ; but when accused

and convicted, they should be punished
;
yet if any one denies

that he has been a Christian, and proves it by action, namely,

* Or prohibited clubs. This is the meaning of hctorria {haipeia or eratpia),

coller/ium, sodalitas, sodalitium, company, brotherliood, especially a private

political club or union for party purposes. The Roman sodalities were festive

clubs or lodges, and easily available for political and revolutionary ends.

Trajan refused to sanction a company of firemen in Nicomedia (Pliny, Ep. X.

34, al. 43). Comp. Biittncr, Geschirhfe der poUtischen HUdrien in Athen (1840),

and Mommsen, Dc coUegiiset sodatiiiiis Romanorum (Kiel, 1843).
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by worshipping our gods, he is to be pardoned upon his repent-

ance, even though suspicion may still cleave to him from his

antecedents. But anonymous accusations must not be admitted

in any criminal process ; it sets a bad example, and is contrary

to our age" [i. e. to the spirit of Trajan's government).

This decision was much milder than might have been expected

from a heathen emperor of the old Eoman stamp. Tertullian

charges it with self-contradiction, as both cruel and lenient, for-

bidding the search for Christians and yet commanding their

punishment, thus declaring them innocent and guilty at the same

time. But the emperor evidently proceeded on political princi-

ples, and thought that a transient and contagious enthusiasm,

as Christianity in his judgment was, could be suppressed sooner

by leaving it unnoticed, than by openly assailing it. He wished

to ignore it as much as possible. But every day it forced itself

more and more upon public attention, as it spread with the

irresistible power of truth.

This rescript might give occasion, according to the sentiment

of governors, for extreme severity towards Christianity as a

secret union and a religio illicita. Even the humane Pliny tells

us that he applied the rack to tender women. Syria and Pales-

tine suffered heavy persecutions in this reign.

Symeon, bishop of Jerusalem, and, like his predecessor James,

a kinsman of Jesus, was accused by fanatical Jews, and cruci-

fied A. D. 107, at the age of a hundred and twenty years.

In the same year (or according to others in 115) the distin-

guished bishop Ignatius of Antioch was condemned to death,

transported to Rome, and thrown before wild beasts in the

Colosseum. The story of his martyrdom has no doubt been

much embellished, but it must have some foundation in fact,

and is characteristic of the legendary martyrology of the ancient

church.

Our knowledge of Ignatius is derived from his disputed

epistles,^ and a few short notices by Irenoeus and Origcn. While

^ In three recensions, two in Greek, and one in Syriac.
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his existence, his position in the early Church, and his martyr-

dom are admitted, evervtliing else about him is called in ques-

tion. How many epistles he wrote, and when he wrote them, how

much truth there is in the account of his martyrdom, and when

it took place, when it was written up, and by whom—all are

undecided, and the subject of protracted controversy. He was,

according to tradition, a pupil of the Apostle John, and by his

piety so commended himself to the Christians in Antioch that

he was chosen bishop, the second after Peter, Euodius being the

first. But although he was a man of ajjostolic character, and

governed the church wath great care, he was personally not

satisfied, until he should be counted worthy of sealing his

testimony with his blood, and thereby attaining to the highest

seat of honor. The coveted crown came to him at last, and his

eager and morbid desire for martyrdom was gratified. The em-

peror Trajan, in 107, came to Antioch, and there threatened

with persecution all who refused to sacrifice to the gods. Igna-

tius was tried for this offence, and proudly confessed himself a

"Theophorus" ("bearer of God") because, as he said, he had

Christ within his breast. Trajan condemned him to be thrown

to the lions at Rome. The sentence was executed with all haste.

Ignatius was immediately bound in chains, and taken over land

and sea, accompanied by ten soldiers, whom he denominated his

" leopards," from Antioch to Seleucia, to Smyrna, where he

met Polycarp, and whence he wrote to the churches, particu-

larly to that in Rome ; to Troas, to Neapolis, through INIacedonia

to Epirus, and so over the Adriatic to Rome. He was received

by the Christians there with every manifestation of respect, but

would not allow them to avert or even to delay his martyrdom.

It was on the 20th day of December, 107, that he was thrown

into the amphitheater: immediately the wild beasts fell upon

him, and soon naught remained of his body but a few bones,

which were carefully conveyed to Antioch as an inestimable

treasure. The faithful friends who had accompanied him from

home dreamed that night that they saw him ; some that he was

standing by Christ, dropping with sweat as if he had just come
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from his great labor. Comforted by these dreams tliey returned

with the relics to Antioch.

Note on the Date of the Martyrdom of Ignatius-

The date A. d. 107 has in its favor the common reading of the best of

the martyrologies of Ignatius { Colbertinum) evvd-u erei^ in the ninth year, i. e.

from Trajan's accession, A. D. 98. From this there is no good reason to de-

_^part in favor of another reading Terap-ov iroc, the nineteenth year, i. e. A. d.

IIG. Jerome makes the date A. d. 109. The fact that the names of tlie

Roman consuls are correctly given in the Martyrium Colbertinum, is proof of

the correctness of the date, which is accepted by such critics as Ussher, Tille-

mont, Mohler, Hefele, and Wieseler. The latter, in his work Die Christenver-

fol'junrjen der Cdsaren, 1878, pp. 125 sqq., finds confirmation of this date in

Eusebius''s statement that the martyrdom took place before Trajan came to

Antioch, which was in his 10th year; in the short interval between the mar-

tj'rdom of Ignatius and Syraeon, son of Klopas {Hist. Ecc. III. 32) ; and

finally, in the letter of Tiberian to Trajan, relating how many pressed forward

to martyrdom—an effect, as Wieseler thinks, of the example of Ignatius. If

107 be accepted, then another supposition of Wieseler is probable. It is well

known that in that year Trajan held an extraordinary triumph on account of

his Dacian victories: may it not have been that the blood of Ignatius reddened

the sand of the amphitheatre at that time ?

But 107 A. D. is by no means universally accepted. Keim {Bom und das

Christenthum, p. 540) finds the Martyrium Colbertinum wrong in stating that the

death took place under the first consulate of Sura and the second of Senecio,

because in 107 Sura was consul for the third and Senecio for the fourth time.

He also objects that Trajan was not in Antioch in 107, but in 115, on his way

to attack the Armenians and Parthians. But this latter objection falls to the

ground if Ignatius was not tried by Trajan personally in Antioch. Ilarnack /

{Die Zcit des Icjnatius, p. 71) concludes that it is only barely possible that Igna-

1

tins was martyred under Trajan.

§ 18. Hadrian. A. D. 117-138.

See Gregokovius : Ge><ch. Hadrians und seiner Zeit (1851); Eenan: HEglise

chretienne (1879), 1-44, and Wagenmann in Herzog, vol. v. 501-506.

Hadrian, of Spanish descent, a relative of Trajan, and

adopted by him on his death-bed, was a man of brilliant talents

and careful education, a scholar, an artist, a legislator and

administrator, and altogether one of the ablest among the

Roman emperors, but of very doubtful morality, governed by

changing moods, attracted in opposite directions, and at last lost

in self-contradictions and utter disgust of life. His mausoleum

(INIoles Hadriani) still adorns, as the castle of Sant' Angelo, the

bridge of the Tiber in Rome. He is represented both as a

friend and foe of the church. He was devoted to the religion

Vol. II. 4
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of the state, bitterly opposed to Judaism, indifferent to Chris-

tianity from ignorance of it. He insulted the Jews and the

Christians alike by erecting temples of Jupiter an^l Venus over

the site of the temple and the supposed spot of the crucifixion.

He is said to have directed the Asiatic proconsul to check the

popular fury against the Christians, and to punish only those

Avho should be, by an orderly judicial process, convicted of trans-

gression of the laws.^ But no doubt he regarded, like Trajan,

the mere profession of Christianity as itself such a transgression.

Tlie Christian apologies, which took their rise under this

emperor, indicate a very bitter public sentiment against the

Christians, and a critical condition of the church. The least

encouragement from Hadrian would have brought on a bloody

persecution. Quadratus and Aristides addressed their pleas for

their fellow-Christians to him, we do not know with what effect.

Later tradition assigns to his reign the martyrdom of St.

Eustachius, St. Symphorosa and her seven sons, of the Roman

bishops Alexander and Telesphorus, and others whose names are

scarcely known, and wdiose chronology is more than doubtful.

§ 19. AntoniniLs Pius. A. D. 137-161. The Martyrdom of

Polycarp.

CoMTE BE ChampAGNY (E. C.) : Les Antonins. (A. D, 69-180), Paris,

18G3; 3d ed. 1874. 8 vols., 8vo. Merivale's ^/.s^or?/.

Martyrium Polycarpi (the oldest, simplest, and least objection-

able of the martyr-acts), in a letter of the church of Smyrna to the

Christians in Pontus or Phrygia, preserved by Eusebius, H. Eccl.

IV. 15, and separately edited from various MSS. by Ussher (1647)

and in nearly all the editions of the Apostolic Fathers, especially

by O. V. Gebhardt, Harnack, and Zahn, II. 132-168, and Prolog.

L-LVI. The recension of the text is by Zahn, and departs from

the text of the Bollandists in 98 places. Comp. Harnack : Die Zeit

^ Tlie rescript of Hadrian to Minucius Fundanns (124 or 128), preserved by

Eusebius in a Greek translation, {H. E., IV. 8, 9), is almost an edict of tolera-

tion, and hence doubted by Banr, Keim, Aulie, but defended as genuine by

Neander (I. 101, Engl, ed.), Wieseler, Funk, Renan {I. c p. 32 sqq \ Renan
represents Hadrian as a rie^ir spiritiiel, im Lurian conronne prenant le monde

comrne un jeu frirole (p. 6), and therefore more favorable to religious lil)erty than

the serious Trajan and the pious Antoninus and Marcus Aurelius. But Fried-

lander (III. 492) accepts the report of Pausanias that Hadrian was zealously

devoted to the worship of the gods. Keim regards him as a visionary and

hostile to Christianity as well as to Judaism.
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des Ignatius (1878), pp. 77-90. See also the Greek Vita et Conver-

satio Poll/carpi, in Funk, II. 315 sqq.

iGiSrATiTJS : Ad Polycarpum.

Irexaeus: Adv. Haer. III. 3. 4. His letter to Florinus in EusEB. v. 20.

PoLYCRATES of Epliesus (c. 190), in EusEB. V. 24,

On the date of Polycarp's death

:

Waddington : Mimoire sur la chronologie de la vie dii rhiteur Aelius

Aristide (in " Mem. de 1' Acad, des inscript. et belles letters," Tom.
XXVI. Part II. 1867, pp. 232 sqq.), and in Fastes des provinces

Asiatiques, 1872, 219 sqq.

Wieseler: Das Afarfyriiwi Polykarp^s und dessen Chronologie, in hia

Christenverfolgungen, etc. (1878), 3-J^87.

Keim : Die Zivolf Mdrtyrer von Smyrna und der Tod des Bishojis Poly-

hap, in his Aus dem Urcliristenthuni (1878), 92-133.

E. Egli: Das Martyrium des Polyh., in Hilgenfeld's " Zeitschrift fiir

wissensch, Theol." for 1882, pp. 227 sqq.

Antoninus Pius protected the Christians from the tumultuous

violence which broke out against them on account of the frequent

public calamities. But the edict ascribed to him, addressed to the

deputies of the Asiatic cities, testif}dng to the innocence of the

Christians, and holding them up to the heathen as models of

fidelity and zeal in the worship of God, could hardly have come

from an emperor, who bore the honorable title of Pius for his

conscientious adherence to the religion of his fathers ;^ and in any

case he could not have controlled the conduct of the provincial

governors and the fury of the people against an illegal religion.

The persecution of the church at Smyrna and the martyrdom

of its venerable bishop, which was formerly assigned to tlie year

167, under the reign of Marcus Aurelius, took place, according

to more recent research, under Antoninus in 155, when Statius

Quadratus was proconsul in Asia Minor.^ Polycarp was a per-

^ He always offered sacrifice himself as high-priest. Friedlander III. 492.

* So Waddington, who h^s made it very probable that Quadratus was Roman
consul A. D. 142, and proconsul in Asia from 154 to 155, and that Polycarp

died Feb. 23, 155. He is followed by Renan (1S73), Ewald (1873), Aub^

(1875), Hilgenfeld (1874), Lightfoot (1875), Lipsius (1874), O. v. Gebhardt

(1875), Zahn, Hamack (1876), and Egli (1882). But Wieseler and Keim

learnedly defend the old date (166-167), which rests on the authority of Euse-

bius and Jerome, and was held by Masson and Clinton. Uhlhorn (p. 290) puts

the martyrdom April 6, 166.
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sonal friend and pupil of the Apostle John, and chief pres-

byter of the church at Smyrna, where a plain stone monument

still marks his grave. He was the teacher of Irenreus of Lyons,

and thus the connecting link between the apostolic and post-

apostolic ages. As he died 155 at an age of eighty-six years or

raore, he must have been born a. d. 69, a year before the de-

struction of Jerusalem, and may have enjoyed the friendship of

St. John for twenty years or more. This gives additional weight

to his testimony concerning apostolic traditions and writings.

We have from him a beautiful epistle which echoes the apostolic

teaching, and will be noticed in another chapter.

Polycarp steadfastly refused before the proconsul to deny his

King and Saviour, whom he had served six and eighty years,

and from whom he had experienced nothing but love and

mercy. He joyfully went up to the stake, and amidst the

flames j)i"aised God for having deemed him worthy " to be num-

bered among his martyrs, to drink the cup of Christ's suiferings,

unto the eternal resurrection of the soul and the body in the

incorruption of the Holy Spirit." The slightly legendary ac-

count in the letter of the church of Smyrna states, that the

flames avoided the body of the saint, leaving it unharmed, like

gold tried in the fire ; also the Christian bystanders insisted, that

they perceived a sweet odor, as of incense. Then the execu-

tioner thrust his sword into the body, and the stream of blood

at once extinguished the flame. The corpse was burned after

the Roman custom, but the bones were preserved by the church,

and held more precious than gold and diamonds. The death of

this last witness of the apostolic age checked the fury of the

populace, and the proconsul suspended the persecution.

§ 20. Persecutions under 3farcus Aure^us. A. D. 161-180.

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus: (b. 121, d. ISO): Twi' ng euvtov [3t,32ia

</?', or Meditations. It is a sort of diary or common place book, in

whicli the emperor wrote down, towards the close of his life, partly

amid the turmoil of war " in the land of the Quadi " (on the

Danube in Hungary), for his self-improvement, his own moral reflec-

tions) together with striking maxims of wise and virtuous men.
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Ed. princeps by Xijlander Zurich 1558, and Easle 1568; bested,

with a new Latin trans, and very full notes by Gataf:cr, Lond. 1643,

Cambr. 1652, and with additional notes from the French by Dacier

Lond. 1697 and 1704. New ed. of the Greek text by J. M. Schultz,

1802 (and 1821) ; another by Adivmantius Cora'is, Par. 1816. P'nglish

translation by George Long, Lond. 1863, republ. Boston, revised edi-

tion, London 1880. There are translations into most European
languages, one in Italian by the Cardinal Francis Barberini (nephew
of Pope Urban VIII), who dedicated his translation to his own soul,

"to make it redder than his purple at the sight of the virtues of this

Gentile.'' Comp. also the letters of the famous rhetorician M. Corn.

Fronto, the teacher of M. Aurelius, discovered and published by
Augelo Mai, Milan 1815 and Rome 1823 {Epistolarum ad Marcum
Ccesarem Lib. V., etc.) They are, however, very unimportant, ex-

cept so far as they show the life-long congenial friendship between

the amiable teacher and his imperial pupil.

Aknold Bodek: Marcus Aurelius Antoninus als Freund und Zeitgenosse

les Rabbi Jehuda ha-Nasi. Leipz. 1868. {Traces the connection

of this emperor with the Jewish monotheism and ethics.)

E. ErENAiST : Marc-Aurile et la fin du rnonde antique. Paris 1882. This

is the seventh and the last vol. of his work of twenty years' labor

on the " Histoire des Origines du Christianisme.'' It is as full of

genius, learning and eloquence, and as empty of positive faith as

the former volumes. He closes the period of the definite formation

of Christianity in the middle of the second century, but proposes in

a future work to trace it back to Isaiah (or the " Great Unknown")
as its proper founder.

EusEBius : H. E. V. 1-3. The Letter of the Churches of Lyons and

Vienne to the Christians of Asia Minor. Also in Eouth's Reliquice

Sacrce I. 295-324 (2nd ed.)

Ou the legend of the Legio fulminatrix see Tf.'RTVL.'LIAN : Apol.

6 ; EusEB. : H. E. V. 5. ; and Dion Cass. : Hist. LXXI. 8, 9.

Marcus Aurelius, the philosopher on the throne, ^yas a

well-educated, just, kind, and amiable emperor, and reached

the old Roman ideal of self-reliant Stoic sanctity, but for

this very reason he had no sympathy with Christianity, and

probably regarded it as an absurd and fanatical superstition.

He had no room in his cosmopolitan philanthropy for the purest

and most innocent of his subjects, many of whom served in his

own army. He was flooded with apologies of INIelito, Miltiades,

Athenagoras in behalf of the persecuted Christians, but turned

a deaf ear to them. Only once, in his ^Meditations, does he
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allude to them, and then with scorn, tracing their noble en-

thusiasm for martyrdom to "sheer obstinacy" and love for

theatrical display.^ His excuse is ignorance. He probably

never read a line of the New Testament, nor of the apologies

addressed to him,^

Belono-ino; to the later Stoical school, which believed in an

immediate absorption after death into the Divine essence, he

considered the Christian doctrine of the immortality of the soul,

with its moral consequences, as vicious and dangerous to the

welfare of the state. A law was passed under his reign, punish-

ing every one with exile who should endeavor to influence

people's mind by fear of the Divinity, and this law was, no

doubt, aimed at the Christians.^ At all events his reign was a

stormy time for the church, although the persecutions cannot be

directly traced to him. The law of Trajan was sufficient to

justify the severest measures against the followers of the " for-

bidden" religion.

About the year 170 the apologist Melito wrote: "The race

1 Med. xi. 3 : M?) Kara ijji/^rjv napdra^iv, wf ol Xpicriavol, a?i?.a, 7x'koyLC!iikvuq Kai

ae/xvuc Kalj gjote kcu aXkov ntlaai, drpaycJc^ug.

^ Bodek (/. c. p. 82 sqq.) maintains, contrary to tlie common view, tliat Marcus

Aurelius was personally indifferent to lieathenism and Christianity, that his acts

of respect for the worship of tlie gods, related by Capitolinus and others, were

simply official tributes, and that tlie persecutions of the Christians did probably

not originate with him. "£";• war eben so wenig ein Feind des Ckristenthums,

als er ein Feind des Heidenthums war: was wie religioser Fanatismus aussah,

war in Wahrheit nur politischer Ccnservatismus'^ (p. 87). On the other hand,

Bodek claims for him a friendly sympathy with Judaism in its monotheistic

and ethical features, and assumes that he had intimate relations with a

Jewish rabbi. But there is nothing in his twelve books " De seipso et

ad seipsum," which is inconsistent with an enlightened heathen piety under the

unconscious influence of Christianity, yet hostile to it partly from ignorance

of its true nature, partly from a conscientious regard to his duty as the pontifex

maximus of the state religion. The same was the case with Trajan and Decius.

Benan (p. 262 sqq.) calls the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius " le Hire le 'plus

jmrement humain qu'il y ait. II ne tranche aueune question controversee. En
theologie, Marc Aurele flotte entre le deisme pur, le pohjtheisme enterprete dans

un sens physique, d, lafa<:on des sto'ieiens, et une sorte de pantheisme cosmique."

''"Si quis aliquid fecerit, quo leves homimtm animi superstitione numinis

terrerentiir, Dims ]\[arcus hiijiisviodi homines in insnlnm relegari rescripsit."

Dig. XLVIII. tit. 19. 1. 13, quoted by Lecky in Hist, oj Europ. Morals, I. 448.
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of the worshippers of God in Asia is now persecuted by new

edicts as it never has been lieretofore; shameless, greedy

sycophants, finding occasion in the edicts, now plunder the in-

nocent day and night." The empire was visited at that time

by a number of conflagrations, a destructive flood of the Tiber,

an earthquake, insurrections, and particularly a pestilence, which

spread from Ethiopia to Gaul. This gave rise to bloody perse-

cutions, in which government and people united against the ene-

mies of the gods and the supposed authors of these misfortunes.

Celsus expressed his joy that "the demon" [of the Christians]

was " not only reviled, but banished from every land and sea,"

and saw in this judgment the fulfilment of the oracle: "the

mills of the gods grind late." But at the same time these per-

secutions, and the simultaneous literary assaults on Christianity

by Celsus and Lucian, show that the new religion was con-

stantly gaining importance in the empire.

In 177, the churches of Lyons and Vienne, in the South of

France, underwent a severe trial. Heathen slaves were forced

by the rack to declare, that their Christian masters practised all

the unnatural vices which rumor charged them with ; and this

was made to justify the exquisite tortures to which the Christians

were subjected. But the sufferers, " strengthened by the foun-

tain of living water from the heart of Christ," displayed extra-

ordinary faith and steadfastness, and felt, that " nothing can be

fearful, where the love of the Father is, nothing painful, where

shines the glory of Christ."

The most distinguished victims of this Grallic persecution were

the bishop Pothinus, who, at the age of ninety years, and just

recovered from a sickness, was subjected to all sorts of abuse,

and then thrown into a dismal dungeon, where he died in two

days ; the virgin Blandina, a slave, who showed almost super-

human strength and constancy under the most cruel tortures,

and was at last thrown to a wild beast in a net ; Pouticus, a boy

of fifteen years, who could be deterred by no sort of cruelty

from confessing his Saviour. The corpses of the martyrs, which

covered the streets, were shamefully mutilated, then burned, and
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the ashes cast into the Rhone, lest any remnants of the enemies

of the gods might desecrate the soil. At last the people grew

weary of slaughter, and a considerable number of Christians

survived. The martyrs of Lyons distinguished themselves by

true humility, disclaiming in their prison that title of honor, as

due only, they said, to the faithful and true witness, the First-

born from the dead, the Prince of life (Rev.l : 5), and to those of

his followers who had already sealed their fidelity to Christ with

their blood.

About the same time a persecution of less extent appears to

have visited Autun (Augustodunum) near Lyons. Symphorinus,

a young man of good family, having refused to fall down before

the image of Cybele, was condemned to be beheaded. On
his way to the place of execution his own mother called to him

:

" My son, be firm and fear not that death, which so surely leads

to life. Look to Him who reigns in heaven. To-da}' is thy

earthly life not taken from thee, but transferred by a blessed

exchange into the life of heaven."

The story of the " thundering legion " ^ rests on the fact of a

remarkable deliverance of the Roman army in Hungary by a

sudden shower, which quenched their burning thirst and fright-

ened their barbarian enemies, A. D. 174. The heathens, how-

ever, attributed this not to the prayers of the Christian soldiers,

but to their own gods. The emperor himself prayed to Jupiter:

" This hand, which has never yet shed human blood, I raise to

thee." That this event did not alter his views resi)ectiug the

Christians, is proved by the persecution in South Gaul, which

broke out three years later.

Of isolated cases of martyrdom in this reign, we notice that

of Justin Martyr, at Rome, in the year 166. His death is

traced to the machinations of Crescens, a Cynic philosopher.

Marcus Aurelius was succeeded by his cruel and contemptible

son, Commodus (180-192), who Avallowed in the mire of every

' liegio fulmlnatrix, Kepmmxpopor. The twelfth legion bore the mime Fulmincda

as far back aa the time of Trajan ; and hence it cannot be derived from this

event.
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sensual debauchery, and displayed at the same time like Nero

the most ridiculous vanity as dancer and singer, and in the

character of buifoon ; but he was accidentally made to favor

the Christians by the influence of a concubine/ Marcia, and

accordingly did not disturb them. Yet under his reign a Roman
senator, Apollonius, was put to death for his faith.

§ 21. Condition of the Church from Septimius Severus to Philip

the Arabian. A. I). 193-249.

Clemens Alex. : Strom. II. 414. Tertull. : Ad Scapulam, c. 4, 5
;

Apol. (a. d. 198), c. 7, 12, 30, 37, 49.

Respecting the Alexandrian martyrs comp. Euseb. : VI. 1 and 5.

The Acts of the Carthaginian martyrs, which contain their ijjsis-

sima verba from their diaries in the prisons, but bear a somewhat
Montanistic stamp, see in Ruinart, p. 90 sqq.

Lampridius : Vita Alex. Severi, c. 22, 29, 49.

On Philip the Arabian see Euseb. : VI. 34, 36. Hierox. : Chron.

ad ann. 246.

J. J. MtJLLER : Staat unci Kirche unter Alex. Severus. Zurich 1874.

F. Gorres: Kaiser Alex. Severus unci das Christenthum. Leipz. 1877.

The same : Kritische Unfersuch. iiber die Christenverfolguny des rom.

Kaisers Maximinus I. des Thraciers. 1876.

With SejDtimius Severus (193-211), who was of Punic descent

and had a Syrian wife, a line of emperors (Caracalla, Heliogaba-

lus, Alexander Severus) came to the throne, who were rather

Oriental than Roman in their spirit, and were therefore fur less

concerned than the Antonines to maintain the old state religion.

Yet towards the close of the second centmy there was no lack of

local persecutions; and Clement of Alexandria wrote of those

times :
" Many martyrs are daily burned, confined, or beheaded,

before our eyes."

In the beginning of the third century (202) Septimius Severus,

turned perhaps by Montanistic excesses, enacted a rigid law

against the further spread both of Christianity and of Judaism.

This occasioned violent persecutions in Egypt and in North

Africa, and produced some of the fairest flowers of martyrdom.

In Alexandria, in consequence of this law, Leonides, father

1 ^lAodeog naTJuiKTj.
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of the reuowued Orlgen, was beheaded. Potamiaena, a virgin

of rare beauty of body aud spirit, was threatened by beastly

passion with treatment worse than death, and, after cruel tor-

tures, slowly burned with her mother in boiling pitch. One of

the executioners, Basilides, smitten with sympathy, shielded

them somewhat from abuse, and soon after their death embraced

Christianity, aud was beheaded. He declared that Potamiaena

had appeared to him in the night, interceded with Clu-ist for

him, and set upon his head the martyr's crown.

In Carthage some catechumens, three young men and two

young women, probably of the sect of the Montanists, showed

remarkable steadfastness and fidelity in the dungeon and at the

place of execution. Perpetua, a young woman of noble birth,

resisting, not without a violent struggle, both the entreaties of

her aged heathen father and the appeal of her helpless babe upon

her breast, sacrificed the deep and tender feelings of a daughter

and a mother to the Lord who died for her. Felicitas, a slave,

when delivered of a child in the same dungeon, answered the

jailor, who reminded her of the still keener pains of martyrdom

:

*' Now I suffer, what I suffer ; but then another will suffer for

me, because I shall suffer for him." All remaining firm, they

were cast to wild beasts at the next public festival, having first

interchanged the parting kiss in hope of a speedy reunion in

heaven.

The same state of things continued through the first years of

Caracalla (211-217), though this gloomy misanthrope passed no

laws against the Christians.

The abandoned youth, El-Gabal, or Heliogabalus (218-222),

who polluted the throne by the blackest vices and follies,

tolerated all the religions in the hope of at last merging them in

his favorite Syrian worship of the sun with its abominable

excesses. He himself was a priest of the god of the sun, and

thence took his name.^

His far more worthy cousin and successor, Alexander Severus

* Unless we should prefer to derive it from 7X and /3J "mountain of God."
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(222-235), was addicted to a higher kind of religious eclecticism

and syncretism, a pantheistic hero-worship. He placed the busts

of Abraham and Christ in his domestic chapel with those of

Orpheus, Apollonius of Tyana, and the better Roman emperors,

and had the gospel rule, " As ye would that men should do to

you, do ye even so to them," engraven on the walls of his palace

and on public monuments.^ His mother, Julia INIammaca, was a

patroness of Origen.

His assassin, Maximinus the Thracian (235-238), first a

herdsman, afterwards a soldier, resorted again to persecution out

of mere opposition to his predecessor, and gave free course to

the popular fury against the enemies of the gods, which was at

that time excited anew by an earthquake. It is uncertain

whether he ordered the entire clergy or only the bishops to be

killed. He was a rude barbarian who plundered also heathen

temples.

The legendary poesy of the tenth century assigns to his reign

the fabulous martyrdom of St. Ursula, a British princess, and her

company of eleven thousand (according to others, ten thousand)

virgins, who, on their return from a pilgrimage to Rome, were

murdered by heathens in the neighborhood of Cologne. This

incredible number has probably arisen from the misinterpretation

of an inscription, like "Ursula et Undecimilla" (which occui^

in an old missal of the Sorbonne), or "Ursula et XI M. V.,"

i e Martyres Virgines, which, by substituting milia for mar-

tyres, was increased from eleven martyrs to eleven thousand

vir-ins. Some historians place the fact, which seems to form

the'basis of this legend, in connexion with the retreat of the

Huns after the battle of Chalons, 451. The abridgment of

Mil which may mean soldiers {miUtes) as well as thousands

(m^7L), was another fruitful source of mistakes in a credulous

and superstitious age.
-di -r +i,

Gordianus (238-244) left the church undisturbed. Phdip the

Arabian (244-249) was even supposed by some to be a Chris-

^ Yet he meant no more than toleration, as Lampridius says, 22 (21) :
JucMs

privilegia reservavit, Christianos esse jxissus est.
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tian, and was termed by Jerome " primus omnium ex Romanis

imperatoribus Cliristianus." It is certain that Origeii wrote

letters to him and to his wife, Severa.

This season of repose, however, cooled the moral zeal and

brotherly love of the Christians ; and the mighty storm under

the following reign served well to restore the pmity of the

church.

§ 22. Persecutions under Decius, and Valerian. A. D. 249-260.

Martyrdom of Cyprian.

DiOKYSius Alex., in Euseb. VI. 40^2 ; VII. 10, 11.

Cypkiax : De Lapsis, aud particularly his Epistles of this period. On
Cyprian's martyrdom see the Proconsular Ads, and PoxTius : Vita

Cypriani.

Feanz Gorres : Die Toleranzedicte des Kaisers GaUienus, in the " Jahr-

bucher fiir protest. Theol.," 1877, pp. 606-630. By the same : Die

angebliche Christenverfolgimg zur Zeit dcr Kaiser Numerianus und
Curinus, in Hilgenfeld's " Zeitschrift I'iir wissenschaftl. Theologie."

1880 pp. 31-64.

Decius Trajan (249-251), an earnest and energetic emperor, in

whom the old Roman spirit once more awoke, resolved to root

out the chui-ch as an atheistic and seditious sect, and in the year

250 published an edict to all the governors of the provinces,

enjoining return to the pagan state religion under the heaviest

penalties. This was the signal for a persecution which, in

extent, consistency, aud cruelty, exceeded all before it. In truth

it was properly the first which covered the whole empire, and

accordingly produced a far greater number of martyrs than any

former persecution. In the execution of the imi)erial decree

confiscation, exile, torture, promises and threats of all kinds,

were employed to move the Christians to apostasy. Multitudes

of nominal Christians,^ especially at the beginning, sacrificed to

the gods {sacrijicafi, thurijicati), or procured from the magistrate

a false certificate that they had done so {libcUatici), and were

then excommunicated as apostates {la})si) ; while hundreds

^ " Maximusfratrum numerus," says Cyprian.
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rushed with impetuous zeal to the prisons and the tribunals, to

obtain the confessor's or martyr's crown. The confessors of

Rome wrote from prison to their brethren of Africa :
" A^"hat

more glorious and blessed lot can fall to man by the grace of

God, than to confess God the Lord amidst tortures and in the

face of death itself; to confess Christ the Son of God witli

lacerated body and with a spirit departing, yet free; and to

become fellow-sufferers with Christ in the name of Christ ?

Though we have not yet shed our blood, we are ready to do so.

Pray for us, then, dear Cyprian, that the Lord, the best captain,

would daily strengthen each one of us more and more, and at

last lead us to the field as faithful soldiers, armed with those

divine weapons (Eph. 6 : 2) which can never be conquered."

The authorities were specially severe with the bishops and

officers of the churches. Fabianus of Rome, Babylas of An-

tioch, and Alexander of Jerusalem, perished in this persecution.

Others withdrew to places of concealment ; some from cowardice

;

some from Christian prudence, in hope of allaying by their

absence the fury of the pagans against their flocks, and of

saving their own lives for the good of the church in better

times.

Among the latter was Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, who incm--

red much censure by his course, but fully vindicated himself by

his pastoral industry during his absence, and by his subsequent

martyrdom. He says concerning the matter :
" Our Lord com-

manded us in times of persecution to yield and to fly. He

taught this, and he practised it himself. For since the martyr's

crown comes by the grace of God, and cannot be gained before

the appointed hour, he who retires for a time, and remains true

to Christ, does not deny his faith, but only abides his time."

The poetical legend of the seven brothers at Ephesus, who

fell asleep in a cave, whither they had fled, and awoke two hun-

dred years afterwards, under Theodosius 11. (447), astonished

to see the once despised and hated cross now ruling over city and

country, dates itself internally from the time of Decius, but is

not mentioned before Gregory of Tours in the sixth century.
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Under Gallus (251-253) the persecution received a fresh im-

pulse through the incursions of the Goths, and the prevalence of

a pestilence, drought, and famine. Under this reign the Roman
bishops Cornelius and Lucius were banished, and then con-

demned to death.

Valerian (253-260) was at first mild towards the Christians

;

but in 257 he changed his course, and made an eifort to check

the progress of their religion without bloodshed, by the banish-

ment of ministers and prominent laymen, the confiscation of

their property, and the prohibition of religious assemblies.

These measures, however, proving fruitless, he brought the death

penalty again into play.

The most distinguished martyrs of this persecution under

Valerian are the bishops Sixtus II. of Rome, and Cyprian of

Carthage.

When Cyprian received his sentence of death, representing

him as an enemy of the Roman gods and laws, he calmly an-

swered :
" Deo gratias ! " Then, attended by a vast multitude

to the scaffold, he prayed once more, undressed himself, covered

his eyes, requested a presbyter to bind his hands, and to pay the

executioner, who tremblingly drew the sword, twenty-five pieces

of gold, and won the incorruptible crown (Sept. 14, 258). His

faithful friends caught the blood in handkerchiefs, and bm-ied

the body of their sainted pastor with great solemnity.

Gibbon describes the martyrdom of Cyprian with circum-

stantial minuteness, and dwells with evident satisfaction on the

small decorum which attended his execution. But this is no

fair average specimen of the style in which Christians were exe-

cuted throughout the empire. For Cyprian was a man of the

highest social standing and connection from his former eminence

as a rhetorician and statesman. His deacon, Pontius, relates

that " numbers of eminent and illustrious persons, men of mark

and fiimily and secular distinction, often urged him, for the sake

of their old friendship with him, to reth-e." We shall return

to Cyprian again in the history of chm*ch government, where

he figures as a typical, ante-Nicene high-churchman, advocating
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both the visible unity of the church and ejjiscopal independence

of Rome.

The much lauded martyrdom of the deacon St. Lam-entius

of Rome, who pointed the avaricious magistrates to the poor

and sick of the congregation as the richest treasure of the

church, and is said to have been slowly roasted to death (Aug.

10, 258), is scarcely reliable in its details, being first mentioned

by Ambrose a century later, and then glorified by the poet

Prudentius. A Basilica on the Via Tiburtina celebrates the

memory of this saint, who occupies the same position among

the martyrs of the church of Rome as Stephen among those of

Jerusalem.

§ 23. Temporanj Repose. A. D. 260-303.

Gallienus (260-268) gave peace to the church once more, and

even acknowledged Christianity as a religio licita. And this

calm continued forty years ; for the edict of persecution, issued

by the energetic and warlike Aurelian (270-275), was rendered

void by his assassination ; and the six emperors who rapidly fol-

lowed, from 275 to 284, let the Christians alone.

The persecutions under Carus, Numerianus and Carinus from

284 to 285 are not historical, but legendary.^

During this long season of peace the church rose rapidly in

numbers and outward prosperity. Large and even splendid

houses of worship were erected in the chief cities, and provided

with collections of sacred books and vessels of gold and silver

for the administration of the sacraments. Bnt in the same pro-

portion discipline relaxed, quarrels, intrigues, and factions in-

creased, and worldliness poured in like a flood.

Hence a new trial was a necessary and wholesome process of

purification.^

^ See Franz Gorres, I. a- " Eusebius. H. E. YIJI- 1.
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§ 24. The Diocletian Persecution, A. D. 303-311.

I. Sources.

EusEBros: ff. E. Lib. VIII. -X; De Martyr. Palcest. (ed. Cureton, Lond.

1861) ; Vita Const, (ed. Heinichen, Lips. 1870).

Lactajs^tius : De Mortibus Persec. c. 7 sqq. Of uncertain authorship.

Basilius M. : Oratio in Gordium mart. ; Oratio in Barlaham mart.

II. Works.

Baronius : Annal. ad ann. 302-305.

Gibbon : Chrs. XIII., XIV. and XVL
Jak. Burckhardt : Die Zeit Constantins des Gr. Basel, 1853, p. 325.

Th. Keim : Der Uebertritt Constantins des Gr. zum Christenthum. Zurich

1852. The same: Die romischen Toleranzedictefur das Christenthum

(311-313), in the " Tiib. Theol. Jahrb." 1852. (His. Rom und das

Christenthum only comes down to A. D. 192.)

Alb. Vogel : Der Kaiser Diocletian. Gotha 1857.

Bernhardt: DioMetian in s. Verhdltnisse zti den Christen. Bonn, 1862.

Hunziker: Regierung und Christenverfolgung des Kaisers Diocletianus

und seiner Nachfolger. Leipz. 1868.

Theod. Preuss : Kaiser Diocletian und seine Zeit. Leipz. 1869.

A.J.Mason: The Persecution of Diocletian. Cambridge, 1876. Pages

370. (Comp. a review by Ad. Harnack in the " Theol. Literaturzei-

tung" for 1877. No. 7. f. 169.)

Theod. Zahn : Constantin der Grosse und die Kirche. Hannover, 1876.

Brieger: Condantin der Gr. als Religionspolitiker. Gotha, 1880. Comp.
the Lit. on Constantine, in vol. III., 10, 11.

Tlie forty years' repose was followed by the last and most

violent persecution, a struggle for life and death.

"The accession of the Emperor Diocletian is the era from

which the Coptic Churches of Egypt and Abyssinia still date,

under the name of the ' Era of Martyrs.' All former persecu-

tions of the faith were forgotten in the horror with which men

looked back upon the last and greatest : the tenth wave (as men

delighted to count it) of that great storm obliterated all the traces

that had been left by others. The fiendish cruelty of JN'ero, the

jealous fears of Domitian, tlie unimpassioned dislike of Marcus,

the sweeping purpose of Decius, the clever devices of Valerian,
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fell into obscurity when compared with the concentrated terrors

of that final grapple, which resulted in the destruction of the

old Roman Empire and the establishment of the Cross as the

symbol of the world's hope." ^

Diocletian (284-305) was one of the most judicious and able

emperors who, in a trying period, preserved the sinking state

from dissolution. He was the son of a slave or of obscure

parentage, and worked himself up to supreme power. He
converted the Roman republican empire into an Oriental

despotism, and prepared the way for Constantine and Con-

stantinople. He associated with himself three subordinate

co-regents, Maximian (who committed suicide, 310), Galerius

(d. 311), and Constantius Chlorus (d. 30G, the father of Con-

stantine the Great), and divided with them the government

of the immense empire ; thereby quadrupling the personality of

the sovereign, and imparting vigor to provincial administration,

but also sowing the seed of discord and civil war.^ Gibbon

calls him a second Augustus, the founder of a new empire, rather

than the restorer of the old. He also compares him to Charles

v., whom he somewhat resembled in his talents, temporary suc-

cess and ultimate failure, and voluntary retirement from the

cares of government.

In the first twenty years of his reign Diocletian respected

the toleration edict of Gallienus. His' own wife Prisca, his

daughter Valeria, and most of his eunuchs and court officers,

besides many of the most prominent public functionaries, were

Christians, or at least favorable to the Christian religion. He

' So Arthur James Mason begins his book on tlie Persecution of Diocletian.

2 Maximian (surnamed Herculins; ruled in Italy and Africa, Galerius

(Armentarins) on the banks of the Danube, and afterwards in tlie East, Con-

stantius (Chlorus) in Gaul, Spain, and Britain ;
while Diocletian reserved to

himself Asia, Egypt, and Thrace, and resided in Nicomedia. Galerius married

a daughter of Diocletian (the unfortunate Valeria), Constantius a (nominal)

daughter of Maximian (Theodora), after repudiating their former wives

Constantine, the son of the divorced Helena, married Fausta, the daughter of

Maximian as his second wife (father and son being married to two sisters).

He was raised to the dignity of Csesar, July 25, 306. See Gibbon, chs. XIII

and XIV.
Vol. II.—

5
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himself was a superstitious heathen and an oriental despot.

Like Aurelian and Doniitian before him, he claimed divine

honors, as the vicar of Jupiter Capitolinus. He was called, as

the Lord and Master of the world, Sacratisslmus Dominus

Noster ; he guarded his Sacred Majesty with many circles of

soldiers and eunuchs, and allowed no one to approach him ex-

cept on bended knees, and with the forehead touching the ground,

while he was seated on the throne in rich vestments from the far

East. "Ostentation," says Gibbon, ''was the first principle of

the new system instituted by Diocletian." As a practical states-

man, he must have seen that his work of the political restor-

ation and consolidation of the empire would lack a firm and

permanent basis without the restoration of the old religion of

the state. Although he long postponed the religious question,

he had to meet it at last. It could not be expected, in the

nature of the case, that paganism should surrender to its dang-

erous rival without a last desperate effort to save itself.

But the chief instigator of the renewal of hostility, according

to the account of Lactantius, was Diocletian's co-regent and

son-in-law, Galerius, a cruel and fanatical heathen.^ He pre-

vailed at last on Diocletian in his old age to authorize the per-

secution which gave to his glorious reign a disgraceful end.

In 303 Diocletian issued in rapid succession three edicts,

each more severe than its predecessor. ISIaximian issued the

foui'th, the worst of all, April 30, 304. Christian chm'ches

were to be destroyed ; all copies of the Bible were to be burned
;

all Christians were to be deprived of public office and civil rights

;

and at last all, without exception, were to sacrifice to the gods

upon pain of death. Pretext for this severity was afforded by

the occurrence of fire twice in the palace of Nicoraedia in

Bithynia, where Diocletian resided.^ It was strengthened by

* Lactantius {De Mart. Persec. c. 9), calls him " a wild beast," in whom
dwelt "a native barbarity and a savageness foreign to Roman blood." He
died at last of a terrible disease, of which Lactantius gives a minute account

(ch. 33).

' Lartnntius cliarges the inecudiarism on Galerius who, as a second Nero,
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the tearing down of the first edict by an imprudent Christian

(celebrated in the Greek church under the name of John), who

vented in that way his abhorrence of such " godless and tyran-

nical rulers," and was gradually roasted to death with every

species of cruelty. But the conjecture that the edicts were

occasioned by a conspiracy of the Christians who, feeling their

rising power, were for putting the government at once into

Christian hands, by a stroke of state, is without any foundation

in history. It is inconsistent with the political passivity of the

church during the first three centuries, which furnish no ex-

ample of rebellion and revolution. At best such a conspiracy

could only have been the work of a few fanatics; and they, like

the one who tore down the first edict, would have gloried in the

deed and sought the crown of martyrdom.*

The persecution began on the twenty-third day of February,

303, the feast of the Terminalia (as if to make an end of the

Christian sect), with the destruction of the magnificent church

in Nicomedia, and soon spread over the whole Roman empire,

except Gaul, Britain, and Spain, where the co-regent Constan-

tius Chlorus, and especially his son, Constantine the Great (from

306), were disposed, as far as possible, to spare the Christians.

But even here the churches were destroyed, and many martyrs

of Spain (St. Vincentius, Eulalia, and others celebrated by

Prudentius), and of Britain (St. Alban) are assigned by later

tradition to this age.

endangered the residence for the purpose of punishmg the innocent Christians.

Constantine, who then re-ided at tlie Conrt, on a solemn occasion at a later

period, attributes the fire to lightning {Oral, ad Sand, c 2o), but the repetition

of the occurrence strengthens the suspicion of Lactantiua.

' Gibbon, ch. XVI., intimates the probability of a political plot. In speak-

ing of the fire in the imperial palace of Nicomedia, he says: "The sus-

picion naturally fell on the Christians ; and it was suggested, with some degree

of probability, that those desperate fanatics, provoked by their present suffer-

ings, and apprehensive of impending calamities, had entered into a conspiracy

with tlieir fiiithful brethren, the eunuchs of the palace, against the lives of two

emperors, whom they detested as the irreconcilable enemies of the church of

God." The conjecture of Gibbon was renewed by Burkhardt in his work on

Constantine, pp. 3.32 ff., but without any evidence. Baur rejects it as artificial

and very improbable. {Kirchengesch. 1. 452, note). Mason (p. 97 sq. ) refutes it.
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The persecution raged longest and most fiercely in the East

under the rule of Galerius and his barbarous nephew Maximin

Daza, who was intrusted by Diocletian before his retirement

with the dignity of Caesar and the extreme command of Egypt

and Syria.^ He issued in autumn, 308, a fifth edict of persecu-

tion, which commanded that all males with their wives and

servants, and even their children, should sacrifice and actually

taste the accursed offerings, and that all provisions in the

markets should be sprinkled with sacrificial wine. This mon-

strous law introduced a reign of terror for t\YO years, and left

the Christians no alternative but apostasy or starvation.^ All

the pains, which iron and steel, fire and sword, rack and cross,

wild beasts and beastly men could inflict, were employed to

gain the useless end.

Eusebius was a witness of this persecution in Csesarea, Tyre,

and Egypt, and saw, with his own eyes, as he tells us, the

houses of prayer razed to the ground, the Holy Scrijitures com-

mitted to the flames on the market places, the pastors hunted,

tortured, and torn to pieces in the amphitheatre. Even the

wild beasts, he says, not without rhetorical exaggeration, at

last refused to attack the Christians, as if they had assumed

the part of men in place of the lieathen Romans ; the bloody

swords became dull and shattered ; the executioners grew Aveary,

and had to relieve each other ; but the Christians sang hymns

of praise and thanksgiving in honor of Almighty God, even to

their latest breath. He describes the heroic sufferings amd

death of several martyrs, including his friend, " the holy and

blessed Pamphilus," who after two years of imprisonment won

1 See Lactant., De Morte Persec. ch. 18 and 19, 32, and Gibbon, oh. XIY.
(vol. II. IG in Smith's edition). The original name of Maximin was Daza.

He must not be confounded with Maximian (wlio was older and died tliree

years before him). He was a rude, ignorant and superstitious tyrant, equal

to Galerius in cruelty, and surpassing him in incredible del)auchery (See

Lact. I. c. ch. 37 sqq.). He died of poison after being defeated bv Licinius,

in 313.

* See on this edict of Maximin, Euseb. Mart. Pal. TX. 2 ; the Acts of Martyrs

in Boll., May 8, p. 291, aud Oct. 19,. p. 428 ; Mason, I. c. 284 sqq.
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the crown of life (309), with eleven others—a typical company

that seemed to him to be " a perfect representation of the

church."

Eusebins himself was imprisoned, but released. The charge

of having escaped martja'dom by offering sacrifice is without

foundation.^

In this, as in former persecutions, the number of apostates

who preferred the earthly life to the heavenly, was very great.

To these was now added also the new class of the tniditores,

who delivered the holy Scriptures to the heathen authorities, to

be burned. But as the persecution raged, the zeal and fidelity

of the Christians increased, and martyrdom spread as by con-

tagion. Even boys and girls showed amazing firmness. In

many the heroism of faith degenerated to a fanatical courting

of death ; confessors were almost worshipped, while yet alive

;

and the hatred towards apostates distracted many congregations,

and produced the IMeletian and Donatist schisms.

The number of martyrs cannot be estimated with any degree

of certainty. The seven episcopal and the ninety-two Pales-

tinian martyrs of Eusebius are only a select list bearing a simi-

lar relation to the whole number of victims as the military

lists of distino-uished fallen officers to the large mass of common

soldiers, and form therefore no fair basis for the calculation of

Gibbon, who would reduce the whole number to less than two

thousand. During the eight years ^ of this persecution the num-

ber of victims, witliout including the many confessors who were

barbarously mutilated and condemned to a lingering death in

the prisons and mines, must have been much larger. But there is

no truth in the tradition (which figures in older church histories)

that the tyrants erected tropliies in Sjiain and elsewhere with such

inscriptions as announce the suppression of the Christian sect.^

1 Lightfoot vindicates him in his learned art. Euseb. in Smith and Wace,

Diet, of Christ. Biogr. II. 311.

2 Or ten years, if we include the local persecutions of Maximin and Licinius

after tlie first edict of toleration (.311-313).

3 As ''Nomine ChriHianonim delef.o ; supersHtiove Christiana ubique deleta, et

cultu Dcoram propagato." See the inscriptions iu full in Baronius ud ann. 304,
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The martyrologies date from this period several legends, the

germs of which, however, cannot now be clearly sifted from the

additions of later poesy. The story of the destruction of the

legio Thebaica is probably an exaggeration of the martyrdom

of St. Mauritius, who was executed in Syria, as tribunus militum,

with seventy soldiers, at the order of Maximiu. The mar-

tyrdom of Barlaam, a plain, rustic Christian of remarkable

constancy, and of Gordius, a centurion (who, however, was tor-

tured and executed a few years later under Licinius, 314) has

been eulogized by St. Basil. A maiden of thirteen years, St.

Agnes, whose memory the Latin church has celebrated ever

since the fourth century, was, according to tradition, brought in

chains before the judgment-seat in Kome; was publicly ex-

posed, and upon her steadfast confession put to the sword ; but

afterwards appeared to her grieving parents at her grave with

a white lamb and a host of shining virgins from heaven, and

said :
" Mourn me no longer as dead, for ye see that I live.

Rejoice with me, that I am forever united in heaven with the

Saviour, wliom on earth I loved with all my heart." Hence

the lamb in the paintings of this saint ; and hence the conse-

cration of lambs in her church at Rome at her festival (Jan.

21), from whose wool the pallium of the archbishop is made.

Agricola and Vital is at Bologna, Gervasius and Protasius at

Milan, whose bones were discovered in the time of Ambrose

Janurius, bishop of Benevent, who became the patron saint of

Naples, and astonishes the faithful by the annual miracle of tlie

liquefaction of his blood, and the British St. Alban, who

delivered himself to the authorities in the place of tlie priest

he had concealed in his house, and converted his executioner,

are said to have attained martyrdom under Diocletian.^

no. 8, 9; but they are inconsistent with the confession of tlie faihire in the

edict of toleration, and acknowledged to be worthless even by Gams {K. Gesh.

V. Spanien, I. 387).

1 For details see the Martyrologies, the " Lives of Saints," also Earonius

Annal. This historian is so fully convinced of the "imi'gne et pa-pettnnn

imraculum sanguinis S. Janmrii," that he thinks it unnecessary to produce any

witness, since "tota Italia, et tolas Christianus orbis testis est locupletissiimisl"

Ad ann. 305 no. 6.
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§ 25. The Edicts of Toleration. A. D. 311-313.

See Lit. in § 24, especially Keim, and Mason {Persecution of Diocletian,

pp. 299 and 326 sqq.)

This persecution was the last desperate struggle of Roman
heathenism for its life. It was the crisis of utter extinction or

absolute supremacy for each of the two religions. At the close

of the contest the old Roman state religion was exhausted.

Diocletian retired into private life in 305, under the curse of

the Christians ; he found greater pleasure in planting cabbages

at Salona in his native Dalmatia, than in governing a vast em-

pire, but his peace was disturbed by the tragical misfortunes of

his wife and daughter, and in 313, when all the achievements

of his reign were destroyed, he destroyed himself.

Galerius, the real author of the persecution, brought to reflec-

tion by a terrible disease, put an end to the slaughter shortly

before his death, by a remarkable edict of toleration, which he

issued from Nicomedia in 311, in connexion witli Constantine

and Licinius. In that document he declared, that the purpose

of reclaiming the Christians from their wilful innovation and

the multitude of their sects to the laws and discipline of the

Roman state, was not accomplished ; and that he would now

grant them permission to hold their religious assemblies, pro-

vided they disturbed not the order of the state. To this he

added in conclusion the significant instruction that the Chris-

tians, " after this manifestation of grace, should pray to their

God for the welfare of the emperors, of the state, and of them-

selves, that the state might prosper in every respect, and that

they might live quietly in their homes." ^

1 M. de Broglie {L'i^glise et l'Empire, I. 182) well characterizes this mani-

festo: '' Singulier document, moitie insolent, moitie suppliant, qui commence par in-

surer les Chretiens etfinit par leur demander de prier lew maitre pour lui." iNIason

{L c. p. 299): ''The dying emperor shows no penitence, makes no confession,

except his impotence. He wislies to dupe and outwit the angry Christ, hy

pretending to be not a persecutor but a reformer. "With a curse, lie dashes

Ids edict of toleration in the church's face, and hopes superstitiously that it

will win him indemnity."
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•This edict virtually closes the period of persecution in the

Roman empire.

For a short time Maximin, whom Eusebius calls "the chief

of tyrants/' continued in every way to oppress and vex the

church in the East, and the cruel pagan Maxentius (a son of

Maximian and son-in-law of Galerius) did the same in Italy.

But the young Constantino, Avho hailed from the far West, had

already, in 306, become emperor of Gaul, Spain, and Britain.

He had been brought up at the court of Diocletian at Nicomedia

(like Moses at the court of Pharaoh) and destined for his suc-

cessor, but fled from the intrigues of Galerius to Britain, and

was appointed by his father and proclaimed by the army as his

successor. He crossed the Alps, and under the banner of the

cross, he conquered Maxentius at the Milvian bridge near Rome,

and the heathen tyrant perished with his army of veterans in the

waters of the Tiller, Oct. 27, 312. A few months afterwards

Constantine met at Milan with his co-regent and brother-in-law,

Licinius, and issued a new edict of toleration (313), to which

Maximin also, shortly before his suicide (313), was compelled to

give his consent at Nicomedia.' The second edict went beyond the

first of 311; it w^as a decisive step from hostile neutrality to

friendly neutrality and protection, and prepared the way for the

legal recognition of Christianity, as the religion of the empire. It

ordered the full restoration of all confiscated church property

to the Corpus Chnsfianorum, at the expense of the imperial

treasury, and directed the provincial magistrates to execute this

order at once with all energy, so that peace may be fully es-

tablished and the continuance of the Divine favor secured to

the emperors and their subjects.

This was the first proclamation of the great principle that

^ It is usually stated (also by Keim, I. c, Gieseler, Baur, vol. I. 454 sqq.),

that Constantine and Licinius issued two edicts of toleration, one in the j^ear

312, and one from Milan in 313, since the last refers to a previous edict;

l>ut the reference seems to be to directions now lost for officials which accom-

panied the edict of Galerius (311), of which Constatine was a oo-signatory.

There is no edict of 312. See Zahn and especially Mason (p. S28 sq.), also

Uhihorn (Conflict, etc., p. 497, Engl, translation).
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every man had a right to choose his religion according to the

dictates of his own conscience and honest conviction, without

compulsion and interference from the government.^ Religion is

worth nothing except as an act of freedom. A forced religion

is no religion at all. Unfortunately, the successors of Constan-

tine from the time of Theodosius the Great (383-395) enforced

the Christian religion to the exclusion of every other ; and not

only so, but they enforced orthodoxy to the exclusion of every

form of dissent, which was punished as a crime against the state.

Paganism made another spasmodic effort. Licinius fell out

wutli Coustantine and renewed the persecution for a short time

in the East, but he was defeated in 323, and Constautine became

sole ruler of the empire. He openly protected and favored the

church, without forbidding idolatry, and upon the whole re-

mained true to his policy of protective toleration till his death

(337). This was enough for the success of the churcli, which

had all the vitality and energy of a victorious power ; while

heathenism was fast decaying at its root.

With Constantino, therefore, the last of the heathen, the first

of the Christian, emperors, a new period begins. The church

ascends the tlirone of the Csesars under the banner of tlie once

despised, now honored and triumphant cross, and gives new

vigor and lustre to the hoary empire of Rome. Tliis sudden

political and social revolution seems marvellous ; and yet it was

only tlie legitimate result of the intellectual and moral revolu-

tion wliich Christianity, since the second century, hud silently

and imperceptibly wrought in public opinion. The very vio-

lence of the Diocletian persecution betrayed the inner weakness

of heathenism. The Christian minority with its ideas already

controlled the deeper current of history. Coustantine, as a

1 " Ut daremus et Cliristianis et omnibus liberam pofesfatera Reqnrndl religioiiem,

quam quiscnnqne volumet" See Eiiseb. H. E. X. 5 ; Lactant. De Mart. Pers.

c. 48. Mason (p. 327) says of the Edict of Milan :
" It is the very first an-

nouncement of that doctrine which is now regarded as the mark and principle

of civilization, the foundation of solid liberty, the characteristic of modern

politics. In vigorous and trenchant sentences it sets forth perfect freedom of

conscience, the unfettered choice of religion."
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sagacious statesman, saw the signs of the times and followed

them. The motto of his policy is well symbolized in his mili-

tary standard with the inscription :
" Hoe sigiio vinces." ^

AVhat a contrast between Nero, the iirst imperial persecutor,

riding in a chariot among Christian martyrs as burning torches

in his gardens, and Coustantine, seated in the Council of Nicaea

among three hundred and eighteen bishops (some of whom—as

the blinded Confessor Paplmutius, Paul of Neocaesarea, and the

ascetics from Ujjper Egypt clothed in wild raiment—wore the

insignia of torture on their maimed and crippled bodies), and

giving the highest sanction of civil authority to the decree of

the eternal deity of the once crucified Jesus of Nazareth

!

Such a revolution the world has never seen before or since, ex-

cept the silent, spiritual, and moral reformation wrought by

Christianity itself at its introduction in the first, and at its

revival in the sixteenth century,

§ 26. Christian Ilartyrdom.

I. Sources,

Ignatius: Epistolce. Martyrium Pohjcarpi. Teetullian: Ad Mar-

tyres. OriGEXES : Exhnrtatio ad martyrium [TrpoTpe-TLnbq ?,6yoc elg

fiapTvpiov.) Cyi-UIX'S : Ep. 11 ad 7)iart. Prudektius: Uepl areipdvuv

hymni XIV. Comp. Lit. § 12.

II. Works.

Sagittarius : De mart, cmciafihus, 1696.

H. DoDWELL : De jj^iucitate martyrum, in Ms Dissertationes Cyprianiccs.

Lond. 1684.

RuiNART (R. C.) : Pro'/afio grncralis in Acta Martyrum.

F. W. Gass : Das christl. Martyrerfhum in den ersten Jahrhunderten, in

Niedncr's "Zeitschrift f. liist. Theol." 1859 and '60.

E. DE Pressense: The Martyrs and Apalogists. Translated from the

French. London and N. Y. 1871. (Ch. II. p. 67 sqq.).

Chateaubriand : Les martyrs on le triomphe de la rel. chrit. 2 vols.

Paris 1809 and often (best Engl. trsl. by 0. W. Wight, N. York,

1859. ") Has no critical or hi^^torical value, but merely poetical.

Comp. in part Mrs. Jameson: Sacred and Legendary Art. Lond. 1848.

2 vols.

1 For n fuller account of Constantine and his relation to the Church, see the

next volume.
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To these protracted and cruel persecutions the chm-ch opposed

no revohitionary violence, no carnal resistance, but the moral

heroism of suHering and dying for the truth. But this very-

heroism was her fairest ornament and stanchest weapon. In

this very heroism she proved herself worthy of her divine

founder, who submitted to the death of the cross for tlie salva-

tion of the world, and even prayed that his murderers might

be forgiven. The patriotic virtues of Greek and Roman an-

tiquity reproduced themselves here in exalted form, in self-

denial for the sake of a heavenly country, and for a crown that

fadeth not away. Even boys and girls became heroes, and

rushed with a holy enthusiasm to death. In those hard times

men had to make earnest of the words of the Lord :
" Whoso-

ever doth not bear his cross and come after me, cannot be my
disciple." " He, that loveth father and mother more than me,

is not Avorthy of me." But then also the promise daily proved

itself true :
" Blessed are they, who are persecuted for right-

eousness' sake ; for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." " He,

that loseth his life for my sake, shall find it." And it ap-

jilied not only to the martyrs themselves, who exchanged the

troubled life of earth for the blessedness of heaven, but. also

to the church as a whole, which came forth purer and stronger

from every persecution, and thus attested her indestructible

vitality.

These suffering virtues are among the sweetest and noblest

fruits of the Christian religion. It is not so much the amount

of suffering which challenges our admiration, although it was

terrible enough, as the spirit with which the early Christians

bore it. Men and women of all classes, noble senators and

learned bishops, illiterate artisans and poor slaves, loving

mothers and delicate virgins, hoary-headed pastors and innocent

children approached their tortures in no temper of unfeeling

inditference and obstinate defiance, but, like their divine Master,

with calm self-possession, humble resignation, gentle meekness,

cheerful faith, triumphant hope, and forgiving charity. Such

spectacles must have often overcome even the inhuiuan mur-
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derer. "Go on," says TertuUian tauntingly to the heathen

governors, "rack, torture, grind us to powder: our numbers

increase in proportion as ye mow us down. The blood of

Christians is their harvest seed. Your very obstinacy is a

teacher. For who is not incited by the contemplation of it to

inquire what there is in the core of the matter ? And who,

after having joined us, does not long to suifer?"^

Unquestionably there were also dm-ing this period, especially

after considerable seasons of quiet, many superficial or hypo-

critical Christians, who, the moment the storm of persecution

broke forth, flew like chatf from tlie wheat, and either oflPered

incense to the gods [thurifieati, sacrificati), or procured false

witness of their return to paganism (libeUatici, from lihelluTn), or

gave up the sacred books (traditorcs). TertuUian relates with

righteous indignation that whole congregations, W'ith the clergy

at the head, would at times resort to dishonorable bribes in

order to a^^ert the persecution of heathen magistrates.^ But

these were certainly cases of rare exception. Generally speak-

ing the three sorts of apostates (Japsi) were at once excommu-

nicated, and in many churc^hes, through excessive rigor, were

even refused restoration.

Those who cheerfully confessed Christ before the heathen

magistrate at the peril of life, but Avere not executed, were

honored as confessors.^ Those who suifered abuse of all kind

and death itself, for their faith, were called martyrs or blood-

witnesses}

Among these confessors and martyrs were not wanting those

in whom the pure, quiet flame of enthusiasm rose into the wild

fire of fanaticism, and whose zeal was corrupted with impatient

haste, heaven-tempting presumption, and pious ambition ; to

whom that word could be applied : " Though I give my body

' Conip. a fimilar passage in the anonymous Ep. ad Diognctum, c. 6 and 7 at

the close, and in Justin M., Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. c. 110.

"^ Dp, fuga in persec. c. 13: " Mfissaiiter toice ecdesiac trlbutam sibl irroga-

venint."

* 'Ouoluyf/rni, confei^sorcx, Matt. 10: 32; 1 Tim. G : 12.

< Mdp-!;/>£f, Acts 22: 20; Heb. 12: 1 ; 1 Pet. 5: 1; Rev. 17 : 6.
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to be burned, and have not love, it profiteth me uotliino-."

They delivered themselves up to the heathen officers, and in

every way sought the martyr's crown, that they might merit

heaven and be venerated on earth as saints. Thus Tertullian

tells of a company of Christians in Ephesus, who begged mar-

tyrdom from the heathen governor, but after a few had been

executed, the rest were sent away by him with the words :

" Miserable creatures, if you really wish to die, you have pre-

cipices and halters enough." Though this error was far less

discreditable than the opposite extreme of the cowardly fear of

man, yet it was contrary to the instruction and the example of

Christ and the apostles,^ and to the spirit of true martyrdom,

which consists in the union of sincere humility and power, and

possesses divine strength in the very consciousness of human

weakness. And accordingly intelligent church teachers cen-

sured this stormy, morbid zeal. The church of Smyrna sj)eaks

thus :
" We do not commend those who expose themselves ; for

the gospel teaches not so." Clement of Alexandria says

:

" The Lord himself has commanded us to flee to another

city when we are persecuted ; not as if the persecution were an

evil ; not as if we feared death ; but that we may not lead or

help any to evil doing." In Tertullian's view martyrdom per-

fects itself in divine patience ; and with Cyprian it is a gift of

divine grace, which one cannot hastily grasp, but must patiently

wait for.

But after all due allowance for such adulteration and de-

generacy, the martyrdom of the first three centuries still

remains one of the grandest phenomena of history, and an

evidence of the indestructible, divine nature of Christianity.

No other religion could have stood for so long a period the

combined opposition of Jewish bigotry, Greek philosophy, and

Roman policy and power ; no other could have triumphed at

last over so many foes by purely moral and spiritual force,

without calling any carnal weapons to its aid. This compre-

1 Comp. Matt. 10: 23; 24: 15-20; Phil. 1 : 20-25; 2 Tim. 4 : 6-8.
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hensive and long-continued martyrdom is the peculiar crown

and glory of the early church ; it perv^aded its entire literature

and gave it a predominantly a])ologetic character ; it entered

deeply into its organization and discipline and the development

of Christian doctrine; it affected the public worship and jjrivate

devotions; it produced a legendary poetry; but it gave rise also,

innocently, to a great deal of superstition, and undue exaltation

of human merit ; and it lies at the foundation of the Catholic

Avorship of saints and relics.

Sceptical writers have endeavored to diminish its moral effect

by pointing to the fiendish and hellish scenes of the papal

crusades against the Albigenses and Waldenses, the Parisian

massacre of the Huguenots, the Spanish Inquisition, and other

persecutions of more recent date. Dodwell expressed the opi-

nion, which has been recently confirmed by the high authority

of the learned and impartial Niebuhr, that the Diocletian per-

secution was a mere shadow as compared with the persecution

of the Protestants in the Netherlands by the Duke of Alva in

the service of Spanish bigotry and despotism. Gibbon goes

even further, and boldly asserts that " the number of Pro-

testants who were executed by the Spaniards in a single pro-

vince and a single reign, far exceeded that of the primitive

martyrs in the space of three centuries and of the Roman em-

pire." The victims of the Spanish Inquisition also are said

to outnumber those of the Roman emperors.^

1 The nanil)fcr of Dutch martyrs under the Duke of Alva amounted, accord-

ing to Grotius, to over 100,000; according to P. Sarpi, the R. Catli. historian,

to 50,000. Motley, in his History of the Rise of the Dutch Republic, vol. II.

504, says of tlie terrible reign of Alva: ''The barbarities committed amid the

sack and ruin of those blazing and starving cities are almost beyond belief;

unborn infants were torn from the living bodies of their mothers; women and

children were violated by the thousands ; and whole populations burned and

hacked to pieces by soldiers in every mode which cruelty, in its wanton in-

genuity, could devise." Buckle and Friedliinder (III. 586) assert that during

the eighteen years of office of Torquemada, the Spanish Inquisition punished,

according to the lowest estimate, 105,000 persons, among whom 8,800 were

burnt. In Andalusia 2000 Jews were executed, and 17,000 punished in a single

vear.
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Admitting these sad facts, they do not justify any sceptical

conclusion. For Christianity is no more responsible for the

crimes and cruelties perpetrated in its name by unworthy pro-

fessors and under the sanction of an unholy alliance of politics

and religion, than the Bible for all the nonsense men have put

into it, or God for the abuse daily and hourly practisal with

his best gifts. But the number of martyrs must be judged by

the total number of Christians who were a minority of the

population. The want of particular statements by contemporary

writers leaves it impossible to ascertain, even approximately,

the number of martyrs. Dodwell and Gibbon have certainly

underrated it, as far as Eusebius, the popular tradition since

Constantine, and the legendary poesy of the middle age, have

erred the other way. This is the result of recent discovery and

investigation, and fully admitted by such writers as Renan.

Origen, it is true, wrote in the middle of the third century,

that the number of Christian martyrs was small and easy to

be counted ; God not permitting that all this class of men should

be exterminated.^ But this lano-uao-e must be understood as

referring chiefly to the reigns of Caracalla, Heliogabalus, Alex-

ander Severus and Philippus Arabs, Avho did not persecute

the Christians. Soon afterw^ards the fearful persecution of

Decius broke out, in which Origen himself w^as thrown into

prison and cruelly treated. Concerning the preceding ages, his

statement must be qualified by the equally valid testimonies of

Turtullian, Clement of Alexandria (Origen's teacher), and the

still older Irenseus, who says expressly, that the church, for

her love to God, " sends in all places and at all times a multi-

tude of martyrs to the Father." ^ Even the heathen Tacitus

speaks of an "immense multitude" {inr/ens multitmh) of Chris-

tians, who were murdered in the city of Rome alone during the

i'0?./)o< Kara Katpoiig Knl n(p6fipa EvapiduTjTOi reOvr/Kaac. Adv. Cels. III. 8.

The older testimony of Melito of Sardis, in the well-kno^vn fragment from

his Apology, preserved by Eusebius IV. 26, refers merely to the small number

of imperial persecutors before Marcus Aurelius.

^ Adv. Haer. IV. c. 33, ? 9 : Ecdesin omni in loco oh cam, qnnm hnhel erga Deum

dUectionem, mullitudinem martyram in omni tempore praemitlit ad Patrcm.
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Neronian persecution in 64. To this must be added the silent,

yet most eloquent testimony of the Roman catacombs, which,

according to the calculation of Marchi and Northcote, extended

over nine hundred English miles, and are said to contain nearly

seven millions of graves, a large proportion of these including

the relics of martyrs, as the innumerable inscriptions and in-

struments of death testify. The suiferings, moreover, of the

church during this period are of course not to be measured

merely by the number of actual executions, but by the far more

numerous insults, slanders, vexations, and tortures, which the

cruelty of heartless heathens and barbarians could devise, or

any sort of instrument could inHict on the human body, and

which were in a thousand cases worse than death.

Finally, while the Christian religion has at all times suffered

more or less persecution, bloody or unbloody, from the ungodly

world, and always had its witnesses ready for any sacrifice
;
yet

at no period since the first three centuries was the whole church

denied the right of a peaceful legal existence, and the profession

of Christianity itself universally declared and punished as a

political crime. Before Constantine the Christians were a help-

less and proscribed minority in an essentially heathen world,

and under a heathen government. Then they died not simply

for jDarticular doctrines, but for the facts of Christianity. Then

it was a conflict, not for a denomination or sect, but for Chris-

tianity itself. The importance of ancient martyrdom does not

rest so much on the number of victims and the cruelty of their

sufferings as on the great antithesis and the ultimate result in

saving the Christian religion for all time to come. Hence the

first three centuries are the classical period of heathen persecu-

tion and of Christian martyrdom. The martyrs and confessors

of the ante-Nicene ao;e suffered for the common cause of all

Christian denominations and sects, and hence are justly held in

reverence and gratitude by all.
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NOTES,

Dr. Thomas Arnold, who had no leaning to superstitious and idolatrous

saint-worshiij, in speaking of a visit to the church of San Stefano at Rome,
remarks :

' No doubt many of the particular stories thus painted will bear no
critical examination ; it is likely enough, too, tliat Gibbon has truly accused

tlie general statements of exaggeration. But this is a thankless labor. Divide
the sura total of the reported martyrs by twenty—by fifty, if you will ; afier

all you have a number of persons of all ages and sexes suflering cruel torment?

and death for conscience' sake, and for Christ's ; and by their sufferings mani-
festly with God's blessing ensuring the triumph of Christ's gospel. Neither

do I think that we consider the excellence of this martyr spirit half enough.

I do not think that pleasure is a sin ; but though ple;isure is not a sin, yet

surely the contemplation of suffering for Christ's sake is a thing most needful

for us in our days, from whom in our daily life suffering seems so far removed.

And as God's grace enabled rich and delicate persons, women and even

children, to endure all extremities of pain and reproach, in times past ; so

there is the same grace no less mighty now ; and if we do not close ourselves

against it, it might be in us no less glorious in a time of trial."

Lecky, a very able and impartial liistorian, justly censures the unfeeling

chapter of Gibbon on persecution. " The complete absence," he says {History

of European Morals, I. 494 sqq.), "of all sympathy with the heroic courage

manifested by the martyrs, and the frigid, and in truth most unphilosophical

severity with which the historian lias weighed the words and actions of men
engaged in the agonies of a deadly struggle, must repel every generous nature,

while the persistence with which lie estimates persecutions by the number of

deaths rather than the amount of suflering, diverts the mind from the really dis-

tinctive atrocities of the Pagan persecutions It is true that in one

Catholic country they introduced the atrocious custom of making the spectacle

of men burnt alive 'or their religions opinions an element in the public fes-

tivities. It is true, too, that the immense majority of the acts of the martyi-s

are the transparent forgeries of lying monks ; but it is also true that among
the authentic records of Pagan persecutions there are histories which display,

perliaps more vividly than any other, both the depth of cruelty to which

human nature may sink, and the heroism of resistance it may attain. There

was a time when it was the just boast of the Romans, that no refinement of

cruelty, no prolongatinns of torture, were admitted in their stern but simple

penal code. But all this was changed. Those hateful games, which made the

spectacle of human suffering and death the delight of all classes, had spread

their brutalising influence wherever the Roman name was known, had rendered

millions absolutely indifferent to the sight of human suffering, had produced

in many, in the very centre of an advanced civilisation, a relish and a passion

for torture, a rapture and an exultation in watching the spasms of extreme

agony, such as an African or an American savage alone can equ;d. The most

horrible recorded instances of torture were usually inflicted, either by the

populace, or in their presence, in the arena. We read of Clm'stians bound in

chains of red-hot iron, while the stench of their half-consumed flesh rose in a

Vol. II. 6.
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suffocating cloud to heaven ;
of others wlio were torn to the very bone by shells,

or hocks of iron ; of holy virgins given over to the lust of the gladiator or to

the mercies of the pander; of two hundred and twenty-seven converts sent on

one occasion to the mines, eacli with the sinews of one leg severed by a red-hot

iron, and with an eye scooped from its socket ; of fires so slow that ihe victims

writhed for hours in their agonies ; of bodies torn limb from limb, or sprink-

led with burning lead ; of mingled salt and vinegar poured over the flesh that

was bleeding from the rack
; of tortures prolonged and varied through entire

days. For the love of their Divine Master, for the cause they believed to be

true, men, and even weak girls, endured these things without flinching, when
one word would have freed them from their sufferings. No opinion we may

form of the proceedings of priestf! in a later age should impair the reverence with

which we bend before the martyi-'s tomb.

§ 27. Hise of the Worship of Martyrs and Relics.

I. SOUECES.

In addition to the works quoted in ?^ 12 and 26, comp. Euseb. H. E. IV.

15; De Mart. Palaest. c. 7. Clem. Alex.: Strom. IV. p. 596.

Grig. : Exhort, ad mart. c. 30 and 50. In Num. Kom. X. 2. Ter-

TULL. : Be cor. mil. c. 3 ; De Resurr. cam. c- 43. Cypr. : De lapsis,

c. 17 ; Ejiist. 34 and 57. Const. Apost. : 1. 8.

II. Works.

C. Sagittaritjs : De natalitiis mart. Jen. 1696.

Schwabe : De insiijni veneratione, quae obtinuit erga martyres in primit,

eccl. Altd. 1748.

In tliankful remembrance of the fidelity of this " nol^le army

of martyrs," in recognition of the unbroken communion of

saints, and in prospect of the resurrection of the body, the

church paid to the martyrs, and even to their mortal remains, a

veneration, -which was in itself well-deserved and altogether

natural, but which early exceeded the scriptural limit, and

afterwards degenaratod into the worship of saints anfl relics.

The heathen hero-worship silently continued in the church and

was baptized with Christian names.

In the church of Smyrna, according to its letter of the year

155, we find this veneration still in its innocent, childlike form:

" They [the Jews] know not, that wo can neither ever forsake

Christ, who has suffered for the salvation of the whole world

of the redeemed, nor worsliip another. Him indeed we adore

{Trnoax'juo'jfizu) as the Son of God ; but the martyrs we love as
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they deserve {d-yoKcofitv d.^uoi), for their surpassing love to

tlieir King and Master, as we wish also to be their corapanions

and fellow-disciples." ^ The day of the death of a martyr was

called his heavenly birth-day,^ and was celebrated annually at

his grave (mostly in a cave or catacomb), by prayer, reading

of a history of his suffering and victory, oblations, and cele-

bration of the holy supper.

But the early church did not stop with this. Martyrdom

was taken, after the end of the second century, not only as a

higher grade of Christian virtue, but at the same time as a

baptism of fire and blood,^ an ample substitution for the

baptism of Avater, as purifying from sin, and as securing an

entrance into heaven. Origen even went so far as to ascribe to

the sufferings of i\\e martyrs an atoning virtue for others, an

efficacy like that of the sufferings of Christ, on the authority

of such passages as 2 Cor. 12: 15; Col. 1 : 24; 2 Tim. 4: 6.

According to Tertullian, tlie martyrs entered immediately into

the blessedness of heaven, and were not required, like ordinary

Christians, to pass through the intermediate state. Thus was

applied the benediction on those who are persecuted for right-

eousness' sake, Matt. 5 : 10-12. Hence, according to Origen

and Cyprian, their prayers before the throne of God came to be

thought peculiarly efficacious for the church militant on earth,

and, according to an example related by Eusebius, their future

intercessions were bespoken shortly before their death.

In the Roman Catacombs we find inscriptions where the de-

parted are requested to pray for their living relatives and friends.

The veneration thus shown for the persons of the martyrs

was transferred in smaller measure to their remains. The

church of Smyrna counted the bones of Polycarp more precious

than gold or diamonds.* The remains of Ignatius were held in

^ Martyrium Polycarpi, cap. 17 ; comp. Ensebius, H. E. IV. 15.

2 'Buepa yei'idhoc, yeviOha, natcdes, natalitia martyrvm.

^ Lavacrum sanguinis, fidTZTtaua 6ui irvpdc, comp. Matt. 20 : 22; Luke 12 : 50;

Mark 10 : 39.

* It is worthy of note, however, that some of the startling phenomena related

in the Marivrium Polycarpi by the congregation of Smyrna are omitted in the

narrative of Ensebius (IV. 15), and may be a later interpolation.
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equal veueration by the Christians at Antioch. The friends of

Cyprian gathered his blood in handkerchiefs, and built a chapel

over his tomb.

A veneration frequently excessive was paid, not only to the

deceased martyrs, but also the surviving confessors. It was

made the special duty of the deacons to visit and minister to

them in prison. The heathen Lucian in his satire, " De morte

Peregrini," describes the unwearied care of the Christians for

their imprisoned brethren; the heaps of presents brought to

them ; and the testimonies of sympathy even by messengers

from great distances; but all, of course, in Liician's view, out

of mere good-natured enthusiasm. Tertullian the Montanist

censures the excessive attention of the Catholics to their con-

fessors. The Ubelli pads, as they were called—intercessions of

the confessors for the fallen—commonly procured restoration to

the fellowship of the church. Their voice had peculiar weight

in the choice of bishops, and their sanction not rarely over-

balanced the authority of the clergy. Cyprian is nowhere more

eloquent than in the praise of their heroism. His letters to the

imprisoned confessors in Carthage are full of glorification, in a

style somewhat offensive to our evangelical ideas. Yet after

all, he protests against the abuse of their privileges, from which

he had himself to suifer, and earnestly exhorts them to a holy

walk ; that the honor they have gained may not prove a snare

to them, and through pride and carelessness be lost. He
always represents the crown of the confessor and the martyr as

a free gift of the grace of God, and sees the real essence of it

rather in the inward disposition than in the outward act.

Commodian conceived the whole idea of martyrdom in its true

breadth, when he extended it to all those who, without shedding

their blood, endured to the end in love, humility, and patience,

and in all Christian vu"tue.



CHAPTER III.

LITEEARY CONTEST OF CHRISTIANITY WITH JUDAISM AND

HEATHENISM.

§ 28. Literature.

I. Sources.

Tacitus (Consul 97, d. about 117) : Annal xv. 41. Comp. his picture

of the Jews, Hist. v. 1-5.

Plinius (d. about 114) : Ep. x. 96, 97.

Celsus (flourished about 150) : 'AA;?flw ^(Jyof. Preserved in fragments in

Origen's Refutation (8 books Karf> Kekaov)
;
reconstructed, trans-

lated and explained by Theodor Keim : Celsus' Walires Wort.

Aelteste wissenschaftUche Sireitschrift autiker Weltanschautmg gegen

das Christenthum, Zurich 1873 (293 pages).

LUCIAN (d. about 180): nepl r/;f Uepeyplvov TsTitw^c, c. 11-16; and

'AA;/% l(yropia, I. 22, 30 ;
II. 4, 11.

PORPHYRIUS (about 300): K«-fi Xpianavibv Uyoc. Only fragments

preserved, and collected by Holstein, Rom. 1630. His most im-

portant works are lost. Those that remain are ed. by A. Nauck,

1860.

II, Works.

Nath. Laedner: Collection of Ancient Jewish and Heathen Testimonies

to the Truth of the Christian Religion (Lend. 1727-'57) in the VI.

and VII. vols, of his Works, ed. by Kippis, London, 1838. Very

valuable.

Mosheim: Introduction to his Germ, translation of Origen against

Celsus. Hamb. 1745.

Bindem^nn: Cdsus und seine Schriften gegen die Christen, in Illgen's

" Zeitschr. fiir hist. Theol." Leipz. 1842. N. 2, p. 58-146.

Ad. Planck: LuHan u. das Christenthum, in the "Srudien u. Kritiken,"

1851. N. 4; translated in the " Bibliotheca Sacra," Andover, 18o2.

F. Chr. Baur: Das Christenthum, der 3 ersten Jahrh. Tiib. seed. ed. 1860

(and 1863) pp. 370-430.

Neander: General History of the Christian Religion and Church; Engl.

trans, by Torrey, vol. I., 157-178. (12th Boston ed.)
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Richard von der Alm: Die Uriheile heidnischer und Judischer

Schri/tsfeller der vier erstcn Jahrh. iiber Jesus und die ersten Christen.

LeijJz. 1865. (An infidel book.)

H. Kellner (R. C.) : Hellenismus und Christenthum oder die geistige

Reaction des antiken Heidenthums gegen das Christenthum. Koln

1866 (454 pp.

)

B. Aube: De I'Apologetique chrttienne au Ifi silde. St. Justin, philo-

sophe et martyr, 2ud ed. Paris 1875. By the same : Histoire des Per-

secutions de Veglise. The second part, also under the title La
polenvique pa'ienne h la fin du II« sihcle. Paris 1878.

E. Renan: Marc-Aurile (Paris 1882), pp. 345 {Celse et Lucien), 379 sqq.

[Nouvelles apologies).

J. W. Farrar: Seekers after God. London, 1869, new ed. 1877. (Es-

says on Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius, compared with

Christianity.)

Comp. the Lit. quoted in | 12, especially Uhlhorn and Keim (1881),

and the monographs on Justin M., Tertullian, Origen, and other

Apologists, which are noticed in sections treating of these writers.

§ 29. Literary Opposition to Christianity.

Besides the external conflict, which we have considered in the

second chapter, Christianity was called to pass through an

equally important intellectual and literary struggle with the

ancient world ; and from this also it came forth victorious,

and conscious of being the perfect religion for man. We
shall see in this chapter, that most of the objections of modern

infidelity against Christianity were anticipated by its earliest

literary opponents, and ably and successfully refuted by the

ancient apologists for the wants of the church in that age.

Both unbelief and faith, like human nature and divine grace,

are essentially the same in all ages and among all nations, but

vary in form, and hence every age, as it produces its own

phase of opposition, must frame its own mode of defense.

The Christian religion found at first as little fav^or with the

representatives of literature and art as with princes and

statesmen. In the secular literature of the latter part of the

first century and the beginning of the second, we find little

more than ignorant, careless and hostile allusions to Christianity

as a new form of superstition which then began to attract the

attention of the Roman government. In this point of view
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also Christ's kiugdom was not of the world, and was compelled

to force its way through the greatest difficulties
;
yet it proved

at last the mother of an intellectual and moral culture far in

advance of the Grseco-Roman, capable of endless progress, and

full of the vigor of perpetual youth.

The pious barbarism of the Byzantine emperors Theodosius

II. and Valentinian III. ordered the destruction of the works

of Porphyrins and all other opponents of Christianity, to avert

the wrath of God, but considerable fragments have been pre-

served in the refutations of the Christian Fathers, especially

Origen, Eusebius, Cyril of Alexandria (against Julian), and

scattered notices of Jerome and Augustin.

§ 30. Jewish Opposition. Josephus and the Talmud.

The hostility of the Jewish Scribes and Pharisees to the

gospel is familiar from the New Testament. Josephus men-

tions Jesus once in his Archaeology, but in terms so favorable

as to agree ill with his Jewish position, and to subject the

p^issage to the suspicion of interpolation or corruption.^ His

writings, however, contain much valuable testimony to the truth

of the gospel history. His " Archaeology " throughout is a sort

of fifth Gospel in illustration of the social and political environ-

ments of the life of Christ,^ His " History of the Jewish

War," in particular, is undesignedly a striking commentary

on the Saviour's predictions concerning the destruction of the

city and temple of Jerusalem, the great distress and affliction

of the Jewish people at that time, the famine, pestilence, and

earthquake, the rise of false prophets and impostors, and the

flight of his disciples at the approach of these calamities.'

The attacks of the later Jews upon Christianity are essen-

tially mere repetitions of those recorded in the Gospels—denial

^ Joseph. Antiqu. 1. XVIII. c. 3, sect. 3. Comp. on this much disputed pas-

sage, vol. I., p. 92.

2 It is the special merit of Keim to have thorouglily utilized Josephus for

the hiography of Jesus.

5 These coincidences have, been traced out in full by Lardner, Works, ed.

Kippis, vol. VI. p. 406 flf.
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of the Messiahship of Jesus, and horrible vituperation of his

confessors. We learn their character best from the dialosue

of Justin with the Jew Trypho. The fictitious disputation on

Christ by Jason and Papiscus, first mentioned by Celsus, was

lost since the seventh century. ^ It seems to have been a rather

poor apology of Christianity against Jewish objections by a

Jewish Christian, perhaps by Aristo of Pel la.

The Talmud is the Bible of Judaism separated from, and

hostile to, Christianity, but it barely notices it except indirectly.

It completed the isolation of the Jews from all other people.

§ 31. Pagan Opposition. Tacitus and Pliny.

The Greek and Roman writers of the first century, and some

of the second, as Seneca, the elder Pliny, and even the mild

and noble Plutarch, either from ignorance or contempt, never

allude to Christianity at all.

Tacitus and the younger Pliny, contemporaries and friends

of the emperor Trajan, are the first to notice it; and they

speak of it only incidentally and with stoical disdain and

antipathy, as an " exitiabilis superstitio," "prava et immodica

siqjerstitio" " inflexibilis obstinatio." These celebrated and in

their way altogether estimable Roman authors thus, from mani-

fest ignorance, saw in the Christians nothing but superstitious

fanatics, and put them on a level with the hated Jews ; Tacitus,

in fact, reproaching them also with the " odium generis

humani." This will afford some idea of the immense obstacles

which the new religion encountered in public opinion, especially

in the cultivated circles of the Roman empire. The Christian

apologies of the second century also show, that the most mali-

cious and gratuitous slanders a2;ainst the Christians were circu-

lated araoiig the common people, even charges of incest and

cannibalism,^ which may have arisen in part from a misappre-

^ ^h'lanvur Koi HaTziaitov a.v7/2.ny'ia nepl Xfitarov. Origenes Contra Ceh. IV.

ol. Celsus says, that he read the book which defends tlie allesorical interpre-

tition, with pity and hatred. C )inp. Harnack, AllchrtMl. Literatur, vol. I.

(188-2). p. 115 sqq.
'^ Ol6c7r66eiot f^i^eig, incestl concubilus ; and dvearela rfeiTrra, Thyeslece epulce.
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hension of the intimate brotherly love of the Christians, and

their nightly celebration of the holy supper and love-feasts.

Their indirect Testimony to Christianity.

On the other hand, however, the scanty and contemptuous

allusions of Tacitus and Pliny to Christianity bear testimony to

a number of facts in the Gospel History. Tacitus, in giving

an account of the Neroniau persecution, incidentally attests,

that Christ was put to death as a malefactor by Pontius Pilate

in the reign of Tiberius ; that he was the founder of the Chris-

tian sect, that the latter took its rise in Judaea and spread in

spite of the ignominious death of Clirist and the hatred and

contempt it encountered througnout the empire, so that a " vast

multitude" {multitudo ingens) of them were most cruelly put to

death in the city of Rome alone as early as the year 64. He
also bears valuable testimony, in the fifth book of his History,

together with Joseph us, from whom he mainly, though not

exclusively takes his account, to the fulfilment of Christ's

prophecy concerning the destruction of Jerusalem and the

overthrow of the Jewish theocracy.

As to Pliny's famous letter to Trajan, written about 107, it

jDroves the rapid spread of Christianity in Asia Minor at that

time among all ranks of society, the general moral purity and

steadfastness of its professors amid cruel persecution, theii' mode

and time of worship, their adoration of Christ as God, their

observance of a " stated day," which is undoubtedly Sunday,

and other facts of importance in the early history of the Church.

Trajan's rescript in reply to Pliny's inquiry, furnishes evidence

of the innocence of the Christians ; he notices no charge against

them except their disregard of the worship of the gods, and

forbids them to be sought for. Marcus Aurelius testifies, in

one brief and unfriendly allusion, to their eagerness for the

crown of martyrdom.

§ 32. Direct Assaults. Celsus.

The direct assault upon Christianity, by works devoted to the

purpose, began about the middle of the second century, and was
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very ably conducted by a Grecian j^hilosopher, Celsns, other^

wise unknown ; according to Origen, an Epicurean with many

Platonic ideas, and a friend of Lucian. He wrote during the

persecuting reign of Marcus Aurelius.^

Celsus, with all his aifected or real contempt for the new

religion, considered it important enough to be opposed by an

extended work entitled '" A True Discourse," of which Origen,

in his Refutation, has faithfully preserved considerable frag-

ments.^ These represent their author as an eclectic philosopher

of varied culture, skilled in dialectics, and familiar with the

Gospels, Epistles, and even the writings of the Old Testament.

He speaks now in the frivolous style of an Epicurean, now in

the earnest and dignified tone of a Platonist. At one time he

advocates the jjopular heathen religion, as, for instance, its doc-

trine of demons ; at another time he rises above the polytheistic

notions to a pantheistic or sceptical view. He employs all the

aids M'hich the culture of his age afforded, all the Aveapons of

learning, common sense, wit, sarcasm, and dramatic animation

of style, to disprove Christianity ; and he anticipates most of

the arguments and sophisms of the deists and infidels of later

times. Still his book is, on the whole, a very superficial, loose,

and light-minded work, and gives striking proof of the ina-

bility of the natural reason to understand the Christian truth.

It has no savor of humility, no sense of the corruption of hu-

man nature, and man's need of redemption ; it is full of heathen

passion and prejudice, utterly blind to any spiritual realities,

and could therefore not in the slightest degree appreciate the

glory of the Redeemer and of his work. It needs no refuta-

tion, it refutes itself.

^ Origen (I. 8) indefinitely assigns him to the reign of Hadrian and the

Antonines; most historians (Mosheim, Gieseler, Baur, Friedllinder) to A. D.

150 or later; others (Tillemont, Neander, Zeller) to about IGO or 170; Keim
{I. c p. 267) to A. D, 178. As the place of composition Keira (p. 274) sug-

gests Rome, others Alexandria. He ably defends his identity with the friend

of Lucian (p. 291), but makes him out a Platonist rather tiian an Epicurean

(p.203sqq,).

^ See the restoration of Celsus from these fragments by Dr. Keim, (|Uoted above.
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Celsus first introduces a Jew, who accuses the mother of

Jesus of adultery with a soldier named Pauthera ;
^ adduces the

denial of Peter, the treachery of Judas, and the death of Jesus

as contradictions of his pretended divinity; and makes the

resurrection an imposture. Then Celsus himself begins the

attack, and begins it by combating the whole idea of the super-

natural, which forms the common foundation of Judaism and

Christianity. The controversy between Jews and Christians

appears to him as foolish as the strife about the shadow of

an ass. The Jews believed, as well as the Christians, in the

prophecies of a Redeemer of the world, and thus differed from

them only in that they still expected the Messiah's coming.

But then, to what purpose should God come down to earth at

all, or send another down ? He knows beforehand what is

going on among men. And such a descent involves a change,

a transition from the good to the evil, from the lovely to the

hateful, from the happy to the miserable ; which is undesirable,

and indeed impossible, for the divine nature. In another place

he says, God troubles himself no more about men than about

monkeys and flies. Celsus thus denies the whole idea of reve-

lation, now in pantheistic style, now in the levity of Epicurean

deism ; and thereby at the same time abandons the ground of

the popular heathen religion. In his view Christianity has no

rational foundation at all, but is supported by the imaginary

terrors of future punishment. Particularly offensive to. him

are the promises of the gospel to the poor and miserable, and

the doctrines of forgiveness of sins and regeneration, aud of

the resurrection of the body. This last he scoffingly calls a

hope of worms, but not of rational souls. The appeal to the

omnipotence of God, he thinks, does not help the matter, be-

1 Ilavdr/p, panthera, here, and in the Talmud, where Jesus is likewise called

N"»nj3 |3 "d' is used, like the Latin lupa, as a type of ravenous lusf hence

as a symljolical name for fioixdp. So Nitzsch and Baur. But Keim (p. 12)

takes it as a designation of the vVild rapacious {nav ^ijpiJv) Roman soldier.

The mother of Jesus was, according to the Jewish informant of Celsus, a

poor seamstress, and engaged to a carpenter, who plunged her into disgrace

and misery when he found out her infidelity.
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cause God can do nothing improper and unnatural. He re-

proaches the Christians with ignorance, credulity, obstinacy,

innovation, division, and sectarianism, which they inherited

mostly from their fathers, the Jews. They are all uncultivated,

mean, superstitious people, mechanics, slaves, women, and chil-

dren. The great mass of them he regarded as unquestionably

deceived. But where there are deceived, there must be also

deceivers ; and this leads us to the last result of this polemical

sophistry. Celsus declared the first disciples of Jesus to be

deceivers of the worst kind ; a band of sorcerers, who fabri-

cated and circulated the miraculous stories of the Gospels,

particularly that of the resurrection of Jesus; but betrayed

themselves by contradictions. The originator of the imposture,

however, is Jesus himself, who learned that magical art in

Egypt, and afterwards made a great noise with it in his native

country.

But here, this philosophical and critical sophistry virtually

acknowledges its bankruptcy. The hypothesis of deception is

the very last one to oifer in explanation of a phenomenon so

important as Christianity was even in that day. The greater

and more permanent the deception, the more mysterious and

unaccountable it must appear to reason.

Chrysostom made the truthful remark, that Celsus bears wit-

ness to the antiquity of the apostolic wTitings. Tliis heathen

assailant, who lived almost within hailing distance of St. John,

incidentally gives us an abridgement of the history of Christ as

related by the Gospels, and this furnishes strong weapons against

modern infidels, who would represent this history as a later in-

vention. " I know everything," he says ;
" we have had it all

from your o^\^l books, and need no other testimony
;
ye slay

yourselves with your own sword." He refers to the Gospels of

Matthew, Luke, and John, and makes upon the Avhole about

eighty allusions to, or quotations from, the New Testament. He
takes notice of Christ's birth from a virgin in a small village

of Judaea, the adoration of the wise men from the East, the
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slaughter of the infants by order of Herod, the flight to Egypt,

where he supposed Christ learned the charms of magicians, his

residence in Nazareth, his baptism and the descent of the Holy

Spirit in the shape of a dove and the voice from heaven, the

election of disciples, his friendship with publicans and other low

people, his supposed cures of the lame and the blind, and raising

of the dead, the betrayal of Judas, the denial of Peter, the

principal circumstances in the history of the passion and cruci-

fixion, also the resurrection of Christ.^

It is true he perverts or abuses most of these facts ; but ac-

cording to his own showing they were then generally and had

always been believed by the Christians. He alludes to some of

the principal doctrines of the Christians, to their private assem-

blies for worship, to the office of presbyters. He omits the

grosser charges of immoral it)^, which he probably disowned as

absurd and incredible.

In view of all these admissions we may here, with Lardner,

apply Samson's riddle :
" Out of the eater came forth meat, and

out of the strong came forth sweetness." ^

§ 33. Lucian.

Edd. of Lucian's works by Hemsferhuis and Heiz (1743 sqq.), Jacobitz

(1836-39), Dindorf{\MO and 1858), Bekker (1853), Franc. Fritzsche

(1860-69). The pseudo-Lucianic dialogue Fhilopatris {(pMrrarpig,

loving one's country, patriot) in which the Christians are ridiculed

and condemned as enemies of the Roman empire, is of a much later

date, probably from the reign of Julian the Apostate (363). See

Gesner: X>e cetate et audore Fhilopafridis, Jen. 1714.

1 Keim ( Geschichte Jem von Nazara, I. 22) says of Celsus :
" Vcm der Jung-

fraugeburt bis zum Jammer des Todes bei Essig und Galle, bis zu den Wundern

des Todes und der Auferstehung hat er unsere Evangelien verfolgt, und anderen

Quellen, welche zum Theil heute noch fliesscn, hat er den Glauben an die Illiss-

lichkeit Jesu und an die Silndhaftigkeit seiner Jiinger abgeivonnen.'^ Comp. Keim's

monograph on Celms, pp. 219-231. On the bearing of his testimony on the

genuineness of the Gospel of John, see vol. I. p. 708.

' Judges xiv. 14. Comp. Lardner's Works, vol. VII- pp. 210-270. Dr.

Doddridge and Dr. Leland made good use of Celsus against the Deists of the

last century. He may with still greater effect be turned against the more

radical theories of Strauss and Eenan. For Keim's estimate, see his Celsus,

253-261.
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Jacob : CharnkterisHk Lucians. Hamljurg; 1822.

G. Bernays : Lucian und die Cynikcr. Berlin, 1879.

Comp. Keim : Ce^xws, 143-151 ; Ed. Zeller : Alexander und Peregrinus,

in the " Deutsche Rundschau," for Jan. 1877 ; Hexry Cotterill :

Peregrimts Proteus (Edinb. 1879); Ad. Harnack in Herzog (ed.

II.), VIII. 772-779; and the Lit. quoted in § 28.

In the same period the rhetorician Lucian (born at Samosata

in Syria about 120, died in Egypt or Greece before 200),

the Voltaire of Grecian literature, attacked the Christian re-

ligion with the same light weapons of wit and ridicule, with

which, in his numerous elegantly written works, he assailed the

old popular faith and Avorship, the mystic fanaticism imported

from the East, the vulgar life of the Stoics and Cynics of that

day, and most of the existing manners and customs of the dis-

tracted period of the empire. An Epicurean, worldling, and

infidel, as he was, could see in Christianity only one of the many

vagaries and follies of mankind; in the mu-acles, only jugglery;

in the belief of immortality, an empty dream ; and in the con-

tempt of death and the brotherly love of the Christians, to

Mdiich he was constrained to testify, a silly enthusiasm.

Thus he represents the matter in an historical romance on the

life and death of PeregriniLS Proteus, a contemporary Cynic

philosopher, whom he makes the basis of a satire upon Chris-

tianity, and especially upon Cynicism. Peregrinus is here pre-

sented as a pei'fectly contemptible man, who, after the meanest

and grossest crimes, adultery, sodomy, and parricide, joins the

credulous Christians in Palestine, cunningly imposes on them,

soon rises to the highest repute among them, and, becoming one

of the confessors in prison, is loaded with presents by them, in

fact almost worshipped as a god, but is afterwards excommuni-

cated for eating some forbidden food (probably meat of the

idolatrous sacrifices) ; then casts himself into the arms of the

Cynics, travels about everywhere, in the filthiest st}de of that

sect ; and at last about the year 165, in frantic thirst for fame,

plunges into the flames of a funeral pile before the assembled

populace of the town of Olympia, for the triumph of philosophy.
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This fiction of tlie self-burning was no doubt meant for a parody

on the Christian martyrdom, perliaps with special reference to

Polycarp, who a few years before had suffered deatli by fire at

Smyrna (155).^

Luciau treated the Christians rather with a compassionate

smile, than with hatred. He nowhere urges persecution. He
never calls Christ an impostor, as Celsus does, but a " crucified

sophist ;" a term which he uses as often in a good sense as in the

bad. But then, in the end, both the Christian and the heathen

religious amount, in his view, to imposture ; only, in his Epicu-

rean indiiferentism, he considers it not worth the trouble to trace

such phenomena to their ultimate ground, and attempt a philoso-

phical explanation.^

The merely negative position of this clever mocker of all

religions injured heathenism more than Christianity, but could

not be Ions: maintained a2;ainst either ; the reli<2:ious element is

far too deeply seated in the essence of human nature. Epicure-

anism and scepticism made way, in their turns, for Platonism,

and for faith or superstition. Heathenism made a vigorous

effort to regenerate itself, in order to hold its ground against tlie

steady advance of Christianity. But the old religion itself could

not help feeling more and more the silent influence of the new.

§ 34. Neo-Platonism.

I. Sources.

Plotijtts: Opera Omnia, ed. Oxf. 1835, 3 vols.; ed. Kirclihoff, Lips.

1856 ; ed. Didot, Par. 1856 ; H. F. Miiller, Berlin 1878-80.

PORPHYRIUS: Kara Xpiarinvuv 16yot (fragments collected in Holstein:

Dissert, de vita et scripits Purphyr. Rom. 1630). His biographies of

Pythagoras, Plotinus, and other works were ed. by A. Xauck, 1860.

' Harnack, I. c. denies a reference to Polycarp.

^ Berneys (/. c. p. 43) characterizes Lucian very unfavorably: " ein

artscheinend niclit sehr glucMisher Advocat, ist er ohne ernste Stiulien ins Literalen-

thum UberciejnrKjen ; unwi%send und kichtferticj tragi er ledigllch eine nihilist ische

Oede in Bezng auf ullc religii'sen nnd metaphy^ischen Fragfn znr Schaii xmd reisst

(lUcs als verkehrt und larherlish hcruvfcr'' Berneys tliinks tliat tl.e Pt-rtgrinus

Proteus is not directed against the Ciiristians, hut against the Cynic philoso-

phers, and more particularly against the then still living Theagenes.
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HiEROCLES : Ad}TO (piTialrj&eiq -poQ Xptartavovc (fragments in Euseb.

:

Contra HierocL lib., and probably also in Macarius Magnes:
• "ArroKpiTtKoc t] Mowyew/c, Par. 1876).

Philostbatus : De Vita Apollonii Tyanensis libri ocio (Greek and

Latin), Venet. 1501 ; ed. Westerman, Par. 1840 ; ed. Kayser, Zurich,

1853, 1870. Also in German, French and English translations.

II. Works.

Vogt: Neuplatonismus u. Christemhum. Berl. 1836.

Eitter: Gesch. der Philos. vol. 4th, 1834 (in English by Morrison, Oxf.

1838).

Neandek : Ucber das neunte Bucli in der zweiten Enneade des Plotlnus.

1843. (vid. Neander's Wissenschaftl. Abhandlunrjcn, published by

Jacobi, Berl. 1851, p. 22 sqq.)

Ullmann: Einflus des Christenthums anf Purj^hyrius,\n "Stud. u. Krit."

1832.

Kirchner : Die Philosophic des Plotin. Halle, 1854.

F. Chr. Baur: ApoUonius von Tyana u. Christus. Tiib. 1832, republ.

by Ed. Zeller, in Drei Ahhandlungen zur Gesch. der alien Philosophie

u. ihres Verh. zum Christenthum. Leipzig, 1876, pp. 1-227.

John H. Newman: ApoUonius Tyameus. Loud. 1849 (Encycl. Metropol.

Vol. X., pp. 619-644).

A. Chassang: Ap. de 7"., sa vie, ses voyages, ses prodiges, etc. Paris, 1862.

Translation from the Greek, with explanatory notes.

H. Kellner : Porphyrins und sein VcrhdHaiss zum Christenthum, in the

Tiibingeu "Theol. Quartalschrift," 1865. No. L
Albert Eeivillk : ApoUonius of Tyana, the Pagan Christ of the third

century, translated from the French. Lond. 1866.

K. Moxkeberg : ApoUonius v. Tyana. Hamb. 1877.

Fr. Ueberweg: History of Philosojihy (Eng. transl. N. York, 1871),

vol. I. 232-259.

Ed. Zeller: Philosophie der Griechen, III. 419 sqq.

More earnest and dignified, but for this very reason more

lasting and dangerous, was the opposition which proceeded

directly and indirectly from Neo-Platonism. This system pre-

sents the last phase, the evening red, so to speak, of the Grecian

philosophy ; a fruitless effort of dying heathenism to revive

itself against the irresistible progress of Christianity in its

freshness and vigor. It was a pantheistic eclecticism and a

philosophico-religious syncretism, which sought to reconcile

Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy with Oriental religion and

theosophy, polytheism with monotheism, superstition with cub
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tiire, and to hold, as with convulsive grasp, the old popular

religion in a refined and idealized form. Some scattered Chris-

tian ideas also were unconsciously let in ; Christianity already

filled the atmosphere of the age too much, to be wholly shut

out. As might be expected, this compound of philosophy and

-religion was an extravagant, fantastic, heterogeneous affair, like

its contemporary, Gnosticism, which differed from it by formally

recognising Christianity in its syncretism. Most of the Neo-

Platonists, Jamblichus in particular, were as much hierophants

and theurgists as philosophers, devoted themselves to divination

and magic, and boasted of divine inspirations and visions.

Their literature is not an original, healthy natural product, but

an abnormal after-growth.

In a time of inward distraction and dissolution the human

mind hunts up old and obsolete systems and notions, or resorts

to magical and theurgic arts. Superstition follows on the heels

of unbelief, and atheism often stands closely connected with the

fear of ghosts and the worship of demons. The enlightened

emperor Augustus was troubled, if he put on his left shoe first

in the morning, instead of the right; and the accomplished

elder Pliny wore amulets as protection from thunder and

lightning. In their day the long-forgotten Pythagoreanism

was conjured from the grave and idealized. Sorcerers like

Simon Magus, Elymas, Alexander of Abonoteichos, and Apol-

lonius of Tyana (d. A. D. 96), found great favor even with the

hio-her classes, who laughed at the fables of the gods. Men

turned wishfully to the past, epecially to the mysterious East,

the land of primitive wisdom and religion. The Syrian cultus

was sought out ; and all sorts of religions, all the sense and al]

the nonsense of antiquity found a rendezvous in Rome. Even

a succession of Roman emperors, from Septimius Severus, at

the close of the second century, to Alexander Severus, embraced

this religious syncretism, which, instead of supporting the old

Roman state religion, helped to undermine it.^

1 The oldest apostle of this strange medley of Hellenic, Persian, Chaldean,

Vol. II. 7.
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After the beginning of the third century this tendency found

philosophical expression and took a reformatory tiu'n in Neo-

Platonisin. The magic power, which was thought able to

reanimate all these various elements and reduce them to har-

mony, and to put deep meaning into the old mythology, was the

philosophy of the divine Plato ; which in truth possessed

essentially a mystical character, and was used also by learned

Jews, like Philo, and by Christians, like Origeu, in their

idealizing efforts and their arbitrary allegorical expositions of

offensive passages of the Bible. In this view we may find

among heathen writers a sort of forerunner of the Neo-

Platonists in the pious and noble-minded Platonist, Plutarch

of Boeotia (d. 120), who likewise saw a deeper sense in the

myths of the popular polytheistic faith, and in general, in his

comparative biographies and his admirable moral treatises, looks

at the fairest and noblest side of the Grgeco-Roman antiquity,

but often wanders oflF into the trackless regions of fancy.

The proper founder of Neo-Platonism was Ammonius Saccas,

of Alexandria, who was born of Christian jDarents, but aposta-

tized, and died in the year 243. His more distinguished pupil,

Plotinus, also an Egyptian (204-269), developed the Neo-

Platonic ideas in systematic form, and gave them firm foothold

and wide currency, particularly in Rome, where he taught

philosophy. The system was propagated by his pupil Porphyry

of Tyre (d. 304), who likewise taught in Rome, by Jamblichus

and Egyptian mysteries in Rome was Nigidius Figiilus, who belonged to the

strictest section of the aristocracy, and filled the prstorship in ()96 A. U.

(58 B. c.) He foretold the father of the subsequent emperor Augustus on the

very day of his birth his future greatness. The system was consecrated by

the name of Pythagoras, the primeval sage of Italian birth, the miracle-

worker and necromancer. The new and old wisdom made a profound im-

pression on men of the highest rank and greatest learning, who took part in

the citation of spirits, as in the nineteenth century spirit-rapping and table-

moving exercised for a while a similar charm. "These last attempts to save

the Roman theology, like the similar efllirts of Cato in the field of politics,

produce at once a comical and a melancholy impression. We may smile at

the creed and its propagators, but still it is a grave matter when all men begin

to addict themselves to absurdity." Th. Mommsen, History of Rome, vol. IV.

p. 563 (Dickson's translation. Lond. 18G7.)
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of Clialcis in Coelo-Syria (d. 333), and by Proclus of Con-

stantinople (d. 485). It supplanted the popular religion among

the educated classes of later heathendom, and held its ground

until the end of the fifth century, when it perished of its own

internal falsehood and contradictions.

From its love for the ideal, the supernatural, and the mys-

tical, this system, like the original Platonism, might become for

many philosophical minds a bridge to faith; and so it was even to

St. Augustin, whom it delivered from the bondage of scepticism,

and filled with a burning thirst for truth and wisdom. But it

could also work against Christianity. Neo-Platonism was, in

fact, a direct attempt of the more intelligent and earnest

heathenism to rally all its nobler energies, especially the forces

of Hellenic philosophy and Oriental mysticism, and to found a

universal religion, a pagan counterpart to the Christian. Plo-

tinus, in his opposition to Gnosticism, assailed also, though not

expressly, the Christian element it contained. On their syn-

cretistic principles the Neo-Platonists could indeed reverence

Christ as a great sage and a hero of virtue, but not as the Son

of God. They ranked the wise men of heathendom with him.

The em}3eror Alexander Severus (d. 235) gave Orpheus and

Apollonius of Tyana a place in his lararium by the side of the

bust of Jesus.

The rhetorician Philostratus, the elder, about the year

220, at the request of Julia Domna, the wife of Septimius

Severus, and a zealous patron of the reform of paganism,

idealized the life of the pagan magician and soothsayer Apol-

lonius, of the Pythagorean school, and made him out an ascetic

saint, a divinely inspired philosopher, a religious reformer and

worker of miracles, with the purpose, as is generally assumed,

though without direct evidence, of holding him up as a rival of

Christ with equal claims to the worship of men.'

1 Philostratus himself gives no intimation of such design on his part, and

simply states that he was requested by the empress Julia Domna (a.d. 217), to

draw up a biograpliy of Apollonius from certain memoranda of Daniis, one of

his friends and followers. The name of Christ is never mentioned by him

;
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Tlie points of resemblance are cliiefly these : Jesus was the

Son of God, Apollonius the son of Jupiter ; the birth of Christ

was celebrated by the appearance of angels, that of Apollonius

by a flash of lightning ; Christ raised the daughter of Jairus,

Apollonius a young Roman maiden, from the dead; Christ cast

out demons, Apollonius did the same; Christ rose from the

dead, Apollonius appeared after his death. Apollonius is made

to combine also several characteristics of the apostles, as the

miraculous gift of tongues, for he understood all the languages

of the world. Like St. Paul, he received his earlier education at

Tarsus, labored at Antioch, Ephesus, and other cities, and was per-

secuted by Nero. Like the early Christians, he was falsely ac-

cused of sacrificing children with certain mysterious ceremonies.^

With the same secret polemical aim Porphyry and Jamblichus

embellished the life of Pythagoras, and set him forth as the

highest model of wisdom, even a divine being incarnate, a

Christ of heathenism.

These various attempts to Christianize paganism were of

course as abortive as so many attempts to galvanize a corpse.

They made no impression upon their age, much less upon ages

following. They were indirect arguments in favor of Chris-

tianity: they proved the internal decay of the false, and the

irresistible progress of the true religion, which began to mould

the spirit of the age and to aflPect public opinion outside of the

church. By inventing false characters in imitation of Christ

nor does he allude to the Gospels, except in one instance, where he uses the

same phrase as the dienion in St. Luke (viii. 28) :
'' I beseech thee, torment

me not [ur] /le fiaaaviarig.). Vita Apoll. IV. 25. Bishop Samuel Parker, in a
work on the Divine Autliority of tlie Christian Religion (1681), Lardner,

Neander {K 0. I. 298), and J. S. Watson (in a review of Reville's Apoll of

T., in the "Contemporary Review" for 1867, p. 199 fF.), deny the commonly
received opinion, first maintained by Bishop Daniel Hust, and defended by
Baur, Newman, and Reville, that Philostratus intended to draw a parallel

between his hero and Christ. The resemblance is studied and fictitious, and
it is certain tliat at a later date Hierocles vainly endeavored to lower the

dignity of Christ by raising this Pythagorean adventurer as portrayed by
Philostratus, to a level witli the eternal Son of God.

^ Comp. the account of the resemblance by Baur, I. c. pp. 138 sqq.
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they indirectly conceded to the historical Christ his claim to the

admiration and praise of mankind.

§ 35. Porphyry and Hterocles.

See the Lit. in § 34.

One of the leading Neo-Platonists made a direct attack upon

Christianity, and was, in the eyes of the church fethers, its

bitterest and most dangerous enemy. Towards the end of the

third century Porphyry wrote an extended work against the

Christians, in fifteen books, which called forth numerous

refutations from the most eminent church teachers of the time,

particularly from Methodius of Tyre, Eusebius of Ceesarea, and

Apollinaris of Laodicea. In 448 all the copies were burned by

order of the emperors Theodosius 11. and Yaleutinian III., and

we know the work now only from fragments in the fathers.

Porphyry attacked especially the sacred books of the Chris-

tians, with more knowledge than Celsus. He endeavored, with

keen criticism, to point out the contradictious between the Old

Testament and the ?^ew, and among the apostles themselves

;

and thus to refute the divinity of their writings. He
represented the prophecies of Daniel as vaticinia post eventum,

and censured the allegorical interjsretation of Origen, by which

transcendental mysteries were foisted into the writings of

Moses, contrary to their clear sense. He took advantage, above

all, of the collision between Paul and Peter at Antioch (Gal.

2: 11), to reproach the former with a contentious spirit, the

latter with error, and to infer from the whole, that the doctrine

of such apostles must rest on lies and frauds. Even Jesus

himself he charged with equivocation and inconsistency, on

account of his conduct in John 7 : 8 compared with verse 14.

Still Porphyry would not wholly reject Christianity. Like

many rationalists of more recent times, he distinguished the

original pure doctrine of Jesus from the second-handed,

adulterated doctrine of the apostles. In another work ^ on the

* Uefji TTJQ EK Tioy'iuv (piTioco^ia^. Fabricius, Mosheim, Neander, and others,

treat the work as genuine, but Lardner denies it to Porphyry.
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" Philosophy of Oracles," often quoted by Eusebiiis, and also

by Augustin/ he says, we must not calumniate Christ, who was

most eminent for piety, but only pity those who worship him

as God. " That pious soul, exalted to heaven, is become, by a

sort of fate, an occasion of delusion to those souls from whom

fortune withholds the gifts of the gods and the knowledge of

the immortal Zeus." Still more remarkable in this view is a

letter to his wife Marcella, which A. Mai published at Milan in

1816, in the unfounded opinion that Marcella was a Christian.

In the course of this letter Porphyry remarks, that what is

born of the flesh is flesh; that by faith, love, and hope we

raise ourselves to the Deity ; that evil is the fault of man ; that

God is holy ; that the most acceptable sacrifice to him is a pure

heart ; that the wise man is at once a temple of God and a

priest hi that temple. For these and other such evidently

Christian ideas and phrases he no doubt had a sense of his own,

which materially differed from their proper scriptural meaning.

But such things show how Christianity in that day exerted,

even upon its opponents, a power, to which heathenism was

forced to yield an unwilling assent.

The last literary antagonist of Christianity in our period is

Hierocles, who, while governor of Bythynia, and afterwards of

Alexandria under Diocletian, persecuted that religion also with

the sword, and exposed Christian maidens to a worse fate than

death. His " Truth-loving Words to the Christians " has been

destroyed, like Porphyry's work, by the mistaken zeal of Chris-

tian emperors, and is known to us only through the answer of

Eusebius of Csesarea.^ He appears to have merely repeated the

objections of Celsus and Porphyry, and to have drawn a

1 De Clvit. Dei, 1. XIX. c. 22, 23 ; comp. also Eusebius, Demonstr. Evang.

III. 6.

^ To this may be added tlie extracts from an unnamed heathen philosopher

(prol)ably Hierocles or Porpliyrius) in the apologetic work of Macarius Magnes

(about 400), which was discovered at Alliens in 1867, and published by Blon-

del, Paris 1876. See L. Duchesne, De Marcarin Magnete et scriptis ejus, Par.

1877, and Zockler in Ilerzog, ed. II. vol. IX. 160.
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comparison between Christ and Apollonius of Tyana, which

resnlted in favor of the latter. The Christians, says he, con-

sider Jesus a God, on account of some insignificant miracles

falsely colored up by his apostles; but the heathens far more

justly declare the greater wonder-worker Apollonius, as well as

an Aristeas and a Pythagoras, simply a favorite of the gods and

a benefactor of men.

§ 36. Summary of the Objections to Christianity.

In general the leading arguments of the Judaism and

heathenism of this period against the new religion are the

following :

1

.

Against Christ : his illegitimate birth ; his association

with poor, unlettered fishermen, and rude publicans : his form

of a servant, and his ignominious death. But the opposition

to him gradually ceased. While Celsus called him a downright

impostor, the Syncretists and Neo-Platonists were disposed to

regard him as at least a distinguished sage.

2. Against Christianity : its novelty ; its barbarian origin

;

its want of a national basis; the alleged absurdity of some

of its facts and doctrines, particularly of regeneration and the

resurrection ; contradictions between the Old and New Testa-

ments, among the Gospels, and between Paul and Peter ; the

demand for a blind, irrational faith.

3. Against the Christians: atheism, or hatred of the gods;

the worship of a crucified malefactor; poverty, and want of

culture and standing ; desire of innovation ; division and sec-

tarianism ; want of patriotism
;
gloomy seriousness ; credulity

;

superstition, and fanaticism. Sometimes they were charged

even with unnatural crimes, like those related in the pagan

mythology of Oedipus and his mother. Jocaste {concubltus

Oedlpodei), and of Thyestes and Atreus {epulce Thyesteoj).

Perhaps some Gnostic sects ran into scandalous excesses

;

but as against the Christians in general this charge was so

clearly unfounded, that it is not noticed even by Celsus and
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Liician. The senseless accusation, that they worshipped an

ass's head, may have arisen, as Tertullian ah-eady intimates,^

from a story of Tacitus, respecting some Jews, who were once

directed by a wild ass to fresh water, and thus relieved from

the torture of thirst ; and it is worth mentioning, only to show

how passionate and blind was the opposition with which Chris-

tianity in this period of persecution had to contend.

§ 37. The ApologetiG Literature of Christianity.

Comp. Lit. in § 1 and 12.

I. The sources are all the writings of the Apologists of the second and

third centuries
;

particularly Justin M. : Apologia I. and //. /

Tertull. : Apologeticus ; MiNUCius Felix: Octavius ; Origen" :

Contra Celsum {Kara Kelaov) libr. VIII. Aristidis, PhUosophi

Atheniensis, Sermones duo, Venetiis 1878. (From an Armenian

translation). Complete editions of the Apologists : Ajjologg. Christ.

0pp. ed. Prud. Maranus, Par. 1742 ; Corpus ApoJogetarum Chris-

tianorum saeculi secundi, ed. Th. Otto, Jenae, 1847 sqq. ed. III.

1876 sqq.

II. Fabricius : Delectus argiimentorum et Syllabus scriptorum, qui verita-

tem rel. Christ, asseruerunt. Hamb. 1725.

Tzschirner: Geschichte der Apologetik. Lpz. 1805 (unfinished).

G. H. VAX Sanden : Gesch. der Apol. translated from Dutch into German
by Quack and Binder. Stuttg. 1846. 2 vols.

^^MiaCTl: Justin der Mart. Bresl. 1840. 11.56-225.

W. B. CoLTON : The Evidences of Christianity as exhibited in the writings

of its Apologists down to Augustine (Hulsean Prize Essay, 1852),

republ. in Boston, 1854.

Karl Werner (R. C.) : Geschichte der apologetischen iind polcmischen

Literatur der christl. Theologie. Schaffhausen, 1861-'65. 5 vols.

(vol. I. belongs here).

James Donaldson : A Critical History of Christian Literature and

Doctrine from the Death of the Apostles to the Nicene Council. Lon-

don, 1864-66. 3 vols.

Adolf Harnack : Die Ueberlieferung der Griechischen Apologeten des

zweiten Jahrhunderts in der alien Kirche und im 31ittelalter. Band I.

Heft 1 and 2. Leipz. 1882.

These assaults of argument and calumny called forth in the

second century the Christian apologetic literature, the vindica-

' Apol. c 16 : "Somniaafis caput nmiinnm esse deum nostrum. Hanc Cornelius

Tacitus suspicionem ejusmodi del inseruit" etc.
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tion of Christianity by the pen, against the Jewish zealot, the

Grecian philosopher, and the Roman statesman. The Christians

were indeed from the first " ready always to give an answer to

every man that asked them a reason of the hope that was in

them." But when heathenism took the field against them not

only with fire and sword, but with argument and slander

besides, they had to add to their simple practical testimony a

theoretical self-defence. The Christian apology against non-

Christian opponents, and the controversial efforts against

Christian errorists, are the tw^o oldest branches of theological

science.

The apologetic literature began to appear under the reign

of Hadrian, and continued to grow till the end of our period.

Most of the church teachers took part in this labor of their day.

The first apologies, by Quadratus, bishop of Athens, Aristides,

philosopher of Athens, and Aristo of Pell a, which were ad-

dressed to the emperor Hadrian, and the later works of Melito

of Sardis, Claudius Apollinaris of Hierapolis, and Miltiades, who

lived under Marcus Aurelius, were either entirely lost, or pre-

served only in scattered notices of Eusebius. But some in-

teresting fragments of Melito and Aristides have been recently

discovered.^ More valuable are the apologetical works of the

Greek philosopher and martyr, Justin (d. 166), which we pos-

sess in full. After him come, in the Greek church, Tatian^,

Athenagoras, Theophilus of Antioch, and Hermias in the last

half of the second century, and Origen, the ablest of all, in the

first half of the third.

The most important Latin apologists are TertuUian (d. about

220), ]Minucius Felix (d. between 220 and 230 ; according to

some, between 161 and 200), the later Arnobius and Lactautius,

all of North Africa.

Here at once appears the characteristic difference between the

* See on the works of these Apologists, lost and partly recovered, Hamack,
I. c pp. 100 sqq. ; 240 sqq. ; and Renan, Vegl. chret. p. 40 sqq. We shall refer

to them in the chapter on Christian literature.
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Greek and the Latin minds. The Greek apologies are more

learned and philosophical, the Latin more practical and juridical

in their matter and style. The former labor to prove the truth

of Christianity and its adaptedness to the intellectual wants of

man ; the latter plead for its legal right to exist, and exhibit

mainly its moral excellency and salutary effect ujjon society.

The Latin also are in general more rigidly opposed to heathen-

ism, while the Greek recognize in the Grecian philosophy a

certain affinity to the Christian religion.

The apologies were addressed in some cases to the emperors

(Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius) or the provincial

governors ; in others, to the intelligent public. Their first

object was to soften the temper of the authorities and people

towards Christianity and its professors by refuting the false

charges against them. It may be doubtful whether they ever

reached the hands of the emperors ; at all events the persecu-

tion continued,^ Conversion commonly proceeds from the heart

and will, not from the understanding and from knowledge.

No doubt, however, these writings contributed to dissipate

prejudice among honest and susceptible heathens, to spread

more favorable views of the new religion, and to infuse a spirit

of humanity into the spirit of the age, the systems of moral

philosophy and the legislation of the Antoniues.

Yet the chief service of this literature was to strengthen

believers and to advance theological knowledge. It brought the

church to a deeper and clearer sense of the peculiar nature of

the Christian religion, and prepared her thenceforth to vindicate

it before the tribunal of reason and philosophy; whilst Judaism

and heathenism proved themselves powerless in the combat,

and were driven to the weapons of falsehood and vituperation.

The sophisms and mockeries of a Celsus and a Lucian have

none but a historical interest ; the Apologies of Justin and the

Apologeticus of Tertullian, rich with indestructible truth and

^ Orosins, however, relates in his ITist. vii. 14, that Justin ]\r. liy his

Apology, maJe the euiperor Autouinus Pius " benignum ergo, Christiduos."
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glowing piety, are read with pleasure and edification to this

day.

The aj)ologists do not confine themselves to the defensive,

but carry the war aggressively into the territory of Judaism

and heathenism. They complete their work by positively de-

monstrating that Christianity is the divine religion, and the only

true religion for all mankind.

§ 38. The Argument against Judaism.

In regard to the controversy with Judaism, we have two

p)'incipal sources : the Dialogue of Justin Martyr with the Jew

Trypho,^ based, it appears, on real interviews of Justin with

Trypho; and Tertulliau's work against the Jews.^ Another

Avork from the first half of the second century by Aristo of

Pella, entitled " A Disputation of Jasou and Papiscus con-

cerning Christ," is lost. ^ It was known to Celsus who speaks

contemptuously of it on account of its allegorical interpretation.

Origen deems it useful for ordinary readers, though not calcu-

lated to make much impression on scholars. It was intended

to show the fulfillment of the old prophecies in Christ, and ends

with the conviction of the Jew Papiscus and his baptism by

Jason. The author was a Jewish Christian of Pella, the city

of refuge for the Christians of Jerusalem before the desti uction.

I. The DEFENSIVE apology answered the Jewish objections

thus

:

(1) Against the charge, that Christianity is an apostasy from

the Jewish religion, it was held, that the Mosaic law, as far as

it relates to outward rites and ceremonies was only a temporary

institution for the Jewish nation foreshadowing the substance

of Christianity, while its moral precepts as contained in the

Decalogue were kept in their deepest spiritual sense only by

1 A/(7?_riTor Trpor Tpvcpuva 'Invdalov.

2 AcIktsus Judceos. Also Cyprian's Testimonia adv. Judceos.

3 Idc7cjvof /cat Un-fanov avTiTioyia rrept 'Kp/.arov. Comp. the discussion of Har-

naok, I. c. pp. 115-130. He assigns the book to A. d. 135 or soon after. It

disappeared in the seventh century.
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Christians ; that the Old Testament itself points to its own

dissolution and the establishment of a new covenant;^ that

Abraham was justified before he was circumcised, and women,

who could not be circumcised, were yet saved.

(2) Against the asertiou, that the servant-form of Jesus of

Nazareth, and his death by the cross, contradicted the Old

Testament idea of the Messiah, it was urged, that the appear-

ance of the Messiah is to be regarded as twofold, first, in the

form of a servant, afterwards in glory ; and that the brazen

serpent in the wilderness, and the prophecies of David in

Psalm 22, of Isaiah in ch. 53, and Zech. 13, themselves point

to the sufferings of Christ as his way to glory.

(3) To the objection, that the divinity of Jesus contradicts

the unity of God and is blasphemy, it was replied, that the

Christians believe likewise in only one God ; that the Old

Testament itself makes a distinction in the divine nature ; that

the plural expression :
" Let us make man," ^ the appearance

of the three men at Mamre,^ of whom one was confessedly

God,* yet distinct from the Creator,^ indicate this ; and that all

theophanies (which in Justin's view are as many christophauies),

and the Messianic Psalms,^ which ascribe divine dignity to the

Messiah, show the same.

II. The AGGRESSIVE apology or polemic theology urges as

evidence against Judaism

:

(1) First and mainly that the prophecies and types of the Old

Testament are fulfilled in Jesus Christ and his church. Justin

finds all the outlines of the gospel history predicted in the Okl

Testament: the Davidic descent of Jesus, for example, in Isa.

11: 1; the birth from a virgin in 7: 14; the birth at

Bethlehem in Micali 5:1; tlie flight into Egypt in Hosea

11:1 (rather than Ps. 22 : 10 ?) ; the appearance of the Baptist

' Is. 51 : 4 sqq. ; 55: 3 sqq. ; Jer. 31 : 31 sqq.

* Gen. 1 : 26; comp. 3: 22. » Gen. 18: 1 sqq.

* 21 : 12. 6 19 : 24.

6 Ps. 110: ] sqq.; 45: 7 sqq.; 72: 2-19, and others.
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in Is. 40 : 1-17 ; Mai. 4:5; the heavenly voice at the baptism

of Jesus in Ps, 2:7; the temptation in the wilderness under

the type of Jacob's wrestling in Gen. 32 : 24 sqq. ; the miracles

of our Lord in Is. 35 : 5 ; his sufferings and the several cir-

cumstances of his crucifixion in Is. 53 and Ps. 22. In this

effort, however, Justin wanders also, according to the taste of

his uncritical age, into arbitrary fancies and allegorical conceits

;

as when he makes the two goats, of which one carried away the

sins into the wilderness, and the other was sacrificed, types of

the first and second advents of Christ; and sees in the twelve

bells on the robe of the high priest a type of the twelve

apostles, whose sound goes forth into all the world.^

(2) The destruction of Jerusalem, in which Judaism, accord-

ing to the express prediction of Jesus, was condemned by God

himself, and Christianity was gloriously vindicated. Here the

Jewish priest and historian Josephus, who wrote from personal

observation a graphic description of this tragedy, had to furnish

a powerful historical argument against his own religion and for

the truth of Christianity. Tertullian sums up the prophetic

predictions of the calamities which have befallen the Jews for

rejecting Christ, " the sense of the Scriptures harmonizing with

the events." ^

§ 39. The Defense against Heathenism.

I. The various objections and accusations of the heathens,

which we have collected in § 36, were founded for the most

part on ignorance or hatred, and in many cases contradicted

themselves.

(1) The attack upon the miraculous in the evangelical history

the apologists could meet by pointing to the similar element in

the heathen mythology ; of course proposing this merely in the

way of argumentum ad hominem, to deprive the opposition of

the riglit to object. For the credibility of the miraculous

accounts in the Gospels, particularly that of the resurrection of

1 Ps. 19 : 4 ; comp. Kom. 10 : 18. ^ Adv. Jud. c 13.
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Jesus, Origen appealed to the integrity and piety of the nar-

rators, to the publicity of the death of Jesus, and to the effects

of that event.

(2) The novelty and late appearance of Christianity were

justified by the need of historical preparation in which the

human race should be divinely trained for Christ; but more

frequently it was urged also, that Christianity existed in the

counsel of God from eternity, and had its unconscious votaries,

especially among the pious Jews, long before the advent of

Christ. By claiming the Mosaic records, the apologists had

greatly the advantage as regards antiquity over any form of

paganism, and could carry their religion, in its preparatory state,

even beyond the flood and up to the very gates of paradise.

Justin and Tatian make great account of the fact that Moses is

much older than the Greek philosophers, poets, and legislators.

Athenagoras turns the tables, and shows that the very names

of the heathen gods are modern, and their statues creations of

yesterday. Clement of Alexandria calls the Greek philosophers

thieves and robbers, because they stole certain portions of truth

from the Hebrew prophets and adulterated them. Tertul-

lian, JNIinucius Felix and others raise the same charge of pla-

giarism.

(3) The doctrine of the resurrection of the body, so peculiarly

offensive to the heathen and Gnostic understanding, was sup-

ported, as to its possibility, by reference to the omnipotence of

God, and to the creation of the world and of man ; and its

propriety and reasonableness wei^e argued from the divine

image in man, from the high destiny of the body to be the

temple of the Holy Spirit, and from its intimate connection

with the soul, as well as from the righteousness and goodness

of God. The argument from analogy was also very generally

used, but often without proper discrimination. Thus, Theophilus

alludes to the decline and return of the seasons, the alternations

of day and night, the renewal of the waning and waxing moon,

the growth of seeds and fruits. Tertullian expresses his sur-

prise that anybody should deny the possibility and probability
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of the resurrection in view of the mystery of our birth and the

daily occurrences of surrounding nature. "All things," he

says, " are preserved by dissolution, renewed by perishing ; and

shall man the lord of all this universe of creatures,

which die and rise again, himself die only to perish for-

ever?" ^

(4) The charge of immoral conduct and secret vice the apolo-

gists might repel with just indignation, since the New Testament

contains the purest and noblest morality, and the general con-

duct of the Christians compared most favorably with that of

the heathens. "Shame! shame!" they justly cried; "to roll

upon the innocent what you are openly guilty of, and what

belongs to you and your gods ! " Origen says in the preface to

the first book against Celsus :
" When false witness was broug-ht

against our blessed Saviour, the spotless Jesus, he held his

peace, and when he was accused, returned no answer, being

fully persuaded that the tenor of his life and conduct

among the Jews was the best apology that could possibly be

made in his behalf. And even now he preserves the

same silence, and makes no other answer than the unblemished

lives of his sincere followers ; they are his most cheerful and

successful advocates, and have so loud a voice that they drown

the clamors of the most zealous and bigoted adversaries."

II. To their defence the Christians, with the rising conscious-

ness of victory, added direct arguments against heathen-

ism, which were practically sustained by its dissolution in the

following period.

(1) The popular religion of the heathens, particularly the

doctrine of the gods, is unworthy, contradictory, absurd, im-

moral, and pernicious. The apologists and most of the early

church teachers looked upon the heathen gods not as mere

imaginations or personified powers of nature or deifications of

^ ApoJog. c. 4^. Comp. his special tract De Resurrectione Carnis, c 12, where

he defends the doctrine more fully against tlie Gnostics and their radical mis-

conception of the nature and import of the body.
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distinguished men, but as demons or fallen angels. They took

this view from the Septuagint version of Ps. 96 : 5/ and from

the immorality of those deities, which was charged to demons

(even sexual intercourse with fair daughters of men, according

to Gen. 6 : 2).

" What sad fates," says Minucius Felix, " what lies, ridiculous

things, and weaknesses we read of the pretended gods ! Even

their form, how pitiable it is ! Vulcan limps ; Mercury has

wings to his feet; Pan is hoofed; Saturn in fetters; and Janus

has two faces, as if he walked backwards . Some-

times Hercules is a hostler, Apollo a cow-herd, and Neptune,

Laomedon's mason, cheated of his wages. There we have the

thunder of Jove and the arms of Aeneas forged on the same

anvil (as if the heavens and the thunder and lightning did not

exist before Jove was born in Crete) ; the adultery of Mars and

Venus ; the lewdness of Jupiter with Ganymede, all of which

were invented for the gods to authorize men in their wicked-

ness." " Which of the poets," asks Tertullian, " does not

calumniate your gods ? One sets Apollo to keep sheep ; another

hires out Neptune to build a wall ; Pindar declares ^Esculapius

was deservedly scathed for his avarice in exercising the art of

medicine to a bad purpose ; whilst the writei-s of tragedy and

comedy alike, take for their subjects the crimes or the miseries

of the deities. Nor are the philosophers behindhand in this

respect. Out of pure contempt, they would swear by an oak, a

goat, a dog. Diogenes turned Hercules into ridicule ; and the

Roman Cynic Varro introduces three hundred Joves without

heads." From the stage abuser the sarcastic African father

selects, partly from his own former observation, those of Diana

being flogged, the reading of Jupiter's will after his decease,

and the three half-starved Herculesses ! Justin brings up the

infanticide of Saturn, the parricide, the anger, and the adultery

of Jupiter, the drunkenness of Bacchus, the voluptuousness of

Venus, and he appeals to the judgment of the better heathens,

1 UdvTig ol i?eot rwv kdvuv daijudvia. Comp. 1 Cor. 10 : 20.
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who were ashamed of these scandalous histories of the gods ; to

Plato, for example, who for this reason banishes Homer from

his ideal State. Those myths, Avhich had some resemblance to

the Old Testament prophecies or the gospel history, Justin re-

gards as caricatures of the truth, framed by demons by abuse

. of Scripture. The story of Bacchus, for instance, rests in his

fanciful view, on Gen. 49 : 11 sq. ; the myth of the birth of

Perseus from a virgin, on Is. 7 : 14; that of the wandering of

Hercules, on Ps. 19 : 6; the fiction of the miracles of Esculapius

on Is. 35 : 1 sqq.

Origen asks Celsus, why it is that he can discover profound

mysteries in those strange and senseless accidents, which have

befallen his gods and goddesses, showing them to be polluted

with crimes and doing many shameful things; whilst Moses,

who says nothing derogatory to the character of God, angel, or

man, is treated as an impostor. He challenges any one to com-

pare Moses and his laws with the best Greek writers ; and yet

Moses was as far inferior to Christ, as he was superior to the

greatest of heathen sages and legislators.

(2) The Greek philosophy, which rises above the popular

belief, is not suited to the masses, cannot meet the religious

wants, and confutes itself by its manifold contradictions.

Socrates, the wisest of all the philosophers, himself ac-

knowledged that he knew nothing. On divine and human

things Justin finds the philosophers at variance among them-

selves; with Thales water is the ultimate principle of all things;

with Anaximander, air ; with Heraclitus, fire ; with Pythagoras,

number. Even Plato not seldom contradicts himself; now

supposing three fundamental causes (God, matter, and ideas),

now four (adding the world-soul) ; now he considers matter as

unbegotten, now as begotten ; at one time he ascribes substan-

tiality to ideas, at another makes them mere forms of thought,

etc. Who, then, he concludes, would intrust to the philosophers

the salvation of his soul ?

(8) But, on the other hand, the Greek apologists recognized

also elements of truth in the Hellenic literature, especially in

Vol. II. 8
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the Platonic and Stoic philosophy, and saw in them, as in the

law and the prophecies of Judaism, a preparation of the way

for Christianity. Justin attributes all the good in heathenism

to the divine Logos, who, even before hLs incarnation, scattered

the seeds of truth (hence the name " Logos spermaticos "), and

incited susceptible spirits to a holy walk. Thus there were

Christians before Christianity; and among these he expressly

reckons Socrates and Heraclitus.^ Besides, he supposed that

Pythagoras, Plato, and other educated Greeks, in their journeys

to the East, became acquainted with the Old Testament writ-

ing's, and drew from them the doctrine of the unity of God,

and other like truths, though they in various ways misunder-

stood them, and adulterated them with pagan errors. This

view of a certain affinity between the Grecian philosophy and

Christianity, as an argument in favor of the new religion,

was afterwards further developed by the Alexandrian fathers,

Clement and Origen.^

The Latin fathers speak less favorably of the Greek philo-

sophy; yet even Augustiu acknowledges that the Platonists

approach so nearly to Christian truth that with a change of

some expressions and sentences they would be true Christians

(in theory).^

§ 40. The Positive Apology.

The Christian apology completed itself in the positive de-

monstration of the divinity of the new religion ; which was at

the same time the best refutation of both the old ones. As

^ Also tlie Stoics and Some of the poets as far as their moral teaoliing went,

comp. Just. Apol. II. c. 8, and 13.

^ See the introduction of E. Spiess to his Logos spcrmatikos, Leipz. 1871.

' De Vera Heligione IV. 7 :
" Proxime Platonici a veritate ChriMiana aisunt

vel veri Christiani sunt paucis mutatis verbis atque sententiis-^' Retract- I. 13

:

" Res ipsa quae nunc religio Christiana nuneupatur, erat apud antiquos, nee defuU

ah initio generis humani, quousqne Ckristus veniret in carnem, tmde vera religio,

quae jam erat, coepit appellnri Christiana." Comp. Lactanlius, De Falsa Religione,

I. 5; Be Vita Beata, VII. 7 ; Minucius Pel., Octav. 20.
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early as this period the strongest historical and philosophical

arguments for Christianity were brought forward, or at least

indicated, though in connection with many untenable adjuncts.

1. The great argument, not only with Jews, but with

heathens also, was the prophecies ; since the knowledge of

future events can come only from God. The first appeal of

the apologists was, of course, to the prophetic writings of the

Old Testament, in which they found, by a very liberal interpre-

tation, every event of the gospel history and every lineament of

our Saviour's character and work. In addition to the Scriptures,

even such fathers as Clement of Alexandria, and, with more

caution, Origen, Eusebius, St. Jerome, and St. Augustiu, em-

ployed also, without hesitation, apocryphal prophecies, especially

the Sibylline oracles, a medley of ancient heathen, Jewish, and

in part Christian fictions, about a golden age, the coming of

Christ, the fortunes of Rome, and the end of the world.^ And

indeed, this was not all error and pious fraud. Through all

heathenism there runs, in truth, a dim, unconscious presenti-

ment and longing hope of Christianity. Think of the fourth

Eclogue of Virgil, with its predictions of the " virgo " and

"nova progenies'' from heaven, and the "puer," with whom,

after the blotting out of sin and the killing of the serpent, a

golden age of peace was to begin. For this reason Virgil was

the favorite poet of the Latin church during the middle ages,

and figures prominently in Dante's Divina ComecUa as his guide

through the dreary regions of the Inferno and Purgatorio to the

very gates of Paradise. Another pseudo-prophetic book used

^ Comp. Dr. Friedlieb : Die Sibyllinischen Weissagungen voUstdndig gesam-

melt, init kritischem Commeniare und metrischer Uebersctzung. Leipz. 1852.

Another edition with a Latin version by C Alexandre, Paris 1841, second

ed. 1869, 2 torn. We have at present twelve books of XPn<y/^oi ci^vlliaKoi in

Greek hexameters, and some fragments. They have been critically discussed

by Blondel (1649), Bleek (1819), Volkmann (1853), Ewald (1858), Luben

(1875), Eeuss, and Schiirer (see lit. in his N. T. Zeitgesch. p. 513). TJie Sibyl

figures in the Dies Trae alongside with King David {teste David cum Sibylla), as

prophesying the day of judgment.
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by the fathers (Tertullian, Origen, and apparently Jerome) is

" The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs/' written by a

Jewish Christian between A. d. 100 and 120. It puts into the

mouth of the twelve sons of Jacob farewell addresses and pre-

dictions of the coming of Christ, his death and resurrection,

of baptism and the Lord's Supper, the rejection of the gospel

by the Jews, and the preaching of Paul, the great apostle of the

Gentiles, the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the

world.^

2. The TYPES. These, too, were found not only in the Old

Testament, but in the whole range of nature. Justin saw

everywhere, in the tree of life in Eden, in Jacob's ladder, in

the rods of Moses and Aaron, nay, in every sailing ship, in the

wave-cutting oar, in the plough, in the human countenance,

in the human form with outstretched arms, in banners and

trophies—the sacred form of the cross, and thus a prefiguration

of the mystery of redemption through the crucifixion of the

Lord.2

3. The MIRACLES of Jesus and the apostles, with those which

continued to be wrought in the name of Jesus, according to the

express testimony of the fathers, by their contemporaries. But

as the heathens also appealed to miraculous deeds and appear-

ances in favor of their religion, Justin, Arnobius, and par-

ticularly Origen, fixed certain criteria, such as the moral purity

of the worker, and his intention to glorify God and benefit

man, for distinguishing the true miracles from Satanic juggleries.

" There might have been some ground," says Origen, " for the

comparison which Celsus makes between Jesus and certain

I Best edition by Robert Sinker from the Cambridge MS., Cambridge,

1869, and an Appendix, 1879; an English translation by Sinker, in the ''Ante-

Nicene Library," vol. XXII. (Edinb. 1871). Discussions by Nitzsch (1810),

Ritschl (1850"and 1857), Vorstmann (1857), Kayser (1851), Liicke (1852),

Dillmann (in Ilerzog, first ed. XII. 315^ Lightfoot (1875), and Warfield (in

"Presbyt. Review," N. York, January, 1880, on the apologetical value of the

work for its allusions to various books of the N. T.).

* Apol. I. c. 55; Dial. c. Tryph. c. 91.
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wandering magicians, if there had appeared in the latter the

slightest tendency to beget in persons a true fear of God, and so

to regulate their actions in prospect of the day of judgment.

But they attempt nothing of the sort. Yea, they themselves

are guilty of the most grievous crimes; whereas the Saviour

would have his hearers to be convinced by the native beauty

of religion and the holy lives of its teachers, rather than by

even the miracles they wrought."

The subject of pos^-apostolic miracles is surrounded by much

greater difficulties in the absence of inspired testimony, and in

most cases even of ordinary immediate witnesses. There is an

antecedent probability that the power of working miracles was

not suddenly and abruptly, but gradually withdrawn, as the

necessity of such outward and extraordinary attestation of the

divine origin of Christianity diminished and gave way to the

natural operation of truth and moral suasion. Hence St.

Augustiu, in the fourth century, says :
" Since the establishment

of the church God does not wish to perpetuate miracles even to

our day, lest the mind should put its trust in visible signs, or

grow cold at the sight of common marvels." * But it is im-

possible to fix the precise termination, either at the death of the

apostles, or their immediate disciples, or the conversion of the

Roman empire, or the extinction of the Arian heresy, or any

subsequent era, and to sift carefully in each particular case the

truth from legendary fiction.

It is remarkable that the genuine writings of the ante-

Nicene church are more free from miraculous and superstitious

elements than the annals of the Nicene age and the middle

* On the other hand, however, St. Aiigustin lent the authority of his name
to some of the most incredible miracles of his age, wrought by the bones of

St. Stephen, and even of Gervasins and Protasius. Comp. the treatise of Fr.

Nitzsch (jun.) on Augustin's Doctrine of Miracles, Berlin 1865; and on the

general subject J. H. Newman's Two Essays on Biblical and Ecclesiastical

Miracles, thivd ed. London 1873; and J. B. Mozley's Bampton Lectures On
Miracles. Oxford and Lond. (1865j, fifth ed. 1880, Lect. VIII. which treats

of false miracles.
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ages. The history of monasticism teems with miracles even

greater than those of the New Testament. Most of the state-

ments of the apologists are couched in general terms, and refer

to extraordinary cures from demoniacal possession (which pro-

bably includes, in the language of that age, cases of madness,

deep melancholy, and epilepsy) and other diseases, by the in-

vocation of the name of Jesus.^ Justin Martyr speaks of such

cures as a frequent occurrence in Rome and all over the world,

and Origen appeals to his own personal observation, but speaks

in another place of the growing scarcity of miracles, so as to

suggest the gradual cessation theory as held by Dr. Neander,

Bishop Kaye, and others. Tertullian attributes many if not

most of the conversions of his day to supernatural dreams and

visions, as does also Origen, although with more caution. But

in such psychological phenomena it is exceedingly difficult to

draw the line of demarcation between natural and supernatural

causes, and between providential interpositions and miracles

proper. The strongest passage on this subject is found in

Irenseus, who, in contending against the heretics, mentions,

besides prophecies and miraculous cures of demoniacs, even the

raising of the dead among contemporary events taking place in

the Catholic church;^ but he specifies no particular case or

name ; and it should be remembered also, that his youth still

bordered almost on the Johannean age.

4, The MORAL effect of Christianity upon the heart and life

of its professors. The Christian religion has not only taught

the purest and sublimest code of morals ever known among

men, but actually exhibited it in the life, suiferings, and death

of its founder and true followers. All the apologists, from the

author of tlie Epistle to Diognetus down to Origen, Cyprian,

and Augustin, bring out in strong colors the infinite superiority

' They are analogous to the '' faith-cures," real or pretended, of our own age.

2 Adv. Haer. II. 31, | 2, and II. 32, ? 4: ^R^v Se koI veKpol T]y£p-dv<^av koI

napeueivov avv ijulv havdlQ ereai. These two passages can hardly be explained,

with Heumann and Neander, as referring merely to cases of apparent death.
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of Christian ethics over the heathen, and their testimony is fully

corroborated by the practical fruits of the church, as we shall

have occasion more fully to show in another chapter. " They

think us senseless," says Justin, "because we worship this

Christ, who was crucified under Pontius Pilate, as God next to

the Father. But they would not say so, if they knew the mys-

tery of the cross. By its fruits they may know it. "We, who
once lived in debauchery, now study chastity ; we, who dealt in

sorceries, have consecrated ourselves to the good, the increate

God ; we, who loved money and possessions above all things

else, now devote our property freely to the general good, and

give to every needy one ; we, who fought and killed each other,

now pray for our enemies ; those who persecute us in hatred,

we kindly try to appease, in the hope that they may share the

same blessings which we enjoy." ^

5. The rapid spread of Christianity by purely moral means,

and in spite of the greatest external obstacles, yea, the bitter

persecution of Jews and Gentiles. The anonymous apologetic

Epistle to Diognetus which belongs to the literature of the

Apostolic Fathers, already thus urges this point :
" Do you not

see the Christians exposed to wild beasts, that they may be per-

suaded to deny the Lord, and yet not overcome ? Do you not

see that the more of them are punished, the greater becomes the

number of the rest ? This does not seem to be the work of

man : this is the power of God ; these are the evidences of his

manifestation." ^ Justin Martyr and Tertullian frequently go

on in a similar strain. Origeu makes good use of this argu-

ment against Celsus, and thinks that so great a success as

Christianity met among Greeks and barbarians, learned and

unlearned persons in so short a time, without any force or

other worldly means, and in view of the united opposition of

emperors, senate, governors, generals, priests, and people, can

only be rationally accounted for on the ground of an ex-

1 Apol. I. c. 13 and 14. 2 ^j Diogn. c. 7.
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traordinary providence of God and the divine nature of

Christ.

6. The EEASOXABLEXESS of Christianity, and its agreement

with all the true and the beautiful in the Greek philosophy and

poesy. All who had lived rationally before Christ were really,

though unconsciously, already Christians. Thus all that is

Christian is rational, and all that is truly rational is Christian.

Yet, on the other hand, of course, Christianity is supra-rational

(not irrational).

7. The ADAPTATION of Christianity to the deepest needs of

human nature, which it alone can meet. Here belongs

Tertullian's appeal to the " tedimonia animae naturaliter

Chrlstianae ;" his profound thought, that the human soul is,

in its inmost essence and instinct, predestined for Christianity,

and can find rest and peace in that alone, " The soul," says he,

" though confined in the prison of the body, though perverted

by bad training, though weakened by lusts and passions, though

given to the service of false gods, still no sooner awakes from

its intoxication and its dreams, and recovers its health, than it

calls upon God by the one name due to him: 'Great God!

good God!'—and then looks, not to the capitol, but to

heaven ; for it knows the abode of the living God, from whom
it proceeds." ^

This deep longing of the human soul for the living God in

Christ, Augustin, in whom Tertullian's spirit returned purified

and enriched, afterwards expressed in the grand sentence

:

" Thou, O God, hast made us for thee, and our heart is restless,

till it rests in thee." ^

1 Tert. Apolog. c. 17. Corap. the beautiful passage in De Testim Animo', c. 2:

" Si enim anima aut divina aut a Deo data est, sine duhio datorem suum noiit, et si

novit, utique et timet .... testimonium verilatis, quce apud ipsa dcemonia testem

efficit Christianorum."
"^ Aug. Confess. I. 1 ;

" Fecisti nos ad Te, et inquietum est cor nostrum, donee re-

quiescat in Te"



CHAPTER IV.

OEGA:NriZATION AND DISCIPLINE OF THE CHURCH.

I. The chief sources for this chapter are the Epistles of Ignatius, the

works of Iken^us, Tertullian, and especially Cyprian, and the

so-called Constitutiones Apostolic^,

II. See the Literature in vol. I. | 58 (p. 481 sqq.), particularly the works

of ROTHE, RiTSCHL, LiGHTFOOT, and HATCH.

§ 41. Progress in Consolidation.

In the external organization of the church, several important /

changes appear in the period before us. The distinction of

clergy and laity, and the sacerdotal view of the ministry be-

comes prominent and fixed; subordinate church offices are

multiplied ; the episcopate arises ; the beginnings of the Roman

primacy appear ; and the exclusive unity of the Catholic church

develops itself in opposition to heretics and schismatics. The

apostolical organization of the first century now gives place to

the old Catholic episcopal system ; and this, in its turn, passes

into the metropolitan, and after the fourth century into the

patriarchal. Here the Greek church stopped, and is governed

to this day by a hierarchical oligarchy of patriarchs e(|nal in

rank and jurisdiction ; while the Latin church went a step

further, and produced in the middle ages the papal monarchy.

The germs of this papacy likewise betray themselves even in
'

our present period, particularly in Cyprian, together with a

protest against it. Cyprian himself is as much a witness for i

consolidated primacy, as for independent episcopacy, and hence
j

often used and abused alike by Romanists and Anglicans for

sectarian purposes.

The characteristics, however, of the j)re-Constantinian hier-

121
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archy, in distinction from the post-Constantinianj both Greek

and Roman, are, first, its grand simplicity, and secondly, its

spirituality, or freedom from all connection with political power

and worldly splendor. Whatever influence the church acquired

and exercised, she owed nothing to the secular government,

which continued indifferent or positively hostile till the protec-

tive toleration edict of Constantine (313). Tertullian thought

it impossible for an emperor to be a Christian, or a Christian to

be an emperor ; and even after Constantine, the Donatists per-

sisted in this view, and cast up to the Catholics the memory of

the former age :
" What have Christians to do with kings ? or

what have bishops to do in the palace ? "
' The ante-Nicene \

fathers expected the ultimate triumph of Christianity over the
|

world from a supernatural interposition at the second Advent./

Origen seems to have been the only one in that age of violent

persecution who expected that Christianity, by continual growth,

would gain the dominion over the world.^

The consolidation of the church and its compact organization

implied a restriction of individual liberty, in the interest of

order, and a temptation to the abuse of authority. But it was

demanded by the diminution of spiritual gifts, which were

poured out in such extraordinary abundance in the apostolic

,
age. It made the church a powerful republic within the

Roman empire, and contributed much to its ultimate success.

" In union is strength," especially in times of danger and per-

secution such as the church had to pass through in the ante-

Nicene age. While we must deny a divine right and perpetual

obligation to any peculiar form of government as far as it

departs from the simple principles of the New Testament, we

may concede a historical necessity and great relative importance

to the ante-Nicene and subsequent organizations of the church.

Even the papacy was by no means an unmixed evil, but a

training school for the barbarian nations during the middle ages.

* " Qidd Clirisfianis cvm rerfihus? ant quid epincopis cum paladn ?"

' Contra Cels. YIII, 68. Comp. the remarks of Neauder, I. 129 (Boston ed.).
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Those who condemn, in principle, all hierarchy, sacerdotalism, ^iCtToAti

and ceremonialism, should remember that God himself appointed ^ F,^^ q^

the priesthood and ceremonies in the Mosaic dispensation, and O^CCv^i^ i

that Christ submitted to the requirements of the law in the days «^^^** '»"'*'

of his humiliation.

§ 42. Clergy and Laity.

The idea and institution of a special priesthood, distinct from

the body of the peoj)le, with the accompanying notion of sacri-

fice and altar, passed imperceptibly from Jewish and heathen

reminiscences and analogies into the Christian church. The

majority of Jewish converts adhered tenaciously to the Mosaic

institutions and rites, and a considerable part never fully

attained to the height of spiritual freedom proclaimed by Paul,

or soon fell away from it. He opposed legalistic and cere-

monial tendencies in Galatia and Corinth ; and althougli sacer-

dotalism does not appear among the errors of his Judaizing

opponents, the Levitical priesthood, with its three ranks of

high-priest, priest, and Levite, naturally furnished an analogy

for the threefold ministry of bishop, priest, and deacon, and

came to be regarded as typical of it. Still less could the

Gentile Christians, as a body, at once emancipate themselves

from their traditional notions of priesthood, altar, and sacrifice,]^

on which their former religion was based. Whether we regard

the change as an apostasy from a higher position attained, or as

a reaction of old ideas never fully abandoned, the change is

undeniable, and can be traced to the second century. The

church could not long occupy the ideal height of the apostolic f

age, and as the pentecostal illumination passed away with the

death of the apostles, the old reminiscences began to reassert

themselves.^

1 Renan. looking at the gradual development of the hierarchy out of the

primitive democracy, from his secular point of view, calls it " the most pro-

found transformation " in history, and a triple abdication : first the club (the
j

congregation) committing its power to the bureau or the committee (the college
\

of presbyters), then the bureau to its president (the bishop) who could say :
•
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lu the apostolic churcli preaching and teaching were not con-

fined to a particular class, but every convert could proclaim the

j
gospel to unbelievers, and every Christian who had the gift

could pray and teach and exhort in the congregation.^ The

New Testarnent knows no spiritual aristocracy or nobility, but

calls all believers " saints," though many fell far short of their

vocation. Nor does it recognize a special priesthood in distinc-

tion from the people, as mediating between God and the laity.

/ It knows only one high-jjriest, Jesus Christ, and clearly teaches

I
the universal priesthood, as well as universal kingship, of be-

lievers.^ It does this in a far deeper and larger sense than the

Old ;
^ in a sense, too, which even to this day is not yet fully

realized. The entire body of Christians are called " clergy

"

{x?Jjpoc), a peculiar people, the heritage of God.*

On the other hand it is equally clear that there was in the

apostolic churcli a ministerial office, instituted by Christ, for the

very purpose of raising the mass of believers from infancy and

pupilage to independent and immediate intercourse with God,

" Je sids le club" and finally the presidents to tlie pope as the universal and

infallible bishop ; the last proce.*s being completed in the Vatican Council of

1870. See his L'EyUse chretienne, p. 88, and his English Conferences (Hibbert

Lectures, 1880), p. 90.

1 Comp. Acts 8 : 4 ; 9 : 27 ; 13 : 15 ; 18 : 26, 28 ; Rom. 12 : 6 ; 1 Cor. 12

:

10, 28; 14: 1-6, 31. Even in the Jewish Synagogue the liberty of teaching

was enjoyed, and the elder could ask any member of repute, even a stranger,

to deliver a discourse on the Scripture lesson (Luke 4:17; Acts 17 : 2).

2 1 Pet. 2: 5, 9; 5: 3; Rev. 1 : 6; 5: 10; 20 : 6. See Neander, Lightfoot,

Stanley, etc., and vol. L 486 sqq. I add a passage from Hatch's Bampton

Lectures on The Organization of the Earhj Christian Churches (18S1), p. 139 :

" In earlier times there was a grander faith. For the kingdom of God was a

kingdom of priests. Not only the ' four and twenty elders ' before the throne,

but the innumerable souls of the sanctified upon whom * the second death had

no power,' were ' kings and priests unto God.' Only in that high sense was

priesthood predicable of Christian men. For the shadow had passed : the

reality had come : the one High Priest of Christianity was Christ.''

»Exod. 19: 6.

* 1 Pet. 5 : 3. Here Peter warns his fellow-presbyters not to lord it

(KvpiEvetv) over (he Klfjpoi or the K?i.7;pnvn/uLa, i. e., the lot or inheritance of the

Lord, the charge allotted to them. Comp. Deut. 4: 20; 9: 29 (LXX).
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to tliat prophetic, priestly, and kingly position, which in prin-

ciple and destination belongs to them all.^ This work is the

gradual process of church history itself, and will not be fully

accomplished till the kingdom of glory shall come. But these

ministers are nowhere represented as priests in any other sense

than Christians generally are priests with the privilege of a

direct access to the throne of grace in the name of their one

and eternal high-priest in heaven. Even in the Pastoral Epis-

tles which present the most advanced stage of ecclesiastical or-

ganization in the apostolic period, while the teaching, ruling, and

pastoral functions of the presbyter-bishops are fully discussed, f

nothing is said about a sacerdotal function. The Apocalypse, 1

which was written still later, emphatically teaches the universal )

priesthood and kingship of believers. The apostles themselves
j

never claim or exercise a special priesthood. The sacrifice '

which all Christians are exhorted to offer is the sacrifice of

their person and property to the Lord, and the spiritual sac-

rifice of thanksgiving and praise.^ In one passage a Christian '

" altar " is spoken of, in distinction from the Jewish altar of

literal and daily sacrifices, but this altar is the cross on which

Christ offered himself once and forever for the sins of the

world."*

After the gradual abatement of the extraordinary spiritual

elevation of the apostolic age, which anticipated in its way the

ideal condition of the church, the distinction of a regular class

of teachers from the laity became more fixed and prominent.

This appears first in Ignatius, who, in his high episcopalian

spirit, considers the clergy the necessary medium of access for

the people to God. "Whoever is within the sanctuary (or altar)

is pure ; but he who is outside of the sanctuary is not pure ; that

iComp. Eph. 4: 11-13.

« Rom. 12: 1; Phil. 2: 17; 1 Pet. 2: 5; Heb. 13: 16.

3 Heb. 13: 10. So "Svataar^piov is understood by Thomas Aquinas, Bengel,

Bleek, Liinemann, Riehm, etc. Others explain it of the Lord's table, Light-

foot (p. 263) of the congregation assembled for common worship.
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is, he who does anything without bishop and presbytery and

deacon, is not pure in conscience." ^ Yet he nowhere represents

the ministry as a sacerdotal office. Clement of Rome, in other

respects very near the evangelical position of Paul, draws inno-

I

eently a significant and fruitful parallel between the Christian

i presiding office and the Levitical priesthood, and uses the ex-

pression " layman " (Aacxo^ du&f/ojzo^) as antithetic to high-

priest, priests, and Levites.^ This parallel contains the germ

of the whole system of sacerdotalism. But it is at best only

an argument by analogy. Tertullian was the first who expressly

I and directly asserts sacerdotal claims on behalf of the Christian

I

ministry, and calls it " sacerdotium," although he also strongly

\ affirms the universal priesthood of all believers. Cyprian (d.

258) goes still further, and applies all the privileges, duties, and

responsibilities of the Aaronic priesthood to the officers of the

Christian church, and constantly calls them sacerdotes and sacer-

I dotium. He may therefore be called the proper father of the

sacerdotal conception of the Christian ministry as a mediating

/ agency between God and the people. During the third century

it became customary to apply the term " priest " directly and

^ Ad Trail, c. 7 : 6 eitoc dvauiaTrjpiov uv Kad^apdg kariv 6 fJe inroq dvaiaaTr]-

piov bv ov Ka'&apoq kariv Tovreanv^ 6 X'^P'-i EwiaKdrrov Km TTpsaPvrepinv Knl diaKoyov

irpdaauv ti, ovtoc oi) Ka'&ap6g ecriv rri avveidr/aei. I give the text as in Funk's

ed. I. 208. Some MSS. omit the second chiuse, perhaps from homceoleleiiton.

Von Gehliart and Harnack also oniit it in the Greek text, but retain it in the

Latin {qui extra altare est, non mundus est). The Tovrtonv evidently requires

the clause.

"^ Ad Cor. 40 :
'' Unto the high-priest his proper services have been in-

trusted, and to the priests their proper office is appointed, and upon the levites

their proper ministrations are laid. The layman is bound by the layman's

ordinances {6 TialKog av&punng Toig la'lKQlq Trpnardyfinniv deihrai)." The passage

occurs in the text of Bryennios as-well as in the older editions, and there is

no good reason to suspect it of being an interpolation in the hierarchical in-

terest, as Neander and Milman have done. Bishop Liglufoot, in his St.

Clement of Rome, p. 128 sq., puts a mild construction upon it, and says that

the analogy does not extend to the three orders, because Clement only knows

two (bishops and deacons), and that the high priesthood of Christ is wholly

different in kind from the Mosaic high priesthood, and exempt from those very

limitations on which Clement dwells in that chapter.
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exclusively to the Christian ministers, especially the bishops.^

In the same manner the whole ministry, and it alone, was called

" clergy," with a double reference to its presidency and its pe-

culiar relation to God.^ It was distinguished by this name from

the Christian people or " laity." ^ Thus the term "clergy,"

which first signified the lot by which office was assigned (Acts

1 : 17, 25), then the office itself, then the persons holding that

office, was transferred from the Christians generally to the minis-

ters exclusively.

Solemn "ordination" or consecration by the laying on of

hands was the form of admission into the " ordo ecclesiasticus
"

or " sacerdotalis." In this order itself there were again three

degrees, " ordines majores," as they were called : the diaconate,

the presbyterate, and the episcopate—held to be of divine insti-

tution. Under these were the " ordines minores," of later date,

from sub-deacon to ostiary, which formed the stepping-stone

between the clergy proper and the people. *

^ Sncerdos, also summus sncerdos (Tertullian, De Bipt. 7), and once poniifex

maj-imns (De Pudic. 1, with ironical reference, it seems, to the Roman bishop)

;

ordo sacerdotalis (De Exhort. Cast. 7); lepevg and sometimes apj^fpsrc (^Iposf,

Const. II. 34, 35, 36, 57; III. 9; vi. 15, 18, etc.). Hippolytus calls his office

an apxiepaTcia and di^acKalia {Rrf. Haer. I. prooem.). Cyprian generally ap-

plies the term sacerdos to the bishop, and calls his colleagues consacerdotales

2 K/,7;/)of, clerus, rd^tg, ordo, ordo sacerdotalis (Tertull., De Exhort. Cast. 7),

ordo ecclesiasticus or ecclesiae {De Monog. 11 ; De Idolol. 7) ; K/.r/pucni., clerid.

The first instance perhaps of the use of clerus in the sense of clergy is in Ter-

tullian, De Monog. c. 12 :
" TJnde enim episcopi et clerus?" and : ^' Extollimur

et inflamur ndversus clerum." Jerome {Ad Nepotian.) explains this exclusive

application of clerus to ministers, " vel quia de sorte sunt Domini, vel quia ipse

Dominus sors, id est, pars clericorum est." The distinction between the regular

clergy, who were also monks, and the secular clergy or parish priests, is of

much later date (seventh or eighth century).

3 An6r, ?.aiKoi, plebs. In Tertullian, Cyprian, and in the Apostolic Constitu-

tions the term "layman" occurs very often. Cyprian speaks (2'iO) of a "con-

ference held with bishops, presbyters, deacons, confessors, and also with laymen

who stood firm" (in persecution), Ep. 30, ad Rom.
* Occasionally, however, we find a somewhat wider terminology. Tertullian

mentions, De Monog. c. 12, the ordo nduarum among the ordines erclesiastici,

and even the much later Jerome (see In Jesaiam. 1. v. c. 19, 18), enumerates

quinque ecclesiae ordines, episcopos, presbyferos, diaconos, fideles, ratechumevos.
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Thus we find, so early as the third century, tlie foundations

of a complete hierarchy; though a hierarchy of only moral

power, and holding no sort of outward control over the con-

science. The body of the laity consisted of two classes : the

faithful, or the baptized and communicating members, and the

catechumens, who were preparing for baptism. Those church

members who lived together in one place,^ formed a church

in the narrower sense.^

With the exaltation of the clergy appeared the tendency to

separate them from secular business, and even from social rela-

tions—from marriage, for example—and to represent them, even

out\vardly, as a caste independent of the people, and devoted

exclusively to the service of the sanctuary. They drew their

support from the church treasury, which was supplied by volun-

tary contributions and weekly collections on the Lord's Day.

After the third centmy they were forbidden to engage in any

secular business, or even to accept any trusteeship. Celibacy was

not yet in this period enforced, but left optional. Tertullian,

Gregory of Nyssa, and other distinguished church teachers, lived

in wedlock, though theoretically preferring the unmarried state.

Of an official clerical costume no certain trace appears before

the fourth century ; and if it came earlier into use, as may have

been the case, after the example of the Jewish church, it must

have been confined, during the times of persecution, to the actual

exercises of worship.

With the growth of this distinction of clergy and laity, how-

ever, the idea of the universal priesthood continued from time

to time to assert itself: in Irenaeus,^ for example, and in an

eccentric form in the Montanists, who even allowed women to

teach publicly in the church. So Tertullian, with whom clerus

and laid were at one time familiar expressions, inquires, as the

champion of the Montanistic reaction against the Catholic

hierarchy : " Are not we laymen priests also ? " * It is written,

1 TLdpniKn/j Tvnpen'u^iiiii.j Eph. 2 : 19 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 11. "^ or parish, napaiKia.

* Adv. Ilaer. iv. 8, § 3. * Nvnne et laid sacerdotes sumiis ?
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he continues :
" He hath made us kings and priests (Rev. 1 : 6).

It is the authority of the church alone which has made a dis-

tinction between clergy and laity. Where there is no college of

ministers, you administer the sacrament, you baptize, you are a

priest for yourself alone. And where there are three of you,

. there is a church, though you be only laymen. For each one

lives by his own faith, and there is no respect of persons with

God." ^ All, therefore, which the clergy considered peculiar to

them, he claimed for the laity as the common sacerdotal privilege

of all Christians.

Even in the Catholic church an acknowledgment of the

general priesthood showed itself in the custom of requiring the

baptized to say the Lord's Prayer before the assembled congre-

gation. With reference to this, Jerome says :
" Sacerdotlum

laid, id est, baptismal" The congregation also, at least in the

AVest, retained for a long time the right of approval and rejec-

tion in the choice of its ministers, even of the bishop. Clement

of Rome expressly requires the assent of the whole congregation

for a valid election ;
^ and Cyprian terms this an apostolic and '

almost universal regulation.^ According to his testimony it ob-

tained also in Rome, and was observed in the case of his con-

temporary, Cornelius.^ Sometimes in the filling of a vacant

bishopric the " suiFragium " of the people preceded the "judi-

cium " of the clergy of the diocese. Cyprian, and afterwards

Athanasius, Ambrose, Augustin, and other eminent prelates,

were in a manner pressed into the bishopric in this democratic

way. Cyprian, with all his high-church proclivities, declares it

his principle to do nothing as bishop without the advice of the

presbyters and deacons, and the consent of the people.^ A pe-

1 De Exhort. Cast. c. 7. Corap. also De Monorj. 7, 12 ; De Bnpf. 17 ; De

Orat. 18.
- Ad Cor. 44 : ^iniev^omcsrir ttjq eKKArja'taQ Tzdariq^ consenfiente universa ecclesia.

3 Ep. Ix. 3-4 (ed. Goldhorn).

* Ep. Iv. 7 :
" Faetus est Cornelius episeopus de Dei et Christi ejus judicio, de

dericorum pcene omnium testimonio, de plebis qua, turn ad/ait suffrac/io, et de sacer-

dotum anfiqnnrum et bonorum virorum collegio.''

* Sine consensu plebis.

Vol. II. 9.
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culiiir influence, which even the clergy could not withstand,

attiiched to the "confessors," and it was sometimes abused by

them, as in their advocacy of the lapsed, who denied Clu'ist in

the Decian persecution.

Finally, we notice cases where the function of teaching was

actually exercised by laymen. The bishops of Jerusalem and

Csesarea allowed the learned Origen to expound the Bible to

their congregations before his ordiniation, and appealed to the

example of several bishops in the East.^ Even in the Apos-

tolical Constitutions there occurs, under the name of the Apostle

Paul, the direction :
" Though a man be a layman,'if experienced

in the delivery of instruction, and reverent in habit, he may

teach ; for the Scripture says :
' They shall be all taught of

God.' " ^ The fourth general council at Carthage (398) j)ro-

hibited laymen from teaching in the presence of clergymen and

without their consent ; implying at the same time, that with such

permission the thing might be done.^

f It is worthy of notice that a number of the most eminent

church teachers of this period, Hermas, Justin Martyr, Athena-

goras, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Tertullian, Arnobius,

^ Euseb., H.E. VI. 19: "There [in Csesarea] he [Origen] was also requested

by the bishops to expound the sacred Scriptures publicly in the church, al-

though he had not yet obtained the priesthood by the imposition of hands."

It is true this was made the ground of a charge against him by Demetrius,

bishof) of Alexandria ; but the charge was tliat Origen had preached ''in the

presence of bishops," not that he had preached as a layman. And the bishops

of Jerusalem and Caesarea adduced several examples of holy bishops inviting

capable laymen to preach to tlie people. Prudentius and Aedesius, while lay-

men, founded the church in Abyssinia, Socrates, Hist. Ecd. I. 19.

'' Const. Apost. VIII. 31. Ambrosiaster, or Hilary the Deacon, in his Com.

Ad Eph. 4J 11, 12, says that in early times "omnes docebant et omnes bap-

iizabanf.''

3 Can. 98 :
" Lnicns prresentibus dericis, nisi ipsisjubentibiis, doeerr non audeat"

The 99th canon forbids women, no matter how ''learned or holy," to "presume

to teach men in a meeting." Pope Leo I. {Ep 92 and 93) forbids lay preach-

ing in the interest of ecclesiastical order. Charlemagne enacted a law that

" a layman ought not to recite a lesson in church, nor to say the Hallelujah,

but only the Psalm or responses without the Hallelujah."
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and Lactantiiis, were either laymen, or at raost only presbyters.

Hermas, who wrote one of the most popular and authoritative

books in the early church, was probably a layman
;
perhaps

also the author of the homily which goes under the name of the

Second Epistle of Clement of Rome, and has recently been

discovered in full both in the original Greek and in a Syriac

translation ; for he seems to distinguish himself and his hearers

from the presbyters.^

§ 43. New Church Officers.

The expansion of the church, the development of her cultus,

and the tendency towards hierarchical pomp, led to the multi-

plication of offices below the diaconate, which formed the

ordincs minores. About the middle of the third century the •

following new officers are mentioned :

1. Sub-deacons, or under-helpers ;
^ assistants and deputies

of the deacons; the only one of these subordinate offices for

M'hicli a formal ordination was required. Opinions differ as to

its value.

2. Readers,^ who read the Scriptures in the assembly and

had charge of the church books.

3. AcoLYTHS,* attendants of the bishops in their official

duties and processions.

4. Exorcists,^ who, by prayer and the laying on of hands,

cast out the evil spirit from the possessed,^ and from catechumens.

1 The Greek text (of which only a fragment was known before) was found

and published by Bryennios, 1875, the Syriac version by Bensley, 1876. See

Harnack's ed. in the Patres Apost. vol. I., and Lightfoot, S- Clement of Rome,

Appendix (1877). Harnack, Hilgenfeld, and Hatch (/. c 114; note) suppose

tliat the homily was delivered by a layman, but Lightfoot (p. 304) explains

the language above alluded to as a common rhetorical figure by which the

speaker places himself on a level witli his audience.

' 'T-TTodidKovoi, snhdiaconi, perhaps the same as the vTrriphaL of the New Tes-

tament and the earlier fathers.

' 'AvrzyvooTCi, lectores, mentioned by'Tertullian.

* 'AKdlvdoij acolythi, ^ 'E^opKiaraij exorcistae. ® Aai/.tovcC6/iEvoi, kvepyoifisvoi.
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and frequently assisted in baptism. This power had been for-

merly considered a free gift of the Holy Spirit.

5. Precentors/ for the musical parts of the litm'gy, psalms,

benedictions, responses, etc.

6. Janitors or sextons,- who took care of the religious meet-

ing-rooms, and at a later period also of the chui'ch-yards.

7. Besides these there were in the larger churches cate-

CHiSTS, and, where the church language in the worship was not

understood, interpreters ; but the interpreting M'as commonly

done by presbyters, deacons, or readers.

The bishop Cornelius of Rome (d. 252), in a letter on the

Novatian schism,"* gives the number of officers in his church as

follows : Forty-six presbyters, probably corresponding to the

nmnber of the meeting-houses of the Christians in the city

;

seven deacons, after the model of the church at Jerusalem (Acts

vi) ; seven sub-deacons ; forty-two acolyths, and fifty-t^vo exor-

cists, readers, and janitors.

As to the ordines majorcs, the deacons during this period rose

in importance. In addition to their original duties of caring

for the poor and sick, they baptized, distributed the sacramental

cup, said the church prayers, not seldom preached, and were

confidential advisers, sometimes even delegates and vicars of the

bishops. This last is true especially of the " archdeacon," who

does not appear, however, till the fourth century. The presby-

ters, on the contrary, though above the deacons, were now over-

topped by the new office of bishop, in which the entire govern-

ment of the church became centred.

§ 44. Origin of the Episcopate.

Besides the works already cited, compare the special works and essays

on the Ignatian controversy, published since 1837, by Rothe (close

of his Anfdn(je, etc.), Hefele (R. C), Baur, HiLGEXFEi.r,

BuxsEX, Petermanx, Curetox^, Lipsirs, Uhlhorx, Zahx,

etc. Also RoswELL D. Hitchcock on the Origin and Growth

1 ^al-aij psalmistae, cantores. * Qvpupoi, ttvXupoi, ostiari{,jamf07-€S.

* In Euseb. vi. 43.
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of Episcopacy, N. Y. 1867 (in the "Am. Presbyt. &Tlieol. Review"

for Jan. 1867, pp. 133-169) ; Lightfoot on the Christian Ministry

(1873) ; Hatch on the Organization of the Early Christian Church

(1881) ; and RENAiT, L'Eylise chretienne (1879), ch.VI. Progres de

I'^piscopat.

The most important and also the most difficult phenomenon

of our period in the department of church organization is the

rise and development of the episcopate as distinct from the

presbyterate. This institution comes to view in the second

century as the supreme spiritual office, and is retained to this

day by all Roman and Greek Christendom, and by a large part

of the Evangelical church, especially the Anglican communion.

A form of government so ancient and so widely adopted, can

be satisfactorily accounted for only on the supposition of a

religious need, namely, the need of a tangible outward repre-

sentation and centralization, to illustrate and embody to the

people their relation to Christ and to God, and the visible unity

of the church. It is therefore inseparable from the catholic

principle of authority and mediation ; while the protestant

principle of freedom and direct intercourse of the believer with

Christ, consistently carried out, infringes the strict episcopal

constitution, and tends to ministerial equalit}^ Episcopacy in

the full sense of the term requires for its base the idea of a real

priesthood and real sacrifice, and an essential distinction between

clergy and laity. Divested of these associations, it resolves

itself into a mere superinteudency.^

During the lifetime of the apostles, those eye- and ear-wit-

nesses of the div^ine-human life of Jesus, and the inspired

organs of the Holy Spirit, there was no room for proper

bishops ; and those who were so called, must have held only a

^ Such is the Swedish and Danish Lutheran, the American Methodist, and

the Moravian episcopate, which recognizes the validity of non-episcopal

orders. The Anglican church harbors a high-church and a low-church theory

of episcopacy, the one derived from the raediseval hierarchy, the otiier from

tlie Reformation, but repudiates the primacy as an antichristian usurpation,

ahhough it must be confessed to be almost as oki as episcopacy, its roots going

back to Clement of Rome, or at all eventf: to the age of Irenaeus.
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subordinate place. The church, too, in the first century was as

yet a strictly supernatural organization, a stranger in this world,

standing with one foot in eternity, and longing for the second

coming of her heavenly bridegroom. But in the episcopal

constitution the church provided an extremely simple but com-

pact and freely expansible organization, planted foot firmly

u23on earth, became an institution for the education of her in-

fant people, and, as chiliastic hopes receded, fell into the path

of quiet historical development; yet unquestionably she thus

incurred also the danger of a secularization which reached its

height just when the hierarchy became complete in the Roman
church, and which finally necessitated a reformation on the

basis of apostolical Christianity. That this secularization began

with the growing power of the bishops even before Constantine

and the Byzantine court orthodoxy, we perceive, for instance, in

the lax penitential discipline, the avarice, and the corruption

with which Hippolytus, in the ninth book of his Philosophu-

mena, reproaches Zephyrinus and Callistus, the Roman bishops

of his time (202-223) ; also in the example of the bishop Paul

of Samosata, who was deposed in 269 on almost incredible

charges, not only against his doctrine, but still more against his

moral character.^ Origen complains that there are, especially

in the larger cities, overseers of the people of God, who seek to

outdo the pomp of heathen potentates, would surround them-

selves, like the emperors, with a body-guard, and make them-

selves terrible and inaccessible to the poor.^

We consider, first, the origin of the episcopate. The un-

reliable character of our documents and traditions from the

transition period between the close of the apostolic church and

the beginning of the post-apostolic, leaves large room here for

critical research and combination. First of all comes the ques-

tion : Was the episcopate directly or indirectly of apostolic

' Coinp. Euseb. vii. 27-30.

2 See the passages quoted by Gieseler, vol. I. 282 sq. (Harpers' ed. of J^ew

York.)
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(Johannean) origin ? ^ Or did it arise after the death of the

apostles, and develope itself from the presidency of the congre-

gational presbytery?^ In other words, was the episcopate a

continuation and contraction of, and substitute for, the apos-

tolate, or was it an expansion and elevation of the presbyterate?^

The later view is more natural and better sustained by facts.

Most of its advocates date the change from the time of Ignatius

in the first quarter of the second century, while a few carry it

further back to the close of the first, when St. John still lived

in Ephesus.

I. For the apostolic origin of episcopacy the following

points may be made :

(1) The position of James, who evidently stood at the head

of the church at Jerusalem,* and is called bishop, at least in the )

pseudo-Clementine literature, and in fact supreme bishop of the I

whole church,^ This instance, however, stands quite alone, and

does not warrant an inference in regard to the entire church.

(2) The office of the assistants and delegates of the apostles,

like Timothy, Titus, Silas, Epaphroditus, Luke, Mark, who

had a sort of supervision of several churches and congregational

officers, and in a measure represented the apostles in special

missions. But, in any case, these were not limited, at least i

during the life of the apostles, each to a particular diocese ;

»

they were itine/aut evangelists and legates of the apostles ; only

' This is the Greek, the Eoraan Catholic, and the high Anglican -theory.

It is advocated by a very few Continental Protestants as Chevalier Bunsen,

Rothe and Thiersch (an Irvingite), who trace episcopacy to John in

Ephesus.

^ So the Lutheran, Presbyterian, and some eminent Episcopal writers. We
mention Mosheim, Neander, Lightfoot, Stanley, Hatch. Also Baur and

Renan, who judge as mere critics.

* Bishoj) Lightfoot (I. c. p. 194) thus states the question with his own an-

swer: "The episcopate was formed, nui out of the apostolic order by localiza-

tion, but out of the presbyterial by elevation ; and the title, which originally

was common to all, came at length to be appropriated to the chief among

them."

* .\ots 15 : 13 ; 21 : 18. Comp. vol. I. 264 sqq.

* 'ETTiff/CO-Of eTTtdKOTrUV.
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the 'doubtful tradition of a later day assigns them distinct

bishoprics. If bishops at all, they were missionary bishops. -^

(3) The angels of the seven churches of Asia/ who, if re-

garded as individuals, look very like the later bishops, and indi- /

cate a monarchical shaping of the church government in the

days of John. But, apart from the various interpretations of

the Apocalyptic d-fYsXot, that office appears not co-ordinate with

the apostolate of John, but subordinate to it, and was no mor

than a congregational superinteudency.

(4) The testimony of Ignatius of Antioch, a disciple of John, I

in his seven (or three) epistles from the beginning of the second

century (even according to the shorter Syriac version), presup-

poses the episcopate, in distinction from the presbyterate, as

already existing, though as a new institution, yet in its growth.

(5) The statement of Clement of Alexandria,^ that John in- I

stituted bishops after his return from Patmos ; and the accounts

of Irenaius,^ Tertullian,* Eusebius,^ and Jerome,^ that the same

apostle nominated and ordained Polycarp (\vith whom Irenaeus

was personally acquainted) bishop of Smyrna.

(6) The uncertain tradition in Eusebius, who derived it prob-

ably from Hegcsippus, that the surviving apostles and disciples

of the apostles, soon after the destruction of Jerusalem, elected

Symeon, the son of Klopas and a cousin of Jesus, bishop of

that city and successor of James. But this arrangement at bestf

was merely local, and not general.^

(7) The tradition of the churches of Antioch and Rome,

^ Eev. 1 : 20. For the different views see vol. I. 497.

^ Qids dives salvus, c. 42. ^ Adv. Hacr. III. 3.

* De Praescr. Haer. c. 32. ^H. E.lll. 36.

* Catal. sub Polyc.

'' H. E. III. 11 . Comp. the fragment of Hegesippns, in IV. 22. Liejhtfoot

{ Philippian.s, Y>.
202) remarks against Rothe's inference: ''The account of

Hegesippus confines the object of this gatliering to the appointment of a suc-

cessor of iSt. James. If its deliberation-i liad exerted that vast and permanent

influence on the future of the churcii wliicli Rothe's theory supposes, it is

scarcely ^lossible that this early liistorian should liave been ignorant of the

fact, or knowing it should have passed it over in silence."
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which trace tlieir line of bishops back to apostolic institution, /

and kept the record of an unbroken succession.

(8) A passage in the second of the Pfaff Fragments of i

Irenpeus, which speaks of " second ordinances of the apostles

"

[de'JT£()ac Tiov dnoarohov dcazd^itt;). Rothe understands by

these the institution of the episcopate. But aside from the

doubtful genuineness of the Fragments, these words are at all
.

events of unsettled interpretation, and, according to the con-'

nection, relate not to the government of the church at all, but

to the celebration of the eucharist.

(9) Equally uncertain is the conclusion drawn from an

obscure passage in the Epistle of Clement of Rome to the

Corinthians, which admits of diiferent interpretations.^ The

apostles, it is said, foreseeing the future controversy about the

name of the episcopal office, appointed bishops and deacons,

and aftei-wards made the disposition,^ that when theij should

* Ad Corinth, c. 44 : 01 a~6<rToXo'. ijijMv syvwawj dca too y.opioo ^/i(5y

Wy](Tuo XpiffToD on k'piq laTai i~\ too dvofxaToq Tr^q i^-cff/.oTZT/c;. Aid

Taorrfj ow ttjv ahiav TzpoyvaxTf^ elXr^cpozeq TsXetav xaTc(Tr7^(7av Toog

7rpostp7jij.i./()u:; y.ai ixsTa^h InLvoprfj [or i-iiJ.ovri'/\ edco/.ay, d-uj^, kav

7.oip:r^\}(havj, diaoi^ui'^zai £T£pot dzdoxiixacTiii'^oi a'/5pe<; zr^v IsLzoupyiav

auTwv. "Our apostles knew through our liord Jesus Christ that taere would

be strife over the name of the bisliop's office [z'. e., the office of the ministry

in general ; com p. Acts 1 : 20; Sept. Num. 4 : 16 ; Ps. 109 : 8 ; 2 Chr. 23 : 18].

For this cause, therefore, having complete foreknowledge, they appointed the

aforesaid persons [('. e., presbyter-bisliops and deacons ; comp. c 42 and 57],

and afterwards they made the disposition [or provided a continuance, if we

re^d with Lightfoot enifiovijv'], that if these should fall asleep, other approved

men should succeed to their ministration."

^ The reading is obscure and disputed. The Alexandrian MS. reads

:

iTztvoprj'^, the Conslantinopolitan : l-cdaarj'^ (both have Eni-OIlIIL\). The

former word is rare (from '/ip.oj, or from yop-oc), the latter is not found in the

dictionaries ; and hence various emendations have been proposed, as a~ovoixrjv

(Junius), ^-tdo'/rjv (Bryennios), i-ii3oXrjv (von Gebhardt and Ilarnack),

i-tfio'^rjv (Bunsen, Lightfoot), l-irpo-rjv (Hilgenfeld), l-cXoyrjv, l-r^opiav,

kntffToXyjv, i-crayrjv, en vopov. Eothe {Anfinge, p. 374) ingeniously trans-

lates iTvivoui)v "testamentary disposition" (testamentarische VcrfU'/ung =
i-Tzivopic^ an after-enactment, a codicil), and identifies it with the dsuzspai

8taTd~e.i^ of the fragment of Irenreus. But this is rejected by the latest

editors as nntenable. Ligiitfoot (with Bunsen) reads i~'.a<)vrjv, permanence

(not "life-tenure,'' as Bunsen rendered it). The drift of the passage, how-
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fall asleep, other approved men should follow them in office.

Rothe refers " they " and " them " to the apostles as the main

subject. But these words naturally refer to the congregational

officers just before mentioned, and in this case the '' other ap-

proved men " are not successors of the apostles, but of the pres-

byter-bishops and deacons.^ This view is sustained by the con-

nection. The difficulty in the Corinthian congregation was a- /

rebellion, not against a single bishop, but against a number of ^

presbyter-bishops, and Clement reminds them that the apostles

instituted this office not only for the first generation, but provided

for a permanent succession, and that the officers were appointed

for life, and could therefore not be deposed so long as they dis-

charged their duties. Hence he goes on to say, immediately

after the disputed passage in chapter 44 :
" Wherefore we think

that those cannot justly be thrown out of their ministry who

were appointed either by them (the apostles), or afterwards by

other eminent men, with the consent of the whole congregation

;

and who have with all lowliness and innocency ministered to

the flock of Christ, in peace, and without self-interest, and were

for a long time commended by all."

(10) Finally, the philosophical consideration, that the uni-

versal and uncontested spread of the episcopate in the second

century cannot be satisfactorily explained without the presump-

tion of at least the indirect sanction of the apostles. By the

same argument the observance of Sunday and infant baptism

are usually traced to apostolic origin. But it is not C|uite con-

ever, does not so much depend upon the meaning of tliis word as upon the

question whether the apostles, or the congregational officers are the grammati-

cal subjects of the following verb, zo://vji9ai^£v.

^ See also Gebhardt and Harnack (presbyteri el diaconi Uli, quos apostoli ipsi

constituervM), the Roman Catholic editor Funk ('* Koiurj^cjaiv, sc. episcopi et

diaconi de quorum successione. Clemem^ agit"), and Bishop Lightfoot (''the lirst

generation of presbyters appointed by the apostles themselves"). Comp. also

on this whole passage Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 203, where he refutes Rotlie's

interpretation ; Baur Ursprunr/ des Episcopate, p. 53 ; Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes

Isrnd, VII. 300; Ritschl, Alikath. K. 358 and 413, and Hilgenleld, Apost.

Vdter, 70.
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elusive, since most of the apostles died before the destruction i

of Jerusalem. It could only apply to John, who was the living

centre of the church in Asia Minor to the close of the first

century.^

II. The theory of the post-apostolic origin of the episcopate

as a separate office or order, and its rise out of the presidency

of the original congregational presbyterate, by way of human,

though natural and necessary, development, is supported by the

following facts

:

(1) The undeniable identity of presbyters and bishops in the
j

New Testament,^ conceded even by the best interpreters among

the church lathers, by Jerome, Chrysostom, and Theodoret, and

by the best scholars of recent times.

(2) Later, at the close of the first and even in the second
j

century, the two terms are still used in .like manner for the same '

office. The Roman bishop Clement, in his First Epistle to the

Corinthians says, that the apostles, in the newly-founded churches,

appointed the first fruits of the faith, i. e., the first converts,

"bishops and deacons."^ He here omits the Ttpea^^urepoi, as

Paul does in Phil. 1 : 1, for the simple reason that they are in

his view identical with iziay.07ioe ; while conversely, in c. 57, he

enjoins subjection to presbyters, without mentioning bishops.^

^ Hence Eothe traces the institution to John. And Bishop Lightfoot

{Philippians, p. 204) is inclined to this view :
'' Asia Minor was the nurse, if

not the mother of episcopacy in the Gentile churches. So important an insti-

tution, developed in a Christian community of which St. John was the living

centre and guide, could hardly have grown up without his sanction: and early

tradition very distinctly connects his name with the appointment of bishops

in these parts.''

2 Acts 20: 17,28; Phil. 1 : 1; Tit. 1: 5; 1 Tim. 3 : 1-7, 8-13; 1 Pet. 5:

1, '2. Comp. the authoi-'s Hist, of (he Apost. Ch. U 132, 133, pp. 522-531 (N-

York ed.); and vol. I. p. 492 sqq.

^ C. 42. Comp. the Commentary of Lightfoot. "It is impossible that he

should have omitted the presbyters, more especially as his one object is to

defend their authority, which had been a?sailed. Tiie words ETriaKOTrog and

npeG[5i>Tepng therefore are synonymes in Clement, as they are in the apostolic

writers. In Ignatius and Polycarp they first appear as distinct titles." Comp.

iIpo Lightfoot"s Com. on Philipp. p. 93 sq. and 191 sq.

* The yyov/ievoif c. 1, also, and the Ttpor/yoviiEvoi, c. 21, are not bishops of the
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Clement of Alexandria distinguishes, it is true, the deaconate,

tiie presbyterate, and the episcopate ; but he supposes only a

two-fold official character, that of presbyters, and that of

deacons—a view which found advocates so late as the middle

ages, even in pope Urban II., a. d. 1091. Listly, Irenaeus,

towards the close of the second century, thougii himself a

bishop, makes only a relative diiference between episeopi and

jpreshyteri ; speaks of successions of the one in the same sense

as of the other ; terms the office of the latter episeopatus ; and

calls the bishops of Rome " presbyters." ^ Sometimes, it is

true, he appears to use the term " presbyters " in a more general

sense, for the old men, the fathers.^ But in any case his

language shows that the distinction between the two offices was

at that time still relative and indefinite.

(3) The express testimony of the learned Jerome, that the

churches originally, before divisions arose through the instiga-

tion of Satan, were governed by the common council of the

presbyters, and not till a later period was one of the presbyters

placed at the head, to watch over the church and suppress

schisms."* He traces the diiference of the office simply to

" ecclesiastical " custom as distinct from divine institution.*

(4) The custom of the church of Alexandria, where, from

the evangelist Mark down to the middle of the third century,

the twelve presbyters elected one of their number president,

and called him bishop. This fact rests on the authority of Je-

later sort, as may be inferred even from tlie plural number, but tlie congre-

gational officers collectively, as in Heb. 13 : 7 ; 17 : 24.

1 lidv. Haer. iii. 2, ? 2; 3, ? 2; iv. 2G, ? 2, ? 4 and g 5. Comp. also tlie let-

ter of Irenaeus to the Roman bishop Victor in Euseb., v. 24.

2 Comp. 2 Jno. 1. and 3 Jno. 1.

3 Ad Titum i. 7. Comp. Epist. 83 and 85.

* Ad Til. i. 7 : Slcut ergo presbyteri sciunt, sc ex ecclesice cons'ietudine ei, qui sihi

prceposihis fuerit, esse suhjectos, ita episeopi noverint, se magis consuefudine quam

dispositionis Dominicoe veritnte presbyteris esse majorcs ef in commune debere ec-

clesiam regere'" The Roman deacon Hilary ( Ambrosiaster) says, ad 1 Tim.

3 : 10 :
" Hir enim epismpiis es<, qui inter prcsbyteros primus est." Comp. also

Chrysostom Horn. xi. in Epist- 1 ad Tim. 3:8.
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rome,^ and is confirmed independently by the Annals of the Alex-

andrian patriarch, Eutychiiis, of the tenth century.^ The latter

states that Mark instituted in that city a patriarch (this is an

anachronism) and twelve presbyters, who should fill the vacant

patriarchate by electing and ordaining to that office one of their

number and then electing a new presbyter, so as always to

retain the number twelve. He relates, moreover, that down to

the time of Demetrius, at the end of the second century, there

was no bishop in Egypt besides the one at Alexandria ; conse-

quently there could have been no episcopal ordination excej^t by

going out of the province.

III. Conclusion. The only satisfactory conclusion from

these various facts and traditions seems to be, that the episco-

pate proceeded, both in the descending and ascending scale,

from the apostolate and the original presbyterate conjointly, as

a contraction of the former and an expansion of the latter,

without either express concert or general regulation of the

apostles, neither of which, at least, can be historically proved.

It arose, instinctively, as it were, in that obscure and critical

transition period between the end of the first and the middle

of the second century. It was not a sudden creation, much less

the invention of a single mind. It grew, in part, out of the

general demand for a continuation of, or substitute for, the

' Epist. ad Evangelum (0pp. iv. p. 802, ed. Martinay) : Alexandnos a Marco

evangeUsta usque ad Heradam et Dionysium episcopos presbyteri semper unum ex

se electum in excelsiori gradu collocaturn episcopum nominabant, quomodo si exereitus

imperatorem facial, aut diaconi elegant de se, quern industrium noverint et archi-

diaconnm vocent.

^ Ed. Oxon. 1658, p. 331 :
" Constituit evangeUsta Marcus una cum Hakania

patriarcha duodecim presbyteros, qui nempe cum patriarcha manerent, adeo ut eum

vacaret patriachatus, unum e duodecim presbyteris eligerent, cuius capiti reliqui

undecim manus imponentes ipsi benedicerent et patriarcham crearent, delude virum

aliquem insignem eligerent, quern secum preshyterum constituerent, loco ejus, qui

factus est patriarcha, ut ita semper exstarent duodecim- Neque desiit Alexandriae

institutum hoc de presbyteris, ut scilcet patriarchas crearent ex presbyteris duodecim,

usque ad tempora Alexandri patriarchae Alexandriae. Is autem vetuit, ne deinceps

patriarcham presbyteri crearent. Et decrervit, ut mortuo patriarcha convenient

episcopi, qid patriarcham ordinarent,"
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apostolic clmreh goverumeut, and this, so far as it was trans-

missible at all, very naturally passed first to the most eminent

disciples and fellow-laborers of the apostles, to jNIark, Luke,

Timothy, Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp, Papias, which accounts

for the fact that tradition makes them all bishoj^s in the promi-

nent sense of the term. It was further occasioned by the need

of a unity in the presbyterial government of congregations,

which, in the nature of the case and according to the analogy

of the Jewish dny'.aui^a.yco-foz^ required a head or president.

This president was called bishop, at first only by eminence, as

2')rimus inter pares ; afterwards in the exclusive sense. In the

smaller churches there was, perhaps, from the beginning, only

one presbyter, who of himself formed this centre, like the

chorepiscojn or country-bishops in the fourth century. The

dioceses of the bishops in Asia Minor and North Africa, owing

to their large number, in the second and third centuries, can

hardly have exceeded the extent of respectable pastoral charges.

James of Jerusalem, on the other hand, and his immediate

successors, whose positions in many respects were altogether

peculiar, seem to have been the only bishops in Palestine.

Somewhat similar was the state of things in Egypt, where,

down to Demetrius (a. d. 190-232), we find only the one bishop

of Alexandria.

AVe cannot therefore assume any strict uniformity. But the

whole church spirit of the age tended towards centralization

;

it everywhere felt a demand for compact, solid unity ; and this

inward bent, amidst the surrounding dangers of persecution and

heresy, carried the church irresistibly towards the episcopate.

In so critical and stormy a time, the principle, union is strength,

division is weakness, prevailed over all. In fact, the existence

of the church at that period may be said to have depended in a

great measure on the preservation and promotion of unity, and

that in an outward, tangible form, suited to the existing grade

of culture. Such a unity was offered in the bishop, who held a

1 Mark 5 : 35, 36, 38 ; Luke 8 : 41-49 ; Acts 18 : 8-17.
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monarchical, or more properly a patriarchal relation to the con-

gregation. In the bishop was found the visible representative

of Christ, the great Head of the whole church. In the bishop,

therefore, all sentiments of piety found a centre. In the

bishoj) the whole religious posture of the people towards God

and towards Christ had its outward support and guide. And

in proportion as every church pressed towards a single centre,

this central personage must acquire a peculiar importance and

subordinate the other presbyters to itself; though, at the same

time, as the language .of Clement and Irenseus, the state of

things in Egypt, and even in North Africa, and the testimony

of Jerome and other fathers, clearly prove, the remembrance of

the original equality could not be entirely blotted out, but con-

tinued to show itself in various ways.

Besides this there was also a powerful practical reason for

elevating the powers of the bishop. Every Christian congre-

gation was a charitable society, regarding the care of the widow

and orphan, the poor and the stranger as a sacred trust ; and

hence the great importance of the bishop as the administrative

officer by whom the charitable funds were received and the alms

disbursed. In Greek connaunities the title bishop {k-iaxorzo^,

i-ifj-zAiTrj:;) was in wide use for financial officers. Their ad-

ministrative functions brought them in close relation to the

deacons, as their executive aids iu the care of the poor and sick.

The archdeacon became the right arm, the ^'eye" and "heart"

of the bishop. In pirimitive times every case of poverty or'

suffering was separately brought to the notice of the bishop and

personally relieved by a deacon. Afterwards institutions were

founded for widows and orphans, poor and infirm, and generally

placed under the superintendence of the bishoj); but personal

responsibility was diminished by this organized charit}', and the

deacons lost their orio-inal significance and became subordinate

officers of public worship.^

^ The philanthropic and financial aspect of episcopacy has been brought out

very fully by Hatch, in his Bampton Lectures on The Organization of the Early

Christian Churches, Lect. II.
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Whatever may be tliouglit, therefore, of the origin and tlie

divine right of the episcopate, no impartial historian can deny

its adaptation to the wants of the chnrch at the time, and its

historical necessity.

But, then, this j)rimitive catholic episcopal system must by no

means be confounded with the later hierarchy. The dioceses,

excepting those of Jerusalem, Ephesus, Alexandria, Antioch,

and Rome, must have long remained very small, if we look at

the number of professing Christians. In the Apocalypse seven

such centres of unity are mentioned within a comparatively

small compass in Asia Minor, and at a time when the number of

Christians was insignificant. In tlie year 258, Cyprian assem-

bled a council of eighty-seven bishops of North Africa. The

functions of the bishops were not yet strictly separated from

those of the presbyters, and it was only by degrees that ordina-

tion, and, in the Western church, confirmation also, came to be

intrusted exclusively to the bishops.

§ 45. Development of the Episcopate. Ignatius.

It is matter of fact that the episcopal form of government was

univei'sally established in the Eastern and Western church as

early as the middle of the second century. Even the heretical

sects, at least the Ebionites, as we must infer from the commen-

dation of the episcopacy in the pseudo-Clementine literature,

.were organized on this plan, as well as the later schismatic par-

ties of Xovatiaus, Donatists, etc. But it is equally undeniable,

that the episcopate reached its complete form only step by step.

In the period before us we must note three stages in this

development connected with the name of Ignatius in Syria

(d. 107 or 115), IreniBus in Gaul (d. 202), and Cyprian in North

Africa (d. 258).

T The episcopate first appears, as distinct from the presbyterate,

I

but as a cono-reo-ational office only (in distinction from the

diocesan idea), and as yet a young institution, greatly needing

commendation, in the famous seven (or three) Epistles of Igna-
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tins of Antioch, a disciple of the apostles, and the second bishop

of that see (Evodius being the first, and Hero the third). He is

also the first who uses the term " cai/io^/c cAwrcA," as if episco-

pacy and catholicity sprung up simultaneously. The whole

story of Ignatius is more legendary than real, and his writings

- are subject to grave suspicion of fraudulent interpolation. We
have three different versions of the Ignatian Epistles, but only

one of them can be genuine ; either the smaller Greek version,

or the lately discovered Syriac.^ In the latter, which contains

only three epistles, most of the passages on the episcopate are

wanting, indeed
;
yet the leading features of the institution

appear even here, and we can recognise ex ungue leonem.^ In

any case they reflect the public sentiment before the middle of

the second century.

The substance of these epistles (with the exception of that to

the Romans, in which, singularly enough, not a word is said

about bishops^), consists of earnest exhortations to obey the

1 The question of the genuineness will be discussed in the last chapter.

Cureton (1845), Bunsen, Lipsius, and Lightfoot accept the Syriac version as

the original form of the Ignatian epistles, and regard even the short Greek
text as corrupt, but yet as dating from tlie middle of the second century.

Rothe, Hefele, Schuff ( first ed.), Diisterdieck, Uhlhorn, Zahn, Harnack, defend

the genuineness of the sliorter Greek recension. The larger Greek recension

is univer.-ally given up as spurious. The origin of the hierarchical system is

obscured by pious frauds. See below, § 164 and 165.

^ In the Syriac Ep. to Polycarp, the word bishop occurs four times ; in the

Syriac Ep. to the Ephesians, God is blessed for having given them such a bishop

as Onesimus. In the shorter Greek Ep. to Polycarp episcopacy is mentioned
in the salutation, and in three of the eight chapters (ch. 5 twice, ch. 6 twice,

ch. 8 once). In the 21 chapters of the Greek Ep. to the Ephesians, ilie word
bishop occurs thirteen times, preshyUr three times, and deacon once (in the first

six chapters, and ch. 21). In the Greek TralUans, the bishop appears nine

times; in the Magnesians, eleven times; in the Philadelphians, eight times; in

the Smyrnreans, nine times. Thus in the three Syriac Epistles the bishop is

mentioned but six times
;
in the seven shorter Greek Epistles about fifty times;

but one of the strongest passages is found in the Syriac Epistle to Polycarp

(ch. 5. and 6.).

3 Except that Ignatius speaks of himself as '' the bi.«hop of Syria," who
"has found favor with God, being .*ent from the East to the West'' (ch. 2).

The verb tT/rrKOTreot is also used, but of Christ (ch. 9).

Vol. II. 10
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bishop and maintain the unity of the church against the Juda-

istic and docetic heresies. With the near prospect and the most

ardent desire for martyrdom, the author has no more fervent

wish than the perfect inward and outward unity of the faith-

ful ; and to this the episcojmte seems to him indispensable. In

his view Christ is the invisible supreme head, the one great

universal bishop of all the churches scattered over the earth.

The human bishop is the centre of unity for the single congre-

gation, and stands in it as the vicar of Christ and even of God.^

The people, therefore, should unconditionally obey him, and do

nothing without his will. Blessed are they who are one with

the bishop, as the church is with Christ, and Christ with the

Father, so that all harmonizes in unity. Apostasy from the

bishop is apostasy from Christ, who acts in and through the

bishops as his organs.

We shall give passages from the shorter Greek text (as edited

by Zahn)

:

" If any one is able to continue in purity [iu S.]'vsca,i. <?., in the

state of celibacy), to the honor of the flesh of our Lord, let him

continue so without boasting ; if he boasts, he is lost {d~co?.£To)
;

if he become known more than the bishop,^ he is corrupt

{sip&aprac). It is becoming, therefore, to men and women who

marry, that they marry by the counsel of the bishop, that the

marriage may be in the Lord, and not in lust. Let every thing

be done for the honor of God. Look to the bishop, that God

also [may look] upon you. I will be in harmony with those

who are subject to the bishop, and the presbyters, and the

deacons; with them may I have a portion near God!" This

passage is one of the strongest, and occurs in the Syriac Epistle

to Polycarp as well as in the shorter Greek recension.^ It]

characteristically connects episcopacy with celibacy : the as-

1 'E-/(7K07rof fif T6nov deov npoKa-B^fiEvoq, eacli bishop being thus a sort of pope.

- Zalin reads, Ad Polijc cap. 5 : iav yvua-&^ nleov tov iiviaKOTTov, i. e. if he be
j

better known or more esteemed tlian the bishop. The other reading is, tP'/v,
j

be3'ond, or apart from.

* Ad Polyc. cap. 5 and 6. The Greek text varies but little from the Syriac.
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cetic system of Catholicism starts in celibacy, as the hierarchical

organization of Catholicism takes its rise in episcopacy. " It

becomes you to be in harmony with the mind (or sentence,

yvfofiTJ) of the bishop, as also ye do. For your most estimable

presbytery, worthy of God, is fitted to the bishop as the strings

are to the harp.'' ^ " It is evident that we should look upon the

bishop as we do upon the Lord himself." ^ "I exhort you that

ye study to do all things with a divine concord : the bishop pre-

siding in the place of God (£:c tOttou ^eou), and presbyters in

the place of the college of the apostles, (ere totzou auusdfjcou Ttou

d-oaz6?Mu), and the deacons, most dear to me, being intrusted

with the ministry [ocaxoucau) of Jesus Christ, who Was with the

Father before all ages, and in the end appeared to us." ^ " Be

subject to the bishop, and to one another, as Christ [was subject]

to the Father according to the flesh, and the apostles to Christ

and to the Father and to the Spirit, in order that the union be

carnal {aapxtxrf), as well as spiritual." * " It is necessary, as is

your habit, to do nothing without the bishop, and that ye should

be subject also to the presbytery {ziij Tzpea^UTepioj), as to the apos-

tles of Jesus Christ." ^ " As many as are of God and of Jesus

Christ, are also with their bishop." ^ " Let all of you follow

the bishop, as Jesus Christ [follows] the Father; and the pres-

bytery as ye would the apostles ; and reverence the deacons as

the ordinance of God. Without the bishop let no one do any-

thing connected with the church. Let that eucharist be ac-

counted valid which is [ofiered] under the bishop or by one he

has appointed. Wherever the bishop is found, there let the

people be; as wherever Christ is, there is the catholic church.

1 Ad Ephes. c. 4: Outcd^ auvjjprioffrac raJ er: cffxonu}, w? ^npdal x'JMpa.

2 Ad Ephes. c. 6: Tov ou> k-{(T/.o7tov dr^lov on wq auzuv zdv xup'.ov dei

Ttpoff^jXi-ttv.

' Ad Magnes. c- 6.

* Ibid. c. 13. The desire for " carnal " unity is significant.

^ Ad Trallian. c. 2: ^AvayxaTov effzlv, w<T~zp nouTzs, avsu zoo liziaxoizou

fii/Ssv -pa.(7(7£iv opaq, x, z. X.

« Ad Philad. c. 3.
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Without the bishop it is not lawful either to baptize or to cele-

brate a love-feast."
^

This is the first time that the term "catholic" is applied

to the church, and that episcopacy is made a condition of

catholicity.

"He that honors the bishop, shall be honored by God; he

that does anything without the knowledge of the bishop serves

the devil." ^

This is making salvation pretty much depend upon obe-

dience to the bishop
;
just as Leo I., three centuries later, in the

controversy with Hilary of Aries, made salvation depend upon

obedience to the pope by declaring every rebel against the pope

to be a servant of the devil ! Such daring superabundance

of episcopalianism clearly betrays some special design and raises

the suspicion of forgery or large interpolations. But it may

also be explained as a special pleading for a novelty which to

the mind of the writer was essential to the very existence of

the church.

The peculiarity in this Ignatian view is that the bishop

appears in it as the head and centre of a single congregation,

and not as equally the representative of the whole church ; also,

that (as in the pseudo-Clementine Homilies) he is the I'icar of

Christ, and not, as in the later view, merely the successor of the

apostles,—the presbyters and deacons around him being repre-

sented as those successors ; and finally, that there are no distinc-

tions of order among the bisho])s, no trace of a primacy ; all

are fully coordinate vicars of Christ, who provides for him-

self in them, as it were, a sensible, perceptible omnipresence

in the church. The Ignatian episcopacy, in short, is congrega-

tional, not diocesan ; a new and growing institution, not a settled

policy of apostolic origin.

^ Ad. Smyrn. c. 8 : "Otzou av ^avf^ 6 iKiffxoTrn^, Izs? To 7rA^>9o? tVrw,

wamp onou av ^ XpiaTuq 'Irjffudg, ^xsl ij xaf^oXurj iy./.),7]aia.

^ Ad Smyrn. c. 9
'

'0 rc'uov iTziffxonov (jtti^ t9£oD reziiirjTai' 6 Xd^pa

iniffxoTcou T£ npdaffwv tw dca^oXat XuTpeuet.
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§ 46. Episcopacy at the time of Irenoeus and TertuUian.

In all these points the idea of the episcopate in Irenseus, the

great opponent of Gnosticism (about 180), is either lower or

higher. This father represents the institution as a diocesan

office, and as the continuation of the apostolate, as the vehicle of

the catholic tradition, and the support of doctrinal unity in oppo-

sition to heretical vagaries. He exalts the bishops of the original

apostolic churches, above all the church of Rome, and speaks

with great emphasis of an unbroken episcopal succession as a

test of apostolic teaching and a bulwark against heresy.^

At the same time the wavering terminology of Irenseus in the

interchangeable use of the words " bishop " and " presbyter
"

reminds us of Clement of Rome, and shows that the distinction

of the two orders was not yet fully fixed.^

1 Comp. Adv. Hmr. III. 3, § 1, 2 ; 4, 1 ; IV. 33, ^ 8. I remember what great

stress the late Dr. Pusey, when I saw him at Oxford in 1844, laid on the testi-

mony of Irenseus for the doctrine of an unbroken episcopal succession, as the

indLspensable mark of a genuine Catholic church ; while he ignored the simul-

taneous growth of the primacy, which a year afterwards carried his friend, J.

H. Newman, over to the church of Rome. The New Testament is the only

safe guide and ultimate standard in all matters of faith and discipline. The
teaching of Irenosus on episcopacy is well set forth by Lightfoot (/. c. p. 237)

:

" Irenaius followed Ignatius after an interval of about two generations. With

the altered circumstances of the Church, the aspect of the episcopal office has

also undergone a change. The religious atmosphere is now charged with

heretical speculations of all kinds. Amidst the competition of rival teachers,

all eagerly bidding for support, the perplexed believer asks for some decisive

test by which he may try the claims of disputants. To this question Irenoeus

supplies an answer. 'If you wish,' he argues, 'to ascertain the doctrine of the

Apostles, apply to the Church of the Apostles.' In the succession of bishops

tracing their descent from the primitive age and appointed by the Apostles

themselves, you have a guarantee for the transmission of the pure faith, which

no isolated, upstart, self-constituted teacher can furnish. There is the Church

of Rome for instance, whose episcopal pedigree is perfect in all its links, and

whose earliest bishops, Linus and Clement, associated with the Apostles them-

selves : there is the Church of Smyrna again, whose bishop Polycarp. the dis-

ciple of St. John, died only the other day. Thus the episcopate is regarded

now not so much as the centre of ecclesiastical unity, but rather as the depositary

of apostolic tradition."

2 Comp. Adv. Haer. III. 293; IV. 20; V. 20; and his letter to Victor of

Rome in Eusebius, II. E. V. 24.
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The same view of the episcopal succession as the preserver of

apostolic tradition and guardian of orthodox doctrine, we find

also, though less frequently, in the earlier ^vl•itings of Tertullian,

with this difference that he uniformly and clearly distinguishes

bishops and presbyters, and thus proves a more advanced state

of the episcopal polity at his time (about 200).^ But afterwards,

in the chiliastic and democratic cause of Montauism, he broke

with the episcopal hierarchy, and presented against it the anti-

thesis that the church does not consist of bishops, and that the

laity are also priests.^

§ 47. Oyprianio Episcopacy.

The old catholic episcopalianism reached its maturity in the

middle of the third century in the teaching and example of

Cyprian, bishop and martyr of the church in North Africa. He
represents the claims of episcopacy in close connection with the

idea of a special priesthood and sacrifice.^ He is the typical

high-churchman of the ante-Nicene age. He vigorously put

into practice what he honestly believed. He had a gqpd oppor-

tunity to assert his authority in the controversy about the lapsed

duriug the Decian perseciltion, in the schism of Felicissimus,

and in the controversy on heretical baptism.

• Cyprian considers the bishops as the bearers of the Holy

; Spirit, who passed from Christ to the apostles, from them by

I
ordination to the bishops, propagates himself in an unbroken

line of succession, and gives efficacy to all religious exercises.

Hence they are also the pillars of the unity of the church ; nay,

in a certain sense they are the church itself. " The bishop,"

1 De Praescr. Hcer. c. 32, 36.

^ Non ecdesia numerics episcoporum. De Pudic. c. 21. Comp. § 42, p. 128.

* ''As Cyprian crowned the edifice of episcopal power, so also was he the first

to put forward w^ithoiit relief or disguise the sacerdotal assumptions; and so

uncomproniising was the tone in which he asserted them, that nothing was left

to liis successors but to enforce his principles and reiterate his language."

Lightfoot I. c. p. 257. "If with Ignatius the bisliop is the centre of Christian

unity, if with Irena?us he is the depository of apostolic tradition, with Cyprian

he is the absolute vicegerent of Christ in things spii'itual.'' Ibid. p. 238.
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says he, " is in the church, and the church in the bishop, and if

any one is not with the bishop he is not in the church." ^

And this is the same with him as to say, he is no Christian.

Cyprian is thoroughly imbued with the idea of the solidary

unity of the episcopate,—the many bisho^JS exercising only one

office in solidum, each within his diocese, and each at the same

time representing in himself the whole office.^

But with all this, the bishop still appears in Cyprian in the

closest connexion with the presbyters. He undertook no impor-

tant matter without their advice. The fourth general council,

at Carthage, a.d. 398, even declared the sentence of a bishop,

without the concurrence of the lower clergy, void, and decreed

that in the ordination of a presbyter, all the presbyters, with the

bishop, should lay their hands on the candidate.^

The ordination of a bishop was performed by the neighboring

bishops, requiring at least three in number. In Egypt, however,

so long as there was but one bishop there, presbyters must have

performed the consecration, which Eutychius * and Hilary the

Deacon * expressly assert was the case.

§48. 2Vie Pseudo- Clementine Episcopacy.

Besides this orthodox or catholic formation of the episcopate,

the kindred monarchical hierarchy of the Ebionitic sect de-

serves attention, as it meets us in the pseudo-Clementine

Homilies. Chronologically this falls in the middle of the

second century, between Ignatius and Irenseus, and forms a sort

* Epist. Ixvi. 3. Corap. Ep. Iv. 20 : Christianus non est, qui in Christi ecclesia

non est.

'^ De Unit. Eccl. c. 5 : Episeopatus unus est, cujus a singulis in solidum pars

tenetur. Comp. Ep. Iv. 20: Qaum sit a Christo una ecclesia per totum mundum
in niulta membra divisa, item episeopatus unus episcoporum multorum concordi

nnmerositate diffusus.

^ Can. 3 : Presbyter qiium ordinatur, episcopo eum benedicente et manum super

caput ejus tenente, etiam omnes presbyteri, qui praesentes sunt, manus suas juxta

maninn cpiseopi super caput illius teneant.

* Eutychii Patriarchs Alexandr. Annal. inierpr. Pocockio (Oxon, 1658, I. p.

331). See the passage quoted, p. 141.

5 Or Ambrosiaster, Ad Eph. iv. 11.
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of transition from the former to the latter ; though it cannot

exactly be said to have influenced the Catholic church. It is

rather a heretical counterpart of the orthodox episcopate. The

organization which consolidated the Catholic chm'ch answered

the same purpose for a sect. The author of the pseudo-

Clementina, like Ignatius, represents the bishop as the vicar of

Christ,^ and at the same time, according to the view of Irenseus,

as the vicar and successor of the apostles ;
^ but outstrips both

in his high hierarchical expressions, such as -/ADzona f^povoz

TOO e-iaxoTio'j, and in his idea of the primacy, or of a universal

church monarchy, which he finds, however, not as Irenseus

suggests and Cyprian more distinctly states, in Peter and the

Roman see, but, agreeably to his Judaistic turn, in James of

Jerusalem, the " bishop of bishops." ^

The Manichseans had likewise a hierarchical organization (as

the Mormons in modern times).

Montanism, on the other hand, was a democratic reaction

against the episcopal hierarchy in favor of the general priest-

hood, and the liberty of teaching and prophesying, but it was

excommunicated and died out, till it reappeared under a dif-

ferent form in Quakerism.

§ 49. Beginnings of the lletropolitan and Patriarchal Si/stems.

Though the bishops were equal in their dignity and powers as

successors of the apostles, they gradually fell into diiferent ranks,

according to the ecclesiastical and political importance of their

several districts.

1. On the lowest level stood the bishops of the country

churches, the chorepiscopi who, though not mentioned before

the beginning of the fourth century, probably originated at an

earlier period.^ They stood between the presbyters and the city

1 Horn. iii. 60, G2, 66, 70. Ep. Clem, ad Jac. 17. Comp. Eecogn. iii. 66.

" Horn. xi. 36; Recogn. iii. 66; vi. 15.

s "ET/a/co-of emaKdTTun^ Horn. xi. 35 ; Recogn. iv. 35.

* The country bishops [xi-'peT^'icmonoL) appear first in the councils of Ancyra

and Neo-Cffisarea, 314, and again in the Council of Nicsea. They continued to
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bishops, and met the wants of episcopal supervision in the

villages of large dioceses in Asia Minor and Syria, also in

Gaul.

2. Among the city bishops the metropolitans rose above the rest, !

that is, the bishops of the capital cities of the provinces/ They

presided in the provincial synods, and, as primi inter pares,

ordained the bishops of the province. The metropolitan system

appears, from the Council of Nicsea in 325, to have been already

in operation at the time of Constantine and Eusebius, and was

afterwards more fully carried out in the East. In North Africa i

the oldest bishop, hence called senex, stood as primas, at the head
|

of his province ; but the bishop) of Carthage enjoyed the highest )

consideration, and could summon general councils.

3. Still older and more important is the distinction of apostohe

mother- churches,^ such as those at Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexan-

dria, Ephesus, Corinth, and Rome. In the time of Irenseus

and Tertullian they were held in the highest regard, as the chief

bearers of the pure church tradition. Among these Antioch, \

Alexandria, and Rome were most prominent, because they were 1

the capitals respectively of the three divisions [eparckice) of the
j

Roman empire, and centres of trade and intercourse, combining I

with their apostolic origin the greatest political weight. To the

bishop of Antioch fell all Syria as his metropolitan district ; to

the bishop of Alexandria, all Egypt ; to the bishop of Rome,

central and lower Italy, without definite boundaries.

4. Here we have the germs of the eparehal or patriarchal sys- I

tem, to which the Greek church to this day adheres. The name \

patriarch was at first, particularly in the East, an honorary title /

for all bishops, and was not till the fourth century exclusively

exist in the East till the 9th century, when they were superseded by the exarchs
[

[l^apxoi). In the West, the chorepiscopi performed regular episcopal functions,

withont proper subordination to the diocesans, and hence excited jealousy and

hostility till the office was abolished under Charlemagne, and continued only I

as a title, of various cathedral dignitaries. See Haddan in Smith & Cheetham,

Diet. C/tr. Ant. L 354, and the authorities quoted there.

^ Mmp(rn6?i£ii. ^ence p-VTpoTTo/uT at.

2 £edes apostolicce, matrices ecclesioe.
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appropriated to the bishops of the three ecclesiastical aud poli-

tical capitals of the Roman empire, Antioch, Alexandria and

Rome, aud also to the bishop of Jerusalem honoris causa, and

the bishop of Constantinople or New Rome. So in the West

the term papa afterwards appropriated by the Roman bishop,

as summus pontlfex, vicanus Christi, was current for a long time

in a more general application.

§ 50. Germs of the Papacy.

Comp. the Lit. in vol. I. | 25 (p. 245).

Blondel: Traite historique de la primaute en V^glise. Geneve, 16-41.

Salmasius : De Primatu Papce. Lugd. Bat. 1645.

Is. Barrow: The Pope's Supremacy. Lond. 1680 (new ed. Oxf. 1836.

N. York, 1845).

ROTHEXSEE (R. C.) : Der Primat Des Papsfes in alien christlichen

Juhrhunderfea, 3 vols. Mainz, 1836-38 (I. 1-98).

Kenrick (R. C, archbishop of Baltimore, d. 1853) : The Primacy of the

Apostolic See vindicated. N. York, 4th ed. 1855.

R. I. WiLBERFORCE (formerly archdeacon in the Anglican church ; died

in the Roman church, 1857) : A)i Inquiry into the Principles of Church

Authority; or Reasons for Recalling my subscriptions to the Royal

Supremacy. Lond. 1854 (ch. vi.-x.).

J. E. Riddle : The History of the Papacy to the Period of the Reforma-

tion. Lond. 1856. 2 vols. (Chapter 1, p. 2-113; chiefly taken from

Schrockh and Planck).

Thomas G reenwood : Cathedra Petri. A Political History of the great

Latin Patriarchate. Lond. 1856-1872. 6 vols. Vol. I. ch. I.-VL
(A work of independent and reliable learning.)

JOH. Friedrich (Old Cath.) : Zur dltesten Geschichte des Primates in der

Kirche. Bonn, 1879.

E. Renan : Conferences d'Angleterre. Rome et le christianisme. Paris

1880. The Hibbert Lectures delivered in Lond. 1880. English

translation by Charles Beard, London (Williams & Norgate) 1880,

another by Erskine Clement (Boston, 1880). Consists mostly of ex-

tracts from his books on the Origin of Christianity, skillfully put

together.

H. FoRMBY (R. C.) : Ancient Rome and its connection with the Christian

Religion. London 1880.

Jos. Langen (Old Cath.) : Geschichte der romischen Kirche bis zum Pontifi-

cate Leo's I. Bonn, 1881.

On the chronology of the papacy see the next section ; on the

Gr(>olc character of the Roman church comp. Ltgtitfoot, Com. on

Philippians, p. 19 sqq., and Caspari, Gesch. des Taufsymbols, vol. III.
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Among the great bishops of Antioch, Alexandria, and Rome,

the Roman bishop combined all the conditions for a primacy,

which, from a purely honorary distinction, gradually became the

basis of a supremacy of jurisdiction. The same propeusion to

monarchical unity, which created out of the episcopate a centre,

first for each congregation, then for each diocese, pressed on

towards a visible centre for the whole church. Primacy and

episcopacy grew together. In the present period we already

find the foint beginnings of the papacy, in both its good and its

evil features ; and with them, too, the first examples of earnest

protest against the abuse of its power. In the Nicene age the

bishop of Jerusalem was made an honorary patriarch in view of

the antiquity of that church, though his diocese was limited ; and

from the middle of the fourth ceutury the new patriarch of

Constantinople or New Rome, arose to the primacy among the

eastern patriarchs, and became a formidable rival of the bishop

of old Rome.

The Roman church claims not only human but divine right

for the papacy, and traces its institution directly to Christ, when

he assigned to Peter an eminent position in the work of found-

ing his church, against which even the gates of hades shall

never prevail. This claim implies several assumptions, viz. (1)

that Peter by our Lord's appointment had not simply a primacy

of personal excellency, or of honor and dignity (which must be

conceded to him), but also a supremacy of jurisdiction over the

other apostles (which is contradicted by the fact that Peter him-

self never claimed it, and that Paul maintained a position of

perfect independence, and even openly rebuked him at An-

tioch, Gal. 2: 11); (2) that the privileges of this primacy and

supremacy are not personal only (as the peculiar gifts of Paul

or John undoubtedly were), but official, hereditary and trans-

ferable
; (3) that they were actually transferred by Peter, not upon

the bishop of Jerusalem, or Antioch (where Peter certainly was),

but upon the bishop of Rome
; (4) that Peter was not only at

Rome (which is very probable after 63, though not as certain

as Paul's presence and martyrdom in Rome), but acted there
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as bishop till his martyrdom, and appointed a successor (of

which there is not the slightest historical evidence); and (5) that

the bishops of Rome, as successors of Peter, have always en-

joyed and exercised an universal jurisdiction over the Christian

church (^yllich is not the case as a matter of fact, and still less

as a matter of conceded right).

Leaving a full discussion of most of these points to polemical

theology, we are here concerned with the papacy as a growth of

history, and have to examine the causes which have gradually

raised it to its towering eminence among the governing institu-

tions of the world.

The historical influences which favored the ascendency of the

Roman see were

:

(1) The high antiquity of the Roman church, which had

been honored even by Paul with the most important doctrinal

epistle of the New Testament. It was properly the only apos-

tolic mother-church in the AVest, and was thus looked upon

from the first by the churches of Italy, Gaul, and Spain, with

peculiar reverence.

(2) The labors, martyrdom, and burial at Rome of Peter and

Paul, the two leading apostles. The whole Roman congrega-

tion passed through the fearful ordeal of martyrdom during

the Neroniau persecution, but must soon afterwards have been

reorganized, with a halo of glory arising from the graves of the

victims.

(3) The political pre-eminence of that metropolis of the world,

which was destined to rule the European races with the sceptre

of the cross, as she had formerly ruled them with the sword.

(4) The executive wisdom and the catholic orthodox iiistinct

of the Roman church, which made themselves felt in this

period in the three controversies on the time of Easter, the

penitential discipline, and the validity of heretical baptism.

To these may be added, as secondary causes, her firmness

under persecutions, and her benevolent care for suffering

brethren, even in distant places, as celebrated by Dionysius of

Corinth (180), and by Eusebius.
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From the time of St. Paul's Epistle (58), when he bestowed

high praise on the earlier Roman converts, to the episcopate

of Victor at the close of the second century, and the unfavora-

ble account by Hippolytus of Pope Zephyrinus and Pope Cal-

listus, we have no express and direct information about the

internal state of the Roman church. But incidentally it is

more frequently mentioned than any other. Owing to its

metropolitan position, it naturally grew in importance and

influence with the spread of the Christian religion in the em-

pire. Rome was the battle-field of orthodoxy and heresy, and

a resort of all sects and parties. It attracted from every

direction what was true and false in philosophy and religion.

Ignatius rejoiced in the prospect of suffering for Christ in the

centre of the world ; Polycarp repaired hither to settle with

Anicetus the paschal controversy; Justin Martyr presented there

his defense of Christianity to the emperors, and laid down for

it his life ; Irenseus, Tertullian, and Cyprian conceded to that

church a position of singular pre-eminence. Rome was equally

sought as a commanding position by heretics and theosophic

jugglers, as Simon Magus, Valentine, Marcion, Cerdo, and a

host of others. No wonder, then, that the bishops of Rome

at an early date were looked upon as metropolitan pastors, and

spoke and acted accordingly with an air of authority which

reached far beyond their immediate diocese.

Clement of Rome.

The first example of the exercise of a sort of papal authority

is found towards the close of the first century in the letter of

the Roman bishop Clement (d. 102) to the bereaved and dis-

tracted church of Corinth. This epistle, full of beautiful ex-

hortations to harmony, love, and humility, was sent, as the very

address shows,^ not in the bishop's own name, which is not

1 'H eKKATjaia rov deov, y napoiKOvaa ''Pu/ht/v tij tiiK^v<^ia tov &£ov, r^ irapoiKOvari

Kopiv-dov. " The church of God which sojourns at Rome to the church of God

which sojourns at Corinth." UdpoiKog is a temporary, Ka-oiKog a permanemt,

resident. The Christians appear here as strangers and pilgrims in this world,

who have their home in heaven ; comp. 1 Pet. 1 : 17 ; 2 : 11 ; Heb. 11 : 13.
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meutioned at all, but in that of the Roman congregation,

which speaks always in the first person plural. It was a

service of love, proifered by one church to another in time of

need. Similar letters of instruction, warning and comfort were

written to other congregations by Ignatius, Polycarji, Dionysius

of Corinth, Irenaeus. Nevertheless it can hardly be denied that

the document reveals the sense of a certain superiority over all

ordinary congregations. The Roman church here, without being

asked (as far as appears), gives advice, with superior administra-

tive wisdom, to an important church in the East, dispatches

messengers to her, and exhorts her to order and unity in a tone

of calm dignity and authority, as the organ of God and the Holy

Spirit. * This is all the more surprising if St. John, as is

probable, was then still living in Ephesus, which was nearer to

Corinth than Rome, The hierarchical spirit arose from the

domineering spirit of the Roman church, rather than the

Roman bishop or the presbyters who were simply the organs

of the people.^ But a century later the bishop of Rome Avas

substituted for the church of Rome, when Victor in his oicn

I
name excommunicated the churches of Asia Minor for a trifling

difference of ritual. From this hierarchical assumption there

was only one step towards the papal absolutism of a Leo and

Hildebrand, and this found its ultimate doctrinal climax in the

Vatican dogma of papal infallibility.

Ignatius.

Ignatius, in his Epistle to the Romans (even in the Syriac

recension), applies to that congregation a number of high-sound-

ing titles, and describes her as " presiding in the place of the

' This is very evident towards the close from the newly discovered portions,

chs. 59, 62 and 63 (edition of Bryennios, Const. 1875). These chapters shad

new light on the origin of the papal domination. Comp. the judicious remarks

of Lightfoot in his Appendix to S- Clement of Rome (Lond. 1877), p. 252 sqq.

* It is quite evident from the Epistle itself that at that time the Eonian con-

gregation was still governed by a college of presbyters {collecjialisch, nicht

monarchisch, as Langen, I. c. p. 81, expresses it).
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region of the Romans," and as " taking the lead in charity." ^ This

is meant as a commendation of her practical benevolence for which

she was famous. Dionysius of Corinth in his letter to Soter of

Rome, testifies to it as saying :
" This practice has prevailed with

you from the very beginning, to do good to all the brethren in

every way, and to send contributions to many churches in every

city." ^ The Roman church was no doubt more wealthy than

any other, and the liberal use of her means must have greatly

increased her influence. Beyond this, Ignatius cannot be quoted

as a witness for papal claims* He says not a word of the

primacy, nor does he even mention Clement or any other

bishop of Rome. The church alone is addressed throughout.

He still had a lively sense of the diiference between a bishop

and an apostle. " I do not command you," he writes to the

Romans, " as if I were Peter or Paul ; they were apostles."

Irenceus.

Irenseus calls Rome the greatest, the oldest (?) church, acknow-

ledged by all, founded by the two most illustrious apostles, Peter

and Paul, the church, with which, on account of her more im-

portant precedence, all Christendom must agree, or (according to

another interpretation) to which (as the metropolis of the world)

all other churches must resort.^ The " more important pre-

1 YlpuKadriusvr] Tr'iq hyniTTjQ, prcesidens in caritafe. Inscription. Zalin in his

ed., p. 75, says :
" In caritatis operibus semper primum locum sibi vindicavU ecclesia

JRomana." Some Roman Catholic writers (as Mohler, Patrol. I. 144) explain

the phrase very artificially and hierarchically: "head of the love-union of

Ciiristendom ( Vorsteherin des Liehesbtmdes)." Agape never means church, but

either love, or love-feast. See Langen, I. c. p. 94.

^ Euseb., Hist. Eccl. IV. 23, 10: ff apxvc y/^'^v ^i9of earl tovto, ndvra^ fiiv

a(h2.(povg -rcoiKLAuq tvepye-Elv, EKKXTjaiaLQ re TvoTCkai^ ralq fiara Tcaaav ttoTilv edddia

Tre/nrEcv.

^ The famous passage, Adv. Haer. iii. ^ 2, is only extant in Latin, and of

disputed interpretation : "Ad heme enim ecdesiam propter potentiorem (according

to M.jss'iet's conject'ire: potiorem) prinr,ip%l tatem necesse est omnem convenire

ecclesiam, hoc est, eos qui sunt undique fi-lelea, in qua semper ab //is, qui sunt

undique, conservata est ah apostolis tradiiio" In the original Greek it probably

read : Tlpog TavvTjv yap Tfjv eK/fXriaiav 6ia r^v mavuTepav nnurnav avii.Saivsiv (or,

in the local sense, avvepx^odat) 6eI (according to others : awy/c^?, natural neces-

sity) naaav -yv cKK'^T/aiav, etc. The stress lies on principalitas, which stands
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cedence" places her above the other apostolic churches, to

which likewise a precedence is allowed.

This is surely to be understood, however, as a precedence only

of honor, not of jurisdiction. For when Poj)e Victor, about the

year 190, in hierarchical arrogance and intolerance, broke fellow-

ship with the churches of Asia Minor, for no other reason but

because they adhered to their tradition concerning the celebration

of Easter, the same Irenseus, though agreeing with him on the

disputed point itself, rebuked him very emphatically as a trou-

bler of the peace of the church, and declared himself against a

forced uniformity in such unessential matters. Nor did the

Asiatic churches allow themselves to be intimidated by the dicta-

tion of Victor. They answered the Roman tradition with that

of their own sedes apostolicae. The difference continued until the

council at Nicaea at last settled the controversy in favor of tlie

Roman practice, but even long afterwards the old British

churches differed from the Roman practice in the Easter

observance to the time ofGregory I.

Hlppolytus,

The celebrated Hippolytus, in the beginning of the third

century, was a decided antagonist of the Roman bishops, Zephy-

rinus and Callistus, both for doctrinal and disciplinary reasons.

Nevertheless we learn from his work called Philosophumena,

that at that time the Roman bishop already claimed an absolute

probably for frpDre'ia (so Tliierseh and Gieseler). Comp. Iren. IV. 38, 3, where

n-puTEvei. is rendered prindpalitatem hahet. Stieren and Ziegler [IrencEus, 1871, p.

152), however, translate propter potentiorem principalitcttem : Sid rf/v Unvur^pav

apxnroTT/Tn, "on account of tlie higher andquity." Comp. on the whole passage

an essay l)y Thiei"sch in the "Studien und Kritiken" 1842, 512 sqq. ; Gieseler

I. 1. p 214 (§ 51) ; Schneemann : Sancfi Trencei de ecdesiioR Romance, principatu

testimonium commentatum et defcn-mm, Freiburg i. B. 1870, and Langen, I. c. p.

170 sqq Langen (who is an Old Catholic of the Dollinger school) explains

:

"Die potior principnlifafi hezeichnet den Vorrang, we.lchen die Kirche der Hauptstadt

cds solche vor alien ubric/en Kirchen besass .... die Hnnp^'tadt war das Centrum

des damcligen Wellverkehrs, und in Folge dessen der Sammelplatz von OiriMen

alter Art." lie defends the local sense of convenire by parallel passages from

Herveus of Bordeaux and Hugo Eterianus (p. 172 sq.). But the moral sense

(to agree) seems more natural.
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power within his own jurisdiction ; and that Callistus, to the

great grief of part of the presbytery, laid down the principle,

that a bishop can never be deposed or compelled to resign by the

presbytery, even though he have committed a mortal sin.

TertuUian.

Tertullian points the heretics to the apostolic mother churches,

as the chief repositories of pure doctrine ; and among these gives

especial prominence to that of Rome, where Peter was crucified,

Paul beheaded, and John immersed unhurt in boiling oil (?) and

then banished to the island. Yet the same father became after-

wards an opponent of Rome. He attacked its loose penitential

discipline, and called the Roman bishop (probably Zephyrinus),

in irony and mockery, ^' jjontifex maximus" and " ejjisGojjus

episeoporum."

Cyprian.

Cyprian is clearest, both in his advocacy of the fundamental

idea of the papacy, and in his protest against the mode of its

application in a given case. Starting from the superiority of

Peter, upon whom the Lord built his chm'ch, and to whom he

intrusted the feeding of his sheep, in order to represent thereby

the unity in the college of the apostles, Cyprian transferred

the same superiority to the Bishop of Rome, as the successor of

Peter, and accordingly called the Roman church the chair of

Peter, and the fountain of priestly unity,^ the root, also, and

mother of the catholic church.^ But on the other side, he asserts

with equal energy the equality and relative independence of

the bishops, as successors of the apostles, who had all an equally

direct appointment from Christ. In his correspondence he uni-

formly addresses the Roman bishop as " brother " and " col-

league," conscious of his own equal dignity and authority. And

^ Petri cathedrnm afqne ecdesiam principalem, unde unifas !<acerdo(aIis exoHa est.

Epist. Iv. c. 19 (ed. Bal.) Ad Cornelium episc. Bom. In Goldhorn's ed., Ep. lix.

19.

^ Ecclesiae caiholicae radieem et mntricem. Ep. xl. 2 ed. Bal. fxlviii. ed.

Goldh.). Other passages in Cyrian favorable to the Roman see are either in-

terpolations or corruptions in the interest of tlie papacy.

Vol. II. 11.
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in the controversy about heretical baptism, he opposes Pope Ste-

phen with almost Protestant independence, accusing hira of error

and abuse of his power, and calling a tradition without truth an

old error. Of this protest he never retracted a word.

Firmilian.

Still more sharp and unsparing was the Cappadocian bishop,

Firmilian, a disciple of Origen, on the bishop of Rome, while

likewise implying a certain acknowledgment of his primacy.

Firmilian charges him with folly, and with acting unworthily of

his position ; because, as the successor of Peter, he ought rather

to further the unity of the church than to destroy it, and ought

to abide on the rock foundation instead of laying a new one by

recognising heretical baptism. Perhaps the bitterness of Firmi-

lian was due partly to his friendship and veneration for Origen,

who had been condemned by a council at Rome.

Nevertheless, on this question of baptism, also, as on those of

Easter, and of penance, the Roman church came out victorious

in the end.

Comparative InsigniJiGance of the first Popes.

From these testimonies it is clear, that the growing influence of

the Roman see was rooted in public opinion and in the need of

unity in the ancient church. It is not to be explained at all by

the talents and the ambition of the incumbents. On the contrar}%

the personality of the thirty popes of the first three centuries falls

quite remarkably into the background ; though they are all

canonized saints, and, according to a later but extremcl}' doubtful

tradition, were also, with two exceptions, martyrs.^ Among them,

and it may be said down to Leo the Great, about the middle of

the fifth century, there was hardly one, perhaps Clement, who

' Irenaeus recognizes among tlie Roman bishops from Clement to Eleiitlienis

(177), all of whom he mentions by name, only one martyr, to wit, Telesphorus,

of whom he says: "Of km hcU^ug kuaprvprjae, Adv. Haer. III., c. 3, ^ 3. So

Eusebius, H. E. V. 6. From this we may judge of the vahie of the Roman
Catholic tradition on tliis point. It is so remote from the time in question as

to be utterly unworthy of credit.
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could compare, as a church leader, with an Ignatius, a Cyprian,

and an Ambrose; or, as a theologian, with an Irenaeus, a Ter-

tullian, an Athanasius, and an Augustin.^ Jerome, among

his hundred and thirty-six church celebrities, of the first four

centuries, brings in only four Roman bishops, Clement, Victor,

Cornelius, and Damasus, and even these wrote only a few epis-

tles. Hippolytus, in his Philosophumena, written about 225,

even presents two contemporaneous popes, St. Zephyrinus

(202-218) and Callistus (St. Calixtus I., 218-223), from his own

observation, though not without partisan feeling, in a most un-

fiivorable light ; charging the first with ignorance and avarice,^

the second with scandalous conduct (he is said to have been

once a swindler and a fugitive slave rescued from suicide), and

both of them with the Patripassian heresy. Such charges could

not have been mere fabrications with so honorable an author as

Hippolytus, even though he was a schismatic rival bishop to

Callistus ; they must have had at least some basis of fact.

§ 51. Chronology of the Popes.

I. Sources.

The principal sources for the obscure chronology of the early bishops

of Rome are the catalogues of popes. These are divided into

two classes, the oriental or Greek, and the occidental or Latin.

To the first belong the lists of Hcgesippus and Irenseus, from the

second century, that of Eusebius (in his Chronicle, and his Church

History), and his successors from the fourth century and later. This

class is followed by Lipsius and Harnack. The second class em-
braces the catalogues of Augustin [Ep. 55, al. 165), Optatus of Mileve

[De schism. Donat. II. 3), the " Catalogus Liberianus" (coming

down to Liberius, 354), the "Catalogus Felicianus" (to 530), the

^ Cardinal Newman says {Apologia, p. 407 i :
" The spe of Rome poRses^sed no

great mind in the whole period of persecution. Afterwards for a long time it

had not a single doctor to show. Tlie great luminary of the western world is

St. Augustin; he, no infallible teacher, has formed the intellect of Europe."

Dean Stanley remarks [Cliristian Institutions, p. 241) :
" There have been occu-

pants of the sees of Constantinople, Alexandria, and Canterburv, who have
produced more effect on the mind of Christendom by their utterances than

any of the popes."

'^ He calls him in the ninth book of the Philosophumena an avr/p l6i6Tr/Q KUt

n'laxpoKepdijQ.
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"Catalogus Cononianus," based perhaps on the "Catalogus Leoninus"

(to 440), the "Liber Poiitiflcalis " (formerly supposed to be based

on the preceding catalogues, but according to the Abbe Duchesne

and Waitz, older than the "Liber Felicianus"). The "Liber

Pontif." itself exists in different MSS., and has undergone many
changes. It is variously dated from the fifth or seventh century.

To these may be added the " Martyrologia " and " Calendaria " of

the Roman Church, especially the " Martyrologium Hieronymia-

num," and the " Martyrologium Eomanum parvum'' (both of the

seventh or eighth century).

The inscriptions on the papal tombs discovered in Rome since

1850, contain names and titles, but no dates.

On the "Catalogus Liberianus," see especially the critical essay of

Mommsen " Ueber den Chronogra])hen des Jahres 354," in the

"Transactions of the Royal Saxon Society of Sciences," Philos.

histor. Section, vol. I. (1850), p. 631 sqq. The text of the Catalogue

is given, p. 634-'37, and by Lipsius, Chronologie der rum. Bischofe,

Append, p. 265-268. The oldest MSS. of the "Liber Pontificalis"

date from the seventh and eighth centuries, and present a text of

A. D. 641, but with many variations. '^ Mit wahrer Slcherheit,^' says

Waitz, ^' gelangen wir in der Gesckichte des Papsthiuna n'uht iiber

das 7te Jahrhundert Mnauf."

II. Works.

Phil. Jaffe : Regesta Pontificum Romanorum ah condita ecclesia ad ann.

1198. Berolini 1851, ed. secunda correcta et auda auspiciis GuL.

Wattenbach. Lips. 1881 sqq. Continued by Potthast from

1198-1304, and supplemented by Harttung (Bd.T. A. D. 748-1198,

Gotha 1880).

R. A. Lipsius : Chronologie der rom. Bischofe his ziir Mitte des Aten Jahrh.

Kiel, 1869. Comp. Hort's review of this book in the "Academy"

for Sept. 15, 1871. Lipsius: Ncue Sfudien zur PopstchronoJogie,

in the " Jahrbiicher fiir Protest. Theol." Leipz. 1880 (pp. 78-126

and 233-307). Lipsius denies that Peter ever was at Rome.

L. Duchesne (R. C.) : Eticde sur le Liber Pontificalis. Paris 1877. By

the same: La date et les recensions du Liber Pontificalis. 1879.

Carl Erbes : Ueber Flavius Clemens von Rom. und das dltestc Papst-

verzeichniss. In the " Jahrbiicher fiir Prot. Theol." 1878 and 1879.

Adolf HarxaCK : Bie Zeit des Ignatius und die Chronologie der antioch-

enischen Bischofe bis Tyrannus. Leipz. 1878 (p. 73).

G. Waitz: Ueber die verschiedenen Texte des Liber Pontificalis, in the

" Archiv der Gesellschaft fiir altere deutsche Geschichtskunde," IV;

and his review of Duchesne, and Lipsius, in H. v. Sybel's "Histor.

Zcitschrift" for 1880, p. 135 sqq.

The oldest links in the chain of Eoman bishops are veiled in
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impenetrable darkness. Tertullian and most of the Latins (and

the pseudo-Clementina), ma^ke Clement (Phil. 4 : 3), the first

successor of Peter ;^ but Irenaeus, Eusebius, and other Greeks,

also Jerome and the Roman Catalogue, give him the third

place, and put Linus (2 Tim. 4 : 21), and Anacletus (or Anin-

cletus), between him and Peter.^ In some lists Cletus is substi-

tuted for Anacletus, in others the two are distinguished. Per-

haps Linus and Anacletus acted during the life time of Paul and

Peter as assistants, or presided only over one part of the

church, while Clement may have had charge of another branch

;

for at that early day, the government of the congregation com-

posed of Jewish and Gentile Christian elements was not so cen-

tralized as it afterwards became. Furthermore, the earliest

fathers, with a true sense of the distinction between the apostolic

and episcopal offices, do not reckon Peter among the bishops of

Rome at all ; and the Roman Catalogue in placing Peter in the

line of bishops, is strangely regardless of Paul, whose indepen-

dent labors in Rome are attested not only by tradition, but by

the clear witness of his own epistles and the book of Acts.

Lipsius, after a laborious critical comparison of the different

catalogues of popes, arrives at the conclusion that Linus, Ana-

cletus, and Clement were Roman presbyters (or presbyter-bishops

in the N. T. sense of the term), at the close of the first century,

Evaristus and Alexander presbyters at the beginning of the

second, Xystus I. (Latinized : Sixtus), presbyter for ten years

^ Or at least the first appointed by Peter. Tertullian De Praescr. Hcer. c. 32

" Romanoruiti Clementem a Petro ordinatum.'' The Apost. Const. YII. 6 make
Linus (comp. 2 Tim. 4: 21) the first bisliop, appointed by Paul. Clement the

next, appointed by Peter. According to Epiphanius {Hc^. XXVII. 6) Clement

was ordained by Peter, but did not enter upon his office till after the death of

Linus and Anacletus.

" The catalogue of Irenseus {Adv. Hcer. HI. 3, 3) down to his own time (a. d.

177) is this: The apostles Peter and Paul, Linos, Anacletos, Clement, Evaristus,

Alexander, Xystos, Telesphoros, who died gloriously as a martyr, Hyginos,

Pios, Aniketos, Soter, Eleutheros, who then held "the inheritance of the epis-

copate in the twelfth place from the apostles." Irennens adds :
" In this order,

and by this succession, the ecclesiastical tradition from the apostles and the

preaching of the truth have come down to us."
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till about 128, Telesphoriis for eleven years, till about 139, and

his next successors diocesan bishops.^

It must in justice be admitted, however, that the list of

Roman bishops has by far the preeminence in age, completeness,

integrity of succession, consistency of doctrine and policy, above

every similar catalogue, not excepting those of Jerusalem, An-

tioch, Alexandria, and Constantinople; and this must carry great

weight with those who ground their views chiefly on external

testimonies, without being able to rise to the free Protestant con-

ception of Christianity and its history of development on earth.

§ 51. List of the Roman Bishops and Roman Emperors during

the First TJiree Centuries.

From the lists of Eusebius (till Silvester), Jaffe (Regesta),

Potthast [Bibliotheca Hist. 3Iedii Aevi), Lipsius and others

compared. See a continuation of the list in my JJistory of

Mediaeval Christianity, p. 205 sqq.

A. D. POPES.

? 42- 67 Petrus-Apostolus.='

(63-64)

? 67- 79 Linus-Presbyter.

? 79- 91 Cletus or Auacletus.

? 91-100 Clemens I.

? 100-109 Evaristiis.

? 109-119 Alexander I.

?119-12S Xvstus or Sixtus I.

? 128-139 Telesphorus (Martyr).

' Langen {I. c. p. 100 sqq.) carries the line of Roman presbyter-bisliops down

to Alexander, and dates the monarchical constitution of the Koinan church

(i. e. the diocesan episcopacy) from the age of Trajan or Hadrian. Irena^us

(in Euseb. V. 27) calls the Roman bishops down to Anicetus (154) Trpeali'vTspm.

" The host hi-torians agree that Peter cannot have been in Rome before A D.

63, and that the Roinaii tradition of a twenty-five yeai-s' episcopate is a fable-

EMPEROES.
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A. D. POPES.

? 139-142 Hyginus.
? 142-154 Pius I.

? 154-168 Anicetus.

?168-17G Soter.

? 177-1 1)0 Eleutherus.

? 190-202 Victor I.

202-218 Zephyrinus.

218-223 Callistus, or Calixtus I.

(Hippolytus, Antipope).

? 223-230 Urbanusl.
? 230-235 Pontianus (resigned in

exile),

235-236 Anterus.
236-250 Fabianus, Martyr.

250-251 The See vacant till Marcli
251.

? 251-252 Cornelius (in exile).
? 251 (Novatianus, Antipope).

252-253 Lucius I.

? 253-257 Stephanus I.

? 257-258 Xystus (SIxtus) II.

21 2'59 i
^^^ ^^® vacant.

259-269 Dionysius.
269-274 Felix I.

275-283 Eutychianus.

EMPERORS.

283-296 Gajus (Caius).

296-304 Marcellinus.
304-307 The See vacant.

308-309 Marcellus,
•7309-310 Eusebius. d. Sept. 26 (?)

309.

309-310 The See vacant.
311-314 Miltiades (Melchiades).
314-335 Silvester I.

Marcua Aureliu3,

B. C.

161-180

Commodus,
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The whole number of popes, from the Apostle Peter to Leo

XIII. (1878) is two hundred and sixty-three. This would

allow about seven years on an average to each papal reign. The

traditional twenty-five years of Peter were considered the maxi-

mum which none of his successors was permitted to reach, except

Pius IX., the first infallible pope, who reigned twenty-seven

years (1846-1878). The average term of office of the arch-

bishops of Canterbury is fourteen years.

§ 53. Tlie Catholic Unity.

J. A. MoHLER (R. C.) : Die Einheit der- Kirche odcr das Princip des

Katholicismus. Tubingen 1825. Full of Catholic enthusiasm for

the unity of the church.

R. Rothe: Die Aufamje der christl. Kirche. Wittenb. 1837 (j^p. 553-

711). A Protestant counterpart of Mohler's book.

Huther: Cyprian's Lehre von der Einheit der Kirche. Hamb. 1839.

J. W. Nevin : Cyprian ; four articles in the " Mercersburg Review,"

1852. Comp. Varien's strictures on these articles in the same
" Review " for 1853, p. 555 sqq.

JoH. Peters (Ultramontane) : Die Lehre des heil. Cyprian von der

Einheit der Kirche gegenilber den heiden Schismen in Carthago und
Bom. Luxemb. 1870.

Jos. H. Reinkens (Old Cath. Bishop) : Die Lehre des heil. Cyprian von

der Einheit der Kirche. Wiirzburg, 1873.

Comp. also Hartel'sccI. of Cyprian's Opera (3 Parts, Vienna, 18G8-71),

and the monographs on Cyprian by Rettberg (1831), Peters
(1877), Fechtrup (1878).

On the basis of Paul's idea of the unity, holiness, and univer-

sality of the church, as the mystical body of Christ ; hand in

hand with the episcopal system of government; in the form

of fact rather than of dogma; and in perpetual conflict with

heathen persecution from without, and heretical and schismatic

tendencies within—arose the idea and the institution of " the

Holy Catholic Church" as the Apostles' Creed has it;^ or, in

* The Church of England retained the term "catholic" in the Creed, and

the ante-papal and anti-papal use of tliis term (= general, universal) ; while

Luther in his Catechism, and the Moravian church (in her liturgy) substituted

the word "Christian,'' and surrendered the use of "catholic" to the Roman
Catholics. "Roman" is a sectarian term (in opposition to Greek Catholic,

and Evangelical Catholic).
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the fuller language of the Nicene-Constantinopolitan, " the One

Holy Catholic Apostolic Church." In both the oecumenical sym-

bols, as even in the more indefinite creeds of the second and

third centuries, on which those symbols are based, the church

appears as an article of faith,^ presupposing and necessarily

following faith in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit

;

and as a holy fellowship,^ within which the various benefits of

grace, from the forgiveness of sins to the life everlasting, are

enjoyed.

Nor is any distinction made here between a visible and an

invisible church. All catholic antiquity thought of none but

the actual, historical church, and without hesitation applied to

this, while yet in the eyes of the world a small persecuted sect,

those four predicates of unity, holiness, universality, and apos-

tolicity, to which were afterwards added exclusiveness, infalli-

bility and indestructibility. There sometimes occur, indeed,

particularly in the Novatian schism, hints of the incongruity

between the empirical reality and the ideal conception of the

church ; and this incongruity became still more palpable, in

regard to the predicate of holiness, after the abatement of the

spiritual elevation of the apostolic age, the cessation of persecu-

tion, and the decay of discipline. But the unworthiness of

individual members and the external servant-form of the church

were not allowed to mislead as to the general objective charac-

ter, which belonged to her in virtue of her union with her

glorious heavenly Head.

The fathers of our period all saw In the church, though with

diiferent degrees of clearness, a divine, supernatural order of

things, in a certain sense the continuation of the life of Christ

on earth, the temple of the Holy Spirit, the sole repository of

the powers of divine life, the possessor and interpreter of the

Holy Scriptures, the mother of all the faithful. She is holy

^ Credo ecdesiam ; yet not in (eif) ecclcsiam, as in the case of the Divine

persons.

- Communio sanctorum. Tin's clause, however, is not found in the original

Creed of the Roman church before the fifth centurj.
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because she is separated from the service of the profane world,

is animated by the Holy Spirit, forms her members to holiness,

and exercises strict discipline. She is catholic, that is (according

to the precise sense of o/oc, which denotes not so much numerical

totality as wholeness), complete, and alone true, in distinction

from all parties and sects. Catholicity, strictly taken, includes

the three marks of universality, unity, and exclusiveness, and

is an essential property of the church as the body and organ of

Christ, who is, in fact, the only Redeemer for all men. Equally

inseparable from her is the predicate of apostolicity, that is, the

historical continuity or unbroken succession, which reaches back

througli the bishops to the apostles, from the apostles to Christ,

and from Christ to God. In the view of the fathers, every

theoretical departure from this empirical, tangible, catholic

church is heresy, that is, arbitrary, subjective, ever changing

human opinion ; every practical departure, all disobedience to

her rulers is schism, or dismemberment of the body of Christ;

either is rebellion against divine authority, and a heinous, if

not the most heinous, sin. No heresy can reach the conception

of the church, or rightly claim any one of her predicates; it

forms at best a sect or party, and consequently falls within the

province and the fate of human and perishing things, while the

church is divine and indestructible.

This is without doubt the view of the ante-Niceno fathers,

even of the speculative and spiritualistic Alexandrians. The

most important personages in tlie development of the doctrine

concerning the church are, again, Ignatius, Irenaeus, and Cyp-

rian. Their whole doctrine of the episcopate is intimately

connected with their doctrine of tlie catholic unity, and deter-

mmed by it. For the episcopate is of value in their eyes only

as the indis]>ensable means of maintaining and promoting this

unity : while they are compelled to regard the bishops of heretics

and schismatics as rebels and antidirists.

1. In the Epistles of Ignatius tlie unity of the ciuirch, in

the form and through the medium of the episcopate, i-- the

fundamental thought and the leading topic of exhortation. The
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author calls himself a man prepared for union.^ He also is the

first to use the term " catholic " in the ecclesiastical sense, when

he says :^ " Where Christ Jesus is, there is the catholic church;"

that is, the closely united and full totality of his people. Only

in her, according to his view, can we eat the bread of God ; he,

who follows a schismatic, inherits not the kingdom of God. ^

We meet similar views, although not so clearly and strongly

stated, in the Roman Clement's First Epistle to the Corinthians,

in the letter of the church of Smyrna on the martyrdom of

Polycarp, and in the Shepherd of Hermas.

2 Iren^eus speaks much more at large respecting the

church. He calls her the haven of rescue, the way of salvation,

the entrance to life, the paradise in this world, of whose trees,

to wit, the holy Scriptures, we may eat, excepting the tree of

knowledge of good and evil, which he takes as a type of heresy.

The church is inseparable from the Holy Spirit ; it is his home,

and indeed his only dwelling-place on earth. " Where the

church is," says he, putting the church first, in the genuine

catholic spirit, " there is the Spirit of God, and where the Spirit

of God is there is all grace."* Only on the bosom of the

church, continues he, can we be nursed to life. To her must we

flee, to be made partakers of the Holy Spirit ; separation from

her is separation from the fellowship of the Holy Spirit. Here-

tics, in his view, are enemies of the truth and sons of Satan, and

will be swallowed up by hell, like the company of Korah,

Dathan, and Abiram. Characteristic in this respect is the well-

known legend, which he relates, about the meeting of the apostle

John with the Gnostic Cerinthus, and of Polycarp with Marcion,

the " first-born of Satan."

3. Tertullian is the first to make that comparison of the

church with Noah's ark, which has since become classical in

1 avd-purrov elg svuaiv KarrjpTcaiievov. ^ Ad Smyrn. C. 8.

3 Ad Ephes. c 5. ^d Trail, c. 7. Ad Philad. c 3, etc.

* Adv. Hcer. iii. 24. "Ubi ecclesia ihi et Spiritus Dei, et ubi Spirifus Dei, illic

ecclesia et omnis gi-atia." Protestantism would say, conversely, putting the

Spirit first :
" Ubi Spiritus Dei, ibi ecclesia et omnis gratia."
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Roman catholic theology ; and he likewise attributes heresies to

the devil, without any qualification. But as to schism, he was

himself guilty of it since he joined the Montanists and bitterly

opposed the Catholics in questions of discipline. He has there-

fore no place in the Roman Catholic list of the patres, but

simply of the scriptores ecdesioe.

4. Even Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, with all

their spiritualistic and idealizing turn of mind, are no exception

here. The latter, in the words :
" Out of the church no man

can be saved," ^ brings out the principle of the catholic exclu-

siveness as unequivocally as Cyprian. Yet we find in him,

together with very severe judgments of heretics, mild and tolerant

expressions also; and he even supposes, on the ground of Rom.

2 : 6 sqq., that in the future life honest Jews and heathens will

attain a suitable reward, a low grade of blessedness, though not

the " life everlasting " in the proper sense. In a later age he

was himself condemned as a heretic.

Of other Greek divines of the third century, Methodius in

particular, an opponent of Origen, takes high views of the

church, and in his Symposion poetically describes it as " the

garden of God in the beauty of eternal spring, shining in the

richest splendor of immortalizing fruits and flowers;" as the

virginal, unspotted, ever young and beautiful royal bride of the

divine Logos.

5. Finally, Cyprian, in his Epistles, and most of all in his

classical tract : De Umtate Eeolesice, written in the year 251,

amidst the distractions of the Novatian schism, and not without

an intermixture of hierarchical pride and.party spirit, has most

distinctly and most forcibly developed the old catholic doctrine

of the church, her unity, universality, and exclusiveness. He
is the typical champion of visible, tangible church unity, and

would have made a better pope than any pope before Leo I.

;

yet after all he was anti-papal and anti-Roman when he diflPered

from the pope. Augustin felt this inconsistency, and thought

' Horn. 3 in Josuam, c. 5. '' Extra hanc domum, id est extra ecclesium, nemo

sa'vatur."
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that he had wiped it out by the blood of his martyrdom. But

he never gave any sign of repentance. His views are briefly as

follows

:

The Catholic church was founded from the first by Christ

on St. Peter alone, that, with all the equality of power among

the apostles, unity might still be kept prominent as essential to

her being. She has ever since remained one, in unbroken epis-

copal succession ; as there is only one sun, though his rays are

everywhere diffused. Try once to separate the ray from the

sun ; the unity of the light allows no division. Break the branch

from the tree ; it can produce no fruit. Cut off the brook from

the fountain ; it dries up. Out of this empirical orthodox

church, episcopally organized and centralized in Rome, Cyprian

can imagine no Christianity at all ;* not only among the Gnostics

and other radical heretics, but even among the Novatians, who

varied from the Catholics in no essential point of doctrine, and

only elected an opposition bishop in the interest of their rigorous

penitential discipline. Whoever separates himself from the

catholic church is a foreigner, a profane person, an enemy, con-

demns himself, and must be shunned. No one can have God for

his father, who has not the church for his mother.^ As well

might one out of the ark of Noah have escaped the flood, as

one out of the church be saved ;
^ because she alone is the

bearer of the Holy Spirit and of all grace.

In the controversy on heretical baptism, Cyprian carried out

the principle of exclusiveness even more consistently than the

Roman church. For he entirely rejected such baptism, while

Stephen held it valid, and thus had to concede, in strict consis-

tency, the possibility of regeneration, and hence of salvation,

outside the Catholic church. Here is a point where even

the Roman system, generally so consistent, has a loophole of

liberality, and practically gives up her theoretical principle of

^ " Christianus non est, qui in Christi ecclesia non est."

^ '' Habere non potest Deum patrem, qui ecclesiam non hahet matrem."

^ " Extra ecclesiamnulla salus." Yet he nowhere says "extra ecclesiam Ro-

tnanam nulla saltis."
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excliisiveness. But iu carrying out this principle, even in

persistent opposition to the pope, in whom lie saw the successor

of Peter and the visible centre of unity, Cyprian plainly denied

the supremacy of Roman jurisdiction and the existence of an

infallible tribunal for the settlement of doctrinal controversies,

and protested against identifying the church in general with the

church of Rome. And if he had the right of such protest in

favor of strict exclusiveness, should not the Greek church, and

above all the Evangelical, much rather have the right of protest

against the Roman exclusiveness, and iu favor of a more free

and comprehensive conception of the church ?

We may freely acknowledge the profound and beautiful truth

at the bottom of this old catholic doctrine of the church, and the

historical importance of it for that period of persecution, as Avell

as for the great missionary work among the barbarians of the

middle ages ; but we cannot ignore the fact that the doctrine

rested in part on a fallacy, which, in course of time, after the

union of the church with the state, or, iu other words, with the

world, became more and more glaring, and provoked an internal

protest of ever-growing force. It blindly identified the spiritual

unity of the church with unity of organization, insisted on

outward uniformity at the expense of free development, and

confounded the faulty empirical church, or a temporary phase

of the development of Christianity, with the ideal and eternal

kingdom of Christ, which will not be perfect iu its manifestation

until the glorious second coming of its Head. The Scriptural

principle :
" Out of Christ there is no salvation," was con-

tracted and restricted to the Cyprianic principle :
" Out of the

(visible) churoh there is no salvation ;" and from this there was

only one step to the fundamental eiror of Romanism: "Out

of the Roman Church there is no salvation."

No effort after outward unity could prevent the distinction

of an Oriental and Occidental church from showing itself at this

early period, in language, customs, and theology ;—a distinc-

tion which afterwards led to a schism to this day unhealed.

It may well be questioned whether our Lord intended an
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outward visible unity of the churcli in the present order of

things. He promised that there should be "one flock, one

shepherd/' but not " one fold." ^ There may be one flock, and

yet many folds or church organizations. In the sacerdotal

prayer, our Lord says not one word about church, bishops or

popes, but dwells upon that spiritual unity which reflects the

harmony between the eternal Father and the eternal Son. "The

true communion of Christian men— ' the communion of saints

'

upon which all churches are built—is not the common per-

formance of external acts, but a communion of soul with soul

and of the soul with Christ. It is a consequence of the nature

which God has given us that an external organization should

help our communion with one another : it is a consequence both

of our twofold nature, and of Christ's appointment that external

acts should help our communion with Him. But subtler,

deeper, diviner than anything of which external things can be

either the symbol or the bond is that inner reality and essence

of union—that interpenetrating community of thought and

character—which St. Paul speaks of as the ' unity of the Spirit,'

and which in the sublimest of sublime books, in the most sacred

words, is likened to the oneness of the Son with the Father and

of the Father with the Son."^
,

§ 54. Councils.

Best Collections of Acts of Councils by Harduin (1715, 12 vols.), and

Mansi (1759, 81 vols.).

C. J. Hefele (R. C. Bishop of Rottenburg, and member of the Vatican

Council of 1870) : Conciliengeschichte, Freiburg 1855 ; second ed.

1873 sqq., 7 vols, down to the Council of Florence, A. D. 1447 (See vol.

I., pp. 83-242). English translation by W. R. Clark and H. R.

Oxcnham (Edinb. 1871, 2d vol. 1876, 3d vol. 1883).

E. B. PiTSEY (d. 1882) : The CounHls of the Church, from the Council of

Jerusalem, A. D. 51, to the Council of Consfanfinopfe, A. D. 381

;

' John 10: 16. It was a characteristic, we may sav, an ominons mistake of

the Latin Vulgate to render Tr-niarr] by ovile (confounding it with ah'/rj ). The

Authorized Version has copied the mischievous blunder ("one fold"), but the

Kevision of 1881 has corrected it.

2 Hatch, I. c. p. 187 sq.
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chiefly as to their constitution, but also as to their object and history,

Lond. 1857.

A. W. Dale : The Synod of Elvira [a. d. 306] and Christian Life in the

Fourth Century. Lond. 1882.

Comp. the article Council in Smith and Cheetham and Lect. VII. in

Hatch, Bampton Lect. on the Organization of the Early Christian

Church. Lond. 1881, pp. 165 sqq.

Councils or Syuods were an important means of maintaining

and promoting ecclesiastical unity, and deciding questions of

faith and discipline.^ They had a precedent and sanction in

the apostolic Conference of Jerusalem for the settlement of the

circumcision controversy.^ They were suggested moreover by the

deliberative political assemblies of the provinces of the Roman

empire, which met every year in the chief towns.^ But we have

no distinct trace of Councils before the middle of the second

century (between 50 and 170), when they first appear, in the

disputes concerning Montanism and Easter.

There are several kinds of Synods according to their size,

DIOCESAN, PROVIJSrCIAL (or METROPOLITAN), NATIONAL, PATRI-

ARCHAL, and OECUMENICAL (or UNIVERSAL).^ Our period

knows only the first three. Diocesan synods consist of the

1 Concilium, first used in the ecclesiastical sense by Tertullian, De lejun. c. 13,

De Pudic. c. 10; civoSog, assembly, meeting for deliberation (Herodotus,

Thucydides, Plato, Demosthenes, etc.), first used of Christian assemblies in the

pseudo-Apostolical Constit. V. 20, and the Canons, c 36 or 38. It may desig-

nate a diocesan, or fjrovincial, or general Christian convention for either elec-

tive, or judicial, or legislative, or doctrinal purposes.

^ A. D. 50. Acts 15 and Gal. 2. Comp. also the Lord's promise to be pre-

sent where even the smallest number are assembled in his name, Matt. 18 : 19»

20. See vol. I. § 64, p. 503 sqq.

^ On the provincial councils of the Roman empire see Marquardt, Romische

Staatsverwaltuny, I. 365-377, and Hatch, I. c. p. 164 sqq. The deliberations

were preceded by a sacrifice, and the president was called highpriest.

* That is, within the limits of the old Roman empire, as the orbis terrarum.

There never was an ahsolufely universal council. Even the seven Oecumenical

Councils from 325 to 787 were confined to the empire, and poorly attended by

Western bishops. The Roman Councils held after that time (down to the

VaticHu Council in 1870) claim to be oecumenical, but exclude the Greek and

all evangelical churches.
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bishop aud his presbyters and deacons with the people assisting,

and were probably held from the beginning, but are not men-

tioned before the third century. Provincial synods appear first

in Greece, where the spirit of association had continued strong

since the days of the Achaean league, and then in Asia Minor,

, North Africa, Gaul, and Spain. They were held, so far as the

stormy times of persecution allowed, once or twice a year, in the

jl metropolis, under the presidency of the metropolitan, who thus

gradually acquired a supervision over the other bishops of the

province. Special emergencies called out extraordinary sessions,

and they, it seems, preceded the regular meetings. They were

I

found to be useful, and hence became institutions.

The synodical meetings were public, and the j)eople of the

community around sometimes made their influence felt. In the

time of Cyprian, presbyters, confessors, aud laymen took an

active part, a custom which seems to have the sanction of apos-

tolic practice.^ At the Synod which met about 256, in the

controversy on heretical baptism, there were present eighty-

seven bishops, very many priests and deacons, and " maxima pars

plebis;''^ and in the synods concerning the restoration of the

(Lapsi, Cyprian convened besides the bishops, his clergy, the

" confessores,^^ and " laicos stantes " [i. e. in good standing).^ Nor

was this practice confined to North Africa. We meet it in

Syria, at the synods convened on account of Paul of Samosata

1 (264-269), and in Spain at the council of Elvira. Origen, who

was merely a presbyter, was the leading spirit of two Arabian

synods, and convinced their bishop Beryllus of his Christological

^ Comp. Acts 15: 6, 7, 12, 13, 23, where the ''brethren" are mentioned ex-

pressly, besides the apostles and elders, as members of the council, even at the

final decision and in the pastoral letter. On the diflFerence of reading, see vol.

I. 505.

^ Cyprian, Opera, p. 329, ed. Baluz. In Ihe acts of this council, however

(pp. 330-338), only the bishops appear as voters, from which some writers

infer that the laity, and even the presbyters, had no votum decisivum. But in

several old councils the presbyters and deacons subscribed their names after

those of the bishops; ste Harduin, Coll. Cone. I. 250 and 266; Hefele I. 19.

' JEpp. xi., xiii., Ixvi., Ixxi.

Vol. II. 12.
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error. Even the Roman clergy, in their letter to Cyprian/

speak of a common synodical consultation of the bishops with the

priests, deacons, confessors, and laymen in good standing.

But with the advance of the hierarchical spirit, this republican

feature gradually vanished. After the council of Nicsea (325)

bishops alone had seat and voice, and the priests appear here-

after merely as secretaries, or advisers, or representatives of their

bishops. The bishops, moreover, did not act as rei)rescntatives

of their churches, nor in the name of the body of the believers,

as formerly, but in their own right as successors of the apostles.

They did not as yet, however, in this period, claim infallibility

for their decisions, unless we choose to find a slight approach to

such a claim in the formula :
" Placuit nobis, Sancto Spiritit

sugr/crcnte," as used, for example, by the council of Carthage, in

252.^ At all events, their decrees at that time had only moral

power, and could lay no claim to universal validity. Even

Cyprian emphatically asserts absolut-e independence for each

bishop in his own diocese. " To each shepherd," he says, " a

portion of the Lord's flock has been assigned, and his account

must be rendered to liis Master."

The more important acts, such as electing bishops, excommu-

nication, decision of controversies, were communicated to other

provinces by epistolce synodiccc. In the intercourse and the

translation of individual members of churches, letters of recom-

mendation^ from the bishop were commonly employed or

required as terms of admission. Expulsion from one church

was virtually an expulsion from all associated churches.

The eflPect of the synodical system tended to consolidation.

The Christian churches from independent communities held

together by a spiritual fellowship of faith, became a powerful

^ Ep- xxxi.

'^Cyprian, Ep. liv., on the gfronnd of the Uo^e tC) dyiu irvEVfian koX thuv, visum

est Spirifid Saneto et ?;o6;>, Acts 15 : 28. So also, the counril of Aries, A. D.

314 : Placuit ergo, presente Spiritu, Sancto et angelis ejus (Harduin, Coll. Concil.

I. 262).

' Epistolaeformatae, ypdfi/LiaTa re-vKufiiva,
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confederation, a compact moral commonwealth within the

political organization of the Roman empire.

As the episcopate culminated in the primacy, so the synodical

system rose into the oecumenical councils, which xepresented the

whole church of the Roman empire. But these could not be

held till persecution ceased, and the emperor became the patron

of Christianity. The first was the celebrated council of Nicsea,

in the year 325. The state gave legal validity to tlie decrees

of councils, and enforced them if necessary by all its means of

coercion. But the Roman government protected only the

CafhoUc or orthodox church, except during the progress of

•the Arian and other controversies, before the final result was

reached by the decision of an cecumenical Synod convened by

the emperor.^

§ 55. The Councils of Elvira, Aries, and Ancyra.

Among the ante-Nicene Synods some were occasioned by the

Montanist controversy in Asia Minor, some by the Paschal

controversies, some by the aifairs of Origen, some by the Xova-

tian schism and the treatment of the Lapsi in Carthage and

Rome, some by the controversies on heretical baptism (255, 256),

three were held against Paul of Samosata in Antioch (264-269).

In the beginning of the fourth century three Synods, held

at Elvira, Aries, and Ancyra, deserve special mention, as they

approach the character of general councils and prepared the

way for the first cecumenical council. They decided no doctrinal

question, but passed important canons on church polity and

' This policy was inaugurated by Constantine I. A. D. 326 {Cod. Theod. 16,

5, 1). He confined the privileges and immunities which, in 313, he had

granted to Christians in his later enactments to " CathoUcce legis observaloribtts"

He ratified the Nicene creed and exiled Arius (325), although he afterwards

wavered and was baptized by a semi-Arian bishop (337). His immediate

successors wavered likewise. But as a rule (he Byzantine emperors recognized

the decisions of councils in dogma and discipline, and discouraged and ulti-

mately prohibited the formation of dissenting sects. The «tate can, of course,

not prevent dissent as an individual opinion ; it can only prohibit and punish

the open profession. Full religious liberty requires separation of church and
state.
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Christian morals. They were conveued for the purpose of

restoring order and discipline after the ravages of the Diocletian

persecution. They deal chiefly with the large class of the

Lapsed, and reflect the transition state from the ante-Niceue

to the Nicene age. They are alike pervaded by the spirit of

clericalism and a moderate asceticism.

1. The Synod of Elvira (Illiberis, or Eliberis, probably on

the site of the modern Granada) was held in 306/ and attended

by nineteen bishops, and twenty-six presbyters, mostly from the

Southern districts of Spain. Deacons and laymen were also

present. The Diocletian persecution ceased in Spain after the

abdication of Diocletian and Maximian Herculeus in 305; while-

it continued to rage for several years longer in the East under

Galerius and Maximin. The Synod passed eighty-one Latin

canons against various forms of heathen immorality then still

abounding, and in favor of church discipline and austere morals.

The Lapsed were forbidden the holy communion even in articulo

mortis (can. 1). This is more severe than the action of the

Nicene Synod. The thirty-sixth canon prohibits the admission

of sacred pictures on the walls of the church buildings,^ and has

often been quoted by Protestants as an argument against image

worship as idolatrous ; while Roman Catholic writers explain it

either as a prohibition of representations oi' the deity only, or as

a prudential measure against heathen desecration of holy things.^

Otherwise the Synod is thoroughly catholic in spirit and tone.

Another characteristic feature is the severity against the Jews

* Hefele, Gams, an<] Dale decide in favor of tliis date against the superscrip-

tion wliich puts it down to the period of the Council of Nicoea (324). The

cliief reason is tliat Hosius, bishop of Cordova, could not he present in 324,

when he was in the Orient, nor at any time after 307, when he joined the

company of Constantine as one of his private councillors.

* " Plaeidt picturas in ecclesia esse non debere, ne quod colitur et adoratur in

pariedbus depiufjatur." "There shall be no pictures in the church, lest what

is worshipped [saints] and adored [God and Christ] should be depicted on

the walls."

^ The last is the interpretation of the canon by De Rossi, in Roma soUeranea,

Tom. I., p. 97, and Hefele, I. 170. But Dale (p. 292 sqq.) thinks that it was

aimed against the idolatry of Christians.
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who were numerous in Spain. Christians are forbidden to

marry Jews.^

The leading genius of the Elvira Synod and the second in the

list was Hosius, bishop of Corduba (Cordova), who also attended

the Council of Nicaea as the chief representative of the West.

He was a native of Cordova, the birth-place of Lucan and Seneca,

and more than sixty years in the episcopate. ^ Athanasius calls

him a man holy in fact as well as in name, and speaks of his

wisdom in guiding synods. As a far-seeing statesman, he seems

to have conceived the idea of reconciling the empire with the

church and influenced the mind of Constantiue in that direction.

He is one of the most prominent links between the age of perse-

cution and the age of imperial Christianity. He was a strong

defender of the Nicene faith, but in his extreme old age he

wavered and signed an Arian formula. Soon afterwards he

died, a hundred years old (358).

2. The first Council of Arles in the South of France^ was

held A. D. 314, in consequence of an appeal of the Donatists to

Constantiue the Great, against the decision of a Roman Council

of 313, consisting of three Galilean and fifteen Italian bishops

under the lead of Pope Melchiades. This is the first instance

of an appeal of a Christian party to the secular power, and it

turned out unfavorably to the Donatists who afterwards became

enemies of the government. The Council of Aries was the first

called by Constantiue and the forerunner of the Council of

1 The best accounte of the Synod of Elvira are given by Ferdinand de Men-

doza, De confirmando Concilio Illiberitano ad Clementem VIIL, 1593 (reprinted

in Mansi XL 57-397) ; Fr. Ant. Gonzalez, Collect. Can. EccleHirv Hhpmnirr, Ma-

drid, 1808, new ed. with Spanish version, 1849 (reprinted in Bruns, Bibl. Eccl.

Tom. I. Pars II. 1 sqq.); Hefele, Conciliengesch. I. 148-192 (second ed., 1873;

or 122 sqq., first ed.); Gams, Kirchengesch. von Spanien ("1864), vol. II. 1-136;

and Dale in his monograph on the Synod of Elvira, London, 1882.

^ Concilium Arelatense, from Arelafe or Arelatum Sextanorum, one of the chief

Roman cities in South-Eastern Ganl, where Constantine at one time resided,

and afterwards the West Gothic King Enrich. It was perhaps the seat of the

first bishopric of Gaul, or second only to that of Lvons and Vienne. Several

councils were held in that city, the second in 353 during the Arian contro-

versy.
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Nicsea. Augustin calls it even universal, but it was only Wes-

tern at best. It consisted of thirty-three bishops^ from Gaul,

Sicily, Italy (exclusive of the Pope Sylvester, who, however,

was represented by two presbyters and two deacons), North

Africa, and Britain (three, from York, London, and probably

from Cserleon on Usk), besides thirteen presbyters and twenty-

three deacons. It excommunicated Donatus and passed twenty-

two canons concerning Easter (which should be held on one and.

the same day), against the non-residence of clergy, against

participation in races and gladiatorial fights (to be punished by

excommunication), against the rebaptism of heretics, and on other

matters of discipline. Clergymen who could be proven to have

delivered sacred books or utensils in persecution (the traditorcs)

should be deposed, but their official acts were to be held

valid. The assistance of at least three bishops was required at

ordination.^

3. The Council of Ancyra, the capital of Galatia in Asia

Minor, was held soon after the death of the persecutor Maximin

(313), probably in the year 314, and represented Asia Minor

and Syria. It numbered from twelve to eighteen bishops (the

lists vary), several of whom eleven years afterwards attended

the Council of Nicsea. Marcellus of Ancyra who acquired

celebrity in the Arian controversies, presided, according to

others Vitalis of Antioch. Its object was to heal the wounds

of the Diocletian persecution, abd it passed twenty-five canons

relatino- chieflv to the treatment of those who had betrayed their

fiiith or delivered the sacred books in those years of terror.

Priests who had offered sacrifice to the gods, but afterwards

repented, were prohibited from preaching and all sacerdotal

functions, but allowed to retain their clerical dignity. Those

who had sacrificed before baptism may be admitted to orders.

1 Not 633, as McClintock & Strong's " Cyclop." has it sub Aries.

2 See Ens. H. E.x.5; Mansi, IT. 463-468; Miinchen, Das erste Condi rem

Aries (in the " Bonner Zeitschrift fur Philos. und kath. TheoL," No. 9, 26, 27J,

and Ilefele I. 201-219 (2nd ed.).
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Adultery is to be puuished by seven years' penance, murder

by life-long penance/

A similar Council was held soon afterwards at Neo-Csesarea

in Cappadocia (between 314-325), mostly by the same bishops

who attended that ofAncyra, and passed fifteen disciplinary canons.'

§ 56. Collections of Ecclesiastical Law. The Apostolical Con-

stitutions and Canons.

Sources.

L Aiarayai ruiv ayuov 'AiroffrdXwv did /rA5;',a£i'T'o<r, etc.,C0NSTITUTI0NE8

Apostolice, first edited by Fr. Turrianus, Ven. 1563, then in

Cotelier's ed. of the Patres Apostolici (I. 199 sqq.), in Mansi [Collect.

Condi. I.), and Harduin [Coll. Cone. I.) ; newly edited by Ueltzen,

Kost. 1853, and P. A. de Lagarde, Lips, and Lond. 1854 and 1862.

Ueltzen gives the textus receptus improved. Lagarde aims at the

oldest text, which he edited in Syriac [Didascalia Apostolorum

Syriace, 1854), and in Greek [Constit. Apostolorum Greece, 1862).

Comp. also Hilgenfeld : Nov. Test, extra Canonejn rec., Lips. 1866,

IV. 79-92.

Thos. Pell Platt : The ^thiopic Didascalia ; or the ^thiopic Version

of the Apostolical Constitutions, received in the Church of Abyssinia.

with an Engl. Transl., Loud. 1834 (Printed for the Oriental Trans-

lation Fund).

Henry Tattam : The Apostolic Const. ; or the Canons of the Apostles in

Coptic, with an Engl, translation of the Canons, Lond. 1848.

II. A'avovs:; kxxXT](TtaffTtxo\ ToJv ay. 'ATzoffTo^wv, CanO'SES, qui dicimtur

Apostolorum, in most collections of church law, and in Cotel. (I. 437

sqq.), Mansi, and Harduin (torn. I.), and in the editions of the Ap.
Ccmstitutions at the close. Sej^arate edd. by Paul de Lagarde in

Greek and Syriac : Reliquice juris ecclesiastici antiquissimce Syriace.

Lips. 1856 ; and Reliquice juris ecclesiastici Greece, 1856 (both to be
had at Triibner's, Strassburg). An Ethiopic translation of the

Canons, ed. by Winand Fell, Leipz. 1871.

W. G. Beveridge (Bishop of St. Asaph, d, 1708) : 'Lvv66lkov, s. Pandectce

Canonum S. G. Apostolorum et Conciliorum, ab Ecclesia Gr. reccpt.

Oxon. 1672-82, 2 vols. fol.

John Fulton : Index Canonum. In Greek and English. With a Com-
plete Digest of the entire code of canon law in the undivided Primitive

Church. N. York 1872 ; revised ed. with Preface by P. Schafi; 18S3.

1 Hefele, vol. I. 222 sqq., gives the canons in Greek and German with ex-

planation. He calls it a Synodus plenaria, i. e., a general council for tlie

churches of Asia Minor and Syria. See also Mansi II, 514 sqq. Two Arian

Synod.s were held at Ancyra in 358 and 375. * See Hefele I. 242-261.
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Ckitical Discussions.

Krabbe : Ueber den Ursprung u. den lalialt der apost. Coustitutionen des

Clemens Roinanus. Hamb. 1829.

S. V. Dkey (R. C.) : Neue Untersuchungen ubcr die Constitut. u. Kanones

der A]). Tiib. 1832.

J. W. BiCKELL : Gesch. des Kirchenrechts. Giess. 1843 (I. 1, pp.

52-255).

Chase: Constitutions of the Holy Apostles, including the Canons;

TVhiston's version revised from the Greek; with a prize essay (of

Krabbe) upon their origin and contents. New York, 1848.

BUNSEN : Hippolytus u. seine Zeit., Leipz. 1852 (I. pp. 418-525, and II.

pp. 1-126) ; and in the 2d Engl. ed. Hipjpolytus and his Age, or Chris-

tianity and Mankind, Lond. 1854 (vols. V-VII).

Hefele (R. C.) : Conciliengeschichte I. p. 792 sqq. (second ed. 1873).

He gives the canons in Greek with Latin version (800-827).

Paul de Lagarde : De indole et origine Canonum et Const itutionum

Apostolorum, announced, but not yet liublished (at least not in his

"Symmieta," I. 1878, and II. 1880).

Comp. articles on Ap. Const, and Can. in Herzog, and Smith and

Cheetham.

Towards the end of the third century collections of church

laws and usages made their appearance. Tradition traces them

to apostolic origin ; but they evidently arose at various periods

and in diflferent parts of the church, and hence have been

excluded from the canon as post-and pseudo-ajjostolic. They

are valuable chiefly as affording a complete view of the govern-

ment, the cultus, and the practical life of the church in the

third and fourth centuries.

One of the oldest collections of this sort is the "Apostolic

Church Order," which originated, probably, in the beginning

of the third century.^ It contains, in thirty-five articles, moral

precepts of John, and ordinances of the other apostles respecting

the duties of church officers and of laymen, and respecting the

1 Ordinatio ecclesiastica Apostolorum, known through ^Ethiopic and Arabic MSS.

and recently througli a Greek text discovered and published by Biekell [l. c.

pp. 107-132 from a Vienna MS. with a German translation), bearing the title

al (hnrayni al <5ia K7i/'/fievro^ kuI Kav6vEq (:KK?.?/fTiaaTiKol tuv dyiuv ' ATroryro/ov The

work is perhaps identical with the " Doctrines of the Apostles" {tud ' \7rna-6?iuv

i^.'(^axa/'), mentioned by Eusebius III. 25. See Mejer in Herzog, new ed. I. 562,

and Hilgenfeld, /. c. IV. 79.
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part of women in the functions of worship, with a closing exhor-

tation from Peter to obey these directions. It is remarkable, that

in the account of the pretended acts of the apostolic council,

even Maitha and Mary, besides the apostles, are introduced as

speaking.

Much more famous and important are the Apostolical Con-

STiTUTioxs.^ The work is, in form, a fabrication, professing

to be a bequest of all the apostles, handed down through the

Roman bishop Clement, or dictated to him. It begins with the

words :
" The apostles and elders, to all who among rhe nations

have believed in the Lord Jesus Christ. Grace be with you,

and peace." It contains, in eight books, a collection of moral

exhortations, church laws and usages, and liturgical formularies,

which had gradually arisen in the various churches from the

close of the first century, the time of the Roman Clement,

downward, particularly in Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, and

Rome, partly on the authority of apostolic practice. These

were at first orally transmitted ; then committed to writing in

different versions, like the creeds ; and finally brought, by some

unknown hand, into their present form. The first six books,

which have a strong Jewish-Christian tone, are the original

basis, and according to recent investigations, were composed,

with the exception of some later interpolations, at the end of

the third century, in Syria, (or Asia Minor). The seventh

and eighth books, each of which, however, forms an indepen-

dent piece, are later additions, and date from the beginning of

the fourth century, at all events, from a period before the

council of Nicsea (325). The collection of the three parts into

one whole may be the work of the author of the eighth book.

It is probably of Eastern authorship, for the church of Rome

nowhere occupies a position of priority or supremacy. The

' Aiarayal tuv 'A~o(yT6?Mv, also difianKalia, ^tara^eic, 6i6nxn< difiaxai, t«v

' kTTOGr67.uv, ^iSacsKaVia Ka-QolLKij. The oldest form is probably the Syriac text

in the library of Paris, called the " Didascalia, or doctrine of the twelve

Apos'les and holy Disciples of our Saviour," published by P. de Lngarde.

The 7th and 8th books, as they now stand, are omitted in the Syriac trxt and

tlie ^thiopic and Arabic versions.
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design was, to set forth the ecclesiastical life for laity and clergy,

and to establish the episcopal theocracy. These constitutions

were more used and consulted in the East than any work of the

fathers, and were taken as the rule in matters of discipline, like

the Holy Scriptures in matters of doctrine. Still the collection,

as such, did not rise to formal legal authority, and the second

Trullan council of 692 (known as quinisextuyn), rejected it for

its heretical interpolations, while the same council acknowledged

the Apostolical Canons.^

T'he " Apostolical Canons" consist of brief church rules or

prescriptions, in some copies eighty-five in number, in others

fifty, and pretend to be of apostolic origin, being drawn up by

Clement of Rome from the directions of the apostles, who in

several places speak in the first person. They are incorporated

in the " Constitutions " as an appendix to the eighth book,

but are found also by themselves, in Greek, Syriac, ^thiopic,

and Arabic manuscripts. Their contents are borrowed partly

from the Scriptures, especially the Pastoral Epistles, partly from

tradition, and partly from the decrees of early councils at An-

tioch, Neo-CfBsarea, Nicsea, Laodicea, &c. (but probably not

Chalcedon, 451). They are, therefore, evidently of gradual

growth, and were collected either after the middle of the

fourth century,^ or not till the latter part of the fifth,^ by some

' Turrianus, Bovius, and the eccentric Wliiston regarded these pseudo-

apostolic Constitutions as a genuine work of the apostles, containing Christ's

teaching during the forty days" between the Resurrection and Ascension. But
Baronius, Bellarniin, and Petavius attached little weight to them, and the

Protestant scholars, Dail](5 and Biondel, attacked and overthrew their genuine-

ness and authority. The work is a gradual growth, with many repetitions,

interpolations, and contradictions, and anachronisms. James, who was be-

headed (a. d. 44), is made to sit in council with Paul (VI. 14), but elsewhere

is represented as dead (V. 7). The apostles condemn post-apostolic heresies

and heretics (VI. 8), and appoint days of commemoration of their death

(VlII 33). Episcopacy is extravagantly extolled, P. de Lagarde says:

{Rel juris cedes, ant., Preface, p. IV.) :
" Communis vivorum doctorum fere om-

nium niuic invnhiit opinio eas [constitutionrs] sfpculo terfio clam succrn-is.^e et quum
sex aliqiKindo Ubria ahsohiUe fidi^sent, septimo et octavo auctas es-'<e pn.^tea"

^ As Bifkell suppose'^. Beveridge put tli? collection in the third century.

8 According to Daillc, Dr. von Drey, and Mejer.
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unknown hand, probably also in Syria. They are designed to

furnish a complete system of discipline for the clergy. Of the

laity they say scarcely a word. The eighty-fifth and last canon

settles the canon of the Scripture, but reckons among the New
Testament books two epistles of Clement and the genuine books

of the pseudo-Apostolic Constitutions.

The Greek church, at the Trullan council of 692, adopted

the whole collection of eighty-five canons as authentic and bind-

ing, and John of Damascus placed it even on a parallel with

the epistles of the apostle Paul, thus showing that he had no

sense of the infinite superiority of the inspired writings. The

Latin church rejected it at first, but subsequently decided for

the smaller collection of fifty canons, which Dionysus Exiguus

about the year 500 translated from a Greek manuscript.

§ 57. Church Discipline.

I. Several Tracts of Tertullian (especially De Pcenitentia). The
Philosophumena of Hippolytus (1. IX.). Tlie Epistles of Cyprian,

and his work De Lapsis. The Epistoloe Canonicce of DiONYSlus of

Alex., Gregory Thaumaturgus (about 260), and Peter of Alex,

(about 306), collected in Routh's Reliquice Sacroe, torn. III., 2nd

ed. The Constit. Apost. II. 16, 21-24. The Canons of the coun-

cils of Elvira, Arelafe, Ancyra, Keo-Coesarea, and Niccea, between

806 and 325 (in the Collections of Councils, and in Routh's Beliq.

Sacr. torn. IV.).

II. MoRiNUS : De Disciplina in administratione sacram pcenitentias, Par.

1651 (Venet. 1702).

Marshall: Penitential Discipline of the Primitive Church. Lond. 1714

(new ed. 1844).

Fr. Frank : Die BussdiscipUn der Kirche bis zum 7 Jahrh. Mainz.

1868.

On the discipline of the Montanists, see Bonwetsch : Die Geschichte des

Montanismus (1881), pp. 108-118.

The ancient church was distinguished for strict discipline.

Previous to Constantine the Great, this discipline rested on

purely moral sanctions, and had nothing to do with civil con-

straints and punishments. A person might be expelled from one

congregation without the least social injury. But the more ])ow-

erful the church became, the more serious were the consequences
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of her censures, and when she was united with the state, eccle-

siastical offenses were punished as oifenses against the state, in

extreme cases even with death. The church always abhorred

blood ("eoclesia nori sitit sanguinem^'), but she handed the offen-

der over to the civil government to be dealt with according

to law. The worst offenders for many centuries were heretics or

teachers of false doctrine.

The object of discipline was, on the one hand, the dignity and

purity of the church, on the other, the spiritual welfare of the

offender
;
punishment being designed to be also correction. The

extreme penalty was excommunication, or exclusion from all the

rights and privileges of the faithful. This was inflicted for heresy

and schism, and all gross crimes, such as theft, murder, adultery,

blasphemy, and the denial of Christ in persecution. After Ter-

tullian, these and like offences, incompatible with the regenerate

state, were classed as mortal sins,^ in distinction from venial

sins or sins of weakness.^

Persons thus excluded passed into the class of penitents,^ and

could attend only the catechumen worship. Before they could

be re-admitted to the fellowship of the church, they were

required to pass through a process like that of the catechumens,

only still more severe, and to prove the sincerity of their peni-

tence by the absence from all pleasures, from ornament in dress,

and from nuptial intercourse, by confession, frequent prayer,

fasting, almsgiving, and other good works. Under pain of a

troubled conscience and of separation from the only saving

church, they readily submitted to the severest penances. The

church teachers did not neglect, indeed, to inculcate the penitent

spirit and the contrition of the heart as the main thing. Yet

many of them laid too great stress on certain outward exercises.

^ Peccata mortdlin, or, ad mortrm ; after a rather arbitrary inforprotation of

1 John 5: 16. Tertullian gives seven mortal sins: IIoinicidii(m,idol<ilatrla,frans,

n^c/afio, blaKphemia, utique et moechia et fomirfttio et si qua alia violatin tenipli Dei.

De pudic. c. 19. Tliese he declares irremissihilia, hnrmn ultra e.rorator non erit

Chrixtus; tliat is, if they be committed after baptism ; for bap, ism washes away

all former guilt. Htnce he coun.selled delay of baptism.
'^ Peccata venialia. ^ Pcenitcntes.
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Tertulliau conceived the entire church penance as a " satisfac-

tion " paid to God. This view could easily obscure to a danger-

ous degree the all-sufficient merit of Christ, and lead to that self-

righteousness against which the Reformation raised so loud a voice.

The time and the particular form of the penances, in the

second century, was left as yet to the discretion of the several

ministers and churches. Not till the end of the third century

was a rigorous and fixed system of penitential discipline esta-

blished, and then this could hardly maintain itself a century.

Though originating in deep moral earnestness, and designed only

for good, it was not fitted to promote the genuine spirit of re-

pentance. Too much formality and legal constraint always

deadens the spirit, instead of supporting and regulating it.

This disciplinary formalism first appears, as already familiar,

in the council of Ancyra, about the year 314.^

Classes of Penitents.

The penitents were distributed into four classes:

—

(1) The WEEPERS,^ who prostrated themselves at the church

doors in mourning garments and implored restoration from the

clergy and the people.

(2) The HEARERS,^ who, like the catechumens called by the

same name, were allowed to hear the Scripture lessons and

the sermon.

(3) The KNEEiiEES,* who attended the public prayers, but

only in the kneeling posture.

(4) The STANDEES,^ who could take part in the whole wor-

ship standing, but were still excluded from the communion.

1 Can. 4 sqq. See Hefele, Conciliengesch (second ed.) I. 225 sqq. Comp.

also the fifth canon of Neocsesarea, and Hefele, p. 246.

2 UpoaKXaiovreg, flentes ; also called ;:(EiudZuvT£c, hiemantes.

'
' AiipouuEvoi, audientes, or auditores. The fourteenth canon of Nicsea (Hefele

1.418) directs that "Catechumens who had fallen, should for three years be

only hearers, but afterwards pray with the Catechumens."

* TovvkXivovte^, genuflectentes ' also vTrmriKTovTsg, substrati. The terra y^vv

kMvuv as dedgnating a class of penitents occurs only in the 5th canon of the

Council of Neocsesarea, held after 314 and before 325.

6 'Zvvcard/j.evoi, consistentes.
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Those classes answer to the four stages of penance.^ The

course of penance was usually three or four years long, but,

like the catechetical preparation, could be shortened accord-

ing to circumstances, or extended to the day of death. In

the East there were special penitential presbyters,^ intrusted

with the oversight of the jjenitential discipline.

Restoration.

After the fulfilment of this probation came the act of recon-

ciliation.^ The penitent made a public confession of sin, re-

ceived absolution by the laying on of hands of the minister,

and precatory or optative benediction,* was again greeted by the

congregation with the brotherly kiss, and admitted to the cele-

bration of the communion. For the ministry alone was he for

ever disqualified. Cyprian and Firmilian, however, guard

against the view, that the priestly absolution of hypocritical

penitents is unconditional and infallible, and can forestall the

judgment of God.^

Two Parties.

In reference to the propriety of any restoration in certain cases>

there was an important difference of sentiment, which gave rise

to several schisms. All agreed that the church punishment

1 UpoaKXavm^, fle'us ; ciKpdaatq^ auditus ; vndwTuaic, prostratio, hniniliatio

;

avaraaic, consistentia. The last three classes are supposed to correspond to

three classes of catechumens, but without good reason. There was only one

class of catechumens, or at most two classes. See below, ? 72.

2 Ylperyfii'Tepni ettI Tf/g neravoiag, presbyteri poenitentiarii.

^ Reconciliatio.

* The declarative, and especially the direct indicative or judicial form of

absolution seems to be of later origin.

^ Cypr. Eptst. LV., c 15 :
" Neque enim prejudicamus Domino judicaturo,

quominus si prvnifentiam plenam et justam peccaloris invenerit tunc ra'um facial,

quod a nobis fuerit hie statutum. Si vera nns aliqnis poenitentia simtdatione de-

Ivserit, Dens, cui non deridetur, et qui cor hominis intuetur, de his, qnrr nos minus

perspeximus, jndieet et servorum suonun scntenliam Dominus emendet." Comp.

the similar passages in Epist. LXXV. 4, and De Lapsis, c. 17. But if the

church can err in imparting absolution to the unworthy, as Cyprian concedes,

she can err also in withholding absolution and in passing sentence of excom-

munication.
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could not forestall the judgment of God at the last day, but was

merely temporal, and looked to the repentance and conversion

of the subject. But it was a question whether the church

should restore even the grossest offender on his confession of

sorrow, or should, under certain circumstances, leave him to the

judgment of God. The strict, puritanic party, to which the

Montanists, the Novatians, and the Donatists belonged, and, for

a time, the whole African and Spanish Church, took ground

against the restoration of those who had forfeited the grace of

baptism by a mortal sin, especially by denial of Christ ; since,

otherwise, the church would lose her characteristic holiness, and

encourage loose morality. The moderate party, which prevailed

in the East, in Egypt, and especially in Rome, and was so far

the catholic party, held the principle that the church should

refuse absolution and communion, at least on the death-bed,

to no penitent sinner. Paul himself restored the Corinthian

offender.^

The point here in question was of great practical moment in

the times of persecution, when hundreds and thousands re-

nounced their faith through weakness, but as soon as the danger

was passed, pleaded for readmission into the church, and were

very often supported in their plea by the potent intercessions

of the martyrs and confessors, and their Ubelli pads. The

principle was : necessity knows no law. A mitigation of the

penitential discipline seemed in such cases justified by every

consideration of charity and policy. So great was the number

of the lapsed in the Decian persecution, that even Cyprian

found himself compelled to relinquish his former rigorisfic

views, all the more because he held that out of the visible

church there was no salvation.

The strict party were zealous for the holiness of God ; the

moderate, for his grace. The former would not go beyond the

revealed forgiveness of sins by baptism, and were content with

urging the lapsed to repentance, without offering them hope of

1 1 Cor. 5 : 1 sqq. Comp. 2 Cor. 2 : 5 sqq.
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absolution in this life. The latter refused to limit the mercy

of God and expose the sinner to despair. The former were

carried away with an ideal of the church which cannot be

realized till the second coming of Christ ; and while impelled to

a fanatical separatism, they proved, in their own sects, the im-

possibity of an absolutely pure communion on earth. The

others not rarely ran to the opposite extreme of a dangerous

looseness, were quite too lenient, even ' towards mortal sins,

and sapped the earnestness of the Christian morality.

It is remarkable that the lax penitential discipline had its

chief support from the end of the second century, in the Roman
church. Tertullian assails that church for this with bitter mock-

ery. Hippolytus, soon after him, does the same; for, though

no Montanist, he was zealous for strict discipline. According to

his statement (in the ninth book of his Philosophumena), evi-

dently made from fact, the pope Callistus, whom a later age

stamped a saint because it knew little of him, admitted higami

and trigami to ordination, maintained that a bishop could not

be deposed, even though he had committed a mortal sin, and

appealed for his view to Rom. 14 : 4, to the parable of the tares

and the wheat, Matt. 13 : 30, and, above all, to the ark of Noah,

which was a symbol of the church, and which contained both

clean and unclean animals, even dogs and wolves. In short, he

considered no sin too great to be loosed by the power of the

keys in the church. And this continued to be the view of his

successors.

But here we perceive, also, how the looser practice in regard

to penance was connected with the interest of the hierarchy. It

favored the power of the priesthood, which claimed for itself

the right of absolution ; it was at tlic same time matter ofworldly

policy ; it promoted the external spread of the church, though

at the expense of the moral integrity of her membership, and

facilitated both her subsequent union with the state and her

hopeless confusion with the world. No wonder the church of

Rome, in this point, as in others, triumphed at last over all

opposition.
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§ 58. Church Schisms.

I. On the Schism of Hippolytus : The Philosophumena of HiPPOL.
lib. IX. (ed. Miller, Oxf. 1851, better by Duncker and Schneidewin,

Gott. 1859), and the monographs on Hippolytns, by Bunsen, Dol-

linger, Wordsworth, Jacobi, and others (which will be noliceu , .

chapter XIII. I 183).

II. On the Schism of Felicissimus : Cyprian : Epist. 38-10, 42, 5o.

III. On the Novatian Schism : Hippol. : Philosoph. 1. IX. Cype. :

Epist. 41-52 ; and the Epistles of Cornelius of Rome, and Dionys.
of Alex., in Euseb. H. E., VI. 43-45 ; VII. 8. Comp. Lit. in ^ 200.

IV. On the Melctian Schism : Documents in Latin translation in Maffei:
Osservationi Letterarie, Vex'ona, 1738, torn. III. p. 11 sqq., and the

Greek fragments from the Liber de pcenitentia of Peter of Alexandria

in RouTH : Reliquice Sacr. vol. II. pp. 21-51. Epiphan. : Hcer. 68

(favorable to Meletius) ; Athanas. : Apol. contra Arianos, ^ 69 ; and
after him, SocR., SozOM., and Theod. (very unfavorable to

Meletius).

Out of this controversy on the restoration of the lapsed, pro-

ceeded four schisms during the third century ; two in Rome, one

in North Africa, and one in Egypt. Montanisra, too, was in

a measure connected with the question of penitential discipline,

but extended also to several other points of Christian life, and

will be discussed in a separate chapter.

I. The Roman schism of Hippolytus. This has recently

been brought to the light by the discovery of his Philosophw-

mena (1851). Hippolytus was a worthy disciple of Irenseus,

and the most learned and zealous divine in Rome, durinir the

pontificates of Zephyrinus (202-217), and Callistus (217-222).

He died a martyr in 235 or 2.36. He was an advocate of strict

views on discipline in opposition to the latitudinarian [)rac-

tice which we have described in the previous section. He
gives a most unfavorable account of the antecedents of Callistus,

and charges him and his predecessor with the patripassian heresy.

The difference, therefore, was doctrinal as well as disciplinarian.

It seems to have led to mutual excommunication and a tem-

porary schism, which lasted till A. D. 235. Hippolytus ranks

himself with the successors of the apostles, and seems to have

been bishop of Portus, the port of Rome (aecoixling to later

Vol- Ti.
-"
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Latin tradition), or bishop of Rome (according to Greek writers).

If bishop of Rome, he was the first schismatic pope, and fore-

runner of Novatianus, who was ordained anti pope in 251.^

But the Roman Clmrch must hav^e foro-otten or foro-iven his

schism, for she numbers him among her saints and martyrs, and

celebrates his memory on the twenty-second of August. Pru-

deutius, the Spanish poet, represents him as a Roman presbyter,

who first took part in the Novatian schism, then returned to the

Catholic church, and was toru to pieces by wild horses at Ostia

on account of his faith. The remembrance of the schism was

lost in the glory of his supposed or real martyrdom. According

to the chronological catalogue of Popes from A. d. 354, a

" presbyter" Hippolytus, together with the Roman bishop Pon-

tianus, the successor of Callistus, was banished from Rome in

the reign of Alexander Severus (235), to the mines of Sardinia.^

II. The schism of Felicissimus, at Carthage, about the year

250, originated in the personal dissatisfaction of five presbyters

with the hasty and irregular election of Cyprian to the bishopric,

by the voice of the congregation, very soon after his baptism,

A. D. 248. At the head of this opposition party stood the pres-

byter Novatus, an unprincipled ecclesiastical demagogue, of

restless, insubordinate spirit and notorious character,^ and the

deacon Felicissimus, whom Novatus ordained, without the per-

mission or knowledge of Cyprian, therefore illegally, whether

with his own hands or through those of foreign bishops. The

controversy cannot, however, from this circiimstauce, be con-

strued, as it is by Neander and others, into a prcsbvterial

reaction against episcopal autocracy. For the opponents them-

selves afterwards chose a bishop in the person of Fortunatus.

' See the particulars in ? 183, and in DoUinger's Hippol. and Call., Engl,

transl. by A. Plummer (1876), p. 92 sqq.

^ See Mommsen, Ueber den Chronographcn vnm Jahr 354 (ISoOl, Lipsius,

Chronologic der rijm. BlschiJfc, p. 40 sqq. ; Dollinger, /. c p. 332 sqq. ; Jacobi in

Herzog2 VI. 142 sqq.

* Cyprian charges him with terrible cruelties, such as robbing widows and

orpiiana, gross abuse of his father, and of his wife even during her pregnancy;

and says, that he was about to be arraigned for this and similar misconduct

when tiie Decian persecution broke out. Ep. 49.
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The Novatians and the Meletians likewise had the episcopal

form of organization, though doubtless with many irregularities

in the ordination.

After the outbreak of the Deciau persecution this personal

rivalry received fresh nourishment and new importance from

the question of discipline. Cyprian originally held Tertulliau's

principles, and utterly opposed the restoration of the lapsed,

till further examination changed his views. Yet, so great was

the multitude of the fallen, that he allowed an exception in

periculo mortis. His opponents still saw even in this position

an unchristian severity, least of all becoming him, who, as they

misrepresented him, fled from his post for fear of death. They

gained the powerful voice of the confessors, who in the face

of their own martyrdom freely gave their peace-bills to the

lapsed. A regular trade was carried on in these indulgences.

An arrogant confessor, Lucian, wrote to Cyprian in the name of

the rest, that he granted restoration to all apostates, and begged

him to make this known to the other bishops. We can easily

understand how this lenity from those who stood in the fire,

might take more with the people tlian the strictness of the

bishop, Avho had secured himself. Tlie church of Novatns

and Felicissimus was a resort of all the careless lajjsi. Fe-

licissimus set himself also against a visitation of churches

and a collection for the poor, which Cyprian ordered during

his exile.

When the bishop returned, after Easter, 251, he held a

council at Carthage, which, though it condemned the party of

Felicissimus, took a middle course on the point in dispute. It

sought to preserve the integrity of discipline, yet at the same

time to secure the fallen against despair. It therefore decided

for the restoration of those who proved themselves truly peni-

tent, bat against restoring the careless, who asked the commu-
nion merely from fear of death. Cyprian afterwards, when the

persecution was renewed, under Gallus, abolished even this limi-

tation. He was thus, of course, not entirely consistent, but

gradually accommodated his principles to circumstances and to
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the practice of the Roman church.^ His antagonists elected

their bisliop, indeed, but were shortly compelled to yield to the

united force of the African and Roman churches, especially as

they had no moral earnestness at the bottom of their cause.

His conflict with this schismatical movement strengthened Cy-

prian's episcopal authority, and led him in his doctrine of the

unity of the church to the principle of absolute exclusiveness.

III. The NovATiAX schism in Rome was prepared by the

controversy already alluded to between Hippolytus and Callistus.

It broke out soon after the African schism, and, like it, in con-

sequence of an election of bishop. But in this case the opposi-

tion advocated the strict discipline against the lenient practice

of the dominant church. The Novatianists '^ considered them-

selves the only pure communion,^ and unchurched all churches

which defiled themselves by re-admitting the lapsed, or any other

gross offenders. They went much farther than Cyprian, even

as far as the later Donatists. They admitted the possibility of

mercy for a mortal sinner, but denied the power and the right

of the church to decide upon it, and to prevent, by absolution,

the judgment of God upon such offenders. They also, like Cy-

prian, rejected heretical baptism, and baptized all who came over

to them from other communions not just so rigid as themselves.

At the head of this party stood the Roman presbyter Nova-

tian,* an earnest, learned, but gloomy man, who had come to

faith through severe demoniacal disease and inward struggles.

He fell out with Cornelius, who, after the Decian persecution iu

251, was nominated bishop of Rome, and at once, to the grief

of many, showed great indulgence towards the lapsed. Among >

his adliercnts the above-named Novatus of Carthage was par- |

tieularly busy, either from a mere S])irit of opposition to exist-

ing authority, or from having changed his former lax principles ii

on his removal to Rome. Novatian, against his will, was chosen

1 In Ep. r,2, Ad Antonianum, he tried to justify himself in regard to this

cliannre in his views. - Novatiani, Novatianenscs. ' K«i9apo(.

Eiisebins and the Greeks call him 'NoovdroQ, and confound liira with Novatus

of Carthage. Dionvsius of Alex., however, calls him Noovariavdg.
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bishop by the opposition. Cornelius excommunicated him.

Both parties courted the recognition of the churches abroad.

Fabian, bishop of Antioch, sympathized with the rigorists.

Dionysius of Alexandria, on the contrary, accused them of

blaspheming the most gracious Lord Jesus Christ, by calling

him unmerciful. And especially Cyprian, from his zeal for

ecclesiastical unity and his aversion to Novatus, took sides with

Cornelius, whom he regarded the legitimate bishop of Rome.

In spite of this strong opposition the Novatian sect, by virtue

of its moral earnestness, propagated itself in various provinces

of the West and the East down to the sixth century. In

Phrygia it combined with the remnants of the Montanists.

The council of Nicsea recognized its ordination, and endeavored,

without success, to reconcile it with the Catholic church. Con-

stautine, at first dealt mildly with the Novatians, but afterwards

prohibited them to worship in public and ordered their books

to be bufnt.

IV. The Meletian schism in Egypt arose in the Diocletian

persecution, about 305, and lasted more than a century, but,

owing to the contradictory character of our accounts, it is not so

well underetood. It was occasioned by Meletius, bishop of

Lycopolis in Thebais, who, according to one statement, from

zeal for strict discipline, according to another, from sheer arro-

gance, rebelled against his metropolitan, Peter of Alexandria

(martyred in 311), and during his absence encroached ujjon his

diocese with ordinations, excommunications, and the like. Peter

warned his people against him, and, on returning from his

flight, deposed him as a disturber of the peace of the church.

But the controversy continued, and spread over all Egypt. The

council of Xicsea endeavored, bv recoG-nizina: the ordination of

the twenty-nine Meletian bishops, and by other compromise

measures, to heal the division ; but to no purpose. The IMele-

tians afterwards made common cause with the Arians.

The DoxATiST schism, which was more formidable than any

of those mentioned, likewise grew out of the Diocletian perse-

cution, but belongs more to the next period.



CHAPTER Y.

CHRISTIAN WORSHIP.

I. The richest sources here are the works of Justik M., Tertullian,

Cyprian, Eusebius, and the so-called Constitutiones Apos-

tolic^e; also Clement of Rome {Ad Cor. 59-61), and the Homily

falsely ascribed to him (fully jiubl. 1875).

II. See the books quoted in vol. I. 455, and the relevant sections in the

archaeological works of Bingham {Antiquities of the Christian

Church, Lond. 1708-22. 10 vols. ; new ed. Lond. 1852, in 2 vols.),

AuGUSTi (whose larger work fills 12 vols., Leipz. 1817-31, and his

Handbuch der Christl. Archccol. 3 vols. Leipz. 1836), Binteeim
(E. C), SiEGEL, Smith & Cheetham {Diet, of Chr. Ant., Lond.

1875, 2 vols.), and Garrucci {Storia delta artecrist, 1872-80, 6 vols.)

§ 59. Places of Common Worship.

R. HospiNiANUS: De Templis, etc. Tig. 1603. And in his Opera,

Genev. 1681.

Fabricius : De Templis vett. Christ. Helmst. 1704.

MuRATORl (R. C.) : De primis Christianorum Ecclesiis. Arezzo, 1770.

HuBSCH : Altchristliche Kirchen. Karlsruh, 1860.

Jos. MuLLOOLY: St. Clement and his Basilica in Rome. Rome, 2'"^ ed.

1873.

De Vogue : Architecture civile et relig. du 1« au VII^ silcle. Paris,

1877, 2 vols.

The numerous works on church architecture (by Fergusson, Brown,

Bunsen, Kugler, Kinkel, Kreuser, Schnaase, Liibke, Voillet-le-Duc,

De Vogiie, etc.) usually begin with the basilicas of the Constan-

tinian age, which are described in vol. III. 541 sqq.

The Christian worship, as mio;ht be expected from the

humble condition of the church in this period of persecution,

was very simple, strongly contrasting with the pom]> of the

Greek and Roman communion
;
yet by no means puritanic.

We perceive here, as well as in organization and doctrine, the

gradual and sure approacli of the Nicene age, especially in the

ritualistic solemnity of the baptismal service, and the mystical

character of the eucharistic sacrifice.

108
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Let us glance first at the places of public worship. Until

about the close of the second century the Christians held their

worship mostly in private houses, or in desert places, at the

graves of martyrs, and in the crypts of the catacombs. This

arose from their poverty, their oppressed and outlawed con-

dition, their love of silence and solitude, and their aversion to all

heathen art. The apologists frequently assert, that their brethren

had neither temples nor altars (in the pagan sense of these

words), and that their worship was spiritual and independent

of place and ritual. Heathens, like Celsus, cast this up to them

as a reproach ; but Origen admirably replied : The humanity

of Christ is the highest temple and the most beautiful image of

God, and true Christians are living statues of the Holy Spirit,

with which no Jupiter of Phidias can compare. Justin Martyr

said to the Roman prefect: The Christians assemble wherever

it is convenient, because their God is not, like the gods of the

heathen, inclosed in space, but is invisibly present everywhere.

Clement of Alexandria refutes the superstition, that religion is

bound to any building.

In private houses the room best suited for worship and for

the love-feast was the oblong dining-hall, the triclinium, which

was never wanting in a convenient Greek or Roman dwelling,

and which often had a semicircular niche, like the choir ^ in the

later churches. An elevated seat^ was used for reading the

Scriptures and preaching, and a simple table ^ for the holy com-

munion. Similar arrano-ements were made also in the cata-

combs, which sometimes have the form of a subterranean

church.

The first traces of special houses of worship * occur in Tertul-

^ Owrus, jiijiia. The two are sometimes identified, sometimes distinguished,

the bema being the sanctuary proper for the celebration of the holy mysteries,

the choir the remaining part of the chancel for the clergy ; while the nave was

for the laity.

2 'A^ufiuVj suggestus, puIpUiim.

TpcLTTEl^n, mema sacra ; also ara, altare.

'EKKTir/ala, iKK7\j]ai.aaTT]piov^ KvpiaKa^ oIkoq -^eov, ecclesia, dominica, domus Dei,

templum. The names for a church building in the Teutonio and Slavonic Ian-
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lian, Mdio speaks of going to church,' and in his contemporary,

Clement of Alexandria, who mentions the double meaning of

the word ixx'/Xjoiar About the year 230, Alexander Severus

granted the Christians the right to a place in Rome against the

protest of the tavern-keepers, because the worship of God in any

form was better than tavern-keeping. After the middle of the

third century the building of churches began in great earnest,

as the Christians enjoyed over forty years of repose (260-303),

and multiplied so fast that, according to Eusebius, more spa-

cious places of devotion became everywhere necessary. The

Diocletian persecution began (in 303,) with the destruction of the

magnificent church at Nicomedia, which, according to Lactan-

tius, even towered above the neighboring imperial palace.^

Rome is supposed to have had, as early as the beginning of the

fourth century, more than forty churches. But of the form

and arrangement of them we have no account. With Constau-

tine the Great begins the era of church architecture, and its first

style is the Basilica. The emperor himself set the example,

and built magnificent churches in Jerusalem, Bethlehem,

and Constantinople, which, however, have undergone many

changes. His contemjiorary, the historian Eusebius, gives us

the first account of a church edifice which Paulinus built in

Tyre between a.d. 313 and 322.* It included a large portico

{izpozuXov) ; a Quadrangular atrium (acd-peou), surrounded by

guages {Kirche, Church, Kerk, Kyrka, Tserboff, etc.) are derived from the Greek

KvpLunij, KvpiaKdv (belonging to the Lord, the Lord's house), through the medium

of the Gothic; the names in tlie Komanic languages {Cliiesa, Igreja, Eglise, etc.)

from the Latin ecclesla, although this is also from tlie Greek, and moans origi-

nally assembhj (either a local congregation, or the whole body of Cliristians).

Churches erected si)ecially in honor of martyrs were called viartyria, memorice,

tropcea, tituli.

1 In ecclesiam, in domum Dei venire,

* Td—Of and a'&poia/j.a ruv euleKruv.

^ De Mart. Pcrsec. c. 12. The Chronicle of Edessa (in Assem. Bibl. Orient.

XL 397) mentions the destruction of Christian temples A. D. 292.

* Hid. Eccl. X. 4. Eusebius also descril)es, in rhetorical exaggeration and

looseness, the churches built by Constantine in Jerusalem, vVntioch, and Con-

stantinople {Vita Const. 1. III. 50; IV. 58, 59). See De Vogud, £glises de la

terre-sainte, Iliibsch, /. c, and Smith & Cheetham, I. 368 sqq.
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ranches of columns ; a fountain in the centre of the atrium for

the customary washing of hands and feet before entering the

church ; interior porticoes ; the nave or central space {^aaiXs.co(;

ocxoz) with galleries above the aisles, and covered by a roof

of cedar of Lebanon ; and the most holy altar [d.ytov kyiojv

dvacaarrjptov). Eusebius mentions also the thrones [dpouoi) for

the bishops and presbyters, and benches or seats. The church

was surrounded by halls and inclosed by a wall, which can still

be traced. Fragments of five granite columns of this building

are among the ruins of Tyre.

The description of a church in the Apostolic Constitutions,^

implies that the clergy occupy the space at the east end of the

church (in the choir), and the people the nave, but mentions no

barrier between them. Such a barrier, however, existed as early

as the fourth century, when the laity were forbidden to enter the

enclosure of the altar.

§ 60. The LonVs Day.

See Lit. in vol. I. 476.

The celebration of the Lord's Day in memory of the resurrec-

tion of Christ dates undoubtedly from the apostolic age.^

Nothing short of apostolic precedent can account for the univer-

sal religious observance in the churches of the second century.

There is no dissenting voice. This custom is confirmed by the

' II. 57, ed. Ueltzen, p. 66 sqq.

^ The original designations of the Christian Sabbath or weekly rest-day are:

rj fiia or fi'ia aa^3[3d-u)v, the first day of the week (Matt. 28: 1; Mark 16: 2;

Luke 24: 1; John 21 : 1 ; Acts 20: 7; 1 Cor. 16: 2), and 7) yaqm KvptaKr;,

the Lord's Baj/, which first occurs in Eev. 1 : 10, then in Ignatius and the

fothers. The Latins render it Dominicus or Dominica dies. Barnabas calls it

the eighth day, in contrast to the Jewish sabbath. After Constantine the Jew-

ish term Sabbath and the heathen term Sunday (yf^epa tov rjXiov, dies Solis)

were used also. In the edict of Gratian, A. D- 386. two are combined :
" Solis

die, quern Dominicum rite dixere majores." On the Continent of Europe Sunday

has ruled out Sabbath completely ; while in England, Scotland, and the L^nited

States Sabbath is used as often as the otlier or oftener in religious literature.

Tlie difference is characteristic of tlie difference in the Continental and the

Anglo American observance of the Lord's Day.
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testimonies of the earliest post-apostolic writers, as Barnabas/

Ignatius,- and Justin Martyr.^ It is also confirmed by the

younger Pliny from the age of Trajan.*

Considering that the church was struggling into existence,

and that a large number of Christians were slaves of heathen

masters, we caunot expect an unbroken regularity of worship

and a universal cessation of labor on Sunday until the civil

government in the time of Constantine came to the help of the

church and legalized (and in part even enforced) the observance

of the Lord's Day. This may be the reason why the religious

observance of it was not expressly enjoined by Christ and the

apostles; as for similar reasons there is no prohibition of

polygamy and slavery by the letter of the New Testament,

although its spirit condemns these abuses, and led to their abo-

lition. We may go further and say that coercive Sunday laws

are against the genius and spirit of the Christian religion which

appeals to the free will of man, and uses only moral means for

its ends. A Christian government may and ought to jn'otect the

Christian Sabbath against open desecration, but its positive

observance by attending public worship, must be left to the

conscientious conviction of individuals. Religion cannot be

forced by law.^

The fathers did not regard the Christian Sunday as a continu-

ation of, but as a substitute for, the Jewish Sabbath, and based

it not so much on the fourth commandment, and the primitive

rest of God in creation, to which the commandment expressly

refers, as upon the resurrection of Clirist and the apostolic tra-

dition. There was a disposition to disparage the Jewish law in

» Up., c. 15 :
'' We celebrate tlie eighth day with joy, on which Jesus rose

from tlie dead, and, after having appeared [to his disciples], ascended to

heaven." It does not foHow from this that Barnabas put tlie ascension of

Christ likewi.se on a Sunday.

2 JSp. ad Magnes. c. 8, 9. ' -l/^o'- I- 67.

* " Stato die," in his letter to Trajan, Ep. X. 97. This "stated day," on which

the Christians in Bitliynia assembled before day-light to sing hymns to Christ

as a God, and to bind themselves by a sacramentum, can be no other day but the

Lord's Day.

^The American Sunday laws are merely protective, not coercive.
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the zeal to prove the indepeDdent originality of Christian insti-

tutions. The same polemic mterest agamst Judaism ruled in

the paschal controversies, and made Christian Easter a move-

able feast. Nevertheless, Sunday was always regarded in the

ancient church as a divine institution, at least in the secondary

sense, as distinct from divine ordinances in the primary sense,

which were directly and positively commanded by Christ, as

baptism and the Lord's Supper. Regular public worship abso-

lutely requires a stated day of worship.

Ignatius was the first who contrasted Sunday with the Jewish

Sabbath as something done away with.^ So did the author of

the so-called Epistle of Barnabas.^ Justin Martyr, in contro-

versy with a Jew, says that the pious before Moses pleased God

without circumcision and the Sabbath,^ and that Christianity

requires not one particular Sabbath, but a perpetual Sabbath.*

He assigns as a reason for the selection of the first day for the

purposes of Christian worship, because on that day God dis-

pelled the darkness and the chaos, and because Jesus rose from

the dead and appeared to his assembled disciples, but makes no

allusion to the fourth commandment.^ He uses the term " to

sabbathize " {aaj3j3aTc^ecu}, only of the Jews, except in the pas-

sage just quoted, where he spiritualizes the Jewish law. Dio-

nysius of Corinth mentions Sunday incidentally in a letter to

the church of Rome, a.d., 170: "To-day we kept the Lord's

^ E})- ad Marjnes. c. 8, 9 in the shorter Greek recension (wanting in the Syriac

edition).

^ Cap. 15. This Epistle is altogether too fierce in its polemics against Ju-

daism to be the production of the apostolic Barnabas.

• Dial c, Tnjph. Jud. 19, 27 (Tom. I. P. II. p. 68, 90, in the third ed. of

Otto).

^ Dial. 12 (II. p. 46): anli3a-ri[,Eiv v/ing (so Otto reads, but f/fiar would be

better) 6 Kaivh^ vouoc <5"i rravro^ (belongs to nafijSaTi^Etv) i'deTiEi. Comp. Ter-

tullian, Contra Jud. c. 4 :
" TJnde nos infelligimis magis, sabbatizare nos ab omni

opere servili semper debere, et non tantum septimo quoque die, sed per omne

t-empus."

* Apol. I. 67 (I- p. 161) : Tyi' ^e tov i)7dov vi-iipav kocvti navreg -f/v cvv^'kEvaiv

TTOlOl'/lE^n, ETVEk')?/ TTpUTTf EC'lv I'jflEpa, kv T] 6 &EOQ TO CKOTO^ Kol T7]V vJ.TjV Tptlpa^,

Koa/iiov ETroirjas, Kal 'Itjgovc X.piGTbg 6 ^/xerepog curyp t?j avry yp-Epa kn VEKpuv avEarrj,
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Day holy, iu which we read your letter."^ Melito of Sardis

wrote a treatise on the Lord's Day, which is lost.^ Irenseus of

Lyons, about 170, bears testimony to the celebration of the

Lord's Day,^ but likewise regards the Jewish Sabbath merely as

a symbolical and typical ordinance, and says that "Abraham

without circumcision and without observance of Sabbaths be-

lieved in God," which proves "the symbolical and temporary

character of those ordinances, and their inability to make per-

fect."* TertuUian, at the close of the second and beginning

of the third century, views the Lord's Day as figurative of rest

from sin and typical of man's final rest, and says :
" We have

nothing to do with Sabbaths, new moons or the Jewish festivals,

much less with those of the heathen. We have our own solem-

nities, the Lord's Day, for instance, and Pentecost. As the

heathen confine themselves to their festivals and do not observe

ours, let us confine ourselves to ours, and not meddle with those

belonging to them." He thought it wrong to fast on the

Lord's Day, or to pray kneeling during its continuance. " Sun-

day we give to joy." But he also considered it Christian duty

to abstain from secular care and labor, lest we give place to the

devil.^ This is the first express evidence of cessation from labor

on Sunday among Christians. The habit of standing in prayer

on Sunday, which TertuUian regarded as essential to the festive

character of the day, and which was sanctioned by an oecumenical

council, was afterwards abandoned by the western church.

1 Eusebius, H. E. IV. 23.

2 Ilept KvptaKi'iQ /.6}0Q. Euseb. IV. 26.

* In one of his fragments irepl tov Tzaaxa, and by his part in the Quartadeci-

manian controversy, which turned on the yearly celebration of the Christian

Passover, but implied universal agreement as to the weekly celebration of the

Resurrection. Comp. Hessey, Bampton Lectures on Sunday- London, 1860,

p. 373.

* Adv. Hoer. IV. 16.

* De Oral. c. 23 :
" N'os vera sicut accepimus, solo die Dnmimcm Resurrectionis nan

ab isto tantum [the bowing of the knee], sed omni anxietatis hahitu et officio cavere

debeinus, differentes etiam negotia, ne quern dinbolo locum demus." Other pass-

aores of TertuUian, Cyprian, Clement of Alex., and Origen see in Hessey, I. c,

pt,. 375 ff.
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The Alexandrian fathers have essentially the same view, with

some fancies of their own concerning the allegorical meaning

of the Jewish Sabbath.

"We see then that the ante-Nicene church clearly distinguished

the Christian Sunday from the Jewish Sabbath, and put it on

independent Christian ground. She did not fully appreciate

the perpetual obligation of the fourth commandment in its

substance as a weekly day of rest, rooted in the physical and

moral necessities of man. This is independent of those cere-

monial enactments which were intended only for the Jews and

abolished by the gospel. But, on the other hand, the cliurch

took no secular liberties with the day. On the question of the-

atrical and other amusements she was decidedly puritanic and

ascetic, and denounced them as being inconsistent on any day

with the profession of a soldier of the cross. She regarded

Sunday as a sacred day, as the Day of the Lord, as the Aveekly

commemoration of his resurrection and the pentecostal eifusion

of the Spirit, and therefore as a day of holy joy and thanksgiv-

ing to be celebrated even before the rising sun by prayer, praise,

and communion with the risen Lord and Saviour.

Sunday legislation began with Constantine, and belongs to

the next period.

The observance of the Sabbath among the Jewish Christians

gradually ceased. Yet the Eastern church to this day marks

the seventh day of the week (excepting only the Easter Sab-

bath) by omitting fasting, and by standing in prayer ; while the

Latin church, in direct opposition to Judaism, made Saturday a

fast day. The controversy on this point began as early as the

end of the second century.

Wednesday,^ and especially Friday,^ were devoted to the

weekly commemoration of the sufferings and death of the Lord,

and observed as days of penance, or watch-days,^ and half-fast-

ing (which lasted till three o'clock in the afternoon).*

' Feria quarta, * Feria sexta, f) Trapacaevf/.

• Dies siationum of the milites ChrisH. * Semifejunia.
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§ 61. The Christian Passover. (Easter).

B. HoSPiNlANUS : Festa Christ., h. e. de origine, progressu, ceremoniis et

ritibusfestonim dierum Christ. Tig. 1593, and often.

A. G. PiLLWiTZ : Gesch. der heil. Zeiten in der abendUind. Kirche.

Dresden, 1842.

M. A. Nickel (R. C.) : Die heil. Zeiten u. Feste nach ihrrer Gesch. u.

Feier in der hath. Kirehe. Mainz, 1825-1838. 6 vols.

F. Piper : Gesch. des Oster/estes. Berl. 1845.

Lisco: Das christl. Kirchenjahr, Berlin, 1840, 4tli ed. 1850.

Strauss (court-chaplain of the King of Prussia, d. 1863) : Das evangel.

Kirchenjahr. Berlin, 1850.

BoBERTAG : Das evangel. Kirchenjahr. Breslau 1857.

H.Alt: Der Christliche Cultus, Ilnd Part: Das Kirchenjahr, 2lid ed.

Berlin 1860.

L. Hexsley : Art. Easter in Smith and Cheetham (1875), I. 586-595.

F. X. Kraus (R. C.) : Art. Feste in " B. Encykl. der Christl. Alterthiimer,"

vol. I. (1881), pp. 486-502, and the lit. quoted there. The article is

written by several authors, the section on Easter and Pentecost by

Dr. Funk of Tubingen.

The yearly festivals of this period were Easter, Pentecost,

and Epiphany. They form the rudiments of the church year,

and keep within the limits of the facts of the New Testament.

Strictly speaking the ante-Nicene church had two annual

festive seasons, the Passover in commemoration of the suffering

of Christ, and the Pentecoste in commemoration of the resur-

rection and exaltation of Christ, beginning with Easter and

ending with Pentecost proper. But Passover and Easter were

connected in a continuous celebration, combining the deepest

sadness with the highest joy, and hence the term pascha (in Greek

and Latin) is often used in a wider sense for the Easter season,

as is the case with the French pdque or pdques, and the Italian

pasqua. The Jewish passover also lasted a whole week, and

after it began their Pentecost or feast of weeks. The death of

Christ became fruitful in the resurrection, and has no re-

demptive power without it. The commemoration of the death

of Christ was called the pascha staurosimon or the Passover

proper.^ The commemoration of the resurrection was called

* Pascha, naaxa, is not from the verb irdaxEiv, to suffer (though often con-
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the pascha anastasimon, and afterwards Easter} The former

corresponds to the gloomy Friday, the other to the cheerful

Sunday, the sacred days of the week in commemoration of those

great events.

The Christian Passover naturally grew out of the Jewish

Passover, as the Lord's Day grew out of the Sabbath ; the

paschal lamb being regarded as a prophetic type of Christ, the

Lamb of God slain for our sins (1 Cor. 5: 7, 8), and the de-

liverance from the bondage of Egypt as a type of the redemp-

tion from sin. It is certainly the oldest and most important

annual festival of the church, and can be traced back to the

first century, or at all events to the middle of the second, when

it was universally observed, though with a difference as to the

day, and the extent of the fast connected with it. It is based

on the view that Christ crucified and risen is the centre of faith.

The Jewish Christians would very naturally from the beginning

continue to celebrate the legal passover, but in the light of its

fulfillment by the sacrifice of Christ, and would dwell chiefly

founded with it and with the Latin passio by the Fathers, who were ignorant of

Hebrew), but from the Hebrew npp and the Chaldee **np3 (comp. the verb

riDD to pass over, to spare). See Ex. chs. 12 and 13; Lev. 23: 4-9; Num.

ch. 9. It has three meanings in the Sept. and the N. T. 1) the paschal fes-

tival, called "the feast of unleavened bread," and lasting from the fourteenth

to the twentieth of Nisan, in commemoration of the sparing of the first-born

and the deliverance of Israel from Egypt; 2) the paschal lamb which was

slain between the two evenings (3-5 p.m.) on the 14'h of Nisan; 3) the

paschal supper on the evening of the same day, which marked the beginning

of the 15th of Nisan, or the first day of the festival. In the first s nse it cor-

responds to the Christian Easter-festival, as the type corresponds to the sub-

stance. Nevertheless the translation Easter for Passover in the English ver-

sion, Acts 12: 4, is a strange anachronism (corrected in the Revision).

^ Easter is the resurrection festival which follows the Passover proper, but

is included in the same festive week. The English Easter (Anglo-Saxon caster,

edstran, German Ostern) is connected with East and sunrise, and is akin to

?/«:, oricns, aurora (comp. Jac. Grimm's Deutsche Mythol. 1835, p. 181 and 349,

and Skeat's Etym. Diet. E. Lavg. sub Easter). The comparison of sunrise and

the natural spring with the new moral creation in the resurrection of Christ,

and the transfer of the celebration of Odara. the old German divinity of the

rising, health-bringing light, to the Christian Easter festival, was easy and

natural, because all nature is a symbol of spirit, and the heathen myths are

dim presentiments and carnal anticipations of Christian truths.
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on the aspect of the crucifixion. The Gentile Christians, for

whom the Jewish passover had no meaning except through

reflection from the cross, would chiefly celebrate the Lord's

resurrection as they did on every Sunday of the week. Easter

formed at first the beginning of the Christian year, as the month

of Nisan, which contained the vernal equinox (corresponding to

our jSlarch or April), began the sacred year of the Jews. Be-

tween the celebration of the death and the resurrection of Christ

lay " the great Sabbath," ^ on which also the Greek church

fasted by way of exception ; and " the Easter vigils," ^ which

were kept, with special devotion, by the whole congregation till

the break of day, and kept the more scrupulously, as it was

generally believed that the Lord's glorious return would occur

on this night. The feast of the resurrection, which completed

the whole work of redemption, became gradually the most

prominent part of the Christian Passover, and identical with

Easter. But the crucifixion continued to be celebrated on what

is called " Good Friday." ^

The paschal feast was preceded by a season of penitence and

fasting, which culminated in " the holy week." * This fasting

varied in length, in different countries, from one day or forty

hours to six weeks ;
^ but after the fifth century, through the

1 To fieya adIifiaTov, to ayiov cajijiaTov, Sabbatum magnum.

2 IlavvvxiSec^ vi(jiU<x paschce, Easter Eve. Good Friday and Easter Eve were

a continuous fast, which was prolonged till midnight or cock-crow. See Tertull.

Ad uxor. ir. 4; Euseb. H. E. VI. 34; Apod. Const. V. 18; VII. 23.

* Various names : jra(T;t;a cravpuaiuov (as distinct from tr. aixiarnai^uov). I'jfiipa

aravpov, napaaKevfj fiEyd7.Ji or ay'ta, parasceue, feria sexta major, Good Friday,

Charfreitag (from x^P^*: or from carus, dear). But the celebration seems not to

have been universal; for Aue;ustin says in his letter ^rf Jan?iar., that he did

not consider this day holy. See Siegel, Handbuch der chrisll. kirchl. Alter-

thiimer, I. 374 sqq.

* From Palm Sunday to Easter Eve. 'EfS^ofiac /ieyd?ir}, or tov Trdaxa, heb-

domas magna, hebdomae nigra (in opposition to dominica in albis), hebdomas

crucis, Charivoche.

^ Irenseus, in his letter to Victor of Rome (Euseb. V. 24) : ''Not only is the

dispute respecting the day, but also respecting the manner of fasting. For

some think that they ought to fast only one day, some two, some more

days ; some compute their day as consisting of forty hours night and day ;
and
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influence of Rome, it was universally fixed at forty days/ with

reference to the forty days' fasting of Christ in the wilderness

and the Old Testament types of that event (the fasting of Moses

and Elijah),
f

§ 62. The Paschal Controversies.

I. The sources for the iiaschal controversies :

Fragments from Melito, Apollinarius, Polycrates, Clement of

Alexandria, Iren^us, and Hippolytus, preserved in Euseb. H. E.

IV. 3, 26; V. 23-25 ; VI. 13 ; the Chronicon pasch. I. 12 sqq., a
passage in the Philosophumena of Hippolytus, Lib. VIII. cap. 18

(p. 435, ed. Duncker & Schneidewin, 1859), a fragment from
EusEBius in Angelo Mai's Nova P. P. Bibl. T. IV. 209-216, and the

Eceresies of Epiphanius, Hccr. LXX. 1-3 ; LXX. 9.

II. Eecent works, occasioned mostly by the Johaunean con-

troversy :

Weitzel: Die Christl. Passafeier der drei ersten Jahrh. Pforzheim,

1848 (and in the "Studien und Kritiken," 1848, No. 4, against

Baur).

Baur: Das Christenthum der 3 ersten Jahrh. (1853). Tub. 3rd ed. 1863,

pp. 156-169. And several controversial essays against Steitz.

Hilgexfeld : Der Paschastreit und das Evang. Johannis (in " Theol.

Jahrbiicher'' for 1849) ; Noch ein Wort ilber den Passahstreit (ibid.

1858) ; and Der Paschastreit der alten Kirche nach seiner Bedeutung

fur die Kirchengesch. und fur die Evangelienforschung urkundlich

dargestelU. Halle 1860 (410 pages).

Steitz: Several essays on the subject, mostly against Baur, in the

"Studien u. Kritiken," 1856, 1857, and 1859; in the "Theol.
Jahrbiicher," 1857, and art. Passah in "Herzog's Encycl." vol. XII.

(1859), p. 149 sqq., revised in the new ed., by Wagenmann, XI.
270 sqq.

William Milligax : The Easter Controversies of the second century in

their relation to the Oospel of St. John, in the " Contemporary Re-
view" for Sept. 1867 (p. 101-118).

Emil Schurer : De Controversiis paschalibus sec. post Chr. scec. exortis.

Lips. 1869. By the same : Die Paschastreitigkeiten des 2'*'' Jahrh.,

this diversity existing among those that observe it, is not a matter that has just

sprung up in our times, but long ago among those before us, who perhaps not

having ruled with sufficient strictness, established the practice that arose from
their simplicity and ignorance."

^ Quadragesima.

2 Matt. 4:2; comp. Ex. 34: 28; 1 Kings 19: 8.

Vol. II. 14.
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in Kahnis' " Zeitschrift fur hist. Theol." 1870, pp. 182-284. Very

full and able.

C. Jos. VON Hefele (R. C.) : Conciliengeschichte, I. 86-101 (second ed.

Freib. 1873 ; with some important changes).

Abbe Duchesne : La question de la Pdque, in " Revu& des questions

historiques,'' July 1880.

RenAN : Veglise chret. 445-451 ; and M. AurUe, 194-206 [la question de

la Pdque).

Respecting the time of the Christian Passover and of the

fast connected with it, there was a difference of observance

which created violent controversies in the ancient church, and

almost as violent controversies in the modern schools of theology

in connection with the questions of the primacy of Rome, and

the genuineness of John's Gospel.^

The paschal controversies of the ante-Nicene age are a very

complicated cliapter in ancient church-history, and are not yet

sufficiently cleared up. They were purely ritualistic and disci-

plinary, and involved no dogma; and yet they threatened to split

the churches ; both parties laying too much stress on external

uniformity. Indirectly, however, they mvolved the question of

the independence of Christianity on Judaism.^

Let us first consider the difference of observance or the sub-

ject of controversy.

The Christians of Asia Minor, following the Jewish chrono-

logy, and appealing to the authority of the apostles John and

Philip, celebrated the Christian Passover uniformly on the four-

teenth of Nisan (which might fall on any of the seven days of

the week) by a solemn fast ; they fixed the close of the fast ac-

cordingly, and seem to have partaken on the evening of this

day, as the close of the fast, not indeed of the Jewish paschal

lamb, as has sometimes been supposed,^ but of the commu-

' See note at the end of tlie section.

^ So Renan regards tlie controversy, MarcrAurUe, p. 194, as a conflict be-

tween two kinds of Christianity, "le christianmne qui s'envisngeait comme une

suite dujudaisme," and " le chrisllnnisme qui ^ eni'isngeait comme la destruction du

judidsme.'^

* By Mosheim (De rebus christ. ante Const. M. Com., p. 435 sqq.) and Neander

{in the tirst edition of his Church Hist., I. 518, but not in the second I. 512,
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nion and love-feast, as the Christian passover and the festi-

val of the redemption completed by the death of Christ.^ The

communion on the evening of the 14th (or, according to the

Jewish mode of reckoning, the day from sunset to sunset, on the

beginning of the 15th) of Nisan was in memory of the last pas-

chal supper of Christ. This observance did not exclude the

idea that Christ died as the true paschal Lamb. For we find

among the fathers both this idea and the other that Christ ate

the regular Jewish passover with his disciples, which took place

on the 14th.^ From the day of observance the Asiatic Chris-

tians were afterwards called Qiiartadecimanians? Hippolytus

of Rome sjjeaks of them contemptuously as a sect of contentious

and ignorant persons, who maintain that "the pascha should be

observed on the fourteenth day of the first month according to

the law, no matter on what day of the week it might fall."
*

Nevertheless the Quartadecimanian observance was probably the

oldest and in accordance with the Synoptic tradition of the last

Passover of our Lord, jvhich it commemorated.*

Germ, ed., I. 298 in Torrey's translation). There is no trace of such a Jewish

custom on the part of the Quartadecimani. This is admitted by Hefele (I.

87), who formerly held to three parties in this controversy; but there were

only two.

^ The celebration of the eucharist is not expressly mentioned by Eusebius,

but may be inferred. He says {H. E- V. 23): "The churches of all Asia,

guided by older tradition (uf kn napaSoaeug apxaiorspac, older than that of

Rome), thought that they were bound to keep the fourteenth day of the moon,

on (or at the time of) the feast of the Saviour's Passover {IttI rfjq rov coTTjplnv

ndaxo- ioprrjg), that day on which the Jews were commanded to kill the paschal

lamb; it being incumbent on them by all means to regulate the close of the

fast by that day on whatever day of the week it might happen to fall."

2 Justin M. Dial. c. Ill; Iren. Adv. Hcer. II. 22, 3; Tert. Be Bapt. 19;

Origen, In Matth.; Epiph. Hcer. XLII. St. Paul first declared Christ to be

our passover (1 Cor. 5: 7), and yet his companion Luke, with whom his own
account of the institution of the Lord's Supper agrees, represents Christ's

passover meal as taking place on the 14th.

' The ((5'=14, quarta decima. See Ex. 12:6; Lev. 23 : 5, where this day

is prescribed for the celebration of the Passover. Hence TiaaapeaKai^EnaT'iTat,

Quartodeciniani, more correctly Quartadecimani. This sectarian name occurs

in the canons of the councils of Laodicea, 364, Constantinople, 381, etc.

* Philosoph. or Refutat. of all Ha^res. VIII. 18.

* So also Renan regards it, B cjl. chrei., p. 445 sq., but he brings it, like
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The Roman church, on the contrary, likewise appealing to

earlj custom, celebrated the death of Jesus always on a Friday,

the day of the week on which it actually occurred, and his

resurrection always on a Sunday after the ]\Iarcli full moon,

and extended the paschal fast to the latter day ; considering it

improper to terminate the fast at an earlier date, and to celebrate

the communion before the festival of the resurrection. Xearly

all the other churches agreed with the Roman in this observance,

and laid the main stress on the resurrection-festival on Sunday.

This Roman practice created an entire holy week of solemn

fasting and commemoration of the Lord's passion, wdiile the

Asiatic practice ended the fast on the 14th of Nisan, which may

fall sometimes several days before Sunday.

Hence a spectacle shocking to the catholic sense of ritualistic

propriety and uniformity was frequently presented to the world,

that one part of Christendom was fasting and mourning over

the death of our Saviour, while the other part rejoiced in the

glory of the resurrection. We cannot be surprised that contro-

versy arose, and earnest efforts were made to harmonize the op-

posing sections of Christendom in the public celebration of the

fundamental facts of the Christian salvation and of the most

sacred season of the church-year.

The gist of the paschal controversy was, whether the Jewish

paschal-day (be it a Friday or not), or the Christian Sunday,

should control the idea and time of the entire festival. The

Jcjliannean practice of Asia represented here the spirit of adhe-

sion to historical precedent, and had the advantage of an im-

movable Easter, without being Judaizing in anything but the

observance of a fixed day of the month. The Roman custom

represented the principle of freedom and discretionary change,

and the independence of the Christian festival system. Dog-

matically stated, the difference would be, that in the former case

the chief stress Avas laid on the Lord's death ; in the latter, on

his resurrection. But the leading interest of the question for

Baur, in conflict with the chronology of the fourth Gospel. He traces the

Eoman custom from the pontificate of Xystus and Telesphorus, A. d. 120.
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the early Church was not the astronomical, nor the dogmatical,

but the ritualistic. The main object was to secure uniformity

of observance, and to assert the originality of the Christian fes-

tive cycle, and its independence of Judaism ; for both reasons

the Roman usage at last triumphed even in the East. Hence

Easter became a movable festival whose date varies from the

end of j\Iarch to the latter part of April.

The history of the controversy divides itself into three acts.

1. The difference came into discussion first on a visit of Poly-

carp, bishop of Smyrna, to Auicetus, bishop of Rome, between

A.D. 150 and 155.^ It was not settled; yet the two bishops

parted in peace, after the latter had charged his venerable guest

to celebrate the holy communion in his church. We have a

brief, but interesting account of this dispute by Irenseus, a pupil

of Polycarp, which is as follows :

^

"When the blessed Polycarp sojourned at Rome in the days of Anice-

tus, and they had some little difference of opinion likewise with regard

to other points,' they forthwith came to a peaceable understanding on

this head [the observance of Easter], having no love for mutual disputes.

For neither could Anicetus persuade Polycarp not to observe* inasmuch

as he [Pol.] had always observed with John, the disciple of our Lord, and

the other apostles, with whom he had associated ; nor did Polycarp per-

suade Anicetus to observe [tt^peIv), who said that he was bound to main-

tain the custom of the presbyters (= bishops) before him. These things

being so, they communed together ; and in the church Anicetus yielded

to Polycarp, out of respect no doubt, the celebration of the eucharist

{-ijv evxapiuTiav), and they separated from each other in peace, all the

church being at peace, both those that observed and those that did not

observe [the fourteenth of Nisan], maintaining peace."

This letter proves that the Christians of the days of Polycarp

^ Renan (I. c, p. 447) conjectures that Irenseus and Fierinus accompanied

Polycarp on that journey to Rome. Neander and others give a wrong date,

162. Polycarp died in 155, see ^ 19, p. 51. The pontificate of Anicetus began

in 154 or before.

^ In a fragment of a letter to the Roman bishop Victor, preserved by Euse-

bius, H. E. V. c. 24 (ed. Heinichen, I. 253).

' Kal Tvept a7.?Mv nvup fiiKpa cr,Yoi^7"ef (or fYoi'ref ) irpoq aWriTiovq,

* fif] TJips'iv^ i. e. the fourteenth of Nisan, as appears from the connection and

from ch. 23. The rripeTv consisted mainly in fasting, and probably also the

celebration of the eucharist in the evening. It was a technical term for legal

observances, comp. John 9: 16.
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knew how to keep the unity of the Spirit without uniformity

of rites and ceremonies. " The very difference in our fasting,"

says Irenseus in the same letter, " establishes the unanimity in

our faith."

2. A few years afterwards, about A. d. 1 70, the controversy

broke out in Laodicea, but was confined to Asia, where a diifer-

ence had arisen either among the Quartadecimaniaus them-

selves, or rather among these and the adherents of the Western

observance. The accounts on this iuteriraistic sectional dispute

are incomplete and obscure. Eusebius merely mentions that at

that time Melito of Sardis wrote two works on the Passover.^

But these are lost, as also that of Clement of Alexandria on the

same topic.^ Our chief source of information is Claudius

Apolinarius (Apollinaris),^ bishop of Hierapolis, in Phrygia, in

two fragments of his writings upon the subject, which have been

preserved in the Chronicon Faschale} These are as follows

:

*' There are some now who, from ignorance, love to raise strife about

these things, being guilty in this of a pardonable offence; for ignorance

does not so much deserve blame as need instruction. And they say

that on the fourteenth [of Nisan] the Lord ate the paschal lamb {to

irp6l3iiTov E(f>ayt) with his disciples, but that He himself suffered on the

great day of unleavened bread ^ {i. e. the fifteenth of Nisan] ;
and they

interpret Matthew as favoring their view, from which it appears that

their view does not agree with the law,* and that the Gospels seem, ac-

cording to them, to be at variance." ^

1 H. E. IV. 26.

« With the exception of a few fragments in the Chronicon Paschale.

3 Eusebius spells his name ' ATro?uvapioc (IV. 21 and 26, 27, see Heinichen's

ed.), and so do Photius, and the Chron. Paschale in most MSS. But the Latins

spell his name ApolUnaris. He lived under Marcus Aurelius (101-180), was

apologist and opponent of Montanism which flourished especially in Phrygia,

and must not be confounded with one of the two Apollinarius or Apollinaris,

father and son, of Laodicea in Syria, who flourislied in the fourth century.

* Ed. Dindorf I. 13 ; in Routh's Reliqiuoe Sacra: I. p. 160. Quoted and dis-

cussed by Milligan, I. c p. 109 sq.

6 If this is the genuine Quartadecimanian view, it proves conclusively that

it agreed with the Synoptic chronology as to the day of Christ's death, and that

Weitzel and Steitz are wrong on this point.

6 Since according to the view of Apolinarius, Christ as the true fulfillment of

the law, must have died on the 14th, the day of tiie legal passover.

' This seems to be the meaning of aTaaciKstu dond, aar' avroix, to. evayyiAia.
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" The fourteenth is the true Passover of the Lord, the great sacrifice, the

Son of God ^ in the place of the Iamb .... who was lifted up upon the

horns of the unicorn .... and who was buried on the day of the Pass-

over, the stone having been placed upon his tomb."

Here Apoliuarius evidently protests against the Quartadeci-

mauian practice, yet simply as one arising from ignorance, and

not as a blameworthy heresy. He opposes it as a chronological

and exegetical mistake, and seems to hold that the fourteenth,

and not the fifteenth, is the great day of the death of Christ as

the true Lamb of God, on the false assumption that this truth

depends upon the chronological coincidence of the crucifixion

and the Jewish passover. But the question arises : Did he pro-

test from the Western and Roman standpoint which had many

advocates in the East,^ or as a Quartadecimanian?^ In the

latter case we would be obliged to distinguish two parties of

Quartadecimanians, the orthodox or catholic Quartadecimanians,

who simply observed the 14th Nisan by fasting and the evening

communion, and a smaller faction of heretical and schismatic

Quartadecimanians, who adopted the Jewish practice of eating

a paschal lamb on that day in commemoration of the Saviour's

last passover. But there is no evidence for this distinction in

the above or other passages. Such a grossly Judaizing party

would have been treated with more severity by a catholic bishop.

Even the Jews could no more eat of the paschal lamb after the

destruction of the temple in which it had to be slain. There is

no trace of such a party in Irenseus, Hippolytus^ and Eusebius

who speak only of one class of Quartadecimanians.^

inter se pugnare, etc. On the assumption namely that John fixes the death of

Christ on the fourteenth of Nisan, which, however, is a point in dispute. The
opponents who started from the chronology of the Synoptists, could retort this

objection.

* The same argument is urged in the fragments of Hippolytus in the Chroni-

con Paschale. But that Jesus was the true Paschal Lamb is a doctrine in

which all the churches were agreed.

' So Baur (p. 163 sq. ) and the Tiibingen School rightly maintain.

' As Weitzel, Steitz, and Lechler assume in opposition to Baur.

* In the passage of the Philosoph. above quoted, and in the fragments of the

Paschal Chronicle.

* Epiphanius, it is true, distinguishes different opinions among the Quarta-
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Hence we conclude that Apolinarius protests against the whole

Quartadeciraanian practice, although very mildly and charitably.

The Laodicean controversy was a stage in the same controversy

which was previously discussed by Polycarp and Anicetus in

Christian charity, and was soon agitated again by Polycrates and

Victor with hierarchical and intolerant violence.

3. Much more important and vehement was the third stage

of the controversy between 190 and 194, which extended over

the whole church, and occasioned many synods and synodical

letters.^ The Roman bishop Victor, a very different man from

his predecessor Anicetus, required the Asiatics, in an imperious

tone, to abandon their Quartadecimauian practice. Against this

Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, solemnly protested in the name

of a synod held by him, and appealed to an imposing array of

authorities for their primitive custom. Eusebius has preserved

his letter, which is quite characteristic.

" We," wrote the Ephesian bishop to the Roman pope and his fhurch,

" We observe the genuine day ; neither adding thereto nor taking there-

from. For in Asia great lights^ have fallen asleep, which shall rise

again in the day of the Lord's appearing, in which he will come with

glory from heaven, and will raise up all the saints : Philip, one of the

twelve apostles, who sleeps in Hierapolis, and his two aged virgin

daughters; his other daughter, also, who having lived under the in-

fluence of the Holy Spirit, now likewise rests in Ephesus ; moreover,

John, who rested upon the bosom of our Lord,' who was also a priest,

and bore the sacerdotal jjlate,* both a martyr and teacher ; he is buried

in Ephesus. Also Polycarp of Smyrna, both bishop and martyr, and

Thraseas, both bishop and martyr of Eumenia, who sleeps in Smyrna.

Why should I mention Sagaris, bishop and martyr, who sleeps in

Laodicea; moreover, the blessed Pajjirius, and Melito, the eunuch

decimanians {ILrr. L. cap. 1-3 Contra Quartadecimanas), but he makes no

mention of the practice of eating a Paschal lamb, or of any difference in this

chronology of the death of Christ.

1 Eusebius, H. E., V. 23-25.

'i Isleyala aroix^'^o, in tlie nense of stars used Ep. ad Dlog. 7; Justin Dial. c.

23 [ra ovpavia aroix^'m).

^ 6 £Tt TO arf/dnQ tov Kvpinv dvaTrcaow. Conip. John 13: 25; 21: 20. Thi.<«

designation, as Renan admits {Marc-AurNe, p. 196, note 2), implies that Poly-

crates acknowledged the Gospel of John as genuine.

* TO Trera/lov. On this singular expression, which is probably figurative for

priestly holiness, see vol. 1. p. 431, note 1.
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[celibate], who lived altogether under the influence of the Holy Spirit,

who now rests in Sardis, awaiting the episcopate from heaven, in which

he shall rise from the dead. All these observed the fourteenth day of the

passover according to the gospel, deviating in no respect, but following the

rule of faith.

" Moreover, I, Polycrates, who am the least of you, according to the

tradition of my relatives, some of whom I have followed. For seven of

my relatives were bishops, and I am the eighth ; and my relatives always

observed the day when the people of the Jews threw away the leaven.

I, therefore, brethren, am now sixty-five years in the Lord, who having

conferred with the brethren throughout the world, and having studied

the whole of the Sacred Scriptures, am not at all alarmed at those things

with which I am threatened, to intimidate me. For they who are

greater than I have said, ' w^e ought to obey God rather than men.' ....
I could also mention the bishops that were present, whom you requested

me to summon, and whom I did call; whose names would present a

great number, but who seeing my slender body consented to my epistle,

well knowing that I did not wear ray gray hairs for nought, but that I

did at all times regulate my life in the Lord Jesus." ^

Victor turned a deaf ear to this remonstrance, branded the

Asiatics as heretics, and threatened to excommunicate them.

But many of the Eastern bishops, and even Irenasus, in the

name of the Gallic Christians, though he agreed with Victor on

the disputed point, earnestly reproved him for such arrogance,

and reminded him of the more Christian and brotherly conduct

of his predecessors Anicetus, Pius, Hyginus, Telesphorus, and

Xystus, who sent the eucharist to their dissenting brethren.

He dwelt especially on the fraternal conduct of Anicetus to

Polycarp. Irenseus proved himself on this occasion, as Eusebius

remarks, a true peacemaker, and his vigorous protest seems to

have prevented the schism.

We have from the same Irenneus another utterance on this

controversy,^ saying :
" The apostles have ordered that we

should 'judge no one in meat or in drink, or in respect to a

feast-day or a new moon or a sabbath day' (Col. 2: 16).

Whence then these wars ? Whence these schisms ? We keep

the feasts, but in the leaven of malice by tearing the church of

^ Euseb. V. 24 (ed. Heinichen, I. p- 250 sqq).

2 In the third Fragment discovered by Pfaff, probably from his book against

Bla:=tus. See Opera, ad. Stieren, I. 887.
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God and observing what is outward, in order to reject what

is better, faith and charity. That such feasts and fasts are

displeasing to the Lord, we have heard from the Prophets."

A truly evangelical sentiment from one who echoes the teaching

of St. John and his last words :
" Children, love one another."

4. In the course of the third ceutury the Roman practice

gained ground everywhere in the East, and, to anticipate the

result, was established by the council of Nicsea in 325 as the law

of the whole church. This council considered it unbecomino- in

Christians to follow the usage of the unbelieving, hostile Jews,

and ordained that Easter should always be celebrated on the first

Sunday after the first full moon succeeding the vernal equinox

(March 21), and always after the Jewish passover.^ If the full

moon occurs on a Sunday, Easter-day is the Sunday after. By

this arrangement Easter may take place as early as March 22,

or as late as April 25.

Henceforth the Quartadecimanians were universally regarded

as heretics, and were punished as such. The Synod of Antioch,

341, excommunicated them. The Montanists and Novatians

were also charged with the Quartadeeimanian observance. The

last traces of it disappeared in the sixth century.

But the desired uniformity in the observance of Easter was

still hindered by differences in reckoning the Easter Sunday ac-

cordiug to the course of the moon and the vernal equinox, which

the Alexandrians fixed on the 21st of March, and the Romans

on the 18tli; so that in the year 387, for example, the Romans

kept Easter on the 21st of March, and the Alexandrians not till

the 25th of April. In the West also the computation changed

^ In tlie Synodical letter which the fathers of Nicaea addressed to the

churches of Egypt, Libya, and Pentapolis (Socrates, H. E. I. c. 9), it is said:

" We have also gratifying intelligence to communicate to you relating to the

unity of judgment on the subject of the most holy feast of Easter ; . . . . that

all the brethren in the East who have heretofore kept this festival at the same

time as the .Jews, will henceforth conform to the Romans and to us, and to all

who from the earliest time have observed our period of celebrating Euster."

Eusebius reports (Vita Const. III. 19) that especially the province of Asia

acknowleilgt'd the decree. He thinks that only God and the emperor Con-

stantine could remove this evil of two conflicting celebrations of Easter.
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aud caused a renewal of the Easter controversy in the sixth and

seventh centuries. The old British, Irish and Scotch Christians,

and the Irish missionaries on the Continent adhered to the older

cycle of eighty-four years in opposition to the later Dionysian

or Roman cycle of ninety-five years, and hence were styled

" Quartadecimanians " by their Anglo-Saxon and Roman ojjpo-

nents, though unjustly; for they celebrated Easter always on a

Sunday between the 14th aud the 20th of the month (the Ro-

mans between the 15th and 21st). The Roman practice tri-

umphed. But Rome again changed the calendar under Gregory

XIII. (a. d. 1583). Hence even to this day the Oriental

churches who hold to the Julian and reject the Gregorian

calendar, differ from the Occidental Christians in the time of

the observance of Easter.

All these useless ritualistic disputes might have been avoided

if, with some modification of the old Asiatic practice as to the

close of the fast, Easter, like Christmas, had been made an im-

movable feast at least as regards the week, if not the day, of its

observance.

NOTE.

The bearing of this controversy on the Johannean origin of the fourth

Gospel has been greatly overrated by the negative critics of the Tubingen

School. Dr. Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, Straus {Leben Jesu, new ed.

1864, p. 76 sq.), Schenkel, Scholten, Samuel Davidson, Renan [Marc-

Aurlle, p. 196), use it as a fatal objection to the Johannean authorship.

Their argument is this :
" The Asiatic practice rested on the belief that

Jesus ate the Jewish Passover with his disciples on the evening of the 14rh

of Nisan, and died on the 15th ; this belief is incompatible with the fourth

Gospel, which puts the death of Jesus, as the true Paschal Lamb, on the

14th of Nisan, just before the regular Jewish Passover; therefore the

fourth Gospel cannot have existed when the Easter controversy first

broke out about A. D. 160 ; or, at all events, it cannot be the work of John
to whom the Asiatic Christians so confidently appealed for their paschal

observance."

But leaving out of view the early testimonies for the authenticity of

John, which reach back to the first quarter of the second century, the

minor premise is wrong, and hence the conclusion falls, A closer exam-
ination of the relevant passages of John leads to the result that he agrees

with the Synoptic account, which j)uts the last Supper on the 14th, and
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the crucifixion on the 15th of Nisan. (Comp, on this chronological dif-

ficulty vol. I. 133 sqq. ; and the authorities quoted there, especially John

Lightfoot, Wieseler, Robinson, Lauge, Kirchner, and McClellau.)

Weitzel, Steitz, and Wagenmann deny the inference of the Tiibiugen

School by disputing the major premise, and argue that the Asiatic obser-

vance (in agreement with the Tubingen school and their own interpreta-

tion of John's chronology) implies that Christ died as the true paschal

lamb on the 14th, and not on the 15th of Nisan. To this view we object:

1) It conflicts with the extract from Apolinarius in the Chronicon

Paschale as given p. 214. 2) There is no contradiction between the idea

that Christ died as the true paschal lamb, and the Synoptic chronology

;

for the former was taught by Paul (1 Cor. 5: 7), who was quoted for the

Roman practice, and both were held by the fathers ; the coincidence in

the time being subordinate to the fact. 3) A contradiction in the primi-

tive tradition of Christ's death is extremely improbable, and it is much
easier to conform the Johannean chronology to the Synoptic than vice

versa.

It seems to me that the Asiatic observance of the 14th of Nisan was in

commemoration of the last passovcr of the Lord, and this of necessity

implied also a commemoration of his death, like every celebration of the

Lord's Supper. In any case, however, these ancient paschal controver-

sies did not hinge on the chronological question or the true date of

Christ's death at all, but on the week-day and the manner of its annual

ohservance. The question was whether the paschal communion should

be celebrated on the 14th of Nisan, or on the Sunday of the resurrection

festival, without regard to the Jewish chronology.

§ 63. Pentecost.

Easter was followed by the festival of Pextecost.^ It

rested on the Jewish feast of harvest. It was universally ob-

served, as early as the second century, in commemoration of the

appearances and heavenly exaltation of the risen Lord, and had

throughout a joyous character. It lasted through fifty days

—

Quinqiiaffesima—which were celebrated as a continuous Sunday,

by daily communion, the standing posture in prayer, and the

absence of all fasting. Tertullian says that all the festivals of

the heathen put togther will not make up the one Pentecost of

1 TT^i-rfKocrr^ (^uipa), Quinquagesiina, is the fiftieth day after the Passover

Pabbath, see vol. I. 225 sqq. It is used by the fathers in a wider sense for the

wliole period of fifty days, from Easter to Whi;sunday, and in a narruwer sense

for the single festival of Whitsunday.
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the Christians.^ During that period the Acts of the Apostles

were read in the public service (and are read to this day in the

Greek church).

Subsequently the celebration was limited to the fortieth day

as the feast of the Ascension, and the fiftieth day, or Pentecost

proper (Whitsunday) as the feast of the outpouring of the Holy

Spirit and the birthday of the Christian Church. In this re-

stricted sense Pentecost closed the cycle of our Lord's festivals

(the semestre Domini), among wdiich it held the third place

(after Easter and Christmas).^ It was also a favorite time for

baptism, especially the vigil of the festival.

§ 64. The Epiphany.

The feast of the Epiphany is of later origin.^ It spread

from the East towards the West, but here, even in the fourth

century, it w^as resisted by such parties as the Donatists, and

condemned as an oriental innovation. It was, in general, the

feast of the appearance of Christ in the flesh, and particularly

of the manifestation of his Messiahship by his baptism in the

Jordan, the festival at once of his birth and his baptism. It

was usually kept on the 6th of January. W^hen the East

adoj)ted from the West the Christmas festival, Epiphany was

restricted to the celebration of the baptism of Clirist, and made

one of the three great reasons for the administration of baptism.

In the West it was afterwards made a collective festival of

several events in the life of Jesus, as the adoration of the IMagi,

the first miracle of Cana, and sometimes the feeding of the five

.
1 De Idol. c. 12 ; comp. De Bapt. c. 19 ; Const. Apost. V. 20.

^ In this sense Penteeoste is first used by the Council of Elv'ra (Granada)

A. D. 306, can. 43. The week following was afterwards called HebdomadoA

Spiritus Sancti.

^ ^ £~t<paveia, rd inicpavta, y deo(pdvEta, ^fiepa tuv (puruv : Epiphania^

Theophania, Dies Luminum, Festum Trium Regum, etc The feast is first men-

tioned by Clement of Alex, as the annual commemoration of the baptism of

Christ by the Gnostic sect of the Basilidians {Strom. I. 21). Neander supposes

that they derived it from the Jewish Christiana in Palestine. Chrysostom

often alludes to it.

* Augustin, Serm. 202, § 2.
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thousand. It became more particularly the " feast of the three

kings," that is, the wise men from the East, and was placed in

special connexion with the mission to the heathen. The legend

of the three kings (Caspar, Melchior, Baltazar) grew up gradu-

ally from the recorded gifts, gold, frankincense, and myrrh,

which the Magi offered to the new-born King of the Jews,^

Of the Christmas festival there is no clear trace before the

fourth century
;
partly because the feast of the Epiphany in a

measure held the place of it
;
partly because the birth of Christ,

the date of which, at any rate, was uncertain, was less promi-

nent in the Christian mind than his death and resurrection. It

was of Western (Roman) origin, and found its way to the East

after the middle of the fourth century; for Chrysostom, in a

Homily, which was probably preached Dec. 25, 386, speaks of

the celebration of the separate day of the Nativity as having

been recently introduced in Autioch.

§ 65. The Order of Fublie Worship,

The earliest description of the Christian worship is given us

by a heathen, the younger Pliny, A. D. 109, in his well-known

letter to Trajan, which embodies the result of his judicial in-

vestigations in Bithynia.^ According to this, the Christians

assembled on an appointed day (Sunday) at sunrise, sang respon-

sively a song to Christ as to God,^ and then pledged themselves

by an oath {sacramentum) not to do any evil work, to commit

no theft, robbery, nor adultery, not to break their word, nor

sacrifice property intrusted to them. Afterwards (at evening)

they assembled again, to eat ordinary and innocent food (the

agape).

This account of a Roman official then bears witness to the

1 Matt. 2 : H. The first indistinct trace, perhaps, is in TertulVian, Adv. Jud.

c. 9 : Nam et Magos reges fere habuit Oriens." The apocryphal Gospels of the

infancy give us no fiction on that point.

'^ Comp. ? 17, p. 46, and G. Boissier, De I'aiUhenticite de la lettre de Pline au

sujet dc3 Chretiens, in the " Revue Archeol.," 1876, p. 114-125.

" " Qiiod essent soUti stato die ante lucem convenire, carmenque Christo, quasi

Deo, dicere seeum invicem."
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primitive observance of Sunday, the separation of the love-feast

from the morning worship (with the communion), and the wor-

ship of Christ as God in song.

Justin jSIartyr, at the close of his larger Apology,^ describes

the public worship more particularly, as it was conducted about

the year 140. After giving a full account of baptism and the

holy Supper, to which we shall refer again, he continues

:

" On Sunday ^ a meeting of all, who live in the cities and

villages, is held, and a section from the Memoirs of the A230stles

(the Gospels) and the writings of the Prophets (the Old Testa-

ment) is read, as long as the time permits.^ When the reader

has finished, the president,* in a discourse, gives an exhortation^

to the imitation of these noble things. After this we all rise in

common prayer.^ At the close of the prayer, as we have before

described,^ bread and wine with water are brought. The presi-

dent offers prayer and thanks for them, according to the power

given him,* and the congregation responds the Amen. Then

the consecrated elements are distributed to each one, and par-

taken, and are carried by the deacons to the houses of the absent.

The wealthy and the willing then give contributions according

to their free will, and this collection is deposited with the

president, who therewith supplies orphans and widows, poor

^ Apol. I. c. 65-67 (Opera, ed. Otto III. Tom. I. P. I. 177-188). The passage

quoted is from ch. 67.

^ 'MexpiQ kjx^jpd.

* '0 TrpoEarilic, the presiding presbyter or bishop.

^ T/jv vov&taiav aai 7rapdK?iT/aiv.

^ Ei<x'jc: TTEp-ofxev, preces emittimus.

' Chap. 65.

^ "Oar/ (U'votu.r nvrC', that is probably pro viribiis, quantum potest; or like

Tertullian's " de pectore '' and " ex propria ingenio." Others translate wrongly :

totis viribus, with all his might, or with a clear, loud voice. Comp. Otto, I. c.

187. The passages, however, in no case contain any opposition to forms of

pr.iyer which were certainly in use already at that time, and familiar without

book to every worshipper; above all the Lord's Prayer. The whole liturgical

literature of the fourth and fifth centuries presupposes a much older liturgical

tradition. Tlie prayers in the eighth book of the Apost. Constitutions are

TU'obably among the oldest portions of the work.
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aud needy, prisoners and strangers, and takes care of all who

are in want. We assemble in common on Sunday, because this

is the first day, on which God created the world aud the light,

and because Jesus Christ our Saviour on the same day rose from

the dead and appeared to his disciples."

Here, reading of the Scriptures, preaching (and that as an

episcopal function), prayer, and communion, plainly appear as

the regular parts of the Sunday worship ; all descending, no

doubt, from the apostolic age. Song is not expie.ssly mentioned

here, but elsewhere.^ The communion is not yet clearly separated

from the other parts of worship. But this was done towards

the end of the second century.

The same parts of worship are mentioned in diiferent places

by Tertullian.^

The eighth book of the Apostolical Constitutions contains

already an elaborate service with sundry liturgical prayers.^

§ QQ. Parts of Worship.

1. The HEADING OF ScRiPTURE LESSONS from the Old

Testament with practical application and exhortation passed

from the Jewish synagogue to the Christian church. The

lessons from the New Testament came prominently into use as

the Gospels and Epistles took the place of the oral instruction

of the apostolic age. The reading of the Gospels is expressly

mentioned by Justin Martyr, and the Apostolical Constitutions

add the Epistles and the Acts.* During the Pentecostal season

the Acts of the Apostles furnished the lessons. But there was

no uniform system of selection before the Nicene age. Besides

the canonical Scripture, post-apostolic writings, as the Epistle of

Clement of Rome, the Epistle of Barnabas, aud the Pastor of

Hernias, were read in some congregations, and are found in

' Cap. 13. Justin himself wrote a book entitled ipaT^rr/g.

' See the passages quoted by Otto, I. c. 184 sq.

3 B. VIII. 3 sqq. Also VII. 33 sqq. See translation in the " Ante-Nicene

Library," vol. XVIL, P. II. 191 sqq. and 212 sqq.

* BK. VII. 5.
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important MSS. of the New Testament.^ The Acts of Martyrs

were also read on the anniversary of their martyrdom.

2. The SERMON ^ was a familiar exposition of Scripture and

exhortation to repentance and a holy life, and gradually a.ssumed

in the Greek church an artistic, rhetorical character. Preaching

. Avas at first free to every member who had the gift of public

speaking, but was gradually confined as an exclusive privilege of

the clergy, and especially the bishop. Origen was called upon

to preach before his ordination, but this was even then rather

an exception. The oldest known homily, now recovered in full

(r875), is from an unknown Greek or Roman author of the

middle of the second century, probably before a.d. 140 (for-

merly ascribed to Clement of Rome). He addresses the hearers

as "brothers" and " si.sters," and read from manuscript.^ The

homily has no literary value, and betrays confusion and intel-

lectual poverty, but is inspired by moral earnestness and tri-

umphant faith. It closes with this doxology :
" To the only

God invisible, the Father of truth, who sent forth unto us the

Saviour and Prince of immortality, through whom also He
made manifest unto us the truth and the heavenly life, to Him
be the glory forever and ever. Amen,"*

3. Peayer. This essential part of all worship passed like-

^ The Ep. of C'emens in the Codex Alexandrinus (A) ; Barnabas and Her-

mas in the Cod Sinaiticus.

2 '0,«(?/rt, ?Jyog, sermo, traclatus.

^ § 19, diayivuGKO) vfilv. But the homily may have first been delivered

extempore, and taken down by short-hand writers {raxvypa<^oi, notaril). See

Lightfoot, p. 806.

* Ed. by Bryennios (1875), and in the Pair. Aposf. ed. by de Gebliardt and

Harnack, I. 111-143. -A good translation by Lightfoot, iS. Clement of Borne,

Appendix, 380-390. Lightfoot saj's : "If the first Epistle of Clement is the

earliest foreshadowing of a Christian liturgy, the so called Second Epistle is

the first example of a Christian homily." He thinks that the author was a

bishop ; Harnack, tliat he was a layman, as he seems to distinguish himself

from the presbyters. Lightfoot assigns him to Corinth, and explains in this

way the fact that the homily was bound up with the letter of Clement to the

Corinthians; wliile Harnack ably maintains the Roman origin from the time

and circle of Hernias. Bryennios ascribes it to Clement of Rome (which is

quite impossible), Hilgenfeld to Clement of Alexandria (which is equally

impossible).

Vol. II. 15.
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wise from the Jewish into the Christian service. The oldest

written jjrayer of post-apostolic times, which has recently been

brought to light, is found at the close of Clement's Epistle to

the Corinthians, and seems to have been used in the Roman

church.^ It is long and carefully composed, and largely inter-

woven with passages from the Old Testament. It begins with

an elaborate invocation of God in antithetical sentences, contains

intercession for the afflicted, the needy, the wanderers, and pris-

oners, petitions for the conversion of the heathen, a confession

of sin and prayer for pardon (but without a formula of absolu-

tion), and closes with a prayer for unity and a doxology. Very

touching is the prayer for rulers then so hostile to the Chris-

tians, that God may grant them health, peace, concord and sta-

bility. The document has a striking resemblance to portions of

the ancient liturgies which begin to appear in the fourth century,

but bear the names of Clement, James and Mark, and probably

include some primitiv^e elements.^

The last book of the Apostolical Constitutions contains tlie

})SCudo- or post-Clementine liturgy, with special prayers for

believers, catechumens, the possessed, the penitent, and even for

the dead, and a complete eucharistic service.^

The usual posture in prayer was standing with outstretched

arms in Oriental fashion.

4. Song. The Church inherited the psalter from the syna-

gogue, and has used it in all ages as an inexhaustible treasury

of devotion. The psalter is truly catholic in its spirit and aim

;

it springs from the deep fountains of the human heart in its

secret communion with God, and gives classic expression to the

1 Ad Cor. cli. 59-61, discovered and first published by Bryennios, 1875. We
give below the excellent version of Lightfoot, who thinks that the prayer,

though given as an immediate outpouring of the heart, " has all the appearance

of a fixed form."

* See v'ol. III. 517 sqq., and add to the literature there quoted, Probst (R.

C), Die LUurgie der 3 ersteii Jnhrh., Tiib., 1870; C. A. Hammond, Ancient

Liturgies (with introductiuu, notes, and liturgical glossary), Oxfortl and Lond.,

1878.

'yl/). Conxf.. Bk. VIII., also in the liturgical collections of Daniel, Neale,

Hammond, etc.
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religious experience of all men in every age and tongue. This

is the best proof of its inspiration. Nothing like it can be

found in all the poetry of heathendom. The psalter was first

enriched by the inspired hymns which saluted the birth of the

Saviour of the world, the Magnifiaat of Mary, the Benedidus of

Zacharias, the Gloria in Excelsis of the heavenly host, and the

Nuno Dimlttis of the aged Simeon. These hymns passed at

once into the service of the Church, to resound through all suc-

cessive centuries, as things of beauty which are "a joy forever."

Traces of primitive Christian poems can be found throughout

the Epistles and the Apocalypse. The angelic anthem (Luke

2 : 14) was expanded into the Gloria in Excelsis, first in the

Greek church, in the third, if not the second, century, and after-

wards in the Latin, and was used as the morning hymn.^ It is

one of the classical forms of devotion, like the Latin Te Deum
of later date. The evening hymn of the Greek church is less

familiar and of inferior merit.

The following is a free translation :

" Hail ! cheerful Light, of His pure glory poured,

Who is th' Immortal Father, Heavenly, Blest,

Holiest of Holies—Jesus Christ our Lord

!

Now are we come to the Sun's hour of rest,

The lights of Evening round us shine,

AVe sing the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost Divine

!

Worthiest art Thou at all times, to be sung

With undefiled tongue,

Son of our God, Giver of Life alone!

Therefore, in all the world, Thy glories, Lord, we own."*

1 Const. Apost. lib. VIL 47. Also in Daniel's Thesaurus HymnoL, torn, IIL,

p. 4, where it is Ccalled ijuvoc kufrivS^ (as in Cod. Alex.), and commence?:

Adfa ev iiiploTotg Gftj. Comp. Tom. II. 268 sqq. It is also called hjmmis angel-

ieus, while the Ter Sanctus (from Isa. 6 : 3) came afterwards to be distinguished

as hymnus seraphicus. Daniel ascribes the former to the third century, Eouth
to the second. It is found with slight variations at the end of the Alexandrian

Codex of the Bible (in •the British Museum), and in the Zurich Psalter re-

printed by Tischendorf in his Monumenta Sacra. The Latin form is usually

traced to Hilary of Poictiers in the fourth century.

^ Daniel, /. c vol. III. p. 5. Comp. in part Const. Ap. VIIL 37. The v/xvo^

Ea-Epcv6g or v/ivog rov Ivxvmnv, commences

:

4>wf i'Aapbv dylag Sd^rig^

^K-&avdTov irarpbg ovpaviov.
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An author towards the close of the second century^ could

appeal against the Artemonites, to a multitude of hymns in

proof of the faith of the church in the divinity of Christ:

" How many psalms and odes of the Christians are there not,

whicli have been written from the beginning by believers, and

which, in their theology, praise Christ as the Logos of God ?"

Tradition says, that the antiphouies, or responsive songs, were

introduced by Ignatius of Antioch. The Gnostics, Valentine

and Bardesanes, also composed religious songs ; and the church

surely learned the practice not from them, but from the Old

Testament psalms.

The oldest Christian poem preserved to ils which can be traced

to an individual author is from the pen of the profound Chris-

tian philosopher, Clement of Alexandria, who taught theology in

that city before A. d. 202. It is a sublime but somewhat turgid

song of praise to the Logos, as the divine educator and leader of

the human race, and though not intended and adapted for public

worship, is remarkable for its spirit and antiquity.^

NOTES.

I. The Prayer of the Roman Church from the newly recovered portion of
j

the Epistle of Clement to tlie Corinthians, ch. 59-61 (in Bishop Lightfoot's
|

translation, Si. Clement of Rome, Append, pp. 376-378)

:

" Grant unto us, Lord, that we may set our hope on Thy Name which is the
j

primal source of all creation, and oi>en the eyes of our hearts, that we mpy
know Thee, who alone abidcst Highest in the highest, Holy in the holy; who|

laycst low the insolence of the proud: who scatterest the imaginings of nations; who]

settest the lowly on high, and bringest the lofty loiv ; who makest rich and makesti

poor ; who killest and makest alive ; who alone art the Benefactor of spirits andj

the God of all flesh ; who lookest into the abysses, who scannest the works of
J

1 In Euseb. B. E. V. 28.

2 In the Pcedag. III. 12 (p. 311 ed. Pott.); also in Daniel's Thesaurus hym-

7iofo(7i'cMS in. p. 3 and 4. Daniel calls it " vetmti.ssimus hymnus ecclesice," hut^

the Gloria in Excelsis may dispute this claim. The j)oem has heen often trans-

lated into German, by Miinter (in Rambach's Anthologle christl. Gesdnge, I. p.

'

35); Dorner {Christologie, I. 293); Fortlage (Gesdnge christl. Vorzeit, 1844, p.

38) ; and in rhyme by Hagenbach (Die K. G. der 3 ersten Jahrh. p. 222 sq.)-

An Englisli translation may be found in Mrs. Charles : The Voice of Christian

'

Life in Song, N. York, 1858, p. 44 sq., and a closer one in the '' Ante-Nicene

Christian Library," vol. V. p. 343 sq.
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man ; the Succor of them that are in peril, the Saviour of them that are in

despair ; the Creator and Overseer of every spirit ; who muitipliest the nations

upon earth, and hast chosen out from ail men those that love Thee tlirough

Jesus Christ, Thy beloved Son, through whom Thou didst instruct us, didst

sanctify us, didst honor us. We beseech Thee, Lord and Master, to be our

help and succor. Save those among us who are in tribulation ; have mercy on

the lowly ; lift up tlie fallen ; show Thyself unto the needy ; heal the ungodly

;

convert the wanderers of Tliy people ; feed the hungry ; release our "prisoners

;

raise up the weak ; comfort the faint-hearted. Let all the Gentiles know that

Thou art God alone, and Jesus Christ is Thy Son, and we are Thy people and

the sheep of Thy pasture.

" Thou through Thine operations didst make manifest the everlasting fabric

of the world. Thou, Lord, didst create the earth. Thou that art faithful

throughout all generations, righteous in Thy judgments, marvellous in strength

and excellence. Thou that art wise in creating and prudent in establishing

that which Thou hast made, that art good in the things which are seen and

faithful with them that trust on Thee, pitiful and compassionate, forgive us our

iniquities and our unrighteousnesses and our transgressions and shortcomings.

Lay not to our account every sin of Thy servants and Thine handmaids, but

cleanse us with the cleansing of Thy truth, and guide our steps to walk in

holiness and righteousness and singleness of heart, and to do such things as are

good and well-pleasing in Thy sight and in the sight of our rulers. Yea, Lord,

make Thy face to shine upon us in peace for our good, that we may be sheltered

by Thy mighty hand and delivered from every sin by Thine uplifted arm. And
deliver us from them that hate us wrongfully. Give concord and peace to us

and to all that dwell on the earth, as thou gavest to our fathers, when they

called on Thee in faith and truth with holiness, that we may be saved, while

we render obedience to Thine almighty and most excellent Name, and to our

rulers and governors upon the earth.

" Thou, Lord and Master, hast given them the power of sovereignty through

Thine excellent and unspeakable might, that we knowing the glory and honor

which Thou hast given them may submit ourselves unto them, in nothing

resisting Thy wiU. Grant unto them therefore, O liord. health, peace, concord,

stability, that they may administer the government which Thou hast given

them without failure. For Thou, O heavenly Master, King of the ages, givest

to the sons of men glory and honor and power over all things that are upon

earth. Do Thou, Lord, direct their counsel according to that which is good

and well pleasing in Thy sight, that, administering in peace and gentleness

with godliness the power which Thou hast given them, they may obtain Thy
favor. O Thou, who alone art able to do these things and things far more

exceeding good than these for us, we praise Thee through the High-priest and

Guardian of onr souls, Jesus Christ, through whom be the glory and the

majesty unto Thee both now and for all generations and for ever and ever.

Amen."

II. A literal translation of the poem of Clement of Alexandria in praise of

Christ. "Yfivog Toii 1,uT^pog XpLOTov. ('^TOfJ.iov -rruXuv abduv).
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" Bridle of untamed colts,

Wing of unwanderiug birds,

Sure Helm of babes,

Shepherd of royal lambs

!

Assemble Thy simple children,

To praise holily.

To hymn guilelessly

With innocent mouths

Christ, the guide of children.

O King of saints,

All-subduing Word
Of the most high Father,

Prince of wisdom,

Support of sorrows.

That rejoicest in the ages,

Jesus, Saviour

Of the human race,

Shepherd, Husbandman,

Helm, Bridle,

Heavenly Wing,

Of the all holy flock,

Fisher of men
Who are saved.

Catching the chaste fishes

With sweet life

From the hateful wave

Of a sea of vices.

Guide [us], Shepherd

Of rational sheejo;

Guide harmless children,

holy King.

O footsteps of Christ,

O heavenly way,

Perennial Word,

Endless age,

Eternal Light,

Fount of mercy.

Performer of virtue.

Noble [is the] life of those

Who praise God,

O Christ Jesus,

Heavenly milk

Of the sweet breasts

Of the graces of the Bride,

Pressed out of Thy wisdom.

Babes, nourished

With tender mouths.

Filled with the dewy spirit

Of the spiritual breast.

Let us sing together

Simple praises

True hymns
To Christ [the] King,

Holy reward

For the doctrine of life.

Let us sing together,

Sing in simplicity

To the mighty Child.

O choir of peace.

The Christ begotten,

O chaste people

Let us praise together

The God of peace."

This poem was for sixteen centuries merely a hymnological curiosity,

until an American Congregational minister, Dr. Henry Maktyn Dex-

ter, by a happy reproduction, in 1846, secured it a place in modern

hymn-books. While preparing a sermon (as he informs me) on "some

prominent characteristics of the early Christians" (text, Dent. 32: 7,

" Remember the days of old"), he first wrote down an exact translation

of the Greek hymn of Clement, and then reproduced and modernized it

for the use of his congregation in connection with the sermon. Il is

well known that many Psalms of Israel have inspired some of the noblest
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Christian hymns. The 46th Psalm gave the key-note of Luther's

triumphant war-hymn of the Keformation :
" Ein' feste Burg." John

Mason Neale dug from the dust of ages many a Greek and Latin

liymn, to the edification of English churches, notably some portions of

Bernard of Cluny's De Contemptu Mundi, which runs through nearly

three thousand dactylic hexameters, and furnished the material for

" Brief life is here our portion," " For thee, O dear, dear Country," and

"Jerusalem the golden." We add Dexter's hymn as a fair specimen of

a useful transfusion and rejuvenation of an old poem.

1. Shepherd of tender youth.

Guiding in love and truth

Through devious ways;

Christ, our triumphant King,

We come Thy name to sing

;

Hither our children bring

To shout Thy praise !

2. Thou art our Holy Lord,

The all-subduing Word,

Healer of strife

!

Thou didst Thyself abase,

That from sin's deep disgrace

Thou mightest save our race,

And give us life.

3. Thou art the great Hig"h Priest

;

Thou hast prepared the feast

Of heavenly love

;

While in our mortal pain

None calls on Thee in vain
;

Help Thou dost not disdain-

Help from above.

4. Ever be Thou our Guide,

Our Shepherd and our Pride,

Our Staflf and Song

!

Jesus, Thou Christ of God,

By Thy perennial Word
Lead us where Thou hast trod,

Make our faith strong.

5. So now, and till we die,

Sound we Thy praises high,

And joyful sing

:

Infants, and the glad throng

Who to Thy Church belong.

Unite to swell the song

To Christ our Kino; [

§ 67. Division of Divine Service. The Disciplina Arcani.

Richard Rothe: De Discipline Arcani, quce dicitur, in Ecclesia Glirist.

Origine. Heidelb. 1841 ; and his art. on the subject in the first ed. of

Herzog (vol. L 469-477).

C. A. Gerh. von^ Zezschwitz : System der christl. kirchlichen Katechetik.

Leipz. 1863, vol. I. p. 154-227. See also his art. in the second ed. of

Herzog, I. 637-645 (abridged in Schaff"'s "Rel. Enc").

G. Nath. Bonwetsch (of Dorpat) : Wesen, Entstehunq und Fortgang

der Arkandisciplin, in Kahnis' " Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theol." 1873, pp.

203 sqq.

J. P. LuxDY : Monumental Christianity. N. York, 1876, p. 62-86.
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Comp. also A. W. Haddan in Smith & Cheetham, I. 564-560 ; Wan-
DiNGER, in Wetzer & Welte, new ed. vol. I. (1882), 1234-1238. Older

dissertations on the subject by Schelstrate (1678), Meier (1679),

TeNZELL (1863), SCHOLLINER (1756), LlENHARDT (1829), TOKLOT

(1836), Frommaxn (1833), Siegel (1836, I. 506 sqq.).

The public service was divided from tlie middle of the second

century down to the close of the fifth, into the worship of the

catechumens/ and the worship of the faithful." The former

consisted of scripture reading, preaching, prayer, and song, and

was open to the unbaptized and persons under penance. The

latter consisted of the holy communion, with its liturgical appen-

dages ; none but the proper members of the church could attend

it; and before it began, all catechumens and unbelievers left the

assembly at the order of the deacon,^ and the doors were closed

or guarded.

The earliest witness for this strict separation is Tertullian,

who reproaches the heretics with allowing the baptized and the

unbaptized to attend the same prayers, and casting the holy even

before the heathens.* He demands, that believers, catechumens,

and heathens should occupy separate places in public worship.

The Alexandrian divines furnished a theoretical ground for this

1 AeiTovpyin tc'jv KaTrjxovfievuv, Missa Catechumenorum. The name missa

(from which our ma^s is derived) occurs first in Augustin and in the acts of

the council of Carthage, a.d. 398. It arose from the formula of dismission at

the close of each part of the service, and is equivalent to missio, dismissio.

Augustin (Serm. 49, c. 8) :
" Take notice, after the sermon the dismissal (missa)

of tlie catechumens takes place; the faitliful will remain." Afterwards missa

came to designate exclusively the communion service. In the CTreek church

liiTovpyia or hrnvpyia, service, is the precise equivalent for missa.

2 Aeirovpyia tuv -aiaruv, Missa Fidelium.

* Mi? TiQ Tuv KnTTixovfievuv, fif] rig tuv aKpoufilvuv, fir/ tiq tuv oa/arwi', firj rit;

i-epoi^o^uv, '' Let none of the catechumens, let none of the hearers, let none of

the unbelievers, let none of the heterodox, stay here." Const. Apost. viii. 12.

Comp. Chrysostom, Horn, in Mat*, xxiii.

4 2)e PrcEscr. Hm-. c. 41 :
'' Qiiis catechumenus, qxis fidelis, incertnm est'" (that

is, among the heretics) ; " pariter ndeunt, pariter orant, ctiam ethnici, si superve-

nerint ; sanctum canihus et porcis margnritas, licet non vcras " (since they have no

proper sacraments ^i, "jactahunt." But this does not apply to all iieretics, least

of all to the Maniclia^ans, who carried the notion of mystery in the sacraments

much further than the Catholics.
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practice by their doctrine of a secret tradition for the esoteric.

Besides the communion, the sacrament of baptism, %Yith its

accompanying confession, was likewise treated as a mystery for

the initiated,^ and withdrawn from the view of Jews and

heathens.

We have here the beginnings of the Christian mystery-wor-

ship, or what has been called since 1679 "the Secret Discipline,"

[Disciplina Arcani), which is presented in its full development

in the liturgies of the fourth century, but disappeared from the

Latin church after the sixth century, with the dissolution of

heathenism and the universal introduction of infant baptism.

The Secret Discipline had reference chiefly to the celebration

of the sacraments of baptism and the eucharist, but included

also the baptismal symbol, the Lord's Prayer, and the doctrine

of the Trinity. Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Cyril of Jeru-

salem, and other fathers make a distinction between lower or

elementary (exoteric) and higher or deeper (esoteric) doctrines,

and state that the latter are withheld from the uninitiated out

of reverence and to avoid giving offence to the weak and the

heathen. This mysterious reticence, however, does not justify

the inference that the Secret Discipline included transubstantia-

tion, purgatory, and other Roman dogmas which are not ex-

pressly taught in the writings of the fathers. The argument

from silence is set aside by positive proof to the contrary.^

Modern Roman archaeologists have pressed the whole symbolism

of the Catacombs into the service of the Secret Discipline, but

without due regard to the age of those symbolical repre-

sentations. .

The origin of the Secret Discipline has been traced by some to

1 Mvr^Toi, initiati = itictoi, fideles.

^ The learned Jesuit Emanuel von Schelstrate first used this argument in

Antiquitas illiistrata (Antv. 1678), and De Disciplina Arcani (Rom. 1685) ; but

he was refuted by the Lutheran W. Ernst Tentzel, in his Dissert, de Disc.

Arcani, Lips. 1683 and 1692. Teutzel, Casaubon, Bingham, Rothe, and Zetz-

schwitz are wrong, however, in confining the Disc. Arc. to the ritual and ex-

chiding the dogma. See especially Cyril of Jerus. Katech. XVI. 26; XVIII.
32,33.
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the apostolic age, on the ground of the distinction made between

" milk for babes " and " strong meat " for those " of full age,"

and between speaking to ''carnal" and to "spiritual" hearers/

But this distinction has no reference to public worship, and

Justin Martyr, in his first Apology, addressed to a heathen

emperor, describes the celebration of baptism and the eucharist

without the least reserve. Others derive the institution from tha

sacerdotal and hierarchical spirit which appeared in the latteri

part of the second century, and which no doubt favored and

strengthened it ;
^ still others, from the Greek and Roman mys-

tery worship, which would best explain many expressions and

formulas, together with all sorts of unscriptural pedantries con-

nected with these mysteries.^ Yet the first motive must be sought

rather in an opposition to heathenism ; to wit, in the feeling of the

necessity of guarding the sacred transactions of Christianity, the

embodiment of its deepest truths, against profanation in the midst

of a hostile world, according to Matt. 7:6; especially when after

Hadrian, perhaps even from the time of Nero, those transactions

came to be so shamefully misunderstood and slandered. To this

must be added a proper regard for modesty and decency in the

administration of adult baptism by immersion. Finally—and

this is the chief cause—the institution of the order of catechu-

mens led to a distinction of half-Christians and full-Christians,

exoteric and esoteric, and this distinction gradually became

^ Heb. b : 12-14 ; 1 Cor. 3:1,2. So some fathers who carry the Disc Arc.

back to the Lord's command, Matt. 7 : 6, and in recent times Credner (1844),

and Wandinger (in tlie new ed. of Wetzer and Welte, 1. 1237). St. Paul, 1 Cor.

14: 23-25, implies the presence of strangers in the public services, but not

necessarily during the communion.

2 So Bonwetsch, I.e., versus Rothe and Zetzchwitz.

* The correspondence is very apparent in the ecclesiastical use of such terms

as fivarr/piov, avii(ia'Xnv. /ivrjaig, fivarayuyelv, imdapaic, reT^eiuaiq, (puriaudc (of bap-

tism), etc On the Greek, and especially the Eleusinian cultusof mysteries,

comp. Lobeck, Aglaophanus, Konigsberg, 1829; several articles of Preller in

Pauly's Ri'dlencyJdop. der Alterthumswissenschaft III. 83 sqq., V- 311 sqq-,

Zetzschwitz, I. c. 156 sqq., and Liibker's Reallex. des class. Altertlmms, 5tli ed.

by Erler (1877), p. 762. Lobeck has refuted the older view of Warburlon

and Creuzer, that a secret wisdom, and especially the traditions of a primitive

revelation, v?ere propagated in the Greek mysteries.
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established in the liturgy. The secret discipline was therefore

a temporary, educational and liturgical expedient of the ante-

Nicene age. The catechumenate and the division of the acts of

worship grew together and declined together. With the disap-

pearance of adult catechumens, or with the general use of infant

baptism and the union of church and state, disappeared also the

secret discipline in the sixth century :
" cessante causa cessat

effectus."

The Eastern church, however, has retained in her liturgies to

this day the ancient form for the dismission of catechumens,

the special prayers for them, the designation of the sacraments

as "mysteries," and the partial celebration of the mass behind

the veil ; though she also has for centuries had no catechumens

in the old sense of the word, that is, adult heathen or Jewish

disciples preparing for baptism, except in rare cases of excep-

tion, or on missionary ground.

§ 68. Celebration of the Eucharist.

The celebration of the Eucharist or holy communion with

appropriate prayers of the faithful was the culmination of Chris-

tian- worship.^ Justin Martyr gives us the following descrip-

tion, which still bespeaks the primitive simjDlicity :

^ "After the

prayers [of the catechumen worship] we greet one another with

the brotherly kiss. Then bread and a cup with water and wine

are handed to the president (bishop) of the brethren. He re-

ceives them, and offers jjraise, glory, and thanks to the Father

of all, through the name of the Son and the Holy Spirit, for

these his gifts. AVhen he has ended the prayers and thanks-

giving, the whole congregation responds :
' Amen.' For ' Amen

'

in the Hebrew tongue means :
' Be it so.' Upon this the dea-

cons, as we call them, give to each of those present some of the

blessed bread,^ and of the wine mingled with water, and carry

it to the absent in their dwellings. This food is called with us

^ Names : evxapiaria, Koivuvia^ eucharistia, communio, communicatio, etc.

2 Apol. I. c. 65, 66.

' ^hxo.piarr)-divToq aprov.
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the eucharisf, of which none can partake, but the believing and

baptized, who live according to the commands of Christ. For

we use these not as common bread and common drink ; but like

as Jesus Christ our Redeemer was made flesh through the word

of God, and took upon him flesh and blood for our redemption

;

so Ave are taught, that the nourishment blessed bv the word of

prayer, by which our flesh and ' blood are nourished by trans-

formation (assimilation), is the flesh and blood of the incarnate

Jesus."

Then he relates the institution from the Gospels, and men-

tions the customary collections for the poor.

We are not warranted in carrying back to this period the full

liturgical service, which we find prevailing with striking unifor-

mity in essentials, though with many valuations in minor points,

in all quarters of the church in the Nicene age. A certain sim-

plicity and freedom characterized the period before us. Even

the so-called Clementine liturgy, in the eighth book of the

pseudo-Apostolical Constitutions, was probably not composed

and written out in this form before the fourth century. There

is no trace of tontten liturgies during the Diocletian persecution

which aimed at the destruction of all ecclesiastical books. Yet

by the third century a tolerably uniform practice must have

arisen and spread by oral tradition ; otherwise the later liturgies

were historically unaccountable.

From scattered statements of the ante-Nicene fathers we may

gather the following view of the eucharistic service as it may

have stood in the middle of the third century, if not earlier.

The communion was a regular and the most solemn part of

the Sunday worship; or it was the worship of God in the

stricter sense, in wliich none but full members of the church

could engage. In many places and by many Christians it was

celebrated even daily, after apostolic precedent, and according to

the very common mystical interpretation of the fourth petition

of the Lord's prayer.^ The service began, after the dismission of

^ Cyprian speaks of daily sacrifices. Ep. 54: " Sacerdotea qui sacrifieia Dei

quotidie celcbramus.'' So Ambrose, Ep. 14 ad Marcell., and the oldest liturgical
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the catechumens, with the kiss of peace, given by the men to

men, and by the women to women, in token of mutual recogni-

tion as members of one redeemed family in the midst of a

heartless and loveless world. It was based upm apostolic

precedent, and is characteristic of the childlike simplicity, and

love and joy of the early Christians.^ The service proper con-

sisted of two principal acts : the oblation^ or presenting of the

offerings of the congregation by the deacons for the ordinance

itself, and for the benefit of the clergy and the poor ; and the

communion, or partaking of the consecrated elements. In the

oblation the congregation at the same time presented itself as a

living thank-offering ; as in the communion it appropriated anew

in faith the sacrifice of Christ, and united itself anew with its

Head. Both acts were accompanied and consecrated by prayer

and songs of praise.

In the prayers we must distinguish, first, the general thanks-

giving (the eucharist in the strictest sense of the word) for all

the natural and spiritual gifts of God, commonly ending with

the seraphic hymn, Isa. 6:3; secondly, the prayer of consecra-

tion, or the invocation of the Holy Spirit ^ upon the people and

works. But that the observance was various, is certified by Augustin, among
otliers. Ep. 118 ad Januar. c. 2 :

'' Alii quotidie communicant corpori el sanguini

Dominico; alii certis diebus accipiunt ; alibi nullus dies intermittitur quo non

offeratur; alibi sabbato tantum et dominico; alibi tantum dominico." St. Basil

says {Ep. 289) : ''We commune four times in the week, on the Lord's Day,

the fourth day, the preparation day [Friday], and the Sabbatli." Chrysostom

complains of the small number of communicants at the daily sacrifice.

1 Rom. 16: 16; 1 Cor. 16: 20; 2 Cor. 13: 12; 1 Thess. 5: 26; 1 Pet. 5: 14.

The Kiss of Peace continued in the Latin church till the end of the thirteenth

century, and was then transferred to the close of the service or exchanged for

a mere form of words : Pax tibi et ecclesirp.. In the Russian church the clergy

kiss each other during the recital of the Nicene Creed to show the nominal

union of orthodoxy and charity (so often divided). In the Coptic church the

primitive custom is still in force, and in some small Protestant sects it has been

revived.

2 Tipoa<pnpa..

3 'E-iKlr/aiQ Tov Tlv. 'Ay, Irenseus derives this invocatto Spiritns S., as well as

the oblation and the thanksgiving, from apostolic instruction. See the 2nd

fragment, in Stieren, I. 854. It appears in all the Greek liturgies. In the

Liturgia Jacobi it reads thus : Kal i^aTroareiXov ecj)' fjfiaq koI trrl ra irpoaKeifieva
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the elements, usually accompauied by the recital of the words

of institution and the Lord's Prayer; and finally, the general

intercessions for all classes, especially for the believers, on the

ground of the sacrifice of Christ on the cross for the salvation

of the world. The length and order of the prayers, however,

were not uniform ; nor the position of the Lord's Prayer, which

sometimes took the place of the prayer of consecration, being

reserved for the prominent part of the service. Pope Gregory

I. says that it " was the custom of the Apostles to consecrate

the oblation only by the Lord's Prayer." The congregation

responded from time to time, according to the ancient Jewish

and the apostolic usage, with an audible "Amen," or " Kyrie

eleison." The " Sursum corda," also, as an incitement to devo-

tion, with the response, " Habemus ad Dominum," appears at

least as early as Cyprian's time, who expressly alludes to it, and

in all the ancient liturgies. The prayers were spoken, not read

from a book. But extemporaneous prayer naturally assumes a

fixed form by constant repetition.

The elements were common or leavened bread ^ (except among

the Ebionites, who, like the later Koman church from the

seventh century, used unleavened bread), and wine mingled

with water. This mixing was a general custom in antiquity,

but came now to have various mystical meanings attached to it.

The elements were placed in the hands (not in the mouth) of

each communicant by the clergy who were present, or, according

to Justin, by the deacons alone, amid singing of psalms by the

congregation (Psalm 34), with the words :
" The body of

Christ;" "The blood of Christ, the cup of life;" to each of

6o)pa ravra to Uvev/ia aov to Travdyiop, to nipiov Kal !^uo:toi6v . . . Iva . . . dyiaari

Kul Ttoiijari tov jilv hpTov tovtov aufia ayiov tov XpiaTov aov, Kal to TroT^piov tovto

ai/ia Tificov tov Xp. aov, Iva ytvriTai Ko.ai Tolg i^ avTuv fiETokaii^&vovaiv e\q ackeaiv

diiapTtuv Kal eJf ^ui)v alupiov, eig dyiaa/abv tl'vxCyv Kal cufiaTuv, tig KupTO^oplav

epyuv dyadfjv.

^ Kntvb^ apTor, says Justin, -while in view of its sacred import he calls it also

uncommon bread and drink. The use of leavened or unleavened bread

became afterwards, as is well known, a point of controversy between the Roman

and Greek churches.
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which the recipient responded " Amen." ^ The whole congre-

gation thus received the elements, standing in the act.^ Thanks-

giving and benediction concluded the celebration.

After the public service the deacons carried the consecrated

elements to the sick and to the confessors in prison. Many took

portions of the bread home with them, to use in the family at

morning prayer. This domestic communion was practised par-

ticularly in North Africa, and furnishes the first example of a

commiudo sab una specie. In the same country, in Cyprian's

time, we find the custom of infant communion (administered

with wine alone), which was justified from John 6 : 53, and has

continued in the Greek (and Russian) church to this day, though

irreconcilable with the aj)ostle's requisition of a preparatory ex-

amination (1 Cor. 11 : 28).

At first the communion was joined with a love feast, and '

was then celebrated in the evening, in memory of the last

supper of Jesus with his disciples. But so early as the begin-

ning of the second century these two exercises were separated,

and the communion was placed in the morning, the love feast

in the evening, except on certain days of special observance.^

1 This simplest form of distribution, " I^u/ua Xpiarov," and " Alfia Xp.,

TTorijfiiov l^ufjc," occurs in the Clementine liturgy of the Apostolic Constitutions,

VIII. 13, and seems to be the oldest.

' The standing posture of the congregation during the principal prayers,

and in the communion itself, seems to have been at first universal. For this

was, indeed, the custom always on the day of the resurrection in distinction

from Friday {"stantes oramus, quod est signum resurrectionis," says Augustin)
;

besides, the communion was, in the highest sense, a ceremony of festivity and

joy ; and finilly, Justin expressly observes: "Then we all stand up to prayer."

After the twelfth century, kneeling in receiving the elements became general,

and passed from the Catholic church into the Lutheran and Anglican, while

most of the Reformed churches returned to the original custom of standing.

Sitting in the communion was first introduced after the Reformation by the

Presbyterian church of Scotland, and is very common in the LTnited States^

the deacons or elders handing the bread and cup to the communicants in their

pews. A curious circumstance is the sitting posture of the Pope in the com-

munion, which Dean Stanley regards as a relic of the reclining or recumbent

posture of the primitive disciples. See his Christ. Instit. p. 250 sqq.

* On Maundy-Thursday, according to Augustin's testimony, the com-

munion continued to be celebrated in the evening, " tanquam ad insigniorem
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Tertullian gives a detailed description of the Agape in re-

futation of the shameless calumnies of the heathens.^ But the

growth of the churches and the rise of manifold abuses led to

the gradual disuse, and in the fourth century even to the formal

prohibition of the Agape, which belonged in fact only to the

childhood and first love of the church. It was a family feast,

where rich and poor, master and slave met on the same footing,

partaking of a simple meal, hearing reports from distant con-

gregations, contributing to the necessities of suffering brethren,

and encouraging each other in their daily duties and trials.

Augustin describes his mother Monica as going to these feasts

with a basket full of provisions and distributing them.

The communion service has undergone many changes in the

course of time, but still substantially survives with all its primi-

tive vitality and solemnity in all churches of Christendom,—a per-

petual memorial of Christ's atoning sacrifice and saving love to

the human race. Baptism and the Lord's Supper are institutions

which proclaim from day to day the historic Christ, and can never

be superseded by contrivances of human ingenuity and wisdom.

commemorationem." So on high feasts, as Christmas night, Epiphany, and

Easter Eve, and in fasting seasons. See Ambrose, Serm. viii. in Ps. 118.

' Apol. c. 39 :
" About tlie modest supper-room of the Christians alone a

great ado is made. Our feast explains itself by its name. The Greeks call it

love. Whatever it costs, our outlay in the name of piety is gain, since with

the good things of the feast we benefit the needy, not as it is with you, do

parasites aspire to the glory of satisfying their licentious propensities, selling

themselves for a belly-feast to all disgraceful treatment—but as it is with God

himself, a peculiar respect is shown to the lowly. If the object of our feast

be good, in the light of that consider its further regulations. As it is an act

of religious service, it permits no vileness or immodesty. The participants,

before reclining, taste first of prayer to God. As much is eaten as satisfies the

cravings of hunger; as much is drunk as befits the chaste. They say it is

enough, as those who remember that even during the night they have to wor-

ship God ; they talk as those who know that the Lord is one of their auditors.

After the washing of hands and the bringing in of lights, each is asked to

stand forth and sing, as he can, a hymn to God, either one from the holy

Scriptures or one of his own composing—a proof of the measure of our drink-

ing. As the feast commenced with prayer, ?o with prayer it closed. We go

from it, not like troops of mischief-doers, nor bands of roamers, nor to break

out into licentious acts, but to have as mucli care of our modesty and chastity

as if we had been at a school of virtue rather than a banquet." (Translation

from the " Ante-Nicene Library '').
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§ 69. Tlie Doctrine of the Eucharist.

Literature. See the works quoted, vol. I. 472, by Waterland (Episc.

d. 1740), DoLLiNGER (R. Cath., 1826; since 1870 Old Cath.),

Ebrard (Calvinistic-, 1845), Xevin (Calvinistic, 1846), Kahnis
(Luth. 1851, but changed his view in his Dogmatik), E. B. Pusey
(high Anglic, 1855), Ruckert (Rationalistic, 1856), Vogan (high

Anglic, 1871), Harrison (Evang, Angl., 1871), Stanley (Broad

Church Episc, 1881).

On the Eucharistic doctrine of Ignatius, Justin, Irenseus, and Tertullian,

there are also special treatises by Thiersch (1841), Semisch (1842),

Engelhardt (1842), Baur (1839 and 1857), Steitz (1864), and
others.

HoFLiNG : Die Lehre der dltesten Kirche vom Opfer im Lehen unci Cultus der

Christen. Erlangen, 1851.

Dean Stanley: The Eucharistic Sacrifice. In "Christian Institutions"

(N. Y. 1881) p. 73 sqq.

The doctrine concerning the sacrament of the Lord's Snpper,

not coming into special discussion, remained indefinite and

obscure. The ancient church made more account of the worthy-

participation of the ordinance than of the logical apprehension

of it. She looked upon it as the holiest mystery of the Chris-

tian worship, and accordingly celebrated it with the deepest

devotion, without inquiring into the mode of Christ's presence,

nor into the relation of the sensible signs to his flesh and blood.

It is unhistorical to carry any of the later theories back into

this age ; although it has been done frequently in the apologetic

and polemic discussion of this subject.

I. THE EUCHAEIST AS A SACRAMENT.

Of the apostolic fathers Ignatius alone, the champion of old

Catholic episcopacy, speaks of the eucharist in two passages of

the Greek text, more in the way of allusion, but in very strong,

mystical terras, calling it the flesh of our crucified and risen

Lord Jesus Christ, and the consecrated bread a medicine of

immortality and an antidote of spiritual death.^ This view,

1 Ad Smyrn. c. 7 ; against the Docetists, who deny rr/v ev^npturiav adpKu e^vai

Toi) aurr/png i)uuv 'I. Xp., k. t. 1. ; and Ad Ephe^s- c. 20 : "Of (so. aprog) eariv

(papuuKov adarniriar^ avTiSn-og Tov pi) arrodaveiv, a/ika ^tjv kv ^Itjcov Xpiaru) 6ta

iravrdg. Both passages are wanting in the Syriac version. But the first is

Vol. II. 16.
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closely connected with his higli-churchly tendency in general,

no doubt involves belief in the real presence, and ascribes to

the holy Supper an effect on spirit and body at once, vdih

reference to the future resurrection, but is still somewhat ob-

scure, and rather an expression of elevated feeling, than a logical

definition.

The same may be said of Justin Martyr, when he compares

the descent of Christ into the consecrated elements to his incar-

nation for our redemption/

Irenaeus says repeatedly, in combating the Gnostic Docetism,^

that bread and wine in the sacrament become, by the presence

of the Word of God, and by the power of the Holy Spirit, the

body and blood of Christ, and that the receiving of them

strengthens soul and body (the germ of the resurrection body)

unto eternal life. Yet this would hardly warrant our ascribing

either transubstantiation or consubstantiation to Irenreus. For

in another place he calls the bread and wine, after consecration,

"antitypes," implying the continued distinction of their sub-

stance from the body and blood of Christ.^ This expression in

itself, indeed, might be understood as merely contrasting here

the Supper, as the substance, with the Old Testament passover,

its type; as Peter calls baptism the antitype of the saving

cited by Theodoret, Dial. III. p. 231, and must therefore have been known

even in the Syrian churcli in his time.

^ Apol I. 66 (I. 182, tliird ed. of Otto). Here also occurs already the term

fieralin'hr], which some Roman controversialists use at once as an argument for

transubstantiation. Justin says: 'E|^ ^f [i- e. rpncpf/g) ai/ia khI anpKeg Kara

fiETalS'iAi/v T/jEcpnvTai ijfiuv^ ex quo alimeiilo sanguis et carnes nostrce per mutationem

aluntiir. But according to the context, this denotes by no means a transmu-

tation of the elements, but either the assimilation of them to the body of the

receiver, or the operation of them upon the body, with reference to the future

resurrection. Comp. John 6: 54 sqq., and like passages in Ignatius and

Irenaeus.

^ Adv. hoer. IV. 18, and pa,mm.

^ In the second of the Fragments discovered by PfafT (0pp. Iren. ed Stieren,

vol. I. p. 8.55), which Maffei and other Roman divines have unwarrantably

declared spurious. It is there said that the Christians, after the offering of the

eucharistic sacrifice, call upon the Holy Ghost, o^ug amxp/'/vr) t^v -dvaiav rai<rtiv

Koi Tov aprov cu^a tov XpiaTov^ koI rb worr/pcov to alfxa rov Xp., Ivn oi u€Ta'ka^6vTeq

TovTuv Tuv avTi.TvTTijVj T^f n<pfaeug T(')v aunpriwv Koi rrJQ luijg aiuvinv rij^^uaiv.
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water of the flood.^ But the connection, and the iisus loquendi

of the earlier Greek fathers, require us to take the term antitype

in the sense of type, or, more precisely, as the antithesis of

archetype. The bread and wine represent and exhibit the body

and blood of Christ as the archetype, and correspond to them,

as a copy to the original. In exactly the same sense it is said

in Heb. 9 : 24—comp. 8 : 5—that the earthly sanctuary is the

antitype, that is the copy, of the heavenly archetype. Other

Greek fathers also, down to the fifth century, and especially the

author of the Apostolical Constitutions, call the consecrated

elements "antitypes" (sometimes, like Theodoretus, "types")

of the body and blood of Christ.^

A different view, approaching nearer the Calvinistic or Re-

formed, we meet with among the African fathers. Tertullian

makes the words of institution : Hoc est corpus meum, equiva-

lent to : jigura corporis mei, to prove, in opposition to Marcion's

docetism, the reality of the body of Jesus—a mere phantom

being capable of no emblematic representation.^ This involves,

at all events, an essential distinction between the consecrated

elements and the body and blood of Christ in the Supper. Yet

Tertullian must not be understood as teaching a merely sym-

bolical presence of Christ ; for in other places he speaks, accord-

ing to his general realistic turn, in almost materialistic language

of an eating of the body of Christ, and extends the participa-

tion even to the body of the receiver.* Cyprian likewise ap-

1 1 Pet. 3 : 20, 21.

^ Const. Apost. 1. V. C. 14: Ta avrirvna fivarfipi.a rov riuiov a^uaroc avrov

Kol alunrnc. So VI. 30, and in a eucliaristic prayer, VII. 25. Other passages

of the Greek fathers .see in Stieren, 1. c. p. 884 sq. Comp. also Bleek's learned

remarks in liis large Com. on Heb. 8 : 5, and 9: 24.

* Adv. Marc. IV. 40 ; and likewise III. 19. This interpretation is plainly

very near that of CEcnlampadins, who puts the figure in the predicate, and who
attached no small weight to Tertu 11 ian's authority. But the Zwinglian view,

which puts the figure in the ecrn, instead of the predicate, appears also in Ter-

tullian, Adv. Marc. I. 14, in the words :
" Panem qui ipsum corpus suum rep'

ra&sentat." T!ie two interpretations are only grammatical modifications of the

same symbolical theory.

* De Rcf^ur. Carnis, c. 8. '' Caro corpore et sanguine Chrish vescitnr, nt el anima

de Deo saginetur." De Pudic. c. 9, he refers the fatted calf, in the parable of
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pears to favor a symbolical interpretation of the words of insti-

tution, yet not so clearly. The idea of the real presence would

have much better suited his sacerdotal conception of the ministry.

In the customary mixing of the wine with water he sees a type

of the union of Christ with his church/ and, on the authority

of John 6 : 53, holds the communion of the Supper indispensa-

ble to salvation. The idea of a sacrifice comes out very boldly

in Cyprian.

The Alexandrians are here, as usual, decidedly spiritualistic.

Clement twice expressly calls the wine a symbol or an allegory

of the blood of Christ, and says, that the communicant receives

not the physical, but the spiritual blood, the life, of Christ ; as,

indeed, the blood is the life of the body. Origen distinguishes

still more definitely the earthly elements from the heavenly

bread of life, and makes it the whole design of the supper to

feed the soul with the divine word.^ Applying his unsound

allegorical method here, he makes the bread represent the Old

Testament, the wine the New, and the breaking of the bread

the multiplication of the divine w^ord ! But these were rather

private views for the initiated, and can hardly be taken as pre-

sentino; the doctrine of the Alexandrian church.

We have, therefore, among the ante-Nicene fathers, three dif-

the prodigal son, to the Lord's Supper, and says: " Opimitate Dominici corporis

vescitur, evcharistia scilicet." De Oral. c. 6 :
" Quod et corpus Christi in panecense-

tur," which should probably be translated : is to be understood by the bread

(not contained in the bread).

1 For this reason he considers the mixing essential. Epist. Go (ed. Bal.) c

13: "Si vinum tantmn quis offerat, sanguis Christi incipit esse sine nobis ; si vero

aqua sit sola, plehs incipit esse sine Christo. Quando autem utrumque miscetur et

adunatione confusa sibi invicem copulatur, tunc sacramcntum spirituale et coeleste

perficitur."

2 Comment, ser. in Matt c. 85 (III. 898) :
" Panis iste, quern Dem Verbum

[Logos] corpus suum esse fatetur, verbum est nutritorium animarum, verbum de

Deo Verba procedens, et panis de pani coelesti Non enim partem ilium vid-

bilem, quern tenebat in manibus, corpus suum dicebat Deus Verbum, sed verbum, in

cuius mysterio faerat panis ille franfiendus." Then the same of the wine.

Origen evidently goe-s no liigher tlian the ZwingUan theory, while Clement

approaches the Calvinistic view of a spiritual real fruition of Christ's life in

the eucharist.
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ferent views, an Oriental, a North-African, and an Alexandrian.

The first view, that of Ignatius and Irenseus, agrees most nearly

with the mystical character of the celebration of the eucharist,

and with the catholicizing features of the age.

2. THE EUCHARIST AS A SACRIFICE.

This point is very important in relation to the doctrine, and

still more important in relation to the cultus and life, of the

ancient church. The Lord's Supper was universally regarded

not only as a sacrament, but also as a sacrifice,^ the true and

eternal sacrifice of the new covenant, superseding all the pro-

visional and typical sacrifices of the old ; taking the place

particularly of the passover, or the feast of the typical redemp-

tion from Egypt. This eucharistic sacrifice, however, the ante-

Nicene fathers conceived not as an unbloody repetition of the

atoning sacrifice of Christ on the cross, but simply as a com-

memoration and renewed appropriation of that atonement, and,

above all, a thank-offering of the whole church for all the

favors of God in creation and redemption. Hence the current

name itself

—

eucharist; which denoted in the first place the

prayer of thanksgiving, but afterwards the whole rite.^

The consecrated elements were regarded in a twofold light, as

representing at once the natural and the spiritual gifts of God,

which culminated in the self-sacrifice of Christ on the cross.

Hence the eucharistic prayer, like that connected with the typical

passover, related at the same time to creation and redemption,

which Avere the more closely joined in the mind of the church

for their dualistic separation by the Gnostics. The earthly gifts

of bread and wine were taken as types and pledges of the

heavenly gifts of the same God, who has both created and

redeemed the world.

Upon this followed the idea of the self-sacrifice of the wor-

shipper himself, the sacrifice of renewed self-consecration to

1 Tipoaipopa, Ovata, oblatio, sacrificium.

* So among the Jews the cup of wine at the paschal supper was called "the

cup of blessing," iroTr/piov evXoylag= evxapicTiag, comp. 1 Cor. 10 : 16.
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Christ iu return for his sacrifice on the cross, and also the

sacrifice of charity to tlie poor. Down to the twelftli and

thirteenth centuries the eucharistic elements were presented as a

thank-offering by the members of the congregation themselves,

and the remnants went to the clergy and the poor. In these

gifts the people yielded themselves as a priestly race and a

living thank-offering to God, to whom they owed all the

blessings alike of providence and of grace. In later times the

priest alone offered the sacrifice. But even the Roman jNIissal

retains a recollection of the ancient custom in the plural form,

" We offer," and in the sentence :
" All you, both brethren and

sisters, pray that my sacrifice and your sacrifice, which is equally

yours as well as mine, may be meat for the Lord."

This subjective offering of the whole congregation on the

ground of the objective atoning sacrifice of Christ is the real

centre of the ancient Christian worship, and particularly of the

communion. It thus differed both from the later Catholic mass,

which has changed the thank-offering into a sin-offering, the

congregational offering into a priest offering ; and from the com-

mon Protestant cultus, which, in opposition to the Roman mass,

has almost entirely banished the idea of sacrifice from the cele-

bration of the Lord's Supper, except in the customary offerings

for the poor.

The writers of the second century keep strictly within the

limits of the notion of a congregational i^/iari/i;-offering. Thus

Justin says expressly, prayers and thanksgivings alone are the

true and acceptable sacrifices, which the Christians offer. Irenaeus

has been brought as a witness for the Roman doctrine, only

on the ground of a false reading.^ The African fathers, in the

third century, who elsewhere incline to the symbolical interpre-

tation of the words of institution, are the first to approach on

1 Adv. Hcer. IV. c. 18, § 4; " Verbum [the Logos] (]uod offcrtur Deo ;" instead

of which should be read, according to other manuscripts: "Verbum per quod

o/ertur,''—which suits the connexion much better. Conip. IV. 17, § 6: "Per

Jes. Christum offert ecclesia." Stieren reads " Verbum quod,'' but refers it not

to Christ, but to the word of the prayer. The passage is, at all events, too

obscure and too isolated to build a dogma upon.
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tliis point the later Roman Catholic idea of a sin-offerino- •

especially Cyprian, the steadfast advocate of priesthood and of

episcopal authority.' Tlie ideas of priesthood, sacrifice, and

altar, are intimately connected, and a Judaizing or paganizing

conception of one must extend to all.

§ 70. The Celebration of Baptism.

The Lit. see in vol. I. § 54, p. 465 sq., especially Wall and HoFLlifG.
On the archseology of baptism see the seventh volume of Augusti's
Denkioiirdigkeiten, etc., the first vol. of Bixterim, and the art. bap-
tism in Smith and Cheetham, I. 155-172. Also, on the Baptist

side, H. Osgood in Schafi"'s " Encycl." I. 198 sq., and Norman
Fox : The Rise of the Use of Pouring and Sjjrinkling for Baptism,
in the " Baptist Quarterly Review," Cincinnati, Oct., 1882. For pic-

torial illustrations see the monumental works of Cav. de Rossi,
Garrucci, Roller, and others, on the Catacombs and early Chris-

tian art.

Justin Martyr gives the following brief account of the cele-

bration of baptism before the middle of the second century :
^

" Those who are convinced of the truth of our doctrine, and

have promised to live according to it, are exhorted to prayer,

fasting and repentance for past sins ; we praying and fasting

with them. Then they are led by us to a place where is water,

and in this way they are regenerated, as we also have been regen-

erated ;^ that is, they receive the water-bath in the name of God,

the Father and Ruler of all, and of our Redeemer Jesus Christ,

and of the Holy Ghost. For Christ says : Except ye be born

again, ye cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven.* ....
Thus, from children of necessity and ignorance, we become

' Epist. 63 ad Ccecil c. 14: "Si Jesus Christus, Dominus et Dens nosier, ipse

est summus sacerdos Dei Patris et sacrificium Patri seipsum primus obtulit et hoc

fieri in sui commemorationem proicepit : ulique ille sacerdos vice Christi verefungitwr,

qui id, quod ChrLUus fecit, imitatur et sacrificium verum et plenum tunc offert in

ecclesia Dei Patri, si sic incipiat offere, secundum quod ipsum Christum videat

obtulisse."

'' Apol. I., c. 61 (I. 164 ed. Otto).

aynvTut v(^' rjiiuv ivHa v^up lari, koi Tpdirov avayevv^aeug, bv Kai ^jueig ai'Tot

avE}Evvtj-Br]fiEV, hvayevvdvTm.

* Jolm 3: 5. One of the oldest testimonies to the existence of John's Gos-
pel. On the slight departure from the text in John, see vol. I. 703, note 4.
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children of choice and of wisdom, and partakers of the forgive-

ness of former sins The baptismal bath is called

also illumination {i^wvcapto^), because those who receive it are

enlightened in the understanding."

This account may be completed by the following particulars

from TertuUian and later writers.

Before the act the candidate was required in a solemn vow to

renounce the service of the devil, that is, all evil,^ give himself

to Christ, and confess the sum of the apostolic faith in God the

Father, the Son, and Holy Spirit.^ The Apostles' Creed, there-

fore, is properly the baptismal symbol, as it grew, in fact, out of

the baptismal formula.

This act of turning from sin and turning to God, or of repen-

tance and faith, on the part of the candidate, was followed by

an appropriate jsrayer of the minister, and then by the baptism

itself in the triune name, with three successive immersions in

which the deacons and deaconesses assisted. The immersion

consisted in thrice dipping the head of the candidate who stood

nude in the water.^ Single immersion seems to have been

1 Abrenunciatio diaboli. Tertullian :
" JRenunciare diaholo ef pompce et angelis

ejus.'^ Const. Apost. : 'AnoTdcjao/uac tu) "EaTava kuI to'lq ip^oig nvrov /cat rate

irofiiralg avroii, koI raig Tiarpeiai^ avrov, Kcil rram ro'ic i)-' ahrdv. This renuncia-

tion of the devil was made, at least in the fourth century, as we learn from

Cyril of Jerusalem, in the vestibule of the baptistery, with the face towards

the west, and the hand raised in the repelling posture, as if Satan were present

(dif napovTt aTvoraaaea&e ^aravg), and was sometimes accompanied with cxsuf-

flations, or other signs of expulsion of the evil spirit.

2 'Oiinloyrirsir^^ professio. The creed was either said by tlie catechumen after

the priest, or confessed in answer to questions, and with the face turned east-

wards towards the light.

^ See the authorities quoted in Smith and Cheetham, I. 161, and more fully in

Augusti, l. c. " Ter mergitamur," says Tertullian. Immersion was very natural

in Southern climates. The baptisteries of the Nicene age, of which many re-

main in Asia, Africa, and Southern Europe, were built for immersion, and all

Oriental churches still adhere to this mode. Garrucci (Storia della Arte

Cristinna, I. 27) says: '' Antichissimo e solenne fit. il rito cT immergere In persona

nelt acqua, e tre volte anche il capo, al pronunziare del ministro i ire nomi."

S'-hultze [Die Kulakumhen, p. 136) : "Die Taufdarstellungen vorkonstantinischer

Zei.t, deren Zahl sich avf drei beldiift, zeigen sdmmflich erwachsene Tdvjlinge, in

zwei Fallen Knaben von etwa ziwolf Jahren, im drilten Falle einen Jilngling. Der

Act wird durch Untertauchen vollzogen.'' Dean Stanley delights in pictorial
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introduced by Eunomius about 360, but was condemned on pain

of degradation, yet it reappeared afterwards in Spain, and Pope

Gregory I. declared both forms valid, the trine immersion as

setting forth the Trinity, the single immersion the Unity of the

Godhead.^ The Eastern church, however, still adheres strictly

to the trine immersion.^ Baptism by pouring water from a shell

or vessel or from the hand on the head of the candidate while

he stood knee-deep or waist-deep in the water, occurs also and

was probably considered equivalent to immersion.^ But baptism

by mere aspersion or sprinkling was exceptional and applied only

to infirm or sick persons ; hence called clinical baptism/ The

validity of this baptism was even doubted by many in the third

exaggeration of the baptismal immersion in patristic times as contrasted with

modern sprinkling. '' Baptism," he says, '' was not only a bath, but a plunge

—

an entire submersion in the deep water, a leap as into the rolling sea or the

rushing river, where for the moment the waves close over the b;itlier's head,

and he emerges again as from a momentary grave ; or it was a shock of a

shower-bath—the rush of water passed over the whole person from capacious

vessels, so as to wrap the recipient as within the veil of a splashing cataract.

This was the part of the ceremony on which the Apostles laid so much stress.

It was to them like a burial of the old former self and the rising up again of

the new self." Christian Institutions, (1881), p. 9.

1 Ep. I. 41 in reply to Leander, bishop of Hispala. Thomas Aquinas

(Summa TheoL, Tom. IV., f. 615, ed. Migne) quotes this letter with approval,

but gives the preference to trina immersio, as expressing '' triduum sepulturce

Christi et etiam Triiiifas personarum."

^ The Russian Orthodox Catechism defines baptism as " a sacrament, in

which a man who believes, having his body thrice plunged in water in the name

of God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, dies to the carnal life of sin,

and is born again of the Holy Ghost to a life spiritual and holy." In the case

of infants the act is usually completed by pouring water over the head, the

rest of the body being immersed. So I was informed by a Greek priest.

' Pouring or affusion is the present practice of the Roman Catholic church.

It is first found on pictures in the Roman catacombs, one of which De
Rosssi assigns to the second century (in the cemetry of Calixtus). "It is re-

markable that in almost all the earliest representations of baptism that have

been preserved to us, this [the pouring of water from vessels over the body]

is the special act represented." Marriott in Smith and Cheetham, I. 168.

In the Baptistery of St. John at Ravenna which dates from the fifth cen-

tury, Christ is represented as standing waist-deep in the river .Jordan, nn 1

John the Biptist a« pouring the water from a shell upon his head.

^" Baptismus clinicoriim'^ {K/.iviKni, from K/ln'?7, bed). Clinicus or grabbatai ins

designated one who was baptized on the sick bed.
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century ; and Cyprian wrote in its defence, taking tlie ground

that the mode of application of water was a matter of minor

importance, provided that faith was present in the recipient and

ministrant.^ According to ecclesiastical law clinical baptism at

least incapacitated for the clerical office.^ Yet the Roman bishop

Fabian ordained Novatian a presbyter, though he had been

baptized on a sick-bed by aspersion.3

1 Ep. 69 (ill. 75), ad Magnum. He answered the question as best he could

in the absence of any ecclesiastical decision at that time. This Epistle, next

to Tertullian's onposition to infant baptism, is the oldest document in the

voluminous baptismal literature. Cyprian quotes (ch. 12) several passages

from the O. T. where "sprinkling" is spoken of as an act of cleansing (Ez.

36: 25,26; Num. 8: 5-7; 19: 8-13), and then concludes: " Whence it ap-

pears that sprinkling also of water prevails equally with the salutary wa.shing

{adspersionem qanqae aquae instar salutaris lavacri obiinere)', and that when this

is done in the church where the faith both of the receiver and the giver is sound

[icbi sit et accipitntis et dajitis fides inlegra), all things hold and may be consum-

mated and perfected by the majesty of the Lord and by the truth of faith."

But in the same Ep., Cyprian denies the validity of heretical and schismatic

baptism in any form. See below, ^ 74.

2 The twelfth canon of the Council of Neo-Csesarea (after 31-4) ordains

:

" Whosoever has received clinical baptism cannot be promoted to the priest-

hood, because his [profession of] faith was not from free choice, but from ne-

cessity (ff am-yioii;, fear of death), unless he excel afterwards in zeal and faith,

or there is a deficiency of [able] men." This canon passed into the Corpus

jur. can. c. 1 Dist. 57. See Heiele, Concilicngesch, 1. 249 (2nd ed.).

' Pouring and sprinkling were still exceptional in the ninth century accord-

ing to Walafrid Strabo (De Bel. Ecd., c 26), but they made gradual progress

with the spread of infant baptism, as the most convenient mode, especially in

Northern climates, and came into common use in the West at the end of the

thirteenth century. Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) says, that although it may be

safer to baptize by immersion, yet pouring and sprinkling are also allowable

{Summa Theol. P. III. Qu. LXVI. De Bapt. art. 7: in Migne's ed. Tom. IV.

fol. 614): "Si totnm corpus aqud non possit perfundi propter aquoi paucitatem, vel

propter aliqunm aliam cansam, opportet caput perfandtre, in quo manifestatur prin-

cipium animalis vitce." In Ireland aspersion seems to have been practiced very

early along with immersion. "Trine immersion, iviih the alternative of asper-

sion, is ordered in the earliest extant Irish Baptismal Office, in the compo-

sition of which, however, Roman influence is strongly marked." F. E.

Warren, TJie Liturgy and Eitual of the Celtic Church, Oxford (Clarendon Press),

1881, p. 65. Prof. Fox (/• c p. 494) and other Baptist writers, think that

" neither infant baptism nor the use of pouring and sprinkling for baptism

would ever have been thought of but for the superstitious idea that baptism

was necessarv to salvation." But this idea prevailed among the fathers and
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Thanksgiving, benediction, and the brotherly kiss concluded

the sacred ceremony.

Besides these essential elements of the baptismal rite, we find,

so early as the third century, several other subordinate usages,

which have indeed a beautiful symbolical meaning, but, like all

redundancies, could easily obscure the original simplicity of this

sacrament, as it appears in Justin Martyr's description. Among

these appendages are the signing of the cross on the forehead

and breast of the subject, as a soldier of Christ under the banner

of the cross
;
giving him milk and honey (also salt) in token of

sonship with God, and citizenship in the heavenly Canaan ; also

the unction of the head, the lighted taper, and the white robe.

Exorcism, or the expulsion of the devil, which is not to be

confounded with the essential formula of renunciation, was

probably practised at first only in special cases, as of demoniacal

possession. But after the council of Carthage, a. d. 256, we find

it a regular part of the ceremony of baptism, preceding the bap-

tism proper, and in some cases, it would seem, several times

repeated during the course of catechetical instruction. To under-

stand fully this custom, we should remember that the early

church derived the whole system of heathen idolatry, which it

justly abhorred as one of the greatest crimes,^ from the agency

ia the Greek church fully as much as in the Roman, while it is rejected in

most Protestant churches where sprinkling is practiced.

Luther sought to restore immersion, but without effect. Calvin took a simi-

lar view of the subject as Thomas Aquinas, but he went farther and declared

the mode of application to be a matter of indifference, Inst. IV. ch. 15, § 19:

" Whether the person who is baptized be wholly immersed (mergatur totus),

and whether thrice or once, or whether water be only poured [infusa) or

sprinkled upon him (aspergalur), is of no importance (minimum rcfert) : but

this should be left free to the churches according to the difference of countries.

Yet the very word baptize signifies to immerse (mergere) ; and it is certain that

immersion was the practice of the ancient church." Most Protestants agree

with Calvin, except the Baptists, who revived the ancient practice, but only in

part (single instead of trine immersion), and without the patristic ideas of bap-

tismal regeneration, infant baptism, and the necessity of baptism for salvation.

They regard baptism as a mere symbol which exhibits the fact that regenera-

tion and conversion have already taken place.

^ TertuUian calls it " principale crimen generis humani" (De idol. c. 1), and

Cyprian, " summum delictum" (Ep. x.).
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of Satan. The heathen deities, although they had been eminent

men during their lives, were, as to their animating principle,

identified with demons—either fallen angels or their progeny.

These demons, as we may infer from many passages of Justin,

Minutius Felix, Tertullian, and others, were believed to traverse

the air, to wander over the earth, to deceive and torment

the race, to take possession of men, to encourage sacrifices, to

lurk in statues, to speak through the oracles, to direct the flights

of birds, to work the illusions of enchantment and necromancy,

to delude the senses by false miracles, to incite persecution

against Christianity, and, in fact, to sustain the whole fabric of

heathenism with all its errors and vices. But even these evil

spirits were subject to the powerful name of Jesus. Tertullian

openly challenges the pagan adversaries to bring demoniacs

before the tribunals, and affirms that the spirits which possessed

them, would bear witness to the truth of Christianity.

The institution of sjionsors,^ first mentioned by Tertullian, arose

no doubt from infant baptism, and was designed to secure Christian

training, without thereby excusing Christian parents from their

duty.

Baptism might be administered at any time, but Avas commonly

connected with Easter and Pentecost, and in the East with

Epiphany also, to give it the greater solemnity. The favorite

hour was midnight lit up by torches. The men were baptized

first, the women afterwards During the week following, the

neophytes wore white garments as symbols of their purity.

Separate chai)els for baptism, or baptisteries, occur first in

the fourth century, and many of them still remain in Southern

Europe. Baptism might be performed in any place, where, as

Justin says, " water was." Yet Cyprian, in the middle of the

third century, and the pseudo-Apostolical Constitutions, require

the element to be previously consecrated, that it may become the

vehicle of the purifying energy of the Spirit. This corresponded

to the consecration of the bread and wine in the Lord's Sup-

per, and involved no transformation of the substance.

1 'AvuSoxoi, sponsores, fiddjussores.
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§ 71. The Doctrine of Baptism.

This ordinance was regarded in the ancient church as the

sacrament of the new birth or regeneration, and as the solemn

rite of initiation into the Christian Church, admitting to all her

benefits and committing to all her obligations. It was sup-

posed to be preceded, in the case of adults, by instruction on the

part of the church, and by repentance and faith (/. e. conversion)

on the part of the candidate, and to complete and seal the spirit-

ual process of regeneration, the old man being buried, and the

new man arising from the watery grave. Its effect consists in

the forgiveness of sins and the communication of the Holy

Spirit. Justin calls baptism " the water-bath for the forgive-

ness of sins and regeneration," and " the bath of conversion and

the knowledge of God." It is often called also illumination,

spiritual circumcision, anointing, sealing, gift of grace, symbol

of redemption, death of sins, &c.^ Tertullian describes its effect

thus: "When the soul comes to faith, and becomes transformed

through regeneration by water and power from above, it dis-

covers, after the veil of the old corruption is taken away, its

whole light. It is received into the fellowship of the Holy

Spirit ; and the soul, which unites itself to the Holy Spirit, is

followed by the body." He already leans towards the notion

of a magical operation of the baptismal water. Yet the sub-

jective condition of repentance and faith was universally required.

Baptism was not only an act of God, but at the same time the

most solemn surrender of man to God, a vow for life and

death, to live henceforth only to Christ and his people. The

keeping of this vow was the condition of continuance in the

church ; the breaking of it must be followed either by repent-

ance or excommunication.

From John 3: 5 and Mark 16: 16, Tertullian and other

^ The patristic terms for baptism expressive of doctrine are avayhvrjaiq,

TcaT^iyyeveaia (and lovrpbv 7T-a?iiyyeveaiac, Tit. 3 : 5), -deoyiveaiQ, regeneratio, se-

cunda or spiritualis nativitas, renascentia ; also tpuTLaiidq, !;)UTiafxa, ilhmiinatio,

acppayl^j signaculum, seal, nvrjoiq, /ivarayuyia, initiation into the mysteries (the sac-

raments). The sign was almost identified with the thing itself.
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fathers argued the necessity of baptism to salvation. Clement

of Alexandria supposed, with the Roman Hermas and others,

that even the saints of the Old Testament were baptized in

Hades by Christ or the apostles. But exception was made in

favor of the bloody baptism of martyrdom as compensating the

want of baptism with water; and this would lead to the evan-

gelical principle, that not the omission, but only the contempt

of the sacrament, is damning.^

The effect of baptism, however, was thought to extend only

to sins committed before receiving it. Hence the frequent

postponement of the sacrament,^ which Tertullian very earnestly

recommends, though he censures it when accompanied with

moral levity and presumption.^ Many, like Constantine the

Great, put it off to the bed of sickness and of death. They

preferred the risk of dying uubaptized to that of forfeiting for-

ever the baptismal grace. Death-bed baptisms were then what

death-bed repentances are now.

But then the question arose, how the forgiveness of sins com-

mitted after bai)tisra could be obtained ? This is the starting

point of the Roman doctrine of the sacrament o^ penance. Ter-

tullian* and Cyprian^ were the first to suggest. that satisfaction

must be made for such sins by self-imposed penitential exercises

and good svorks, such as prayers and almsgiving. Tertullian

held seven gross sins, which he denoted mortal sins, to be un-

pardonable after baptism, and to be left to the uncovenanted

mercies of God ; but the Catholic church took a milder view,

and even received back the adulterers and apostates on their

public repentance.

*
^^ Non cle/ectus (or privatio), sed contemfus sacramenti damnat." This leaves

the door open for the salvation of Quakers, unbaptized children, and elect

heathen who die with a desire for salvation.

^ Procrastinatio baptismi.

' So the author of the Apost. Constit, VI. 15, disapproves those who say

:

bri OTav reTievTO), fiaTrTil^ofiat, Iva /zs) d/iapTT/ao} Kat {jviravd to /SdiTTcafia.

* De Pcenitientia.

^ De Opere et Eleemosynis,
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NOTES.

In reviewing the patristic doctrine of baptism which was sanctioned by the

Greek and Koman, and, with some important modifications, also by the Lutheran

and Anglican churches, we should remember that during the first three centu-

ries, and even in the age of Constantine, adult baptism was the rule, and that

the actual conversion of the candidate was required as a condition before ad-

ministering the sacrament (as is still the case on missionary ground). Hence

the preceding catechetical instruction, the renunciation of the devil, and the

profession of faith. But when the same high view is applied without qualifi-

cation to wfant baptism, we are confronted at once with the difiiciilty that in-

fants cannot comply with tliis condition. They may be regenerated (this being

an act of God), but they cannot be converted, i. e. they cannot repent and believe,

nor do they need repentance, having not yet committed any actual trans-

gression. Infant baptism is an act of consecration, and looks to subsequent

instruction and personal conversion, as a condition to full membership of the

church. Hence confirmation came in as a supplement to infant baptism.

The strict Roman Catholic dogma, first clearly enunciated by St. Augustin

(though with reluctant heart and in the mildest form), assigns all unhnptized in-

fants to hell on the ground of Adam's sin and the absolute necessity of baptism

for salvation. A dogma horribile, hut falsum. Christ, who is the truth, blessed

unbaptized infants, and declared : "To such belongs the kingdom of heaven."

The Augsburg Confession (Art. IX.) still teaches against the Anabaptists:

"quod baptismits sit neccssarius ad salntcm," but the leading Lutheran divines

reduce the absolute necessity of bat»tism to a relative or ordinary necessity;

and the Reformed churches, under the influence of Calvin's teaching, went

further by making salvation depend upon divine election, not upon the sacra-

ment, and now generally hold to the salvation of all infants dying in infancy.

The Second Scotch Confession (a. D. 1580) was the first to declare its abhor-

rence of '' the cruel [popish] judgment against infants departing without the

sacrament," and the doctrine of "the absolute necessity of baptism."

§ 72. Catechetical Instruction and Confirmation.

LITERATURE.

I. Cyril {KvpiUnc) of Jerusalem (315-386) : Eighteen Caiechetical Lec-

tures, addressed to Catechumens [KaTT)xi]oeLQ ([>ij)Tci^ouevuv)^ and Five

Mijstagogical Lectures, addressed to the newly baptized. Best ed. by
Touttee, Par. 1720, reprinted in Migne's Patrol. Qr. vol. 33.

Augustin (d. 430) : De CatecMzandis RiuUbus.

II. Bingham : Antiquities, X. 2.

Zetzschwitz (Luth.) : System der christl. kirchl. Katechetik. Leipzig,

vol. I. 1863 ; vol. II. in 2 Parts, 1869 and 1872. •

JoH. Mayer (R. C.) : Geschichte des Katechumenats, and der Katechese

in den ersfen seeks Jahrh. Kempten, 1866.

A. Weiss (R. C.) : Die altkircliliche Pddagogik dargestellt in Katechumenat

und Katechese der ersten seeks Jahrh. Freiburg, 1869.
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Fr. X. Funk (R. C) : Die Katechumenats classen des cliristl. Alterthurm,

in the Tubing. " Theol. Quartalschrift," Tiib. 1883, p. 41-77.

1. The Catechumexate or preparation for baptism was a

very important institution of the early church. It dates sub-

stantially from apostolic times. Theophilus was "instructed" in

the main facts of the gospel history ; and Apollos was " instructed
"

in the way of the Lord.^ As the church was set in the midst of

a heathen world, and addressed herself in her missionary preach-

ing in the first instance to the adult generation, she saw the

necessity of preparing the susceptible for baptism by special

instruction under teachers called "catechists," wdio were generally

presbyters and deacons.^ The catechumenate preceded baptism

(of adults) ; whereas, at a later period, after the general intro-

duction of infant baptism, it followed. It was, on the one hand,

a bulwark of the church against unworthy members; on the

other, a bridge from the world to the church, a Christian

novitiate, to lead beginners forward to maturity. The catechu-

mens or hearers^ were regarded not as unbelievers, but as half-

Christians, and were accordingly allowed to attend all the

exercises of worship, except the celebration of the sacraments.

They embraced people of all ranlcs, ages, and grades of culture,

even philosophers, statesmen, and rhetoricians,—Justin, Athc-

nagoras, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Cyprian, Arnobius,

Lactantius, wlio all embraced Christianity in their adult years.

There was but one or at most two classes of Catechumens.

The usual division into three (or four) classes, which is dated

from the beginning of the fourth century, rests on confusion

with the classes of Penitents.*

^ Luke 1: 4 (icnrTjx'/'^'Ic) ; Acts 18: 25 {Karr^xv.uivog); comp. Rom. 2: 18;

1 Cor. 14: 19; Gal. 6:6; Heb. 5: 12. The verb Kamxeu means 1) to re-

sound; 2) to teach by word of mouth; 3) in Christian writers, to instruct in

the elements of religion.

' KaTTjx^TC'', doetores audientiiun. The term designates a function, not a spe-

cial office or class.

^ Kar?7xoi'»/i£W4, aKpnarai, auditores, audientes.

* ' AKpnuuevoif or audientes; yovvKTiivovreg, or gevnfleetentes ; and <puri!^6fie'^ni,

or competentes. So Di]can2;e, Augnsti, Neander, Ilofling, Hefeie (in the first

ed. of his Concilien^esch., but modified in the second, vol. I. 246, 248), Zezsch-
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The catechetical school of Alexandria was particularly re-

noAvned for its highly learned character.

The duration of this catechetical instruction was fixed some-

times at two years ^ sometimes at tlu'ee,^ but might be shortened

according to circumstances. Persons of decent moral character

-and general intelligence were admitted to baptism without delay.

The Councils allow immediate admission in cases of sickness.

2. Confirmation^ was originally closely connected with

baptism, as its positive complement, and was performed by the

imposition of hands, and the anointing of several parts of the

body with fragrant balsam-oil, the chrism, as it was called.

These acts were the medium of the communication of the Holy

Spirit, and of consecration to the spiritual priesthood. Later,

however, it came to be sej)arated from baptism, especially in the

case of infants, and to be regarded as a sacrament by itself.

Cyprian is the first to distinguish the baptism with water and

the baptism with the Spirit as two sacraments
;
yet this term,

sacrament, was used as yet very indefinitely, and applied to all

sacred doctrines and rites.

The Western church, after the third century, restricted the

power of confirmation to bishops, on the authority of Acts 8 :

17; they alone, as the successors of the apostles, being able to

impart the Holy Ghost. The Greek church extended this func-

tion to priests and deacons. The Anglican church retains the

Latin practice. Confirmation or some form of solemn recep-

tion into full communion on personal profession of fiiith, after

proper instruction, was regarded as a necessary supplement to

infant baptism, and afterwards as a special sacrament.

witz, Herzog, and many others. Bona and Bingham add even a fourth class

[k^uSovfiEvoi). But this artificial classification (as Dr. Funk has shown, /. c.)

arose from a misunderstanding of the fifth canon of NeociEsarea (between 314

and 325), which mentions one ySvv lOili'uv, bul as representing a class of peni-

tents, not of catechumens. Suicer, Mayer, and Weiss assume but two classes,

audienfes and competcntes. Funk maintains that the candidates for baptism

{cj)u-iC6uevoi, competentes or decti baptizandi) were already numbered among the

faithful (fideles), and that there was only one clas-s of catechumens.

^ Cone, of Elvira, can. 42. "•' Const Apost. VIII. 32.

' ^(ppayic, xp'i^u'^, confirmatio, obsignatio, signaculian.

Vol. II.— 17
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§ 73. Infant Baptism.

On Infant Baptism comp. Just. M. : Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. c. 43.

Irex. : Adv. Hcer. II. 22, I 4, compared with III. 17, § 1, and other

passages. Tertul. : De Baptismo, c. 18. Cypr. : Epist. LIX. ad

Fidum. Clem. Alex. : Pce.dag. III. 247. Orig. : Comm. in Rom.

V. 0pp. IV. 565, and Homil. XIV. in Luc.

See Lit. in vol. I. 463 sq., especially Wall. Comp. also W. E. Powers :

Irenoeus and Infant Baptism, in the " Am. Presb. and Theol. Rev."

N. Y. 1867, pp. 239-267.

While the cliurch was still a missionary institution in the midst

of a heathen world, infant baptism was overshadowed by the

baptism of adult proselytes ; as, in the following periods, upon

the union of church and state, the order was reversed. At

that time, too, there could, of course, be no such thing, even on

the part of Christian parents, as a compulsory baptism, which

dates from Justinian's reign, and which inevitably leads to the

profanation of the sacrament. Constantine sat among the

fathers at the great Council of Nicsea, and gave legal eifect to its

decrees, and yet put off his baptism to his deathbed. The cases

of Gregory of Nazianzum, St. Chrysostom, and St. Augustin,

who had mothers of exemplary piety, and yet were not baptized

before early manhood, show^ sufficiently that considerable free-

dom prevailed in this respect even in the Nicene and post-

Nicene ages. Gregory of Nazianzum gives the advice to put

off the baptism of children, where there is no danger of death,

to their third year.^

At the same time it seems an almost certain fact, though by

many disputed, that, with the baptism of converts, the optional

baptism of the children of Christian parents in established con-

gregations, comes down from the apostolic age.^ Pious parents

would naturally feel a desire to consecrate their offspring from

the very beginning to the service of the Kedeemer, and find a

precedent in the ordinance of circumcision. This desire would

1 Oral. XL.
* Comp. I. 469 sq. Tlie fact is not capable of positive proof, but rests on

strong probabilities. Tlie Baptists deny it. So does Neander, but he approves

tlie practice of infant baptism as springing from the spirit of Cliristianity.
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be strengthened in cases of sickness by the prevailing notion of

the necessity of baptism for salvation. Among the fathers,

Tertullian himself not excepted— for he combats only its

expediency— there is not a single voice against the lawful-

ness and the apostolic origin of infant baptism. No time can

be fixed at which it was first introduced. Tertullian suo-crests,

tliat it was usually based on the invitation of Christ :
" Suffer

the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not." The

usage of sponsors, to which Tertullian himself bears witness,

although he disapproves of it, and still more, the almost equally

ancient abuse of infant communion, imply the existence of infant

baptism. Heretics also practised it, and were not censured for it.

The apostolic fathers make, indeed, no mention of it. But

their silence proves nothing ; for they hardly touch upon bap-

tism at all, except Hernias, and he declares it necessary to

salvation, even for the patriarchs in Hades (therefore, as we
may well infer, for children also). Justin Martyr expressly

teaches the capacity of all men for spiritual circumcision by

baptism ; and his '' all " can with the less propriety be limited,

since he is here speaking to a Jew.^ He also says that many

old men and women of sixty and seventy years of age have been

from childhood disciples of Christ.^ Polycarp was eighty-six

years a Christian, and must have been baptized in early youth.

According to Irenaeus, his pupil and a faithful bearer of Johan-

nean tradition, Christ passed through all the stages of life, to sanc-

tify them all, and came to redeem, through himself, " all who
through him ai'e born again unto God, sucJdings, children, boys,

youths, and adults." ^ This profound view seems to involve an

1 Bid. c. Tr. c. 43.

^ Apol. I. c. 15 (Otto I. 48) : Ol ek iraiduv efia^7/Tei-&?)(yav ru XpioTU).

^ Adv. H(zr. II. 22, § 4 :
" Omnes venit per semetipsum salvare ; omnes, inquam,

qui per eum renascuntur in Deum, infantes et parvulos et pueros et juvenes et

seniores. Idea per omnem venit aetaiem, et infantibus infans /actus, sanctljicans

infantes ; in parvulis parvidus, sanctificans hanc ipsam habentes aetafem; simid et

exemplum illis pietatis effectus et justitice et subjectionis, in juvenibus juvenis," etc.

Neander, in discussing this passage remarks, that "from this idea, founded on

what is inmost in Christianity, becoming prominent in the feelings of Chris-

tians, resulted the practice of infant baptism" (I. 312, Boston ed.)
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acknowledgment not only of the idea of infant baptism, but

also of the practice of it ; for in the mind of Ireuaeus and

the ancient church baptism and regeneration were intimately

connected and almost identified.^ In an infant, in fact, any

regeneration but through baptism cannot be easily conceived.

A moral and spiritual regeneration, as distinct from sacra-

mental, would imply conversion, and this is a conscious act of

the will, an exercise of repentance and faith, of which the infant

is not capable.

In the churches of Egypt infant baptism must have been

practised from the first. For, aside from some not very clear

expressions of Clement of Alexandria, Origen distinctly derives

it from the tradition of the apostles; and through his jour-

neys in the East and West he was well acquainted with the

practice of the church in his time.^

^ Irenteus speaks of "the washing of regeneration," and of the "baptism of

regeneration unto God," to (icnrrta^a tt/q e'l^ &eov avayevv^ceug (Adv. Haer. I.

c. 21, § 1) ; he identifies the apostolic commission to baptize with \A\e potestas

regenerationis in Deum (III. 17, § 1); he says tliat Christ descending into

Hades, regenerated the ancient patriarchs (III. c. 22, ? 4: "in dnum suum

recipiens j)ristinos patres regeneravit e6s in vitam Dei"), by wliich he probably

meant baptism (according to the fancy of Hermas, Clement of Alex., and

others). Compare an examination of the various passages of Irenfeus in the

article by Powers, who comes to the conclusion (/. c p. 267) that " Ireua^us

everywhere implies baptism in the regeneration he so often names."

^ In Ep. ad Rom. {Opera, vol. IV. col. 1047 ed. Migne; or IV. 56-5 ed.

Delarue) :
*' Pro hoo et Ecdesia ab apo^tolis traditionem suMTpif, etiam paitulis

baptismum dare." In Levit. Ham. VIII. (II. 496 in Migne), he says that

*^ secundum Ecclesixn obscrvantiam" hK\)i\?,m was given also to children (e/iam

pnrndis). Comp. his Com. in Matt. XV. (III. 1268 sqq.) where he seems to

infer this custom from the example of Christ blessing little children. That

Origen himself was baptized in childhood (185 or soon after), is nowhere ex-

pressly stated in his works (as far as I know), but may be inferred as probable

from his descent of, and early religious instruction, by Christian parents (re-

ported by Eu.seb. H. E. VI. 19: rw 'Opv/hei to. Tijq Kara Xptcrov 6i6aaKa7.iag

f/c npoydvuv enui^eTo), in connection with the Egyptian custom. Comp.

Redepenning, Origenes, T. 49. It would certainly be more difiicult to prove

that he was not baptized in infancy. He could easily make room for infant

baptism in liis theological system, which involved the Platonic idea of a pre-

historic fall of the individual soul. But the Cyprianic and Augustinian

theology connected it with the historic fall of Adam, and the con.sequ^t

hereditary depravity and guilt.
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The only opponent of infant baptism among the fathers is

the eccentric and schismatic TertuUian, of North Africa. He
condemns the hastening of the innocent age to the forgiveness

of sins, and intrusting it with divine gifts, while we would not

commit to it earthly property.^ Whoever considers the solem-

nity of baptism, will shrink more from the receiving, than from

the postponement of it. But the very manner of Tertullian's

opposition proves as much in favor of infant baptism as against

it. He meets it not as an innovation, but as a prevalent cus-

tom ; and he meets it not with exegetical nor historical argu-

ments, but only with considerations of religious prudence. His

opposition to it is founded on his view of the regenerating

effect of baptism, and of the impossibility of having mortal

sins forgiven in the church after baptism ; this ordinance cannot

be repeated, and washes out only the guilt contracted before its

reception. On the same ground he advises healthy adults,

especially the unmarried, to postpone this sacrament until they

shall be no longer in danger of forfeiting forever the grace of

baptism by committing adultery, murder, apostasy, or any other

of the seven crimes which he calls mortal sins. On the same

principle his advice applies only to healthy children, not to

sickly ones, if we consider that he held baptism to be the in-

dispensable condition of forgiveness of sins, and taught the

doctrine of hereditary sin. With him this position resulted

from moral earnestness, and a lively sense of the great solem-

nity of the baptismal vow. But many put off baptism to their

death-bed, in moral levity and presumption, that they might

sin as long as they could.

Tertullian's opposition, moreover, had no influence, at least

no theoretical influence, even in North Africa. His disciple

Cyprian differed from him wholly. In his day it was no ques-

tion, whether the children of Christian parents might and

^ " Quidfestinat innocens aetas ad rernissionem peecatorum ? " The "innocens "

here is to be taken only in a relative sense ; for TertuUian in other places

teaches a vitium oricjinis, or hereditary sin and guilt, although not as distinctly

and clearly as Augustin.
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should be baptized—on this all were agreed,—but whether they

might be baptized so early as the second or third day after

birth, or, according to the precedent of the Jewish circumcision,

on the eighth day. Cyprian, and a council of sixty-six bishops

held at Carthage in 253 under his lead, decided for the earlier

time, yet without condemning the delay .^ It was in a measure

the same view of the almost magical effect of the baptismal

water, and of its absolute necessity to salvation, which led Cyp-

rian to hasten, and Tertullian to postpone the holy ordinance

;

one lookino: more at the beneficent effect of the sacrament in

regard to past sins, the other at the danger of sins to come.

§ 74. Heretical Baptism.

On Heretical Baptism comp. Eusebius: //. E. VII. 3-5. Cypeiajs':

Epist. LXX.-LXXVI. The Acts of the Councils of Carthage, A.d.

255 and 256, and the anonymous tract, De Rebaptismate, among

Cyprian's works, and in Routh's Rellquim Sacrce, vol. v. 283-328.

Hefele: Conciliengeschichte, I. 117-132 (second ed.).

G. E. Steitz : Kctzertaufe, in Herzog, rev. ed., VII. 652-661.

Heretical baptism was, in the third century, the subject of a

violent controversy, important also for its bearing on the ques-

tion of the authority of the Roman see.

Cyjjrian, whose Epistles afford the clearest information on

this subject, followed Tertullian ^ in rejecting baptism by here-

tics as an inoperative mock-baptism, and demanded that all

heretics coming over to the Catholic church be baptized (he

would not say 7-c-baptized). His position here was due to his

high-church exclusiveness and his horror of schism. As the

one Catholic church is the sole repository of all grace, there can

be no forgiveness of sins, no regeneration or communication of

the Spirit, no salvation, and therefore no valid sacraments, out of

her bosom. So far he had logical consistency on his side. But,

1 A later council of Carthage of the year 418 went further and decreed:

" Jtem plaeuit, ut quimnque parvulos recentes ah uteris matrum baptizandos negat

. . . anathema sit."

^ De Bapt. c. 15. Comp. also Clement of Alex., Strom. I. 375.
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on the other hand, he departed from the objective view of the

cliurcli, as the Donatists afterwards did, in making the efficacy

of the sacrament depend on the subjective holiness of the priest.

" How can one consecrate water," he asks, " who is himself un-

holy, and has not the Holy Spirit ? " He was followed by the

North African church, which, in several councils at Carthage in

the years 255-6, rejected heretical baptism ; and by the church

of Asia JMinor, which had already acted on this view, and now,

in the person of the Cappadocian bishop Firmilian, a disciple

and admirer of the great Origen, vigorously defended it against

Rome, using language which is entirely inconsistent with the

claims of the papacy.'

The Roman bishop Stephen (253-257) appeared for the op-

posite doctrine, on the ground of the ancient practice of his

church.^ He offered no argument, but spoke with the con-

sciousness of authority, and followed a catholic instinct. He
laid chief stress on the objective nature of the sacrament, the

virtue of which depended neither on the officiating priest, nor

on the receiver, but solely on the institution of Christ. Hence

he considered heretical baptism valid, provided only it was ad-

ministered with intention to baptize and in the right form, to

wit, in the name of the Trinity, or even of Christ alone ; so that

heretics coming into the church needed only confirmation, or

the ratification of baptism by the Holy Ghost. " Heresy," says

he, " produces children and exposes them ; and the church takes

up the exposed children, and nourishes them as her own, though

she herself has not brought them forth."

The doctrine of Cyprian was the more consistent from the

' See p. 162. Some Roman divines (Molkenkuhr and Tizzani, as quoted by

Hefele, p. 121) thought that such an irreverent Epistle as that of Firmilian

(the 7oth among Cyprian's Epp.) cannot be historical, and that the whole ?tory

of the controversy between Pope Stephen and St. Cyprian must be a fabrica-

tion ! Dogma versus facts.

2 According to Hippolytus { Philosoph.) , the rebaptism of heretics was un-

known before Callistus, A.D. 218-223. Cyprian does not deny the antiquity

of the Roman custom, but pleads that truth is better than custom ("quasi con-

sitetudo major sit veritate"). Hefele, I. p. 121. The Epistles of Stephen are

lost, and we must learn his position from his opponents.
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hierarchical point of view ; that of Stephen, from the sacra-

mental. The former was more logical, the latter more practical

and charitable. The one preserved the principle of the exclu-

siveness of the church ; the other, that of the objective force of

the sacrament, even to the borders of the opus operatum theory.

Both were under the direction of the same churchly spu'it, and

the same hatred of heretics ; but the Roman doctrine is after all

a happy inconsistency of liberality, an inroad upon the principle

of absolute exclusiveness. an involuntary concession, that bap-

tism, and with it the remission of sin and regeneration, therefore

salvation, are possible outside of Roman Catholicism.^

The controversy itself was conducted with great warmth.

Stephen, though advocating the liberal view, showed the genu-

ine papal arrogance and intolerance. He would not even admit

to his presence the deputies of Cyprian, who brought him the

decree of the African synod, and he called this bishop, who

in every respect excelled Stephen, and whom the Roman church

now venerates as one of her greatest saints, a false Christ and

false apostle.^ He broke off all intercourse with the African

church, as he had already with the Asiatic. But Cyprian and

Firmilian, nothing daunted, vindicated with great boldness, the

latter also with bitter vehemence, their different view, and con-

tinued in it to their death. The Alexandrian bishop Dionysius

endeavored to reconcile the two parties, but Avith little success.

The Valerian persecution, which soon ensued, and the martyr-

dom of Stephen (257) and of Cyprian (258), suppressed this

internal discord.

In the course of the fourth century, however, the Roman

theory gradually gained on the other, received the sanction

1 Unless it be maintained that the baptismal grace, if received outside of the

Catholic communion, is of no use, but rather increases the guilt (like the

knowledge of the heathen), and becomes available only by the subjective con-

version and regular confirmation of the heretic. This was the view of Augus-

tin ; see Steitz, I. c, p. 655 sq.

^ " Pseudochristum, pseudoapostolum, et dolosnm opemnum.'' Firmil. Ad Q/p.

towards the end (Ep. 75). Hefele (I. 120) calls this unchristian intolerance

ot IStephen very mildly ''einegrosse Un/reundlichkeit."
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of the cecumenical Council of Nicsea in 325, was adopted in

North Africa during the Donatistic controversies, by a Synod of

Carthage, 348, defended by the powerful dialectics of St. Au-

gustin against the Donatists, and was afterwards confirmed by

the Council of Trent with an anathema on the opposite view.

NOTE.

The Council of Trent declares {Sessio Sept., March 3, 1547, canon 4):

" If any one says that the bai^tism, which is even given by heretics in

the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, with

the intention of doing what the church doth, is not true baptism : let him
be anathema." The Greek church likewise forbids the repetition of

baptism which has been performed in the name of the Holy Trinity, but

requires trine immersion. See the Orthodox Conf. Quaest. CII. (in

Schaffs Creeds II. 376), and the Russian Catch. (II. 493), which says:
'* Baptism is spiritual birth : a man is born but once, therefore he is also

bajDtized but once." But the same Catechism declares " trine immer-

sion" to be "most essential in the administration of baptism" (II. 491).

The Roman church, following the teaching of St. Augustin, bases upon

the validity of heretical and schismatical baptism even a certain legal

claim on all baptized persons, as virtually belonging to her communion,

and a right to the forcible conversion of heretics under favorable circum-

stances.^ But as there may be some doubt about the orthodox form and

intention of heretical baptism in the mind of the convert [e. g. if he be a

Unitarian), the same church allows a conditional rebaptism with the

formula : "If thou art not yet baptized, I baptize thee," etc.

Evangelical creeds put their recognition of Roman Catholic or any

other Christian baptism not so much on the theory of the objective virtue

of the sacrament, as on a more comprehensive and liberal conception

of the church. Where Christ is, there is the church, and there are true

ordinances. The Baj^tists alone, among Protestants, deny the validity of

any other baptism but by immersion (in this respect resembling the

Greek church), but are very far on that account from denying the Chris-

tian status of other denominations, since baptism with them is only a

sign (not a means) of regeneration or conversion, which 2)7-ecedes the

rite and is independent of it.

^Augustin thus misinterpreted the " Cage intrare" Luke 14: 22, 23, as justi-

fying persecution [Ep. ad Bonifac, c. 6). If the holy bishop of Hippo had

foreseen the fearful consequences of his exegesis, he would have shrunk from it

in horror.
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§ 75. Literature.

Comp. the Lit. on the Catacombs, ch. VII.

Fe. MiJXTER : Sinnbilder u. Kunstvorstellungen der alien Christen. Al-

tona, 1825.

Gruneisen: Ueher die Ursachen des Kunsthasses in den drei ersten

Jahrhunderten. Stuttg. 1831.

Helmsdorfer : Christl. Kunstsymholik u. Ikonographie. Frkf. 1839.

F. Piper: Mythologie u. Sgmbolik der christl. Kunst. 2 vols. Weimar,
1847-51. Ueber den christl. Bilderkreis. Berl. 1852 (p. 3-10). By
the same : Einleitung in die monumentale Theologie. Gotha, 1867.

J. B. De Rossi (R. C.) : De Christianis monumentis Ix^i^'" exhibentibus,

in the third volume of Pitra's " Spicilegium Solesraense." Paris,

1855. Also his great work on the Roman Catacombs [Roma
/Sb^fera^ea, 1864—1867), and his Archseol. "Bulletin" [Bulletino di

Archeologia cristiana, since 1863).

A. Welby Pugin (architect and Prof, of Eccles. Antiquities at Oscott,

a convert to the R. C. Ch., d. 1852) : Glossary of Ecclesiastical Orna-

ment and Costume. Lond. J.844, 4°, third ed. 1868, revised and en-

larged by B. Smith, with 70 plates. See the art. " Cross."

P. Raffaelle Garrucci (Jesuit): Storia delta Arte Cristiana neiprimi

otto secoli delta chiesa. Prato, 1872-'80, 6 vols, fol., with 500 magni-

ficent plates and illustrations. A most important work, but intense-

ly Romish. By the same : II crocifisso graffito in casa dei Cesari.

Rom. 1857.

Fr. Becker : Die Darstellnng Jesu Christi unter dent Bilde des Fisches

aiif den Manumenten der Kirche der Katakomben, erldutert. Breslau,

1866. The same : Das Spntt- Crucifix der romischen KaiserpaUlste aus

dem Anfang des dritten Jahrh. Breslau, 1866 (44 pp.). The same :

Die Wand-und Deckengemdlde der rom. Katakomben. Gera, 1876.

Abb6 Jos. Al. Martigny : Diction, des Antiquites ChrUiennes. Paris,

1865, second ed., 1877. (With valuable illustrations).

F. X. Kraus (R. C): Die christl. Ktuist in iliren frUliestcn Anfiingen.

Leipzig, 1873 (219 pages and 53 woodcuts). Also several articles

in his " Real-Encyklop. der. christl. Alterthiimer," Freiburg i. B.

1880 sqq. (The cuts mostly from Martigny).
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JOH. Nep. Diepolder (R. C.) : Theologie und Kunst im Urchristenthum.

Augsburg, 1882 (9-i pages).

§ 76. Origin of Christian Art.

Christianity owed its origin neither to art nor to science,

and is altogether independent of both. But it penetrates and

pervades theiu with its heuven-like nature, and inspires them

with a higher and nobler aim. Art reaches its real perfection

in worship, as an embodiment of devotion in beautiful forms,

which aiFord a pure pleasure, and at the same time excite and

promote devotional feeling. Poetry and music, the most free

and spiritual arts, which j^resent their ideals in word and tone,

and lead immediately from the outward form to the spiritual

substance, were an essential element of worship in Judaism, and

passed thence, in the singing of psalms, into the Christian church.

Not so with the plastic arts of sculpture and painting, which

employ grosser material— stone, wood, color—as the medium

of representation, and, with a lower grade of culture, tend

almost invariably to abuse when brought in contact with wor-

ship. Hence the strict prohibition of these arts by the Mono-

theistic religions. The Mohammedans follow in this respect

the Jews ; their mosques are as bare of images of living beings

as the synagogues, and they abhor the image worship of Greek

and Roman Christians as a species of idolatry.

The ante-Niceue church, inheriting the Mosaic decalogue, and

engaged in deadly conflict with heathen idolatry, was at first

averse to those arts. Moreover her humble condition, her con-

tempt for all hypocritical show and earthly vanity, her en-

thusiasm for martyrdom, and her absorbing expectation of the

speedy destruction of the world and establishment of the mil-

lennial kingdom, made her indifferent to the ornamental part of

life. The rigorous Montanists, in this respect the forerunners

of the Puritans, were most hostile to art. But even the highly

cultivated Clement of Alexandria put the spiritual worship of

God in sharp contrast to the pictorial representation of the

divine. "The habit of daily view," he says, "lowers the dig-
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nity of the divine, wliieli cannot be honored, but is only de-

graded, by sensible material."

Yet this aversion to art seems not to have extended to mere

symbols such as we find even in the Old Testament, as the

brazen serpent and the cherubim in the temple. At all events,

after the middle or close of the second century we find the rude

beginnings of Christian art in the form of significant symbols

in the private and social life of the Christians, and afterwards

in public worship. This is evident from Tertullian and other

writers of the third century, and is abundantly confirmed by

the Catacombs, although the age of their earliest pictorial re-

mains is a matter of uncertainty and dispute.

The origin of these symbols must be found in the instinctive

desire of the Christians to have visible tokens of religious truth,

which might remind them continually of their Redeemer and

their holy calling, and which would at the same time furnish

them the best substitute for the signs of heathen idolatry. For

every day they Avere surrounded by mythological figures, not

only in temples and public places, but in private houses, on the

walls, floors, goblets, seal-rings, and grave-stones. Innocent and

natural as this effort was, it could easily lead, in the less intelli-

gent multitude, to confusion of the sign with the thing signified,

and to many a suj)erstition. Yet this result was the less apparent

in the first three centuries, because in that period artistic works

were mostly confined to the province of symbol and allegory.

From the private recesses of Christian homes and catacombs

artistic representations of holy things passed into public churches

in the fourth century, but under protest which continued for a

long time and o-ave rise to the violent image controversies which

were not settled until the second Council of Nicaea (787), in

favor of a limited image worship. The Spanish Council of

Elvira (Granada) in 306 first raised such a protest, and pro-

hibited (in the thirty-sixth canon) "pictures in the church {pi'c-

turas in ecelcsia), lest the objects of veneration and worship

should be depicted on the walls." This sounds almost icono-

clastic and puritanic ; but in view of the luimcrous ancient pic-
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tures and sculptures in the catacombs, the prohibition must be

jjrobably understood as a temporary measure of expediency in

that transition period.^

§ 77. The Cross and the Crucifix.

" Religion des Kreuzes, nur du verknupfest in Einem Krauze

Der Demuth and Kraft doppelte Palme zugleich."—(Schiller).*

Comp. the works quoted in I 75, and the lists in Zockler and Fulda.

Justus Lipsius (E. C, d. 1606, as Prof. atLouvain) : De Oruce libri fres,

ad sacram profanamque historiam utiles. Antw., 1595, and later

editions.

Jac. Gketser (Jesuit) : De Cruce Christi rehusque ad earn pertinentibus.

Ingolst., 1598-1605, 3 vols. 4to; 3rd ed. revised, 1608; also in his

Opera, Ratisb., 1734, Tom. I.-III.

Wm. Haslam : The Cross and the Serpent : being a brief History of the

Triumph of the Cross. Oxford, 1849.

W. E. Alger: History of the Cross. Boston, 1858.

Gabr. de Mortillet : Le Signe de la Croix avant le Christianisme.

Paris, 1866.

A. Ch. a. Zestermann : Die bildliche Darstellung des Kreuzes und der

Kreuzigung historisch entwickelt. Leipzig, 1867 and 1868.

J. Stockbauer (E. C.) : Kmstgeschichte des Kreuzes. Sdhaffhausen,

1870.

0. ZcECKLER (Prof, in Greifswald) : Das Kreuz Christi. ReligionsMs-

torische imd kirchlich-archaeologische Untersuchungen. Giitersloh,

1875 (484 pages, with a large list of works, pp. xiii.-xxiv.). English

translation by M. G. Evans, Lend., 1878.

Ernst v. Bunsen : Das Symbol des Kreuzes bei alien Nationen und die

Entstehung des Kreuzsymbols der christlichen Kirche. Berlin, 1876.

(Full of hypotheses.)

Hermann Fulda : Das Kreuz und die Kreuzigung. Eine antiquarische

Untersuchung. Breslau, 1878. Polemical against the received views

since Lipsius. See a full list of literature in Fulda, pp. 299-328.

E. DoBBERT : Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des Kreuzes, Leipzig, 1880.

The oldest and dearest, but also the most abused, of the prim-

itive Christian symbols is the cross, the sign of redemption,

sometimes alone, sometimes with the Alpha and Omega, some-

times with the anchor of hope or the palm of peace. Upon this

arose, as early as the second century, the custom of making the

^ See above, p. 180. * "Der deutschen 3Iuse schonstes Distichon."
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sign of the cross ^ on rising, bathing, going out, eating, in short,

on engaging in any affairs of every-day life; a custom probably

attended in many cases, even in that age, with superstitious con-

fidence in the magical virtue of this sign ; hence TertuUian

found it necessary to defend the Christians against the heathen

charge of worshipping the cross (staurolatriajJ^

Cyprian and the Apostolical Constitutions mention the sign

of the cross as a part of the baptismal rite, and Lactantius speaks

of it as effective against the demons in the baptismal exorcism.

Prudentius recommends it as a preservative against temptations

and bad dreams. AVe find as frequently, particularly upon or-

naments and tombs, the monogram of the name of Christ, X P,

usually combined in the cruciform character, either alone, or

with the Greek letters Alpha and Omega, "the first and the

last;" in later cases with the addition: "In the sign."^ Soon

after Constantine's victory over Maxentius by the aid of the

Labarum (312), crosses were seen on helmets, bucklers, stand-

ards, crowns, sceptres, coins and seals, in various forms.^

' Signaculum or signum crucis-

^ Apol. c. 16; Ad Nat. I. 12. Julian the Apostate raised the same charge

against the Christians of his day.

* "In signo," i. e. "In hoe signo vtnces," the motto of Constantine.

* Archaeologists distinguish seven or more forms of the cross :

(a) crux decussata (St. Andrew's cross), x
(b) crux commissa (the Ef:;yptian cross), T
(c) crux immissa or ordinaria (the upright Latin cro^s), "I"

{d) The inverted Latin cross of St. Peter, who considered himself un-

worthy to suffer in the upright position like his Lord, _L
(e) The Greek cross, consisting of four equally long arms,

-J-

(/) The double cross, -|-

(^f) The triple cross (used by the Pope), —
The chief forms of the monogram are :

t +. X * * •+
The story of the miraculous invention and raising of the true cross of Christ

by Helena, the mother of Constantine, belongs to the Nicene age. The con-

nection of the cross with the n and w arose from the Apocalyptic designation

of Christ (Rev. 1:8; 21 : 6 ; 22: 13), which is thus explained by Prudentius

(Cathem. hymn. IX. 10-12):
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The cross was despised by the heathen Romans on account

of the crucifixion, the disgraceful punishment of slaves and the

worst criminals; but the Apologists reminded them of the

unconscious recognition of the salutary sign in the form of their

standards and triumphal symbols, and of the analogies in na-

ture, as the form of man with the outstretched arm, the flying

bird, and the sailing ship.^ Nor was the symbolical use of the

cross confined to the Christian church, but is found among the

ancient Egyjjtians, the Buddhists in India, and the Mexicans

before the conquest, and other heathen nations, both as a sym-

bol of blessing and a symbol of curse.^

The cross and the Lord's Prayer may be called the greatest

martyrs in Christendom. Yet both the superstitious abuse and

the puritanic protest bear a like testimony to the significance of

the great fact of which it reminds us.

The CRUCIFIX, that is the sculptured or carved representation

of our Saviour attached to the cross, is of much later date, and

cannot be clearly traced beyond the middle of the sixth cen-

" Alpha et Omega cognominatus ; ipsefons et clausula,

Omnia qucR sunt, fuerunt, qimque post futura sunt.^'

^ Miniit. Felix, Octav. c. 29 :
'' Tropcea vestra victricia non tantum sim,plicis

crucis faciem, verum etiam adfixi hominis imitantur. Signum sane crucis naturaliter

visimus in navi, cum velis fumentibus vehitur, cum expansis palmulis labitur ; et cum,

erigitur jugum, crucis signum est ; et cum homo porrectis manibus Deum pura mente

veneratur. Ita signo crucis aut ratio naturalis innititur, aut vestra religio forma-

tur," Conip. a very similar passage in Tertul., Apol. c. 16 ; and Ad Nat. I. 12

;

also Justin M., Apol. I. 55.

^ When tlie temple of Serapis was destroyed (a. d. 390), signs of the cross

were found beneath tlie hieroglyphics, and heathen and Cliristians referred it

to their religion. Socrates, H.E.V. 17; Sozomenus, VII. 15; Theodoret,

V. 22. On the Buddhist cross see Medhurst, China, p. 217. At the discovery

of Mexico the Spaniards found the sign of the cross as an object of worship

in the idol temples at Anahuac. Prescott, Conquest of M-exico, HI. 338-340.

See on the lieathen use of the Cross, Haslam, Mortillet, Zockler {I. c, 7 sqq.),

and Brinton, Mgths of the New World ; also an article on '' The pre-Christian

Cross,'' in the "Edinburgh Review," Jan. 1870. Zockler says (p. 95): "Aller

Fluch xmd Segen, allcs Todeselend und alle LebensherrlichJceit, die durch die

vorchristliche Menschheit ausgebreitet gewesen, erscheinen in dem Kreuze auf

Golgathn concentrirt zum wundervollstcn Gebilde der religios sitflichen Entwicklung

t.nveres Geschlechtes."
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tury. It is not mentioned by any writer of the Nicene and

Chalcedouian age. One of the oldest known crucifixes, if not

the very oldest, is found in a richly illuminated Syrian copy of

the Gospels in Florence from the year 586.^ Gregory of Tours

(d. 595) describes a crucifix in the church of St. Genesius, in

Narbonne, which presented the crucified One almost entirely

naked. ^ But this gave offence, and was veiled, by order of the

bishop, with a curtain, and onjy at times exposed to the people.

The Venerable Bede relates that a crucifix, bearing on one side

the Crucified, on the other the serpent lifted up by Moses, was

brought from Rome to the British cloister of AVeremouth in

686.^

NOTE.

The first symbol of the crucifixion was the cross alone ; then followed

the cross and the lamb—either the lamb with the cross on the head or

shoulder, or the lamb fastened on the cross ; then the figure of Christ in

connection with the cross—either Christ holding it in his right hand (on

the sarcophagus of Probus, d. 395), or Christ with the cross in the back-

ground (in the church of St. Pudentiana, built 398) ; at last Christ nailed

to the cross.

An attempt has been made to trace the crucifixes back to the third

or second century, in consequence of the discovery, in 1857, of a mock-

crucifix on the wall in the ruins of the imperial palaces on the western

declivity of the Palatine hill in Rome, which is preserved in the Museo

Kircheriano. It shows the figure of a crucified man with the head of an

ass or a horse, and a human figure kneeling before it, with the inscrip-

tion: "Alexamenos worships his God."* This figure was no doubt

scratched on the wall by some heathen enemy to ridicule a Christian

slave or page of the imperial household, or possibly even the emperor

Alexander Severus (222-235), who, by his religious syncretism, exposed

himself to sarcastic criticism. The date of the caricature is uncertain
;

but we know that in the second century the Christians, like the Jews

' See Becker, I. c, p. 38, Westwood's Palctogmphia Sacra, and Smith and

Cheetham, I. 515.

* '' Pictura, quae Dominum nostrum quasi praecinctum linteo indicat crucifixum."

De Gloria Martyrum, lib. I. c. 28.

3 Opera, ed. Giles, iv. p. 376. A crnoifix is found in an Irish MS. written

about 800. See Westwood, as quoted in Smith and Cheetham, I. 516.

* 'AAf^d^fi'of ckjier [at] i?e(5v. The monument was first published by the

Jesuit Garrucci, and is fully discussed by Becker in the essay quoted. A
woodcut is also given in Smitli and Cheetham, I. 516.
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before them, were charged with the worship of an ass, and that at that

time there were already Christians in the imperial palace.^ After the

third century this silly charge disappears. Roman archteologists (P.

Garrucci, P. Mozzoni, and Martigny) infer from this mock-crucifix that

crucifixes were in use among Christians already at the close of the second

century, since the original precedes the caricature. But this conjecture

is not supported by any evidence. The heathen Csecilius in Minucius

'Felix (ch. 10) expressly testifies the absence of Christian simulacra. As
the oldest pictures of Christ, so far as we know, originated not among
the orthodox Christians, but among the heretical and half heathenish

Gnostics, so also the oldest known representation of the crucifix was a

mock-picture from the hand of a heathen—an excellent illlustration of

the word of Paul that the preaching of Christ crucified is foolishness to

the Greeks.

§ 78. Other Christian Symbols.

The following symbols, borrowed from the Scriptures, were

frequently represented in the catacombs, and relate to the virtues

and duties of the Christian life : The dove, with or without the

olive branch, the type of simplicity and innocence;^ the ship,

representing sometimes the church, as safely sailing through the

flood of corruption, with reference to Noah's ark, sometimes the

individual soul on its voyage to the heavenly home under the

conduct of the storm-controlling Saviour; the palm-branch,

which the seer of the Apocalypse puts into the hands of the

elect, as the sign of victory ;
^ the anchor, the figure of hope ;

*

the lyre, denoting festal joy and sweet harmony ;
^ the cock, an

admonition to watchfulness, with reference to Peter's fall ;
^ the

hart which pants for the fresh water-brooks ; ^ and the vine

which, with its branches and clusters, illustrates the union of

1 Comp. on the supposed ovoJ.aTpeia of the Christians, Tertullian, Apol. c. 16

{''Nam et somniast is caput asininum esse Deum nostrum" etc.) ; Ad nationes I.

11, 14; Minut. Felix, Octav. 9. Tertullian traces this absurdity to Cornelius

Tacitus, who charges it upon the Jews (Hist. V. 4).

2 Comp. Matt. 3: 16; 10: 16; Gen. 8: 11 ; Cant. 6: 9.

^ Rev. 7 : 9. The palm had a similar significance with the heathen, Horace

writes {Od. I. 1) : "Palmaque nobilis Terraram dominos evehit ad deos."

* Heb. 6 : 19. Likewise among the heathen.

6 Comp. Eph. 5: 19.

* Matt. 26 : 34, and parallel passages.

»Ps. 42: 1.

Vol. XL—18
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the Christians with Christ according to the parable, and the

richness and joyfulness of Christian life.^

The phenix, a symbol of rejuvenation and of the resurrection,

is derived from the well-known heathen myth.^

§ 79. Historical and Allegorical Pictures.

From these emblems there was but one step to iconographic

representations. The Bible furnished rich material for his-

torical, typical, and allegorical pictures, which are found in the

catacombs and ancient monuments. Many of them date from

the third or even the second century.

The favorite pictures from the Old Testament are Adam and

Eve, the rivers of Paradise, the ark of Noah, the sacrifice of

Isaac, the passage through the Red Sea, the giving of the law,

Moses smiting the rock, the deliverance of Jonah, Jonah naked

under the gourd, the translation of Elijah, Daniel in the lions'

den, the three chikb'en in the fiery furnace. Then we have

scenes from the Gospels, and from apostolic and post-apostolic

history, such as the adoration of the Magi, their meeting with

Herod, the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan, the healing of the

paralytic, the changing of water into wine, the miraculous feed-

ing of five thousand, the ten virgins, the resurrection of Lazarus,

the entry into Jerusalem, the Holy Supper, the portraits of St.

Peter and St. Paul.^

^ John 15 : 1-6. The parables of the Good Shepherd, and of the Vine and

the Branches, both recorded only by St. John, seem to have been the most

prominent in the mind of the primitive Christians, as they are in the cata-

combs. "What they valued" (says Stanley, Chritt. IriRt., p. 28S), '' what they

felt, was a new moral influence, a new life stealing through their veins, a new

liealth imparted to their frames, a new courage breathing in their faces, like

wine to a weary laborer, like sap in the hundred branches of a spreading tree,

like juice in the thousand clusters of a spreading vine." But more important

than this was the idea of vital union of the believers with Christ and among
each other, symbolized by the vine and its branches.

^ The fabulous phenix is nowhere mentioned in the Bible, and is first used

bv Clement of T?omc, Ad Cor. c. 25, and by Tertullian, Dc Resurr. c. 13. Comp.

Pliny, Hist. Nat. XIII. 4.

' For details the reader is referred to the great illu-^trated works of Perret,

De Rossi, Garrucci, Parker, Roller, Northcote and Brownlow, etc.
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The passion aud crucifixion were never represented in the

early monuments, except by the symbol of the cross.

Occasionally we find also mythological representations, as

Psyche with v/ings, and playing with birds and flowers (an em-

blem of immortality), Hercules, Theseus, and especially Orpheus,

who with his magic song quieted the storm and tamed the wild

beasts.

Perhaps Gnosticism had a stimulating eifect in art, as it had

in theology. At all events the sects of the Carpocratiaus, the

Basilideans, and the Manichaeans cherished art. Nationality also

had something to do with this branch of life. The Italians are by

nature an artistic people, and shaped their Christianity according-

ly. Therefore Rome is preeminently the home of Christian art.

The earliest pictui'es in the catacombs are artistically the best,

and show the influence of classic models in the beauty and grace

of form. From the fourth century there is a rapid decline to

rudeness and stifluess, and a transition to the Byzantine type.

Some writers ^ have represented this primitive Christian art

merely as pagan art in its decay, and even the Good Shepherd

as a copy of Apollo or Hermes. But while the form is often

an imitation, the spirit is altogether ditfcreut, and the myths are

understood as unconscious prophecies and types of Chrif^tian

verities, as in the Sibylline books. The relation of Christian

art to mythological art somewhat resembles the relation of bibli-

cal Greek to classical Greek. Christianity could not at once

invent a new art any more' than a new language, but it emanci-

pated the old from the service of idolatry and immorality, filled

it with a deeper meaning, and consecrated it to a higher aim.

The blending of classical reminiscences and Christian ideas

is best embodied in the beautiful symbolic pictures of the Good

Shepherd and of Orpheus.^

The former was the most favorite figure, not only In the

Catacombs, but on articles of daily use, as rings, cups, and

' Raoul-Rochette {Memoires sur les antiquites chretiennes ; and Tableau des

Cafacoynbes), and Renan (Murc-Aurcle, p. 542 sqq.).

-* See the illustrations at the end of the volume.
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lamps. Nearly one hundred and fifty such pictures have come

down to us. The Shepherd, an appropriate symbol of Christ,

is usually represented as a handsome, beardless, gentle youth, in

light costume, with a girdle and sandals, with the flute and pas-

toral staff, carrying a lamb on his shoulder, standing between

two or more sheep that look confidently up to him. Sometimes

he feeds a large flock on green pastures. If this was the po]3u-

lar conception of Christ;, it stood in contrast with the contempo-

raneous theological idea of the homely appearance of the

Saviour, and anticipated the post-Constantinian conception.

The picture of Orpheus is twice found in the cemetery of

Domitilla, and once in that of Callistus. One on the ceiling in

Domitilla, apparently from the second century, is especially

rich : it represents the mysterious singer, seated in the centre on

a piece of rock, playing on the lyre his enchanting melodies to

wild and tame animals—the lion, the wolf, the serpent, the

horse, the ram—at his feet—and the birds in the trees ;
^ around

the central figure are several biblical scenes, JMoses smiting the

rock, David aiming the sling at Goliath (?), Daniel among the

lions, the raising of Lazarus. The heathen Orjihcus, the re-

puted author of monotheistic hymns (the Orphica), the centre

of so many mysteries, the fabulous charmer of all creation,

appears here either as a symbol and type of Christ himself," or

rather, like the heathen Sibyl, as an antitype and unconscious

prophet of Christ, announcing and foreshadowing Him as the

conqueror of all the forces of nature, as the harmonizer of all

discords, and as ruler over life and death.

§ 80. Allegorical Bepresentations of Christ.

Pictures of Christ came into use slowly and gradually, as the

conceptions concerning his personal appearance changed. The

' Comp. Horace, De Arte Poet., 391 sqq.

SilreKlre^ homines sacer intcrpresqiie deorum

OnJibus et victufosdo deierruit Orpheus,

Dictiis oh hoe lenire tigrts rdhidoi^qiie leones.

^ This is the exphination of nearly all archasologists since Bosio, except

Schultze (Die Katak., p. 105).
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Evano-elists very wisely keep profound silence on the subject,

and no ideal which human genius may devise, can do justice to

Him who was God manifest in the flesh.

In the ante-Nicene age the strange notion prevailed that our

Saviour, in the state of his humiliation, was homely, according

to a literal interpretation of the Messianic prophecy :
" He hath

no form nor comeliness."^ This was the opinion of Justin

Martyr,' Tertullian,^ and even of the spiritualistic Alexan-

drian divines (Jleraent,* and Origen.^ A true and healthy

feeling leads rather to the opposite view; for Jesus certainly

had not the physiognomy of a sinner, and the heavenly purity

and harmony of his soul must in some way have shone through

the veil of his flesh, as it certainly did on the Mount of Trans-

figuration. Physical deformity is incompatible with the Old

Testament idea of the priesthood, how much more with the idea

of the Messiah.

Those fathers, however, had the state of humiliation alone in

their eye. The exalted Redeemer they themselves viewed as

clothed with unfading beauty and glory, which was to pass

from Him, the Head, to his church also, in her perfect millennial

state."' We have here, therefore, not an essential opposition

1 Isa.53: 2, 3; 52: 14; comp. Ps- 22.

2 Dial. e. Tryphone Judxo c. 14 {elg ti)v ttp^ttjv napovaiav rov Xpiffrov, iv i)

Kal aTtuog /cat aeidf/g kqI ^vr/Tog (^avrjaea-Qai KEKTjpvy/iivog tarlv); c. 49

[na'^7}rbg Kal ariuog koX aEl(^g)', 85, 88, 100, 110, 121.

2 Adv. Jud. c. 14 :
" ne aspectii quidem honestus" and then he quotes Isa.

53 : 2 sqq. ; 8 : 14 ; Ps. 22. De came Chridi, c 9 :
" nee huracmce hoiiestatis

corpus f(lit, nedam ccelestis daritatis."

* Paedarj. III. 1, p. 252 ; Strom, lib. II. c. 5, p. 440 ; III. c. 17, p. 559 ;
VI.

c. 17, p. 818 (ed. Potter).

5 Contr. Cels. VI. c. 75, where Origen quotes from Celsus that Christ's person

did not differ from others in grandeur or beauty or strengtli, but was, as the

Christians report, "little, ill-favored and ignoble" {to nufia fiiKpbv ml ihaeifieg

ml ayeveg fjv). He admits the "ill-favored," but denies the "ignoble," and

doubts the " little," of which tliere is no certain evidence. He then quotes the

language of Isaiah 53, but adds the description of Ps. 45 : 3, 4 (Sept.), which

represents the Messiah a.s a king arrayed in beauty. Celsus used this false

tradition of the supposed uncomeliness of Jesus as an argument against his

divinity, and an objection to the Christian religion.

6 Comp. Tertullian, Adv. Jud. c. 14 {Opera, ed. Oehler II. 740), where he
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made between holiness and beauty, but only a temporary sepa-

ration. Nor did the ante-Nicene fathers mean to deny that

Christ, even in the days of his humiliation, had a spiritual

beauty which captivated susceptible souls. Thus Clement of

Alexandria distinguishes between two kinds of beauty, the out-

ward beauty of the flesh, which soon fades away, and the

beauty of the soul, which consists in moral excellence and is

permanent. '* That the Lord Himself," he says, " was uncomely

in aspect, the Spirit testifies by Isaiah :
' And we saw Him, and

he had no form nor comeliness ; but his form was mean, inferior

to men.' Yet who was more admirable than the Lord ? But

it was not the beauty of the flesh visible to the eye, but the

true beauty of both soul and body, which He exhibited, which

in the former is beneficence ; in the latter—that is, the flesh

—

immortality." ^ Chrysostom went further : he understood

Isaiah's description to refer merely to the scenes of the passion,,

and took his idea of the personal appearance of Jesus from the

forty-fifth Psalm, where he is represented as " fairer than the

children of men." Jerome and Augustiu had the same view,

but there was at that time no authentic picture of Christ, and

the imagination was left to its own imperfect attempts to set

forth that human face divine which reflected the beauty of sin-

less holiness.

The first representations of Christ were purely allegorical.

He appears now as a shepherd, who lays down his life for the

quotes Dan. 7 : 13 sq., and Ps. 45 : 3, 4, for the heavenly beauty and

glory of the exalted Saviour, and says : " Prirao sordibus indutus est, id est

eamis passibills et mortalis indignitate dehinc spoliatus pristina sorde,

exornatus podere et milra et cidari munda, id est secundi adventns ; quoniam

glorian et honorem adeptus demonstratur." Justin Martyr makes the same dis-

tinction between the humility of the first and the glory of the second appear-

ance. Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. c. 14 and c 49, etc. So does Origen in the passage

just quoted.

1 Paedag. lib. III. c. 1, which treats of true beauty. Compare also tlie last

chapter in the second book, which is directed against tlie extravagant fonthiess

of females for dress and jewels, and contrasts with these meretricious orna-

ments the true beauty of the soul, which "blossoms out in the flesh, exhibiting

the amiable comeliness of self-control, whenever the character, like a beam of

light, gleams in the form."
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sheep/ or carries the lost sheep on his shoulders ; - now as a

lamb, who bears the sin of the world ; ^ more rarely as a ram,

with reference to the substituted victim in the history of Abra-

ham and Isaac;* frequently as a fisher.^ Clement of Alex-

andria, in his hymn, calls Christ the " Fisher of men that are

saved, who with his sweet life catches the pure fish out of the

hostile flood in the sea of iniquity."

The most favorite symbol seems to have been that of the fish.

It was the double symbol of the Redeemer and the redeemed.

The corresponding Greek Ichthys is a pregnant anagram, con-

taining the initials of the words :
" Jesus Christ, Son of God,

Saviour." ^ In some pictures the mysterious fish is swimming

in the water with a plate of bread and a cup of wine on

his back, with evident allusion to the Lord's Supper. At the

same time the fish represented the soul caught in the net of

the great Fisher of men and his servants, with reference to

Matt. 4 : 19; comp. 13: 47. Tertullian connects the symbol

with the water of baptism, saying :
^ " We little fishes

(pisciculi) are born by our Fish {secundum 'iXdVX nos-

trum), Jesus Christ, in water, and can thrive only by con-

tinuing in the water
;
" that is if we are faithful to our bap-

1 John 10: 11. Comp. above, p. 276.

2 Luke 15: 3-7; comp. Isa. 40 : 11; Ez. 34 : 11-15; Ps. 23.

3 John 1 : 29 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 19 ; Rev. 5:12. * Gen. 22 : 13.

* Christ call;^ the apostles "fishers of men," Matt. 4 : 19.

6 'IX6TS := 'I-;;(Toi)f X-p/ff-of Q-eov Y-wf l-urr/p. Comp. Anguslin, De Civit.

Dei xviii. 23 (Jesus Christus Dei Filius Sulvator). The acrostic in the

Sibylline Books (lib. viii. vs. 217 sqq.) adds to this word GTavgdc, the cross.

Schultze {Katak., p. 129), not satisfied with this explanation, goes back to Matt.

7 : 10, where fish {^ix^'v^) and serpent (o^^f ) are contrasted, and snggested a

contrast between Christ and the devil (comp. Apoc. 12: 14, 15; 2 Cor. 11 : 3).

Rather artificial. Merz derives the symbol from oi/^ov (hence btpaptov in John
21 : 9) in the sense of " fish, flesh." In Palestine fish was, next to bread, the

principal food, and a savory accompaniment of bread. It figures prominently

in the miraculous feeding of the multitude (John 6: 9, 11), and in the meal

of the risen Saviour on the shores of the Lake of Tiberias (John 21 : 9;

bil'dpiov Kal aprov). By an allegorical stretch, the fish might thus become to

the mind of the early church a symbol of Christ's body, as the heavenly food

which he gave for the salvation of men (John 6 : 51).

' De Bci'ptismo, c. 1.
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tismal coveuant, and preserve the grace there received. The

pious fancy made the fish a symbol of tlie whole mystery of

the Christian salvation. The anagrammatic or hieroglyphic

use of the Greek Ichthys and the Latin Piscis-Christus

belonged to the DlscipUna Arcani, and was a testimony of the

ancient church to the faith in Christ's person as the Son of God,

and his work as the Saviour of the world. The origin of this

symbol must be traced beyond the middle of the second century,

perhaps to Alexandria, where there was a strong love for

mystic symbolism, both among the orthodox and the Gnostic

heretics.^ It is familiarly mentioned by Clement of Alexan-

dria, Origen, and TertuUian, and is found on ancient remains

in the Roman catacombs, marked on the grave-stones, rings,

lamps, vases, and wall-pictures.^

The Ichthys-symbol went out of use before the middle of

the fourth century, after which it is only found occasionally as

a reminiscence of olden times.

Previous to the time of Constantine, we find no trace of an

image of Christ, properly speaking, except among the Gnostic

Carpocratians,' and in the case of the heathen emperor Alex-

ander Severus, who adorned his domestic chapel, as a sort of

syncretistic Pantheon, with representatives of all religions.*

The above-mentioned idea of the uncomely personal appearance

^ So Pitra, De Pisce symbolico, in " Spicil. Solesm.,'' III. 524. Coinp. Mar-

riott, The Tcfitimony of the Catacombs, p. 120 sqq.

* The olde.st lulithys-monuinent known so far was discovered in 1865 in the

CkBraeteriura Domitillse, a hitlierto inaccessible part of tlie Roman catacombs,

and is traced by Cavalier De Rossi to the first century, by Becker to the first

half of the second. It if* in a wall picture, representing tiiree persons with

three loaves of bread and a fish. In other pictures we find fish, bread, and

wine, with evident allusion to the miraculous feeding (Matt. 15: 17), and the

meals of the risen Saviour with his disciples (Luke, ch. 24; John, ch. 21).

Pauliuus calls Christ " panis ipse verus et aqitce viv<e p'lscis." See the interesting

illustrations in Garrucci, Martigny, Kraus, and other archreological works.

* Irenteus, Adv. Hner. I. 25. The Carpocratians a.sserted tliat even Pilate

ordered a portrait of Christ to be made. Comp. Hiopolytus, Philos., VII. c.

32; Epiphanins, Ady. Hair. XXVI. 6; Augustin, De Hair. c. 7.

* ApoUonius, Orpheus, Abraham, and Christ. See Lampridius, Vita Alex.

Sev. c. 29.
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of Jesus, the entire silence of the Gospels about it, and the Old

Testament prohibition of images, restrained the church from

making either pictures or statues of Christ, until in the Nicene

age a great change took place, though not without energetic and

long-continued opposition. Eusel)ius gives us, from his own

observation, the oldest repqft of a statue of Christ, which was

said to have been erected by the woman with the issue of blood,

together with her own statue, in memory of her cure, before

her dwelling at Csesarea Philippi (Paneas).^ But the same

historian, in a letter to the empress Constantia (the sister of

Constantine and widow of Licinius), strongly protested against

images of Christ, who had laid aside his earthly servant form,

and whose heavenly glory transcends the conception and artistic

skill of man.^

§ 81. Pictures of the Virgin Mary.

De Rossi: Imagines selectee Delparoe Virginis (Rome, 1863); Mar-
riott: Catacombs (Lond. 1870, pp. 1-63) ; Martigny : Diet, sub

"Vierge;" Kraus: Die christl. Kunst (Leipz. 1873, p. 105);

NoRTHCOTE and Brownlow : Roma Sotter. (2»<* ed. Lond. 1879,

Pt. XL p. 133 sqq.); WiTHROW : Catacombs (N. Y. 1874, p. 305

sqq.); Schdltze : Die Marienbilder der aUchristl. Kunst, and
Die Katacomben (Leipz. 1882, p. 150 sqq.); VoN Lehner: Die

Marienverehrung in den 3 ersten Jahrh. (Stuttgart, 1881, p. 282 sqq.).

It was formerly supposed that no picture of the Virgin

existed before the Council of Ephesus (431), which condemned

Nestorius and sanctioned the theotokos, thereby giving solemn

sanction and a strong impetus to the cultus of Mary. But

several pictures are now traced, with a high degree of proba-

bility, to the third, if not the second century. From the first

1 H. E. VII. 18. Corap. Matt. 9 : 20. Probably that alleged statue of

Christ was a monument of Hadrian, or some other emperor to whom the

Phcenicians did obeisance, in the form of a kneeling woman. Similar repre-

sentations are seen on coins, particularly from the age of Hadrian. Julian

the Apostate destroyed the two statues, and substituted his own, which was

riven by lightning (Sozom. V. 21).

' A fragment of this letter is preserved in the acts of the iconoclastic Coun-

cil of 754, and in the sixth act of the Second Council of Nioaea, 787. See

Euseb. 0pp. ed. Migne, II. col. 1545, and Harduin, Cone. IV. 406.
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five centuries nearly fifty representations of Mary have so far

been brought to the notice of scholars, most of them in connec-

tion with the infant Saviour.

The oldest is a fragmentary wall-picture in the cemetery of

Priscilla : it presents Mary wearing a tunic and cloak, in sitting

posture, and holding at her breast the child, who turns his face

round to the beholder. Near her stands a young and

beardless man (probably Joseph) clothed in the pallium, holding

a book-roll in one hand, pointing to the star above with the

other, and looking upon the mother and child with the ex-

pression of joy ; between and above the figures is the star of

Bethlehem; the whole represents the happiness of a family

without the supernatural adornments of dogmatic reflection.^

In the same cemetery of Priscilla there are other frescos,

representing (according to De Rossi and Garrucci) the annuncia-

tion by the angel, the adoration of the IMagi, and i\\Q finding

of the Lord in the temple. The adoration of the Magi (two or

four, afterwards three) is a favorite part of the pictures of the

holy family. In the oldest picture of that kind in the cemetery

^ See the picture in De Rossi, Plate iv., Northcote and Brownlow, Plate xx
(II. 140), and in Schultze, Katak., p. 151. De Ros^i (" Biilletino," 1865, 23, as

quoted by N. and B.) declares it either coeval with the first Cliristian art. or

little removed from it, either of the age of the Flavii or of Trajnn and

Hadrian, or at the very latest, of the first Antonines. "On 'tlie roof of this

tomb there was figured in fine stucco the Good Shepherd between two sheep,

and some other subject, now nearly defaced." De Rossi supports his view of

the high antiquity of this Madonna by the superior, almost classical style of

art, and by tlie fact tliat the catacomb of Priscilla, the mother of Pudens, is

one of the oldest. But J. H. Parker, an experienced antiquary, assigns tliis

picture to A. D. 523. Tlie young man is, according to De Rossi. Isaiah or

some other prophet; but Marriott and Schultze refer him to Josepli, wliich is

more i)robable, although the later tradition of the Greek church derived from

the Apocryphal Gospels and strengthened by the idea of the perpetual vir-

ginity, represents him as an old man witli several children from a previous

marriage (the brethren of .Tesus, changed into cousins by Jerome and the

Latin church). Northcote and Brownlow (II. 141) remark: "St. Joseph

certainly appears in some of the sarcophagi ; and in the most ancient of tlieni

as a young and beardless man, generally clad in a tunic. In the mosaics of

St. Mary Major's, wiiich are of the fifth century, and in which he appears

four or five times, he is shown of mature age, if not old ; and from tiiat time

forward this became the more common mode of representing him.''
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of SS. Peter and Marcellinus, Mary sits on a chair, holding

the babe in her lap, and receiving the homage of two Magi,

one on each side, presenting their gifts on a plate.^ In later pic-

tures the manger, the ox and the ass, and the miraculous star

are added to the scene.

The frequent pictures of a lady in praying attitude, with

uplifted, or outstretched arms [Orans or Orante), especially

when found in company with the Good Shepherd, are explained

by Roman Catholic arch^ologists to mean the church or the

blessed Virgin, or both combined, praying for sinners.^ But

figures of praying men as well as women are abundant in the

catacombs, and often represent the person buried in the adjacent

tomb, whose names are sometimes given. No Ora pro nobis,

no Ave Maria, no Theotokos or Deipara appears there. The

pictures of the Orans are like those of other women, and show

no traces of Mariolatry. Nearly all the representations in the

catacombs keep within the limits of the gospel history. But

after the fourth century, and in the degeneracy of art, JNIary

was pictured in elaborate mosaics, and on gilded glasses, as the

crowned queen of heaven, seated on a throne, in bejewelled

jjurple robes, and with a nimbus of glory, worshipped by angels

and saints.

The noblest pictures of IMary, in ancient and modern times,

endeavor to set forth that peculiar union of virgin purity and

motherly tenderness which distinguish " the Wedded Maid

1 See Plate xx. in K and B. ii. 140. Schiiltze (p. 153) traces this picture

to the beginning of the third century.

^ According to the usual Eoman Catholic interpretation of the apocalyptic

vision of the woman clothed with the sun, and bringing forth a man-child

(12: 1, 5). Cardinal Newman reasons inconclusively in a letter to Dr. Pusey

on his Eirenicon (p. 62) :
" I do not deny that, under the image of the woman,

the church is signified ; but .... the holy apostle would not have spoken of

the church under this particular image unless there had existed a blessed

Virgin Mary, who was exalted on high, and the object of veneration of all

the faithful." When accompanied by the Good Shepherd the Oram is sup-

posed by Northcote and Brownlow (II. 137) to represent Marv as the new

Eve, as the Shepherd is the new Adam. It must be admitted that the parallel

between Mary and Eve is as old as Irenseus, and contains the fruitful germ of

Mariolatry, but in those pictures no such contrast is presented.
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and Virgiu Mother" from ordinary women, and exert such a

powerful charm upon the imagination and feelings of

Christendom. No excesses of Mariolatry, sinful as they are,

should blind us to the restraining and elevating eflFect of con-

templating, with devout reverence,

'' The ideal of all womanhood,

So mild, so merciful, so strong, so good,

So patient, peaceful, loyal, loving, pure."



CHAPTER VII.

THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS.

§ 82. Literature.

Comp. the works quoted in ch. VI., especially Gakrtjcci (G vols.), and
the Table of Illustrations at the end of this volume.

I. Older works. By Bosio [Roma Sotterranea, Rom. 1632 ; abridged

edition by P. Giovanni Severani da S. Severino, Eoni. 1710,

very rare) ; Boldetti (1720) ; Bottari (1737) ; D'Agincourt
(1825); EosTELL (1830); Marchi (1844) ; Maitland [The Church

in the Catacombs, Lond. 1847); Louis Ferret [Catacombes de

Borne, etc. Paris, 1853 sqq. 5 vols., with 325 splendid plates, but

with a text that is of little value, and superseded).

II. More recent works.

*Gi0VANNi Battista de Rossi (the chief authority on the Catacombs)

:

La Roma Sotterranea Cristiana descritta et illustrata, publ. by order

of Pope PioNono, Roma (cromolitografia Pontificia), Tom. I. 1864,

Tom. II. 1867, Tom. III. 1877, in 3 vols. fol. with two additional

vols, of plates and inscriptions. A fourth volume is expected.

Comp. his articles in the bimonthly " Bulletino di archeologia

Cristiana," Rom. 1863 sqq., and several smaller essays. Roller

calls De Rossi " Ic fouilleur le mieux qualifid, fervent catholique, mats

critique s^ricux."

*J. Spencer Northcote (Canon of Birmingham) and W. R. Brownlow
(Canon of Plymouth) : Roma Sotterranea. London (Longmans,

Green & Co., 1869; second edition, "rewritten and greatly enlarged,"

1879, 2 vols. The first vol. contains the History, the second. Chris-

tian Art. This work gives the substance of the investigations of Com-
mendatore De Rossi by his consent, together with a large number of

chromo-lithographic plates and wood-engravings, with special refer-

ence to the cemetery of San Callisto. The vol. on Inscriptions is

separate, see below.

F. X. Kraus (R. C), Roma Sotterranea. Die Rom. Katakombcn.

Freiburg, i. B. (187.3), second ed. 1879. Based upon De Rossi and

the first ed. of Northcote & Brownlow.

D. de RiCHEMONT : Les< catacombes de Rome. Paris, 1870.

Wharton B. Marriott, B. S. F. S. A. (Ch. of England) : The Testi-

285
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mony of the Oatacomhs and of other Monuments of Christian Art from
the second to the eighteenth century, concerning questions of Doctrine

now disputed in the Church. London, 1870 (223 pages with illustra-

tions). Discusses the monuineuts referring to the cultus of the

Virgin Mary, the supremacy of the Pope, and the state after death.

F. Becker : Horns altchristliche Cdmeterien. Leipzig, 1874.

W. H. WiTHROW (Methodist) : The Catacombs of Rome and their Testi-

mony relative to Primitive Christianity. New York (Nelson &
Phillips), 1874. Polemical against Romanism. The author says

(Pref., p. 6): "The testimony of the catacombs exhibits, more
strikingly than any other evidence, the immense contrast between

primitive Christianity and modern Romanism."

John P. Lundy (Episc.) : Alonumental Christianity : or the Art and
Symbolism of the Primitive Church as Witnesses and Teachers of the

one Catholic Faith and Practice. New York, 1876. New ed. en-

larged, 1882, 453 pages, richly illustrated.

*J0HN Henry Parker (Episc.) : The Archaeology of Rome. Oxford

and London, 1877. Parts IX. and x. : Tombs in and near Rome,'

and Sculpture ; Part xii. : The Catacombs. A standard work, with

the best illustrations.

* Theophile Roller (Protest.) : Les Catacombes de Rome. Histoire de

Vart et des croyances religieuses pendant les ijremiers silcles du Chris-

tianisme. Paris, 1879-1881, 2 vols. fol. 720 pages text and 100 excel-

lent plates en heliogravure, and many illustrations and inscriptions.

The author resided several years at Naples and Rome as Reformed
pastor.

M. Armellini (R. C.) : Le Cafacomhe Romane descritte. Roma, 1880

(A popular extract from De Rossi, 437 pages). By the same the

more important work : II Cimiterio di S. Agnese sulla via Nomentana.

Rom. 1880.

Dean Stanley: The Roman Catacombs, in his "Christian Institutions."

Lond. and N. York, 1881 (pp. 272-295).

* Victor Schultze (Lutheran) : Archoeologische Stndien i'lber altchrist-

liche Monumente. Mit 26 Holzschnitten. Wien, 1880; Die Kata-

komben. Die altchristlirhen Grabstdtten. Ihre Geschichte und ihre

Monumente (with 52 illustrations). Leipzig, 1882 (342 pages) ; Die

Katakomhen vo7i San Ccnnnro del Poveri in Neapel. Jena, 1877.

Also the pamphlet: Der theolog. Ertrag der Kafakombenforschung.

Leipz. 1882 (30 pages). The last pamphlet is against Harnack's

review, who charged Schultze with overrating the gain of the

catacomb-investigations (see the " Theol. Literaturzeitung," 1882.

Nos. 16 and 26).

Egbert C. Smyth (Prof, in Andover, Mass.) : Recent E.rcavntions in

Ancient Christian Cemeteries. Worcester, ]\Iass., 1882 (30 pages).

Comp. also Edmund Venables in Smith and Cheetham, I. 294-317

;
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Heineich Merz in Herzog, VII. 559-568 ; Theod. Mommsen
on the Roman Catac. in " Tlie Contemp. Keview," vol. XVII. 160-

175 (April to July, 1871) ; and the relevant articles in the Archseol.

Diets, of Martigny and Kraus,

III. Christian Inscriptions in the catacombs and other old monuments.

'^Commendatore J. B. de Rossi : Inscriptiones Christiance Urbis Romce

septimo seculo anliquioi-es. Romae, 1861 (XXIII. and 619 pages).

Another vol. is expected. The chief work in this de]3artment.

Many inscriptions also in his Roma Sotf. and " Bulletino."

Edward Le Blant : Inscriptions chrktiennes de la Gaule anterieures au

YJIfme Slide. Paris, 1856 and 1865, 2 vols. By the same : Manuel

d'Epigraphie chrHienne. Paris, 1869.

John McCaul : Christian Epitaphs of the First Six Centuries. Toronto,

1869. Greek and Latin, especially from Rome.

F. Becker : Die Inschriften der romischen Cometerien. Leipzig, 1878.

*J. Spencer Northcote (R. C. Canon of Birmingham) : Epitaphs of

the Catacombs or Christian Inscriptions in Rome during the First Four

Centuries. Lond., 1878 (196 pages).

G. T. Stokes on Greek and Latin Christian Inscrijdions ; two articles in

the "Contemporary Review'' for 1880 and 1881.

V. SCHULTZE discusses the Inscriptions in the fifth section of his work

Die Katakomben (1882), pp. 235-274, and gives the literature.

The Corpus In^criptionnm Groecarum by BOCKH, and KiRCHHOFF,

and the Corpus Inscriptionum Lat , edited for the Berlin Academy by

Th. Mommsen and others, 1863 sqq. (not yet completed), contain

also Christian Inscriptions. Prof. E. Hubner has added those of

Spain (1871) and Britain (1873). G. Petrie has collected the Chris-

tian Inscriptions in the Irish language, ed. by Stokes. Dublin,

1870 sqq. Comp. the art. " Inscriptions," in Smith and Cheetham,

L 841.

•

§ 83. Origin and History of the Catacombs.

The Catacombs of Rome and other cities open a new chajjter

of Church history, which has recently been dug up from the

bowels of the earth. Their discovery was a revelation to the

world as instructive and important as the discovery of the long

lost cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum, and of Xineveh and

Babylon. Eusebius says nothing about them; the ancient

Fathers scarcely allude to them, except Jerome and Prudentius,

and even they give us no idea of their extent and importance.

Hence the historians till quite recently have passed them by in
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silence.^ But since the great discoveries of Coraraendatore

De Rossi and other archteologists they can no longer be ignored.

They confirm, illustrate, and supplement our previous know-

ledge derived from the more important literary remains.

The name of the Catacombs is of uncertain origin, but is

equivalent to subterranean cemeteries or resting-places for the

dead.^ First used of the Christian cemeteries in the neighbor-

hood of Rome, it was afterwards applied to those of Naples,

Malta, Sicily, Alexandria, Paris, and other cities.

It was formerly supposed that the Roman Catacombs were

originally sand-pits (arenarke) or stone-quarries {lapidicince)^

excavated by the heathen for building material, and occasionally

used as receptacles for the vilest corpses of slaves and criminals.^

But this view is now abandoned on account of the diiference of

construction and of the soil. A few of the catacombs, however,

about five out of thirty, are more or less closely connected with

abandoned sand-pits.*

1 Mosheim and Gibbon in the last century, and even Neander, Gieseler, and

Baur, in our age, ignore the very existence of the catacombs, except that

Gieseler quotes the well-known passage of Jerome. But Dean Milman, in his

History of Christianity, Hase, Kurtz, Kraus, and others, in their manuals, take

brief notice of them.

^ KaraKi\uj3iov, eatacumba, also (in some MSS. ) cata<M?Ji6a. Various deriva-

tions: 1) From Kara [down from, downwards, as in narafialvu, KaraKSi/uai,

KaraTTtfiKU)), and rh/i/Snc (compare the late Latin tumba, the French tombe,

tombeau, and the English tomb, grave), i. e. a tomb down in the earth, as distinct

from tombs on the surface. This corresponds best to the thing itself. 2) From
Ka-d and koi/xciu (to sleep), which would make it equivalent to hni/iTjr^pmv,

dormitorium, sleeping place. 3) From Kara, and K-vfiliri {the hollow of a vensd) or

KVjujSoc {cup), KvufHov (o small cup, Lat. cymbium), which would simply give us

the idea of a hollow place. So Venables in Smith and Cheetham, Very un-

likely. 4) A hybrid term from Kara and the Latin decnmho, to lie doiva, to

recline- So Marchi, and Northcote and Brownlow (I. 263). The word first

occurs in a Christian calendar of the third or fourth century {in Catacumbaa),

and in a letter of Gregory I. to the Empress Constantia, towards the end of

the sixth century (Epp. III. 30), with a special local application to San

Sebastian. The earlier writers use the terras Kot/jrjrr/pia, cosmeteria (whence our

cemetery), also cryptce, crypts.

' So Aringhi, Baronius, Severano, Bottari, Boldetti, and all writers prior to

Marchi, and his pupils, the two brothers De Rossi, who turned the current of

opinion. See Northcote and Br. I. 377 sqq.

* The sand-pits and stone-quarries were made wide enough for a horse and
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The catacombs, therefore, with a few exceptions, are of Chris-

tian origin, and were excavated for the express purpose of

Christian buriah Their enormous extent, and the mixture of

heathen with Christian symbols and inscriptions, might suggest

that they were used by heathen also ; but this is excluded by

. the fact of the mutual aversion of Christians and idolaters to

associate in life and in death. The mythological features are

few, and adapted to Christian ideas.^

Another erroneous opinion, once generally entertained, re-

garded the catacombs as places of refuge from heathen persecu-

tion. But the immense labor required could not have escaped

the attention of the police. They were, on the contrary, the

result of toleration. The Roman government, although (like

all despotic governments) jealous of secret societies, was quite

liberal towards the burial clubs, mostly of the poorer classes,

or associations for securing, by regular contributions, decent in-

terment with religious ceremonies.^ Only the worst criminals,

cart, and are cut in the iv/a litoide and pozzolana pura, which furnish the

best building material in Rome ; while the catacombs have generally very

narrow passages, run in straight lines, often cross each other at sharp angles,

and are excavated in the tufa granulare. wliich is too soft for building-stone,

and too much mixed with earth to be used for cement, but easily worked, and

adapted for the construction of galleries and chambers. See Northcote and

Br. I. 376-390. The exceptions are also stated by these authors. J. H.
Parker has discovered loculi for Christian burial in the recesses of a deserted

sand-pit.

' See the remarks of Northcote and Br. I. 276 against J. H. Parker, who
asserts the mixed use of the catacombs for heathens and Christians.

2 This view is supported by Professor Mommsen, the Roman historian, who

says (in "Contemporary Review," vol. xxvii. p. 168): "Associations of poor

people who clubbed together for the burial of their members were not only

tolerated but supported by the imperial government, which otherwise was very

strict against associations. From this point of view, therefore, there was no

legal impediment to the acquisition of these properties. Christian associations

have from the very beginning paid great attention to their burials ; it was con-

sidered the duty of the wealthier members to provide for the burial of the

poor, and St. Ambrose still allowed churches to sell their communion plate, in

order to enlarge the cemeteries of the faithful. The catacombs show what

could be achieved by such means at Rome. Even if their fabulous dimensions

are reduced to their right measure, they form an immense work, without

beauty and ornament, despising in architecture and inscription not only pomp
Vol. II. 19.
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traitors, suicides, aud those struck down by lightning (touched

by the gods) were left uuburied. The pious care of the dead is

an instinct of human nature, and is found among all nations.

Death is a mighty leveler of distinctions and preacher of tolera-

tion and charity ; even despots bow before it, and are reminded

of their own vanity ; even hard hearts are moved by it to pity

and to tears. " De mortids nihil nisi bonum.'^

The Christians enjoyed probably from the beginning the

privilege of common cemeteries, like the Jews, even without an

express enactment. Galienus restored them after their tem-

porary confiscation during the persecution of Valerian (260).^

Being mostly of Jewish and Oriental descent, the Roman

Cliristians naturally followed the Oriental custom of cutting

their tombs in rocks, and constructing galleries. Hence the

close resemblance of the Jewish and Christian cemeteries in

Rome.^ The ancient Greeks and Romans under the empire

were in the habit of burning the corpses (crematio) for sanitary

and empty phraseology, but even nicety and correctness, avoiding the splendor

and grandeur as well as the tinsel and vanity of the life of the great town that

was hurrying and throbbing above, the true commentary of the words of

Christ— ' My kingdom is not of this world.'
"

' Euseb. H. E. VII. 13: 1, to. tuv ka7.ovfihuv KoifirjTTip'ujv a-ola/ifidvEiv

errirpeTTuv ^ufiia.

'^ Roller says (in Lichtenberger's Enrycl. dcs Se. Rel. II. 685). " Lcs juifs

ensevelissaieiit dans le roc. A Rome ils ont creuse de grandcs catacombes prcsque

identiqnes d celles des chretiens. Ceux-ci ont ete leurs imitatcurs. Les Elru-sques

se servaient aum de grottes ; mais ils ne les reliaient point par des galeries

Ulimitce)^." Dean Stanley (Z. c. p. 274) : "The Catacombs are the standing

monuments of the Oriental and Jewish character, even of Western Chris-

tianity. The fact that they are the counterparts of the rock-hewn tombs of

Palestine, and yet more closely of the Jewish cemeteries in the neighborhood

of Rome, corresponds to the fact that the early Roman Church w.as not a

Latin but an Eastern community, speaking Greek and following the usages of

Syria. And again, the ease with wh.icli the Roman Christians had recourse to

these cemeteries is an indication of the impartiality of the Roman law, which

extended (as De Rossi has well pointed out) to this despised sect the same

protection in regard to burial, even during the times of persecution, that was

accorded to the liighest in the land. They thus bear witness to the uncon-

scious fostering care of#the Imperial Government over the infant church.

Tliey are thus monuments, not so nuich of the persecution as of the toleration

which the Christians received at the hands of the Roman Empire."
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reasons, but burial in the earth [hmnatio], outside of the city

near the public roads, or on hills, or in natural grottos, was

the older custom ; the rich had their own sepulchres {sepidcra).

In their catacombs the Christians could assemble for worship

and take refuge in times of persecution. Very rarely they

were pursued in these silent retreats. Once only it is re-

ported that the Christians were shut up by the heathen in a

cemetery and smothered to death.

Most of the catacombs were constructed during the first three

centuries, a few may be traced almost to the apostolic age,^ After

Constantine, when the temporal condition of the Christians im-

proved, and they could bury their dead without any disturbance

in the open air, the cemeteries were located above ground,

especially above the catacombs, and around the basilicas, or on

other land purchased or donated for the purpose. Some cata-

combs owe their origin to individuals or private families, who

granted the use of their own grounds for the burial of their

brethren ; others belonged to churches. The Christians wrote

on the graves appropriate epitaphs and consoling thoughts, and

painted on the walls their favorite symbols. At funerals they

turned these dark and cheerless abodes into chapels ; under the

dim light of the terra-cotta lamps they committed dust to dust,

ashes to ashes, and amidst the shadows of death they inhaled

the breath of the resurrection and life everlasting. But it is an

error to suppose that the catacombs served as the usual places of

worship in times of persecution ; for such a purpose they were

entirely unfitted ; even the largest could accommodate, at most,

only twenty or thirty persons within convenient distance.^

^ De Rossi (as quoted by Northcote and Brownlow, I. 112) :
" Precisely in

those cemeteries to which history or tradition assigns apostolic origin, I see, in

the light of the most searching archaeological criticism, the cradle both of

Christian subterranean sepulchres, of Ciiristian art, and of Christian inscrip-

tions ; there I tind memorials of persons who appear to belong to the times of

the Flavii and of Trajan ; and finally I discover precise dates of those times."

^ Schultze (Die Katak., p. 73 and 83) maintains in opposition to Marchi,

that the catacombs were nothing but burial places, and used only for the

burial service, and that the little chapels [ecclesioloe) were either private se-

imlchral chambers or post-Constantinian structures.
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Tlie devotional use of the catacombs began in the Nicene age,

and greatly stimulated the worship of martyrs and saints.

When they ceased to be used for burial they became resorts of

pious pilgrims. Little chapels were built for the celebration of

the memory of the martyrs. St. Jerome relates/ how, while a

school-boy, about a. d. 350, he used to go with his companions

every Sunday to the graves of the apostles and martyrs in the

crypts at Rome, " where in subterranean depths the visitor

passes to and fro between the bodies of the entombed on both

walls, and where all is so dark, that the prophecy here finds its

fulfillment : The living go down into Hades.^ Here and there

a ray from above, not falling in through a window, but only

pressing in through a crevice, softens the gloom ; as you go on-

ward, it fades away, and in the darkness of night which sur-

rounds you, that verse of Virgil comes to your mind :

'' Horror ubique animos, simul ipsa silentia terrent." ^

The poet Prudentius also, in the beginning of the fifth century,

several times speaks of these burial places, and the devotions

held within them."'

Pope Damasus (366-384) showed his zeal in repairing and

decorating the catacombs, and erecting new stair-cases for the

convenience of pilgrims. His successors kept up the interest,

but by repeated repairs introduced great confusion into the

chronology of the works of art.

The barbarian invasions of Alaric (410), Genseric (455),

Ricimer (472), Vitiges (537), Totila (546), and the Lombards

(754), turned Rome into a heap of ruins and destroyed many

valuable treasures of classical and Christian antiquity. But

the pious barbarism of relic hunters did much greater damage.

' Com. in Ez. ch. 40.

2 He refers to such passages as Ps. 55 : 15 ; Num. 16 : 33.

5 Aen. II. 755

:

" Horror on every side, and terrible even the silence."

Or in German :

" Graven rings um mich her, und schreckvoll sdber die StUle."

* Peristeph. XI. 153 sqq.
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The tombs of real and imaginary saints were rifled, and cart-

loads of dead men's bones were translated to the Pantheon and

churches and chapels for more convenient worship. In this

way the catacombs gradually lost all interest, and passed into

decay and complete oblivion for more than six centuries.

In the sixteenth century the catacombs were rediscovered,

and opened an interesting field for antiquarian research. The

first discovery was made May 31, 1578, by some laborers in a

vineyard on the Via Salaria, who were digging pozzolana, and

came on an old subterranean cemetery, ornamented with Chris-

tian paintings, Greek and Latin inscriptions and sculptured

sarcophagi. " In that day," says De Rossi, " was born the

name and the knowledge of Roma Sotterranea." One of the

first and princiiml explorers was Antonio Bosio, "the Columbus

of this subterranean world." His researches were published

after his death (Roma, 1632). Filippo Neri, Carlo Borromeo,

and other restorers of Romanism spent, like St. Jerome of old,

whole nights in prayer amid these ruins of the age of raartvrs.

But Protestant divines discredited these discoveries as inventions

of Romish divines seeking in heathen sand-pits for Christian

saints who never lived, and Christian martyrs who never died.*

In the present century the discovery and investigation of the

catacombs has taken a new start, and is now an important

department of Christian archaeology. The dogmatic and sec-

tarian treatment has given way to a scientific method with the

sole aim to ascertain the truth. The acknowledged pioneer in

this subterranean region of ancient church history is the

Cavalier John Baptist de Rossi, a devout, yet liberal Roman
Catholic. His monumental Italian work {Roma Sotterranea,

1864-1877) has been made accessible in judicious condensations

to French, German, and English readers by Allard (1871),

' E. g. Bishop Burnet (who visited the catacombs in 1685) : Letters from
Italy and Switzerland in 1685 and 1686. He believed that the catacombs were

the common burial places of the ancient heathen. G. S. Cyprian (1699), J.

Basnage (1699), and Peter Zorn (1703), wrote on the subject in polemical in-

terest against Rome.
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Kraus (1873 and 1879), Northcote & Brownlow (1869 and

1879). Other writers, Protestant as well as Roman Catholic,

are constantly adding to our stores of information. Great pro-

gress has been made in the chronology and the interpretation

of the pictures in the catacombs.

And yet the work is only begun. More than one half of

ancient Christian cemeteries are waiting for future exploration.

De Rossi treats chiefly of one group of Roman catacombs, that

of Callistus. The catacombs in Naples, Syracuse, Girgenti,

Melos, Alexandria, Cyrene, are very imperfectly known ; still

others in the ancient apostolic churches may yet be discovered,

and furnish results as important for church history as the dis-

coveries of Ilium, Mycense, and Olympia for that of classical

Greece.

§ 84. Description of the Catacombs.

The Roman catacombs are long and narrow passages or gal-

leries and cross-o-alleries excavated in the bowels of the earth

in the hills outside and around the city, for the burial of the

dead. They are dark and gloomy, with only an occasional ray

of light from above. The galleries have two or more stories,

all filled with tombs, and form an intricate net-work or subter-

ranean labyrinth. Small compartments {loculi) were cut out

like shelves in the perpendicular walls for the reception of the

dead, and rectangular chambers (cubiciUa) for families, or dis-

tinguished martyrs. They were closed with a slab of marble

or tile. The more wealthy were laid in sarcophagi. The ceiling

is flat, sometimes slightly arched. Space was economized so as

to leave room usually only for a single person ; the average

width of the passages being 2 J to 3 feet. This economy may

be traced to the poverty of the early Christians, and also to

their strong sense of communit}'^ in life and in death. The

little oratories with altars and episcopal chairs cut in the tufa

are probably of later construction, and could accommodate only

a few persons at a time. They were suited for funeral services

and private devotion, but not for public worship.
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The galleries were originally small, but gradually extended

to enormous length. Their combined extent is counted by

hundreds of miles, and the number of graves by millions.^

The oldest and best known of the Roman cemeteries is that

of St. Sebastian, originally called Ad Catacumbas, on the

Appian road, a little over two miles south of the city walls.

It was once, it is said, the temporary resting-place of the bodies

of St. Peter and St. Paul, before their removal to the basilicas

named after them ; also of forty-six bishops of Rome, and of a

large number of martyrs.

The immense cemetery of Pope Callistus (218-223) on the

Via Appia consisted originally of several small and indej)endent

burial grounds (called Lucinse, Zephyriui, Callisti, Hippoliti).

It has been thoroughly investigated by De Rossi. The most

ancient part is called after Lucina, and measures lOO Roman
feet in breadth by 180 feet in length. The whole group bears

the name of Callistus, probably because his predecessor,

Zephyrinus "set him over the cemetery" (of the church of

Rome).^ He was then a deacon. He stands high in the esti-

mation of the Roman church, but the account given of him by

Hippolytus is quite unfavorable. He was certainly a remarkable

man, who rose from slavery to the highest dignity of the church.

^ I hesitate to state the figures- Roman archaeologists, as Marchi, J. B. de

Rossi and liis brother Micliael de R. (a practical mathematician), Martigny

and others estimate the length of the Roman catacombs variously at from 350

to 900 miles, or as "more than the whole length of Italy" (Northcote and

Brownlow, I. 2). Allowance is made for from four to seven millions of

graves ! It seems incredible that there should have been so many Christians

in Rome in four centuries, even if we include the numerous strangers. All

such estimates are purely conjectural. See Smith and Cheetham, I. 301.

Smyth (l. c. p. 15) quotes Rawlinson as saying that 7,000,000 of graves in 400

years' time gives an average population of from 500,000 to 700,000. Total

population of Rome, 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 at the beginning of the empire.

* This is so stated by Hippolytus, Philosoph. IX. 11. Zephyrinus was buried

there contrary to the custom of burying the popes in St. Peter's crypt in the

Vatican. Callistus was hurled from a window in Trastevere, and hastily re-

moved to the nearest cemetery on the Via Aurelia. The whole report of

Hippolytus about Callistus is discredited by Northcote and Brownlow (I. 497

sqq.), but without good reason.
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The cemetery of Domitilla (named in the fourth century

St. Petronilk^, Nerei et Achillei) is on the Via Ardeatiua, and

its origin is traced back to Flavia Domitilla, grand-daughter or

great-grand-daughter of Vespasian. She was banished by

Domitian (about A. d. 95) to the island of Pontia " for pro-

fessing Christ." ^ Her chamberlains {eunuchi cuhicidurii),

Nerus and Achilleus, according to an uncertain tradition, were

baptized by St. Peter, suffered martyrdom, and were buried in

a farm belonging to their mistress. In another part of this

cemetery De Rossi discovered the broken columns of a subter-

ranean chapel and a small chamber with a fresco on the wall,

which represents an elderly matron named " Veneranda," and a

young lady, called in the inscription " Peteoxilla martyr,"

and pointing to the Holy Scriptures in a chest by her side, as

the proofs of her faith. The former apparently introduces the

latter into Paradise.^ The name naturally suggests the legend-

ary daughter of St. Peter.^ But Roman divines, reluctant to

admit that the first pope had any children (though his marriage

is beyond a doubt from the record of the Gospels), understand

Petronilla to be a spiritual daughter, as Mark was a spiritual

son, of the apostle (1 Pet. 5 : 13), and make her the daughter

of some Roman Petronius or Petro connected with the family

of Domitilla.

Other ancient catacombs are those of Prsetextatus, Priscilla

(St. Silvestri and St. Marcelli), Basilla (S. Hermetis, Basillse,

Proti, et Hyacinthi), Maximus, St. Hippolytus, St. Laurentius,

St. Peter and Marcellinus, St. Agnes, and the Ostrianum (Ad

Nymphas Petri, or Pons Petri, where Peter is said to have bap-

tized from a natural well). Dc Rossi gives a list of forty-two

* Euseblus, H. E. III. 18. De Eossi distinguishes two Cliristinn Domi-
tillas, and defends this view against Momiu.sen. See " Bulletino," 1S75, pp.

69-77, and Mommsen, Corp. Inftcript. Lnt., Tom. VT. p. 172, as quoted by
Northcote and Br. I. 86. See also Mommsen in "The Contemp. Review,''

XVir. 169 pq. ; Lightfoot. Philipplans, p. 22, and S. Clement of R., 2r)7.

^ See the picture in Northcote and Br. I, 182, and on the whole suhject of

Petronilla, pp. 122, 176-186.

' Acta Sand. Maii, III. 11.
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greater or lesser cemeteries, including isolated tombs of martyrs,

in and near Rome, which date from the first four centuries, and

are mentioned in ancient records.^

The FURNITURE of the catacombs is instructive and interest-

ing, but most of it has been removed to churches and museums,

and must be studied outside. Articles of ornament, rings, seals,

bracelets, neck-laces, mirrors, tooth-picks, ear-picks, buckles,

brooches, rare coins, innumerable lamps of clay (terra-cotta), or

of bronze, even of silver and amber, all sorts of tools, and in

the case of children a variety of playthings were inclosed with

the dead. Many of these articles are carved with the monogram

of Christ, or other Christian symbols. (The lamps in Jewish

cemeteries bear generally a picture of the golden candlestick).

A great number of flasks and cups also, with or without or-

namentation, are found, mostly outside of the graves, and

fastened to the grave-lids. These were formerly supposed to

have been receptacles for tears, or, from the red, dried sediment

in them, for the blood of martyrs. But later archaeologists

consider them drinking vessels used in the agapfe and oblations.

A superstitious habit prevailed in the fourth century, although

condemned by a council of Carthage (397), to give to the dead

the eucharistic wine, or to put a cup with the consecrated wine

in the grave.^

The instruments of torture which the fertile imagination of

' See also the list in N. and Br. I. pp. xx-xxi, and in Smith and Cheetham,

I. 315.

^ The curious controversy about these blood-stained phials is not yet closed.

Chemical experiments have led to no decided results. The Conc^regation of

Rites and Relics decided, in 1668, that the pJiioIce cruentce or ampulloe sanguino-

lentci were blood-vessels of martyrs, and Pius IX. confirmed the decision in

1863. It was opposed by distinguished Roman scholars (Mabillon, Tillemont,

Muratori, the Jesuit Pere de Buck {De phialis rubricatis, Brus>:els, 1855), but

defended again, though cautiously and to a very limited extent by De Rossi

(III. 602), Northcote and Brownlow fll. 330-343), and by F. X. Kraus {Die

BlutampuUen der rom. Katakomhen, 1868. and XJeber den gegenw. Stand der

Frage nach dem Inhalt und der Bedeutung der rom. BlutampuUen, 1872). Comp.

also Sclmltze : Die ftogen Blutglaser der Bom. Kat. (1880\ and Die Katakomhen

(1882, pp. 226-232). Roller thinks that the phials contained probably per-

fumery, or perhaps eucharistic wine.
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credulous people had discovered, and which were made to prove

that almost every Christian buried in the catacombs was a

martyr, are simply implements of handicraft. The instinct of

nature prompts the bereaved to deposit in the graves of their

kindred and friends those things which were constantly used by

them. The idea prevailed also to a large extent that the future

life was a continuation of the occupations and amusements of

the present, but free from sin and imperfection.

On opening the graves the skeleton appears frequently even

now very w^ell preserved, sometimes in dazzling whiteness, as

covered with a glistening glory ; but falls into dust at the

touch.

§ 85. Pictures and Sculptures.

The most important remains of the catacombs are the pictures,

sculptures, and epitaphs.

I. Pictures. These have already been describejd in the pre-

ceding chapter. They are painted al fresco on the wall and

ceiling, and represent Christian symbols, scenes of Bible history,

and allegorical conceptions of the Saviour. A few are in pure

classic style, and betray an early origin when Greek art still

flourished in Rome ; but most of them belong to the period of

decay. Prominence is given to pictures of the Good Shepherd,

and those biblical stories which exhibit the conquest of faith

and the hope of the resurrection. The mixed character of some

of the Christian frescos may be explained partly from the em-

ployment of heathen artists by Christian patrons, ])artly from

old reminiscences. The Etrurians and Greeks were in the habit

of painting their tombs, and Christian Greeks early saw the

value of pictorial language as a means of instruction. In

technical skill the Christian art is inferior to the heathen, but

its subjects are higher, and its meaning is deeper.

II. The works of sculpture are mostly found on sarcophagi.

Many of them are collected in the Lateran Museum. Few of

them date from the ante-Nicene age.^ They represent in relief

' Rinim dates the oldest sculptures from the end of the third century :
" Lrs
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the same subjects as the wall-pictures, as far as they could be

worked in stone or marble, especially the resurrection of

Lazarus, Daniel among the lions, Moses smiting the rock, the

sacrifice of Isaac.

Among the oldest Christian sarcophagi are those of St.

Helena, the mother of Constautiue (d. 328), and of Constantia,

his daughter (d. 354), both of red porphyry, and preserved in

the Vatican Museum. The sculpture on the former probably

represents the triumphal entry of Constantine into Rome after

his victory over Maxentius ; the sculpture on the latter, the cul-

tivation of the vine, probably with a symbolical meaning.^

The richest and finest of all the Christian sarcophagi is that

of Junius Bassus, Prefect of Rome, a. d. 359, and five times

Consul, in the crypt of St. Peter's in the Vatican.^ It was

found in the Vatican cemetery (1595). It is made of Parian

marble in Corinthian style. The subjects represented in the

upper part are the sacrifice of Abraham, the capture of St.

Peter, Christ seated between Peter and Paul, the capture of

Christ, and Pilate washing his hands ; in the lower part are the

temptation of Adam and Eve, suffering Job, Christ's entrance

into Jerusalem, Daniel among the lions, and the captm'e of St.

Paul.

§ 86. Epitaphs.

" Rudely written, but each letter

Full of hope, and yet of heart-break,

Full of all the tender pathos of the Here

and the Hereafter."

To perpetuate, by means of sepulchral inscriptions, the

sarcophages sculpies, representant des scenes sacrees, apparaissent vers la fin du III^

Steele. Comme les peintures chretiennes, Us ne s^ecartent gucre, iauf pour le snjet,

des habitudes de Vart pa'ien dti meme temps." {Marc Aurele, p. 546). Comp.

also Schultze, Die Katak. 165-186, and especially the IXtb part of John Henry

Parker's great work, which treats on the Tombs in and near Rome, 1877.

1 See photographs of both in Parker, Part IX, Nos. 209 and 210, and pp.

41 and 42.

=* See a photograph in Parker, ^. c, Plate XIII; also in Lundy, il/onum.

Christianity, p. 112.
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memory of relatives and friends, and to record the sentiments

of love and esteem, of grief and hope, in the face of death and

eternity, is a custom common to all civilized ages and nations.

These epitaphs are limited by space, and often provoke rather

than satisfy curiosity, but contain nevertheless in poetry or

prose a vast amount of biographical and liistorical information.

Many a grave-yard is a broken record of the church to which

it belongs.

The Catacombs abound in such monumental inscriptions,

Greek and Latin, or strangely mixed (Latin words in Greek

characters), often rudely written, badly spelt, mutilated, and

almost illegible, with and without symbolical figures. The
classical languages were then in a process of decay, like classical

eloquence and art, and the great majority of Christians were

poor and illiterate people. One name only is given in the

earlier epitaphs, sometimes the age, and the day of burial, but

not the date of birth.

More than fifteen thousand epitaphs have been collected,

classified, and explained by De Rossi from the first six centuries

in Rome alone, and their number is constantly increasing.

Benedict XIV. founded, in 1750, a Christian Museum, and

devoted a hnll in the Vatican to the collection of ancient

sarcophagi. Gregory XVI. and Pius IX. patronized it. In

this Lapidarian Gallery the costly pagan and the simple Chris-

tian inscriptions and sarcophagi confront each other on opposite

walls^ and present a striking contrast. Another important col-

lection is in the Kircherian Museum, in the Roman Colleo-e,

another in the Christian Museum of the University of Berlin.^

The entire field of ancient epigraphy, heathen and Christian in

Italy and other countries, has been made accessible bv the in-

dustry and learning of Gruter, Muratori, Marchi, De Rossi, Le

1 Under the care of Professor Piper (a pupil of Neander), who even before

De Rossi introduced a scientific knowledse of the sepulchral moninncnts and
inscriptions Conip. liis "Monumental Theology," and his essay " IJeber den

Lirchnikislorischen Gewinn aus Inschriften, in the " Jahrbiicher f, D. Theologie,"

1875.
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Blant, Boeckh, Kirclihoff, Orelli, Mommsen, Henzen, Hiibner,

Waddington, McCaul.

The most difficult part of this branch of archaeology is the

chronology (the oldest inscriptions being mostly undated).'

Their chief interest for the church historian is their religion, as

far as it may be inferred from a few words.

The key-note of the Christian epitaphs, as compared with

the heathen, is struck by Paul in his words of comfort to the

Thessalonians, that they should not sorrow like the heathen

who have no hope, but remember that, as Jesus rose from the

dead, so God will raise them also that are fallen asleep in Jesus.

Hence, while the heathen epitaphs rarely express a belief in

immortality, but often describe death as an eternal sleep, the

grave as a final home, and are pervaded by a tone of sadness,

the Christian epitaphs are hopeful and cheerful. The farewell

on earth is followed by a welcome from heaven. Death is but

a short sleep ; the soul is with Christ and lives in God, the body

waits for a joyful resurrection : this is the sum and substance of

the theology of Christian epitaphs. The symbol of Christ

[Ichthi/s) is often placed at the beginning or end to show the

ground of this hope. Again and again we find the brief, but

significant words :
" in peace ; " ^ " he " or " she sleeps in

peace; "^ "live in God," or "in Christ;" "live forever."*

" He rests well." " God quicken thy spirit." " Weep not, my
child ; death is not eternal." " Alexander is not dead, but lives

above the stars, and his body rests in this tomb." ^ " Here

1 De Rossi traces some up to the first century, but Renan {Marc-Aurele, p.

536) maintains : ''ie-s inscriptions chretiennes des catacombes ne remontent qv! au

commencement du III^ si^cle."

^ In pace ; ev elp^vri. Frequent also in the Jewish cemeteries (shalom).

^ Dormit in pace; requiescit in pace; in pace Domini ; Koifiarai kv elp^v^.

The pagan formula " depositus" also occurs, but with an altered meaning: a

precious treasure intrusted to faithful keeping for a short time.

* Vivas, ov live in Deo ; vivas in ceternum ; vivas inter sanctos. Contrast with

these the pagan acclamations: Sit tibi terra levis ; Otsa tua bene quiescant ;

Ave ; Vale.

^ This inscription in the cemetery of Callistus dates from the lime of persecu-

tion, probably in the third century, and alludes to it in these words :
" For while
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Gordian, tlic courier from Gaul, strangled for the faith, with

his whole family, rests in j^eace. The maid servant, Theophila,

erected this."
^

At the same time stereotyped heathen epitaphs continued to

be used (but of course not in a polytheistic sense), as " sacred to

the funeral gods," or " to the departed spirits." ^ The laudatory

epithets of heathen ej)itaphs are rare,^ but simple terms of

natural affection very frequent, as " My sweetest child ;
" " In-

nocent little lamb ;
" " My dearest husband ;

" " My dearest

wife;" " My innocent dove;" " My well-deserving father," or

"mother."* A. and B. "lived together" (for 15, 20, 30, 50,

or even GO years) " without any complaint or quarrel, without

taking or giving ofiFence." ^ Such commemoration of conjugal

happiness and commendations of female virtues, as modesty,

chastity, prudence, diligence, frequently occur also on pagan

monuments, and prove that there were many exceptions to the

corruption of Roman society, as painted by Juvenal and the

satirists.

Some epitaphs contain a request to the dead in heaven to

pray for the living on earth.® At a later period we find requests

on his knees, and about to sacrifice to the true God, he was led away to execu-

tion. O sad times! in which among sacred rites and prayers, even in caverns,

we are not safe. What can be more wretclied tlian such a life? and what than

such a death? when they cannot be buried by their friends and relations—still

at the end they shine like stars in heaven (tandem in coslo corruscant)." See

Maitland, The Church in the Cat., second ed. p. 40.

' This inscription is in Latin words, but in Greek uncial letters. See Fer-

ret, II. 152, and Aringhi, p. 387.

2 D. M. or J). M. S. = Dis Manibus sacrum (others explain : Deo Magno
or Maximo)

; memorice ceternce, etc See Schiiltze, p. 250 sq. Sometimes the

monogram of Christ is inserted before S, and then the meaning may be Deo

Magno Chrislo Sacrum, or Christo Salvatori. So Northcote, p. 99, who refers to

Tit. 2: 13.

^ More frequent in those after the middle of the fourth century, as incom-

parabilis, mira; sapientice or innocentice, rarissimi exempli, eximice bonitatis.

* Diilcis, didcissimus, or dulcissima, carus, or eara, carissimus, optimus, incom-

parabilie, famulus Dei, puella Deo placita, ayadSg, aytoc, •Senaeftf/c, cefivdq, etc.

5 Sine idla querela, sine ulla contumelia, sine Icesione animi, sine ulla offensa, sine

jurgio, sine lite molesta, etc.

* ''Pete, or roga, ora, pro nobis, pro parenfibus, pro conjuge, pro filiis,pro sorore."

These petitions are comparatively rare among the thousands of undated in-
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for intercession in behalf of the departed when once, chiefly

through the influence of Pope Gregory I., purgatory became an

article of general belief in the Western church/ But the over-

whelming testimony of the oldest Christian epitaphs is that the

pious dead are already in the enjoyment of peace, and this

accords with the Saviour's promise to the penitent thief, and

with St, Paul's desire to depart and be with Christ, which is far

better.^ Take but this example :
" Prima, thou livest in the

glory of God, and in the peace of our Lord Jesus Christ." ^

NOTES.

I. Selection of Eoman Epitaphs.

The following selection of brief epitaphs in the Roman catacombs is

taken from De Rossi, and Northcote, who give fac-^imiles of the original

Latin and Greek. Comp. also the photographic plates in Roller, vol. I.

Nos. X, XXXI, XXXII, and xxxiii ; and vol. II. Nos.'^LXi, LXii, LXV,

and LXVI.

1. To dear Cyriacus, sweetest son. Mayest thou live in the Holy

Spirit.

2. Jesns Christ, Son of God, Saviour. To Pastor, a good and innocent

son, who lived 4 years, 5 months and 26 days. Vi talis and Marcellina,

his parents.

3. In eternal sleep (somno aeternali). Aurelius Gemellus, who lived

. . . years and 8 months and 18 days. His mother made this for her

scriptions before Constantine, and mostly confined to members of the family.

The Autun inscription (probably from the fourth century) ends with the peti-

tion of Pectorius to his departed parents, to think of him as often as tliey look

upon Christ. See Marriott, p. 185.

1 Dr. McCauI, of Toronto (as quoted in Smith and Clieetham, I. 850) says:

" I recollect but two examples in Christian epitaphs of the first six centuries of

the afldress to the reader for his prayers, so common in medioeval times."

2 Luke 23: ^3; Phil. 1: 23; 2 Cor. 5: 8.

' Prima, vivis in gloria Dei et in pace Domini nostril Scratched in the

mortar round a grave in the cemetery of Thraso, in Rome, quoted by North-

cote, p. 89. He also quotes Paulinas of Nola, who represents a whole host of

saints going forth from heaven to receive the soul of St. Felix as soon as it

had left the body, and conducting it in triumph before the throne of God. A
distinction, however, was made by Tertullian and other fiithers between Para-

dise or Abraham's bosom, whither the pious go, and heaven proper. Comp.

Roller's Hiscnssion of the idea of rrfrigerium which often meets us in the epi-

taphs, Les Catacombes, 1. 225 sqq.
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dearest well-deserving son. In peace. I commend [to thee], Bassilla,

the innocence of Gemellus.

4. Lady Bassilla [= Saint Bassilla], we, Crescentius and Micina,

commend to thee our daughter Crescen [tina], who lived 10 months and

. . . days.

5. Matronata Matrona, who lived a year and 52 days. Pray for thy

parents.

6. Anatolius made this for his well-deserving son, who lived 7 years,

7 months and 20 days. May thy spirit rest well in God. Pray for thy

sister.

7. Eegina, mayest ihou live in the Lord Jesus {vivas in Domino

Jesu).

8. To my good and sweetest husband Castorinus, who lived 61 years,

5 months and 10 days; well-deserving. His wife made tliis. Live in

God!

9. Amerimnus to his dearest, well-deserving wife, Rufina. May God

refresh thy spirit.

10. Sweet Fai^tina, mayest thou live in God.

11. Refresh, O God, the soul of . . . .

12. Bolosa, may God refresh thee, who lived 31 years; died on the

19th of September. In Christ.

13. Peace to thy soul, Oxycholis.

14. Agape, thou shalt live forever.

15. In Christ. To Paulinus, a neophyte. In peace. Who lived 8

years.

16. Thy spirit in peace, Filmena.

17. In Christ. ^Estonia, a virgin ; a foreigner, who lived 41 years

and 8 days. She departed from the body on the 26th of February.

18. Victorina in peace and in Christ.

19. Dafnen, a widow, who whilst she lived burdened the church in

nothing.

20. To Lenpardus, a neophyte, who lived 3 years, 11 months. Buried

on the 24th of March, In peace.

21. To Felix, their well-deserving son, who lived 23 years and 10

days ; who went out of the world a virgin and a neophyte. In peace.

His parents made this. Buried on the 2^* of August.

22. Lucilianus to Bacius Valerius, who lived 9 years, 8 [months], 22

days. A catechumen.

23. Septimius Prsetextatus Coecilianus, servant of God, who has led

a worthy life. If I have served Thee [O Lord], I have not repented,

and I will give thanks to Thy name. He gave up his soul to God (at

the age of) thirty-three years and six months. [In the crypt of St.
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Cecilia in St. Callisto. Probably a member of some noble family, the

third name is mutilated. De Rossi assigns this epitaph to the beginning

of the third century.]

24. Cornelius. Martyr. Ep. [iscopus].

II, The Autun Inscription.

This Greek inscription was discovered A. D. 1839 in the ceinetery Saint

Pierre I'Estrier near Autun (Augustodunum, the ancient capital of

Gallia ^duensis), first made known by Cardinal Pitra, and thoroughly

discussed by learned archEsologists of different countries. See the

Spicilegium Sole-vnense (ed. by Pitra), vols. I.-III., Eaf. Garrucci, Monu-

ments d' epigrapliie ancienne, Paris 1856, 1857 ; F. Lenormant, Memoire

sur V inscription d' Autun, VaxiH 1855; H. B. Marriott, The Testimony

of the Catacombs, Lond. 1870, pp. 113-188. The Jesuit fathers Secchi

and Garrucci find in it conclusive evidence of transubstantiation and

purgatory, but Marriott takes pains to refute them. Comp. also

Schultze, Katak. p. 118. The Ichthys-symbol figures prominently in

the inscription, and betrays an early origin, but arcliEeologists differ

:

Pitra, Garrucci and others assign it to A. D. 160-202 ; Kirchhoff", Marriott,

and Schultze, with greater probability, to the end of the fourth or the

beginning of the fifth century, Lenormant and Le Plant to the fifth or

sixth. De Rossi observes that the characters are not so old as the ideas

which they express. The inscription has some gaps which must be

filled out by conjecture. It is a memorial of Pectorius to his parents and

friends, in two parts ; the first six lines are an a,crostic,{Ichthi/s) , and con-

tain words of the dead (probably the mother) ; in the second part the son

speaks. The first seems to be older. Schultze conjectures that it is an

old Christian hymn. The inscription begins with 'Ix'^vog n [vpnvioi' a}]

lov [or perhaps l^Etoi'] ycvoc, and concludes with fj-vijaeo Ueumpiov, who pre-

pared the monument for his parents. The following is the translation

(partly conjectural) of Marriott (/. c. 118)

:

* Offspring of the heavenly Ichthys, see that a heart of holy rever-

ence be thine, now that from Divine waters thou hast received, while

yet among mortals, a fount of life that is to immortality. Quicken thy

soul, beloved one, with ever-flowing waters of wealth-giving wisdom,

and receive the honey-sweet food of the Saviour of the saints. Eat with

a longing hunger, holding Ichthys in thine hands.'

' To Ichthys .... Come nigh unto me, my Lord [and] Saviour [be

thou my Guide] I entreat Thee, Thou Light of them for whom the hour

of death is past.'

'Aschandius, my Father, dear unto mine heart, and thou [sweet

Mother, and all] that are mine .... remember Pectorius.'

Vol. 11. 20.
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§ 87. Lessons of the Catacombs.

The catacombs represent the subterranean Christianity of the

ante-Nicene age. They reveal the Christian life in the face of

death and eternity. Their vast extent, their solemn darkness,

their labyrinthine mystery, their rude epitaphs, pictures, and

sculptures, their relics of handicraft, worship, and martyrdom

give us a lively and impressive idea of the social and domestic

condition, the poverty and humility, the devotional spirit, the

trials and sufferings, the faith and hope of the Christians from

the death of the apostles to the conversion of Constantine. A
modern visitor descending alive into this region of the dead,

receives the same impression as St. Jerome more than fifteen

centuries ago : he is overcome by the solemn darkness, the ter-

rible silence, and the sacred associations ; only the darkness is

deeper, and the tombs are emptied of their treasures. "He
who is thoroughly steeped in the imagery of the catacombs,"

says Dean Stanley, not without rhetorical exaggeration, " will

be nearer to the thoughts of the early church than he who has

learned by heart the most elaborate treatise even of Tertullian

or of Origen." ^

The discovery of this subterranean necropolis has been made

unduly subservient to polemical and apologetic purposes both

by Roman Catholic and Protestant writers. The former seek

and find in it monumental arguments for the worship of saints,

images, and relics, for the cultus of the Virgin Mary, the

primacy of Peter, the seven sacraments, the real presence, even

for transubstantiation, and purgatory; while the latter see

there the evidence of apostolic simplicity of life and worship,

and an illustration of Paul's saying that God chose the foolish,

the weak, and the despised things of the world to put to shame

them that are wise and strong and mighty.^

1 Study of Ecclesiastical History, prefixed to his Lectures on the History of the

Eastern Church, p. 59.

^ The apologetic interest for "Romanism is represented by Mnrclii, De Rossi,

Garrucci, Le Blant, D. de Richemond, Armellini, Birtoli, Manriis. Wolter

(Die rom. Katakomhen und die Sakramente der kath. Kirche, ISGG), Martigny
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A full solution of the controversial questions would depend

upon the chronology of the monuments and inscriptions, but

this is exceedingly uncertain. The most eminent archaeologists

hold widely differing opinions. John Baptist de Rossi, of

Rome, the greatest authority on the Roman Catholic side,

traces some paintings and epitaphs in the crypts of St. Lucina

and St. Domitilla back even to the close of the first century or

the beginning of the second. On the other hand, J. H. Parker,

of Oxford, an equally eminent archseologist, maintains that

" fully three-fourths of the fresco-paintings belong to the latest

restorations of the eighth and ninth centuries," and that " of

the remaining fourth a considerable number are of the sixth

century." He also asserts that in the catacomb pictures " there

are no religious subjects before the time of Constantine, that

" during the fourth and fifth centuries they are entirely confined

to Scriptural subjects," and that there is " not a figure of a saint

or martyr before the sixth century, and very few before the

eighth, when they became abundant." * Renan assigns the

earliest pictures of the catacombs to the fourth century, very few

(in Domitilla) to the third,^ Theodore Mommsen deems De

Rossi's argument for the early date of the Ccemeterium, Domitillcje

before A. d. 95 inconclusive, and traces it rather to the times of

Hadrian and Pius than to those of the Flavian emperors.^

{Dictionaire, etc,, 1877), A. Kuhn (1877), Northcote and Brownlow (1879),

F. X. Kraus {Eeal=EncykL der chrisU. Alterthilmer, 1880 sqq.), Diepolder

(1882), and among periodicals, by De Rossi's Bulletino, the Civiltd Cattolica,

the Revue de I'art chretien, and the Revue archeologique. Among the Protestant

writers on the catacombs are Piper, Parker, Maitland, Lundy, Withrow,

Becker, Stanley, Schnltze, Heinrici, and Roller. See among others: Heinrici,

Zur Deutung der Bildwerke altchrisllicher Orabstdtfen, in the " Sludien und

Kritiken" for 1882, p. 720-743, and especially Piper, Monumentale Theologie.

' Catacombs, Pref. p. xi. The writer of the article Catacombs in the " Encycl.

Brit.'' V. 214 (ninth ed.), is of the same opinion: "It is tolerably certain that

tlie existing frescos are restorations of the eighth, or even a later century, from

which the character of the earlier work can only very imperfectly be dis-

covered.'' He then refers to Parker's invaluable photographs taken in the

catacombs by magnesian light, and condemns, witli Milman, the finished

drawings in Ferret's costly work as worthless to the historian, who wants truth

and fidelity.

2 Marc-Aurele, p. 543. 3 « Contemp. Rev." for May, 1871, p. 170.
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But in any case it is unreasonable to seek in the catacombs

for a complete creed any more than in a modern grave-yard.

All we can expect there is the popular elements of eschatology,

or the sentiments concerning death and eternity, with incidental

traces of the private and social life of those times. Heathen,

Jewish, Mohammedan, and Christian cemeteries have their

characteristic peculiarities, yet all have many things in common

which are inseparable from human nature. Roman Catholic

cemeteries are easily recognized by crosses, crucifixes, and refer-

ence to purgatory and prayers for the dead ; Protestant ceme-

teries by the frequency of Scripture passages in the epitaphs,

and the expressions of hope and joy in prospect of the imme-

diate transition of the pious dead to the presence of Christ.

The catacombs have a character of their own, which dis-

tinguishes them from Roman Catholic as well as Protestant

cemeteries.

Their most characteristic symbols and pictures are the Good

Shepherd, the Fish, and the Vine. These symbols almost

wholly disappeared after the fourth century, but to the mind of

the early Christians they vividly expressed, in childlike sim-

plicity, what is essential to Christians of all creeds, the idea of

Christ and his salvation, as the only comfort in life and in

death. The Shepherd, whether from the Sabine or the Galilean

hills, suggested the recovery of the lost sheep, the tender care

and protection, the green pasture and fresh fountain, the sacrifice

of life : in a word, the whole picture of a Saviour.^ The popu-

^ Stanley, I. c, p. 283: "What was the popular Religion of the first Cliris-

tians? It was, in one word, the Religion of the Good Shepherd. The kind-

ness, the courage, the grace, the love, the beauty of the Good Shepherd was to

them, if we may so say. Prayer Book and Articles, Creeds and Canons, all in

one. They looked on that figure, and it conveyed to them all that they

wanted. As ages passed on, the Good Shepherd faded away from the mind

of the Christian world, and other emblems of the Christian faith have taken

his place. Instead of the gracious and gentle Pastor, there came the Omni-

potent Judge or the Crucified Sufferer, or the Infant in His Motlier's arms, or

the Master in His Parting Supper, or the figures of innumerable saints and

angels, or the elaborate expositions of the various forms of theological con-

troversy."
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larity of this picture enables us to understand the immense

popularity of the Pastor of Hermas, a religious allegory which

was written in Rome about the middle of the second century,

and read in many churches till the fourth as a part of the New
Testament (as in the Sinaitic Codex). The Fish expressed the

same idea of salvation, under a different form, but only to those

who were familiar with the Greek (the anagrammatic meaning

of Ichthys) and associated the fisli with daily food and the bap-

tismal water of regeneration. The Vine again sets forth the

vital union of the believer with Christ and the vital communion

of all believers among themselves.

Another prominent feature of the catacombs is their hopeful

and joyful eschatology. They proclaim in symbols and words

a certain conviction of the immortality of the soul and the

resurrection of the body, rooted and grounded in a living union

with Christ in this world.^ These glorious hopes comforted

and strengthened the early Christians in a time of poverty, trial,

and persecution. This character stands in striking contrast with

the preceding and contemporary gloom of paganism, for which

the future world was a blank, and with the succeeding gloom

of the mediaeval eschatology which presented the future world

to the most serious Christians as a continuation of penal suffer-

ings. This is the chief, we may say, the only doctrinal, lesson

of the catacombs.

On some other points they incidentally shed new light, espe-

cially on the spread of Christianity and the origin of Christian

art. Their immense extent implies that Christianity was

1 See the concluding chapter in the work of Roller, II. 347 sqq. Eaoul-

Rochette characterizes the art of the Catacombs as "un systeme d'ilhu^ions con-

solantes." Schultze .«ees in the sepulchral symbols chiefly An/erstehungs-

gedanken and Aiiferstehungshoffiiungen. Heinrici dissents from him by extend-

ing the symbolism to the present life as a life of hope in Christ. '' Nicht der

Gedanke an die Auferstehung des Fleisches fiir sich, sondern die christliche Hoffnung

iibcrhaupt, wie sie aus der sicheren Lebensf/emeinschaft mit Christus erbliiht und

Leben wie Slerben des Gldubigen beherrscht, bedingt die Wahl der religios bedeutsa-

men Bilder. Sie sind nicht Symbole der einsiigen Auferstehung, sondern des

unverlierbaren Heilsbesitzes in Christus." ("Studien und Krit." 1842, p. 729).
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numerically much stronger in heathen Rome than was generally

supposed/ Their numerous decorations prove conclusively,

either that the primitive Christian aversion to pictures and

sculptures, inherited from the Jews, was not so general nor so

long contiuued as might be inferred from some passages of

ante-Nicene writers, or, what is more likely, that the popular

love for art inherited from the Greeks and Romans was little

affected by the theologians, and ultimately prevailed over the

scruples of theorizers.

The first discovery of the catacombs was a surprise to the

Christian world, aud gave birth to wild fancies about the incal-

culable number of martyrs, the terrors of persecution, the sub-

terranean assemblies of the early Christians, as if they lived

and died, by necessity or preference, in darkness beneath the

earth. A closer investigation has dispelled the romance, aud

deepened the reality.

There is no contradiction between the religion of the ante-

Nicene monuments and the religion of the ante-Nieene litera-

ture. They supplement and illustrate each other. Both exhibit

to us neither tlie mediaeval Catholic nor the modern Protestant,

but the post-apostolic Christianity of confessors and martyrs,

—

simple, humble, unpretending, unlearned, un^vorldly, strong in

death and in the hope of a blissful resurrection ; free from the

distinctive dogmas and usages of later times; yet with that

strong love for symbolism, mysticism, asceticism, and popular

superstitions which we find in the writings of Justin Martyr,

Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen.

1 Theodore Momrasen (in "The Contemp. Rev." for May, 1871, p. 167) :

" The enormous space occupied by the burial vaults of Christian Rome, in

their extent not surpassed even by tlie system of cloacje or sewers of Republi-

can Rome, is certainly the work of that community which St. Paul addressed

in his Epistle to the Romans—a living witness of its immense development,

corresponding to the importance of the capital."



CHAPTER yill.

CHEISTIAN LIFE IN CONTRAST WITH PAGAN COEEUPTION.

§ 88. Literature.

I. Sources : The works of the Apostolic Fathers. The Apologies

of Justin. The practical treatises of Tertullian. The Epistles

of Cypriax. The Canons of Councils. The Apostolical Consti-

tutions and Canons. The Acts of Martyrs.—On the condition

of the Roman Empire: the Histories of Tacitus, Suetonius, and

Dion Cassius, the writings of Seneca, Horace, Juvenal,
Persius, Martial.

II. Literature: W. Cave: Primitive Christianity, or the Beligion of

the Ancient Christians in the first ages of the Gosjiel. London, filth

ed. 1689.

G. Arnold: Erste Liebe, d. i. Wahre Abbildung der ersten Christen

nach ihrem lebendigen Glauhen und heil. Leben. Frankf. 1696, and

often since.

Neander : DenkwUrdigkeiten aus der Geschichte des christlichen Lebens

(first 1823), vol. i. third ed. Hamb. 1845. The same in English

by Ryland : Neander's Memorials of Christian Life, in Bohn's

Library, 1853.

L. Coleman: Ancioit Christianity exemplified in the private, domestic,

social, and civil Life of the Primitive Christians, etc. Phil. 1853.

C. Schmidt : Essai historique stir la sociU6 dans le monde Eomain, et sur

la transformation par le Christianisme. Par. 1853. The same trunsl.

into German by A. V. Richard. Leipz. 1857.

E. L. Chastel: Etudes historiques sur I'infiuence de la charity durant

les premiers sihcles chret. Par. 1853-. Crowned by the French

Academic. The same transl. into English [The Charity of the

Primitive Churches), by G. A. Matile. Phila. 1857.

A. Fr. Villemain : Nouveaux essais sur I'iufi. du Christianis^ne dans le

monde Grec et Latin. Par. 1853.

BenJ. Constant Martha (Member of the Academic des sciences morales

et polifiques, elected in 1872) : Les Moralistes sous VEmpire romain.

Paris 1854, second ed. 1866 (Crowned by the French Academy).

Fr. J. M. Th. Champagny : Les premiers si^cles de la charite. Paris,

1854. Also his work Les Antonins. Paris, 1863, third ed. 1874,

3 vols.
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J. Denis : Histoire des theories et des id6es morales dans VantlquUL

Paris, 1856, 2 torn.

P. Janet : Histoire de la philosophie morale et j^oUtique. Paris, 1858,

2 torn.

G. Ratzinger : Gesch. der Hrchlichen Armenpjlege. Freib. 1859.

^V^. E. H, Lecky : History of European Morals from Augustus to Charle-

magne. Lond. and N. Y. 1869, 2 vols., 5th ed. Lond. 1882. Ger-

man transl. by Dr. H. Jalowicz.

Marie-Lotjis-Gaston Boissier: La Ecligion romaine d'Auguste aux

Antoniiis. Paris, 1874, 2 vols.

Bestmann : Geschichte der christlichen Sitte. Nordl. Bd. I. 1880.

W. Gass : Geschichte der christlichen Ethik. Berlin, 1881 (vol. I. 49-107).

G. Uhlhorn : Die christliche Llebesthdtigkeit in der alten Kirche. Stuttg.

1881. English translation [Christian Charity in the Ancieid Church).

Edinb. and N. York, 1883 (424 pages).

Charles L. Brace : Gesta Christi : or a History of humane Progress

under Christianity. N. York, 1883 (500 pages).

§ 89. Moral Corruption of the Roman Empire.

Besides the Lit. quoted in § 88, comp. the historical works on the Roman
Empire by Gibbon, Merivale, and Ranke ; also J. J. A.

Ampere's Histoire Romaine h Rome (1856-64, 4 vols.).

Friedlaender's Sittengeschichte Roms (from Augustus to the An-

tonines. Leipzig, 3 vols., 5th ed. 1881); and Marquardt and

Mommsen's Handbuch der romischen Alterthiimer (Leipz. 1871, sec-

ond ed. 1876, 7 vols., divided in Staatsrecht, Staatsverwaltung,

Privatleben).

Cheistianity is not only the revelation of truth, but also

the fountain of holiness under the unceasing inspiration of the

spotless example of its Founder, which is more powerful than

all the systems of moral philosophy. It attests its divnne origin

as much by its moral workings as by its pure doctrines. By its

own inherent energy, without noise and commotion, without the

favor of circumstancas, nay, in spite of all possible obstacles, it

has gradually wrought the greatest moral reformation, we should

rather say, regeneration of society which history has ever seen

;

while its purifying, ennobling, and cheering effects upon the

private life of countless individuals are beyond the reach of the

historian, though recorded in God's book of life to be opened on

the day of judgment.
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To appreciate this work, we must first review the moral con-

dition of heathenism in its mightiest embodiment in history.

When Christianity took firm foothold on earth, the pagan

civilization and the Roman empire had reached their zenith. The

reign of Augustus was the golden age of Roman literature ; his

successors added Britain and Dacia to the conquests of the Re-

public; internal organization was perfected by Trajan and the

Antonines. The fairest countries of Europe, and a considerable

part of Asia and Africa stood under one imperial government

with republican forms, and enjoyed a well-ordered jurisdiction.

Piracy on the seas was abolished ; life and property were secure.

Military roads, canals, and the Mediterranean Sea facilitated

commerce aud travel ; agriculture was improved, and all

branches of industry flourished. Temples, theatres, aqueducts,

public baths, and magnificent buildings of every kind adorned

the great cities; institutions of learning disseminated culture;

two languages with a classic literature were current in the

empire, the Greek in the East, the Latin in the West ; the book

trade, with the manufacture of paper, was a craft of no small

importance, and a library belonged to every respectable house.

The book stores and public libraries were in the most lively

streets of Rome, and resorted to by literary people. Hundreds

of slaves were employed as scribes, who wrote simultaneously

at the dictation of one author or reader, and multiplied copies

almost as fiist as the modern printing press,^ The excavations

of Pompeii and Herculaneum reveal a high degree of con-

venience and taste in domestic life even in provincial towns

;

1 Friedlaender, III. 369 sqq. (5th ed.), gives much interesting information

about the book trade in Rome, which was far more extensive than is generally

supposed, and was facilitated by slave-labor. Books were cheap. The first

book of Martial (over 700 verses in 118 poems) cost in the best outfit only 5

denarii (80 cts.) Julius Caesar conceived the plan of founding public libraries,

but was prevented from carrying it into effect. In the fourth century there were

no less than twenty-eight public libraries in Rome. The ease and enjoyment

of reading, however, were consiflerably diminished by the many errors, the

absence of division and jiunctuation. Asinius Pollio introduced the custom

of public readings of new works before invited circles.
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and no one can look without amazement at the sublime and

eloquent ruins of Rome, the palaces of the Csesars, the

Mausoleum of Hadrian, the Baths of Caracalla, the Aqueducts,

the triumphal arches and columns, above all the Colosseum,

built by Vespasian, to a height of one hundred and fifty feet,

and for more than eighty thousand spectators. The period of

eighty-four years from the accession of Nerva to the death of

Marcus Aurelius has been pronounced by high authority " the

most happy and prosperous period in the history of the world." ^

But this is only a surface view. The inside did not corre-

spond to the outside. Even under the Antonines the majority of

men groaned under the yoke of slavery or poverty
;
gladiatorial

shows brutalized the people ; fierce wars were raging on the

borders of the empire ; and the most virtuous and peaceful of

subjects—the Christians—had no rights, and were liable at

any moment to be thrown before wild beasts, for no other

reason than the profession of their religion. The age of the

full bloom of the Grseco-Roman power was also the beginning

of its decline. This imposing show concealed incurable moral

putridity and indescribable wretchedness. The colossal piles

of architecture owed their erection to the bloody sweat of in-

numerable slaves, who were treated no better than so many
beasts of burden ; on the Flavian amphitheatre alone toiled

twelve thousand Jewish prisoners of war ; and it was built to

gratify the cruel, taste of the people for the slaughter of wild

animals and human beings made in the image of God. The

influx of wealth from conquered nations diffused the most ex-

travagant luxury, which collected for a single meal peacocks

from Samos, pike from Pessinus, oysters from Tarentum, dates

from Egypt, nuts from Spain, in short the rarest dishes from all

parts of the world, and resorted to emetics to stimulate appetite

and to lighten the stomach. " They cat," says Seneca, "and

then they vomit; they vomit, and then they eat." Aj^icius,

who lived under Tiberius, dissolved pearls in the wine he drank,

* Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. III. Eenan expresses the same view.
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squandered an enormous fortune on the pleasures of the table,

and then committed suicide.^ He found imperial imitators in

Vitellius and Heliogabalus (or Elagabal). A special class of

servants, the cosmetes, had charge of the dress, the smoothing

of the wrinkles, the setting of the false teeth, the painting of

the eye-brows, of wealthy patricians. Hand in hand with this

luxury came the vices of natural and even unnatural sensuality,

which decency forbids to name. Hopeless poverty stood in

crying contrast with immense wealth ; exhausted provinces,

with revelling cities. Enormous taxes burdened the people,

and misery was terribly increased by war, pestilence, and

famine. The higher or ruling families were enervated, and

were not strengthened or replenished by the lower. The free

citizens lost physical and moral vigor, and sank to an inert

mass. The third class was the huge body of slaves, who per-

formed all kinds of mechanical labor, even the tilling of the

soil, and in times of danger were ready to join the enemies o!"

the empire. A proper middle class of industrious citizens, the

only firm basis of a healthy community, cannot coexist with

slavery, which degrades free labor. The army, composed

' Either from disgust of life, or because he thought he could not live off the

remaining ten million of sesterces, after he had wasted sixty or a hundred

million. Seneca, Ad Helv. x. 9. Heliogabalus chose Apicius as his model.

These, however, are exceptional cases, and became proverbial. See on

this whole subject of Roman luxury the third volume of Friedlaender's

Slttengeschichte, pp. 1-152. He rather modifies the usual view, and tiiinks that

Apicius had more imitators among French epicures under Louis XIV., XV,,

and XVI. than among the Roman nobles, and that some petty German princes

of the eighteenth century, like King August of Saxony (who wasted eighty

thousand thalers on a single opera), and Duke Karl of Wiirttemberg, almost

equalled the heathen emperors in extravagance and riotous living, at the

expense of their poor subjects. The wealth of the old Romans was much sur-

passed by that of some modern Russian and English noblemen, French

bankers, and American merchant princes, but had a much greater purchasing

value. The richest Romans were Ca. Lentnlus, and Narcissus (a freedman of

Nero), and their fortune amounted to four hundred million sesterces (from

sixty-five to seventy million marks); while Mazarin left two hundred million

francs, Baron James Rothschild (d. 1868) two thousand million francs [1. c. p.

13 sqq.). The architecture of the imperial age surpassed all modern palaces

in extravagance and splendor, but in parks and gardens the modern English

far surpass the ancient Romans (p. 78 sqq.).
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largely of the rudest citizens and of barbarians, was the strength

of the nation, and gradually stamped the government with the

character of military despotism. The virtues of patriotism,

and of good faith in public intercourse, were extinct. The

basest avarice, suspicion and envy, usuriousness and bribery,

insolence and servility, everywhere prevailed.

The work of demoralizing the people was systematically

organized and sanctioned from the highest places downwards.

There were, it is true, some worthy emperors of old Roman

energy and justice, among whom Trajan, Antoninus Pius, and

Marcus Aurelius stand foremost; all honor to their memory.

But the best they could do was to check the process of internal

putrefaction, and to conceal the sores for a little while ; they

could not heal them. Most of the emperors were coarse mili-

tary despots, and some of them monsters of wickedness. There

is scarcely an age in the history of the world, in which so many

and so hideous vices disgraced the throne, as in the period

from Tiberius to Domitian, and from Commodus to Galerius.

" The annals of the emperors," says Gibbon, " exhibit a strong

aud various picture of human nature, which we should vainly

seek among the mixed and doubtful characters of modern his-

tory. In the conduct of those monarchs we may trace the

utmost lines of vice and virtue ; the most exalted perfection

and the meanest degeneracy of our own species." ^ " Never,

probably," says Canon Farrar, " was there any age or any place

where the worst forms of wickedness were practised with a

more unblushing effrontery than in the city of Rome under the

government of the Csesars." ^ We may not even except the

infamous period of the papal pornocracy, and the reign of

Alexander Borgia, which were of short duration, and excited

disgust and indignation throughout the church.

The Pagan historians of Rome have branded and immortal-

ized the vices and crimes of the Caesars : the misanthropy,

cruelty, and voluptuousness of Tiberius; the ferocious madness

' Decline and Fall, ch. III. * Seekers after God, p. 37.
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of Caius Caligula, who had men tortured, beheaded, or sawed

in pieces for his amusement, who seriously meditated the butch-

ery of the whole senate, raised his horse to the dignity of consul

and priest, and crawled under the bed in a storm ; the bottom-

less vileness of Nero, " the inventor of crime," who poisoned

or murdered his preceptors Burrhus and Seneca, his half-brother

and brother-in-law Britannicns, his mother Agrippina, his wife

Octavia, his mistress Poppaea, who in sheer wantonness set fire

to Rome, and then burnt innocent Christians for it as torches in

his gardens, figuring himself as charioteer in the infernal spec-

tacle; the swinish gluttony of Vitellius, who consumed mil-

lions of money in mere eating; the refined wickedness of

Domitian, who, more a cat than a tiger, amused himself most

with the torments of the dying and with catching flies; the

shameless revelry of Commodus with his hundreds of concu-

bines, and ferocious passion for butchering men and beasts on the

arena ; the mad villainy of Heliogabalus, who raised the lowest

men to the highest dignities, dressed himself in women's clothes,

married a dissolute boy like himself, in short, inverted all the

laws of nature and of decency, until at last he was butchered

with his mother by the soldiers, and thrown into the muddy

Tiber. And to fill the measure of impiety and wickedness,

such imperial monsters were received, after their death, by a

formal decree of the Senate, into the number of their gods, and

their abandoned memory was celebrated by festivals, temples,

and colleges of priests ! The emperor, in the language of

Gibbon, was at once " a priest, an atheist, and a god." Some

added to it the dignity of amateur actor and gladiator on the

stage. Domitian, even in his lifetime, caused himself to be

called " Dominus et Deus noster/^ and w^hole herds of animals

to be sacrificed to his gold and silver statues. It is impossible

to imagine a greater public and official mockery of all religion.

The wives and mistresses of the emperors were not much

better. They revelled in luxury and vice, SM'ept through the

streets in chariots drawn by silver-shod mules, wasted fortunes

on a single dress, delighted in wicked intrigues, aided their
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husbands in dark crimes, and shared at last in their tragic fate.

Messaliua, the wife of Claudius, was murdered by the order of

her husl^and in the midst of her nuptial orgies with one of her

favorites; and the younger Agrippina, the mother of Kero,

after poisoning her husband, was murdered by her own son,

who was equally cruel to his wives, kicking one of them to

death when she was in a state of pregnancy. These female

monsters were likewise deified, and elevated to the rank of Juno

or Venus.

From the higher regions the corruption descended into the

masses of the people, who by this time had no sense for any-

thing but "Panem et Circenses," and, in the enjoyment of these,

looked with morbid curiosity and interest upon the most flagrant

vices of their masters.

No wonder that Tacitus, who with terse eloquence and old

Roman severity exposes the monstrous characters of Nero and

other emperors to eternal infamy, could nowhere, save perhaps

among the barbarian Germans, discover a star of hope, and

foreboded the fearful vengeance of the gods, and even the

speedy destruction of the empire. And certainly nothing could

save it from final doom, whose approach was announced with

ever-growing distinctness by wars, insurrections, inundations,

earthquakes, pestilence, famine, irruption of barbarians, and

prophetic calamities of every kind. Ancient Rome, in the slow

but certain process of dissolution and decay, teaches the

"
. . sad moral of all human tales;

'Tis but the same rehearsal of the past

;

First freedom, and then glory—when that fails,

Wealth, vice, corruption, barbarism at last."

§ 90. Stoic Morality.

Ed. Zellee. : The Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics. Translated from the

German by 0. J. Reichel. London (Longman, Green & Co.), 1870.

Chs. x-xii treat of the Stoic Ethics and Religion.

F. W. Farrar (Canon of "Westminster) : Seekers after God. London

(Macmillan & Co.), first ed. n. d. (1869), new ed. 1877 (Seneca,

Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius, 336 pages).
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Comp. also the essays on Seneca and Paul by Fleury, AubeRtin,

Baur, Lightfoot, and Eeuss (quoted in vol. I. 283).

Let us now turn to the bright side of heathen morals, as

exhibited in the teaching and example of Epictetus, Marcus

Aurelius, and Plutarch—three pure and noble characters—one

a slave, the second an emperor, the third a man of letters, two

of them Stoics, one a Platonist. It is refreshing to look upon

a few green spots in the moral desert of heathen Rome. We
may trace their virtue to the guidance of conscience (the good

demon of Socrates), or to the independent working of the Spirit

of God, or to the indirect influence of Christianity, which

already began to pervade the moral atmosphere beyond the

limits of the visible church, and to infuse into legislation a

spirit of humanity and justice unknown before, or to all these

causes combined. It is certain that there was in the second

century a moral current of unconscious Christianity, which met

the strono;er relio-ious current of the church and facilitated her

ultimate victory.

It is a remarkable fact that two men who represent the ex-

tremes of society, the lowest and the highest, were the last and

greatest teachers of natural virtue in ancient Rome. They

shine like lone stars in the midnight darkness of prevailing

corruption. Epictetus the slave, and Marcus Aurelius, the

crowned ruler of an empire, are the purest among the heathen

moralists, and furnish the strongest "testimonies of the naturally

Christian soul."

Both belonged to the school of Zeno.

The Stoic philosophy was born in Greece, but grew into man-

hood in Rome. It was predestinated for that stern, grave,

practical, haughty, self-governing and heroic character which

from the banks of the Tiber ruled over the civilized world.'

1 Zeller, /. c. p. 37 : "Nearly all the most important Stoics before the Chris-

tian era belong by birth to Asia Minor, to Syria, and to the islands of the

Eastern Archipelago. Then follow a line of Roman Stoics, among whom the

Phrygian Epictetus occupies a prominent place ; but Greece proper is ex-

clusively represented by men of third or fourth-rate capacity.''
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In the Republican period Cato of Utica lived and died by his own

hand a genuine Stoic in practice, without being one in theory.

Seneca, the contemporary of St. Paul, was a Stoic in theory, but

belied his almost Christian wisdom in practice, by his insatiable

avarice, anticipating Francis Bacon as " the wisest, brightest,

meanest of mankind." ^ Half of his ethics is mere rhetoric.

In Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius the Stoic theory and practice

met in beautiful harmony, and freed from its most objectionable

features. They M^ere the last and the best of that school Mdiich

taught men to live and to die, and offered an asylum for indi-

vidual virtue and freedom when the Roman world at large was

rotten to the core.

Stoicism is of all ancient systems of philosophy both nearest

to, and furthest from, Christianity : nearest in the purity and

sublimity of its maxims aud tlie virtues of simplicity, equa-

nimity, self-control, and resignation to an all-wise Providence

;

furthest in the spirit of pride, self-reliance, haughty contempt,

^ Niebuhr says of Seneca :
" He acted on the principle that lie could dis-

pense with the laws of morality which he laid down for otiiers." Macaulav :

"The business of the philosopher was to declaim in praise of poverty, with

two millions sterling at usury ; to meditate epigrammatic conceits about the

evils of luxury in gardens which moved the envy of sovereigns ; to rant

about liberty while fawning on the insolent and pampered freedman of a

tyrant; to celebrate the divine beauty of virtue with the same pen which had

just before written a defense of the murder of a mother by a son." Farrar

{I. c. p. IGl) : "In Seneca's life, we see as clearly as in those of many pro-

fessed Christians that it is impossible to be at once worldly and righteous.

His utter failure was due to the vain attempt to combine in his own person

two opposite characters—that of a Stoic and that of a courtier .... In him

we see some of the most glowing pictures of the nobility of poverty combined

with the most questionable avidity in the pursuit of wealth." For a con-

venient collection of Seneca's resemblances to Scripture, see Farrar, ch. XV.,

174-185. The most striking passages are: " A sacred spirit dwells within us,

the observer and guardian of all our evil and our good . . . there is no good

man without God." Ep. ad Lucil. i\. Comp. 1 Cor. 3 : IG. '' Not one of us

is without fault ... no man is found who can acquit himself.'' De Ira 1. 14;

IT. 27. Comp. 1 John 1:8. " Riches .... the greatest source of human

trouble." De Tranqu. An. 8. Comp. 1 Tim. 6: 10. "You must live for

another, if you wi.'^h to live for yourself" Ep. 48. Comp. Rom. 12 : 10.

" Let him who hath conferred a favor hold his tongue.'' De Bene/. II. 11.

Comp. Matt. 6 : 3.
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and cold indifference. Pride is the basis of Stoic virtue, while

humility is the basis of C'hristian holiness ; the former is in-

spired by egotism, the latter by love to God and man; the

Stoic feels no need of a Saviour, and calmly resorts to suicide

M^hen the house smokes ; while the Christian life begins with a

- sense of sin, and ends with triumjoh over death ; the resignation

of the Stoic is heartless apathy and a surrender to the iron

necessity of fate ; the resignation of the Christian, is cheerful

submission to the will of an all-wise and all-merciful Father in

heaven ; the Stoic sage resembles a cold, immovable statue, the

Christian saint a living body, beating in hearty sympathy with

every joy and grief of his fellow-men. At best. Stoicism is

only a philosophy for the few, while Christianity is a religion

for all.

§ 91. Epictetus.

Epicteti. Dissertationum ab Arriano digestarum Libri IV. Euiusdem
Enchiridion et ex deperditis Sermonibus Fragmenta . . . recensuit . . .

JoH. ScHWEiGHAUSER. Lips. 1799, 1800. 5 vols. The Greek text

with a Latin version and notes.

The Works of Epictetus. Consisting of Ms Discourses, in four books,

the Enchiridion, and Fragments. A translation from the Greek, based

on that of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, by Thomas Wentworth HlGGIN-
sox. Boston (Little, Brown & Co.), 1865. A fourth ed. of Mrs.

Carter's translation was published in 1807, with introduction and
notes.

Tlie Discourses of Epictetus, with the Enchiridion and Fragments.

Translated, toith Notes, etc., by George Long. London (George
Bell & Sons), 1877.

There are also other English, as well as German and French,
versions.

Epictetus was born before the middle of the first century, at

Hierapolis, a city in Phrygia, a few miles from Colossi and

Laodicea, w^ell known to us from apostolic history. He was a

compatriot and contemporary of Epaphras, a pupil of Paul,

and founder of Christian churches in that province.^ There is

Vol. II. 21.
'Col.l: 7; 4: 12,13.
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a bare possibility that he had a passing acquaiutance with hira,

if not with Paul himself. He came as a slave to Rome with

his masterj Epaphroditus, a profligate freedman and favorite of

Nero (v/hom he aided in committing suicide), and was after-

wards set at liberty. He rose above his condition. " Freedom

and slavery/' he says in one of his Fragments, " are but names

of virtue and of vice, and both depend upon the will. No one

is a slave whose will is free." He was lame in one foot and

in feeble health. The lameness, if we are to credit the report

of Origen, was the result of ill treatment, which he bore

heroically. When his master put his leg in the torture, he

quietly said :
" You will break my leg ;

" and when the leg was

broken, he added :
" Did I not tell you so ? " This reminds

one of Socrates who is reported to have borne a scolding and

subsequent shower from Xantippe with the cool remark : After

the thunder comes the rain. Epictetus heard the lectures of

Musonius Rufus, a distinguished teacher of the Stoic philosophy

under Nero and Vespasian, and began himself to teach. He
was banished from Rome by Domitian, with all other philoso-

phers, before A. d. 90. He settled for the rest of his life in

Nicopolis, in Southern Epirus, not far from the scene of the

battle of Actium. There he gathered around him a large body

of pupils, old and young, rich and poor, and instructed them,

as a second Socrates, by precept and exampla, in halls and public

places. The emperor Hadrian is reported to have invited him

back to Rome (117), but in vain. The date of his death is

unknown.

Epictetus led from })rinciple and necessity a life of poverty

and extreme simplicity, after the model of Diogenes, the arch-

Cynic. His cfnly companions were an adopted child with a

nurse. His furniture consisted of a bed, a cooking vessel and

earthen lamp. Lucian ridicules one of his admirers, who

bought the lamp for three thousand drachmas, in the hope of

becoming a philosopher by using it. Epictetus discouraged

marriage and the procreation of children. INIarriage might do

well in a "community of wise men," but "in the present state
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of things," which he compared to " an army in battle array," it

is likely to withdraw the philosopher from the service of God.^

This view, as well as the reason assigned, resembles the advice

of St. Paul, with the great difference, that the apostle had the

highest conception of the institution of marriage as reflecting

the mystery of Christ's union with the church. " Look at me,"

says Epictetus, "who am without a city, without a house,

without possessions, without a slave ; I sleep on the ground ; I

have no wife, no children, no prsetorium, but only the earth and

the heavens, and one poor cloak. And what do I want ? Am
I not without sorrow? Am I not without fear? Am I not

free ? . . . Did I ever blame God or man ? . . . Who, when

he sees me, does not think that he sees his king and master ?
"

His epitaph fitly describes his character :
" I was Epictetus, a

slave, and maimed in body, and a beggar for poverty, and dear

to the immortals."

Epictetus, like Socrates, his great exemplar, wrote nothing

himself, but he found a Xenophon. His pupil and friend,

Flavius Arrianus, of Nicomedia, in Bithynia, the distinguished

historian of Alexander the Great, and a soldier and statesman

under Hadrian, handed to posterity a report of the oral instruc-

tions and familiar conversations [diarffcj^at) of his teacher.

Only four of the original eight books remain. He also col-

lected his chief maxims in a manual (Enchiridion). His

biography of that remarkable man is lost.

Epictetus starts, like Zeno and Cleanthes, with a thoroughly

practical view of philosophy, as the art and exercise of virtue,

in accordance with reason and the laws of nature. He bases

virtue on faith in God, as the supreme power of the universe,

who directs all events for benevolent purposes. The philosopher

is a teacher of righteousness, a physician and surgeon of the

sick who feel their weakness, and are anxious to be cured. He

1 Disc. III. 22. Comp. 1 Cor. 7 : 35 ; but also Epli. 5 : 28-33. Farrar, I. c,

p. 213, thinks that the philosopher and the apostle agree in recommending

celibacy as " a counsel of perfection." But this is the Roman Catholic, not

the Scripture view.
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is a priest and messenger of the gods to erring men, that they

might learn to be happy even in utter want of earthly posses-

sions. If we wish to be good, we mast first believe that we are

bad. Mere knowledge without application to life is worthless.

Every man has a guardian spirit, a god within him who never

sleeps, who always keeps him company, even in solitude ; this

is the Soeratic daimonion, the personified conscience. We must

listen to its divine voice. '* Think of God more often than you

breathe. Let discourse of God be renewed daily, more surely

than your food." The sum of wisdom is to desire nothing but

freedom and contentment, and to bear and forbear. All una-

voidable evil in the world is only apparent and external, and

does not touch our being. Our happiness depends upon our

own will, which even Zeus cannot break. The wise man joy-

ously acquiesces in what he cannot control, knowing that an

all-wise Father rules the whole. " We ought to have these two

rules always in readiness : that tliere is nothing good or evil

except in the will ; and that we ought not to lead events, but to

follow them." ^ If a brother wrongs me, that is his fault ; my

business is to conduct myself rightly towards him. The wise

man is not disturbed by injury and injustice, and loves even his

enemies. All men are brethren and children of God. They

own the whole world ; and hence even banishment is no evil.

The soul longs to be freed from the jirison house of the body

and to return to God.

Yet Epictetus does not clearly teach the immortality of the

soul. He speaks of death as a return to the elements in suc-

cessive conflagrations. Seneca approaches much more nearly

the Platonic and Soeratic, we may say Christian, view of im-

mortality. The prevailing theory of the Stoics was, that at the

end of the world all individual souls will be resolved into the

primary substance of the Divine Being.*

1 Discourses, III. 10. Here E. discusses the manner in -which we ought to

bear sickness.

2 The only point about which the Stoics were undecided was, whether all

souls would last until tliat time as separate souls, or whether, as Chrysippus

held, only the souls of the wise would survive." Zeller, I. c, p. 205.
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Epictetiis nowhere alludes directly to Christianity, but he

speaks once of "Galileans/' who by enthusiasm or madness

were free from all fear.^ He often recurs to his predecessors,

Socrates, Diogenes, Zeno, Musonius Rufus. His ethical ideal

is a Cynic philosopher, naked, penniless, wifeless, childless,

without want or desire, without passion or temper, kindly,

independent, contented, imperturbable, looking serenely or

indifferently at life and death. It differs as widely from the

true ideal as Diogenes who lived in a tub, and sought with a

lantern in day-light for " a man," differs from Christ who, in-

deed, had not where to lay his liead, but went about doing good

to the bodies and souls of men.

Owing to the purity of its morals, the Enchiridion of

Epictetus was a favorite book. Simplicius, a Neo-Platonist,

wrote an elaborate commentary on it ; and monks in the middle

ages reproduced and Christianized it. Origen thought Epictetus

had done more good than Plato. Niebuhr says :
" His great-

ness cannot be questioned, and it is impossible for any person

of sound mind not to be charmed by his works." Higginson

says : " I am acquainted with no book more replete with high

conceptions of the deity and noble aims of man." This is, of

course, a great exaggeration, unless the writer means to confine

his comparison to heathen works.

§ 92. Marcus Aurelius.

MdpKov'AvTcovivovTov avTOKparopog tcov elc uwrbv ^i^da ifi'{De Rebus suis

libri xii). Ed. by Thomas Gataker, with a Latin Version and

Notes (including those of Casaubon). Trajecti at Ehenum, 1697,

2 vols. fol. The second vol. contains critical dissertations. (The

1 Z>isc. IV. 7: "Through madness {v^b iiaviaq) it is possible for a man to

be so disposed towards these things and through habit (-'^o idovg), as the

Galileans." Bv Galileans he no doubt means Christians, and the allusion is

rather contemptuous, like the allusion of Marcus Aurelius to the martyrs,

with this difference that the emperor attributes to obstinacy what Epictetus

attributes to '< habit." But Schweiglumser (II. 913 sq.) suspects that the read-

ing {'^0 edovc is false, and that Arrian wrote i-Tro anovolag, oyg oi TaA., so tlmt

Epictetus ascribed to the Cliristians fury and desperation or denientui. To

the Greeks the gospel is foolishness, 1 Cor. 1 : 22.
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first ed. appeared at Cambridge, 1652, in 1 vol.) English translation

by George Long, revised ed. London, 1880.

See the liter, quoted in § 20, p. 52 sq. (especially Kenan's Marc'

Aurlle, 1882).

Marcus Aurelius, the last and best representative of Stoicism,

ruled the Roman Empire for twenty years (a. d. 161-180) at

the height of its power and prosperity. He was born April 26,

121, in Rome, and carefully educated and disciplined in Stoic

wisdom. Hadrian admired him for his good nature, docility,

and veracity, and Antoninus Pius adopted him as his son and

successor. He learned early to despise the vanities of the

world, maintained the simplicity of a philosopher in the

splendor of the court, and found time for retirement and

meditation amid the cares of government and border wars, in

which he was constantly engaged. Epictetus was his favorite

author. He left us his best thoughts, a sort of spiritual auto-

biography, in the sha})e of a diary which he wrote, not without

some self-complacency, for his own improvement and enjoy-

ment during the last years of his life (172-175) in the military

camp among the barbarians. He died in Panonia of the j^es-

tilence which raged in the army (March 17, 180).^ His last

words were :
" Weep not for me, weep over the pestilence and

the general misery,^ and save the array. Farewell !

" He
dismissed his servants and friends, even his son, after a last

interview, and died alone.

The philosophic emperor was a sincere believer in the gods,

their revelations and all-ruling providence. His morality and

religion were blended. But he had no clear views of the

divinity. He alternately uses the language of the polytheist,

the deist, and the pantheist. He worehipped the deity of the

universe and in his own breast. He thanks the gods for his

good parents and teachers, for his pious mother, for a M'ife,

' According to less probable accounts he died of suicide, or of poison ad-

ministered to him by order of liis son, Commodus. See Renan, p. 485.

* " Quid me fletis, et non magis de pestilentia et communi morte cogituiis?"

Capitolinus, 31. Aurelius.
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whom lie blindly praises as " amiable, affectionate, and pure,"

and for all the goods of life. His motto was " never to wrong

any man in deed or word." ^ He claimed no perfection, yet

was conscious of his superiority, and thankful to the gods that

he was better than other men. He traced the sins of men merely

to ignorance and error. He was mild, amiable, and gentle ; in

these respects the very reverse of a hard and severe Stoic, and

nearly approaching a disciple of Jesus. We must admu-e his

purity, truthfulness, philanthropy, conscientious devotion to

duty, his serenity of mind in the midst of the temptations of

power and severe domestic trials, and his resignation to the will

of providence. He was fully appreciated in his time, and uni-

versally beloved by his subjects. We may well call him among

the heathen the greatest and best man of his age.^ " It seems "

(says an able French writer, INIartha), " that in him the philo-

sophy of heathenism grows less proud, draws nearer and nearer

to a Christianity which it ignored or which it despised, and is

ready to fling itself into the arms of the 'Unknown God.' In

the sad Meditations of Aurelius we find a pure serenity, sweet-

ness, and docility to the commands of God, which before him

were unknown, and which Christian grace has alone surpassed.

If he has not yet attained to charity in all that fullness of

meaning which Christianity has given to the world, he has

1 Medit. V. 31.

2 So Eenan, Marc-Aurele, p. 488, without qualification :
" Avee lui, la

philosophie a regne. Un moment, grdce d lui, le monde a ete gouverne par Vhomme
le meilleur et le plus grand de son siccle." But elsewhere he puts Antoninus Pius

above Aurelius. "Of the two,'' he says (Conferences d'Angleterre, translated

by Clara Erskine Clement, p. 140 sq.): "I consider Antonine the greatest.

His goodness did not lead him into faults : he was not tormented with that

internal trouble which disturbed, without ceasing, the heart of his adopted

son. This strange malady, this restless study of himself, this demon of

scrupulousness, this fever of perfection, are signs of a less strong and distin-

guished nature. As the finest thoughts are those which are not written,

Antonine had in this respect also a superiority over Marcus Aurelius. But

let us add, that we should be ignorant of Antonine, if Marcus Aurelius had

not transmitted to us that exquisite portrait of his adopted father, in which

he seems to have applied himself through humility, to painting the picture of

a better man than himself,"
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already gained its unction, and one cannot read his book, unique

in the history of Pagan philosophy, without thinking of the

sadness of Pascal and the gentleness of Fenelon."

The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius are full of beautiful

moral maxims, strung together without system. They bear a

striking resemblance to Christian ethics. They rise to a certain

universalism and humanitarianism which is foreign to the

heathen spirit, and a prophecy of a new age, but could only be

realized on a Christian basis. Let us listen' to some of his most

characteristic sentiments

:

" It is sufficient to attend to the demon [the good genius]

within, and to reverence it sincerely. And reverence for the

demon consists in keeping it pure from passion and thoughtless-

ness and dissatisfaction with what comes from God and men." ^

" Do not act as if thou wert going to live ten thousand years.

Death hangs over thee. While thou livest, while it is in thy

power, be good." ^ " Do not disturb thyself. Make thyself all

simplicity. Does any one do M'rong? It is to himself that he

does the wa-ong. Has anything happened to thee ? Well ; out

of the universe from the beginning everything which happens

has been apportioned and spun out to thee. lu a word, thy

life is short. Thou must turn to profit the present by tlie aid

of reason and justice. Be sober in thy relaxation. Either it is

a well-arranged universe or a chaos huddled together, but still

a universe." ^ '' A man must stand erect, and not be kept erect

by others." * " Have I done something for the general interest ?

Well, then, I have had my reward. Let this always be present

to my mind, and never stop [doing good]." ^ " What is thy

art? to be good." ^ "It is a man's duty to comfort himself, and

to wait for the natural dissolution, and not to be vexed at the

delay." ^ "O Nature: from thee are all things, in thee are all

things, to thee all things return." ^ " Willingly give thyself

up to Clotho" [one of the fates], "allowing her to spin thy

thread into whatever things she jileases. Every thing is only

> Medil. II. 13.
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for a daj, both that which remembers and that which is remem-

bered." ^ " Consider that before long thou wilt be nobody and

nowhere, nor will any of the things exist which thou now

seest, nor any of those who are now living. For all things are

formed by nature to change and be turned, and to perish, in

order that other things in continuous succession may exist." ^

" It is best to leave this world as early as possible, and to bid it

friendly farewell." ^

These reflections are pervaded by a tone of sadness; they

excite emotion, but no enthusiasm ; they have no power to

console, but leave an aching void, without hope of an immor-

tality, except a return to the bosom of mother nature. They

are the rays of a setting, not of a rising, sun ; they are the swan-

song of dying Stoicism. The end of that noble old Roman was

virtually the end of the antique world.*

The cosmopolitan philosophy of Marcus Aurelius had no

symi^athy with Christianity, and excluded from its embrace the

most innocent and most peaceful of his subjects. He makes

but one allusion to the Christians, and unjustly traces their

readiness for martyrdom to " sheer obstinacy " and a desire for

" theatrical display." ^ He may have had in view some fanatical

enthusiasts who rushed into the fire, like Indian gymnosophists,

but possibly such venerable martyrs as Polycarp and those of

Southern Gaul in his own reign. Hence the strange phe-

nomenon that the wisest and best of Roman emperors permitted

(we cannot say, instigated, or even authorized) some of the most

cruel persecutions of Christians, especially in Lugdunum and

1 IV. 34, 35. 2 XII. 21. 3 IX. 2, 3 ; XL 3.

* The significant title of Eenan's book is Marc-Aurele et la fin da monde

antique.

^ XI. 3: "What a soul that is which is ready, if at any moment it must be

separated from the body, and ready either to be extinguished or dispersed, or

continue to exist; but so that this readiness comes from a man's own judgment,

not from mere obstinacy, as with the Christians, but considerately and with dig-

nity, and in a way to persuade another without scenic sliow [ciTpnyufiuQ)." I

have availed myself in these extracts of Long's excellent translation, but com-

pared them with the Greek original in Gataker's edition.
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Vienne. Vie readily excuse him on the ground of ignorance.

He probably never saw the Sermon ou the Mount, nor read any

of the numerous Apologies addressed to him.

But persecution is not the only blot on his reputation. He
wasted his affections upon a vicious and worthless son, whom
he raised in his fourteenth year to full participation of the

imperial powei-, regardless of the happiness of millions, and

upon a beautiful but faithless and wicked wife, whom he

hastened after her death to cover with divine honors. His

conduct towards Faustina was either hypocritical or un-

principled.^ After her death he preferred a concubine to a

second wife and stepmother of his children.

His son and successor left the Christians in peace, but was

one of the worst emperors that disgraced the throne, and undid

all the good which his father had done.^

Aristotle was the teacher of Alexander ; Seneca, the teacher

of Nero ; Marcus Aurelius, the father of Commodus.

§ 93. Plutarch.

TLTiovrdp xov tov Xmpuvsuq ra 'E.&im. Ed. Tauclinitz Lips. The same

with a Latin version and notes in

* At his earnest request the obsequious Senate declared Faustina a goddess;

she was represented in her temples with the attributes of Juno, Venus, and

Ceres; and it was decreed that on the day of tlieir nuptials the youth of both

sexes should pay their vows before the altar of this adulterous woman. See

Gibbon, ch. IV. A bas-relief in the museum of the Capitol at Rome repre-

sents Faustina borne to heaven by a messenger of the gods, and her husband

looking at her with admiration and love. Renan apologizes for his favorite

hero on the ground of the marvellous beauty of Faustina, and excuses her,

because she naturally grew tired of the dull company of an ascetic philosopher!

* Renan thus describes the' sudden relapse (p. 490): '^Horrible deception

pour les gens de bien! Tant de vertu, tant d'amour naboutissant qu^d mettre le

monde entre les mains d'un equarrisseur de betes, d'un gladiateur ! Apres cetie

belle apparition dun monde ehjseen siir la ierre, retomber dans Venfer des Cesars,

quon croyait ferme pour tovjours ! La foi dans Is bien Jut alors perdue. Apriis

Caligula, apri's Neron, apres Domitien, on avail pii esperer encore. Les experiences

n' avaient pas cte decisives. Maintenant, c'esl apres le plus grand effort de rational-

isme gouvernemental, apris qualre-ving quatre ans d'un regime excellent, aprh Nerva,

IVajan, Adrien, Antonin, Marc-Aurlle, que le riigne du mal recommence, pire que

jamais. Adieu, vertu; adieu, raison. Puisque Marc-Aurile n'a pas pa sauver

le monde, qui le sauvera f"
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Plutarchi Ghceronensis Moralla, id est, Opera, exceptis vitis, rellqua.

Ed. by Daniel Wyttexbach. Oxon. 1795-1800, 8 vols, (includ-

ing 2 Index vols.). French ed. by Diibner, in the Didot collection.

Plutarch's Morals. Translated from the Greek by several Hands.

Loudon, 1684-'94, 5th ed. 1718. The same as corrected and revised

by William W. Goodwin (Harvard University). With an intro-

duction by Ralph Waldo Emerson. Boston, 1870, 5 vols.

Octave Greard : De la moralite de Plutarque. Paris, 1866.

Richard Chenevix Trench (Archbishop of Dublin) : Plutarch, his

Life, his Parallel Lives, and his Morals. London (Macmillan & Co.),

2nd ed. 1874.

W. Moller: Ueber die Religion des Plutarch. Kiel, 1881.

Julia Wedgwood: Plutarch and the unconscious Christianity of the first

two centuries. In the " Contemporary Review " for 1881, pp. 44-60.

Equally remarkable, as a representative of " unconscious

Christianity" and "seeker after the unknown God," though

from a different philosophical standpoint, is the greatest

biographer and moralist of classical antiquity.

It is strange that Plutarch's contemporaries are silent about

him. His name is not even mentioned by any Roman writer.

What we know of him is gathered from his own works. He
lived between A. D. 50 and 125, mostly in his native town of

Chaeroneia, in Boeotia, as a magistrate and priest of A polios.

He was happily married, and had four sons and a daughter,

who died young. His Conjugal Precepts are full of good

advice to husbands and wives. The letter of consolation he

addressed to his wife on the death of a little daughter,

Timoxena, while she was absent from home, gives us a

favorable impression of his family life, and expresses his hope

of immortality. " The souls of infants," he says at the close

of this letter, " pass immediately into a better and more divine

state." He spent some time in Rome (at least twice, probably

under Vespasian and Domitian), lectured on moral philosophy

to select audiences, and collected material for his Parallel Lives

of Greeks and Romans. He was evidently well-bred, in good

circumstances, familiar with books, different countries, and

human nature and society in all its phases. In his philosophy

he stands midway between Platonism and Neo-Platonism. He
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was " a Platonist with an Oriental tinge." ^ He was equally

opposed to Stoic pantheism and Epicurean naturalism, and

adopted the Platonic dualism of God and matter. He recog-

nized a supreme God, and also the subordinate divinities of the

Hellenic religion. The gods are good, the demons are divided

between good and bad, the human soul combines both qualities.

He paid little attention to metaphysics, and dwelt more on the

practical questions of philosophy, dividing his labors between

historical and moral topics. Pie was an utter stranger to Chris-

tianity, and therefore neither friendly nor hostile. There is in

all his numerous writings not a single allusion to it, although at

his time there must have been churches in every considerable

city of the empire. He often speaks of Judaism, but very

superficially, and may have regarded Christianity as a Jewish

sect. But his moral philosophy makes a very near approach to

Christian ethics.

His aim, as a writer, was to show the greatness in the acts

and in the thoughts of the ancients, the former in his " Pai'allel

Lives," the latter in his " Morals," and by both to inspire his

contemporaries to imitation. They constitute together an

encyclopsedia of well-digested Greek and Roman learning.

He was not a man of creative genius, but of great talent, exten-

sive information, amiable spirit, and universal sympathy.

Emerson calls him " the chief example of the illumination of

the intellect by the force of morals." ^

Plutarch endeavored to build up morality on the basis of

religion. He is the very opposite of Lucian, who as an archi-

tect of ruin, ridiculed and undermined the popular religion.

He was a strong believer in God, and his argument against

atheism is well wortli quoting. " There has never been," he

says, "a state of atheists. You may travel over the world,

and you may find cities without walls, without king, without

* So Trench calls him, I. c. p. 112. The best account of his philosophy is

given by Zellcr in his Philosophie der Griechen, Part III., 141-182; and more

brieflv by Ueberweg, IIL^t. of Phil. (Eng. Ver.) I. 23-4-236.

' Introduction to Goodwin's ed. p. xi.
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mint, without theatre or gymnasium ; but you will never find a

city without God, without prayer, without oracle, without sacri-

fice. Sooner may a city stand without foundations, than a state

without belief in the gods. This is the bond of all society and

the pillar of all legislation."
^

In his treatise on The Wrong Fear of the Gods, he contrasts

superstition with atheism as the two extremes which often meet,

and commends piety or the right reverence of the gods as the

golden mean. Of the two extremes he deems superstition the

worse, because it makes the gods capricious, cruel, and revenge-

ful, while they are friends of men, saviours (<Twr7jps^), and not

destroyers. (Nevertheless superstitious people can more easily

be converted to true faith than atheists who have destroyed all

religious instincts.)

His remarkable treatise on The Delays of Divine Justice in

punishing the wicked,^ would do credit to any Christian theo-

logian. It is his solution of the problem of evil, or his

theodicy. He discusses the subject with several of his relatives

(as Job did with his friends), and illustrates it by examples.

He answers the various objections which arise from the delay of

justice, and vindicates Providence in his dealings with the

sinner. He enjoins first modesty and caution in view of our

imperfect knowledge. God only knows best when and how and

hoio much to punish. He offers the following considerations

:

1) God teaches us to moderate our anger, and never to punish

in a passion, but to imitate his gentleness and forbearance.

2) He gives the wicked an opportunity to repent and reform.

3) He permits them to live and prosper that he may use them

as executioners of his justice on others. He often punishes the

sinner by the sinner. 4) The wicked are sometimes spared that

they may bless the Avorld by a noble posterity. 5) Punishment

is often deferred that the hand of Providence may be more

conspicuous in its infliction. Sooner or later sin will be

punished, if not in this world, at least in the future world, to

1 Adv. Colotem (an Epicurean), c 31 (Moralia, ed. Taucbnitz, VI. 265).

' De Sera Numinis Vindicta. In Goodwin's ed. yol. IV. 140-188.
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which Plutarch points as the final solution of the mysteries of

Providence. He looked upon death as a good thing for the

good soul, which shall then live indeed ; while the present life

" resembles rather the vain illusions of some dream."

The crown of Plutarch's character is his humility, which was

so very rare among ancient philosophers, especially the Stoics,

and which comes from true self-knowledge. He was aware of

the native depravity of the soul, which he calls " a storehouse

and treasure of many evils and maladies." ^ Had he known

the true and radical remedy for sin, he would no doubt have

accepted it with gratitude.

We do not know how far the influence of these saints of

ancient j^aganism, as we may call Epictetus, Marcus Aurelius,

and Plutarch, extended over the heathens of their age, but we

do know that their writings had and still have an elevating

and ennobling effect upon Christian readers, and hence we may

infer that their teaching and example were among the moral

forces that aided rather than hindered the progress and final

triumph of Christianity. But this religion alone could bring

about such a general and lasting moral reform as they them-

selves desired.

§ 94. Christian 3Iorality.

The ancient world of classic heathenism, having arrived at

the height of its glory, and at the threshold of its decay, had

exhausted all the resources of human nature left to itself, and

possessed no recuperative force, no regenerative principle. A
regeneration of society could only proceed from religion. But

the heathen religion had no restraint for vice, no comfort for

the poor and oppressed ; it was itself the muddy fountain of

immorality. God, therefore, who in his infinite mercy desired

not the destruction but the salvation of the race, opened in the

midst of this hopeless decay of a false religion a j)ure fountain

^ TloLKi7.ov TL Koi irnTiViTaS^c KaKuv rniielov Kat '&7/aavptaua, Hic (l>f/ai A?iu6KpiToc.

Animi ne an corporis affcctiones siyit pcjores, c. 2 (in Wyttenbach'a ed. Tom.
III. p. 17).
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of holiness, love, and peace, in the only true and universal

religion of his Sou Jesus Christ.

In the cheerless waste of pagan corruption the small and

despised band of Christians was an oasis fresh with life and

hope. It was the salt of the earth, and the light of the world.

Poor in this world's goods, it bore the imperishable treasures

of the kingdom of heaven. Meek and lowly in heart, it was

destined, accr^rding to the promise of the Lord, Mdthout a stroke

of the sword, to inherit the earth. In submission it conquered

;

by suffering and death it won the crown of life.

The superiority of the principles of Christian ethics over the

heathen standards of morality even under its most favorable

forms is universally admitted. The superiority of the example

of Christ over all the heathen sages is likewise admitted. The

power of that peerless example was and is now as great as the

power of his teaching. It is reflected in every age and every

type of purity and goodness. But every period, while it shares

in the common virtues and graces, has its peculiar moral

physiognomy. The ante-Nicene age excelled in unworldliness,

in the heroic endurance of suifering and persecution, in the

contempt of death, and the hope of resurrection, in the strong

sense of community, and in active benevolence.

Christianity, indeed, docs not come " with observation." Its

deepest workings are silent and inward. The operations of

divine grace commonly shun the notice of the historian, and

await their revelation on the great day of account, ^hen all

that is secret shall be made known. Who can measure the

depth and breadth of all those blessed experiences of forgive-

ness, peace, gratitude, trust in God, love for God and love for

man, humility and meekness, patience and resignation, which

have bloomed as vernal flowers on the soil of the renewed heart

since the first Christian Pentecost ? Who can tell the number

and the fervor of Christian prayers and intercessions which

have gone up from lonely chambers, caves, deserts, and martyrs'

graves, in the silent night and the open day, for friends and

foes, for all classes of mankind, even for cruel persecutors, to
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the throne of the exalted Saviour? But where this Christian

life has taken root in the depths of the soul it must show itself

in the outward conduct, and exert an elevating influence on

every calling and sphere of action. The Christian morality

surpassed all that the noblest philosophers of heathendom had

ever taught or labored for as the highest aim of man. The

masterly picture of it in the anonymous Epistle to Diognetus

is no mere fancy sketch, but a faithful copy from real life.^

When the apologists indignantly repel the heathen calumnies,

and confidently point to the unfeigned piety, the brotherly love,

the love for enemies, the purity and chastity, the faithfulness

and integrity, the patience and gentleness, of the confessors of

the name of Jesus, they speak from daily experience and per-

sonal observation. " We, who once served lust," could Justin

Martyr say without exaggeration, " now find our delight only

in pure morals ; we, who once followed sorcery, have now con-

secrated ourselves to the eternal good God ; we, who once loved

gain above all, now give up what we have for the common use,

and share with every needy one ; we, who once hated and killed

each other; we, who would have no common hearth with

foreigners for difference of customs, now, since the appearance

of Christ, live with them, pray for our enemies, seek to con-

vince those who hate us without cause, that they may regulate

their life according to the glorious teaching of Christ, and

receive from the all-ruling God the same blessings with our-

selves," Tertullian could boast that he knew no Christians

who suffered by the hand of the executioner, except for their

religion. Minutius Felix tells the heathens^: "You prohibit

adultery by law, and practise it in secret
;
you punish wicked-

ness only in the overt act ; we look upon it as criminal even in

thought. You dread the inspection of others ; we stand in

awe of nothing but our own consciences as becomes Christians.

And finally your prisons are overflowing with criminals ; but

they are all heathens, not a Christian is there, unless he be an

^ See ^ 2, p. 9. sq. ' Odavius, cap. 35.
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apostate." Even Pliny informed Trajan, that the Christians,

whom he questioned on the rack respecting the character of

their religion, had bound themselves by an oath never to commit

theft, robbery, nor adultery, nor to break their word—and this,

too, at a time when the sins of fraud, uncleanness, and las-

-civiousuess of every form abounded all around. Another

heathen, Lucian, bears testimony to their benevolence and

charity for their brethren in distress, while he attempts to

ridicule this virtue as foolish weakness in an age of unbounded

selfishness.

The humble and painful condition of the church under

civil oppression made hypocrisy more rare than in times of

peace, and favored the development of the heroic virtues. The

Christians delighted to regard themselves as soldiers of Christ,

enlisted under the victorious standard of the cross against sjn,

the world, and the devil. The baptismal vow was their oath

of perpetual allegiance;^ the Apostles' creed their parole;^ the

sign of the cross upon the forehead, their mark of service ; 3

temperance, courage, and faithfulness unto death, their cardinal

virtues; the blessedness of heaven, their promised reward.

"No soldier," exclaims Tertullian to the Confessors, "goes with

his sports or from his bed-chamber to the battle ; but from the

camp, where he hardens and accustoms himself to every incon-

venience. Even in peace warriors learn to bear labor and

fatigue, going through all military exercises, that neither soul

nor body may flag Ye wage a good warfare, in which

the living God is the judge of the combat, the Holy Spirit the

leader, eternal glory the prize." To this may be added the

eloquent passage of Minutius Felix *
:
" How fair a spectacle in

the sight of God is a Christian entering the lists with affliction,

and with noble firmness combating menaces and tortures, or

with a disdainful smile marching to death through the clamors

of the people, and the insults of the executioners; when he

bravely maintains his liberty against kings and jirinces, and

^ Sacmmentnm mililice Cliristiance. ^ Symbolum, or, tes.^era miUtaris.

' Character militaris, st'ujma viiUtare. * Octavius, cap. 37

Vol. II.—22
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submits to God, whose servant lie is ; when, like a conqueror,

he triumphs over the judge that condemns hii:p. For he cer-

tainly is victorious who obtains what he fights for. He fights

under the eye of God, and is crowned with length of days.

You have exalted some of your stoical sufferers to the skies;

such as Scaivola who, having missed his aim in an attempt to

kill the king, voluntarily burned the mistaking hand. Yet

how many among us have suffered not only the hand, but the

whole body to be consumed without a complaint, when their

deliverance was in their own power ! But why sliould I com-

pare our elders with your Mutius, or Aquilius, or Regulus,

when our very children, our sons and daughters, inspired with

patience, despise your racks and wild beasts, and all other

instruments of cruelty? Surely nothing but the strongest

reasons could persuade people to suffer at this rate; and

nothing else but Almighty power could support them under

their sufferings."

Yet, on the other hand, the Christian life of the period before

Constantine has been often unwarrantably idealized. In a

human nature essentially the same, we could but expect the

same faults which we found even in the apostolic churches.

The Epistles of Cyprian afford incontestable evidence, that,

especially in the intervals of repose, an abatement of zeal soon

showed itself, and, on the reopening of persecution, the Chris-

tian name was dishonored by hosts of apostates. And not

seldom did the most prominent virtues, courage in death, and

strictness of morals, degenerate into morbid fanaticism and un-

natural rigor.

§ 95. The Church and Puhlic AmusemenU.

Tertullian : De Spectaculis. On the Roman Spectacles see the abun-

dant references in Friedlaender, II. 255-580 (5th crl.)

Christianity is an^i:hing but sanctimonious gloominess and

misanthropic austerity. It is the fountain of true joy, and of

that peace which "passeth all understanding." But this joy

wells up from the consciousness of pardon and of fellowship
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with God, is inseparable from holy earnestness, and lias no con-

cord with worldly frivolity and sensual amusement, which carry

the sting of a bad conscience, and beget only disgust and bitter

remorse. " What is more blessed," asks Tertullian, " than

reconciliation with God our Father and Lord ; than the revela-

tion of the truth, the knowledge of error ; than the forgiveness

of so great past misdeeds ? Is there a greater joy than the dis-

gust with earthly pleasure, than contempt for the whole world,

than true freedom, thau an unstained conscience, than content-

ment in life and fearlessness in death ?
"

Contrast with this the popular amusements of the heathen

:

the theatre, the circus, and the arena. They were originally

connected with the festivals of the gods, but had long lost their

religious character and degenerated into nurseries of vice. The

theatre, once a school of public morals in the best days of

Greece, when Aeschylos and Sophocles furnished the plays, had

since the time of Augustus room only for low comedies and

unnatural tragedies, with splendid pageantry, frivolous music,

and licentious dances.^ Tertullian represents it as the temple

of Venus and Bacchus, who are close allies as patrons of lust

and drunkenness.^ The circus was devoted to horse and chariot

races, hunts of wikl beasts, military displays and athletic games,

and attracted immense multitudes. " The impatient crowd,"

says the historian of declining Rome,^ " rushed at the dawn of

day to secure their places, and there were many who passed a

sleepless and anxious night in the adjacent porticos. From the

morning to the evening, careless of the sun or of the rain, the

spectators, who sometimes amounted to the number of four

hundred thousand, remained in eager attention ; their eyes fixed

on the horses and charioteers, their minds agitated with hope

* Friedlaender, II. 391 :
'' Nehen den gewaltigen Avfregungen, die Circus und

Arena boten, konnte die Bilhne ihre Anziehungskraft fiir die Massen nur durch

unedle Mittel behaupten, durch rohe JBelvstigung und raffinirten Sinnenkitzel : und

so hat sie, statt dem verderblichen Einfluss jener anderen Sckavspiele die Wage zu

halten, zur Corruption und Verwilderiing Roms nicht am wenigsten beigetragen."

* De Spectac. c. 10. Comp.Miniit. Felix, Octav. c. 37.

» Gibbon, ch. XXXI. (vol. III. 384, ed. Smith).
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and fear for the success of the colors which they espoused ; and

the happiness of Rome appeared to hang on the event of a race.

The same immoderate ardor inspired their clamors and tlieir

applause as often as they were entertained with the hunting of

wild beasts and the various modes of theatrical representation."

The most popular, and at the same time the most inhuman

and brutalizing of these public spectacles were the gladiatorial

fights in the arena. There murder was practised as an art,

from sunrise to sunset, and myriads of men and beasts were

sacrificed to satisfy a savage curiosity and thirst for blood. At

the inauguration of the Flavian amphitheatre from five to nine

thousand wild beasts (according to different accounts) were slain

in one day. No less than ten thousand gladiators fought in the

feasts which Trajan gave to the Romans after the conquest of

Dacia, and which lasted four months (a. d. 107). Under

Probus (a. d. 281) as many as a hundred lions, a hundred

lionesses, two hundred leopards, three hundred bears, and a

thousand wild boars were massacred in a single day.^ The

spectacles of the worthless Carinas (284) Avho selected his

favorites and even his ministers from the dregs of the populace,

are said to have surpassed those of all his predecessors. The

gladiators were condemned .criminals, captives of war, slaves,

and professional fighters; in times of persecution innocent

Christians were not spared, but thrown before lions and tigers.

Painted savages from Britain, blonde Germans from the Rhine

and Danube, negroes from Africa, and wild beasts, then much

more numerous than now, from all parts of the world, were

brought to the arena. Domitian arranged fights of dwarfs and

women.

The emperors patronized these various spectacles as the surest

means of securing the favor of the people, Avhich clamored for

" Panem et Chcenses." Enormous sums were wasted on them

from the public treasury and private purses. Augustus set the

example. Nero was so extravagantly liberal in this direction

» Gibbon, ch. XII. (I. 646).
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that the populace forgave his liorrible vices, and even wished

his return from death. The parsimonious Vespasian built the

most costly and colossal amphitheatre the world has ever seen^

incrusted with marble, decorated with statues, and furnished

with gold, silver, and amber. Titus presented thousands of

Jewish captives after the capture of Jerusalem to the provinces

of the East for slaughter in the arena. Even Trajan and

Marcus Aurelius made bountiful provision for spectacles, and

the latter. Stoic as he was, charged the richest senators to

gratify the public taste during his absence from Rome. Some

emperors, as Nero, Commodus, and Caracalla, were so lost to

all sense of dignity and decency that they delighted and gloried

in histrionic and gladiatorial performances. Nero died by his

own hand, with the explanation :
" What an artist perishes in

me." Commodus appeared no less than seven hundred and

thirty-five times on the stage in the character of Hercules, with

club and lion's skin, and from a secure position killed countless

beasts and men.

The theatrical passion was not confined to Rome, it spread

throughout the provinces. Every considerable city had an

amphitheatre, and that was the most imposing building, as may

be seen to this day in the ruins at Pompeii, Capua, Puteoli,

Verona, Nismes, Autun (Augustodunum), and other places.^

Public opinion favored these demoralizing amusements almost

without a dissenting voice.^ Even such a noble heathen as

Cicero commended them as excellent schools of courage and

contempt of death. Epictetus alludes to them with indifference.

Seneca is the only Roman author who, in one of his latest

writings, condemned the bloody spectacles from the standpomt

of humanity, but without effect. .Paganism had no proper

conception of the sanctity of human life; and even the Stoic

^ See the long list of amphitheatres in Friedlaender, II. 502-566.

2 Friedlaender, II. 370 : " In der ganzen romischen Literatur begegnen wir kaum

einer Aeiisserung des Abscheus, den die heutige Welt gegen diase unmenschlichen

Lmlbm-keiten empfindet. In der Regel werden die Feehterspiele mit der grossten

Ghichgiltlgkeit erwdhnt. Die Kinder apielen Gladiatoren wie jetzt in Andalusien

Stier und J\Iatador."
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philosophy, while it might disapprove of bloody games as brutal

and inhuman, did not condemn them as the sin of murder.

To this gigantic evil the Christian church opposed an inexo-

rable Puritanic rigor in the interest of virtue and humanity.

No compromise was possible with such shocking public im-

morality. Nothing would do but to flee from it and to warn

against it. The theatrical spectacles were included in " the

pomp of the devil," which Christians renounced at their bap-

tism. They were forbidden, on pain of excommunication, to

attend them. It sometimes hajipened that converts, w^ho were

overpowered by their old habits and visited the theatre,

either relapsed into heathenism, or fell for a long time into a

state of deep dejection. Tatianus calls the spectacles ter-

rible feasts, in which the soul feeds on human flesh and

blood. Tertullian attacked them without mercy, even before

he joined the rigorous Montanists. He reminds the catechu-

mens, who were about to consecrate themselves to the service

of God, that " the condition of faith and the laws of Christian

discipline forbid, among other sins of the world, the pleasures

of the public shows." They excite, he says, all sorts of wild

and impure passions, anger, fury, and lust ; while the spirit of

Christianity is a spirit of meekness, peace, and purity. " What
a man should not say he should not hear. All licentious

speech, nay, every idle word is condemned by God. The
things which defile a man in going out of his mouth, defile him

also when they go in at his eyes and ears. The true wrestlings

of the Christian are to overcome unchastity by chastity, perfidy

by faithfulness, cruelty by compassion and charity." Tertullian

refutes the arguments with which loose Christians would plead

for those fascinating amusements ; their appeals to the silence

of the Scriptures, or even to the dancing of David before the

ark, and to Paul's comparison of the Christian life with the

Grecian games. He winds up with a picture of the fast

approaching day of judgment, to which we should look for-

ward. He inclined strongly to the extreme view, that all art

is a species of fiction and falsehood, and inconsistent with
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Christian truthfulness. In two other treatises ^ he warned the

Christian women against all display of dress, in which the

heathen women shone in templ€;s, theatres, and public places.

Visit not such places, says he to them, and appear in public

only for earnest reasons. The handmaids of God must distin-

guish themselves even outwardly from the handmaids of Satan,

and set the latter a good example of simplicity, decorum, and

chastity.

The opposition of the Church had, of course, at first only a

moral effect, but in the fourth century it began to affect legis-

lation, and succeeded at last in banishing at least the bloody

gladiatorial games from the civilized world (with the single

exception of Spain and the South American countries, which

still disgrace themselves by bull-fights). Constantine, even as

late as 313, committed a great multitude of defeated barbarians

to the wild beasts for the amusement of the people, and was

highly applauded for this generous act by a heathen orator;

but after the Council of Nicaea, in 325, he issued the first pro-

hibition of those bloody spectacles in times of peace, and kept

them out of Constantinople.^ "There is scarcely," says a

liberal historian of moral progress, " any other single reform so

important in the moral history of mankind as the suppression

of the gladiatorial shows, and this feat must be almost exclu-

sively ascribed to the (jhristian church. When we remember

how extremely few of the best and greatest men of the Roman
world had absolutely condemned the games of the amphitheatre,

it is impossible to regard, without the deepest admiration, the

unwavering and uncompromising consistency of the patristic

denunciations." ^

§ 96. Secular Callings and Civil Duties.

As to the various callings of life, Christianity gives the in-

struction : " Let each man abide in that calling wherein he was

' De Habitu Muliebri, and De Qultu Feminarum.

' On the action of his successors, ste vol. III. 122 sq.

2 Lecky, Hist, of Europ. Morals, II. 36 sq.
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called." ^ It forbids no respectable pursuit, and only requires

that it be followed in a new spirit to the glory of God and the

benefit of men. This is one proof of its universal application

—its power to enter into all the relations of human life and

into all branches of society, under all forms of government.

This is beautifully presented by the unknown author of the

Epistle to Diognetus. Tertullian protests to the heathens :

"^

" We are no Brahmins nor Indian gymnosophists, no hermits,

no exiles from life.^ AYe are mindful of the thanks we owe to

God, our Lord and Creator ; we despise not the enjoyment of

his works ; we only temper it, that we may avoid excess and

abuse. We dwell, therefore, with you in this world, not with-

out markets and fairs, not without baths, inns, shops, and

every kind of intercourse. We carry on commerce and war,*

agriculture and trade with you. We take part in your pursuits,

and give our labor for your use."

But there were at that time some callings which either

ministered solely to sinful gratification, like that of the stage-

player, or were intimately connected with the prevailing

idolatry, like the manufacture, decoration, and sale of mytho-

logical images and symbols, the divination of astrologers, and

all species of magic. These callings were strictly forbidden

in the church, and must be renounced by the candidate for

baptism. Other occupations, which were necessary indeed, but

commonly perverted by the heathens to fraudulent ]>urposes

—

inn-keeping, for example—were elevated by the Christian spirit.

Theodotus at Ancyra made his house a refuge for the Christians

and a place of prayer in the Diocletian persecution, in which he

himself suffered martyrdom.

In regard to military and civil offices under the heathen

government, opinion was divided. Some, on the authority of

such passages as Matt. 5: 39 and 2G: 52, condemned all war

as unchristian and inmioral ; anticipating the views of the

Mennonites and Friends. Others a})pealed to the good

1 1 Cor. 7 : 20. * A-pol. c. 42. ' Exxdc^ ritce.

* " MUitamus," which proves that many Christians served in the army.
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centurion of Capernaum and Cornelius of Csesarea, and held

the military life consistent with a Christian profession. The

tradition of the leglo fulminatrlx indicates that there were

Christian soldiers in the Roman armies under Marcus Aurelius,

and at the time of Diocletian the number of Christians at the

court and in civil office was very considerable.

But in general the Christians of those days, with their lively

sense of foreignness to this world, and their longing for the

heavenly home, or the millennial reign of Christ, were averse

to high office in a heathen state. Tertullian expressly says,

that nothing was more alien to them than politics.^ Their

conscience required them to abstain scrupulously from all

idolatrous usages, sacrifices, libations, and flatteries connected

with public offices; and this requisition must have come into

frequent collision with their duties to the state, so long as the

state remained heathen. They honored the emperor as ap-

pointed to earthly government by God, and as standing nearest

of all men to him in power; and they paid their taxes, as

Justin Martyr expressly states, with exemplary faithfulness.

But their obedience ceased whenever the emperor, as he fre-

quently did, demanded of them idolatrous acts. Tertullian

thought that the empire would last till the end of the world,

then supposed to be near at hand, and would be irreconcilable

with the Christian profession. Against the idolatrous worship

of the emperor he protests with Christian boldness : "Augustus,

the founder of the empire, would never be called Lord; for

this is a surname of God. Yet I will freely call the emperor

so, only not in the place of God. Otherwise I am free from

him ; for I have only one Lord, the almighty and eternal God,

who also is the emperor's Lord Far be it from me to

call the emperor God, which is not only the most shameful, but

the most pernicious flattery."

The com})arative indifference and partial aversion of the

Christians to the affairs of the state, to civil legislation and

} Apol. c. 38 :
'' Nee ulla res aliena magis quam publica.'\
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administration exposed them to the frequent reproach and con-

tempt of the heathens. Their want of patriotism was partly

the result of their superior devotion to the church as their

country, partly of their situation in a hostile world. It must

not be attributed to an " indolent or criminal disregard for the

public welfare" (as Gibbon intimates), but chiefly to their just

abhorrence of the innumerable idolatrous rites connected with

the public and private life of the heathens. While they refused

to incur the guilt of idolatry, they fervently and regularly

prayed for the emperor and the state, their enemies and jjerse-

cutors.^ They were tlie most peaceful subjects, and during this

long period of almost constant provocation, abuse, and persecu-

tions, they never took part in those frequent insurrections and

rebellions which weakened and undermined the empire. They

renovated society from within, by revealing in their lives as

well as in their doctrine a higher order of private and public

virtue, and thus proved themselves patriots in the best sense of

the" word.

The patriotism of ancient Greece and republican Rome, while

it commands our admiration by the heroic devotion and sacrifice

to the country, was after all an extended selfishness, and based

upon the absolutism of the State and the disregard of the rights

of the individual citizen and the foreigner. It was undermined

by causes independent of Christianity. The amalgamation of

diiferent nationalities in the empire extinguished sectionalism

and exolusivism, and opened the wide view of a universal

humanity. Stoicism gave this cosmopolitan sentiment a philo-

sophical and ethical expression in the writings of Seneca,

Epictetus, and ]\Iarcus Aurelius. Terence embodied it in his

famous line: "Homo sum: humanl nihil a me alicnum jmtoJ'

But Christianity first taught the fatherhood of God, the re-

demption by Christ, the common brotherhood of believers, the

duty of charity for all men made in the image of God. It is

true that monasticism, which began to develop itself already in

' vSoe the prayer for rulers in the newly discovered portions of the Epistle

of Cltinent of Rome, quoted in § G6, p. 228.
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the third century, nursed indifference to the state and even to

the family, and substituted the total abandonment of the world

for its reformation and transformation. It withdrew a vast

amount of moral energy and enthusiasm from the city to the

desert, and left Roman society to starvation and consumption.

But it preserved and nursed in solitude the heroism of self-

denial and consecration, which, in the collaj^se of the Roman

empire, became a converting power of the barbarian conquerors,

and laid the foundation for a new and better civilization. The

decline and fall of the Roman empire was inevitable; Chris-

tianity prolonged its life in the East, and diminished the catas-

trophe of its collapse in the West, by converting and humanizing

the barbarian conquerors.^ St. Augustin pointed to the remark-

able fact that amid the horrors of the sack of Rome by the

Goths, "the churches of the apostles and the crypts of the

martyrs were sanctuaries for all who fled to them, whether

Christian or pagan," and " saved the lives of multitudes who

impute to Christ the ills that have befallen their city."
^

§ 97. The Church and Slavery.

See Lit. vol. I. ? 48, p. 444, especially Wallon's Histoire de Vesdavage

(Paris, new ed. 1879, 3 vols). Comp. also V. Lechler : Sklaverei

unci Christentlmm. Leipzig, 1877, 1878; Theod. Zahn: Sklaverei

und Chrutenthum in der alien Welt. Heidelberg, 1879. Overbeck :

Verh. d. alien Kirche zur Sclaverei im ram. Beiclie. 1875.

1 Gibbon, ch. 36, admits this in part. "If the decline of the Eoraan em-

pire was hastened by the conversion of Constantine, the victorious religion

broke the violence of the fall, and mollified the ferocious temper of the con-

querors." Milman says of the Church: "If treacherous (?) to the interests

of the Roman empire, it was true to those of mankind " (III. 48). Lecky (II.

153) says : " It is impossible to deny that the Christian priesthood contributed

materially both by their charity and by their arbitration, to mitigate the

calamities that accompanied the dissolution of the empire; and it is equally

impossible to doubt that their political attitude greatly increased their power

for good. Standing between the conflicting forces, almost indifferent to the

issue, and notoriously exempt from the passions of the combat, they obtained

with the conqueror, and used for the benefit of the conquered, a degree of in-

fluence they would never have possessed had they been regarded as Roman

patriots."

•i De Civ. Dei, I. c. 1.
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Heathenism had no conception of the general and natural

rights of men. The ancient republics consisted in the exclusive

dominion of a minority over an oppressed majority. The

Greeks and Romans regarded only the free, i. e. the free-born

rich and independent citizens as men in the full sense of the

term, and denied this privilege to the foreigners, the laborers,

the poor, and the slaves. They claimed the natural right to

make war upon all foreign nations, without distinction of race,

in order to subject them to their iron rule. Even with Cicero

the foreigner and the enemy are synonymous terms. The

barbarians were taken in thousands by the chance of war (above

100,000 in the Jewish war alone) and sold as cheap as horses.

Besides, an active slave-trade was carried on in the Euxine, the

eastern provinces, the coast of Africa, and Britain. The greater

part of mankind in the old Roman empire was reduced to a

hopeless state of slavery, and to a half brutish level. And this

evil of slavery was so thoroughly interwoven with the entire

domestic and public life of the heathen world, and so deliber-

ately regarded, even by the greatest philosophers, Aristotle for

instance, as natural and indispensable, that the abolition of

it, even if desirable, seemed to belong among the impossible

things.

Yet from the outset Christianity has labored for this end

;

not by impairing the right of property, not by outward vio-

lence, nor sudden revolution ; this, under the circumstances,

would only have made the evil worse ; but by its moral power,

by preaching the divine descent and original unity of all men,

their common redemption through Christ, the duty of brotherly

love, and the true freedom of the spirit. It placed slaves and

masters on the same footing of dependence on God and of free-

dom in God, the Father, Redeemer, and Judge of both. It

conferred inward freedom even under outward bondage, and

taught obedience to God and for the sake of God, even in the

enjoyment of outward freedom. This moral and religious

freedom must lead at last to the personal and civil liberty of

the Individual. Christianity redeems not only the soul but the
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body also, aud the process of regeneration will end in the resur-

rection and p-lorification of the entire natural world.

In the period before us, however, the abolition of slavery,

save in isolated cases of manumission, was utterly out of ques-

tion, considering only the enormous number of the slaves. The

world was far from ripe for such a step. The church, in her

persecuted condition, had as yet no influence at all over the

machinery of the state and the civil legislation. And she was

at that time so absorbed in the transcendent importance of the

higher world and in her longing for the speedy return of the

Lord, that she cared little for earthly freedom or temporal

happiness. Hence Ignatius, in his epistle to Polycarp, counsels

servants to serve only the more zealously to the glory of the

Lord, that they may receive from God the higher freedom ; and

not to attempt to be redeemed at the expense of their Christian

brethren, lest they be found slaves to their own caprice. From

this we see that slaves, in whom faith awoke the sense of manly

dignity and the desire of freedom, were accustomed to demand

their redemption at the expense of the church, as a right, and

were thus liable to value the earthly freedom more than the

spiritual. Tertullian declares the outward freedom worthless

without the ransom of the soul from the bondage of sin.

" How can the world," says he, " make a servant free ? All is

mere show in the world, nothing truth. For the slave is

already free, as a purchase of Christ ; and the freedman is a

servant of Christ. If thou takest the freedom which the world

can give for true, thou hast thereby become again the servant

of man, and hast lost the freedom of Christ, in that thou

thinkest it bondage." Chrysostom, in the fourth century, was

the first of the fathers to discuss the question of slavery at

large in the spirit of the apostle Paul, and to recommend,

though cautiously, a gradual emancipation.

But the church before Constantine labored with great success

to elevate the intellectual and moral condition of the slaves, to

adjust inwardly the inequality between slaves and masters, as

the first and efficient step towards the final outward abolition
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of the evil, and to influence the public opinion even of the

heathens. Here the church was aided by a concurrent move-

ment in philosophy and legislation. The cruel views of Cato,

who advised to work the slaves, like beasts of burden, to death

rather than allow them to become old and unprofitable, gave

way to the milder and humane views of Seneca, Pliny, and

Plutarch, who very nearly approach the apostolic teaching. To
the influence of the later Stoic philosophy must be attrib-

uted many improvements in the slave-code of imperial

Rome. But the most important improvements were made from

the triumph of Constantine to the reign of Justinian, under

directly Christian influences. Constantine issued a law in 315,

forbidding the branding of slaves on the face to prevent the

disfiguration of the figure of celestial beauty {i. c. the image of

God).^ He also facilitated emancipation, in an edict of 316,

by requiring only a written document, signed by the master,

instead of the previous ceremony in the presence of the prefect

and his lictor.

It is here to be considered, first of all, that Christianity spread

freely among the slaves, except where they were so rude and

degraded as to be insensible to all higher impressions. They

were not rarely (as Origen observes) the instruments of the

conversion of their masters, especially of the women, and chil-

dren, whose training was frequently intrusted to them. Not a

few slaves died martyrs, and were enrolled among the saints

;

as Onesimus, Eutyches, Yictorinus, Maro, Nereus, Achilleus,

Blandina, Potamisena, Felicitas. Tradition makes Onesimus,

the slave of Philemon, a bishop. The church of St. Vital at

Ravenna—the first and noblest specimen of Byzantine archi-

tecture in Italy—was dedicated by Justinian to the memory of

a martyred slave. But the most remarkable instance is that

of Callistus, who was originally a slave, and rose to the chair

of St. Peter in Rome (218-223). Hippolytus, who acquaints

us with his history, attacks his doctrinal and disciplinarian

^ "Fades, quae ad similitadinein pulchritudinis est coelestis figurata.'' Cod. Just,

IX. 17, 17.
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views, but does not reproach him for his former condition.

Callistus sanctioned the marriages between free Christian women

and Christian slaves. Celsus cast it up as a reproach to Chris-

tianity, that it let itself down so readily to slaves, fools, women,

and children. But Origen justly saw an excellence of the new

religion in this very fact, that it could raise this despised and,

in the prevailing view, irreclaimable class of men to the level

of moral purity and worth. If, then, converted slaves, with

the full sense of their intellectual and religious superiority, still

remained obedient to their heathen masters, and even served

them more faithfully than before, resisting decidedly only their

immoral demands (like Potamiseua, and other chaste women and

virgins in the service of voluptuous masters)-—they showed, in

this very self-control, the best proof of their ripeness for civil

freedom, and at the same time furnished the fairest memorial of

that Christian faith, which raised the soul, in the enjoyment of

sonship with God and in the hope of the blessedness of heaven,

above the suiferings of earth. Euelpistes, a slave of the im-

perial household, who was carried with Justin Martyr to the

tribunal of Rusticus, on being questioned concerning his con-

dition, replied :
" I am a slave of the emperor, but I am also a

Christian, and have received liberty from Jesus Christ ; by his

grace I have the same hope as my brethren." Where the

owners of the slaves themselves became Christians, the old rela-

tion virtually ceased ; both came together to the table of the

Lord, and felt themselves brethren of one family, in striking

contrast with the condition of things among their heathen

neighbors as expressed in the current proverb :
" As many

enemies as slaves." ^ Clement of Alexandria frequently urges

that " slaves ore men like ourselves," though he nowhere con-

demns the institution itself. That there actually were such

^ *' Totidem esse hostes, quot servos." Seneca, Ep. 47. From tlie time of the

Servile Wars the Romans lived in constant fear of slave conspiracies and in-

surrections. The slaves formed nearly one half of the population, and in

some agricultural districts, as in Sicily and Calabria, they were largely in the

majority.
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cases of fraternal fellowship, like that which St. Paul recom-

mended to Philemon, we have the testimony of Laetantius, at

the end of our 2:)eriod, who writes, in his Institutes, no doubt

from life :
" Should any say : Are there not also among you

poor and rich, servants and masters, distinctions among indi-

viduals ? No ; we call ourselves brethren for no otlier reason,

than that we hold ourselves all equal. For since we measure

everything human not by its outward appearance, but by its

intrinsic value, we have, notwithstanding the difference of out-

ward relations, no slaves, but we call them and consider them

brethren in the Spirit and fellow-servants in religion." ^ The

same writer says :
" God would have all men equal. . . . A^"ith

him there is neither servant nor master. If he is the same

Father to all, we are all with the same right free. So no one

is poor before God, but he who is destitute of righteousness ; no

one rich, but he who is full of virtues." ^

The testimony of the catacombs, as contrasted with pagan

epitaphs, shows that Christianity almost obliterated the distinc-

tion between the two classes of society. Slaves are rarely men-

tioned. " While it is impossible," says De Rossi, " to examine

the pagan sepulchral inscriptions of the same period without

finding mention of a slave or a freedman, I have not met with

one well-ascertained instance among the inscriptions of the

Christian tombs." ^

The principles of Christianity naturally prompt Christian

slave-holders to actual manumission. The number of slave-

holders before Constantine was very limited among Christians,

who were mostly poor. Yet we read in the Acts of the mar-

^ Lib. V. 0. 15 (ed. Fritzsche. Lips. 1842, p. 257).

'
l7)st. V. 14 (p. 257) : "Dcus cnim, qui homines general et ivi^-'rat, omves aetjuos,

id est pares esse voluit ; eandem conditionem vivendi omnibus pnsiiif ; omnes ad

sapientiam genuit ; ovinibus immortalitatem Kpopondit, nemo a beneficm coelestibus

segregatur Nemo apud eum servus est, neino dominus ; si enim cunctis idem

Pater est, aequo jure omnes liberi sumus."

» "Bulletino for 1866, p. 24. V. Schultze {Die Katakomben, p. 258) infers

from tlie monuments that in the early Christian congregations slavery was re-

duced to a minimum.
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tyrdom of the Roman bishop Alexander, that a Roman pre-

fect, Hermas, converted by that bishop, in the reign of Trajan,

received baptism at an Easter festival with his wife and children

and twelve hundred and fifty slaves, and on this occasion gave

all his slaves their freedom and munificent gifts besides/ So in

the martyrology of St. Sebastian, it is related that a wealthy

Roman prefect, Chromatius, under Diocletian, on embracing

Christianity, emancipated fourteen hundred slaves, after having

them baptized with himself, because their sonship wdth God put

an end to their servitude to man." Several epitaphs in the

catacombs mention the fact of manumission. In the beginning

of the fourth century St. Cantius, Cantianus, and Cantianilla,

of an old Roman family, set all their slaves, seventy-three in

number, at liberty, after they had received baptism.^ St.

Melania emancipated eight thousand slaves ; St. Ovidius, five

thousand ; Hermes, a prefect in the reign of Ti-ajan, twelve

liundred and fifty
.^

These legendary traditions may indeed be doubted as to the

exact facts in the case, and probably are greatly exaggerated

;

but they are nevertheless conclusive as the exponents of the

spirit which animated the church at that time concerning the

duty of Christian masters. It was felt that in a thoroughly

Christianized society there can be no room for despotism on the

one hand and slavery on the other.

After the third century the manumission became a solemn

act, which took place in the presence of the clergy and the

congregation. It was celebrated on church fes-tivals, especially

on Easter. The master led the slave to the altar; there the

document of emancipation was read, the minister pronounced

the blessing, and the congregation received him as a free brother

with equal rights and privileges. Constantine found this cus-

tom already established, and African councils of the fourth

1 Acta Sanet. Boll. Maj. torn. i. p. 371.

* Acta Sand. Ian. torn. iii. 275.

^ Acta Sand. Maj. torn. vi. 777.

* Champagnv, Charite chrct. p. 210 (as quoted by Leckv, II. 74).

Vol. II.—23
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century requested the emperor to give it general force. He
placed it under the superintendence of the clergy.

NOTES.

H. Wallon, in liis learned and able Histoire de I'esdavage dans I'antiquUe

(second ed. Paris, 1879, 3 vols.), shows that the gospel in such passages as

Matt. 23: 8; Gal. 3: 28; Col. 3 : 11 ; 1 Cor. 12: 13 sounded the d.ath knell

of slavery, though it was very long in dying, and thus sums up the teaching

of the ante-Nicene church (III. 237) :
" Minutius Felix, Tertullien et torn ceux

qui ont ecrit dans cette periode oU VEglise a surtout souffert, invoquent de meine cette

communaule de nature, cette communaute de patrie dans la republlque da inonde, en

un language familier d la philosophie, mais qui trouvait panni les Chretiens avee

une sanction plus haute et un sens plus eomplet, une application plus sen'euse.

Devant ce droit eomimm des hommes, fonde sur le droit divin, le pretendu droit des

gens n'etait plus qu^ une monstrueuse injustice." For the views of the later

fathers and the influence of the church on the imperial legislation, see ch.

VIII. to X. in his third volume.

Lecky discusses tlie relation of Christianity to slavery in the second vol. of

his History of European Morals, pp. 66-90, and justly remarks :
" The services

of Christianity in this sphere were of three kinds. It supplied a new order

of relations, in which the distinction of classes wfis unknown. It imparted a

moral dignity to the servile classes, and it gave an unexampled impetus to the

movement of enfranchisement."

§ 98. The Heathen Family.

In ancient Greece and Rome the state was the highest object

of life, and the only virtues properly recognized—wisdom,

courage, moderation, and justice—were political virtues. Aris-

totle makes the state, that is the organized body of free citizens ^

(foreigners and skives are excluded), precede the family and the

individual, and calls man essentially a " political animal." In

Plato's ideal commonwealth the state is everything and owns

everything, even the children.

This political absolutism destroys the proper dignity and

riglits of the individual and the family, and materially hinders

the development of the domestic and private virtues. Marriage

was allowed no moral character, but merely a political import

for the preservation of the state, and could not be legally con-

tracted except by free citizens. Socrates, in instructing his son

1 Koivuvia Tuv iTievdepuv.
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concerning this institution, tells him, according to Xenophon,

that we select only such wives as we hope will yield beautiful

children. Plato recommends even community of women to the

class of warriors in his ideal republic, as the best way to secure

vigorous citizens. Lycurgus, for similar reasons, encouraged

adultery under certain circumstances, requiring old men to lend

their young and handsome wives to young and strong men.

Woman was placed almost on the same level with the slave.

She diifers, indeed, from the slave, according to Aristotle, but

has, after all, really no will of her own, and is hardly capable

of a higher virtue than the slave. Shut up in a retired apart-

ment of the house, she spent her life with the slaves. As

human nature is essentially the same in all ages, and as it is

never entirely forsaken by the guidance of a kind Providence,

we must certainly suppose that female virtue was always more

or less maintained and appreciated even among the heathen.

Such characters as Penelope, Nausicaa, Andromache, Antigone,

Iphigenia, and Diotima, of the Greek poetry and history, bear

witness of this. Plutarch's advice to married people, and his

letter of consolation to his wife after the death of their daughter,

breathe a beautiful spirit of purity and affection. But the general

position assigned to woman by the poets, philosophers, and legis-

lators of antiquity, was one of social oppression and degradation.

In Athens she was treated as a minor during lifetime, and could

not inherit except in the absence of male heirs. To the ques-

tion of Socrates :
" Is there any one with whom you converse

less tlton with the wife?" his pupil, Aristobulus, replies: "No
one, or at least very few." If she excelled occasionally, in

Greece, by wit and culture, and, like Aspasia, Phryne, Lais,

Theodota, attracted the admiration and courtship even of

earnest philosophers like Socrates, and statesmen like Pericles,

she generally belonged to the disreputable class of the hetcerce

or amicoe. In Corinth they were attached to the temple of

Aphrodite, and enjoyed the sanction of religion for the practice

of vice.^ These dissolute women were esteemed above house-

^ Their name eralpai was an Attic euphonisra for Trdpvai, In the temple of
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wives, and became the proper and only representatives of some

sort of female culture and .social elegance. To live Avith them

openly was no disgrace even for married men.^ How could

there be any proper conception and abhorrence of the sin of

licentiousness and adultery, if the very gods, a Jupiter, a INIars,

and a Venus, were believed to be guilty of those sins ! The

worst vices of earth were transferred to Olympus.

Modesty forbids the mention of a still more odious vice,

which even depraved nature abhors, which yet was fi^eely dis-

cussed and praised by ancient poets and philosophers, practised

with neither punishment nor dishonor, and likewise divinely

sanctioned by the example of Apollo and Hercules, and by the

lewdness of Jupiter with Ganymede, ^

Aphrodite at Corinth more than a thousand heicercB were employed as hicrodulce^

and were the ruin of foreigners (Strabo, VIII. C, 20). Kopa'i:'(a h6;»/ was

a synonym for hetcera, and expressive of the acme of voluptuousne?s. A
full account of these hetcerce and of the whole domestic life of the ancient-

Greeks may be found in Becker's Charides, translated by Motcalf, third ed.

London, 18G6. Becker says (p, 242), that in the period of the greatest refine-

ment of classical Greece, "sensuality, if not the mother, was at all events the

nurse of the Greek perception of the beautiful." Plato hiuisclf, even in his

ideal state, despaired of restricting his citizens to the lawful intercourse of

marriage.

^ Aspasia bewitched Pericles by her beauty and genius; and Socrates ac-

knowledged his deep obligation to the instructions of a courtesan named

Diet ima.

2 Lecky (II. 311) derives this unnatural vice of Greece from the influence of

the public games, which accustomed men to the contemplation of absolute nudity,

and awoke unnatural passions. See the thirteenth book of Athena?us, Grote

on the Syinposhim of Plato, and the full account in Dollinger's Heidcntllum nnd

Judenthum, 1857, p. 684 sqq. He says: " Bei den Griechen trill da^- Lasler der

Pcedernstie mit alien Symptomen einer grossen nationalen Ki-ankhell, gleichsam eines

elhischen Miasma niif ; eszeigt sick alsein Gefilhl, das slarlxr and he/tiger wirlie, ah

die Weiberliehe bei andern Volkern, massloser, Icidenschafllicher in seinen Aus-

briichen war In der ganzen Literatur der vorckristliclien Periode ist kauin

ein Schriflsteller zufmden, der sich enlschieden dagegen erkldrt hdtle. Vielmehr

war die gauze GeseUschaft davon angesleckt, und man athmele das Miasma, so zu

sagen, mit der Lvft ein." Even Socrates and Plato gave this morbid vice the

sanction of their great authority, if not in practice, at least in theory. Comp.

Xenophon's Mem. VIIT. 2, Plato's Charmides, and his descriptions of Eros,

and Dollinger, I. c. p. 686 sq. Zeno, the founder of the austere sect of Stoics,

was praised for the moderation with which he practiced this vice.
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The Romans were originally more virtuous, domestic, and

chaste, as they were more honest and conscientious, than the

Greeks. With them the wife was honored by the title domina,

matrona, materfamillas. At the head of their sacerdotal system

stood the flamens of Jupiter, who represented marriage in its

purity, and the vestal virgins, who represented virginity. The

Sabine women interceding between their parents and their hus-

bands, saved the republic; the mother and the wife of

Coriolanus by her prayers averted his wrath, and raised the

siege of the Volscian army ; Lucretia who voluntarily sacri-

ficed her life to escape the outrage to her honor offered by king

Tarquin, and Virginia who was killed by her father to save

her from slavery and dishonor, shine in the legendary history

of Rome as bright examples of unstained purity. But even in

the best days of the republic the legal status of woman was

very low. The Romans likewise made marriage altogether

subservient to the interest of the state, and allowed it in its

legal form to free citizens alone. The proud maxims of the

republic prohibited even the legitimate nuptials of a Roman

with a foreign queen ; and Cleopatra and Berenice were, as

strangers, degraded to the position of concubines of Mark

Antony and Titus. According to ancient custom the husband

bought his bride from her parents, and she fulfilled the coemp-

tion by purchasing, with three pieces of copper, a just introduc-

tion to his house and household deities. But this was for her

simply an exchange of one servitude for another. She became

the living property of a husband who could lend her out, as

Cato lent his wife to his friend Hortensius, and as Augustus

took Livia from Tiberius Nero. " Her husband or master,"

says Gibbon,^ "was invested with the plenitude of paternal

power. By his judgment or caprice her behavior was approved

or censured, or chastised ; he exercised the jurisdiction of life

and death ; and it was allowed, that in cases of adultery or

drunkenness, the sentence might be properly inflicted. She

acquired and inherited for the sole profit of her lord ; and so

^ Chapter XLIV., where he discusses at length the Roman code of laws.
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clearly was woman defined, not as a person, but as a thing, that,

if the original title were deficieni, she might be claimed like

other movables, by the use and possession of an entire year."

Monogamy was the rule both in Greece and in Rome, but did

not exclude illegitimate connexions. Concubinage, in its proper

legal sense, was a sort of secondary marriage with a woman of

servile or plebeian extraction, standing below the dignity of a

matron and above the infamy of a prostitute. It was sanc-

tioned and regulated by law ; it prevailed both in the East and

the West from the age of Augustus to the tenth century, and

was preferred to regular marriage by Vespasian, and the two

Antoniues, the best Roman emperors. Adultery was severely

punished, at times even with sudden destruction of the offender;

but simply as an interference with the rights and property of a

free man. The wife had no legal or social protection against

the infidelity of her husband. The Romans worshipped a

peculiar goddess of domestic life ; but her name Viriplaca, the

appeaser of husbands, indicates her partiality. The intercourse

of a husband with the slaves of his household and with public

prostitutes was excluded from the odium and punishment of

adultery. We say nothing of that unnatural abomination

alluded to in Rom. 1 : 26, 27, which seems to have passed from

the Etruscans and Greeks to the Romans, and prevailed among

the highest as well as the lowest classes. The women, how-

ever, were almost as corrupt as their husbands, at least in the

imperial age. Juvenal calls a chaste wife a " i-ara avis in

terris." Under Aua^ustus free-born dauo-hters could no longer

be found for the service of Vesta, and even the severest laws

of Domitian could not prevent the six priestesses of the pure

goddess from breaking their vow. The pantomimes and the

games of Flora, with their audacious indecencies, were favorite

amusements. " The unblushing, undisguised obscenity of the

Epigrams of Martial, of the Romances of Apuleius and

Petronius, and of some of the Dialogues of Lucian, reflected

but too faithfully the spirit of their times." ^

1 Lecky, II. 321.
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Divorce is said to have been almost unknown in the ancient

days of the Roman republic, and the marriage tie was regarded

as indissoluble. A senator was censured for kissing his wife in

the presence of their daughter. But the merit of this virtue is

greatly diminished if we remember that the husband always

had an easy outlet for his sensual passions in the intercourse

with slaves and concubines. Nor did it outlast the republic.

After the Punic war the increase of wealth and luxury, and the

influx of Greek and Oriental licentiousness swept away the stern

old Roman virtues. The customary civil and religious rites

of marriage were gradually disused ; the open community of

life between persons of similar rank was taken as sufficient evi-

jdence of their nuptials; and marriage, after Augustus, fell to

the level of any partnership, which might be dissolved by the

abdication of one of the associates. " Passion, interest, or

caprice," says Gibbon on the imperial age, "suggested daily

motives for the dissolution of marriage ; a word, a sign, a mes-

sage, a letter, the mandate of a freedman, declared the separa-

tion
; the most tender of human connections was degraded to a

transient society of profit or pleasure." ^

^ Gibbon (ch. XLI V.) confirms the statement by several examples, to which
more might be added. Maecenas, '' qui uxores millies duxit" (Seneca, Ep. 114)
was as notorious for his levity in forming and dissolving the nuptial tie, as

famous for his patronage of literature and art. Martial {Epicjr. VI. 7), (Jiough

in evident poetical exaggeration, speaks of ten husbands in one month.
Juvenal [Snt!r. VI. 229) exposes a matron, who in five years submitted to the

embraces of eight husbands. Jerome {Ad Gerontiam) "saw at Kome a

triumphant husband bury his twenty-first wife, wlio had interred twenty-two
of hi^i less sturdy predecessors.'' These are extreme cases, and hardly furnish

a sufficient basis for a general judgment of the state of society in Rome,
much less in the provinces. We should not forget the noble and faithful

Roman women even in the days of imperial corruption, as Mallonia, who jjre-

ferred suicide to the embraces of Tiberius ; Helvia, the mother of Seneca, and
Paulina his wife, who opened her veins to accompany him to the grave ; the

elder Arria who, when her husband Pfetus was condemned to death under
Claudius (42), and hesitated to commit suicide, plunged the dagger in her
breast, and, drawinsr it out, said to him with her dying breath : "My Pjstu*,

it does not pain " (Paite, non dolet) ; and ber worthy daughter, Ciecinia Arrin,

the wife of Thrasea, who was condemned to death (66), and her grand-
daughter Fannia, who accompanied her husband Helvidius Priscus twice into
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Various remedies were tardily adopted as the evil spread, but

they proved inefficient, until the spirit of Christianity jj^ained

the control of public opinion and improved the Roman legisla-

tion, which, however, continued for a long time to fluctuate

between the custom of heathenism and the wishes of the church.

Another radical evil of heathen family life, which the church

had to encounter throughout the whole extent of the Roman

Empire, was the absolute tyrannical authority of the parent

over the children, extending even to the power of life and death,

and placing the adult sou of a Roman citizen on a level with

the movable things and slaves, " whom the capricious master

might alienate or destroy, witliout being responsible to any

earthly tribunal."

With this was connected the unnatural and monstrous custom

of exposing poor, sickly, and deformed children to a cruel death,

or in many cases to a life of slavery and infamy—a custom ex-

pressly approved, for the public interest, even by a Plato, an

Aristotle, and a Seneca !
" Monstrous offspring," says the great

Stoic philosopher, "we destroy; children too, if born feeble and

ill- formed, we drown. It is not wrath, but reason, thus to sepa-

rate the useless from the healthy." " The exposition of chil-

dren "—to quote once more from Gibbon—" was the prevailing

and stubborn vice of antiquity: it was sometimes prescribed,

banishment, and suffered a third for his sake after his execution (93). See

'Pliny, Epist. III. 16; Tacitus, .Iran,. XVI. 30-34; Friediaender, I. 459 sqq.

Nor should we overlook tlie monumental evidences of conjugal devotion and

happiness in numerous Roman epitaphs. See Friediaender, I. 463. Yet

sexual immorality reached perhaps its lowest depths in imperial Rome, far

lower than in the wor.st periods of the dark ages, or in England under Cliarles

II., or in France under Louis XIV. and XV. And it is also certain, as Lecky

says (II. 326), "that frightful exce.=ses of unnatural passion, of which the

most corrupt of modern courts present no parallel, were perpetrated with but

little concealment on the Palatine." Prenuptial unciinstity of men was all

but universal among the Romans, according to Cicero's testimony. Even

Epictetus, tiie severest among the Stoic moralists, enjoins only moderation,

not entire abstinence, from this form of vice. Latnj)ri(lins relates of Alex-

ander Sevems, who otherwise legislated against vice, that he {)rovided his

unmarried provincial governors with a concubine as a part of their outfit,

because ''they could not exist without one" {quod sine concubinis esse non

posseni)."
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often permitted, almost always practised with Impunity by the

nations who never entertained the Eoman ideas of paternal

power; and the dramatic poets, who appeal to the human heart,

represent with indiiferenec a popular custom which was palliated

by the motives of economy and compassion. . . . The Roman
Empire was stained with the blood of infants, till such murders

Avere included, by Valentinian and his colleagues, in the letter

and spirit of the Cornelian law. The lessons of jurisprudence

and Christianity had been insufficient to eradicate this inhuman

practice, till their gentle influence was fortified by the terrors of

capital punishment." ^

§ 99. The Christian Family.

Such was the condition of the domestic life of the ancient

world, when Christianity, with its doctrine of the sanctity of

marriage, with its injunction of chastity, and with its elevation

of woman from her half-slavish condition to moral dignity and
equality with man, began the work of a silent transformation,

which secured incalculable blessings to generations yet unborn.

It laid the foundation for a well-ordered family life. It turned

the eye from the outward world to the inward sphere of aflfec-

tion, from the all-absorbing business of politics and state-life

into the sanctuary of home; and encouraged the nurture of those

virtues of private life, without which no true public virtue can

exist. But, as the evil here to be abated, particularly the degra-

dation of the female sex and the want of chastity, was so deeply

rooted and thoroughly interwoven in the whole life of the old

world, this ennobling of the family, like the abolition of slavery,

was necessarily a very slow process. We cannot wonder,

therefore, at the high estimate of celibacy, which in the eyes of

many seemed to be the only radical escape from the impurity

and misery of married life as it generally stood among the hea-

then. But, although the fathers are much more frequent and
enthusiastic in the praise of virginity than in that of marriage,

1 Ch. XLIV. See a good chapter on the exposure of children in Brace,
Gesta Christi, p. 72-83,
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yet their views on this subject sliow an immense advance upon

the moral standard of the greatest sages and legislators of Greece

and Home.

Chastity before marriage, in wedlock, and in celibacy, in

man as well as in woman, so rare in paganism, was raised to the

dignity of a cardinal vii'tue and made the corner-stone of the

family. Many a female martyr preferred cruel torture and

death to the loss of honor. When St. Perpetua fell half dead

from the horns of a wild bull in the arena, she instinctively

drew together her dress, which had been torn in the assault.

The acts of martyrs and saints tell marvellous stories, exagge-

rated no doubt, yet expressive of the ruling Christian sentiment,

about heroic resistance to carnal temptation, the sudden punish-

ment of unjust charges of impurity by demoniacal possession or

instant death, the rescue of courtesans from a life of shame and

their radical conversion and elevation even to canonical sanctity.^

The ancient councils deal much with carnal sins so fearfully

prevalent, and unanimously condemn them in every shape and

form. It is true, chastity in the early church and by the unani-

mous consent of the fathers was almost identified with celibacy,

as we shall see hereafter ; but this excess should not blind us to

the immense advance of patristic over heathen morals.

Woman was emancipated, in the best sense of the term, from

the bondage of social oppression, and made the life and light of

a Christian home. Such pure and heroic virgins as the mar-

tyred Blandina, and Perpetua, and such devoted mothers as

Nonna, Anthusa, and Monica, we seek in vain among the ancient

Greek and Roman maidens and matrons, and we need not won-

der that the heathen Libanius, judging from such examples as

^ Among the converted courtesans of the ancient church in the Roman
calendar are St. Mary Magdalene, St. Mary of Egypt, St. Afra, St. Pelagia,

St. Thais, and St. Theodota. See Charles de Bussy, Les Cotu-tisanes saintea.

St. Vitalius, it is said, visited dens of vice every night, gave money to the in-

mates to kee[) them from sin, and offered up prayers for their conversion. A
curious story is told of St. Serapion, who went to such a place by appoint-

ment, and prayed and prayed and prayed till the unfortunate courtesan was

converted and fell half dead at his feet. See Lecky, II. 338.
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the mother of his pupil Chrysostom, reluctantly exclaimed

:

" What ^vomeQ have these Christians ! " The schoolmen of the

middle ages derived from the formation of woman an ingenious

argument for her proper position : Eve was not taken from the

feet of Adam to be his slave, nor from his head to be his ruler,

but from his side to be his beloved partner.^

At the same time here also we must admit that the ancient

church was yet far behind the ideal set up in the New Testa-

ment, and counterbalanced the elevation of woman by an extra-

vagant over-estimate of celibacy. It was the virgin far more

than the faithful wife and mother of children that was praised

and glorified by the fathers ; and among the canonized saints of

the Catholic calendar there is little or no room for husbands and

wives, although the patriarchs, Moses, and some of the greatest

prophets (Isaiah, Ezekiel), and apostles (Peter taking the lead)

lived in honorable wedlock.

Maeriage was regarded in the church from the beginning

as a sacred union of body and soul for the propagation of civil

society, and the kingdom of God, for the exercise of virtue and

the promotion of happiness. It was clothed with a sacramental

or semi-sacramental character on the basis of Paul's comparison

of the marriage union with the relation of Christ to his church.^

^ This beautiful idea (often attributed to Matthew Henry, the commentator)

was first sngg 'Sted by Augustin. De. Genesi ad Literam, 1. IX. c. 13 (,in Migne's

ed. of Opera, III. col. 402), and fully stated by Peter the Loml)ard, Sentent. 1.

II. Dist. XVIir. {de formatione mulieris) :
" 3Iulier de viro, non de qiialibet parte

corporis viri, sed de latere eius formata est, ut ostenderetur quia in consortium

ereabatur dilectionis, ne forte si ftiisset de capite facta, viro ad dominationem vide-

retur preferenda; aut si de pedibus, ad servitutem sid>jicienda. Quia igitur

viro nee domina, nee ancilla parabatur, sed socia, nee capite, nee de pedibus, sed de

latere fuerat producenda, ut juxta se ponendam cognosceret quam de sno latere sump-

tarn didicisset." And again by Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theol. Pars. 1.

Quaest. XCII. Art. HI. (in Migne's ed. I. col. 1231).

^ Eph. 5 : 28-32. The Vulgate translates rb fivarripiov in ver. 32 by sacra-

mentum, and thus furnished a quasi-exegetical foundation to the Catholic doc-

trine of the sacrament of marriage. The passage is so used by the Council of

Trent and in the Roman Catechism. EUicott (in loc.) judges that " the words

c-.innot possibly be urged in favor of the sacramental nature of marriage, but

that the very fact of the comparison does place marriage on a far holier and

higher basis than moderu theories are disposed to admit." Bengel refers " the
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It was in its nature indissoluble except in case of adultery, and

this crime was charged not only to the woman, but to the man

as even the more guilty party, and to every extra-connubial car-

nal connection. Thus the wife was equally protected against

the wrongs of the husband, and chastity was made the general

law of the family life.

We have a few descriptions of Christian homes from the

ante-Nicene age, one from an eminent Greek father, another

from a married presbyter of the Latin church.

Clement of Alexandria enjoins upon Christian married per-

sons united prayer and reading of the Scriptures,^ as a daily

morning exercise, and very beautifully says :
" The mother is

the glory of her children, the wife is the glory of her husband,

both are the glory of the wife, God is the glory of all together." ^

Tertullian, at the close of the book which lie wrote to his wife,

draws the following graphic picture, which, though somewhat

idealized, could be produced only from the moral spirit of the

gospel and actual experience :^ "How can I paint the happiness

of a marriage which the church ratifies, the oblation (the cele-

bration of the communion) confirms, the benediction seals, angels

announce, the Father declares valid. Even upon earth, indeed,

sons do not legitimately marry without the consent of their

fathers. What a union of two believers—one hope, one vow,

one discipline, and one worship ! They are brother and sister,

two fellow-servants, one spirit and one flesh. Where there is

one flesh, there is also one spirit. They pray together, fast to-

gether, instruct, exhort, and support each other. They go

together to the church of God, and to the table of the Lord.

They share eacli other's tribulation, persecution, and revival.

Neither conceals anything from the other ; neither avoids, nei-

ther annoys the other. They delight to visit the sick, supply

mystery" not to marriage, but to the union of Christ with the church {" non

mntrinionium humanum sed Ipsa conjiinctio ChriMi et ecdesia'"). Meyer refers it

to the preceding quotation from Genesis ; Estius and Ellicoti to the intimate

coiiju<Tal relationship.

' Ei Y')
««' civciyvuaig. ^ Pccdag. III. 250. ^ Ad Uxorem, h II. c. 8.
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the needy, give alms without constraint, and in daily zeal lay

their offerings before the altar without scruple or hindrance.

They do not need to keep the sign of the cross hidden, nor to

express slyly their Christian joy, nor to suppress the blessing.

Psalms and hymns they sing together, and they vie with each

other in singing to God. Christ rejoices when he sees and hears

this. He gives them his peace. Where two are together in his

name, there is he ; and where he is, there the evil one cannot

come."

A large sarcophagus represents a scene of family worship : on

the right, four men, with rolls in their hands, reading or sing-

ing ; on the left, three women and a girl playing a lyre.

For the conclusion of a marriage, Ignatius' required "the

consent of the bishop, that it might be a marriage for God, and

not for pleasure. All should be done to the glory of God." In

Tertullian's time,^ as may be inferred from the passage just

quoted, the solemnization of marriage was already at least a re-

ligious act, though not a proper sacrament, and was sealed by

the celebration of the holy communion in presence of the con-

gregation. The Montanists were disposed even to make this

benediction of the church necessary to the validity of marriage

among Christians. All noisy and wanton Jewish and heathen

nuptial ceremonies, and at first also the crowning of the bride,

were discarded ; but the nuptial ring, as a symbol of union, was

retained.

In the catacombs the marriage ceremony is frequently repre-

sented by the man and the woman standing side by side and

joining hands in token of close union, as also on heathen docu-

ments. On a gilded glass of the fourth century, the couple

join hands over a small nuptial altar, and around the figures are

inscribed the words (of the priest) :
" May ye live in God." ^

' Ad Polyc. c. 5. In the Syr. version, c. 2.

» Tert. Ad Uxor. II. 8 ; comp, De Monog. c. 11 ; De Pudic. c. 4.

3 Vivatis in Deo. See the picture in Northcote and Brownlow, II. 303. In

other and later pictures the ceremony is presided over by Christ, who either

crowns the married couple, or is represented by his monogram. Ibid. p. 302.
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Mixed ^srATiRiAGES with heathens, and also with heretics,

were unaninKuisly condemned by the voice of the church in

agreement with the Mosaic legislation, unless formed before

conversion, In which case they were considered valid. ^ Tertul-

lian even classes such marriages ^yith adultery. What heathen,

asks he, will let his wife attend the nightly meetings of the

church, and the slandered supper of the Lord, take care of the

sick even In the poorest hovels, kiss the chains of the martyrs

in prison, rise In the night for prayer, and show hospitality to

strange brethren ? Cyprian calls marriage with an unbeliever

a prostitution of the m^embers of Christ. The Council of Elvira

in Spain (306) forbade such mixed marriages on pain of excom-

munication, but did not dissolve those already existing. We
shall understand this strictness, if, to say nothing of the heathen

marriage rites, and the wretchedly loose notions on chastity and

conjugal fidelity, we consider the condition of those times, and

the offences and temptations which met the Christian in the

constant sight of images of the household gods, mythological

pictures on the walls, the floor, and the furniture ; in the liba-

tions at table ; in short, at every step and turn In a pagan house.

Second Marriage.—From the high view of marriage, and

also from an ascetic over-estimate of celibacy, arose a very pre-

valent aversion to re-marriage, particularly of widows. The

Shepherd of Hermas allows this reunion indeed, but with the

reservation, that continuance in single life earns great honor

with the Lord. Athenagoras goes so far as to call the second

marriage a "decent adultery."^

The Montanists and Novatians condemned re-marriage, and

made it a subject of discipline.

1 Ac;cordin<r to 1 Cor. 7 : 12, 16.

"^ Legal. 33 : '0 devrepog ya/iog evrrpen^c hcrri fioix^'a. Accordinsj to Origen,

digamists may be saved, but will not be crowned by Clirist {Horn. XVII. in

Luc.). Theophilus, Ad Autol. III. 15, says that with the Christians eyKpareia

doKslTai, iiovoyafiia TrjpeiTai. Perhaps even Irenseus held a similar view, to

judge from the manner in which he speaks of the woman of Samaria (John

4:7), " 7»/i? in uno viro non mansit, sed fornicata est in multis nuptiis." Adv.

Haer. III. 17, § 2.
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Tertuilian came forward with the greatest decision, as advo-

cate of monogamy against both successive and simultaneous

polygamy.^ He thought thus to occupy the true middle ground

between the ascetic Gnostics, who rejected marriage altoo-ether

and the Catholics, who allowed more than one.^ In the earlier

period of his life, when he drew the above picture of Christian

marriage, before his adoption of Montanism, he already placed

a high estimate on celibacy as a superior grade of Christian ho-

liness, appealing to 1 Cor. 7 : 9, and advised at least his wife, in

case of his death, not to marry again, especially with a heathen

;

but in his Montanistic writings, " De Exhortatione Castitatis
"

and " I)e 3Iono(/amia," he repudiates second marriage from
principle, and with fanatical zeal contends against it as unchris-

tian, as an act of polygamy, nay of "stuprum'' and " adulterium."

He opposes it with all sorts of acute argument ; now, on the

ground of an ideal conception of marriage as a spiritual union
of two souls for time and eternity; now, from an opposite sen-

suous view; and again, on principles equally good against all

marriage and in favor of celibacy. Thus, on the one hand, he
argues, that the second marriage impairs the spiritual fellowship

with the former partner, which should continue beyond the

grave, which should show itself in daily intercessions and m
yearly celebration of the day of death, and which hopes even
for outward re-union after the resurrection.^ On the other hand
however, he places the essence of marriage in the communion of
flesh,* and regards it as a mere concession, which God makes to

' Comp. Hanber
: Tertullinn'R Kampf rjegen die zweite Ehe, in the " Studien

und Kritiken" for 1845, p. 607 sqq.

"^ De Monorj. 1: " Hceretici nuptias auferunt, psychici ingerunt ; iUi nee semel,
isti non armd nubunt.''

3 De Exhort Cast. c. 11 :

'' Duplex rubor est, quia in seetindo matrimonio dum
uxores eundem circumstanl marifum, una spiritu, alia in came. Neque enim pristi-

nam poteris odisse, cui etiam relifjiosiorem reservas affectionem ut jam receptor apud
Dominum, pro ciijiis spiritu pontulas, pro qua oblationes annuas reddis. Stabis
ergo ad Dominum cum tot uxoribus quot in oratione commemoras, et offeres pro
duabus," etc.

* De Exhort Cast. c. 9
: ''Leges videnfur matrimonii et stupri dlfferentiamfacere,

per divrsitntem illiciti, non per conditionem rei ipsius .... Nuptlce ipsce ex eo
coTistant quod est sluprum."
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our sensuality, and which man therefore should not abuse by

repetition. The ideal of the Christian life, with him, not only

for the clergy, but the laity also, is celibacy. He lacks clear

perception of the harmony of the moral and physical elements

which constitutes the essence of marriage; and strongly as he

elsewhere combats the Gnostic dualism, he here falls in with it

in his depreciation of matter and corporeity, as necessarily in-

conij)atible with spirit. His treatment of the exegetical argu-

ments of the defenders of second marriage is remarkable. The

levirate law, he says, is peculiar to the Old Testament economy.

To Rom. 7 : 2 he replies, that Paul speaks here from the posi-

tion of the ]Mosaic law, which, according to the same passage, is

no longer binding on Christians. In 1 Cor. ch. 7, the apostle

allows second marriage only in his subjective, human judgment,

and from regard to our sensuous infirmity ; but in the same

chapter (ver. 40) he recommends celibacy to all, and that on the

authority of the Lord, adding here, that he also has the Holy

Spirit, i. e. the principle, which is active in the new prophets of

INIontanism. The appeal to 1 Tim. 3:2; Tit. 1 : 6, from which

the right of laymen to second marriage was inferred, as the pro-

hibition of it there related only to the clergy, he met with the

doctrine of the universal priesthood of believers, which admitted

them all both to the privileges and to the obligations of priests.

But his reasoning always amounts in the end to this : that the

state of original virgin purity, which has nothing at all to do

with the sensual, is the best. The true chastity consists, there-

fore, not in the chaste spirit of married partners, but in the entire

continence of "vvrgines" and "spadones." The desire of pos-

terity, he, contrary to the Old Testament, considers unworthy

of a Christian, who, in fact, ought to break away entii*ely from

the world, and renounce all inheritance in it. Such a morality,

forbidding the same that it allows, and rigorously setting as an

ideal wliat it nuist in reality abate at least for the mass of man-

kind, may be very far above the heathen level, but is still plainly

foreign to the deeper substance and the world-sanctifying prin-

ciple of Christianity.
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The Catholic church, indeed, kept aloof from this Montanistic

extravagance, and forbade second marriage only to the clergy

(which the Greek church does to this day)
;
yet she rather ad-

vised against it, and leaned very decidedly towards a preference

for celibacy, as a higher grade of Christian morality.'

- As to the relation of parents and children, Christianity

exerted from the beginning a most salutary influence. It re-

strained the tyrannical power of the father. It taught the eter-

nal value of children as heirs of the kingdom of heaven, and
commenced the great work of education on a religious and moral

basis. It resisted with all energy the exposition of children,

who were then generally devoured by dogs and wild beasts, or,

if found, trained up for slavery or doomed to a life of infamy.

Several apologists, the author to the Epistle of Diognetus, Jus-

tin Martyr,^ Minutius Felix, Tertullian, and Arnobius speak

with just indignation against this unnatural custom. Athena-

goras declares abortion and exposure to be equal to murder.^

No heathen philosopher had advanced so far. Lactantius also

puts exposure on a par with murder even of the worst kind,

and admits no excuse on the ground of pity or poverty, since

God provides for all his creatures.* The Christian spirit of

' " Non prohibemus secundas nuptias," says Ambrose, " sed non suademus."
None of the fatiiers recommends re-marriage or even approves of it. Jerome
represented the prevailing view of the Nicene age. He took the lowest view
of marriage as a mere safeguard against fornication and adultery, and could
conceive of no other motive for second or third marriage but animal passion.
" The first Adam," he says, " had one wife ; the second Adam had no wife.

Those who approve of digamy hold forth a third Adam, who was twice mar-
ried, whom they follow" {Contra Jovin. 1). Gregory of Nazianzum infers

from the analogy of marriage to the union of Christ with his church that

second marriage is to be reproved, as there is but one Christ and one church
{Oral. XXXI).

•* Apol. I. 27 nnd 29. ^ ^4po;_ ^ 35,

* Inst. Div. vi. 20 (p. 48 ed. Lips.) : "Let no one imagine that even this is

allowed, to strangle newly-born children, which is the greatest impiety ; for

God breathes into their souls fr)r life, and not for death. But men (that there
may be no crime with which they may not pollute their hands) deprive souls

as yet innocent and simple of the light which they themselves have not given.
Can they be considered innocent who expose their own offspring a.-* a prey to

dogs, and as far as it depends upon themselves, kill them in a more cruel

Vol. IL—24
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humauity gradually so penetrated the spirit of the age that

the better emperors, from the time of Trajau, began to direct

their attention to the diminution of these crying evils ; but the

best legal enactments would never have been able to eradicate

them without the spiritual influence of the church. The insti-

tutions and donations of Trajan, Antonius Pius, Septiniius Se-

verus, and private persons, for the education of poor children,

boys and girls, were approaches of the nobler heathen towards

the genius of Christianity. Constantine proclaimed a law in 315

throughout Italy " to turn jjarents from using a j)arricidal hand

on their new-born children, and to dispose their hearts to the

best sentiments." The Christian fathers, councils, emperors, and

lawgivers united their efforts to uproot this monstrous evil and

to banish it from the civilized world.^

§ 100. Brotherly Love, and Love for Enemies.

ScHAUBACH : Das Verhdltniss der Moral des classischen Alterthums zitr

christlichcn, beleuchtet durch vergleichende Erorterung der Lehre von

der Feindesliebey in. the "Studien unci Kritiken'' for 1851, p. 59-121.

Also the works of Schmidt, Chastel, Uhlhorn, etc., quoted at I 88.

It is generally admitted, that selfishness was the soul of hea-

then morality. The great men of antiquity rose above its sor-

did forms, love of gain and love of pleasure, but were the more

manner than if they had strangled them? Who can doubt that he is impious

who gives occasion for the pity of others? For, although that which he has

wished sliould befall the child—namely, that it should be brought up—he has

certainly consigned his own offspring either to servitude or to the brothel?

But who does not nnderstand, who is ignorant what things may liappen, or are

accustomed to happen, in the case of each sex, even through error? For this

is shown by the example of Q^^dipus alone, confused with twofold guilt. It is

therefore as wicked to expose as it is to kill. But truly parricides complain

of the scantincFS of their means, and allege that they have not enough for

bringing up more children ; as though, in truth, their means were in the

power of those who possess them, or God did not daily make the rich poor,

and the poor rich. Wherefore, if any one on account of poverty sludl be

unable to bring up children, it is better to abstain from marriage than with

wicked hands to mar the work of God."

1 For further details see Brace, /. c. 79 sqq., and Terme et Monfalcon, Hist.

de-< enfants irouvcs. Paris, 1840.
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under the power of ambition and love of fame. It was for fame

that Miltiades and Themistocles fought against the Persians;

that Alexander set out on his tour of conquest ; that Herodotus

wrote his history, that Pindar sang his odes, that Sophocles

composed his tragedies, that Demosthenes delivered his orations,

that Phidias sculptured his Zeus. Fame was set forth in the

Olympian games as the highest object of life ; fame was held up

by ^schylus as the last comfort of the suffering ; fame was de-

clared by Cicero, before a large assembly, the ruling passion of

the very best of men.^ Even the much-lauded patriotism of the

heroes of ancient Greece and Rome was only an enlarged ego-

tism. In the catalogue of classical virtues we look in vain for

the two fundamental and cardinal virtues, love and humility.

The very word which corresponds in Greek to humility^ signi-

fies generally, in classical usage, a mean, abject mind. The no-

blest and purest form of love known to the heathen moralist is

friendship, which Cicero praises as the highest good next to

wisdom. But friendship itself rested, as was freely admitted,

on a utilitarian, that is, on an egotistic basis, and was only pos-

sible among persons of equal or similar rank in society. For

the stranger, the barbarian, and the enemy, the Greek and Ro-

man knew no love, but only contempt and hatred. The jus

talionis, the return of evil for evil, was universally acknowledged

throughout the heathen world as a just principle and maxim, in

direct opposition to the plainest injunctions of the New Testa-

ment.^ We must offend those who offend us, says iEschylus.^

Not to take revenge was regarded as a sign of weakness and

cowardice. To return evil for good is devilish ; to return good

for good is human and common to all religions ; to return good

^ Pro Archia poeta, c. 11 :
" Trahimur omnes laudis studio, et optimus quisque

maxime gloria ducitur."

^ Ta-fn.'(5f, Tmreivdcppuv, TaneivdrTic, TaTzeivodpnovvrj.

3 Matt. 5 : 23, 24, 44 ; 6 : 12 ; 18 : 21. Rom. 12 : 17, 19, 20. 1 Cor. 13 : 7.

IThess. 5: 15. 1 Pet. 3: 9.

* Prom. Vinct. v. 1005, comp. 1040. Many passages of similar import from

Homer, Hesiod, Sophocles, Euripides, etc., see quoted on p. 81 sqq. of the

article of Schaubach referred to above.
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for evil is Christlike and divine, and only possible in the Chris-

tian religion.

On the other hand, however, we should suppose that every

Christian virtue must find some basis in the noblest moral in-

stincts and aspirations of nature; since Christianity is not against

nature, but simply above it and intended for it. Thus we may

regard the liberality, benevolence, humanity and magnanimity

which we meet with in heathen antiquity, as an approximation

to, and preparation for, the Christian virtue of charity. The

better schools of moralists rose more or less above the popular

approval of hatred of the enemy, wrath and revenge. Aristotle

and the Peripatetics, without condemning this passion as wrong

in itself, enjoined at least moderation in its exercise. The Stoics

went further, and required complete apathy or suppression of all

strong and passionate affections. Cicero even declares placability

and clemency one of the noblest traits in the character of a great

man,^ and praises Csesar for forgetting nothing except injuries.

Seneca, Epictetus, Plutarch, and Marcus Aurelius, who were

already indirectly and unconsciously under the influence of the

atmosphere of Christian morality, decidedly condemn anger and

vindictiveness, and recommend kindness to slaves, and a gene-

rous treatment even of enemies.

But this sort of love for an enemy, it should be remembered,

in the first place, does not flow naturally from the spirit of hea-

thenism, but is, as it were, an accident and exception ; secondly,

it is not enjoined as a general duty, but expected only from the

great and the wise; thirdly, it does not rise above the conception

of magnanimity, which, more closely considered, is itself con-

nected with a refined form of egotism, and with a noble pride

that regards it below the dignity of a gentleman to notice the

malice of inferior men;^ fourthly, it is commended only in its

' De Offic. I. 25 :
'' Nihil enim laudabilius, nihil magna et prcedaro viro dignius

jjlacabilitate et dementia."

* Comp. Seneca, De ira 11.32: " Magni animi est injurias despicere. Ille

mngnns et nobilis est, qui more magnce ferce latratus minutorum carium secitnis

exaudit.''
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negative aspect as refraining from the right of retaliation, not as

active benevolence and charity to the enemy, which returns good

for evil; and finally, it is nowhere derived from a religious

principle, the love of God to man, and therefore has no proper

root, and lacks the animating soul.

No wonder, then, that in spite of the finest maxims of a few

philosophers, the imperial age was controlled by the coldest sel-

fishness, so that, according to the testimony of Plutarch, friend-

ship had died out even in families, and the love of brothers and

sisters was supposed to be possible only in a heroic age long

passed by. The old Roman world was a world without charity.

Julian the Apostate, who was educated a Christian, tried to

engraft charity upon heathenism, but in vain. The idea of the

infinite value of each human soul, even the poorest and hum-

blest, was wanting, and with it the basis for true charity.

It was in such an age of universal egotism that Christianity

first revealed the true spirit of love to man as flowing from the

love of God, and exhibited it in actual life. This cardinal vir-

tue we meet first within the Church itself, as the bond of union

anions believers, and the sure mark of the genuine disciple of

Jesus. " That especially," says Tertullian to the heathen, in a

celebrated passage of his Apologetieus, " which love works among

us, exposes us to many a suspicion. ' Behold,' they say, ' how

they love one another!' Yea, verily this must strike them
;
for

they hate each other. ' And how ready they are to die for one

another!' Yea, truly ; for theij are rather ready to kill one an-

other. And even that we call each other 'brethren,' seems to

them suspicious for no other reason, than that, among them, all

expressions of kindred are only feigned. We are even you7'

brethren, in virtue of the common nature, which is the mother

of us all ; though ye, as evil brethren, deny your human nature.

But how much more justly are those called and considered

brethren, who acknowledge the one God as their Father
;
who

have received the one Spirit of holiness ; who have awaked from

the same darkness of uncertainty to the light of the same truth?

. . . And we, who are united in spirit and in soul, do not hesi-
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tate to have also all things common, except wives. For we

break fellowship just where other men practice it."

This brotherly love flowed from community of life in Christ.

Hence Ignatius calls believers " Christ-bearers " and " God-

bearers." ^ The article of the Apostles' Creed :
" I believe in

the communion of saints;" the current appellation of "brother"

and "sister;" and the fraternal kiss usual on admission into the

church, and at the Lord's Supper, were not empty forms, nor

even a sickly sentimentalism, but the expression of true feeling

and experience, only strengthened by the common danger and

persecution. A travelling Christian, of whatever language or

country, with a letter of recommendation from his bishoji,^ was

everywhere hospitably received as a long known friend. It was

a current phrase : In thy brother thou hast seen the Lord him-

self. The force of love reached beyond the grave. Families

were accustomed to celebrate at appointed times the memoiy of

their departed members ; and this was one of the grounds on

which Tertullian opposed second marriage.

The brotherly love exj^ressed itself, above all, in the most

self-sacrificing beneficence to the poor and sick, to widows and

orphans, to strangers and prisoners, particularly to confessors in

bonds. It magnifies this virtue in our view, to reflect, that the

Christians at that time belonged mostly to the lower classes, and

in times of persecution often lost all their possessions. Every

congregation was a charitable society, and in its public worship

took regular collections for its needy members. The offerings at

the communion and love-feasts, first held on the evening, after-

wards on tlie morning of the Lord's Day, Avere considered a part

of worship.^ To these were added numberle&s private charities,

given in secret, which eternity alone will reveal. The church at

Rome had under its care a great multitude of widows, orphans,

^ TpdfiunTa TervTrufieva or KonuvLKd\ epistolce or literre formatcr. ; so called,

because cotnposed after a certain tvkoq or forma, to guard against frequent

forgeries.

° Comp. James 1 : 27 ; Hebr. 13 : 1-3, 16.
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blind, lame, and sick/ whom the deacon Laurentius, in the De-

ciau persecution, showed to the heathen prefect, as the most pre-

cious treasures of the church. It belonged to the idea of a

Christian housewife, and was particularly the duty of the dea-

conesses, to visit the Lord, to clothe him, and give him meat and

drink, in the persons of his needy disciples. Even such oppo-

nents of Christianity as Lucian testify to this zeal of the Chris-

tians in labors of love, though they see in it nothing but an

innocent fanaticism. " It is incredible," says Lucian, " to see

the ardor with which the people of that religion help each other

in their wants. They spare nothing. Their first legislator has

put into their heads that they are all brethren."^

This beneficence reached beyond the immediate neighborhood.

Charity begins at home, but does not stay at home. In cases

of general distress the bishops appointed special collections, and

also fasts, by which food might be saved for suifering brethren.

The Roman church sent its charities great distances abroad.^

Cyprian of Carthage, who, after his conversion, sold his own

estates for the benefit of the poor, collected a hundred thousand

sestertia, or more than three thousand dollars, to redeem Chris-

tians of Numidia, who had been taken captive by neighboring

barbarians ; and he considered it a high privilege " to be able to

ransom for a small sum of money him, who has redeemed us

from the dominion of Satan with his own blood." A father,

who refused to give alms on account of his children, Cyprian

charged with the additional sin of binding his children to an

earthly inheritance, instead of pointing them to the richest and

most loving Father in heaven.

Finally, this brotherly love expanded to love even for ene-

mies, which returned the heathens good for evil, and not rarely,

in persecutions and public misfortunes, heajjed coals of fire on

their heads. During the persecution under Gallus (252), when

the pestilence raged in Carthage, and the heathens threw out

their dead and sick upon the streets, ran away from them for

^ Cornelius, in Enseb. H. E. VI. 43. ^ De Morte Peregr. c. 13.

3 Dionysius of Corinth, in Eus. IV. 23.
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fear of the contagion, and cursed the Christians as the supposed

authors of the phigue, Cyprian assembled his congregation, and

exhorted them to love their enemies; whereupon all went to

work; the rich with their money, the poor with their hands,

and rested not, till the dead were buried, the sick cared for, and

the city saved from desolation. The same self-denial appeared

in the Christians of Alexandria during a ravaging plague under

the reign of Gallienus. These are only a few prominent mani-

festations of a spirit which may be traced through the whole

history of martyrdom and the daily prayers of the Christians for

their enemies and persecutors. For while the love of friends,

says Tertullian, is common to all men, the love of enemies is a

virtue peculiar to Christians.^ " You forget," he says to the

heathens in his Apology, "that, notwithstanding your persecu-

tions, far from conspiring against you, as our numbers Avould

perhaps furnish us with the means of doing, we pray for you

and do good to you ; that, if Ave give nothing for your gods, we

do give for your poor, and that our charity spreads more alms

in your streets than the offerings presented by your religion in

your temples."

The organized congregational charity of the ante-Nicene age

provided for all the immediate wants. When the state professed

Christianity, there sprang up permanent charitable institutions

for the poor, the sick, for strangers, widows, orphans, and help-

less old men,^ The first clear proof of such institutions we find

in the age of Julian the Apostate, M'ho tried to check the pro-

gress of Christianity and to revive paganism by directing the

high priest of Galatia, Arsacius, to establish in every town a

Xcnodochium to be supported by the state and also bv private

contributions ; for, he said, it was a shame that the heathen

' Ad Scapvlam, c. 1 :
" Ita enim discipUna jubcmiir diligcre inimirofi quoqne et

ornre pro vis qui nos pTnequiintnr, ut haec sit perfectn et propria honifns nof^trn,

von communis. Amicos enim diligere omnium est, inimicos autem solorum Chris-

lianorum."

^ Nosocomia, Ptorhotroi>liia, Xenodochia, Cherotropliia, Orplianotropliia,

Brcpliotrophia, Gerontoconiia (for old men).
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should be left without support from their own, while " among

the Jews no beggar can be found, and the godless Galilaeans
"

(i. e. the Christians) " nouri.sh not only their own, but even our

own poor." A few years afterwards (370) we hear of a cele-

brated hospital at Csesarea, founded by St. Basilius, and called

after him " Basilias," and similar institutions all over the pro-

vince of Cappadocia. AVe find one at Antioch at the time of

Chrysostom, who took a practical interest in it. At Constanti-

nople there were as many as thirty-five hospitals. In the West

such institutions spread rapidly in Rome, Sicily, Sardinia, and

Gaul.^

§ 101. Trayer and Fasting.

In regard to the importance and the necessity of prayer, as

the pulse and thermometer of spiritual life, the ancient church

had but one voice. Here the plainest and the most enlightened

Christians met; the aj)ostolic fathers, the steadfast apologists,

the realistic Africans, and the idealistic Alexandrians. Tertul-

lian sees in prayer the daily sacrifice of the Christian, the bul-

wark of faith, the weapon against all the enemies of the soul.

The believer should not go to his bath nor take his food without

prayer; for the nourishing and refreshing of the spirit must

precede that of the body, and the heavenly must go before the

earthly. '' Prayer," says he, " blots out sins, repels temptations,

quenches persecutions, comforts the desponding, blesses the high-

minded, guides the wanderers, calms the billows, feeds the poor,

directs the rich, raises the fallen, holds up the falling, preserves

them that stand." Cyprian requires prayer by day and by night;

pointing to heaven, where M'e shall never cease to pray and give

thanks. The same father, however, falls already into that false,

unevangelical view, which represents prayer as a meritorious

work and a satisfaction to be rendered to God.^ Clement of

' See Uhlhorn, Book III. ch. 4 (p. 319 sqq.).

* De Oral. Domin. 33: " Cito oratinma ad Deum adscendu7it, guas ad Deitm

merita opprix nosiri imponunt.'' De Lapsis 17: ^' Dominus orandus est, Dominus

nostra satisfuctlone plarandus est.'' Epist. xl. 2 :
'' Preces et orationes, quibus

Dominus longa et continua satisfactione placandus est."
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Alexandria conceives the life of a genuine Christian as an un-

broken pi'ayer. " In every place he will pray, though not

openly, in the sight of the multitude. Even on his walks, in

his intercourse with others, in silence, in reading, and in labor,

he prays in every way. And though he commune with God

only in the chamber of his soul, and call upon the Father only

with a quiet sigh, the Father is near him." The same idea we

find in Origen, who discourses in enthusiastic terms of the

mighty inward and outward effects of prayer, and with all his

enormous learning, regards prayer as the sole key to the spiritual

nueaniug of the Scriptures.

The order of human life, however, demands special times for

this consecration of the every-day business of men. The Chris-

tians generally followed the Jewish usage, observed as times of

prayer the hours of nine, twelve, and three, corresponding also

to the crucifixion of Christ, his death, and his descent from the

cross ; the cock-crowing likewise, and the still hour of midnight

they regarded as calls to prayer.

With prayer for their own welfare, they united intercessions

for the whole church, for all classes of men, especially for the

sick and the needy, and even for the unbelieving. Polycarp

enjoins on the church of Philippi to pray for all the saints, for

kings and rulers, for haters and persecutors, and for the enemies

of the cross. " We pray," says Tertullian, " even for the empe-

rors and their ministers, for the holders of power on earth, for

the repose of all classes, and for the delay of the end of the

world."

With the free outpourings of the heart, without which living

piety cannot exist, we must suj^pose, that, after the example of

the Jewish church, standing forms of prayer were also used,

especially such as were easily impressed on the memory and

could thus be freely delivered. The familiar " ex pectore'' and

" sine monifore " of Tertullian prove nothing against this ; for a

prayer committed to memory may and should be at the same

time a prayer of the heart, as a familiar psalm or hymn may be

read or sung with ever new devotion. The general use of the
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Lord's Prayer in the ancient church in household and public

worship is beyond all doubt. The most eminent fathers of the

second and third centuries, as Tertullian, Cyprian, Origen, wrote

special treatises upon it. They considered it the model prayer,

prescribed by the Lord for the whole church. Tertullian calls

it the "regular and usual prayer, a brief summary of the whole

gospel, and foundation of all the other prayers of the Christians."

The use of it, however, was restricted to communicants ; because

the address presupposes the worshipper's full sonship with God,

and because the fom-th petition was taken in a mystical sense,

as referring to the holy Supper, and was therefore thought not

proper for catechumens.

As to posture in prayer ; kneeling or standing, the raising or

closing of the eyes, the extension or elevation of the hands, were

considered the most suitable expressions of a bowing sjsirit and

a soul directed towards God. On Sunday the standing posture

was adopted, in token of festive joy over the resurrection from

sin and death. But there was no uniform law in regard to

these forms. Origen lays chief stress on the lifting of the soul

to God and the bowing of the heart before him ; and says that,

where circumstances require, one can worthily pray sitting, or

lying, or engaged in business.

After the Jewish custom, fasting was frequently joined with

prayer, that the mind, unencumbered by earthly matter, might

devote itself with less distraction to the contemplation of divine

things. The apostles themselves sometimes employed this whole-

some discipline,^ though without infringing the gospel freedom

by legal prescriptions. As the Pharisees were accustomed to

fast twice in the week, on Monday and Thursday, the Christians

appointed Wednesday and especially Friday, as days of half-

fasting or abstinence from flesh,^ in commemoration of the pas-

sion and crucifixion of Jesus. They did this with reference to

the Lord's words :
" When the bridegroom shall be taken away

from them, then will they fast."^

1 Comp. Acts 13: 2; 14: 23; 2 Cor. 6: 5.

* Semijejutiium, abstinentia. s Matt. 9: 15.
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In the second century arose also the custom of Quadragesimal

fasts before Easter, which, however, diifered in length in differ-

ent countries ; being sometimes reduced to forty hours, some-

times extended to forty days, or at least to several weeks. Per-

haps equally ancient are the nocturnal fasts or vigils before the

high festivals, suggested by the example of the Lord and the

apostles.^ But the Quatemporal fasts ^ are of later origin, though

founded likewise on a custom of the Jews after the exile. On
special occasions the bishops appointed extraordinary fasts, and

applied the money saved to charitable purposes ; a usage which

became often a blessing to the poor. Yet hierarchical arrogance

and Judaistic legalism early intruded here, even to the entire

destruction of the liberty of a Christian man.^

This rigidity appeared most in the Moutanists. Besides the

usual fasts, they observed special Xcrophagicv* as they were

called ; seasons of two weeks for eating only dry, or properly

uncooked food, bread, salt, and M'ater. The Catholic church,

with true feeling, refused to sanction these excesses as a general

rule, but allowed ascetics to carry fasting even to extremes. A
confessor in Lyons, for example, lived on bread and w^ater

alone, but forsook that austerity when reminded that he gave

offence to other Christians by so despising the gifts of God.

Against the frequent over-valuation of fasting, Clement of

Alexandria quotes the word of Paul : The kingdom of God is

not meat and drink, therefore neither abstinence from wine and

flesh, but righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit.

§ 102. Treatment of the Dead.

Comp. Chapter VII. on the Catacombs.

The pious care of tlie living for the beloved dead is rooted in

the noblest instincts of human nature, and is found among all

nations, ancient and modern, even among barbarians. Hence

' Luke G : 12, Arts 16 : 25. * From quatuor Umpora.

3 Comp. Matt. 9: 15; Gal. 4: 9; 5: 1.

* "Evpofftn^ ini^ aridns rictus. See Tertullian, De Jejuu, 15; Ilippolvtus,

Philos. VIM. 19.
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the general custom of surrouncling the funeral with solemn rites

and prayers, and giving the tomb a sacred and inviolable cha-

racter. The profane violation of the dead and robbery of graves

were held in desecration, and jDunished by law.^ No traditions

and hnvs were more sacred among the Egyptians, Greeks, and

Romans than those that guarded and protected the shades of the

departed who can do no harm to any of the living. " It is the

popular belief," says Tertullian, " that the dead cannot enter

Hades before they are buried." Patroclus appears after his

death to his friend Achilles in a dream, and thus exhorts him to

provide for his speedy burial

:

"Achilles, sleepest thou, forgetting me?
Never of me unmindful in my life,

Thou dost neglect me dead. O, bury me
Quickly, and give me entrance through the gates

Of Hades ; for the souls, the forms of those

Who live no more, repulse me, suffering not

That I should join their company beyond

The river, and I now must wander round

The spacious portals of the House of Death." *

Christianity intensified this regard for the departed, and gave

it a solid foundation by the doctrine of the immortality of the

soul and the resurrection of the body. Julian the Apostate

traced the rapid spread and power of that religion to three

causes : benevolence, care of the dead, and honesty.^ After the

persecution under Marcus Aurelius, the Christians in Southern

Gaul were much distressed because the enraged heathens Avould

not deliver them the corpses of their brethren for burial.*

Sometimes the vessels of the church were sold for the purjjose.

During the ravages of M^ar, famine, and pestilence, they con-

sidered it their duty to bury the heathen as well as their fellow-

^ And it occurs occasionally even among Christian nations. The corpse of

the richest merchant prince of New York, Alexander T. Stewart (d. 1876),

was stolen from St. Mark's grave-yard, and his splendid mausoleum in Gar-

den City on Long Island is empty.

" Iliad XXIII. 81-88, in Bryant's translation (II. 284).

3 Epist. XLIX. ad Arsacium, the pagan high-priest in Galatia.

* Eus. IX. 8.
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Christians. When a pestilence depopulated the cities in the

reigu of the tyrannical persecutor Maxirainus, " the Christians

were the only ones in the midst of such distressing circumstances

that exhibited sympathy and humanity in their conduct. They

continued the whole day, some in the care and burial of the

dead, for numberless were they for whom there was none to

care; others collected the multitude of those wasting by the

famine throughout the city, and distributed bread among all.

So that the fact was cried abroad, and men glorified the God of

the Christians, constrained, as they were by the facts, to acknow-

ledge that these were the only really pious and the only real

worshippers of God."^ Lactantius says: "The last and greatest

office of piety is the burying of strangers and the poor; which

subject these teachers of virtue and justice have not touched

upon at all, as they measure all their duties by utility. We will

not suffer the image and workmanship of God to lie exposed as

a prey to beasts and birds ; but we will restore it to the earth,

from which it had its origin ; and although it be in the case of

an unknown man, we will fulfil the office of relatives, into

whose place, since they are wanting, let kindness succeed ; and

wherever there shall be need of man, there we will think that

our duty is required."^

The early church differed from the pagan and even from the

Jewish notions by a cheerful and hopeful view of death, and

by discarding lamentations, rending of clothes, and all signs of

extravagant grief. The terrors of the grave were dispelled by the

light of the resurrection, and the idea of death was transformed

into the idea of a peaceful slumber. No one, says Cyprian,

should be made sad by death, since in living is labor and peril,

in dying peace and the certainty of resurrection ; and he quotes

the examples of Enoch who was translated, of Simeon who

wished to depart in peace, several passages from Paul, and the

assurance of the Lord that he went to the Father to prepare

heavenly mansions for us.^ The day of a believer's deatli, espe-

1 Eusebius, 11. E. V. 1. ^ instit. Div. VI. c. 12. 3 Tcstivi. I. III. c. 58.
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cially if he were a martyr, was called the day of his heavenly

birth. His grave was surrounded with symbols of hope and of

victory; anchors, harps, palms, crowns. The primitive Chris-

tians always showed a tender care for the dead ; under a vivid

impression of the unbroken communion of saints and the future

resurrection of the body in glory. For Christianity redeems the

body as well as the soul, and consecrates it a temple of the Holy

Spirit. Hence the Greek and Roman custom of burning the

corpse {crematio) was repugnant to Christian feeling and the

sacredness of the body.^ Tertullian even declared it a symbol

of the fire of hell, and Cyprian regarded it as equivalent to

apostasy. In its stead, the church adopted the primitive

Jewish usage of burial [inhumatio),^ practiced also by the Egyp-

tians and Babylonians. The bodies of the dead were washed,^

wrapped in linen cloths,^ sometimes embalmed,^ and then, in the

presence of ministers, relatives, and friends, with prayer and

singing of psalms, committed as seeds of immortality to the

bosom of the earth. Funeral discourses were very common as

early as the Nicene period.^ But in the times of persecution the

interment was often necessarily performed as hastily and secretly

as possible. The death-days of martyrs the church celebrated

annually at their graves with oblations, love-feasts, and the

Lord's Supper. Families likewise commemorated their departed

members in the domestic circle. The current prayers for the

dead were originally only thanksgivings for the grace of God

^ Comp. 1 Cor. 3 : 16 ; 6 : 19 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 1(3. Burial was the prevailing

Oriental and even the earlier Roman custom before the empire, and was

afterwards restored, no doubt under the influence of Christianity. Minncins

Felix Rnys (Octav- c. 34): ^' Vetcrem et meliorem consuetudineni Innnandi fre-

quentmnva." Comp. Cicero, De Leg. II. 22; Pliny, Hist. JSxit. VII. 54; Augus-

tin, De Civ Dei I. 12, 13. Sometimes rle.id Christians were burned during the

persecution by the hentlien to ridicule their hope of a resurrection.

2 Comp. Gen. 23 : 19; Matt. 27: 60; .John 11 : 17; Acts 5 : 6; 8: 2.

'Acts 9: 37.

* Matt. 27 : 59 ; Luke 23 : 53
; John 11 : 44.

6 John 19: 39 pq. ; 12: 7.

^ We have the funeral orations of Eusebius at the death of Constantine, of

Gresjory of Nazianzum on his father, brother, and sister, of Ambrose tu

Theodo.sius.
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manifested to them. But they afterwards passed into interces-

sions, without any warrant in the teaching of the apostles, and

in connection with questionable views in regard to the interme-

diate state. Tertulliau, for instance, in his argument against

second marriage, says of the Christian widow, she prays for the

soul of her departed husband,' and brings her annual oifering

on the day of his departure.

The same feeling of the inseparable communion of saints gave

rise to the usage, unknown to the heathens, of consecrated places

of common burial.^ For these cemeteries, the Christians, in the

times of persecution, when they were mostly poor and enjoyed

no corporate rights, selected remote, secret spots, and especially

subterranean vaults, called at first crypts, but after the sixth

century commonly termed catacombs, or resting-places, which

have been discussed in a previous chapter.

We close with a few stanzas of the Spanish poet Prudentius

(d. 405), in which he gives forcible expression to the views and

feelings of the ancient church before the open grave :^

" No more, all, no more sad complaining

;

Resign these fond pledges to earth

:

Stay, mothers, the thick-falling tear-drops;

This death is a heavenly birth.

Take, Earth, to thy bosom so tender,—
Take, nourish this body. How fair,

How noble in death I We surrender

These relics of man to thy care.

This, this was the home of the spirit,

Once built by the breath of our God;

And here, in the light of his wisdom,

Christ, Head of the risen, abode.

^ "Pro anima ejus orat." Compare, however, the prevailing clieerfiil tone

of the epijjraphs in the catacombs, p. 301-303.

* Koi/nirr/pai, cimeterin, clorwiloria, arete.

* From liis lum moesta qiiiesce querela, the conchidinj^ part of his tentli

Catheinerinon, Opera, ed. Obbariiis (1845), p. 41 ; Schaff, Christ in. So7}(j, p. 506

(London ed.V Another version by E. Caswall :
" Cease, yc tearful mourners,

Thus your liearts to rend : Death is life's beginning Rather than its end."
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Guard well the dear treasure we lend thee

The Maker, the Saviour of men

:

Shall never forget His beloved,

But claim His owu likeness again."
^

§ 103. Summary of Moral Reforms.

Christianity represents tlie thoughts and purposes of God in

history. They shine as so many stars in the darkness of sin and

error. They are unceasingly opposed, but make steady progress

and are sure of final victory. Heathen ideas and practices with

their degrading influences controlled the ethics, politics, litera-

ture, and the house and home of emperor and peasant, when the

little band of despised and persecuted followers of Jesus of Xa-

zareth began the unequal struggle against overwhelming odds

and stubborn habits. It was a straggle of faith against super-

stition, of love against selfishness, of purity agaiuvst corruption,

of spiritual forces against political and social power.

Under the inspiring influence of the spotless purity of Christ's

teaching and example, and aided here and there by the nobler

instincts and tendencies of philosophy, the Christian church

from the beginning asserted the individual rights of man, recog-

nized the divine image in every rational being, taught the com-

mon creation and common redemption, the destination of all far

immortality and glory, raised the humble and the lowly, comforted

the prisoner and captive, the stranger and the exile, proclaimed

chastity as a fundamental virtue, elevated woman to dignity and

equality with man, upheld the sanctity and inviolability of the

marriage tie, laid the foundation of a Christian family and happy

home, moderated the evils and undermined the foundations of

slavery, opposed polygamy and concubinage, emancipated the

children from the tyrannical control of parents, denounced the

exposure of children as murder, made relentless war upon the

bloody games of the arena and the circus, and the shocking in-

decencies of the theatre, upon cruelty and oppression and every

vice, infused into a heartless and loveless world the spirit of

love and brotherhood, transformed sinners into saints, frail

Vol II.—25
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women into heroines, and lit up the darkness of the tomb by the

bright ray of unending bliss in heaven.

Christianity reformed society from the bottom, and built up-

wards until it reached the middle and higher classes, and at last

the emperor himself. Then soon after the conversion of Con-

.stantine it began to influence legislation, abolished cruel insti-

tutions, and enacted laws which breathe the spirit of justice and

humanity. We may deplore' the evils which followed in the

train of the union of church and state, but we must not over-

look its many wholesome effects upon the Justinian code which

gave Christian ideas an institutional form and educational power

for whole generations to this day. From that time on also be-

gan the series of charitable institutions for widows and orphans,

for the poor and the sick, the blind and the deaf, the intempe-

rate and criminal, and for the care of all unfortunate,—institu-

tions which we seek in vain in any other but Christian countries.

Nor should the excesses of asceticism blind us against the

moral heroism of renouncing rights and enjoyments innocent

in themselves, but so generally abused and poisoned, that total

abstinence seemed to most of the early fathers the only radical

and effective cure. So in our days some of the best of men

regard total abstinence rather than temperance, the remedy of

the fearful evils of intemperance.

Christianity could not pre^'ent the irruption of the Northern

barbarians and the collapse of the Roman empire. The pro-

cess of internal dissolution had gone too far; nations as well

as individuals may physically and morally sink so low that they

arc beyond the possibility of recovery. Tacitus, the hcarhen

Stoic in the second century, and Salvianus, the Christian pres-

byter in the fifth, each a Jeremiah of his age, predicted the

approaching doom and destruction of Roman society, looked

towards the savage races of the North for fresh blood and new

vi<»-or. But the Keltic and Germanic conquerors would have

turned Southern Europe into a vast solitude (as the Turks have

laid waste the fliirest portions of Asia), if they had not embraced

the principles, laws, and institutions of the Christian church.



CHAPTER IX.

ASCETIC TENDENCIES.

§ 104. Ascetic Virtue and Piety.

Ad. Mohleb (R. C.) : Geschichte des Monchthums in der Zeit seiner ersten

Entstehung u. ersten Ausbildung, 1836 (" Vermischte Schriften," ed.
Dollinger. Regensb. 1839,«I. p. 165 sqq.).

Is. Taylor (Independent) : Ancimt Christianity, 4th ed. London, 1844,
I. 133-299 (anti-Puseyite and anti Catholic).

H. Rltffner (Presbyt.) : The Fathers of the Desert; or an Account of
the Origin and Practice of Monkery among heathen nations ; its pas-
sage into the church ; and some wonderful Stories of the Fathers con-
cerning the primitive Monks and Hermits. N. York, 1850. 2 vols.

Otto Zockler (Lutheran) : Krifische Geschichte der Askese. Frkf. and
Erlangen, 1863 (434 pages).

P. E. Lucius : Die Therapeuten und ihre Stellung in der Geschichte der
Askese. Strasburg, 1879.

H. WEiJfGARTEN : Ueber den Ursprung des Mdnchfhims im nacJi-Kon-
stantinischen Zeitalter. Gotha, 1877. And his article in Herzog's
"Encykl." new ed. vol. X. (1882) p. 758 sqq. (abridged in SchafF's
Herzog, vol. II. 1551 sqq. N. Y. 1883).

Ad, Harxack : Das Monchthum, seine Ideale und seine Geschichte,

Giessen, 1882.

The general literature on Monasticism is immense, but belongs to

the next period. See vol. IIL 147 sq,, and the list of books in

Zockler, I. c p. 10-16.

Here we enter a field where the early church appears most
remote from the free spirit of evangelical Protestantism and
modern ethics, and stands nearest the legalistic and monastic

ethics of Greek and Roman Catholicism. Christian life was
viewed as consisting mainly in certain outward exercises, rather

than an inward disposition, in a multiplicity of acts rather than

a life of faith. The great ideal of virtue was, according to the

prevailing notion of the fathers and councils, not so much to

transform the world and sanctify the natural things and rela-

387
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tions created by God, as to flee from the world into monastic

seclusion, and voluntarily renounce property and marriage.

The Pauline doctrine of faith and of justification by grace

alone steadily retreated, or rather, it was never yet rightly en-

throned in the general thought and life of the church. The

qualitative view of morality yielded more and more to quanti-

tative calculation by the number of outward meritorious and

even supererogatory Avorks, prayer, fasting, alms-giving, volun-

tary poverty, and celibacy. This necessarily brought with it a

Judaizing self-righteousness and over-estimate of the ascetic

life, which developed, by an irresii^tible impulse, into the her-

mit-life and monasticism of the Nicene age. All the germs of

this asceticism appear in the second half of the third century,

and even earlier.

Asceticism in general is a rigid outward self-discipline, by

which the spirit strives after full dominion over the flesh, and

a superior grade of virtue.^ It includes not only that true

moderation or restraint of the animal appetites, which is a

universal Christian duty, but total abstinence from enjoyments

in themselves lawful, from wine, animal food, property, and

marriage, together with all kinds of penances and mortifications

of the body. In the union of the abstractive and penitential

elements, or of self-denial and self-punishment, the catholic

asceticism stands forth complete in light and shade ; exhibiting,

on the one hand, wonderful examples of heroic renunciation

I'AfTK^fT^f, from oTA-f'u. to exercise, to strengthen ; primarily apj>lio(l to athletic

and gvninastic exercises, but used also, even by the heatliens and by Philo, of

moral self-discipline. Clement of Alex, represents the whole Christian life as

an anKT]ni(; (Strom. IV. 22) and calls the patriarch Jacob an aaKr^riig (Pcedag.

I. 7). But at the same time the term aPKr/rni was applied from the middle of

the second century by Athenagoras, Tertullian, Origen, Eusebius, Athanasinsi

Epiphanius, Jerome, etc., to a special class of self-denying Christians.

Clement of Alex, styles them aiXrurciv tKXtKroTFpoi (Quis Dives salv. 36; Sirom.

VIII. 15"). Thus ''ascetics" assumed the same meaning as ''religious" in the

middle ages. Ziickler takes a comprehensive view of asceticism, and divides

it into eight branches, 1) the asceticism of penal discipline and welf-castigation

;

2) of domestic life; 3) of diet (fasting, abstinence) ; 4) of sexual life (celibacy);

5) of devotion; 6) of contemplation; 7) of practical life; 8) of social life

(solitude, poverty, obedience).
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of self and the world, but very often, on the other, a total mis-

apprehension and perversion of Christian morality ; the renun-

ciation involving more or less a Gnostic contempt of the gifts

and ordinances of the God of nature, and the penance or self-

punishment running into practical denial of the all-sufficient

merits of Christ. The ascetic and monastic tendency rests

primarily upon a lively, though morbid sense of the sinfulness

of the flesh and the corruption of the world ; then upon the

desire for solitude and exclusive occupation with divine things;

and finally, upon the ambition to attain extraordinary holiness

and merit. It would anticipate upon earth the life of ano-els in

heaven.^ It substitutes an abnormal, self-appointed virtue and
piety for the normal forms prescribed by the Creator ; and not

rarely looks down upon the divinely-ordained standard with

spiritual pride. It is a mark at once of moral strength and
moral weakness. It presumes a certain degree of culture, in

which man has emancipated himself from the powers of nature

and risen to the consciousness of his moral calling ; but thinks

to secure itself against temptation only by entire separation

from the world, instead of standing in the world to overcome it

and transform it into the kingdom of God.

Asceticism is by no means limited to the Christian church,

but it there developed its highest and noisiest form. We observe

kindred phenomena long before Christ ; among the Jews, in the

Nazarites, the Essencs, and the cognate Therapeutffi,^ and still

more among the heathens, in the old Persian and Indian re-

ligions, especially among the Buddhists, who have even a fully

developed system of monastic life, which struck some Roman

^ ]\Iatt. 22
: 30. Hence the frequent designation of monastic life as a vita

angelica.

2 As described by Philo in bis tract De vita eontemplativn (nepl /3mv

^eufjr/TiKnv). Eusebius (II. 17) mistook the Therapeutse for Cliristian ascetics,

and later historians for Christian monks. It was supposed that Philo was
converted by the Apostle Peter. This error was not dispelled till after the
Eeformation. Lucius, in his recent monograph, sees in that tract an apology
of Cliristian asceticism written at the close of the third century under the
name of Philo. But Weingarten (in Herzog X. 761 sqq.) again argues for
the Jewish, though post-Philonic origin of that book.
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missionaries as the devil's caricature of the Catholic system.

In Egypt the priests of Serapis led a monastic life.^ There is

something in the very climate of the land of the Pharaohs, in

its striking contrast between the solitude of the desert and the

fertility of the banks of the Nile, so closely bordering on each

other, and in the sepulchral sadness of the people, which induces

men to withdraw from the busy turmoil and the active duties

of life. It is certain that the first Christian hermits and monks

were Egyptians. Even the Grecian philosophy was conceived

by the Pythagoreans, the Platonists, and the Stoics, not as

theoretical knowledge merely, but also as practical wisdom, and

frequently joined itself to the most rigid abstemiousness, so that

" philosopher " and " ascetic " were interchangeable terms.

Several apologists of the second century had by this prac-

tical philosophy, particularly the Platonic, been led to Chris-

tianity ; and they on this account retained their simple dress

and mode of life. Tertullian congratulates the philosopher's

cloak on having now become the garb of a better philosophy.

In the show of self-denial the Cynics, the followers of Diogenes,

went to the extreme ; but these, at least in their later degenerate

days, concealed under the guise of bodily squalor, untrimmed

nails, and uncombed hair, a vulgar cynical spirit, and a bitter

hatred of Christianity.

In the ancient church there was a special class of Christians

of both sexes who, under the name of " ascetics " or " ab-

stinents," ^ though still living in the midst of the community,

retired from society, voluntarily renounced marriage and prop-

erty, devoted themselves wholly to fasting, prayer, and religious

contemplation, and strove thereby to attain Christian perfection.

Sometimes they formed a society of their own,^ for mutual im-

* The Serapis monks have been made known by the researches of Letronne,

Boissier, and especially Briinet de Presle {Memoire sur le Serapeum de Memphis,

1852 and 1865). Weingarten derives Christian monasticism from this source,

and traces the resemblance of the two. Pachomius w:i.s himself a monk of

Serapis before his conversion. See Revillout, iie reclus du Serapeum (Pans

1880, quoted by Weingarten in Herzog X. 784).

2 'AcKT/raly coniinentes; also irapSevoCj virgines. ' WaKTirZ/piof.
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provement, an ccdesiola in ecdesla, in which even children

could be received and trained to abstinence. They shared with

the confessors the greatest regard from their fellow-Christians,

had a separate seat in the public worship, and were considered

the fairest ornaments of the church. In times of persecution

they sought with enthusiasm a martyr's death as the crown of

perfection.

While as yet each congregation was a lonely oasis in the

desert of the world's corruption, and stood in downright ojjposi-

tion to the surrounding heathen world, these ascetics had no

reason for separating from it and flying into the desert. It was

under and after Constantine, and partly as the result of the

union of church and state, the consequent transfer of the world

into the church, and the cessation of martyrdom, that asceticism

developed itself to anchoretism and monkery, and endeavored

thus to save the virgin purity of the church by carrying it into

the wilderness. The first Cliristian hermit, Paul of Thebes, is

traced back to the middle of the third century, but is lost in the

mist of fable ; St. Anthony, the real father of monks, belongs

to the age of Constantine.^ At the time of Cyprian ^ there was

as yet no absolutely binding vow. The early origin and wide

spread of this ascetic life are due to the deep moral earnestness

of Christianity, and the prevalence of sin in all the social rela-

tions of the then still thoroughly pagan world. It was the

1 Paul of Thebes withdrew in his sixteenth year, under the Decian persecu-

tion (250), to a cavern in the lower Thebais, and Jived there for one hundred
and thirteen years, fed by a raven, and known only to God until St. Anthony,

about 350, revealed his existence to the world. But his biography is a pious

romance of Jerome, the most zealous promoter of asceticism and monasticism

in the West. " The Life of St. Anthony " (d. about 356) is usually ascribed to

St. Athanasins, and has undoubtedly a strong historic foundation. Eusebius

never mentions him, for the two passages in the Chronicon (ed. Schone II. 192,

195) belong to the continuation of Jerome. But soon after the middle of the

fourth century Anthony was regarded as the patriarch of monasticism, and his

biography exerted great influence upon Gregory of Nazianzum, Jerome, and

Augustin. See vol. III. 179 sqq. Weingarten denies the Athanasian author-

ship of the biography, but not the historic existence of Anthony (in Herzog,

revised ed. vol. X. 774).

2 Epist. LXII.
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excessive development of the negative, world-rejectinc; element

in Christianity, which preceded its positive effort to transform

and sanctify the world.

The ascetic principle, however, was not confined, in its influ-

ence, to the proper ascetics and monks. It ruled more or less

the entire morality and piety of the ancient and mediaeval

church ; though, on the other hand, there were never wanting

in her bosom protests of the free evangelical spirit against

moral narrowness and excessive regard to the outward works

of the law. The ascetics were but the most consistent repre-

sentatives of the old catholic piety, and were commended as

such by the apologists to the heathens. They formed the spirit-

ual nobility, the flower of the church, and served especially as

examples to the clergy.

§ 105. Heretical and Catholic Asceticism.

But wc must now distinguish two different kinds of asceticism

in Christian antiquity : a heretical and an orthodox or catholic.

The former rests on heathen philosophy, the latter is a develop-

ment of Christian ideas.

The heretical asceticism, the beginnings of which are resisted

in the New Testament itself,^ meets us in the Gnostic and

Manichsean sects. It is descended from Oriental and Platonic

ideas, and is based on a dualistic view of the world, a cour

fusion of sin with matter, and a perverted idea of God and

the creation. It places God and the world at irreconcilable

enmity, derives the creation from an inferior being, considers

the human body substantially evil, a product of the devil or the

demiurge, and makes it the great moral business of man to rid

himself of the same, or gradually to annihilate it, Avhethor by

excessive abstinence or by unbridled indulgence. Many of the

Gnostics placed the fall itself in the first gratification of the

sexual desire, which subjected man to the dominion of the

Hyle.

1 1 Tim. 4:3; Col. 2 : 16 sqq. Comp. Rom. 14.
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The orthodox or catholic asceticism starts from a literal and

overstraiaed coustructiou of certain passages of Scripture. It

admits that all nature is the work of God and the object of his

love, and asserts the divine origin and destiny of the human

body, without which there could, in fact, be no resurrection,

and hence no admittance to eternal glory.^ It therefore aims

not to mortify the body, but perfectly to control and sanctify it.

For the metaphysical dualism between spirit and matter, it sub-

stitutes the ethical conflict between the spirit and the flesh.

But in practice it exceeds the simple and sound limits of the

Bible, falsely substitutes the bodily appetites and affections, or

sensuous nature, as such, for the flesh, or the principle of selfish-

ness, which resides in the soul as well as the body ; and thus,

with all its horror of heresy, really joins in the Gnostic and

Manicheean hatred of the body as the prison of the spirit. This

comes out especially in the depreciation of marriage and the

family life, that divinely appointed nursery of church and state,

and in excessive self-inflictions, to which the apostolic piety

affords not the remotest parallel. The heathen Gnostic prin-

ciple of separation from the world and frcjm the body,^ as a

means of self-redemption, after being theoretically exterminated,

stole into the church by a back door of practice, directly in face

of the Christian doctrine of the high destiny of the body and

perfect redemption through Christ.

The Alexandrian fathers furnished a theoretical basis for

this asceticism in the distinction of a lower and higher morality,

which corresponds to the Platonic or Pythagorean distinction

between the life according to nature and the life above nature,

or the practical and contemplative life. It was previously sug-

gested by Hermas about the middle of the second century.^ Ter-

' The 51st Apostolic Canon, while favoring asceticism as a useful discipline,

condemns those who "abhor" things in themselves innocent, as marriage, or

flesh, or wine, and "blasphemously slander God's work, forgetting that all

things are very good, and that God made man, male and female.'' The
Canon implies that there were such heretical ascetics in the church, and they

are threatened with excommunication.
' Entweltlichung and Entleiblichung.

* Pastor Hermce. Simil. V. 3. " If you do any good beyond or outside of
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tullian made a corresponding opposite distinction of mortal and

venial sins/ Here was a source of serious practical errors, and

an encouragement both to moral laxity and ascetic extravagance.

The g,scetics, and afterwards the monks, formed or claimed to

be a moral nobility, a spiritual aristocracy, above the common

Christian people ; as the clergy stood in a separate caste of in-

violable dignity above the laity, who were content with a lower

grade of virtue. Clement of Alexandria, otherwise remarkable

for his elevated ethical views, requires of .the sage or gnostic,

that he excel the plain Christian not only by higher knowledge,

but also by higher, emotionless virtue, and stoical superiority to

all bodily conditions; and he inclines to regard the body, with

Plato, as the grave and fetter^ of the soul. How little he un-

derstood the Pauline doctrine of justification by faith, may be

inferred from a passage in the Stromata, where he explains the

word of Christ :
" Thy faith hath saved thee," as referring, not

to faith simply, but to the Jews only, who lived according to

the law; as if faith was something to be added to the good

works, instead of being the source and principle of the holy life.^

Origen goes still further, and propounds quite distinctly the

catholic doctrine of two kinds of morality and piety, a lower

for all Christians, and a higher for saints or the select few.* He

what is commanded by God (f/crof rt'/r kvroJj'i^ tov i9foi'), you will gain for

youi-self more abundant glory {(^o^nv nepiaaoripav), and will be more honored

by God than you would otherwise be"
^ Peccata irremissibilia and remissibilui, or mortalia and venialia.

2 Tdcpoc, 6ea/i6r.

'Strom. VI. 14 ;
'' When we hear, ' Thy faith hath saved thee' (Mark 5 : 34),

we do not understand liim to say absolutely that those who have believed in

any way whatever shall be saved, unless also works follow. But it was to the

Jews alone that he spoke this utterance, who kept the law and lived blame-

lessly, who wanted only faith in the Lord."

* In Ep ad Rom. c. iii. ed. de la Rue iv. p. 507 :
" Bonec quis hoc iantnm fncU,

quod debet, i. e. quce prxcepta sunt, imitiUs servm. Si autem addas aliquid ad

prceceplum, tunc non jam inutilis sei-vus eris, sed dieetur ad te : Eurje serve hone "t

fidelix. Quid autem sit quod addatur prceceptis et supra debiturn fiat Paidus ap.

dixit: De virginibu^ autem proeceptum Domini non habeo, consilium autem do.

tamquam misericordiam assecu'us a Domino (ICor. 7: 25). Hoc opus super

pneceptum est. Et iterum prmceptum est, vt hi qui evangelium nune.iant, de

ev'ineJio vivant. Paulus autem dirit, quia nullo horum usus sum: et ideo non

inutilis er.it sei~vu,% sedfidclis et prudens."
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includes in the higher morality works of supererogation/ {. e.

works not enjoined indeed in the gospel, yet recommended as

counsels of perfection,^ which were supposed to establish a pe-

culiar merit and secure a higher deg-ree of blessedness. He
who does only what is required of all is an unprofitable ser-

vant;^ but he who does more, who performs, for example, what

Paul, in 1 Cor. 7: 25, merely recommends, concerning the

single state, or like him, resigns his just claim to temporal

remuneration for spiritual service, is called a good and faithful

servant.*

Among these works were reckoned martyrdom, voluntary

poverty, and voluntary celibacy. All three, or at least the last

two of these acts, in connection with the positive Christian vir-

tues, belong to the idea of the higher perfection, as distinguished

from the fulfilment of regular duties, or ordinary morality. To

poverty and celibacy was afterwards added absolute obedience

;

and these three things were the main subjects of the consilia

evangelica and the monastic vow.

The ground on which these particular virtues were so strongly

urged is easily understood. Property, which is so closely allied

to the selfishness of man and binds him to the earth, and sexual

intercourse, which brings out sensual passion in its greatest

streno-th, and which nature herself covers with the veil of mo-

desty;—these present themselves as the firmest obstacles to that

perfection, in which God alone is our possession, and Christ

alone our love and delight.

In these things the ancient heretics went to the extreme.

The Ebionites made poverty the condition of salvation. The

Gnostics were divided between the two excesses of absolute self-

denial and unbridled self-indulgence. The Marcionites, Carpo-

cratians, Prodicians, false Basilidians, and Manichfeans objected

to individual property, from hatred to the material world ; and

' Opera supererogatoria.

^ Matt. 19 : 21 ; Luke 14: 26; 1 Cor. 7 ; 8 sq. 25. Hence consilia evangelica,

in distinction from prcecepta.

3 Luke 17: 10. * Matt. 25: 2L
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Epiphanes, in a book "on Justice" about 125, defined virtue as

a community with equality, and advocated the community of

goods and women. The more earnest of these heretics entirely

prohibited marriage and procreation as a diabolical work, as

in the case of Saturninus, Marcion, and the Encratites ; while

other Gnostic sects substituted for it the most shameless promis-

cuous intercourse, as in Carpocrates, Epiphanes, and the Xico-

laitans.

The ancient church, on the contrary, held to the divine insti-

tution of property and marriage, and was content to recommend

the voluntary renunciation of these intrinsically lawful pleasures

to the few elect, as means of attaining Christian perfection. She

declared marriage holy, virginity more holy. But unquestion-

ably even the church fathers so exalted the higher holiness of

virginity, as practically to neutralize, or at least seriously to

^weaken, their assertion of the holiness of marriage. The Roman
church, in spite of the many Bible examples of married men of

God from Abraham to Peter, can conceive no real holiness with-

out celibacy, and therefore requires celibacy of its clergy without

exception.

§ 106. Voluntary Poverty.

The recommendation of voluntary poverty was based on a

literal interpretation of the Lord's advice to the rich young

ruler, who had kept all the commandments from his youth up :

" If thou wouldest be perfect, go, sell that thou hast, and give

to the poor, and thou sha]t have treasure in heaven: and come,

follow me."* To this Avere added the actual examples of the

poverty of Christ and his apostles, and the community of goods

in the first Christian church at Jerusalem, Many Christians,

not of the ascetics only, but also of the clergy, like Cyprian,

accordingly gave up all their property at their conversion, for

the benefit of the poor. The later monastic societies sought to

represent in their community of goods the original equality and

the perfect brotherhood of men.

Yet on the other hand, we meet with more moderate views.

1 Matt. I'J : 21.
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Clement of Alexandria, for example, in a special treatise on the

right use of wealth,^ observes, that the Saviour forbade not so

much the j)ossession of earthly property, as the love of it and

desire for it; and that it is possible to retain the latter, even

though the possession itself be renounced. The earthly, says he,

is a material and a means for doing good, and the unequal dis-

tribution of jjroperty is a divine provision for the exercise of

Christian love and beneficence. The true riches are the virtue,

which can and should maintain itself under all outward condi-

tions ; the false are the mere outward possession, which comes

and goes.

§ 107. Yoluniary Celibacy.

The old catholic exaggeration of celibacy attached itself to

four passages of Scripture, viz. Matt. 19: 12; 22: 30; 1 Cor.

7: 7 sqq.; and Rev. 14: 4; but it went far beyond them, and

unconsciously admitted influences from foreign modes of thought.

The words of the Lord in Matt. 22 : 30 (Luke 20 : 35 sq.) were

most frequently cited ; but they exjiressly limit unmarried life

to the angels, without setting it up as the model for men. Rev.

14: 4 was taken by some of the fathers more correctly in the

symbolical sense of freedom from the pollution of idolatry.

The example of Christ, though often urged, cannot here furnish

a rule; for the Son of God and Saviour of the world was too far

above all the daughters of Eve to find an equal companion

among them, and in any case cannot be conceived as holding

such relations. The whole church of the redeemed is his pure

bride. Of the apostles some at least were married, and among

them Peter, the oldest and most prominent of all. The advice

of Paul in 1 Cor. ch. 7 is so cautiously given, that even here

the view of the fathers found but partial support ; especially if

balanced with the Pastoral Epistles, where marriage is presented

as the proper condition for the clergy. JSTevertheless he was

frequently made the apologist of celibacy by orthodox and

^ T/f 6 acji^opsvog izAovciog.
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heretical writers.^ Judaism—with the exception of tlie pagan-

izing Essenes, who abstained from marriage—highly honors the

family life ; it allows marriage even to the priests and the high-

priests, who had in fact to maintain their order by physical

reproduction ; it considers unfruitfulness a disgrace or a curse.

Heathenism, on the contrary, just because of its own degrada-

tion of woman, and its low, sensual conception of marriage, fre-

quently includes celibacy in its ideal of morality, and associates it

with worship. The noblest form of heathen virginity appears

in the six Vestal virgins of Rome, who, while girls of from six

to ten years, were selected for the service of the pure goddess,

and set to keep the holy fire burning on its altar ; but, after

serving thirty years, were allowed to return to secular life and

marry. The penalty for breaking their vow of chastity was to

be buried alive in the campus sceleratus.

The ascetic depreciation of marriage is thus due, at least in

part, to the influence of heathenism. But with this was asso-

ciated the Christian enthusiasm for angelic purity in opposition

to the horrible licentiousness of the Grasco-Roman world. It

was long before Christianity raised woman and the family life

to the puritv and dignity which became them in the kingdom of

God. In this view, we may the more easily account for many

expressions of the church fathers respecting the female sex, and

warnings against intercourse with women, which to us, in the

present state of European and American civilization, sound per-

fectly coarse and unchristian. John of Damascus has collected

in his Parallels such patristic expressions as these :
" A woman

is an evil." " A rich woman is a double evil." " A beautiful

Avoman is a whited sepulchre." " Better is a man's wickedness

than a woman's goodness." The men who could write so, must

' Thus, for example, in the rather worthless apocryphal Acta Patili et Thrclce,

which are first mentioned by Tertiillian (De BaptUmo, c. 17, as the production

of a certain Asiatic presbyter), and must therefore have existed in the second

century. There Paul is made to say : MaKdpioi ol iyKpare'i^, 'on avrolg Aa'kriaei

6 i?Edf . . finrnpioi ol exovrtg ywa'iKa^ wc nfj txovrei, bri avroi Klrjpovou^aovai rov

^e6i> . . , /lampia ra adofxara rcjv irapStvuv, on avra evapecr^aovaiv ru Gfijj Kat vvk.

CLTTo'k^aovntv TOP piax^ov Tf)g dyveiag avruv. See Tischendorf : Acta Apostolorwrn

Apocrypha. Lips, 1851, p. 42 sq.
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have forgotten the beautiful passages to the contrary in the

proverbs of Solomon
;

yea, they must have forgotten their own

mothers.

On the other hand, it may be said, that the preference given

to virginity had a tendency to elevate woman in the social sphere

and to emancipate her from that slavish condition under hea-

thenism, where she could be disposed of as an article of mer-

chandise by parents or guardians, even in infancy or childhood.

It should not be forgotten that many virgins of the early church

devoted their whole energies as deaconesses to the care of the

sick and the poor, or exhibited as martyrs a degree of passive

virtue and moral heroism altogether unknown before. Such

virgins Cyprian, in his rhetorical language, calls "the flowers of

the church, the masterpieces of grace, the ornament o*f nature,

the image of God reflecting the holiness of our Saviour, the

most illustrious of the flock of Jesus Christ, who commenced on

earth that life which we shall lead once in heaven."

The excessive regard for celibacy and the accompanying de-

preciation of marriage date from about the middle of the second

century, and reach their height in the Nicene age.

Ignatius, in his epistle to Polycarp, expresses himself as yet

very moderately :
" If any one can remain in chastity of the

flesh to the glory of the Lord of the flesh " [or, according to an-

other reading, "of tlie flesh of the Lord], let him remain thus

without boasting;^ if he boast, he is lost, and if it be made

known, beyond the bishop,^ he is ruined." What a stride from

this to the obligatory celibacy of the clergy ! Yet the admoni-

tion leads us to suppose, that celibacy was thus early, in the

beginning of the second century, in many cases, boasted of as

meritorious, and allowed to nourish spiritual pride. Ignatius is

' 'Ey (iKavx^ia fiev(.T<j.

« Edi^ yi>(oa9i) 7r7a]v rov e-iaKdrzou, according to the larger Greek recension,

c. 5, with which the Syriac (c. 2) and Armenian versions agree. But the

eliorter Greek recension reads 7T?ihv for tta;;!', which would give the sense :

"If he think hims If (on that account) above the (married) bishop; si Tiia-

jorcm se episcopo cniseal,"
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the first to call voluntary virgins brides of Christ and jewels of

Christ.

Justin Martyr goes further. He points to many Christians of

both sexes who lived to a great age unpolluted ; and he desires

celibacy to prevail to the greatest possible extent. He refers to

the example of Christ, and expresses the singular opinion, that

the Lord was born of a virgin only to put a limit to sensual

desire, and to show that God could produce without the sexual

agency of man. His disciple Tatian ran even to the Gnostic

extreme upon this point, and, in a lost work on Christian per-

fection, condemned conjugal cohabitation as a fellowship of cor-

ruption destructive of prayer. At the same period Athenagoras

wrote, in his Apology :
" Many may be found among us, of both

sexes, M'ho grow old unmarried, full of hope that they are in

this way more closely united to God."

Clement of Alexandria is the most reasonable of all the

fathers in his views on this point. He considers eunuchism a

special gift of divine grace, but without yielding it on this ac-

count preference above the married state. On the contrary, he

vindicates with great decision the moral dignity and sanctity of

marriage against the heretical extravagances of his time, and

lays down the general principle, that Christianity stands not in

outward observances, enjoyments, and privations, but in right-

eousness and peace of heart. Of the Gnostics he says, that,

under the fair name of abstinence, they act impiously towards

the creation and the holy Creator, and repudiate marriage and

procreation on the ground that a man should not introduce

others into the world to their misery, and provide new nourish-

ment for death. He justly charges them with inconsistency in

despising- the ordinances of God and yet enjoying the nourish-

ment created by the same hand, breathing his air, and abiding

in his world. He rejects the appeal to the example of Christ,

because Christ needed no help, and because the church is his

bride. The apostles also he cites against the impugners of mar-

riage. Peter and Philip begot children; Philip gave his daugh-

ters in marriage; and even Paul hesitated not to speak of a
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female companion (rather only of his right to lead about such

an one, as well as Peter). \Ye seem translated iuto an entirely

different, Protestant atmosphere, when in this genial writer we

read : The perfect Christian, who has the apostles for his pat-

terns, proves himself truly a man in this, that he chooses not a

^solitary life, but marries, begets children, cares for the house-

hold, yet under all the temptations which his care for wife and

children, domestics and property, presents, swerves not from his

love to God, and as a Christian householder exhibits a miniature

of the all-ruling Providence.

But how little such views agreed Avith the spirit of that age,

we see in Clement's own stoical and Platonizing conception of

the sensual appetites, and still more in his great disciple Origen,

who voluntarily disabled himself in his youth, and could not

think of the act of generation as anything but polluting. Hie-

racas, or Hierax, of Leontopolis in Egypt, who lived during the

Diocletian persecution, and probably also belonged to the Alex-

andrian school, is said to have carried his asceticism to a hereti-

cal extreme, and to have declared virginity a condition of sal-

vation under the gospel disjDensation. Epiphanius describes him

as a man of extraordinary biblical and medical learning, who

knew the Bible by heart, wrote commentaries in the Greek and

Egyptian languages, but denied the resurrection of the material

body and the salvation of children, because there can be no re-

ward without conflict, and no conflict without knowledge (1

Tim. 2 : 11), He abstained from wine and animal food, and

gathered around him a society of ascetics, who were called Hie-

racitse.^ Methodius was an opponent of the spiritualistic, but

not of the ascetic Origen, and wrote an enthusiastic plea for vir-

ginity, founded on the idea of the church as the pure, unspotted,

1 Epiphan. Hcer: 67; August. Hcer. 47. Comp. Neander, Walch, and the

articles of Harnack in Herzog (VI. 100), and Salmon in Smith «S: Wace (III-

24). Epiphanius, the heresy hunter, probably exaggerated the doctrines of

Hieracas, although lie treats his asceticism with respect. It is hardly credible

that he should have excluded married Christians and all children from heaven

unless he understood by it only the highest degree of blessedness, as Neander

suggests.

Vol. II.—26
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ever young, and ever beautiful bride of God. Yet, quite re-

markably, in his " Feast of the Ten Virgins," the virgins ex-

press themselves respecting the sexual relations with a minute-

ness which, to our modern taste, is extremely indelicate and

offensive.

As to the Latin fathers : The views of Tertullian for and

against marriage, particularly against second marriage, we have

already noticed.^ . His disciple Cyprian differs from him in his

ascetic principles only by greater moderation in expression, and,

in his treatise De Habitu Virginum, commends the unmarried

life on the ground of Matt. 19: 12; 1 Cor. 7, and Rev. 14: 4.

Celibacy was most common with pious virgins, who married

themselves only to God or to Christ,^ and in the spiritual de-

lights of this heavenly union found abundant compensation for

the pleasures of earthly matrimony. But cases were not rare

where sensuality, thus violently suppressed, asserted itself under

other forms ; as, for example, in indolence and ease at the ex-

pense of the church, which Tertullian finds it necessary to cen-

sure ; or in the vanity and love of dress, which Cyprian rebukes

;

and, worst of all, in a desperate venture of asceticism, which

probably often enough resulted in failure, or at least filled the

imagination with impure thoughts. INIany of these heavenly

brides^ lived with male ascetics, and especially with unmarried

clergymen, under pretext of a purely spiritual fellowship, in so

intimate intercourse as to put their continence to the most peril-

ous test, and wantonly challenge temptation, from which we

should rather pray to be kept. This unnatural and shameless

practice was probably introduced by the Gnostics; Irenpeus at

least charges it upon them. The first trace of it in the c-hurch

appears early enough, though under a rather innocent allegorical

form, in the Pastor Hermce, which originated in the Roman

church.* It is next mentioned in the Pseudo-Clementine Epis-

1 See ? 99. p. 367. " Nnptrc Deo, Chrhto.

» ' A(5f?.^a/, sororeii (1 Cor. 9:5); afterwards cleverly called ywa'iKeg cvveiaaKToi,

mulicresi subintroductae. extraneae-

* Simil. IX. c. 11 (o(I. Gi'bluirdt & Harnack, p. 218). The Virgines,
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ties Ad Virgines. In the third century it prevailed widely in

the East and West. The worldly-minded bishop Paulus of

Antioch favored it by his own example. Cyprian of Carthage

came out earnestly/ and with all reason, against the vicious

practice, in spite of the solemn protestation of innocence by these

" sisters," and their appeal to investigations through midwives.

Several councils, at Elvira, Ancyra, Nicsea, &c., felt called upon

to forbid this pseudo-ascetic scandal. Yet the intercourse of

clergy with "muUeres subintroductce" rather increased than dimi-

nished with the increasing stringency of the celibate laws, and

has at all times more or less disgraced the Roman priesthood.

§ 108. Celibacy of the Clergy.

G. Calixtus (Luth.) : De conjug. dericorum. Helmst. 1631 ; ed. emend.

H. Ph. Kr. Henke, 1784, 2 Parts.

LuD. Thomassin (Rom. Cath., d. 1696) : Vetus et Nova Ecdesice Dis-

dplina. Lucae, 1728, 3 vols. fol. ; Mayence, 1787, also in French.

P. I. L. II. c. 60-67.

Fr. Zaccaria (R. C.) : Storia polemica del celibato sacra. Rom. 1774;

and Nuova giustificazione del celibato sacro. Fuligno, 1785.

F. W. Carove (Prot.) : Vollstdndige Sammlung der Colibatsgesetze.

Francf. 1823.

J. Ant. & Aug. Theixer (R. C.) : Die EinfUhrung der erzicungenen

Ehelosigkeit bei den Geisilidien u. ihre Folgen. Altenb. 1828 ; 2 vols.

;

second ed. Augsburg, 1845. In favor of the abolition of enforced

celibacy.

who doubtless symbolically represent the Christian graces {fides, abttinentia,

potestas, patientia, simplicitas, innocentia, castitas, hilaritas, Veritas, inielligentia,

Concordia, and caritas, com p. c. 15), there say to Hermas, when he proposes an

evening walk: Ob dvvaaai a(}>' y/j-uv avax^pw'^t' .... Mei!^' Tjfjiihv Knifirj-dTjaij ctq

drfe/l^(5f, Koi ovx' wf avrjp' y/xirepo^ yap a6e2(pbg si' Kal tov Ioittov /iie2.?,ouev

pera aov KaroiKelv, ?Jav yap ae aya-ufiEv. Then the first of these virgins, fides,

comes to the blushing Hermas, and begins to kiss him. The others do the

same; they lead him to the tower (symbol of the church), and sport with

him. When night comes on, they retire together to rest, with singing and

prayer ; Kal lueiva, he continues, fier' avruv t^v vvktu Kal EKOinif&Tjv Trapa tov

nvpyov. 'Earpcoaav 6e al nap-&evoc Tovg Tiivovc ;t;<r6J:'af eavruv X'^paif Kal kfii

avEKAivav ec^ rb fiecov avruv, Kal ovSev 6/lwf kTzoiow el fifj rrpoarivxovTo' hayii

per'' aiiTr'iv adia^EiTTTug irpuarivxS/iTjv. It cannot be conceived that the apostolic

Hermas wrote such silly stuff. It sounds much more like a later Hermas
towards the middle of the second century.

' Ep. LXII., also V. and VI.
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Th. Fr. Klitsche (E. C.) : Geschichte dcs Cullbats (from the time of the

Apostles to Gregory VII.) Augsb. 1830.

A. MOHLEE,: Beleuchtung der [badischen) Denksclirift zur Aufhebung

dcs Cdlibats. In his 'Gesammelte Schrifteu." Eegensb. 1839, vol.

I. 177 sqq.

C. J. Hefele (R. C) : Beitrdge zur KircTiengesch. Vol. I. 122-139.

A. DE RosivOVANY (R. C.) : CosUbatus et Brexjiarium .... a monumentis

omnium sceculorum demonstrata. Pest, 18G1. 4 vols. A collection

of material and official decisions. Schulte calls it " ein gdnzlich

unkfitischer Abdruck von Quetlen."

Henry C. Lea (Prot.): An Historical Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy in

the Christian Church. Philadelphia, 18G7, 601 pages. The only im-

partial and complete history down to 1866.

Probst (R. C.) : Kirchliche Disciplin, 1870.

J. Fried, voisr. Schulte (Prof, of jurisprudence in Bonn, and one of

the leaders among the Old Catholics) : Der Colihatszwang und dessen

Aufliebung. Bonn 1876 (96 pages). Against celibacy.

All the above works, except that of Lea, are more or less con-

troversial. Comp. also, on the Roman Cath. side, art. Celibacy,

Martigny, and in Ivraus, "Eeal-Encykl. der christl. Alterthiimer"

(1881) I. 304-307 by Funk, and in the new ed. of Wetzer &
Welte's " Kirchenlexicon ; " on the Prot. side, Bingham, Book

IV. ch. V. ; HerzogS III. 299-303 ; and Smith & Cheetham, L
323-327.

As the clergy were supposed to embody the moral ideal of

Christianity, aud to be in the full sense of the term the heritage

of God, they were required to practise especially rigid sexual

temperance after receiving their ordination. The virginity of

the church of Christ, who was himself born of a virgin, seemed,

in the ascetic spirit of the age, to recommend a virgin priest-

hood as coming nearest his example, and best calculated to pro-

mote the spiritual interests of the church.

There were antecedents in heathenism to sacerdotal celibacy.

Buddhism rigorously enjoined it under a penalty of expulsion.

The Eiz;yptian jiriests were allowed one, but forbidden a second

marriage, while the people practiced unrestrained polygamy.

The priestesses of the Delphic Apollo, the Achaian Juno, the

Scythian Diana, and the Roman Yesta were virgins.

In the ante-Nicene period sacerdotal celibacy did not as yet

become a matter of law, but was left optional, like the vow of

chastity among the laity. In the Pastoral Epistles of Paul
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marriage, if not expressly enjoined, is at least allowed to all

ministers of the gospel (bishops and deacons), and is presumed

to exist as the rule/ It is an undoubted fact that Peter and

several apostles, as well as the Lord's brothers, were married,^

and that Philip the deacon and evangelist had four daughters.^

It is also self-evident that, if marriage did not detract from the

authority and dignity of an apostle, it cannot be inconsistent

with the dignity and purity of any minister of Christ. The

marriage relation implies duties and privileges, and it is a

strange perversion of truth if some writers under the influence

of dogmatic prejudice have turned the apostolic marriages, and

that between Joseph and Mary into empty forms. Paul would

have expressed himself very differently if he had meant to

deny to the clergy the conjugal intercourse after ordination, as

' The passages 1 Tim. 3 : 2, 12; Tit. 1 : 5, where St. Paul directs that pres-

byter-bishops and deacons must be husbands of " one wife" {luaQ yvvaiKoQ avSpig),

are differently interpreted. The Greek church takes the words both as com-

viandincf {(hi) one marriage of the clergy (to the exclusion, however, of bishops

who mus'. be unmarried), and as prohibiting a second marriage. The Roman
church understands Paul as conceding one marriage to the weakne'-s of the

flesh, but as intimating the better way of total abstinence (Comp. 1 Cor. 7 : 7,

32, 33). Protestant commentators are likewise divided ; some refer the two

passages to simultaneous, others to successive polygamy. The former view

was held even by some Greek fathers, Tlieodore of Mopsueste and Thendoret;

but the parallel expression evbc avcJpbg yvv//, 1 Tim. 5: 9, seems to favor the

latter view, since it is very unlikely that polyandry existed in apostolic

churches. And yet Paul expressly allows without a censure second marriage

after the death of the former husband or wife, Rom. 7: 2, 3; 1 Cor. 7: 39;

1 Tim. 5 : 14. For this reason some commentators (Matthies, Hofmann,

Huther in Meyer's Com.) understand the apostle as prohibiting concubinage

or all illegitimate connubial intercourse.

* 1 Cor. 9:5: " Have we no right (e^nvalav) to lead about a wife that is a

believer (a^s?^<l>>jv yvraiKa), even as the rest of the apostles (lu 2onrol air.) and

the brothers of the Lord {ol a(^e?.(poi t. Kvpiov), and Cephas?" The definite

article seems to indicate that the majcirity, if not all, the apostles and

brothers of the Lord were married. The only certain exception is John,

and probably also P:nil, though he may have been a widower. Tertullian

in his blind zeal argued that ywa'iKa is to be rendered midierem, not uxorem

{De Monog. c. 8), but his contemporary, Clement of Alex., does not question

the true interpretition, speaks of Pet^r, Paul, anrl Philip, as married, and of

Philip as giving his daughters in marriage. Tradition ascribes to Peter a

daughter, St Petronilla.

» Acts 21 : 8, 9.
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was done by the fathers and councils in the fourth century. He
expressly classes the prohibition of marriage (including its con-

sequences) among the doctrines of demons or evil spirits that

control the heathen religions, and among the signs of the

apostacy of the latter days.^ The Bible represents marriage as

the first institution of God dating from the state of man's in-

nocency, and puts the highest dignity upon it in the Old and

New Covenants. Any reflection on the honor and purity of

the married state and the marriage bed reflects on the patriarchs,

Moses, the prophets, and the apostles, yea, on the wisdom and

goodness of the Creator.^

There was an early departure from these Scripture views in

the church under the irresistible influence of the ascetic en-

thusiasm for virgin purity. The undue elevation of vir-

ginity necessarily implied a corresponding depreciation of

marriage.

The scanty documents of the post-apostolic age give us only

incidental glimpses into clerical households, yet sufficient to

prove the unbroken continuance of clerical marriages, especially

in the Eastern churches, and at the same time the superior esti-

mate put upon an unmarried clergy, which gradually limited or

lowered the former.

Polycarp expresses his grief for Valens, a presbyter in Phil-

ippi, " and his wife," on account of his covetousness.^ Irenseus

mentions a married deacon in Asia Minor who was ill-rewarded

for his hospitality to a Gnostic heretic, who seduced his wife.*

Rather unfortunate examples. Clement of Alexandria, one of

the most enliglitened among the ante-Nicene fathers, describes

the true ideal of a Christian Gnostic as one Avho marries and has

children, and so attains to a higher excellence, because he con-

' 1 Tim. 4: 1-3.

2 Comp. Heb. 13 : 4 :
" Let marriage be had in honor among all, and let tlie

bed he undcfiled'' {rlu/ng 6 ydfw^ ev -rraat, Kal r) koIttj ajuiavrnc).

3 Ep. ad Phil. c. 11. Some think tliat incontinence or arjultcry is referred to

;

but the prfi])er reading is (pilapyvfi'm, avaritia, not nXsove^la.

* Adv. Ilwr. 1. 13, 5 (ed. Stieren I. 155).
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quers more temptations than that of the single state.^ Tertul-

lian, though preferring celibacy, was a married priest, and ex-

horted his wife to refrain after his death from a second marriage

in order to attain to that ascetic purity which was impossible du-

ring their married life.^ He also draws a beautiful jDicture of the

holy beauty of a Christian family. An African priest, Novatus

—another unfortunate example—was arraigned for murdering

his uuborn child.^ There are also examples of married bishops.

Socrates reports that not even bishops were bound in his age by

any law of celibacy, and that many bishops during their episco-

pate begat children.^ Athanasius says:^ " Many bishops have

not contracted matrimony; while, on the other hand, monks

have become fathers. Again, we see bishops who have children,

and monks who take no thought of having posterity." The

father of Gregory of Nazianzum (d. 390) was a married bishop,

and his mother, Nonna, a woman of exemplary piety, prayed

earnestly for male issue, saw her future son in a prophetic vision,

and dedicated him, before his birth, to the service of God, and

he became the leading theologian of his age. Gregory of Nyssa

(d. about 394) was likewise a married bishop, though he gave

the preference to celibacy. Synesius, the philosophic disciple of

Hypatia of Alexandria, when pressed to accept the bishopric of

Ptolemais (a. d. 410), declined at first, because he was unwilling

to separate from his wife, and desired numerous ofFspriug : but

1 Strom. YII. 12, p. 741.

'^ Ad Uxor. I. 7 :
" Ut quod in matrimonio non valuimus, in vidwitate sedemur.

This clearly implies the continuance of sexual intercourse. Tertullian lays

down the principle: '' Defuncto viro matrimoyiium defuncp'tur.''

3 Cyprian, Epist. 52, cap. 2, Oxf. ed. and ed. Hartel (al. 48). He paints liis

schisniatical opponent in the darkest colors, and charges him with kicking liis

wife in a state of pregnancy, and thus producing a miscarriage, but he does

not censure him for his marriage.

* Hi.4. Ecd. Y. 22 :
" In the East all clergymen, and even the bishops

thems(ds-es abstain from their wives: but this ihey do of their own accord,

there being no law in force to make it necessary ; for there have been among

them many bishops who have had children by their lawful wives during their

episcopate.''

* In a letter to the Egyptian monk Dracontius, who had scruples about ac-

cepting a call to the episcopate.
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he finally accepted the office without a separation. This proves

that his case was already exceptional. The sixth of the Apos-

tolical Canons directs :
" Let not a bishop, a priest, or a deacon

cast off his own wife under pretence of piety ; but if he does cast

her off, let him be suspended. If he go on in it, let him be de-

prived." The Apostolical Constitutions nowhere prescribe cleri-

cal celibacy, but assume the single marriage of bishop, priest,

and deacon as perfectly legitimate.^

The inscriptions on the catacombs bear likewise testimony to

clerical marriages down to the fifth century.^

' This is substantially also the position of Eusebiiis, Epiphanius, and

Chrysostoni, as far as we may infer from allusions, and their expositions of 1

Tim. 3 : 2, although all preferred celibacy as a higher state. See Funk,

I. c. p. 305. The Synod of Gangra, after the middle of the fourth century,

anathematized {Can. 4) those who maintained that it was wrong to attend the

eucharistic services of priests living in marriage. See Hefele I. 782, who

remarks against Baronius, that the canon means such priests as not only

had wives, but lived with them in conjugal intercourse {mit denselben ehelich

leben). The Codex Erdesiae Rom. ed. by Quesnel omits this canon.

^ Lundy {Monumental Christianity, N. Y. 1876, p. 343 sqq.) quotes the fol-

lowing inscriptions of this kind from Gruter, Bosio, Arringhi, Burgon, and

other sources

:

" The place of the Presbyter Basil and his Felicita-s.

They made it for themselves."

''Susanna, once the happy daughter of the Presbyter Gabinus,

Here lies in peace joined witii her father."

"Gaudentiu«, the Presbyter, for himse'f and his wife Severa, a virtuous

woman, who lived 42 years, 3 months, 10 days. Buried on the 4th

after the nones of April, Timasius and Promus being consuls."

"Petronia, the wife of a Levite, type of modesty. In this place I hiy

my bones; spare your tears, dear husband and daughters, and believe

that it is forbidden to weep for one who lives in God. Buried in

peace, on the third before the nones of October."

The names of three children appear on the same tablet, and are no doubt

those referred to by Petronia as hers, with the consular dates of their burial.

Her own interment was a.d. 472.

Gruter and Le Blant Ijoth publish a vory long and elaborate inscripiion at

Narhonne, A. D. 427, to tiie efTect that Rusticus the Bisliop, son of Bonosiu*, a

Bish<>j>, nephew of Aratoris, another Bishop, etc., in connection with the pres-

byter Ursus and the deacon Hermetus, began to build the church ; and that

Montanus the sub deacon finished the apse, etc.
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At the same time the tendency towards clerical celibacy set in

very early, and made steady and irresistible progress, especially

in the West. This is manifest in the qualifications of the facts

and directions just mentioned. For they leave the impression

that there were not many happy clerical marriages and model

pastors' wives in the early centuries ; nor could there be so long

as the public opinion of the church, contrary to the Bible, ele-

vated virginity above marriage.

1. The first step in the direction of clerical celibacy was the

prohibition of second marriage to the clergy, on the ground that

Paul's direction concerning "the husband of one wife" is a re-

striction rather than a command. In the Western church, in

the early part of the third century, there were many clergymen

who had been married a second or even a third time, and

this practice was defended on the ground that Paul allowed

re-marriage, after the death of one party, as lawful without any

restriction or censure. This fact appears frmn the protest of the

Montanistic Tertullian, who makes it a serious objection to the

Catholics, that they allow digamists to preside, to baptize, and

to celebrate the communion.^ Hippolytus, who had equally

rigoristic views on discipline, reproaches about the same time

the Roman bishop Callistus with admitting to sacerdotal and

episcopal office those who were married a second and even a

third time, and permitting the clergy to marry after having

been ordained.^ But the rigorous practice prevailed, and was

legalized in the Eastern church. The Apostolical ( 'oustitutious

expressly forbid bishops, priests, and deacons to marry a second

time. They also forbid clergymen to marry a concubine, or a

slave, or a widow, or a divorced woman, and extend the prohi-

bition of second marriage even to cantors, readers, and porters.

As to the deaconess, she must be "a pure virgin, or a widow

who has been but once married, faithful and well esteemed."^

^ He asks the Catholics with inHif,'nation :
" Quot enim et difjami prcesident

apud vos, inmlinnte'i utiqne apo4olo. certe non erubescentex, cum. Iirvc sub iUis

legunturf .... D'ffnvnis tinguis? digamus offers?'' Be Monog. c. 12.

2 Philo.-<oph. IX. 12.

* Const. Ap VI. 17.
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The Apostolical Canous give similar regulations, and declare

that the husband of a second wife, of a widow, a courtezan, an

actress, or a slave was ineligible to the priesthood.^

2. The second step was the prohibition of marriage and con-

jugal intercourse after ordination. This implies the incompati-

bility of the priesthood with the duties and privileges of mar-

' riage. Before the Council of Elvira in Spain (306) no distinction

was made in the Latin church between marriages before and

after ordination.^ But that rigoristic comicil forbade nuptial

intercourse to priests of all ranks upon pain of excommunication.^

The Council of Aries (314) passed a similar canon.^ And so

did the Council of Ancyra (314), which, however, allows deacons

to marry as deacons, in case they stipulated for it before taking

orders.^ This exception was subsequently removed by the 27th

1 Can. 17, 18, 19, 27. The Jewish high-priests were likewise required to

marry a virgin of their own people. Lev. 21 : 16.

^ Admitted by Prof. Funk (E. Cath.), who quotes Innocent, Ep. ad Episc.

Maced. c. 2; Leo I. Ep. XII. c. 5. He also admits that Paul's direction ex-

cludes such a distinction. See Kraus, Beal-Enc. I. 304 sq.

3 Can. 33 :
'' Placuit in totum prohibere episcopis, presbyteris, et diaconibus, vel

omnibus clericis positis in ministerto, abslinere se a conjugibus suis, et non generare

filios; quicunque vero fecerit, ab honore dericatus exferminetur." Hefele says

(1.168): "This celebrated canon contains the first law of celibacy." It is

strange that the canon in its awkward latinity seems to prohibit the clergy to

abstain from their wives, when in fact it means to prohibit the intercourse. On
account of the words positis in ministerio, some would see here only a prohibi-

tion of sexual commerce at the time of the performance of clerical functions,

as in the Jewish law; but this was self-understood, and would not come up to

the disciplinary standard of that age. How little, however, even in Spain,

that first law on celibacy was obeyed, may be inferred from the letter of Pope

Siricius to Bishop Himeriiis of Tarragona, that there were, at the close of the

fourth century, plurimi sacerdotes Christi et leviUe, living in wedlock.

* Can. 6 (29, see Hefele I. 217) :

" Prceterea, quod dignum, pudicum et honestum

est, suademtis frairibus, ut sacerdotes et levitm cum 7ix.ori.bns suis non coennt. q'da

ministerio qnotidiano occupantur. Quicunque contra hanc constitutionem fecerit, a

clerilatus honore dcponatur-"

'- Can. 10 (Hefele, Conciliengesch. I. ]>. 230, 2«« Aufl ). The canon is adopted

in the Corpus jurii can. c. 8. Dist. 28. The Synod of Neo-Coesarea, between

314-325, cm. 1, forbids the priest^! to marry on pain of deposition. This does

not conflict with the other canon, and likewise passed into the Canon Law, c.

9, Dist. 23. See Hefele, I. 244.
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Apostolic Canon, which allows only the lectors and cantors (be-

longing to the minor orders) to contract marriage.^

At the (Ecumenical Council of Nicsea (325) an attempt was

made, probably under the lead of Hosius, bishop of Cordova

—

the connectinoj link between Elvira and Nicsea—to elevate the

Spanish rule to the dignity and authority of an oecumenical or-

dinance, that is, to make the prohibition of marriage after ordi-

nation and the strict abstinence of married priests from conjugal

intercourse, the universal law of the Church ; but the attempt

was frustrated by the loud protest of Paphnutius, a venerable

bishop and confessor of a city in the Upper Thebaid of Egypt,

who had lost one eye in the Diocletian persecution, and. who had

himself never touched a woman. He warned the fathers of the

council not to impose too heavy a burden on the clergy, and to

remember that marriage and conjugal intercourse were venerable

and pure. He feared more harm than good from excessive rigor.

It was sufficient, if unmarried clergymen remain single accord-

ing to the ancient tradition of the church ; but it was wrong to

separate the married priest from his legitimate wife, whom he

married while yet a layman. This remonstrance of a strict

ascetic induced the council to table the subject and to leave the

continuance or discontinuance of the married relation to the

free choice of every clergyman. It was a prophetic voice of

warning.^

The Council of Nicsea passed no law in favor of celibacy ; but

it strictly prohibited in its tliird canon the dangerous and scan-

dalous practice of unmarried clergymen to live with an unmar-

1 "Of those who come into the clergy unmarried, we permit only the read-

ers and singers, if they are so minded, to marry afterward."
° This important incident of Paphnutius rests on the unanimous testimony

of the well informed historians Socrates {HiM. Eccl. I. 11), Sozomen (H. E.
I. 23), and Gelasius Cyzic. {Ilist. Cone. Nic. IL 32) ; see Mansi, Hardiiin, and
Hefele (I. 431-435). It agrees moreover with the directions of the Apost.
Const, and Canons, and with the present practice of the Eastern churches on
this subject. The objections of Baronius, Bellarmine, Valesius, and other

Eomanists are unfounded and refuted by Natalis Alexander, and Hefele

(1. c). Funk (R. C. ) savs : "Die Einwendungen, die gegen den Bericht

vorgebracht wurden, sind vollig nichtig " (utterly futile).
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ried woman/ unless she be "a mother or sister or aunt or a

person above suspicion."^ This prohibition must not be con-

founded with prohibition of nuptial intercourse any more than

those spiritual concubines are to be identified with regular wives.

It proves, however, that nominal clerical celibacy must have

extensively prevailed at the time.

The Greek Church substantially retained the position of the

fourth century, and gradually adopted the principle and practice

of limiting the law of celibacy to bishops (who are usually taken

from monasteries), and making a single marriage the rule for

the lower clergy ; the marriage to take place before ordination,

and not to be repeated. Justinian excluded married men from

the episcopate, and the Trullan Synod (a. d. 692) legalized the

existing practice. In Russia (probably since 1274), the single

marriage of the lower clergy was made obligatory. This is an

error in the opposite direction. Marriage, as well as celibacy,

should be left free to each man's conscience.

3. The Latin Church took the third and last step, the abso-

lute 2^rohihition of clerical marriage, including even the lower

orders. This belongs to the next period ; but we will here

briefly anticipate the result. Sacerdotal marriage was first pro-

hibited by Pope Siricius (a. d. 385), then by Innocent I. (102),

Leo I. (140), Gregory I. (590), and by provincial Synods of

Carthage (390 and 401), Toledo (400), Orleans (538), Orange

(441), Aries (443 or 452), Agde (506), Gerunda (517). The

great teachers of the Xicene and post-Nicene age, Jerome, Au-

gustin, and Chrysostom, by their extravagant laudations of the

superior sanctity of virginity, gave this legislation the weight of

their authority. St. Jerome, the author of the Latin standard

* Euphoniously called mivelaaKTo^, snhintroducta (introduced as a companion),

ayanr)ri}, wror. See Hefele, I. 380. Com p. on tliis canon W. Briglit, Notes

on the CanoiiH of the First Four General Councils. Oxford, 1882, pp. 8, 9. A
Council of Antioch had deposed Paul of Samosaia, bishop of Autioch, for this

na«ty practice, and for heresy. Euseb. H. E. VII. 30.

^ Notwithstanding this canonical prohibition the disreputable practice con-

tinued. Chrysostom wrote a discourse " against persons i';foi'raf napdevovq

avvKianKTovr,''^ and another urging the dedicated virgins not to live with them.

Jerome coraidains of the " pestis agapetarum" [Ep. XXII. 14J.
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version of the Bible, took the lead in this ascetic crusade against

marriage, and held up to the clergy as the ideal aim of the

saint, to " cut down the wood of marriage by the axe of virgin-

ity." He was willing to f)raise marriage, but only as the nursery

of virgins.
^'

Thus celibacy was gradually enforced in the West under

the combined influence of the sacerdotal and hierarchical in-

terests to the advantage of the hierarchy, but to the injury of

morality.^

For while voluntary abstinence, or such as springs from a

special gift of grace, is honorable and may be a great blessing to

the church, the forced celibacy of the clergy, or celibacy as a

universal condition of entering the priesthood, does violence to

nature and Scripture, and, all sacramental ideas of marriage to

the contrary notwithstanding, degrades this divine ordinance,

which descends from the primeval state of innocence, and sym-

bolizes the holiest of all relations, the union of Christ with his

church. But what is in conflict with nature and nature's God
is also in conflict with the highest interests of morality. Much,

therefore, as Catholicism has done to raise woman and the family

life from heathen degradation, we still find, in general, that in

^ Ep. XXTI. " Laudo nuptias, laudo conjufjiunt; sed quia mihi vircjlnes

generanl." Comp. Ep. CXXill.

^ And the Roman church seems to care more for the power, than for the

purity of the clergy. Gregory VII., who used all his unflinching energy to

enforce celibacy, said openly :
" Non liherari potest eeclesia a servitude laicorum,

nisi liberentur clerici ah nxoribus." As clerical celibacy is a matter of discipline,

not of doctrine, the Pope might at any time abolish it, and Aeneas Sylvius,

before he ascended the chair of Peter as Pius II. (1458 to 1464), remarked

that marriage had been denied to priests for good and sufficient reasons, but

that still stronger ones now required its restoration. The United Greeks and

Maronites are allowed to retain their wives. Joseph II. proposed to extend

the permission. During the French Revolution, and before the conclusion

of the Concordat (1801), many priests and nuns were married. But the

hierarchical interest always defeated in the end such movements, and preferred

to keep the clergy aloof from the laity in order to exercise a greater power

over it. "The Latin church,'' says Lea at the close of his book (p. 569), "is

the most wonderful structure in history, and ere its leaders can consent to such

a reform they must confess that its career, so full of proud recollections, has

been an error."
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Evangelical Protestant countries, woman occupies a far higher

grade of intellectual and moral culture than in exclusively Ro-

man Catholic countries. Clerical marriages are probably the

most happy as a rule, and have given birth to a larger number

of useful and distinguished men and women than those of any

other class of society.



CHAPTER X.

MONTANISM.

§ 109. Literature.

Sources :

The prophetic utterances of Moktanus, Prisca (or Priscilla) and

Maximilla, scattered through Tertullian and other writers, col-

lected by F. MtJXTER [Effuta et Oracula Montanistarum, Hafnise,

.

1829), and hy Bonwetsch, in his Gesch. des Mont. p. 197-200.

Tertullian's writings after a. d. 201, are the chief source, especially

De Corona Militis ; De Fuga in Persec. ; De Cult. Feminarum ; De
Virg. Velandis ; De Exhort. Castitatis ; De Monogamia ; De Paradiso;

De Jejuniis ; De Pudicitia ; De Spedacidis ; De Spe Fidelium. His

seven books On Ecstasy, mentioned by Jerome, are lost. In his later

anti-heretical writings {Adv. Marcionem ; Adv. Valentin.; Adv.

Praxean ; De Anima ; De Resurr. Carnis), Tertullian occasionally

refers to the new dispensation of the Spirit. On the chronology of

his writings see Uhlhorn : Fundamenta chronologioe Tertullianece

(Gott. 1852), Bonwetsch : Die Schriften TertuUians nach der Zeit

ihrer Abfassung (Bonn, 1878), and Harnack, in Brieger's " Zeitschrift

ftjr K. gesch." No. II.

Irek^eus: Adv. Hcer. III. 11, 9; IV. 33, 6 and 7. (The references to

Montanism are somewhat doubtful). Eusebius: H. E. V. 3.

Epiphan. : Hcer. 48 and 49.

The anti-Montauist writings of Apolinarius (Apollinaris) of

Hierapolis, Melito of Sardes, Miltiades (jrept rov fi^ Selv 7rpo(pr/TT/v iv

sKnTaaei Aa/leiv), Apollonius, Serapion, Gains, and an anonymous
author quoted by Eusebius are lost. Comp. on the sources Soyres,

I. c. p. 3-24, and Bonwetsch, I. c. p. 16-55.

Works :

Theoph. Wernsdorf: Commentatio de Montanistis Sa^culi II. vulgo

creditis hcercticis. Dantzig, 1781. A vindication of Montanism as

being essentially agreed with the doctrines of the primitive church

and unju«tly condemned. Mosheim differs, but speaks favorably of

it. So also Soyres. Arnold had espoused the cause of M. before, in

his Kirchen-und Ketzerhistorie.

415
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MosHElM: De Rebus Christ, ante Const. M. p. 410-425 (Murdock's transl.

I. 501-512).

Walch : KetzerJiistorie, I. 611-666.

Kirchner: Be Montanistis. Jense, 1832.

Neaxder: Antignosticus oder Geist aus Tertullian's Schri/ten. Berlin,

1825 (2^ ed. 1847), and the second ed. of his Kirchengesch. 1843, Bd.

II. 877-908 (Torrey's transl. Boston ed. vol. I. 506-526). Neander

was the first to give a calm and impartial jjhilosophical view of

Montaiiisin as the realistic antipode of idealistic Gnosticism.

A. ScHWEGLER : Der Montanlsmus and die christl. Kirche des 2'^" Jahrh.

Tuh. 1841. Comp. his Nach-apost. Zeitalter (Tiib. 1846). A very

ingenious philosophical a-priori construction of history in the spirit

of the Tiibingen School. Schwegler denies the historical existence

of Montanus, wrongly derives the system from Ebionism, and puts

its essence in the doctrine of the Paraclete and the new supernatural

epoch of revelation introduced by him. Against him wrote Georgii

in the " Deutsche Jahrbiicher liir Wissenschaft und Kunst," 1842.

HiLGENFELD : Bie Glossolalic in der alten Kirche. Leipz. 1850.

Baur : Bas Wesen des Montanismus nach den neusten Forschungen, in the
" Theol. Jahrbiicher." Tiib. 1851, p. 538 sqq. ; and his Gesch. der

Christl. Kirche, I. 235-245, 288-295 (3d ed. of 1863). Baur, like

Schwegler, lays the chief stress on the doctrinal element, but refutes

his view on the Ebionitic origin of Mont., and reviews it in its con-

flict with Gnosticism and episcopacy.

NiEDNER : K. Gesch. 253 sqq., 259 sqq.

Albrecht Ritschl : Entstehunq der aWcathol. Kirche, second ed. 1857,

p. 402-550. R. justly emjjhasizcs the ^jractical and ethical features

of the sect.

P. GOTTWALD: Be Montanismo Tcrtulliani. Vratisl. 1862.

A. Reville: TcrtuUien et le Montanisme, in the "Revue des deux

mondes," Nov. 1864. Also his essay in the "Nouvelle Revue de

Tlieologie" for 1858.

R. A. Lipsius: Zur Qaellenkritik des Epiphanios. Wien, 1865; and

Bie Quellen der dltesten Ketzergeschiehte. Leipz. 1875.

Emile Strohein : Essai sur le Montanisme. Strasbourg, 1870.

John de SOYRES : Montanism and the Primitive Church (Hulscan prize

essay). Cambridge, 1878 (163 pages). With a useful chronological

table.

G. Nathanaee BoxWETSCH (of Dorpat): Die GrschicMe des Montanis-

>iius. Erlangen, 1881 (201 pages). The best book on the subject.

B. agrees substantially with Ritschl, gives a good survey of the his-

tory of the treatment and a careful discussion of the sources.

Renan: Marc-AurUc (1882), cli. XIIT. p. 207-225. Also his essay Les

crises du cntholicisme naissant. Le Montanisme, in the " Revue des

deux mondes," Feb. 1881.

The subject is well treated by Dr. Moller in Herzog (revis. ed.
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Bd. X. 255-262) ; Bp. Hefele in Wetzer & Welter, Bd. VII. 252-

268, and in his Conciliengesch. revised ed. Bd. I. 83 sqq. ; and by Dr.

Salmond in Smith & Wace, III. 935-945.

Comp. also the Lit. on Tertulliau in the last chapter. (? 196).

§ 110. External History of Monianism.

'. All the ascetic, rigoristic, and chiliastic elements of the ancient

church combined in Montanism. They there asserted a claim to

universal validity, which the catholic church was compelled, for

her own interest, to reject; since she left the effort after extra-

ordinary holiness to the comparatively small circle of ascetics

and priests, and sought rather to lighten Christianity than add

to its weight, for the great mass of its professors. Here is the

place, therefore, to speak of this remarkable phenomenon, and

not under the head of doctrine, or heresy, where it is commonly

jilaced. For Montanism was not, originally, a departure from \

the faith, but a morbid overstraining of the practical morality /

and discipline of the early church. It was an excessive super- i

naturalism and puritanism against Gnostic rationalism and
'

catholic laxity. It is the first example of an earnest and well-

meaning, but gloomy and fanatical hyper-Christianity, which,

like all hyper-spiritualism, is apt to end in the flesh.

Montanism originated in Asia Minor, the theatre of many

movements of the church in this period; yet not in Ephesus or

any large city, but in some insignificant villages of the province

of Phrygia, once the home of a sensuously mystic and dreamy

nature-religion, where Paul and his pupils had planted congre-

gations at ColossiTe, Laodicea, and Hierapolis.^ The movement

^ Neander first pointed to the clo«e connection of Montanism with tlie

Phrygian nationality, and it is true as far as it goes, but does not explain the

spread of the system in North Africa. Schwegler and Banr protested against

Neander's view, but Renan jvistly reasserts it: '' La Phrygie etait un des pays

de I'antiquiie les plus port/s au.c reveries rellgieuses. Lc Phrygiens pcu^saienl, en

general pour niais et simples. Le christianisme eut chez eux, dls Vorigine, un
eharacth-e essentieUcment mystique et ascetique. Dejd,, dans I'epUre aux Colossiens,

Paul combat des erreurs oh les signes prccnrseurs du gnoslicisme et les exc^s d'un

ascetisme mal entenda semblent se meler. Presque parfont ailleurs. le chriMianvmie

fut une religion de grandes villus ; ici, comme dniis la Syrle an delu du Jourdain,

cefut une religion, df. bourgadcs et de campagnards."
Vol. II.—27
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was started about the middle of the second century during the

reign of Antoninus Pius or Marcus Aurelius, by a certain Mou-

tanus.^ He was, according to hostile accounts, before his con-

version, a mutilated priest of Cybele, with no special talents nor

culture, but burning with fanatical zeal. He fell into somnam-

bulistic ecstasies, and considered himself the inspired organ of

the promised Paraclete or Advocate, the Helper and Comforter

in these last times of distress. His adversaries wrongly inferred

from the use of the first person for the Holy Spirit in his ora-

cles, that he made himself directly the Paraclete, or, according

to Epiphanius, even God the Father. Connected with him were

two prophetesses, Priscilla and Maximilla, who left their hus-

bands. During the bloody persecutions under the Antonines,

which raged in Asia Minor, and caused the death of Polycarp

(155), all three went forth as prophets and reformers of the

Christian life, and proclaimed the near approach of the age of

the Holy Spirit and of the millennial reign in Pepuza, a small

village of Phrygia, upon which the new Jerusalem was to come

down. Scenes took place similar to those under the preaching

of the first Quakers, and the glossolalia and prophesying in the

Irvino-ite cono-regations. The frantic movement soon far ex-

ceeded the intention of its authors, spread to Rome and North

Africa, and threw the whole church into commotion. It gave

rise to the first Synods which are mentioned after the apos-

tolic age.

The followers of Montanus were called Montanists, also Phry-

gians, Cataphrygians (from the province of their origin), Pepu-

^ Tlie chronology is uncertain, and varies between 126-180. See the note

of Renan in ITarc-Aur. p. 209, Hefele (I. 85), Soyres (p. 25-29 and 157), and

Bonwetsch (140-145). Eusebius assigns the rise of Montanisin to the"year

172, which is certainly too late; Epiphanius is confused, but leans to 157.

Soyres dates it back as far as 130, Hefele to 140, Neander, Bonwetsch, and

Moller (in Herzog, new ed. X. 255) to 156, Renan to 167. The recent change

of the date of Polycarp's martyrdom from 167 to 155, establishes the fact of

persecutions in Asia Minor under Antoninus Pius. Hefele thinks that the

Pastor Ilermae, whidi was written before 151 under Pius I., already combats

Moutanist opinions. Bonwetsch puts the death of Montanus and Maximilla

between ISO and 200. The name Montanus occurs on Phrygian inscriptions.
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ziani, Priscillianists (from Priscilla, not to be confounded with

the Priscillianists of the fourth century). They called them-

selves spiritual Christians {Tzvsu/jtarixoc'), in distinction from the

psychic or carnal Christians ((/>u/jxoc).

The bishops and synods of Asia Minor, though not with one

voice, declared the new proj^hecy the work of demons, applied

exorcism, and cut oif the Montanists from the fellowship of the

church. All agreed that it was supernatural (a natural inter-

pretation of such psychological phenomena being then unknown),

and the only alternative was to ascribe it either to God or to his

great Adversary. Prejudice and malice invented against Mon-

tanus and the two female prophets slanderous charges of im-

morality, madness and suicide, which M^ere readily believed.

Epiphanius and John of Damascus tell the absurd story, that

the sacrifice of an infant was a part of the mystic worship of the

Montanists, and that they made bread with the blood of mur-

dered infants.^

Among their literary opponents in the East are mentioned

Claudius Apolinarius of Hierapolis, Miltiades, Appollonius,

Serapion of Antioch, and Clement of Alexandria.

The Roman church, during the episcopate of Eleutherus

(177-190), or of Victor (190-202), after some vacillation, set

itself likewise against the new prophets at the instigation of the

presbyter Caius and the confessor Praxeas from Asia, who, as

Tertullian sarcastically says, did a two-fold service to the devil

at Rome by driving away prophecy and bringing in heresy

(patripassianism), or by putting to flight the Holy Spirit and

crucifying God the Father. Yet the opposition of Hippolytus

to Zephyrinus and Callistus, as well as the later Novatian

schism, show that the disciplinary rigorism of Montanism

found energetic advocates in Rome till after the middle of the

third century.

The Gallic Christians, then severely tried by persecution,

' Renan says of these slanders (p. 214) :
" Ce sont hi les calomnies ordinaires,

qui ne vianquent jamais sous la plume des erivains orlhodoxes, quand U s'agit de

noircir les dissidents."
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took a conciliatory posture, and sympathized at least with the

moral earnestness, the enthusiasm for martyrdom, and the chili-

astic hopes of the Montanists. They sent their presbyter (after-

wards bishop) Irenseus to Eleutherus in Rome to intercede in

their behalf. This mission seems to have induced him or his

successor to issue letters of peace, but they were soon after-

wards recalled. This sealed the fate of the party.^

In North Africa the Montanists met with extensive sympa-

thy, as the Punic national character leaned naturally towards

gloomy and rigorous acerbity.^ Two of the most distinguished

female martyrs, Perpetua and Felicitas, were addicted to them,

and died a heroic death at Carthage in the persecution of Septi-

mius Severus (203).

Their greatest conquest was the gifted and iiery, but eccen-

tric and rigoristic Tertullian. He became in the year 201 or

202, from ascetic sympathies, a most energetic and influential

advocate of ^Sloutanisra, and helped its dark feeling towards a

twilight of })hilosophy, without, however, formally seceding

from the Catholic Church, whose doctrines he continued to de-

fend against the heretics. At all events, he was not excommu-

nicated, and his orthodox writings were always highly esteemed.

He is the only theologian of this schismatic movement, which

started in purely practical questions, and we derive the best

of our knowledge of it from his works. Through him, too,

its principles reacted in many respects on the Catholic Church

;

and that not only in North Africa, but also in Spain, as we may

see from the harsh decrees of the Council of Elvira in 30G. It

is singular that Cyprian, who, with all his high-church tenden-

cies and abhorrence of schism, was a daily reader of Tertullian,

1 Tertullian, who mentions these " litteras pacis jam emissas" In favor of the

Montanists in Asia {Adv. Prax. 1). leaves us in the dark as to the name of the

"episfopus Romanus" from whom they proceeded and of the other by whom
they were recalled, and as to the cause of this temporary favor. Victor con-

demned the Qnartodecimanians with whom the Montanists were affiliated.

1 renins protested against it. See Bonwetsch, p. 173 sq.

' Tliis di>!position, an //i9of niKodi', aKv&itwrov^ and CKlrjpdv, even Plutarch no-

tices in the Carthaginians (in his YloliriKh Trapayye7.u(iTn^ c. 3), and contrasts

with the excitable and cheerful character of the Athenians.
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makes no allusion to Montanism. Augustin relates that Ter-

tullian left the Montanists, and founded a new sect, which was

called after him, but was, through his (Augustin's) agency,

reconciled to the Catholic cong-reo-ation of Carthage.^

As a separate sect, the Montanists or Tertullianists, as they

were also called in Africa, run down into the sixth century.

At the time of Epiphanius the sect had many adherents in

Phrygia, Galatia, Cappadocia, Cilicia, and in Constantinople.

The successors of Constantine, down to Justinian (530), repeat-

edly enacted laws against them. Synodical legislation about

the validity of Montanist baptism is inconsistent.^

§ 111. Character and Tenets of Montanism.

I. In" doctrine, Montanism agreed in all essential points

with the Catholic Church, and held very firmly to the tradi-

tional rule of faitli.^ Tertullian was thoroughly orthodox ac-

cording to the standard of his age. He opposed infant baptism

on the assumption that mortal sins could not be forgiven after

baptism ; but infant baptism was not yet a catholic dogma, and

was left to the discretion of parents. He contributed to the de-

velopment of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity, by asserting

against Patripassianism a personal distinction in God, and the

import of the Holy Spirit. Montanism was rooted neither, like

Ebionism, in Judaism, nor, like Gnosticism, in heathenism, but

in Christianity; and Its errors consist in a morbid exaggeration

of Christian ideas and demands. Tertullian says, that the ad-

ministration of the Paraclete consists only in the reform of dis-

cipline, in deeper understanding of the Scriptures, and in effort

after higher perfection ; that it has the same faith, the same

^ De Hceresibus, § 6.

* See Hefele, Coneiliengesch., I. 754. He explains the inconsistency by the

fact that the Montanists were regarded by some orthodox, by others heretical,

in the doctrine of the Trinity.

3 This was acknowledged by its opponents. Epiphanius, Hcpr. XLVIII. 1,

says, the Cataphrygians receive the entire Scripture of the Old and New Testa-

ment, and agree with the Catholic church in their views on the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Spirit.
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God, the same Christ, and the same sacraments with the Catho-

lics. The sect combated the Gnostic heresy with all decision,

and forms the exact counterpart of that system, placing Chris-

tianity chiefly in practical life instead of theoretical speculation,

and looking; for the consummation of the kingdom of God on

this earth, though not till the millennium, instead of transfer-

ring it into an abstract ideal world. Yet between these two

systems, as always between opposite extremes, there were also

points of contact ; a common antagonism, for example, to the

present order of the world, and the distinction of a pneumatic

and a psychical church.

Tertullian conceived religion as a process of development,

which he illustrates by the analogy of organic growth in nature.

He distinguishes in this process four stages:— (1.) Natural reli-

gion, or the innate idea of God
; (2.) The legal religion of the

Old Testament; (3.) The gospel during the earthly life of Christ;

and (4.) the revelation of the Paraclete ; that is, the spiritual

religion of the Montanists, who accordingly called themselves

the pneumatics, or the spiritual church, in distinction from the

'psychical (or carnal) Catholic church. This is the first instance

of a theory of development which assumes an advance beyond

the New Testament and the Christianity of the apostles ; mis-

applying the parables of the mustard seed and the leaven, and

Paul's doctrine of the growth of the church in Christ (but not

beyond Christ). Tertullian, however, was by no means ration-

alistic in his view. On the contrary, he demanded for all new

revelations the closest ao;reement with the traditional faith of

the church, the regula fidei, which, in a genuine Montanistic

work, he terms "immobilis et irreformabilis." Nevertheless he

gave the revelations of the Phrygian prophets on matters of

practice an importance which interfered with the sufficiency of

the Scriptures.

II. In the field of practical life and discipline, tlie

Montanistic movement and its expectation of the near approach

of the end of the world came into conflict with the reigning

Catholicism ; and this conflict, consistently carried out, must of
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course show itself to some extent in the province of doctrine.

Every schismatic tendency is apt to become in its progress more

or less heretical.
'

1. Montanism, in the first place, sought a forced continuance

of the MIRACULOUS GIFTS of the apostolic church, which gra-

dually disappeared as Christianity became settled in humanity,

and its supernatural principle was naturalized on earth.^ It as-

serted, above all, the continuance of prophecy, and hence it went

generally under the name of the 7iova prophetia. It appealed

to Scriptural examples, John, Agabus, Judas, and Silas, and for

their female prophets, to Miriam and Deborah, and especially

to the four daughters of Philip, who were buried iu Hierapolis,

the capital of Phrygia. Ecstatic oracular utterances were mis-

taken for divine inspirations. Tertullian calls the mental status

of those prophets an " amentia, ^^ an ^' excidere sensuj'^ and de-

scribes it in a way which irresistibly reminds one of the phe-

nomena of magnetic clairvoyance. Montanus compares a man

in the ecstasy with a musical instrument, on which the Holy

Spirit plays his melodies. " Behold," says he in one of his ora-

cles, in the name of the Paraclete, " the man is as a lyre, and I

sweep over him as a plectrum. The man sleeps ; I wake.

Behold, it is the Lord who puts the hearts of men out of them-

selves, and who gives hearts to men." ^ As to its matter, the

Montanistic prophecy related to the approaching heavy judg-

ments of God, the persecutions, the millennium, fasting, and

other ascetic exercises, which were to be enforced as laws of the

church.

The Catholic church did not deny, in theory, the continuance i

of prophecy and the other miraculous gifts, but was disposed

^ In this point, as in others, Montanism bears a striking affinity to Irvingism,

but differs from it by its democratic, anti-hierarchical constitution. Irvingism

asserts not only the continuance of the apostolic gifts, but also of all the apos-

tolic offices, especially the twelvefold apostolate, and is highly ritualistic.

' Epiph. i7cEr. xlviii. 4 : Woi'i, 6 av&potro^ uael Ai'pa, Kayu k(l)lizTauai uarl

nXfJKTpov. 6 av&fiurro^ Koifxarai, Kciyu ypriyopu, tdov^ Kvpiog kartv 6 i^iOTavuv KapiViaq

av^puTTuv Kai diSov^ napSiav avdpuKoi^.
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to derive the Montanistic revelations from satanic inspirations/

and mistrusted thera all the more for their proceeding not from

the regular clergy, buf in great part from unauthorized laymen

and fanatical women.

2. This brings us to another feature of the Montanistic move-

ment, the assertion of the universal priesthood of Chris-

tians, even of females, against the special priesthood in the

Catholic church. Under this view it may be called a democratic

reaction against the clerical aristocracy, which from the time

of Ignatius had more and more monopolized all ministerial

privileges and functions. The Montanists found the true

qualification and appointment for the office of teacher in direct

endowment by the Spirit of God, in distinction from outward

ordination and episcopal succession. They everywhere proposed

the supernatural element and the free motion of the Spirit

asrainst the mechanism of a fixed ecclesiastical order.

Here was the point where they necessarily assumed a schis-

matic character, and arrayed against themselves the episcopal

hierarchy. But they only brought another kind of aristocracy

into the place of the condemned distinction of clergy and laity.

They claimed for their prophets what they denied to the

Catholic bishops. They put a great gulf between the true

spiritual Christians and the merely psychical ; and this induced

spiritual pride and false j^ietism. Their affinity with the Prot-

estant idea of the univ^ersal priesthood is more apparent than

real ; they go on altogether different principles.

3. Another of the essential and prominent traits of Montanism

was a visionary millennarianism, founded indeed on the

Apocalypse and on the apostolic expectation of the speedy

return of Christ, but giving it extravagant weight and a

materialistic coloring. The Montanists were the warmest mil-

lennarians in the ancient church, and held fast to the speedy

return of Christ in glory, all the more as this hope began to give

' Tert. De Jejun. 11 :
" Spiritus diaboli est, dicis, o p.tychi'ce." Tertullian

himself, however, always occupied an honoral)]e rank among tlif cliiirch

writers, tliough not numbered among the cluirch/a<Acrs in the tecjhnical sense.
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way to the feeling of a long settlement of the church on earth,

and to a corresponding zeal for a compact, solid episcopal organ-

ization. In praying, " Thy kingdom come," they prayed for the

end of the world. They lived under a vivid impression of the

great final catastrophe, and looked therefore with contempt

upon the present order of things, and directed all their desires

to the second advent of Christ. Maximilla says :
" After me

there is no more prophecy, but only the end of the world." ^

The failure of these predictions weakened, of course, all the

other pretensions of the system. But, on the other hand, the

abatement of faith in the near approach of the Lord was cer-

tainly accompanied with an increase of worldliness in the

Catholic church. The millennarianism of the Montanists has

reappeared again and again in widely differing forms.

4. Finally, the Montanistic sect was characterized by fanatical

severity in asceticism and church discipline. It raised a

zealous protest against the growing looseness of the Catholic

penitential discipline, which in Rome particularly, under

^ephyrinus and Callistus, to the great grief of earnest minds,

established a scheme of indulgence for the grossest sins, and

began, long before Constantine, to obscure the line between the

church and the world. Tertullian makes the restoration of a

rigorous discipline the chief office of the new prophecy.^

But Montanism certainly went to the opposite extreme, and

fell from evangelical freedom into Jewish legalism ; while the

Catholic church in rejecting the new laws and burdens defended

the cause of freedom. Montanism turned with horror from all

^ Bonwetsch, p. 149: "Das Wesen des Montanismus ist eine Eeaktion. angesichts

der nahen Parusle gegen Verweltlichung der Kirche." Baur, too, emphasizes this

point and puts the chief difference between Montanism and Gnosticism in this,

that the latter looked at the beginning, the former at the end of all things.

" Wie die Gnosis den Anfangspunkt ins Ange fasst, von ivelchem alles ansgeht, die

absoluten Principien, durch welche der Selbstoffenbarungsprocess Gottes und der

Gang der Weltentwickliing hedingt ist, so ist im Montanismus der Hauptpunkt, um
welchen sich alles beivegt, das Endc der Dinge, die Katastrophe, wclcher der

Wellverlauf entgegengeht." (K. Gesch. I. 235).

'* De Monog. c. 2, he calls the Paraclete "novae disciplince insiitutor," but in

c. 4 he says, correcting himself: " Paracletus restitutor potius, quam insiitutor

disciplincE."
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the eujoyments of life, and held even art to be incompatible

with Christian soberness and humility. It forbade women all

ornamental clothing, and required virgins to be veiled. It

courted the blood-baptism of martyrdom, and condemned con-

cealmeut or flight in persecution as a denial of Christ. It mul-

tiplied fasts and other ascetic exercises, and carried them to

extreme severity, as the best preparation for the millennium.

It prohibited second marriage as adultery, for laity as well as

clergy, and inclined even to regard a single marriage as a mere

concession on the part of God to the sensuous infirmity of man.

It taught the impossibility of a second repentance, and refused

to restore the lapsed to the fellowship of the church. Tertul-

lian held all mortal sins (of which he numbers seven), committed

after baptism, to be unpardonable," at least in this world, and a

church, which showed such lenity towards gross ofienders, as

the Roman church at that time did, according to the corrobo-

rating testimony of Hippolytus, he called worse than a " den

of thieves," even a " spelunca 'mceohoru7n et foniicatorum." '^

The Catholic church, indeed, as we have already seen, openai

the door likewise to excessive ascetic rigor, but only as an ex-

ception to her rule ; while the Montanists pressed their rigoristic

demands as binding upon all. Such universal asceticism was

simply impracticable in a world like the present, and the sect

itself necessarily dwindled away. But the religious earnestness

which animated it, its prophecies and visions, its millennarianism,

and the fanatical extremes into which it ran, have since reap-

peared, under various names and forms, and in new combina-

tions, in Novatianism, Donatism, the spiritualism of the Fran-

1 Comp. De Pad. c. 2 and 19.

'^ De Pudic. c 1 :
" Audio etinm edictum es^se propositum, el qnidcm peremp-

torium. Pontifex scilicet maximus, quod est episcopus episcoporum (so he rails,

ironically, the Roman bishop; in all probability he refers to Zephyrinus or

Callistus), edicit: Ego et moechice et fornicationis delicta poenitentia functis

dimitto Abait, ahsit a sponsa Christi tale praeconium f Ilia, qua- vera

est, qua pudica, qvce sancta, carebit etinm aurium macula. Nan hnbet qnibus hoc

repromitfit, et si habuerit, non repromittat, quoninvi et terrcnum Dei tcmplum citins

spelunca lafronum (Matt. 21: 13 j appellari potuit a Domino quam moechoruin et

fornicatorum."
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ciscans, Auabaptism, the Camisard enthusiasm, Puritanism,

Quakerism, Quietism, Pietism, Second Adventisra, Irvingism,

and so on, by way of protest and wholesome reaction against

various evils in the church.^

1 Comp. on these analogous phenomena Soyres, p. 118 sqq. and 142 sqq.

He also mentions Mormonism as an analogous movement, and so does Renan

{Alarc-Aurele, p. 209), but this is unjust to Montanism, which in its severe

ascetic morality differs widely from the polygamous pseudo-theocracy in Utah.

Montanism much more nearly resembles Irvingism, whose leaders are emi-

nently pure and devout men (as Irving, Thiersch, W. W. Andrews).



CHAPTER XI.

THE HERESIES OF THE ANTE-NICENE AGE.

§ 112. Judaism and Heathenism within the Church.

Having described iu previous chapters the moral and intel-

lectual victory of the church over avowed and consistent

Judaism and heathenism, we must now look at her deep and

mighty struggle with those enemies in a hidden and more

dangerous form : with Judaism and heathenism concealed in,

the garb of Christianity and threatening to Judaize and paganize

the church. The patristic theology and literature can never be

thoroughly understood without a knowledge of the heresies of

the patristic age, which play as important a part in the theologi-

cal movements of the ancient Greek and Latin churches as

Rationalism with its various types in the modern theology of

the Protestant churches of Europe and America.

Judaism, with its religion and its sacred writings, and

Grseco-Roman heathenism, with its secular culture, its science,

and its art, were designed to pass into Christianity to be trans-

formed and sanctified. But even in the apostolic age many

Jews and Gentiles were baptized only with water, not with the

Holy Spirit and fire of the gospel, and smuggled their old

religious notions and practices into the church. Hence the

heretical tendencies, which are combated in the Xew Testament,

especially iu the Pauline and Catholic Epistles.^

The same heresies meet us at the beginning of the second

century, and thenceforth in more mature form and in greater

extent in almost all parts of Christendom. They evince, on the

one hand, the universal import of the Christian religion in liis-

' Comp. vol. I. 564 sqq., and my History of the Apost. Church, § 1G5-1G9.

42S
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toiy, and its irresistible power over all the more profound and

earnest minds of the age. Christianity threw all their

religious ideas into confusion and agitation. They were

so struck with the truth, beauty, and vigor of the new re-

ligion, that they could no longer rest either in Judaism or in

heathenism ; and yet many were unable or unwilling to forsake

inwardly their old religion and philosophy. Hence strange

medleys of Christian and unchristian elements in chaotic fer-

ment. The old religions did not die without a last desperate

effort to save themselves by appropriating Christian ideas.

And this, on the other hand, exposed the specific truth of

Christianity -to the greatest danger, and obliged the church to

defend herself against misrepresentation, and to secure herself

against relapse to the Jewish or the heathen level.

As Christianity was met at its entrance into the world by two

other religions, the one relatively true, and the other essentially

false, heresy appeared likewise in the two leading forms of

Ebionism and Gnosticism, the germs of which, as already ob-

served, attracted the notice of the apostles. The remark of

Hegesippus, that the church preserved a virginal purity of doc-

trine to the time of Hadrian, must be understood as made only

in view of the open advance of Gnosticism in the second cen-

tury, and therefore as only relatively true. The very same

writer expressly observes, that heresy had been already secretly

working from the days of Simon Magus. Ebionism is a Judai-

ziug, pseudo-Petrine Christianity, or, as it may equally well be

called, a Christianizing Judaism ; Gnosticism is a paganizing

or pseudo-PauUne Christianity, or a pseudo-Christian hea-

thenism.
'

These two great types of heresy are properly opposite poles.

Ebionism is a particularistic contraction of the Christian reli-

gion ; Gnosticism, a vague expansion of it. The one is a gross

realism and literalism ; the other, a fantastic idealism and spirit-

ualism. In the former the spirit is bound in outward forms

;

in the latter it revels in licentious freedom. Ebionism makes

salvation depend on observance of the law ; Gnosticism, on spe-
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culative knowledge. Under the influence of Judaistic legalism,

Christianity must stiffen and petrify; under the influence of

Gnostic speculation, it must dissolve into empty notions and

fancies. Ebionism denies the divinity of Christ, and sees in the

gospel only a new law; Gnosticism denies the true humanity of

the Redeemer, and makes his person and his work a mere phan-

tom, a docetistic illusion.

The two extremes, however, meet; both tendencies from

opposite directions reach the same result—the denial of the in-

carnation, of the true and abiding union of the divine and the

human in Christ and his kingdom ; and thus they fall together

under St. John's criterion of the antichristian spirit of error.

In both Christ ceases to be mediator and reconciler, and his

religion makes no specific advance upon the Jewish and the

heathen, which place God and man in abstract dualism, or allow

them none but a transient and illusory union.

Hence, there were also some forms of error, in which Ebion-

istic and Gnostic elements were combined. We have a Gnostic

or theosophic Ebionism (the pseudo-Clementine), and a Judai-

zing Gnosticism (in Cerinthus and others). These mixed forms

also we find combated in the apostolic age. Indeed, similar

forms of religious syncretism we meet with even before the time

and beyond the field of Christianity, in the Essenes, the Thera-

peutse, and the Platonizing Jewish philosopher, Philo.

§ 113. Nazarenes and Ebionites {Elkesaites, 3Iandceans).

I, Iren^us: Adv. Hcer. I. 26. Hippolytus: Refut. omnium Ecer., or

Philosophumena, 1. IX. 13-17. Epiphanius: Hcer. 29, 30, 63.

Scattered notices in jTustin M., Tertullian, Origex, Hegesip-

Pus, EusEBius, and Jerome. Several of the Apocryphal Gospels,

especially that of the Hebrews. The sources are obscure and con-

fiicting. Comp. the collection of fragments from Elxai, the Gospel

of the Hebrews, etc. in Hilgenfeld's Novum Test, extra Canonem re-

ceptum. Lips. 1866.

IT. GlESELER: Nazarder u. Ebioniten (in the fourth vol. of Staudlin's

and Tzschirner's '"Archiv." Leipz. 1820).

Credner: Ueber Esscrer und Ebioniten und einen theilweisen Zusammen-

hnng derseJbm (in Winer's "Zeitschrift fiir wisscnsch. Theol."

Sulzbach, 1829).
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Baur : De Ebionitarum Origine et Dodrina ab Essceis repetenda. Tiib.

1831.

ScHLlEMANlsr : Die Clementinen u. der Ebionitismus, Hamb. 1844, p.

362-552.

RiTSCHL: Ueber die Sede der Elkesaiten (in Niedner's " Zeitschr. fur

hist. Theol." 1853, No. 4).

D. Chwolsohk : Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus. St. Petersburg, 1856,

2 vols.

Uhlhorn: Ebioniten and Elkesaiten, in Herzog, new ed., vol. IV.

(1879), 13 sqq. and 184 sqq.

G. Salmon: Elkesai, Elkesaites, in Smith & Wace, vol. II. (1880) p.

95-98.

M.. JS". SlOLTFFi : Etudes sur la religion des Soubbas ou Sabeens, leurs

dogmcs, leurs moeurs. Paris, 1880.

K. Kessler: Mandceer, in Herzog, revised ed., IX. (1881), p. 205-222.

Comp. also the Lit. in the next section.

The Jewish Christianity, represented in the apostolic church

by Peter and James, combined with the Gentile Christianity of

Panl, to form a Christian church, in which " neither circum-

cision availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new crea-

ture in Christ."

I. A portion of the Jewish Christians, however, adhered even

after the destruction of Jerusalem, to the national customs of

their fathers, and propagated themselves in some churches of

Syria down to the end of the fourth century, under the name

of Nazarenes ; a name perhaps originally given in contempt

by the Jews to all Christians as followers of Jesus of Nazareth.^

They united the observance of the Mosaic ritual law with their

belief in the Messiahship and divinity of Jesus, used the Gospel

of Matthew in Hebrew, deeply mourned the unbelief of their

brethren, and hoped for their future conversion in a body, and

for a millennial reign of Christ on the earth. But they indulged

no antipathy to the apostle Paul, and never denounced the Gen-

tile Christians as heretics for not observing the law. They

were, therefore, not heretics, but stunted separatist Christians

;

they stopped at the obsolete position of a narrow and anxious

' The heathen enemies of Christianity, as Julian the Apostate, called them
sometimes ' Galileans." So also Epictetus in the only passage, in which he

alludes to the Christians.
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Jewish Christianity, and shrank to an insignificant sect. Jerome

says of them, that, wishing to be Jews and Christians alike, they

were neither one nor the other.

II. From these Nazarenes we must carefully distinguish the

heretieal Jewish Christians, or the Ebionites, who were more

numerous. Their name comes not, as Tertullian first inti-

mated,' from a supposed founder of the sect, Ebiou, of whom
we know nothing, but from the Hebrew word, P'? v> j^oor. It

may have been originally, like "Nazarene" and "Galilean," a

contemptuous designation of all Christians, the majority of whom
lived in needy circumstances;^ but it was afterwards confined

to this sect ; whether in reproach, to denote the poverty of their

doctrine of Christ and of the law, as Origen more ingeniously

than correctly explains it ; or, more probably, in honor, since

the Ebionites regarded themselves as the genuine followers of

the poor Christ and his poor disciples, and applied to themselves

alone the benediction on the poor in spirit. According to Epi-

phanius, Ebion spread his error first in the company of Chris-

tians which fled to Pella after the destruction of Jerusalem

;

according to Hegesippus in Eusebius, one Thebutis, after the

death of the bishop Symeon of Jerusalem, about 107, made

schism among the Jewish Christians, and led many of them

to apostatize, because he himself was not elected to the bish-

opric.

We find the sect of the Ebionites in Palestine and the sur-

rounding regions, on the island of Cyprus, in Asia Minor, and

even in Home. Though it consisted mostly of Jews, Gentile

Christians also soijietimes attached themselves to it. It con-

tinued into the fourth century, but at the time of Theodoret was

entirely extinct. It used a Hebrew Gospel, now lost, M'hich

was probably a corruption of the Gospel of INIatthew.

The characteristic marks of Ebionism in all its forms are:

degradation of Christianity to the level of Judaism ; the princi-

^ PrcEScr. ITceret. c. 13

' Miniit. Felix, Octav. 36: " Ceterum quod plerique pauperes dicimur non est

infamiu nostra, sed gloria; animus enim ut lujcu solvitur, ita/rugalilatejirmatur."
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pie of the universal and perpetual validity of the Mosaic law;

and enmity to the apostle Paul. But, as, there were different

sects in Judaism itself, we have also to distinguish at least two

branches of Ebionisra, related to each other as Pharisaism and

Essenism, or, to use a modern illustration, as the older deistic

, and the speculative pantheistic rationalism in Germany, or the

practical and the speculative schools in Unitarianism.

1. The common Ebionites, who were by far the more nume-

rous, embodied the Pharisaic legalism, and were the proper suc-

cessors of the Judaizers opposed in the Epistle to the Galatians.

Their doctrine may be reduced to the following propositions

:

(«) Jesus is, indeed, the promised Messiah, the son of David,

and the supreme lawgiver, yet a mere man, like Moses and

David, sprung by natural generation from Joseph and Mary.

The sense of his Messianic calling first arose in him at his bap-

tism by John, when a higher spirit joined itself to him. Hence,

Origen compared this sect to the blind man in the Gospel, who
called to the Lord, without seeing him :

" Thou son of David,

have mercy on me." .

(6) Circumcision and the observance of the whole ritual law

of Moses are necessary to salvation for all men.

(c) Paul is an apostate and heretic, and all his epistles are to

be discarded. The sect considered him a native heathen, who
came over to Judaism in later life from impure motives.

(c?) Christ is soon to come again, to introduce the glorious

millennial reign of the Messiah, with the earthly Jerusalem for

its seat.

2. The second class of Ebionites, starting with Essenic no-

tions, gave their Judaism a speculative or theosophic stamp, like

the errorists of the Epistle to the Colossians. They form the

stepping-stone to Gnosticism. Among these belong the Elke-
SAITES.^ They arose, according to Epiphanius, in the reign of

Trajan, in the regions around the Dead Sea, where, the Essenes

lived. Their name is derived from their supposed founder,

1 'ElKfacaloi (Epiphanius) ; 'E2,xaaaai (Hippolytus) ; 'EXneaairai (Origen).

Also la^ufa'toi, from ^^'fi^, sun.

Vol. II.—28
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Elxai or Elkasai, and is interpreted :
" hidden power," which

(according to Gieseler's suggestion) signifies the Holy Spirit.^

This seems to have been originally the title of a book, which

pretended, like the book of Mormon, to be revealed by an angel,

and was held in the highest esteem by the sect. This secret

writing, according to the fragments in Origen, and in the " Fhi-

losophumcna" of Hippolytus, contains the groundwork of the

remarkable pseudo-Clementine system.^ (See next section.) It

is evidently of Jewish origin, represents Jerusalem as the centre

of the religious world, Christ as a creature and the Lord of

angels and all other creatures, the Holy Spirit as a female, en-

joins circumcision as well as baptism, rejects St. Paul, and justi-

fies the denial of faith in time of persecution. It claims to date

from the third year of Trajan (101). This and the requirement

of circumcision would make it considerably older than the Cle-

mentine Homilies. A copy of that book Avas brought to Rome

from Syria by a certain Alcibiades about a. d. 222, and excited

attention by announcing a new method of forgiveness of sins.

3. A similar sect are the Mand.eaxs, from Ilanda, know-

ledge (yvcoai':), also Sabiaxs, i. e. Baptists (from sdbi, to baptize,

to ivash), and Mughtasilah, which has the same meaning.

On account of their great reverence for John the Baptist, they

were called "Christians of John."^ Their origin is uncertain.

A remnant of them still exists in Persia on the eastern banks of

the Tigris. Their sacred language is an Aramaic dialect of

some importance for comparative philology.* At present they

speak Arabic and Persian. Their system is very complicated

with the prevalence of the heathen element, and comes nearest

to Manichseism.^

I Avvaiuc KEKaTilvfxevT], 'p3 7'n^ Comp. tlie (VvvniiK; aaapKoq in the Clem.

Homilies, XVII. 16. Other derivations : from Elkesi, a viUage in Galilee

(Delitzsch) ; from "^^ vX
j
from D't:'n37X := aposiata;.

'' See the fragments collected in Hilgenfeld's Nov, Test, extra Canonem recep-

turn. III. 153-1G7.
'* Ji)hanne^chrif<trn, Chretiens de Saii^t Jean.

* Mnndalftche Gramma fi/c, by Th. Noldeke. Halle, 1875.

' For further particulars see the article of Kessler in Herzog, above quoted.
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§ 114. Tlie Pseudo-Clementine Ebionism.

I. Sources:

1. Td KXrj/ievTia, or more accurately, K/ir/fievTog ruv Uerpov e-jiStj^iuv

KT]pvy/xdTuv tTZLTOfj-fj, first published (without the twentieth and part of

the nineteenth homily) by Cotelier in " Patres Apost." Par. 1672

;

Clericus in his editions of Cotelier, 1698, 1700, and 1724 ; again by

Schwegler, Stuttg. 1847 (the text of Clericus); then first entire,

with the missing portion, from a new codex in the Ottobonian

Library in the Vatican, by Alb. R. M. Dressel (with the Latin trans.

of Cotelier and notes), under the title: dementis Romani quae

feruntur Homiliae Viginti nunc primum integra:. Gott. 1853 ; and

by Paul de Lagarde : Clementina Greece. Leipz. 1865.

2. Clementis Eom. Recognitiones [' Xvayvupiaiioi or 'XvayvuGEiq), in ten

books, extant only in the Latin translation of Eufinus (d. 410)

;

first published in Basel, 1526 ; then better by Cotelier, Oallandi, and

by Gersdorf in his " Bibl. Patr. Lat." Lips. 1838. Vol. I. In

Syriac, ed. by P. de Lagarde
(
Clementis Romani Recognitiones

Syriace). Lips. 1861. An English translation of the Eecognitions

of Clement by Dr. Thomas Smith, in the " Ante-Nicene Christian

Library," Edinburgh, vol. III. (1868), pp. 137-471. The work in

the MSS. bears diflferent titles, the most common is Itinerarium St.

Clementis.

3. Clementis Epitome de Gestis Petri {KItju. e-kjk. 'Pu/jtj^ Tvepl tuv

irpd^euv ETva'irjinuv te Kal KT/pvy/xdruv Uerpov EtriTOfir/), first at Paris, 1555

;

then critically edited by Cotelier, I. c. ; and more completely with a

second e2)itome by A. R. M. Dressel : Clementinorum Epitomoe duce,

with valuable critical annotations by Fr. Wieseler. Lips. 1859.

The two Epitomes are only a summary of the Homilies.

II. Works.
Neander and Battr, in their works on Gnosticism (vid. the following

section), and in their Church Histories.

SCHLIEMAXX : Die Clementinen nebst den verwandten Schriften, u. dcr

Ebionitismus. Hamb. 1844.

Ad. Hilgenfeld : Die Clementinischen Recognitionem n. Homilien nach

ihrem Urspriing n. Inhalt. Jena, 1848. Art. by the same in the

"Theol. Jahrbucher" for 1854 (483 sqq.), and 1868 (357 sqq.) ; and

Die Apost. Vdter. Halle 1853, p. 287-302.

G. Uhlhorx : Die Homilien n. Recognitionen des Clemens Romanus.

Gott. 1854. Comp. the same author's article " Clementinen," in

Herzog, second ed., vol. III. (1878), p. 277-286.

RiTSCHL : Die Entstehung der altkath. Kirche 1857 (second ed. p. 206-

270).

J. Lehmanx: Die Clementinischen Schriffen mil hesonderer Riicksicht atif

ihr liter. Vcrhaltniss. Gotha 1869. He mediates between Hilgen-

feld and Uhlhorn. (See a review by Lipsius in the " Protest.
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Kirchenztg," 18G9, 477^82, and by Lagarde in his " Symmida," I.

1877, pp. 2-4 aud 108-112, where Lehinann is charged with

plagiarism),

R. A. LiPSius : Die Quellen der romischen Petrus-Sage kritish untsrsucht.

Kiel 1872. Lipsius finds the basis of the whole Clementine litera-

ture in the strongly anti-Pauline Acta Petri.

A. B. LuTTERBECK : Die Clementinen und ihr Yerh. z. Unfehlbarkeifs-

dognia. Giessen, 1872.

The system of the pseudo-Clementine Homilies exhibits Ebi-"

onism at once in its theosophic perfection, aud in its internal

dissolution. It represents rather an individual opinion, than a

sect, but holds probably some connection, not definitely ascer-

tained, with the Elkesaites, who, as appears from the " Philo-

sophumena," branched out even to Rome. It is genuinely

Ebionitic or Judaistic in its monotheistic basis, its concealed

antagonism to Paul, and its assertion of the essential identity of

Christianity and Judaism, while it expressly rejects the Gnostic

fundamental doctrine of the demiurge. It cannot, therefore,

properly be classed, as it is by Baur, among the Gnostic schools.

The twenty Clementine Homilies bear the celebrated name of

the Roman bishop Clement, mentioned in Phil. 4 : 3, as a helper

of Paul, but evidently confounded in the pseudo-Clementine

literature with Flavins Clement, kinsman of the Emperor Do-

mitian. They really come from an unknown, philosophically

educated author, probably a Jewish Christian, of the second

half of the second century. They are a philosophico-religious

romance, based on some historical traditions, which it is now

impossible to separate from apocryphal accretions. The concep-

tion of Simon as a magician was furnished by the account in the

eighth chapter of Acts, and his labors in Rome were mentioned

by Justin Martyr. The book is prefaced by a letter of Peter to

James, bishop of Jerusalem, in which he sends him his sermons,

and begs him to keep them strictly secret ; and by a letter of the

pseudo-Clement to the same James, in which he relates how

Peter, shortly before his death, appointed him (Clement) his

successor in Rome, and enjoined upon him to send to James a

work composed at the instance of Peter, entitled " dementis
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Epitome prcedicationum Petri in jperegrinationihus''^ By these

epistles it was evidently designed to impart to the pretended

extract from the itinerant sermons and disputations of Peter,

the highest apostolical authority, and at the same time to explain

the lono; concealment of them.^

The substance of the Homilies themselves is briefly this:

Clement, an educated Roman, of the imperial family, not satis-

fied with heathenism, and thirsting for truth, goes to Judsea,

having heard, under the reign of Tiberius, that Jesus had ap-

peared there. In Csesarea he meets the apostle Peter, and being

instructed and converted by him, accompanies him on his mis-

sionary -journeys in Palestine, to Tyre, Tripolis, Laodicea, and

Antioch. He attends upon the sermons of Peter and his long,

repeated disputations with Simon Magus, and, at the request of

the apostle, commits the substance of them to writing. Simon

Peter is thus the proper hero of the romance, and appears

throughout as the representative of pure, primitive Christianity,

in opposition to Simon Magus, who is portrayed as a " man full

of enmity," and a "deceiver," the author of all anti-Jewish

heresies, especially of the Marcionite Gnosticism. The author

was acquainted with the four canonical Gospels, and used them,

:Matthew most, John least ; and with them another work of the

same sort, probably of the Ebionitic stamp, but now unknown.^

It has been ingeniously conjectured by Baur (first in 1831),

1 'K.Tii/uevTO^ Tuv Tlfrpow emSrjfJ.iuv Kr/pvyitdruv tircTO/j^.

^ The Tiiblngen School, under the lead of Dr. Baur, has greatly exaggerated

the importance of these heretical fictions which the unknown author never

intended to present as solid facts. Thus Hilgenfeld says [l c. p. 1) :
" There

is scarcely a single writing which is of so great importance for the history of

Christianity in its first age, and which has already given such brilliant dis-

closures [?] at the hands of the most renowned critics in regard to the earliest

history of the Christian Church, as the writings ascribed to the Roman

Clement, the Recognitions and Homilies." Their importance is confined to the

history of heresy, which with the Tiibingen school is the most interesting por-

tion of ancient church history.

3 The Tubingen school first denied the use of the fourth Gospel, but the dis-

covery of the missing portion by Dressel in 1853 has settled this point, for it

contains (Horn. XIX. 22) a clear quotation from John 9: 1-3.
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and adopted by his pupils, that the pseudo-Clementine Peter

combats, under the mask of the Magician, the apostle Paul

(nowhere named in the Homilies), as the first and chief corrupter

of Christianity.^ This conjecture, which falls in easily with

Baur's view of the wide-spread and irreconcilable antagonism of

Petrinism and Paulinism in the primitive church, derives some

support from several malicious allusions to Paul, especially the

collision in Antioch. Simon Magus is charged Avith claiming

that Christ appeared to him in a vision, and called him to be an

apostle, and yet teaching a doctrine contrary to Christ, hating

his apostles, and denouncing Peter, the firm rock and foundation

of the church, as "self-condemned"^ But this allusion is

probably only an incidental sneer at Paul. The whole design

of the Homilies, and the account given of the origin, history

and doctrine of Simon, are inconsistent with such an identi-

fication of the heathen magician with the Christian apostle.

Simon Magus is described in the Homilies^ as a Samaritan, who

studied Greek in Alexandria, and denied tlie supremacy of God

and the resurrection of the dead, substituted Mount Gerizim for

Jerusalem, and declared himself the true Christ. He carried

with him a companion or mistress, Helena, who descended from

the highest heavens, and was the primitive essence and wisdom.

If Paul had been intended, the writer would have effectually

concealed and defeated his design by such and other traits, which

find not the remotest parallel in the history and doctrine of

Paul, but are directly opposed to the statements in his Epistles

and in the Acts of the Apostles.

In the Recognitions the anti-Pauline tendency is moderated,

yet Paul's labors are ignored, and Peter is made the apostle of

the Gentiles.

The doctrine which pseudo-Clement puts into the mouth of

^ The liypothesis lias been most fully carried out by Lipsius in his article on

Simon Magus in Sclienkel's " Bibellexicon," vol. V. 301-321.

3 Comp. Z^om. XVII. 19 (p. 351 sq. ed. Dressel) with Gal. 2: 11, where

Paul uses the same word KnTEyvuuevoq of Peter.

' Horn. II. 22 sqq. (p. 57 sqq.).
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Peter, and very skilfully interweaves with his narrative, is a

confused mixture of Ebionitic and Gnostic, ethical and meta-

physical ideas and fancies. He sees in Christianity only the

restoration of the pure primordial religion/ which God revealed

in the creation, but which, on account of the obscuring power of

sin and the seductive influence of demons, must be from time to

time renewed. The representatives of this religion are the pil-

lars of the world : Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Moses, and Christ. These are in reality only seven different

incarnations of the same Adam or primal man, the true prophet

of God, who was omniscient and infallible. What is recorded

unfavorable to these holy men, the drunkenness of Noah, the

polygamy of the patriarchs, the homicide of Moses, and espe-

cially the blasphemous history of the fall of Adam, as well as all

unworthy anthropopathical passages concerning God, were foisted

into the Old Testament by the devil and his demons. Thus,

where Philo and Origeu resorted to allegorical interpretation, to

remove what seems offensive in Scripture, pseudo-Clement adopts

the still more arbitrary hypothesis of diabolical interpolations.

Among the true prophets of God, again, he gives Adam, INIoses,

and Christ peculiar eminence, and places Christ above all,

though without raising him essentially above a prophet and

lawgiver. The history of religion, therefore, is not one of pro-

gress, but only of return to the primitive revelation. Chris-

tianity and Mosaism are identical, and both coincide with the

religion of Adam. Whether a man believe in Moses or in

Christ, it is all the same, provided he blaspheme neither. But

to know both, and find in both the same doctrine, is to be rich

in God, to recognize the new as old, and the old as become new.

Christianity is an advance only in its extension of the gospel to

the Gentiles, and its consequent universal character.

As the fundamental principle of this pure religion, our author

lays down the doctrine of one God, the creator of the world.

This is thoroughly Ebionitic, and directly opposed to the dual-

' The npuTT] 7^ avdpunoTTjpL wapaSod^daa cuT^pioq dprjOKda.
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ism of the demiurgic doctrine of the Gnostics. But tlieu he

makes the whole stream of created life tiow forth from God in

a long succession of sexual and ethical antitheses and syzygies,

and return into him as its absolute rest ; here plainly touching

the pantheistic emanation-theory of Gnosticism. God himself

one from the beginning, has divided everything into counter-

parts, into right and left, heaven and earth, day and night, light

and darkness, life and death. The monad thus becomes the

dyad. The better came first, the worse followed ; but from

man onward the order was reversed. Adam, created in the

image of God, is the true prophet; his wife, Eve, represents

false prophecy. They were followed, first, by wicked Cain, and

then by righteous Abel. So Peter appeared after Simon Magus,

as light after darkness, health after sickness. So, at the last,

will antichrist precede the advent of Christ. And finally, the

whole present order of things loses itself in the future; the

pious pass into eternal life ; the ungodly, since the soul becomes

mortal by the corruption of the divine image, are annihilated

after suffering a punishment, which is described as a purifying

fire.^ When the author speaks of eternal punishment, he merely

accommodates himself to the popular notion. The fulfilling of

the law, in the Ebionitic sense, and knowledge, on a half-Gnos-

tic principle, are the two parts of the way of salvation. The

former includes frequent fasts, ablutions, abstinence from animal

food, and voluntary poverty; while early marriage is enjoined,

to prevent licentiousness. In declaring baptism to be absolutely

necessary to the forgiveness of sin, the author approaches the

catholic system. He hkewisc adopts the catholic principle in-

volved, that salvation is to be found only in the external church.

As regards ecclesiastical organization, he fully embraces the

monarchical episcopal view. The bishop holds the place of

Christ in the congregation, and has power to bind and loose.

Under him stand the presbyters and deacons. But singularly,

and again in true Ebionitic style, James, the brother of fhe

* livp Kadapaiov, ignis purgatorius.
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Lord, bishop of Jerusalem, which is the centre of Christendom,

is made the general vicar of Christ, the visible head of the

whole church, the bishop of bishops. Hence even Peter must

give him an account of his labors; and hence, too, according to

the introductory epistles, the sermons of Peter and Clement's

abstract of them were sent to James for safe-keeping, with the

statement, that Clement had been named by Peter as his suc-

cessor at Rome.

It is easy to see that this appeal to a pseudo-Petrine primitive

Christianity was made by the author of the Homilies with a

view to reconcile all the existing differences and divisions in

Christendom. In this effort ho, of course, did not succeed, but

rather made way for the dissolution of the Ebionitic element

still existing: in the orthodox catholic church.

Besides these Homilies, of which the Epitome is only a poor

abridgement, there are several other works, some printed, some

still unpublished, which are likewise forged upon Clement of

Rome, and based upon the same historical material, with unim-

portant deviations, but are in great measure free, as to doctrine,

from Judaistic and Gnostic ingredients, and come considerably

nearer the line of orthodoxy.

The most important of these are the Recognitions of Clement,

in ten books, mentioned by Origen, but now extant only in a

Latin translation by Rufinus. They take their name from the

narrative, in the last books, of the reunion of the scattered
\

members of the Clementine family, who all at last find them-
|

selves together in Christianity, and are baptized by Peter.

On the question of priority between these two works, critics

are divided, some making the Recognitions an orthodox, or at

least more nearly orthodox, version of the Homilies;'^ others

regarding the Homilies as a heretical corruption of the Recogni-

tions? But in all probability both works are based upon older

1 Clericus, Mohler, Schliemann, Ulilliorn, Schwegler, partly also Lehmann.

Uhlhorn has since modified his view (1876).
"^ Particularly Hilgenfeld and Ritschl, and among older writers, Cave and

"VVhiston. Salmon also assigns the priority of composition to the Eecogniiions.
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and simpler Jewish-Christian documents, under the assumed

names of Peter and Clement.^

As to their birth-place, the Homilies probably originated in

East Syria, the Recognitions in Kome. They are assigned to

the second half of the second century.

In a literary point of view, these productions are remarkable,

as the first specimens of Christian romance, next to the ^'Pastor

I£enna\" They far surpass, in matter, and especially in moral

earnestness and tender feeling, the heathen romances of a Chari-

ton and an Achilles Tatios, of the fourth or fifth centuries.

The style, though somewhat tedious, is fascinating in its way,

and betrays a real artist in its combination of the didactic and

historical, the philosophic and the poetic elements.

NOTES.

Lagarde (in the Preface to his edition of tlie Clementina, p. 22) and G. E-

Steitz (in a lengthy review of Lagarde in the "Studien und Kritikcn'' for 1867,

No. III. p. 556 sqq.) draw a parallel between the pseudo-Clementine fiction

of Simon and the German story of Faust, the magician, and derive the latter

from the former through tlie medium of the Recognitions, which were better

known in the church than the Homilies. George Sabellicus, about A. D. 1507,

called himself Faustus junior, magus secundus. Clement's father is called

Faustus, and his two brothers, Faustinus and Faustinianus (in the Recognitions

Faustus and Faustinus), were bronglit up with Simon the magician, and at

first associated with him. The characters of Helena and Homunculus appear

in both stories, though very differently. I doubt whether these resemblances

are sufficient to establish a connection between the two otherwise widely diver-

gent popular fictions.

§ 115. Gnosticism. The Literature.

Sources :

I. Gnostic (of the Valentinian school in the wider sense) : PiSTis

SoPiriA; Opus gnosticum e codlce Coptico descriptum lat. vertit M. G.

Schwartze, ed. J. H. Petermann. Berl. 1851. Of the middle of the

* The YleiHotht. U.hpuv 6ia Klrjuevroq, and the still older Kr/pvyfiara TlsTpov

(about A. D. 140-145), the contents of which are mentioned in Recogn. III. 75,

and the oldest Acta Petri, parts of which are preserved in the apocryphal Acta

Petri et Pauli. See Lipsius, Qnell-en der rom. Pctrus-Snge, 1872, pp. 14 sqq.'

Uhliiorn assents in his last art. in the new ed. of Herzog, III. 285. Dr.

Salmon (in Smith and Wace, I. 571) likewise assumes that both are drawn

from a common original, but that the author of Homilies borrowed the bio-

graphical portions from Recognitions.
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third century. An account of the fall and repentance of Sophia
and the mystery of redemption. Comp, the article of Kostlin in the

"Tub. Theol. Jahrbiicher," 1854.—The Apocryphal Gospels, Acts,

and Apocalypses are to a large extent of Gnostic origin, e. g. the

Acts of St. Thomas (a favorite apostle of the Gnostics), John, Peter,

Paul, Philip, Matthew, Andrew, Paul and Thecla. Some of them
have been worked over by Catholic authors, and furnished much
material to the legendary lore of the church. They and the stories

of monks were the religious novels of the early church. See the

collections of the apocryphal literature of the N. T. by Fabricius,

Thilo, Tischendorf, Max Bonnet, D. William Wright, G. Phillips,

S. C. Malan, Zahn, and especially Lipsius : Die Apokryphen Apos-

telgescMchten und Apostellcgenden (Braunschweig, 1883, 2 vols.)

Comp. the Lit, quoted in vol. I. 90 sq. ; 188 sq., and in Lipsius, L
34 sqq.

IL Patristic (with many extracts from lost Gnostic writings) : Ieek^us :

Adv. Hcereses. The principal source, especially for the Valentinian

Gnosticism. Hyppolytus: Refutat. omnium Hoeresmm [Philoso-

phumena), ed. Duncker and Schneidewin. Gott. 1859. Based partly

on Irenseus, partly on independent reading of Gnostic works. Ter-
TULLIAN : De Prcescriptionibus Hcereticorum ; Adv. Valentin

;

Scorpiace ; Adv. Marcionem. The last is the chief authority for

Marcionism. Clemens Alex. : Stromata. Scattered notices of

great value. Origenes : Com. in Evang. Joh. Furnishes much
important information and extracts from Heracleon. Epiphanius :

Havdpiov. Full of information, but uncritical and fanatically or-

thodox. EUSEBIUS : Hist Eccl. Theodoret : Fabulce Ilcer.

See Fr. Oehler's Corpus Haereseologieum (a collection of the ancient

anti-heretical works of Epiphanius, Philastrus, Augustin, etc.).

Berol. 1856-1861, 5 vols.

III. Neo-PIatonist : Plotinus : Ilpof tov^ yvuaTiKohq (or Ennead. II. 9).

IV. Critical : R. A. Lipsius : Zur Quellen-Kritih des Epiphanios. Wien
1865. Die Quellen der dltesten Ketzergeschichte. Leipz. 1875 (258 pp.)

Ad. Harnack : Zur Quellen-Kritik der Geschichte des Gnosticismus.

Leipz. 1873. Comp. his article in Brieger's "Zeitschrift fur K.

Gesch." for 1876, L

Works :

Massuet (R. C.) : Dissert, de Gnosticorum rebus, prefixed to his edition

of Irenseus ; also in Stieren's edition of Iren. vol. II. pp. 54-180.

Mosheim : Comment, de rebus ante Const. M. pp. 333 sqq.

NeandEr: Genet. Entwicklung der gnost. Si/sfeme. Berl. 1818. Comp.

the more mature exposition in his Ch. Hist. He first opened a calm

philosophical treatment of Gnosticism.

Jaques Matter : Histoire critique du Gnosticisme et de son influence
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SUV les secies religieuses et pJiilosophiques des six premiers silcles.

Par. 1828 ; second ed. much enlarged. Strasb. and Par. 1844, in 3

vols.

Burton : Bamioton Lectures on the Heresies of the Apost. Age. Oxf. 1830.

MoHLER (R. C.) : Der Ursprung des Gnosticismus. Tiib. 1831 (in his

" Vermischte fichriften," I. pp. 403 sqq.)

Baur : Die christliche Gnosis in ihrer geschichtl. Entioicldung. Tiib.

1835. A masterly philosophical analysis, which includes also the

systems of Jacob Bohme, Schelling, Schleiermacher, and Hegel.

Comp. his Eirchengesch. vol. I. 175-234.

Norton : History of the Gnostics. Boston, 1845.

H. EosSEL : Gesch. der Untersuch. iiber den Gnostic. ; in his " Theol.

Nachlass," published by Neander. Berl. 1847, vol. 2»<^, p. 179 sqq.

Thiersch: Kritik der N. Tlichen Schriften. Erl. 1845 (chap. 5, pp. 231

sqq. and 268 sqq.)

R. A. LiPSlUS : Der Gnosticismus, sein Wesen, Ursprung und Entwick-

lungsgang. Leipz. 1860 (from Ersch and Gruber's "Allgem. Encycl,''

1. Sect. vol. 71). Comp. his critical' work on the sources of Gn.

quoted above.

E. WiLH. Moller: Geschichfe der Kosmologie in der griechischen Kirclie

bis avf Origenes. Mit Specialuntcrsuchungen iiber die gnostischen

Systcme. Halle, 1860 (pp. 189^73).

In Ersch und Gruber's Encykl. 1860.

C. W. KiXG : The Gnostics and their Remains (with illustrations of

Gnostic symbols and works of art). Lond., 1864.

Henry L. Maxsel (Dean of St. Paul's, d. 1871) : The Gnostic Heresies,

ed. by J. B. Lightfoot. London, 1875.

J. B. Lightfoot : The Colossian Heresy, Excursus in his Com. on Colos-

sians and Philemon. London, 1875, pp. 73-113. This is the best

account of Gnosticism, written by an Englishman, but confined to

the apostolic age.

Rexan: L' ^glise chr6tienne (Paris, 1879), Chap. IX. and X. p. 140-185,

and XVIII. p. 350-363.

J. L. Jacobi: Gnosis, in the new ed. of Herzog, vol. Y. (1870), 204-247,

condensed in Schaff 's " Rel. Encycl," 1882, vol. I. 877 sqq.

G. Salmon, in Smith and Wage, II. 678-687.

G. KoFFMANE: Die Gnosis nach ihrer Tcndcnz und Organisation. Bres-

lau, 1881. (Theses, 33 pages).

A number of monographs on individual Gnostics, Basilides,

Valentinus, Marcion, etc., and on Manichseism, will be noticed

below.

§ 116. Meaning, Origin and Character of Gnosticism.

The Judaistic form of heresy was substantially conquered in

the apostolic age. More important and more widely spread in
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the second period was the paganizing heresy, known by the

name of Gnosticism. It was the Rationalism of the ancient

church ; it pervaded the intellectual atmosphere, and stimulated

the development of catholic theology by opposition.

The Greek word gnosis may denote all schools of philosophical

or religious knowledge, in distinction from superficial opinion or

blind belief. The New Testament makes a plain distinction

between true and false gnosis. The true consists in a deep in-

sight into the essence and structure ofthe Christian truth, springs

from faith, is accompanied by the cardinal virtues of love and

humility, serves to edify the church, and belongs among the

gifts of grace wrought by the Holy Spirit.^ In this sense, Cle-

ment of Alexandria and Origen aimed at gnosis, and all specu-

lative theologians who endeavor to reconcile reason and revela-

tion, may be called Christian Gnostics. The false gnosis,^ on

the contrary, against which Paul warns Timothy, and which he

censures in the Corinthians and Colossians, is a morbid pride

of wisdom, an arrogant, self-conceited, ambitious knowledge,

which puifs up, instead of edifying,^ runs into idle subtleties

and disputes, and verifies in its course the apostle's word :
" Pro-

fessing themselves to be wise, they became fools."*

In this bad sense, the word applies to the error of which we

now speak, and which began to show itself at least as early as

the days of Paul and John. It is a one-sided intellectualism

on a dualistic heathen basis. It rests on an over-valuation of

knowledge or gnosis, and a depreciation of faith or pistis. The

Gnostics contrasted themselves by this name with the Pistics, or

the mass of believing Christians. They regarded Christianity

as consisting essentially in a higher knowledge ; fancied them-

selves the sole possessors of an esoteric, philosophical religion,

which made them genuine, spiritual men, and looked down

with contempt upon the mere men of the soul and of the body.

They constituted the intellectual aristocracy, a higher caste in

I Aoyoc yi'waeug, Tioyog cro^mc, 1 Cor. 12 : 8 ; comp. 13 : 2, 12 ; Jiio. 17 : 3.

* 'isvSujpvij.og yvuaiCj 1 Tim. 6 : 20.

' 1 Cor. 8:1. * Rom. 1 : 22.
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the cliiircli. They, moreover, adulterated Christianity ^vith sun-

dry elements entirely foreign, and thus quite obscured the true

essence of the gospel.^

We may parallelize the true and false, the believing and un-

believing forms of Gnosticism with the two form? of modern

Rationalism and modern Agnosticism. There is a Christian

Rationalism which represents the doctrines of revelation as being

in harmony witli reason, though transcending reason in its pre-

sent capacity ; and there is an anti-Christian Rationalism which

makes natural reason {ratio) the judge of revelation, rejects the

specific doctrines of Christianity, and denies the supernatural

and miraculous. And there is an Agnosticism which springs

from the sense of the limitations of thought, and recognizes faith

as the necessary organ of the supernatural and absolute;^ while

the unbelieving Agnosticism declares the infinite and absolute to

be unknown and unknowable, and tends to indiiferentism and

atheism.^

We now proceed to trace the origin of Gnosticism.

As to its substance. Gnosticism is chiefly of heathen descent.

It is a peculiar translation or transfusion of heathen philosophy

and religion into Christianity. This was perceived by the

church-fathers in their day. Hippolytus particularly, in his

" Philosophumena/' endeavors to trace the Gnostic heresies to

the various systems of Greek philosophy, making Simon JNIagus,

for example, dependent on Heraclitus, Valentine on Pythagoras

and Plato, Basilides on Aristotle, Marcion on Empedocles; and

hence he first exhibits the doctrines of the Greek philosophy

from Thales down. Of all these systems Platonism had the

greatest influence, especially on the Alexandrian Gnostics

;

though not so much in its original Hellenic form, as in its later

1 Baur takes too comprehensive a view of Gnosticism, and includes in it all

systems of Christian philosopliy of reliction down to Schelling and Hegel.

^ Sir William Hamilton and Dean Mansel.

8 Hume, Spencer, Cointe. As to Kant, he started from Hume, but checked

the scepticism of the theoretical reason by the categorical imperative of the

practical reason. See Calderwood's article "Agnosticism" in Schaff's "Eel.

Encycl." vol. I.
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orientalized eclectic and mystic cast, of which Neo-Platonism

was another fruit. The Platonic speculation yielded the germs

of the Gnostic doctrine of seons, the conceptions of matter, of

the antithesis of an ideal and a real world, of an ante-mundane

fall of souls from the ideal world, of the origin of sin from

matter, and of the needed redemption of the soul from the fet-

ters of the body. We find also in the Gnostics traces of the

Pythagorean symbolical use of numbers, the Stoic physics and

ethics, and some Aristotelian elements.

But this reference to Hellenic philosophy, with which Mas-

suet was content, is not enough. Since Beausobre and Mosheim

the East has been rightly joined with Greece, as the native home

of this heresy. This may be inferred from the mystic, fantastic,

enigmatic form of the Gnostic speculation, and from the fact,

that most of its representatives sprang from Egypt and Syria.

The conquests of Alexander, the spread of the Greek language

and literature, and the truths of Christianity, produced a mighty

agitation in the eastern mind, which reacted on the West.

Gnosticism has accordingly been regarded as more or less par-

allel with the heretical forms of Judaism, with Essenism, The-

rapeutism, Philo's philosophico-religious system, and with the

Cabbala, the origin of which probably dates as far back as the

first century. The affinity of Gnosticism also with the Zoroas-

trian dualism of a kingdom of light and a kingdom of darkness

is unmistakable, especially in the Syrian Gnostics. Its alliance

with the pantheistic, docetic, and ascetic elements of Bud-

dhism, which had advanced at the time of Christ to western

Asia, is equally plain. Parsic and Indian influence is most evi-

dent in Mauichseism, while the Hellenic element there amounts

to very little.

Gnosticism, with its syncretistic tendency, is no isolated fact.

It struck its roots deep in the mighty revolution of ideas in-

duced by the fall of the old religions and the triumph of the

new. Philo, of Alexandria, who was a contemporary of Christ,

but wholly ignorant of him, endeavored to combine tlie Jewish

religion, by allegorical exposition, or rather imposition, with
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Platonic philosophy; and this system, according as it might be

prosecuted under the Christian or the heathen influence, would

prepare the way either for the speculative theology of the Alex-

andrian church fathers, or for the heretical Gnosis. Still more

nearly akin to Gnosticism is Neo-Platonism, which arose a little

later than Philo's system, but ignored Judaism, and derived its

ideas exclusively from eastern and western heathenism. The

Gnostic syncretism, however, differs materially from both the

Philonic and the Neo-Platonic by taking up Christianity, which

the Neo-Platonists directly or indirectly opposed. This the

Gnostics regarded as the highest stage of the development of

religion, though they so corrupted it by the admixture of foreign

matter, as to destroy its identity.

Gnosticism is, therefore, the grandest and most comprehen-

sive form of speculative religious syncretism known to history.

It consists of Oriental mysticism, Greek philosophy, Alexan-

drian, Philonic, and Cabbalistic Judaism, and Christian ideas of

salvation, not merely mechanically compiled, but, as it were,

chemically combined. At least, in its fairly developed form in

the Valentiuian system, it is, in its way, a wonderful structure of

speculative or rather imaginative thought, and at the same time

an artistic work of the creative fancy, a Christian mythological

epic. The old world here rallied all its energies, to make out

of its diverse elements some new thing, and to oppose to the

real, substantial universalism of the catholic church an ideal,

shadowy universalism of speculation. But this fusion of all

systems served in the end only to hasten the dissolution of east-

ern and western heathenism, while the Christian element came

forth purified and strengthened from the crucil)le.

The Gnostic speculation, like most speculative religions, failed

to establish a safe basis for practical morals. On the one side,

a spiritual jiride obscured the sense of sin, and engendered a

frivolous antinomianism, which often ended in sensuality and

debaucheries. On the other side, an over-strained sense of sin

often led the Gnostics, in glaring contrast with the pagan deifi-

cation of nature, to ascribe nature to the devil, to abhor the
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body as the seat of evil, and to practice extreme austerities upon

themselves.

This ascetic feature is made prominent by Mohler, the Roman
Catholic divine. But he goes quite too far, when he derives the

whole phenomenon of Gnosticism (which he wrongly views as

,a forerunner of Protestantism) directly and immediately from

Christianity. He represents it as a hyper-Christianity, an ex-

aggerated contempt for the world,^ which, when seeking for itself

a speculative basis, gathered from older philosophemes, theoso-

phies, and mythologies, all that it could use for its purpose.

The number of the Gnostics it is impossible to ascertain. "We

find them in almost all portions of the ancient church ; chiefly

where Christianity came into close contact w^ith Judaism and

heathenism, as in Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor ; then in Rome,

the rendezvous of all forms of truth and falsehood ; in Gaul,

where they were opposed by Irenseus ; and in Africa, where

they were attacked by Tertullian, and afterwards by Augustin,

who was himself a Manichsean for several years. They found

most favor with the educated, and threatened to lead astray the

teachers of the church. But they could gain no foothold among

the people ; indeed, as esoterics, they stood aloof from the masses

;

and their philosophical societies were, no doubt, rarely as large

as the catholic congregations.

The flourishing period of the Gnostic schools was the second

century. In the sixth century, only faint traces of them re-

mained
;
yet some Gnostic and especially Manichsean ideas con-

tinue to appear in several heretical sects of the middle ages, such

as the Priscillianists, the Paulicians, the Bogomilefj, and the

Catharists; and even the history of modern theological and phi-

losophical speculation shows kindred tendencies.

§ 117. The System of Gnosticism. Its Tlieology.

Gnosticism is a heretical philosophy of religion, or, more ex-

actly, a mythological theosophy, which reflects intellectually the

peculiar, fermenting state of that remarkable age of transition

^ He calls Gnosticism a '' Vertevfelung der Natur."

Vol. II.—29
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from the heathen to the Christian order of things. If it were

merely an unintelligible congeries of puerile absurdities and

impious blasphemies, as it is grotesquely portrayed by older his-

torians/ it would not have fascinated so many vigorous intellects

and produced such a long-continued agitation in the ancient

church. It is an attempt to solve some of the deepest metaphy-

sical and theological problems. It deals with the great antithe-

ses of God and world, spirit and matter, idea and phenomenon

;

and endeavors to unlock the mystery of the creation ; the ques-

tion of the rise, development, and end of the world ; and of the

origin of evil.^ It endeavors to harmonize the creation of the

material world and the existence of evil with the idea of an ab-

solute God, who is immaterial and perfectly good. This prob-

lem can only be solved by the Christian doctrine of redemption

;

but Gnosticism started from a false basis of dualism, which pre-

vents a solution.

In form and method it is, as already observed, more Oriental

than Grecian. The Gnostics, in their daring attempt to unfold

the mysteries of an upper world, disdained the trammels of rea-

son, and resorted to direct spiritual intuition. Hence they

speculate not so much in logical and dialectic mode, as in an

imaginative, semi-poetic way, and they clothe their ideas not in

the simple, clear, and sober language of reflection, but in the

many-colored, fantastic, mythological dress of type, symbol, and

allegory. Thus monstrous nonsense and the most absurd con-

ceits are chaotically mingled up with profound thoughts and

poetic intuitions.

This spurious supernaturalism which substitutes the irrational

for the supernatural, and the prodigy for the miracle, pervades

1 Even some of the more recent writers, as Bishop Kaye {Ecrl. History of

the Second and Third Centuries), and tlie translators of Irenrens in the "Ante-

Nicene Christian Library" (Edinb. 18(58, vol. 1st, Introductory Notice) have

the same idea of the Gnostic systems as an impenetrable wilderness of absurdi-

ties. Bnt Mansel, Lightfoot, and 8almon show a clear knowledge of the sub-

ject, and agree substantially with Neander's account.

2 noi9ev TO kokSv, or r} Kania ; unde nullum? See Tertullian, De Prcescript. 7;

^dv. Marc. I. 2; Euseb. II E. V. 27 ; Baur, Gnosis, p. 19.
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the pseudo-historical romances of the Gnostic Gospels and Acts.

These surpass the Catholic traditions in luxuriant fancy and

incredible marvels. " Demoniacal possessions," says one who

has mastered this literature/ " and resurrections from the dead,

miracles of healing and punishment are accumulated without

end ; the constant repetition of similar events gives the long

stories a certain monotony, which is occasionally interrupted by

colloquies, hymns and prayers of genuine poetic value. A rich

apparatus of visions, angelic appearances, heavenly voices,

speaking animals, defeated and humbled demons is unfolded, a

superterrestrial splendor of light gleams up, mysterious signs

from heaven, earthquakes, thunder and lightning frighten the

impious ; fire, earth, wind and water obey the pious ; serpents,

lions, leopards, tigers, and bears are tamed by a word of the

apostles and turn upon their persecutors ; the dying martyrs

are surrounded by coronets, roses, lilies, incense, while the abyss

opens to swallow up their enemies."

The highest source of knowledge, with these heretics, was a

secret tradition, in contrast with the open, popular tradition of

the Catholic church. In this respect, they differ from Prot-

estant sects, which generally discard tradition altogether and

appeal to the Bible only, as understood by themselves. They

appealed also to apocryphal documents, which arose in the sec-

ond century in great numbers, under eminent names of apostolic

or pre-Christian times. Epiphanius, in his 26th Heresy, counts

the apocrypha of the Gnostics by thousands, and Irenseus found

among the Valentinians alone a countless multitude of such

writings.^ And finally, when it suited their purpose, the Gnos-

tics employed single portions of the Bible, without being able to

agree either as to the extent or the interpretation of the same.

The Old Testament they generally rejected, either entirely, as

^Dr. Lipsiiis, Die Apokryphen Apostelgeschichten \md Apostellegenden (1883),

vol. I. p. 7.

"^ Adv. Haei: I. c. 20. § 1 : 'Aiil'9r)Tov jrAiyiJof aTZ0Kpi"}iuv koX vd'&uv ypacpMV, of

ai>7ol fTT?n<7av, Trnpeiadepovaiv eig KaTdn?^rj^cv tuv dvoyruv /cat to, Trjq alTideiar /x^

kKiaTajitvoiv ypd/x/j.aTa.
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iu the case of the Marciouites and the Manichceans, or at least

in great part; and in the New Testament they preferred certain

books or portions, such as the Gospel of John, with its profound

spiritual intuitions, and either rejected the other books, or

wrested them to suit their ideas. Marcion, for example, thus

mutilated the Gospel of Luke, and received in addition to it

only ten of Paul's Epistles, thus substituting an arbitrary canon

of eleven books for the catholic Testament of twenty-seven. In

interpretation they adopted, even with far less moderation than

Philo, the most arbitrary and extravagant allegorical principles

;

despising the letter as sensuous, and the laws of language and

exegesis as fetters of the mind. The number 30 in the New

Testament, for instance, particularly in the life of Jesus, is

made to denote the number of the Valentinian aeons ; and the

lost sheep in the parable is Achamoth. Even to heatlien au-

thors, to the poems of Homer, Aratus, Anacreon, they applied

this method, and discovered in these works the deepest Gnostic

mysteries.^ They gathered from the whole field of ancient my-

thology, astronomy, physics, and magic, everything which could

serve in any way to support their fancies.

The common characteristics of nearly all the Gnostic systems are

(1) Dualism ; the assumption of an eternal antagonism between

God and matter. (2) The demiurgic notion
; the separation of

the creator of the world or the demiurgos from the proper God.

(3) Docetisra ; the resolution of the human element in the per-

son of the Redeemer into mere deceptive appearance.^

"VVe will endeavor now to present a clear and connected view

of the theoretical and practical system of Gnosticism in general,

as it comes before us in its more fully developed forms, espe-

cially the Valentinian school.

1. The Gnostic Theology. Tlie system starts from abso-

lute primal being. God is the unfathomable abyss,^ locked up

within himself, without beginning, unnamable, and incompre-

hensible; on the one hand, infinitely exalted above every exist-

» Hippol. Philos. IV. 46, V. 8, 13, 20.

* AdKTiTir^ <pdvTacfj.a. ^ Bvddg.
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ence
;
yet, on the other hand, the original seon, the sum of all

ideas and spiritual powers. Basilides would not ascribe even

existence to him, and thus, like Hegel, starts from absolute

nonentity, which, however, is identical with absolute being.^

He beo;an where modern Agnosticism ends.

2, KosMOLOGY. The abyss opens; God enters upon a pro-

cess of development, and sends forth from his bosom the several

seons ; that is, the attributes and unfolded powers of his nature,

the ideas of the eternal spirit-world, such as mind, reason, wis-

dom, power, truth, life.^ These emanate from the absolute in a

certain order, according to Valentine in pairs with sexual pola-

rity. The further they go from the great source, the poorer and

weaker they become. Besides the notion of emanation,^ the

Gnostics employed also, to illustrate the self-revelation of the

absolute, the figure of the evolution of numbers from an original

unit, or of utterance in tones gradually diminishing to the faint

echo.* The cause of the procession of the seons is, with some,

as with Valentine, the self-limiting love of God ; with others,

metaphysical necessity. The whole body of seons forms the

ideal world, or light-world, or spiritual fulness, the Pleroma, as

opposed to the Kenoma, or the material world of emptiness. The

one is the totality of the divine powers and attributes, the other

the region of shadow and darkness. Christ belongs to the Ple-

roma, as the chief of the seons ; the Demiurge or Creator belongs

to the Kenoma. In opposition to the incipient form of this

heresy, St. Paul taught that Jesus Christ is the whole pleroma

^ So in the old Hindu philosophy, absolute Being is regarded as the ground

of all existence. It is itself devoid of qualities, incapable of definition, incon-

ceivable, neither one thing nor another thing, yet containing in itself the

possibilities of all things ; and out from its dark depths the universe was

evolved through some mysterious impulse. The Vedas describe it thus :
" It

is neither Brahma, nor Vishnoo, nor Sivnn, but something back of these, with-

out passion, neither great nor small, neither male nor female, but something

far beyond."

^ Noiif, Myog, aotjiia, 6vvafiig, a?.'^-&Eta, ^w^, etc.

3 'TlpoPo7.r] (from 7rpo^^?Jw), a putting forward, a projection.

* Basilides and Saturninus use the former illustration ; Marcos uses the

latter.
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of the Godhead (Col. 1 : 19; 2 : 9), and the church the reflected

pleroraa of Christ (Eph. 1 : 22).

The material visible world is the abode of the principle of

evil. This cannot proceed from God ; else he were himself the

author of evil. It must come from an opposite principle. This

is Matter io^'^), which stands in eternal opposition to God and

the ideal world. The Syrian Gnostics, and still more the Mani-

chseans, agreed with Parsism in conceiving Matter as an intrin-

sically evil substance, the raging kingdom of Satan, at irrecon-

cilable warfare with the kingdom of light. The Alexandrian

Gnostics followed more the Platonic idea of the o):rj^ and con-

ceived this as xivwua, emptiness, in contrast with TtXrjpivfxaj

the divine, vital fulness, or as the fjrj ov, related to the divine

being as shadow to light, and forming the dark limit beyond

which the mind cannot pass. This Matter is in itself dead, but

becomes animated by a union with the Pleroma, which again is

variously described. In the IManichsean system there are powers

of darkness, which seize by force some parts of the kingdom of

light. But usually the union is made to proceed from above.

The last link in the chain of divine seons, either too weak to

keep its hold on the ideal M-orld, or seized with a sinful passion

for the embrace of the infinite abyss, falls as a spark of light

into the dark chaos of matter, and imparts to it a germ of divine

life, but in this bondage feels a painful longing after redemp-

tion, with which the whole world of a?ons sympathizes. This

weakest aon is called by Valentine the lower ^\"isdom, or Acha-

motli^ and marks the extreme point, where spirit must surren-

der itself to matter, where the infinite must enter into the finite,

and thus form a basis for the real world. The myth of Acha-

moth is grounded in the thought, that the finite is incompatible

with the absolute, yet in some sense demands it to account for

itself.

Here now comes in the third principle of the Gnostic specula-

1 'IT KiiTu aoipla, 'AxafM-'^ (Iren. T. 4 ; in Stieren, I. 44), i^^opnn^ or i110'2«^

the Cluildaic form of the Hebrew HOpn.
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tion, namely, the world-maker, commonly called the Demiurge^

termed by Basilides " Archon " or world-ruler, by the Ophites,

" Jaldabaoth," or son of chaos. He is a creature of the fallen

seou, formed of physical material, and thus standing between

God and Matter. He makes out of Matter the visible sensible

world, and rules over it. He has his throne in the planetary

heavens, and presides over time and over the sidereal spu"its.

Astrological influences were generally ascribed to him. He is

the God of Judaism, the Jehovah, who imagines himself to be

the supreme and only God. But in the further development of

this idea the systems diifer; the anti-Jewish Gnostics, Marcion

and the Ophites, represent the Demiurge as an insolent being,

resisting the purposes of God; while the Judaizing Gnostics,

Basilides and Valentine, make him a restricted, unconscious in-

strument of God to prepare the way for redemption.

3. Christology and Soteriology. Eedemption itself is

the liberation of the light-spirit from the chains of dark Matter,

and is effected by Christ, the most perfect aeon, who is the me-

diator of return from the sensible phenomenal world to the

supersensuous ideal world, just as the Demiurge is the mediator

of apostacy from the Pleroma to the Kenoma. This redeeming

aeon, called by Valentine awrrjp or ^hjaooz, descends through

the sphere of heaven, and assumes the ethereal appearance of a

body; according to another view, unites himself with the man

Jesus, or with the Jewish Messiah, at the baptism, and foi-sakes

him again at the passion. xVt all events, the redeemer, however

conceived in other respects, is allowed no actual contact ^vith

sinful matter. His human birth, his sufferings and death, are

explained by Gnosticism after the manner of the Indian mytho-

logy, as a deceptive appearance, a transient vision, a spectral

form, which he assumed only to reveal himself to the sensuous

nature of man. Reduced to a clear philosophical definition, the

Gnostic Christ is really nothing more than the ideal spirit of

man himself, as in the mythical gospel-theory of Strauss. The

^ Lriiuovpy6<;^ a term used by Plato in a similar sense.
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Holy Ghost is commonly conceived as a subordinate seon. The

central fact in the work of Christ is the communication of the

Gnosis to a small circle of the initiated, prompting and enabling

them to strive with clear consciousness after the ideal world and

the original unity. According to Valentine, the heavenly Soter

brings Achamoth after innumerable sufferings into the Pleroma,

and unites himself with her—the most glorious a^on with the

lowest—in an eternal spirit-marriage. With this, all disturb-

ance in the heaven of seons is allayed, and a blessed harmony

and inexpressible delight are restored, in which all spiritual

(pneumatic) men, or genuine Gnostics, share. Matter is at last

entirely consumed by a fire breaking out from its dark bosom.

4. The ANTHROPOLOGY of the Gnostics corresponds with

their theology. JNIan is a microcosm, consisting of spirit, body,

and soul, reflecting the three principles, God, Matter, and Demi-

urge, though in very different degrees. There are three classes

of men : the spiritual^ in whom the divine element, a spark of

light from the ideal world, predominates ; the material,^ bodily,

carnal, physical, in wdiom matter, the gross sensuous principle,

rules; and the psycJuGal,^ in whom the demiurgic, quasi-divine

principle, the mean between the two preceding, prevails.

These three classes are frequently identified with the adhe-

rents of the three religions respectively; the spiritual with the

Christians, the carnal with the heathens, the psychical with the

Jews. But they also made the same distinction among the pro-

fessors of any one religion, particularly among the Christians

;

and they regarded themselves as the genuine spiritual men in

the full sense of the word ; while they looked upon the great

mass of Christians* as only psychical, not able to rise from

blind faith to true knowledge, too weak for the good, and too

tender for the evil, longing for the divine, yet unable to attain

it, and thus hovering between the Pleroma of the ideal world

and the Kenoma of the sensual.

Ingenious as this thought is, it is just the basis of that un-

1 TLvcvfxaTiKoi. '•> 'Zu/xan/ioi, (pvacKoi, aapKiKoi, vXiKOc. ^ 'ivxLHoi. * Ot noTiXoi.
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christian distinction of esoteric and exoteric religion, and that

pride of knowledge, in which Gnosticism runs directly counter

to the Christian virtues of humility and love.

§ 118. Ethics of Gnosticism.

All the Gnostic heretics agree in disparaging the divinely

created body, and over-rating the intellect. Beyond this, we per-

ceive among them two opposite tendencies : a gloomy asceticism,

and a frivolous antinomianism ; both grounded in the dualistic

principle, which falsely ascribes evil to matter, and traces nature

to the devil. The two extremes frequently met, and the Nico-

laitan maxim in regard to the abuse of the flesh ^ was made to

serve asceticism first, and then libertinism.

The ascetic Gnostics, liks Marcion, Saturninus, Tatian, and

the Manich^ans, were pessimists. They felt uncomfortable in the

sensuous and perishing world, ruled by the Demiurge, and by

Satan ; they abhorred the body as formed from ISIatter, and for-

bade the use of certain kinds of food and all nuptial intercourse,

as an adulteration of themselves with sinful Matter; like the

Essenes and the errorists noticed by Paul in the Colossians and

Pastoral Epistles. They thus confounded sin with matter, and

vainly imagined that, matter being dropped, sin, its accident,

would fall with it. Instead of hating sin only, w^hich God has

not made, they hated the world, which he has made.

The licentious Gnostics, as the Nicolaitans, the Ophites, the

Carpocratians, and the Antitactes, in a proud conceit of the

exaltation of the spirit above matter, or even on the diabolical

principle, that sensuality must be overcome by indulging it,

bade defiance to all moral laws, and gave themselves up to the

most shameless licentiousness. It is no great thing, said they,

according to Clement of Alexandria, to restrain lust ;
Ijut it is

surely a great thing not to be conquered by lust, when one in-

dulges in it. According to Epiphanius there were Gnostic sects

in Egypt, which, starting from a filthy, materialistic pantheism

1 Aei Karaxpf/d^ui rfi aapd, the flesli must be abused to be conquered.
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aud identifying Christ with the generative powers of nature,

practised debauchery as a mode of worship, and after having,

as they thought, offered aud collected all their strength, blas-

phemously exclaimed :
" I am Christ." From these pools of

sensuality and Satanic pride arose the malaria of a vast litera-

ture, of which, however, fortunately, nothing more than a few

names has come down to us.

§ 119. Cultus and Organization.

In cultus, the Gnostic docetism and hyper-spiritualism led

consistently to naked intellectual simplicity ; sometimes to the

rejection of all sacraments and outward means of grace ; if not

even, as in the Prodicians, to blasphemous self-exaltation above

all that is called God and worshiped.^

But with this came also the opposite extreme of a symbolic

and mystic pomp, especially in the sect of the INIarcosians.

These Marcosians held to a two-fold baptism, that applied to

the human Jesus, the Messiah of the psychical, and that ad-

ministered to the heavenly Christ, the Messiah of the spiritual

;

they decorated the baptistery like a banquet-hall ; and they first

introduced extreme unction. Aa early as the second century

the Basilideans celebrated the feast of Epiphany. The Si-

monians and Carpocratians used images of Christ and of their

religious heroes in their worship. The Valentiuians and

Ophites sang in hymns the deej) longing of Achamoth for re-

demption from the bonds of Matter. Bardesanes is known as

the first Syrian hymn-writer. Many Gnostics, following their

patriarch, Simon, gave themselves to magic, and introduced

their arts into their worship ; as the Marcosians did in the cele-

bration of the Lord's Supper.

Of the outward organization of the Gnostics (with the

exception of the Manichseans, who will be treated separately),

we can say little. Their aim was to resolve Christianity into a

magnificent speculation ; the practical lousiness of organization

' Com p. 2 Tbess. 2 : 4.
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was foreign to their exclusively intellectual bent. Tertullian

charges them with an entire want of order and discipline.^

They formed, not so much a sect or party, as a multitude of

philosophical schools, like the modern Rationalists. Many
were unwilling to separate at all from the Catholic church,

but assumed in it, as theosophists, the highest spiritual rank.

Some were even clothed with ecclesiastical office, as we must no

doubt infer from the Apostolic Canons (51 or 50), where it is said,

with evident reference to the gloomy, perverse asceticism of the

Gnostics :
" If a bishop, a priest, or a deacon, or any ecclesiastic

abstain from marriage, from flesh, or from wine, not for practice

in self-denial, but from disgust,^ forgetting that God made

everything very good, that he made also the male and the

female, in fact, even blaspheming the creation ; ^ he shall either

retract his error, or be deposed and cast out of the church. A
layman also shall be treated in like manner." Here we per-

ceive the polemical attitude which the Catholic church was

compelled to assume even towards the better Gnostics.

§ 120. Schools of Gnosticism.

The arbitrary and unbalanced subjectivity of the Gnostic

speculation naturally produced a multitude of schools. These

Gnostic schools have been variously classified.

Geographically they may be reduced to two great families,

the Egyptian or Alexandrian, and the Syrian, which are also

intrinsically different. In the former (Basilides, Valentine, the

Ophites), Platonism and the emanation theory j)revail, in the

latter (Saturuiuus, Bardesanes, Tatian), Parsism and dualism.

Then, distinct in many respects from both these is the more

practical school of Marcion, who sprang neither from Egypt

nor from Syria, but from Asia Minor, where St. Paul had left

the strong imprint of his free gospel in opposition to Jewish

legalism and bondage.

Examined further, with reference to its doctrinal character,

^ De Proescr. Ilceret,, c. 41. ^ Bt'ie'kvpia. * jSTiaacpz/uuv dtaliaTCkeL t7jv 6r]ficovpyLai>.
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Gnosticism appears in three forms, distinguished by the prepon-

derance of the heathen, the Jewish, and the Christian elements

respectively in its syncretism. The Simonians, Nicolaitans,

Ophites, Carpocratians, Prodicians, Antitactes, and JVIanichseans

belong to a paganizing class; Ceriuthus, Basilides, Valentine,

and Justin (as also the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, though

these are more properly Ebionitic), to a Judaizing ; Saturninus,

Marciou, Tatian, and the Encratites, to a Christianizing division.

But it must be remembered here, that this distinction is only

relative; all the Gnostic systems being, in fact, predominantly

heathen in their character, and essentially opposed alike to the

pure Judaism of the Old Testament and to the Christianity of

the New. The Judaism of the so-called Judaizing Gnostics is

only of an apocryphal sort, whether of the Alexandrian or the

Cabalistic tinge.^

The ethical point of view, from which the division might as

well be made, m'ould give likewise three main branches : the

speculative or theosophic Gnostics (Basilides, Valentine), the

practical and ascetic (Marcion, Saturninus, Tatian), and the

antinomian and libertine (Simonians, Nicolaitans, Ophites,

Carpocratians, Antitactes).

Having thus presented the general character of Gnosticism,

and pointed out its main branches, w^e shall follow chiefly the

chronological order in describing the several schools, beginning

with those which date from the age of the apostles.

1 Gibbon, who devotes four pages (Ch. XV.) to the Gnostias, dwells ex-

clusively on the anll-Jewish feature, and makes them express his own aver-

sion to the Old Testament. He calls them (from very guperficial knowledge,

but with his masterly skill of insinuation) " the most jiolite. the most learned,

and the most wealthy of the Christian name," and says that, being mo.stIy

averse to the pleasures of sense, ''they morosely arraigned the polygamy of

the patriarchs, the gallantries of David, and the seraglio of Solomon," and

were at a loss to reconcile "the conquest of Canaan, and the extirpation of

the unsuspecting natives with the common notions of humanity and justice."

i
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§ 121. Simon Magus and the Simonians.

I. Commentaries on Acts 8: 9-24. Justin Maetyr: Apol. I. 26

and 66. The pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Becognitions.

IreNvEUS, I. 23. HippoLYTus, VI. 2-15, etc.

II. Simson: Leben und Lehre Simon des Magiers, in tlie " Zeitschrift

fiir hist. Theologie" for 1841.

HiLGENFELD : Der Magler Simon, in the " Zeischrift fiir wissenschaftl.

Theologie " for 1868.

LiPSlus: Simon d. Mag. in Scheukel's " Bibel-Lexikon," vol. V. (1875),

p. 301-321. Comp. the literature quoted there, p. 320.

Simon Magus is a historical character known to us from the

eighth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles.^ He was jjrobably

a native of Gitthon, in Samaria, as Justin Martyr, himself a

Samaritan, reports f but he may nevertheless be identical with

the contemporaneous Jewish magician of the same name, whom
Josephus mentions as a native of Cyprus and as a friend of

Procurator Felix, who employed him to alienate Drusilla, the

beautiful wife of king Azizus of Emesa, in Syria, from her

husband, that he might marry her.^

' The Tubingen schoo], which denies the historical character of the Acts,

resolves also the story of Simon into a Jewish Christian fiction, aimed at the

apostle Paul as the real heretic and magician. So Baur, Zeller, and Volkraar.

Lipsius ingeniously carries out this Simon-Paul hypothesis, and declarea

{I. c. p. 303) :
" Der Kern der Sage ist nichts als ein voUstdndig ausgefuhrtes

ZeiTbild des Heidenapostels, dcsseii Z'uge his iris einzelne hinein die Person, die

Lehre, und die LehensehicksaLe des Paulus persifliren sollen." But the book of

Acts giver, the earliest record of Simon and is the production, if not of Luke, as

we believe with the unanimous testimony of antiquity, at all events of a writer

friendly to Paul, and therefore utterly unlikely to insert an anti-Pauline fiction

which would stnltify the greater part of his own book. Comp. the remarks

above, § 114, p. 438.

^ Apol. I, 26 (Hi/iova fiev rtva 'Zajiapea, tov airb KiifirjQ Tisyo/nevT/g TiTToyv) •

comp. Clem. Horn. I. 15 ; II. 22 (cnro Tirduv) ; Hippol. Philos. VI. 7 {d Titttivo^).

There was such a place as Tlrrai, not far from Flavia Neapolis (Nablus),

Justin's birth-place. It is now called Kuryet Jit (Dschit). See Robinson's

Pal. II. 308, and Otto's note on the passage in Justin (Opera I. 78).

' According to Josephus, Ant. XX. 7, 2. The identity is assumed by Nean-
der, De Wette, Hilgenfeld. There was on the island of Cyprus a city named
K'lTiov (Thucyd. I. 112, 1), which Justin M. may possibly have confounded

with Gitthon, in Samaria, as he confounded Simo and Scmo on the statue in

Home. But it is much more likely that Josephus was mistaken on a question

of Samaria than Justin, a native of Flavia Neapolis (the ancient Shechem).
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Simon represented himself as a sort of emanation of the deity

(" the Great Power of God "),' made a great noise among the

half-pagan, half-Jewish Samaritans by his sorceries, was bap-

tized by Philip about the year 40, l)ut terribly rebuked by Peter

for hypocrisy and abuse of holy things to sordid ends.^ He
thus affords the first instance in church history of a confused

syncretism in union with magical arts ; and so far as this goes,

the church fathers are right in styling him the patriarch, or, in

the words of Irenseus, the "magister" and ''progenitor''^ of all

heretics, and of the Gnostics in particular. Besides him, two

other contemporaneous Samaritans, Dositheus and Menander,

bore the reputation of heresiarchs. Samaria was a fertile soil

of religious syncretism even before Christ, and the natural

birth-place of that syncretistic heresy which goes by the name

of Gnosticism.

The wandering life and teaching of Simon were fabulously

garnished in the second and third centuries by Catholics and

heretics, but especially by the latter in the interest of Ebionism

and with bitter hostility to Paul. In the pseudo-Clementine

romances he represents all anti-Jewish heresies. Simon the

Magician is contrasted, as the apostle of falsehood, with Simon

Peter, the apostle of truth ; he follows him, as darkness follows

the light, from city to city, in company with Helena (who had

previously been a prostitute at Tyre, but was now elevated to

the dignity of divine intelligence); he is refuted by Peter in

public disputations at Coesarea, Antioch, and Rome; at last he

is ignominiously defeated by him after a mock-resurrection and

mock-ascension before the Emperor Xero; he ends with suicide,

while Peter gains the crown of martyrdom.^ There is a bare

1
7] Ai'vni'ic Tov -deov fj MeydA^, Acts 8: 10. According to the Clementine

Homilies (II. 22) and Becogniiions (II. 7), Simon called himself "the Supreme

Power of God" [avuT&TTj dvvaing^ Virtus Suprema).

* The memory of this incident is perpetuated in the name of simony for pro-

fane traffic in ecclesiastical offices.

^ The legjendarj'^ accounts, both catholic and heretical, vary considerably.

Justin M. reports Simon's visit to Rome, hut assigns it to the reign of Claudius

(41-54), and says nothing of an encounter with Peter. Other reports put the
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possibility that, like other heretics and founders of sects, he

may have repaired to Rome (before Peter); but Justin Martyr's

account of the statue of Simon is certainly a mistake/

The Gnosticism which Irenssus, Hippolytus, and other fathers

ascribe to this Simon and his followers is crude, and belongs to

the earlier phase of this heresy. It was embodied in a work

entitled ''The Great Announcement" or "Proclamation,"^ of

which Hippolytus gives an analysis.^ The chief ideas are "the

great power," " the great idea," the male and female principle.

He declared himself an incarnation of the creative world-spirit,

and his female companion, Helena, the incarnation of the recep-

tive world-soul. Here we have the Gnostic conception of the

The sect of the Simonians, which continued into the third

century, took its name, if not its rise, from Simon Magus, wor-

shipped him as a redeeming genius, chose, like the Cainites, the

most infamous characters of the Old Testament for its heroes,

and was immoral in its principles and practices. The name,

however, is used in a very indefinite sense, for various sorts of

Gnostics.

journey in the reign of Nero (54-68). According to Hippolytus, Simon was

buritd alive at his own request, being confident of rising again on the third

day, an a pseudo-Christ. According to the Apostolical Constitutions, he at-

tempted to fly, but fell and broke his thigh and ankle-bone in answer to the

prayers of Peter, and died in consequence of this injury. According to Ar-

nobius, he attempted to ascend in a fiery chariot, like Elijah, but broke his leg,

and in the confusion of shame committed suicide by throwing himself from a

high mountain. See Lipsius, /. c. p. 310.

^ He reports (Jpol. I. 26 and .56) that Simon Magus made such an impres-

sion by his magical arts upon the Roman Senate and people that they paid

him divine homage, and erected a statue to him on the island of the Tiber.

But he mistook Semo Sancus or Sangvs, a Sabine-Eoman divinity unknown to

him, for Simo Sanctus. For in 1574 a statue was found in the place described,

with the inscription : Semoni Sanco Deo Fidio sacrum, etc The mistake is

repeated by Irenfeus Adv. Hcer. I. 23, 1, TertuUian Apol. 13, and Eusebius,

but Hippolytus who resided at Rome does not mention it. See Otto's note on

Just. I. 26, Opera I. 79 sq. (ed. III).

^ 'Arrodaaci fieydlTj. , ' Philos. VI- 6 sqq.
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§ 122. The Nlcolaitans.

Iren^US : Adv. Emr. I, 26, 3 ; Clement of Alex. : Strom. III. 4 (and

in Euseb. H. E. III. 29); Hippolytus : Philos. VII. 24; Epipha-
NIU6 : HcBT. I. 2, 25.

The Nicolaitans are mentioned as a licentious sect in the

Apocalypse (2: 6, 15). They claimed as their founder Nicolas,

a proselyte of Antioch and one of the seven deacons of the con-

gregation of Jerusalem (Acts 6: 5). He is supposed to have

apostatized from the true faith, and taught the dangerous prin-

ciple that the flesh must be abused/ that is, at least as under-

stood by his disciples, one must make the whole round of sen-

suality, to become its perfect master.

But the views of the fathers are conflicting. Irenaeus (who

is followed substantially by Hippolytus) gives a very unfavor-

able account.

" The Nicolaitanes," he says, " are the followers of that Nico-

las who was one of the seven first ordained to the diaconate by

the apostles. They lead lives of unrestrained indulgence. The

character of these men is very plainly pointed out in the Apoca-

lypse of John, where they are represented as teaching that it is

a matter of indifference to practice adultery, and to eat things

sacrificed to idols. Wherefore the Word has also spoken of

them thus :
' But this thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of

the Nicolaitanes, which I also hate.'

"

Clement of Alexandria says that Nicolas was a faithful hus-

band, and brought up his children in purity, but that his disci-

ples misunderstood his saying (which he attributes also to the

Apostle Matthias), "that we must fight against the flesh and

abuse it."^

1 A« KaTaxpfiadai ry aapn'i.

' He adds the curious statement {Strom. III. c. 4) that on a certain occasion

Nicolas was sharply reproved by the Apostles as a jealous husband, and re-

pelled the charge by offering to allow his beautiful wife to become the wife of

any other person. Extremely improbable.
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§ 123. Cerinthus.

IKEN. I. (25) 26, n ; III- 3, § 4; III. 11, g 1 ; Hippol. VII. 21 ; EusEB.
III. 28 ; IV. 14. Comp. Dorxer : Lehre v. der Person Chrinti, I.

314 sq. Art. Cerinth in " Smith and Wace," I. 447.

Cerinthus^ appeared towards the close of the first century in

.Asia Minor, and came in conflict with the aged Apostle John,

who is supposed by Irenseus to have opposed his Gnostic ideas

in the Gospel and Epistles. The story that John left a public

bath when he saw Cerinthus, the enemy of the truth, fearing

that the bath might fall in, and the similar story of Polycarp

meeting Marciou and calling him "the first born of Satan,"

reveal the intense abhorrence with which the orthodox church-

men of those days looked upon heresy.^

Cerinthus was (according to the uncertain traditions collected

by Epiphanius) an Egyptian and a Jew either by birth or con-

version, studied in the school of Pliilo in Alexandria, was one

of the false apostles who opposed Paul and demanded circum-

cision (Gal. 2: 4; 2 Cor. 11: 13), claimed to have received an-

gelic revelations, travelled through Palestine and Galatia, and

once came to Ephesus. The time of his death is unknown.

His views, as far as they can be ascertained from confused

accounts, assign him a position between Judaism and Gnosticism

proper. He rejected all the Gospels except a mutilated Mat-

thew, taught the validity of the Mosaic law and the millennial

kingdom. He was so far strongly Judaistic, and may be

counted among the Ebionites ; but in true Gnostic style he dis-

tinguished the world-maker from God, and represented the for-

mer as a subordinate jjower, as an intermediate, though not

exactly hostile, being. In his Christology he separates the

earthly man Jesus, who was a son of Joseph and Mary, from

the heavenly Christ,^ who descended upon the man Jesus in the

1 Kr/pivd-og.

^ Botli recorded by Irenfeiis ITT. c. 3, § 4, as illustrating Tit. 3 : 10. But

the same story of John in the bath is also told of Ebion, whose very existence

is doubtful.

^ 6 avu Xpiarog. He also calls the Holy Spirit v avu Svvniug, the power

from on high which came down upon Jesus. Valentine called the Jewish

Voh II.—30
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form of a dove at the baptism in the Jordan, imparted to him

the genuine knowledge of God and the power of miracles, but

forsook him in the passion, to rejoin him only at the coming of

the Messianic kingdom of glory. The school of Valentine

made more clearly the same distinction between the Jesus of the

Jews and the divine Saviour, or the lower and the higher Christ

—a crude anticipation of the modern distinction (of Strauss)

between the Christ of history and the Christ of faith. The mil-

lennium has its centre in Jerusalem, and will be followed by the

restoration of all thing-s.^

The Alogi, an obscure anti-trinitarian and anti-chiliastic sect of

the second century, regarded Cerinthus as the author of the Apoc-

alypse of John on account of the chiliasm taught in it. They

ascribed to him also the fourth Gospel, although it is the best

possible refutation of all false Gnosticism from the highest ex-

perimental Gnosis of faith.

Simon Magus, the NIcolaitans, and Cerinthus belong to the

second half of the first century. We now proceed to the more

developed systems of Gnosticism, which belong to the first half

of the second century, and continued to flourish till the middle

of the third.

The most important and influential of tliese systems bear the

names of Basilides, Valentinus, and Marcion. They deserve,

therefore, a fuller consideration. They were nearly contempo-

raneous, and matured during the reigns of Hadrian and Anto-

ninus Pius. Basilides flourished in Alexandria A. d. 125

;

Valentine came to Rome in 140; Marcion taught in Rome be-

tween 140 and 150.

§ 124. Basilides.

Besides the sources in Iren^tis, Hippolytus (L. VII. 20-27), Clemens

Alex. (Strom. VII.), Eusebius (IV. 7), and Epiphanius, comp.

the following monographs

:

Messiah 6 Karo Xpiardg. The best account of Cerinth's Christolosfy is jriven

by Dorner.

1 The chiliastic eschatologv of Cerintliiis is omitted by Ircn^ens, who was

himself a chiliast, though of a liifjiier spiritual order, hul it is described by

Caius, Dionysius (in Eusebius), Theodoret, and Augustin.
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Jacobi: Basilidis philosnphi Gnostici Sentent. ex Hippohjti lib. nuper

reperto illustr. Berlin, 1852. Comp. his article Gnosis in Herzog,

vol. V. 219-223, and in Brieger's " Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengesch." for

1876-77 (I. 481-5-44).

UhlhorK: Das Basilidianische System. Gottingen, 1855, The best

analysis.

Baur in the Tubinger "Theol. Jahrbiicher" for 1856, pp. 121-162.

HOFSTEDE DE Groot : BasiUdes as witness for the Gospel of John, in

Dutch, and in an enlarged form in German. Leipz. 1868. Apolo-

getic for the genuineness of the fourth Gospel.

Dr. HoRT in Smith and Wace, " Dictionary of Christian Biography

"

(Lond. 1877). I. 268-281 (comp. " Abrasax," p. 9-10). Very able.

HiLGEXFELD, in his "Zeitschrift fiir wissensch. Theol." 1878, XXI.

228-250, and the lit. there given.

Basilides [Baadddr^^) produced the first well-developed sys-

tem of Gnosis; but it was too metaphysical and intricate to be

popular. He claimed to be a disciple of the apostle IMatthias

and of an interpreter (koiiTjVVj^) of St. Peter, named Glaucias.

He taught in Alexandria during the reign of Hadrian (a.d.

117-138). His early youth fell in the second generation of

Christians, and this gives his quotations from the writings of

the New Testament considerable apologetic value. He wrote

(according to his opponent, Agrippa Castor) " twenty-four books

{^c[ih'a) on the Gospel." This work was probably a commentary

on the canonical Gospels, for Clement of Alexandria quotes from

"the thirty-third book" of a work of Basilides which he calls

His doctrine is very peculiar, especially according to the ex-

tended and original exhibition of it in the " Philosophumena."

Hippolytus deviates in many respects from the statements of

IrenjBUS and Epiphanius, but derived his information probably

from the works of Basilides himself, and he therefore must be

1 Comp. Euseb. Hist. Bed. IV. 7 and Clem. Alex. Strom. IV. 12. p. 599 sq.

Origen {Horn, in Luc. 1 : 1) says that Basilides "had the audacity (ho^unGev)

to write a Gospel according to Basilides ;
" hut he probably mistook the com-

mentary for an apocryphal Gospel. Hippolytus expressly asserts that

Bnsilides, in his account of all things concerning the Saviour after "the birth

of Jesus" agreed with "the Gospels.''
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chiefly followed.^ The system is based on the Egyptian astro-

nomy and the Pythagorean numerical symbolism. It betrays

also the influence of Aristotle; but Platonism, the emanation-

theory, and dualism do not appear.

Basilides is monotheistic rather than dualistic in his primary

idea, and so far differs from the other Gnostics, though later

accounts make him a dualist. He starts from the most abstract

notion of the absolute, to which he denies even existence, think-

ing of it as infinitely above all that can be imagined and con-

ceived.^ This ineffable and unnamable God,^ not only super-

existent, but non-existent,* first forms by his creative word (not

by emanation) the world-seed or world-embryo,'^ that is, chaos,

from Avhicli the v/orld develops itself according to arithmetical

relations, in an unbroken order, like the branches and leaves

of the tree from the mustard seed, or like the many-colored pea-

cock from the egg. Everything created tends upwards towards

God, who, himself unmoved, moves all,^ and by the charm of

surpassing beauty attracts all to himself.

In the world-seed Basilides distinguishes three kinds of son-

shij?,^ of the same essence with the non-existent God, but grow-

ing weaker in the more remote gradations; or three races of

^ Tlie prevailing opinion is that Hippolytns gives the system of Basilides

himself, Irenreus that of his school. So Jacobi, Uhlhorn, Baur, Pchaff (first

ed.), Moller, Mansel, Hort. The opposite view is defended by Hiigenfeld,

Lipsius, Volkmar and Scholten. The reasoning of Hort in favor of the for-

mer view, I. c. p. 269 sq., is based on the extracts of Clement of Alex, from

the k^7)y7]TiKa of Basilides. He assnmes the priority of the Valentinian sys-

tem, from which Basilides proceeded to construct his own by contrast. But

history puts Valentinus about a decade later.

' Herein, as already remarked, he resembles Hegel, who likewise begins

with the idea of absolute non-entity, and reconstructs the universe ex

nihilo. In both systems ''nothing" must be understood in a non natural

sense, as opposed to all definite, concrete being or form of existence. It is in

fact identical with the most abstract conception of pure being. Nichts ist Sein,

and Sein id Nichts, but, set in motion by a dialectic process, they produce the

Werden, and the M'erden results in Dasein. And here again the latest German

philosophy meets with the oldest Hindu mythology. See the note on p. 453.

^ a/i/)?/rof, aKaTovdunaror. * 6 ovk £)v i9f(5f.

* nava-epfua—a Stoic idea. « dKivr/rog KivJir^g. '' vldrric rpifiep/jg.
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children of God, a pneumatic, a psychic, and a hylic. The first

sonship liberates itself immediately from the world-seed, rises

with the lightning-speed of thought to God, and remains there

as the blessed spirit-world, the Pleroma. It embraces the seven

highest genii,^ which, in union with the great Father, form the

first ogdoad, the type of all the lower circles of creation. The

second sonship, with the help of the Holy Spirit, whom it pro-

duces, and who bears it up, as the wing bears the bird, strives

to follow the first,^ but can only attain the impenetrable firma-

ment,^ that is the limit of the Pleroma, and could endure the

higher region no more than the fish the mountain air. The

third sonship, finally, remains fixed in the world-seed, and in

need of purification and redemj^tion.

Next Basilides makes two archons or world-rulers (demiurges)

issue from the world-seed. The first or great archon, whose

greatness and beauty and power cannot be uttered, creates the

ethereal world or the upper heaven, the ogdoad, as it is called
;

the second is the maker and ruler of the lower planetary heaven

below the moon, the hebdomad. Basilides supposed in all

three hundred and sixty-five heavens or circles of creation,*

corresponding to the days of the year, and designated them by

the mystic name Abrasax, or Abraxas,^ which, according to the

numerical value of the Greek letters, is equal to 365.^ This

1 I'oiJf, ^6}'or^ (ppovrjaig, co<pla, iVvvafit^^ damioavvri, and elpyvrj.

^ Hence it is called /iijutjtik?'/. ^ areptufia. * ht'lceiq, (tpx^'h ^vvd/nstg, i^ovaiai.

* 'A^pacraf, or 'A/Jpofaf. Abraxas is a euphonic inversion, which seems to

date from the Latin translator of Irenseus.

« Thrice a=3
; /?=2 ;

p=100 ; tT=200
; ^=60. Epiphanius mentions that

the Basilidians refei-red the word to the 365 parts (/^fA?/) of the human body as

well as to the days of the year. But modern writers are inclined to think that

the engravers of the Abrasax gems and the Basilidians received the mystic

name from an older common source. Dr. Hort suggests the derivation from

Ab-razach, Ab-zarach, i. e.
'' the father of effulgence," a name appropriate to a

solar deity. According to Movers, Seraph was a Phoenician name for Adonis,

whose worship was connected with the seasons of the year. Comp. Beller-

mann, Ueber die Gemmen der Alten mit dem Abraxasbilde (Berlin, 1817, '19);

King, The Gnosticfi and (heir Remains (London, 1864), Hort, I. c, Matter,

"Abraxas," etc. in Herzog, I. 103-107, and Krans, in his "Real Encykl. der

christl. Alterthiimer," I. 6-10 (with illustrations).
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name also denotes the great archon or ruler of the 365 heavens.

It afterwards came to be used as a magical formula, with all

sorts of strange figures, the " Abraxas gems," of which many

are still extant.

Each of the two archons, however, according to a higher

ordinance, begets a son, who towers far above his father, com-

municates to him the knowledge received from the Holy Spirit,

concerning the upper spirit-world and the plan of redemption,

and leads him to rei^entance. With this begins the process of

the redemption or return of the sighiug children of God, that

is, the pneumatics, to the supra-mundane God. This is effected

by Christianity, and ends with the consummation, or apokatas-

tasis of all things. Like Valentine, Basilides also properly

held a threefold Christ—the son of the first archon, the son of

the second archon, and the son of Mary. But all these are at

bottom the same principle, which reclaims the spiritual natures

from the world-seed to the original unity. The passion of

Christ was necessary to remove the corporeal and psychical

elements, which he brought with him from the primitive medley

and confusion {ouyxuac;; dpyjy.rj). His body returned, after

death, into shapelessness (djj.op^ia) ; his soul rose from the grave,

and stopped in the hebdomad, or planetary heaven, where it

belongs ; but his spirit soared, perfectly purified, above all the

spheres of creation, to the blessed first sonship (uf6r;yc) and the

fellowship of the non-existent or hyper-existent God.

In the same way with Jesus, the first-fruits, all other pneu-

matic persons must rise purified to the place where they by na-

ture belong, and abide there. For all that continues in its place

is imperishable ; but all that transgresses its natural limits is

])crishable. Basilides quotes the passage of Paul concerning

the groaning and travailing of the creation expecting the reve-

lation of the sons of God (Rom. 8 : 19). In the process of

redemption he conceded to faith (pistis) more importance than

most of the Gnostics, and his definition of faith was vaguely

derived from Hebrews 11 : 1.

In his moral teaching Basilides inculcated a moderate asccti-
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cism, from which, however, his school soon departed. He used

some of Paul's Epistles and the canonical Gospels
;
quoting, for

example, John 1 ; 9 (" The true light, which enlightens every

man, was coming into the world"), to identify hLs idea of the

world seed with John's doctrine of the Logos as the light of the

world.^ The fourth Gosjjel was much used and commented

upon also by the Ophites, Perates, and Yalentinians before the

middle of the second century. The Gnostics were alternately

attracted by the mystic Gnosis of that Gospel (especially the

Prologue), and repelled by its historic realism, and tried to make

the best use of it. They acknowledged it, because they could

not help it. The other authorities of Basilides w^ere chiefly the

secret tradition of the apostle Matthias, and of a pretended inter-

preter of Peter, by the name of Glaucias.

His son Isidore was the chief, we may say the only impor-

tant one, of his disciples. He composed a system of ethics and

other books, from which Clement of Alexandria has preserved a

few extracts. The Basilidians, especially in the West, seem to

have been dualistic and docetic in theory, and loose, even disso-

lute in practice. They corrupted and vulgarized the high-pitched

and artificial system of the founder. The whole life of Christ

was to them a mere sham. It was Simon of Cyrene who was

crucified; Jesus exchjyiged forms with him on the way, and,

standing unseen opposite in Simon's form, mocked those who

crucified him, and then ascended to heaven. They held it pru-

dent to repudiate Christianity in times of persecution, regarding

the noble confession of martyrs as casting pearls before swine,

^ Philosoph., VII. 22. He also quoted John 2: 4, " My hour is not yet

come," and Luke 1 : 35, " A Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and a power

of the Most High shall overshadow thee." It is true that Hippolytus some-

times mixes up the opinions of the master with those of his followers. But

there is no ambiguity here where Basilides is introduced with (^v^i, '' he says,''

while when quoting from the school he uses the formula "according to them ''

(Knr' avroi'c). The joint testimony of those early heretics (to whom we must

add the pseudo-Clementine Homilies and the heathen Celsus) is overwhelming

against the Tubingen hypothesis of the late origin of the fourth Gospel. See

vol. I. p. 707, and Abbott, Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, p. 85 sqq.
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and practiced various sorts of magic, in which the Abraxas gems

did them service. The spurious BusiHdian sect maintained itself

in Egypt till the end of the fourth century, but does not seem

to have spread beyond, except that Marcus, a native of Mem-
phis, is reported by Sulpicius Severus to have brought some of

its doctrines to Spain.

§ 125. Valentinus.

I. The sources are: 1) Fragments of Valentinus; Ptolomey's Epis-

tola ad Floram ; and exegetical fragments of Heracleon. 2) The

patristic accounts and refutations of Iren^us (I. 1-21 and through-

out his whole work); Hippolytus (VI. 29-37); Tertullian
{Adv. Valentiiiianos) ; Epiphanius, (i/as?-. XXXI ; in Oehler's ed.

I. 305-.386). The last two depend chiefly upon Irenieus. See on

the sources Lipsius and Heinrici (p. 5-148).

II. Ren. Massuet: Dissert, de Hasreticis, Art. I. De Valentino, in his ed.

of Irenseus, and in Stieren's ed. Tom. II. p. 54-134. Very learned

and thorough.

George Heinrici : Die Valentinianische Gnosis und die heilige Schrift.

Berlin, 1871 (192 pages).

Comp. Neander (whose account is very good, but lacks the additional

information furnished by Hippolytus) ; Rossel, Theol. Schriffen

(Berlin, (1847), p. 280 sqq. ; Baur, K Gesch. I. 195-204; and

Jacobi, in Herzog,'^ vol. V. 225-229.

Valentinus or Valentine^ is the author of the most profound

and luxuriant, as well as the most influential and best known of

the Gnostic systems. Irenreus directed his work chiefly against

it, and we have made it the basis of our general description of

Gnosticism.^ He founded a large school, and spread his doc-

trines in the West. He claimed to have derived them from

Theodas or Theudas, a pupil of St. Paul.^ He also pretended

to have received revelations from the Logos in a vision. Hip-

polytus calls him a Platonist and Pythagorean rather than a

1 Ova2evTn>oc or Ba?i.evTlvor.

' " No otlier py^tom, savs Banr fl. 203\ "affords us snoh a clear insight into

the peculiar character of the Gnosis, the inner connection of its view of the

world, and the deeper intellectnal character of the whole."

* Clemens Alex. Slrom. 1. VII. p. 898 (ed. Potter). Nothing certain ia

known of Theudas.
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Christian. He was probably of Egyptian Jewish descent and

Alexandrian education.^ Tertullian reports, perhaps from his

own conjecture, that he broke with the orthodox church from

disappointed ambition, not being made a bishop,^ Valentine

came to Rome as a public teacher during the pontificate of Hy-

ginus (137-142), and remained there till the pontificate of

Anicetus (154).^ He was then already celebrated; for Justin

Martyr, in his lost "Syntagma against all Heresies," which he

mentions in his " First Apology " (140), combated the Yalen-

tinians among: other heretics before A. d. 140. At that time

Rome had become the centre of the church and the gathering

place of all sects. Every teacher who wished to exercise a gene-

ral influence on Christendom naturally looked to the metropolis.

Valentine was one of the first Gnostics who taught in Rome,

about the same time with Cerdo and Marcion ; but though he

made a considerable impression by his genius and eloquence, the

orthodoxy of the church and the episcopal authority were too

firmly settled to allow of any great success for his vagaries. He

was excommunicated, and went to Cyprus, where he died about

A.D. 160.

His system is an ingenious theogonic and cosmogonic epos.

It describes in three acts the creation, the fall, and the redemp-

tion ; first in heaven, then on earth. Great events repeat them-

selves in diiferent stages of being. He derived his material

from his own fertile imagination, from Oriental and Greek

speculations, and from Christian ideas. He made much use of

the Prologue of John's Gospel and the Epistles to the Colos-

sians and Ephesians; but by a wild exegesis he put his own

pantheistic and mythological fancies into the apostolic words,

such as Logos, Only Begotten, Truth, Life, Pleroma, Ecclesia.

1 Epiph. HcEr. XXXI. 2. The Jewish extraction may be inferred from

some of his terms, as •'Achamoth.''
' De Prcesc. Hcer. c. 30, and Adv. Valent. c. 4. Tertullian and tlie orthodox

polemics generally are apt to trace all here-ies to impure personal motives.

" Iren. ITI. 4, 3 Comp. Eiiseb. H. E. IV. 10, 11 (quoting from Ircnseus).

All authorities agree that he taught at Rome before the middle of the second

century.
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Valentine starts from the eternal primal Being, which he sig-

nificantly calls Bythos or Abyss.^ It is the fathomless depth in

which the thinking mind is lost, the ultimate boundary beyond

which it cannot pass. The Bythos is unbegotten, infinite, invi-

sible, incomprehensible, nameless, the absolute agnoston
;
yet

capable of evolution and development, the universal Father of

all beings. He continues for immeasurable ages in silent con-

templation of his own boundless grandeur, glory, and beauty.

This " Silence " or " Solitude "
ifj af(rj) is his Spouse or au^^uyo^.

It is the silent self-contemplation, the slumbering consciousness

of the Infinite. He also calls it " Thought " {ipuoia), and

"Grace" [xdjnz)} The pre- mundane Bythos includes, therefore,

at least according to some members of the school, the female as

well as the male principle ; for from the male principle alone

nothing could spring. According to Hippolytus, Valentine de-

rived this sexual duality from the essential nature of love, and

said :
" God is all love ; but love is not love except there is

some object of affection."^ He grappled here with a pre-mun-

dane mystery, which tho, orthodox theology endeavors to solve

by the doctrine of the immanent eternal trinity in the divine

essence : God is love, therefore God is triune : a loving sub-

ject, a beloved object, and a union of the two. " Ubi amor, ihi

trinitas."

After this eternal silence, God enters upon a process of evo-

lution or emanation, i. e. a succession of generations of antithetic

and yet supplementary ideas or principles. From the Abyss

emanate thirty seons in fifteen pairs,* according to the law of

sexual polarity, in three generations, the first called the ogdoad,

the second the decad, the third the dodecad. The ^Flons are the

unfolded powers and attributes of the divinity. They corre-

' /3i'i9(^r^ also TTpoTTnTup, rcponpxv, ar'TnTrdrup.

2 Tren. I. 1, ? 1 ; Tert. Adv. Val. c. 7.

^ Philos.Yl. 24. There seems, however, to have been a difference of opinion

among tlie Valentinians on the companionship of the Rytlios, for in cli. 25 we

read : "The Fatlier alone, without copulation, has produced an offspring ....

he alone possesses the power of self-generation."

* aKvyoL. The same number of seons as in Ilesiod's theogony.
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spond to the djnameis in the system of Basilides. God begets

first tlie masculine, productive Mind or Reason (6 voDc)/ with

the feminine, receptive Truth (jy dlij&eca); these two produce the

Word (6 Xoyocf) and the Life.(/y Zcorj), and these again the (ideal)

Man (6 dv&poJTCoz) and the (ideal) Church {q IxxX-qala), The

influence of the fourth Gospel is unmistakable here, though of

course the terminology of John is used in a sense different from

that of its author. The first two syzygies constitute the sacred

Tetrakiys, the root of all things.^ The Nous and the Aletheia

produce ten seons (five pairs) ; the Logos and the Zoe, twelve

aeons (six pairs). At last the Nous or Monogenes and the Ale-

theia bring forth the heavenly Christ (6 d\>u) Xpcaru':) and the

(female) Holy Spirit [to 7TUcUfj.a dyiov), and therewith complete

the number thirty. These seous constitute together the Pleroma,

the plenitude of divine powers, an expression which St. Paul

applied to the historical Christ (Col. 2 : 9). They all partake

in substance of the life of the Abyss; but their form is condi-

tioned by the Horos (opoi;), the limiting power of God. This

genius of limitation stands between the Pleroma and the Hyste-

rema outside, and is the organizing power of the universe, and

secures harmony.^ If any being dares to transcend its fixed

boundaries and to penetrate beyond revelation into the hidden

being of God, it is in danger of sinking into nothing. Two

actions are ascribed to the Horos, a negative by which he limits

every being and sunders from it foreign elements, and the posi-

tive by wdiich he forms and establishes it.* The former action

is emphatically called Horos, the latter is called Stauros (cross,

post), because he stands firm and immovable, the guardian of

^ Also called 6 Trnrr/p (as immediately proceeding from the n-poirarup), the

Father, also 6 fiovnyeviic, the Only Begotten (comp. John 1 : 18), and the apxv

as the Beginning of all things (comp. ev apxfi, John 1 : 1).

"^ The Ispa rerpaK-rvQ of the Pythagoreans. Tert. (c. 7) : "prima quadriya

Valentiniance factionis, matrix et origo cunctorum."

' '' Es itt eine tiefe Idee des Valcntinianisc.hen Systevis," says Neander (II. 722),

'' dass, wie alles Dasein in der Selbstbeschrdnknng des Bythos seinen Grand hat, so

das Dasein aller geschaffenen We-sen avf Beschrdnkung beruJit."

* The tvepyeia jjeptaruifj koI diopiariKr/, and the evepyeia i^pacTiKfj kuI arr^ptariK//.
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the ^ons, so that nothing can come from the Hysterema into

the ueio-hborhood of the seous in the Pleroma.

Tlie process of the fall and redemption takes place first in the

ideal world of the Pleroma, and is then repeated in the lower

world. In this process the lower Wisdom or Sophia, also called

Achamoth or Chahnuth plays an important part.^ She is the

mundane soul, a female seon, the weakest and most remote

member of the series of seons (in number the twenty-eighth),

and forms, so to speak, the bridge which spans the abyss be-

tween God and the real world. Feeling her loneliness and

estrangement from the great Father, she wishes to unite herself

immediately, without regard to the intervening links, with him

who is the originating principle of the universe, and alone has

the power of self-geueration. She jumps, as it were by a single

bound, into the depth of the eternal Father, and brings forth of

herself alone an abortion (ixzfjoj/jia), a formless and inchoate

substance,^ of which Moses speaks when he says :
" The earth

was without form and void." By this sinful passion she intro-

duces confusion and disturbance into the Pleroma.^ She wan-

ders about outside of it, and suffers with fear, anxiety, and

despair on account of her abortion. This is the fall ; an act

both free and necessary.

But Sophia yearns after redemption ; the seons sympathize

with her sufferings and aspirations; the eternal Father himself

commands the projection of the last pair of seons, Christ and the

Holy Spirit, "for the restoration of Form, the destruction of

the abortion, and for the consolation and cessation of the groans

of Sophia." They comfort and cheer the Sophia, and separate

^ U.'iua.lly identified with Chocmah, but by Lipsius and Jacobi with Chakmuth,

the world-mother, whicli has a phaoe in the system of Bardesanes. The idea

of Sophia as the mediatrix of creation is no doubt borrowed from the Proverbs

and the Wisdom of Solomon.

2 oi'dla a/inpipn(; Knl oKnTaaKei'anTog. Phihs. VI. 28 (30 ed. Duncker and

Schneidewin, I. 274). The Thohuvabohu of Genesis.

* " Ignorance having arisen within the Pleroma in consequence of Sopliia,

and shapelessness (apofxpla) jn consequence of the oflspring of Sophia, con-

fusion arose in the pleroma {d6pv(ioq kyevero h n2,rip6iinTi)." Philos. VI. 20

(31 in Duncker and Schneidewin).
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the abortion from the Pleronia. At last, the thirty seons

together project in honor of the Father the seou Sotcr or Jesus,

"the great High Priest," "the Joint Fruit of the Pleroma,"

and "send him forth beyond the Pleroma as a Spouse for So-

phia, who was outside, and as a rectifier of those sufferings

which she underwent in searching after Christ." After many

sutferiugs, Sophia is purged of all passions and brought back as

the bride of Jesus, together with all pneumatic natures, into the

ideal world. The demiurge, the fiery and jealous God of the

Jews, as "the friend of the bridegroom,"^ with the psychical

Christians on the border of the Pleroma, remotely shares the

joy of the festival, while matter sinks back into nothing.

In Valentine's Christology, we must distinguish properly

three redeeming beings : (1) The duoj Xptavo'^ or heavenly

Christ, who, after the fall of Sophia, emanates from the seon

fiouoj-eviji;, and stands in conjunction with the female principle, the

m^eo/ia d-fcoi^. He makes the first announcement to the seons of

the plan of redemption, whereupon they strike up anthems of

praise and thanksgiving in responsive choirs. (2) The awzijp

or 'lyjaoix;, produced by all the seons together, the star of the

Pleroma. He forms with the redeemed Sophia the last and high-

est syzygy. (3) The xdrcv Xpcaroi;, the psychical or Jewish

Messiah, who is sent by the Demiurge, passes through the body

of INIary as water through a pipe, and is at last crucified by the

Jews, but, as he has merely an apparent body, docs not really

suffer. With him Soter, the proper redeemer, united himself

in the baptism in the Jordan, to announce his divine gnosis on

earth for a year, and lead the pneumatic persons to perfection.

NOTES.

Dr. Baur, the great critical historian of ancient Gnosticism and the master

spirit of modern Gnosticism, ingeniously reproduces the Valentinian system

in Hegelian terminology. I quote the chief part, as a fair specimen of his

historic treatment, from his Kirchengeschichte, vol. I. 201 sqq. (comp. his

Gnosis, p. 124 sqq.)

:

• 6 (piXoc Tov vvfKpiov, John 3; 29.
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" Der Geist, oder Gott ah der Geist an sich, geht ans sich heraus, in dleser

Sebstoffenbarung Gotiesentsteht die Well, die in ihrem Unterschied von Gott auch

wieder an sich mit Gott eins ist. Wie man aber auch dieses immanente Verhdltniss

von Gott und Well betrachten mag, als Selbstoffenbarung Gottes oder als Weltent-

U'icklung, es ist an sich ein rein geistiger, im Wesen des Geistes begriindeter

Process. Der Geist stdll in den Aeonen, die er aus sich hervorgehen Idsst, sein

eigenes Wesen aus sich heraus und sich gegeniiber ; da aber das Wesen des Geistes

an sich das Denken und Wissen ist, so kann der Process seiner Selbstoffenbarung

nur darin bestehen, dass er sich dessen bewusst ist, was er an sich ist. Die Aeonen

des Pleroma sind die hochsten Begriffe des geisligen Seins und Lebens, die

allgemeinen Denkformen, in welchen der Geisl das, was er an sich isl, in beslimmter

concreter Weise far das Bewusstsein ist. Mit dem Wissen des Geistes von sich,

clem Sclbstbewusstsein des sich von sich untcrscheidenden Geistes, ist aber auch schon

nicht bios ein Princip der Differenzirung, sondern, da Gott und Welt an sich Eins

sind, auch ein Princip der Materialisirung des Geistes gesetzt. Je grosser der

Abstand der das Bcivusstsein des Geistes vermittelnden Begriffe von dem absoluten

Princip ist, urn so mehr verdunkelt sich das grislige Bewusstsein, der Geist

entdussert sich seiner selbst, er ist sich selbst nicht mehr Mar und durchsichlig, das

Pncumaiische sinkt zum Psychischen herab, das Psychische verdichtel sich zum

MaterieUcn, und mit dem Materiellen verbindet sich in seinem Extrem auch der

Begrlff des Ddnionischen und DiaboUschen. Da aber auch das Psyshischean sich

pncumatischer Natur ist, und Keime des geisligen Lebens uberall zurUckgeblieben

sind, so muss dcis Pneumatische die mnterielle Verdunklung des geisligen Be-

wusstseins auf der Stufe des psychischen Lebens wieder durchbrechen und die Decke

abwcrfcn, die in der Welt des Demiurg auf dem Bewusstsein des Geistes liegt. Die

ganze Weltenlwicklung ist die Coniinuildt desselben geisligen Processes, es muss

daher auch einen Wendepunkt geben, in welchem der Geist aus seiner Selbstentdus-

erung zu sich selbst zuruckkehrt und wieder zum klaren Bewusstsein dessen, was er

an sich ist, kommt. Diess ist der gnostische Begriff der christlichen Offenbarung.

Die Wisscnden im Sinne der Gnostiker, die Pneumatischen, die als solche auch das

wahrhnfl christliche Beivusstsein in sich haben, sind ein neues Moment des allge-

meinen geisligen Lebens, die hochsle Stufe der Selbstoffenbarung Gottes und der

Weltenlwicklung. Diese Perlode des Weltverlaufs beginnt mit der Erscheinung

Chrisli und endet zulelzt damit, dass durch Chrislus und die Sophia alles Geistige

in das Pleroma wieder avfgenommen wird. Da Christus, wie avf jrder Sttife der

Weltenlwicklung, so auch schon in den hochsten Eegionen der Aeoncnwell, in welcher

alles seinen Ausgangspunkt hat, und von Anfang an auf dieses Residtat des Ganzen

angelegl ist, als das wiederherstellende, in der Einheit mit dem Absoluten erhaltende

Princip thlitig ist, so hat er in der Weltanschauung der Gnostiker durchaus die Be-

deutung eines absoluten Wdlprincips."
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§ 126. The School of Valentinus. Heracleon, Ptolemy, Ilarcos,

Bardesanes, Harmonius.

Of all the forms of Gnosticism, that of A^alentinus was the

most popular and influential, more particularly in Rome. He
had a large number of followers, who variously modified his

system. Tertullian says, his heresy "fashioned itself into as

many shapes as a courtesan who usually changes and adjusts her

dress every day."

The school of Valentinus divided chiefly into two branches,

an Oriental,^ and an Italian. The first, in which Hippolytus

reckons one Axionicos, not otherwise known, and Ardesianes

{^ApdqGcdv/jz, probably the same with Bardesanes), held the

body of Jesus to be pneumatic and heavenly, because the Holy

Spirit, i. e. Sophia and the. demiurgic power of the Highest,

came upon Mary. The Italian school—embracing Heracleon

and Ptolemy—taught that the body of Jesus was psychical,

and that for this reason the Spirit descended upon him in the

baptism. Some Valentin ians came nearer the orthodox view,

than their master.

Heracleon was personally instructed by Valentine, and

probably flourished between 170 and 180 somewhere in Italy.

He has a sj)ecial interest as the earliest known commentator of

the Gospel of John. Origen, in commenting on the same book,

has preserved us about fifty fragments, usually contradicting

them. They are chiefly taken from the first two, the fourth,

and the eighth chapters.^ Heracleon fully acknowledges the

canonical authority of the fourth Gospel, but reads his own sys-

tem into it. He used the same allegorical method as Origen,

who even charges him with adhering too much to the letter,

and not going deep enough into the spiritual sense. He finds

in John the favorite Valentinian ideas of logos, life, light, love,

conflict with darkness, and mysteries in all the numbers, but

^ A'l^aoKaXia auaroXiK/}. Hippol. VI. 35 (p. 286).

2 They are collected by Grabe, Spicil. II. 83-117, and by Stieren, in his ed.

of Iren. Tom. T. 938-971 Clement of Alexandria {Strom. IV. 9) quotes also

from a Commentary of Heracleon on Luke 12 ; 8.
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deprives the facts of historical realness. The woman of Sama-

ria, in the fourth chapter, represents the redemption of the

Sophia; the water of Jacob's well is Judaism; her husband is

her spiritual bridegroom from the Pleroma; her former hus-

bands are the Hyle or kingdom of the devil. The nobleman in

Capernaum (4: 47) is the Demiurge, who is not hostile, but

short-sighted and ignorant, yet ready to implore the Saviour's

help for his subjects; the nobleman's sou represents the psy-

chics, who will be healed and redeemed when their ignorance is

removed. The fact that John's Gospel was held in equal reve-

rence by the Valentiuians and the orthodox, strongly favors its

early existence before their separation, and its apostolic ori-

p-in.^

Ptole:my is the author of the Epistle to Flora, a wealthy

Christian lady, whom he tried to convert to the Valeutinian

system.'' He deals chiefly with the objection that the creation

of the world and the Old Testament could not proceed from the

highest God. He appeals to an apostolic tradition and to the

words of Christ, who alone knows the Father of all and first

revealed him (John 1: 18). God is the only good (Matt. 19:

17), and hence he cannot be the author of a world in which

there is so much evil. Irenseus derived much of his informa-

tion from the contemporary followers of Ptolemy.

Another disciple of Valentine, Maecos, who taught likewise

in the second half of the second century, probably in Asia ]\Ii-

nor, perhaps also in Gaul, blended a Pythagorean and Cabba-

listic numerical symbolism with the ideas of his master, intro-

duced a ritual abounding in ceremonies, and sought to attract

beautiful and wealthy women by magical arts. His followers

were called Marcosiaxs.^

' Baur fT. 203) significantly ignores Heracleon's Commentary, whicli is fatal

to his hypotlicsis of the late origin of the fonrth Gospel.

* The Bpisl'ila ad Floram is preserved bv E[)iphaniiis (Hccr- XXTII. ? 3).

Stieren, in a Latin inaugural address (1813^, denied its genuineness, but Eossel

in an Appendix to Neandei-'s Cfnirrh History (Germ. ed. IT. 1249-1254, in

Torrey's translation I. 725-728), and Heinrici {I. c. p. 75 sqq.) defend it.

' Marcos and the Marcosians are known to us from Clement of Alex, and
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The name of Col,arbasus, which is often connected with

Marcos, must be stricken from the list of the Gnostics; for it

originated in confounding the Hebrew Kol-Arba, " the Voice

of Four," i. e. the divine Tetrad at the head of the Pleroma,

with a person.^

Finally, in the Valentinian school is counted also Barde-

SAXES or Bardaisan (son of Daisan, Baporjadvr^z)? He was a

distinguished Syrian scholar and poet, and lived at the court of

the prince of Edessa at the close of the second and in the early

part of the thu'd century.^ But he can scarcely be numbered

among tlie Gnostics, except in a very wide sense. He was at

first orthodox, according to Epiphanius, but became corrupted

by contact with Valentinians. Eusebius, on the contrary,

makes him begin a heretic and end in orthodoxy. He also

reports, that Bardesanes wrote against the heresy of Marcion in

the Syriac language. Probably he accepted the common Chris-

tian faith with some modifications, and exercised freedom on

speculative doctrines, which were not yet clearly developed in

the Syrian church of that period.* His numerous works are

Iren. (T. 13-21). Hippolytns (VI. 39 sqq., p. 296 sqq.) and Epiphanius de-

pend here almost entirely on Irenseus, who speak of'Marcos as siill living.

1 It is to be derived from 7ip, voice (not from 73, all), and >'^"i>^, four.

The confusion was first di'jcovered by Heumann (1743), and more fully ex-

plained by Volkmar, Die Colarbasus- Gnosis, in Niedne/a '' Zeitschriff fUr hist.

Theol." 1855, p. 603-616. Comp. Baur, I. 204, note, and Hort in Smith and

AVace, I. 594 sq.

^ Comp. Aug. Hahn: Bardesanes, Gnosticus Syroruni primus hymnohgvs.

Lips. 1S19. A. Merx: B^-des. v. Edessa. Halle, 1863. Lipsius: In the

"Zeifschrift fur wissenschaftl. Theol." 1863, p. 435 sqq. A. IIilgenfeld:

Bardesanes, der letzte Gnostiker. Leipz. 1864. K. Macke: Syrische Lieder

gnostischen Ursprungs, in the " 'Tiib. Theol. Quartalschrift" for 1874. Dr. Hort:

Bardaisan, in Smith and Wace, I. 256-260 (very thorough).

' Eusebius (IV. 30) and Jerome (De Vir. illustr. 33), misled by the common

confusion of the earlier and later Antonines, assign him to the reign of Marcus

Aurelius (161-180), but according to the Chronicle of Edessa (Assemani,

Bihl Or. 1. 389) he was born July 11, 155, and according to Barhebraus

{Chron. Eccl e({. Ahhe\nn^ ^nd Lamy, 187?, p. 79) he died in 223, aged 68

years. Hilgenfeld, Jacob! and Hort adopt the later date.

* Dr. Hort (p. 252) thinks that ''tliere is no rea-on to suppose that Bardaisan

rejected the ordinary faith of Christians, as founded on the Gospels and the

Vol. n.-3i
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lost, ^vIth tlic exception of a, ''Dialogue on Fate/' which has re-

cently been published in full.^ It is, however, of uncertain

date, and shows no trace of the Gnostic mythology and dualism,

ascribed to him. He or his son Harmonius (the accounts vary)

is the father of Syrian hyjunology, and composed a book of one

hundred and fifty hymns (after the Psalter), which were used

on festivals, till they were superseded by the orthodox hymns

of 'St. Ephram the Syrian, who retained the same metres and

tunes." lie enjoyed great reputation, and his sect is said to

have spread to the Southern Euphrates, and even to China.

His son Harmoxius, of Edessa, followed in his steps. He

is said to have studied philosophy at Athens. He shares with

Bardesanes (as already remarked) the honor of being the father

of Syrian hymnology.

§ 127. Marcion and his School.

I. Justin M. : Apol. I. c. 2G and 58. He wrote also a special work

against Marcion, wliich is lost. iRENiEUS : I. 28. IV. 33 sqq. and

several other passages. He likewise contemplated a special treatise

against Marcion (III. 12). TEnxuj^LlAN: Adv. Marcioncm LihriY.

writings of the Apostles, except on isolated points." The varying modern

•constructions of his system' on a Gnostic basis are all arbitrary.

1 TIfpt elunpiievTjc. It was formerly known only from a Greek extract in

Eusehiaii's Proeparalio Evang. (VI. 9, 10). Tlie Syriac original was discovered

among the Nilrian MSS. of the British Museum, and published by Cureton,

in Spicilegium Syriacum, London 1855, with an English translation and notes.

Merx gives a German translation with notes (p. 25-55). The treatise is either

identical with the Book of the Laws of Countries, or an extract from it. Dr.

Hort doubts its genuineness.

'* Ephrsem the Syrian speaks of a book of 150 hymns, by which Bardesanes

had beguiled the people, and makes no mention of Harmonius ; but Sozomen

and Tiicodoret report that Harmonius was the first to adapt the Syrian lan-

guage to metrical forms and music, and that his hymns and tunes were used

till the time of Ephrsem. Dr. Hort explains this contradiction, which has

not received sufficient attention, by supposing that the book of hymns was

really written by Harmonius, perhaps in his father's lifetime, and at his sug-

gestion. But it is equally possible that Bardesanes was the author and Har-

monius the editor, or that both were hynmi^^ts. The testimony of Ephr^m

cannot easily be set aside as a pure error. Fragments of hymns of Bardesanes

have been traced in the Acta Thome.' by K. IVIacke in the article quoted above.

The Syriac hymns of Ephrsem are translated into German by Zingerle (1838),

and into English by 11. Burge.s8 (1853).
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HiPPOL. : Fhilos. VII. 29 (ed. Duncker and Schneidewin, pp. 382-

394). Epiphanius : Zfer. XLII. Philaster : ^oer. XLV. The
Armenian account of Esnig in his "Destruction of Heretics"

(5th century), translated by Neumann, in the "Zeitschrift fur

histor. Theologie," Leipzig, vol. IV. 1834. Esnig gives Marcionism
more of a mystic and speculative character than the earlier fathers,

but presents nothing which may not be harmonized with them.

II. Neander (whose account is too charitable), Baur (I. 213-217),

MoLLER {Gesch. der Kosmologie, 374-407), Fessler (in Wetzer and
Welte, VL 81(3-821), Jacobi (in Herzog, V. 231-236), Salmon (in

Smith and Wace, III. 81(3-824). Ad. Hilgenfei.d: Cerdon und
Maroion, in his " Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftl. Theol." Leipz.

1881, pp. 1-37.

III. On the critical question of Marcion's canon and the relation of his

mutilated Gospel of Luke to the genuine Gospel of Luke, see the

works on the Canon, the critical Introductions, and especially

VOLKMAR : Das Evangelium Marcions, Text und Kritik (Leipz.

1852), and Sanday: The Gospels in the Second Century (London,

1876). The last two have conclusively proved (against the earlier

view of Baur, Ritschl, and the author of "Supernat. Eel.") the

priority of the canonical Luke. Comp. vol. I. 668.

Maecion was the most earnest, the most practical, and the

most dangerous among the Gnostics, full of energy and zeal for

reforming, but restless, rough and eccentric. He has a remote

connection with modern questions of biblical criticism and the

canon. He anticipated the rationalistic opposition to the Old

Testament and to the Pastoral Epistles, but in a very arbitrary

and unscrupulous way. He could see only superficial differ-

ences in the Bible, not the deeper harmony. He rejected the

heathen mythology of the other Gnostics, and adhered lo Cliris-

tianity as the only true religion; he was less speculative, and

gave a higher place to faith. But he was utterly destitute of

historical sense, and put Christianity into a radical conflict with

all previous revelations of God; as if God had neglected the

world for thousands of years until he suddenly appeared in

Christ. He represents an extreme anti-Jewish and pseudo-

Pauline tendency, and a magical supranatin-alism, which, in

fanatical zeal for a pure jn'imitive Christianity, nullifies all his

tory, and turns the gospel into an abrupt, unnatural, phantom-

like appearance.
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Mareion was the son of a bishop of Sinope in Pont us, and

gave in his first fervor his property to the church, but was ex-

comnmnicated by his own father, probably on account of his

heretical oj)uiious and contempt of authority.^ He betook him-

self, about the middle of the second century, to Rome (140-

155), which originated none of the Gnostic systems, but attracted

them all. There he joined the Syrian Gnostic, Cerdo, who

gave him some speculative foundation for his practical dualism.

He disseminated his doctrine by travels, and made many disci-

ples from different nations. He is said to have intended to apply

at last for restoration to the communion of the Catholic Church,

when his death intervened.^ The time and place of his death

are nnknown. He wrote a recension of the Gospel of Luke

and the Pauline Epistles, and a work on the contradictions be-

tween the Old and New Testaments. Justin Martyr regarded

him as the most formidable heretic of his day. The abhorrence

of the Catholics for him is expressed in the report of Irenteus,

that Polycarp of Smyrna, meeting with Mareion in Rome, and

being asked by him: "Dost thou know me?" answered: "I

know the first-born of Satan." ^

Mareion supposed two or three primal forces {anyo.i): the

good or gracious God {&£b^ dya&6^), whom Christ first made

known ; the evil matter {ohj), ruled by the devil, to which hea-

thenism belongs; and the righteous world-maker (drj/xcouoYO!;

oixacn:;), who is the finite, imperfect, angry Jehovah of the Jews.

Some writers reduce his principles to two; but he did not iden-

tify the demiurge with the hyle. He did not go into any fur-

ther speculative analysis of these principles ; he rejected the

pagan emanation theory, the secret tradition, and the allegorical

interpretation of the Gnostics; in his system he has no Pleroma,

* Epiphnnins nnd otlicrs mention, as a reason, his scdnrtion of a consecrated

virgin ; but tliis does not agree well with his asceticism, and Irenreus and Ter-

tullian bring no charge of youthful incontinence against liim.

^ So Tertnllian ; but Irennens tells a similar story of Cerdo. Tertnllian also

reports that Mareion was repeatedly {semel et iteriim) excommunicated.

' Adv. Ha^. iii. c 3, 2 4: 'EniyivucKu tov ttputStokov tov ^aravd.
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no ^ons, no Dynameis, no Syzygies, no suffering Sophia ; ha

exchides gradual development and growth; everything is un-

prepared, sudden and abrupt.

His system was more critical and rationalistic than mvstic

and philosophical.^ He was chiefly zealous for the consistent

practical enforcement of the irreconcilable dualism which he

established between the gospel and the law, Christianity and

Judaism, goodness and righteousness.^ He drew out this con-

trast at large in a special work, entitled ^^ Antitheses." The

God of the Old Testament is harsh, severe and unmerciful as

his law ; he commands, " Love thy neighbor, but hate thine ene-

my," and returns " an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth
;"

but the God of the New Testament commands, " Love thine

enemy." The one is only just, the other is good. Marcion re-

jected all the books of the Old Testament, and wrested Christ's

word in Matt. 5: 17 into the very opposite declaration: "I am

come not to fulfil the law and the prophets, but to destroy

them." In his view^, Christianity has no connection whatever

wnth the past, whether of the Jewish or the heathen world, but

has fallen abruptly and magically, as it were, from heaven.^

Christ, too, was not born at all, but suddenly descended into the

city of Capernaum in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius,

and appeared as the revealer of the good God, who sent him.

^ The Armenian bishop, Esnig, however, brings it nearer to the other forms

of Gnosticism. According to him Marcion assumed three heavens ; in tlie

highest dwelt the good God, far away from the world, in the second the God of

the Law, in the lowest his angels; beneath, on the earth, lay Hyle, or Matter,

which he calls also the power (Shvafiio) or essence [ovala) of the earth. The

Hyle is a female principle, and by her aid, as his spouse, the Jewish God of

the Law made this world, after which he retired to his heaven, and each ruled

in iiis own domain, he witli his angels in heaven, and Hyle with her sons on

earth. iMoller (p. 378) is disposed to accept this account as trustworthy.

Salmon thinks it such a system as M.nrcion may have learned from Cerdo, but

he must have made little account of the mystic element, else it would be men-

tioned bv the earlier writers.

^ ' SfpnroHo lerjh-et evangdii proprium et principale opiis est Mareionisy

Tertnllian, Adv. Marc I. 19.

s '' Siihifo Christu!^, snhifo Joannes. Sic su7it omnia apud Marcionem, qnce suum

et plenum habent ordinem apud creatorem." Tert. IV. 11.
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He has no connection with the INIessiah, announced by the

Demiurge in the Old Testament; though he called himself the

Messiah by way of accommodation. His body was a mere ap-

pearance, and his death an illusion, though they had a real

meaning.^ He cast the Demiurge into Hades, secured the re-

demption of the soul (not of the body), and called the apostle

Paul to preach it. The other apostles are Judaiziug corrupters

of pure Christianity, and their writings are to be rejected-, to-

gether with the catholic tradition. In over-straining the differ-

ence between Paul and the other apostles, he was a crude fore-

runner of the Tubingen school of critics.

Marcion formed a canon of his own, which consisted of only

eleven books, an abridged and mutilated Gosjjel of Luke, and

ten of Paul's epistles. He put Galatians first in order, and

called Ephesians the Epistle to the Laodicseans. He rejected the

pastoral epistles, in which the forerunners of Gnosticism are

condemned, the Epistle to the Hebrews, Matthew, Mark, John,

the Acts, the Catholic Epistles, and the Apocalypse.

Notwithstanding his violent antinomianism, Marcion taught

and practiced the strictest ascetic self-discipline, which revolted

iiot only from all pagan festivities, but even from marriage,

flesh, and wine. (He allowed fish). He could find the true God

in nature no more than in history. He admitted married per-

sons to baptism only on a vow of abstinence from all sexual

intercourse.'^ He had a very gloomy, pessimistic view of the

world and the church, and addressed a disciple as " his partner

in tribulation, and fellow-sufferer from hatred."

In worship he excluded wine from the eucharist, but retained

the sacramental bread, water-baptism, anointing with oil, and

the mixture of milk and honey given to the newly baptized.^

1 Renjjn {L'cglise chret., p. 358) says of the shadowy narrative of Chrint's life

wliioh Marcion elaborated on the basis of his mutilated Luke: "Si Jesus ne

nnuK avnit ete connu que par des textes de ce genre, on aurait pu douter s'iZ aimt

vrniment exi^te, (m s'il n' etail pas une fiction A priori, degagee de tout lien avec

la renlile. Dans un pnreil systhne, le Christ ne nair-sait pas {la naissanee, poAr

Marcion, etnit une souHlnre'^, ne soufjrait pas, ne mourait pas."

« Tertullian, I. 29; IV. 10. « Tert. I. 14.
,
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Epiphanius reports that he permitted females to baptize. The

Marciouites practiced sometimes vicarious baptism for the dead/

Their baptism was not recognized by the church.

The Marcionite sect spread iu Italy, Egypt, North Africa,

Cyprus, aud Syria; but it split into many branches. Its wide

diffusion is proved by the number of antagonists in the different

countries.

The most noteworthy Marcionites are Prepo, Lucanus (an

Assyrian), and Apelles. They supplied the defects of the mas-

ter's system by other Gnostic speculations, and in some instances

softened down its antipathy to heathenism and Judaism. Apel-

les acknowledged only one first principle. Ambrosius, a friend

of Origen, was a Marcionite before his conversion. These here-

tics were dangerous to the church because of their severe mo-

rality and the number of their martyrs. They abstained from

marriage, flesh, and wine, and did not escape from persecution,

like some other Gnostics.

Constantine forbade the Marcionites freedom of worship pub-

lic and private, and ordered their meeting-houses to be handed

over to the Catholic Church.^ The Theodosian code mentions

them only once. But they existed in the fifth century when

Theodoret boasted to have converted more than a thousand of

these heretics, and the Trullan Council of 692 thought it worth

while to make provision for the reconciliation of Marcionites.

Remains of them are found as late as the tenth century.^ Some

of their principles revived among the Paulicians, who took

refuge in Bulgaria, and the Cathari iu the West.

^ US. TI}e OjMtes. The Sdhites. The Peratce. The Cainites.

I. HiPPOLYTUS: PJiilosoph. Bk. V. 1-23. He begins his account of

the Heresies with the Naasseni, or Ophites, and Peratse (the first

four books being devoted to the systems of heathen philosoj^hy).

' So thev undprstood, 1 Cor. 15: 29. " Euseb. Vit. Const. HI. 64.

^ Fliigel's Mani, p. 160, 167 (quoted by Salmon). Prof. Jacob! (in Herzog,

Y. ^6) quotes a letter of Hasenkamp to Lavater of the year 1774, and later

authorities, to prove the lingering existence of similar opinions in Bosnia and

Herzegowina.
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Irenjeus: Adv. Beer. I. 30 (ed. Stieren, 1.266 sqq.). Epiphan.

Hoer. 37 (in Oehler's ed. I. 495 sqq.).

II. MoSHEiM : Geschichte der Schlangenhruder. Helmstadt, 1746, '48.

E. W. MoLLEii : Geschichte der Kosniologie. Halle, 1860. DL
oj)hitlsche Gnosis, p. 190 sqq.

Baxmaxn : Die Philosophumena und die Peraten, in Niedner's " Zeit-

schrift fur die hist. Theol." for 1860.

Lipsius : Ueber das ophitische System. In " Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftl.

Theologie" for 1863 and '64.

Jacobi in Herzog, new ed., vol. V. 240 sq.

George Salmon: "Cainites," in Smith and "Wace, vol. I. 380-82.

Articles " Ophites and " Peratse " will probably appear in vol. IV.,

not yet publiahed.

The origin of tlie Ophites/ or, in Hebrew, Naasenes,^ i. e.

Serpent-Brethren, or Serpent-Worshijipers, is unknown, and is

placed by ]\Iosheini and others before the time of Christ. In

any case, their system is of purely heathen stamp. Lipsius has

shown their connection with the Syro-Chaldaic mythology.

The sect still existed as late as the sixth century; for in 530

Justinian passed laws against it.

The accounts of their worship of the serpent rest, indeed, on

uncertain data; but their name itself comes from their ascribing

special import to the serpent as the type of gnosis, with refer-

ence to the history of the fall (Gen. 3: 1), the magic rod of Mo-

ses (Ex. 4 : 2, 3), and the healing power of the brazen serpent

in the wilderness (Num. 21 : 9; comp. John 3: 14). They made

use of the serpent on amulets.

That mysterious, awe-inspiring reptile, which looks like the

embodiment of a thunderbolt, or like a fallen angel tortuously

creeping in the dust, represents in the Bible the evil spirit, and

its motto, Eritis shut Dcus, is the first lie of the father of lies,

which caused the ruin of man; but in the false religions it is

the symbol of divine wisdom and an object of adoration ; and

the Etntis sieus dii appears as a great truth, which opened the

path of progress. The gerpent, far from being the seducer of

the race, was its first schoolmaster and civilizer by teaching it

1 ^O(piavoi, from Si^df, serpent, Serpentlni. ^ From tyPJ,
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the diiFerence between good and evil. So the Ophites regarded

the fall of Adam as the transition from the state of unconscious

bondage to the state of conscious judgment and freedom ;
there-

fore the necessary entrance to the good, and a noble advance of

the human spirit. They identified the serpent with the Logos,

or the mediator between the Father and the Matter, bringing

down the powers of the upper world to the lower world, and

leading the return from the lower to the higher. The serpent

represents the whole winding process of development and sal-

vation,^ The Manichseans also regarded the serpent as the direct

image of Christ.^

With this view is connected their violent opposition to the

Old Testament. Jaldabaoth,^ as they termed the God of the

Jews and the Creator of the world, they represented as a mali-

cious, misanthropic being. In other respects, their doctrine

strongly resembles the Valentinian system, except that it is

much more pantheistic, unchristian, and immoral, and far less

developed.

The Ophites again branch out in several sects, especially

three.

The Sethites considered the third son of Adam the first

pneumatic man and the forerunner of Christ. They maintained

three principles, darkness below, light above, and spirit between.

The Perat.e or Peratics* (Transcendentalists) are described

by Hippolytus as allegorizing astrologers and as mystic trithe-

ists, who taught three Gods, three Logoi, three Minds, three

Men. Christ had a three-fold nature, a three-fold body, and

1 As Banr {K. Gesch. I. 195) expresses it :
" Die Schlange ist mil Einem Wort

der durch die Gegensdtze dialectisch sich hindurchwindende Weltenlivicklungspro-

cess relhst."

2 Augustin, De Hrer. c. 17 and 46.

3 r\^7\l ii'^^l product of chaos.

* From !Tepd(.>, to pass across, to go beyond (the boundary of the material

worlds. We know their system from the confused account of Hippolytus,

Philoa. 1. V. 7 sqq. He savs. that their bla-phemy agrain'^t Christ has for many

vea-^s escaped notice. Trennens, Tertiillian, and Epiphanius are silent about

the Peratte. Clement of Alex, mentions them.
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a three-fold power. He descended from above, that all things

triply divided might be saved.'

The Cainites boasted of the descent from Cain the fratricide,

and made him their leader^. They regarded the God of the

Jews and Creator of the world as a j^ositively evil being, whom

to resist is virtue. Hence they turned the history of salvation

upside down, and honored all the infamous characters of the

Old and New Testaments from Cain to Judas as spiritual men

and martyrs to truth, Judas Iscariot alone among the apostles

had the secret of true knowledge, and betrayed the psychic

Messiah with good intent to destroy the empire of the evil God

of the Jews. Origen speaks of a branch of the Ophites, who

were as great enemies of Jesus as the heathen Celsus, and who

admitted none into their society who had not first cursed his

name. But the majority seem to have acknowledged the good-

ness of Jesus and the benefit of his crucifixion brought about by

the far-sighted wisdom of Judas. A book entitled " the Gospel

of Judas" was circulated among them.

No wonder that such blasphemous travesty of the Bible his-

tory, and such predilection for the serpent and his seed was con-

nected with the most unbridled antinomiauism, which changed

' Tlie following specimen of Peratic transcendental nonsense is reported by

Hippolytiis (v. 12): "According to them, the universe is the Father, Son,

[and] Matter; [l>uf] each of these three has endless capacities in it^^elf. In-

termediate, then, between the Matter and the Father sits the Son, the Word,

the Serpent, always being in motion towards the unmoved Fatlier, and [to-

wards] matter itself in motion. And at one time he is turned towards the

Father, and receives the powers into his own person ; but at another time takes

up the-e powers, and is turned towards Matter. And Matter, [though] devoid

of attribute, and being unfashioned, moulds [into itself] forms from the Son

which the Son moulded from the Father. But the Son derives shape from the

Father after a mode ineffable, and imspeakable, and unchan!zeal)le. . . . No
one can be saved or return [into heaven] without the Son, and the Son is the

Serpent. For as he brousrht down from above the paternal marks, so again he

carries up from thence those mark-:, roused from a dortiuxnt condition, and ren-

dered paternal characteristics, substantial ones from the unsubstantial Being,

transferring them hither from thence."

•^ Knlvor. fRippol. VITI. 20\ KainviaTai (Clem. Alex. Strom. VII. 17),

Kaimnl fEnipb Hcer. 38), Caiatii, (Jainaei.
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vice into virtue. Tiiey thought it a necessary part of "perfect

knowledge" to have a complete experience of all sins, including

even unnamable vices.

Some have identified the Ophites with the false teachers de-

nounced in the Epistle of Jude as filthy dreamers, who " defile

the flesh, and set at naught dominion, and rail at dignities,"

who " went in the way of Cain, and ran riotously in the error of

Balaam for hire, and perished in the gainsaying of Korali," as

" wandering stars, for whom the blackness of darkness has been

reserved forever." The resemblance is certainly very striking,

and those heretics may have been the forerunners of the Ophites

of the second century.

§ 129. Saturninus (Satomilos).

Iren. I. 24, I 1, 2 ; ch. 28. Hippol. VII. 3, 28 (depending on Treu.).

Teet. Prcesc. Hcer. 46. Hegesippus in Euseb. IV. 22, 29. Epiph.

Hcer. XXIII. Theod. Fab. Hcer. I. 3. Comp. Molleu, I. c, p.

367-373.

Contemporary wdth Basilides under Hadrian, was Satueninus

or Satornilos,* in Antioch. He was, like him, a pupil of

Menandcr. His system is distinguished for its bold dualism

between God and Satan, the two antipodes of the universe, and

for its ascetic severity.^ God is the unfathomable abyss, abso-

lutely unknown (i?eoc dyvaxTTo^). From him emanates by de-

grees the spirit-w^orld of light, with angels, archangels, powers,

and dominions. On the lowest degree are the seven planetary

spirits (dYys?.o: xofffioxpdrof^e^) with the Demiurge or God of

the Jews at the head. Satan, as the ruler of the hyle, is eter-

nally opposed to the realm of light. The seven planetary

spirits invade the realm of Satan, and form out of a part of the

hyle the material world with man, Avho is filled by the highest

^ This second form, says Eenan (L'egl. chrct
,
p. 177), is common in inscrip-

tions.

* So Mosheim. Nennder, Baur, Gieseler, Kenan. But Moller (p. 371) dis-

pnfe=i the dualism of Saturninus, and maintains that Satan and the Hod of the

Jews are alike subordinate, thou^rh antagonistic beings. But so is Ahriman in

the Parsee dualism, and the Demiurge in all the Gnostin systems.
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God with a spark of light (cr-cvd^-jp). Satan creates in opposi-

tion a hylic race of men, and incessantly pursues the spiritual

race with his demons and false prophets. The Jewish God,

with his prophets, is unable to overcome him. Finally tlie

good God sends the seon Nous in an unreal body, as Soter on

earth, who teaches the spiritual men by gnosis and strict ab-

stinence from marriage and carnal food to emancipate them-

selves from the vexations of Satan, and also from the dominion

of the Jewish God and his star-spirits, and to rise to the realm

of light.

§ 130. Carpocrates.

Iren. I. 25 (24). HiPPOL. VII. 32 (D. & Schn. p. 398 sqq.). Clem.

Alex. Stro77i. III. 511. Epiphanius, Hcer. XXV.

Carpocrates also lived under Hadrian, probably at Alex-

andria, and founded a Gnostic sect, called by his own name,

which put Christ on a level with heathen philosophers, prided

itself on its elevation above all the popular religions, and sank

into unbridled immorality. The world is created by angels

greatly inferior to the unbegotten Father. Jesus was the son of

Joseph, and just like other men, except that his soul was stead-

fast and pure, and that he perfectly remembered those thiugs

which he had witnessed within the sphere of the unbegotten

God. For this reason a power descended upon him from the

Father, that by means of it he might escape from the creators

of the world. . After passing through them all, and remaining

in all points free, he ascended again to the Father. We may

rise to an equality with Jesus by despising in like manner the

creators of the world.

The Carpocratians, say Trenseus and ITippolytus, practiced

also magical arts, incantations, and love-potions, and had re-

course to fimiliar spirits, dream-sending demons, and other

abominations, declaring that tliey ]iossess power to rule over the

princes and framors of this world. But thev led a licentious

life, and abused the name of Christ as a means of hiding their

wickedness. They were the first known sect that used pictures
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of Christ, and they derived them from a pretended original of

Pontius Pilate.^

Epiphanes, a son of Carpocrates, who died at the age of

seventeen, was the founder of " monadic " Gnosticism, which

in opposition to dualism seems to have denied the independent

existence of evil, and resolved it into a fiction of human laws.

He wrote a book on " Justice/' and defined it to be equality. He
taught that God gave his benefits to all men alike and in com-

mon, and thence derived the community of goods, and even of

women. He was M^orshipped by his adherents after his death

as a god, at Same in Cephalonia, by sacrifices, libations, ban-

quets, and singing of hymns. Here we have the worship of

genius in league with the emancipation of the flesh, which has

been revived in modern times. But it is not impossible that

Clement of Alexandria, who relates this fact, may have made a

similar mistake as Justin Martyr in the case of Simon JNIagus,

and confounded a local heathen festival of the moon known

as xa ''EiTii^dusia or d 'E;rrc'av;y'^ with a festival in honor of

Epiphanes.^

§ 131. Tatian and the Encratites.

I. Tatian : Adyo^ nphq "EAlr]vaq
(
Oratio adversus Grcecos), ed. S. Worth,

Oxon. 1700 (an excellent ed.) ; in Otto's Corpus ApoL, vol. VI., Jenae

1851 ; and in Migne's Patrologia Groeca, Tom. VI. fol. 803-888.

Eng. transl. by Pratten & Dods in the " Ante-Niceue Library,"

vol. III. (Edinb. 1867). A Commentary of St. Ephrsem on Ta-

tian's I)iatessaro7i (To Sia TEaadpuv)^ was found in an Armenian
translation in the Armenian Convent at Venice, translated into

Latin in 18-11 by Aucher, and edited by Mosinger (Prof, of Biblical

Learning in Salzburg) under the title " Evangelii Concordantis Ex-
positio facta a Sancto Ephrcemo Doctore Syro." Venet. (Libraria

Mechitaristarum in monasterio S. Lazari), 1876. This book being

printed in an obscure corner did not come into early notice. It

goes i'AT to support the genuineness of our Gospels.

' Hippol. Philos. VII. 32 : eludvag Ka-aaKevcH^ovm tov 'Kpiarov Tieyovreg vrrb

TlO.drov Tu KnipCi FKE'ivtfi ycvea'&ac.

^ This was the conjecture of !Mofsheim, which has been worked out and

modified by Volkmar in a monthly periodical of the Wissenitchaftl. Verein at

Zurich, 1856. He maintains that the deity worshipped at Same was the new
appearing moon, 6 ''EirKpavyc.
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Orthodox Notioea of Tatian : Ieen. I. 28, 1 ; III. 23, 8 sqq. (in Stieren,

1.259,551 sq.). Hippol. : VIII. 16 (very brief), Clem. Alex.:

Sirom. 1. III. Euseb. : H. E. IV. 16, 28, 29 ; VI. 13. Epiphanius,

Hcer. 46 (Tatian) and 47 (Encratites). The recently discovered

work of Macarius Magnes (Paris 1876), written about 400, con-

tains some information about the Encratites which agrees with

Ei>i2:ihanius.

II. H. A. Daniel : Tatian der Apologet. Halle 1837.

James Donaldson : A Critical History of Christian Liter., etc. Lond.

vol. Illid (1866), which is devoted to Tatian, etc., p. 3-62,

Theod. Zahn : Tatian^s Diatessaron. Erlangen, 1881. (The first part

oi Forschiingen. zur Gesch. des neutestamentl. Kanons).

Ad. Harnack : Tatian''s Diatessaron, in Brieger's " Zeitschrift fur

Kircliengesch." 1881, p. 471-505 ; Die Oratio des Tatian nebst einer

Einleitung ilber die Zeit dieses Apologeten, in " Texte und Unfersiich-

ungen zur Gesch. der altchristl. Literatur" vol. I. No. 2, p. 196-231

;

comp. also No. 3, p. 137-153. Leipz. 1883.

Fr. Xav. Funk (E,. C): Zur Chronologie Tatian's, in the Tubing.

" Theol. Quartalschrift," 1883, p. 219-234.

Tatian, a rhetorician of Syria, was converted to Catholic

Christianity by Justin Martyr in Rome, but afterwards strayed

into Gnosticism, and died a. d. 172.^ He resembles Marcion in

his anti-Jewish turn and dismal austerity. Falsely interpreting

1 Cor. 7 : 5, he declared marriage to be a kind of licentiousness

and a service of the devil. Irenseus says, that Tatian, after the

martyrdom of Justin, apostatised from the church, and elated

with the conceit of a teacher, and vainly puffed up as if he sur-

passed all others, invented certain invisible seons similar to

those of Valentine, and asserted with Marcion and Saturninos

that marriage was only corruption and fornication. But his

extant apologetic treatise against the Gentiles, and his Gospel-

Harmony (recently recovered), which were written between 153

and 1 70, show no clear traces of Gnosticism, unless it be the

omission of the genealogies of Jesus in the " Diatessaron." He

was not so much anti-catholic as hyper-catholic, and hyper-

ascetic. We shall return to him again in the last chapter.

' The chronolopry is not certain. Zahn and Harnack put his birth at A. d.

110, his conversion at 150, his death at 172. Funk puts the birth and con-

version about 10 years later.
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His followers, who kept the system alive till tho fifth cen-

tury, were called, from their ascetic life, Excratites, or Ab-

stainers, aud from their use of water for wine in the Lord's

Supper, Hydroparastat.e or Aquarians/ They abstained

from flesh, Avine, and marriage, not temporarily (as the ancient

catholic ascetics) for purposes of devotion, nor (as many modern

total abstainers from intoxicating drink) for the sake of ex-

pediency or setting a good example, but permanently and from

principle on account of the supposed intrinsic impurity of the

things renounced. The title " Encratites," however, was ap-

plied indiscriminately to all ascetic sects of the Gnostics, espe-

cially the followers of Saturninus, Marcion, and Severus

(Severians, of uncertain origin). The Manichseans also sheltered

themselves under this name. Clement of Alexandria refers to

the Indian ascetics as the forerunners of the Encratites.

The practice of using mere water for wine in the eucharist

was condemned by Clement of Alexandria, Cyprian, and

Chrysostom, and forbidden by Theodosius in an edict of 382.

A certain class of modern abstinence men in America, in their

abhorrence of all intoxicating drinks, have resorted to the same

heretical practice, and substituted water or milk for the express

ordinance of our Lord.

§ 132. Justin the Gnostic.

HiPPOLYTUS: Philos. V. 23-27 (p. 214-233), and X. 15 (p. 516-519).

Hippolytus makes us acquainted with a Gnostic by the name

of Justin, of uncertain date and origin.^ He propagated his

doctrine secretly, and bound his disciples to silence by solemn

oaths. He wrote a number of books, one called Baruch, from

which Hippolytus gives an abstract. His gnosis is mostly based

upon a mystical interpretation of Genesis, and has a somewhat

>
'Ey/cpartrai, a's ) 'EyKpareig, 'EyKparT/rai, Contlnentcs, the abstemious; or,

'Ti^f)n-ni»iardTni. Aquarii,

' Lipsius regards him as one of f'e erirlie«t, Salmon fin "Smith & Waco,"

III. 587), with greater probability, as one of the latest Gnostics. The silence

of Irenseiis favors the later date.
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Judaizing cast. Ilippolytus, indeed, classes him with the Naas-

senes, but Justin took an opposite view of the serpent as the cause

of all evil in history. He made use also of the Greek mythology,

especially the tradition of the twelve labors of Hercules. He
assumes three original principles, two male and one female.

The first is the Good Being; the second Elohim, the Father of

the creation ; the third is called Eden and Israel, and has a

double form, a woman above the middle and a snake below.

Elohim falls in love with Eden, and from their intercourse

springs the spirit-world of twenty angels, ten paternal and

ten maternal, and these people the world. The chief of the

two series of angels are Baruch, who is the author of all good,

and is represented by the tree of life in Paradise, and Naas, the

serpent, Avho is the author of all evil, and is represented by the

tree of knowledge. Tlie four rivers are symbols of the four

divisions of angels. The Naas committed adultery with Eve,

and a worse crime with Adam ; he adulterated the laws of

Moses and the oracles of the prophets ; he nailed Jesus to the

cross. But by this crucifixion Jesus was emancipated from his

material body, rose to the good God to whom he committed his

spirit in death, and thus he came to be the deliverer.

§ 133. Hermogenes.

Tertulltan: Adv. Hermogenem. Written about A. D. 206. One of his

two tracts against II. is lost. Hippolytus : PhUos. VIII. 17 (p. 432).

Comp. Neaistder : Anflgnosticm, p. 448 ; Kaye : TrrfvUian, p. 532
;

Hauck : Tcrtulliany p. 240 ; Salmond : in " Smith & Wace," III.

1 oL—O,

Hermogenes was a painter in Carthage at the end of the

second and beginning of the third century. Tertullian de-

scribes him as a turbulent, loquacious, and impudent man, -who

" married more women than he painted." ^ He is but remotely

connected with Gnosticism by his Platonic dualism and denial

of the creation out of nothing. He derived the world, includ-

ing the soul of man, from the formless, eternal matter,'' and

^ This was enongli to conflemn him in the eyes of a Montanist.

* Hippol. /. c. : £07 ~ov -deov t^ v7jk cvyxpovov nai ayevvr/rov ndvTa tze-^toitjkevcu.
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explained the ugly in the natural world, as well as the evil in

the spiritual, by the resistance of matter to the formative in-

fluence of God. In this way only he thought he could account

for the origin of evil. For if God had made the Avorld out of

nothing, it must be all good. He taught that Christ on his

,
ascension left his body in the sun, and then ascended to the

Father.^ But otherwise he was orthodox and did not wish to

separate from the church.

§ 134. Other Gnostic Sects.

The ancient fathers, especially Hippolytus and Epiphanius,"

mention several other Gnostic sects under various desiffnations.

1. The DocET.E or Docetists taught that the body of Christ

was not real flesh and blood, but merely a deceptive, transient

phantom, and consequently that he did not really suffer and die

and rise again. Hippolytus gives, an account of the system of

this sect. But the name applied as well to most Gnostics,

especially to Basilides, Saturninus, Valentinus, Marcion, and

the Manichaeaus. Docetism was a characteristic feature of the

first antichristian errorists whom St. John had in view (1 John

4 : 2 ; 2 John 7).^

2. The name Antitact.e or Antitactes, denotes the licen-

tious antinomian Gnostics, rather than the followers of any

sino'le master, to whom the term can be traced.^

3. The Prodicians, so named from their supposed founder,

Peodicus, considered themselves the royal family,* and, in

crazy self-conceit, thought themselves above the law, the sabbath,

and every form of worship, even above prayer itself, which was

becoming only to the ignorant mass. They resembled the

Nicolaitans and Antitactse, and were also called Adamites,

1 This foolish notion he proved from Ps. 19 :
'' He hath placed his tabernacle

in the aun.''

^ For a fuller account see two good articles of Dr. fSalmon on Docetce and

Docetism, in "Smith & Wace," I 865-870.

* See Clement of Alex., Strom. Til. 52<^. From avTiTdaaeadai, to defy, rebel

against, the law.

* 'Evyi^veic.

Vol. IT.— 32
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Barbelitpe, Borboriani, Coddiani, Pbibionitse, and by other unin-

telligible names.^

Almost every form of immorality and lawlessness seems to

have been practiced under the sanction of religion by the baser

schools of Gnosticism, and the worst errors and organized vices

of modern times were anticipated by them. Hence we need

not be surprised at the uncompromising opposition of the an-

cient fiithers to this radical corruption and perversion of Chris-

tianity.

§ 135. 3Ia7ii and the Manichoeans,

Sources.

I. Oriental Sources: The most important, though of comparatively late

date, (a) Mohammedan (Arabic) : Kitdb al Fihrld. A history

of Arabic literature to 987, by an Arab of Bagdad, usually called

Ibn Abi Jakub an-Xadim; brought to light by Fliigel, and

published after his death by Rodiger and Miiller, in 2 vols.

Leipz. 1871-72. Book IX. section first, treats of Manichseism.

Fliigel's transl. see below. Kessler calls Fihrist a " Fitndstdtte

allcrersten Ranges." Next to it comes the relation of the Mohame-
dan philosopher al-Shahrastani (d. 1153), in his Ilistori/ of Re-

ligious Parties and Philosophical Serfs, ed. Cureton, Lond. 1842,

2 vols. (I. 188-192) ; German translation by Haarbriicker. Halle,

1851. On other Mohammedan sources see Kessler in Herzog'', IX.

225 sq. (b) Persian sources, relating to the life of Mani; the

Shdhnameh (the Kings' Book) of FiRDAUst, ed. by Jul. Mohl.

Paris, 1866 (V. 472-475). See Kessler, ibid. 225. (c) Christian

Sources: In Arabic, the Alexandrian Patriarch Eutychius (d.916),

Annales, ed. Pococke. Oxon. 1628; Barhebr^us (d. 1286), in his

Ilistoria Dynastiarum, ed. Pococke. In Syriac: Ephr^m Syrus (d.

393), in various writings. EsNiG or Esnik, an Armenian bishop of

the 5th century, who Avrote against Marcion and Mani (German

translation from the Armenian by C. Fr. Neumann in Illgen's

"Zcitschrift fur die hist. Theol." 1834, p. 77-78).

IL Greek Sources: Ettsebius (iZ". JS". VII. 31, a brief account). Epi-

PHAXius [Tlcer. Q,(i). Cyril of Jerusal. (Ca^ecA. VL 20 sqq.).

Titus of Bostra {npog 'M.avixaiovq, ed. P. de Lagarde, 1859).

Photius: Adv. Manichceos (Cod. 179 Biblioth.). John OF Damas-
cus : De JIaeres. and Dial.

' See Clem. Alex., Strom. I. f. 304; III. f. 438; VII. f. 722; and Epiphan.,

Haer. 2G (Oehler's q<\. I. 169 sqq.).
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III. Latin Sources : Archelaus (Bishop of Cascar in Mesopotamia, d.

.about 278) : Acta Disjiutationis cum Mancte hccresiarcha ; first writ-

ten in Syriac, and so far belonging to tlie Oriental Christian sources

(comp. Jerome, De vir. ill. 72), but extant only in a Latin transla*

tion, which seems to have been made from the Greek, edited by
Zacagni (Rom. 1698j and Routh (in Eeliquice Sacros, vol. V. 3-206),

Engl, transl. in Clark's " Ante-Nicene Library " (vol. XX. 272-419).

These Acts purport to contain the report of a disputation between

Archelaus and Mani before a large assembly, which was in full

sympathy with the orthodox bishop, but (as Beausobre first proved)

they are in form a fiction from the first quarter of the fourth century

(about 320) by a Syrian ecclesiastic (probably of Edessa), yet based

upon Manichsean documents, and containing much information

about Manichsean doctrines. They consist of various pieces, and

were the chief source of information to the West. Mani is repre-

sented (eh. 12) as appearing in a many-colored cloak and trousers,

with a sturdy staff of ebony, a Babylonian book under his left arm,

and with a mien of an old Persian master. In his defense he quotes

freely from the N. T. At the end he makes his escape to Persia

(ch. 55). Comp. H. v. Zittwitz : Die Acta Archelai et Manetis

untersucht, in Kahnis' " Zeitschrift fur hist. Theol." 1873, No. IV.

Oblasinski : Acta JDisput. Arch., etc. Lips. 1874 (inaugural dis-

sert.). Ad. Harnack : Die Acta Archelai und das Diatessnron

Tatlans, in " Texte und Untersuch. zur Gesch. der altchristl.

Lit." vol. I. Heft. 3 (1883), p. 137-153. Harnack tries to prove that

the Gospel quotations of Archelaus are taken from Tatian's

Diatessaron.

St. Augustix (d. 430, the chief Latin authority next to the translation

of Archelaus): Contra Epistolam Manichcei ; Contra Faustum

Manich., and other anti-Man ichoean writings, in the 8th vol. of the

Benedictine edition of his Opera. Based upon personal connection

with the sect.

Comp. also the Acts of Councils against the Manich. from the fourth

century onward, in Mansi and Hefele.

MoDERX Works:

*IsAAC DE Beausobre (b. 1659 in France, pastor of the French church

in Berlin, d. 1738) : Hlstoire crit. de Alanichce et du Manicheisme.

Amst. 1734 and '39. 2 vols. 4°. Part of the first vol. is historical, the

second doctrinal. Very full and scholarly. He intended to write a

third vol,ume on the later Manichaeans.

*F. Chr. Batjr : Das Manichdische Beligionsst/stem nach den Quellen

neu untcrsKcht und entioiclcelt. Tiib. 1831 (500 pages). A compre-

hensive philosophical and critical view. He calls the Manich. sys-

tem a " glilhend prdchtiges Natur-und Weltgedicht."
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Trechsel: Ueber Kanon, KritU:, und Exegese dcr Manichaer. Bern,

1832.

D. Chwolson : Die Ssabier und der iSsabis7niis. Petersb. 1856, 2 vols.

*GUST. Flugel (d. 1870): Mani, seine Lehre und seine Schriften. Aus

dem Fihrist des Abi Jakub an-Nadim (987). Leipz. 1862. Text,

translation, and Commentary, 440 pages.

Fr. Spiegel : Eranische Alterthumskunde, vol. II. 1873, p. 185-232.

Alex. Geyler: Das System des Manichdisimus und sein Verh. zum
Buddhismus. Jena, 1875.

*K. Kessler: Untersuchungen zur Genesis des manich. Mel. systems.

Leipz. 1876. By the same : Mdni oder Bcitrdge zur Kenntniss der Re-

ligionsmischung im Semitismus. Leipz. 1882. See also his thorough

art. 3Ic(ni tmd die Manichaer, in " Herzog," new ed., vol. IX.

223-259 (abridged in SchaiF's "Encycl." H. 1396-1398).

G. T. Stokes : Manes, and Manichceans in " Smith and Wace," III. 792-

801.

Ad. Harnack: ManiehcBism, in the 9*^1 ed. of the "Encycl. Britaunica,"

vol. XV. (1883), 481^87.

The accounts of Moshejm, Lardner, Schrockh, Walch, Neander, Gieseler.

We come now to the latest, the best organized, the most con-

sistent, tenacious and dangerous form of Gnosticism, with which

Christianity had to wage a long conflict. ]\Ianichffiism M'as not

only a school, like the older forms of Gnosticism, but a rival

religion and a rival church. In this respect it resembled Islam

which at a later period became a still more formidable rival of

Christianity; both claimed to be divine revelations, both en-

grafted pseudo-Christian elements on a heathen stock, but the

starting point was radically diiferent : Manich^ism being anti-

Jewish and dualistic, Mohammedanism, pseudo-Jewish and

severely and fanatically monotheistic.

First the external history.

The origin of Manichseisni is matter of obscure and confused

tradition. It is traced to Mani (Maxes, MANiCHiEUs),^ a

' Mrtr;/r, INIdi'^ror, "MdvEVTor, Moi^jrz/of, Manes (gen. J/anc^/s), Manichceans (the

last form always used by St. Augustin). The name is either of Persian or

Semitic origin, but has not yet been satisfactorily explained. Kessler identi-

fies it with Mdnd, Manda, i. e. knowledge, yvuatc, of the Mandasans. Accord-

ing to the Acta Archelai he was originally called Cuhricus, which Kessler re-

gards as a corruption of the Arabic Shuraik.
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Persian philosopher, astronomer, and painter,^ of the third cen-

tury (215-277), who came over to Christianity, or rather

introduced some Christian elements into the Zoroastriau religion,

and thus stirred up an intellectual and moral revolution among

his countrymen. According to Arabic Mohammedan sources,

he was the son of Fatak [Udrs'/co^)^ a high-born Persian of

Hamadau (Ecbatana), who emigrated to Ctesiphon in Babylonia.

Here he received a careful education. He belonged originally

to the Judaizing; Gnostic sect of the Mandseaus or Elkesaites

(the Mogtasilah, i. e. Baptists) ; but in his nineteenth and again

in his twenty-fourth year (238) a new religion was divinely

revealed to him. In his thirtieth year he began to preach his

syncretistic creed, undertook long journeys and sent out disciples.

He proclaimed himself to be the last and highest prophet of God

and the Paraclete promised by Christ (as Mohammed did six

hundred years later). He began his " JSpistola Fundamenti," in

which he propounded his leading doctrines, with the words

:

" Mani, the apostle of Jesus Christ, by the providence of God

the Father. These are the words of salv^ation from the eternal

and living source." He composed many books in the Persian

and Syriac languages and in an alphabet of his own invention,

but they are all lost.^

At first Mani found favor at the court of the Persian king

Shapur I. (Sapor), but stirred up the hatred of the priestly cast

of the Magians. He fled to East India and China and became

acquainted with Buddhism. Indeed, the name of Buddha is

interwoven with the legendary history of the Manichsean system.

His disputations with Archelans in Mesopotamia are a fiction,

like the pseudo-Clementine disputations of Simon Magus with

* At least, according to Persian accounts ; but the Arabs, who hate painting,

and the church fathers are silent about his skill as a painter.

^ Among these are mentioned the Book of Mysteries, the Book of Giants, the

Book of Precepts for Hearers {Capitula or Epistola Fandamenti, from which

Augustin gives large extracts), Shdhpurakdn (i. e. belonging to King

Shabpilr), the Book of Life, the Oospel or the Living Gospel. See Kessler, I. c.

p. 249 sctq.
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Peter, but ou a better historic foundation and with an orthodox

aim of the writer. ^

In the year 270 Mani returned to Persia, and won many

followers by his symbolic (pictorial) illustrations of the doc-

trines, which he pretended had been revealed to him by God.

But in a disputation with the Magians, he w^as convicted of

corrupting the old religion, and thereupon was crucified, or

flayed alive by order of king Behram I. (Veranes) about 277 ; his

skin was stuffed and hung up for a terror at the gate of the

city Djondishapur (or Guudeshapur), since called " the gate of

Mani." ^ His followers were cruelly persecuted by the king.

Soon after Maui's horrible death his sect spread in Turkistan,

Mesopotamia, North Africa, Sicily, Italy and Spain. As it

moved westward it assumed a more Christian character, espe-

cially in North Africa. It was everywhere persecuted in the

Roman empire, first by Diocletian (a. d. 287), and afterwards

by the Christian emperors. Nevertheless it flourished till the

sixth century and even later. Persecution of heresy always

helps heresy unless the heretics are exterminated.

The mysteriousuess of its doctrine, its compact organization,

the apparent solution of the terrible problem of evil, and the

show of ascetic holiness sometimes were the chief points of

atti'action. Even such a profound and noble spirit as St. Au-

gustin was nine years an auditor of the sect before he was

converted to the Catholic church. He sought there a deeper

^ Beausobre (vol. I. Pref. p. viii) :
'' LesActes de cette Dispute sont evidemment

une fiction pareille H celle de cet imposteur, qui a pris le nom de Clement Momain,

et qui a introduit S- Pierre disputant contre Simon le Magicien."

^ The cruel death of Mani and the maltreatment of his corpse are well at-

tested, hut his being skinned alive is perhaps a later Christian tradition. The

Disput. Archelai (c. 55) towards the close gives this account :
" Pie was appre-

hended and brought before the king, who, being inflamed with the strongest

indignation against hitA, and fired with the desire of avenging two deaths

upon him—namely, the death of his own son, and the death of the keeper of

the prison—gave orders that he should be flayed alive and hung before the

gate of the city, and that his skin should be dipped in certain medicaments

and inflated : liis flesh, too, he commanded to be given as a prey to the birds."

See the difi"erent accounts in Beausobre, I. 205 sq.
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philosophy of religion and became acquainted with the gifted

and eloquent Faustus of Nuiuidia, but was disappointed and

found him a superficial charlatan. Another Manichsean, by the

name of Felix, he succeeded in converting to the Catholic faith

in a public disputation of two days at Hippo. His connection

with ]\Ianich8eism enabled him in his polemic writings to

refute it and to develop the doctrines of the relation of know-

ledge and faith, of reason and revelation, the freedom of will,

the origin of evil and its relation to the divine government.

Thus here, too, error was overruled for the promotion of truth.

Pope Leo I. searched for these heretics in Rome, and with the

aid of the magistrate brought many to punishment. Valen-

tinian III. punished them by banishment, Justinian by death.

The violent and persistent persecutions at last destroyed their

organization. But their system extended its influence through-

out the middle ages down to the thirteenth century, re-appearing,

under different modifications, with a larger infusion of Christian

elements, in the Priscillianists, Paulicians, Bogomilcs, Albi-

genses, Catharists and other sects, which were therefore called

" New Manichseans." Indeed some of the leading features of

Manichffiism—the dualistic separation of soul and body, the

ascription of nature to the devil, the pantheistic confusion of

the moral and physical, the hypocritical symbolism, concealing

heathen views under Christian phrases, the haughty air of

mystery, and the aristocratic distinction of esoteric and ex-

oteric—still live in various forms even in modern systems of

philosophy and sects of religion.^

§ 136. The Maniehcean System.

Manichseism is a compound of dualistic, pantheistic, Gnostic,

and ascetic elements, combined with a fantastic philosophy of

nature, which gives the whole system a materialistic character,

notwithstanding its ascetic abhorrence of matter. The me-

' Tlie Mormons or Latter-Day Saints of Utah present an interesting parallel,

especially in their hierarchical organization ; while in their polygamy they as

strongly contrast with the ascetic Manichseans, and resemble the Mohammedans.
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taphysical foundation is a radical dualism between good

and evil, light and darkness, derived from the Persian Zoro-

astrism (as restored by the school of the Magasseans under the

reign of the second Sassanides towards the middle of the second

century). The prominent ethical feature is a rigid asceticism

which strongly resembles Buddhism.^ The Christian element is

only a superficial varnish (as in Mohammedanism). The Jewish

religion is excluded altogether (while in Mohammedanism it

forms a very important feature), and the Old Testament is

rejected, as inspired by the devil and his false prophets. The

chief authorities were apocryphal Gospels and the writings of

Mani.

1. The Manichsean theology begins with an irreconcilable

antagonism between the kingdom of light and the kingdom of

darkness. And this is identified with the ethical dualism

between good and bad. These two kingdoms stood opposed

to each other from eternity, remaining unmingled. Then Satan

who with his demons was born from darkness, began to rage

and made an assault upon the kingdom of light. From this

incursion resulted the present world, which exhibits a mixture

of the two elements, detached portions of light iniprisoned in

darkness. Adam was created in the image of Satan, but with a

strong spark of light, and was provided by Satan with Eve as his

companion, who represents seductive sensuousness, but also with

a spark of light, though smaller than that in Adam. Cain and

Abel are sons of Satan and Eve, but Seth is the offspring of Adam

by Eve, and full of light. Thus mankind came into existence

with different shares of light, the men with more, the women

with less. Every individual man is at once a son of light and

of darkness, has a good soul, and a body substantially evil, with

an evil soul corresponding to it. The redemption of the light

from the bonds of the darkness is effected by Christ, who

' Kp*sler (followed by Harnack) derives Manichfeism exclusively from Chal-

dsean sources, but must admit the strong afRnitv with Zoroastric and Buddhist

ideas and customs. The Fihrist says that Mani derived his doctrine from

Parsism and Christianity. On the Buddhistic element, see Baur, p. 433-445.
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is identical with the sun spirit, and by the Holy Ghost, who

has his seat in the ether. These two beings attract the light-

forces out of the material world, while the prince of darkness,

and the spirits imprisoned in the stars, seek to keep them back.

The sun and moon are the two shining ships [lucidce naves) for

conducting the imprisoned light into the eternal kingdom of

light. The full moon represents the ship laden with light ; the

new moon, the vessel emptied of its cargo ; and the twelve signs

of the zodiac also serve as buckets in this pumping operation.

The Manichsean christology, like the Gnostic, is entirely

docetic, and, by its perverted view of body and matter, wholly

excludes the idea of an incarnation of God. The teachings of

Christ were compiled and falsified by the apostles in the spirit

of Judaism. Mani, the jjromised Paraclete, has restored them.

The goal of history is an entire separation of the light from the

darkness ; a tremendous conflagration consumes the world, and

the kingdom of darkness sinks into impotence.

Thus Christianity is here resolved into a fantastic dualistic,

and yet pantheistic philosophy of nature; moral regeneration is

identified with a process of physical refinement ; and the whole

mystery of redemption is found in light, which was always

worshipped in the East as the symbol of deity. Unquestionably

there pervades the Manichsean system a kind of groaning of the

creature for redemption, and a deep sympathy with nature, that

hieroglyphic of spirit ; but all is distorted and confused. The

suffering Jesus on the cross [Jesus patihiUs) is here a mere illu-

sion, a symbol of the world-soul still enchained in matter, and

is seen in every plant which works upwards from the dark

bosom of the earth towards the light, towards bloom and fruit,

yearning after freedom. Hence the class of the "perfect " would

not kill nor wound a beast, pluck a flower, nor break a blade of

grass. The system, instead of being, as it pretends, a liberation

of light from darkness, is really a turning of light into darkness.

2, The MORALITY of the ]\Ianichpeans was severely ascetic,

based on the fundamental error of the intrinsic evil of matter and
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the body; the extreme opposite of the Pelagian view of the essen-

tial moral purity of human nature/ The great moral aim is, to

become entirely unworldly in the Buddliistic sense ; to renounce

and destroy corporeity ; to set the good soul free from the fetters

of matter. This is accomplished by the most rigid and gloomy

abstinence from all those elements which have their som-ce in

the sphere of darkness. It was, however, only required of the

elect, not of catechumens. A distinction was made between a

hioher and lower morality similar to that in the catholic church.

The perfection of the elect consisted in a threefold seal or pre-

servative {signacidimi)?

(a) The signaculum oris, that is, purity in words and in diet,

abstinence from all animal food and strong drink, even in the

holy supper, and restriction to vegetable diet, which was fur-

nished to the perfect by the " hearers," particularly olives, as

their oil is the food of light,

(b) The signaculum manuum: renunciation of earthly property,

and of material and industrial pursuits, even agriculture ; with

a sacred reverence for the divine light-life diffused through all

nature,

(c) The signaculum sinus, or celibacy, and abstinence from

any gratification of sensual desire. Marriage, or rather pro-

creation, is a contamination wath corporeity, which is essentially

evil.

This unnatural holiness of the elect at the same time atoned

for the unavoidable daily sins of the catechumens who paid

them the greatest reverence. It was accompanied, however, as

in the Gnostics, with an excessive pride of knowledge, and if we

are to believe the catholic opponents, its fair show not rarely

.concealed refined forms of vice.

1 Schleierinaeher correctly represents M:inicli?eism and Pelagianism as the

two fiindamrntal lieresies in anthropology and poteriology • the one makes

man essentially eml (in body), and thus denies the pos.vbility of redemption
;
the

other makes man essentially good, and thus denies the necessitrj of redemption.

2 The mennimr of .vgnaculum is not criterion (as Baur exphiins, /. c. p. 248^^

but seal (as is clear from the corresponding Arabic hatdm in the Fihrist). See

Kcssler.
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3. Orgaxizatiox. Manichaeisiu differed from all the Gnostic

schools in having a fixed, and that a strictly hierarchical, organi-

zation. This accounts in large measure for its tenacity and en-

durance. At the head of the sect stood twelve apostles, or

magistri, among whom Maui and his successors, like Peter and

the pope, held the chief place. Under them were seventy-two

bishops, answering to the seventy-two (strictly seventy) disciples

of Jesus ; and uuder these came presbyters, deacons and

itinerant evangelists.^ In the congregation there were two dis-

tinct classes, designed to correspond to the catechumens and

the faithful in the catholic church: the " hearers;"^ and

the " perfect," the esoteric, the priestly caste,^ which represents

the last stage in the process of liberation of the spirit and its

separation from the w^orld, the transition from the kiugdom of

matter into the kingdom of light, or in Buddhistic terms, from

the world of Sansara into Nirwana.

4. The WORSHIP of the Manichseans was, on the whole, very

simple. They had no sacrifices, but four daily prayers, pre-

ceded by ablutions, and accompanied by prostrations, the

worshipper turned towards the sun or moon as the seat of light.

They observed Sunday, in honor of the sun, which was with

them the same with the redeemer ; but, contrary to the custom

of the catholic Christians, they made it a day of fasting. They

had weekly, monthly, and yearly fasts. They rejected the

church festivals, but instead celebrated in March with great

pomp the day of the martyrdom of their divinely appointed

teacher, Man!.* The sacraments were mysteries of the elect,

of which even Augustin could learn very little. Hence it has

been disputed whether they used baptism or not, and whether

* The organization of the Mormons is similat.

* Auditores, catechumeni, in Arabic sammaun.

' Electi, perfecti, cathnristce, ekXektoi^ teAeloi, in the Fihrist sidd'ihCai. Faustus

terms them the sacerdotale genus.

* The feast of "the chair," /3?;u«, cathedra. The Mormons likewise celehrate

the martyrdoin of their founder, Joseph Smith; who was killed by the mob at

Carthage, Illinois (June 27, 1844).
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they baptized by water, or by oil. Probably they practised water

baptism and auoiuting, and regarded the latter as a higher

spiritual baptism, or distinguished both as baptism and con-

firmation in the catholic church.^ They also celebrated a kind of

holy supper, sometimes even under disguise in catholic churches,

but without wine (because Christ had no blood), and regarding

it perhaps, according to their pantheistic symbolism, as the

commemoration of the light-soul crucified in all nature. Their

sign of recognition was the extension of the right hand as a

symbol of the common deliverance from the kingdom of dark-

ness by the redeeming hand of the spirit of the sun.

1 Gieseler aad Neander are disposed to deny tlie use of water-baptism by the

Manicliseans, Beausobre, Thilo, Baur, and Kessler assert it. The passages in

Augustin are obscure and conflicting. See Baur, I. c. p. 273-281. The older

Gnostic sects (tlie Marcionites and V'alentinians), and tlie New Maaichaeans

practised a baptismal rite by water. Some new light is tlirown on this dis-

puted question by the complete Greek text of the Gnostic Acts of Thomas,

recently published by Max Bonnet of Montpellier {Acta Thorme, Lip.s. 1883).

Here both baptism and anointing are repeatedly mentioned, p. 19 (in a thanks-

giving to Christ: na&apiaa^ avrovg tu au ?MVTp(J kciI d/le/i/'af avTohg ru ctcJ e/lf/u

aTTo T^g TTspiexovoTig nvroix TrTidvTjr) , 20, 35, 68 (where, however, the pouring of

oil is mentioned before water-baptism), 73, 32 {a?.eiiprtc ... /cat if^aKncev avTovq

. . . aveA&ovTuv de avTUD en ruu vSdruv Aafibv apruv Knl irorfjpLov Eh'A6)rjaEV eirrdiv

. . .). Comp. the discussion of Lipsius in Die Apoh-yphen Apostelgexchichten

und Aposteller/enden (Braunschweig, 1883), p. 331, where he asserts: "Die Was-

sertau/e stand bei den Manicha&ern ebenso wie bei den meisten dlteren gnostichen

Secten in UebunyP



CHAPTER XII.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CATHOLIC THEOLOGY IN CONFLICT

WITH HERESY.

§ 137. Catholic Orthodoxy.

I. Sources: The doctrinal and polemical writings of the ante-Nicene

fathers, especially Justin Martye, Iren^us, Hippolytus, Ter-
TULLiAN, Cyprian, Clement of Alex., and Origen.

II. Literature : The relevant sections in the works on Doctrine History

by Petavius, Munscher, Neander, Gieseler, Baur, Ha-
gekbach, Beck, Shedd, Xitzsch.

Jos. ScHWANE (R. C.) : Dogmengeschidite der vornicdnischen Zeit,

Miinster, 1862.

Pressense : Heresy and Christian Doctrine, transl. by Annie Harwood.
Lond. 1873.

The special literature see below, Comp. also the Lit. in Ch. XIII.

By the wide-spread errors described in the preceding cliapter,

the church was challenged to a mighty intellectual combat, from

which she came forth victorious, according to the promise of

her Lord, that the Holy Spirit should guide her into the whole

truth. To the subjective, baseless, and ever-changing specula-

tions, dreams, and fictions of the heretics, she opposed the sub-

stantial, solid realities of the divine revelation. Christian

theology grew, indeed, as by inward necessity, from the demand

of faith for knowledge. But heresy. Gnosticism in particular,

gave it a powerful impulse from without, and came as a fer-

tilizing thunder-storm upon the field. The church possessed

the truth from the beginning, in the experience of faith, and in

the holy scriptures, which she handed down with scrupulous

fidelity from generation to generation. But now came the task

of developing the substance of the Christian truth in theoretical

form/ fortifying it on all sides, and presenting it in clear light

* 2,oycK6Tepov, as Eusebius has it.

609
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before the understanding. Thus the Christian polemic and

dogmatic theology, or the church's logical apprehension of the

doctrines of salvation, unfolded itself in this conflict with

heresy ; as the apologetic literature and martyrdom had arisen

through Jewish and heathen persecution.

From this time forth the distinction between catholic and

heretical, orthodoxy and heterodoxy, the faith of the church

and dissenting private opinion, became steadily more prominent.

Every doctrine which agreed with the holy scriptures and the

faith of the church, was received as catholic ; that is, universal,

and exclusiv^e.^ Whatever deviated materially from this stand-

ard, every arbitrary notion, framed by this or that individual,

every distortion or corruption of the revealed doctrines of

Christianity, every departure from the public sentiment of the

church, was considered heresy.^

Almost all the church fathers came out against the contem-

porary heresies, with arguments from scripture, with the tradi-

tion of the church, and with rational demonstration, proving

them inwardly inconsistent and absurd.

But in doing this, while they are one in spirit and purpose,

they pursue two very different courses, determined by the

differences between the Greek and Roman nationality, and by

peculiarities of mental organization and the appointment of

Providence. The Greek theology, above all the Alexandrian,

represented by Clement and Origen, is predominantly idealistic

and speculative, dealing with the objective doctrines of God, the

incarnation, the trinity, and christology ; endeavoring to sup-

plant the false gnosis by a true knowledge, an orthodox

philosophy, resting on the Christian pistis. The Latin theology,

particularly the North African, whose most distinguished rep-

1 The term catholic is first used in its ecclesiastical sense by Ignatius, the

zealous advocate of episcopacy. Ad Smyrn. c. S: o^rnv av tJ Xntarog Ir/aovg,

SKsl 7) KadoTitKTj cKKTiTjolaj ubi est Ckristus Jesus, illic Calholica Ecdesia. So also

in the Letter of the Church of Smyrna on the martyrdom of Polycarp (155),

in Eusebius, H. E. IV. 15.

2 From aipeaig. See notes below.
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resentatives are Tertullian and Cyprian, is more realistic and

practical, concerned with the doctrines of human natm-e and of

salvation, and more directly hostile to Gnosticism and philoso-

phy. With this is connected the fact, that the Greek fathers

were first philosophers; tlie Latin were mostly lawyers and

statesmen ; the former reached the Christian ftiith in the way of

speculation, the latter in the spirit of practical morality. Cha-

racteristically, too, the Greek church built mainly upon the

apostle John, pre-eminently the contemplative " divine
;

" the

Latin upon Peter, the practical leader of the church. While

Clement of Alexandria and Origeu often wander away into

cloudy, almost Gnostic speculation, and threaten to resolve the

real substance of the Christian ideas into thin spiritualism, Ter-

tullian sets himself implacably against Gnosticism and the

heathen philosophy upon which it rests. " What fellowship,"

he asks, " is there between Athens and Jerusalem, the academy

and the church, heretics and Christians ? " But this difference

was only relative. With all their spiritualism, the Alexan-

drians still committed themselves to a striking literalism ; while,

in spite of his aversion to philosophy, Tertullian labored with

profound speculative ideas which came to their full birth in

August in.

Irenseus, who sprang from the Eastern church, and used the

Greek language, but labored in the West, holds a kind of medi-

ating position between the two branches of the church, and

may be taken as, on the whole, the most moderate and sound

representative of ecclesiastical orthodoxy in the ante-Nicene

period. He is as decided against Gnosticism as Tertullian,

without overlooking the speculative want betrayed in that sys-

tem. His refutation of the Gnosis,* written between 177 and

192, is the leading polemic work of the second century. In

the first book of this work Irenseus gives a full account of the

Valentinian system of Gnosis ; in the second book he begins

his refutation in philosophical and logical style ; in the third,

* 'E/le>';i;oc Kal avaTponfj rfiq ipevduvv^ov yvudiug.
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he brings against tlie system the catholic tradition and the holy

scriptures, and vindicates the orthodox doctrine of the unity of

God, the creation of the world, the incarnation of the Logos,

against the docetic denial of the true humanity of Christ and

the Ebionitic denial of his true divinity ; in the fourth book

he further fortifies the same doctrines, and, against the antino-

mianism of the school of Marcion, demonstrates the unity of the

Old and New Testaments; in the fifth and last book he presents

his views on eschatology, particularly on the resurrection of the

body—so offensive to the Gnostic spiritualism—and at the close

treats of Antichrist, the end of the world, the intermediate

state, and the millennium.

His disciple Hippolytus gives us, in the " Philosojihumcna"

a still fuller account, in many respects, of the early heresies,

and traces them up to their sources in the heathen systems of

philosophy, but does not go so deep into the exposition of the

catholic doctrines of the church.

The leading eifort in this polemic literature was, of course, to

develop and establish positively the Christian truth ; which is,

at the same time, to refute most effectually the opposite error.

The object was, particularly, to settle the doctrines of the rule

of faith, the incai'nation of God, and the true divinity and true

humanity of Christ. In this effort the mind of the church,

under the constant guidance of the divine word and the apostolic

tradition, steered with unerring instinct between the threatening

cliffs. Yet no little indefiniteness and obscurity still prevailed

in the scientific apprehension and statement of these points. In

this stormy time, too, there were as yet no general councils to

settle doctrinal controversy by the voice of the whole church.

The dogmas of the trinity and the person of Christ, did not

reach maturity and final symbolical definition until the following

period, or the Nicene age.

NOTES ON HERESY.

The term heresi/ is derived from alpFOLc, which means originally either

capture (from alpEu)^ or election, choice (from aiplo/iai), and assumed the
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additional idea of arbitrary opposition to public opinion and authority.

In the N. Test, it designates a chosen way of life, a school or sect or

party, not necessarily in a bad sense, and is applied to the Pharisees, the

Sadducees, and even the Christians as a Jewish sect (Acts 5 : 17 ; 15 : 5
;

24: 5, 14; 26: 5; 28: 22); then it signifies discord, arising from ditier-

ence of opinion (Gal. 5 : 20 ; 1 Cor. 11 : 19) ; and lastly error (2 Pet.

2: 1, aipeaecc anuAeia^, destructive heresies, or sects of perdition). This
passage comes nearest to the ecclesiastical definition. The term heretic

{aipETLKog ai'^puiTu<:) occurs Only once, Tit 3 : 10, and means a factious

man, a sectary, a partisan, rather than an errorist.

Constantine the Great still speaks of the Christian church as a sect,

T) a'ipeair /} Ka-&o7uK)], tj aytuTarr] nlpearc (in a letter to Chrestus, bishop of

Syracuse, in Euseb, H. E. X. c. 5, | 21 and 22, in Heinichen's ed. I, 491).

But after him church and sect became opposites, the former term being

confined to the one ruling body, the latter to dissenting minorities.

The fathers commonly use heresy of false teaching, in opposition to

Catholic doctrine, and schism of a breach of discipline, in opposition to

Catholic government. The ancient heresiologists—mostly uncritical,

credulous, and bigoted, though honest and pious, zealots for a narrow

orthodoxy—unreasonably multiplied the heresies by extending them be-

yond the limits of Christianity, and counting all modifications and varia-

tions separately. Philastrius or Philastrus, bishop of Brescia or Brixia

(d. 387), in his Liber de Hceresibus, numbered 28 Jewish and 128 Chris-

tian heresies ; Epiphanius of Cyprus (d. 403), in his Uavapmv. 80 heresies

in all, 20 before and 60 after Christ; Augustine (d. 430), 88 Christian

heresies, including Pelagianism ; Prcedestinatus, 90, including Pela-

gianism and Nestorianism. (Pope Pius IX. condemned 80 modern
heresies, in his Syllabus of Errors, 1864.) Augustin says that it is

"altogether impossible, or at any rate most difficult'' to define heresy,

and wisely adds that the spirit in which error is held, rather than error

itself, constitutes heresy. There are innocent as well as guilty errors.

Moreover, a great many people are better than their creed or no-creed,

and a great many are worse than their creed, however orthodox it may
be. The severest words of our Lord were directed against the hypocriti-

cal orthodoxy of the Pharisees. In the course of time heresy was defined

to be a religions error held in Avilful and persistent opposition to the

truth after it has been defined and declared by the church in an authori-

tative manner, or "pertinax defensio dogmatis eccksice universalis Jiidirio

condemnati." Speculations on open questions of theology are no heresies.

Origen was no heretic in his age, but was condemned long after his

death.

In the present divided state of Christendom there are different kinds

of orthodoxy and heresy. Orthodoxy is conformity to a recognized

creed or standard of public doctrine ; heresy is a wilful departure from

it. The Greek church rejects the Roman dogmas of the papacy, of the

double procession of the Holy Ghost, the immaculate conception of the

Vol. II.—33.
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Virgin Mary, and the infallibility of the Pope, as heretical, because con-

trary to the teaching of the fir^t seven oecumenical councils. The Ro-

man church anathematized, in the Council of Trent, all the distinctive

doctrines of the Protestant Reformation. Evangelical Protestants on

the other hand regard the unscriptural traditions of the Greek and

Roman churches as heretical. Among Protestant churches again there

are minor doctrinal dilferences, which are held with various degrees of

exclusiveness or liberality according to the degree of departure from the

Roman Catholic church. Luther, for instance, would not tolerate

Zwingli's view on the Lord's Supper, while Zwingli was willing to

fraternize with him notwithstanding this difference. The Lutheran

Formula of Concord, and the Calvinistic Synod of Dort rejected and

condemned doctrines which are now held with impunity in orthodox

evangelical churches. The danger of orthodoxy lies in the direction

of exclusive and uncharitable bigotry, which contracts the truth ; the

danger of liberalism lies in the direction of laxity and indiflerentism,

which obliterates the eternal distinction between truth and error.

The apostles, guided by more than human wisdom, and endowed with

more than ecclesiastical authority, judged severely of every essential de-

parture from the revealed truth of salvation. Paul pronounced the

anathema on the Judaizing teachers, who made circumcision a term of

true church membership (Gal. 1 : 8), and calls them sarcastically "dogs"

of the " concision " (Phil. 3 : 2, (iM-reTS tovq Kvrac .... t^ HaTnTOiif^g).

He warned the elders of Ephesus against "grievous wolves " Uvkoi (iapelq)

who would after bis departure enter among them (Acts 20: 20); and

he characterizes the speculations of the rising gnosis falsely so called

(V'£w5ww/ioc }i'w(T(^) as " doctrines of demons *' [6i6aaKa'AiaL (^ni/.iovi(Jv, 1

Tim. 4: 1; comp. 6: 3-20; 2 Tim. 3: 1 sqq. ; 4: 3 sqq.). John warns

with equal earnestness and severity against all false teachers who deny

the fact of the incarnation, and calls them antichrists (1 John 4: 3; 2

John 7) ; and the second Epistle of Peter and the Epistle of Jude de-

scribe the heretics in the darkest colors.

We need not wonder, then, that the ante-Nicene fathers held the

gnostic heretics of their days in the greatest abhorrence, and called them

servants of Satan, beasts in human shape, dealers in deadly poison, rob-

bers, and pirates. Polycarp {Ad Phil. c. 7), Ignatius (Ad Smj/rn. c. 4),

Justin M. [ApoL I. c. 26), Irenseus [Adv. Hccr. III. 3, 4), Hippolytus,

Tertullian, even Clement of Alexandria, and Origen occupy essentially the

same position of uncompromising hostility towards heresy as the fathers

of the Nicene and post-Nicene ages. They regard it as the tares sown

by the devil in the Lord's field (Matt. 13 : 3-6 sqq). Hence Tertullian

infers, "That which was first delivered is of the Lord and is true; whilst

that is strange and false which was afterwards introduced" [Praescr. c.

31 : "Ex ipso ordine manifestafur, id esse dominicum et verum quod sit prius

traditum, id autem extraneum et fahum quod sit posterins inmissum").

There is indeed a necessity for heresies and sects (1 Cor. 11: 19), but
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"woe to that man through whom the offence cometh" (Matt. 18: 7).

" It was necessary," says TertuUian {ib. 30), " that the Lord should he

betrayed ; but woe to the traitor."

Another characteristic feature of patristic polemics is to trace heresy

to mean motives, such as pride, disappointed ambition, sensual lust,

and avarice. No allowance is made for different mental constitutions,

educational influences, and other causes. There are, however, a few

noble exceptions. Origen and Augustin admit the honesty and earnest-

ness at least of some teachers of error.

We must notice two important points of difference between tiie ante-

Nicene and later heresies, and the mode of punishing heresy,

1. The chief ante-Nicene heresies were undoubtedly radical perver-

sions of Christian truth and admitted of no kind of compromise.

Ebionism, Gnosticism, and Mauichseism were essentially anti-Christian.

The church could not tolerate that medley of pagan sense and nonsense

without endangering its very existence. But Montanists, Novatians,

Donatists, Quartodecimanians, and other sects who differed on minor

points of doctrine or discipline, were judged more mildly, and their

baptism was acknowledged.

2. The punishment of heresy in the ante-Nicene church was purely

ecclesiastical, and consisted in reproof, deposition, and excommunication.

It had no effect on the civil status.

But as soon as church and state began to be united, temporal punish-

ments, such as confiscation of property, exile, and death, were added by

the civil magistrate with the approval of the church, in imitation of the

Mosaic code, but in violation of the spirit and example of Christ and the

apostles. Constantiue opened the way in some edicts against the Do-

natists, A. D. 316. Valentinian I. forbade the public worship of Mani-

chseans (371). After the defeat of the Arians by the second Oecumenical

Council, Theodosius the Great enforced uniformity of belief by legal

penalties in fifteen edicts between 381 and 394. Honorius (408), Ar-

cadius, the younger Theodosius, and Justinian (529) followed in the

same path. By these imperial enactments heretics, i. e. open dissenters

from the imperial state-religion, were deprived of all public offices, of the

right of public worship, of receiving or bequeathing property, of making

binding contracts; they were subjected to fines, banishment, corporeal

punishment, and even death. See the Theos. Code, Book XVI. tit. V.

De Hoereticis. The first sentence of death by the sword for heresy was

executed on Prisciliian and six of his followers who held Manichipan

opinions (385). The better feeling of Ambrose of Milan and Martin of

Tours protested against this act, but in vain. Even the great and good

St. Augustin, although he had himself been a heretic for nine years,

defended the principle of religious persecution, on a false exegesis of

Cogite eos inti-are, Luke 14: 23 [Ep. 93 ad Vine; Ep. 185 ad Bonif. ; Re-

tract. II. 5.). Had he foreseen the crusade against the Albijj:enses and

the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition, he would have retracted his dan-
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gerous opinion. A theocratic or Erastian state-cliurcli theory—whether

Greek Catholic or Roman Catholic or Protestant—makes all ofTences

against the church offences against the state, and requires their punish-

ment with more or less severity according to the prevailing degree of

zeal for orthodoxy and hatred of heresy. But in the overruling Provi-

dence of God which brings good out of every evil, the bloody i>ersecu-

tion of heretics—one of the darkest chapters in church history—has

produced the sweet fruit of religious liberty. See Comp. vol. III.

138-146.

§ 138. The IloJy Scriptures and the Canon.

See the Lit. quoted in vol. I. p. 5G9 sq., and Schaff's Companion to the

GreeJ: Testament and the English Version. N. Y. (Harpers') and

London (Macmillan, 1883). The last may be consulted on ancient

MSS. and Versions of the N. T., which cannot be discussed here.

The question of the source and rule of Christian knowledge

lies at the foundation of all theology. We therefore notice it

here before passing to the several doctrines of faith.

1. This source and this rule of knowledge are the holy scriptures

of the Old and Xew Covenants.^ Here at once arises the inquiry

as to the number and arrangement of the sacred writings, or the

canon, in distinction both from the productions of enlightened

but not inspired church teachers, and from the very numerous

and in some cases still extant apocryphal works (Gospels, Acts,

Epistles, and Apocalypses), which were composed in tlie first four

centuries, in the interest of heresies or for the satisfaction of idle

curiosity, and sent forth under the name of an ajiostle or other

eminent person. These apocrypha, however, did not all origi-

nate with Ebionites and Gnostics ; some were merely designed

either to fill chasms in the history of Jesus and the apostles by

fictitious stories, or to glorify Christianity by vatlcima j)'^^^

eventum, in the way of pious fraud at that time freely allowed.

The canon of the Old Testament descended to the church

from the Jews, with the sanction of Clirist and the a])ostlcs.

The Jewish Apocrypha were included in the Septuagint and

passed from it into Christian versions. The New Testament

^ Called simply ») ypa'P^, al ypaipai, scriptura, scriptures.
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canon was gradually formed, on the model of the Old, in the

course of the first four centuries, under the guidance of the

same Spirit, through whose suggestion the several apostolic

books had been prepared. The first trace of it appears in the

second Epistle of Peter (3 : 15), where a collection of Paul's epis-

tles^ is presumed to exist, and is placed by the side of "the

other scriptures."^ The apostolic fathers and the earlier apolo-

gists commonly appeal, indeed, for the divinity of Christianity to

the Old Testament, to the oral preaching of the apostles, to tlie

livino- faith of the Christian churches, the triumphant death of

the martyrs, and the continued miracles. 1 et their works con-

tain quotations, generally without the name of the author, from

the most important writings of the apostles, or at least allusions

to those writings, enough to place their high antiquity and

ecclesiastical authority beyond all reasonable doubt.^ The

heretical canon of the Gnostic Marcion, of the middle of the

second century, consisting of a mutilated Gospel of Luke and

ten of Paul's epistles, certainly implies the existence of an

orthodox canon at that time, as heresy always presupposes truth,

of which it is a caricature.

The principal books of the New Testament, the four Gospels,

the Acts, the thirteen Epistles of Paul, the first Epistle of Peter,

and the first of John, which are designated by Eusebius as

" Homologumena," * were in general use in the church as early

as the middle of the second century, and acknowledged to be

apostolic, inspired by the Spirit of Christ, and therefore autJiori-

tative and canonical. This is established by the testimonies

1 h Tzdaaig rai? kizicTo'halq. ^ raQ 7.oi7rac (not rclf a}2ac) ypa6ac.

8 Corap. Clement of Rome, Ad Cor. c. 47 ; Polycarp, Ad Phil. 3; Ignatius,

Ad Eph. 12; Ad Philad.5; Barnabas, Ep. c. 1 ; Papias, testimonies on Mat-

thew and Mark, preserved in Euseb. III. 39 ; Justin Martyr, Apol. I. 61;

Dial. c. Tryph. 63, 81, 103, 106, and his frequent quotations from the so

called "Memoirs by the Apostles;" Tatian, Diatessaron, etc. To tbe.«e must

be added the testimonies of the early heretics, as Basilides (125), Valentine

(140), Heraclcon, etc. See on this subject the works on the Cauun, and the

critical Introductions to the N. T.

* See note at the end of the section.
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ofJustin Martyr, Tatian, Theophilus of Antioch, Irenseus, Tertul-

liau, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, of the Syriac Peshito

(which omits only Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, and the Revela-

tion), the old Latin Versions (which include all books but 2 Peter,

Hebrews, and perhaps James), and the Fragment of Muratori ;"^

also by the heretics, and the heathen opponent Celsus—persons

and documents which represent in this matter the churches in Asia

Minor, Italy, Gaul, North Africa, Egypt, Palestine, and Syria.

We may therefore call these books the original canon.

Concerning the other seven books, the " Antiles-omena " of

Eusebius, viz. the Epistle to the Hebrews,^ the Apocalypse,^ the

second Epistle of Peter, the second and third Epistles of John,

the Epistle of James, and the Epistle of Jude,—the tradition of

the church in the time of Eusebius, the beo-inninac of the fourth

century, still wavered between acceptance and rejection. But of

the two oldest manuscripts of the Greek Testament which date

from the age of Eusebius and Constantine, one—the Sinaitic

—

contains all the twenty-seven books, and the other—the Vati-

can—was probably likewise complete, although the last chapters

of Hebrews (from 11 : 14), the Pastoral Epistles, Philemon, and

Revelation are lost. There was a second class of Antilegomena,

called by Eusebius " spurious " (po&a), consisting of several

post-apostolic writings, viz. the catholic Epistle of Barnabas, the

first Epistle of Clement of Rome to the Corinthians, the Epistle

^ The Muratorian Canon (so called from its discoverer and first publisher,

Muratori, 1740) is a fragment of Roman origin, though translated from the

Greek, between A. d. 170 and 180, begins with Mark, passes to Luke as the

third Gospel, then to John, Acts, thirteen Epistles of Paul, mentions two Epp.

of John, one of Jude, and tjie Apocalypses of John and Peter; thus omitting

James, Hebrews, third John, first and second Peter, and mentioning instead an

apocryphal Apocalypse of Peter, but adding that '"some of our body will not

have it read in the church." The interesting fragment has been much dis-

cussed by Credner, Kirchhofer, lieuss, Tregelles, Hilgenfeld, "VVestcott, Hesse,

Ilarnack, Overbeck, and others.

* Whicli was regarded as canonical indeed, but not as genuine or Pauline in

the West.

^ Which has the strongest external testimony, that of Justin, Irenapus, etc.,

in its favor, and came into question only in the third century tiirough some
anti-chiliasta on dogmatical grounds.
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of Polycarp to the Philippians, the Shepherd of Hermas,

the lost Apocalypse of Peter, and the Gospel of the Hebrews
;

which were read at least in some churches, but were afterwards

generally separated from the canon. Some of them are even

incorporated in the oldest manuscripts of the Bible, as the

Epistle of Barnabas and a part of the Shepherd of Hermas

(both in the original Greek) in the Codex Sinaiticus, and the

first Epistle of Clement of Rome in the Codex Alexandrinus.

The first express definition of the !New Testament canon, in the

form in which it has since been universally retained, comes from

two African synods, held in 393 at Hippo, and 397 at Carthage,

in the presence of Augustin, who exerted a commanding in-

fluence on all the theological questions of his age. By that

time, at least, the whole church must have already become

nearly unanimous as to the number of the canonical books ; so

that there seemed to be no need even of the sanction of a

general council. The Eastern church, at all events, was en-

tirely independent of the North African in the matter. The

Council of Laodicea (363) gives a list of the books of our New
Testament with the exception of the Apocalypse. The last

canon which contains this list, is probably a later addition, yet the

lono:-established ecclesiastical use of all the books, with some

doubts as to the Apocalypse, is confirmed by the scattered testi-

monies of all the great Nicene and post-Nicene fathers, as

Athanasius (d. 373), Cyril of Jerusalem (d. 386), Gregory of

Nazianzum (d. 389), Epiphanius of Salamis (d. 403), Chrysos-

tora (d. 407), etc.^ The name Novum Testamentum,^ also Novum

Instrumentum (a juridical term conveying the idea of legal

validity), occurs first in Tertullian, and came into general use

instead of the more correct term New Covenant. The books

were currently divided into two parts, "the GospeP'^and "the

^ See lists of patristic canons in Charteris, Canonicify, p. 12 sqq.

'^ 6iadi]Kj], covenant, comp. Matt. 26 : 28, where the Vulgate translate?, '* tes-

tamentum'' instead oi fcBdits.

^ rh tvayyeTiiKci koI ra aKoarn?LtKa, or to evayyk'kiov Koi 6 a.TtdaToTi.oi;
j inMrumcidwm.

evangelicuni, apostolicum, or evangeUum, apostolus. Hence the Scripture lessors

In the liturgical churches are divided into "Gospels " and " Epistles.'*
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Apostle,"^ and the Epistles, in the second part, into Catholic or

General, and Pauline. The Catholic canon thus settled remained

untouched till the time of the Reformation when the question of

the Apocrypha and of the Antilegomena was reopened and the

science of biblical criticism was born. But the most thorough

investig-ations of modern times have not been able to unsettle the

faith of the church in the New Testament, nor ever will.

2. As to the origin and character of the apostolic writings, the

church fathers adopted for the New Testament the somewhat

mechanical and magical theory of inspiration applied by the

Jews to the Old ; regarding the several books as composed

with such extraordinary aid from the Holy Spirit as secured

their freedom from errors (according to Origen, even from faults

of memory). Yet this was not regarded as excluding the

writer's own activity and individuality. Irenseus, for example,

sees in Paul a peculiar style, which he attributes to the mighty

flow of thought in his ardent mind. The Alexandrians, how-

ever, enlarged the idea of inspiration to a doubtful breadth.

Clement of Alexandria calls the works of Plato inspired, be-

cause they contain truth ; and he considers all that is beautiful

and good in history, a breath of the infinite, a tone, which the

divine Logos draws forth from the lyre of the human soul.

As a production of the inspired organs, of divine revelation,

the sacred scriptures, without critical distinction between the

Old and New Covenants, w^ere acknowledged and employed

against heretics as an infallible source of knowledge and an un-

erring rule of Christian faith and practice. Irenreus calls the

Gospel a pillar and ground of the truth. Tertullian demands

scripture proof for every doctrine, and declares, that heretics

cannot stand on pure scriptural ground. In Origen's view,

nothiuo; deserves credit which cannot be confirmed by the testi-

mony of scripture.

3. The exposition of the Bible was at first purely practical, and

designed for direct edification. The controversy with the Gnos-

tics called for a more scientific method. Both the orthodox and
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heretics, after the fashion of the rabbinical and Alexandrian

Judaism, made large use of allegorical and mystical interpreta-

tion, and not rarely lost themselves amid the merest fancies and

wildest vagaries. The fathers generally, with a few exceptions,

(Chrysostom and Jerome) had scarcely an idea of grammatical

and historical exegesis.

Origen was the first to lay down, in connection with the

allegorical method of the Jewish Platonist, Philo, a formal

theory of interpretation, which he carried out in a long

series of exegetical works remarkable for industry and in-

genuity, but meagre in solid results. He considered the Bible

a living organism, consisting of three elements which answer

to the body, soul, and spirit of man, after the Platonic psycho-

logy. Accordingly, he attributed to the scriptures a three-

fold sense; (1) a somatic, literal, or historical sense, furnished

immediately by the meaning of the words, but only serving

as a veil for a higher idea
; (2) a psychic or moral sense,

animating the first, and serving for general edification
; (3)

a pneumatic or mystic and ideal sense, for those who stand

on the high ground of philosophical knowledge. In the ap-

plication of this theory he shows the same tendency as Philo,

to spiritualize away the letter of scripture, especially where the

plain historical sense seems unworthy, as in the history of

David's crimes ; and instead of simply bringing out the sense of

the Bible, he puts into it all sortsof foreign ideas and irrelevant

fancies. But this allegorizing suited the taste of the age, and,

with his fertile mind and imposing learning, Origen was the

exegetical oracle of the early church, till his orthodoxy fell into

disrepute. He is the pioneer, also, in the criticism of the sacred

text, and his " Hexapla " was the first attempt at a Polyglot Bible.

In spite of the numberless exegetical vagaries and differences

in detail, which confute the Tridentine fiction of a " unanimis

Gonsenstis patrum," there is still a certain unanimity among the

fathers in their way of drawing the most important articles of

faith from the Scriptures. In their expositions they all follow
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one dogmatical principle, a kind of ancdogia jidei. This brings

us to tradition.

NOTES ON THE CANON.

I. The Statements of Eusebius.,

The accounts of Eusebius (d. 340) on the apostolic writings in several

passages of his Church History (especially III. 25; comp. II. 22,23;

III. 3, 24; V. 8; VI. 14, 25) are somewhat vague and inconsistent, yet

upon the whole they give us the best idea of the state of the canon in

the first quarter of the fourth century just before the Council of Nicsea

(325).

He distinguishes four classes of sacred books of the Christians {H. E.

III. 25, in Heinichen's ed. vol. I. 130 sqq. ; comp. his note in vol. III.

87 sqq.).

1. HoMOLOGUMENA, L 6. such as Were universally acknowledged

[6ii<j7.nyo'viieva) : 22 Books of the 27 of the N. T., viz. : 4 Gospels, Acts,

14 Pauline Epistles (including Hebrews), 1 Peter, 1 John, Eevelation.

He says: " flaving arrived at this point, it is proper that we should give

a summary catalogue of the afore-mentioned (HI. 24) writings of the

N. T. [avaKE(pa?iaco)aaa'9ai rag (hj^w&Eiaag tijq KaivjjQ 6in-Qi]KVQ ypnipaq'). First,

then, we must place the sacred quaternion (or quartette, TSTpaKTvv) of the

Gospels, which are followed by the book of the Acts of the Apostles

(j7 Ttjv 7rpa$eo)v tuv airodTdAuv yparp/}). After this we must reckon the

Epistles of Paul, and next to them we must maintain as genuine

[Kvpurkov^ the verb. adj. from Kvp6iD, to ratify), the Epistle circulated as

the former of John [~vv <t)Epnfihrjv ^luawov n-porspav)^ and in like manner
that of Peter [kqi 6/xoiug r>/v Hk-pov k-iaTOAijv), In addition to these books,

if it seem proper (ety? <^avEir])^ we must place the Revelation of John
[ttjv awomlvipLv 'luavvov)^ concerning which we shall set forth the differ-

ent opinions in due course. And these are reckoned among those which
are generalbj received [ev o/uoWoyovfievocr) ,"

In Bk. III. ch. 3, Eusebius speaks of " fourteen Epp." of Paul (rov Ss

Ilav?MV TTpoSrpM Kal aafdc ai (^eicnrEaaapec), as COmmonly received, but adds

that " some have rejected the Ep. to the Hebrews, saying that it was dis-

puted as not being one of Paul's epistles."

On the Apocalypse, Eusebius vacillates according as he gives the pub-

lic belief of the church or his private opinion. He first counts it among
the H-^mologumena, and then, in the same passage (III. 25), among the

spurious books, but in each case with a qualifying statement {el (paveiri)^

leaving the matter to the judgment of the reader. He rarely quotes the

book, and usually as the "Apocalypse of John," but in one place (III.

39) he intimates that it was probably written by "the second John,"
which must mean the " Presbyter John," so called, as distinct from the

A)X)stle—an opinion which has found much favor in the Schleicrmacher

school of critics. Owing to its mysterious character, the Apocalypse is,
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even to this day, the most jjopular book of the N. T. with a few, and the

most unpopular with the many. It is as well attested as any other book,

and the most radical modern critics (Baur, Eenan) admit its apostolic

authorship and composition before the destruction of Jerusalem.

2. Antilegomexa, or controverted books, yet " familiar to most people

of the church " {avTi.7.Ey6fieva, yvdypiua (5' bjuug toiq noAlolg, III. 25).

These are five (or seven), viz., one Epistle of James, one of Jude, 2

Peter, 2 and 3 John (" whether they really belong to the Evangelist or

to another John ").

To these we may add (although Eusebius does not do it expressly) the

Hebrews and the Apocalypse, the former as not being generally ac-

knowledged as Pauline, the latter on account of its supposed chiliasm,

which was offensive to Eusebius and the Alexandrian school.

3. Spurious Books {v6i^a)^ such as the Acts of Paul, the Revelation of

Peter, the Shepherd (Hermas), the Ep. of Barnabas, the so-called " Doc-

trines of the Apostles," and the Gospel according to the Hebrews, "in

which those Hebrews who have accepted Christ take special delight."

To tliese he adds inconsistently, as already remarked, the Apocalypse

of John, "which some, as I said, reject [iiv tlveq a&eTovaiv)^ while others

reckon it among the books generally received {rolg 6finloyovfihoLc,)y He
ought to have numbered it with the Antilegomena.

These voi^a, we may say, correspond to the Apocrypha of the O. T.,

pious and useful, but not canonical.

4. Heretical Books. These, Eusebius says, are worse than spurious

books, and must be "set aside as altogether worthless and impious."

Among these he mentions the Gospels of Peter, and Thomas, and Mat-

thias, the Acts of Andrew, and John, and of tha other Apostles.

II. Ecclesiastical Definitions of the Canon.

Soon after the middle of the fourth century, when the church became
firmly settled in the Empire, all doubts as to the Apocrj'pha of the Old

Testament and the Antilegomena of the New ceased, and the acceptance

of the Canon in its Catholic shape, which includes both, became an

article of faith. The first (Ecumenical Council of Nicsea did not settle

the canon, as one might expect, but the scriptures were regarded with-

out controversy as the sure and immovable foundation of the orthodox

faith. In the last (20th or 21st) Canon of the Synod of Gangra, in Asia

Minor (about the middle of the fourth century), it is said: "To speak

briefly, we desire that what has been handed down to us by the divine

scriptures and the Apostolic traditions should be observed in the church."

Comp. Hefele, Conciliengesch. I. 789.

The first Council which expressly legislated on the number of canon-

ical books is that of Laodicea in Phrygia, in Asia Minor (held between

A. D. 343 and 381, probably about 363). In its last canon (60 or 59), it

enumerates the canonical books of the Old Testament, and then all of

the New, with the exception of the Ajiocalypse, in the following order:
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"And these are the Books of the New Testament: Four Gospels,

according to Matthew, according to Mark, according to Luke, according

to John ; Acts of the Apostles ; Seven Catholic Epistles, One of James,

Two of Peter, Three of John, One of Jude ; Fourteen Epistles of Paul,

One to the liomans, Two to the Corinthians, One to the Galatians, One
to the Ephesiaus, One to the Philippians, One to the Colossians, Two to

the Thessalouians, One to the Hebrews, Two to Timothy, One to Titus,

and One to Philemon,"

This catalogue is omitted in several manuscripts and versions, and

probably is a later insertion from the writings of Cyril of Jerusalem.

Spittler, Herbst, and Westcott deny, Schroekh and Hefele defend, the

Laodicean origin of this catalogue. It resembles that of the 85th of

the Apostolical Canous which likewise omits the Apocalypse, but inserts

two Epistles of Clement and the pseudo-Apostolical Constitutions.

On the Laodicean Council and its uncertain date, see Hefele, Con,'

ciliengeschichte, revised ed. vol. I. p. 746 sqq., and Westcott, on the Canon

of the N. T., second ed., p. 382 sqq.

In the Western chutch, the third provincial Council of Carthage
(held A. D. 397) gave a full list of the canonical books of both Testa^

ments, which should be read as divine Scriptures to the exclusion

of all others in the churches. The N. T. books are enumerated in the

following order: " Four Books of the Gospels, One Book of the Acts of

the Apostles, Thirteen Ej)]-). of the Apostle Paul, One Ep. of the same

[Apostle] to the Hebrews, Two Epistles of the Apostle Peter, Three of

John, One of James, One of Jude, One Book of the Apocalypse of John."

This canon had been previously adopted by the African Synodof Hippo

regius, A. d. 393, at which Augustin, then presbyter, delivered his dis-

course De Fide et Sijmholo. The acts of that Council are lost, but they

were readopted by the third council of Carthage, which consisted only

of forty-three African bishops, and can claim no general authority. (See

Westcott, p. 391,Charteris, p. 20, and Hefele, II. 53 and 68, revised ed.)

Augustin, (who was present at both Councils), and Jerome (who trans-

lated the Latin Bible at the request of Pope Damasus of Kome)

exerted a decisive influence in settling the Canon for the Latin church.

The Council of Trent (1546) confirmed the traditional view with

an anathema on those who dissent. "This fatal decree," says Dr. West-

cott (p. 426 sq.), "was ratified by fifty-three prelates, among whom was

not one German, not one scholar distinguished for historical learning,

not one who was fitted by special study for the examination of a subject

in which the truth could only be determined by the voice of antiquity."

For the Greek and Roman churches the question of the Canon is

closed, although no strirfhj axaimenioal council representing the entire

church has pronounced on it. But Protestantism claims the liberty of

the ante-Nicene age and the right of renewed investigation into the

origin and history of every book of the Bible. Without this liberty

there can be no real progress in exegetical theology.
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§ 139. Cathol'iG Tradition.

Ieen^US: Adv. Hcer. Lib. L c. 9, g 5; L 10, 1; TIL 3, 1, 2; IIL 4, 2;

IV. 33, 7. Tertdll. : De Prcescrijjtionibus Hmreticorum ; esj^ecially

c. 13, 14, 17-19, 21, 35, 36, 40, 41 ; De Virgin, veland. c. 1 ; Adv.

Prax. c. 2 ; on the other hand, Adv. Hermog. c. 22 ; De Came
Christi, c. 7 ; De Resurr. Carnis, c. 3. NovATiAN : De Trinitate 3

;

De Regnla Fidei. Cyfria:s : De Unitate Eccl. ; and on. the other

hand, Epist. 74. Oeigen : De Princip. lib. I. Prsef. ^ 4-6. Cyril
of Jerus. : Kar;?;j;^cre<f (written 348).

J. A. Daniel : Theol. Controversen (the doctrine of the Scriptures as

the source of knowledge). Halle, 1843.

J. J. Jacobi : Die kirchl. Lehre von d. Tradition u. heil. Schrift in ihrer

Entwickelung dargestellt. Berl. I. 1847.

Ph. Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. p. 12 sqq. ; II. 11-44.

Comp. Lit. in the next section.

Besides appealing to the Scriptures, the fathers, particularly

Irenasus and Tertulliau, refer with equal confidence to the " rule

of faith ;"^ that is, the common faith of the church, as orally

handed down in the unbroken succession of bishops from Christ

and his apostles to their day, and above all as still living in the

original apostolic churches, like those of Jerusalem, Antioch,

Ephesus, and Rome. Tradition is thus intimately connected

with the primitive episcopate. The latter was the vehicle of

the former, and both were looked upon as bulwarks against

heresy.

Irengeus confronts the secret tradition of the Gnostics with the

open and unadulterated tradition of the catholic church, and

points to all churches, but particularly to Rome, as the visible

centre of the unity of doctrine. All who would know the truth,

says he, can see in the whole church the tradition of the apostles

;

and we can count the bishops ordained by the apostles, and

their successors down to our time, who neither taught nor knew

any such heresies. Then, by way of example, he cites tlie first

1 /ffxvwv T?]g Tr/arfwf, or r^f a.?.?}&Eiag, napdSoaig tuv a-oard^Mv, or nap.

aTToc!To?uKT;^ Kavuv £K.K2.r}cnaariK6c, to apxcuov -f/c EKKAtiaing^ cvOTT^ua, regula fidei,

regida veritatis, traditio apostolica, lex fidei, fides caiholica. Sometimes tliese

terms are used in a wider sense, and embrace the whole course of catechetical

instruction.
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twelve bishops of the Roman church from Linus to Eleutherus,

as witnesses of the pure apostolic doctrine. He might conceive

of a Christianity without scripture, but he could not imagine a

Christianity without living tradition ; and for this opinion he

refers to barbarian tribes, who have the gospel, " sine charta ct

atramento/' written in their hearts.

Tertullian finds a universal antidote for all heresy in his

celebrated prescription argument, which cuts off heretics, at the

outset, from every right of appeal to the holy scriptures, on the

ground, that the holy scriptures arose in the church of Christ,

were given to her, and only in her and by her can be rightly

understood. He calls attention also here to the tangible succes-

sion, which distinguishes the catholic church from the arbitrary

and ever-changing sects of heretics, and which in all the prin-

cipal congregations, especially in the original sees of the apostles,

reaches back without a break from bishop to bishop, to the

apostles themselves, from the apostles to Christ, and from Christ

to God. " Come, now," says he, in his tract on Prescription, " if

you would practise inquiry to more advantage in the matter of

your salvation, go through the apostolic churches, in which the

very ciiairs of the apostles still preside, in which their own

authentic letters are publicly read, uttering the voice and repre-

senting the face of every one. If Achaia is nearest, you have

Corinth. If you are not far from Macedonia, you have Philippi,

you have Thessalonica. If you can go to Asia, you have Ephesus.

But if you live near Italy, you have Rome, whence also we [of

the African church] derive our origin. How happy is the church,

to which the apostles poured out their whole doctrine with their

blood," etc.

To estimate the weight of this argument, we must remember

that these fathers still stood comparatively very near the apos-

tolic age, and that the succession of bishops in the oldest churches

could be demonstrated by the living memory of two or three

generations. Irenreus, in fact, had been acquainted in his youth

with Polycarp, a disciple of St. John. But for this very reason
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we must guard against overrating this testimony, and employing

it in behalf of traditions of later origin, not grounded in the

scriptures.

Nor can we suppose that those fathers ever thought of a blind

and slavish rejection of private judgment to ecclesiastical au-

thority, and to the decision of the bishops of the apostolic mother

churches. The same Irenseus frankly opposed the Roman bishop

Victor. Tertullian, though he continued essentially orthodox,

contested various points with the catholic church from his

later Montanistic position, and laid down, though at first only

in respect to a conventional custom—the veiling of virgins—the

genuine Protestant principle, that the thing to be regarded,

especially in matters of religion, is not custom but truth.^ His

pupil, Cyprian, with whom biblical and catholic were almost

interchangeable terms, protested earnestly against the Roman
theory of the validity of heretical baptism, and in this controversy

declared, in exact accordance with Tertullian, that custom with-

out truth was only time-honored error.^ The Alexandrians

freely fostered all sorts of peculiar views, which were afterwards

rejected as heretical ; and though the Tzapddoac:: (inoazoXcx-^ plays

a prominent part with them, yet this and similar expressions

have in their language a different sense, sometimes meaning

simply the holy scriptures. So, for example, in the well-known

passage of Clement : "As if one should be changed from a man

to a beast after the manner of one charmed by Circe ; so a man
ceases to be God's and to continue faithful to the Lord, when he

sets himself up against the church tradition, and flies off to posi-

tions of human caprice."

In the substance of its doctrine this apostolic tradition agrees

with the holy scriptures, and though derived, as to its form,

from the oral preaching of the apostles, is really, as to its con-

^ '' Christus verilatem se, nnn consuetvdinem cognominai'it Hacreses non

iam noviias qiiam Veritas revineit. Quodcunque adversus veritatem sapil hoc erit

htxresis, etiam veins consuetudo." De Virg. vel. c. 1.

^ '' Consuetudo si?ie veritate vetustas erroris est." Ep. 7-4 {contra Slephanum),

c. 9.
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tents, one and the same with tliose apostolic wi'itings. In this

view the apparent contradictions of the earlier fathers, in as-

cribing the highest authority to both scripture and tradition in

matters of faith, resolve themselves. It is one and the same

gospel which the apostles preached with their lips, and then laid

down in their writings, and which the church faithfully hands

down by word and writing from one generation to another.^

§ 140. The Rule of Faith and the Apostles^ Creed.

RUFINUS (d. 410) : Expos, in St/mbolum Apostolorum. In the Append.

to Fell's ed. of Cyprian, 1682; and in liuftni Ojiera, Migne'a
" Patrologia," Tom. XXI. fol. 335-386.

James Ussher (Prot. archbishop of Armagh, d. 1G55) : De Roman(B

Ecdesice Symbolo Apostolico vetere, aliisque fidei formulis. London,

1647. In his Works, Dublin 1847, vol. VII. p. 297 sqq. Ussher

broke the path for a critical history of the creed on the basis of the

oldest MSS. which be discovered.

John Pearson (Bp. of Chester, d. 1686) : Exjiosition of the Creed, 1659,

in many editions (revised ed. by Dr. E. Burton, Oxf. 1847 ; New
York 1851), A standard work of Anglican theology,

Peter King (Lord Chancellor of England, d. 1733) : Histonj of the

Apostles' Creed. Lend. 1702.

Herm. Witsitts (Calvinist, d. at Leyden, 1708) : Exercitatioyies sacrae in

Si/mbolum quod Apostolorum dicitur. Amstel, 1700. Basil. 1739. 4°.

English translation by Eraser. Edinb. 1823, in 2 vols.

Ed. Koi.lner (Luth.) : Symbolik alter christl. Confessioncn. Part I.

Hainb. 1837, p. 6-28.

*AuCr. Hahn: Bibliothek der Symbole und Glanbensregeln dcr apostolisch-

katholischen, [in the new ed. der alten'] Kirche. Breslau, 1842 (pp.

222). Second ed. revised and enlarged by his son, G. LuDWiG
Hahn. Breslau, 1877 (pp. 300).

J. W. Nevin : The Apostles'' Creed, in the " Mercersburg Eeview," 1849.

Purely doctrinal.

^ So Paul uses the word napaSomr, 2 Thess. 2:15: " hold the traditions

which ye were taught, whether by word {i^io. 7.6yov), or by epistle of ours (rft'

£TriaToXf/g fjudv) • comp. 3 : 6 («ard rfjv napadociv ^v TrapePid/Jsre nap' fjtiuv)
;

1 Cor. 11 : 2. In all other passages, however, where the word Trnpai^omg,

traditio, occurs, it is used in an unfavorable sense of extra-scriptural teaching,

especially that of the Pharisees. Comp, Matt. 15 : 2, 6 ; Mark 7 : 3, 5, 9, 13
;

Gal. 1: 14; Col, 2: 8, The Reformers attached the same censure to the

mediaeval traditions of the Roman church, which obscured and virtually set

asidt} the written word of God,



Pet. Meyers (R. C.) : De Symboli Apostolici Titulo, Origine et anti-

quissimis ecclesiae temporibus Auctoritate. Treviris, 1849 (pp. 210).

A learned defense of the Apostolic origin of the Creed.

W. W. Harvey : The History and Theology of the three Creeds [the

Apostles', the Nicene, and the Athanasian). Lond. 1854. 2 vols.

*Charles a. Heurtley : Harmonia SymboUca. Oxford, 1858.

Michel Nicolas : Le Symhole des apotres. Essai historic. Paris, 1867.

(Sceptical).

*J. Rawson Lumby : The History of the Creeds [ante-Nicene, Nicene

and Athanasian). London, 1873, 2d ed. 1880.

*C. A. Swainson: The Nicene and the Apostles Creed. London, 1875.

*C. P. Caspari (Prof, in Christiania) : Qaellen zur Gesch. des Taitf.

symbols und der Glaubensregel. Christiania, 1866-1879. 4 vols.

Contains new researches and discoveries of MSS.

*F. J. A. HORT : Two Dissertations on uovnyevfjg dedq, and on the " Con-
stantinopolitan Creed and other Eastern Creeds of the Fourth Century.

Cambr. and Lond. 1876. Of great critical value.

Ph. Schaff : Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. 3-42, and II. 10-73.

Ill the narrower sense, by apostolic tradition or the rule of

faith (xai^djv r^c niarew-, regula jidei) was understood a doc-

trinal summary of Christianity, or a compend of the faith of

the church. Such a summary grew out of the necessity of

catechetical instruction and a public confession of candidates for

baptism. It became equivalent to a symholum, that is, a sign of

recognition among catholic Christians in distinction from unbe-

lievers and heretics. The confession of Peter (Matt. 16 : 16)

gave the key-note, and the baptismal formula (Matt. 28: 19)

furnished the trinitarian frame-work of the earliest creeds or

baptismal confessions of Christendom.

There was at first no prescribed formula of faith binding

upon all believers. Each of the leading churches framed its

creed (in a sort of independent congregational way), according

to its wants, though on the same basis of the baptismal formula,

and possibly after the model of a brief archetype which may
have come down from apostolic days. Hence we have a variety

of such rules of faith, or rather fragmentary accounts of them,

longer or shorter, declarative or interrogative, in the ante-Nicene

writers, as IrenjBus of Lyons (180), Tertullian of Carthage

Vol. II.—34
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(200), Cyprian of Carthage (250), Xovatian of Rome (250),

Origen of Alexandria (250), Gregory Tliaumaturgus (270), Lu-

cian of Antioch (300), Eusebius of Caesarea (325), Marcellus of

Ancyra (S-tO), Cyril of Jerusalem (350), Epiphauius of Cyprus

(374), Rutinus of Aquileja (390), and in the Apostolic Constitu-

tions).^ Yet with all the differences in form and extent there is

a substantial agreement, so that TertuUian could say that the

regula Jidei was " una omnino, sola immohilis et {rreformabUis.'^

They are variations of the same theme. We may refer for

illustration of the variety and unity to the numerous orthodox

and congregational creeds of the Puritan churches in New Eng-

land, which are based upon the Westminster standards.

The Oriental forms are generally longer, more variable and

metaphysical, than the Western, and include a number of dog-

matic terms against heretical doctrines which abounded in the

East. They were all replaced at last by the Nicene Creed

(325, 381, and 451), which was clothed with the authority of

oecumenical councils and remains to this day the fundamental

Creed of the Greek Church. Strictly speaking it is the only

cecumenical Creed of Christendom, having been adopted also in

the West, though with a clause [Filioque) which has become a

wall of division. We shall return to it in the next volume.

The Western forms—North African, Galilean, Italian—are

shorter and simpler, have less variety, and show a more uniform

type. They were all merged into the Roman Symbol, which

became and remains to this day the fundamental creed of the

Latin Church and her daughters.

This Roman symbol is known more particularly under the

honored name of the Apostles' Creed. For a long time it was

believed (and is still believed by many in the Roman church) to

be the ])roduct of the Apostles who prepared it as a summary of

their teaching before parting from Jerusalem (each contributing

one of the twelve articles by higher inspiration).^ This tradition

^ See a collection of thes'^ ante-Nicene rules of faith in Halin, Denzinger,

HeurlLy. Caspari, and Schaff (II. 11-41).

' This obsolete opinion, first mentioned by Ambrose and Rufinus is still de-
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which took its rise in the fourth century,' is set aside by the

variations of the ante-Niceue creeds and of the Apostles' Creed

itself. Had the Apostles composed such a document, it would

have been scrupulously handed down without alteration. The

creed which bears this name is undoubtedly a gradual growth.

, We have it in two forms.

The earlier form as found in old manuscripts,' is much

shorter and may possibly go back to the third or even the

second century. It was probably imported from the East, or

grew in Rome, and is substantially identical with the Greek

creed of Marcellus of Ancyra (about 340), inserted in his letter

to Pope Julius I. to prove his orthodoxy,^ and with that con-

fended by Pet. Meyers, I. c. and by Abb^ Martigny in his French Dictionary

of Christ. Antiquities (sub Symbole des apotres). Longfellow, in his Divine

Tragedy (1871) makes poetic use of it, and arranges the Creed in twelve ar-

ticles, with the names of the supposed apostolic authors. The apostolic origin

was first called in question by Laurentius Valla, Erasmus, and Calvin. See

particulars in Schaff's Creeds, I. 22-23.

^ Rufinu« speaks of it as an ancestral tradition (tradunt majores nostri) and

supports it by a false explanation of symbolum, as '' collatio, hoc est quod plures

in unum conferunt." See Migne, XXI. fol. 337.

^ In the Grseco-Latin Codex Laudianus (Cod. E of the Acts) in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford, from the sixth century, and known to the Venerable Bede

(731). The Creed is attached at the end, is written in uncial letters, and was

first made known by Archbishop Ussher. Heurtley (p. 61 sq.) gives a fac-

simile. It is reprinted in Caspari, Hahn (second ed. p. 16), and Schaff(II.

47). Another copy is found in a MS of the eighth century in the British

Museum, published by Swainson, The Nic. and Ap. Creeds, p. 161, and by

Hahn in a Naehtra.g to the Preface, p. xvi. This document, however, in-^erts

catholicam after ecclesiam. Comp. also the form in the Explanatio Si/mboU ad

initiandos, by Ambrose in Caspari, II. 48 and 428, and SchaffJ II. 50. The
Creed of Aquileja, as given by Rufinus, has a few additions, but marks them

as such so that we can infer from it the words of the Roman Creed. "With

these Latin documents agree the Greek in the Psalterium of King Aethelstan,

and of Marcellus (see next note).

' In Epiphanius, Hrer. LXXII. It is assigned to A. D. 341, by others to

337. It is printed in Schaff (II. 47), Hahn, and in the first table below. It

contains, according to Caspari, the original form of the Roman creed as cur-

rent at the time in the Greek portion of the Roman congregation. It differs

from the oldest Latin form only by the omission of narkpa, and the addition

of l^ur]v aluviov.
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taiiied in the Psalter of King Aethelstan.^ Greek was the ruling

lan«:ua2;e of the Roman Church and literature down to the third

century.^

The longer form of the Roman symbol, or the present re-

ceived text, does not appear before the sixth or seventh century.

It has several important clauses which were wanting in the

former, as "he descended into hades," ^ the predicate "catholic"

after ecclesiam,* " the communion of saints," * and " the life ever-

' The Psalterium Aethelstani, in the Cotton Library of the British Museum,

written in Anglo-Saxon letters, fir.-st publisiied by Ussher, then by Heurtley,

Caspari, and Hahn (p. 15). It differs from the text of Marcellus by the in-

Bertion of traTipa and the omission of ^uyv alcjuioi>, in both points agreeing

with the Latin text.

^ On the Greek original of the Roman symbol Caspari's researches (III,

267-466) are conclusive. Harnack (in Herzog ', vol. I. 567) agrees :
" Der

griechische Text ist als das Original zu betrachten ; griechisch wurde das Symbol zu

Mom eine lange Zeit hindurch axiSSchliessUch tradirt. Dann trat der lateinisch

iibersetzte Text als Parallelform hinzu." Both are disposed to trace the symbol

to Johannean circles in Asia Minor on account of the term "only begotten"

(^fiovoyefi/c), which is used of Christ only by John.

* Descendit ad inferna, first found in Arian Creeds {slg ? Jou or tic tov g6r/v)

about A. D. 360; then in the Creed of Aquileja, about A. d. 390; then in the

Creed of Venantius Fortunatus, 590, in the Sacramentarium Gallicanum, 650,

and in the ultimate text of the Apostles' Creed in Pirminius, 750. See the

table in Schaff's Creeds, II. 54, and critical note on p. 46. Rufinud says ex-

pressly that this clause was not contained in the Roman creed, and explains it

wrongly as being identical with ''burled." Com. c. 18 (in Migne, f. 356):

" Sciendum sane est, quod in Ecclesice Romance Symbolo nan habetur addifum,

'descendit ad inferna:' sed neque in Orientis Ecclesiis habetur hie senna: vis

tnmen verbi eadem videtur esse in eo, quod ' sepultus' dicitur." The article of the

descent is based upon Peter's teaching, Acts 2: 31 (''he was not left in

Hades," elg of5oi', consequently he was there); 1 Pet. 3: 19; 4: 6; and the

promise of Christ to the dyin^ robber, Luke 23 : 43 ("to day thou shalt be

with Me in paradise," ti> tu :rapafleia(j), and undoubtedly means a self exhibi-

tion of Christ to the spirits of the departed. The translation " descended into

hell" is unfortunate and misleading. We do not know whether Christ was in

hell ; but we do know from his own lips that he was in paradise between his

death and resurrection. The term Hades is much more comprehensive than

Hell (Gehenna), which is confined to the state and place of the lost.

* It is found first in the Sacramentarium Gallicanum, 650. The older creeds

of Cyprian, Rufinus, Augustin, read simply sanctam ecclesiam, Marcellus dyiav

£KK?i7/r!iaV.

' Sanctorum communionem. After 650.
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lasting." ^ These additions were gathered from the provincial

versions (Gallican and North African) and incorporated into the

older form.

The Apostles' Creed then, in its present shape, is post-apos-

tolic; but, in its contents and spirit, truly apostolic. It embodies

the faith of the ante-Nicene church, and is the product of a

secondary inspiration, like the Gloria in ExGelsis and the Te-

deum, which embody the devotions of the same age, and wliich

likewise cannot be traced to an individual author or authors. It

follows the historical order of revelation of the triune God,

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, beginning with the creation and

ending with the resurrection and life eternal. It clusters around

Christ as the central article of our faith. It sets forth living

facts, not abstract dogmas, and speaks in the language of the

people, not of the theological school. It confines itself to the

fundamental truths, is simple, brief, and yet comprehensive, and

admirably adapted for catechetical and liturgical use. It still

forms a living bond of union between the different ages and

branches of orthodox Christendom, however widely they differ

from each other, and can never be superseded by longer and

fuller creeds, however necessary these are in their place. It has

the authorityof antiquity and the dew of perennial youth, beyond

any other document of post-apostolic times. It is the only strictly

oecumenical Creed of the West, as the Nicene Creed is the only

oecumenical Creed of the East.^ It is the Creed of creeds, as

the Lord's Prayer is the Prayer of prayers.

NOTE.

The legendary formulas of the Apostles' Creed which appear after the

sixth century, distribute the articles to the several apostles arbitrarily

' Contained in Marcellus and Augustin, but wanting in Rufinus and in the

Psalter of Aethelstan. See on all these additions and their probable date the

tables in my Creeds of Christendom, II. 54 and 55.

^ We usually speak of three oecumenical creeds ; but the Greek church has

never adopted the Apostles' Creed and the Atlianasian Creed, although slie

holds the doctrines therein contained. The Nicene Creed was adopted in the

West, and so far is universal, but the insertion of the formula FUioque created

and perpetuates the split between the Greek and Latin churches.
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and with some variations. The following is from one of the pseudo-

Augustinian sermons (see Hahu, p.47 sq.)

:

" Decirao die post ascensionem discipulis prae timore Judaeorum con-

gregatis Dominus promissum Paracletura misit : quo veniente ut candens

ferrum inflammati omniumque linguarum peritia repleti Symbolum

composuerunt.

Petrcs dixit; Credo in Deum Patrem omnipotentem—creatorem ccell et

terrce.

Andreas dixit: Et in Jesum Christum, FiUum ejus—unicum Dominum

nostrum.

Jacobus dixit: Qui conceptus est de Spiritu Sancto—natus ex Maria

Virgine.

Joannes dixit : Passus sub Pontio Pilato—crucifixus, mortuus et sepultus.

Thomas dixit : Descendlt ad inferna—tertia die resurrexit a mortuis.

Jacobus dixit : Adscendit ad coelos—sedet ad dexteram Dei Patris om-

nipotentis.

Philippus dixit: Inde Venturas est Judicare vivos et mortuos.

Bartholom^US dixit : Credo in Spiritum Sanctum.

MATTHiEUS dixit: Sanctam Ecclesiam catholicam— Sanctorum com-

munionem.

Simon dixit: Remissionem peccatorum.

Thaddeus dixit : Carnis resurrectionem.

Matthias dixit : Vitam aeternam."

§ 141. Variations of the Apostles' Creed.

We present two tables which show the gradual growth of

the Apostles' Creed, and its relation to the Ante-Nicene rules of

faith and the Nicene Creed in its final form.^

' The second table is transferred from the author's Q-eeds of Christendom,

vol. II. 40 and 41 (by permission of the publishers, Messrs. Harpers). In the

f-ame work will be found other comparative illustrative and chronological

tables of the oldest symbols. See vol. I. 21 and 28 sq. ; and vol. II. 54, 55.
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§ 142. God and the Creation.

E. WiLH. MoLLER : Geschichte der Kusmologie in der griechischen Kirche

bis auf Origmes. Halle, 18G0. P. 112-188 ; 474-oGO. The greater

part of this learned work is devoted to the cosmological theories of

the Gnostics.

lu exhibiting the several doctrines of the church, we must

ever bear in mind that Christianity entered the world, not as a

logical system but as a divine-human fact ; and that the New
Testament is not only a theological text-book for scholars but

first and last a book of life for all believers. The doctrines

of salvation, of course, lie in these facts of salvation, but in a

concrete, living, ever fresh, and popular form. The logical,

scientific development of those doctrines from the word of

God and Christian experience is left to the theologians. Hence

we must not be surprised to find in the period before us,

even in the most eminent teachers, a very indefinite and defec-

tive knowledge, as yet, of important articles of faith, whose

practical force those teachers felt in their own hearts and im-

pressed on others, as earnestly as their most orthodox successors.

The centre of Christianity is the divine-human person and the

divine-human work of Christ. From that centre a chang-e

passed througli the whole circle of existing religious ideas, in its

first principles and its last results, confirming what was true in

the earlier religion, and rejecting the false.

Almost all the creeds of the first centuries, especially the

Apostles' and the Nicene, begin with confession of faith in God,

the Father Almighty, INIaker of heaven and earth, of the visible

and the invisible. With the defence of this fundamental doc-

trine laid down in the very first cha})ter of the Bible, Irenseus

opens his refutation of the Gnostic heresies. He would not

have believed the Lord liimsclf, if he had announced any other

God than the Creator. He repudiates everything like an a

j)rion' construction of the idea of God, and bases his knowledge

wliollv on revelation and Christian experience.

We begin with the general idea of God, which lies at the
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bottom of all religion. This is refined, spiritualized, and in-

vigorated by the manifestation in Christ. We perceive the

advance particularly in Tertullian's view of the irresistible

leaning of the human soul towards God, and towards the only

true God. " God will never be hidden," says he, " God will

never fail mankind ; he will always be recognized, always per-

ceived, and seen, when man wishes. God has made all that we
are, and all in M^hich we are, a witness of himself. Thus he
proves himself God, and the one God, by his being known to

all
; since another must first be proved. The sense of God is

the original dowry of the soulj the same, and no other, in

Egypt, in Syria, and in Pontus ; for the God of the Jcm s all

souls call their God." But nature also testifies of God. It is

the work of his hand, and in itself good ; not as the Gnostics

taught, a product of matter, or of the devil, and intrinsically

bad. Except as he reveals himself, God is, according to Ire-

nseus, absolutely hidden and incomprehensible. But in creation

and redemption he has communicated himself, and can, there-

fore, not remain entirely concealed from any man.

Of the various arguments for the existence of God, we find

in this period the beginnings of the cosmological and phvsico-

theological methods. In the mode of conceiving the divine

nature we observe this difference ; while the Alexandrians try

to avoid all anthropomorphic and anthropopathic notions, and

insist on the immateriality and spirituality of God almost to

abstraction, Tertullian ascribes to him even corporeality ; though

probably, as he considers the non-existent alone absolutely incor-

poreal, he intends by corporeality only to denote the substan-

tiality and concrete personality of the Supreme Being.^

The doctrine of the unity of God, as the eternal, almighty,

omnipresent, just, and holy creator and upholder of all things,

the Christian church inherited from Judaism, and vindicated

* " Omne quod est corpus est sui generis. Nihil est incorporale, nisi quod non est.

Hahente igitur anima invisible corpus," etc. (De Carne Christi, c. 11). " Quis

enim negahit, Deum corpus esse, etsi Dens spiritus est f Spiritus enim corpus sui

generis in sua effigie." [Adv. Prax. c. 7).
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against the absurd polytheism of the pagans, and particularly

against the dualism of the Gnostics, which supposed matter co-

eternal with God, an J attributed the creation of the world to

the intermediate Demiurge. This dualism was only another

form of polytheism, which excludes absoluteness, and with it all

proper idea of God.

As to creation : Irenseus and Tertullian most firmly rejected

the hylozoic and demiurgic views of paganism and Gnosticism,

and taught, according to the book of Genesis, that God made

the world, including matter, not, of course, out of any material,

but out of nothing, or, to express it positively, out of his free,

almighty will, by his word.^ This free will of God, a will of

love, is the supreme, absolutely unconditioned, and all- condi-

tioning cause and final reason of all existence, precluding every

idea of physical force or of emanation. Every creature, since it

proceeds from the good and holy God, is in itself, as to its

essence, good.^ Evil, therefore, is not an original and substantial

entity, but a corruption of nature, and hence can be destroyed

by the power of redemption. Without a correct doctrine of

creation there can be no true doctrine of redemption, as all the

Gnostic systems show.

Origen's view of an eternal creation is peculiar. His thought

is not so much that of an endless succession of new" worlds, as

that of ever new metamorphoses of the original world, revealing

from the beginning the almighty power, wisdom and goodness

of God. AVith this is connected his Platonic view of tlie pre-

existence of the soul. He starts from the idea of an intimate

relationship between God and the world, and represents the latter

as a necessary revelation of the former. It would be impious

and absurd to maintain that there was a time when God did not

show forth his essential attributes which make up his very being.

He was never idle or quiescent. God's being is identical with

his goodness and love, and his will is identical with his nature.

1 Cnmp. Gen. c. 1 and 2; Psalm 33: 9; 148: 5; John 1:3; Col. 1 : 15
;

Hel). 1: 2; U: 3; Rev. 4: 11.

» (ien. 1 : 31 ; comp. Ps. 104 : 24 ; 1 Tim. 4: 4.
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He must create according to bis nature, and he will create.

Hence what is a necessity is at the same time a free act. Each

world has a beginning and an end which are comprehended in

the divine Providence. But what was before the first world ?

Origen connects the idea of time with that of the world, but

cannot get beyond the idea of an endless succession of time.

God's eternity is above time, and yet fills all time. Origen

mediates the transition from God to the world by the eternal

generation of the Logos who is the express image of the Father

and through whom God creates first the spiritual and then the

material world. And this generation is itself a continued pro-

cess ; God always (dsf) begets his Son, and never was without

his Son as little as the Son is without the Father.^

§ 143. Man and the Fall.

It was th$ universal faith of the church that man was made

in the image of God, pure and holy, and fell by his own guilt

and the temptation of Satan who himself fell from his original

state. But tbe extent of sin and the consequences of the fall

were not fully discussed before the Pelagian controversy in the

fifth century. The same is true of the metaphysical problem

concerning the origin of the human soul. Yet three theories

appear already in germ.

Tertullian is the author of traducianism,^ which derives soul

and body from the parents through the process of generation.^

1 For a full exposition of Origen's cosmology see Moller, I. c. p. 53(3-560.

He justly calls it a " kirchlich-wissenschaffliches Oegcnbild der gnostischen

Weltanschauung." Comp. also Huetius (Origeniana) , Neander, Dorner, Ee-

depenning.

2 From tradux, a branch for propagation, frequently used by Tertullian, Adv.

Valent, c. 25, etc.

8 Tertullian De Anima, c. 27 : "Ex una homine iota hcec animarum rednndan-

tia." Cap. 36 : " Anima in utero seminata pariter cum came pariter cum ipsa

gortitur et sexum," i. e.
" the soul, being sown in the womb at the same time

with the body, receives likewise along with it its sex;" and this takes place so

simultaneously " that neither of the two substances can be alone regarded as

the cause of the sex {Ua pariter, ut in causa sezus neutra substantia toimtur)."

In Tertullian this theory was connected with a somewhat materialistic or

strongly realistic tendency of thought.
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It assumes that God's creation de nihilo was finished on the sixth

day, and that Adam's soul was endowed with the power of

reproducing itself in individual souls, just as the first created

seed in the vegetable world has the power of reproduction in its

own kind. Most Western divines followed Tertulliau in this

theory because it most easily explains the propagation of ori-

ginal sin by generation,^ but it materializes sin which originates

in the mind. Adam had fallen inwardly by doubt and disobe-

dience before he ate of the forbidden fruit.

The Aristotelian theory of crcationism traces the origin of each

individual soul to a direct agency of God and assumes a subse-

quent corruption of the soul by its contact with the body, but

destroys the organic unity of soul and body, and derives sin

from the material part. It was advocated by Eastern divines,

and by Jerome in the AVest. Augustin wavered between the

two theories, and the church has never decided the question.

The third theory, that of jyre-existence, was taught by Origen

as before by Plato and Philo. It assumes the pre-historic ex-

istence and fall of every human being, and thus accounts for

original sin and individual guilt ; but as it has no support in

scripture or human consciousness—except in an ideal sense—it

was condemned under Justinian, as one of the Origenistic here-

sies. Nevertheless it has been revived from time to time as an

isolated speculative opinion.^

The cause of the Christian faith demanded the assertion both of

^ " Tradux animcB tradux peccati.''

2 Notably in our century by one of the profoundest and soundest evangelical

divines, Dr. Julius Miiller, in liis masterly work on The ChrLstian Doctrine of

Sin. (Urwick's translation, Edinb. 1868, vol. II. pp. 357 sqq., comp. pp. 73,

147, 397). He assumes that man in a transcendental, pre-temporal or extra-

temporal existence, by an act of free self-decision, fixed his moral character

and fate for his present life. This conclusion, he thinks, reconciles the fact of

the universalness of sin with that of individual guilt, and accords with the

unfathomable depth of our con.sriousness of puilt and the mystery of that in-

extinguishable melancholy and sadness which is most profoun<l in the noblest

natures. But Miiller found no response, and was opposed by Rothe, Dorner,

and others. In America, the theory of pre-existence was independently advo-

cated by Dr. Edward Beecher in his book : The Conflict of Ages. Boston, 1853.
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man's need of redemption, against Epicurean levity and Stoical

self-sufficiency, and man's capacity for redemption, against the

Gnostic and Manichaean idea of the intrinsic evil of nature, and

against every form of fatalism.

The Greek fathers, especially the Alexandrian, are very strenu-

ous for the freedom of the will, as the ground of the accounta-

bility and the whole moral nature of man, and as indispensable

to the distinction of virtue and vice. It was impaired and

weakened by the fall, but not destroyed. In the case of Origen

freedom of choice is the main pillar of his theological system.

Irenseus and Hippolytus cannot conceive of man Avithout the

two inseparable predicates of intelligence and freedom. And
Tertullian asserts expressly, against Marcion and Hermogenes,

free will as one of the innate properties of the soul,^ like its de-

rivation from God, immortality, instinct of dominion, and power

of divination.^ On the other side, however, Irenaeus, by his

Pauline doctrine of the casual connection of the original sin of

Adam with the sinfulness of the whole race, and especially

Tertullian, by his view of hereditary sin and its propagation by

generation, looked towards the Angustinian system which the

greatest of the Latin fathers developed in his controversy with

the Pelagian heresy, and which exerted such a powerful influ-

ence upon the Reformers, but had no effect whatever on the

Oriental church and was practically disowned in part by the

church of Rome.^

^ " Inesse nobis to avrs^ovaiuv naturaliter, jam et Marcioni ostendimus et Her-

mogeni.'' De Anima, c. 21. Comp. Adv. Marc. II. 5 sqq.

^ " Definimus animam Dei flatu natam, immortalem, corporalem, effigiatam, sub-

stantia simplicem, de suo sapientem,, varie procedentem, liberam arbitrii, accidentiis

obnoxiam, per ingenia mutabilem, rationalem, dominatricem, divinatricem, ex una
redandantem." De Anima, c. 22.

» See vol. III. p. 783 sqq.
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§ 144. Oirlst and the Incarnation.

Literature.

*DioxYS. Petatius (or Denis Petau, Prof, of Theol. in Paris, d. 1G521

:

Opus de theologicis doffrnatibus, etc. Par. 1644-50, in 5 vols. fol.

Later ed. of Antw. 1700 ; by Fr. Ant. Zacharia, Venice, 1757 (in 7

vols, fol.) ; with additions by C. Passaglia, and C. Schrader, Rome,
1857 (incomplete) ; and a still later one by J. B. Thomas, Bar le

Due, 1864, in 8 vols. Petau was a thoroughly learned Jesuit and

the father of Doctrine History [Dogmengeschlchte). In the section

De Trinitate (vol, II.), he has collected most of the passages of the

ante-Nicene and Nicene fathers, and admits a progressive develop-

ment of the doctrine of the divinity of Christ, and of the trinity,

for which the Anglican, G. Bull, severely censures him.

*Geoe,ge Bull (Bishop of St. David's, d. 1710) : Defensio Fidei Nlccenae

de osterna Dlvinitate Filli Dei, ex scriptis catholic, doctorum qui intra

tria ecclesicc Christiana; secula floruerunt. Oxf. 1685. (Lond. 1703
;

again 1721 ; also in Bp. Bull's complete Works, ed. by Edw.
Burton, Oxf. 1827, and again in 1846 (vol. V., Part L and II.)

;

English translation in the " Library of Anglo-Catholic Theolog}^"

(Oxford 1851, 2 vols.). Bishop Bull is still one of the most learned

and valuable writers on the early doctrine of the Trinity, but he

reads the ante-Nicene fathers too much through the glass 'of the

Nicene Creed, and has to explain and to defend the language of

more than one half of his long list of witnesses.

Martini : Gesch. des Dogmas von der Gotfheit Christi in den ersten vier

Jahrh. Rost. 1809 (rationalistic).

Ad, Mohler (R. C.) : Athanasius der Gr. Mainz. 1827, second ed.

1844 (Bk 1. Der Glaube der Kirche der drei ersten Jahrh. in Bctrcff

der Trinitdt, etc., p. 1-116).

Edw. Burton: Testimonies of the ante-Nicene Fathers to the Divinity of
Christ. Second ed. Oxf. 1829.

*F. C. B.;i.UR (d, 1860) : Die christi. Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit u. Mensch-

werdung Gottes in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung, Tilb. 1841-43.

3 vols. (I. p. 129-341). Thoroughly independent, learned, critical,

and philosophical.

G. A. Meier: Die Lehre von der Trinitiit in ihrer hist. Entwicklung.

Hamb. 1844. 2 vols. (I. p. 45-134).

*ISAAC A, DORNER : Entwicklungsgeschichte der Lehre von der Person

Christi (1839), 2d ed. Stuttg. u, Berl. 1845-56, 2 vols. (I, pp.

122-747). A masterpiece of exhaustive and conscientious learning,

and penetrating and fair criticism, Engl, translation by "W. L.

Alexander and D. W. Simon. Edinb. 1864, 5 vols.
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ROBT. Is. WiLBERFORCE (first Anglican, then, since 1854, R. C.) : The

Doctrine of the Incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ, in its relation

to Mankind and to the Church (more doctrinal than historical). 4th

ed. Lond. 1852. (Ch. V. pp. 93-147.) Republ. from an earlier ed.,

Philad. 1849.

Ph. Schaff : The Conflict of Trinitarianisin and Unifarianism in the ante-

Nicene age, in the " Bibl. Sacra." Andover, 1858, Oct.

M. F. .Sadler: Emmanuel, or, The Incarnation of the Son of God the

Foundation of immutable Truth. London 1867 (Doctrinal).

Henry Parry Liddon (Anglican, Canon of St. Paul's Cathedral)

:

The Divinity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. (The Bampton
Lectures for 18G6). London 18G7, 9th ed. 1882. Devout, able, and

eloquent.

Ph. Schaff : Christology, in Schaff-Herzog's " Encyclop." 1882, vol. I,

451-4G7. (A brief sketch of the hisiory of Christology to the pres-

ent time).

The Messiahship and Divine Sonship of Jesus of Nazareth,

first confessed by Peter in the name of all the ajiostles and the

eye-witnesses of the divine glory of his person and his work, as

the most sacred and precious fact of their experience, and after

the resurrection adoringly acknowledged by the sceptical Thomas

in that exclamation, "My Lord and my God !"—is the fouoda-

tion stone of the Christian church;^ and the denial of the

mystery of the incarnation is the mark of autichristian lieresy.^

The whole theological energy of the ante-Nicene period con-

centrated itself, therefore, upon the doctrine of Christ as the

God-man and Redeemer of the world. This doctrine was the

kernel of all the baptismal creeds, and was stamped upon the

entire life, constitution and worship of the early church. It was

not only expressly asserted by the fathers against heretics, but

also professed in the daily and weekly Avorship, in the celebra-

tion of baptism, the eucharist and the annual festivals, especially

Easter. It was embodied in prayers, doxologies and hymns of

praise. From the earliest record Christ was the object not of

admiration which is given to finite persons and things, and pre-

supposes equality, but of prayer, praise and adoration which is

due only to an infinite, uncreated, divine being. This is evident

1 Matt. 16 : 16-19 sqq. ^ 1 John 4 :
1-3.

Vol. II.—35
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from several passages of the New Testament/ from the favorite

symbol of the early Christians, the Ichthys,^ from the Tcrsanctus,

the Gloria in Excelsis, the hymn of Clement of Alexandria in

praise of the Logos,^ from the testimony of Origen, who says :

" We sing hymns to the Most High alone, and His Only Be-

gotten, who is the Word and God ; and we praise God and His

Only Begotten;"'* and from the heathen testimony of the

younger Pliny who reports to the Emperor Trajan that the

Christians in Asia were in the habit of singing " hymns to Christ

as their God." ^ Eusebius, quoting from an earlier writer (pro-

bably Hippolytus) against the heresy of Artemon, refers to the

testimonies of Justin, Miltiades, Tatian, Clement, and " many

others " for the divinity of Christ, and asks :
" Who knows not

the works of Irenoeus and Melito, and the rest, in which Christ

is announced as God and man ? Wliatever psalms and hymns

of the brethren were written by the faithful from the beginning,

celebrate Christ as the Word of God, by asserting his divinity." ^

The same faith was sealed by the sufferings and death of " the

noble army" of confessors and martyrs, who confessed Christ

to be God, and died for Christ as God.^

1 Comp. Matt. 2 : 11; 9: 18; 17: 14,15; 28: 9,17; Luke 17: 15,16; 23:

42; John 20: 28; Acts 7: 59, 60; 9: 14,21; 1 Cor. 1 : 2; Phil. 2 : 10

;

Hebr. 1 : 6 ; 1 John 5 : 13-15
; Rev. 5 : 6-13, etc.

2 See p. 279. ^ See p. 230. * Contra Ccls. 1. YIII. c. C7.

* " Carnem Christo quasi Deo dicere," Epp. X. 97. A Iieatlien mock-crucifix

which was discovered in 1857 in Rome, represents a Chri.stian as worshipping

a crucified ass as " his God.'' See above, p. 272.

6 Tov "kdjov Tov i^foii Tov 'Kpiarbv vfivovai ^eo2.oyovvTee. Hist. Eccl. V. 28.

^ Comp. Ruinart, Acta Mart; Prudentius, Peris^epA., Liddon, Z. c, pp. 400

sqq. *'If there be one doctrine of our faith'' (says Canon Liddon, p. 406)

"wliicli the martyrs especially confessed at death, it is the doctrine of our

Lord's Divinity The learned and the illiterate, the young and the old,

the noble and the lowly, the slave and his master united in this confession.

Sometimes it is wrung from the martyr reluctantly by cros.s-examination, some-

times it is proclaimed as a truth with which the Christian heart is full to

bursting, and which, out of the heart's abundance, the Christian mouth cannot

but speak. Sometimes Christ's Divinity is professed as belonging to the great

Christian contradiction of the polytheism of the heathen world around. Some-

times it is explained as involving Christ's unity with the Father, against the

pagan imputation of ditheism; sometimes it is proclaimed as justifying the
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Life and worship anticipated theology, and Christian experi-

ence contained more than divines could in clear words express.

So a child may worship the Saviour and pray to Him long

before he can give a rational account of his faith. The instinct

of the Christian people was always in the right direction, and

it is unfair to make them responsible for the speculative cru-

dities, the experimental and tentative statements of some of the

ante-Nicene teachers. The divinity of Christ then, and with

this the divinity of the Holy Spirit, were from the first im-

movably fixed in the mind and heart of the Christian Church

as a central article of faith.

But the logical definition of this divinity, and of its relation

to the Old Testament fundamental doctrine of the unity of the

divine essence—in a word, the church dogma of the trinity

—

was the work of three centuries, and was fairly accomplished

only in the Nicene age. In the first eiforts of reason to grapple

with these unfathomable mysteries, we must expect mistakes,

crudities, and inaccuracies of every kind.

In the Apostolic Fathers we find for the most part only the

simple biblical statements of the deity and humanity of Christ,

in the practical form needed for general edification. Of those

fathers Ignatius is most deeply imbued with the conviction, that

the crucified Jesus is God incarnate, and indeed frequently calls

him, without qualification, God.^

worship whidi, as tlie lieathens knew, Christians paid to Christ." Many ilhis-

trations are given.

^ Ad. Eph. c. 18 ; 6 yap Qsbc yfiuv IfiaovQ 6 Xpcarbg iKvoipop/}-&7} i'to Map/af

(Deus noster Jiasits Christus conceptus est ex Maria) ; c. 7 : £v aapul yevo/^erog Qtog.

Ignatius calls the blood of Jesus the "blood of God" (kv oiiiaTi -dcov). Ad Eph.

1, He desires to imitate the sufferings of " his God," ^ufu/r^g elvai tov TTa-&ov<;

Tov Qenv fiov, Ad Eom. 6. Polycarp calls Christ the eternal Son of God, to

whom all things in heaven and earth are subject {Ad Phil. c. 2, 8, and his last

prayer in Martyr. Polyc. c. 14). The anonymous author of the Epistle to

Diognetus (c. 7, 8) teaches that the Father sent to men, not one of his ."servants,

whether man or angel, but the very architect and author of all things, by

whom all has been ordered, and on whom all depends ; he sent him as God, and

because he is God, his advent is a revelation of God. On theChrisfology of the

Apost. Fathers comp., besides Dorner, Scliwane's Ante-Nicene Doctrine History,

pp. 60 fF., and I^iddon's Lectures on the Divinity of Christ, pp. 379 and 411 sqq.
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The scientific development of Cliristology begins with Justin

and cuhninates in Origen. From Origen then proceed two

opposite modes of conception, the Athauasian and the Arian ; the

former at last triumphs in the council of Niceea A. D. 325, and

confirms its victory in the council of Constantinople, 381. In the

Arian controversy the ante-Nicene conflicts on this vital doctrine

came to a head and final settlement.

The doctrine of the Incarnation involves three elements : the

divine nature of Christ; his human nature; and the relation of

the two to his undivided personality.

§ 145. The Dimnity. of Christ.

The dogma of the divinity of Christ is the centre of

interest. It comes into the foreground, not only against ra-

tionalistic Monarchianism and Ebionism, wdiicli degrade Christ

to a second Moses, but also against Gnosticism, which, though it

holds him to be superhuman, still puts him on a level with

other seons of the ideal world, and thus, by endlessly multiplying

sons of God, after the manner of the heathem mythology,

pantheistically dilutes and destroys all idea of a specific son-

ship. The development of this dogma started from the Old

Testament idea of the word and the wisdom of God ; from the

Jewish Platonism of Alexandria ; above all, from the Chris-

tology of Paul, and from the Logos-doctrine of John. This

view of John gave a mighty impulse to Christian speculation,

and furnished it ever fresh material. It w^as the form under

which all the Greek fathers conceived the divine nature and

divine dignity of Clirist before his incarnation. Tlie term

Logos was peculiarly serviceable here, from its w^ell-known

double meaning of "reason" and "word," ratio and oratio

;

though in John it is evidently used in the latter sense alone.^

^ On the Logos doctrine of Pliilo, whicli prol)al)ly was known to John

much has been written by Gfrorer (1831), Dilhne (1834), Grossmann (1S29 and

1841), Dorner (184o), Langen, (1867), Ileinze (1872), Scbiirer (1874), Siegfried

(1875), Soulier, Pahud, Klasen, and others.
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Justin Martyr developed the first Christology, though not

as a novelty, but in the consciousness of its being generally held

by Christians/ Following the suggestion of the double meaning

of Logos and the precedent of a similar distinction by Philo, he

distinguishes in the Logos, that is, the divine being of Christ,

two elements : the immanent, or that which determines the reve-

lation of God to himself within himself;^ and the transitive, in

virtue of which God reveals himself outwardly.^ The act of

the procession of the Logos from God* he illustrates by the

figure of generation,^ without division or diminution of the

divine substance ; and in this view the Logos is the only and

absolute Sou of God, the only-begotten. The generation, how-

ever, is not with him an eternal act, grounded in metaphysical

necessity, as with Athanasius in the later church doctrine. It

took place before the creation of the world, and proceeded from

the free will of God.^ This begotten, ante-mundane (though it

would seem not styictly eternal) Logos he conceives as a hypostati-

cal being, a person numerically distinct from the Father; and to

the agency of this person before his incarnation ^ Justin attributes

the creation and support of the universe, all the theophanias

(Christophanies) of the Old Testament, and all that is true and

rational in the world. Christ is the Reason of reasons, the

incarnation of the absolute and eternal reason. He is a true object

of worship. In his efforts to reconcile this view with mono-

theism, he at one time as.serts the moral unity of the two divine

persons, and at another decidedly subordinates the Son to the

1 For thorough discussions of Justin's Logos doctrine see Semisch, Justin der

Mdrtyrer, II. 289 sqq. ; Dorner, Entwicklungsgesrh. etc. I. 41-5-435 ; Weizsiicker.

Die Theologie des Mart. Justinus, in Dorner's " Jahrbiicher fiir deufsche Tlieol.''

Bd XII. 1867, p. 60 sqq. ; and M. von Engelhardt, Das Christenthum Justins

des Hurt. (1878), p. 107-120, and his art. in the revised ed. of Herzog, vol.

VII. (1880), p. 326.

2 A6yog evchd&eroc. ' Aoyor Kpn<l)opLK6r. * Trpospxed'^a/. 5 ygvvav, yevvda&at.

^ He calls Christ "the first begotten of God," -izpuTdroKog roii ^sov and the

TTpuTov yh'vTjua (but not KTia/ia or noirjua tov &£ov. See Apol. I. 21, 23, 33,

46, 63; and Engelhardt, I. c. p. 116-120: " Der Logos ist vonceltlich, aber nicht

ewig." ' Atijof aaapKoc,
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Father. Justin tlius combines hypostasianism, or the theory of

tlie independent, personal (hypostatical) divinity of Christ, with

subordinationism; he is, therefore, neither Arian nor Athanasiau;

but his whole theological tendency, in opposition to the heresies,

was evidently towards the orthodox system, and had he lived

later, he would have subscribed the Nicene creed.^ The same

may be said of Tertullian and of Origen.

In this connection we must also mention Justin's remarkable

doctrine of the " Logos spermatikos," or the Divine Word dis-

seminated among men. He recognized in every rational soul

something Christian, a germ [aTzipfia) of the Logos, or a spark

of the absolute Reason. He therefore tracad all the elements of

truth and beauty which are scattered like seeds not only among

the Jews but also among the heathen to the influence of Christ

before his incarnation> He regarded the heathen sages, Socrates,

(whom he compares to Abraham), Plato, the Stoics, and some of

the poets and historians as unconscious disciples of the Logos, as

Christians before Christ.^

Justin derived tliis idea no doubt from the Gospel of John

(1 : 4, 5, 9, 10), though he only quotes one passage from it

(3 : 3-5). His pupil Tatian used it in his Diatessaron.^

' See the proof in the monograph of Semisch.

^ Comp. Apol. II. 8, 10, 13. He says that the moral teaching of the Stoics

and some of tlie Greek poets wiis admirable on accoimt of the seed of the

Logos implanted in every race of men {'^ui to £u6v-ov jzav-l yiiec av^Sptorzov

CTzepiia Tov ?.6yov)^ and mentions as examples Ileraclitus, Musonius, and others,

who for this reason were liated and put to deatli.

* Oil the relation of Justin to Jolui's Gospel, see especially the very careful

examination of Ezra Abbot, The Authorship of the Fourth Gospel (Boston, 1880),

pp. 29-56. He says (p. 41) :
" "While Justin's conceptions in regard to the

Logos were undoubtedly greatly affected by Philo and the Alexandrian phi-

losophy, the doctrine of the incarnation of the Logos was utterly foreign to that

philosopliy, and could only liave been derived, it would seem, from the Gospel

of Jolui. lie accordingly speaks very often in language similar to tliat of

John (1 : 14) of tlie Logos as 'made Hesh,' or as 'having become man.' That

in the last phrase he should prefer tlie term 'man' to the Hebraistic 'flesh'

can excite no surprise. With reference to the deity of the Logos and his

instrumental agency in creation, compare also especially Apol. II. 6, 'through

him God created all things' [6i' avrov iravTu EKriae)^ Dial. c. 56, and Apol.
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The further development of the doctrine of the Logos we find

in the other apologists, in Tatiau, Athenagoras, Theophilus of

Antioch, and especially in the Alexandrian school.

Clement of Alexandria speaks in the very highest terms of

the Logos, but leaves his independent personality obscure. He
makes the Logos the ultimate principle of all existence, without

beginning, and timeless; the revealer of the Father, the sum of

all intelligence and wisdom, the personal truth, the<6peaking as

well as the spoken word of creative power, the proper author of

the world, the source of light and life, the groat educator of the

human race, at last becoming man, to draw us into fellowship

with him and make us partakers of his divine nature.

Origen felt the whole weight of the Christological and trini-

tarian problem and manfully grappled with it, but obscured it

by foreign speculations. He wavered between the homo-ouslan,

or orthodox, and the homoi-ousian or subordinatian theories,

which afterwards came into sharp conflict with each other in the

Arian controversy.^ On the one hand he brings the Son as near

as possible to the essence of the Father; not only making him the

I. C3, with John 1 : 1-3- Since the Fathers who immediately followed Justin,

as Theophilus, Irenseus, Clement, Tertullian, unquestionably founded their

doctrine of the incarnation of the Logos on the Gospel of John, the presump-

tion is that Justin did tlie same. He professes to hold his view, in whicJi he

owns that some Christians do not agree with him, 'because we have been com-

njanded by Christ himself not to follow the doctrines of men, but those which

were proclaimed by the blessed prophets and taught by Him.' {Dial- c. 48).

Now, as Canon Westcott observes, ' the Synoptists do not anywhere declare

Christ's pre-existence.' And where could Justin suppose himself to have

found this doctrine taught by Christ except in the Fourth Gospel? Compare
Apol. I. 46 :

' That Christ is the firs^bo^n of God, being the Logos [the

divine Reason] of which every race of men have been partakers [comp. John
1 : 4, 5, 9], we have been taught and have declared before. And those who
have lived according to Reason are Christians, even though they were deemed

atheists; as for example, Socrates and Heraclitus and those like them among
the Greeks.'

"

1 Comp. here Neander, Baur, Dorner fl. 635-69o), the monographs on

Origen by Redepenning (II. 295-307), and Tliomasius, H. Schultz, Die Chris-

tolocjie des Ongenes, in the " Jahrb. f Protest. Theol." 1875, No. II. and III.,

and the art. of MoUer in Herzog^ XI. 105 sqq.
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absolute personal wisdom, truth, righteousness, reason,^ but also

expressly predicating eternity of him, and propounding the

church dogma of the eternal generation of the Son. This gene-

ration he usually represents as proceeding from the will of the

Father ; but he also conceives it as proceeding from his essence
\

and hence, at least in one passage, he already applies the term

homo-oiislos to the Son, thus declaring him coequal in essence or

nature witlf the Father.^ This idea of eternal generation, how-

ever, has a peculiar form with him, from its close connection with

his doctrine of an eternal creation. He can no more think of

the Father without the Son, than of an almighty God without

creation, or of light without radiance.^ Hence he describes this

generation not as a single, instantaneous act, but, like creation,

ever going on.* But on the other hand he distinguishes the essence

of the Son from that of the Father ; speaks of a difference of

substance;^ and makes the Son decidedly inferior to the Father,

calling him, with reference to John i. 1, merely ??£oc without

the article, that is, God in a relative or secondary sense (Deus

de Deo), also dedzspo^ ;?c6c, but the Father God in the absolute

sense, 6 '>i6c {Deus per se), or aurudco^, also the fountain and

root of the divinity.^ Hence, he also taught, that the Son

should not be directly addressed in prayer, but the Father

through the Son in the Holy Spirit.^ This must be limited, no

doubt, to absolute worship, for he elsewhere recognizes prayer

^ avTnan(j)i.a, avroah'/-9eia, avro(hKacoavv>!, avroSvvafiK;, avrolnyar, etc. Contra

Cels. III. 41 ; V. 39. Origen repeatedly uses the term " God Jesus," i?£of

'IVGovr, without the article, ibid. V. 51 ; VI. 66.

'^ In a fragment on the Fp. to the Hebrews (IV. 697, de la Eue) : a-6f)pnia

ofinovatoc.

^ De Princip. lY . 28 : " Sicut lux numqiiam sine splendorc esse potuit, iia nee

Filius quidem sine Patre intelligi potest."

* De Princ. I. 2, 4 :
" Est ceterna et sempiterna gencratio, sicut splendor generntur

a luce." Horn, in Jerem. IX. 4 ; aei yevva 6 Jlarrjp rhv Tlov.

5 hipdrri^ TTjr ovaiac or rov vvroKEifievov, which tlie advocates of lii.s orthodoxy,

prol)ahly without reason, take as merely opposing the Patripassian conception

of the oitoovaia. Eedepenning, 11. 300-306, gives the principal jiassages for

the homo-ousia and the lietero-ousia.

« T?/>//, pi^a Tfjg Oedrriroc 7 J)g Qrat. c. 15.
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to the Sou and to the Holy Spirit/ Yet this subordination of

the Sou formed a stepping-stone to Arianism, and soiue disciples

of Origen, particularly Diouysius of Alexandria, decidedly ap-

proached that heresy. Against this, however, the deeper Chris-

tian sentiment, even before the Arian controversy, put forth firm

protest, esjjecially in the person of the Roman Diouysius, to ^vhom

his Alexandrian namesake and colleague magnanimously yielded.

In a simpler way the western fathers, including here Irenseus

and Hippolytus, who labored in the West, though they were of

Greek training, reached the position, that Christ must be one

with the Father, yet personally distinct from him. It is com-

monly supposed that they came nearer the homo-ousion than the

Greeks. This can be said of Irenaeus, but not of Tertullian.

And as to Cyprian, whose sphere was exclusively that of church

government and discipline, he had nothing peculiar iu his specu-

lative doctrines.

Iren^eus, after Polycarp, the most faithful representative of

the Johannean school, keeps more within the limits of the simple

biblical statements, and ventures no such bold speculations as

the Alexandrians, but is more sound and much nearer the Nicene

standard. He likewise uses the terms "Logos" and "Son of

God" interchangeably, and concedes the distinction, made also

by the Valentiniaus, between the inward and the uttered word,^

in reference to man, but contests the application of it to God,

who is above all antitheses, absolutely simple and unchangeable,

and in whom befoi-e and after, thinking and speaking, coincide.

He repudiates also every speculative or a j^i^i^ri attempt to

explain the derivation of the Son from the Father; this he

holds to be an incomprehensible mystery.^ He is content to

^ For example, Ad Rovi. I. p. 472: " Adorare aiium quempiam praeter Patrem

et Filium et Spiritum sanctum, impietafis est crimen.'' Contra Cels. VIII. 67.

He closes his Homilies with a doxology to Christ.

^ The Tioyo^ h'chd'&EToc and /Idjof Trf)o<popiK6r.

' Adv. IJcer. II. 28, 6 :
" Si quis nobis dixerit : quomodo ergo Filius prolatus a

Patre est? dicimus ei—nemo novit nisi solus, qui generavit Pater et qui natus est

Filius."
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define llie actual distinction between Father and Son, by saying

that the former is God revealing himself, the latter, God revealed

;

the one is the ground of revelation, the other is the actual,

appearing revelation itself. Hence he calls the Father the

invisible of the Son, and the Son the visible of the Father.

He discriminates most rigidly the conceptions of generation and

of creation. The Son, though begotten of the Father, is still

like him, distinguished from the created world, as increate,

without beginning, and eternal. All this plainly shows that

IreuaBUS is much nearer the Niceue dogma of the substantial

identity of the Son with the Father, than Justin and the Alexan-

drians. If, as he does in several passages, he still subordinates

the Son to the Father, he is certainly inconsistent ; and that for

want of an accurate distinction between the eternal Logos and

the actual Christ.^ Expressions like, " My Father is greater

than I," which apply only to the Christ of history, he refers

also, like Justin and Origen, to the eternal Word. On the

other hand, he has been charged with leaning in the opposite

direction towards the Sabellian and Patripassian views, but

unjustly.^ Apart from his frequent want of precision in ex-

pression, he steers in general, with sure biblical and churchly

tact, equally clear of both extremes, and asserts alike the essen-

tial unity and the eternal personal distinction of the Father and

the Son.

The incarnation of the Logos Irenseus represents both as a

restoration and redemption from sin and death, and as the com-

pletion of the revelation of God and of the creation of man.

In the latter view, as finisher, Christ is the perfect Son of Man,

in whom the likeness of man to God, the similifudo Dei, regarded

as moral duty, in distinction from the imago Dei, as an essential

property, becomes for the first time fully real. According to

this the incarnation would be grounded in the original plan of

^ Tlie /^(5}'of aaapKoq and the "kdyor evonpKor.

' As Duiicker in liis monograpli : Die Christologie des heil. Jrenceus, p. 50

8qq., has unanswerably shown.
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God for the education of mankind, and independent of the fall

;

it would have taken place even without the fall, though in some

other form. Yet Irenaeus does not expressly say this ; speculation

on abstract possibilities was foreign to his realistic cast of mind.

Tertullian cannot escape the charge of subordinationism.

He bluntly calls the Father the whole divine substance, and the

Son a part of it;^ illustrating their relation by the figures of the

fountain and the stream, the sun and the beam. He would not

have two suns, he says, but he might call Christ God, as Paul

does in Rom 9 : 5. The sunbeam, too, in itself considered, may

be called sun, but not the sun a beam. Sun and beam are two

distinct things [sj^ecies) in one essence (substantia), as God and

the Word, as the Father and the Son. But we should not take

figurative language too strictly, and must remember that Tertul-

lian was specially interested to distinguish the Son from the

Father in opposition to the Patripassian Praxeas. In other

respects he did the church Christology material service. He
propounds a threefold hypostatical existence of the Son {fiUatio) :

(1) The pre-existeut, eternal immanence of the Son in the Father;

they being as inseparable as reason and word in man, who was

created in the image of God, and hence in a measure reflects his

being ;^ (2) the coming forth of the Son with the Father for the

purpose of the creation
; (3) the manifestation of the Son in the

world by the incarnation.^

With equal energy Hippolytus combated Patripassianism,

and insisted on the recognition of diiferent hypostases with equal

claim to divine worship. Yet he, too, is somewhat trammelled

with the subordination view.*

^ Adv. Prax. c. 9 : "Pater tola substantia est, Filius vero derivatio totiiis et portio,

sicut ipse profitetur : Quia Pater vmjor Me est" (John 14: 2S).

* Hence he says {Adv. Prax. c. 5), by way of illustration :
'' Quodcunque

cogitaveris, sermo est; quodcunque senseris ratio est. Loquaris illud in animo

necesse est, et dum loqueris, conlocutorem pateris sermonem, in quo incst haec ipsa

ratio qua cum eo cogitans loquaris, per quern loquens cogitas.''

* In German terminology this progress in tiie filiation {Hypostasirung) may

be expressed : die werdende Persoidichkeit, die gewordene Persunlichkeit, die ersch-

einende Personlichkeit. * See the exposition of Dolliuger, IJippol. p. 195 sqq.
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On the other hand, according to his representation in the

Philosophumena, the Iloman bishops Zephyrinus and especially

Callistus favored Patripassianism. The later popes, however,

were firm defenders of hypostasianism. One of them, Dionysius,

A. D. 262, as we shall see more fully when speaking of the trinity,

maintained at once the homo-ousion and eternal generation against

Dionysius of Alexandria, and the hypostatical distinction against

Sabellianism, and sketched in bold and clear outlines the Nicene

standard view.

§ 146. The Humanity of Christ.

Passino- now to the doctrine of the Saviour's humanity, we

find this asserted by Ignatius as clearly and forcibly as his

divinity. Of the Gnostic Docetists of his day, who made Christ

a spectre, he says, they are bodiless spectres themselves, whom

we should fear as wild beasts in human shape, because they tear

away the foundation of our hope.^ He attaches great importance

to the flesh, that is, the full reality of the human nature of Christ,

his true birth from the virgin, and his crucifixion under Pontius

Pilate; he calls him God incarnate;^ therefore is his death the

fountain of life.

Iren.i^us refutes Docetism at length. Christ, he contends

against the Gnostics, must be a man, like us, if he would redeem

us from corruption and make us perfect. As sin and death came

into the world by a man, so they could be blotted out legitimately

and to our advantage only by a man ; though of course not by

one who should be a mere descendant of Adam, and thus himself

in need of redemption, but by a second Adam, supernaturally

begotten, a new progenitor of our race, as divine as he is human.

A new birth unto life must take the place of the old birth unto

death. As the completer, also, Christ must enter into fellowship

with us, to be our teacher and pattern. He made himself equal

1 Ep. ad Smyrn. c. 2-5.

* iv aapKL yevdfiei'oc &s6c (ad Ephes. C. 7) ; also h'uaic cafmbc Kal Trvevfiarog.

Comp. Rom. 1 : 3, 4 ; 9 : 5 ; 1 John 4 : 1-3.
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with man, that man, by his likeness to the Son, might become

precious in the Father's sight. Irenaeus conceived the humanity

of Christ not as a mere corporeality, though he often contends

for this alone against the Gnostics, but as true humanity,

embracing body, soul, and spirit. He places Christ in the

same relation to the regenerate race, which Adam bears to the

natural, and regards him as the absolute, universal man, the

prototype and summing up ^ of the whole race. Connected with

this is his beautiful thought, found also in Hippolytus in the

tenth book of the Philosophumena, that Christ made the cir-

cuit of all the stages of human life, to redeem and sanctify all.

To apply this to advanced age, he singularly extended the life

of Jesus to fifty years, and endeavored to prove this view from

the Gospels, against the Valentinians.^ The full communion of

Christ with men involved his participation in all their evils and

sufferings, his death, and his descent into the abode of the dead.

Tertulliax advocates the entire yet sinless humanity of

Christ against both the Docetistic Gnostics^ and the Patripas-

sians.* He accuses the former of making Christ who is all

truth, a half lie, and by the denial of his flesh resolving all his

Avork in the flesh, his sufferings and his death, into an empty

show, and subverting the whole scheme of redemption. Against

the Patripassians he argues, that God the Father is incapable of

suffering, and is beyond the sphere of finiteness and change.

In the humanity, he expressly includes the soul ; and this, in

his view, comprises the reason also ; for he adopts not the tri-

chotomic, but the dychotomic division. The body of Christ,

before the exaltation, he conceived to have been even liomely, on

a misapprehension of Isa. 53 : 2, where the suffering Messiah is

1 avaK£(pa^aiuffiCj recapitulatio, a term frequently used by Irenaeus. Comp.

Eom. 13:9; Eph. 1 : 10.

2 Adv. Hcer. II. 22, 1 4-6. He appeals to tradition and to the loose conjec-

ture of the Jews that Christ was near fifty years, John 8 : 57. The Valen-

tinian Gnostics allowed only thirty years to Christ, corresponding to the num-

ber of their seons.

» Adv. Marcionem, and De Came Christi. * Adv. Praxean.
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figuratively said to have " no form nor comeliness." This

unnatural view agreed with his aversion to art and earthly

splendor, but was not commonly held by the Christian people

if we are to judge from the oldest representations of Christ

under the figure of a beautiful Shepherd carrying the lamb in

liis arms or on his shoulders.

Clement of Alexandria likewise adopted the notion of

the uncomely personal appearance of Jesus, but compensated it

with tlie thought of the moral beauty of his soul. In his

effort, however, to idealize the body of the Lord, and raise it

above all sensual desires and wants, he almost reaches Gnostic

Docetism.

The Christology of Origen is more fully developed in this

part, as well as in the article of the divine nature, and pecu-

liarly modified by his Platonizing view of the pre-existence

and pre-Adamic fall of souls and their confinement in the prison

of corporeity ; but he is likewise too idealistic, and inclined to

substitute the superhuman for the purely human. He conceives

the incarnation as a gradual process, and distinguishes two stages

in it—the assumption of the soul, and the assumption of the

body. Tlie Logos, before the creation of the world, nay, from

the beginning, took to himself a human soul, which had no part

in the ante-mundane apostasy, but clave to the Logos in per-

fect love, and was warmed through by him, as iron by fire.

Then this fair soul, married to the Logos, took from the Virgin

Mary a true body, yet without sin ; not by way of punisliment,

like the fallen souls, but from love to men, to effect their

redemption. Again, Origen distinguishes various forms of the

manifestation of this human nature, in which the* Lord became

all things to all men, to gain all. To the great mass he ap-

peared in the form of a servant ; to his confidential disciples

and persons of culture, in a radiance of the highest beauty and

glory, such as, even before the resurrection, broke forth from

his miracles and in the transfiguration on the Mount. In

connection with this comes Origen's view of a gradual spirituali-
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zation and deification of the body of Christ, even to the ubiquity

Mhicli he ascribes to it in its exalted state.^

On this insufficient ground his opponents charged him with

teaching a double Christ (answering to the lower Jesus and the

higher Soter of the Gnostics), and a merely temporary validity

in the corporeity of the Redeemer,

Origcn is the first to apply to Christ the term God-man,^ which

leads to the true view of the relation of the two natures.

§ 147. Hie Relation of the Divine and the Human in Christ.

The doctrine of the mutual eelation of the divine and the

human in Christ did not come into special discussion nor reach

a definite settlement until the Christological (Nestorian and Eu-

tychian) controversies of the fifth century.

Yet Ieex^us, in several passages, throws out important

hints. He teaches unequivocally a true and indissoluble union

of divinity and humanity in Christ, and repels the Gnostic

idea of a mere external ayd transient connection of the di-

vine Soter with the human Jesus. The foundation for that

union he perceives in the creation of the world by the Logos,

and in man's original likeness to God and destination for per-

manent fellowship with Him. In the act of union, that is,

in the supernatural generation and birth, the divine is the active

principle, and the seat of personality ; the human, the passive or

receptive ; as, in general, man is absolutely dependent on God,

and is the Vessel to receive the revelations of his wisdom and

love. ' The medium and bond of the union is the Holy Spirit,

who took the place of the masculine agent in the generation, and

overshadowed the virgin womb of Mary with the power of the

Highest. In this coimection he calls Maiy the counterpart of

Eve the " mother of all living " in a higher sense ; who, by her

1 Tlie view of the ubiquity of Christ's body was adopted by Gregory of

Nyssa, revived by Scotns Erigena, but in a pantheistic sense, and by Lntlier,

who made it a support to his doctrine of the Lord's Supper. See Creeds of

Christendom, vol. I. p. 286 sqq. ^ Qedvdpunoq.
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believing obedience, became the cause of salvation both to herself

and the whole liunian race/ as Eve by her disobedience induced

the apostasy and death of mankind;—a fruitful but questionable

parallel, suggested but not warranted by Paul's parallel between

Adam and Christ, afterwards frequently pushed too far, and

turned, no doubt, contrary to its original sense, to favor the

idolatrous worship of the blessed Virgin. Irenseus seems ^ to

conceive the incarnation as progressive, the two factors reaching

absolute communion (but neither absorbing the other) in the as-

cension ; thougli before this, at every stage of life, Christ was a

perfect man, presenting the model of every age.

Origen, the author of the term " God-man," was also the first

to employ the figure, since become so classical, of an iron AA^armed

througli by fire, to illustrate the pervasion of the human nature

(primarily the soul) by the divine in the presence of Christ.

§ 148. Tlie Holy Spirit.

Ed. Burton: Testimonies of the Ante-N^cene Fathers to the Divinity of

the Holy Ghost. Oxf. 1831 ( Works, vol. II).

K. F. A. Kahnis : Die Lehre vom heil. Geiste. Halle, 1847. (Pt. I. p.

149-356. Incomplete).

Neander : Dogmengeschichte, ed. by Jacobi, I. 181-186.

The doctrine of Justin Mart, is treated with exhaustive thoroughness by
Semisch, in his monograph (Breslau, 1840), II. 305-332. Comp.
also M. V. Engelhardt : Das Christenthum Justins (Erlangen,

1878), p. 143-147.

The doctrine of the Ploly Spirit was far less developed, and

until the middle of the fourth century was never a subject of

special controvei'sy. So in the Apostles' Creed, only one article^ is

devoted to the third j)erson of the holy Trinity, while the confes-

sion of the Son of God, in six or seven articles, forms the body of

the symbol. Even the original Nicene Creed breaks off abruptly

with the words: "And in the Holy Spirit;" the other clauses

being later additions. Logical knowledge appears to be here

• " Et sibi et universo generi humano causa facta est salutis." Adv. Hcer. III.

22, I 4.

2 At least according to Dorner, I. 495. ' Credo in Spiritum Sanctum.
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Still further removed than in Christology from the living sub
stance of faith. This period was still in immediate contact with
the fresh spiritual life of the apostolic, still witnessed the
lingering operations of the extraordinary gifts, and experienced
in full measure the regenerating, sanctifying, and comforting

.^
influences of the divine Spirit in life, suffering, and death ; but,

* as to tlie theological definition of the nature and work of the
Spirit, it remained in many respects confused and wavering down
to the Nicene age.

Yet rationalistic historians go quite too far when, among other
accusations, they charge the early church with making the Holy
Spirit identical with the Logos. To confound the functions, as
in attributing the inspiration of the prophets, for example, now
to the Holy Spirit, now to the Logos, is by no means to confound
the persons. On the contrary, the thorough investigations of
recent times show plainly that the ante-Mcene fathers, with the
exception of the Monarchians and perhaps Lactantius, agreed in
the two fundamental points, that the Holy Spirit, the sole agent
in the application of redemption, is a supernatural divine being,
and that he is an independent person ; thus closely allied to the
Father and the Sou, yet hypostatically different from them both.
This was the practical cbnception, as demanded even by the
formula of baptism. But instead of making the Holy Spirit
strictly coordinate with the other divine persons, as the Nicene
doctrine does, it commonly left him subordinate to the Father
and the Son.

So in Justin, the pioneer of scientific discovery in Pneuma-
tology as well as in Christology. He refutes the heathen charge
of atheism with the explanation, that the Christians worship the
Creator of the universe, in the second place the Son,' in the third
rank

2
the prophetic Spirit; placing the three divine hypostases

in a descending gradation as objects of worship. In another
passage, quite similar, he interposes the host of good angels
between the Son and tlie Spirit, and thus favors the inferenco

' ^1' ''"'^W X'^op?. 2 h rplry rd^.n, ApoL I. 13.
Vol. 11.

—

db.
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that he regarded the Holy Ghost himself as akin to the angels

and therefore a created being.' But aside from the obscurity

and ambiguity of the words relating to the angelic host, the co-

ordination of the Holy Ghost with the angels is utterly precluded

by many other expressions of Justin, in which he exalts the

Spirit far above the sphere of all created being, and challenges

for the members of the divine trinity a worship forbidden to

angels. The leading function of the Holy Spirit, u^th him, as

with other ajjologists, is the inspiration of the Old Testament

prophets.^ In general the Spirit conducted the Jewish theocracy,

and qualified the theocratic officers. All his gifts concentrated

themselves finally in Christ; and thence they pass to the faithful

in the church. It is a striking fact, however, that Justin in only

two passages refers the new moral life of the Christian to the

Spirit ; he commonly represents the Logos as its fountain. He
lacks all insight into the distinction of the Old Testament Spirit

and theNew, and urges their identity in opposition to the Gnostics.

* Apol. I. 6: 'EheIvov re {i. e. Gfov), koI tov nap' avrov T'cbv iX-dovra Koi

6i.6d^avTa Tjfiaq rahra Kol rov 7uv aTikuv etto/hevuv Kai e^ofiocovjuivuv dya&uv

ayytkuv crparbv, Uvevfid te to '7:po(prjTLKot' ae^o/ieda Kal npoaKvvovtiev. This pas-

sage has been variously explained. The questions arise, whether ayyeXog here

is not to be taken in the wider sense, in which Justin often uses it. and even

applies it to Christ; whether arpaTov depends on cEJiofiE&a, and not rather on

6i6(i^av7n, so as to be co-ordinate with fjuar, or with Tavra, and not with Ti6i>

and U.v£vua. Still others suspect that aTparov is a false reading for arparriyov.

which would characterize Christ as the leader of the angelic host. It is im-

possible to co-ordinate the host of angels with the Father, Son, and Spirit, as

objects of worship, without involving Justin in gross self-contradiction {Apol.

I. 17 : Qeov jiovov vpoaKwovjiEv, etc.). We must either join orpnrdv with yunc,

in the sense that Christ is the teacher, not of men only, but also of the host of

angels; or with ravm in the sense that the Son of God taught us {SiSa^avra

yuac) about these things {ravra, i. e. evil spirits, compare the preceding chapter

I. 5), but also concerning the good angels—rw ay}E?MV arparov being in this

case elliptically put for ra nspi rov . . . ayye7Mv arpnrov. The former is more

natural, although a more careful writer than Justin would iu this case have

said Tavra ?}fiag instead of waf ravra. For a summarv of the diiferent inter-

pretations see Otto's notes in the third ed. of Justin's Opera, I. 20-23.

'^ Hence the frequent designation, to Uvsiua 7rpo(pTiriK6i; together witli the

otber, UvEvua ciyiov, and hence also even in tlie Svmb. Nic. Constantin. the

definition: Ilrevua . . . to AaAfjaav 6ia tuv !Tpo(pnTuv, " who spoke through the

piopheis."
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In Clement of Alexandria we find very little progress be-

yond this point. Yet he calls the Holy Spirit the third member

of the sacred triad, and requires thanksgiving to be addressed

to him as to the Son and the Father.^

Origen vacillates in his Pneumatology still more than in

his Christology between orthodox and heterodox views. He
ascribes to the Holy Spirit eternal existence, exalts him, as he

does the Son, far above all creatures, and considers him the

source of all charisms," especially as the principle of all the illu-

mination and holiness of believers under the Old Covenant and

the New. But he places the Spirit in essence, dignity, and

efficiency below the Son, as far as he places the Son below the

Father; and though he grants in one passage^ that the Bible

nowhere calls the Holy Spirit a creature, yet, according to

another somewhat obscure sentence, he himself inclines towards

the view, which, however, he does not avow, that the Holy

Spirit had a beginning (though, according to his system, not in

time but from eternity), and is the first and most excellent of all

the beings produced by the Logos.* In the same connection he

adduces three opinions concerning the Holy Spirit; one re-

garding him as not having an origin ; another, ascribing to him

no separate personality; and a third, making him a being

originated by the Logos. The first of these opinions he rejects

because the Father alone is without origin (dyiuuy^ro^) ; the

second he rejects because in Matt. 12 : 32 the Spirit is plainly

distinguished from the Father and the Son ; the third he takes

for the true and scriptural view, because everything was made

1 Paed. III. p. 311 : ^Evxapiaroi-vTag a'lvelv ru fiSvu Uarpl kol T'lu—avv koI

T^ dyicj) IlvEvuaTi.

^ Not as v7iT} Tuv xnpiTftaTCJv, as Neander and others represent it, but as ryv

v?.7}v -o)v ^rt^«(7/z. TTapexov, as offering the substance and fulness of the spiritual

gifts ; therefore as the apx^ and Trr/y^ of them. In Joh. II. I 6.

' De Princip. I. 3, 3.

* In Joh. torn. II. § 6: nuiorepov—this comparative, by the way, should be

noticed as possibly saying more than the superlative, and perhaps designed to

distinguish the Spirit from all creatures— to ^rwv ruv vnb rob Uarpoq 6ia

XpiGTov yeyevvr/fievuv.
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by the Logos.^ Indeed, according to Matt. 12 : 32, the Holy

Spirit would seem to stand above the Son ; but the sin against

the Holy Ghost is more heinous than that against the Son of

Man, only because he who has received the Holy Spirit stands

higher than he who has merely the reason from the Logos.

Here again iRENiEUS comes nearer than the Alexandrians to

the dogma of the perfect substantial identity of the Spirit with

the Father and the Son ; though his repeated figurative (but for

this reason not so definite) designation of the Sou and Spirit as

the ''hands" of the Father, by Avhicli he made all things, implies

a certain subordination. He diifers from most of the Fathers in

referring the Wisdom of the book of Proverbs not to the Logos

but to the Spirit; and hence must regard him as eternal. Yet he

was far from conceiving the Spirit a mere power or attribute

;

he considered him an independent personality, like the Logos.

"With God," says he,^ "are ever the AVord and the Wisdom, the

Son and the Spirit, through whom and in whom he freely made

all things, to whom he said, ' Let us make man in our image,

after our likeness.' " But he speaks more of the operations than

of the nature of the Holy Ghost. The Spirit predicted in the

prophets the coming of Christ ; has been near to man in all

divine ordinances ; communicates the knoAvledge of the Father

and the Son
;
gives believers the consciousness of sonship ; is

fellowship with Christ, the pledge of imperishable life, and the

ladder on which we ascend to God.

In the Montanistic system the Paraclete occupies a peculiarly

important place. He appears there as the principle of the

highest stage of revelation, or of the church of the consumma-

tion. Tertullian made the Holy Spirit the proper essence of

the church, but subordinated him to the Son, as he did the Son

to the Father, though elsewhere he asserts the " unitas sub-

stantke." In his view* the Spirit proceeds "a Patre per Filium"

as the fruit from the root through the stem. The view of the

Trinity presented by Sabellius contributed to the suppression of

these subordinatiau ideas.

» According to Jolin 1:3. * Adv. Hour. IV. 20, I 1.
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§ 149. The Hohj Trinity.

Comp. the works quoted in 1 144, especially Petavius, Bull, Baur, and
Corner.

Here now we have the elements of the dogma of the Trinity,

that is, the doctrine of the living, only true God, Father, Son,

and Spirit, of whom, through whom, and to whom are all

things. This dogma has a peculiar, comprehensive, and defini-

tive import in the Christian system, as a brief summary of all

the truths and blessings of revealed religion. Hence the bap-

tismal formula (Matt. 28 : 1 9), which forms the basis of all the

ancient creeds, is trinitarian ; as is the apostolic benediction

also (2 Cor. 13: 14). This doctrine meets us in the Scriptures,

however, not so much in direct statements and single expres-

sions, of which the two just mentioned are the clearest, as in

great livmg facts; in the history of a threefold revelation of

the living God in the creation and government, the reconcilia-

tion and redemption, and the sanctification and consummation

of the world—a history continued in the experience of Christen-

dom. In the article of the Trinity the Christian conception of

God completely defines itself, in distinction alike from the ab-

stract monotheism of the Jewish religion, and from the poly-

theism and dualism of the heathen. It has accordingly been

looked upon in all ages as the sacred symbol and the funda-

mental doctrine of the Christian church, with the denial of

which the divinity of Christ and the Holy Spirit, and the divine

character of the work of redemption and sanctification, fall to

the ground.

On this scriptural basis and the Christian consciousness of a

threefold relation we sustain to God as our Maker, Redeemer,

and Sanctifier, the church dogma of the Trinity arose ; and it

directly or indirectly ruled even the ante-Nicene theology,

though it did not attain its fixed definition till in the Nicene

age. It is primarily of a practical religious nature, and specu-
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lative only in a secondary sense. It arose not from the field of

metaphysics, but from that of experience and worship ; and not

as an abstract, isolated dogma, but in inseparable connection

Avith the study of Christ and of the Holy Spirit ; especially in

connection with Christology, since all theology proceeds from

" God in Christ reconciling the world unto himself." Under

the condition of monotheism, this doctrine followed of necessity

from the doctrine of the divinity of Christ and of the Holy

Spirit. The unity of God was already immovably fixed by the

Old Testament as a fundamental article of revealed religion in

opposition to all forms of idolatry. But the New Testament

and the Christian consciousness as firmly demanded faith in the

divinity of the Sou, who effected redemption, and of the Holy

Spirit, who founded the church and dwells in believers ; and

these apparently contradictory interests could be reconciled only

in the form of the Trinity ;
' that is, by distinguishing in the

one and indivisible essence of God ^ three hypostases or per-

sons ;
^ at the same time allowing for the insufficiency of all

human conceptions and words to describe such an unfathomable

mystery.

The Socinian and rationalistic opinion, that the church

doctrine of the Trinity sprang from Platonism* and Neo-

Platonism^ is therefore radically false. The Indian Trimurti,

altogether pantheistic in spirit, is still further from the Christian

Trinity. Only thus much is true, that the Hellenic philosophy

operated from without, as a stimulating force, upon the form of

the whole patristic theology, the doctrines of the Logos and the

Trinity among the rest ; and that the deeper minds of heathen

I rpuiq, finst in Tlieophiliis ; irmitas, first iu Tertullian ; from the fourth cen-

tury more dislinclly /wvorptag, fiovaq kv Tpuuh, triunitaa-

^ oiiaiu, (p'vai.^, t^iibstantia ; sometimes also, inaccurately, VTzdaraai^.

' Tpelg vTTnaTaaetc, rpia n-pdauira, j>erso7iCE.

* Comp. Plato, Ep. 2 and 6, whicli, however, are spurious or doubtful. Legy.

IV. p. 185: '0 i?tof apxvv rs Kai teTievt^v koX fieaa tuv 6vt(jv drravTuv i^^^v.

^ Plotinus (in Bnu. V. 1) and Porphyry (in Cyril. Alex, c Jul.) who, however,

were already unconsciously atlected by Cliristian ideas, speak of rpclg i-ocrdffe.c,

bat in a stnse alto^^ether dili'erent from that of the church.
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antiquity showed a presentiment of a threefold distinction in

the divine essence : but only a remote and vague presentiment

which, like all the deeper instincts of the heathen mind, serves

to strengthen the Christian truth. Far clearer and more fruitful

suggestions presented themselves in the Old Testament, par-

ticularly in the doctrines of the Messiah, of the Spirit, of the

Word, and of the Wisdom of God, and even in the system of

symbolical numbers, wiiich rests on the sacredness of the num-

bers three (God), four (the world), seven and twelve (the union

of God and the world, hence the covenant numbers. But the

mystery of the Trinity could be fully revealed only in the New
Testament after the completion of the work of redemption and

the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. The historical manifesta-

tion of the Trinity is the condition of the knowledge of the

Trinity.

Again, it was primarily the oeconomic or transitive trinity,

which the church had in mind ; that is, the trinity of the reve-

lation of God in the threefold work of creation, redemption,

and sanctification ; the trinity presented in the apostolic writings

as a living fact. But from this, in agreement with both reason

and Scripture, the immanent or ontologic trinity was inferred

;

that is, an eternal distinction in the essence of God itself, which

reflects itself in his revelation, and can be understood only so

far as it manifests itself in his works and words. The divine

nature thus came to be conceived, not as an abstract, blank

unity, but as an infinite fulness of life ; and the Christian idea

of God (as John of Damascus has remarked) in this respect

combined Jewish monotheism with the truth which lay at the

bottom of even the heathen polytheism, though distorted and

defaced there beyond recognition.

Then for the more definite illustration of this trinity of

essence, speculative church teachers of subsequent times ap-

pealed to all sorts of analogies in nature, particularly in the

sphere of the finite mind, which was made after the image of

the divine, and thus to a certain extent authorizes such a
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parallel. They found a sort of triad in the universal law of

thesis, antithesis, and synthesis; in the elements of the syl-

logism ; in the three persons of grammar ; in the combination

of body, soul, and spirit in man ; in the three leading faculties

of tlie soul ; in the nature of intelligence and knowledge as

involving a union of the thinking subject and the thought

object ; and in the nature of love, as likewise a union between-

the loving and the loved. ^ These speculations began Avith Ori-

gen and Tertullian ; they were pursued by Athanasius and

Augustin ; by the scholastics and mystics of the Middle Ages;

by Melanchthon, and the speculative Protestant divines down

to Schleiermacher, Rothe and Dorner, as well as by philosophers

from Bohme to Hegel ; and they are not yet exhausted, nor will

be till we reach the beatific vision. For the holy Trinity, though

the most evident, is yet the dee^jest of mysteries, and can be ade-

quately explained by no analogies from finite and earthly things.

As the doctrines of the divinity of Christ and of the Holy

Spirit were but imperfectly developed in logical precision in the

ante-Nicene period, the doctrine of the Trinity, founded on

them, cannot be expected to be more clear. We find it first in

the most simple biblical and practical shape in all the creeds of

the first three centuries : which, like the Apostles' and the

Nieene, are based on the baptismal formula, and hence arranged

in trinitarian order. Then it appears in the trinitarian doxolo-

gies used in the church from the first; such as occur even in the

epistle of the church at Smyrna on the martyrdom of Polycarp.^

Clement of Rome calls " God, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the

Holy Spirit " the object of " the faith and hope of the elect."
^

^ '' Ubi amor, ib'i trinitas," says St. Augustin.
'^ C. 14, where Polycarp concludes liis prayer at the stake with the words,

«5i' ov {i. e. Christ) aoi (i. e. the Father) aw avru (Christ) Knl Uvevaarc dyiu (^o^a

Koi vvv Kal fJc Tov^ fieXTiovTa^ aluvn^. Com p. at the end of c. 22 : 6 Kvpiog ^\r)o.

Xpiaroc ... (J i] 66^a, avv Ilarpt naX dyio) Tli'Evuart, etc Toi'C aluvac ruv n\uv(jv.

" Dominus Jesua Chnsfus, cui s!t (jloria cum Paire et Spiritn Sancio in scecvla

S(.eculormii. Amen.'' I quote the text from Funk, Pair. Apost. I. 298 and 303.

" In tlie Const. MS. Ad Cor. 58 : C^ o »?foc koi C^ 6 Kvptoc 'Itjnnvr; Xpiarbc,

mil TO nvFvpa ayiov. y te niartg Kal t) iXnlq tuv k^XcKTCiv. "As surely as God

liveth ... so surely," etc.
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The sentiment, that we rise throngh the Holy Spirit to the Son,

through the Son to the Father, belongs likewise to the age of

the immediate disciples of the apostles.^

Justin Martyr repeatedly places Father, Son, and Spirit

together as objects of divine worship among the Christians

(though not as being altogether equal in dignity), and imputes

to Plato a presentiment of the doctrine of the Trinity. Athe-

nagoras confesses his faith in Father, Son, and Spirit, who are

one as to power {xaza dovafj-tv), but whom he distinguishes as to

order or dignity (ra^rc), in subordinatian style. Theophilus

of Antioch (180) is the first to denote the relation of the three

divine persons^ by the term Triad.

Origen conceives the Trinity as three concentric circles, of

whiph each succeeding one circumscribes a smaller area. God

the Father acts upon all created being ; the Logos only upon

the rational creation ; the Holy Ghost only upon the saints in

the church. But the sanctifying work of the Spirit leads back

to the Son, and the Son to the Father, who is consequently the

ground and end of all being, and stands highest in dignity as

the compass of his operation is the largest.

Iren^us goes no further than the baptismal formula and the
.

trinity of revelation
;
proceeding on the hypothesis of three suc-

cessive stages in the development of the kingdom of God on

earth, and of a progressive communication of God to the world.

He also represents the relation of the persons according to Eph.

4:6; the Father as above all, and the head of Christ ; the Son

as through all, and the head of the church ; the Spirit as in all,

and the fountain of the water of life.^ Of a supramundane

trinity of essence he betrays but faint indications.

Tertullian advances a step. He supposes a distinction in

God himself; and on the principle that the created image affords

a key to the uncreated original, he illustrates the distinction in

the divine nature by the analogy of human thought ; the neces-

1 In Trenaeiis : Adv. Hcer. V. 36, 2.

•i 0£(5r, A6yog, and I,nipia. By ^'xpia, like Irenseus, he means the Holy Spirit.

3 Adv. Host. V. 18, 2.
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sity of a self-projection, or of making one's self objective in

word, for which lie borrows from the Valentinians the term

7:i)ol^o?.TJ, or prolatlo rei alterius ex altera,^ but without con-

necting with it the sensuous emanation theory of the Gnostics.

Otherwise he stands, as already observed, on subordinatian

ground, if his comparisons of the trinitarian relation to that of

root, stem, and fruit; or fountain, flow, and brook; or sun, ray,

and raypoint, be dogmatically pressed.^ Yet he directly asserts

also the essential unity of the three persons.^

Tertulliau was followed by the schismatic but orthodox

NOVATIAN, the author of a special treatise De Trinitate, drawn

from the Creed, and fortified with Scripture proofs against the

two classes of Monarch ians.

The Roman bishop DioNYSius (a. d. 262), a Greek by birth,*

stood nearest the Nicene doctrine. He maintained distinctly, in

the controversy with Diouysius of Alexandria, at once the

unity of essence and the real personal distinction of the three

members of the divine triad, and avoided tritheism, Sabellian-

ism, and subordinatianism with the instinct of orthodoxy, and

also with tiie art of anathematizing already familiar to the

popes. His view has come down to us in a fragment in Atha-

nasius, where it is said :
" Then I must declare against those

who annihilate the most sacred doctrine of the church by

^Adv. Praxean, c. 8.

* " Tertius"—says he, Adv. Prax. c. 8

—

"est Spiritus a Deo et Filio, sicut ter-

iius a radice fruatus ex frutice, et tertius afonte rivus ex flumine, et tertius a sole

apex ex radio. Nihil taraen a matrice alienatur, a qua proprietates suas ducit, Ita

trinitas [here tliis won! ap[>2ars for tlie first time, comp. c. 2 : oiKovo/ila quae

unitnlem in frinitatem dixponiti per consertos [nl. consortes^ et connexos gradus a

Patre decarreiis et monarchun nihil obstrepit et olKovotiiaq statum protegit."

^ C. 2 :
" Tres aiUem non statu, sei gradu, nee substantia, sed forma, nee

potestate, sed specie, unius autem substantice, et unius status, et unius potestatis, quia

unus Deus, ex quo et gradus isti et formcB et species, in nomine Patris et Filii et

Spiritus Sancti deputantur."

* Nothinsf is known of him except his eflPective effort against the Sabellian

heresy. He was consecrated after the Heath of Xystus, July 22, 259, during

the persecution of V;ilerian. He acted with Diouysius of Alexandria in con-

demning and degrading Paul of Samosata, in 264.. lie died Dec. 26, 269.
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dividing and dissolving the unity of God into three powers,

separate hypostases, and three deities. This notion [some tri-

theistic view, not further l^nown to us] is just the opposite of the

opinion of Sabellius. For while the latter would introduce the

impious doctrine, that the Sou is the same as the Father, and the

converse, the former teach in some sense three Gods, by dividing

the sacred unity into three fully separate hypostases. But the

divine Logos must be inseparably united with the God of all,

and in God also the Holy Ghost must dwell so that the divine

triad must be comprehended in one, viz. the all-ruling God, as

in a head." ^ Then Dionysius condemns the doctrine, that the

Son is a creature, as "the height of blasphemy," and concludes

:

"The divine adorable unity must not be thus cut up into three

deities ; no more may the transcendaut dignity and greatness of

the Lord be lowered by saying, the Son is created; but we must

believe in God the almighty Father, and in Jesus Christ his

Son, and in the Holy Ghost, and must consider the Logos

inseparably united with the God of all ; for he says, 'I and my
Father are one'; and 'I am in the Father and the Father in

me.' In this way are both the divine triad and the sacred doc-

trine of the unity of the Godhead preserved inviolate."

§ 150. Antltrinitarians. First Class: The Alogi, Tlieodotus,

Artemon, Paul of Samosata.

The works cited at § 144, p. 543.

ScHLElERMAOHER : Ueber den Gegensatz der sabelliatiischen u. athanasi-

anischen Vorde.llung von der Trinitdt ( Wcrkb zur Theol. Vol. II.).

A rare specimen of constructive criticism (iu tlie interest of Sabel-

lianism).

LoBEG. La^tge : Geschichte u. Lehrbegriff der Unitarier vor der nicdn-

ischen Sijnode. Leipz. 1831.

Jos. ScHWAXE (R. C): Dogmengesch. der vornicdn. Zeit (Miinster, 1862),

pp. 142-156; 199-203. Comp. his art. Antitrinitarier in "Wetzer

und Welte," new ed. I. 971-976.

1 T/)i' -deiav Tpihda e'lg eva uaTrep e!f Kopvipr/v riva [tov -Qsw tuv h'Xuv, rbv

TravTOKpcLTupa Tityu) avvKE(pa^aiova^a'i re Kal avvayea-daL Tcaaa hvayKrj. Athan-

asius, De Sent. Dionysii, c. 4 sqq. {Opera, I. 252); De Deer. Syn. Nic 26

(Routh, Rcliqu. Sacroe, iii. p 384, ed. alt.).
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Friedr. NlTZSCH: Dogmengeschichte, Part I. (Berlin, 1870), 194-210.

Ad. Harnack: Monarchiaiiismus. In Herzog*, vol. X. (1882), 178-213.

A very elaborate article. Abridged in SchafTs Herzog, II. 1548-

1551.

That this goal was at last happily reached, was in great part

due again to those controversies with the opponents of the

church doctrine of the Trinity, which filled the whole third

century. These Antitrinitarians are commonly called Monar-

chians from [[iova(>xla) ^ or Unitarians, on account of the stress

they laid upon the numerical, personal unity of the Godhead.

But we must carefully distinguish among them two opposite

classes : the rationalistic or dynamic Monarchians, who denied

the divinity of Christ, or explained it as a mere "power"

{d'jvafic^) ; and the patripassian or modalistic Monarchians, who

identified the Son with the Father, and admitted at most only

a modal trinity, that is a threefold mode of revelation, but not a

tripersonality.

The first form of this heresy, involved in the abstract Jewish

monotheism, deistically sundered the divine and the human, and

rose little above Ebionism. After being defeated in the church

this heresy arose outside of it on a grander scale, as a pretended

revelation, and with marvellous success, in Mohammedanism

which may be called the pseudo-Jewish and pseudo-Christian

Unitarianism of the East.

The second form proceeded from the highest conception of

the deity of Christ, but in ])art also from pantheistic notions

which approached the ground of Gnostic docetisra.

The one prejudiced the dignity of the Son, the other the

' The designation 3fonarchiant as a sectarian name is first used by Tertullian,

Adv. Prox G. 10 ("vanissimi isti Monarchiani") ; bnt the Monarcliians them-

selves used /ioi>nf>xia in the good sense {Adv. Prax. 3. '' Monarchiam, inqiiiunt,

tenemm"), in which it was employed by the orthodox fathers in opI)o^ition to

dualism and polytheism. Ireuaeus wrote (according to Jerome) a book '' De
Monarchia, sive qiiod Deus nont sit auctor maJorum." In a somewhat different

sense, the Greek fathers in opposition to the Latin Filioque insist on the

linvapx'ia of tlie Fatlier, i. e. the sovereign dignity of the first Person of the

Tiinity, as tlie root and fountain of the Deity.
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dignity of the Father
;
yet the latter was by far the more pro-

found and Christian, and aobordingly met with the greater

acceptance.

The Monarchians of the first class saw in Christ a mere man,

filled with divine power ; but conceived this divine power as

operative in liira, not from the baptism only, according to the

Ebiooite view, but from the beginning; and admitted his su-

pernatural generation by the Holy Spirit. To this class belong

:

1. The Alogians or Alogi,^ a heretical sect in Asia Minor

about A. D. 170, of which very little is known. Epiphanius

gave them this name because they rejected the Logos doctrine

and the Logos Gospel, together with the Apocalypse, " What

good," they said, " is the Apocalypse to me, with its seven an-

gels and seven seals ? What have I to do with the four angels

at Euphrates, whom another angel must loose, and the host of

horsemen with breastplates of fire and brimstone?" They

seem to have been jejune rationalists opposed to chiliasm and

all mysterious doctrines. They absurdly attributed the writings

of John to the Gnostic, Cerinthus, whom the aged apostle op-

posed.^ This is the first specimen (if negative biblical criticism,

next to Marciou's mutilation of the canon.^

' From <i privative and ?i6yog, which may mean both irrational, and op-

ponents of the Logos doctrine. The designation occurs first in Epiphanius,

who invented the term [Har. 51, c. 3) to characterize sarcastically their un-

reasonable rejection of the Divine Reason preached by John.

2 Hence Epiphanius asks {Hcer. 51, 3) : ttuc iarai Kvplv&ov to. Kara Kvpivdov

Xeyovra ?

' Comp. on the Alogi, Iren. Adv. Hm: TIT. 11.9 {alii . . . simul eiungeUum

[Joannis] et propheticiim repelluntspiritum ;'' but the application of this passage

is doubtful) ; Epiphanius, Hcer. 51 and 54. M. Merkel, Historisch-kntische

AufkUtrung der Slreitigkeiten der Aloger iiber die Apokalypsis, Frankf. and Leipz.

1782; by the same: Umstdndlicher Betceis doss die Apok. ein untergeschobenes

Buck set, Leipz. 1785; F. A. Heinichen, De Alogis, Theodotianis atque Ar-

temonites, Leipzig, 1829; Neander, Kirchengesch.l. II. 906, 1003; Dorner, I. c.

Bd, II. 500-503; SchaflT, Alogiam in "Smith and Wace,"' I. 87; Lipsius,

Quellen der altedcn Ketzergefchichte, 93 and 214; Schwane, /. c. 145-148; Del-

linger, Hippohjtus and CaUistus, 273-288 (in Plummer's transl.) ; Zahn, in the

" Zeitschrift fur hist. Theol." 1875, p. 72 sq. ; Harnack, in Herzog ', 183-186.

Harnack infers from Irena;us that the Alogi were churchly or catholic opponents
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2. The Theodotians ; so called from their founder, the

tanner Theodotus. He spraftg from Byzantium ; denied

Christ in a persecution, with the apology that he denied only a

man; but still held him to be the supernaturally begotten

Messiah. He gained followers in Rome, but was excommuni-

cated by the bishop Victor (192-202). After his death his sect

chose the confessor Natalis bishop, who is said to have after-

wards penitently returned into the bosom of the Catholic

church. A younger Theodotus, the "money-changer," put

Melchizedek as mediator between God and the angels, above

Christ, the mediator between God and men ; and his followers

were called Melchizedekians.^

3. The Artemonites, or adherents of Artemon or An-

TEMOS, who came out somewhat later at Rome with a similar

opinion, declared the doctrine of the divinity of Christ an

innovation and a relapse to heathen polytheism ; and was ex-

communicated by Zephyrinus (202-217) or afterwards. The

Artemonites were charged with placing Euclid and Aristotle

above Christ, and esteeming mathematics and dialectics higher

than the gospel. This indicates a critical intellectual turn,

averse to mystery, and shows that Aristotle was employed by

some against the divinity of Christ, as Plato was engaged for it.

Their assertion, that the true doctrine was obscured in the

Roman church only from the time of Zephyrinus,' is explained

of the Montanistic prophecy as well as the millennarian Gnosticism of Cermth

at a time before the canon was fixed ; but it is doiiljtful whether Irenreufi refers

to them at all, and in the year 170 the fourth Gosjiel was undoubtedly recog-

nized throughout the Catholic church.

1 On the older Theodotus see Hippol. Philos., YIT. 35 ; X. 23 (in D. and

Schu. p. 406 and 526); Epiph., Hcer- 54; Pliilastr., Hrer. 50; Pseudo Tert.,

H(rr. 28 ;
Euscb., II. E. V. 28, On the 3'ounger Theodotus, see Hippol., VII.

36; Euseb., V. 28; Pseudo-Tert., 29; Epiph., Hcer. 55 {Contra Mdchi-

sedecinnos).

^ Euseb. V. 28. Eusebius derived his information from an anonymous book

which Nicephorua (IV. 21) calls /.uKpbv laSvpivdov, "the little labyrinth,"

and which Photius {B'M. c. 48) ascribes to Cains, but which was probably

written by Hippolytus of Rome. See the note of Hcinichen in Tom. III. 243

sq., and Dollinger, Hippolytus, p. 3 (Engl, transl.).
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by the fact brought to light recently through the Philoso-

phumena of Hippolytus, that Zephyrinus (and perhaps his

predecessor Victor), against the vehement opposition of a por-

tion of the Roman church, favored Patripassianism, and probably

in behalf of this doctrine condemned the Artemonites/

4. Paul of Samosata, from 260 bishop of Antioch, and at

the same time a high civil officer," is the most famous of these

rationalistic Unitarians, and contaminated one of the first apos-

tolic churches with his heresy. He denied the personality of the

Logos and of the Holy Spirit, and considered them merely

powers of God, like reason and mind in man ; but granted that

the Logos dwelt in Christ in larger measure than in any former

messenger of God, and taught, like the Socinians in later times,

a gradual elevation of Christ, determined by his own moral

development, to divine dignity.^ He admitted that Christ re-

mained free from sin, conquered the sin of our forefathers, and

then became the Saviour of the race. To introduce his Christo-

logy into the mind of the people, he undertook to alter the

church hymns, but was shrewd enough to accommodate himself

to the orthodox formulas, calling Christ, for example, "God

from the Virgin,"* and ascribing to him even homo-ousia with

the Father, but of course in his own sense.^

^ The sources of our fragmentary information about Artemon are Epiplianius,

Hccr. 65, c. 1-4; Euseb., H. E. V. 28; VII. 30; Theodoret, Ilrr. Fab. 11. 8.

Comp. Kapp, Historia Artemonis, 1737, Schleierraacher, Dorner, and Harnack.

^ " Ducenarius procurator." He was vicjroy of the queen of Palmyra, to

which Antioch belonged at that time.

* A deoT^ohiniQ ha rrpoKorryr^ or a yeyovsvat ^ebv ff avdpu~ov,. Hence the

Socinians were at first frequently called Samosatenians (e. g. in the Augsburg

Confession, and the Second Helvetic Confession). They teach that Christ be-

gan as a man and ended as a God, being elevated after the resurrection to a

qua^i-dlvinity, so as to become an object of adoration and worship. But the

logical tendency of Socinianism is towards mere humanitarianism. The idea of

divinity necessarily includes aseity and eternity. A divinity coramanicated

in time is only a finite being.

* OfOf (K Tiyf Trapdtvov.

8 Probably he meant the impersonal, pre-existent Logos. But tlie Synod of

Antioch declined the term o^onvcinq in this impersonal (Sabellian) sense.
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The bishops under him iu Syria accused him not only of

heresy but also of extreme vaqity, arrogance, pompousness,

avarice, and undue concern with secular business; and at a

third synod held in Antioch A. D. 269 or 268, they pronounced

his deposition. The number of bishops present is variously

reported (70, 80, 180). Domnus was appointed successor. The

result was communicated to the bishops of Rome, Alexandria,

and to all the churches. But as Paul was favored by the queen

Zenobia of Palmyra, the deposition could not be executed till

after her subjection by the emperor Aurelian in 272, and after

consultation with the Italian bishops.^

His overthrow decided the fall of the Monarchians; though

they still appear at the end of the fourth century as condemned

heretics, under the name of Samosatians, Paulianists, and Sa-

bellians.

§ 151. Second Class of Antitrinitarians : Praxeas, Noetus, Cal-

listus, Beryllus,

The second class of Monarchians, called by Tertullian " Patri-

passians " (as afterwards a branch of the Monophysites was

called " Tlieopaschites "),^ together with their unitarian zeal

felt the deeper Christian impulse to hold fast the divinity of

Christ; but they sacrificed to it his independent personality,

which they merged in the essence of the Father. They taught

that the one supreme God by his own free will, and by an act

of self-limitation became man, so that the Son is the Father

veiled in the flesh. They knew no other God but the one mani-

fested in Christ, and charged their opponents with ditheism.

^ Sources : The fragmentary acts of the Synod of Antioch in Eusebins, VII.

27-30; Jerome, De Viris ill. 71 ; Epiphanius, liar. 65 (or 45 Kara Tnv'nnr?Mv

Tov J^aiioanTFug, in Oehler's ed. II. 2, p. 380-397) ; five fragments of sermons

of Paul of doubtful genuineness, in Ang. Mai's Vet. Script. Nova Coll. VII. 68

sq. ; scattered notices in Athanasius, Hihiry, and otlier Nicene fatliers; Theo-

doret Fab. Hoer. II. 8. Comp. Dorner and Harnack.

" The Orientals usually call them "Sabellians" from their most prominent

representative.
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They were more dangerous than the rationalistic Unitarians, and

for a number of years had even the sympathy and support of

the papal chair. They had a succession of teachers in Rome,

and were numerous there even at the time of Epiphanius to-

wards the close of the fourth century.

1. The first prominent advocate of the Patripassian heresy

was Pkaxeas of Asia Minor. He came to Rome under Marcus

Aurelius with the renown of a confessor
;
procured there the

condemnation of Montanism ; and propounded his Patripas-

sianism, to which he gained even the bishop Victor.^ But

Tertullian met him in vindication at once of Montanism and

of hypostasiauism with crushing logic, and sarcastically charged

him with having executed at Pome two commissions of the

devil : having driven away the Holy Ghost, and having cruci-

fied the Father. Praxeas, constantly appealing to Is. 45 : 5

;

Jno. 10: 30 ("I and my Father are one"), and 14: 9 ("He

that hath seen me hath seen the Father "), as if the wliole Bible

consisted of these three passages, taught that the Father himself

became man, hungered, thirsted, suffered, and died in Christ.

True, he would not be understood as speaking directly of a

suffering {pati) of the Father, but only of a sympathy [copatl)

of the Fatlier with the Son ; but in any case he lost the inde-

pendent personality of the Son. He conceived the relation of

the Father to the Son as like that of the spirit to the flesh.

The same subject, as spirit, is the Father ; as flesh, the Son. He

thought the Catholic doctrine tritheistic.^

' Pseudo-Tert. : "Praxeas hceresim introduxit quam Vicforimis [probably=

Victor^ corroborare curavit." It is certain from Hippolytns, that Victor's suc-

cessors, Zepiiyrinus and Callistus sympathized with Patripa^sianism.

- The chief source : TertnWian, Adv. Praxean (39 chs., written about 210).

Comp. Pseudo-TertiiU. 20. Hippolytns strangely never mentions Praxeas.

Hence some have conjectured that he was identical with Noetns, who came

likewise from Asia Minor; others identify him with Epigoniis, or with Callis-

tus, and regard Praxeas as a nickname. The proper view is that Praxeas ap-

peared in Rome before Epigonus, probably under Eleuthenis, and remained

but a short time. On the other hand Tertullian nowhere mentions the names

of Noetus, Epigonus, Cleomenes, and Callistus.

Vol. II.—37
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2. NofeTUS of Smyrna published the same view about A. D.

200, appealing also to Rom. 9 : 5, where Christ is called " the

one God over all.^' When censured by a council he argued in

vindication of himself, that his doctrine enhanced the glory of

Christ.' The author of the Philosophuinena places him in con-

nection with the pantheistic philosophy of Heraclitus, who, as

we here for the first time learn, viewed nature as the harmony

of all antitheses, and called the universe at once dissoluble and

indissoluble, originated and unoriginated, mortal and immortal

;

and thus Noetus supposed that the same divine subject must be

able to combine opposite attributes in itself.^

Two of his disciples, Epigonus and Cleomenes,^ propagated

this doctrine in Rome under favor of Pope Zephyriuus.

3. Callistus (pope Calixtus I.) adopted and advocated the

doctrine of Noetus. He declared the Son merely the mani-

festation of the Father in human form ; the Father animating

the Son, as the spirit animates the body,* and suffering with

him on the cross. " The Father," said he, " who was in the

Son, took flesh and made it God, uniting it with himself and

made it one. Father and Son were therefore the name of

the one God, and this one person ^ cannot be two ; thus the

Father suffered with the Son." He considered his opponents

" ditheists," " and they in return called his followers " Cal-

listians."

These and other disclosures respecting the church at Rome

during the first quarter of the third century, we owe, as already

observed, to the ninth book of the Philosophymena of Hip-

* Ti ovv KnKov iroto), he asked, (h^d^uv rbv Xpiardv.

2 On Noetns see Hippo)., Philns. IX. 7-9 (p. 410-442), and his tract against

Noetus ('OfiiXla ng tt/v a'ipeaiv 'Nntjrov tivoc, pcrliaps tlic last cliaptor of his lost

work against the 32 heresies). Epiplianiiis, Hrrr. 57, used both these books,

but falsely put Noetus back from the close of the second century to about 130.

' Not his teachers, as was supposed by former historians, including Neander.

See Hippolytup, IX. 7.

* John 14: 11.

* -npuauKov. Callistus, however, rectified this statement, which seems to be

merely an inference of Hippolytus. * cJ.'i?co<.
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polytus, who was, however, it must be remembered, the leading-

opponent and rival of Callistus, and in his own doctrine of the

Trinity inclined to the opposite subordinatian extreme. He
calls Callistus, evidently with passion, an " unreasonable and

treacherous man, who brought together blasphemies from above

and below, only to speak against the truth, and was not

ashamed to fall now into the error of Sabellius, now into that

of Theodotus " (of which latter, however, he shows no trace,

but the very opposite).^ Callistus differed from the ditheistic

separation of the Logos from God, but also from the Sabellian

confusion of the Father and the Son, and insisted on the mutual

indwelling {Ttsruxiopr^m^) of the divine Persons ; in other words,

he sought the way from modalistic unitarianism to the Nicene

trinitarianism ; but he was not explicit and consistent in his

statements. He excommunicated both Sabellius and Hippo-

lytus ; the Roman church sided with him, and made his name

one of the most prominent among the ancient popes.'*

After the death of Callistus, who occupied the papal chair

between 218 and 223 or 224, Patripassianism disappeared from

the Roman church.

4. Beryllus of Bostra (now Bosra and Bosseret), in Arabia

' Dollinger here dissents from, Harnack agrees with, the charge of Hip-

polytus.

2 On Callistus see Hippol. IX. 11, 12 (p. 450-462) and c. 27 (p. 528-530).

Comp. Di311inger, Hippol. und Callistus, ch. IV. (Engl, transl. p. 183 sqq.,

especially p. 215), and other works on Hippolytus; al-;o Langen, Gesch. der

rom. Kirche, p. 192-216. Dollinger charges Hippolytus with misrepresenting

the views of Callistus ;. while Bishop Wordsworth {St. Hippolytus and the

Church of Rome, ch. XIV. p. 214 sqq.\ charges Callistus with the Sabellian

heresy, and defends the orthodoxy o^'" Hippolytus by such easy reasoning as

this (p. 254) :

'' Callistus is asserted by Hippolytus to have been a lieretic.

No cliurch historian affirms Callistus to have been orthodox. All cliurch his-

tory that has spoken of Hippolytus,—and his name is one of the most cele-

brated in its annals,—has concurred in bearing witness to the soundness of his

faith." Harnack (in Herzog X. 202) considers the formula of Callistus as the

bridge from the original monarchianism of the Roman church to the hypos-

tasis-christology {"die Brilcke, avf welchfr die urspriinglich monarch ianisch

gesinnten romiachcn Christen, dem Znge der Zeii ^md drr kircIJichen Wi^senschafl

folgcnd, zur Anerkennung der Hypostasen-Christologie iibergegangcn sind").
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Petraea. From him we have only a somewhat obscure and very

variously interpreted passage preserved in Eusebius/ He de-

nied the personal pre-existenee ' and in general the independent

divinity^ of Christ, but at the same time asserted the indwelling

of the divinity of the Father* in him during his earthly life.

He forms, in some sense, the stepping-stone from simple Patri-

passianism to Sabellian modalism. At an Arabian synod in

244, where the presbyter Origen, then himself accused of

heresy, was called into consultation, Beryllus was convinced of

his error by that great teacher, and was persuaded particularly

of the existence of a human soul in Christ, in place of which

he had probably put his 7iarpr/.-q ^tov^^, as Apollinaris in a

later period put the Xoyoi:. He is said to have thanked Origen

afterwards for his instruction. Here we have one of the very

few theological disputations which have resulted in unity in-

stead of greater division.®

§ 152. SabeUlanism.

Sources: Hippolytus: Phllos. IX. 11 (D. and Schn. p. 450, 456,458).

Rather meagre, but important. Epiphan. : Hoer. 62. The frag-

ments of letters of Dionysius of Alex, in Athanasius, Be Sentent.

Dion., and later writers, collected in Routli, Reliqu. sacr. NovA-
TIAN : De Trinit. EusEB. : Contra Marcellum. The references in

the writings of Athanasius {De Syn. ; De Deer. Nic. Syn.; Contra

Arian.). Basil M. : Ep. 207, 210, 214, 235. Gregoey Naz. : Uyoq.

Kara ' Ape'iov K.'Za^eT'.'kiov.

Comp. SCHLEIERMACHER, NeANDER, BaTJR, DorXER, HaRXACK, /. C,

and Zahn, MarccUns von Ancyra (Gotha, 1867) ; NiTZSCH, Dor/men-

gesch. I. 206-209, 223-225.

1 H. E. VI. 33.

* 'iSia ovaiag TTEptypa'Pri, i. e. a circnmscribed, limited, separate existence.

* ISla dedrrjq. * y TrarpiK^ ded-Tjg.

* The Acts of the Synod of Bostra, known to Ensebius and Jerome, are lost.

Our scanty information on Beryllus is derived from Eusebius, already quoted,

from Jerome, De Vir. ill. c. GO, and from a fraijment of Oris;en in the Apology

of Pamphilus, Orig. Opera, IV. 22 (ed. Bencd.) Comp. Ullmann, De Beryllo

Bostr., Hamb. 1835. Fock, Dis^xert. de Chrialohgia Berylli, 1843; Kober,

Beryllv. B. in the Tiib. •' Tlieol. Qnartiilsclirift," for 1848. Also Baur, Dor-

ner (1. 545 sqq.), llaruack, and Hefele {Cone. Oeseh. I. 109).
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5. Sabellius is by far the most original, profound, and

ingenious of the ante-Nicene Unitarians, and his system the

most plausible rival of orthodox trinitarianism. It revives

from time to time in various modifications.^ We know very

little of his life. He was probably a Lybian from the Pen-

tapolis. He spent some time in R<3me in the beginning of the

third century, and was first gained by Callistus to Patripas-

sianism, but when the latter became bishop he was excommu-

nicated.^ The former fact is doubtful. His doctrine spread

in Rome, and especially also in the Pentapolis in Egypt.

Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, excommunicated him in 260

or 261 ^ at a council in that city, and, in vehement opposition to

him, declared in almost Arian terms for the hypostatical inde-

pendence and subordination of the Son in relation to the Father.

This led the Sabellians to complain of that bishop to Dionysius

of Rome, who held a council in 262, and in a special treatise

controverted Sabellianism, as well as subordinatianism and

tritheism, with nice orthodox tact.* The bishop of Alexandria

very cheerfully yielded, and retracted his assertion of the

creaturely inferiority of the Son in favor of the orthodox

homoousios. Thus the strife was for a while allayed, to be

renewed with still greater violence by Arius half a century

later.

The system of Sabellius is known to us only from a few

fragments, and some of these not altogether consistent, in

Athanasius and other fathers.

While the other Monarchians confine their inquiry to the

relation of Father and Son, Sabellius embraces the Holy Spirit

* We will only mention Marcellus of Ancyra, Schleiermacher, and Bushnell.

Schleiermacher's doctrine of the trinity is a very ingenious improvement of

Sabellianism.

* This we learn from Hippolytus, who introduces him rather incidentally

(in his account of Callistus) as a man well known at his time in the Roman
church.

* Sabellius must have been an old man at that time.

* Ck)mp. the close of g 149, p. 570.
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in his speculation, and reaches a trinity, not a simultaneous

trinity of essence, however, but only a successive trinity of

revelation. He starts from a distinction of the monad and the

triad in the divine natm-e. His fundamental thought is, that

the unity of God, without distinction in itself, unfolds or ex-

tends itself^ in the course of the world's develoj)ment in three

different forms and periods of revelation,'^ and, after the com-

pletion of redemption, returns into unity. The Father reveals

himself in the giving of the law or the Old Testament economy

(not in the creation also, which in his view precedes the trini-

tarian revelation) ; the Son, in the incarnation ; the Holy Ghost,

in inspiration. The revelation of the Sou ends wdth the ascen-

sion ; the revelation of the Spirit goes on in regeneration and

sanctification. He illustrates the trinitarian relation by com-

paring the Father to the disc of the sun, the Son to its enlight-

ening power, the Spirit to its warming influence. He is said

also to have likened the Father to the body, the Son to the

soul, the Holy Ghost to the spirit of man; but this is unworthy

of his evident speculative discrimination. His view of the

Logos,^ too, is peculiar. The Logos is not identical with the

Son, but is the monad itself in its transition to triad ; that is,

God conceived as vital motion and creating principle, the

speaking God,* in distinction from the silent God.° Each

TtpoacDTTov is another dcaXifea&ac, and the three npoacoza

together are only successive evolutions of the Logos or the

worldward aspect of the divine nature. As the Logos pro-

ceeded from God, so he returns at last into him, and the

process of trinitarian development ® closes.

Athauasius traced the doctrine of Sabellius to the Stoic

philosophy. The common element is the pantheistic leading

*
// /lovag nTinrvvdEiaa yeyove rpiag.

' ovdfinTa, npdauira,—not in the orthodox sense of hypostasis, however, but

in the primary sense of mask, or part (in a play)—, also fiop^ai, ax^/iara.

' Which was for the firrtt time duly brought out by Dr. Baur.

Gt'of Aa^.uv. 6 Gfof aiuKuv.
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view of an expansion and contraction ^ of the divine nature

immanent in the world. In the Pythagorean system also, in

the Gospel of the Egyptians, and in the pseudo-Clementine

Homilies, there are kindred ideas. But the originality of

Sabellius cannot be brought into question by these. His theory

broke the way for the Nicene church doctrine, by its full co-

ordination of the three persons. He differs from the orthodox

standard mainly in denying the trinity of essence and the per-

manence of the trinity of manifestation ; making Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost only temporary phenomena, which fulfil their

mission and return into the abstract monad.

§ 153. Redemption.

CoTTA : Histor. dodrince de redemptione sanguine J. Chr. facta, in Ger-

hard : Loci theoL, vol. IV. p. 105-134.

ZlEGLEB : Hist, dogmatis de redemptione. Gott. 1791. Rationalistic.

K. Baehr : Die Lehre der Kirche vom Tode Jesu in den drei ersten Jahrh.,

Sulzb. 1832. Against the orthodox doctrine of the satisfactio

vicaria.

F. C. Baue : Die christl. Lehre von der Versohnung in ihrer geschichtl.

Entw. von der dltesten Zeit bis auf die neueste. Tiib. 1838. 764 pages,

(See pp. 23-67). Very learned, critical, and philosophical, but

resulting in Hegelian pantheism.

L. DuNCKER: Des heil. Lrenceus Christologie. Gott. 1843 (p. 217 sqq.
;

purelj' objective).

Baumgarten Chusius : Compendium der christl. Dogmengeschichte.

Leipz. 2d Part 1846, § 95 sqq. (p. 257 sqq.)

Albrecht Ritschl (Prof, in Gottingen) : Die christl. Lehre von der

Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, Bonn, 1870, second revised ed. 1882,

sqq., 3 vols. The first vol. (pages 656) contains the history of the

doctrine, but devotes only a few introductory pages to our period

(p. 4), being occupied chiefly with the Anselmic, the orthodox

Lutheran and Calvinistic, and the modern German theories of re-

demption. Ritschl belonged originally to the Tubingen school,

but pursues now an independent path, and lays greater stress on the

ethical forces in history.

The work of the triune God, in his self-revelation, is the

salvation, or redemption and reconciliation of the world : nega-

1 inraaig, or TrTiarvT/iog, and avaroX^.
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lively, the emancipation of humanity from the guilt and power

of sin and death
;
positively, the communication of the right-

eousness and life of fellowship with God. First, the discord

between the Creator and the creature must be adjusted ; and

then man can be carried onward to his destined perfection.

Reconciliation with God is the ultimate aim of every religion.

In heathenism it was only darkly guessed and felt after, or

anticipated in perverted, fleshly foi-ms. In Judaism it was

divinely promised, typically foreshadowed, and historically pre-

pared. In Christianity it is revealed in objective reality,

according: to the eternal counsel of the love and wisdom of

God, through the life, death, and resurrection of Christ, and is

being continually applied subjectively to individuals in the

church by the Holy Spirit, throuoh the means of grace, on

condition of repentance and faith. Christ is, exclusively and

absolutely, the Saviour of the world, and the Mediator between

God and man.

The apostolic scriptures, in the fulness of their inspiration,

everywhere bear witness of this salvation wrought through

Christ, as a living fact of experience. But it required time for

the profound ideas of a Paul and a John to come up clearly to

the view of the church ; indeed, to this day they remain un-

fathomed. Here again experience anticipated theology. The

church lived from the first on the atoning sacrifice of Christ.

The cross ruled all Christian thought and conduct, and fed the

spirit of martyrdom. But the primitive church teachers lived

more in the thankful enjoyment of redemption than in logical

reflection vipou it. We perceive in their exhibitions of this

blessed mystery the language rather of enthusiastic feeling than

of careful definition and acute analysis. Moreover, this doc-

trine was never, like Christology and the doctrine of the

Trinity, a subject of special controversy within the ancient

church. The oecumenical symbols touch it only in general

terms. The Apostles' Creed presents it in the article on the

forgivene&s of sins on the ground of the divine-human life,
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death, and resurrection of Christ. The Nicene Creed says, a

little more definitely, that Christ became man for our salvation,^

and died for us, and rose again.

Nevertheless, all the essential elements of the later church

doctrine of redemption may be found, either expressed or im-

plied, before the close of the second century. The neo-ative

part of the doctrine, the subjection of the devil, the prince of

the kingdom of sin and death, was naturally most dwelt on m
the patristic period, on account of the existing conflict of Chris-

tianity with heathenism, Avhich was regarded as wliolly ru^ed

by Satan and demons. Even in the New Testament, particu-

larly in Col. 2 : 15, Heb. 2 : 14, and 1 John 3 : 8, the victory

over the devil is made an integral part of the work of Christ.

But this view was carried out in the early church in a very

peculiar and, to some extent, mythical Avay ; and in this form

continued current, until the satisfaction theory of Anselm gave

a new turn to the development of the dogma. Satan is sup-

posed to have acquired, by the disobedience of our first parents, a

legal claim (whether just or unjust) upon mankind, and held

them bound in the chains of sin and death (comp. Hebr. 2 : 14,

15). Christ came to our release. The victory over Satan was

conceived now as a legal ransom by the payment of a stipulated

price, to wit, the death of Christ ; now as a cheat upon him,^

either intentional and deserved, or due to his own infatuation.^

The theological development of the doctrine of the work of

Christ began with the struggle against Jewish and heathen in-

fluences, and at the same time with the development of the

doctrine of the person of Christ, which is inseparable from that

of his work, and indeed fundamental to it. Ebionism, with

its deistic and legal spirit, could not raise its view above the

prophetic office of Christ to the priestly and the kingly, but saw

in him only a new teacher and legislator. Gnosticism, from

1 Sia Tip yiiETspav GUTripiav. 2 1 Cor. 2 : 8, misapprehended.
' This strange theory is variously lield by Ircnceus, Origen, Gregory of

Nyssa, Gregory Nazianzen, Ambro.'^e, Augustin, Leo the Great and Gregory
the Great. See Baur, eh. I. and II. p. 30-118.
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the naturalistic and pantheistic position of heathendom, looked

upon redemption as a physical and intellectual process, liberat-

ing the spirit from the bonds of matter, the supposed principle

of evil ; reduced the human life and passion of Christ to a vain

show ; and could ascribe at best only a symbolical virtue to his

death. For this reason even Ignatius, Irenseus, and Tertullian,

in their opposition to docetism, insist most earnestly on the reality

of the humanity and death of Jesus, as the source of our recou-

cihation with God.^

In Justin JNIaiitye appear traces of the doctrine of satisfac-

tion, though in very indefinite terms. He often refers to the

Messianic fifty-third chapter of Isaiah.^

The anonymous author of the Epistle to an unknown heathen,

Dioguetus, which has sometimes been ascribed to Justin, but is

probably of mach earlier date, has a beautiful and forcible pas-

sage on the mystery of redemption, which shows that the root

of the matter was apprehended by faith long before a logical

analysis was attempted. "When our wickedness," he says,^

"had reached its height, and it had been clearly shown that its

reward—punishment and death—was impending over us ... .

God himself took on Him the burden of our iniquities. He

gave His own Son as a ransom for us, the holy One for trans-

gressors, the blameless One for the wicked, the righteous One

for the unrighteous, the incorruptible One for the corruptible,

the immortal One for them that are mortal. For what other

thing was capable of covering our sins than His righteousness ?

By Mdiat other one was it possible that wc, the wicked and un-

godly, could be justified, than by the only Son of God? O
sweet exchange ! O unsearchable operation ! O benefits sur-

passing all expectation ! that the wickedness of many should be

hid in a single righteous One, and that the righteousness of One

should justify many transgressors
!

"

» Comp. 2 14G.

* Apol. I. 50, etc. See von Engelhardt, p. 1S2.

' J^p. ad Diognetum, c 9.
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Iren^us is the first of all the church teachers to give a
careful analysis of the work of redemption, and his view is by
far the deepest and soundest we find in the first three centui-ies.

Christ, he teaches, as the second Adam, repeated in himself the
entire life of man, from childhood to manhood, from birth to

death and hades, and as it were summed up that life and
brought it under one head,^ with the double purpose of restoring

humanity from its fall and carrying it to perfection. Redemp-
tion comprises the taking away of sin by the perfect obedience
of Christ

; the destruction of death by victory over the devil •

and the communication of a new divine life to man. To accom-
plish this work, the Redeemer must unite in himself the divine
and human natures ; for only as God could he do what man
could not, and only as man could he do in a legitimate way,
what man should. By the voluntary disobedience of Adam
the devil gained a power over man, but in an unfair way, by
fraud.2 By the voluntary obedience of Christ that power was
wrested from him by lawful meaus.^ This took place first in

the temptation, in which Christ renewed or recapitulated the

struggle of Adam with Satan, but defeated the seducer, and
thereby liberated man from his thraldom. But then the whole
life of Christ was a continuous victorious conflict with Satan,

and a constant obedience to God. This obedience completed

itself in the suffering and death on the tree of the cross, and
thus blotted out the disobedience which the first Adam had
committed on tlie tree of knowledge. This, however, is only

the negative side. To this is added, as already remarked, the

communication of a new divine principle of life, and the per-

fecting of the idea of humanity first effected by Christ.

Oeigex differs from Irenseus in considering man, in conse-

quence of sin, the lawful property of Satan, and in representing

1 This, as already intimated in a former connection, is the sense of his fre-

quent expression: avaKeipa'kaLmv , avaKecpalaiuoic, recapitulare, recapitulaiio.

^ Dissuasio.

' By suadela, persuasion, announcement of truth, not overreaching or
deception.
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the victory over Satan as an outwitting of the enemy, who had

no claim to the sinless soul of Jesus, and therefore could not

keep it in death. The ransom was paid, not to God, but to

Satan, who thereby lost his right to man. Here Origen touches

on mythical Gnosticism. He contemplates the death of Christ,

however, from other points of view also, as an atoning sacrifice

of love offered to God for the sins of the world ; as the highest

proof of perfect obedience to God ; and as an example of pa-

tience. He singularly extends the virtue of this redemption to

the whole spirit world, to ftiUen angels as well as men, in con-

nection with his hypothesis of a final restoration. The only

one of the fathers who accompanies him in this is Gregory of

Nyssa.

Athanasius, in his early youth, at the beginning of the next

period, wrote the first systematic treatise on redemption and

answer to the question '*' Cur Deus homo f " ^ But it was left

for the Latin church, after the epoch-making treatise of Anselm,

to develop this important doctrine in its various aspects.

§ 154. Other Doctrines.

The doctrine of the subjective appropriation of salvation,

including faith, justification, and sanctification, was as yet far

less perfectly formed than the objective dogmas ; and in the

nature of the case, must follow the latter. If any one expects

to find in this period, or in any of the church fathers, Augustin

himself not excepted, the Protestant doctrine of justification by

faith alone, as the " artiGulm stanfis aut cadcntis ecdesice/' he

will be greatly disappointed. The incarnation of the Logos,

his true divinity and true humanity, stand almost unmistakably

in the foreground, as the fundamental truths. Paul's doctrine

' Xdyng TT-epi rf/c hav&purrrj o-fwf rnv h'lynv. It wa'^ written before the outbreak

of the Arian controversy. The Athana^ian authorship lias been contested

without good reason; but another work with the similar title: ITcpt r//f

cnpKurTFur Tov x'^Fnv X6vnv, is pseudo-Athanasian, and be'ongs to the younger
ApoUinaris of Laodicea. See Ritschl, I. 8 .sq.
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of justification, except perhai)s in Clement of Rome, who joins

it with the doctrine of James, is left very much out of view,

and awaits the age of the Reformation to be more thoroughly

established and understood. The fathers lay chief stress on

sanctification and good w^orks, and show the already existing

germs of the Roman Catholic doctrine of the meritoriousness

and even the supererogatory meritoriousness of Christian virtue.

It was left to modern evangelical theology to develop more fully

the doctrines of soteriology and subjective Christianity.

The doctrine of the church, as the communion of grace, we

have already considered in the chapter on the constitution of

the church,^ and the doctrine of the sacraments, as the objective

means of appropriating grace, in the chapter on worship.^

§ 155. Eschatology. Immortality and Resurrection.

I. General Eschatology:

Chr. W. FLtJGGE: Geschichte des Glaubens an Unsterb/ichkeit, Avfersfeh-

ung, Gericht und Vergeltung. 3 Theile, Leipz. 1794-1800. Part III.

in 2 vols, gives a history of the Christian doctrine. Not completed.

William Eounseville Alger (Unitarian): A Critical History of the

Doctrine of a Future Life. With a Coynplete Literature on the Subject.

Philad. 1864, tenth ed. with six new chs. Boston, 1878. He treats

of the patristic doctrine in Part Fourth, eh. I. p. 394-407. The
Bibliographical Index by Prof. Ezra Abbot, of Cambridge, con-

tains a classified list of over 5000 books on the subject, and is un-

equalled in bibliographical literature for completeness and accuracy-

Edm. Spiess : Entwickhmgsgeschichte der Vorstellungcn rom Zustand nach

dem Tode. Jena, 1877. This book of 616 pages omits the Christian

eschatology.

II. Greek and RoMAiQ' Eschatology:

C. Fr. Nagelsbach : Die homerische Theologie in ihrem Zusammenhang

dargestellt. Niirnberg, 1840.

The same : Die nachhomerische Theologie des griechisehen Volksglaubens

bis auf Alexander. Niirnberg, 1857.

Aug. Arxdt : Die Ansichten der Alien uber Leben, Tod und Unsterblich-

keit. Frankfurt a. M. 1874.

Lehrs : Vorstellungen der Griechen iiber das Fortleben nach dem Tode.

Second ed. 1875.

' See especially I 53, p. 168 sqq. « See H 66 to 14, p. 235 sqq.
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LuDWiG Friedlaender : Sittengeschichte Boms, fifth eel. Leipz. 1881,

vol. III. p. 681-717 {Dcr Unsterblichkeltsglaube).

III. Jewish Eschatology

:

A. Kahle : Bibllsche Eschatologie cles Alien Testaments. Gotha, 1870.

A. Wahl : Unsterblichkeits-und Vergeltungslchre des alttestamentlichen

Hebraismus. Jena, 1871.

Dr. Ferdinand Weber (d. 1879) : System der Altsynagogalen Palas-

tinischen Theologie aus Targum, Midrasch und Talmud. Ed. by
Franz Delitzsch and Georg Schnedermann, Leipzig, 1880. See
chs. XXI. 322-332 ; XXIV. 371-380.

Aug. Wunsche : Die Vorstellungen vom Zustande nach dem Tode nach

Apokryphen, Talmud, und Kirchenvdtcrn. In the " Jahrbiicher fiir

Protest. Theol." Leipz. 1880.

BissELL : The Eschatology of the Apocrypha. In the " Bibliotheca Sacra,"

1879.

IV. Christian Eschatology

:

See the relevant chapters in Flugge, and Alger, as above.

Dr. Edward Beecher : History of Opinions on the Scriptural Doctrine

of Betribution. New York, 1878 (334 pages).

The relevant sections in the Doctrine Histories of Munscher, Neander,
Gieseler, Baur, Hagenbach (H. B. Smith's ed. vol. I. 213 sqq.

and 368 sqq.), Shedd, Friedrich Nitzsch (I. 397 sqq.)

A large number of monographs on Death, Hades, Purgatory, Resurrec-

tion, Future Punishment. See the next sections.

Christiauity—and human life itself, with its countless prob-

lems and mysteries—has no meaning without tlie certainty of a

future world of rewards and punishments, for which the present

life serves as a preparatory school. Christ represents himself as

"the Resurrection and the Life," and promises " eternal life" to

all who believe in Him. On his resurrection the churcli is built,

and without it the church could never have come into existence.

The resurrection of the body and the life everlasting are among
the fundamental articles of the early baptismal creeds. The

doctrine of the future life, though last in the logical order of

systematic theology, was among the first in the consciousness of

the Christians, and an unfailing source of comfort and strength

in times of trial and persecution. It stood in close connection

with the expectation of the Lord's glorious reappearance. It

is the subject of Paul's first Epistles, those to the Thessalonians,

and is prominently discussed in the fifteenth chapter of First
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Corinthians. He declares the Christians "the most pitiable,"

because the most deluded and uselessly self-sacrificing, " of all

men," if their hope in Christ were confined to this life.

The ante-Nicene church was a stranger in the midst of a

hostile world, and longed for the unfading crown which awaited

the faithful confessor and martyr beyond the grave. Such a

mighty revolution as the conversion of the heathen emperor

was not dreamed of even as a remote possibility, except perhaps

by the far-sighted Origeu. Among the five causes to which

Gibbon traces the rapid progress of the Christian religion, he

assigns the second place to the doctrine of the immortality of

the soul. We know nothing whatever of a future world which

lies beyond the boundaries of our observation and experience,

except what God has chosen to reveal to us. Left to the instincts

and aspirations of nature, which strongly crave after immortality

and glory, we can reach at best only probabilities ; while the

gospel gives us absolute certainty, sealed by the resurrection of

Christ.

1. The HEATHEX notions of the future life were vague and

confused. The Hindoos, Babylonians, and Eg}'ptians had a

lively sense of immortality, but mixed with the idea of endless

migrations and transformations. The Buddhists, starting from

the idea that existence is want, and want is suifering, make

it the chief end of man to escape such migrations, and by

various mortifications to prepare for final absorption in

Nirwana. The popular belief among the ancient Greeks and

Romans Avas that man passes after death into the Underworld,

the Greek Hades, the Roman Orcus. According to Homer,

Hades is a dark abode in the interior of the earth, with an

entrance at the Western extremity of the Ocean, where the rays

of the sun do not penetrate. Charon carries the dead over the

stream Acheron, and the three-headed dog Cerberus watches

the entrance and allows none to pass out. There the spirits

exist in a disembodied state and lead a shadowy dream-life. A
vague distinction was made between two regions in Hades, an
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Elysium (also " the Islands of the Blessed ") for the good, and

Tartarus for the bad. " Poets and painters/' says Gibbon,

"peopled the infernal regions with so roany phantoms and

monsters, who dispensed their rewards and punishments with so

little equity, that a solemn truth, the most congenial to the

human heart, was oppressed and disgraced by the absurd mix-

ture of the wildest fictions. The eleventh book of the Odyssey

gives a very dreary and incoherent account of the infernal

shades. Pindar and Virgil have embellished the picture ; but

even those poets, though more correct than their great model,

are guilty of very strange inconsistencies,"
^

Socrates, Plato, Cicero, Seneca, and Plutarch rose highest

among the ancient philosophers in their views of the future

life, but they reached only to belief in its probability—not in

its certainty. Socrates, after he was condemned to death, said to

his judges :
" Death is either an eternal sleep, or the transition

to a new life ; but in neither case is it an evil ;

"
" and he drank

with playful irony the fatal hemlock. Plato, viewing the

human soul as a portion of the eternal, infinite, all-pervading

deity, believed in its pre-existence before this present life, and

thus had a strong ground of hope for its continuance after

death. All the souls (according to his Phcedon and Gorgias)

pass into the spirit-world, the righteous into the abodes of bliss,

where they live forever in a disembodied state, the wicked into

Tartarus for punishment and purification (which notion pre-

pared tlie way for purgatory). Plutarch, the purest and noblest

among the Platonists, thought that immortality was inseparably

connected with belief in an all-ruling Providence, and looked

with Plato to the life beyond as promising a higher knowledge

of, and closer conformity to God, but only for those few who

are hero purified by virtue and piety. In such rare cases,

departure might be called an ascent to the stars, to heaven,

to the gods, rather than a descent to Hades. He also, at the

death of his daughter, expresses his faith in the bli.ssful state of

1 Decline and Fall of the E. Emp. ch. XV » Pluto, Apol. 40.
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infants who die in infancy. Cicero, in his Tusculan Questions

and treatise De Seneotute, reflects in classical language " the

ignorance, the errors, and the uncertainty of the ancient

philosophers with regard to the immortality of the soul."

Though strongly leaning to a positive view, he yet found it no

^superfluous task to quiet the fear of death in case the soul

should perish with the body. The Stoics believed only in a

limited immortality, or denied it altogether, and justified suicide

when life became unendurable. The great men of Greece and

Rome were not influenced by the idea of a future world as a

motive of action. During the debate on the punishment of

Catiline and his fellow-conspirators, Julius Csesar openly de-

clared in the Roman Senate that death dissolves all the ills of

mortality, and is the boundary of existence beyond which there

is no more care nor joy, no more punishment for sin, nor anv

reward for virtue. The younger Cato, the model Stoic, agreed

with Csesar
;
yet before he made an end to his life at Utica, he

read Plato's Phcedon. Seneca once dreamed of immortality,

and almost approached the Christian hope of the birth-day of

eternity, if we are to trust his rhetoric, but afterwards he awoke

from the beautiful dream and committed suicide. The elder

Pliny, who found a tragic death under the lava of Vesuvius,

speaks of the future life as an invention of man's vanity and

selfishness, and thinks that body and soul have no more sensa-

tion after death than before birth ; death becomes doubly painful

if it is only the beginning of another indefinite existence.

Tacitus speaks but once of immortality, and then conditionally;

and he believed only in the immortality of fame. Marcus

Aurelius, in sad resignation, bids nature, "Give what thou wilt,

and take back again what and when thou wilt."

These were noble and earnest Romans. What can be ex-

pected from the crowd of frivolous men of the world who

moved M^ithin the limits of matter and sense, and made present

pleasure and enjoyment the chief end of life? The surviving

wife of an Epicurean philosopher erected a monument to him.

Vol. II.—38
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with the inscription, " to the eternal sleep." ^ Not a few

heathen epitaphs openly profess the doctrine that death ends all

;

while, in striking contrast with them, the humble Christian in-

scriptions in the catacombs express the confident hope of future

bliss and gloiy in the uninterrupted communion of the believer

with Christ and God.

Yet the scepticism of the educated and half-educated could

not extinguish the popular belief in the imperial age. The

number of cheerless and hopeless materialistic epitaphs is, after

all, very small as compared with the many thousands which

reveal no such doubt, or express a belief in some kind of exist-

ence beyond the grave.^

Of a resurrection of the body the Greeks and Komans had

no conception, except in the form of shades and spectral out-

lines, Avhich were supposed to surround the disembodied spirits,

and to make them to some decree recoo-nizable. Heathen

philosophers, like Celsus, ridiculed the resurrection of the body

as useless, absurd, and impossible.

2. The Jewish doctrine is far in advance of heathen notions

and conjectm'es, but presents different phases of development.

(a) The Mosaic writings are remarkably silent about the

future life, and emphasize the present rather than future con-

sequences of the observance or non-observance of the law

(because it had a civil or political as well as spiritual import)

;

and hence the Sadducees accepted them, although they denied

the resurrection (perhaps also the immortality of the soul).

The Pentateuch contains, however, some remote and significant

hints of immortality, as in the tree of life with its symbolic

import ;
^ in the mysterious translation of Enoch as a reward

for his piety ; * in the prohibition of necromancy ;
^ in the

' See Friedlaender, /. c. 682 sq.

* See FriecHaender, p. 685. So in onr age, too, the number of sceptics,

materialists, and atlieists, though by no means inconsidcralde, is a very small

minority compared with the mass of believers in a future life.

sGpu. 2: 9; 3: 22, 24. ' * Gen. 5:24.
* Deut. 18 : 11 ; comp. 1 Sam. 23 : 7.
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patriarchal phrase for dying :
" to be gathered to his fathers,"

or "to his people;"^ and last, though not least, in the self-

designation of Jehovah as " the God of Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob," which implies their immortality, since " God is not the

God of the dead, but of the living." ^ What has an eternal

meanino; for God must itself be eternal.

(6) In the later writings of the Old Testament, especially

during and after the exile, the doctrine of immortality and

resurrection comes out plainly.^ Daniel's vision reaches out

even to the final resurrection of " many of them that sleep in

the dust of the earth to everlasting life," and of "some to

shame and everlasting contempt," and prophesies that " they

that are wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament,

and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars forever

and ever." *

But before Christ, who first revealed true life, the Hebrew

Sheol, the general receptacle of departing souls, remained, like

the Greek Hades, a dark and dreary abode, and is so described

in the Old Testament.^ Cases like Enoch's translation and

Elijah's ascent are altogether unique and exceptional, and imply

the meaning that death is contrary to man's original destination,

and may be overcome by the power of holiness.

(c) The Jewish Apocrypha (the Book of Wisdom, and the

Second Book of ]\Iaccabees), and later Jewish writings (the

Book of Enoch, the Apocalypse of Ezra) show some progress

:

1 Gen. 25: 8; 35: 29: 49: 29, 33. ^ £x. 3 : 6, 16; comp. Matt. 22: 32.

' Comp. the famous Goel-passage, Job 19 : 25-27, which strongly teaches

the immortality of the soul and tlie future rectification of the wrongs of this

life; Eccles. 12: 7 ("the spirit shall return to God who gave it''), and ver.

14 C'God shall hring every work into judgment, with every secret thing,

whether it be good or whether it be evil ")

.

* Dan. 12: 2, 3 ; comp. Isa. Gi: 17 ; 66: 22-24.

* See the passages sub Sheol in the Hebrew Concordance. The very name

Sheol ln'^p\ expresses either the inexorable demand and insatiability of

death (if derived from vXC? to ask pre-mnrjhj, to nrqe), or the subterranean

character of the region, an abyss (if derived from 'Jl^, to be hollow, comp.

hell, hollow, Hohle), and is essentially the same as the Greek Hades and the
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they distinguish between two regions in Sheol—Paradise or

Abraham's Bosom for the righteous, and Gehinnoni or Gehenna

for the wicked ; they emphasize the resurrectioji of the body,

and the future rewards and punishments.

(cZ) The Tahnud adds various fanciful embellishments. It

puts Paradise and Gehenna in close proximity, measures their

extent, and distinguishes different departments in both cor-

responding to the degrees of merit and guilt. Paradise is sixty

times as large as the Avorld, and Hell sixty times as large as

Paradise, for the bad preponderate here and hereafter. Accord-

ing to other rabbinical testimonies, both are well nigh bound-

less. The Talmudic descriptions of Paradise (as those of the

Koran) mix sensual and spiritual delights. The righteous

enjoy the vision of the Shechina and feast with the patriarchs,

and with Moses and David of the flesh of leviathan, and drink

wine from the cup of salvatioil. Each inhabitant has a house

according to his merit. Among the punishments of hell the

chief place is assigned to fire, which is renewed every week

after the Sabbath. The wicked are boiled like the flesh in the

pot, but the bad Israelites are not touched by fire, and are

otherwise tormented. The severest punishment is reserved for

idolaters, hypocrites, traitors, and apostates. As to the duration

of future punishment the school of Shammai held that it was

everlasting ; while the school of Hillel inclined to the milder

view of a possible redemption after repentance and purification.

Eoman Orcvs. The distinction of two regions in the spirit-world (Abraham's

Bo!-om or Paradise, and Gehenna, comp. Luke 16: 22, 23) does not appear

clenrly in the canonioal books, and is of hvter origin. Oehler (Tlwol. des A.

Text., I. 264) says :
" Von einem UnterscMed des Looses der im Todtenreich

Sefiiidlichen ist im Alten Test, nirgends deutlich geredet. Wie vielmehr dort Alles

gleichwerde, schlldert Hiob. 3: 17-19. Nur in Jes. 14: 15; Ez. 32: 2.3, wo den

gestilrzten Erobrrem die aiissersfe Tiefe pO~P3'1'') ongeiviesen wird, fcann man die

Andentung verschiedener Abstufungen des Todtcuvelehs finden, etwn in dem Sinn,

wie Josephus (Bell. Jud. III. 8, 5) den Selbsfmordern einen, at^VQ OKOTi6-£pog

in Anssicht stellt. Sonst ist nur vnn einer Sonderung nneh Volkem und Ge-

schleehiern die Bcde, nicht von einer Sonderung der Gerechten und TJnge-

rechten."
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Some Rabbis taught that hell will cease, and that the sun will
burn up and annihilate the wicked.^

3. The Christian doctrine of the future life diiFers from the
heathen, and to a less extent also from the Jewish, in the follow-
ing important points

:

(a) It gives to the belief in a future state the absolute cer-
tainty of divine revelation, sealed by the fact of Christ's resur-
rection, and thereby imparts to the present life an immeasurable
importance, involving endless issues.

(6) It connects the resurrection of the body with the immor-
tality of the soul, and thus gives concrete completion to the latter,

and saves the whole individuality of man from destruction.

(c) It views death as the punishment of sin, and therefore as
something terrible, from which nature shrinks. But its terror
has been broken, and its sting extracted by Christ.

(d) It qualifies the idea of a future state by the doctrine of
sin and redemption, and thus makes it to the believer a state of
absolute holiness and happiness, to the impenitent sinner a state

of absolute misery. Death and immortality are a blessing to the
one, but a terror to the other ; the former can hail them with
joy ; the latter has reason to tremble.

(e) It gives great prominence to the general judgment, after

the resurrection, which determines the ultimate fate of all men
according to their works done in this earthly life.

But we must distinguish, in this mysterious article, what is

of faith, and what is private opinion and speculation.

The return of Christ to judgment with its eternal rewards
and punishment is the centre of the eschatological faith of the
church. The judgment is preceded by the general resurrection,

and followed by life everlasting.

1 See these and other curious particulars with references in Wiin«clie, /. c. p.
861 sqq., and 494 sqq. He confesses, however, that it is exceedingly difficult
to present a colierent system from the various sayings of the Eabbis. The
views of the Essenes differed from the common Jewish notions; they believed
only in the immortality of the soul, and greeted death as a deliverance from
the prison of tlie bodv.
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Tills faith is expressed in the oecumenical creeds.

Tlie Apostles' Creed

:

"He shall come to judge the quick and the dead," and "I believe

in the resurrection of the body and life everlasting."

The Nicene Creed

:

" He shall come again, with glory, to judge the quick and the dead

;

whose kingdom shall have no end. '' " And we look for the resurrection

of the dead, and the life of the world to come."

The Athanasian Creed, so called, adds to these simple state-

ments a damnatory clause at the beginning, middle, and end,

and makes salvation depend on belief in the orthodox catholic

doctrine of the Trinity and the Incarnation, as therein stated.

But that document is of much later origin, and cannot be traced

beyond the sixth century.

The liturgies which claim apostolic or post-apostolic origin,

give devotional expression to the same essential points in the

eucharistic sacrifice.

The Clementine liturgy

:

" Being mindful, therefore, of His passion and death, and resurrec-

tion from the dead, and return into the heavens, and His future second

appearing, wherein He is to come with glory and power to judge the

quick and the dead, and to recompense to every one according to his

works."

The liturgy of James :

" His second glorious and awful appearing, when He shall come

with glory to judge the quick and the dead, and render to every one ac-

cording to his works."

Tlie liturgy of Mark :

" His second terrible and dreadful coming, in which He will come

to judge righteously the quick and the dead, and to render to each man
according to his works."

All that is beyond these revealed and generally received

articles must be left free. Tlie time of the Second Advent, the

preceding revelation of Antichrist, the millennium before or
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after the general judgment, the nature of the disembodied state

between death and resurrection, the mode and degree of future

punishment, the proportion of the saved and lost, the fate of

the heathen and all who die ignorant of Christianity, the locality

of heaven and hell, are open questions in eschatology about

which wise and good men in the church have always differed,

and will differ to the end. The Bible speaks indeed of ascend-

ing to heaven and descending to hell, but this is simply the

unavoidable popular language, as when it speaks of the rising

and setting sun. We do the same, although we know that in

the universe of God there is neither above nor below, and that

the sun does not move around the earth. The supernatural

world may be very far from us, beyond the stars and beyond

the boundaries of the visible created world (if it has any bound-

aries), or very near and round about us. At all events there is

an abundance of room for all God's children. " In my Father's

house are many mansions. I go to prepare a place for you

"

(John 14 : 2). This suffices for faith.

§ 156. Between Death and Reswrection.

Dav. Bloxdel : Traite de la creance des Plres touchant Vetat des ames

aprls cette vie. Cliarenton, 1651.

J. A. Baumgarten: Historia doctrince de /Statu Animarum separatarum.

Hal. 1754.

Hopfxer: De Origine dogm. de Pnrgato7-io. Hal. 1792.

J. A. Erxesti: De veter-tim Patrum opinione de Statu Animarum acorpore

sejunctar. Lips. 1794.

Herbert Mortimer Luckock (Canon of Ely, high-Anglican) : After

Death. An Examination of the Testimony of Primitive Times respect-

ing the State of the Faithful Dead, and their Belationship to the Living.

London, third ed. 1881. Defends prayers for the dead.

Among the darkest points in eschatology is the middle state,

or the condition of the soul between death and resurrection. It

is difficult to conceive of a disembodied state of happiness or

woe "without physical organs for enjoyment and suffering.

Justin JNIartyr held that the souls retain their sensibility after

death, otherwise the bad would have the advantage over the
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good. Orlgen seems to have assumed some refined, spiritual

corporeity which accompanies the soul on its lonely journey,

and is the germ of the resurrection body ; but the speculative

opinions of that profound thinker were looked upon with sus-

picion, and some of them were ultimately condemned. The

idea of the sleep of the soul (psychopannychia) had some advo-

cates, but was expressly rejected by TertuUian.^ Others held

that the soul died with the body, and was created anew at the

resurrection.^ The prevailing view was that the soul continued

in a conscious, though disembodied state, by virtue either of

inherent or of communicated immortality. The nature of that

state depends upon the moral character formed in this life either

for weal or woe, without the possibility of a change except in

the same direction.

The catholic doctrine of the status intermedius was chiefly

derived from the Jewish tradition of the Sheol, from the para-

ble of Dives and Lazarus (Luke 16 : 19 sqq,), and from the

passages of Christ's descent into Hades.^ The utterances of the

ante-Nicene fathers are somewhat vague and confused, but re-

ceive light from the more mature statements of the Nicene and

post-Nicene fathers, and may be reduced to the following points :

*

1. The pious who died before Christ from Abel or Adam
down to John the Baptist (with rare exceptions, as Enoch,

Moses, and Elijah) were detained in a part of Sheol,^ waiting

' De Anima, c. 58. The doctrine of the psychopannychia was renewed by

the Anabaptists, and refuted by Calvin in one of his earliest books. (Paris,

1534.)

' Eusebiiis, VI. 37, mentions tliis view as held by some in Aral)ia.

3 Luke 23 : 43 ; Acts 2 : 31 ; 1 Pet. 3 : 19 : 4 : 6.

* Comp. among other passages, Justin M., Dial. c. 5, 72, 80, 99, 105 (Engel-

hardt, I. c. p. 308) ; Irensus, IV. 27, 2; V. 31 ; Tertullinn, De Anima, c. 7, 31,

50,55, 58; Adv. Mnrc. IV. 34; Cyprian, Fp. 52; Clemens Alex., Strom. VI.

762 sq.; Origen, Contra Cels. V. 15; Horn, in Luc. XIV. (Tom. III. 948);

Horn, in Ez I. (III. 360) ; Ambrose, De Brno Mmtis, and Ep. 20.

* The mediiBval scholastics called that part of Sheol the Limhus Pntrum,

and assumed that it was emptied by Christ at his descent, and replaced by
Purgatory, which in turn will be emptied at the second Advent, so tliat after

the judgment there will be only heaven and hell. The evangelical confessions
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for the first Advent, and were released by Christ after the

crucifixion and transferred to Paradise. This was tlie eliief

aim and result of the descensus ad inferos, as understood in the

church long before it became an article of the Apostles' Creed,

first in Aquileja (where, however, Rufinus explained it wrongly,

as being equivalent to burial), and then in Rome. Hernias of

Rome and Clement of Alexandria supposed that the patriarchs

and Old Testament saints, before their translation, were baptized

by Christ and the apostles. Irenrrns repeatedly refers to the

descent of Christ to the spirit-world as flie only means by

which the benefits of the redemption could be made known and

applied to the pious dead of former ages.^

2. Christian martyrs and confessors, to whom were afterwards

added other eminent saints, pass immediately after death into

heaven to the blessed vision of God.'^

3. The majority of Christian believei's being imperfect, enter

for an indefinite period into a prejiaratory state of rest and hap-

piness, usually called Paradise (comp. Luke 23: 41) or Abra-

ham's Bosom (Luke 16 : 23). There they are gradually purged

of remaining infirmities until they are ripe for heaven, into

which nothing is admitted but absolute purity. Origen assumed

a constant progression to higher and higher regions of knowledge

and bliss. (After the fifth or sixth century, certainly since

Pope Gregory I., Purgatory was substituted for Paradise).

4. The locality of Paradise is uncertain : some imagined it

agree with the Eoraan Catholic in the twofold state after the judgment, but

deny the preceding state of purgatory between heaven and hell. They allow,

however, different degrees of holiness and happiness as well as guilt and
punishment before and after the judgment.

^ Adv. H(rr. IV. 27, g 2: "It \ras for this reason that the Lord descended

into tiie regions beneath the earth, preaching His advent to them also, and
[declaring] the remission of sins to those who believe in Him. Now all

those believed in Him who had hope towards him, that is, those who pro.

claimed His advent, and submitted to His dispensations, the righteous men,

the prophets, and the patriarchs, to whom He remitted sins in the same way,

as He did to us, which sins we should not lay to their charge, if we would not

despise the grace of God." This passage exists only in the Latin version.

* Tlie Gnostics taught that all souls return immediately to God, but this was

rejected as heretical. Justin, Died. 80.
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to be a higher region of Hades beneath the earth, yet " afar

off'^ from Gehenna, and separated from it by "a great gulf"

(comp. Luke 16 : 23, 26) ;
^ others transferred it to the lower

regions of heaven above the earth, yet clearly distinct from the

final home of the blessed.^

5. Impenitent Christians and unbelievers go doAvn to the

lower regions of Hades (Gehenna, Tartarus, Hell) into a pre-

paratory state of misery and dreadful expectation of the final

judgment. From the fourth century Hades came to be identi-

fied with Hell, and 'this confusion passed into many versions of

the Bible, including that of King James.

6. The future fate of the heathen and of unbaptized children

was left in hopeless darkness, except by Justin and the Alex-

andrian fathers, who extended the ojaerations of divine grace

beyond the limits of the visible church. Justin Martyr must

have believed, from his premises, in the salvation of all those

heathen who had in this life followed the light of the Divine

Logos and died in a state of unconscious Christianity, or pre-

paredness for Christianity. For, he says, " those who lived

with the Logos were Christians, although they were esteemed

atheists, as Socrates and Heraclitus,^ and others like them." ^

^ So apparently Tcrtullian, who calls Gehenna '' a reservoir of pecret fire

under the earth," and Paradise "the place of divine bliss appointed to receive

tlie spirits of the saints, separated from the knowledge of this world by that

fiery zone [i. e. the river Pyriphlegeton as by a sort of enclosure."] Apol. c. 47.

'' So Irenoeus, Adv. Hccr. V- 5, § 1 :
" Wherefore also the elders who were

discii)les of the apostles tell us that those who were translated were transferred

to that place (for paradise has been prepared for righteous men, such as have

the Spirit ; in which pilace also Paul the apostle, when he was caught up

heard words which are unspeakable as regards us in our present condition),

and that there shall they wlio have been translated remain until the consum-

mation [of all things], as a prelude to immortality."

^ Apol. I. 46 : ol (iiTa Aoyov jiiuaavTeq Xptariavoi elai, Kav adeoi kvoftladijaav,

o'lov iv "T^TiIriaL 'SoiKfidrrig Kal 'HpctK^sirog Kai ol bfxoioi avTolg. Comp. Apol. I. 20,

44; Apol. II. 8, 13. He does not say anywhere eipressly that the nobler

heathen are saved ; but it follows from his view of the Logos sperniaticos (see

p. 550). It was renewed in the sixteenth century by Zwingli, and may be

consistently held by all who make salvation dej)cnd on ettrnal election rather

than on water-baptism. God is not bound by his own ordinances, and may
save whom and when and how he pleases.
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7. There are, in the other world, different degrees of happi-

ness and misery according to the degrees of merit and guilt.

This is reasonable in itself, and supported by scripture.

8. With the idea of the imperfection of the middle state and

the possibility of progressive amelioration, is connected the

commemoration of the departed, and prayer in their behalf.

No trace of the custom is found in the New Testament nor in

the canonical books of the Old, but an isolated example, which

seems to imply habit, occurs in the age of the Maccabees, when

Judas Maccabseus and his company offered prayer and sacrifice

for those slain in battle, " that they might be delivered from

sin," ^ In old Jewish service-books there are prayers for the

blessedness of the dead.^ The strong sense of the communion

of saints unbroken by death easily accounts for the rise of a

similar custom among the early Christians. Tertullian bears

clear testimony to its existence at his time. " We offer," he

says, " oblations for the dead on the anniversary of their birth,"

i. e. their celestial birth-day.^ He gives it as a mark of a

Christian widow, that she prays for the soul of her husband,

and requests for him refreshment and fellowship in the first

resurrection ; and that she offers sacrifice on the anniversaries

of his falling asleep.* Eusebius narrates that at the tomb of

Constantine a vast crowd of people, in company with the priests

of God, with tears and great lamentation offered their prayers

to God for the emperor's soul.^ Augustin calls prayer for the

pious dead in the eucharistic sacrifice an observance of the uni-

^2 Mace. 12: 39 sqq. Roman Catholic divines use this passage (besides

Matt. 5 : 26; 12: 32 and 1 Cor. 3: 13-15) as an argument for tlie doctrine of

purgatory. But it would prove too much for them ; for the sin here spoken

of was not venial, but the deadly sin of idolatry, which is excluded from pur-

gatory and from the reach of efficacious intercession.

^ See specimens in Luckock, I. c. p. 58 sqq.

'^ De Cor. Mil. c. 3 :
" Ohlaliones pro drfanclis, fro nntalitiis annua diefacinusP

Comp. the notes in Oehler's ed. Tom. I. 422.

* De Monog. c 10: "Pro anima ejus oral et rejrigerium interim adpostulat ei

et in prima resurrectione consortium."

^ Vita Const. IV. 71 : ovv /cAamS^oJ irXeiovi rdf ev^ng vnep rr/f ^aai'ktug ipvxVQ

anedlSoaav ri^ iSt^.
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versal church, handed down from the fathers.^ He himself

remembered in prayer his godly mother at her dying request.

This is confirmed by the ancient liturgies, which express in

substance the devotions of the ante-]!^icene age, although they

were not committed to writing before the fourth century. The

commemoration of the pious dead is an important part in the

eucharistic prayers. Take, the following from the Liturgy of

St. James :
" Kemember, O Lord God, the spirits of whom

we have made mention, and of whom we have not made

mention, who are of the true faith,^ from righteous Abel unto

this day ; do Thou Thyself give them rest there in the land

of the living, in Thy kingdom, in the delight of Paradise,^ in

the Bosom of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob, our holy

fathers; whence pain and grief and lamentation have fled away:

there the light of Thy countenance looks upon them, and gives

them light for evermore." The Clementine Liturgy in the

eighth book of the " Apostolical Constitutions " has likewise a

prayer " for those who rest in faith," in these words :
" We

make an offering to Thee for all Thy siijnts who have pleased

Thee from the beginning of the world, patriarchs, prophets, just

men, apostles, martyrs, confessors, bishops, elders, deacons, sub-

deacons, singers, virgins, widows, laymen, and all whose names

Thou Thyself knowest."

9. These views of the middle state in connection with prayers

for the dead show a strong tendency to the Roman Catholic

doctrine of Purgatory, which afterwards came to prevail in the

1 Sermo 172. He also inferred from tl:e passage on the unpardonable sin

(Matt. 12: 32) that other ?ins may be forgiven in tlie future world. De Chit.

Dei, XXI. 24. In the Council of Chalcedon (4-52), Dioscurus was charged

with a breach of trust for not having executed the will of a saintly woman

who had left large sums of money to monasteries, hospitals, and alms-houses,

in the hope of being benefited by the prayers of the faithful recipients.

'-! Tuv •KVEviiCLTuv .... ^pi?o(T(5fwv. The Greek church lays great stress on

orthodoxy; but it has liere evidently a very wide meaning, as it includes the

faith of Abel and all Old Testament saints.

^ Not Purgatory. This shows the difference between the ante-Nicene and

post-Nicene faith. See below.
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West through the great weight of St. Augustiu and Pope

Gregory I. But there is, after all, a considerable diliiereuce.

The ante-Niceue idea of the middle state of the jiious excludes,

or at all events ignores, the idea of penal suffering, Mhich is an

essential part of the Catholic conception of purgatory. It

represents the condition of the pious as one of comparative

happiness, inferior only to the perfect happiness after the resur-

rection. Whatever and wherever Paradise may be, it belongs

to the heavenly world ; while jDurgatory is supposed to be a

middle region between heaven and hell, and to border rather on

the latter. The sepulchral inscriptions in the catacombs have a

prevailingly cheerful tone, and represent the departed souls as

being "in peace" and ''living in Christ," or "in God."^ The

same view is substantially preserved in the Oriental church,

which holds that the souls of the departed believers may be

aided by the prayers of the living, but are nevertheless "in

light and rest, with a foretaste of eternal happiness.^

Yet alongside with this prevailing belief, there are traces of

the purgatorial idea of suffering the temporal consequences of

sin, and a painful struggle after holiness. Origen, following in

the path of Plato, used the term " purgatorial fire," ^ by which

the remaining stains of the soul shall be burned away ; but he

understood it figuratively, and connected it with the consuming

fire at the final judgment, while Augustin and Gregory I. trans-

ferred it to the middle state. The common people and most of

the fathers understood it of a material fire ; but this is not a

matter of faith, and there are "Roman divines* who confine

^ Sometimes, however, this is expressed in the form of a wish or prayer

:

"Mayest thou live in God" ( Vivas in Deo, or in Christo) ;
"May God refresh

thy spirit" (Dews refrigeret spiritum iuum) ; "Mayest thou have eternal light in

Christ," etc. Comp. ^, 86, p. 301-303.

^ Longer Hussian Catechism, in Schaff's Creeds, vol. II. p. 503.

3 TTvp KaOapaiDv. It is mentioned also before Origen in the Clementine

Homilies, IX. 13. The Scripture passage on which the term ignis purgatorius

was based, is 1 Cor. 3 : 13, 15 . " the fire shall prove each man's work ....

he himself shall be saved
;
yet so as through fire (wf cSid Trvpdf ).

* As Mohler, Klee, and others.
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the purgatorial sutferings to the mind and the conscience. A
material fire would be very harmless without a material body.

A still nearer approaeli to the Roman ])urgatory was made by

Tertulliau and Cyprian, who taught that a special satisfaction

and penance was required for sins committed after baptism, and

that the last farthing must be paid (Matt. 5 : 20) before the

soul can be released from prison and enter into heaven.

§ 157. After Judgment. Future Punishment.

The doctrine of the Fathers on future punishment is discussed by Dr.

Edward Beecher, I. c, and in the controversial works called forth

by Canon Farrar's Eternal Hope (Five Sermons preached in West-

minster Abbey, Nov. 1877. Lend., 1879.) See especially

Dr. Pusey: " Wiat is of Faith as to Everlasting Punishment f " A Eeply

to Dr. Farrar''s Challenge. Oxf. and Lond., second ed. 1880 (284

pages).

Canon F. W. Farrar : Mercy and Judgment : A few last words on Chris-

tian Eschatology with reference to Dr. Pusey's " What is of Faith?"

London and N. York, 1881 (485 pages). See cLs. II., III., IX.-XII.

Farrar opposes with much fervor " the current opinions about Hell,"

and reduces it to the smallest possible dimensions of time and space,

but expressly rejects Universalism. He accepts with Pusey the

Romanizing view of "future purification" (instead of "probation"),

and thus increases the number of the saved by withdrawing vast

multitudes of imperfect Christians from the awful doom.

After the general judgment we have nothing revealed but

the boundless prospect of ?eouian life and seonian death. This

is the ultimate boundary of our knowledge.

There never was in the Christian church any difference of

opinion concerning the righteous, who shall inherit eternal life

and enjoy the blessed communion of God forever and ever.

But the final fate of the impenitent who reject the offer of sal-

vation admits of three answers to the reasoning mind : everlast-

ing punishment, annihilation, restoration (after remedial punish-

ment and repentance).

1. Everlasting Punishment of the wicked always was,

and always will be the orthodox theory. It was held by the

Jews at tfie time of Christ, with the exception of the Sadducees,
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who denied the resurrection.^ It is endorsed by the highest

authority of the most merciful Being, who sacrificed his own
life for the salvation of sinners.^

' The point is disputed, but the 4th Maccabees, the 4th Esdras, the Book of

Enoch, tlie Apocalypse of Baruch, and the Psalms of Solomon, contain very

strong passages, which Dr. Pusey has collected, I, c. 48-100, and are not in-

validated by the reply of Farrar, ch. VIII. 180-221. Josephus (whose testi-

mony Farrar arbitrarily sets aside as worthless) attests the belief of the Phari-

sees and Essenes in eternal punishment. Ant. XVIII. 1, 3 ; Bell. Jud. 11. 8,

11. Rabbi Akiba (about 120) limited the punishment of Gehenna to twelve

months ; but only for the Jews. The Talmud assigns certain classes to ever-

lasting punishment, especially apostates and those who despise the wisdom of

the Rabbis. The chief passage is Bosh Hoshanah, f. 16 and 17: "There will

be three divisions on the day ofjudgment, the perfectly righteous, the perfectly

wicked, and the intermediate class. The first will be at once inscribed and

sealed to life eternal ; the second at once to Gehenna (Dan. 12: 2) ; the third

will descend into Gehenna and keep rising and sinking" (Zech. 12: 10). This

opinion was endorsed by the two great schools of Sharamai and Hillel, but

Hillel inclined to a liberal and charitable construction (see p. 596). Farrar

maintains that Gehenna does not necessarily and usually mean hell in our

sense, but 1) for Jews, or the majority of Jews, a short punishment, followed

by forglvene-s and escape ; 2) for worse offenders a long but still terminable

punishment; 3) for tlie worst offenders, especially Gentiles—punishment fol-

lowed by annihilation. He quotes several modern Jewish authorities of the

rationalistic type, e g. Dr. Deutsch, who says: "There is not a word in the

Talmud that lends any support to the damnable dogma of endless torment."

But Dr. Ferd. Weber who is as good authority, says, that some passages in the

Talmud teach total annihilation of the wicked, others leach everlasting {)unish-

ment, e. g. Pesachim 54*: " The fire of Gehenna is never extinguished." Syst.

der altnjnag. Pid'ist. Theologie, p. 375. The Mohammedans share the .Jewish

belief, but change the inhabitants : the Koran assigns Paradise to the orthodox

Moslems, and Hell to all unbelievers (Jews, Gentiles, and Christians), and to

apostates from Islam.

^ Matt. 12: 32 (the unpardonable sin) ; 26: 24 (Judas had better never been

born); 25: 46 ("eternal punishment '' contrasted with "eternal life") ; Mark
9 : 48 ("Gehenna, where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched").

In the light of these solemn declarations we must interpret the passages of

Paul (Rom. 5: 12 sqq. ; 14: 9; 1 Cor. 15: 22, 28), which look towards uni-

versal restoration. The exegetical discussion lies outside of our scojie, but as

the meaning of nluvio^ has been drawn into the patristic discussion, it is neces-

sary to remark that the argumentative force lies not in the etymological and

independent meaning of the word, which is limited to an ceon, but in its con-

nection with future punishment as contrasted with future reward, which no

man doubts to be everlasting (Matt. 25: 46). On the exegetical question .see

M. Siuart, /. c, and especially the excursus of Taylor Lewis on Ohimic and

JEonian words in Scripture, in Lange's Com. on Ecdesiastes (Am. ed. p. 44-51).
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Consequently the majority of the fathers who speak plainly

on this terrible subject, favor this view.

Ignatius speaks of " the unquenchable fire
; " ^ Hernias, of

some " who will not be saved," but " shall utterly perish," be-

cause they will not repent.^

Justin Martyr teaches that the wicked or hopelessly impeni-

tent will be raised at the judgment to receive eternal punish-

ment. He speaks of it in twelve passages. "Briefly," he

says, " what we look for, and have learned from Christ, and

what we teach, is as follows. Plato said to the same effect, that

Rhadamanthus and Minos would punish the wicked when they

came to them ; we say that the same thing will take place ; but

that the judge will be Christ, and that their souls will be united

to the same bodies, and will undergo an eternal punishment

[auui/c'av xOXaaiu); and not, as Plato said, a period of only a

thousand years {yjhovzo.er7j nefnodou)." ^ In another place

:

" We believe that all who live wickedly and do not repent, will

be punished in eternal fire " (ev acwvc'w r.upi).*- Such language

is inconsistent with the annihilation theory for which Justin

M. has been claimed.^ He does, indeed, reject with several

other ante-Nicene writers, the Platonic idea that the soul is in

itself and independently immortal,^ and hints at the jjossibility

of the final destruction of the wicked,^ but he puts that possi-

' Ep. ad Eph. C. 16 : 6 toiovtoc;, pvrrapbg yevdftevog, e'tg to rrvp to aciitaTov

Xupvaei..

^ Vis. III. 2, 7 ; Shnil. VIII. 9 (ed. Funk, I. p. 256, 488 sq.). Dr. Pusey

claims also Polycarp (?), Barnabas, and the spurious second Ep. of Clement,

and many martyrs (from their Acts) on his side, p. 151-166.

3 Apol. I. 8. (Comp. Plato, Phcedr. p. 249 A; De Ecpubl. p. 615 A.)

*Apol. I. 21: comp. c. 28, 45, 52; 11. 2, 7, 8, 9; Died. 45, 130. Also v.

Engelliardt, p. 206, and Donaldson, II. 321.
s By Petavius, Beecher (p. 206), Farrar (p. 236), and others.

* Dial. c. Tr. 4. 5; comp. Apol. I. 21. Tatian, his disciple, says against the

Platonists {Adv. Grcec. c. 13) :
" The soul is not immortal in itself, O Greeks,

but mortal (ovk ianv dii^ai'nrof ?} ijwx'^ K.a\V edvrr/v, dvijTfj 6e). Yet it is pos-

sible for it not to die." Irenaeus, Theophilus of Antioch, Arnobius, and Lactan-

tius held the same view. See Nitzsch, I. 351-353.

^ In Dial. c. 5, he puts into the mouth of the aged man by whom he was

converted, the sentence: "Such as are worthy to see God die no more, but
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bility countless ages beyond the final judgment, certainly beyond

the Platonic millennium of punishment, so that it loses all

practical significance and ceases to giye relief.

Irenoeus has been represented as holding inconsistently all

three theories, or at least as hesitating between the orthodox

\ie\v and the annihilation scheme. He denies, like Justin Mar-

tyr, the necessary and intrinsic immortality of the soul, and

makes it dependent on God for the continuance in life as well

as for life itself.^ But in paraphrasing the apostolic rule of

faith he mentions eternal punishment, and in another place he

accepts as certain truth that " eternal fire is prepared for

sinners," because " the Lord openly affirms, and the other

others shall undergo punishment as long as it shall please Him fhat they shall

exist and be punished." Bat just before lie had said: " I do not say that all

souls (lie: for that would be a godsend to the wicked. AVhat then? tlie souls

of the pious remain in a better place, while those of the unjust and wicked are

in a worse, waitiug for the time of judgment." Comp. the note of Otto on the

passage, Op. II. 26.

^ Adv. Hcer. II. 34, ? 3: "omnia qua', facta sunt . . . persevere int qiioadusqve ea

Deus et esie et perseverare voluerit." Irenseua reasons that whatever is created

had a beginning, and therefore may have an end. "Whether it will continue

or not, depends upon man's gratitude or ingratitude. He who preserves the

gift of life and is grateful to the Giver, shall receive length of days forever

and ever (accipiet et in sreculum sceculi longitudinem dierum); but he whocastsit

away and becomes ungrateful to hi? Maker, " deprives himself of perseverance

forever" {ipse se privut in scEculum sceculi perseverantia). From this passage^

which exists only in the imperfect Latin version, Dodwell, Beecher (p. f 60),

and Farrar (241) infer that Trenneus taught annihilation, and interpret per-

severanda to mean continued existence ; while Massuet fsee his note in Stieren

I. 415), and Pusey (p. 183) explain persei'eraTi^ia of continuance in real life in

God, or eternal happiness. The passage, it must be admitted, is not clear, for

longitndo dierum and persevcrantia are not identic:il, nor is perseverantia e(\mvB,-

lent to exislentia or vita. In Bk.IV. 20, 7, Irensens says that Chri.'it "became

the dispenser of the paternal grace for the benefit of man . . . lest man, falling

away from God altogether, should cease to exist" {cessaret esse); but he adds,

"the life of man consists in beholding God" (vita autem hominvi visio Dei).

In the fourth PfafBan Fragment ascribed to him (Stieren I. 889), he says that

Christ " will come at the end of time to destroy all evil (f«c to Karnpy^aai ^av

TO Kaixbv) and to reconcile all things (eh ~o nnoKaTa?.}nSni. rii iravra, from Col.

1: 20) that there may be an end of all impurity." This pa.ssage, like 1 Cor.

15 : 28 and Col. 1 : 20, looks towards universal restoration rather than anni-

hilation, but admits, like the Pauline pas^ag s, of an interpretation consistent

with eternal punishment. See the long nutc in Siieren.

Vol. 11.—39.
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Scriptures prove" it.^ Hippolytus approves the escha-

tology of the Pharisees as regards the resurrection, the im-

mortality of the soul, the judgment and conflagration, ever-

lasting life and "everlasting punishment;" and in anotlier place

he speaks of " the rayless scenery of gloomy Tartarus, where

never shines a beam from the radiating voice of the Word."^

According to Tertullian the future punishment "will continue,

not for a long time, but forever."^ It does credit to his feelings

when he says that no innocent man can rejoice in the punish-

ment of the guilty, however just, but will grieve rather. Cyprian

thinks that the fear of hell is the only ground of the fear of

death to any one, and that we should have before our eyes the

fear of God and eternal punishment much more than the fear

of men and brief suffering.*

The generality of this belief among Christians is testified by

Celsus, who tells them that the heathen priests threaten the

same " eternal punishment " as they, and that the only question

was which was right, since both claimed the truth with equal

confidence.^

II. The final annihilation of the wicked removes all dis-

cord from the universe of God at the expense of the natural im-

mortality of the soul, and on the ground that sin Avill ultimately

destroy the sinner, and thus destroy itself.

This theory is attributed to Justin INIartyr^ Irenseus, and

others, who believed only in a conditional immortality which may

be forfeited; but, as we have just seen, their utterances in favor

of eternal punishment are too clear an<l strong to justify the in-

ference which they might have drawn from their psychology.

' Adv. Hcer. III. 4, 1 ; II. 28, 7. See Piisey, p. 177-181. Ziegler {hendus,

p. 312) says that Irenoeus teaches the eternity of punishment in several pas-

sages, or presupposes it, and quotes III. 23, 3; IV. 27, 4; 28, 1 ; IV. 33, 11;

39, 4 ; 40, 1 and 2. 2 Pltilos. IX. 23, 30.

' Apol. c. 45. Comp. De Test. An. 4 ; De Sped. 19, 30. Pusey, 184 sq.

* De ]\[orial. 10 ; Ep. Y\ll. 2. Pusey, 190. He quotes also the Rocogni-

tions of Clement, and the Clementine Homilies (XI. 11) on this side.

* Orig. C. Cels. VIII. 48. Origen in his answer does not deny the fact, but

aims to prove that the truth is with the Christians.
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Arnobius, however, seems to have believed in actual annihila-

tion
; for he speaks of certain souls that " are engulfed and

burned up," or "hurled down and having been reduced to

nothing, vanish in the frustration of a perpetual destruction." ^

III. The Apokata'stasis or iinal restoration of all rational

beings to holiness and happiness. This seems to be the most

satisfactory speculative solution of the problem of sin, and

secures perfect harmony in the creation, but does violence to

freedom with its power to perpetuate resistance, and ignores the

hardening nature of sin and the ever increasing difficulty of

repentance. If conversion and salvation are an ultimate neces-

sity, they lose their moral character, and moral aim.

Origen M^as the fjrst Christian Universalist. He taught a

final restoration, but with modesty as a speculation rather than a

dogma, in his youthful work De Primlpiis (written before 231),

which was made knoM'u in the West by the loose version of

Rufinus (398).- In his later writings there are only faint traces

of it ; he seems at least to have modified it, and exempted Satan

from final repentance and salvation, but this defeats the end of

the theory .3 He also obscured it by his other theory of the

necessary mutability of free will, and the constant succession of

fall and redemption.*

Universal salvation (including Satan) tmis clearly taught

by Gregory of Nyssa, a profound thinker of the school of

' Adv. Gent. II. 14. The tlieory of condilional immortality and the anni-

hilation of the wicked has been recently renewed by a devout English author,

Rev. Edward White, Life in CTirist. Dr. R. Rr.the also advocates annihila-

tion, but not till after the conversion of the wicked has become a moral im-
possibility. See his posthumous Dogmatik, ed. by Schenkel, II. 335.

^ De Princ. 1. 6, 3. Com p. In Jer. Horn. 19 ; C. CV/s. VI. 26.

3 It is usually asserted from Augustin down to Nitzsch (I. 402), that Origen
include 1 Satan in the aTroKardararr/r rcjv Trnvrui-, but In Ep. ad Bom. 1. VIII.

9 (Opera IV. 634) he says that Satan will not be converted, not even at the

end of the world, and in a letter Ad quosdani amicos Alex. {Opera I. 5, quoted

by Piisey, p. 125) :
'' Although they say thafthe father of malice and of the

perdition of those who shall be cast out of the kingdom of God, can be .saved ;

which no one can say, even if bereft of reason."
* After the apokatasta-<is has been completed in certain feons, he speaks of

TTd/.iv a/Jj] kpxV' See the judicious remarks of Neander, I. 600 (Am. ed.)
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Origen (d. 395), and, from an exegetical standpoint, by the

eminent Antiochian divines Diodorus of Tarsus (d. 394) and

Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 429), and many Nestorian bishops.^

In the West also at the time of Augustin (d. 430) there were, as

he says, " multitudes who did not believe in eternal })unishnient."

But the view of Origen was rejected by Epiphanius, Jerome,

and Augustin, and at last condemned as one of the Origenistic

errors under the Emperor Justinian (543)."

Since that time universal ism was regarded as a heresy, but is

tolerated in Protestant churches as a private speculative opinion

or charitable hope.^

1 Isitzsch (I. 403 sq.) includes al?o Gregory Nazianzen, and possibly

Clirysostom among universalists. So does Farrar more confidently (249 sqq.,

271 sqq.). But the passages on the other side are stronger, see Piisey, 209 sqq.,

244 sqq., and cannot be explained from mere "accommodation to the popular

view." It is true, however, that Clirysostom honored the memory of Origen,

and eulogized his teacher Diodorus, of Tarsus, and his comments on 1 Cor.

15 : 28 look towards an apokatastasis. Pusey speaks too disparagingly of

Diodor and Theodore of Mopsuestia, as the fathers of Nestorianism, and un-

justly asserts that they denied the incarnation (223-226). They and Chrysos-

tora were the fathers of a sound grammatical exegesis against the allegorizing

extravagances of the Origenistic school.

^ Pusey contends (125-137), that Origen was condemned by the fifth Oecu-

menical Council, 553, but Hefele conclusively proves that the fifteen ana-

thematisms against Origen were passed by a local Synod of Constantinople in

543 under Mennas. See his Conciliengesch., second ed., II. 859 sqq. The same

view was before advocated by Dupin, Walch, and DoUinger.

^ At least in the Lutlieran church of Germany and in the church of England.

Bengel very cautiously intimates the apokatastasis, and the Pietists in Wiirt-

emberg generally hold it. Among recent divines Schleiermacher, the Origen

of Germany, is the most distinguished Universalist. He started not, like

Origen, from freedom, but from the opposite Calvinistic theory of a particular

election of individuals and nations, which necessarily involves a particular

reprobation or prsetermission rather, but only for a time, until the election shall

reach at last the fulness of the Gentiles and the whole of Israel. Satan was

no ol)staole with him, as he denied his personal existence. A denomination

of recent American origin, the Universalists, have a creed of three articles

called the Winchester Confession (180,")), and one article teaches the ultimate

restoration of " the whole lauiily of mankind to holiness and happiness."
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§ 158. Chiliasm.

CoRTioDi : KritiscJie Geschichfe des Chiliasmus. 1781. Second ed.

Zurich, 1794. 4 vols. Very unsatisfactory.

MuxscHER : Lehre vom tausendjdhrigen Reich in den 3 ersten Jahrh. (in

Henke's "Magazin," VI. 2, p. 233 sqq.)

D. T. Taylor : The Voice of the Church on the Coming and Kingdom of
the Redeemer; a History of the Doctrine of the Reign of Christ on

Earth. Revised by Hastings. Second ed. Peace Dale, R. I. 1855.

Pre-millenuial.

W. VOLCK : Der Chiliasmus. Eine historisch-exeget. Sludie. Dorpat,

1869 Millennarian.

A. Koch : Das tausendjdhrige Reich. Basel, 1872. Millennarian against

Hengstenberg.

C. A. Briggs: Origin and History of Premillennarianism. In the

"Lutheran Quarterly Review," Gettysburg, Pa., for April, 1879. 38

pages. Anti-millennial, occasioned by the "Prophetic Conference"

of Pre-millennarians, held in New York, Nov. 1878. Discusses the

ante-Nicene doctrine.

Geo. N. H. Peters : The Theocratic Kingdom of our Lord Jesus, the

Christ. N. York, announced for publ. in 3 vols. 1884. Pre-mil-

lennarian.

A complete critical history is wanting, but the controversial and

devotional literature on the subject is very large, especially in the

English language. We mention— 1) on the millennial side (em-

bracing widely different shades of opinion), (a) English and Ameri-

can divines: Jos. Mede (1627), Twisse, Abbadie, Beverly T. Burnet,

Bishop Newton, Edward Irving, Birks, Bickersteth, Horatio and An-

drew Bonar (two brothers), E. B. Elliott [Horee Apoc), John Cum-
ming. Dean Alford, Nathan Lord, John Lillie, James H. Brooks,

E. R. Craven, Nath. West, J. A. Seiss, S. H. Kellogg, Peters, and the

writings of the Second Adventists, the Irvingites, and the Plymouth

Brethren, [b] German divines: Spener [Hoffnung besserer Zeiten),

Peterson, Bengel [ErHdrte Offenbarttng Johannis, 1740), Oetinger,

Stilling, Lavater,Auberlen (on Dan. and Revel.), Martensen, Rothe,

von Hofmann, Lohe, Delitzsch, Volck, Luthardt. 2) On the

anti-millennial side—(a) English and American : Bishop Hall, R.

Baxter, David Brown [ChrisVs Second Advent), Fairbairn, Urwick,

G. Bush, Mos. Stuart (on Revel), Cowles (on Dan. and Rei^el),

Briggs, etc. [b) German : Gerhard, Maresius, Hengstenberg, Keil,

Kliefoth, Philippi, and many others. See the articles ''Millennari-

anism " by Semisch, and "Pre-Milleiinarianism " by Kellog, in

Schaff-Herzog, vols. II. and III., and the literature there given.
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The most striking poiut in the eschatology of the aute-

Nicene age is the prominent chiliasm, or millennarianism, that

is the belief of a visible reign of Christ in glory on earth with

the risen saints for a thousand years, before the general resur-

rection and judgment.^ It was indeed not the doctrine of the

church embodied in any creed or form of devotion, but a widely

current opinion of distinguished teachers, such as Barnabas,

Papias, Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Methodius, and

Laetantins ; while Caius, Origen, Dionysius the Great, Eusebius

(as afterwards Jerome and Augustin) opposed it.

The Jewish chiliasm rested on a carnal misapprehension of

the Messianic kingdom, a literal interpretation of prophetic

figures, and an overestimate of the importance of the Jewish

people and the holy city as the centre of that kingdom. It was

developed shortly before and after Christ in the apocalyptic

literature, as the Book of Enoch, the Apocalypse of Baruch,

4th Esdras, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, and the

Sibylline Books. It was adopted by the heretical sect of the

Ebionites, and the Gnostic Cerinthus.^

The Christian chiliasm is the Jewish chiliasm spiritualized

and fixed upon the second, instead of the first, coming of Christ.

It distinguishes, moreover, two resurrections, one before and

another after the millennium, and makes the millennial reign of

Christ only a prelude to his eternal reign in heaven, from which

it is separated by a short interregnum of Satan. The millennium

is expected to come not as the legitimate result of a historical

process but as a sudden supernatural revelation.

The advocates of this theory appeal to the certain promises

1 Chiliasm (from j</lm It?/, a thousand years, Eev. 20 : 2, 3) ia the Greek,

millennarianism or millennialism (irom mille anni). the Latin term for the same

theory. The adherents are called Chitinsts, or Millennarians, also Pre-miUen-

narians, or Pre-millenniulists (to indicate the belief that Christ will appear again

before the millennium), but among tiiem many are counted who simply believe

in a golden age of Christianity whicii is yet to come. Post-millennarians or

Anti-viillennarians are those who put the Second Advent after the millennium.

' See Euseb. H. £.111. 27 and 28.
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of the Lord/ but particularly to the hieoroglyphic passage of

the Apocalypse, which teaches a millenuial leigu of Christ upon

this earth after the first resurrection and before the creation of

the new heavens and the new earth.^

In connection with this the general expectation prevailed that

the return of the Lord was near, though uncertain and unascer-

tainable as to its day and hour, so that believers may be always

ready for it.^ This hope, through the whole age of persecution,

was a copious fountain of encouragement and comfort under the

pains of that martyrdom which sowed in blood the seed of a

bountiful harvest for the church.

Among the Apostolic Fathers Baexabas is the first and the

only one who expressly teaches a pre-millennial reign of Christ

on earth. He considers the Mosaic history of the creation a

type of six ages of labor for the world, each lasting a thousand

years, and of a millennium of rest ; since with God " one day is

as a thousand years." The millennial sabbath on earth will be

followed by an eighth and eternal day in a new world, of

which the Lord's Day (called by Barnabas "the eighth day") is

the type.*

Papias of Hierapolis, a pious but credulous cotemporary of

Polycarp, entertained quaint and extravagant notions of the

I Matt. 5: 4; 19: 28; Luke 14 : 12 sqq.

'' Rev. 20 : 1-6. This is the only strictly millennarian passage in the whole

Bible. Commentators are still divided as to the literal or symbolical meaning

of the millennium, and as to its beginning in the past or in the future. But a

number of other passages are drawn into the service of the millennarian

theory, as affording indirect support, especially Isa. 11: 4-9; Acts 3: 21;

Kom. 11: 15. Modern Pre-millennarians also appeal to what they call the

unfulfilled prophecies of the Old Testament regarding the restoration of the

Jews in the holy land. But the ancient Chiliasts applied those prophecies to

the Christian church as the true Israel.

sComp. Matt. 24: 33, 36; Mark 13: 32; Acts 1: 7; 1 Thess. 5: 1,2; 2

Pet. 3 : 10 ; Eev. 1 : 3 ; 3 : 3.

* Barn. Epist. ch. 15. He seems to have drawn his views from Ps. 90 4,

2 Pet. 3: 8, but chiefly from Jewish tradition. He does not quote the

Apocalypse. See Otto in Ililgenfeld's " Zeitschrift fiir wissenschafiliche

Theologie," 1877, p. 525-529, and Funk's note in Fatr. Ajwat. I. 46.
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happiness of the millennial reign, for which he appealed to

apostolic tradition. He put into the mouth of Christ himself a

highly figurative description of the more than tropical fertility

of that period, which is preserved and approved by Irenaus,

but sounds very apocryphal.^

Justin Martyr represents the transition from the Jewish

Christian to the Gentile Christian chiliasm. He speaks re-

peatedly of the second parousia of Christ in the clouds of

heaven, surrounded by the holy angels. It will be preceded by

the near manifestation of the man of sin {fiv&fnuTioz r^c a^^oiua:;)

who speaks blasphemies against the most high God, and will

rule three and a half years. He is preceded by heresies and

false prophets.'^ Christ will then raise the patriarchs, prophets,

1 Adv. Hcer. V. 33, ^ 3 (ed. Stieren I. 809), quoted from tlie fourtli book of

"The Oracles of the Lord:" ''Tiie days will conie when vines shall grow,

each having ten thousand branches, and in each branch ten thousand twigs,

and in each true twig ten thousand shoots, and in every one of tlie shoots ten

thousand clusters, and on every one of tlie clusters ten thousand grapes, and

every grape when pressed will give five-and-twenty measures of wine. And
when any one of the saints shall lay hold of a cluster, another shall cry out,

' I am a better cluster, take me ; bless the Lord through me.' In like manner

[He said], 'that a grain of wheat shall produce ten thousand ears, and that

every ear shall have ten thousand grains, and every grain shall yield ten

pounds of pure, fine flour ; and that apples, and seeds, and grass shall pro-

duce in similar proportions ; and that all animals, feeding on the produc-

tions of the earth, shall then live in peace and harmony, and be in

perfect subjection to man.' '' These words were communicated to Papias by

"the presbyters, who saw John the disciple of the Lord," and wlio remem-

bered having heard them from John as coming from the Lord. There is a

similar description of the Messianic times in the twenty-ninth chapter of the

Apocalypse of Baruch, from the close of the first or beginning of tlie second

century, as follows: "The earth shall yield its fruits, one producing ten

thousand, and in one vine shall be a thousand bunches, and one hunch shall

produce one thousand grapes, and one grape shall produce one thousand ber-

ries, and one berry shall yield a measure of wine. And tliose who have been

hungry shall rejoice, and they shall again see prodigies every day. For spirits

shall go forth from my sight to bring every morning the fragrance of spices,

and at the enfl of the day clouds dropping the dew of healtli. And it shall

come to pass, at that time, that the treasure of manna shall again descend

from above, and tliey shall eat of it in these years.'' See the Latin in

Fritzsche's ed. of the Libri Apoc. V. T., p. 66G.

2 Dial. c. Tryph. c. 32, 51, 110. Comp. Dan. 7 : 23 and 2 Thess. 2 : 8.
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and pious Jews, establish the millennium, restore Jerusalem,

and reign there in the midst of his saints; after which the

second and general resurrection and judgment of the world will

take place. He regarded this expectation of the earthly per-

fection of Christ's kingdom as the key-stone of pure doctrine,

but adds that many pure and devout Christians of his day did

not share this opinion.^ After the millennium the world will

be annihilated, or transformed." In his two Apologies, Justin

teaches the usual view of the general resurrection and judgment,

and makes no mention of the millennium, but does not exclude

it.^ The other Greek Apologists are silent on the subject, and
cannot be quoted either for or against chiliasm.

Iren^us, on the strength of tradition from St. John and his

disciples, taught that after the destruction of the Roman em-
pire, and the brief raging of antichrist (lasting three and a

half years or 1260 days), Christ will visibly appear, muII

bind Satan, will reign at the rebuilt city of Jerusalem

with the little band of faithful confessors and the host of

risen martyrs over the nations of the earth, and will celebrate

the millennial sabbath of preparation for the eternal glory of

1 Dial. c. 80 and 81. He appeals to the prophecies of Isaiali (65: 17 sqq.),

Ezekiel, Pr;. 90: 4, and the Apocalypse of "a man named John, one of the
apostles of Christ." In another passage, Dial. c. 113, Justin says that as

Joshua led Israel into the holy land and distributed it among the tribes, so

Christ will convert the diaspora and distribute the goodly land, yet not as an
earthly possession, but give us {{r/iiiv) an eternal inheritance. He -will shine
in Jerusalem as the eternal light, for he is the King of Salem after tiie order
of Melchisedek, and the eternal priest of the Most High. But he makes no
mention of the loosing of Satan after the millennium. Comp. the discussion of

Ju'^tin's escliatology by M. von Engelhardt, Das Chridenlhum Jmtins dcs Mart.

(1878), p. 302-307, and by Donaldson, Crit. Hist, of Christ. Lit. 11. 3ir.-.'^22.

* This point is disputed. Semisch contends for annihilation, Weizsilcker for

transformation, von Engelhardt (p. 309) leaves the matter undecided. In the

Dial. c. 113 Ju.stin says that God through Christ will renew {Kaivavpyelv) the

heaven and the earth ; in the Apologies, that the world will be burnt up.
3 Apol. I. 50, 51, 52. For this reason Donaldson (II. 263), and Dr. Briggs

[1. c. p. 21) suspect that the chiliastic passages in the Dialogue Cat least cli. 81)

are an interpolation, or corrupted, but without any warrant. Tlie omission of

Justin in Jerome's lists of Chiliasts can prove nothing against the te^timonj

of all the manuscripts.
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heaven ; then, after a temporary liberation of Satan, follows

the final victory, the general resurrection, the judgment of the

world, and the consummation in the new heavens and the new

earth.*

Tertullian was an enthusiastic Chiliast, and pointed not

only to the Apocalypse, but also to the predictions of the Mon-

tanist prophets.^ But the Montanists substituted Pepuza in

Phrygia for Jerusalem, as the centre of Christ's reign, and ran

into fanatical excesses, which brought chiliasm into discredit,

and resulted in its condemnation by several synods in Asia

Minor.^

After Tertullian, and independently of Montanisra, chiliasm

was taught by Commodian towards the close of the third

century,* Lactantius,^ and Yictorinus of Petau,*' at the be-

ginning of the fourth. Its last distinguished advocates in the

East were Methodius (d., a martyr, 311), the opponent of

Origen,^ and Apollinaeis of Laodicea in Syria.

We now turn to the anti-Chiliasts. The opposition began

during: the Montanist movement in Asia Minor. Caius of

Rome attacked both Chiliasm and Montanisra, and traced the

former to the hated heretic Cerinthus.^ The Roman church

seems never to have sympathized with either, and prepared

itself for a comfortable settlement and normal development in

this world. In Alexandria, Origen opposed chiliasm as a

' Adv. Ilccr. V. 23-36. On the eschatology of Irenaeus see Ziegler, Iren- der

B. V. Lyon (Bc^rl. 1871), 298-320; and Kirchner, Die Eschatol. d. Iren. in the

"Studien und Kritiken" for 1863, p. 315-358.

* De Res. Cam. 25; Adv. Marc. III. 24; IV. 29, etc. He discussed the sub-

ject in a sjiecial work, De Spe Fidelium, which is lost.

»See § 111, p. 424 sq.

* Instruct, adv. Gentium Deos, 43, 44, with the Jewish notion of fruitful mil-

lennial marriages.

5 Lh^tit. VII. 24; Epil. 71, 72. He quotes from the Sibvlline books, and ex-

pects the speedy end of the world, but not while the city of Rome remains.

* In his Commentary on Revelation, and the fragment De Fabrica Mundi
(part of a Com. on Genesis). Jerome classes him among the Chiliasts.

' In his Banquet of the Ten Virgrns, IX. 5, and Di/trnnrse on Ee/'urrertinn.

® Euseb. II. E. II. 25 (against the Montanist Proclus), and 111. 28 (against

chiliasm).
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Jewish dream, and spiritualized the symbolical language of the

prophets.^ His distinguished pupil, Dionysius the Great (d.

about 264r), checked the chiliastic movement when it was re-

vived by Nepos in Egypt, and wrote an elaborate work against

it, which is lost. He denied the Apocalypse to the apostle

John, and ascribed it to a presbyter of that name.^ Eusebius

inclined to the same view.

But the crushing blow came from the great change in the

social condition and prospects of the church in the Nicene age.

After Christianity, contrary to all expectation, triumphed in the

Roman empire, and was embraced by the Caesars themselves,

the millennial reign, instead of being anxiously waited and

prayed for, began to be dated either from the first appearance

of Christ, or from the conversion of Constantine and the down-

fall of paganism, and to be regarded as realized in the glory of

the dominant imperial state-church. Augustin, who himself

had formerly entertained chiliastic hopes, framed the new theory

which reflected the social change, and was generally accepted.

The apocalyptic millennium he understood to be the present

reign of Christ in the Catholic church, and the first resurrection,

the translation of the martyrs and saints to heaven, where they

participate in Christ's reign.^ It was consistent with this theory

that towards the close of the first millennium of the Christian

era there was a wide-spread expectation in Western Europe that

the final judgment was at hand.

From the time of Constantine and Augustin chiliasm took its

place among the heresies, and was rejected subsequently even by

the Protestant reformers as a Jewish dream.* But it was re-

^ De Princ II. 11. He had, however, in view a very sensuous idea of the

millennium with marriages and luxui-iant feasts.

2 Euseb. VII. 24, 25. 3 x>e Cmt. Dei, XX. 6-10.

* The Augsburg Confession, Art. XVII., condemns the Anabaptists and

others " who now scatter Jewish opinions that, before the resurrection of the

dead, the godly shall occupy the kingdom of the world, the wicked being

everywhere suppressed." The 41st of the Anglican Articles, drawn up by

Cranmer (1553), but omitted afterwards in the revision under Elizabeth (1563)>

describes the millennium as '' a fable of Jewish dotage."
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vived fi'om time to time as an article of faith and hope by pious

individuals and whole sects, often in connection with historic

pessimism, with distrust in mission work, as carried on by

human agencies, with literal interpretations of prophecy, and

with peculiar notions about Antichrist, the conversion and

restoration of the Jews, their return to the Holy Land, and also

with abortive attempts to calculate " the times and seasons " of

the Second Advent, which " the Father hath put in his own

j)ower" (Acts 1 : 7), and did not choose to reveal to his own

Son in the days of his flesh. In a free spiritual sense, however,

millennarianism will always survive as the hope of a golden

age of the church on earth, and of a great sabbath of history

after its many centuries of labor and strife. The church mili-

tant ever longs after the church triumphant, and looks " for

new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness "

(2 Pet. 3 : 13). " There remaineth a sabbath rest for the people

of God." (Heb. 4:9).



CHAPTER XIII.

ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE OF THE ANTE-NICEXE AGE, AND

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF THE CHURCH-FATHERS.

§ 159. Literature.

I. General Patristic Collections.

The Benedictine editions, repeatedly published in Paris, Venice, etc., are

the best as far as they go, but do not satisfy the present state of

criticism. Jesuits (Petavius, Sirmond, Harduin), and Dominicans

(Combefis, Le Quieu) have also published several fathers. These

and more recent editions are mentioned in the respective sections.

Of patristic collections the principal ones are :

Maxima Bibliotheca veterum Patrum, etc. Lugd. 1677, 27 tom. fol.

Contains the less voluminous writers, and only in the Latin trans-

lation.

A. Gallandi (Andreas Gallandius, Oratorian, d. 1779) : Bibliotheca

GrcBco-Latina veterum Patrum, etc. Ven. 1765-88, 14 tom. fol.

Contains in all 380 ecclesiastical writers (180 more than the Bibl

Max.) in Greek and Latin, with valuable dissertations and notes.

Abb6 Migne (Jacques Paul, b. 1800, founder of the Ultramontane

X' Univers religeux and the Cath. printing establishment at Mont-

rouge, consumed by fire 1868) : Patrologiae cursus completus sive

Bibliotheca universalis, integra, uniformis, commoda, oeconomica,

omnium SS. Patrum, Doctorum, Scrijotorvmque ecclesiasticorum.

Petit Montrouge (near Paris), 1844-1866 (Gamier Freres). The

cheapest and most complete patristic library, but carelessly

edited, and often inaccurate, reaching down to the thirteenth

century, the Latin in 222, the Greek in 167 vols., reprinted from the

Bened. and other good editions, with Prologomena, Vitae, Disser-

tations, Supplements, etc. Some of the plates were consumed by fire

in 1868, but have been replaced. To be used with great caution.

Abbe HOROY : Bibliotheca Patristica ab aiino MCCXVI. usque ad Con-

cilii Tridentini Tempora. Paris, 1879 sqq. A continuation of Migne.

Belongs to mediaeval history.

A new and critical edition of the Latin Fathers has been under-

taken by the Imperial Academy of Vienna in 1866, under the title

:

Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum Latinorum. The first volume

contains the works of Sulpicius Severus, ed. by C. Halm, 1866
;
the

second Minucius Felix and Jul. Firmicus Maternus, by the same,

621
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1867 ; Cyprian by Hartel, 1876. Dr. Reiffeescheid is to edit

Tertullian and Jerome, Hoffmann Dombart and Vahlen
Augustin, etc. Many new MS. have been carefully compared for

this collection.

A new and critical edition of the Greek fathers is still more

needed.

Handy editions of the older fathers by Oberthur, Eichter,

Gersdorf, etc.

Special collections of patristic fragments by Grabe
(
Spicilegium

Patrum), Routh [Reliquiae Sacrae), Angelo Mai [Scriptorum vet.

nova Collectio, Rom. 1825-38, 10 t. ; Spicilegium roman. 1839-44, 10

t. ; Nova Patrum Bibliothcca, 1852 sqq. 7 t.) ; Card. PiTRA [Spici-

legium Solesmense, 1852 sqq. 5 t,), Liverani [Spicileg. Liberiaaum,

1865), and others.

II. Separate Collections of the ante-Nicene Fathers.

Patres Apostolici, best critical editions, one Protestant by Oscar von
Gebhardt, Harnack, and Zahn (ed. II. Lips. 1876-77, in 3

parts) ; another by Hilgenfeld (ed. II. Lips. 1876 sqq. in several

parts) ; and one R. Catholic by Bp. Hefele, fifth ed. by Prof. Funk,

Tiibingen (1878 and '81, 2 vols.), "feee ^ 161.

Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum seculii ii., ed. J. C. Tii.

Otto. Jenae, 1847-'50; Ed. tertia aucta et emendata, 1876 sqq.

Roberts and Donaldson : Ante-Nicene Christian Library. Edinburgh

1857-1872. 25 vols.

Editions of Irenteus, Hippolytus, Clemens Alex., Origen, Tertul-

lian, Cyprian, etc. See in the respective sections.

III. Biographical, critical, doctrinal. Patristics and Patrology.

St. Jerome (d. 419) : De Viris illustribus. Comprises, in 135 numbers,

brief notices of the biblical and ecclesiastical authors, down to A. D.

393. Continuations by Gennadius (490), Isidor (636), Ildefons

(667), and others.

Photius (d. 890) : Mvpinjiipiiov, fi piplio&l]KV, ed. J. Becker, Berol. 1824, 2

t. fol., and in Migne, Phot. Opera, t. III. and IV. Extracts of 280

Greek authors, heathen and Christian, whose works ai'c i)artly lost.

See a full account in Hergenrother'.s Photius, III. 13-31.

Bellarmin (R. C.) : Liber de scriptoribus ecclesiasticis (from the 0. T.

to A. D. 1500). Rom. 1613 and often.

TiLLEMONT (R. C.) : Memoirs pour servir h Vhistoire eccUs. Par. 1693

sqq. 16 vols. The first six centuries.

L. E. DUPIN (R. C. d. 1719) : Nouvelh Biblioth^que des auteurs ecclesias-

tiques, contenant rhistoire de Icur vie, etc. Par. 1688-1715, 47 vols.

8°, with continuations by Coujet, Petit-Didier to the 18th century,

and Critiques of R.Simon, 61 vols., 9th ed. Par. 1698 sqq.; another

edition, but incomplete, Amstel. 1690-1713, 20 vols. 4°.
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Remi Ceillier (R. C. d. 1761) : Histoire generale des mileurs sacres et

ecdesiustiques. Par. 1729-'63, 23 vols. 4° ; new ed. with additions,

Par. 1858-1865 in 14 vols. More complete and exact, but less liberal

than Diipin ; extends to the middle of the thirteenth century.

Will. Cave (Anglican, d. 1713) : Scriptorum ecclesiasticorum Hittoria

literaria, a Christo nato usque ad saecuL XIV. Lond. 1G88-98, 2

vols.; Geneva, 1720; Colon. 1722; best edition superintended by
Waterland, Oxf. 1740-43, reprinted at Basle 1741-'45. This work
is arranged in the centurial style (saeculum Apostolicum, s. Gnos-
ticum, s. Novatianum, s. Arianum, s. Nestorianum, s. Eutychianum,
s. Monotbeleticum, etc.) W. Cave: Lives of the most eminent

fathers of the church that flourished in the first four centuries. Best

ed. revised by Henry Gary. Oxf. 1840, 3 vols.

Chas. Oudin (first a monk, then a Protestant, librarian to the Uni-
versity at Leyden, died 1717) : Commentarius de scriptoribus ecdesiae

antiquis illorumque scriptis, a Bellarmino, Possevino, Caveo, Dupin et

aliis omissis, ad ann. 1460. Lips. 1722. 3 vols. fol.

John Alb. Fabricius ("the most learned, the most voluminous and the

most useful of bibliographers,'' born at Leipsic 1668, Prof, of Elo-

quence at Hamburg, died 1736) : Bibliotheca Graeca, sive notitia

scriptorum veterum Graecoriim ; ed. III. Hamb. 171S-'28, 14 vols.

;

ed. IV. by G. Chr. Harless, with additions. Hamb. 1790-1811,

in 12 vols, (incomplete). This great work of forty years' labor em-

braces all the Greek writers to the beginning of the eighteenth

century, but is inconveniently arranged. (A valuable supplement

to it is S. F. G. Hoffmann : Bihliographisches Lexicon der gesamm-

ten Literatur der Griechen. Leipz. 3 vols.), 2nd ed. 1844-'45. J. A.

Fabricius published also a Bibliotheca Latina tnediae et iuftmae

aetatis, Hamb. 1734-'46, in 6 vols, (enlarged by Mansi, Padua, 1754,

3 tom.), and a Bibliotheca ecclesiastica, Hamb. 1718, in 1 vol. fol.,

which contains the catalogues of ecclesiastical authors by Jerome,

Gennadius, Isidore, Udefondus, Trithemius (d. 1515) and others.

C. T. G. ScnoNEMANN : Bibliotheda historico-Uteraria patrum Lntiyiorum

a Tcrtulliano usque ad Gregorium M. et Lsidorum Hispalensem. Lips.

1792, 2 vols. A continuation of Fabricius' Biblioth. Lat.

G. Lumper (E. C.) : LLisforia fheologico-critica de rifa, scriptis et doctrina

SS. Patrum trium primorum saeculorum. Aug. Vind. 1783-'99,

13 t. 8^

A. MoHLER (R. C. d. 1838) : Patrologie, oder christliche Literdrgeschichte.

Edited by Reithmayer. Regensb. 1840, vol. L Covers only the

first three centuries.

J. Fessler (R. C.) : Lnstitutiones patrologicae. Oenip. 18 "iO— "52, 2 vols.

J. C. T. Bahr : Geschichte der romischen Literatur. Karlsiuhe, 1836,

4th ed. 1868.
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Fr. Bohringer (d. 1879) : Die Kirche Christi u. ihre Zeiigcn, oder die

K. O. in Biographien. Ziir. 1842 (2d ed. 1861 sqq. and 187.'> sqq.),

2 vols, in 7 parts (to the sixteenth century).

JOH. Alzog (R. C, Prof, in Freiburg, d. 1878) : Grundriss der Patrologie

oder der dlteren christi. Literdrgeschichte. Freiburg, 186G ; second

ed. 1869 ; third ed. 1876. A useful compend of 572 pp.

James Donaldsoist : A Criiicnl History of Christian Literature and Doc-

trine from the death of the Apostles to the Nicene Council. London,

18(34-'66. 3 vols. Very valuable, but unfinished.

Jos. ScHWANE (R. C.) : Dogmengeschichte der patristischen Zeit. Miin-

ster, 1866.

Adolf Ebert : Geschichte der chrisflich-lateinischen Literatur von ihren

Anfdngen bis zum Zeitalter Karls des Orossen. Leipzig, 1872 (624

pages). The first vol. of a larger work on the general history of

mediaeval literature. The second vol. (1880) contains the literature

from Charlemagne to Charles the Bald.

Jos. NiRSCHL (R. C.) : Lehrhuch der Patrologie und Patristik. Mainz.

Vol. L 1881 (VL and 384).

George A. Jackson : Early Christian Literature Primers. N. York,

1879-1883, in 4 little vols., containing excracts ironi the fathei's.

G. A. SiMCOX : A History of Latin Literature from Ennius to Boethius.

Lond. and N. Y. 1883, 2 vols. (IL 272 sqq.)

IV. On the Authority and Use of the Fathers.

Dallaeus (Daille, Calvinist) : De usu Patrum in decidcndis controversils.

Genev. 1656 (and often). Against the superstitious and slavish R.

Catholic overvaluation of the fathers.

J. W. Eberl (R. C.) : Leitfaden zum Studium der Patrologie. Augsb.

1854.

J. J. Blunt (Anglican) : The Bight Use of the Early Fathers. Lond.

1857, 3rd ed. 1859. Confined to the first three centuries, and largely

polemical against the depreciation of the fathers, by Daille, Bar-

beyrat, and Gibbon.

V. On the Philosophy of the Fathers.

H. Ritter: Geschichte der christi. Philosophie. Hamb. 1841 sqq.

2 vols.

JoH. HuBER (d. 1879 as an Old Catholic) : Die Philosophie der Kirchen-

vdter. Miinchen, 1859.

A. Stockl (R. C.) : Geschichte der Philosophie der patristischen Zeit.

Wiirzb. 1858, 2 vols. ; and Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters.

Mainz, 1864-1866. 3 vols.

FkiEDR. Ueberweg. History of Philosophy (Engl, transl. by Morris &
Porter). N. Y. 1876 (first vol.).
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VI. Patristic Dictionaries.

J.C.SmcEB (d. in Zurich. 1660): Thesaurus ecclesiasticus e PatrihusGraec^s Amstel 1682, second ed., much in^proved, 1728. 2 .1fol. (with a new title p. Utr. 1746).
Du Cange (Car. Dufresne a Benedictine d 16S«^. ri^.

tores .ne^ . ,.^.., Orae^J^! \:^^'-Z:Xl.
1681 again 1/33 6 vols, lol., re-edited by Carpenter 1766 4 vol.

winhe^;;:he;;^i:;:r^::- ---^ ^^^-i—
>
and

^-
"i^r^^is ed f;;r ^

"^^^'^ -" ^--^- -'-• ^0.0,

G. Koffmane: C;e.e/a-c/./e des Kirchenlafeins. Breslau 1879 snoWm. Smith and Hexky Wace (Anglicans)
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^

§ 160. A General Estimate of the Fathers.

As Christianity is primarily a religion of divine facts, and anew moral creation, the literary and scientific element in its his-
tory held, at first, a secondary and subordinate place Of the
apostles, Paul alone received a learned education, and even he
made his rabbinical culture and great natural talents subservient
to the higher spiritual knowledge imparted to him by revelation
But for the very reason that it is a new life, Christianity must
produce also a new science and literature; partly from the in-
herent impulse of foith towards deeper and clearer knowledge
of Its object for its own satisfaction; partly from the demands
of self-preservation against assaults from without

;
partiv from

the practical want of instruction and direction for the people.
The church also gradually appropriated the classical culture
and made it tributary to her theology. Througliout the middle
ages she was almost the sole vehicle and guardian of llteratu--
and ^art,^ and she is the mother of the best elements of the
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modern European and American civilization. We have already

treated of the mighty intellectual labor of our period on the

field of apologetic, polemic, and dogmatic theology. In this

section we have to do with patrology, or the biographical and

bibliographical matter of the ancient theology and literature.

The ecclesiastical learning of the first six centuries was cast

almost entirely in the mould of the Graeco-Roraan culture.

The earliest church fathers, even Clement of Rome, Hernias,

and Hippolytus, who lived and labored in and about Rome,

used the Greek language, after the example of the apostles,

with such modifications as the Christian ideas required. Not

till the end of the second century, and then not in Italy, but in

North Africa, did the Latin language also become, through

Tertullian, a medium of Christian science and literature. The

Latin church, however, continued for a long time dependent on

the learning of the Greek. The Greek church was more ex-

citable, speculative, and dialectic ; the Latin more steady, prac-

tical, and devoted to outward organization ; though we have

on both sides striking exceptions to this rule, in the Greek

Chrysostom, who was the greatest pulpit orator, and the Latin

Augustiu, who was the profoundest speculative theologian among

the fathers.

The patristic literature in general falls considerably below the

classical in elegance of form, but far surpasses it in the sterling

quality of its matter. It wears the servant form of its master,

during the days of his flesh, not the splendid, princely garb of

this world. Confidence in the power of the Christian truth

made men less careful of the form in which they presented it.

Besides, many of the oldest Christian writers lacked early edu-

cation, and had a certain aversion to art, from its manifold

perversion in those days to the service of idohitry and innno-

rality. But some of them, even in the second and thii'd centu-

ries, particularly Clement and Origen, stood at the head of their

age in learning and philosophical culture; and in the fourth

and fifth centuries, the literary productions of an Athanasius, a
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Gregory, a Chrysostom, au Augustin, and a Jerome, excelled
the contemporaneous heathen literature in every respect. Many
fathers, like the two Clements, Justin IMartyr, Athenagoras,
Theophilus, Tertullian, Cyprian, and among the later ones,''even
Jerome and Augustin, embraced Christianity after attaining
adult years; and it is interesting to notice with what en-
thusiasm, energy, and thankfulness they laid hold upon it.

The term "church-father" originated in tlie primitive custom
of transferring the idea of father to spiritual relationships, espe-
cially to those of teacher, priest, and bishop. In the case
before us the idea necessarily includes that of antiquity, involv-
ing a certain degree of general authority for all subsequent
periods and single branches of the church. Hence this title of
honor is justly limited to the more distinguished teachers of the
first five or six centuries, excepting, of course, the apostles, who
stand for above them all as the inspired organs of Christ. It
applies, therefore, to the period of the oecumenical formation
of doctrines, before the separation of Eastern and Western
Christendom. The line of the Latin fatliers is generally closed
with Pope Gregory I. (d. 604), the line of the Greek with John
of Damascus (d. about 754).

Besides antiquity, or direct connection with the formative age
of the whole church, learning, holiness, orthodoxy, and the
approbation of the church, or general recognition, are the quali-
fications for a church father. These qualifications, however, are
only relative. At least we cannot apply the scale of fully

developed orthodoxy, whether Greek, Roman, or Evangelical,
to tlie ante-Nicene f\ithers. Their dogmatic conceptions were
often very indefinite and uncertain. In fact the Roman church
excludes a Tertullian for his Montanism, an Origen for his

Platonic and idealistic views, an Eusebius for his semi-Arianism,
also Clement of Alexandria, Lactantius, Theodoret, and other
distinguished divines, from the list of " fathers " (Pafres), and
designates them merely "ecclesiastical writers'' {Scriptores

EcGlesiastici),
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lu strictness, not a single one of the ante-Xicene fathers

fairly agrees with the Roman standard of doctrine in all points.

Even Irenseus and Cyprian differed from the lloman bishop,

the former in reference to Chiliasm and Montanism, the latter

on the validity of heretical baptism. Jerome is a strong wit-

ness against the canonical valne of the Apocrypha. Au-

gustin, the greatest authority of Catholic theology among the

fathers, is yet decidedly evangelical in his views on sin and

grace, which were enthusiastically revived by Luther and

Calvin, and virtually condemned by the Council of Trent.

Pope Gregory the Great repudiated the title " ecumenical

bishop " as an antichristian assumption, and yet it is compara-

tively harmless as compared with the official titles of his suc-

cessors, who claim to be the Vicars of Christ, the vicegerents

of God Almighty on earth, and the infallible organs of the

Holy Ghost in all matters of faith and discipline. None of

the ancient fathers and doctors knew anything of the modern

Roman dogmas of the immaculate conception (1854) and papal

infallibility (1870). The "unanimous consent of the fathers"

is a mere illusion, except on the most fundamental articles of

general Christianity. We must resort here to a liberal con-

ception of orthodoxy, and duly consider the necessary stages

of progress in the development of Christian doctrine in the

church.

On the other hand the theology of the fathers still less accords

with the Protestant standard of orthodoxy. We seek in vain

among them for the evangelical doctrines of the exclusive

authority of the Scriptures, justification by faith alone, the

univei'sal priesthood of the laity ; and we find instead as early

as the second century a high estimate of ecclesiastical traditions,

meritorious and even overmeritorious works, and strong sacer-

dotal, sacramentarian, ritualistic, and ascetic tendencies, which

gradually matured in the Greek and Roman types of catholicity.

The Church of England always had more sympathy with the

fathers than the Lutheran and Calvinistic Churches, and pro-
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fesses to be in full harmony with the creed, the episcopal polity,

and liturgical worship of antiquity before the separation of the

east and the west : but the difference is only one of degree ; the

Thirty-Nine Articles are as thoroughly evangelical as the

Augsburg Confession or the Westminster standards; and even

the modern Anglo-Catholic school, the most churchly and

churchy of all, ignores many tenets and usages which were

considered of vital importance in the first centui^ies, and holds

others which were unknown before the sixteenth century. The
reformers were as great and good men as the fathers, but both

must bow before the apostles. There is a steady progress of

Christianity, an ever-deepening understanding and an ever-

widening application of its principles and powers, and there are

yet many hidden treasures in the Bible which will be brought

to light in future ages.

In general the excellences of the church fathers are very

various. Polycarp is distinguished, not for genius or learning,

but for patriarchal simplicity and dignity ; Clement of Rome,

for the gift of administration ; Ignatius, for impetuous devo-

tion to episcopacy, church unity, and Christian martyrdom

;

Justin, for apologetic zeal and extensive reading ; Irenjeus, for

sound doctrine and moderation; Clement of Alexandria, for

stimulating fertility of thought ; Origen, for brilliant learning

and bold speculation; Tertullian, for freshness and vigor of

intellect, and sturdiness of character; Cyprian, for energetic

churchliness; Eusebius, for literary industry in compilation;

Lactantius, for elegance of style. Each had also his weakness.

Not one compares for a moment in depth and spiritual fulness

Math a St. Paul or St. John ; and the whole patristic literature,

with all its incalculable value, must ever remain very far below

the New Testament. The single epistle to the Komans or the

Gospel of John is worth more than all commentaries, doctrinal,

polemic, and ascetic treatises of the Greek and Latin fathers,

schoolmen, and reformers..

The ante-Nicene fathers may be divided into five or six classes :
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(1.) The apostolic fathers, or personal disciples of the apos-

tles. Of these, Polycarp, Clement, and Ignatius are the most

eminent.

(2.) The apologists for Christianity against Judaism and hea-

thenism : Justin Martyr and his successors to the end of the

second century.

(3.) The controversialists against heresies within the church

:

Irenaeus, and Hippolytus, at the close of the second century and

beginning of the third.

(4). The Alexandrian school of philosophical theology

:

Clement and Origen, in the first half of the third century.

(5.) The contemporary but more practical North African

school of Tertulliau and Cyprian.

(6). Then there were also tlie germs of the Antiochian school,

and some less prominent writers, who can be assigned to no par-

ticular class.

Together with the genuine writings of the church fathers

there appeared in the first centuries, in behalf both of heresy

and of orthodoxy, a multitude of apocryphal Gospels, Acts, and

Apocalypses, under the names of apostles and of later celebrities;

also Jewish and heathen prophecies of Christianity, such as the

Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Books of Hydaspes,

of Hernias Trisraegistos, and of the Sibyls. The frequent use

made of such fabrications of an idle imagination even by emi-

nent church teachers, particularly by the apologists^ evinces not

only great credulity and total want of literary criticism, but also

a very imperfect development of the sense of truth, which had

not yet learned utterly to discard the pia fraus as immoral

falsehood.

NOTES.

The Roman church extends tlie line of the Fatres, among whom she further

distinguislies a small number of Dodores ecdesiae, emphatically so-called, down

late into tiie middle ages, and reckons in it Anselm, Bernard of Clairvaux,

Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and the divines of tlie Council of Trent, rest-

ing on her claim to exclusive catholicity, which is recognized neither by the

Greek nor the Evangelical church. The marks of a Doctor EcdesioR are:
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1) eminens eruditio ; 2) doctrina orthodoxa ; 3) sancdtas vitae; 4) expressa

ecclesiae dedaratio. The Roman Church recognizes arf Doctores Ecclesiae the

following Gretk fathers : Athanasius, Basil the Great, Gregory of Kazianzen,

Chrysostom, Cyril of Alexandria, and John of Damascus, and the following

Latin fathers : Ambrose, Jerome, Augustin, Hilarius of Poitiers, Leo I. and

Gregory I., together with the mediceval divines Anselm, Thomas Aquinas,

Bonaventura and Bernard of Clairvaux. The distinction between doctores

ecclesiae and patres ecclesiae was formally recognized by Pope Boniface VIII.

in a decree of 1298, in which Ambro.«e, Augustin, .Jerome,, and Gregory the

Great are designated as magni doctores ecclesiae, who deserve a higher degree

of veneration. Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and St. Bernard were added

to the list by papal decree in 1830, Hilary in 1852, Alfonso Maria da Liguori

in 1871. Anselm of Canterbury and a few otiiers are called doctores in tha

liturgical service, witliout special decree. The long line of popes has only fur-

nished two fathers, Leo I. and Gregory I. The Council of Trent first speaks

of the "unanimis consensus patrum," which is used in the same sense as "doc-

trina ecclesicE."

§ 161. The Apostolic Fathers.

Sources :

Patrum Apostolicorum Opera. Best editions by O. von Gebhardt,
A. Harnack, Th. Zahn, Lips. 1876-7, 3 vols, (being the third ed.

of Dressel much improved) ; by Fr. Xav. Funk (R C), Tub. 1878

and 1881, 2 vols, (being the 5'^ and enlarged edition of Hefele)
;

by A. Hilgenfeld (Tubingen school) : Novum Testamenfvm extra

canonem receptum, Lips. 1866, superseded by the revised ed. appear-

ing in parts (Clemens R., 1876; Barnabas, 1877; Hermas, 1881)

;

and by Bishop Lightfoot, Lond. and Cambr. 1869 and 1877 (in-

complete, so far only Clement of Rome, with English translation

and valuable notes) ; the second part is to include the Ignatian

Epistles and the Epistle of Polycarp, and will soon appear.

Older editions by B. Cotelerius (Cotelier, R. C), Par. 1672,

2 vols, fob, including the spurious works ; republ. and ed. by

J. Clericus (Le Clerc), Antw. 1698, 2nd ed. Amst. 1724,

2 vols.; Th. Ittig, 1699; Frey, Basel. 1742 ; R. Russel, Lond.

1746, 2 vols, (the genuine works) ; Hornemann, Havnise, 1828

;

GuiL. Jacobson, Oxon. .1838, ed. IV. 1866, 2 vols, (very elegant

and accurate, with valuable notes, but containing only Clemens,

Ignatius, Polycarp, and the Marti/ria of Ign. and Polyc); C. J.

Hefele (R. C), Tiib. 1839, ed. IV. 1855, 1 vol. (very handy, with

learned and judicious prolegomena and notes) ; A. R. M. Dressel.

Lips. 1857, second ed. 1863 (more complete, and based on new MSS.

Hefele's and Dressel's edd. are superseded by the first two above

mentioned.
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English translations of the Apost. Fathers by Archbishop W, Wake
(d. 1737), Lond. 1698, 4th ed. 1737, and often republished (in ad-

mirable style, though with many inaccuracies) ; by Alex. Hoberts

and James Donaldson, in the first vol. of Clark's "Ante-Nicene

Christian Library," Edinb. 1867 (superior to Wake in accuracy,

but inferior in old English flavor) ; by Chs. H. Hoole, Lond. 1870

and 187:2; best by Lightfoot (Clement R. in Appendix, 1877). An
excellent German translation by H. Scholz, Giitersloh, 1865 (in

the style of Luther's Bible version).

WoEKS

:

The Prolegomena to the editions just named, particularly those of the

first four.

A. Schwegler: Das nachapostolische Zeitalter. Tiib. 1846. 2 vols.

A very able but hypercritical reconstruction from the Tubingen

school, full of untenable hypotheses, assigning the Gospels, Acts,

the Catholic and later Pauline Epistles to the post-apostolic age,

and measuring every writer by his supposed Petrine or Pauline

tendency, and his relation to Ebionism and Gnosticism.

A. Hilgenfeld : Die apostoUschen Vilfer. Halle, 1853.

J. H. B. LiJBKERT : Die Theologie der apostolischen Vdter, in the " Zeit-

schrift fiir hist. Theol." Leipz. 1854.

Abbe Freppel (Prof, at the Sorbonne) : Les Plres Aposfoliqncs et leur

6poque, second ed. Paris, 1859. Strongly Roman Catholic.

Lechler: Das. apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalter. Stuttgart, 1857, p. 476-

495.

James Donaldson (LL. D.) : ^ Critical History of Christian Literature,

etc. Vol. I. The Apost. Fathers. Edinburgh, 1864. The same,

separately publ. under the title: Tlie Apostolic Fathers : A critical

account of their genuine toritings and of their doctrines. London,

1874 (412 pages). Ignatius is omitted. A work of honest and sober

Protestant learning.

George A.Jackson: The Apostolic FatJiers and the Apologists of the

Second Century. New York 1879. Popular, with extracts (pages

203).

J. M. Cotterill: Peregrimis Proteus. Edinburgh, 1879. A curious

book, by a Scotch Episcopal bishop, who tries to i)rove that the two

Epistles of Clement, the Epistle to Diognetus, and other ancient

writings, were literary frauds perpetrated by Henry Stephens and

others in the time of the revival of letters in the sixteenth century.

Josef Sprinzl (R. C.) : Die Theologie der apost. Vdter. Wien, 1880.

Tries to prove the entire agreement of the Ap. Fathers with the

modern Vatican theology.
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The " apostolic," or rather post-apostolic " fathers " ^ were the

first church teachers after the apostles, who had eujoyed in part

personal intercourse with them, and thus form the connecting

link between them and the apologists of the second century.

This class consists of Barnabas, Clement of Rome, Ignatius,

Polycarp, and, taken in a broader sense, Hermas, Papias, and

the unknown author of the Epistle to Diognetus.

Of the outward life of these men, their extraction, education,

and occupation before conversion, hardly anything is known.

The distressed condition of that age was very unfavorable to

authorship ; and more than this, the spirit of the primitive

church regarded the new life in Christ as the only true life, the

only one worthy of being recorded. Even of the lives of the

apostles themselves before their call we have only a few hints.

But the pious story of the martyrdom of several of these

fathers, as their entrance into perfect life, has been copiously

written. They were good men rather than great men, and ex-

celled more in zeal and devotion to Christ than in literary

attainments. They were faithful practical workers, and

hence of more use to the church in those days than profound

thinkers or great scholars could have been. " While the works

of Tacitus, Sueton, Juvenal, Martial, and other contemporary

heathen authors are filled \\'ith the sickening details of human

folly, vice, and crime, tliese humble Christian pastors are ever

burning with the love of God and men, exhort to a life of

purity and holiness in imitation of the example of Christ, and

find abundant strength and comfort amid trial and persecu-

tion in their faith, and the hope of a glorious immortality in

heaven," ^

' The usual name is probably derived from Tertullian, who rails tlie fol-

lowers of the apostles, ApostoUei, {De Came, 2 ; Prcescr. Hcer. 30). Westcott

calls them sub apostolic, Donaldson, ep-apos(olic.

* "The most striking feature of tliese writings," says Donaldson (p. 105)," is

the deep living piety wliich pervades tliein. It consists in the warmest love to

God, the deepest interest in man, and it exhibits itself in a healthy, vigorous,

manly morality.''
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The extant works of the apostolic fathers are of small com-

pass, a handful of letters on holy living and dying, making in

all a volume of about twice the size of the New Testament.

Half of these (several Epistles of Ignatius, the Epistle of Bar-

nabas, and the Pastor of Hermas) are of doubtful genuineness

;

but they belong at all events to that obscure and mysterious

transition period between the end of the first century and the

middle of the second. They all originated, not in scientific

study, but in practical religious feeling, and contain not analyses

of doctrine so much as simple direct assertions of fiiith and

exhortations to holy life; all, excepting the Shepherd of

Hermas, in the form of epistles after the model of Paul's.^

Yet they show the germs of the apologetic, polemic, dogmatic,

and ethic theology, as well as the outlines of the organization

and the cultus of the ancient Catholic church. (Jritical research

has to assign to them their due place in the external and in-

ternal development of the church ; in doing this it needs very

great caution to avoid arbitrary construction.

If we compare these documents with the canonical Scriptures

of the Xew Testament, it is evident at once that they fall far

below in original force, depth, and fulness of spirit, and afford

^ Like the N. T. Epistles, the writings of the Apostolic fathers generally

open with an inscription and Christian sahitation, and conclude with a benedic-

tion and doxology. The Ep. of Clement to the Corinthians beginning thus

(ch. I.) :
" The chuich of God, which sojonrnes in Eome to the church of God

which sojournes in Corinth, to them that are called and sanctified by the

will of God, through our Lord Jesus Christ: Grace and peace from Almighty

God, through Jesuci Christ, be multiplied unto you." (comp. 1 Cor. 1 : 2, 3

;

2 Pet. 1 : 2.) It concludes (ch. 65, formerly ch. 59): "The grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ be with you, and with all men everywhere who are called

of God through Him, through whom be glory, honor, power, majesty, and eter-

nal dominion unto Him from the ages past to the ages of ages. Amen."—The

Ep. of Polycarp begins: *' Polycarp, and the presbyters that are with him, to

the church of God (sojourning in Philii)pi : Mercy unto you and peace from

God Almighty and frou* the Lord Jesus Christ our Saviour, be nuiltiplied ;'

and it concludes: ''Grace be with you all. Amen." The Ep of Barnabas

opens and closes in a very general way, omitting the names of the writer and

readers. The inscriptions and salutations of the Ignatian Epistles are longer

and overloaded, even in the Syriac recension.
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in this a strong indirect proof of the insjjiration of the apostles.

Yet they still shine with the evening red of the apostolic day,

and breatlie an enthusiasm of simple faith and fervent love and

fidelity to the Lord, which proved its power in suftering and

martyrdom. They move in the element of living tradition, and

make reference oftener to the oral preaching of the apostles than

to their writings ; for these were not yet so generally circulated
;

but they bear a testimony none the less valuable to the genuine-

ness of the apostolic writings, by occasional citations or allusions,

and by the coincidence of their reminiscences with the facts of

the gospel history and the fundamental doctrines of the New
Testament. The epistles of Barnabas, Clement, and Polycarp,

and the Shepherd of Hermas, were in many churches read in

public worship.' Some were even incorporated in important

manuscripts of the Bible.^ This shows that the sense of the

church, as to the extent of the canon, had not yet become every-

where clear. Their authority, however, was always but sec-

tional and subordinate to that of the Gosj^els and the apostolic

Epistles. It was a sound instinct of the church, that the

writings of the disciples of the apostles, excepting those of

Mark and Luke, who were peculiarly associated with Peter and
Paul, were kept out of the canon of the New Testament. For
by the wise ordering of the Ruler of history, there is an im-

passable gulf between the inspiration of the apostles and the

illumination of the succeeding age, between the standard au-

thority of holy Scripture and the derived validity of the teach-

ing of the church. "The Bible "—to adopt an illustration of a

1 Comp. Euseb. H. E. III. 16; IV. 23, as regards the epistle of Clement,
which continued to be read in the church of Corinth down to the time of
Dionysius, a. d. 160, and even to the time of Eusebius and Jerome, in the
fourtli century. The Pastor Hermce is quoted by Irenseus IV. 3, as

"scriptnra," and is treated by Clement of Alex, and Origen {Ad Rom. Com-
merU. X. c. 31) as " scriptura valde utilis et divinitns wspirata.''

^ The Codex Alexandrinus (A) of the fifth century contains, after the
Apocalypse, the Epistle of Clemens Romanus to the Corinthians, with a frag-

ment of a homily; and the Codex Sinaiticus of the fourth century gives, at

the close, tlie Epistle of Barnabas complete in Greek, and also a part of the

Greek Pastor Hermce.
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distingiii,shecl writer ^—" is not like a city of modern Europe,

wliicli subsides through suburban gardens and groves and man-

sions into the open country around, but like an Eastern city in

the desert, from which the traveler passes by a single step into

a barren waste." The very poverty of these post-apostolic writ-

ings renders homage to the inexhaustible richness of the apos-

tolic books which, like the person of Christ, are divine as well

as human in their origin, character, and effect.
^

§ 162. Clement of Rome.

(I.) TJ/e Epistle of Clemens Eom. to the Corinthians. Only the first is

genuine, the second so-called Ep. of CI. is a homily of later date.

Best editions by PhILOTHEOS BkYENNIOS (ToD fi^ ayioiQ narimc r/uuv

K?i//«fvrof ETTiaKOwnv 'Vuiirjc a'l 6bo npoq Kapiv'&iovg 'tmaTO/Ml. etc. 'Ev

KuvnravTivoKdXei^ 1875. Wich prolegomena, commentary and fac-

similes at the end, 188 pp. text, and p^^' or 161) prolegomena)

;

HiLGENFELD (second ed. Leipz. 1876, with prolegomena, textual

notes and conjectures) ; voN Gebhardt & Harnack (sec. ed.

1876, with proleg., notes, and Latin version) ; FuXK (1878, with

Latin version and notes) ; and Lightfoot (with notes, Loud. 1869,

and Appendix containing the newly-discovered portions, and an

English Version, 1877).

All the older editions from the Alexandrian MS. first published by

Junius, 1633, are partly sui)erseded by the discovery of the new and

comjilete MS. in Constantinople, which marks an ejaoch in this

chapter of church history.

(II.) R. A. LiPSlus: De dementis Rom. Epistola ad Corinth, priore dis-

quisitio. Lips. 1856 (188 pages). Comp. his review of recent edi-

tions in the " Jenaer Literaturzeitung," Jan. 13, 1877.

B. H. CowPER : What the First Bishop of Rome taught. The Ep. of

Clement of R. to the Cor., with an Introduction and Notes. London,

1867.

Jos. MuLLOOLY : Si. Clement Pope and Martyr, and his Basilica in Rome,

Rome, second ed. 1873. The same in Italian. Discusses the sup-

posed house and basilica of Clement, but not his works.

^ Ascribed to Archbisliop Whately.

* Baur, Schwegler, and the other Tubingen critics show great want of spirit-

ual discernment in assigning so many N. T. writings, even the Gospel of John
to the borrowed moonlight of tlie pos^t-apostolic age. They form the opposite

extreme to the Roman overestimate of patristic teaching as being of equal

authority with tlie Bible.
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Jacobi : Die beiden Briefe des Clemens v. Rom., in the " Studien unci

Kritiken " for 1876, p. 707 sqq.

Funk : Ein theologischer Fund, in the Tiib. " Theol. Quartalschrift/'

1876, p. 286 sqq.

Donaldson : The New MS. of Clement of Rome. In the " Theolog.

Review," 1877, p. 35 sqq.

Wieseler: Des Brief des r'dm. Clemens an die Kor., in the " Jahrbiicher

fur deutsche Theol." 1877. No. III.

Renan: Les eoangiles. Paris 1877. Ch. XV. 311-338.

C. J. H. Ropes : The JVeiv MS. of Clement of Rome, in the " Presb. Quar-

terly and Princeton Review," N. York 1877, p. 325-343. Contains

a scholarly examination of the new readings, and a comparison of

the concluding prayer with the ancient liturgies.

The relevant sections in Hiegexfeld [Apost. Vdter, 85-52), Donald-
son (Jj9. i^ai!/i., 113-190), Sprinzl (Theol. d. apost. Vdter, 21 sqq.^

57 sqq.), Salmon in Smith and Wace, I. 554 sqq., and Uhlhoen in

Herzog'', sub Clemens Rom. IJI. 248-257.

Comp. full lists of editions, translations, and discussions on Clement,

before and after 1875, in the Prolegomena of von Gebhardt & Har-

nack, XVIII.-XXIV. ; Funk, XXXII.-XXXVI., and Lightfoot,

p. 28 sqq., 223 sqq., and 393 sqq.

Among the apostolic fathers Clemeut of Rome and Ignatius

of Antioch clearly take the front rank, from their position as

bishops of the largest apostolic churches in capital cities of the

Roman empire, and from the importance of their writings.

I. Clement, a name of great celebrity in antiquity, was a dis-

ciple of Paul and Peter, to whom he refers as the chief examples

for imitation. He may have been the same person who is men-

tioned by Paul as one of his faithful fellow-workers in Philippi

(Phil. 4 : 3) ; or probably a Roman who was in some way con-

nected with the distinguished Flavian family, and through it

wdth the imperial household, where Christianity found an early

lodgment.^ His Epistle betrays a man of classical culture, exe-

' There are six different conjectures. 1) Clement was the Philippian

Clement mentioned by Paul. So Origen, Eusebius, Jerome. He may have

been a Greek or a Roman laboring for a time in Philippi and afterwards in

Rome. 2) A distant relative of the emperor Tiberius. So the pseudo-

Clementine romances which are historically confused and worthless. 3) The

Consul Flavius Clemens, Domitian's cousin, who was put to deatii by liim for

"atheism," i. e. the Christian faith, A. D. 95, while his wife Domitilla (who

founded the oldest Christian cemetery in Rome) was banished to an island.
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cutive wisdom, and thorough familiarity with the Septuagint

Bible. The last seems to indicate that he was of Jewish parentage.^

What we know with certainty is only this, that he stood at the

head of the Roman congregation at the close of the first century.

Yet tradition is divided against itself as to the time of his

administration ; now making him the first successor of Peter,

now, with more probability, the third. According to Eusebius

he was bishop from the twelfth year of Domitiau to the third

of Trajan (a. d. 92 to 101). Considering that the official dis-

tinction between bishops and presbyters Avas not yet clearly

defined in his time, he may have been co-presbyter with Linus

and Anacletus, who are represented by some as his predecessors,

by others as his successors.^

Later legends have decked out his life in romance, both in

the interest of the Catholic church and in that of heresy. They

picture him as a noble and highly educated Roman who, dis-

satisfied with the wisdom and art of heathenism, journeyed to

Palestine, became acquainted there with the apostle Peter, and

was converted by him ; accompanied him on his missionary

tours ; composed many books in his name ; was appointed by

So Hilgenfekl, and, less confidently, Harnack. Bnt our Clement died a natural

death, and if he had been so closely related to the emperor, the fact would

have been widely spread in the church. 4) A nephew of Flavins Clemens.

So the mnrtyr acts of Nereus and Achilles, and Cav. de Rossi. 5) A son of

Flavins Clemens. So Ewald. But the sons of the Consul, whom Domitian

appointed his successors on the throne, were mere boys when Clement was

bishop of Rome. 6) A Jewish freed man or son of a freedman belonging to

the household of Flavins Clemens. Plausibly advocated by Lightfoot (p. 265).

The imperial household seems to have been the centre of the Roman church

from the time of Paul's imprisonment (Phil. 4: 22). Slaves and freedmen

were often very intelligent and cultivated. Hermas {Vis. I. 1) and Pope

Caliistns {PhUos. IX. 12) were formerly slaves. Funk concludes: res non

liquet. So also Uhlhorn in Herzog.

^ Renan (p. 313) thinks that he was a Roman Jew. So also Lightfoot. But

Justin Martyr had the same familiarity with the Old Testament, though he

was a Gentile by birth and education,

* See I 52, p. 166. Bryennios discusses this question at leii^th in his

Prolegomena, and comeg to the conclusion that Clement was the third bishop

of Rome, and the author of both Epistles to the Corinthians. He identifies

him with the Clement in Phil. 4 : 3.
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him his successor as bishop of Rome, with a sort of supervision

over the whole church ; aud at last, being banished under

Trajan to the Taurian Chersonesus, died the glorious death of a

martyr in the waves of the sea. But the oldest witnesses, down

to Eusebius and Jerome, know nothing of his martyrdom.

The Acta Martyrii dementis (by Simon Metaphrastes) make

their appearance first in the ninth century. They are purely

fictitious, and ascribe incredible miracles to their hero.

It is very remarkable that a person of such vast influence in

truth and fiction, whose words were law, who preached the duty

of obedience and submission to an independent and distracted

churcli, whose vision reached even to unknown lands beyond

the Western sea, should inaugurate, at the threshold of the

second century, that long line of pontiffs who have outlasted

every dynasty in Europe, and now claim an infailibie authority

over the consciences of two hundred millions of Christians.^

II. From this Clement we have a Greek epistle to the

Corinthians. It is often cited by the church fathers, then

disappeared, but was found again, together with the fragments

of the second epistle, in the Alexandrian codex of the Bible

(now in the British Museum), and published by Patricius

Junius (Patrick Young) at Oxford in 1633.^ A second, less

ancient, but more perfect manuscript from the eleventh century,

^ " Clement Romain," says the sceptical Renan, once a student of Roman
Catholic theology in St. Sulpice, "ne fut pas seulement un personnage reel, ce fut

un personnage de premier ordre, un vrai chef dEglise, un eveque, avant que

Vepiscopotfut nettement constitue, f oserais presque dire un pape, si ce mot nefaisait

ici un tropfort anachronisme. Son aulorite passa pour la plus grande de toutes en

Italic, en Grhce, en Macedonie, durant les dix dernl^res annees du I«r siMe. A la

limite de V dgeapostolique, ilfut comme un apotre, un epigone de la grande generation

des disciples de Jesus, une des colonnes de cette Eglise de Rome, qui, depivis la de-

struction de Jerusalem, devenait de plus en plus le centre du christianisme."

* The Alexandrian Bible codex dates from the fifth century, and was pre-

sented by Cyril Lucar, of Constantinople, to King Charles I in 1628. Since

1633 the Ep. of CI. has been edited about thirty times from this single MS.
It lacks the concluding chapters (57-66) in whole or in part, and is greatly

blurred and defaced. It was carefully re-examined and be<!t edited bv
Tischendorf (1867 and 1873), Lightfoot (1869 and 1877), Lain-ent (1870), and
Gebhardt (in his first ed. 1875). Their conjectures have been sustained in great
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containing the missing chapters of the first (with tlie oldest

written prayer) and the whole of the second Epistle (together

with other valuable documents), was discovered bv Philotheos

Bryennios/ in the convent library of the patriarch of Jerusalem

in Constantinople, and published in 1875.^ Soon afterwards a

complete Syriac translation was found in the library of Jules

Mohl, of Paris (d. 1876).^ AVe have thus three independent

part b}' the discovery of the Con^tantinopolitan MS. See the critical Addenda

in the Append, of Lightfoot, p. 396 sqq.

* At that time metropolitan of Serrte {
jxerpoiTo7.iTTjq Heppuv)—an ancient see

(Heraclea), in Macedonia—afterwards of Nicomedia. This Eastern prelate was

most cordially welcomed by the scholars of the West, Catholic and Protestant,

to an honored place in the republic of Christian learning. His discovery

is of inestimable value. In his prolegomena and notes—all in Greek—he

shows considerable knowledge of tha previous editions of Clement (except that

of Lightfoot, 1869) and of modern German literature. It is amusing to find

familiar names turned into Greek, as Neander (o 'NtavSpoc), Gieseler (6

TLae7xptoc), Hefele (<5 "Ei/uAof ), Dressel {6 ^peaaeJioq)^ Hilgenfeld (o 'l?.}-£;/dfAoV),

Jacobson (6 'IaKw/?(T(5v«of), Tischendorf [KuvcTavrlvoq 6 Tccevddpcpiog), Thiersch

(o Qetpoioc), Schroeckh (o IipoUxiog), Schwegler (6 ^oveylepog), Schliemann

(6 7:,?iCfidvvoi), Reithmayr (o Pei'^/anvpnc), Uhlhom (6 Ov?i.x6pviog iv ry Meal

Encykl. von Herzog iv M^. Clemens von Horn to/lc. /?'. geX 721
; p. ^C), etc. He

complains, however, of ''the higher'' or "lofty criticism" [i'lpn'^.v KpirtK^) and

the '' episcophobia" (emaKnfnii'a) of certain German'^, and his own criticism is

checked by his reverence for tradition, which leads him to accept the Second

Epistle of Clement as genuine, contrary to the judgment of the best scholars.

•* The Constantinopolitan codex belongs to the library of the Convent of

the Holy Sepulchre (row Uaraymv Tn(pnv) in the Fanar or Phanar, the Greek

district of Constantinople, whos^e inhabitants, the Fanariotes, were originally

employed as secretaries and transcribers of documents. It is a small 8vo

parchment of 120 leaves, dates from A. j>. 1056, is clearly and carefully written

in cursive characters, with accents, spiritus, punctuation (but without jota sub-

scriptum), and contains in addition the second Epistle of Clement in full, the

Greek Ep. of Barnabas, the larger Greek recension of the 12 Ignatian Epistles,

the '' Teaching of the Twelve Apostles" {St(^axy tuv SuSeaa aTToar67ur), and a

work of Chrysostom (a Synopsis of the Old and New Testaments). Tiie value

of this text consists chiefly in the new matter of the first Ep. (about one-

tenth of the whole, from the close of ch. 57 to the end), and the remainder of

the second. It presents nearly four hundred variations. The Constantinopoli-

tan codex is preferred by Hilgenfeld, the Alexandrian by Lightfoot, Geb-

hardt and Harnack, in their new editions.

3 This MS., which escaped the attention of the Oriental scholars of France,

is now in the University Library at Cambridge, and to be edited by Bensly-

It dates from A. D. 1170, and was written in the convent of Mar Saliba at
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texts (A, C, S), derived, it would seem, from a common parent

of the second century. The newly discovered portions shed
new light on the history of papal authority and liturgical wor-
ship, as we have pointed out in previous chapters.^

This first (and in fact the only) Epistle to the Corinthians

was sent by the Church of God in Rome, at its own impulse, and
unasked, to the Church of God in Corinth, through three aged
and faithful Christians : Claudius Ephebus, Valerius Biton, and
Fortuuatus.2 It does not bear the name of Clement, and is

written in the name of the Roman congregation, but was uni-

versally regarded as his production.^ It stood in the highest

esteem in ancient times, and continued in public use in the

Corinthian church and in several other churches down to the

beginniug of the fourth century.* This accounts for its incor-

Edessa. It contains, with the exception of the Apocalypse, the entire New-
Testament in tlie Harclean recension (616) of the Philoxenian version (508).
and tlie two Epistles of Clement between the Catholic and Pauline EpLstUs
(instead of at the close, as in the Alexandrian Cod.), as if they were equal in

authority to the canonical books. Bishop Lighti"oot (Appendix to -S'. Clement,

p. 238) says, that this Syriac version is conscientious and faithful, but with a
tendency to run into paraphrase, and that it follows the Alex, rather than the

Constantinopolitan text, but presents also some independent readings.
^ See I 50, p. 157, and ? 66, p. 226, 228.

2 Mentioned at the close in ch. 65 (which in the Alex, text is ch. 59). Clau-
dius and Valerius may have been connected with the imperial household as

freedmen (comp. Phil. 4: 22). Fortunatus has been identified by some with

the one mentioned 1 Cor. 16: 17, as a younger member of the household of

Stephanas in Corinth.

^ By the author of the Catalogue of contents prefixed to the Alexandrian
codex, generally called Cod. A; by Dionysius of Corinth, in his letter to Soter

of Rome (Euseb. IV. 23) ; Irenaeus (Adv. Hcer. III. 3, | 3) ; Clement of Alex-
andria, who often quotes from it; Origen (Comm. in Joan. VI. ? 36 and other

places) ; Eusebius (H. E. III. 16 ; IV. 23
; V. 6) ; Jerome {De Viris illustr. c. 15).

Polycarp already used it, as appears from the similarity of several passages.

All modern critics (with the exception of Baur, Schwegler, Volkmar, and

CotteriD) admit the Clementine origin, which is supported by the internal

evidence of style and doctrine. Cotterill's Peregriniis Proteus (1879), which

puts the Clementine Epistles in their present shape among the Stephanie fab-

rications, is an ingenious literary curiosity, but no serious argument. Kenan
says (p. 319) :

" Peu d' ecrits sont aiissi authentiques"

* Dionysius of Corinth (a. d. 170) first mentions the liturgical use of the

Epistle in his church. Eusebius (III. 16) testifies from his own knowledge

Vol. II. 41.
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poration in the Alexandrian Bible Codex, but it is properly put

after the Apocalypse and separated from the apostolic epistles.

And this indicates its value. It is not apostolical, not in-

spired—far from it—but the oldest and best among the sub-

apostolic writings both in form and contents. It was occasioned

by party differences and quarrels in the church of Corinth,

where the sectarian spirit, so earnestly rebuked by Paul in his

first Epistle, had broken out afresh and succeeded in deposing

the regular officers (the presbyter-bishops). The writer exhorts

the readers to harmony and love, humility, and holiness, after

the pattern of Christ and his apostles, especially Peter and Paul,

who had but recently scaled their testimony with their blood.

He speaks in the higliest terms of Paul who, " after instructing

the whole [Roman] world in righteousness, and after having

reached the end of the West, and borne witness before the rulers,

departed into the holy place, leaving the greatest example of

patient endurance." ^ He evinces the calm dignity and execu-

tive wisdom of the Roman church in her original simplicity,

without hierarchical arrogance ; and it is remarkable how soon

that church recovered after the terrible ordeal of the Xeronian

persecution, which must have been almost an annihilation. He
appeals to the word of God as the final authority, but quotes as

freely from the Apocrypha as from the canonical Scriptures (the

Septuagiut). He abounds in free reminiscences of the teaching

of Christ and the Apostles.^ He refers to Paul's (First) Epistle

that it was read in very many churches {h wleicTair; eKKT^T/aiaic) both in former

times and in hip own day. Comp. Jerome, Dc Vir. ill. c. 15.

^ Ch. 5. Tlie rep/ia Tfjq ^vaeuc must be Spain, whither Paul intended to go,

Rom. 15 : 24, 28. To a Roman writing in Rome, Spain or Britain was the

Western terminus of the earth. Comp. Strabo II. c. 1, 4; III. 2. The
TjynvixEvoi are the Roman magistrates; others refer the word specifically to

Tigellinus and Nymphidins, the prefects of the pra^torium in 67, or to Ilelius

and Polyclctiis, wlio ruled in Rome during the absence of Nero in Greece in 67-

^ Funk gives a list of quotations and parallel passages, Pair. Apod. I. 56(5-

570. From this it appears that 157 are from tiie O. T., including llie Ai)oc-

rypha and (apparently) the Assumption of Moses, 158 from tlie N. T., but

only three of the latter are strict (piotations (ch 46 from Matt. 26 ; 24, and

Luke 17 : 2; ch. 2 and 61 from Til. o: 1). Clement mentions by name only
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to the CoriDthlans, and shows great familiarity with his letters,

with James, First Peter, and especially the Epistle to the

Hebrews, from which he borrows several expressions. Hence

he is mentioned—with Paul, Barnabas, and Luke— as one of

the supposed authoi's of that anonymous epistle. Origen con-

jectured that Clement or Luke composed the Hebrews under

the inspiration or dictation of Paul.

Clement bears clear testimony to the doctrines of the Trinity

(" God, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit, who are the

faith and the hope of the elect"), of the Divine dignity and

glory of Christ, salvation only by his blood, the necessity of

repentance and living faith, justification by grace, sanctification

by the Holy Spirit, the unity of the church, and the Christian

graces of humility, charity, forbearance, patience, and per-

severance. In striking contrast with the bloody cruelties

practiced by Domitian, he exhorts to prayer for the civil rulers,

that God " may give them health, peace, concord, and stability

for the administration of the government he has given them."

'

We have here the echo of Paul's exhortation to the Eomans

(ch. 13) under the tyrant Nero. Altogether the Epistle of

Clement is worthy of a disciple of the apostles, although

falling far short of their writings in original simplicity, terse-

ness, and force.

HI. In regard to its theology, this epistle belongs plainly to

the school of Paul, and .strongly resembles tlie Epistle to the

Hebrews, while at the same time it betrays the influence of

Peter also ; both these apostles having, in fact, personally

one book of the N. T., the i.Tria-o'kf] roy luuKapiov Uav^ov, with evident reference

to 1 Cor. 1 ; 10 gqq. Comp. also the lists of Scripture quotations in the ed.

of Bryennios (p. 159-165), and G. and H. p. 144-155.

1 "When we remember," says Lightfoot, p. 268 sq., "that this prayer issued

from the fiery furnace of persecution after experience of a cruel and capricious

tyrant like Domitian, it will appear truly sublime—sublime in its utterances,

and still more sublime in its silence. Who would have grudged the Church

of Eome her primacy, if she had always spoken thus?" Eopes {I. c. p. 343)

:

"The sublimity of this prayer gains a peculiar significance when we remember

that it was Domitian in whose behalf it was oiTered."
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labored in the churcli of Rome, in whose name the letter is

written, and having left the stamp of their mind upon it.

There is no trace in it of an antagonism between Panlinisiu

and Petrinism.^ Clement is the only one of the apostolic

fathers, except perhaps Polycarp, who shows some conoei)tion

of the Pauline doctrine of justification by faith. ^' All (the

saints of the Old Testament)," says he,^ " became great and

glorious, not through themselves, nor by their works, nor by

their righteousness, but by the will of God. Thus we also,

who are called by the will of God in Christ Jesus, are righteous

not of ourselves, neither through our wisdom, nor through our

understanding, nor through our piety, nor through our works,

which Ave have wrought in purity of heart, but by faith, by

which the almighty God justified all these from the beginning

;

to whom be glory to all eternity." And then Clement, pre-

cisely like Paul in the sixth chapter of llomans, derives sancti-

fication from justification, and continues :
*' What, then, should

we do, beloved brethren ? Should we be slothful in good

works and neglect love? By no means! But with zeal and

courage we will hasten to fulfil every good M'ork. For the

Creator and Lord of all things himself rejoices in his works."

Among the good works he especially extols love, and describes

it in a strain which reminds one of Paul's 13th chapter of 1

Corinthians :
" He who has love in Christ obeys the commands

of Christ. AYho can declare the bond of the love of God, and

tell the greatness of its beauty? The height to which it leads

is unspeakable. Love unites us with God ; covers a multitude

of sins ; beareth all things, endureth all things. There is

1 Renan (p. 314") calls his epistle '' un beau morceau neutre, dont les disciples

de Pierre et ceux de Paid durrnt se contenter eguleiaent. llest probate qu ^ilfut un

des agents les plus energetiques de la grande osuvre que etait en train de s' accomplir,

je veux dire, de la reconciliation poxthume de Pierre et de Paul de lafus-ior des deux

partis, sans I'union desquels loeuwe du Christ ne pouvait queperir."

'^ Ch. 32. An echo of Paul's teaching is found in Polycarp, Ad Phil. c. 1,

where he refers to "the firm root of tJ)eir faith, preached to thera from olden

times, which remains to this day, and bears fruit in our Lord Jesus Christ."
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nothing mean in love, nothing haughty. It knows no division

;

It IS not refractory; it does everything in harmony. In love
have all the elect of God become perfect. Without love nothing
IS pleasing to (iod. Jn love has the Lord received us ; for the
love which he cherished towards us, Jesus Christ our Lord gave
his blood for us according to the will of God, and hLs flesh for
our flesh, and his soul for our soul."i Hence all his zeal for
tlie unity of the church. " Wherefore are dispute, anger, dis-
cord, division, and war among you ? Or have we not one God
and one Christ and one Spirit, who is poured out upon us, and
one calling in Christ? Wherefore do we tear and sunder the
members of Christ, and bring the body into tumult against
Itself, and go so far in delusion, that Ave forget that we are
members one of another ? " ^

Very beautifully also he draws from the harmony of the
universe an incitement to concord, and incidentally expresses
here the remarkable sentiment, perhaps suggested by the old
legends of the Atlantis, the orbis alter, the ultima Thule, etc.,
that there are other worlds beyond the impenetrable ocean,
which are ruled by the same laws of the Lord.^
But notwithstanding its prevailing Pauline character, this

epistle lowers somewhat the free evangelical tone of the Gentile
apostle's theology, softens its anti-Judaistic sternness, and blends
It with the Jewish-Christian counterpart of St. James, showing
that the conflict between the Pauline and Petrine views was

3pk'o„'. .o' -a. ,

*Ch. 46. Comp. Eph. 4: 3sqq.

ra^; To, , TT°''
'^"'^"''™^ ''"' - /^-' «-- --."^ -I avralr

"C emcnt
^7'°"

^^-^^J--
Lightfoot (p. 84) remarks on this pa..a.e;

kndTvlwhl Tf ^^' "^'"'"^ *" ^""^ known, but l.ardlv nLssible

itlanti o7 p
"". "'. " '" '^^ '"'' ^^^«"^ ^^^—

'
^'^^ the fabled

on to say that this passage was th„s understood by Iren^us (II. 28 2) Clement

All '2 W \l r
^'^' '^'' "P'"'"" ^-'' «o"demned by Tertullian (De

fDlain ;.rf
''.""'' " '^'' °^ ^"^'""^ Indicopleustes that the earth wasa plain surface and a parallelogram, prevailed in Christian literature.
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substantially settled at the end of the first century in the Roman

churcli, and also in that of Corinth.

Clement knows nothing of an episcopate above the presby-

terate; and his epistle itself is written, not in his own name,

but in that of the church at Rome. But he represents the

Levitical priesthood as a type of the Cliristian teaching office,

and insists with the greatest decision on outward unity, fixed

order, and obedience to chm-ch rulers. He speaks in a tone of

authority to a sister church of apostolic foundation, and thus

reveals the easy and as yet innocent beginning of the papacy.^

A hundred years after his death his successors ventured, in their

own name, not only to exhort, but to excommunicate whole

churches for trifling differences.

The interval between Clement and Paul, and the transition

from the apostolic to the apocryphal, from faith to superstition,

appears in the indiscriminate use of the Jewish Aj)Ocrypha, and

in the difference between Paul's treatment of scepticism in re-

gard to the resurrection, and his disciple's treatment of the same

subject.^ Clement points not only to the tyj)es in nature, the

changes of the seasons and of day and night, but also in full

earnest to the heathen myth of the miraculous bird, the phoenix

in Arabia, which regenerates itself every five hundred years.

When the phoenix—so runs the fable—approaches death, it

makes itself a nest of frankincense, myrrh, and other spices

;

from its decaying flesh a winged worm arises, which, when it

becomes strong, carries the reproductive nest from Arabia to

Heliopolis in Egypt, and there flying down by day, in the sight

of all, it lays it, with the bones of its predecessors, upon the

altar of the sun. And this takes place, according to the reckon-

ing of the priests, every five hundred years. After Clement other

fathers also used the phoenix as a symbol of the resurrection.^

1 See especially chs. 56, 58, 59, 63, of the Constantinopolitan and Syrian text.

2 Clement, Ad Cor. c. 25. Contrast with this account the fifteenth chapter

of Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians.

3 Tertullian (De Rmtrrect. 13), Orio;en (C. Ceh, IV. 72), Ambrose {Hexnem.

V. 23, 79), Epiphanius, Rufinus, and other patristic writers. Tlie Phceuix was
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IV. As to the time of its composition, this epistle falls certainly

after the death of Peter and Paul, for it celebrates their mar-

tyrdom ; and probably after the death of John (about 98) ; for

one would suppose, that if he had been living, Clement would

have alluded to him, in deference to superior authority, and that

the Corinthian Christians would have applied to an apostle for

counsel, rather than to a disciple of the apostles in distant

Rome. The persecution alluded to in the beginning of the

epistle refers to the Domitian as well as the Xeronian ; for he

speaks of " sudden and repeated calamities and reverses which

have befallen us." ^ He prudeutly abstains from naming the

imperial persecutors, and intercedes at the close for the civil

rulers. Moreover, he calls the church at Corinth at that time

" firmly established and ancient." ^ With this date the report

a favorite symbol of renovation and resurrection, and even of Christ himself,

among the early Christians, and appears frequently on coins, medals, rings,

cups, and tombstones. But in this point they were no more superetitious than

the most intelligent heathen contemporaries. Herodotus heard the marvelous

story of the burial of the parent bird by the offspring from Egyptian priests,

II. 73. Ovid and other Latin poets refer to it, and Claudian devotes a poem
to it. Tacitus {Ann. VL 28), Pliny {H. Nat. X. 2), and Dion Cassius LVIII,

27) record that the Phoenix actually reappeared in Egypt, A. d. 34, after an

interval of 250 years. According to Pliny the bird was also brought to Rome
by a decree of Claudius, and exhibited in the comitium, in the year of the city

800 (a. d. 47). This, of course, was a fraud, but many, and among them

probably Clement, who may have seen the wonderful bird from Egypt at the

time, took it for genuine. But an inspired writer like Paul would never have

made use of such a heathen fable as an argument for a Christian truth. " It

is now known,'' says Lightfoot, " that the story owes its origin to the symbolic

and pictorial representations of astronomy. The appearance of the phoenix is

the recurrence of a period marked by the heliacal rising of some prominent

star or constellation." See on the whole subject Henrichsen, De Phcenicis

Fahnla (Havn. 1825), Cowper, Gebhardt and Harnack, Funk, and Lightfoot

on ch. 25 of the Clementine Ep., Piper, Mythohgie und Symbolik der chrM.

Kunst (1847) I. 446 sqq., and Lepsius, Chronologie der Aegypfer (1849) ISO sq.

^ Ch. 1. The usual reading is: ytwuh'ar, -which refers to past calamities.

So Cod. C. The Alex. MS. is here defective, probably [yevnfi] ivac. Light-

foot reads with the Svrian version y/vniih'ac, "which are befalling us" (267

and 399), and refers the passage to the continued perils of the church under

Domitian.

' ^EliaioTaTTjv Kal apxaiav, c. 47.
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of Eusebius agrees, that Clement did not take the bishop's chair

in Eome till 92 or 93.^

§ 1G3. The Pseudo-Clementine Worhs.

The most complete collection of the genuine and spurious works of

Clement in Migne's Patrol. Grceca, Tom. I. and II.

The name of Clement has been forged upon several later

Nvritiugs, both orthodox and heretical, to give them the more

currency by the weight of his name and position. These

pseudo-Clementine works supplanted in the church of Rome

the one genuine work of Clement, which passed into oblivion

with the knowledge of the Greek language. They are as

follows

:

1. A Second Epistle to the Corinthians, falsely so

called, formerly known only in part (12 chapters), since 1875

in full (20 chapters).^ It is greatly inferior to the First Epistle

1 The later date (93-97) is assigned to the Epistle by Cotelier, Tillemont,

Lardner, Moliler, Schliemann, Bunsen, liitscld, Lipsius, Hilgenfehl, Donald-

son, Br^'ennios, Harnack, Uhlliorn, Lightfoot (who puts the letter soon after

tlie martyrdom of Flavins Clement, A. c 95), Funk (who puts it after the

death of Domitian, 96). But other writers, including Hugo Grotius, Grabe,

Hefele, Wieseler, B. H. Cowper, assign the Epistle to an earlier date, and in-

fer from ch. 41 that it must have been written before 70, when the temple

service in Jerusalem was still celebrated. "Not everywliere, bretliren," says

Clement, "are the daily sacrifices offered [npoaiptjiovTai -dvaiai)^ or the vows, or

the sin-offerings, or the trespass-offerings, hut in Jerusalem, only ; and even

there they are not offered {npoa(ptps-ai) in every place, but only at the altar

before the sanctuary, after the victim to be offered has been examined by the

high-priest and the ministers already mentioned.'' This argument is very

plausible, but not conclusive, since Josephus wrote A. D. 93 in a similar

way of the sacrifices of the temple, using the pro'sens hisforicum, as if it still

existed, Ant. HI. 10. In ch. 6 Clement seems to refer to the destruction of

Jerusalem when he rays that "jealousy and strife have overtlirown great cities

and uprooted great nations." Cowper (l. c. p. 16) mentions the absence of any
allusion to the Gospel of John as another argument. But the Synoptic Gos-

pels are not named either, althougli the influence of all the Gospels and nearly

all tlie Epistles can be clearly traced in Clement.

^ Ed. in full by Bryennios, Const. 1875, p. 113-142 witli Greek notes; by

Funk, with a Latin version (I. 144-171), and by Lightfoot with an English

version (380-390).
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in contents and style, and of a later date, between 120 and 140,

probably written in Corinth ; hence its connection witli it in

MSS.^ It is no epistle at all, but a homily addressed to

" brothers and sisters." It is the oldest known specimen of a

post-apostolic sermon, and herein alone lies its importance and

value.^ It is an earnest, though somewhat feeble exhortation to

active Cliristianity and to fidelity in persecution, meantime con-

tending with the Gnostic denial of the resurrection. It is

orthodox in sentiment, calls Christ " God and the Judge of the

living and the dead," and speaks of the great moral revolution

M'rought by him in these Avords (ch. 1) :
" We were deficient in

understanding, worshipping stocks and stones, gold and silver

and brass, the works of men ; and our whole life was nothing

else but death. . . . Through Jesus Christ we have received

sight, putting off by his will the cloud wherein we were

wrapped. He mercifully saved us. . . . He called us when we

were not, and willed that out of nothing we should attain a real

existence."

2. Two Encyclical Letters on Virginity. They were

first discovered by J. J. Wetstein in the library of the Remon-

strants at Amsterdam, in a Syriac Version written A. D. 1470,

and published as an appendix to his famous Greek Testament,

1 It is first mentioned by Eusebius, but with the remark that it was not used

by ancient writers {H. E. III. 3S). Irenseus, Clement of Alex., and Origen

know only one Ep. of Clement. Dionysius of Corinth, in a letter to Bishop

Soter of Home, calls it, indeed, "the former'' (irporepa)^ but with reference to

a later epistle of Soter to the Corinthians (Euseb. H. E. IV. 23). Bryennios,

the discoverer of the complete cop^s still vindicates the Clementine author-

ship of tlie homily, and .so does Sprinzl (p. 28), but all other modern scholars

give it up. Wocher (1830) assigned it to Dionysius of Corinth, Hilgenfeld

first to Soter of Rome, afterwards {Clem. Ep. ed II. 1876, p. xlix) to Clement

of Alex, in his youth during his sojourn in Corinth, Harnack (1877) to a third

Clement who lived in Eome between the Roman and the Alexandrian

Clement, Lightfoot (.4pp. p. 307) and Funk (Prol. xxxix) to an unknown

Corinthian before A. D. 140, on account of the allusion to the Isthmian games

(c. 7) and the connection with the Ep. of Clement. Comp. above p. 225

2 Lightfoot (p. 317) calls it a testimony "of the lofty moral earnestness and

triumpbant faith which subdued a reluctant world, and laid it prostrate at the

feet of the cross," but " almost worthless as a literary work."
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1752.^ They commeud the unmarried life, and contain

exhortations and rules to ascetics of both sexes. They show

the early development of an asceticism which is foreign to

the apostolic teaching and practice. AVhile some Roman
Catholic divines still defend the Clementine oriffin,^ others

with stronger arguments assign it to the middle or close of the

second century.^

3. The Apostolical Constitutions and Canons.* The

so-called Liturgia S. Clementis is a part of the eighth book

of the Constitutions.

4. The Pseudo-Clementina, or twenty Ebionitic homilies

and their Catholic reproduction, the Recognitions.^

5. Five Decretal Letters, which pseudo-Isidore has

placed at the head of his collection. Two of them are

addressed to James, the Lord's Brother, are older than the

pseudo-Isidore, and date from the second or third century;

the three others were fabricated by him. They form the basis

for the most gigantic and audacious literary forgery of the

middle ages—the Isidorian Decretals—which subserved the

purposes of the papal hierarchy.^ The first Epistle to James

gives an account of the appointment of Clement by Peter as

his successor in the see of Rome, with directions concerning the

functions of the church-officers and the general administration

of the church. The second Epistle to James refers to the

administration of the eucharist, church furniture, and other

ritualistic matters. They are attached to the pseudo-Clementine

Homilies and Recogrnitions. But it is remarkable that in the

'Best edition with Latin version byBeelen: S. Clementis R. Epistoloe bincK

de Virginitate. Louvain, 1856. German translation by Zingerle (1827),

French by Villecourt (1853), English in the " Ante-Nicene Library."

^ Villecourt, Beelen, Mohler, Champagny, Briick.

3 Mansi, Hefele, Alzog, Funk (Prol. XLIL sq.). Also all the Protestant

critics except Wetstein, the discoverer. Lightfoot {I.e. p. 15 sq.) assigns the

docutiient to the beginning of the third century. Eusebius nowliere men-

tions it.

* See I 56, p. 183 sqq. « ggg § 114, p. 43o sqq.

^ They originated in the east of France between A. u. 829 and 8-47.
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Homilies James of Jerusalem appears as the superior of Peter

of Rome, who must give an accouut of his doiugs, and entrust

to him his sermons for safe keeping.

§ 164. Ignatius of Antioch.

Coinp. II 17 and 45 (p. 47 sqq. and 149 sqq.).

sources:
I. The Epistles.

W. CurktOjST : The Ancient Syriac Version of the Epistles of S. Ignatius

to S. Polycarp, the Ephesians, and the Romans. With Engl, transl.

and notes. Lond. and Berl., 1845.

C. C. J. BuxsEN : Die 3 dchten u. die 4 undchten Briefe des Ignatius von

Ant. Hergestellter u. vergleichender Text mit Anmerkk. Hamb., 1847.

W. CuRETOX: Corpus Ignatianum: a complete collection of the Ignatian

Epistles, genuine, interpolated, and spurious; together with numerous
extracts from them as quoted by ecclcs. u-riters down to the tenth century ;
in Syriac, Greek, and latin, an Engl, transl. of the Syriac text, copious

notes, and introd. Lond. and Berl., 1849.

J. H. Petermann : S. Ignatii quae feruntur Epistolce, una cum ejusdeni

martyrio, collaiis edd. Greeds, versionibusque Syriaca, Armeniaca, La-
iinis. Lips., 1849.

Theod. Zahn: Ignatii et Polycarpi Epistulce,Martyria, Fragmenta. Lips.

1876 (the second part of Patrum Aposiolorutn Opera, ed. Gebhardt,

Harnack and Zahn). This is the best critical ed. of the shorter Greek
text. Funk admit? its superiority ("noti hesitans dico, textum quern

exhibuit Zahn, prioribus longe prcestare,'" Prol., p. Ixxv.).

Fk. Xav. Funk: Opera Patrum Apost., vol. I. Tub., 1878, Proleg.

XLIII.-LXXVIII., and pp. 172-253.

English translations of all the Epistles of Ignatius (Syriac, and Greek
in both recensions) by Roberts, Donaldson, and Crombie, in

the first vol. of Clark's " Ante-Nicene Library." Edinb., 1867.

Earlier Engl, translations by Whiston (1711) and Clementson (1827).

German translations by M. I. Wocher (1829) and Jos. Nirschl {Die

Briefe des heil. Ign. und sein Martyrium, 1870).

II. The Martyria.

Acta MartYRII S. Ignatii [^laprvpptov tov dylov lepouaprvpo^ 'lyvariov tov

Qto(t>6pov), ed. by Ussher (from two Latin copies, 1647), Cotelier

(Greek, 1672), Ruinart (1689), Grabe, Ittig, Smith, Gallandi, Jacob-

son, Hefele, Dressel, Cureton, Mosinger, Petermann, Zahn (pp. 301

sqq.), and Funk (in vol. L 254-265, and vol. II. 218-275). A
Syriac version was edited by Cureton {Corpus Ignat. 222-225, 252-

255), and more fully by Mosinger {Supplementum Corporis Ignat.,

1872). An Armenian Martyr, was edited by Petermann, 1849. The
Martyrium Colbertinum (from the codex Colbertinus in Paris) has
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seven chapters. There are several later and discordant recensions,

with many interpolations. The Acts of Ignatius profess to be writ-

ten by two of his deacons and travelling companions; but they were

unknown to Eusebius, ihey contradict the Epistles, they abound in

unliistorical statements, and the various versions couiiict with each

other. Hence recent Protestant critics reject them ; and even the

latest Roman Catholic editor admits that they must have been writ-

ten after the second century. Probably not before the fifth. Comp.

the investigation of Zahn, hjn. v. Ant., p. 1-74; and Funk, Proleg.,

p. Ixxix. sqq.

The patristic statements concerning Ignatius are collected by

Cureton, Bunsen, Petermann (p. 554 sq.), and in Zahu's ed. ]). 326-381,

CRITICAL DISCUSSIONS.

JoH. Dall^US (Daille): De script is quce sub Dionysii' AreopagifcB et

Ljiiatii nomirdbus circumferuntur, libri duo. Genev., 16GG. Against

the genuineness.

*J. Pearson: VindicioR Ignatiana'. Cambr., 1672. Also in Cleric, ed. of

the Patres Apost. II. 250-440, and in Migne's Patrol. Gr., Tom. V.

liei)ublished with annotations by E. Churton, in the Anglo-Cath.

Library, Oxf., 1852, 2 vols.

*R. RoTHE: An/dnge der christl. Kirche. Wittenb., 1887. I., p. 715 sqq.

For the shorter Greek recension.

Baron vox Bunsen (at that time Prussian ambassador in England)

:

Ignatius von Ant. u. seine Zeit. 7 Sendschreiben an Dr. Neander.

Hamb., 1847. For the Syriac version.

Baur : Die Ignatianischen Briefe u. ihr neuster Kritiker. Tiib., 1848.

Against Bunsen and against the genuineness of all recensions.

Denzinger (R. C.) : Ueber die JEchtheit des bisherigen Textes der Igna-

tian. Briefe. Wurzb., 1849.

*G. Uiilhorn: Das Vcrliultniss der syrischcn Recension der Ignatian. Br.

zu der kiirzeren griecJiischen. Leipz., 1851 (in the "Zeitschr. fiir hist.

Tlieol."); and his article "Ignatius" in Herzog's Theol. Encykl.,

vol. vi. (1856), p. 623 sqq., and in the second ed., vol. vi. 688-694.

For the shorter Greek recension.

Thiersch : Kirche im apost. Zeitalter. Frankf u. Erl., 1852, p. 320 sqq.

LiPSlTJS: Ueber die ^rhtheit der sgr. Pecens. der Ignat. Br. Leipz., 1856

(in Niedner's " Zeitschr. fiir hist. Theol."). For the Syriac version.

But he afterwards changed his view in Hilgenfeld's "Zeitschrift f.

wiss. Theol." 1874, p. 211.

Vaucher: Becherches critiques sur les lettres d'lgnace d'Antioche.

Geneve, 1856.

Merx: Meletemata Ignatiana. Hal. 1861.

*Theod. Zahn: Ignatius von Antiochlen. Gotha, 1873. (631 pages.)

For the short Greek recension. The best vindication. Comp. the

Proleg. to his ed., 1876.
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EEifAN: Les Evangilcs (1877), ch. xxii. 485-498, and the introduction,

p. X sqq. Comp. also his notice of Zahn in the "Journal des
Savants" for 1874. Against the genuineness of all Ep. except
Eomans. See in reply Zahn, Proleg. p. x.

Lightfoot: ^t. Paul's Ep. to the F/uhpjrians (Lond. 1873), Excurs. on
the Chr. Ministry, p. 208-211, and 232-236. " The short Greek of
the Ignatian letters is probably corrupt or spurious : but from inter-
nal evidence this recension can hardly have been made later than
the middle of the second century "

(p. 210). On p. 232, note, he
expressed his preference with Lipsius for the short Syriac text. But
he now seems to favor the shorter Greek text. See his art. in
"Contemp. Eeview" for Febr. 1875, and letter to Zahn quoted in
his Proleg. p. vi, note 5. His ed. of Ignatius is announced for pub-
lication, Oct. 1883, too late for use in this book.

Canox R. TiiAVEKS Smith: Si. Ignatius in Smith and Wace III. (1882),
209-223. For the short Greek recension.

On the chronology

:

Jos. Nibschl: Das Toclesjahr des Ignatius v. A. und die drei oriental
Feldziige des Kaisers Trajan (1869) ; Adolf Haenack : Die Zeit des
Ignatius vnd die Chronologie .der Antiochenischen BiscJiofe bis Tyran-
nus (Leipzig, 1878); and Wieseler: Die Christenverfolgungen der
Ccesaren (Giitersloh, 1878), p. 125 sqq.

On the theology of Ignatius, comp. the relevant sections in Mohlee,
HiLGENFELD, Zahn (422-494), NiESCHL, and Speinzl.

I. Life of Ignatius.

Ignatius, surnamed Theophorus/ stood at the head of the

Church of Antioch at the close of the first century and the be-
ginning of the second, and was thus contemporaneous with Cle-
ment of Rome and Simeon of Jerusalem. The church of Antioch
was the mother-church of Gentile Christianity; and the city was
the second city of the Roman empire. Great numbers of Chris-

1 e,o66poc, "bearer of God." The titles of the Epistles call him 'lyidr/oc 6
Kal esn<p6poc, adding simply the Greek to the Latin name. The Martynum
Ignatii, c. 2, makes him explain the term, in answer to a question of Trajan, as
meaning "one who has Christ in his breast." The still later legend (in Sy-
meon Metaphrastes and the Ifencea Orceca), by changing the accent (GfocJopof,

Theophorns), gives the name the passive meaning, "one carried by God," be-
cause Ignatius was the child whom Christ took up in his arms and set before
his disciples as a pattern of humility (Matt. 18: 2). So the Acta Sanctorum,
1 Febr. I. 28. The Syrians called him Nurono, the Fiery, in allusion to his
Latin name from ignis.
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tians and a host of heretical tendencies were collected there, and

pushed the development of doctrine and organization with great

rapidity.

As in the case of Rome, tradition differs concerning the first

episcopal succession of Antioch, making Ignatius either the sec-

ond or the first bishop of this church after Peter, and calling

him now a disciple of Peter, now of Paul, now of John. The

Apostolic Constitutions intimate that Evodius and Ignatius

presided contemporaneously over that church, the first being

ordained by Peter, the second by Paul.^ Baronius and others

suppose the one to have been the bishop of the Jewish, the other

of the Gentile converts. Thiersch endeavors to reconcile the

conflicting statements by the hypothesis, that Peter appointed

Evodius pi'esbyter, Paul Ignatius, and John subsequently or-

dained Ignatius bishop. But Ignatius himself and Euscbius

say nothing of his apostolic disciplcship ; while the testimony of

Jerome and the Martyrium Colbertinum that he and Polycarp

were fellow-disciples of St. John, is contradicted by the Epistle

of Ignatius to Polycarp, according to which he did not know

Polycarp till he came to Smyrna on his way to Rome.'* Ac-

cording to later story, Ignatius was the first patron of sacred

music, and introduced the antiphony in Antioch.

But his peculiar glory, in the eyes of the ancient church, was

his martyrdom. The minute account of it, in the various ver-

sions of the Martyrium 8. Ignatii, contains many embellishments

of pious fraud and fancy; but the fact itself is confirmed by

general tradition. Ignatius himself says, in his Epistle to the

' Ap. Const. VII. 46: 'Avriox^ing Erdchng uei> iV eficv Hhpov, 'lyvftr^of 6e v'^to

Jlav^ov Kexecpr>T6v?]rai. According to Eusebius {Cliron., ed. Schoene II., p. 158)

and Jerome, Ignatius was '' Antiochia; secundus episcopus." Comp. Zalin, lyn.

V. A., p. 56 sqq., and Harnack, Die Zeit des Icjn., p. 11 sq.

2 Conip. Zahn, p. 402, who rejects this tradition as altogether groundless:

" Esfehit bei Ignatius auch jede leiseste Spur davon, dass er noch aus apostolischem

Mitnd die Prcdigt gehiirt habe.'' He calls himself five times the least among

the Antiochian Christians, and not worthy to be one of their number. From
this, Zahn infers that he was converted late in life from determined hostility to

enthusiastic devotion, like Paul (corap. 1 Cor. 15 : 8-10).
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Romans, according to the Syriac version: "From Syria to Rome
I fight with wild beasts, on water and on land, by day and by

night, chained to ten leopards [soldiers],^ made worse by signs of

kindness. Yet their wickednesses do me good as a disciple; but

not on this account am I justified. Would that I might be glad

of the beasts made ready for me. And I pray that they may be

found ready for me. Nay, I will fawn upon them, that they

may devour me quickly, and not, as they have done with some,

refuse to touch me from fear. Yea, and if they will not volun-

tarily do it, I will bring them to it by force."

The Acts of his martyrdom relate more minutely, that Igna-

tius was brought before the Emperor Trajan at Antioch in the

ninth year of his reign (107-108), was condemned to death as a

Christian, was transported in chains to Rome, was there thrown

to lions in the Coliseum for the amusement of the people, and

that his remains were carried back to Antioch as an invaluable

treasure.^ The transportation may be accounted for as designed

to cool the zeal of the bishop, to terrify other Christians on the

way, and to prevent an outbreak of fanaticism in the church of

Antioch.^ But the chronological part of the statement makes

difficulty. So far as we know, from coins and other ancient

documents, Trajan did not come to Antioch on his Parthian ex-

pedition till the year 114 or 115. We must therefore either

place the martyrdom later,* or sujipose, what is much more pro-

1 "0 kari arpartuTuv ray/un is added here for explanation by the two Greek
versions, and by Eusebius also, H. E. III. 36.

* -^Tjaavphq arcuoc, Mart. c. 6.

^ Lucian, in his satire on the Death of Peregrinus, represents this Cynic philo-

sopher as a hypocritical bishop and confessor, who while in prison received

and sent messages, and was the centre of attention and correspondence among
the credulous and good-natured Christians in Syria and Asia Minor. The
coincidence is so striking that Zaiin and Renan agree in the inference that

Lucian knew the story of Ignatius, and intended to mimic him in the person

of Peregrinus Proteus, as he mimicked the martyrdom of Polycarp. See Renan,
i&s evnirgiles, p. 430 sq.

* Grabe proposes to read, in the Martyr, c. 2, ^emru evvdru erei, for fi I'dru,

which would give the year 116. Tillemont and others escape the difficulty by
supposing, without good reason, a double Parthian expedition of Trajan, one
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bable, that Ignatius did not appear before the emperor himself

at all, but before his governor/ Eusebius, Chrysostom, and

other ancient witnesses say nothing of an imperial judgment,

and the Epistle to the Romans rather implies that Ignatius was

not condemned by the emperor at all ; for otherwise it would

have been useless for him to foi'bid them to intercede in his be-

half. An appeal was possible from a lower tribunal, but not

from the emperor's.

II. His Letters.

On his journey to Rome, Bishop Ignatius, as a prisoner of

Jesus Christ, wrote seven epistles to various churches, mostly in

Asia Minor. Eusebius and Jerome put them in the following

order: (1) To the Ephesians; (2) to the Magnesians; (3) to the

Tralliaus; (4) to the Romans; (5) to the Philadelphians; (6) to

the Sniymeans
; (7) to Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna. The first

four were composed in Smyrna ; the other three later in Troas.

These seven epistles, in connection with a number of other de-

cidedly spurious epistles of Ignatius, have come down to us in

two Greek versions, a longer and a shorter. The shorter is

unquestionably to be preferred to the longer, which abounds

with later interpolations. Besides these, to increase the confu-

sion of controversy, a Syriac translation has been made known

in 1845, which contains only three of the former epistles—those

to Polycarp, to the Ephesians, and to the Romans—and these

in a much shorter form. This version is regarded by some as

an exact transfer of the original ; by others, with greater proba-

bility, as a mere extract from it for practical and ascetic pur-

poses.

in 107 ami another in 115 or IIG. Comp. Francke: Zur Gcschichte Trajan's,

1837, p. 253 sqq., and Biidinger, Uniersnchungen zur rom. Kaisergesch. I. 153

Rqq. Nirschl assumes even three oriental expeditions of Trajan. Wieseler

and Frank defend the traditional date (107); Harnack puts the martyrdom
down to the reign of Hadrian or Antoninus Pius, but without solid reasons-

Zahn (p. 58) leaves it indefinite between 107 and 116.

1 So Uhlhorn, Zahn (248 sq.), Funk (XL VII.).
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The question therefore lies between the shorter Greek copy

and the Syriac version. The preponderance of testimony is for

the former, in which the letters are no loose patch-work, but

were produced each under its own impulse, were known to

Eusebius (probably even to Polycarp),^ and agree also with the

- Armenian version of the fifth century, as compared by Peter-

mann. The three Syriac epistles, however, though they lack

some of the strongest passages on episcopacy and on tha divinity

of Christ, contain the outlines of the same life-picture, and espe-

cially the same fervid enthusiasm for martyrdom, as the seven

Greek epistles.

III. His Character and Position in history.

Ignatius stands out in history as the ideal of a catholic mar-

tyr, and as the earliest advocate of the hierarchical principle in

both its good and its evil points. As a writer, he is remarkable

for originalit}^, freshness and force of ideas, and for terse, spark-

ling and sententious style; but in apostolic simplicity and sound-

ness, he is inferior to Clement and Polycarp, and presents a

stronger contrast to the epistles of the New Testament. Clement

shows the calnmess, dignity and governmental wisdom of the

Roman character. Ignatius glows with the fire and impetuosity

of the Greek and Syrian temper which carries him beyond the

bounds of sobriety. He was a very uncommon man, and made

a powerful impression upon his age. He is the incarnation, as it

were, of the three closely connected ideas : the glory of martyr-

dom, the omnipotence of episcopacy, and the hatred of heresy

and schism. Hierarchical pride and humility, Christian charity

and churchly exclusiveness are typically represented in Ignatius.

1 Polycarp writes to the Philippians (cli. 13), that he had pent them the

Epistles of Ignatius [rag emnToXag 'lyvariov, rag nejif^e'iaag yf-iiv inr' avrov kcu

alTiag . . sTrefitlia/iev vfiivj. Zahn and Funk maintain that this syllocje Polycarp-

iana consisted of six epistles, and excluded that to the Romans. (Ussher ex-

cluded the Ep. to Polycarp). Irenaeus quotes a passage from the Epistle to the

Komans, Adv. Hcer. V. 28, § 4. Origen speaks of several letters of Ignatius,

and quotes a passage from Romans and another from Ephe?;ians, Prol. in Cant.

Cantic. and Horn. VI. in Luc. (III. 30 and 938, Delarue). Zahn (p. 513) finds

also traces of Ignatius in Clement of Alexandria and Lueian's book De Morte

Peregrini, wliich was written soon after the martyrdom of Polycarp.

Vol. 11. 42
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As he appears personally in his epistles, his most beautiful

and venerable trait is his glowing love for Christ as God incar-

nate, and his enthusiasm for martyrdom. If great patriots

thought it sweet to die for their country, he thought it sweeter

and more honorable to die for Christ, and by his blood to ferti-

lize the soil for the growth of His Church. " I would rather

die for Christ," says he, "than rule the whole earth." "It is

glorious to go down in the world, in order to go up into God."

He beseeches the Romans :
" Leave me to the beasts, that I may

by them be made partaker of God. I am a grain of the wheat

of God, and I would be ground by the teeth of wild beasts, that

I may be found pure bread of God. Rather fawn upon the

beasts, that they may be to me a grave, and leave nothing of

my body, that, when I sleep, I may not be burdensome to any

one. Then will I truly be a disciple of Christ, when the Avorld

can no longer even see my body. Pray the Lord for rae, that

throuffh these instruments I mav be found a sacrifice to God."

'

And further on :
" Fire, and cross, and exposure to beasts, scat-

tering of the bones, hewing of the limbs, crushing of the whole

body, wacked torments of the devil, may come upon me, if they

only make me partaker of Jesus Christ. . . . ]\Iy love is cruci-

fied, and there is no fire in me, which loves earthly stuff. . . .

I rejoice not in the food of perishableness, nor in the pleasures

of this life. The bread of God would I have, which is the flesh

of Christ; and for drink I wish his blood, which is imperisha-

ble love."=^

From these and similar passages, however, we perceive also

that his martyr-spirit exceeds the limits of the genuine apostolic

soberness and resignation, which is equally willing to depart or

to remain according to the Lord's good pleasure.^ It degene-

rates into boisterous impatience and morbid fanaticism. It re-

sembles the lurid torch rather than the clear calm light. There

mingles also in all his extravagant professions of humility and

1 Ad Rom. c. 2, according to tlie Syriac text; c 4, in the Greek.

« Ch. 4 (Syr.), or 5-7 (Gr.).

8 Corup. Phil. 1 : 23, 24, and Matt. 26 : 39.
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entire unworthiness a refined spiritual pride and self-commend-

ation. And, finally, there is something offensive in the tone of

his epistle to Polycarp, in which he addresses that venerable

bishop and apostolic disciple, who at that time must have

already entered upon the years of ripe manhood, not as a colleague

and brother, but rather as a pupil, with exhortations and warn-

iugs, such as :
" Strive after more knowledge than thou hast."

" Be wise as the serpents." " Be more zealous than thou art."

" Flee the arts of the devil." ^ This last injunction goes even

beyond that of Paul to Timothy :
" Flee youthful lusts," " and

can hardly be justified by it. Thus, not only in force and depth

of teaching, but also in life and suffering, there is a significant

difference between an apostolic and a post-apostolic martyr.

The doctrinal and churchly views of the Ignatian epistles are

framed on a peculiar combination and somewhat materialistic

apprehension of John's doctrine of the incarnation, and Paul's

idea of the church as the body of Jesus Christ. In the " catholic

church "—an expression introduced by him—that is, the episco-

pal orthodox organization of his day, the author sees, as it were,

the continuation of the mystery of the incarnation, on the reality

of which he laid great emphasis against the Docetists; and in

every bishop, a visible representative of Christ, and a personal

centre of ecclesiastical unity, which he presses home upon his

readers with the greatest solicitude and almost passionate

zeal. He thus applies those ideas of the apostles directly to the

outward organization, and makes them subservient to the princi-

ple and institution of the growing hierarchy. Here lies the

chief importance of these epistles ; and the cause of their high

repute with catholics and prelatists,^ and their unpopularity with

1 The mKOTexviac 0svye, according to all the MSS., even the Syriac. Bunsen

proposes to read KaKorexvovc, in the sense of sednctive women, coquettes, instead

of KaKOTExviar. But this, besides being a mere conjecture, would not materially

soften the warning.
'' 2 Tim. ii. 22.

* Sucli Roman Catholic writers as Nirschl and Sprinzl find the whole theo-

logy and church polity of Rome in Ignatius. Episcopalians admire him for

his advocacy of episcopacy ; but he proves too little and too much for them

:
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anti-episcopalians, and modern critics of the more radical

school.^

It is remarkable that the idea of the episcopal hierarchy which

we have developed in another chapter, should be first clearly

and boldly brought out, not by the contemporary Roman bishop

Clement,^ but by a bishop of the Eastern church ; though it

was transplanted by him to the soil of Rome, and there sealed

with his martyr blood. Equally noticeable is the circumstance,

that these oldest documents of the hierarchy soon became so in-

terpolated, curtailed, and mutilated by pious fraud, that it is to-

day almost imj:>ossible to discover with certainty the genuine

Ignatius of history under the hyper- and pseudo-Ignatius of

tradition.

§ 165. The Ignatian Controversy.

Of all the writings of the apostolic fathers none have been so much
discussed, especially in modern times, as the Ignatian Epistles. This

arises partly from the importance of their contents to the episcopal ques-

tion, partly from the existence of so many different versions. The lat-

ter fact seems to argue as strongly /or the hypothesis of a genuine basis

for all, as against the supposition of the full integrity of any one of the

too little because Ignatius knows nothing of a diocesan, but only of a congre-

gational episcopacy ; too much because he requires absolute obedience to ihe

bisliop as the representative of Christ himself, while the Presbyters represent

the apostles. Moreover the Ignatian episcopacy is free from the sacerdotal

idea wliich came in later with Cyprian, but is intimated in Clement of Rome.
1 Calvin, who, however, knew only the sjiurious and worthless longer recen-

sion, calls the Ignatian Epistles abominable trash [Inst. 1. 1, c. 13, | 29) ; Dr. W.
D. Killen, who ouglit to know better, from strong anti-prelatic feeling, sjieaks

of Ignatiurj, even according to the shorter Syriac recension, as an '' anti-evan-

gelical formalist, a puerile boaster, a mystic dreamer and crazy fanatic.''

{Anrient Cliurch, 1859, p. 414). Neander is far more moderate, yet cannot

conceive that a martyr so near the apostolic age should have nothing more
important to say than " such things about obedience to the bishops " (Cfi. H. I.

192, note, Bost. ed.). Baur and the Tubingen critics reject the entire Ignatian

literature as a forgery. Rothe on tiie other hand is favorably impre.'^sed with

the martyr-enthusiasm of the Epistles, and Zahn (an orthodox Lutheran)
thinks the Ignatian epistles in the shorter (ireek recension worthy of a com-
parison with the e[)istles of St. Paul (p. 400).

'^ Still less by the apostle" Peter, the allci^'ed first Pope of Rome; on the con-

trary, he enters a solemn protest against liierarchical tendencies for all time to

come, 1 Pet. 5:1-4.
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extant texts. Renan descnibes the Ignatian problem as the most difficult
in early Christian literature, next to that of the Gospel of John (Les
£cang, p. x).

The Ignatian controversy has passed through three periods, the first
from the publication of the spurious Ignatius to the publication of the
shorter Greek recension (a. d. 1495 to 1G44) ; the second from the dis-
covery and publication of the shorter Greek recension to the discovery
and publication of the Syrian version (a. d. 1G44 to 1845), which re-
sulted in the rejection of the larger Greek recension

; the third from the
discovery of the Syrian extract to the present time (1845-1883) which ia
favorable to the shorter Greek recension.

'

1. The Larger Greek Recension of Seven Epistles with ei-ht
additional ones. Four of them were published in Latin at Paris 1495
as an aj^pendix to another book ; eleven more by Faber Stapulensis, also in
Latin at Paris, 1498; then all fifteen in Greek by Valentine Hartuno-
(called Paceus or Irenaeus) at Dillingen, 1557; and twelve by Andreas
Gesner at Zurich, 1560. The Catholics at first accepted tbem all as
genuine works of Ignatius

; and Hartung, Baronius, Bellarmin defended
at least twelve; hut Calvin and the Magdeburg Centuriators rejected
them all, and later Catholics surrendered at least eight as utterly unten-
able. These are two Latin letters of Ignatius to St. John and one to theVii-m Mary with an answer of the Virgin; and five Greek letters of Ig-
natius to Maria Castabolita, with an answer, to the Tarsenses, to the An-
tiochians, to Hero, a deacon of Antioch, and to the Philippians These
letters swarm with off-ences against history and chronology. They were
entirely unknown to Eusebius and Jerome. They are worthless forgeries
clothed with the name and authority of Ignatius. It is a humiliating
tact that the spurious Ignatius and his letters to St. John and the Vir<.inMary should in a wretched Latin version have so long transplanted
and obscured the historical Ignatius down to the sixteenth century No
wonder that Calvin spoke of this febrication with such contempt." But
in like manner the Mary of history gave way to a MaT of fiction, the
real Peter to a pseudo-Peter, and the real Clement to a pseudo-Clement.
Here if anywhere, we see the necessity and use of historical criticism
lor the defense of truth and honesty.

2. The Shorter Greek Recension of the seven Epistles known to
Eusebms was discovered in a Latin version and edited by Archbishop
Ussher at Oxford, 1644 [Polycarpi et Ignatil Epistoke), and in Greek by
Isaac Vossius, from a Medicean Codex in 1646, again by Th. Ruinar't
irom the Codex Colbertinus (together with the MarUjrium) in 1689 We
have also fragments of a Syrian version (in Cureton), and of an Armenian
version apparently from the Syrian (printed in Constantinople in 1783
and compared by Petermann). Henceforth the longer Greek recension
tound very few defenders (the eccentric Whiston, 1711, and more re-
cently FrC. Meier, 1836), and their arguments were conclusivelv refuted
by R. Rothe in his Anfaage, 1837, and by K. Fr. L. Arndt in the " Stu-
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tlieu uud Kritiken," 1S39). It is generally given up eveu by Roman
Catholic scholars (as Petavius, Cotelier, Dupin, Hefele, Funk). But as

regards the genuineness of the shorter Greek text there are three views

among which scholars are divided.

(a) Its genuineness and integrity are advocated by Pearson ( Vindicice

Ignatiance, 1G72, against the doubts of the acute Dallaeus), latterly by
Gieseler, MOhler (E. C), Rothe (1837), Huther (1841), Dusterdieck

(1843), Dorner (1845), and (since the publication of the shorter Syriac

Aversion) by Jacobson, Hefele (R. C, 1847 and 1855), Denzinger (R. C,
1849), Petermann (1849), Wordsworth, Churton (1852), and most tho-

roughly by Ulhhorn, (1851 and '56), and Zahn (1873, Ljn. v. Ant. 495-

541). The same view is adopted by Wieseler (1878), Funk (in the fifth

ed. of Hefele's Pair. Apost. 1878, Prol. LX. sqq.), and Canon Travers

Smith, in Smith and Wace (1882).

(b) The friends of the three Syriac epistles (see below under No. 3)

let only so many of the seven epistles stand as agree with those. Also

Lardner (1743), Mosheim (1755), Neander (182G), Thiersch (1852), Lech-

ler (1857), Robertson and Donaldson (1867), are inclined to suppose at

least interpolation.

(c) The shorter recension, though older than the longer, is likewise

spurious. The letters were forged in the later half of the second century

for the purpose of promoting episcopacy and the worship of martyrs.

This view is ably advocated by two very different classes of divines : first

by Calvinists in the interest of Presbyterianism or anti-prelacy, Claudius

Salmasius (1645), David Blondel (1646), Dallseus (1666), Samuel Bas-

nage, and by Dr. Killen of Belfast (1859 and 1883) ; next by the Tubingen

school of critics in a purely historical interest, Dr. Baur (1835, then

against Rothe, 1838, and against Bunsen, 1848 and 1853), Schwegler

(1846), and more thoroughly by Hilgenfeld (1853). The Tubingen

critics reject the whole Ignatian literature as unhistorical tendency wri-

tings, partly because the entire historical situation implied in it and the

circuitous journey to Rome are in themselves improbable, partly because

it advocates a form of church government and combats Gnostic heresies,

which could not have existed in the age of Ignatius. This extreme

scepticism is closely connected with the whole view of the Tubingen

school in regard to the history of primitive Christianity, and offers no

explanation of the stubborn fiict that Ignatius was a historical character .

of a strongly marked individuality and wrote a number of letters widely

known and appreciated in the early church. Renan admits the genuine-

ness of the Ep. to the Romans, but rejects the six others as fabrications

of a zealous partizan of orthodoxy and episcopacy about A. D. 170. He
misses in them le (j&nie, le caractire individuel, but speaks highly of the

Ep. to the Romans, in which the enthusiasm of the martyr has found

"son expression la plus cxaltte" (p. 489).

(d) We grant that the integrity of these epistles, even in the shorter

copy, is not beyond all reasonable doubt. As the manuscripts of them con-
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tain, at the same time, decidedly spurious epistles (evea the Armenian

translation has thirteen epistles), the susijicion arises, that the seven genu-

ine also have not wholly escaped the hand of the forger. Yet there are, in

any case, very strong arguments for their genuineness and substantial in-

tegrity; viz. (1) The testimony of the fathers, especially of Eusebius.

Even Polycarp alludes to epistles of Ignatius. (2) The raciness and

freshness of their contents, which a forger could not well imitate. (3)

The small number of citations from the New Testament, indicating the

period of the immediate disciples of the apostles. (4) Their way of

combating the Judaists and Docetists (probably Judaizing Gnostics of

the school of Cerinthus), showing us Gnosticism as yet in the first stage

of its development. (5) Their dogmatical indefiniteness, particularly in

regard to the Trinity and Christologj', notwithstanding very strong ex-

pressions in fiivor of the divinity of Christ. (6) Their urgent recommen-

dation of episcopacy as an institution still new and fresh, and as a centre

of congregational unity in distinction from the diocesan episcoj^acy of

Irenceus and Tertullian. (7) Their entire silence respecting a Roman
primacy, even in the epistle to the Romans, where we should most expect

it. The Roman church is highly recommended indeed, but the Roman
bishop is not even mentioned. In any case these epistles must have been

written before the middle of the second century, and reflect the spirit of

their age in its strong current towards a hierarchical organization and

churchly orthodoxy on the basis of the glory of martyrdom.

3. The Syriac Version contains only three epistles (to Polycarp, to

the Ephesians, and to the Romans), and even these in a much reduced

form, less than half of the cori-esponding Greek Ej^istles. It has the

subscription :
" Here end the three epistles of the bishop and martyr Ig-

natius," on which, however, Bunsen lays too great stress ; for, even if it

comes from the translator himself, and not from a mere transcriber, it

does not necessarily exclude the existence of other epistles (com p. Pe-

termann, I. c. p. xxi.). It was discovered in 1839 and '43 by the Rev.

Henry Tattam in a monastery of the Libyan desert, together with 365

other Syriac manuscripts, now in the British Museum
;
published first

by Cureton in 1845, and again in 1849, with the help of a third MS. dis-

covered in 1847 ; and advocated as genuine by him, as also by Lee (1846),

Bunsen (1847), Ritschl (1851 and 1857), Weiss (1852), and most fully by

Lipsius (1856), also by E. de Pressense (1862), B5hringer (1873), and at

first by Lightfoot.

Now, it is true, that all the considerations we have adduced in favor of

the shorter Greek text, except the first, are equally good, and some of

them even better, for the genuineness of the Syrian Ignatius, which has

the additional advantage of lacking many of the most offensive passages

(though not in the epistle to Polycarp).

But against the Syriac text is, in the first place, the external testimony

of antiquity, especially that of Eusebius, who confessedly knew of and

used seven epistles, whereas the oldest of the three manuscripts of this
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version, according toCureton, belongs at the earliest to the sixth century,

a period, when the longer copy also had become circulated through all the

East, and that too in a Syriac translation, as the fragments given by

Cureton show. Secondly, the internal testimony of the fact, that the

Syriac text, on close examination, by the want of a jiroper sequence of

thoughts and sentences betrays the character of a fragmentary extract

from the Greek ; as Baur (1848), Hilgenfeld (1853), and especially Uhl-

horu (1851), and Zahn (1873, p. 167-241), by an accurate comparison of

the two, have proved in a manner hitherto unrefuted and irrefutable.

The short Syriac Ignatius has vanislied like a dream. Even Lipsius and

Lightfoot have given up or modified their former view, and Lightfoot is

reported to be of late more impressed than before with the unity and

priority of the Greek text, as will appear in his forthcoming edition.

(See letter to Zahn in his Proleg. p. vi. note 5, and Smith and Wace,

III. 222).

The only genuine Ignatius, as the question now stands, is the Ignatius

of the shorter seven Greek epistles.

§ 166. Polyearp of Smyrna,

Comp. 1 18 and the lit. there quoted.

S. POLYCARPI, Smyrnmorum episcopi et hieromartyris , ad Phih'ppenses

Epistola, first published in Latin by Faber Stapulensis (Paris 1498),

then with the Greek original by Petrus Halloisius (Halloix), Duoei,

1633; and Jac. Usserius (Ussher), Lond. 1647: also in all the edi-

tions of the Apost. Path., especially those of Jacobson (who compared

several manuscripts), Zahn (1876), and Funk (1878).

Maetyrium S. PoLYCARn [Epistola circularis ecclesias Smyrnensis), first

completed ed. in Gr. & Lat. by Archbp. Ussher, Lond. 1647, then in

all the ed. of the Patr. Apost., especially that of Jaeohson (who here

also made use of three new codices), of Zahn, and Funk.

L. Duchesne : Vita Sancti Polycarpi Smyrnseorum episcopi auctore

Pionio Primnm grcece edita. Paris 1881. The same also in the

second vol. of Funk's Patr. Apost. (1881) pp. LIV.-LVIII. 315-347.

It is, according to Funk, from the fourth or fifth century, and shows

not what Polycarp really was, but how be appeared to the Christians

of a later age.

Zaun: Ign. v. Ant. p. 495-511 ; and Proleg. to his ed. of Ign. and Pol.

(1876), p. XLli-LV.

Donaldson: Ap. Fath. 191-247.

Eenan Heglise chrefienne (1879), ch. ix. and X. p. 437-466.

Also Hilgenfeld, and Sprixzl, I. c.

Polycarp, born about a. t>. 69 or earlier, a disciple of the

apostle John, a younger friend of Ignatius, and the teacher of
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Ireuseus (between 130 and 140), presided as presbyter-bishop over
the church of Smyrna in Asia Minor in the first half of the

second century; made a journey to Rome about the year 154, to

adjust the Easter dispute ; and died at the stake in the persecution

under Antoninus Pius a. d. 155, at a great age, having served

the Lord six and eighty years.^ He was not so original and intel-

lectually active as Clement or Iguatius, but a man of truly vene-

rable character, and simple, patriarchal piety. His disciple Ire-

nffius of Lyons (who wrote under Eleutherus, 177-190), in a
letter to his fellow-pupil Florinus, who had fallen into the error

of Gnosticism, has given us most valuable reminiscences of
this " blessed and apostolic presbyter," which show how faith-

fully he held fast the apostolic tradition, and how he deprecated

all departure from it. He remembered vividly his mode of
life and personal appearance, his discourses to the people, and
his communications respecting the teaching and miracles of the

Lord, as he had received them from the mouth of John and
other eye-witnesses, in agreement with the Holy Script ures.^ In
another place, Irenaeus says of Polycarp, that he had all the

time taught what he had learned from the apostles, and what
the church handed down ; and relates, that he once called the

Gnostic Marcion in Rome, " the first-born of Satan."^ This is

by no means incredible in a disciple of John, who, with all his

mildness, forbids his people to salute the deniers of the true

divinity and humanity of the Lord f and it is confirmed bv a

passage in the epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians,^ where he

says :
" Whoever doth not confess, that Jesus Christ is come in

the flesh, is antichrist,^ and whoever doth not confess the mys-
tery of the cross, is of the devil; and he, who wrests the

words of the Lord according to his own pleasure, and saith,

there is no resurrection and judgment, is the first-born of Satan.

Therefore would we forsake the empty babbling of this crowd

^ On the change of date from 166 or 167 to 155 or 156, in consequence of

Waddinsrton's researches, see p. 50.

^ Eusebius, H. E. V. 20. ^ j^^^^ jj^^^ ^ 3^ ^ 4_ 42 .Jolm 10.

* Ch. 7. 6 Comp. 1 John 4 : 3.
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and tlieir faise teachings, au.l tarn to the word which hath been

giv^eu us from the beginning, watching in prayer,' continuing ia

fasting, and most humbly praying God, that he lead us not into

temptation," as the Lord hath said :
^ The spirit is willing, but

the flesh is weak.' "3

This epistle to the Philippians consists of fourteen short chap-

ters, and has been published in full since 1633. It is the only

document that remains to us from this last witness of the Johan-

nean age, who wrote several letters to neighboring congrega-

tions. It is mentioned first by his pupil Irenseus ;* it was still

in public use in the churches of Asia Minor in the time of Je-

rome as he reports ; and its contents corrrespond with the known

life and character of Polycarp ; its genuineness there is no just

reason to doubt.* It has little merit as a literary production,

but is simple and earnest, and breathes a noble Christian spirit.

It was written after the death of Ignatius (whose epistles are

mentioned, c. 13) in the name of Polycarp and his presbyters;

commends the Philippians for the love they showed Ignatius in

bonds and his companions, and for tlieir adherence to the ancient

faith ; and proceeds with simple, earnest exhortation to love,

harmony, contentment, patience, and perseverance, to prayer

even for enemies and persecutors ; also giving special directions

for deacons, presbyters, youths, wives, widows, and virgins

;

with strokes against Gnostic Docetic errors. Of Christ it

speaks in high terms, as the Lord, who sits at the right hand of

God, to whom everything in heaven and earth is subject; whom

1 Com p. 1 Pet. 4 : 17. ^ Matt. 6:13. » Matt. 26 : 41.

* Adv. Hccr. III. 3, § 4. Comp. Euseb. II E. III. 36, and Jerome De Vir. ill.

c. 17.

5 Nor has its integrity been called in question with sufficient reason by Dal-

Iseus, and more recently by Bunsen, Ritschl (in the second ed of his Entsteh-

ung der alikath. Kirche, p. 584-600), Renan (Journal des savants, 1874, and

less conliflently in L'eglise chret., 1879, p. 442 sqq.), and the author of Super-

natural Relicjion (1. 274-278). But the genuineness and integrity of tlie Ep.

are ably vindiaited by Zahn (1873) and by Lightfoot ("Contetnp. Rev.,''

Feb. 187.5, p. 838-852). The testimony of Iron:oiis, who knew it {Adv. ILrr.

III. 3,? 4), is conclusive. Ruuau urges chietly the want of origiuuiity aud

force against it.
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every living being serves; who is coming to judge the quick and

the dead ; whose blood God will require of all, who believe not

on him/ Polycarp guards with sound feeling against being con-

sidered equal with the apostles :
" I write these things, brethren,

not in arrogance, but because ye have requested me. For

neither I, nor any other like me, can attain the wisdom of the

blessed and glorious Paul, who was among you, and in the

presence of the then living accurately and firmly taught the

word of truth, who also in his absence wrote you an epistle,^

from which ye may edify yourselves in the faith given to you,

which is the mother of us all,^ hope following after, and love to

God and to Christ, and to neighbors leading further.^ For

when any one is full of these virtues, he fulfills the command of

righteousness ; for he, who has love, is far from ail sin." ^ This

does not agree altogether with the system of St. Paul. But it

should be remembered that Polycarp, in the very first chapter,

represents faith and the whole salvation as the gift of free grace.^

The epistle is interwoven w^th many reminiscences of the

Synoptical Gospels and the epistles of Paul, John and First

Peter, which give to it considerable importance in the history

of the canon.^

The Martyrium 8. Polycarpi (22 chs.), in the form of a circu-

lar letter of the church of Smyrna to the church of Philomelium

in Phrygia, and all "parishes of the Catholic church," appears,

from ch. 18, to have been composed before the first annual celebra-

tion of his martyrdom. Eusebius has incorporated in his church

history the greater part of this beautiful memorial, and Ussher

first published it complete in the Greek original, 1647. It

contains an edifying descrij^tion of the trial and martyrdom of

^ Ch. 2. * ''EniaTolar must here prohably be understood, like the Latia

literae, of one epistle. * Gal. 4 : 26. * -pnayovaTj^. ^ Ch. 3.

^ "KdpiTt kare CECSuG(ievoi ovx k^ spyuv, d?.?id &e/./iuaTi &£0Vj 6ia 'Itjgov ^piarov,

comp. Eph. 2: 8, 9.

^ Funk (I. 573 ?q.), counts only 6 quotations from the O. T., but 68 remi-

niscences of passages in Matthew (8), Mark (1), Luke (1), Acts (4), Romans,

Cor., Gal., Eph., Phil., Col.. Thess., 1 and 2 Tim., James (1), 1 Pet. (10), 2

Pet. [!'!) 1 and 2 John. Comp. the worka on the canon of the N. T.
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Polycarp, though embellished with some marvellous additions of

legendary poesy. When, for example, the pile was kindled, the

flames surrounded the body of Polycarp, like the full sail of a

ship, -without touching it ; on the contrary it shone, unhurt,

with a gorgeous color, like white baken bread, or like gold and

silver iu a crucible, and gave forth a lovely fragrance as of pre-

cious spices. Then one of the executioners pierced the body of

the saint with a spear, and forthwith there flowed such a stream

of blood that the fire was extinguished by it. Tiie narrative

mentions also a dove which flew up from the burning jjile; but

the reading is corrupt, and Eusebius, Rufinus, and ^^'Ticephorus

make no reference to it.^ The sign of a dove (which is fre-

quently found on ancient monuments) was probably first marked

on the margin, as a symbol of the pure soul of the martyr, or of

the power of the Holy Spirit which pervaded him ; but the

insertion of the word dove in the text suggests an intended con-

trast to the eagle, which flew up from the ashes of the Roman

emperors, and proclaimed their apotheosis, and may thus be

connected with the rising worship of martyrs and saints.

Throughout its later chapters tliis narrative considerably

exceeds the sober limits of the Acts of the Apostles in the

description of the martyrdom of Stephen and the elder James,

and serves to illustrate, in this respect also, the undeniable dif-

ference, notwithstanding all the affinity, between the apostolic

and the old catholic literature.^

1 All sorts of corrections, accordingly, have been proposicd for nejua-repn in

eh. 16 ; e. (j- t?^' apiarepa, a siniMi'a, or Trgpt arepva, or irEpiirTepa al/^ia-nc ibcintiUa-

rnm instar sanguinis), or Trs/jt orijpaKa, {circa haslile, around the spike). Comp.

Hefele: Patr. Ap. p. 288 (4th ed.) note 4; and Funk (5th ed ) 299. Funk

reads nepl ari'paKa^ which gives good sense. So also the ed. of Gel)h. and Ilarn.

2 Keim (1873), and Lip.sius (1876^ reject the whole Martyriiim. Steitz (1861),

Zahn (1876), and Funk [Prol XCVIL) the last two chapters as later additions.

Donaldson (p. 198 sqq.) assumes several inter[)olation3, which make it unre-

liable as a historical document, but admits tiiat it is superior to the later mar-

tvria by its greater simj)licity nnd the probability of the most part of the nar-

rative, especioU^ the circumstances of the flight and capture of Polycarp.
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NOTES.

I. Of all the writings of the Apostolic Fathers the Epistle of Polycarp

js the least original, but nearest in tone to the Pastoral Epistles of Paul,

and fullest of reminiscences from the New Testament. We give the first

four chapters as specimens.

I. " Polycarp and the presbyters with him to the Congregation

OF God which sojourns at Philippi. Mercy and peace be multiplied

UPON Y^OU, FROM GoD AlMIGHTY, AND FROM JeSUS ChRIST OUR SaVIOUR.

1. " I have greatly rejoiced with you in the joy you have had in our

Lord Jesus Christ, in receiving those examples of true charity, and hav-

ing accompanied, as it well became you, those who were bound with holy

chains [Ignatius and his fellow-prisoners, Zosimus and Rufus; comp. ch.

9] ; who are the diadems of the truly elect of God and our Lord ; and

that the strong root of your faith, spoken of in the earliest times, endureth

until now, and bringeth forth fruit unto our Lord Jesus Christ, who suf-

fered for our sins, but ivJiom God raised from the dead, having loosed the

pains of Hades [Acts 2: 24]; in whom though ye see Him not, ye believe,

and believing rejoice with Joy unspeakable and full of glory [1 Pet. 1: 8J ;

into which joy many desire to enter ; knowing that by grace ye are saved,

not hy icorks [Eph. 2: 8, 9], but by the will of God through Jesus Christ.

2. " Wherefore, girding up your loins, serve the Lord in fear [1 Pet. 1 : 13]

and truth, as those who have forsaken the vain, empty talk and error of

the multitude, and believed in Him who raised up our Lord Jesus Christ

from the dead, and gave him glory [1 Pet. 1: 21], and a throne at His

right hand [comp. Heb. 1: 3; 8: 1; 12: 2]; to whom all things in

heaven and on earth are subject. Him every spirit serves. His blood

will God require of those who do not believe in Him. But He who
raised Him up from the dead will raise up us also, if we do His will, and

walk in His commandments, and love what He loved, keeping ourselves

from all unrighteousness, covetousness, love of money, evil-speaking,

false-witness ; not rendering evilfor evil, or reviling for reviling [1 Pet. 3 :

9] ; or blow for blow, or cursing for cursing, remembering the words of the

Lord Jesus [comp. Acts 20 : 35] in His teaching : Judge not, that ye be not

judged; forgive, and it shall be forgiven unto you; be merciful, that ye

may obtain mercy ; with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you

again [Matt. 7: 1, 2 ; Luke 6: 36-38], and once more. Blessed are the

poor, and those that are persecuted for righteoasness' sake, for theirs is the

kingdom- of God [Luke 6 : 20 ; Matt. 5 : 3, 10]

.

8. " These things, brethren, I write to you concerning righteousness, not

because I take anything on myself, but because ye have invited me there-

to. For neither I, nor any such as I, can come up to the wisdom of the

blessed and glorified Paul. He, when among you, accurately and stead-

fastly taught the word of truth in the presence of those who were then

alive ; and when absent from you, he wrote you a letter, which, if you
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carefully study, you will find to be the means of building you up in that

faith which has been given you, and which, being followed by hope and
preceded by love towards God, and Christ, and our neighbor, is the

mother of us all [Gal. 4l: 26]. For if any one be inwardly possessed of

these graces, he has fulfilled the command of righteousness, since he that

has love is far from all sin.

4. "But the love of money is a beginning [apx^, instead of roof, i i!^r/] of

all kinds of evil, [1 Tim. 6: 10]. Knowing, therefore, that as we brought

nothing into the world, so ire can carry nothing out, [1 Tim. G: 7j, let us

arm ourselves with the armor of righteousness; and let us teach, first of

all, ourselves to walk in the commandments of the Lord. Next teach your

wives to walk in the faith given to them, and in love and purity tenderly

loving their own husbands in all truth, and loving all equally in all

chastity; and to train up their children in the knowledge and fear of

God [comp. Eph. 6 : 11, 13, 14]. Let us teach the widows to be discreet

as respects the faith of the Lord, jjraying continually for all, being far

from all slandering, evil-speaking, false-witnessing, love of money, and

every kind of evil ; knowing that they are the altar of God, that He
clearly perceives all things, and that nothing is hid from Him, neither

reasonings, nor reflections, nor any one of the secret things of the heart."

II. From the Martyrium Polycarpi. When the Proconsul demanded
that Polycarp should swear by the genius of Caesar and renounce Christ,

he gave the memorable answer

:

" Eighty and six years have I served Christ, nor has He ever done me
any harm. How, then, could I blaspheme my King who saved me "

{tov (iaailea juov tov Guaavrd /je) ? Ch. 9.

Standing at the stake with his hands tied to the back, as the fiigots

were kindled, Polycarp lifted up his voice and uttered this sublime

prayer as reported by disciples who heard it (ch. 14) :

"Lord God Almighty, Father of Thy beloved and blessed Son, Jesus

Christ, through whom we have received the grace of knowing Thee

;

God of angels and powers, and the whole creation, and of the whole race

of the righteous who live in Thy presence ; I bless Thee for deigning me

worthy of this day and this hour that I may be among Thy martyrs and

drink of the cup of my Lord Jesus Christ, unto the resurrection of eter-

nal life of soul and body in the incorruption of the Holy Spirit. Receive

me this day into Thy presence together with them, as a fair and accept-

able sacrifice prepared for Thyself in fulfillment of Thy promise, O true

and faithful God. Wherefore I praise Thee for all Thy mercies ; I bless

Thee, I glorify Thee, through the eternal High-Priest, Jesus Christ, Thy

beloved Son, with whom to Thyself and the Holy Spirit, be glory both

now and forever. Amen,"

For a good popular description of Polycarp, including his letter and

martyrdom, see The Pupils of St. John the Divine, by the Author of the

Heir of Redcliffe, in Macmillan's " Sunday Library," London 1863.
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§ 167. Barnabas.

Editions.

First editions in Greek and Latin, except the first four claapters and

part of the fifth, which were known only in the Latin version, by
Archbishop Ussher (Oxf. 1643, destroyed by fire 1644), Luc.

d'Achery (Par. 1645), and Isaac Voss (Amstel. 1646).

First complete edition of the Greek original from the Codex

Sinaiticus, to which it is ai)pended, by Tischemdorf in the fac-

simile ed. of that Codex, Petropoli, 1862, Tom. IV. 135-141, and in

the Novum Testam. Sinait. 1863. The text dates from the fourth

century. It was discovered by Tischendorf in the Convent of Sti

Catharine at Mt. Sinai, 1859, and is now in the library of St.

Petersburg.

A new MS. of the Greek B. from the eleventh century (1056) was
discovered in Constantinople by Bryennios, 1875, together with the

Ep. of Clement, and has been utilized by the latest editors, espe-

cially by Hilgenfeld.

O. V. Gebhardt, Harnack, and Zahn: Pair. Ap. 1876. Gebhardt ed,

the text from Cod. Sin. Harnack prepared the critical commentary.

In the small ed. of 1877 the Const. Cod. is also compared.

Hefele—Funk : Patr. Aj\ 1878, p. 2-59.

Ad. Hilgenfeld : BamabcB Epistula. Integram Greece iterum edidit,

veterem interpretationem Latinam, commentarium criticum et adnota-

tiones addidit A. H. Ed. altera et valde aucta. Lips. 1877. Dedi-

cated to Bryennios, " Orientalis Ecclesm splendido htttiini,^' who
being prevented by the Oriental troubles from editing the new MS.,

sent a collation to H. in Oct. 1876 {Prol. p. xiii). The best critical

edition. Comp. Harnack's review in Schiirer's "Theol. Lit. Ztg,

"

1877, f 473-77.

J. G. MiJLLER (of Basle) : ErHdrung des Barnabasbriefes. Leipz. 1869.

An Appendix to De Wette's Com. on the N. T.

English translations by Wake (1693), Roberts and Donaldson
(in Aute-Nic. Lib. 1867), Hoole (1872), Rendall (1877), Sharpe
(1880, from the Sinait. MS). German translations by Hefele
(1840), Scholz (1865), Mayer (1869), Riggenbach (1873).

Critical Discussions.

C. Jos. Hefele (R. C.) : Das Sendschreiben des Apostels Barnabas, auf's

Neue untersucht und erklart. Tiib. 1840,

JOH. Kayser: Ueber den sogen. Barnabasbrief. Paderborn, 1866.

Donaldson: Ap. Fathers (1874), p. 248-317.

K. Wieseler : On the Origin and Authorship of the Ep. of B., in the

" Jahrbiicher fiir Deutsche Theol.," 1870, p. 603 sqq.

0. Braunsberger (R. C.) : Der Apostel Barnabas. Sein Lchcn tind der

ihm bcigelegte Brief wissenschaftlich gewUrdigt. Mainz, 1876.
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W. Cunningham : The Ep. of St. Barnabas. London, 1876.

Samuel Shakpe : The Ep. of B. from the Sliiaitic iMS. of the Bible.

Lond. 1880. Comp. the review in " Ttie Athenaeum " for Feb. 12,

1881.

MiLLiGAN in Smith and Wace, I. 2G0-265 ; Harnack in Herzog^ II.

101-105.

Other essays by Henke (1827), Kordam (1828), Ullmann
(1828), ScHENKEL (1837), Franke (1840), Weizsacker (1864),

Heydecke (1874). On the relation of Barnabas to Justin Martyr

see M. von Engelhardt : Das Christenthum Justins d. M. (1878), p.

375-394.

The doctrines of B. are fully treated by Hefele, Kayser,
Donaldson, Hilgenfeld, Braunsberger, and Sprinzl.

Comp. the list of books from 1822-1875 in Harnack's Prol. to

the Leipz. ed. of Barn. Ep. p. xx sqq.

The Catholic Epistle of Barnabas, so called, is anony-

mous, and omits all allusion to the name or residence of the

readers. He addresses them not as their teacher, but as one

among them.^ He commences in a very general way :
" All

hail, ye sons and daughters, in the name of our Lord Jesus

Christ, who loved us, in jjeace ; " and concludes :
" Farewell, ye

children of love and peace, The Lord of glory and all grace be

with your spirit. Amen." ^ For this reason, probably, Origen

called it a " Catholic " Epistle, which must be understood,

however, with limitation. Though not addressed to any par-

ticular congregation, it is intended for a particular class of

Christians who were in danger of relapsing into Judaizing

errors.

1. Contents. The epistle is chiefly doctrinal (ch. 1-17),

and winds up with some practical exhortations to walk " in the

way of light," and to avoid "the way of darkness" (ch. 18-21).^

1 bvx wf SiSaanaXogj oA/l' ug dg ff vfiuv, ch. 1 ; comp. 4: izolTiO. &e?i.(jv ypacpeiv,

oivx wr 6iSn(yKa7iaq,

^ Tl)e Cod. Sinaiticus omits '' Amen," and adds at the close : ''E-^rtaruTifi

Bapvdfia.

' The second part was copied without indicating the source by the anonymous

author of the book : Duce Vice vel Judicium Petri, which, according to Lagarde,

Hilgenfeld, Harnack, and Fimk, was written before the time of Clement of

Alex. It is given in Hilgenfeld's Nov. Test, extra canonem rec. (18G6), IV.

93-106.
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It has essentially the same object as the Epistle to the Hebrews,

though far below it in depth, originality and unction. It shows

that Christianity is the all-sufficient, divine institution for sal-

vation, and an abrogation of Judaism, with all its laws and

ceremonies. Old things have passed away ; all things are made

new. Christ has indeed given us a law; but it is a new law,

without the yoke of constraint.^ The tables of INIoses are broken

that the love of Christ may be sealed in our hearts.^ It is

therefore sin and folly to assert that the old covenant is still

binding. Christians should strive after higher knowledge and

understand the difference.

By Judaism, however, the author understands not the Mosaic

and prophetic writings in their true spiritual sense, but the car-

nal misapprehension of them. The Old Testament is, with him,

rather a veiled Christianity, which he puts into it by a mystical

allegorical interpretation, as Philo, by the same method,, smug-

gled into it the Platonic philosophy. In this allegorical con-

ception he goes so far, that he actually seems to deny the literal

historical sense. He asserts, for example, that God never willed

the sacrifice and fasting, the Sabbath observance and temple-

worship of the Jews, but a purely spiritual worship ; and that

the laws of food did not relate at all to the eating of clean and

unclean animals, but only to intercourse witli different classes of

men, and to certain virtues and vices. His chiliasm likewise

rests on an allegorical exegesis, and is no proof of a Judaizing

tendency any more than in Justin, Irenaens, and Tertullian. He
sees in the six days of creation a type of six historical millennia

of work to be followed first by the seventh millennium of rest,

and then by the eighth millennium of eternity, the latter being

foreshadowed by the weekly Lord's Day. The carnal Jewish

interpretation of the Old Testament is a diabolical perversion.

The Christians, and not the Jews, are the true Israel of God

and the righteous owners of the Old Testament Scriptures.

^ Ch. 2: i Knivoc v6fto( tov Kvpiov rifiuv 'I. X., avsv (arep) ^vyov avdyKrji; o)V.

* Ch. 4 : cwtTpi^jj aiiTuv ^ (ha^r/K?/, Iva ^ tov fjyaizTjfitvov 'Itjgov EyKara(y(l)payia&'^

elf T^v Knrx^iap tjik'w kv eT.niSi r^f TriaTsu^ avToi).

Vol. II. 43
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Barnabas proclaims thus an absolute separation of Christianity

from Judaism. In this respect he goes further than any post-

apostolic writer. He has been on that ground charged with

unsound ultra-Paul iuisni bordering on antinomiauisni and here-

tical Gnosticism. But this is unjust. He breathes the spirit of

Paul, and only lacks his depth, wisdom, and discrimination,

Paul, in Galatians and Colossians, likewise takes an uncom-

promising attitude against Jewish circumcision, Sabbatarianism,

and ceremonialism, if made a ground of justification and a bind-

ing yoke of conscience ; but nevertheless he vindicated the Mosaic

law as a preparatory school for Christianity. Barnabas ignores

this, and looks only at the negative side. Yet he, too, acknow-

ledges the new law of Christ. He has some profound glances

and inklings of a Christian philosophy. He may be called an

orthodox Gnostic. He stands midway between St. Paul and

Justin Martyr, as Justin Martyr stands between Barnabas and

the Alexandrian school. Clement and Origen, while averse to

his chiliasra, liked his zeal for higher Christian knowledge and

his allegorizing exegesis which obscures every proper historical

understanding of the Old Testament.

The Epistle of Barnabas has considerable historical, doctrinal,

and apologetic value. He confirms the principal facts and doc-

trines of the gospel. He testifies to the general observance of

Sunday on " the eighth day," as the joyful commemoration of

Christ's resurrection, in strict distinction from the Jewish Sab-

bath on the seventh. He furnishes the first clear argument for

the canonical authority of the Gospel of IMatthew (without

naming it) by quoting the passage :
" Many are called, but few

are chosen," with the solemn formula of Scripture quotation

:

"as it is written."^ He introduces also (ch. 5) the words of

1 Cap. 4 at the close: "rzpocExuiJ-ev /z^n-ore, wf yeypa-rai, ttoHo'c kItj-oI, 6?.iyot

(5£ £K?^eK.TOl evpedcbfiEv. From Matt. 22: 14. As long as the fourth chapter of

this epistle existed only in Latin, the words: "sirMt scriptum esV were suspected

by Dr. Credner and other critics as an interpolation. Hilgenfeld (1853) sug-

gested that the original had simply Knduc i(»/aiv, and Dressel, in his first etlition

of the Apostolic Fathers (1867), remarked in be : " Voces ' sicut scriptum est ' glos-
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Christ, that he did not come "to call just men, but sinners,"

which are recorded by Matthew (9 : 13). He furnishes parallels

to a number of passages in the Gospels, Pauline Epistles, First

Peter, and the Apocalypse. His direct quotations from the Old

Testament, especially the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and Isaiah,

are numerous ; but he quotes also IV. Esdras and the Book of

Enoch.^

2. Authorship. The Epistle was first cited by Clement of

Alexandria, and Origen, as a work of the apostolic Barnabas,

who plays so prominent a part in the early history of the

church,^ Origen seems to rank it almost with the inspired

Scriptures. In the Sinaitic Bible, of the fourth century, it fol-

lows as the "Epistle of Barnabas," immediately after the Apoc-

alypse (even on the same page 135, second column), as if it

were a regular part of the Xew Testament. From this we may

infer that it was read in some churches as a secondary ecclesias-

tical book, like the Epistle of Clement, the Epistle of Polycarp,

and the Pastor of Hermas. Eusebius and Jerome likewise

ascribe it to Barnabas^ but number it among the "spurious," or

sam olent." But the discovery of the Greek original in the Sinaitic MS. of the

Bible has settled this point, and the Constantinopolitan MS. confirms it. The
attempt of Strauss and other sceptics to refer the quotation to the apocryphal

fourth Book of Esdras, which was probably written by a Jewish Christian after

the destruction of Jerusalem, and contains the passage :
' Many are born, but

few will be saved,'' is only worth mentioning as an instance of the stubbornness

of preconceived prejudice.

^ Funk (I. 364-366) gives nine quotations from Genesis, thirteen from Exo-

dus, six from Deuteronomy, fourteen from the Psalms, twenty-six from Isaiali,

etc., also one from IV. Esdras, four from Enoch. Comp. the list in Anger's

Synopsis Evang. (1852), Gebh. and Harn., 217-230.

2 See Acts 1 : 23 ; 4 : 37 ; 9 : 26 sq. ; 11 : 22, 30 ; 14 : 4, 14 ; 1-5 : 2, etc. Cle-

ment of Alex, quotes the Epistle seven times (four times under the name of

Barnabas), in his Stromata, Origen, his pupil, three or four times (Contra Cels.

I. 63; De Princ. III. 2; Ad Rom. I. 24). Tertullian does not mention

the epistle, but seems to have known it (comp. Adv, Marc. III. 7 ; Adv. Jud.

14) ; he, however, ascribes the Ep. to the Hebrews to Barnabas (De Pudic. c.

20). Hefele and Funk find probable allusions to it in Irenfeus, Justin Martyr,

Ignatius, and Hermas ; but these are uncertain. On the life and labors of

Barnabas see especially Hefele and Braunsberger (p. 1-13'5).
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"apocryphal" writings.' They seem to have doubted the au-

thority, but not the authenticity of the epistle. The historical

testimony therefore is strong and unanimous in favor of Bar-

nabas, and is accepted by all the older editors and several of the

later critics.^

But the internal evidence points with greater force to a post-

apostolic writer.^ The Epistle does not come up to the position

and reputation of Barnabas, the senior companion of Paul,

unless we assume that he was a- man of inferior ability and

gradually vanished before the rising star of his friend from

Tarsus. It takes extreme ground against the Mosaic law, such

as we can hardly expect from one who stood as a mediator

between the Apostle of the Gentiles and the Jewish Apostles,

and who in the collision at Autioch sided with Peter and Mark

against the bold champion of freedom
;

yet we should re-

member that this was only a temporary inconsistency, and that

no doubt a reaction afterwards took place in his mind. The

author in order to glorify the grace of the Saviour, speaks of

the apostles of Christ before their conversion as over-sinful,* and

1 In H. E. III. 25, Eusebius counta it among the "spurious"' books {ev roig

voi^o(f . . . )? (pepo/uev?? BapvdfSa ETTLarolfj), but immediately afterwards and in

VI. 14, among the "doubtful" [avn^ieydiieva), and Jerome {De Vir. ill. c. 6),

"inter apocryphas scripturas."

* Voss, Diipin, Gallandi, Cave, Pearson, Lardner, Henke, Rordara, Sclineck-

enburger, Franke, Gieseler, Credner, Bleek (formerly), De Wette, Mohler,

Alzog, Sprinzl ("genuine, but not inspired"), Sharpe. The interpolation hy-

pothesis of Schenkel (1837) and Heydeke (1874) is untenable; the book must

stand or fall as a whole.

* So Ussher, Daill^. Cotelier, Tillemont, Mosheim, Neander, UUmann, Baur,

Hilgenfeld, Hefele, Dcillinger, Kayser, Donaldson, Westcott, Miiller, Wiese-

ler, Weizsacker, Braunsberger, Harnack, Funk. Hefele urges eight arguments

against the genuineness; but five of them are entirely inconclusive. See Mil-

ligan, /. c, who examines them carefully and concludes that the authenticity

of the Epistle is more probable than is now commonly supposed.

* Or "sinners above all sin," hnsp Tvaaav auapr'iav avnuuripovq^ homines omni

peccato iniquiores, c. 5. Paul might call himself in genuine humility "the

chief of sinners" (1 Tim. 1 : 15), with reference to his former conduct as a

persecutor; but he certainly would not have used such a term of all the apos-

tles, nor would it be true of any of them but J udas.
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indulges iu artificial and absurd allegorical fancies.^ He also

wrote after the destruction of Jerusalem when Barnabas in all

probability was no more among the living, though the date of

his death is unknown, and the inference from Col. 4: 10 and

1 Pet. 5: 13 is uncertain.

These arguments are not conclusive, it is true, but it is quite

certain that if Barnabas wrote this e^Distle, he cannot be the

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and vice versa. The
difference between the two is too great for the unity of the

authorship. The ancient church showed sound tact in excluding

that book from the canon; while a genuine product of the

apostolic Barnabas^ had a claim to be admitted into it as well as

the anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews or the writings of Mark
and Luke.

The author was probably a converted Jew from Alexandria

(perhaps by the name Barnabas, which would easily explain the

confusion), to judge from his familiarity with Jewish literature,

and, apparently, with Philo and his allegorical method in hand-

ling the Old Testament. In Egypt his Epistle was first known
and most esteemed ; and the Sinaitic Bible which contains it was

probably written in Alexandria or Caesarea in Palestine. The
readers Avere chiefly Jewish Christians iu Egypt and tlie East,

who overestimated the Mosaic traditions and ceremonies.^

^ He is also charged with several blunders concerning Jewish history and
worship which can hardly be expected from Barnabas the Levite. Comp. chs.

7, 8, 9, 10, 15. But this is disproved by Braunsberger (p. 253 sqq.), who
shows that the epistle gives us interesting archaeological information in those

chapters, although he denies the genuinene-s.
'^ He is twice called an apostle, Acts 14 : 4, 14, being included with Paul in

a'TToarn^.n/.

* So Neander, Mohler, Hfefele (18401, Funk, Giidemann. On the other hand,

Lardner, Donaldson, Hilgenfeld, Kayser, Rii^genbach, Hefele (1868), Brauns-

berger, Harnack contend that Barnabas and his readers were Gentile Chris-

tians, because he distinguishes himself and his readers ('///e?f) from the Jews,

chs. 2, 3, 4, 8. 10, 14, 16. But the same di.-itinction is uniformly made by John
m the Go.'-.pel, and was quite natural after the fiuHl separation between the

church and the synagogue. The mistakes in Jewish history are doubtful and
less numerous than the proofs of the writer's familiarity with it. The strongest

passage i»ch. 16 :
'' Before we became believers iu God, the house of our lieart
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3. Time of composition. The work was written after the

destructiou of Jerusalem and the temple, which is alluded to as

au accomplished fact;^ yet probably before the close of the first

century, certainly before the reconstruction of Jerusalem under

Hacbian (120).^

§ 168. Uermaa.

Editions.

The older editions give only the imperfect Latin Version, first pub-

lished by Faber Stapulensis (Par. 1513). Other Latin MSS.
were discovered since. The Greeli text (brought from Mt. Athos

by Constantine Simonides, and called Cod. Lipsiensis) was first pub-

lished by R. Anger, with a preface by G. Dindorf (Lips. 1856)

;

then by Tischendorf, in Dressel's Patres Apost., Lips. 1857 (p. 572-

637) ; again in the second ed. 1863, where Tischendorf, in conse-

quence of the intervening discovery of the Cod. Sinaiticus retracted

his former objections to the originality of the Greek Hermas from

was . . . full of idolatry and the house of demons, because we did what was con-

trary to God's will." But even this, though more applicable to heathen, is

not inapplicable to Jews ; nor need we suppose that there were no Gentiles

among the readers. Towards the close of the second century there were pro-

bably very few unmixed congregations. Lipsius and Volkmar seek the readers

in Rome, Miiller in Asia Minor, Schenkel, Hilgenfeld, Harnack, and Funk in

Alexandria or Egypt. There is a similar difl'erence of opinion concerning the

readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

^ Ch. IG compared with the explanation of Daniel's prophecy of the little

horn in eh. 4.

2 Hefele, Kayser, Baur, Miiller, Lipsius, put the composition between 107

and 120 (before the building of MYm Capitolina under Hadrian), and Brauns-

berger between 1 ID and 137; but Hilgenfeld, Rtuss {Gesch. d. JV. T., 4th ed.,

1864, p. 233), Ewa\d {Gesch. d. Vofkes Israel, VII. 136), Weizsiicker ("in Jahrb.

fiir Deutsch. Theol.," 1865, p. 391, and 1871, p. 569), Wieseler [Ibid. 1870, p.

603-614), and Funk (Frol. p. VI.), at the close of the first century, or even

before 79. Wieseler argues from the author's interpretation of Daniel's pro-

l)liecy concerning the ten kingdoms and the little horn (ch. 4 and 16), that the

Ep. was written under Domi'ian, the eleventh Rom. emperor, and "the little

horn" of Daniel. Weisziicker and Cunningham refer the little horn to Vespa-

sian (79-79), Hilgenfeld to Nerva; but even in the last case the Ep. would

have been written before A. D. 98, when Nerva died. Milligan concludes that

it was written very soon after the destruction of Jerusalem. But in fresh view

of that terrible juds^ment, we can scarcely account for the dan.^a'r of apostasy to

Judaism. The author's aim seems to pre-suppose a revival of Judaism and of

Jewish tendencies within the Christian Church. •
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Mt. Athos, which he had pronounced a mediaeval retranslation from

the Latin (see the Proleg., Ajjpendix and Preface to the second ed.).

The Uoifj.^v opaaiq is also printed in the fourth vol. of the large edi-

tion of the Codex Sinaiticus, at the close (pp. 142-148), Petersb.

18G2. The texts from Mt. Athos and Mt. Sinai substantially agree.

An Ethiopic translation ajipeared in Leipz. 1860, ed. with a Latin

version by Ant. d' Abbadie. Comp. Dillmann in the " Zeitschrift

d. D. Morgenland. Gesellschaft " for 1861; Schodde: Eermd Nabl,

the Efhiop. V. of P. H. examined. Leipz. 1876 (criticised by Har-

nack in the "Tlieol. Lit. Ztg.," 1877, fol. 58), and G. and H!s Proleg,

XXXIV. sqq.

O. V. Gebhardt, and Haenack : Patrum Apost. Opera, Fascic. III.

Lips. 1877. Greek and Latin. A very careful recension of the text

(from the Sinaitic MS.) by v. Gebhardt, with ample Prolegomena

(84 pages), and a critical and historical commentary by Harnack.

Fuxk's fifth ed. of Hefele's Patres Ajoost. I. 331^563. Gr. and Lat.

Follows mostly the text of Von Gebhardt.

Ad. Hilgenfeld : Hermce Pastor, Greece e codicibus Sinaitico et Lipsiensi

. . . restituit, etc. Ud. altera emendata et valde aucta. Lips. 1881.

With Prolegomena and critical annotations (257 pp.) The best

critical edition of the Greek, but without the Latin version, which
often presents interesting variations.

English translations by Wake (1693, from the Latin version);

F. Crojibie (vol. I. of the '* Ante-Nicene Christian Library," 1867,

from the Greek of the Sinait. MS.), and by Charles H. Hoole
(1870, from Hilgenfeld's first ed. of 1866).

Comp. the list of MSS., editions and literature in 0. v. Gebhardt,

etc., Proleg. xl-xliv, and Hilgenfeld, second ed. p. x-xx.

Essays.

C. Reinh. Jachmanist : Der Hirte des Hermas. Konigsberg, 1835.

Ernst Gaab : Der Hirte des Hermas. Basel, 1866 (pp. 203).

Theod. Zahn: Der Hirt des Hermas. Gotha 1868. (Comp. also his

review of Gaab in the Studien und Kritiken for 1868, pp. 319-349).

Charles H. Hoole (of Christ Church, Oxf.) : The Shepherd of Hermas
translated into English, with an Introduction and Notes. Lond., Oxf.

and Cambr. 1870 (184 pages).

Gust. Heyne : Quo tempore Hermce Pastor scriptus sit. Regimonti,

1872.

J. Donaldson: Th6 Apostolical Fathers (1874) p. 318-392.

H. M. Behm: Der Verfasser der Schrift., ivelche d. Titel '' Hirt" fiihrt.

Rostock, 1876 (71 pp.).

Brull : Der Hirt des Hermas. Nach Ursprung und Inhalt imtersucht.

Freiburg i. B. 1882. The same : Ueber den Ursprung des ersten

Clemensbriefs mid des Hirten des Hermas. 1882.
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Uhlhoen : Art. Hennas in Herzog^ vol. VI. 9-13, and Salmon in

Smith and Wace, II. 912-921.

On tlie relation of Hernias to Justin M. see VON Engelhardt's Just.

der M. 410-427.

I. The Shepherd of Hermas^ has its title from the circum-

stance that the author calls himself Hermas aud is instructed

bv the angel of rejieutance in the costume of a shepherd. It is

distinguished from all the productions of the apostolic fathers

by its literary form. It is the oldest Christian allegory, an

apocalyptic book, a sort of didactic religioas romance. This

accounts in part for its great popularity in the ancient church.

It has often been compared with Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress

and Dante's Divina Commedia, though far inferior in literary

merit and widely different in theology from either. For a long

time it was only known in an old, inaccurate Latin translation,

which was first published by Faber Stapulensis in 1513; but

since 1856 and 1862, we have it also in the original Greek, in

two texts, one hailing from Mount Athos, and another (incom-

plete) from Mount Sinai.

II. Character and Contents. The Pastor Herm.e is a

sort of system of Christian morality in an allegorical dress, and

a call to repentance and to renovation of the already somewhat

slumbering and secularized church in view of the speedily

approaching day of judgment. It falls into three books :^

(1) Visions; four visions aud revelations, which were given

to the author, and in which the church appears to him first in

the form of a venerable matron in shining garments with a

book, then as a tower, and lastly as a virgin. All the visions

have for their object to call Hermas aud through him the

church to repentance, which is now possible,' but will close when

the church tower is completed.

It is difficult to decide whether the writer actually had or

imagined himself to have had those visions, or invented them as

' Pastor Hermce, '0 Iloiu.i,v. Comp. Vis. I. 1, 2, 4; II. 2.

2 This division, however, is made by Inter editors, and is found neither In

the mamiscrii)l.s nor with the ancient writers.
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a pleasing and effective mode of instruction, like Dante's vision

and Bunyan's dream.

(2) Mandats, or twelve commandments, prescribed by a guar-

dian angel in the garb of a shepherd.

(3) Similitude^, or ten parables, in which the church again

appears, but now in the form of a building, and the different

virtues are represented under the figures of stones and trees.

The similitudes were no doubt suggested by the parables of the

gospel, but bear no comparison with them for beauty and sig-

nificance.

The scene is laid in Rome and the neighborhood. The Tiber

is named, but no allusion is made to the palaces, the court, the

people and society of Rome, or to any classical work. An old

lady, virgins, and angels appear, but the only persons mentioned

by name are Hermas, Maximus, Clement and Grapte.

The literary merit of the Shepherd is insignificant. It differs

widely from apostolic simplicity and has now only an antiqua-

rian interest, like the pictures and sculptures of the catacombs.

It is prosy, frigid, monotonous, repetitious, overloaded with

uninteresting details, but animated by a pure love of nature and

an ardent zeal for doing good. The author was a self-made

man of the people, ignorant of the classics and ignored by them,

but endowed with the imaginative faculty and a talent for pop-

ular religious instruction. He derives lessons of wisdom and

piety from shepherd and sheep, vineyards and pastures, towers

and villas, and the language and events of every-day life.

The first Vision is a fair specimen of the book, which opens

like a love story, but soon takes a serious turn. The following

is a faithful translation:

1. " He who had brought me up, sold me to a certain Ehoda at

Rome.i Many years after, I met her again and began to love her as a

sister. Some time after this, I saw her bathing in the river Tiber, and

1 So V. Gebh. and Hilgenf. etl, 11., with Cod. Sin. But the MSS. vary con-

siderably. The Vatican MS. reads : vendidit quandam puellam Rovice. The

words e'lr 'Vijutjv would indicate that the writer was not from Rome; but he

often confounds eZf and tv.
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I gave her my hand and led her out of the river. And when I beheld

her beauty, I thought in my heart, saying :
' Happy should I be, if I

had a wife of such beauty and goodness.' This was my only thought,

and nothing more.
" After some time, as I went into the villages and glorified the crea-

tures of God, for their greatness, and beauty, and power, I fell asleep

while walking. And the Spirit seized me and carried me through a cer-

tain wilderness through which no man could travel, for the ground was

rocky and impassable, on account of the water.

"And when I had crossed the river, I came to a plain; and falling

upon my knees, 1 began to pray unto the Lord and to confess my sins.

And while I was praying, the heaven opened, and I beheld the woman
that I loved saluting me from heaven, and saying: 'Hail, Hernias!'

And Avhen I beheld her, I said unto her :
' Lady, what doest thou here ?

'

But she answered and said :
' I was taken up, in order that I might bring

to light thy sins before the Lord.' And I said unto her :
' Hast thou

become my accuser?' *No,' said she; 'but hear the words that I shall

say unto thee. God who dwells in heaven, and who made the things

that are out of that which is not, and multiplied and increased them on

account of his holy church, is angry with thee because thou hast sinned

against me.' I answered and said unto her :
' Have I sinned against

thee? In what way? Did I ever say unto thee an unseemly word?

Did I not ahvays consider thee as a lady? Did I not always respect thee

as a sister? Why doest thou utter against me, Lady, these wicked

and foul lies?' But she smiled and said unto me: 'The desire of wick-

edness has entered into thy heart. Does it not seem to thee an evil thing

for a just man, if an evil desire enters into his heart? Yea, it is a sin,

and a great one (said she). For the just man devises just things, and by

devising just things is his glory established in the heavens, and he finds

the Lord merciful unto him in all his ways; but those who desire evil

things in their hearts, bring upon themselves death and captivity, espe-

cially they who set their affection upon this world, and who glory in their

wealth, and lay not hold of the good things to come. The souls of those

that have no hope, but have cast themselves and their lives away, shall

greatly regret it. But do thou pray unto God, and thy sins shall be

healed, and those of thy whole house and of all the saints.'

2. "After- she had spoken these words, the heavens were closed, and I

remained trembling all over and was sorely troubled. And I said within

myself: 'If this sin be set down against me, how can I be saved? or how

can I propitiate God for the multitude of my sins? or with what words

shall I ask the Lord to have mercy upon me?

'

"While I was meditating on these things, and was musing on them in

my heart, I beheld in front of me a great white chair made out of fleeces

of wool ; and there came an aged woman, clad in very shining raiment,

and having a book in her hand, and she sat down by herself on the chair

and saluted me, saying: 'Ilail, Hernias I" And I, sorrowing and weep-
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ing, said unto her: 'Hail, Lady!' And she said unto me: 'Why art

thou sorrowful, O Hermas, for thou wert wont to be patient, and good-

tempered, and always smiling? Why is thy countenance cast down?

and why art thou not cheerful?' And I said unto her: 'O Lady, I have

been reproached by a most excellent woman, who said unto me that I

sinned against her.' And she said unto me: 'Far be it from the servant

of God to do this thing. But of a surety a desire after her must have

come into thy heart. Such an intent as this brings a charge of sin against

the servant of God ; for it is an evil and horrible intent that a devout

and tried spirit should lust after an evil deed ; and especially that the

chaste Hermas should do so—he who abstained from every evil desire,

and was full of all simplicity, and of great innocence!'

3. '"But [she continued] God is not angry with thee on account of

this, but in order that thou mayest convert thy house, which has done

iniquity against the Lord, and against you who art their parent. But

thou, in thy love for your children [gMrEKvoc uv) didst not rebuke thy

house, but didst allow it to become dreadfully wicked. On this account

is the Lord angry with thee; but He will heal all the evils that happened

aforetime in thy house ; for through the sins and iniquities of thy house-

hold thou hast been corrupted by the aifairs of this life. But the mercy

of the Lord had compassion upon thee, and upon thy house, and will

make thee strong and establish thee in His glory. Only be not slothful,

but be of good courage and strengthen thy house. For even as the smith,

by smiting his work with the hammer, accomplishes the thing that he

wishes, so shall the daily word of righteousness overcome all iniquity.

Fail not, therefore, to rebuke thy children, for I know that if they will

repent with all their heart, they will be written in the book of life, toge-

ther with the saints.'

"After these words of hers were ended, she said unto me :
' Dost thou

wish to hear me read?' I said unto her: ' Yea, Lady, I do wish it.' She

said unto me :
' Be thou a hearer, and listen to the glories of God.'

Then I heard, after a great and wonderful fashion, that which my memory

was unable to retain ; for all the words were terrible, and beyond man's

power to bear. The last words, however, I remembered ; for they were

profitable for us, and gentle :
' Behold the God of power, who by his in-

visible strength, and His great wisdom, has created the world, and by

His magnificent counsel hath crowned His creation with glory, and by

His mighty word has fixed the heaven, and founded the earth upon the

waters, and by His own wisdom and foresight has formed His holy

church, which He has also blessed ! Behold, He removes the heavens

from their places, and the mountains, and the hills, and the stars, and

everything becomes smooth before His elect, that He may give unto

them the blessing which He promised them with great glory and joy, if

only they shall keep with firm faith the laws of God which they have

received.'

4. " When, therefore, she had ended her reading, and had risen up
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from the chair, there came four young men, and took up the chair, and

dejiarted towards the east. Then she called me, and toQchcd my breast,

and said unto me: 'Hast thou been pleased with my reading?' And I

said unto her: 'Lady, these last things pleased me; but the former were

hard and harsh.' But she spake unto me, saying :
* These last are for

the righteous ; but the former are for the heathen and the apostates."

While she was yet speaking with me, there appeared two men, and they

took her up in their arms and departed unto the east, whither also the

chair had gone. And she departed joyfully; and as she departed, she

said :
' Be of good courage, O Hermas !

'

III. The THEOLOGY of Hermas is ethical and practical. He
is free from speculative opinious and ignorant of theological

technicalities. He views Christianity as a new law and lays

chief stress on practice. Herein he resembles James, but he

ignores the " liberty " by which James distinguishes the " per-

fect" Christian law from the imperfect old law of bondage. He
teaches not only the merit, but the supererogatory merit of good

works and the sin-atoning virtue of martyrdom. He knows

little or nothing of the gospel, never mentions the word, and

has no idea of justifying faith, although he makes faith the

chief virtue and the mother of virtues. He dwells on man's

duty and performance more than on God's gracious promises and

saving deeds. In a word, his Christianity is thoroughly legal-

istic and ascetic, and further off from the evangelical spirit than

any other book of the apostolic fathers. Christ is nowhere

named, nor his example held up for imitation (which is the true

conception of Christian life)
;
yet he appears as " the Son of

God," and is represented as prc-existent and strictly divine.^

The word Christian never occurs.

But this meagre view of Christianity, far from being heretical

or schismatic, is closely connected wdth catholic orthodoxy as

1 In the Visiom and Mandates the person of the Redeemer is mentioned only

three times; iu the Similitudes Hermas speaks repeatedly of the "Son of God,"

and seems to identify his pre-exislent divine nature with the Holy Spirit.

Sim. IX. 1 ro nvsijua t6 ayiov ... 6 ^ebg rov i9eoi) iariv. But a passage in a

parable must not be pressed and it is difierently explained. Comp. Hilgen-

feld, Ap. Viiter, 166 sq., Harnack's notes on Sim. Y. 5 and IX. 1 (p. 150 and

196), and the different view of Zahn, 139 sqq. and 245 sqq.
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far as we can judge from hints and figures. Hennas stood in

close normal relation to the Roman congregation (either under

Clement or Pins), and has an exalted view of the " holy church,"

as he calls the church universal. He represents her as the first

creature of God for which the world was made, as old and ever

growing younger; yet he distinguishes this ideal church from
the real and represents the latter as corrupt. He may have in-

ferred this conception in part from the Epistle to the Ephcsians,

the only one of Paul's writings with which he shows himself

familiar. He requires water-baptism as indispensable to salva-

tion, even for the pious Jews of the old dispensation, who
received it from the apostles in Hades.^ He does not mention

the eucharist, but this is merely accidental. The whole book
rests on the idea of an exclusive church out of which there is no

salvation. It closes with the characteristic exhortation of the

angel
:
"Do good works, ye who have received earthly blessings

from the Lord, that the building of the tower (the church) may
not be finished while ye loiter ; for the labor of the building has

been interrupted for your sakes. Unless, therefore, ye hasten

to do right, the tower Avill be finished, and ye will be shut out."

Much of the theology of Hermas is drawn from the Jewish

apocalyptic writings of pseudo-Enoch, pseudo-Esdras, and the

lost Book of Eldad and Medad.^ So his doctrine of angels. He
teaches that six angels were first created and directed the

1 This is the natural interpretation of the curious passage Simil. IX. 16:
" These apostles and teacliers who preached the name of the Son of God, after

having fallen asleep in the power and faith of the Son of God, preached to

those also who were asleep and gave to them the seal of preaching. They de-

scended therefore into the water with them and again ascended {Karelirianv ovv

fiET' avTuv sic: TO vdcjp Kat ttuTliv avii^rfoav). But these descended alive and
again ascended alive; but tliose who had fallen asleep before descended dead
(vEKpoi) and ascended alive (fuyrec)." This imaginary post-mortem baptism is

derived from the preaching of Christ in Har'es, 1 Pet. 3 : 19 ;
4 : 6. Clement

of Alex, quotes this passage with approbation, but supposed that Christ as well

as the apostles baptized in Hades. Strom. IF. 9. 44; VI. 6, 45, 46. Cotelier

and Donaldson (p. 380) are wrong in interpreting Hermas as meaning merely
a metaphorical and mystical baptism, or the divine blessings symbolized by it.

'^ The last is expressly quoted in the Second Vision.
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building of the church. Michael, their chief, writes the law in

the hearts of the faithful ; the angel of repentance guards tlie

penitent against relapse and seeks to bring back the fallen.

Twelve good spirits which bear the names of Christian virtues,

and are seen by Hernias in the form of Virgins, conduct the

believer into the kingdom of heaven ; twelve unclean spirits

named fi'om the same number of sins, hhider him. Every

man has a good and an evil genius. Even reptiles and other

animals have a presiding angel. The last idea Jerome justly

condemns as foolish.

It is confusing and misleading to judge Hermas from the

apostolic conflict between Jewish and Gentile Christianity.*

That conflict was over. John shows no traces of it in his

Gospel and Epistles. Clement of Rome mentions Peter and

Paul as inseparable. The two types had melted into the one

Catholic family, and continued there as co-operative elements in

the same organization, but were as yet very imperfectly under-

stood, especially the free Gospel of Paul. Jewish and pagan

features reappeared, or rather they never disappeared, and

exerted their influence for good and evil. Hence there runs

through the whole history of Catholicism a legalistic or Juda-

izing, and an evangelical or Pauline tendency ; the latter pre-

vailed in the Reformation and produced Protestant Christianity.

Hermas stood nearest to James and furthest from Paul ; his

friend Clement of Rome stood nearer to Paul and further off

from James ; but neither one nor the other had any idea of a

hostile conflict between the apostles.

IV. Relation to the Scriptures. Hermas is the only one

1 As is done by the Tubingen School, but without unanimity. Schwegler,

and, with qualifications, Hilgenfeld and Lipsius represent Hermas as an

Ebionite, while Ritschl on the contrary assigns him to the school of Paul.

There is no trace whatever in Hermas of the essential features of Ebionism

—

circumcision, the sabbath, the antipathy to Paul ;—nor on the other hand of

an understanding of the specific doctrines of Paul. Uhlhorn hits the point

(I. c. p. 13) :
'' Hermas isl tin Olied der damab'rjen nrfhodoren Kirrhe, und seine

Aitffnssung der christlichen Lehre die eines einfachen Gemeindegliedes one be

stimmte Auspmgung irgend eines I'arteicharakters."
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of the apostolic fathers who abstains from quoting the Old

Testament Scriptures and the words of our Lord. This absence

is due in part to the prophetic character of the Shepherd, for

prophecy is its own warrant, and speaks with divine authority.

There are, however, indications that he knew several books of

the New Testament, especially the Gospel of Mark, the Epistle

of James, and the Epistle to the Ephesians. The name of Paul

is nowhere mentioned, but neither are the other apostles. It is

wrong, therefore, to infer from this silence an anti-Pauline

tendency. Justin Martyr likewise omits the name, but shows

acquaintance "svith the writings of Paul.^

V. Relation to Moxtaxism. The assertion of the pro-

phetic gift and the disciplinarian rigorism Hermas shares

with the Montanists; but they arose half a century later, and

there is no historic connection. Moreover hLs zeal for discipline

does not run into schismatic excess. He makes remission and

absolution after baptism difficult, but not impossible ; he

ascribes extra merit to celibacy and seems to have regretted his

own unhappy marriage, but he allows second marriage as well

as second repentance, at least till the return of the Lord which,

with Barnabas, he sup|)oses to be near at hand. Hence

Tertullian as a Montanist denounced Hermas.

VI. Authorship and Time of Composition. Five opinions

are possible, (a) The author was the friend of Paul to whom
he sends greetings in Eom. 16 : 14, in the year 58. This is the

oldest opinion and accounts best for its high authority.^ (b) A
contemporary of Clement, presbyter-bishop of Rome, A. d. 92-

1 See the list of Scripture allusions of Hermas in Gebliardt's ed. p. 272-274 ;

in Funk's ed. I. 575-578; Hilgenfeld, Die Ap. Vdter, 182-184; Zahn, Hermce

Pastore N. T. illustratu.% Gott. 1867 ; and D. Hirt d. H. 391-482. Zahn dis-

covers considerable familiarity of H. with the N. T. writings. On the relation

of Hermas to John see Holtzmann, in Hilgenfeld's "Zeitschrift fur wissensch.

Theol.," 1875, p. 40sqq.

"^ So Origen (his opinion, pw^o enim, etc.), Eusebius, Jerome, probably also

Irenseus and Clement of Alexandria ; among recent writers Cotelier, Cave,

Lardner, Gallandi, Lumper, Lachmann, Sprinzl.
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101. Based upon the testimony of the book itself.' (c) A
brother of Bishop Pius of Rome (140). So asserts an unknown

author of 170 in the Muratorian fragment of the canon.^ But

he may have confounded the okler and younger Hermas with

the Latin translator, (d) The book is the work of two or

three authors, was begun under Trajan before 112 and com-

pleted by the brother of Pius in 140.^ (e) Hermas is a

fictitious name to lend apostolic authority to the Shepherd, (f

)

Barely worth mentioning is the isolated assertion of the Ethio-

pian version that the apostle Paul wrote the Shepherd under the

name of Hermas which was given to him by the inhabitants of

Lystra.

We adopt the second view, which may be combined with the

first. The author calls himself Hermas and professes to be a

contemporary of the Roman Clement, who was to send his book

to foreign churches.* This testimony is clear and must outweigh

' Gaab, Zahn, Caspari, Alzog, Salmon.
"^ " Pastorem vero nuperrinie teniporibus nosiris in iirbe Roma Uerma {Hermas)

conscripsit, sedente [rra] cathedra iirbis Romac ecclesiae Pio episcopo, fralre ejus.

Et idea legi eumquidem opporlet, se[d] publicare vero in ecclesia popido neque inter

prophetas completum [read : comple/osi numero, neque inter apostolos, in finem tem-

perurn potest." The same view is set forth in a poem of pseudo-Tertullian

against Marcion

:

" Post hunc [ Hyginusl deinde Pius, Hermas, cut germinefrater,
Angelicas Pastor, qui tradita verba locutus."

It ia also contained in the Liberian Catalogue of Roman bishops (a. d. 354),

and advocated by Mosheim, Schrockh, Credner, Hefele, Lipsius, Ritschl,

Heyne, v. Gebhardt, Harnack, Briill, Funk, Uhlhorn (A. D. 130-140). Others

assume that the brother of Pius was the author, but simulated an elder

Hermas.
^ Hilgenfeld designates these authors H. a= Hermas apocalypticus ; H. p.

= Hermas pastoral is ; H. s.= Hermas secundarius. See Prol. p. XXI. sq.

Thiersch, Count de Champagny (Xas Antonius, ed. III. 1875, T. I, p. 144) and

Gudranger likewise assumed more than one author. But the book is a unit.

Comp. Harnack versus Hilgenfeld in the "Theol. Literatur-Zeitung " for

1882, f. 249 sqq.

* In Vis. II. 4 Hermas receives the command to write "two books and to

send one to Clement and one to Grapte ; " and Clement was to send the books

to foreign cities (fZf ra^ t^io ndX^ic). This seems to imply that he was the

well known bishop of Rome. Giapte was a deaconess, having charge of
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every other. If the Hermas mentioned by Paul was a young

disciple in 58, he may well have lived to the age of Trajan, and

he expressly represents himself as an aged man at the time

when he wrote.

We further learn from the author that he was a rather unfor-

tunate husband and the father of bad children, who had lost his

wealth in trade through his own sins and those of his neglected

sons, but who awoke to repentance and now came forward him-

self as a plain preacher of righteousness, though without any

official position, and apparently a mere layman.^ He had been

formerly a slave and sold by his master to a certain Christian

lady in Rome by the name of Rhoda. It has been inferred from

his Greek style that he was born in Egypt and brought up in a

Jewish family.^ But the fact tliat he first mistook the aged

woman who represents the church, for the heathen Sibyl, rather

suggests that he was of Gentile origin. We may infer the same

from his complete silence about the prophetic Scriptures of the

Old Testament. He says nothing of his conversion.

widows and orphans. The opinion of Origen that Clement and Grapte repre-

sent the spiritual ami literal methods of interpretation is merely an allegorical

fancy. Donaldson and Harnack assume that Clement is an unknown person,

but this is inconsistent with the assumed authority of that person,

1 He is told in the Second Vision, ch. 2 :
" Your seed, O Hermas. has sinned

against God, and they have blasphemed against the Lord, and in their great

wickedness they have betrayed their parents . . . and their iniquities have been

filled up. But make known these words to all your children, and to your wife

who is to be your sister. For she does not restrain her tongue, with which she

commits iniquity; but on hearing these words she will control herself, and

will obtain mercy." The words '' who is to be your sister'' probably refer to

fiiture continence or separation. Tillemont and Hefele regard Hernns as a

presbyter, but Fleury, Hilgenfeld, Thiersch, Zahn, Uhlhorn and Salmon as a

layman. He always speaks of presbyters as if he were not one of them, and

severely censures the Roman clergy. Justin Martyr was also a lay-preacher,

but with more culture.

^ Zahn infers from the Jewish Greek idiom of Hermas that he grew up in

Jewish circles, and was perhaps acquainted with the Hebrew language. Ontiie

other hand Harnack supposes (Notes on Vis. I. 1) that Hermas was descended

from Christian parents, else he would not have omitted to inform us of his

conversion in the house of Rhoda. Hilgenfeld (p. 138) makes Hermas a Jew.

but his master, who sold him, a Geniile.

Vol. II. 44
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The book was probably written at the close of the first or early

in the second century. It shows no trace of a hierarchical or-

ganization, and assumes the identity of presbyters and bishops

;

even Clement of Rome is not called a bishop.^ The state of the

church is indeed described as corrupt, but corruption began

already in the a]30stolic age, as we see from the Epistles and the

Apocalypse. At the time of Ireuseus the book was held in the

highest esteem, which implies its early origin.

VII. Authority and Value. No product of post-apostolic

literature has imdergone a greater change in public esteem. The

Shepherd was a book for the times, but not for all times. To

the Christians of the second and third century it had all the

charm of a novel from the spirit-world, or as Bunyan's Pil-

grims' Progress has at the present day. It was even read in

public worship down to the time of Eusebius and Jerome, and

added to copies of the Holy Scriptures (as the Codex Sinai ticus,

where it follows after the Ep. of Barnabas). Irenteus quotes it

as " divine Scripture." ^ The Alexandrian fathers, who with all

' The church officers appear as a plurality o'' npsaSv-epni^ or senioi-es, or

prcesides, of equal rank, but Clement of Eome is supposed to have a certain

supervision in relation to foreign churches. Vis. II., 2, 4 ; III,, 9 ; Simil. IX.,

31. In one passage (F^sIII-, 5) Hernias mentions four officers, "apostles,

bishops, teachers, and deacons.'' The " bishops" here include presbvters, and

the " teachers" are eitiier all preachers of the gospel or the presbyter-bisliops in

their teaching (as distinct from their ruling) capacity and function. In other

passages he names only the aTroff-oP.oi and (JuWcr/iaAo;, Sim. IX., 15, 16,25;

comp. Paul's noifieve^ kuI SiSdanalni, Eph. 4:11. The statements of Hermas

on church organization are rather loose and indefinite. They have been dis-

cussed by Hilgenfeld and Harnack in favor of presbyterianism, by Hefele and

Kothe in favor of episcopacy. Lightfoot, who identifies Hermas with the

brother of bishop Pius (140), says: " Were it not known that the writer's own

brother was bishop of Eome (?), we should be at a loss what to say about the

constitution of the Roman church in his day." (Com. on Philipp., p. 218.)

^ Adv. ITocr. IV. 20, ? 2 : eljrev ?'/ ypacp?/ rj ?Jyovaa. Then follows a quotation

from Mand. I. 1 :
" First of all believe that tliere is one God who created and

prepared and made all things out of notliing." Possibly the wrong reference

was a .'slip of memory in view of familiar passages, 2 Mace. 7 : 28 [Tinvra . . /f

ovK bvruv ETTohiaev) ; Heb. 11 : 3 ; Mark 12 : 20 (o ''^foc elc fff") ; James 2 : 18

Hilgenfeld thinks that the Hermas was known also to the author of the K>;pv)/ia.

Hirpov and pseudo-Clement.
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their learning were wanting in sound critical discrimination, re-

garded it as " divinely inspired," though Origen intimates that

others judged less favorably.^ Eusebius classes it with the

" spurious," though orthodox books, like the Epistle of Barnabas,

the Acts of Paul, etc. ; and Athanasius puts it on a par with

the Apocrypha of the Old Testament, which are useful for cate-

chetical instruction.

In the Latin church where it originated, it never rose to such

high authority, Tiie Muratorian canon regards it as apocryphal,

and remarks that " it should be read,^ but not publicly used in

the church or numbered among the prophets or the apostles."

Tertullian, who took offence at its doctrine of the possibility of a

second rej^entance, and the lawfnlness of second marriage, speaks

even contemjDtuously of it.^ So does Jerome in one passage,

though he speaks respectfully of it in another.* Ambrose

and Augustiu ignore it. The decree of Pope Gelasius I. (about

500) condemns the book as apocryphal. Since that time it

shared the fate of all Apocrypha, and fell into entire neglect.

The Greek original even disappeared for centuries, until it

turned up unexpectedly in the middle of the nineteenth centuiy

to awaken a new interest, and to try the ingenuity of scholars as

cue of the links in the development of catholic Christianity.

NOTE.

The Pastor Hermge has long ceased to be read for devotion or enter-

tainment. We add some modern opinions. Mosheim (who must have

^ See the quotafions from Clement of Alex, and Origen in G. and H. Prol.,

p. Liii.-LVi. Zahn says that " the history of the ecclesiastical aiitliority of

Herraas in the East begins with an nnbounded recognition of the same as a

book resting on divine revelation.''

^ In private only, or in the clinrch ? The passage is obscure and disputed.

^ On account of this comparative mildness [Mnnd. IV., 1), Tertullian calls

Herraas sarcastically ^^
tile apocrypkus Pastor moechoriim." De Pud. c. 20;

com p. c. 10.

* Jerome calls the Shepherd " revera utilis liber," which was publicly read in

certain churches of Greece, and quoted by many ancient writers as an author-

ity, but " almost unknown among the Latins" (apud Latinos' pcene ignotiis).

Op. II. 846. In another passage, Op. VI- 604, he condemns the view of the

angelic supervision of animals ( Vis. IV. 2).
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read it very superficially) pronounced the talk of the heavenly spirits in

Hennas to be more stupid and insipid than that of the barbers of his

day, and concluded that he was either a fool or an impostor. The great

historian Niebuhr, as reported by Bunsen, used to say that he pitied the

Athenian [why not the Roman ?J Christians who were obliged to listen

to the reader of such a book in the church. Bunsen himself pronounces

it " a well-meant but silly romance."

On the other hand, some Irvingite scholars, Dr. Thiersch and IMr. Gaab,

have revived the old belief in a supernatural foundation for the visions, as

having been really seen and recorded in the church of Rome during the

apostolic age, but afterwards modified and mingled with errors by the

compiler under Pius. Gaab thinks that Hermas was gifted with the power

of vision, and inspired in the same sense as Swedenborg.

Weatcott ascribes " the highest value " to the Shepherd, " as showing in

what way Christianity was endangered by the influence of Jewish prin-

ciples as distinguished from Jewish forms." Hint, of the Canon of the N.

T. p. 173 (second ed.)

Donaldson (a liberal Scotch Presbyterian) thinks that the Shepherd
" ought to derive a peculiar interest from its being the first work extant,

the main effort of which is to direct the soul to God. The other religious

books relate to internal workings in the church—this alone specially

deals with the great change requisite to living to God. ... Its creed is a

very short and simple one. Its great object is to exhibit the morality

implied in conversion, .... and it is well calculated to awaken a true

sense of the spiritual foes that are ever ready to assail him." {Ap.

Fath., p. 339). But he also remai'ks (p. 336) that "nothing would more

completely show the immense difference between ancient Christian feel-

ing and modern, than the respect in which ancient, and a large number

of modern Christians hold this work."

George A. Jackson (an American Congregationalist) judges even more

favorably [Ap. Fath., 1879, p. 15) :
" Reading the ' Sliepherd,' and re-

membering that it appeared in the midst of a society differing little from

that satirized by Juvenal, we no longer wonder at the esteem in which it

was held by the early Christians, but we almost join with them in calling

it an inspired book."

Mr. Hoole, of Oxford, agrees with the judgment of Athanasius, and

puts its literary character on the same footing as the pious but rude art

of the Roman catacombs.

Dr. Salmon, of Dulilin, compares Hermas with Savonarola, who sin-

cerely believed : [a] that the church of his time was corrupt and worldly

;

[b) that a time of great tribulation was at hand, in which the dross should

be purged away
;

(c) that there was still an intervening time for repent-

ance
;

[d) that he himself was divinely commissioned to be a preacher of

that repentance.
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§ 169. Papias.

(I.) The fragments of Papias collected in Eouth : Reliquiae Sacrae, ed.

II., Oxf., 1846, vol. I., 3-16. Vox Gebhardt and Haiinack :

Fatres Apost., Appendix : Papice Fragmenta, I., 180-196. English
translation in Roberts and Donaldson, '' Ante-Nicene Library,"' I.,

441-t48.

Passages on Papias in Iren^us : Adv. Hcer., v. 33, I 3, 4. Euseb. H. E.
III. 36, 39 ; Chron. ad Olymp. 220, ed. Schone II. 162. Also a ^&\y

later notices; see Routh and the Leipz. ed. of F. A. The Vita

S. Fajyia:, by the Jesuit Halloix, Dusei, 1633, is filled with a fanciful

account of the birth, education, ordination, episcopal and literary

labors of the saint, of whom very little is really known.
(II.) Separate articles on Papias, mostly connected with the Gospel ques-

tioD, by SCHLEIERMACHER (ou his testimonies concerning Matthew
and Mark in the "Studien und Kritiken" forl832, p. 735) ; Th. Zahn
{ibid. 1866, No. IV. p. 649 sqq.) ; G. E. Steitz (in the "Studien und
Kritiken" for 1868, No. I. 63-95, and art. Papias in Herzog's
" Encyc." ed. I. vol. XL, 78-86 ; revised by Leimbach in ed. II.

vol. XL 194-206); James Donaldson {The Apost. Fathers

1874, p. 393-402) ; Bishop Lightfoot (in the "Contemporary Ee-
view" for Aug., 1875, pp. 377-403; a careful examination of the

testimonies of Papias concerning the Gospels of Mark and Matthew
against the misstatements in " Supernatural Eeligion") ; Leimbach
{Bas Fapiasfragment, 1875) ; Weiffenbach {Das Fapiasfragmeni,

1874 and 1878) ; Hilgexfeld (" Zeitschrift fiir wissensch. Theol.,"

1875,239 sqq.); Ludemann {Zur Erklarung des Fapiasfragments,

in the " Jahrbiicher fur protest. Theol.," 1879, p. 365 sqq.); H.
HoLTZMANN {Fapias und Johannes, in Hilgenfeld's "Zeitschrift

fur wissensch. Theologie," 1880, pp. 64^77). Comp. also Westcott
on the Canon of the JSf. T., p. 59-68.

Papias, a disciple of John ^ aud friend of Polycarp, was bishop

of Hierapolis, in Phrygia, till towards the middle of the second

century. According to a later tradition in the " Paschal Chron-

icle," he suffered martyrdom at Pergamon about the same time

with Polycarp at Smyrna. As the death of the latter has

recently been put back from 166 to 155, the date of Papias

must undergo a similar change ; and as his contemporary friend

was at least 86 years old, Papias was probably born about A. D.

70, so that he may have known St. John, St. Philip the Evan-

^ See note at the end of the section.
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gelist, and other primitive disciples who survived the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem.

Papias was a pious, devout and learned student of the Scrip-

tures, and a faithful traditionist, though somewhat credulous

and of limited comprehension.^ He carried the heavenly treas-

ure in an earthen vessel. His associations give him considerable

weight. He went to the primitive sources of the Christian

faith. "I shall not regret," he says, "to subjoin to ray inter-

pretations [of the Lord's Oracles], whatsoever I have at any

time accurately ascertained and treasured up in my memory, as

I have received it from the elders {jiapa zcou TZfjeaf^uzepwp) and

have recorded it to give additional confirmation to the truth, by

my testimony. For I did not, like most men, delight in those

who speak much, but in those wlio teach the truth ; nor in those

who record the commands of others [or new and strange com-

mands], but in those who record the commands given by the

Lord to our faith, and proceeding from truth itself. If then

any one who had attended on the elders came, I made it a point

to inquire what were the words of the elders ; what Andrew, or

what Peter said, or Philip, or Thomas, or James, or John, or

Mntthew, or any other of the disciples of our Lord; and what

things Aristion and the elder John, the disciples of the Lord,

say. For I was of opinion that I could not derive so much

benefit from books as from the living and abiding voice." ^ He
collected with great zeal the oral traditions of the apostles and

their disciples respecting the discourses and works of Jesus, and

* Eiisebins, H. E. III. 39, says that he was ccpoSfia ofiiKpbc rbv vovv, " very

small-minded," and that tliis appears from Jiis writings ; but he was no doubt

unfavorably influenced in his judgment by the strong millennariarism of

Papias, which lie mentions just before; and even if well founded, it would not

invalidate his testimony as to mere facts. In another place (III. 3G), Eusebius

calls him a man of comprehensive learning and knowledge of the Scriptures

[avt/p ra navra hri fia^uLara 2.oyi6TaTog kcu ttiq ypaipr}q evdr/fiuv, omni doctrinre

genere instruetisaimus et in scriptura sacra versaius). Learning, piety, and good

sense are not always combined. The passage, however, is wanting in some

MSS. of Eusebius. See the note of Heinichen, vol. I. 141 sqq.

2 TTffpu (JwCTW (puvijq Koi fievovcr/g. Eus. III. 39 (Heinichen, I. 148).
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published them in five books under the title :
" Explanation of

the Lord's Discourses,^'
^

Unfortunately this book, which still existed in the thirteenth

century, is lost with the exception of valuable and interesting

fragments preserved chiefly by Irenseus and Eusebius. Among

these are his testimonies concerning the Hebrew Gospel of

Matthew and the Petrine Gospel of JSIark, which figure so

prominently in all the critical discussions on the origin of the

Gospels.^ The episode on the woman taken in adultery which is

found in some MSS. of John 7: 53-8: 11, or after Luke

21 : 38, has been traced to the same source and was perhaps to

illustrate the word of Christ, John 8: 15 ("I judge no man");

for Eusebius reports that Papias "set forth another narrative

concerning a woman who was maliciously accused before the

Lord of many sins, which is contained in the Gospel according to

the Hebrews."^ If so, we are indebted to him for the preser-

vation of a precious fact which at once illustrates in a most

striking manner our Saviour's absolute purity in dealing with

sin, and his tender compassion toward the sinner. Papias was

an enthusiastic chiliast, and the famous parable of the fertility

of the millennium which he puts in the Lord's mouth and

which Irengeus accepted in good faith, may have been intended

as an explanation of the Lord's word concerning the fruit of the

1 Aoyiuv KvpiaKuv £^i/y7iaig, Explanatio sermonum Domini. The word e^tp/'n'yi.q

here no Houbt means interpretation of some already existing gospel record,

since Anastasius of Sinai (d. 599) classes Papias among Biblical exegetes or

interpreters. He probably took as his text the canonical Gospels, and gave

his own commeuts on the Lord's Discourses therein contained, together with

additional sayings which he had derived, directly or indirectly, from personal

disciples of Christ. Although this work has disappeared for several centuries^

it may possibly yet be recovered either in the original, or in a Syriac or

Armenian version. The work was still extant in 1218 in the MSS. collection

of the church at Nismes, according to Gallandi and Pitra. It is also men-

tioned thrice in the Catalogue of the Library of the Benedictine Monastery

of Christ Church, Canterbury, contained in the Cottonian MS. of the thirteenth

or fourteenth century. Donaldson, p. 402. On the meaning of Aoyia see V<-1.

I. 622 sq.

^ See vol. I. p. 622, 633 sq.

^ The plural (fTrt no?i2aic daapriaig, H- E. III. 39) is no argument against

the conjecture. Cod. D reads dfiaprta instead of fiotxeia in John 8 : 3.
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vine which he shall drink new in his Father's kingdom, Matt.

26 : 29/ His chiliasm is no proof of a Judaizing tendency, for

it was the prevailing view in the second century. He also

related two miracles, the resurrection of a dead man which took

place at the time of Philip (the Evangelist), as he learned from

his daughters, and the drinking of poison without harm by

Justus Barsabas.

Papias proves the great value which was attached to the oral

traditions of the apostles and their disciples in the second cen-

tury. He stood on the threshold of a new period when the last

witnesses of the apostolic age were fast disappearing, and when

it seemed to be of the utmost importance to gather the remain-

ing fragments of inspired wisdom which might throw light on

the Lord's teaching, and guard the church against error.

But he is also an important witness to the state of the canon

before the middle of the second century. He knew the first two

Gospels, and in all probability also the Gospel of John, for he

quoted, as Eusebius expressly says, from the first Epistle of

John, which is so much like the fourth Gospel in thought and

style that they stand or fall as the works of one and the same

author.^ He is one of the oldest witnesses to the inspiration and

^ See above, ? 158, p. 616. Card. Pitra, in the first vol. cif liis Spicile(j. Solesm.,

communicates a similar fragment, but this is, as the title and opening words

intimate, a translation of Irenseus, not of Papias. The authoress of '' The

Pupils of St. John,'" p. 203, remarks on that description of Papias: " Under-

stood literally, this is of course utterly unlike anything we know of our blessed

Lord's unearthly teaching; yet it does sound like what a literal and narrow

mind, listening to mere word-of mouth narrative, might make of the parable

of the Vine, and of the Sower, or of the Grain of Mnstard-seed ; and we also

see how providential and how merciful it was that the real words of our Lord

were so early recorded by two eye-witnesses, and by two scholarly men, under

the guidance of the Holy Spirit, instead of being left to the versions tliat good

but dull-minded believers migiit make of them."

^ A mediaeval tradition assigns to Papias an account of the origin, and even

a part in the composition, of the Gospel of John as his amanuensis. So a note

prefixed to John's Gospel in a MS. of the ninth century, rediscovered by Pitra

and Tischendorf in 1866 in the Vatican library. The note is, in Tischendorf's

opinion, older than Jerome, and is as follows : "Evangelium johannis mnnifenta-

tinn et rhituin est ecclesiis (tb johnnne adhuc in corpore constituto, sicut pcipins nomine

hierapoiitamis discipuliis johannis cams in exotericis [exe(jeticis'\, id est in extremis,
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credibility of the Apocalypse of John, and commented on a part

of it/ He made use of the first Epistle of Peter, but is silent

as far as we know concerning Paul and Luke. This has been

variously explained from accident or ignorance or dislike, but

best from the nature of his design to collect only words of the

Lord. Hennas and Justin Martyr likewise ignore Paul, and

yet knew his writings. That Papias was not hostile to the

great apostle may be inferred from his intimacy with Polycarp,

who lauds Paul in his Epistle.

NOTES.

The relation of Papias to the Apostle John is still a disputed point.

Irenffius, the oldest witness and himself a pupil of Pol3'car23, calls Papias

'ludvvov fiEv cLKovaTr/q, TInXvKapTrov Se hnlpoQ [Adv. Hcer. V. 33, 4). He must

evidently mean here the Apostle John. Following him, Jerome and

later writers (Maximus Confessor, Andrew of Crete and Anastasius Si-

naita) call him a disciple of the Apostle John, and this view has been

defended with much learning and acumen by Dr. Zahn (18(3(3), and, in-

dependently of him, by Dr. Milligan (on John, the Preshi/ter, in Cowper's

"Journal of Sacred Literature" for Oct., 1867, p. 106 sqq.), on the as-

sumption of the identity of the Apostle John with " Presbyter John ;"

comp. 2 and 3 John, where the writer calls himself o Trpeaphrepnc Rig-

genbach (on John the Ap. and John the Presbyter, in the " Jahrbiicher

fiir Deutsche Theologie," 1868, pp. 319-334), Hengstenberg, Leimbach,

take the same view (also Schaff in Historij of the Apost. Ch., 1853, p. 421).

On the other hand, Eusebius {JI. E. III. 39) infers that Papias distin-

guishes between John the Apostle and "the Presbyter John'' [o Trpscjiv-

repng 'ludvvTjc) SO called, and that he was a pupil of the Presbyter only.

He bases the distinction on a fragment he quotes from the introduction

to the "Explanation of the Lord's Discourses,^'' where Papias says that he

ascertained the primitive traditions: rl'Av^peaq ^ tI Uhpoc el-rrev [in the

past tense], ^ ri ^Unnroc i] Ti QufJta^ rj 'JaKuSog i] ri 'I w« I'vijg [the Apostle]

^ M«ri?a(Of, Tj TiQ ETepoQ tuv tov Kvpiov luaSj^Tuv, a re ^Aptariuv Kai o

quinque libriH retulit. Discripsit vero evangeUum dictnnte johanne recte," etc. The

last sentence is probably a mistaken translation of the Greek. See Lightfoot

in the " Contemp. Eev.," Oct. 1875, p. 854 ; Charteris, Canonicity, p. 168.

Another testimony is found in a fragment of a Greek commentator in the

Proceminm of the Catena Patriim Grfucornm in S- Johanmm, ed. by Corderins.

Antwerp, 1630, according to wliich John dictated his Gospel to Papias of

Hierapolis. See Papise Frag, in Gebh. and Harn.'s ed. p. 194. This tradhion

is discredited by the silence of Ettsebins, but it shows that in tlie opinion of

the mediseval chnrch Papias was closely connected witli the Gospel of John.

^ Andreas of Caesarea, In Apoc. c. 34, Serm. 12. See v. G. and H. p. 189.
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vpea livre poq ^ludvvqq ^ ol rov Kvpiov [not tuv a.TTOdTu'Xuv'] ^ladriTaX,

Aiyovffiv [present tense]. Here two Johns seem to be clearly distin-

guished ; but the Presbyter John, together with an unknown Aristion, is

likewise called a disciple of the Lord (not of the Apostles). The distinc-

tion is maintained by Steitz, Tischendorf, Keim, Weiffenbach, Liide-

niann, Donaldson, Westcott, and Lightfoot. In confirmation of this view,

Euscbius states that two graves were shown at Ephesus bearing the

name of John (III. 39: <5t'0 £!> ''E'<p£<y(f) yevia-tiac /uv7//iaTa, km kuciTepov 'ludwou

e-L vvv Mysa&ai). But Jerome, De Vir. ill. c. 9, suggests, that both graves

vpere only memories of the Apostle. Beyond this, nothing whatever is

known of this mysterious Presbyter John, and it was a purely critical con-

jecture of the anti-millennarian Dionysius of Alexandria that he was the

author of the Apocalypse (Euseb. VII. 25). The substance of the me-

diaeval legend of "Prester John" was undoubtedly derived from another

source.

In any case, it is certainly possible that Papias, like his friend

Polycarp, may have seen and heard the aged apostle who lived to the

close of the first or the beginning of the second century. It is therefore

unnecessary to charge Irenteus with an error either of name or memory.

It is more likely that Eusebius misunderstood Papias, and is responsible

for a fictitious John, who has introduced so much confusion into the

question of the authorship of the Johanuean Apocalypse.

§ 170. The Epistle to Diognetus.

Editions.

Epistola ad Diognetum, ed. Otto (with Lat. transl., introduction and

critical notes), ed. II. Lips. 1852.

In the Leipz. edition of the Apost. Fathers, by 0. v. Gebhardt and Ad.

Harnack, I. 216-226 ; in the Tubingen ed. of Hefele-Funk, I. pp.

310-333.

W. A. HoLLEXBERG : Der Brief an Diognet.' Berl. 1853.

E. M. Krenkel : Epistola ad Diogn. Lips. 1860.

English translation : in Kitto's " Journal of S. Lit." 1852, and in vol. I.

of the "Ante-Nicene Library." Edinb. 1867.

French versions by P. le Gras, Paris 1725 ; 31. de Genoude, 1838 ; A.

Karjser, 1856.

Discussions.

Otto : De Ep. ad Diognetum. 1852.

A. Kayser : La Lettre d, Diognlte. 1856 (in " Revue de Theologie ").

G. J. SxOECK : Specimen iheologicum exhihens introdudioncm in Epistolam

ad Diogn. Lugd. Bat. 1861.

Donaldson : A Critical Hint, of Christian Liter., etc. Lond., 1866, II.

126 sqq. He was inclined to assume that Henry Stephens, the first

editor, manufactured the Ep., but gave up the strange hypothesis,
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which was afterwards reassei-ted by Cotterill in his Peregrinus

Proteus, 1879.

Franz Overbeck : Ueber den pseudo-justinischen Brief an Diognet.

Basel 1872. And again with additions in his Studien zur Geschichte

der alien Kirche (Schloss-Chemnitz, 1875), p. 1-92. He represents the

Ep. (like Donaldson) as a post-Constantinian fiction, but has been

refuted by Hilgenfeld, Keim, Lipsius, and Draseke.

JOH. Draseke : Der Brief an Dlognetos. Leipz. 1881 (207 pp.). Against

Overbeck and Donaldson. The Ep. was known and used by Tertul-

lian, and probably composed in Rome by a Christian Gnostic (per-

haps Appelles). Unlikely.

Heinr. Kihx (R. C.) : Der Ursprung des Briefes an Diognet. Freiburg i.

B. 1882 (XV. and 168 pages).

Semisch : art. Diog?iet. in U.erzog'^ III. 611-615 (and in his Justin der

3Iart., 1840, vol. I. 172 sqq.) ; Schaff, in McClintock and Strong,

III. 807 sq., and Bieks, in Smith and Wace, II. 162-167.

The Ep. to D. has also been discussed by Neander, Hefele, Creduer,

Mohler, Bunsen, Ewald, Dorner, Hilgenfeld, Lechler, Baur, Har-

nack, Zahn, Funk, Lipsius, Keim (especially in Pom nnd das Chris-

thum, 460-468).

1. The short but precious document called the Epistle to

DiOGNETUS was unknown in Christian literature^ until Henry-

Stephens, the learned publisher of Paris, issued it in Greek and

Latin in 1592, under the name of Justin Martyr.^ He gives

no account of his sources. The only Codex definitely known

is the Strassburg Codex of the thirteenth century, and even

this (after having been thoroughly compared by Professor

Cunitz for Otto's edition), was destroyed in the accidental

^ Not even Eusebius or Jerome or Photius make any mention of it.

Mohler {Patrol, p. 170) refers to Photius, but Photius speaks of Justin Martyr,

with whose writings he was well acquainted. See Hergenrother, Photius, III.

19 sq.

^ lOTSTINOT TOY 6ikoa6<f)ov aal fiaprvpo^ ''EKiaro?^?} wpbc Aioyvrjrov, Kal Aojog

npbq °WAlT]vaq. lustini Philosophi et Martyris Ep. ad Diognetum, et Oraiio ad

Graces, nunc primum luce et latlnitate donatce ah Henrico Stephano. Eiusdem

Senr. Stephani annotationibus additum est In. lacohi Beureri de quorundam

locorum partim interpretatione partim emendatione iudicium. Tatiani, discipuli

lustini, qucedam. Excudebat Hcnricus Stephanus. Anno MDXCIL Tlie copy

of Stephens is still preserved in the University library at Leiden. The copy

of Beurer is lost, but was probably made from the Strassburg Codex, with

which it agrees in the readings published by Stephens in his appendix, and by

Sylburg in his notes.
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fire at Strassburg during tlie siege of 1870.^ So great is the

mystery iiangiDg over the origin of this document, that some

modern scholars have soberly turned it into a post-Constantinian

fiction in imitation of early Christianity, but without being able

to agree upon an author, or his age, or his nationality.

Yet this most obscure writer of the second century is at the

same time the mo.st brilliant ; and while his name remains un-

known to this day, he shed lustre on the Christian name in

times when it was assailed and blasphemed from Jew and Gen-

tile, and could only be professed at the risk of life. He must be

ranked with the "great unknown" authors of Job and the

Epistle to the Hebrews, who are known only to God.

2. DiOGNETUS was an inquiring heathen of high social posi-

tion and culture, who desired information concerning the origin

and nature of the religion of the Christians, and the secret of

their contempt of the world, their courage in death, their bro-

therly love, and the reason of the late origin of this new fashion,

so diifereut from the gods of the Greeks and the superstition of

the Jews. A Stoic philosopher of this name instructed Jdarcus

Aurelius in his youth (about 133) in painting and composition,

and trained him in Attic simplicity of life, and " whatever else

of the kind belongs to Grecian discipline." Perhaps he taught

him also to despise the Christian martyrs, and to trace their

heroic courage to sheer obstinacy. It is quite probable that our

Diognetus was identical with the imperial tutor ; for he wished

especially to know what enabled these Christians " to despise the

world and to make light of death."

^

^ '^ Epistuhf. ad Diognetum unum tantummodo exemplar antiquvis^ ad nostram

risque pervenit memoriam: codicem dico loannis Reuchlini quondam, postea

Arc/enforafensem, qui misero ilh incendio die nono ante Calendas Septemhres anni

MDCiJCLXX cum tot aliis libris pretiosis iii cineies dilapsus csl." \'oii Geb-

harrlt and Harnack, p. 205. They assert, p. 208, tliat tlie copies of Stephens

and Bearer were taken from the Cod. of Strassburg. Otto (Prol. p. 3) speaks

of " tres codice.% Argentoratensis, apographon Stephani, apogrophon Beureri."

* Comp. Ep. ad. Diog., c. 1, witli Marcus Aur. Medit., IX. 3 (his only allusion

to Christianity, quoted p. 329). Marcus Aureliua gratefully remembers his

tsacher Diognetus, Medit, I. 6. L)io<>;nptus was not a rare name ; but the

one of our Epistle was a person of social iirominence, as the term HfxircaTog,
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3. The Epistle before us is au answer to the questions of

this noble heathen. It is a brief but masterly vindication of

Christian life and doctrine from actual experience. It is evi-

dently tlie product of a man of genius, fine taste and classical

culture. It excels in fresh enthusiasm of faith, richness of

thought, and elegance of style, and is altogether one of the most

beautiful memorials of Christian antiquity, unsurpassed and

hardly equalled by any genuine work of the Apostolic Fathers.^

4. Contexts. The document consists of twelve chapters.

It opens with an address to Diognetus who is described as

exceedingly desirous to learn the Christian doctrine and mode

of worship in distinction from that of tlie Greeks and the Jews.

The writer, rejoicing in this opportunity to lead a Gentile friend

to the path of truth, exposes first the vanity of idols (ch. 2),

then the superstitions of the Jews (ch. 3, 4) ; after this he gives

by contrasts a striking and truthful picture of Christian life

which moves in this world like the invisible, immortal soul in

the visible, perishing body (ch. 5 and 6),^ and sets forth the

benefits of Christ's coming (ch. 7). He next describes the mis-

erable condition of the world befor6 Christ (ch. 8), and answers

the question why He appeared so late (ch. 9). In this connec-

hongrahle, iniplies. Otto and Ewald identify the two. Keim and Dra=!eke

(p. 141) admit that our Diognetus belonged to the imperial court, but put him

later.

^ Ewald {Geschichte des Volkes Israel, Bd.VII. p. 150) places it first among
all the early Christian epistles which were not received into the N. T., and

says that it combines perfectly " the fulness and art of Greek eloquence with

the purest love of truth, and the ease and grace of words with tiie elevating

seriousness of the. Christian." Bnn.sen :
" Indisputably, after Scripture, the

finest monument of sound Chris'ian feeling, noble courage, and manly elo-

quence." Semisch (in Herzog) calls it " ein Kleinod des christl. Alterthums,

welchem in Oeist und Fassung Icaum ein zweites Schriftwerk der nachapostolischen

Zeit gleichsteht." Keim {Bom und das Christenthnm, p. 463 sq.) calls it "das

lieblichste, ja ein fast zauberhaftes Wort des zweiten Jahrhunderts," and eloquently

praises "die reine, klassische Sprache, den schonen, korrekten Satzbau, die rhe-

torische Frische, die schlagenden Antithesen, den gcistreichen Ausdruck, die logische

Abrundiing . . . die unmittelbare, liebeswarme, begeisterte, wenn schon mit Bildung

durchsdttigte Frommigkeit."

^ Quoted above, § 2, p. 9.
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tion occurs a beautiful passage ou redemption, fuller and clearer

than any that can be found before Ireufeus/ He concludes with

an account of the blessings and moral effects which flow from

the Christian faith (ch. 10). The last two chapters which were

probably added by a younger contemporary, and marked as

such in the IMS., treat of knowledge, faith and spiritual life

with reference to the tree of knowledge and the tree of life in

paradise. Faith opens the paradise of a higher knowledge of

the mysteries of the supernatural world.

The Epistle to Diognetus forms the transition from the

purely practical literature of the Apostolic Fathers to the reflec-

tive theology of the Apologists. It still glows with the ardor

of the first love. It is strongly Pauline.^ It breathes the spirit

of freedom and higher knowledge grounded in faith. The Old

Testament is ignored, but without any sign of Gnostic contempt.

5. Authorship and Time of composition. The author calls

himself "a disciple of the Apostles,"^ but this term occurs in

the appendix, and may be taken in a wider sense. In the MS.
the letter is ascribed to Justin Martyr, but its style is more ele-

gant, vigorous and terse than that of Justin, and the thoughts are

more original and vigorous.* It belongs, however, in all prob-

ability, to the same age, that is, to the middle of the second

century, rather earlier than later. Christianity appears in it* as

something still new and unknown to the aristocratic society, as

a stranger in the world, everywhere exposed to calumny and

persecution of Jews and Gentiles. All this suits the reign of

Antoninus Pius and of Marcus Aurelius. If Diognetus was

the teacher of the latter as already suggested, we would have an

indication of Rome, as the probable place of composition.

Some assign the Epistle to an earlier date under Trajan or

1 See above, § 153, p. 587.

* " As if no less a person than Paul himself had returned to life for that age."

Ewald, VII. 149.

* ' \noaT62.uv yevd^Evog im'&rjTijg, ch. 11.

* The Justinian authorsliip is defended by Cave, Fabricius, and Otto, but re-

futed by Semisch, Hefele, Keim, and others.
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Hadrian/ others to the reign of Marcus Aurelius,^ others to the

close of the second century or still later.^ The speculations

about the author begin with Apollos in the first, and end with

Stephens in the sixteenth, century. He will probably remain

unknown.*

§ 171. SLvtus of Rome.

Enchiridion SiXTl philosojM Pythagorici, first ed. by Symphor. Cham-
perius, Lugd. 1507 (under the title : Sixtii Xysti Anulus) ; again at

Wittenberg with the Carmina aurea of Pythagoras, 1514; by Beatus

Rhenanus, Bas. 1516 ; in the " Maxima Bibliotheca Vet. Patrum,''

Lugd. 1677, Tom. III. 335-339 (under the title Xysti vcl Sexti Pytha-

gorici philosophi ethnici Sententice, iiiterprete Rufino Prcshytero Aqui-

lejensi) ; by U. G. Siber, Lips. 1725 (under the name of Sixtus II.

instead of Sixtus I.) ; and by Gildemeister (Gr., Lat. and Syr.),

Bonn 1873.

A Syriac Version in P. Lagardii Analecta Syriaca, Lips, and Lend.

1858 (p. 1-31, only the Syriac text, derived from seven MSS. of the

Brit. Museum, the oldest before A. D. 553, but mutilated).

The book is discussed in the " Max. Bibl." I. c. ; by Fontanixus : JHh-

toria liter. Aquilejensis (Rom. 1742) ; by Fabricius, in the Bibli-

otheca Grceca, Tom. I. 870 sqq. (ed. Harles, 1790); by Ewald:
Geschichte des Volfces Israel, vol. VII. (Gottingen, 1859), p. 321-326;

and by Tobler in Annulus Rufini, Sent. Sext. (Tubingen 1878).

Xystus, or as the Romans spelled the name, Sextus or

Sixtus I., was the sixth bishop of Rome, and occupied this

position about ten years under the reign of Hadrian (119-128).^

^ Tillemont and Mohler to the first century, Hefele and Ewakl to the reign
of Hadrian (120-130). Westcott {Can. N. T. p. 76) : Not before Trajan, and
not much later ; everything betokens an early age.

* So Keini, who snggests the bloody year 177,

3 So Hilgenfeld, Lipsins, Gass, Zahn, Drilseke (under Septimus Severus, be-

tween 193—211). Overbeck's hyijothesis of a post-Constantinian date is

exploded.

* Justin M. (the MS. tradition); Marcion before his secession from the
church (Bun.seu)

;
Quadratus fDorner) ; Apelles, the Gnostic in his old age

(Drilseke, p. 141). The writer of the art. in Smith and Wace, II. 162, identi-

fies the author with one Ambrosius, "a chief man of Greece who Ijecame a
Chrii^tian, and all his fellow councillors raised a clamor against him," and
refers to Cureton's Spicil. Syriacum, p. 61-69. The Stephanie hypothesis of
and Cotterill is a literary and moral impossibility.

^ Irenaeus (.4c? i-. Hicr. 1. III. c. 3, i 3) mentions him as the Roman bishop
after Clement, Evaristus, and Alexander. Eusebius [H. E. iv. 5) relates that
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Little or nothing is known about him except that he was sup-

posed to be the author of a remarkable collection of moral and

religious maxims, written in Greek, translated into Latin by

Rufinus and extensively read in the ancient church. The sen-

tences are brief and weighty after the manner of the Hebrew

Proverbs and the Sermon on the Mount. They do not mention

the prophets or apostles, or even the name of Christ, but are full

of God and sublime moral sentiments, only bordering somewhat

on pantheism.^ If it is the production of a heathen philosopher,

he came nearer the genius of Christian ethics than even Seneca,

or Epictetus, or Plutarch, or Marcus Aurelius ; but the product

has no doubt undergone a transformation in Christian hands,

and this accounts for its ancient popularity, and entitles it to a

place in the history of ecclesiastical literature. Rufinus took

great liberties as translator; besides, the MSS. vary very much.

Origen first cites in two places the Gnomes or Sententice of

Sextus {yuio^ac ^i^rou), as a work well known and widely

read among the Christians of his times, i. e., in the first half of

the second century, but he does not mention that the writer was

a bishop, or even a Christian. Rufinus translated them with

additions, and ascribes them to Sixtus, bishop of Rome and

martyr. But Jerome, who was well versed in classical literature,

charges him with f)refixing the name of a Christian bishop to

the product of a christless and most heathenish Pythagorean

philosopher, Xystus, who is admired most by those who teach

Stoic apathy and Pelagian sinlessness. Augustin first regarded

the author as one of the two Roman bishops Sixti, but after-

wards retracted his opinion, probably in consequence of Jerome's

statement. Maximus the Confessor and John of Damascus ascribe

it to Xystus of Rome. Gennadius merely calls the work Xysti

Sententice. Pope Gelasius declares it spurious and written by

he ruled the Roman church for ten years. Jaff^ (Beg&fta Pontificnm Rom.

p. 3) puts his pontificate between 119 and 128. The second Po|>e of that name

died a martyr A. D. 257 or 258. The two liave been sometimes confounded as

authors of the Enchiridion. Siber published it under the name of Sixtus II.

^ See specimens in the Notes.
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heretics/ More recent writers (as Foutanini, Brucker, Fabri-

cius, Mosheim) agree in assigning it to the elder QuiNTUS

Sextus or Sextius (Q. S. Pater), a Stoic philosopher who de-

clined the dignity of Roman Senator offered to him by Julius

Caesar and who is highly lauded by Seneca. He abstained from

animal food, and subjected himself to a scrupulous self-examina-

tion at the close of every day. Hence this book Av^as entirely

ignored by modern church historians.^ But Paul de Lagarde,

who published a Syriac Version, and Ewald have again directed

attention to it and treat it as a genuine work of the first Pope

Xystus. Ewald puts the highest estimate on it. " The Chris-

tian conscience," he says, " appears hei'e for the first time before

all the world to teach all the world its duty, and to embody the

Christian wisdom of life in brief pointed sentences." ^ But it

seems impossible that a Christian sage and bishop should write

a system of Christian Ethics or a collection of Christian pro-

verbs without even mentioning the name of Christ.

NOTES.

The following is a selection of the most important of the 430 Sentences

of Xystus from the Bibliotheca Maxima Veterum Patrum, Tom. III. 335-

339. We add some Scripture parallels

:

"1. Fidelis homo, electus homo est. 2. Electus homo, homo Dei est.

3. Homo Dei est, qui Deo dignus est. 4. Deo dignus est, qui nihil indigne

agit. 5. Duhius in fide, infidelis est. Q. Infidelis homo, mortuus est corpora

vivente. 7. Vere Jidelis est, qui nan peccat, atque etiam, in minimis caute

agit. 8. Nbn est minimum in Humana vita, negligere minima. 9. Omne
peccatum impietatem puta. Non enim manus, vel ocuhts peccat, vel aliquod

huiusmndi membrum, sed male uti manu vel oculo, peccatum est. 10. Omne
memhrum corporis, quod invitat te contra pudic.itiam agere, abjiciendum est.

^ See the references in the Biblioih. Mux. III. 525; and in Fontanini and

Fabricius, /. c.

^ Neander, Gieseler, Baur, Donaldson, and others do not even mention the

book.

^ Geschichte Israels, vol. VTI. p. 322. Compare his review of Lagardii

Analecta Syriaca in the " Gottingen Gel. Anzeigen," 1859, p. 261-269. Both

Ewald and P. de Lagarde, his successor, characteristically ignore all previous

editions and discussions.

Vol. II.—45.
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Melius est uno membro vivere, quam cum duohu» puniri [Coinp. Matt. 5

:

29J. . . .

" 15. Sapiens vir, et j^ecunice contemptor, similis est Deo. 16. Rebus

mundanis in causis tantum necessariis utere. 17. Quce mundl sunt, mundo :

et quce Dei sunt, rcddantur Deo [Comp. Matt. 22: 21]. 18. Certiis esto,

quod animam tuam fidele depositum acceperis a Deo. 19. Cum loqueris Deo,

scito quod judiceris d, Deo. 20. Optimam pnrijicationem putalo, nocere

nemtJii. 21. Anima puriftcatur Dei verbo per sapientiam. . . .

" 28. Qiieecumque fecit Deus, pro hominibus ea fecit. 29. Angelas minister

est Dei ad hominem. 30. Tarn pretiosus est homo apud Deum, quam ange-

lus. 31. Primus beneficus est Deus: secundus est is, qui beneficii eius fit

particeps homo Vive igitur ita, tanquam qui sis secundus post Deum, et

clectus ab eo, 32. Habes, inquam, in te aliquid simile Dei, et ideo utere

teipso velut templo Dei, propter illud quod in te simile est Dei [1 Cor. 3 :

16. 17]

" 40. Templum sanctum est Deo mens pii, et altare est optimum ei cor mun-

dum et sine peccato. 41. Ilostia soli Deo acceptabilis, benefacerc hominibus

pro Deo. 42. Deo gratiam prcestat homo, qui quantum j'ossibile est vivit

secundum Deum. . . .

"47. Omnetempus,quo Deononcogitas,hocputate perdidisse. 48. Corpus

quidem tuum incedat in terra, anima autem semper sit apud Deum. 49. In-

tellige quae sint bona, ut bene agas. 50. Bona cogitatio hominis Deum non

latet et idea cogitatio tua pnra sit ab omni malo. 51. Dignus esto eo, qui te

dignatus est filium dicerc, et age omnia ut filius Dei. 52. Quod Deumpatrem
vocas, huius in actionibus tuis viemor esto. 53. Vir castus et sine j^eccato,

pofestatem accepit a Deo esse filius Dei [Comp. John 1: 13]. 54. Bona

mens chorus est Dei. 55. Mala mens chorus est dcemonum rnalornm. . . .

78. Fundamentum pietatis est continentia : culmen autem pietatis amor

Dei. 79. Pium hominem, habeto tanquam teipsum. 80. Opta tibi evenire

non quod vis, sed quod expedit. 81. Qualem vis esse proximum tuum tibi,

talis esto et tu tuis proximis [Luke 6 : 31]. . . •

' 86. /Si quid non vis scire Deum, istud nee agas, nee cogitcs, 87- Frius-

quam agas quodcunque agis, cogita Deum, ut lux eius pcecedat actus tuos. . . .

" 96. Deus in bonis actibus hominibus dux est. 97. Neminem inimicum

deputes. 98. Dilige omne quod ciusdem tecum natures est, Deum vera plus

quam animam dilige. 99. Pcssimum est peccotoribus, in umim convcnire

cum peccant. 100. Multi cibi impediunt castifatem, et incontinentia ciborum

immundum facit hominem. 101. Animantium omnium usus quidem in

cibis indifferens, abstinere vero rationabilius est. 102. Non cibi per os in-

feruntur polluunt hominem, sed ea quae ex malts actibus proferuntur [Mai'k

7: 18-21]. . . .

" 106. Mali nullius autor est Deus. 107. Non amplius possideas quam usus

corporis poscit. . . .

" 115. Patio quce in te est, ritoe tudc lux est [Matt. 6 : 22]. 116. Ea pete

a Deo, quae accipere ab homine non pofcs . . .
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" 122. Nilpretiosum dueas, quod auferre a te possi.t homo malus. 123. Hoc

solum bonum putato, quod Deo dignum est. 124. Quod Deo dignum est, hoc

et viro bono. 125. Quicquid non convenit ad beatudinem Dei. non conveniat

nomini Dei. 126. Ea debes velle, quos et Dens vult. 127. Films Del est,

qui haec sola pretio.'ia ducit qua et Deus. 139. Semper apud Deum mens

est sapienfis- 137. Sapicntls mentem Dcus inhabttat. . . .

"181. Sapiens vir etiamsi nudus sit, sapiens apud te haheatur. 182. iVe-

minem propterea magni cestimss, quod pecunia divitiisque abundet. 183.

Difficile est divitem salvari [Matt. 19 : 23j- . . .

"187. Age magna, non magna pollicens. 188. Non eris sapiens, si te

reputaveris sapientem. 189. JSou potest bene vivere qui non integre credit.

190. In trihulationibus quis sit fidelis, agnnscitur. 191. Finem vitae exis-

tima vivere secundum Deum. 192. Nihil putes malum, quod non sit

turpe. . . .

"198. Malitia est cegritudo animce. 199. Animm aufem mors iniustitia et

impietas. 2(l0. Tunc te putato fidelcm, cum passionibus animce carueris.

201. Omnibus hominibus ita utere, quasi communis omnium post Deum,

curator. 202. Qui hominibus male utitur, seipso male utitur. 203. Qui

nihil mail vult, fidelis est. . . .

"214. Verba fua piefate semperplena sint. 215. In actibus tuis ante oculos

pone Deum. 216. Ne/as est Deum patrem invocare, et aliquid inhonestum

agere. . . .

"261. Ebriefatem quasi insaniam fuge. 262. Homo qui a ventre vinci-

tur, belluce similis est. 263. Ex came nihil oritur bonum. . . .

"302. Omne quod malum est, Deo inimicum est. 303. Qui sapit in te,

hunc dicito esse hominem. 304. Particeps Dei est vir sapiens. 305. Vbi

est quod sapit in te, ihi est et bonum tuum. 306. Bonum in came non

quceras. 307. Quod animce non nocet, nee homini. 308. Sapientem

hominem tanquam Dei ministrum honora post Deum. . . .

" 390. Qucecungue dat mundus, nemo firmiter tenet. 391. Qusecumque

dot Deus nemo auferre potest. 392. Divina sapientia vera est scientia. . . .

" 403. Animae ascensus ad Deum per Dei verbum est. 404. Sapiens

seguitur Deum, et Deus animam sapientis. 405. Gaudet rex super his quos

regit, gaudet ergo Deus supper sapiente. Inseparahilis est et ah his quos

regit ille, qui regit, ita ergo et Deus ab anima sapientis quam tuetur et regit.

406. Reqitur a Deo vir sapiens, et idcirco beatus est. . . .

" 424. Si non diligis Deum, non ibis ad Deum. 425. Consuesce tcipsum

semper respicere ad Deum. 426. Intncndo Deum videbis Deiim. 427. Vi-

dens Deum fades mentem fuam qualis est Dcus. 428. Excole quod infra te

est, nee ei ex libidine corporis contumelinm facias. 429. Incontaminaium

cusfodi corpus tuum, tanquam si indumentum acceperis d, Deo, et sicuf vestir

mentum corporis immaculatum servare stude. 430. Sapiens mens speculum

est Dei."
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§ 172. Tlie Apologists. Quadraius and Aristldes.

On the Apologetic Lit. in general, see § 28, p. 85 sq., and ^ 37, p. 104.

We now proceed to that series of ecclesiastical authors who,

from the character aud name of their chief writings are called

ApoTvOGIsts. They flourished during the reigns of Hadrian,

Antoninus, and Marcus Aurelius, when Christianity was ex-

posed to the literary as well as bloody persecution of the heathen

world. They refuted the charges and slanders of Jews and

Gentiles, vindicated the truths of the Gospel, and attacked the

errors and vices of idolatry. They were men of more learning

and culture than the Apostolic Fathers. They were mostly

philosophers and rhetoricians, who embraced Christianity in

mature age after earnest inv^estigation, and found peace in it for

mind and heart. Their writings breathe the same heroism, the

same enthusiasm for the faith, which animated the martyrs in

their sufferings and death.

The earliest of these Apologists are Quadratus and Aris-

TIDES, who wrote against the heathen, and Aristo of Pella,

who wrote against the Jews, all in the reign of Hadrian (117-

137).

Quadratus [KoSpdrrjc:) was a disciple of the apostles, and

bishop (presbyter) of Athens. His Apology is lost. All we

know of him is a quotation from Eusebius who says :
" Quad-

ratus addressed a discourse to iElius Hadrian, as an apology

for the religion that we profess ; because certain malicious

persons attempted to harass ouj* brethren. The work is still

in the hands of some of the brethren, as also In our own
;

from which any one may see evident proof, both of the under-

standing of the man, and of his apostolic faith. This writer

shows the antiquity of the age in which he lived, in these pas-

sages :
' The deeds of our Saviour,' says he, ' were always before

you, for they were true miracles ; those that were healed, those

that were raised from' the dead, who were seen, not only when

healed and when raised, but were always present. They re-
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mained living a long time, not only whilst our Lord was on

earth, but likewise when he left the earth. So that some of

them have also lived to our own times.' Such was Quadratus."

Aeistides i^Aptazeidrjo) was an eloquent philosopher at

Athens who is mentioned by Eiisebius as a contemporary of

Quadratus.^ His Apology likewise disappeared long ago,

but a fragment of it was recently recovered in an Armenian

translation and published by the Mechitarists in 1878^. It was

addressed to Hadrian, and shows that the preaching of Paul in

Athens had taken root. It sets forth the Christian idea of God

as an infinite and indescribable Being who made all things and

cares for all things, whom we should serve and glorify as the

only God; and the idea of Christ, who is described as "the Son

of the most high God, revealed by the Holy Spirit, descended

from heaven, born of a Hebrew Virgin. His flesh he received

from the Virgin, and he revealed himself in the human nature

as the Son of God. In his goodness which brought the glad

tidings, he has won the whole world by his life-giving preach-

ing. [It was he who according to the flesh was born from the

race of the Hebrews, of the mother of God, the Virgin

Mariam.]^ He selected twelve apostles and taught the whole

world by his mediatorial, light-giving truth. And he was cru-

1 Hist. Ecd. IV. 3.

'* The discovery has called forth a considerable literature which is mentioned

by Harnack, Texte und Untersuchungea, etc., I., p. 110, note 23. Tiie first part

is the most important. See a French translation by Gautier, in the " Revue

de theol. et de philos.," 1879, p. 78-82; a German translation by Himpel in

the "Tubing. Theol. Quartalschrift,'' 1880, reprinted by Harnack, pp. Ill and

112. The art. Aristides in the first vol. of Smith and Wace (p. 160) is behind

the times. Biicheler and Renan doubt the genuineness of the document; Gau-

tier, Baunard, Himpel, Harnack defend it; but Harnack assumes some inter-

polation, as the term theotokos, of the Virgin Mary. The Armenian MS. is

dated 981, and the translation seems to have been made from the Greek in the

fifth century. At the time of Etisebius the work was still well known in the

church. Bat the second piece, which the Mechitarists also ascribe to Aris-

tides, is a homily of later date, apparently directed against Nestorianism.

^ The bracketed sentence sounds repetitious and like a post-Nicene interpo-

lation.
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cified, being pierced with nails by the Jews ; and he rose from

the dead and ascended to heaven. He sent the apostles into all

the world and instructed all by divine miracles full of wisdom.

Their preaching bears blossoms and fruits to this day, and calls

the whole world to illumination."

A curious feature in this document is the division of mankind

into four parts, Barbarians, Greeks, Jews, and Christians.

Aristo of Pella, a Jewish Christian of the first half of

the second century, was the author of a lost apology of Chris-

tianity against Judaism.^

§ 173. Justin the Philosopher and Martyr.

Editions of Justin Martj'r.

* JusTiisri Philosophi et MarUjris Opera omnia, in the Corpus Apologe-

TARUM Christianorum sceculi secundi, ed. Jo. Car. Th. de Otto, Jen.

1847, 3d ed. 1876-81. 5 vols. 8vo. Contains the genuine, the

doubtful, and the spurious works of Justin Martyr with commentary,

and Maran's Latin Version.

Older ed. (mostly incomplete) by Boht. Stephanus, Par., 1551 ; Sylb^irg,

Heidelb., 1593; Grabe, Oxon., 1700 (only the Apol. I.); Prudent.

Maranus, Par., 1742 (the Bened. ed.), republ. at Venice, 1747, and

in Migne's Patrol. Gr. Tom. VI. (Paris, 1857), c. 10-800 and 1102-

1680, with additions from Otto. The Apologies were also often pub-

lished separately, e. g. by Prof. B. L. Gildtrslecve, N. Y. 1877, with

introduction and notes.

On the MSS. of Justin see Otto's Proleg., p. xx. sqq., and Harnack,

Texte. Of the genuine works we have only two, and they are cor-

rupt, one in Paris, the other in Cheltenham, in possession of Rev.

F. A. Fenwick (see Otto, p. xxiv.).

English translation in the Oxford " Library of the Fathers," Lond., 1861,

and another by G. J. Davie in the " Ante-Nicene Library," Edinb.

Vol. II., 1867 (465 pages), containing the Apologies, the Address to

the Greeks, the Exhortation, and the Martyrium, translated by M.

Dods ; the Dialogue ivlth Tnjpho, and On the Sole Government of God,

trsl. by G. Reith ; and also the writings of Athenagoras, trsl. by B.

P. Pratten. Older translations by Wm. Reeves, 1709, Henry Brown,

1755, and J. Chevallier, 1833 (ed. II., 1851). On German and other

versions see Otto, Prol. LX. sqq.

Works on Justin Martyr.

Bp. Kaye : Some Account of the Writings and Opinions of Justin Martyr.

Cambr., 1829, 3d ed., 1853.

1 See above, ? 3S, p. 107, and ITarnac'.:, /. c L 115-130.
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C. A. Ckedner : Beitrdge zur Einleitung in die bibl. Schri/ten. Halle,

vol. I., 1832 (92-267) ; also in vol. II., 1838 (on the quotations from

the O. T., p. 17-98 ; 104-133 ; 157-311). Credner discusses with ex-

haustive learning Justin's relation to the Gospels and the Canon of

the N. T., and his quotations from the Septuagint. Comp. also his

Geschichte des A. T. Canon, ed. by Volkmar, 1860.

*C. Seaiisch: Justin der Mdrtyrer. Breslau, 1840 and 1842, 2 vols.

Very thorough and complete up to date of publication. English

translation by Ryland, Edinb., 1844, 2 vols. Comp. Semisch : Die

apostol. Denhwiirdigkeiten des Just. M. (Hamb. and Gotha, 1848),

and his article Justin in the first ed. of Herzog, VII. (1857), 179-186,

where he promises a revised ed. of his monograph.

Fr. Bohringer: Die Kirchengcsch.in Biographien. Vol.1. Zurich, 1842,

ed. II., 1861, p. 97-270.

Ad. Hilgenfeld: Krit. Untersiichiingen ilber die Evangelien Justin''s.

Halle, 1850. Also: Die Ap. Gesch. u. der M. Just, in his "Zeitschr.

f. wiss. Theol.," 1872, p. 495-509.

* J. C. Th. Otto : Zur Characteristik des heil. Justinus. Wien, 1852. His

art. Justinus der Ap>ologete^ in " Ersch and Gruber's Encyklop."

Second Section, 30th part (1853), pp. 39-76. Comp. also his Prole-

gomena in the third ed. of Justin's works. He agrees with Semisch

in his general estimate of Justin.

C. G. Seibert : Justinus, der Vertheidiger des ChristentJunns vor dem

Thron der Ccesaren. Elberf., 1859.

Ch. E. Freppel (E.. C. Bp.) : Les Apologistes ChrHiens du 11.^ s'tlcle.

Par., 1860.

L. SCHALLER : Les deux Apologies de Justin M. an point de vie dogmatique.

Strasb., 1861.

B. AuBE : De V apologetique Chretienne au 11. ^ silcle. Par., 1861 ; and

S. Justin philosophe et martyr, 1875.

E. DE Pressense, in the third vol. of his Histoire des irois premiers slides,

or second vol. of the English version (1870), which treats of Martyrs

and Apologists, and his art. in Lichtenberger VII. (1880) 570-583.

Em. Ruggieri : Vita e doftrina di S. Giusiino. Rom., 1862.

* J. Donaldson: Hist, of Ante-Nicene Christian Literature. Lond., vol.

II. (1866), which treats of Justin M., pp. 62-344.

*C. Weizsacker: Die Theologie des Martyrers Justinus in the " Jahr-

biieher ftir Deutsche Theologie. Gotha, 1867 (vol. XII., I. pp. 60-120).

Renan: r'eglise chr'etienne (Par., 1879), ch. XIX., pp. 364-389, and ch.

XXV. 480 sqq.

*MoRiTZ VON Engelhardt (d. 1881) : Das Christenthum Justins des

Mdrtyrers. Erlangen, 1878. (490 pages, no index.) With an in-

structive critical review of the various treatments of Irenteus and his

place in history (p. 1-70). See also his art. Justin in Herzog 2, vol.

VII. (1880) 318-327. Abridged in Schaff-Herzog.
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Adolf Stahelin : Justin der Mdrlyrer und seia neuster Beurtheiler. Leip-

zig, 1880 (67 pages). A careful review of Engelliardt's monograpli.

Henry Scott Holland: Art. Judinus Martyr, in Smith and Wace III.

(1880), 560-587.

Ad. Harnack: Die Werke des Justin, in "Texte und Untersuchungen,"

etc. Leipz., 1882. I. 130-195.

The relation of Justin to the Gospels is discussed by Credner, Semisch,

Hilgenfeld, Norton, Sanday, Westcott, Abbot; his relation to the

Acts by Overbeck (1872) and Hilgenfeld; his relation to the

Pauline Epistles by H. D. Tjeenk Willink (1868), Alb. Thoma

(1875), and v. Engelhardt (1878).

The most eminent among the Greek Apologists of the second

century is Flavius Justinus, surnamed "Philosopher and

Martyr." ^ He is the typical apologist, who devoted his whole

life to the defense of Christianity at a time when it was most

assailed, and he sealed his testimony with his blood. He is also

the first Christian philosopher or the first philosophic theologian.

His writings were well known to Irenseus, Hippolytus, Euse-

bius, Epiphanius, Jerome, and Photius, and the most important

of them have been preserved to this day.

I. His Life. Justin was born towards the close of the first

century, or in the beginning of the second, in the Grseco-Roman

colony of Flavia Neapolis, so called after the emperor Flavius

Vespasian, and built near the ruins of Sychem in Samaria (now

Nablous). He calls himself a Samaritan, but was of heathen

descent, uncircumcised, and ignorant of Moses and the prophets

before his conversion. Perhaps he belonged to the Roman

colony which Vespasian planted in Samaria after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. His grandfather's name was Greek (Bac-

chius), his father's (Priscus) and his own, Latin. His education

was Hellenic. To judge from his employment of several

teachers and his many journeys, he must have had some means,

though he no doubt lived in great simplicity and may have

been aided by his brethren.

1 Tcrtullian {Adv. Valent. 5) first calls him phihsopJms et martyr, Hippolytus

{Philos.YUl. 16), "Just. Martyr;'' Ensel)ins {lI.E.lX. 12), "a genuine lover

of the true philosophy," who "in the garb of a philosopher proclaimed the

divine word and defended the faith by writings'' (IV. 17).
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His conversiou occurred in his early manhood. He himself

tells us the interesting story .^ Thirsting for truth as the greatest

possession, he made the round of the systems of philosophy and

knocked at every gate of ancient wisdom, except the Epicurean

which he despised. He first went to a Stoic, but found him a

sort of agnostic who considered the knowledge of God impos-

sible or unnecessary; then to a Peripatetic, but he was more

anxious for a good fee than for imparting instruction ; next to a

celebrated Pythagorean, who seemed to know something, but

demanded too much preliminary knowledge of music, astronomy

and geometry before giving him an insight into the highest

truths. At last he threw himself with great zeal into the arms

of Platonism under the guidance of a distinguished teacher who

had recently come to his city.^ He was overpowered by the

perception of immaterial things and the contemplation of eternal

ideas of truth, beauty, and goodness. He thought that he was

already near the promised goal of this philosophy—the vision

of God—when, in a solitary walk not far from the sea-shore, a

venerable old Christian of pleasant countenance and gentle dig-

nity, entered into a conversation with him, which changed the

course of his life. The unknown friend shook his confidence in

all human wisdom, and pointed him to the Avritings of the

Hebrew prophets who were older than the philosophers and

had seen and spoken the truth, not as reasoners, but as wit-

nesses. More than this: they had foretold the coming of

Christ, and their prophecies were fulfilled in his life and work.

The old man departed, and Justin saw him no more, but he

took his advice and soon found in the prophets of the Old Tes-

tament as illuminated and confirmed by the Gospels, the true

and infallible philosophy which rests upon the firm ground of

' Dial. c. Tnjph. Jud. c. 2-8. The conversion occurred before tlie Bar-

Cochba war, from wliicli Tryphon was flying when Justin met him. Arch-

bishop Trench has reproduced the story in thoughtful poetry {Poems, Lond.

1865, p. 1-10).

2 This city may be Flavia Ncapolis, or more probably Ephesus, where the

conversation with Trypho took place, according to Eusebius (IV. IS). Some

have located the scene at Corinth, others at Alexandria. Mere conjectures.
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revelation. Thus the enthusiastic Platonist became a believing

Christian.

To Tatian also, and Theophilus at Antioch, and Hilary, the

Jewish projihets were in like manner the bridge to the Chris-

tian faith. We must not suppose, however, that the Old Testa-

ment alone effected his conversion; for in the Second Apology,

Justin distinctly mentions as a means the practical working of

Christianity. While he was yet a Platonist, and listened to the

calumnies against the Christians, he was struck with admiration

for their fearless courage and steadfastness in the face of death.^

After his conversion Justin sought the society of Christians,

and received from them instruction in the history and doctrine

of the gospel. He now devoted himself wholly to the spread

and vindication of the Christian religion. He was an itinerant

evangelist or teaching missionary, with no fixed abode and no

regular office in the church.^ There is no trace of his ordina-

tion ; he was as far as we know a lay-preacher, M-ith a commis-

sion from the Holy Spirit; yet he accomplished far more for

the good of the church than any known bishop or presbyter of

his day. "Every one," says he, "who can preach the truth and

does not preach it, incurs the judgment of God." Like Paul,

he felt himself a debtor to all men, Jew and Gentile, that he

might show them the way of salvation. And, like Aristides,

Athenagoras, Tertullian, Heraclas, Gregory Thauraaturgus, he

retained his philosopher's cloak,^ that he might the more readily

1 Apol II. 12, 13.

2 Tillemont and Maran (in Migne's ed. col. 114) infer from his mode of de-

scribing baptism {Apol. I. 65) that he baptized liiraself, and consequently was a

priest. But Justin speaks in tlie name of tlie Christians in (liat passage (" We
after we have thus washed him," etc.) and tiiroughout the A polo f/y ; besides

baptism was no exchisively clerical act, and could be performed by laymen.

Equally inconclusive is the inference of Maran from the question of the pre-

fect to the associates of Justin (in the Acts of his martyrdom) ;
" Christianos

vosferit Jugtinus?"

^ Tf)ii3uv, Tpi3uviov, pallivm, a threadbare cloak, adopted by philosophers and

afterwards by monks (the cowl) as an emblem of severe study or austere life,

or both.
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discourse on the highest themes of thought ; and when he

appeared in early morning (as he himself tells us), upon a

public walk, many came to him with a "Welcome, philoso-

pher ! " ^ He spent some time in Rome where he met and com-

bated Marion. In Ephesus he made an effort to gain the Jew

Trypho and his friends to the Christian faith.

He labored last, for the second time, in Rome. Here, at the

instigation of a Cyuic philosopher, Crescens, whom he had con-

victed of ignorance about Christianity, Justin, with six other

Christians, about the year 166, was scourged and beheaded.

Fearlessly and joyfully, as in life, so also in the face of death, he

bore witness to the truth before the tribunal of Rusticus, the

prefect of the city, refused to sacrifice, and proved by his own

example the steadfastness of which he had so often boasted as a

characteristic trait of his believing brethren. When asked to

explain the mystery of Christ, he replied :
" I am too little to

say something great of him." His last words were :
" We de-

sire nothing more than to suffer for our Lord Jesus Christ ; for

this gives us salvation and joyfulness before his dreadful judg-

ment seat, at which all the world must appear."

Justin is the first among the fathers who may be called a

learned theologian and Christian thinker. He had acquired

considerable classical and philosophical culture before his con-

version, and then made it subservient to the defense of faith.

He was not a man of genius and accurate scholarship, but of

respectable talent, extensive reading, and enormous memory. He
had some original and profound ideas, as that of the spermatic

Logos, and was remarkably liberal in his judgment of the noble

heathen and the milder section of the Jewish Christians. He
lived in times when the profession of Christ was a crime under

the Roman law against secret societies and prohibited religions.

He had the courage of a confessor in life and of a martyr in

death. It is impossible not to admire his fearless devotion to

the cause of truth and the defense of his persecuted brethren.
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If not a o;reat man, he was (what is better) an eminently good

and useful man, and worthy of an honored place in " the noble

army of martyrs." ^

II. Writings. To his oral testimony Justin added extensive

literary labors in the field of apcjlogetics and polemics. His pen

was incessantly active against all the enemies of Christian truth,

Jews, Gentiles, and heretics.

(1) His chief works are apologetic, and still remain, namely,

his two Apologies against the heathen, and his Dialogue with the

Jew Trypho. The First or larger Apology (68 chapters) is

addressed to the Emperor Antoninus Pius (187-101) and his

adopted sons, and was probably written about A. i). 147, if not

earlier; the ^S'eeo?^cZ or smaller Apology (25 chapters) is a sup-

plement to the former, perhaps its conclusion, and belongs to the

same reign (not to that of Marcus Aurelius).^ Both are a de-

1 I add the estimate of Prepsens^ {Martyrs and Apologists, p. 251); "The
truth never had a witness more disinterested, more courageous, more worthy of

the hatred of a godless age and of the approval of Heaven. The largeness of

his heart and mind equalled the fervor of his zeal, and both were based on his

Christian charity. Justin derived all liis eloquence from his heart; his

natural genius was not of rare order, but the experiences of his early life,

illumined by revelation, became the source of much fruitful suggestion for

himself, and gave to the Church a heritage of thouglit which, ripened and

developetl at Alexandria, was to become tlie basis of tlie greuf apology of

Christianity. If we except the beautiful doctrine of the Word germinally present

in every man, there was little originality in Justin's theological ideas. In

exegesis he is subtle, and sometimes puerile; in argument he flags, but where

his heart speaks, he stands forth in all his moral greatness, and his earnest,

generous woids are ever quick and telling. Had he remained a pagan he

would have lived unnoted in erudite mediocrity. Christianity fired and fer-

tilizid his genius, and it is the glowing soul which we chiefly love to trace in

all his writings."

2 The year of composition cannot be fixed with absolute certainty. The
First Apology is addressed "To the Emperor [avroKfidrnpi) Titus Aelius

Adrianus Antoninus, Pius, Augustus Caesar; and to Verissimus, liis son,

philosopher [i. e. Marcus Aurelius] ; and to Lucius, the philosopher [?]—son

by nature of a Ctesar [i- e. Csesar Aeliu^ Verus] and of Pius by adoption;

and to the sacred Senate ;—and to the whole Roman people," etc. The address

violates the curial style, and is perhaps (as Moramsen and Volkmar sus])ect) a

later addition, but no one doubts its general correctness. From the title

" Verissimus," which Marcus Aurelius ceased to bear after his adoption by
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fense of the Christians and their religion against heathen

calumnies and persecutions. He demands nothing but justice

for his brethren, who were condemned without trial, simply as

Christians and susj)ected criminals. He appeals from the lower

courts and the violence of the mob to the highest tribunal

of law, and feels confident that such wise and philosophic

rulers as he addresses would acquit them after a fair hearing.

He ascribes the persecutions to the instigation of the demons who

tremble for their power and will soon be dethroned.

The Dialogue (142 chapters) is more than twice as large as the

two Apologies, and is a vindication of Christianity from Moses

and the prophets against the objections of the Jews. It was

written after the former (which are referred to in ch. 120), but

also in the reign of Antoninus Pius, i. e., before A. D. 161, pro-

Antonine in 13S, and from the absence of the title "Ciesar," whicli he received

in 139. the older critics have infeiTed that it must have been written shortly

after the death of Hadrian (137), and Eusebius, in tlie Chronicon, assigns it to

141. The early date is strengthened by the fact that in the Dialogue, which was

written after the Apologies, the Bar-Cochba war (132-135) is represented as

still going on, or at all events as recent (jPvybv rbv vvv yevdusvov 7T6?iE/inv, ex bello

nostra celate profugus, ch. I ; comp. ch. 9). But, on the other hand, Marcus

Aurelins was not really associated as co-regent with Antonine till 147, and in

the book itself Justin seems to imply two regents. Lucius Verus, moreover,

was born 130, and could not well be addrei5sed in his eighth year as " philoso-

pher ;
" Eusebiu-^, however, reads "Son of the philosopher Caesar ; " and the

term ^L7i6ao(po^ was used in a very wide sense. Of more weight is the fact

that the first Apology was written after the Syntagma against Marcion, who
flourished in Rome between 139-145, though this chronology, too, is not quite

certain. Justin says that he was writing 150 years after the birth of the

Saviour; if this is not simply a round number, it helps to fix the date. For

these reasons modern critics decide for 147-150 (Volkmar, Baur, Von Engel-

hardt, Hort, Donaldson, Holland), or 150 (Lipsius and Renan), or 160 (Keim
and Aub^). The smaller Apology was written likewise under Antoninus Pius

(so Neander, Otto, Volkmar, Hort, contrary to Eusebius, iv. 15, 18, and the

older view, which puts it in the reign of Marcus Aurelius) ; for it presupposes

two rulers, but only one autocrat, while after his death there were two
'' Augusti " or autocrats. See on the chronology Volkmar, Die Zeit Just, des

M., in the " Theol. Jahrb." of Tubingen, 1855 (Nos. 2 and 4) ;
Hort On the

Date of Justin 31., in the "Journal of Classic and Sacred Philology," June

1856 ; Donaldson, IL 73 sqq. ; Engelhardt, I. c. 71-80 ; Keira, Rom. u. d.

Christenth., p. 425 ; Renan, I. c. p. 367, note, and Harnack, Texte und Unters.,

etc. I. 172 sq.
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bably about A. d. 148.^ In the Apologies he speaks like a

philosopher to philosophers ; in the Dialogue as a believer in

the Old Testament with a son of Abraham. The disputation

lasted two days, in the gymnasium just before a voyage of

Justin, and turned chiefly on two questions, how the Christians

could profess to serve God, and yet break his law, and how they

could believe in a human Saviour who suffered and died.

Trypho, whom Eusebius calls " the most distinguished among

the Hebrews of his day," was not a fanatical Pharisee, but a

tolerant and courteous Jew, who evasively confessed at last to

have been much instructed, and asked Justin to come again, and

to remember him as a friend. The book is a storehouse of early

interpretation of the prophetic Scriptures.

The polemic works, Against all Heresies, and Against 3£arcion,

are lost. The first is mentioned in the First Apology ; of the

second, Irenseus has preserved some fragments
;
perhaps it was

only a part of the former.^ Eusebius mentions also a Psalter of

Justin, and a book On the Soul, which have wholly disappeared.

(2) Doubtful works which bear Justin's name, and may have

been written by him : An address To the Greeks;^ a treatise

On the Unity of God ; another On the Resurrection.

(3) Spurious works attributed to him : The Epistle to Dlog-

netus, probably of the same date, but by a superior writer,* the

Exhortation to the Greeks,^ the Deposition of the True Faith, the

epistle To Zenas and Serenvs, the Refutation of some Theses

of Aristotle, the Questions to the Orthodox, the Questions of the

Christians to the Heathens, and the Questions of the Heathens

1 Ilort puts the Dial, between 142 and 148 ; Volkmar in 155 ; Keim between

160-1(54 ; Englehardt in 148 or after.

"^ On these anti-heretical works see Harnack, Ziir Quellenkrifik des Onosti-

cismvs (1873), and Lipsius, Die Quellen der dllesten Ketzergeschichte (1875).

' Orado ad Graecos, Myot: wpbg 'E/l/lT^vaf.

* See above, ? 170, p. 702.

* Cohortatio ad Grcecos, Myog napaiveriKoq ivpoq '"ETCkyjvag. Based on Julius

AfricaniiH, as proved by Donaldson, and independently by Schiirer in the

" Zeitschrift fur Kirchengesch." Bd. II. p. 319.
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to the CJiridians. Some of these belong to the third or later

centuries/

The genuine works of Justin are of unusual importance and

interest. They bring vividly before us the time when the

church was still a small sect, despised and persecuted, but bold

in faith and joyful in death. They everywhere attest his hon-

esty and earnestness, his enthasiastic love for Christianitv, and

his fearlessness in its defense against all assaults from without

and perversions from within. He gives us the first reliable

account of the public worship and the celebration of the sacra-

ments. His reasoning is often ingenious and convincing, but

sometimes rambling and fanciful, though not more so than that

of other writers of those times. His style is fluent and lively,

but diifuse and careless. He writes under a strong impulse of

duty and fresh impression without strict method or aim at rhet-

orical finish and artistic effect. He thinks pen in hand, without

looking backward or forward, and uses his memory more than

books. Only occasionally, as in the opening of the Dialogue^

there is a touch of the literary art of Plato, his old master.^

But the lack of careful elaboration is made up by freshness and

truthfulness. If the emperors of Rome had read the books ad-

dressed to tliera they must have been strongly impressed, at least

with the honesty of the writer and the iimocence of the Christians.^

III. Theology. As to the sources of liLs religious knowledge,

^ On the*e donbtful and spurious writings see Maranus, Otto, Semisch,

Donaldson, and Harnack Q. c 190-193).

2 Comp. Otto DeJustiniana dietione, in the Proleg. LXIII-LXXVI. Kenan's

judgment is interesting, but hardly just. He savs (p. 365) :
" Justin netait un

grand esprit; il manquait cl lofois de pMlosophie et de critique; son exegese surtout

passerait avjour d! hui pour tres defectueuse ; mais il fait preuve dun sens general

assez droit ; il avail cette espece de ereduUle mediocre quipermet de raissonner sewse-

ment sur des premisses pueriles et de s'arreler d temps defa'^on a nefre qu'd moitie

absiirde." On the next page he says: "Justin etait un esprit fnible ; mais c'etait

un noble et bon eceur.'' Donaldson justly remnrks (II. 15 sq.) that the faults of

style and reasoning attributed to Justin and other Apologists may be paralleled

in Plutarch and all other contemporaries, and that more learned and able

writers could not have done better than present the same arguments in a more

elaborate and polished form.
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Justin derived it partly from the Holy Scriptures, partly from

the living church tradition. He cites, most frequently, and

generally from memory, hence often inaccurately, the Old Tes-

tament prophets (in the Septuagint), and the "Memoirs" of

Christ, or " Memoirs by the Apostles," as he calls the canonical

Gospels, without naming the authors.^ He says that they were

publicly read in the churches with the prophets of the Old Tes-

tament. He only quotes the words and acts of the Lord. He
makes most use of Matthew and Luke, but very freely, and

from John's Prologue (with the aid of Philo whom he never

names) he derived the inspiration of the Logos-doctrine, which

is the heart of his theology." He expressly mentions the Reve-

lation of John. He knew no fixed canon of the New Testa-

ment, and, like Hermas and Papias, he nowhere notices Paul;

but several allusions to passages of his Epistles (Romans, First

Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians, etc.), can hardly be mis-

taken, and his controversy with Marcion must have implied a

full knowledge of the ten Epistles which that heretic included

in his canon. Any dogmatical inference from this silence is the

less admissible, since, in the genuine writings of Justin, not one

of the apostles or evangelists is expressly named except John

once, and Simon Peter twice, and " the sons of Zebedee whom
Christ called Boanerges," but reference is always made directly

to Christ and to the prophets and apostles in general.^ The last

1 a-ofivijuovEvuaTa tuv aivoaTdluv, a designation peculiar to Justin, and

occurring in the Apologies and tlie Dialogue, but nowliere else, borrowed, no

doubt, from Xenophon's Memorabilia of Socrates. Four times he calls them

simply "Memoirs," four times "Memoirs of (or by) the Apostles;" once
" Memoirs made by the Apostles," which constitute the one Gospel {rb evayy^liov.

Dial. c. 10), and which "are called Gospels" (a Kokarni evayytXin, Apol. T. 66,

a decisive passage), once, quoting from Mark, " Peter's Memoirs." After long

and thorough discussion the identity of those Memoirs with our canonical Gos-

pels is settled notwithstanding the doulit'^ of the author of Snpernntnrol Religion.

It is possible, however, th;it Justin may have used also some kind of gospel

harmony such as his pupil Tatian actually prepared.

^ One unquestionable quotation from John (3 : 3-5) is discussed in vol. I.

703 sq. If he did not cite the words of John, he evidently moved in his thoughts.

* See the list of Justin's Scripture quotations or allusions in Otto's edition.
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are to him typified in the twelve bells on the border of the high

priest's garment which sound through the whole world. But

this no more excludes Paul from apostolic dignity than the

names of the twelve apostles on the foundation stones of the

new Jerusalem (Rev. 21 : 14). They represent the twelve tribes

of Israel, Paul the independent apostolate of the Gentiles.

Justin's exegesis of the Old Testament is apologetic, typologi-

cal and allegorical throughout. He finds everywhere references

to Christ, and turned it into a text book of Christian theology.

He carried the whole New Testament into the Old without dis-

crimination, and thus obliterated the difference. He had no

knowledge of Hebrew,^ and freely copied the blunders and

interpolations of the Septuagint. He had no idea of grammat-

ical or historical interpretation. He used also two or three

times the Sibylline Oracles and Hystaspes for genuine prophe-

cies, and appeals to the Apocryphal Acts of Pilate as an

authority. We should remember, however, that he is no more

credulous, inaccurate and uncritical than his contemporaries and

the majority of the fathers.

Justin forms the transition from the apostolic fathers to the

church fathers properly so called. He must not be judged by

the standard of a later orthodoxy, whether Greek, Roman, or

Evangelical, nor by the apostolic conflict between Jewish and

Gentile Christianity, or Ebionism and Gnosticism, which at that

time had already separated from the current of Catholic Chris-

tianity. It was a great mistake to charge him with Ebionism.

He was a converted Gentile, and makes a sharp distinction

between the church and the synagogue as two antagonistic

organizations. He belongs to orthodox Catholicism as modified

579-592. The most numerous are from the Pentateuch, Isaiah, Mattliew, ami

Lnke. Of profane authors he quotes Plato, Homer, Euripides, Xenophon,

and Menander.

^ Donaldson (II. 148) infers from his Samaritan origin, and his attempts in

one or two cases to give the etymology of Hebrew words (Apol. I. 33). that lie

must have known a little Hebrew, but it must have been a very little indeed :

at all events lie never appeals to the Hebrew text.

Vol. II. 46
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by Greek philosophy. The Christians to him are the true

people of God and heirs of all the promises. He distinguishes

between Jewish Christians who would impose the yoke of the

Mosaic law (the Ebionites), and those who only observe it

themselves, allowing freedom to the Gentiles (the Nazareues)

;

the former he does not acknowledge as (Jhristians, the latter he

treats charitably, like Paul in Romans ch. 14 and 15. The

only difference among orthodox Christians which he mentions is

the belief in the millennium which he held, like Barnabas,

Irenseus and Tertullian, but which many rejected. But, like all

the ante-Nicene writers, he had no clear insight into the distinc-

tion between the Old Testament and the New, between the law

and the gospel, nor any proper conception of the depth of sin

and redeeming grace, and the justifying power of faitii. His

theology is legalistic and ascetic rather than evangelical and

free. He retained some heathen notions from his former studies,

though he honestly believed them to be in full harmony with

revelation.

Christianity was to Justin, theoretically, the true philosophy^

and, practically, a new Imo of holy living and dying.^ The

former is chiefly the position of the Apologies, the latter that of

the Dialogue.

He was not an original philosopher, but a philosophizing

eclectic, with a prevailing love for Plato, whom he quotes more

frequently than any other classical author. He may be called,

in a loose sense, a Christian Platonist. He was also influenced

by Stoicism. He thought that the philosophers of Greece had

borrowed their light from Moses and the prophets. But his

relation to Plato after all is merely external, and based upon

fancied resemblances. He illuminated and transformed his

Platonic reminiscences by the prophetic Scriptures, and espe-

cially by the Johannean doctrine of the Logos and the incar-

' He calls tlie Christian religion {Dial. c. 8) fi6vTi Ailnaoc^ia aa<pa7Jiq re /cat

cvfKpnpo^, sola philosophia tuta atque utilis.

* Tf.levTtuog v6uo( kuI (hnd/'/K/) r.vpwTdrri Trnauv, novissima Jex etfoedus omnium

fiitnissimum. Dial. c. 11.
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natioii. This is the central idea of his philosophical theology.

Christianity is the highest reason. The Logos is the pre-

existeut, absolute, personal Reason, and Christ is the embodi-

ment of it, the Logos incarnate. Whatever is rational is Chris-'

tian, and whatever is Christian is rational.^ The Logos endowed

all men with reason and freedom, which are not lost by the fall.

He scattered seeds [ar[i(iaazo) of truth before his incarnation,

not only among tlie Jews, but also among the Greeks and bar-

barians, especially among philosophers and poets, who are the

prophets of the heathsn. Those who lived reasonably (of [i^za

Myoo j9i(6(TauT-^) and virtuously in obedience to this preparatory

light were Christians in fact, though not in name; while -those

who lived unreasonably (ot d'^to h'rfnu j^uoaauTsz) were Christ-

less and enemies of Christ.^ Socrates was a Christian as well

as Abraham, though he did not know it. None of the fathers

or schoolmen has so widely thrown open the gates of salvation.

He was the broadest of broad churchmen.

This extremely liberal view of heathenism, however, did not

blind him to the prev^ailing corruption. The mass of the Gen-

tiles are idolaters, and idolatry is under the control of the devil

and the demons. The Jews are even worse than the heathen,

because they sin against better knowledge. And worst of all

are the heretics, because they corrupt the Christian truths. Xor

did he overlook the differencf^ between Socrates and Christ, and

between the best of heathen and the humblest Christian. " No
one trusted Socrates," he says, " so as to die for his doctrine

;

but Christ, who was partially known by Socrates, was trusted

not only by philosophers and scholars, but also by ai'tizans and

people altogether unlearned."

The Christian faith of Justin is faith in God the Creator, and

^ Very different from the principle of Hegel : All that is rational is real,

and all that is real is rational.

^ He calls them axp'/arot [useless), Apol. I. 4G ; with reference to the fre-

quent confusion of Xpicir6^ with XPV^'o^, gnod. Comp. Apol. I. 4 : Xpianavol

dvat Ka-rjyopni'uedn' to cs xpV'^tov /ii(j£i(T-&nt oh SiKacov. Justin knew, bowever>

the true derivation of Xpicro^, see Apol. II. G.
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in his Son Jesns Christ the Redeemer, and in the prophetic

Spirit. All other doctrines which are revealed through the

prophets and apostles, follow as a matter of course. Be]o^v the

deity are good and bad angels ; the foi'mer are messengers of

God, the latter servants of Satan, who caricature Bible doc-

trines in heathen mythology, invent slanders, and stir up perse-

cutions against Christians, but will be utterly overthrown at the

second coming of Christ. The human soul is a creature, and

hence perishable, but receives immortality from God, eternal

happiness as a reward of piety, eternal fire as a punishment of

wickedness. Man has reason and free will, and is hence

responsible for all his actions; he sins by his own act, and

hence deserves punishment. Christ came to break the power of

sin, to secure forgiveness and regeneration to a new and holy life.

Here comes in the practical or ethical side of this Christian

philosophy. It is wisdom which emanates from God and leads

to God. It is a new law and a new covenant, promised by

Isaiah and Jeremiah, and introduced by Christ. The old law

was only for the Jews, the new is for the whole world ; the old

was temporary and is abolislied, the new is eternal ; the old com-

mands circumcision of the flesh, the new, circumcision of the

heart ; the old enjoins the observance of one day, the new

sanctifies all days ; the old refers to outward performances, the

new to spiritual repentance and faith, and demands entire con-

secration to God.

IV. From the lime of Justin Martyr, the Platoxic philos-

ophy continued to exercise a direct and indirect influence upon

Christian theology, though not so unrestrainedly and naively

as in his case.^ Wc can trace it especially in Clement of Alex-

^ On the general suliject of the relation of Platonism to Christianity, see

Ackermann, Das ChristUche im Plato (1835, Engl, transl. by Asbury, with pre-

face by Shed d, 1861); Banr, Socrates und Christus (1837, and again ed. by

Zellor, 1876) ; Tayler Lewis, Plaio against the Atheists (1845) ; II unpden, The

Fathers of the Greek Philosophy (1862); Cooker, Christianity and Greek Philoso-

phy (1^70), llfhcrweg's Ilisti nj of I'hil.o^^nphy {FjUgl. transl. 1872), and an ex-

cellent art. of Prof W. .S. Tyler, of Amherst College, in the third vol. of

Schafl'IIerzog's Bel. Encyd. (1883, p. 1850-53). On the relation of Justin to

Platonism and heathenism, see von Engelhardt, /. c 447-484.
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andrla and Origen, and even in St. Augustin, who confessed

that it kindled in him an incredible fire. In the scholastic

period it gave way to the Aristotelian philosophy, which was

better adapted to clear, logical statements. But Platonism

maintained its influence over Maximus, John of Damascus,

Thomas Aquinas, and other schoolmen, through the pseudo-

Dionysian writings which first appear at Constantinople in 532,

and were composed probably in the fifth century. They repre-

sent a whole system of the universe under the aspect of a double

hierarchy, a heavenly and an earthly, each consisting of three

triads.

The Platonic philosophy offered many points of resemblance

to Christianity. It is spiritual and idealistic, maintaining the

supremacy of the spirit over matter, of eternal ideas over all tem-

porary phenomena, and the pre-existence and immortality of the

soul ; it is theistic, making the supreme God above all the second-

ary deities, the beginning, middle, and end of all things ; it is

ethical, looking towards present and future rewards and punish-

ments ; it is religious, basing ethics, politics, and physics upon

the authority of the Lawgiver and Ruler of the universe ; it

leads thus to the very threshold of the revelation of God ii^

Christ, though it knows not this blessed name nor his saving grace,

and obscures its glimpses of truth by serious errors. Upon the

whole the influence of Platonism, especially as represented in

the moral essays of Plutarch, has been and is to this day ele-

vating, stimulating, and healthy, calling the mind away from

the vanities of earth to the contemplation of eternal truth,

beauty, and goodness. To not a few of the noblest teachers of

the church, from Justin the philosopher to Neander the his-

torian, Plato has been a schoolmaster who led them to Christ.

NOTES.
The theology and philosophy of Justin are learnedly discussed by

Maran, and recently by Mohler and Freppel in the Roman Catholic in-

terest, and in favor of his full orthodoxy. Among Protestants his or-

thodoxy was first doubted by the authors of the "Magdeburg Centuries,"

who judged him from the Lutheran standpoint.
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Modern Protestant historians viewed him chiefly with reference to the

conflict between Jewish and Gentile Christianity. Credner first en-

deavored to prove, by an exhaustive investigation (1832), that Justin

was a Jewish Christian of the Ebionitic type, with the Platonic Logos-

doctrine attached to his low creed as an appendix. He was followed by

the Tubingen critics, Schwegler (1846), Zeller, Hilgenfeld, and Baur

himself (1853). Baur, however, moderated Credner's view, and put

Justin rather between Jewish and Gentile Christianity, calling him a

Pauline in fact, but not in name {" er ist der Sache nach Panliner, aber

dem Namen nach will er es nicht sein"). This shaky judgment shows the

unsatisfactory character of the Tubingen construction of Catholic Chris-

tianity as the result of a conflux and compromise between Ebionism and

Paulinism.

Ritschl (in the second ed. of his Entstehung der altkatholischen Kirche,

1857) broke loose from this scheme and represented ancient Catholicism

as a developnientof Gentile Christianity, and Justin as the type of the

" katholisch werdende ITeidenchristenthum" who was influenced by Pauline

ideas, but unable to comprehend them in their depth and fulness, and

thus degraded the standpoint of freedom to a new form of legalism. This

he calls a " herabgekommener or abgeschwdchter PauUaismus.'" Engel-

hardt goes a step further, and explains this degradation of Paulinism

from the influences of Hellenic heathenism and the Platonic and Stoic

modes of thought. He says (p. 485) :
" Justin was at once a Christian

and a heathen. We must acknowledge his Christianity and his heathen-

ism in order to understand him." Harnack (in a review of E., 1878)

agrees with him, and lays even greater stress on the heathen element.

Against this Stahelin (1880) justly protests, and vindicates his truly

Christian character.

Among recent French writers, Aube represents Justin's theology super-

ficially as nothing more than popularized heathen philosophy. Renan

(p. 389) calls his philosophy " une sorte d'ededisme fond6 sur iin rational-

isme mydic." Freppel returns to Maran's treatment, and tries to make

the philosopher and martyr of the second century even a Vatican

Romanist of the nineteenth.

For the best estimates of his character and merits see Neander,

Semisch, Otto, von Engelhardt, Stahelin, Donaldson (II. 147 sqq.), and

Holland (in Smith and Wace).

§ 174. The Other Greek Apologist. Tatian.

Lit. on the later Greek Apologists

:

Otto: Corpus Apologetamm Christ. Vol. VI. (1861): TatiANI Assy-

Rii Opera; vol. VII. : Athenagoras; vol. VIII.: Theophilus;

vol. TX. : Hermias, Quadratus, Aristides, Aristo, Miltia-

DES, Melito, Apollinaris [Reliquiae). Also the ed. of Maranus,

1742, reissued by Migne, 1857, in Tom. VI. of his " Patrol. Gr."
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The third vol. of Donaldson's Critical History of Christ. Lit. and Doctr.,

etc. (Lond. 1866) is devoted to the same Apologists. Comp. also

}s.Elu'ii Rom und das Christenthum (1881), p. 439-495
; and on the

MSS. and early traditions Harnack's Texte, etc. Band I. Heft. 1

and 2 (1882).

On Tatian see § 131, p. 493-496.

Tatiax of Assyria (110-172) was a pupil of Justin Martyr

whom he calls a most admirable man i&a'jixaoaoraTo^), and like

him an itinerant Christian philosopher ; but unlike him he

seems to have afterwards wandered to the borders of heretical

Gnosticism, or at least to an extreme type of asceticism. He ls

charged with having condemned marriage as a corruption and

denied that Adam was saved, because Paul says :
" We all die

in Adam." He was an independent, vigorous and earnest man,

but restless, austere, and sarcastic.^ In both respects he some-

what resembles Tertullian. Before his conversion he had

studied mythology, history, poetry, and chronology, attended

the theatre and athletic games, became disgusted with the world,

and was led by the Hebrew Scriptures to the Christian faith.^

We have from him an apologetic work addressed To the

Greeks.^ It was written in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, pro-

^ Comp. Donaldson, III. 27 sqq.

^ He tells his conversion himself, Ad Gr. c. 29 and 30. The following pas-

sage (29) is striking: " While I was giving ray most earnest attention to the

matter [the discovery of the truth], I happened to meet with certain barbaric

writings, too old to be compared with the opinions of the Greeks, and too

divine to be compared with their errors ; and I was led to put faith in these

by the unpretending ca>st of the language, the inartificial character of the

writers, the foreknowledge displayed of future events, the excellent quality of

the precepts, and the declaration of the government of the universe as centred

in one Being. And, my soul being taught of God, 1 discerned tliat the former

class of writings lead to condemnation, but that these put an end to the slavery

that is in tlie world, and rescue us from a multiplicity of rulers and ten thou-

sand tyrants, while they give us, not indeed what we had not before received,

but what we had received, but were prevented by error from retaining."

3 Ilpof "E^i/r/vac, Oralio ad Grcecos- See Otto's note on the different titles,

p. 1. On the MSS. see besides Otto's Proleg., also Harnack's Tcxte, etc. Bd
I. Heft. I, p. 1-97. English translation by B. P. Pratten, in the "Ante Nicene

Library,'' III. 1-48. The specimens below are taken from this version, but

compared with the Greek.
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bably in Rome, and shows no traces of heresy. He vindicates

Christianity as the " philosophy of the barbarians," and exposes

the contradictions, absurdities, and immoralities of the Greek my-

thology from actual knowledge and with much spirit and acute-

ness, but with vehement contempt and bitterness. He proves

that JNIoses and the prophets were older and wiser than the

Greek philosophers, and gives much information on the anti-

quity of the Jews. Eusebius calls this " the best and most use-

ful of his writings," and gives many extracts in his P (vparatio

Evangelica.

The following specimens show his power of ridicule and

his radical antagonism to Greek mythology and philosophy :

Ch. 21.

—

Doctrines of the Christians and Greeks respecting God compared.

" We do not act as fools, O Greeks, nor utter idle tales, when we an-

nounce that God was born in the form of a man. {h av&f>unov ^opcp^^

yeyovkvai). I call on you who reproach us to compare your mythical ac-

counts with our narrations. Athene, as they say, took the form of Dei-

phobus for the sake of Hector, and the unshorn Phoebus for the sake of

Admetus fed the trailing-footed oxen, and the spouse of Zeus came as an

old woman to Semele. But, while you treat seriously such things, how
can you deride up? Your Asclcpios died, and h*e who ravished fifty vir-

gins in one night at Thespise, lost his life by delivering himself to the de-

vouring flame. Prometheus, fastened to Caucasus, suffered punishment

for his good deeds to men. According to you, Zeus is envious, and hides

the dream from men, wishing their destruction. Wherefore, looking at

your own memorials, vouchsafe us your approval, though it were only as

dealing in legends similar to your own. We, however, do not deal in

folly, but your legends are only idle tales. If you speak of the origin

of the gods, you also declare them to be mortal. For what reason is

Hera now never pregnant ? Has she grown old ? or is there no one to

give you information? Believe me now, O Greeks, and do not resolve

your myths and gods into allegory. If you attempt to do this, the divine

nature as held by you is overthrown by your own selves ; for, if the

demons with you are such as they are said to be, they are wortliless as to

character ; or, if regarded as symbols of the powers of nature, they are

not what they are called. But I cannot be persuaded to pay religious

homage to the natural elements, nor can I undertake to persuade my
neighbor. And Metrodorus of Lampsacus, in his treatise concerning

Homer, has argued very foolishly, turuiug everything into allegory. For

he says that neither Hera, nor Athene, nor Zeus are what those persons

suppose who consecrate to them sacred enclosures and groves, but parts
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of nature and certain arrangements of the elements. Hector also, and

Achilles, and Agamemnon, and all the Greeks in general, and the Barba-

rians with Helen and Paris, being of the same nature, you will of course

say are introJuced merely for the sake of the machinery of the jjoem, not

one of these personages having really existed.

But these things we have pat forth only for argument's sake ; for it is

not allowable even to compare our notions of God with those who are

wallowing in matter and mud."

Ch. 25. Boastings and quarrels of the philosophers.

" What great and wonderful things have your jihilosophers effected ?

They leave uncovered one of their shoulders ; they let their hair grow

long ; they cultivate their beards ; their nails are like the claws of wild

beasts. Though they say that they want nothing, yet, like Proteus [the

Cynic, Proteus Peregrinus known to us from Lucian], they need a cur-

rier for their wallet, and a weaver for their mantle, and a woodcutter for

their staff, and they need the rich [to invite them to banquets], and a

cook also for their gluttony. O man competing with the dog [cynic phi-

losopher], you know not God, and so have turned to the imitation of an

irrational animal. You cry out in jDublic with an assumption of author-

ity, and take upon you to avenge your own self; and if you receive noth-

ing, you indulge in abuse, for philosophy is with you the art of getting

money. You follow the doctrines of Plato, and a discijile of Epicurus

lifts up his voice to oppose you. Again, you wish to be a discii)le of

Aristotle, and a follower of Democritus rails at you. Pythagoras says

that he was Euphorbus, and he is the heir of the doctrine of Pherecydes,

but Aristotle impugns the immortality of the soul. You who receive

from your predecessors doctrines which clash with one another, you the

inharmonious, are fighting against the harmonious. One of you asserts

" that God is body,"' but I assert that He is without body ;
" that the

world is indestructible," but I assert that it is to be destroyed ;
" that a

conflagration will take place at various times," but I say that it will come

to pass once for all ;
" that Minos and Rhadamanthus are judges," but I

say that God Himself is Judge ;
" that the soul alone is endowed with

immortality," but I say that the flesh also is endowed with it. What
injury do we inflict upon you, Greeks? Why do you hate those who
follow the word of God, as if they were the vilest of mankind? It is

not we who eat human flesh—they among you who assert such a thing

have been suborned as false witnesses ; it is among you that Pelops is

made a supper for the gods, although beloved by Poseidon ; and Kronos

devours his children, and Zeus swallows Metis."

Of great importance for the history of the canon and of exe-

gesis is Tatiau's Vlatessaron or Harmony of the Four Gospels,
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once widely circulated, then lost, but now measurably recovered.^

Theodoret found more than two hundred copies of it in his dio-

cese, Ephrnem the Syrian wrote a commentary on it which was

preserved in an Armenian translation by the Mechitarists at

Venice, translated into Latin by Aucher (1841), and published

with a learned introduction by Mosinger (1876). From this

commentary Zahu has restored the text. The Diatessaron

begins with the Prologue of John [In prlncipio erat Verbum,

etc.), and follows his order of the festivals, assuming a two

years' ministry, between the first and third passover, and makes

a connected account of the life of Christ from the four Evange-

lists with great independence and freedom. There is no per-

ceptible heretical tendency, except perhaps in the omission of

Christ's human genealogies in Matthew and Luke, Mdiich may

have been due to the influence of a docetic spirit. This Diates-

saron conclusively proves the existence and ecclesiastical use of

the four Gospels, no more and no less, in the middle of the

second century.

§ 175. Athenagoras.

Otto, vol. VII. ; Migne, VI. 890-1023. Am. ed. by W. B. Owen, N. Y.,

1875.

Clarisse: De Athenagorce vita, scripiis, doctrina (Lugd. Bat. 1819);

Donaldson, III. 107-178 ; Harnack, Texte, 1. 176 sqq., and his lut.

"Athen." in Herzog,^ I. 748-750; Spencer Mansel in Smith

and Wace, I. 20-4-207 ; Renan, Marc-Aurele, 382-386.

Athexagoras was " a Christian philosopher of Athens," dur-

ing the reign of Marcus Aurelius (A. D., 161-180), but is

otherwise entirely unknown and not even mentioned by Euse-

bius, Jerome, and Photius.^ His philosophy was Platonic, but

' To A(i TFrradpuv. Eusebius, H E. IV. 29, and Theodoret, Fah. Jlrer. I. 20,

notice tlie Diatessaron. Corap. Mosinsjer's introduction to his ed. of Ephrcems

Com (Venet. 1876), Zahn's Tatian'x Diatessai'on (1881), and on the text Har-

nack's Texte, etc. I. Heft. 3 (1883) p. 138 sqq.

^ The account of Pliilippns Sidetes, deacon of Chrvsostom, as preserved by

Nicephorns Callistiis, is entirely unreliable. It makes Athemgoras the first

head of the school of Alexandria under Hadrian, and tiie teacher of Clement

of Alex.—a palpable chronological blunder—and states that he addressed his
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modified by the prevailing eclecticism of his age. He is less

original as an apologist than Justin and Tatiau, but more ele-

gant and classical in style.

He addressed an Apology or Intercession in hehalf of the

Clirlstians to the Emperors JNIarcus Aurelius and Commodus.^

He reminds the rulers that all their subjects are allowed to follow

their customs without hindrance except the Christians who are

vexed, plundered and killed on no other pretence than that they

bear the name of their Lord and Master. We do not object to

punishment if we are found guilty, but we demand a fair trial.

A name is neither good nor bad in itself, but becomes good or

bad according to the character anci deeds under it. We are ac-

cused of three crimes, atheism, Thyestean banquets (cannibal-

ism), Oedipodean connections (incest). Then he goes on to re-

fute these charges, especially that of atheism and incest. He
does it calmly, clearly, eloquently, and conclusively. By a

divine law, he says, Avickedness is ever fighting against virtue.

Thus Socrates was condemned to death, and thus are stories in-

vented against us. We are so far from committing the excesses

of which we are accused, that we are not permitted to lust after

a woman in thought. We are so particular on this point that

we either do not marry at all, or we marry for the sake of chil-

dren, and only once in the course of our life. Here comes out

his ascetic tendency which he shares with his age. He even

condemns second marriage as "decent adultery." The Christ-

ians are more humane than the heathen, and condemn, as mur-

der, the practices of abortion, infanticide, and gladiatorial shows.

Apology to Hadrian and Antoninus, which is contradicted by the inscription.

But in a fragment of Methodius, De Besurrectione, there is a quotation from

the Apology of Atlienagoras (c. 24) witli his name attached.

1 Ilf^enSeia (embassy) Trepl Xpi.artavuv, Legatio (also Supplicatio, Intercessio)

pro Christianis. Some take the title in its usual sense, and assume that

Athenagoras really went as a deputation to the emperor. The book was often

copied in the fifteenth century, and there are seventeen MSS. extant; the three

best contain also the treatise on the Resurrection. Both were edited by Henry

Stephens, 1557, and often since. The objections against the genuineness are

weak and have been refuted.
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Another treatise under his name, " On the Resurrection of the

Dead,^' is a masterly argument drawn from the wisdom, power,

and justice of God, as well as from the destiny of man, for this

doctrine which was especially offensive to the Greek mind. It

was a discourse actually delivered before a philosophical audience.

For this reason perhaps he does not appeal to the Scriptures,^

All historians put a high estimate on Athenagoras. "He
writes," says Donaldson, "as a man who is determined that

the real state of the case should be exactly known. He intro-

duces similes, he occasionally has an antithesis, he quotes poetry,

but always he has his main object distinctly before his mind,

and he neither makes a useless exhibition of his own powers, nor

distracts the reader by digressions. His Apology is the best de-

fence of the Christians produced in that age." Spencer Mansel

declares him " decidedly superior to most of the Apologists, ele-

gant, free from superfluity of language, forcible in style, and

rising occasionally into great powers of description, and in his

reasoning remarkable for clearness and cogency."

Tillemont found traces of Montanism in the condemnation of

second marriage and the view of prophetic insj)iration, but the

former was common among the Greeks, and the latter was also

held by Justin M. and others. Athenagoras says of the pro-

phets that they were in an ecstatic condition of mind and that

the Spirit of God " used them as if a flute-player were breathing

into his flute." Montanus used the comparison of the plectrum

and the lyre.

§ 176. TJienpliilus of Antloch.

Otto, vol. VIII. Migxe, VI. col. 1023-11(38.

L>ONALDSON, CrUlcul ilidury, 111. Gu-IOG. IIenan, Marc-Aur. 386 sqq.

Theod. Zahx : Der Eoangelien-commentar des Thenphilus von Anfiochmi.

Erlangen 1883 (302 pages). The second part of his Forschungen zur

Oesch. des neutestam. Kanons un der altkirchlichen Lit.

Harnack, Texte, etc. Bd. I., Heft II., 282-298., and Heft. IV. (1883), p.

97-175 (on the Gospel Commentary of Theo;.ii. .tii;i.n.-,L /:,ahn).

* Donaldson placos the treatise De Resurrectione even above the Embassy

and says that " tiiere is scarcely a superfluous word in it." He gives a full ab-

stract in an excellent ver.sion (p. 131 sq*!.)-
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Theophilus was converted from heathenism by the study of

the Scriptures, and occupied the episcopal see at Autioch, the

sixth from the Apostles, during the later part of the reign of

Marcus Aurelius. He died about a. d. 181/

His principal work, and the only one which has come down

to us, is his three books to Autolycus, an educated heathen

friend." Plis main object is to convince him of the falsehood of

idolatry, and of the truth of Christianity. He evinces extensive

knowledge of Grecian literature, considerable philosophical

talent, and a power of graphic and elegant composition. His

treatment of the philosophers and poets is very severe and con-

trasts unfavorably with the liberality of Justin Martyr. He
admits elements of truth in Socrates and Plato, but charges them

with having stolen the same from the prophets. He thinks that

the Old Testament already contained all the truths which man

requires to know. He was the first to use the term " triad" for

the holy Trinity, and found this mystery already in the words :

" Let us make man " (Gen. 1 : 26) ; for, says he, " God spoke

to no other but to his own Reason and his own Wisdom," that

is, to the Logos and the Holy Spirit hypostatized.^ He also first

1 Eusebius H. E. IV. 20, and in his Chron. ad ann. IX. M. Aurelii. His

supposed predecessors were Peter, Evodius, Ignatius, Heron, Cornelius, and

Eros. Comp. Harnack, Die Zeit des Ignat. und die Chronologie der Antiochen.

Bischofe bis Tyrannus (Leipz. 1878 p. 56). Jerome {De Vir. ill. 25; Ep. ad

AlgaS; and Praf. in Com. Matih.), Lactantius [Inst, div- I. 23), and Gennadius

of Massila (De Vir. ill. 34) likewise mention Tiieophilus and his writings, but

the later Greeks, even Photius, seem to have forgotten him. See Harnack,

Texfe, I. 282 sqq. Renan calls him "undodeur trenfecond, un catechiste doni

d'un grand talent d^exposition, un polemiste habile nelon les idees du temps."

2 9fo^//loD Trpof Avr6?.vKnv, Theophili ad Autolycum. We have three MSS. of

his books Ad Autohjcwn, the best from the eleventh century, preserved in

Venice. See Otto, and Donaldson, p. 105. The first printed edition appeared

at Zurich, 1546. Three English translations, by J. Betty, Oxf. 1722, by W.
B Flower, Lond. 1860, and Marcus Dods, Edinb. 1867 (in the "Ante-Nicene

Libr." III. 49-133).

3 AdAutol. II. 15 (in Migne VT. 1077), where the first three days of creation

are called tvkoi ttjq rpiado^y tov &£ov, Kal tov 7.6yov avrov, Kal Tfjq aoipiag avTov.

Comp. c. 18 (col. 1081), where the trinity is found in Gen. 1: 26. In the

Gospel Cora, of Th. the word trinitas occurs five times (see Zahn, I. c. 143).

Among Latin writers, TertuUian is the first who uses the term trinitas {Adv.

Prax.'4; Be Pud, 21).
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quoted tlie Gospel of John by name^ but it was undoubt-

edly known and used before by Tatian, Athenagoras, Justin,

and by the Gnostics, and can be traced as far back as 125 within

the lifetime of many personal disciples of the Apostle. Theo-

philus describes the Christians as having a sound mind, practis-

ing self-restraint, preserving marriage with one, keeping chastity,

expelling injustice, rooting out sin, carrying out righteousness

as a habit, regulating their conduct by law, being ruled by

truth, preserving grace and peace, and obeying God as king.

They are forbidden to visit gladiatorial shows and other public

amusements, that their eyes and ears may not be defiled. They

are commanded to obey authorities and to pray for them, but

not to worship them.

The other works of Theophilus, polemical and exegetical,

are lost. Eusebius mentions a book against Hermogenes, in

which he used proofs from the Apocalypse of John, another

against Marcion and " certain catechetical books " {xavriX'fjTcxa

^ifilifi). Jerome mentions in addition commentaries on the

Proverbs, and on the Gospel, but doubts their genuineness.

There exists under his name a sort of exegetical Gospel Har-

mony, though only in Latin, and with additions of later date.

NOTES.

Jerome is the only ancient writer who mentions a Commentary or

Commentaries of Theophilus on the Gospel, but adds that they are in-

ferior to his other books in elegance and style ; thereby indicating a

doubt as to their genuineness. De Vir ill. 25 :
" Legi sub nomine eius

[ Throphili] IN EvAXGELlUM et in Froverbia Salomonis commextaeios,
qui mihi cum snperiorum voluminum [the works Contra Marcioncm, Ad
Autohjcum, and Contra Hermogenem] elegantia et phrasi non videntur con-

gruere.'''' He alludes to the Gospel Commentary in two other passages (in

the Pref. to his Com. on Matthew, and Ep. 121 [ad Algasiam), and quotes

from it the exposition of the parable of the unjust steward (Luke 16 r

1 sqq.). Eusebius may possibly have included the book in the Karr/x'/rind

^iSMa which he ascribes to Theophilus.

' Ad Antol. II. 22: ''The Holy Scriptures teach us, and all wlio were moved

by the Spirit, among whom John says :

' In the beginning was the Word
(Logos), and the Word was with God.' " He then quotes John 1 : 3.
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A Latin Version of this Commentary was first published (from MSS.

not indicated and since lost) by Marg. de la Eigne in Sucne. Bibliothecce

Patrum, Paris 1576, Tom. V. col. 169-196 ; also by Otto in the Corp.

Apol. VIII. 278-324, and with learned notes by Zahn in the second vol.

of his Forschungen zur Gesch. des neutest. Kanons (1883), p. 31-85. The

Commentary begins with an explanation of the symbolical import of the

four Gospels as follows :
" Quatuor evangelia quatuor animalibus figurata

Jesum Ckristum demonstrant. Matthceus enim salvatorem nostrum natum

passumque homini comparavit. Marcus leonis gerens figuram a soliludine

incipit dicens : ' Vox damantis in deserto : parate viam Domini,^ sane qui

regnat iiivlctus. Joannes habet similitudinem aquilce, quod ab imis alta

petiverit ; ait enim: ' Inprincipio erat Verbum,et verbum erat opud Deum,

et Deus erat Verbum ; hoc erat in principio apud Deum,;' vel quia Christum

resurgens volavit ad ccelos. Lucas vituli speciem gestat, ad cuius instar sal-

vator noster est immolatus, vel quod sacerdotii figurat officium.'" The posi-

tion of Luke as the fourth is very peculiar and speaks for great antiquity.

Then follows a brief exposition of the genealogy of Christ by Matthew

with the remark that Matthew traces the origin "joer reges," Luke "joer

sacerdotes." The first book of the Commentary is chiefly devoted to

Matthew, the second and third to Luke, the fourth to John. It concludes

with an ingenious allegory representing Christ as a gardener (who

appeared to Mary Magdalene, John 20 : 15), and the church as his gar-

den full of rich flowers) as follows (see Zahn, p. 85) :
" Horfus Domini est

ecclesia cafholica, in qua sunt rosae martyrum, lilia virginum, violae

viduarum, hedera coniugum ; nam ilia, quce ' cesiimabai eum hortulamivi

esse significabat scilicet eum plantantem diversis virtutibus credentium

vitam. Amen.''

Dr. Zahn, in his recent monograph (1883), which abounds in rare

patristic learning, vindicates tliis Commentary to Theophilus of Antioch

and dates the translation from the third century. If so, we would have

here a work of great apologetic as well as exegetical importance,

especially for the history of the canon and the text; for Theophilus

stood midway between Justin Martyr and Irenaeus and would be the

oldest Christian exegete. But Harnack ably disputes the conclusions of

Zahn and tries to prove that this commentary is a Latin work by an

anonymous author of the fifth or sixth century (between 470 and 529),

and is the first of the mediaeval exegetical compilations by Isidor, Beza,

Rhabanus Maurus, etc. A Nicene or post-Nicene development of

theology and church organization seems to be indicated by the familiar

use of such terms as regnum Chrisfi catholicum, cathoUca doctrinn, cafhoU-

cum dogma, sacerdos, peccatum originale, monachi, scecnlares, pagani. Yet

as Jerome (who died 419) read and used a Gospel Commentary of

Theophilus and as this Latin work has many peculiarities which point to

ante-Nicene origin, we may reasonably assume that it was based upon

a genuine Greek work of the bishop of Antioch. In the absence of MSS.

it is impossible to decide the amount of original matter and the merits of

De la Bigne's ed. princeps from which all other editions are derived.
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§ 177. Ilelito of Sardis.

(I.) EUSEB. ff. K IV. 13, 26; V. 25. Hieron. : De Vir. ill. 24. The
remains of Melito in Routh, Reliq. Sacr. I. 113-153; more fully

in Otto, Corp. Ap. IX. (1872), 375-478. His second Apology, of

doubtful genuineness, in Cureton, Spncilegium Syriacum, Lond.

1855 (Syriuc, with an English translation), and in Pitra, Spicil.

Solesm. II. (with a Latin translation by Renan, which was revised

by Otto, Corp. Ap. vol. IX.) ; German transl. by Welte in the Tiib.

" Theol. Quartalschrift " for 1862.

(II.) Piper in the Studien und Kritiken for 1838, p. 54-154. Uhlhorn
in " Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theol." 18G6. Donaldson, III. 221-239.

Steitz in Herzog ^ IX. 537-539. Lightfoot in " Contemp. Re-

view," Febr. 1876. Harnack, Texte, etc., I. 240-278. Salmon la

Smith and Wace IJI. 894-900. Renan, Marc-Aurlle, 172 sqq.

(Comp. also the short notice in Veglise chret., p. 436).

Melito, bishop of Sardis/ the capital of Lydia, was a

shining liglit among the churclies of Asia Minor in the third

quarter of the second century. Polycrates of Ephcsus, in his epis-

tle to bishop Victor of Rome (d. 195), calls him a "eunuch who,

in his whole conduct, was full of the Holy Ghost, and sleeps in

Sardis awaiting the episcopate from heaven (or visitation, .rr^v

drcb T(Zv obfjauaJu iTZcaxoTirjv) on the day of the resurrection."

The term " eunuch " no doubt refers to voluntary celibacy for

the kingdom of God (Matt. 19: 12).^ He was also esteemed

as a prophet. He wrote a book on prophecy, probably against

the pseudo-prophecy of the Montanists ; but his relation to

Montanism is not clear. He took an active part in the paschal

and other controversies Avhich agitated the churches of Asia

Minor. He was among the chief supporters of the Quarta-

deciman practice which was afterwards condemned as schismatic

^ This i-? the English spelling. The Germans and Frencli spell Sardes

(Gr. al Xdpi'iei^, but also ItupSir in Herodotus).

" Renan thinks of an act of self-mutilation (in L'eglise chrcl. 436) :
" Comme

plus tard Origine, il voulut que sa chaMete fi\t en quclque s^orte materidlement

constntee."' But St. John, too, is called spado by TertuUian (De Monog- 17)

and eunuchus by Jerome {In Es. c. 56). Athenagoras uses svvovxin for male

continence. Leg. c. 33: to kv irap-dsveig Kal ev svvovx'io fielrai, in virginitate et

eunuchi statu manere.

1
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and heretical. This may be a reason why his writings fell into

oblivion. Otherwise he was quite orthodox according to the

standard of his age, and a strong believer in the divinity of

Christ, as is evident from one of the Syrian fragments (see

below).

JNIclito was a man of brilliant mind and a most prolific

author. Tertullian speaks of his elegant and eloquent genius.^

Eusebius enumerates no less than eighteen or twenty works

from his pen, covering a great variety of topics, but known to

us now only by name.'' He gives three valuable extracts.

There must have been an uncommon literary fertility in Asia

Minor after the middle of the second century.^

^ " Elegans et declamatorium ingenium" in liis lost book on EcMaftii^, quoted

by Jerome, De Vir. ill. 2-1. Harnack draws a comparison between Melito and

Tertullian ; they resembled each other in the variety of topics on which they

wrote, and in eloquence, but not in elegance of style.

^ Eusebius (IV. 26) mentions first his Apology for the faith addressed to the

emperor of the Romans, and then the following: ''Two works On the Passover,

and those On the Conduct of Life and the Prophets {'o ^ejh izoln-Eiag kol irpo^T^Tui',

perhaps two separate books, perhaps kuI for tui'), one On the Cliurch, and another

discourse On the Lord's Day {nepl KvpcaK?'/r), one also On the Nature (rrepl tbvaeijc,

al. Faith, TriaTEwq) of Man, and another On his Formation [ireijl TiXdaeuq), a

work On the Subjection of the Sensts to Faith \_o ~£pl vKaKoijg •niaTEuq alat'^rr

TT^piuv, which Rufinus changes into two books ' de obedientia fidei ; de scnsibns,^

so also Nicephorus]. Besides these, a treatise On the Soul, the Body, and the

Mind. A dissertation also. On Baptism; one also On Truth and Faith, and

[probably another on] the Generation of Christ. His discourse On Prophecy,

and that On Hospitality A treatise called The Key {fj k?ieIc), his works On

the Devil, and TAe Revelation of John. Tlie treatise On God Incarnate (-^Epl

kvauuciTov &Env, comp. Evauudrucri^ = incarnation), and last of all, the discourse

{(iiP^.iStnv) addressed to Antonine.'' He then adds still another book called

''EKhtyai, and containing extracts from the Old Testament. Some of these

titles may indicate two distinct books, as ra nepl tov diafiolov, ml ttjq aTvoKa'Avtpfox:

'luavvDv. So Rufinus and Jerome understood this title. See Heinichen's

notes. Other works were ascribed to him by later writers, as On the Incarna-

tion of Christ {TTepl aapKuoEug Xpiarov), On the Cross, On Faith, and two de-

cidedly spurious works, De Passione S. Joannis, and De Transitu b. MaricR.

^ Comp. Enseb. IV. 21,25. Renan says (p". 192 1: ''Jamais peut-etre le

christianisme n'a plus ecrit que durant le IP siicle en Asie. La culture litteralre

etait exfrSmemenf repandue dan'^ cetfe proviwe ; I'art d'ecrire y etait fort conwiun,

et le christianisme en projitait. La litteratnre des Peres d C Efjlise conimencait.

Les .v'ecles suivants ne depass^rent pas ce^ premiers essais de Peloquence chrelicnne;

mais, an point de vue de Vorthodoxie, les livres de ces Pbres du IP si^cle offraient

Vol. II.—47.
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The Apology of Melito was addressed to Marcus Aurellus,

and written probably at the outbreak of the violent persecu-

tions in 1-77, which, however, were of a local or provincial

character, and not sanctioned by the general government. He
remarks that Nero and Domitian were the only imperial perse-

cutors, and expresses the hope that, Aurelius, if properly in-

formed, would interfere in behalf of the innocent Christians.

In a passage preserved in the " Paschal Chronicle " he says

:

" We are not worshipers of senseless stones, but adore one only

God, who is before a'll and over all, and His Christ truly God

the Word before all ages."

A Syriac Apology bearing his name^ was discovered by

Tattam, with other Syrian MSS. in the convents of the Xitrian

desert (1843), and published by Cureton and Pitra (1855). But

it contains none of the passages quoted by Eusebius, and is

more an attack upon idolatry than a defense of Christianity,

but may nevertheless be a work of ]\Ielito under an erroneous

title.

To Melito we owe the first Christian list of the Plebrew

Scriptures. It agrees with the Jewish and the Protestant

canon, and omits the Apocrypha. The books of Esther and

Xehemiah are also omitted, but may be included in Esdras.

The expressions " the Old Books," " the Books of the Old Cove-

nant," imply that the church at that time had a canon of the

New Covenant. Melito made a visit to Palestine to seek infor-

mation on the Jewish canon.

plus fVnne pierre erachoppement. La lecture en devint STispecte; on Ic^ copia de

mains en moms, et ainsi presque tons ces beaux eerits disparurent, pour /aire place

nux ecrivains classiques, posterieurs an concile de Niece, ecrivains plus corrects

comme doctrine, mais, en general. Men moins originaux que ceux du 11'^ sierle.

1 Under tlie heading, "The oration of Melito tlie Philosoplier, liehl before

Antoninus Cresar, and he spoke [?] to Cajsar that he might know God, and he

sliowed iiim the way of trutli, and began to speak as follows." Ewald (in the

"Gott. Gel. Anz." 1856, p. 60,5 sqq.) and Kenan (31. Anr. 184, note) snggest

that it is no apology, but Milito's tract T^epi a?.?i^Fiag, as this word very often

occurs. .Jacobi, Otto, and Harnack ascribe it to a different author, probably

from Syria.

I
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He wrote a coinmentaiy on the Apocalypse, and a "Key"
[rj xA£c'^)y probably to the Scriptures/

The loss of this and of his books " on the Church " and " on

the Lord's Day" are pei-haps to be regretted most.

Among the Syriac fragments of Melito published by Cureton

is one from a work " On Faith/' which contams a remarkable

christological creed, an eloquent expansion of the Regida FideL''

The Lord Jesus Christ is acknowledged as the perfect Reason,

the Word of God ; who was begotten before the light ; who was

Creator with the Father ; who was the Fashioner of man
; who

was all things in all ; Patriarch among the patriarchs, Law in

the law. Chief Priest among the priests. King among the kings,

Prophet among the prophets, Archangel among the angels ; He
piloted Xoah, conducted Abraham, was bound with Isaac, exiled

with Jacob, was Captain with INloses ; He foretold his own suf-

ferings in David and the prophets ; He was incarnate in the

Virgin ; worshipped by the Magi ; He healed the lame, gave

sight to the blind, was rejected by the people, condemned by

Pilate, hanged upon the tree, buried in the earth, rose from the

dead and appeared to the apostles, ascended to heaven ; He is

the Rest of the departed, the Recoverer of the lost, the Light of

the blind, the Refuge of the afflicted, the Bridegroom of the

Church, the Charioteer of the cherubim, the Captain of angels
;

God who is of God, the Son of the Father, the King for ever

and ever.

* A Latin work under the title Melitonis Claris Sanctos Scripturae was men-

tioned by Labbe in 1653 as preserved in the libi-ary of Clermont College, and

was at last, after much trouble, recovered in Sirassburg and elsewhere, and pub-

lished by Cardinal Pitra in the Spicilegium Sohsm. 1855 (Tom. II. and III.).

But, unfortunately, it turned out to be no translation of Melilo's /cAf/f at all,

but a mediasval glossary of mystic interpretation of the Scriptures compiled

from Gregory I. and other Lnlin fathers. This was conclusively proven by

Steitz in the '' Studien und Kritiken " for 1S57, p. 584-596. Renan assents

(p. 181, note) :
" L'ouvrage latin que dom Pitra a publie comme etant la Clef de

3felilon, est nne compilation de passages des PHres latins pouvant servir ci Vexplica-

tion allegorique des ecriturcs qui figure pour la premiere fois dans la Bible de

Theodulpher

- Spicileg. Solesm. T. II. p. Lix.
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§178. ApoUnarius of Hierapolls. Miltiades.

Claudius Apolinarius/ bishop of Hierapolls in Phrygia, a

successor of Papias, was a very active apologetic and polemic

writer about A. D. 160-180. He took a leadiug part iu the

Moutanist and Paschal controversies. Eusebius puts hira with

Melito of Sardis among the orthodox writers of the second

century, and mentions four of his "many works" as known to

him, but since lost, namely an " Apoloffi/" addressed to INIarcus

Aurelius (before 174), " Five books against the Greeks" " Two

books on Truth," " Two books against the Jews." He also notices

his later books "Against the heres ij of the Phrygians" (the Mon-

tanists), about 172.^

Apolinarius opposed the Quartodeciman observance of Easter,

which Melito defended.^ Jerome mentions his familiarity witli

heathen literature, but numbers him among the Chiliasts.* The

' Tliis is the spelling of the ancient Greek authors wlio refer to him. Latin

writtrs usually spell his name ApoUinaris or ApoUinarias. There are several

noted persons of this name: 1) the legendary St. ApoLLiNAras, bishop of

Ravenna (50-78?), who followe;! St. Peter from Antioch to Rome, was sent

by him to Ravenna, performed miracles, died a martyr, and gave name to a

magnificent basilica built in the sixth century. See Acta Sanct. Jul. V. 344.

2) Apollinaris the Elder, presbyter at Laodicea in Syria (not in Phrygia),

an able classical scholar and poet, about the middle of the fourth century.

3) Apollinaris the Younger, son of the former, and bishop of Laodicea

betwetn 3G2 and 380, who witli his father composed Christian classics to re-

place llie heathen classics under the reign of Julian, and afterwards originated

the chri-^tological heresy which is named after him. See my article in Smitli

and \V:ice I. 134 sq.

2 H. E. IV. 27; repeated by Jerome, Be Viris ill. 20. Two extracts of a

work nut mentioned by Eusebius are preserved in the Chroii. Pasch. Copies

of three of his apologetic books, 7r/iof "E/U^'/v^f, ircpl evaE(3elac, Trspl a7.7]\^Eia(:^

are mentioned by Photins. The last two are probably identical, as they are

connected by Kal. See tlie fragments in Routh, I. 159-174. Comp. Donaldson

III. 248; Ilarnack, Ttxte, I. 232-239, and Smith and Wace J. 132.

^ See above, p. 214 sq., and Chron. Pasch. I. 13.

* De Vir. ill. 18; Com. in Ezerh. c. 36. In the latter place Jerome mentions

Iren.-B'.is as the first, and .Xpollinaris as the last, of the Greek Chiliasts ("tit

Grcccofi nominem., et primum extremumque conjugam, Iren. et Ap") ; but this is a

palpable error, for Barnabas and Papias were Chiliasts before Irenisus ; INIetho-

dius and Nepos long after Apolinarius. Perhaps he meant Apoliinaris of

Laodicea, in Syria.
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latter is doubtful on account of his opposition to Montanism.

Photius praises his style. He is enrolled among the saints.^

MiLTiADES was another Christian Apologist of the later half

of the second century whose writings are entirely lost. Eusebius

mentions among them an "Apology" addressed to the rulers of

the world, a treatise " against the Greeks," and another " against

the Jews;" but he gives no extracts.^ Tertullian places him

between Justin Martyr and Irenseus.^

§ 179. Hermias.

"'Eipfieinv <piXoa6<pov Aiarrvpfibg to)V e^cj (piXoaocjxjv, 'H.te'RMIJE PhILOSOPHI

Gentilium Philosophorum Irrisio, ten chapters. Ed. princeps with

Lat. vers. Basel, 1553, Zurich, 1560. Worth added it to his Tatian,

Oxf. 1700. In Otto and Maranus (Migne, vi. col. 1167-1180).

Donaldson, III. 179-181.

Under tlie name of the "philosopher" Hermias [''Ef)/2scac

or '^f)fjica^), otherwise entirely unknown to us, we have a

"Mockery of Heathen Philosophers" which, with the light

arms of wit and sarcasm, endeavors to prove from the history of

philosophy, by exposing the contradictions of the various sys-

tems, the truth of Paul's declaration, that the wisdom of this

world is foolishness with God. He derives the false philosophy

from the demons. He first takes up the conflicting heathen

notions about the soul, and then about the origin of the world,

and ridicules them. The following is a specimen from the dis-

cussion of the first topic :

" I confess I am vexed by the reflux of things. For now I am immor-

tal, and I rejoice; but now again I become mortal, and I weep; but

straightway I am dissolved into atoms. I become water, and I become

air: I become fire: then after a little I am neither air nor fire: one

1 Ada Sand. Febr. II. 4. See Wetzer and Welte^ I. 1086.

2 H. E. V. 17. Jerome, De Vir. ill. 39. Comp. Harnack, Tciie, I. 278-282,

and Salmon, in Smith and Wace HI. 916.

^ Adv. Valent. 5. Miltiades is here called " ecdesiarum sophiMa," either

honorably=rA,etor' or p/((7oso/)/)»s (See Otto and Salmon), or with an implied

censure {'' mit einem iiblen Nebengeschmack," as Hamack thinks). The relation

of Miltiades to Montanism is quite obscure, but probably he was an opponent.
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makes me a wild beast, one makes me a fish. Again, then, I have dol-

phins for my brothers. But when I see myself, I fear my body, and I uo

longer know how to call it, whether man, or dog, or wolf, or bull, or bird,

or serpent, or dragon, or chinisera. I am changed by the philosophers

into all the wild beasts, into those that live on land and on water, into

those that are winged, many-shaped, wild, tame, speechless, and gifted

with speech, rational and irrational. I swim, fly, creep, run, sit ; and

there is Empedocles too, who makes me a bush."

The work is small and unimportant.^ Some put it down to

the third or fourth century ; but the writer calls himself a

" philosopher " (though he misrepresents his profession), has iu

view a situation of the church like that under Marcus Aurelius,

and presents many points of resemblance with the older Apolo-

gists and with Lucian who likewise ridiculed the philosophers

with keen wit, but from the infidel heathen standpoint. Hence

we may well assign him to the later part of the second century.

§ 180. Hef/cslppus.

(I.) EusEB. //. E. II. 23; III. 11, 16, 19, 20, 32; IV. 8, 22. Collection

of fragments in Grabk, Spicil. II. 203-214; Eouth, Reliq. 8. I.

205-219 ; Hilgenfeld, in his " Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche

Theol." 1876 and 1878.

(II.) The Annotafloiies in Heges. Fragm. by Eouth, I. 220-292 (very

valuable). Donaldson: L. c. III. 182-218. Nosgen: Der kirchl

Siandpunkt des Heg. in Brieger's " Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengesch."

1877 (p. 193-233). Against Hilgenfeld. Zahn : Der griech. Irmoeus

und der game Hegesippus im 16'«"' Jahr., ibid. p. 288-291. H. Dann-
EEUTHER : Du Tenioignage d'Hegesippe sur Peglise chretienne au deux

premiers siMen. Nancy 1878. See also his art. in Lichtenberger's

" Encycl." vi. 126-129. Friedr. Vogel : Be Ilegesippo, qui dicifur,

Joscpld interprete. Erlangen 1881. W. MiLLlGAN : Hegesippm,\n

Smith and Wace II. (1880) 875-878. C. Weizsacker: Hegesippus,

in Herzog2 V. 695-700. Caspari : quellen, etc., III. 345-348.

The orthodoxy of Hegesippus has been denied by the Tubingen critics,

Baur, Schwegler, and, more moderately by Hilgenfeld, but defended

by Dorner, Donaldson, Nosgen, Weizsacker, Caspari and Milligan.

Contemporary with the Apologists, though not of their class,

were Hegesippus (d. about 180), and Dionysius of Corinth (about

170).

1 Hase aptly calls it " eine oberjldchlich wilzige Belustigung iiher paradoze Phi-

lonopheme."
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Hegesippus was an orthodox Jewish Christian^ and lived

during the reigns of Hadrian, Antoninus, and Marcus Aurclius.

He travelled extensively through Syria, Greece, and Italy, and

was in Rome during the episcopate of Anicetus. He collected

" Memorials"^ of the apostolic and post-^^postolic churches. He
used written sources and oral traditions. Unfortunately this

work which still existed in the sixteenth century,^ is lost, but

may yet be recovered. It is usually regarded as a sort of church

history, the first written after the Acts of St. Luke. This would

make Hegesippus rather than Eusebius " the father of church

history." But it seems to have been only a collection of reminis-

cences of travel without regard to chronological order (else the

account of the martyrdom of James would have been put in the

first instead of the fifth book.) He was an antiquarian rather

than a historian. His chief object was to prove the purity and

catholicity of the church against the Gnostic heretics and sects.

Eusebius has preserved his reports on the martyrdom of St.

James the Just, Simeon of Jerusalem, Domitian's inquiry for the

descendants of David and the relatives of Jesus, the rise of

heresies, the episcopal succession, and the preservation of the

orthodox doctrine in Corinth and Rome. These scraps of history

command attention for their antiquity ; but they must be re-

ceived Avith critical caution. They reveal a strongly Jewish type

of piety, like that of James, but by no means Judaizing heresy.

He was not an Ebionite, nor even a Nazarene, but decidedly

catholic. There is no trace of his insisting on circumcision or

the observance of the law as necessary to salvation. His use of

"the Gospel according to the Hebrews" implies no heretical

bias. He derived all the heresies and schisms from Judaism.

He laid great stress on the regular apostolic succession of bishops.

In every city he set himself to inquire for two things : purity of

^ Eusebius (iv. 22) expressly calls him " a convert from the Hebrews," and

this is confirmed by the strongly Jewish coloring of his account of James,

quotpd in full, vol. I. 276 sq. He was probably from Palestine.

* "^TiouvijfiaTa, or liVyya/iuaTa, in five books.

' lu the library of the convent of St. John at Patmos. See Zahn, /. c.
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doctrine and the unbroken .succession of teachers from the times

of the apostles. The former depended in his view on the hitter.

The result of his investigation was satisfactory in both respects.

He found in every apostolic church the faith maintained. " The

church of Corinth," he says, " continued in the true faith, until

Primus was bishop there [the predecessor of Dionysius], with

whom I had familiar intercourse, as I passed many days at

Corinth, when I was about sailing to Rome, during which time

we were mutually refreshed in the true doctrine. After coming

to Rome, I stayed with Anicetus, whose deacon was Eleutherus.

After Anicetus, Soter succeeded, and after him Eleutherus. In

every succession, however, and in every city, the doctrine pre-

vails according to what is announced by the law and the pro-

phets and the Lord." ^ Pie gives an account of the heretical

corruption which proceeded from the unbelieving Jews, from

Thebuthis and Simon Magus and Cleobius and Dositheus, and

other unknown or forgotten names, but " while the sacred choir

of the apostles still lived, the church was undefiled and pure, like

a virgin, until the age of PVajan, when those impious errors

which had so long crept in darkness ventured forth without shame

into open daylight."^ He felt perfectly at home in the Catholic

church of his day which had descended from, or rather never

yet ascended the lofty mountain-height of apostolic knowledge

and freedom. And as Hegesippus was satisfied with the or-

thodoxy of the Western churches, so Eusebius was satisfied

with the orthodoxy of Hegesippus, and nowhere intimates a

doubt.

' Euseb. IV. 22.

* Ibid. III. 82. This passage has been used by Baur and his scliool as an

argument against the Pastoral and other apostolic epistles .wliich warn against

the Gnostic heresy, hut it clearly teaches that its open manifestation under

Trajan was preceded by its secret working as far back as Simon Magus.

Hegesippus, therefore, Only confirms the N. T. allusions, which likewise imply

a distinction between present beginnings and future developments of error.
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§ 181. Dionydus of Corinth,

EusEB. : ff. E. II. 25 ; III. 4 ; IV. 21, 23. Hieeon. : De Vir. ill. 27.

EouTH : Hel. S. I. 177-184 (the fragments), and 185-201 (the annota-

tions). Includes Pinytus Cretensis and his Ep. ad Dion. {Eus. IV. 23).

Donaldson III. 214-220. Salmon in Smith and Wace II. 848 sq.

DioNYSius was bishop of Corinth (probably the successor of

Primus) in the third quarter of the second century, till about A. d.

170. He was a famous person in his day, distinguished for

zeal, moderation, and a catholic and peaceful spirit. He wrote

a number of pastoral letters to the congregations of Lacedsemon,

Athens, Nicomedia, Rome, Gortyna in Crete, and other cities.

One is addressed to Chrysophora, " a most faithful sister."

They are all lost, with the exception of a summary of their con-

tents given by Eusebius, and four fragments of the letter to

Soter and the Roman church. They would no doubt shed much

light on the spiritual life of the church. Eusebius says of him

that he " imparted freely not only to his own people, but to

others abroad also, the blessings of his divnne (or inspired) in-

dustry." ^ His letters were read in the churches.

Such active correspondence promoted catholic unity and gave

strength and comfort in persecution from without and heretical

corruption within. The bishop is usually mentioned with

honor, but the letters are addressed to the church ; and even the

Roman bishop Soter, like his predecessor Clement, addressed his

own letter in the name of the Roman church to the church of

Corinth. Dionysius writes to the Roman Christians :
" To-day

we have passed the Lord's holy day, in which we have read

your epistle.^ In reading it we shall always have our minds

stored with admonition, as we shall also from that written

to us before by Clement." He speaks very highly of the liber-

ality of the church of Rome in aiding foreign brethren con-

demned to the mines, and sending contributions to every city.

Dionysius is honored as a martyr in the Greek, as a confessor

in the Latin church.

1 Evdtov (pi?M7zoi'lac, Euseb. IV. 23. " vfiiJv rfjv tmaToA/jv. Euseb. II. 23.
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§ 182. IrencBus.

Editions of his Works.

S. Iren^i Episcopi Lugdun. Opera quae supersiint omnia, ed. A. Stieren.
Lips. 18u3, 2 vols. The second volume contains the Prolegomena
of older editors, and the disputations of Mafifei and Pfuff on the

Fragments of Irenseus. It really supersedes all older ed., but not the

later one of Harvey.

S. Iren^ei libros qui?ique adversus HcBreses edidit W. WiGAN Harvey.
Cambr. 1857, in 2 vols. Based upon a new and careful collation of

the Cod. Claromontanus and Arundel, and embodying the original

Greek portions preserved in the Philosoph. of Hippolytus, the newly
discovered Syriac and Armenian fragments, and learned Prolego-

mena-

Older editions by Erasmus, Basel 1526 (from three Latin MSS.
since lost, repeated 1528, 1534) ; Gallasius, Gen. 1570 (with the use of

the Gr. text in Epiphan.) ; Grynceus, Bas. 1571 (worthless); Fevar-

denUus {Feuardent), Paris 1575, improved ed. Col. 1596, and often;

Grabe, Oxf. 1702; and above all Ilassuet, Par. 1710, Ven. 17S4, 2 vols.

foL, and again in Migne's " Patrol. Grajco-Lat.'* Tom. YII. Par.

1857 (the Bened. ed., the best of the older, based on three MSS.,

with ample Proleg. and 3 Dissertations).

English translation by A. Egberts and W. H. Rambaut, 2 vols.,

in the "Ante-Nicene Library," Edinb. 1868. Another by John
Kebi.e, ed. by Dr. Pusey, for the Oxford " Library of the Fathers,"

1872.

Biographical and Critical.

Ren. Massuet (R. C): Dissertationes in Irenaei libros [de hereficis, de

Ircnati vita, gestis et scriptis, de Ir. doctrina) prefixed to his edition

of the Opera, and reprinted in Stieren and Migne. Also the Proleg.

of Harvey, on Gnosticism, and the Life and Writings of Iren.

H. DoDWELL : Dissert, in Iren. Oxon. 1689.

Tillemont : Memoirs, etc. III. 77-99.

Deyltng: IrencBus, evangelicoe veritatis confessor ac testis. Lips. 1721.

(Against Massuet.)

Stieren: Art. Irenceus in "Erschand Gruber's Encykl." Ilnd sect. Vol.

XXIII. 357-386.

J. Beaven : Life and Writings of Irenceus. Lond. 1841.

J. M. Prat (R. C.) : Histoire de St. Irenie. Lyon and Paris 1843.

L. Duncker : Des heil. Irenaeus Christologie. Gott. 1843. Very

valuable.

K. Graul : Die Christliche Kirche an der Schwclle des Irenceischen Zeital-

ters. Leipz. 1860. (168 pages.) Introduction to a biography which

never appeared.
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Ch. E. Freppel (bishop of Angers, since 1869) : Saint Irenee et V'do-

quence chrUienne dans la Gaule aux deux premiers siecles. Par. 1861.

G. Schneema>;n : Sandl Irencei de ecclesice Romance principatu testimo-

nium. Freib. i. Br. 1870.

B6hri:^ger : Die Kirche Christi und ihre Zeugen, vol. II. new ed. 1873.

Heinrich Ziegler: Irenceusder Bischofvon Lyon. Berlin 1871. (320 p.)

R. A. Lipsius : Die Zeit des Irenceus von Lyon und die Entstehung der

aUkathoUscheii Kirche, in Sybel's " Histor. Zeitschrift.'' Miinchen

1872, p. 241 sqq. See his later art. below.

A. GuiLLOUD : *S'/. Irenee et son temjis. Lyon 1876.

Bp. Lightfoot: The Churches of Gaul, in the "Contemporary Review"
for Aug. 1876.

C. J. H. Ropes: Irenwus of Lyons, in the Andover "Bibliotlieca Sacra"

for April 1877, p. 284-334. A learned discussion of the nation-

ality of Irena3us (.against Harvey).

J. Quarry: Irenceus ; his testimony to early Conceptions of Christianity.

In the ' British Quarterly Review" for 1879, July and Oct.

RenAN : Marc Aurlle. Paris 1882, p. 336-344.

Th. Zahn: art. Iren. in Herzag \ VII. 129-140 (abridged in Schaff-Hcr-

zog), chiefly chronological ; and R. A. Lipsius in Smith and Wace,

III. 253-279. Both these articles are very important ; that of Lip-

sius is fuller.

Comp. also the Ch. Hist, of Neander, and Baur, and the Patrol.

of Mohler, and Alzog.

Special doctrines and relations of Irenaeus have been discussed by

Baur, Dorner, Thiersch, Hofling, Hopfenmiller, Korber, Ritschl,

Kirchner, Zahn, Harnack, Leimbach, Reville, Hackenschmidt. See

the lit. in Zahn's art. in Herzog^.

A full and satisfactory monograph of Irenceus and his age is still a

desideratum.

Almost simultaneously with the apology against false religions

without arose the polemic literature against the heresies, or

various forms of pseudo-Christianity, especially the Gnostic ; and

upon this was formed the dogmatic theology of the church. At

the head of the old catholic controversialists stand Ircnseus and

his disciple Hippolytus, both of Greek education, but both be-

longing, in their ecclesiastical relations and labors, to the West.

Asia Minor, the scene of the last labors of St. John, produced

a luminous succession of divines and confessors who in the first

three quarters of the second century reflected the light of the

setting sun of the apostolic age, and may be called the pupils of

St. John. Among them were Polycarp of Smyrna, Papias of
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Hierapolis, Apolinarius of Hierapolis, Melito of Sardis, and

others less known but honorably mentioned in the letter of

Polycrates of Ephesus to bishop Victor of Rome (a. d. 190).

The last and greatest representative of this school is Ieex^us,

the first among the fathers properly so called, and one of the

chief architects of the Catholic system of doctrine.

I. Life and Character. Little is known of Irenaeus ex-

cept what we may infer from his writings. He sprang from

Asia Minor, probably from Smyrna, where he spent his youth.^

He was born between a. d. 115 and 125.^ He enjoyed the in-

1 Hurvey derives from tlie alleged familiarity of Irengeus with Hebrew and

the Syriac Ptsliito the conclusion that he was a Syrian, but Ropes denies the

premise and defends the usual view of his Greek nationality. See also Caspar!,

Quellen zur Gesch. des Taupymh. III. 343 sq.

'^ The change of Polycarp's niartyidom from 166 to 155 necessitates a cor-

respond in tr change in the chronology of Irenwiis, his pupil, who moreover

says that the Apocalypse of John was written at the end of Domitian's reign

(d. 96), "almost wiihin our age" {axe^^bv t.rl tt/c //fieTepag yet'eac. Adv. Hcer. V.

30, 3). Zahn (in Herzog) decides for 115, Lipsius (in Smith and Wace) for

130 or 12-5, as the date of his birth. Dodwell favored the year 97 or 98 ; Grabe

108, Tillemont and Lightfoot 120, Leimbach, Hilgenfeld, and Ropes 126,

Oscar von Gebhardt 126-130, Harvey 130, Massuet, Dupin, Bohringer, Kling

140 (quite too late), Ziegler 142-147 (impo.-sible). The late date is derived

from a mistaken understanding of the reference to the old age of Polycarp

{navv jTipoJfoc, but this, as Zahn and Lightfoot remark, refers to the time of

his martyrdom, not the time of his acquaintance with Irenrens), and from the

assumption of the wrong dnte of his martyrdom (166 instead of 15.") or 156),

The term tt/x^tt; ^"kiKin, "first age," which Irena?ns uses of the time of his

acquaintance with Polycarp (III. 3, H; comp. Euseb. H. E. IV. 14), admits

of an extension from boyhood to youth and early manhood
;

for Irenasus

counts five ages of a man's life {Adv. Hcer. II. 22, ? 4; 24, § 4—wfnns, pm-vulm,

puer, jvvenL's, senior), and includes the thirtieth year in the youth, by calling

Christ Ajuvems at the time of his baptism. Hence Zalin and Lipsius conclude

that the rqiurr/ yTiiKui of Irentcus's connection with Polycarp is not the age of

childhood, but of early young-manhood. " Alsjunrier Mann," says Zalin. '' etwa

zwischen dem 18. wnd. 35. Lebcnyahrc, will Ir. sich rfes Umr/nm/s mit Pol erfreut

haben,:' Another hint is given in the letter of Iren. to Florinus, in which he re-

minds him of their mutual acquaintance with Polycarp in lower Asia in their

youth when Florinus was at ''the royal court" (fl''^^) PamliKr/). Lightfoot con-

jectures that this means by anticipation the court of Antoninus Pius, when he

was procnns il of Asia ISIinor, A. D. 1 36, two years before he ascended the imperial

throne (Waddington, Fastes des provinces Adutiques, p. 714). But Zahn reasserts
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struction of the venerable Polycarp of Smyrna, tlie pupil of

John, and of other " Elders," who were mediate or immediate

disciples of the apostles. The spirit of his preceptor passed

ov^er to him. " What I heard from him," says he, " that wrote

I not on paper, but in my heart, and by the grace of God I con-

stantly bring it afresh to mind." Perhaps he also accompanied

Polycarp on his journey to Rome in connexion with the Easter

controversy (154). He went as a missionary to Southern Gaul

which seems to have derived her Christianity from Asia Minor.

During the persecution in Lugdunum and Vienne under Marcus

Aurelius (177), he was a presbyter there and witnessed the hor-

rible cruelties which the infuriated heathen populace practiced

upon his brethren.^ The aged and venerable bishop, Pothinus,

fell a victim, and the presbyter took the post of danger, but was

spared for important \vork.

He was sent by the Galilean confessors to the Roman bishop

Eleutherus (who ruled A. D. 177-190), as a mediator in the

Montanistic disputes.^

After the martyrdom of Pothinus he was elected bishop of

Lyons (178), and labored there with zeal and success, by tongue

and pen, for the restoration of the heavily visited church, for the

spread of Christianity in Gaul, and for the defence and develop-

ment of its doctrines. He thus combined a vast missionary and

literary activity. If we are to trust the account of Gregory of

Tours, he converted almost the whole population of Lyons and

sent notable missionaries to other parts of pagan France.

After the year 190 we lose sight of Irenseus. Jerome speaks

of him as having flourished in the reign of Commodus, i. e., be-

tween 180 and 192. He is reported by later tradition (since the

fourth or fifth century) to have died a martyr in the persecution

under Septimus Severus, A. D. 202, but the silence of Tertullian,

the more natural explanation of Dodwell, that the court of Emperor Hadrian is

meant, who twice visited Asia Minor as emperor between the years 122 and 130.

1 See above, § 20, p. 55 sq.

* Either during, or after the persecution. Euseb. V. S. ; Jerome, De Vir. ill.

0.35.
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Hippolytus, Eusebius, and Epiphanius makes this point ex-

tremely doubtful. He was buried under the altar of the church

of St. John in Lyons.* This city became again famous in church

history in the twelfth century as the birthplace of the Walden-

sian martyr church, the Pauperes de Lugduno.

II. His character and position. Irenseus is the leading

representative of catholic Christianity in the last quarter of the

second century, the champion of orthodoxy against Gnostic

heresy, and the mediator between the Eastern and Western

churches. He united a learned Greek education and philosophi-

cal penetration with practical wisdom and moderation. He is

neither very original nor brilliant, but eminently sound and

judicious. His individuality is not strongly marked, but almost

lost in his catholicity. He modestly disclaims elegance and

eloquence, and says that he had to struggle in his daily adminis-

trations with the barbarous Celtic dialect of Southern Gaul ; but

he nevertheless handles the Greek with great skill on the most'

abstruse subjects.^ He is forailiar with Greek poets (Homer,

Hesiod, Pindar, Sophocles) and philosophers (Thales, Pythago-

ras, Plato), whom he occasionally cites. He is perfectly at home

in the Greek Bible and in the early Christian writers, as Clement

of Rome, Polycarp, Papias, Ignatius, Hermas, Justin M., and

1 '' The story tliat liis bone-; were dug up and thrown into the street by the Cal-

vinists in 1562 has been abundantly refuted." Encycl. Brit., ninth ed XTII. 273.

^ This is evident from the very passage in wliicli lie makes that apology ti

his friend {Adv. Hter., Pi-ef ^ 3) : "Thou wilt not require from me, who dwell

among the Celts {i:v Ke?.ro7f), and am accustomed for the most part to use a bar-

barous dialect {l3api3n[)ov dLaXeKmv) any skill in discourse which I have not

learned, nor any power of composition which I have not practised, nor any

beauty of style nor persuasi veneris of which I know nothing. But tho'i wilt

accept lovingly what I write lovingly to thee in simplicity, tnithfnlly, and in

my own way (ot/Iwc xa^- a2r;6(bc xal I^imtikc'k)
; whilst thou thyself fas being

more competent than T am) wilt expand thi)se ideas of which I send thee, as it

were, only tlie seeds and principles ((TTTF.fiuara Knl op^nc) ; and in the compre-

hensiveness of thine understanding, wilt develop to their full extent the points

on which I briefly touch, so as to set with power before thy companions those

things which I have uttered in weakness." Jerome praises the style of Irenreus

as " doclisfiimus et eloquenfissimiis," and Massuet (Z)i'.ss. II. § 51) adds that his

"Greek text as far as preserved, is elegant, polished, and grave."
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Tatian.^ His position gives him additional weight, for he is

linked by two long lives, that of his teacher and grand-teacher,

to the fountain head of Christianity. We plainly trace in him

the influence of the spirit of Polycarp and John. " The true

way to God," says he, in opposition to the false Gnosis, " is love.

It is belter to be willing to know nothing but Jesus Christ the

crucified, than to fall into ungodliness through over-curious

questions and paltry subtleties." We may trace in him also the

Istrong influence of the anthropology and soteriology of Paul.

But he makes more account than either John or Paul of the

outward visible church, the episcopal succession, and the sacra-

ments ; and his whole conception of Christianity is predomi-

nantly legalistic. Herein we see the catholic churchliness which

so strongly set in during the second century.

Irenpeus is an enemy of all error and schism, and, on the

whole, the most orthodox of the ante-Niceue fathers.^ We
must, however, except his eschatology. Here, with Papias and

most of his contemporaries, he maintains the pre-millennarian

views which were subsequently abandoned as Jewish dreams by

the catholic church. While laboring hard for the spread and

defense of the church on earth, he is still " gazing up into

heaven," like the men of Galilee, anxiously waiting for the re-

turn of the Lord and the establishment of his kingdom. He is

also strangely mistaken about the age of Jesus from a false in-

ference of the question of the Jews, John 8 : 57.

Irenneus is the first among patristic writers who makes full

use of the New Testament. The Apostolic Fathers reecho the

oral traditions; the Apologists are content with quoting the

Old Testament prophets and the Lord's own words in the

Gospels as proof of divine revelation ; but Irenseus showed the

^ Harvey claims for him also Hebrew and Syriac scholorship ; but this is

disputed.

^ Bishop I;ightfoot ("Contemp. Eev." May, 1875, p. 827) says that Trenreus

"on all the most important points conforms to the standard which has satisfied

the Christian church ever since." Kenan (p. 341) calls him "/e modble de

I'homme ecclesiastique accompli."
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unity of the Old and New Testaments in opposition to the

Gnostic separation, and made use of the four Gospels and nearly

all Epistles in opposition to the mutilated canon of Marcion.^

With all his zeal for pure and sound doctrine, Irenseus Avas

liberal towards subordinate differences, and remonstrated with

the bishop of Rome for his unapostolic efforts to force an out-

ward uniformity in respect to the time and manner of celebrating

Easter.^ We may almost call him a forerunner of Gallicanisni

in its protest against ultramontane despotism. '^ The apostles

have ordained," says he in the third fragment, which appears to

refer to that controversy, " that we make conscience with no one

of food and drink, or of particular feasts, new moons, and sab-

baths. Whence, then, controversies ; whence schisms ? We
keep feasts but with the leaven of wickedness and deceit, rending

asunder the church of God, and we observe the outward, to

the neglect of the higher, faith and love." He showed the same

moderation in the Montanistic troubles. He was true to his

name Peaceful (Ecprjuaco^) and to his spiritual ancestry.

III. His Writings. (1.) The most important work of

Irenseus is his Refutation of Gnosticism, in live books.^ It was

1 See the long list of his Scripture quotations in Stieren, I. 996-1005, and

the works on the Canon of the N. T.

2 Com p. § 62, p. 217 sq.

' 'E2.eyxog Kal avaTpo-fj rf/g ipevScjvvfiov yvcjaiug (1 Tim. 6 : 20), i. e. A Refutation,

and Subversion of Knowledge falsely so called; cited, since Jerome, under the

simpler title : Adversus Hcereses {npog aipiaeig). The Greek original of the

work, together with'tlie five books of Hegesippus, was still in existence in the

sixteenth century, and may yet be recovered. See Zahn in Brieger's " Zeit-

schrift fiir K. Gesch." 1877, p. 288-291. But so far we only have fragments

of it preserved in Hi[ipolytus (Philosopkumena), Eusebius, Theodoret, and

especially in Epiphanius {Hcer. XXXI. c. 9-33). We have, however, the entire

work in a slavishly literal translation into barbarous Latin, crowded with

Grecisms, but for this very reason very valuable. Three ^ISS. of the Latin

version survive, the oldest is the Codex Claromontanus of the tenth or eleventh

century. This and the Arundel MS. are now in England (see a description in

Harvey's Preface, l. Viii. sqq. with fac-similes). Besides, we have now fr:ig-

menfs of a Syrian version, derived from the Nitrian MSS. of the British

Museum, and fragments of an Armenian translation, published liy Pitra in iiis

Spicilegium Solesmense, vol. I. (1852), both incorporated in Harvey's edition,

I
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composed during the pontificate of Eleutherus, that is between the

years 177 and ]90/ It is at once the polemic theological master-

piece of the ante-Nicene age, and the richest mine of informa-

tion respecting Gnosticism and the church doctrine of that age.

It contains a complete system of Christian divinity, but en-

veloped in polemical smoke, which makes it very difficult and

tedious reading. The work was written at the request of a

friend who wished to be informed of the Yalentiniau heresy and

to be furnished with aro-uments against it. Valentinus and

Marcion had taught in Rome about A. d. 1 40, and their doctrines

had spread to the south of France. The first book contains a

minute exposition of the gorgeous speculations of Valentinus and

a general view of the other Gnostic sects ; the second an exposure

of the unreasonableness and contradictions of these heresies
;

especially the notions of the Demiurge as distinct from tho

Creator, of the Aeons, the Pleroma and Kenoma, the emanations,

the fidl of Achamoth, the formation of the lower world of mat-

ter, the sufferings of the Sophia, the difference between the three

classes of men, the Somatici, Psychici, and Pneumatici, The

last three books refute Gnosticism from the Holy Scripture and

Christian tradition which teach the same thing ; for the same

gospel which was first orally preached and transmitted was sub-

sequently committed to writing and faithfully preserved in all

the apostolic churches through the regular succession of the

bishops and elders ; and this apostolic tradition insures at the

same time the correct interpretation of Scripture against heretical

perversion. To the ever-shifting and contradictory opinions of

the heretics Irenseus opposes the imchanging faith of the catholic

vol. II. 431-469. They agree closely with the Latin Version. An attempt to

restore the Greek text from the Latin, for the better iniderstanding of it, has

been made on the first four chapters of the third book by H. W. J. Thiersch

C'Stud. u. Kritiken," 1842). Semler's objections to the genuineness have been

so thoroughly refuted by Chr. G. F. Walch {De auihentta librormn Irencei, 1774),

that Mohler and Stieren might liave spared themselves the trouble.

^ Eleutherus is mentioned, HI. 3, 3, as then occupying the see of Rome.

Lipsius fixes the composition between A. D. 180 and 185, Harvey between 182

and 188 I'l CLVllij.

Vol. II.—48.
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church which is based on the Scriptures and tradition, and com-

pacted together by the episcopal organization. It is tlie same

argument which Bellarmin, Bossuet, and Mohler use against

divided and distracted Protestantism, but Protestantism differs

as much from old Gnosticism as the New Testament from the

apocryphal Gospels, and as sound, sober, practical sense dilfers

from mystical and transcendental nonsense. The fil\h book

dwells on the resurrection of the body and the millennial king-

dom. Irenseus derived his information from the writings of

Valentinus and Marcion and their disciples, and from Justin

Martyr's Syntagma}

The interpretation of Scripture is generally sound and sober,

and contrasts favorably with the fantastic distortions of the

Gnostics. He had a glimpse of a theory of inspiration which

does justice to the human factor. He attributes the irregularities

of Paul's style to his rapidity of discourse and the impetus of

the Spirit which is in him.^

(2.) Tlie Epistle to Florinus, of which Eusebius has ])reserved

an interesting and important fragment, treated Oti tlie Unity of

God, and the Origin of Evil.^ It was written probably after the

work against heresies, and as late as 190.* Florinus was an older

friend and fellow-student of Irengeus, and for some time presby-

ter in the church of Rome, but was deposed on account of his

apostasy to the Gnostic heresy. Irenaeus reminded him very

' On the sources of the history of heresies see especially the works of

Lip-<iiis, and Harnack, quoted on p. 443, and Harvey's Preliminary Observa-

tions in vol. I.

« Adv Har. III. 7, ? 2.

' Ilf/u finvapxing ?/ Tfpt rov fif/ slvai tov Qebv ivoirjT^v kokuv. Euseb. II. E. V.

20, comp. ch. 15.

* Leirnbach and Lightfoot regard the letter as one of the earliest writings of

IrenfB'is, but Lipsius (p. 263) put8 it down to about A. D. 190 or after, on the

ground of the Syriac frao;nient from a letter of Iren.ieus to Victor of Rome
(190-202) concerning "Florinus, a presbyter and partisan of the error of

Valentinus, who pul)lislud an aboniinable book." See the fragment in

Harvey, II. 4o7. Eusebius makes no mention of such a letter, but there

is no good reason to doubt its genuineness.
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toucliingly of their common studies at the feet of the patriarchal

Poiycarp, when he held some position at the royal court (prob-

ably during Hadrian's sojourn at Smyrna), and tried to bring

him back to the faith of his youth, but we do not know with

what eUect.

(3.) On the Ogdoad ^ against the A^alentinian system of Aeons,

in which the number eight figures prominently with a mystic

meaning. Eusebius says that it was written on account of

FJorinus, and that he found in it " a most deliglitful remark,"

as follows :
" I adjure thee, whoever thou art, that transcribest

this book, by our Lord Jesus Christ and by his gracious appear-

ance, when he shall come to judge the quick and the dead, to

compare what thou hast copied, and to correct it by this original

manuscript, from which thou hast carefully transcribed. And

that thou also copy this adjuration, and insert it in the copy."

The carelessness of transcribers in those days is the chief cause

of the variations in the text of the Greek Testament which

abounded already in the second century. Irenseus himself men-

tions a remarkable diiference of reading in the mystic number

of Antichrist (666 and 616), on which the historic interpretation

of the book depends (Rev. 13 : 18).

(4.) A book On Schism, addressed to Blastus who was the

head of the Roman Montanists and also a Quartodeciman.^ It

referred probably to the Montanist troubles in a conciliatory

spirit.

(5.) Eusebius mentions^ several other treatises which are en-

tirely lost, as Against the Greeks (or On Knoioledge), On Apos-

tolic Preaching, a Book on Various Disputes,* and on the Wis-

^ ITe/)£ by^odih^. Euseb. V. 20.

' Urpl GX'nunrnc. Also mentione'1 by Enseb. I. c. Comp. V. 14 ;
Pseudo-

Tertnllian Adv. II<er. 22; and the Syn'nc fragment in Harvey II. 456; also

the critical discussion of the subject and date by Lipsius, 264 sq.

3 H. E. V. 26.

(iifiViov 6ia7.e^EGyv Siacpdpuv. Harvev and LIpsins ranke this out to have

been a collection of homilies on various texts of scripture.
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dom of Solomon. lu the Syriac fragments some other lost works

are mentioned.

(6.) Irenseus is probably the author of that touching account

of the persecution of 177, which the churches of Lyons and

Vienne sent to the churches in Asia Minor and Phrygia, and

which Eusebius has in great part preserved. He was an eye-

witness of the cruel scene, yet his name is not mentioned, which

would well agree with his modesty ; the document breathes his

mild Christian spirit, reveals his aversion to Gnosticism, his in-

dulgence for Montanism, his expectation of the near approach of

Antichrist. It is certainly one of tlie purest and most precious

remains of ante-Nicene literature and fully equal, yea superior

to the " Martyrdom of Polycarp," because free from superstitious

relic-worship.^

(7.) Finally, we must mention four more Greek fragments of

Irenseus, which Pfaif discovered at Turin in 1715, and first pub-

lished. Their genuineness has been called in question by some

Roman divines, chiefly for doctrinal reasons.^ The first treats

of the true knowledge,^ which consists not in the solution of

subtle questions, but in divine wisdom and the imitation of

Christ; the second is on the eucharist;* the third, on the duty

of toleration in subordinate points of difference, with reference

to the Paschal controversies ;^ the fourth, on the object of the

1 Eiisebiiis, II. E. V. 1 and 2; also in Routh's Beliquice S. I. 295 sqq., with

notes It has often been translated. Comp. on this document the full discus-

sion of Donali^son, III. 250-2S6, and the striking judgment of Renan (/. c. p.

340), who calls it " un des morceaux les plus extraordinaires que possMe aucune

liiteratare.'' and " la perle de la litteratare chretienne au II'' siede." He attril)utes

it to Irenajiis; Harvey denies it to him; Donaldson leaves the authorship in

doubt.

^Harvey (I. CLXXii) accepts them all as "possessing good external au-

thority, and far more convincing internal proof of genuineness, than can

always he expected in such brief extracts."

•* yrfjrr/f aTirj&ivr/, perhaps the same treatise as the one mentioned by

Eusehiiis under the title ~f/« r/;c 'eT^io-l/nTiq.

* Discussed in fHO, p. 212.

* Tliis Lipsius (p. 26(i) considers to be the only one of the four fragments

whifch is undoubtedly genuiue.
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incarnation, which is stated to be the purging away of sin and

the annihilation of all evil.^

^ § 183. Hippolytus.

(I.) S. HiPPOLYTl episcopi et martyris Opera, Orosce et Lat. ed. J. A-
Fabkicius, Hamb. 1716-18, 2 vols. fol. ; ed. Gallandi in " Biblioth.

Patrum," Ven. 1760, Vol. II.; Migne: Fair. Gr., vol. x. col. 583-

982. P. AxT. DE Lagarde: Hippolyti Romani quce feruntur

omnia Greece, Lips, et Loud. 1858 (216 pages). Lagarde has also

published some Syi'iac and Arabic fragments, of HippoL, inhis J.na-

leda Syriaca (p. 79-91) and Appendix, Leipz. and Lond. 1858.

Patristic notices of Hippolytus. Euseb. : H. E. VI. 20, 22 ; Prudentius
in the 11th of his Martxjr Hymns [nepl orEipdvuv) ; Hieron. : De Vir.

ill. c. 61 ; Photius, Cod. 48 and 121. Epiphanius barely men-
tions Hippol. {Hair. 31). Theodoret quotes several passages and

calls him "holy Hippol. bishop and martyr" [Hmr. Fab. III. 1 and

Dial. L, II. and III.). See Fabricius, Hipiwl. I. VIII.-XX.

S. Hippolyti Epis. et Mart. Befutationis omnium hacresium librorurn

decern quae supersunt, ed. Duncker et Schneidewin. Gott. 1859.

The first ed. appeared under the name of Origen : 'Qpiy^vovg ^uoan-

(pvfceva, ?i
Kara waauv aipeeuv eXeyxoc. OrIGENIS Fhilosophumena, sive

omnium hxresium refvtnfio. E codice Farlsino nunc primum ed.

Emmanuel Miller. Oxon. (Clarendon Press), 1851. Another ed.

by Abbe Cruice, Par. 1860. An English translation by J. H. Mac-
MAHON, in the "Ante-Nicene Christian Library," Edinb. 1868.

A MS. of this important work from the 14th century was discovered at

Mt. Athos in Greece in 1842, by a learned Greek, Minoides Mynas

(who had been sent by M. Villemain, minister of public instruction

under Louis Philippe, to Greece in search of MSS.), and deposited

in the national library at Paris. The first book had been long

known among the works of Origen, but had justly been already

denied to him by Huet and De la Rue ; the second and third, and

begin)iing of the fourth, are still wanting; the tenth lacks the con-

clusion. This work is now universally ascribed to Hippolytus.

Canones S. Hippolyti Arabice e codicihus Romanis cum nersione Latina,

ed. D. B. DE Haxeberg. Monach. 1870. The canons are very

rigoristic, but " certain evidence as to their authorship is wanting."

0. Bardenhevver : Des Jieil. Hippolyt von Rom. Commentar zum B.

Daniel. Freib. i. B. 1877.

(IL) E. F. Kimmel: De Hippolyti vita et scriptis. Jen. 1839. Mohler:
Patrol, p. 584 sqq. Both are confined to the older confused sources

of information.

1 See I 157, p. 609, and Stieren's ed. I. 889.
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Since the discovery of the PJiUosophumena the following books and tracts

on Hijjpolytus have appeared, which present him under a new light:

BuNSEN : Hippolytus and his Age. Lond. 1852. 4 vols. (German in 2

vols. Leipz. 1855) ; 2d ed. with much irrelevant and heterogeneous

matter (under the title: Christianity and Mankind). Lond. 1854.

7 vols.

Jacobi in the "Deutsche Zeitschrift," Berl. 1851 and '53; and Art.

" Hi])polytus" in Herzog's Encykl. VI. 131 sqq. (1856), and in Her-

zog 2 VI. 139-149.

Baur, in the " Theol. Jahrb." Tiib. 1853. Volkmar and Ritschl,

ibid. 1854.

GlESELER, in the " Stud. u. Krit." for 1853.

DOLLINGER (R. Cath., but since 1870 an Old Cath.) : Hippolytus und

Callistas, oder die rom. Kirche in der ersten HlUfte des dritten Jahrh.

Regensburg 1853. English translation by Alfred Plummer, Edinb.

1876 (360 pages). The most learned book on the subject. An apo-

logy for Callistus and the Roman see, against Hippolytus the sup-

posed first an ti-Pope.

Chr. Wordsworth (Anglican) : St. Hippohjtus and the Church of Rome

in the earlier j)art of the third century. London 1853. Second and

greatly enlarged edition, 1880. With the Greek text and an English

version of the 9th and 10th books. The counter-part of Dollinger.

An apology for Hippolytus against Callistus and the papacy.

L'Abbe Cruice (chanoine hon. de Paris) : Etudes sur de nouv. doc. hist,

des Philosopkumena. Paris 1853 (380 p.)

W. Elfe Tayler : Hippol. and tlie Christ. Ch. of the third century.

Lond. 1853. (245 p.)

Le Normant: Controverse sur les Philos. d'Orig. Paris 1853. In "Le
Correspondant," Tom. 31 p. 509-550. For Origen as author.

G. Volkmar : Hippolytus und die roni. Zeitgenossen. Zurich 1855.

(174 pages.)

Casrari : Quellen zur Gesch. des Taufsymhols vnd der Glaubcnsregel.

Christiania, vol. III. 349 sqq. and 874-409. On the writings of H.

Lipsius : Quellen der dltesten Ketzergesch. Leipzig 1875.

De Smedt (R. C): De Auctore Philosophumenon. In " Dissertationes

SelectEB." Ghent, 1876.

G. Salmon: Hipp. Romanus in Smith andWacellT. 85-105 (very good.)

I. Life of Hippolytus. This famous person has lived

three lives, a real one in the third century as an opponent of the

popes of his day, a fictitious one in the middle ages as a canon-

ized saint, and a literary one in the nineteenth century after the

discovorv of his lono; lost work ay-ainst heresies. He was un-

doubtedly one of the most learned and eniiueut scholars and
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theologians of his time. The Roman church placed him in the

number of lier saints and martyrs, little suspecting that he would

come forward in the nineteenth century as an accuser against her.

But the statements of the ancients respecting him are very

obscure and confused. Certain it is, that he received a thorough

Grecian education, and, as he himself says, in a fragment pre-

served by Photius, heard the discourses of Irenseus (in Lyons or

in Rome). His public life falls iu the end of the second century

and the first three decennaries of the third (about 198 to 236),

and he belongs to the western church, though he may have been,

like Iremeus, of Oriental extraction. At all events he wrote all

his books iu Greek.

^

Eusebius is the first who mentions him, and he calls him in-

definitely, bishop, and a contemporary of Origen and Beryl of

Bostra ; he evidently did not know where he was bishop, but he

gives a list of his works which he saw (probably in the library

of Csesarea). Jerome gives a more complete list of his writings,

but no more definite information as to his see, although he was

well acquainted Avitli Rome and Pope Damasus. He calls him

martyr, and couples him with the Roman senator Apollonius.

An old catalogue of the popes, the Catalogus Liberianus (about

A. D. 354), states that a "presbyter" Hippolytus was banished,

together with the Roman bishop Pontianus, about 235, to the

unhealthy island of Sardinia, and that the bodies of both Avere

deposited on the same day (Aug. 13), Pontianus in the cemetery

of Callistus, Hippolytus on the Via Tiburtina (where his statue

was discovered in 1551). The translation of Pontianus Avas

effected by Pope Fabianus about 236 or 237. From this state-

ment we Avould infer that Hippolytus died in the mines of Sar-

dinia and was thus counted a martyr, like all those confessors

who died in prison. He may, however, have returned and suf-

1 Dr. Caspari (III. 351 note 153) thinks it probable that Hippolytus came

from the East to Rome in very early youth, and grew up there as a member,

and afterwards officer of the Greek part of the Roman congregation. Lipsius

(p. 40 sqq.) supposes that Hippolytus w;is a native of Asia Minor, and a pupil

there of Irenseus in 170. But this is refuted by Harnack and Caspari (p. 409)
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fered martyrdom elsewhere. The next account we have is from

the Spanish poet Prudentius who wrote in the beginning of the

fifth century. He represents Hippolytus in poetic description as

a Roman presbyter (therein agreeing with the Liberian Cata-

logue) who belonged to the Xovatiau party ^ (which, however,

arose several years after the death of Hippolytus), but in the

prospect of death regretted the schism exhorted his numerous

followers to return into the bosom of the catholic church, and

then, in bitter allusion to his name and to the mythical Hippo-

lytus, the son of Theseus, was bound by the feet to a team of

wild horses and dragged to death over stock and stone. He
puts into his mouth as his last Avords :

" These steeds drag my
limbs after them; drag Thou, O Christ, my soul to Thyself."^

He places the scene of his martyrdom at Ostia or Portus where

the Prefect of Rome happened to be at that time who condemned

him for his Christian profession. Prudentius also saw the sub-

terranean grave-chapel in Rome and a picture which represented

his martyrdom (perhaps intended originally for the mythological

Hippolytus).^ But as no such church is found in the early lists

of Roman churches, it may have been the church of St. Law-

rence, the famous gridiron-martyr, which adjoined the tomb of

Hippolytus. Notwithstanding the chronological error about the

Novatian schism and the extreme improbability of such a hor-

rible death under Roman laws and customs, there is an important

element of truth in this legend, namely the schismatic position

1 lie calls it schiama Nomti, instead of Novatiani. The two names are often

confounded, especially by Greek writers, including Eiisebius.

* XJUlma vox audita scnis vcnerahillii hcec est :

" Hi rapiant arttis, tii rape, CJirii^te, animam."

' No. XI. of the Peristephanan Liber. Plummer, in Append. C. to Dollinger,

p. 345-351, gives the poem in full (246 lines) from Dressel's text (1860).

Baroniiis charged Prudentius with confounding three different Ilippolytis

r,nd transferring the martyrdom of Ilippolytuf, the Roman officer, guard, and

disciple of St. Lawrence, upon the bishop of that name. Dollinger severely

analyses the legend of Prudentius, and derives it from a picture of a martyr

torn to pieces by horses, which may have existed near the churcli of the mar-

tyr St. Lawreuce (p. 58).
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of Hippolytus which suits the Philosophumena, perhaps also his

connectiou with Portus. Tlie later tradition of the catholic

church (from the middle of the seventh century) makes him

bishop of Portus Romanus (now Porto) which lies at the

Northern mouth of the Tiber, opposite Ostia, about fifteen miles

from Ronie.^ The Greek writers, not strictly distinguishing

the city from the surrounding country, call him usually bishop

of Rome.^

These are the vague and conflicting traditions, amounting to

this that Hippolytus was an eminent presbyter or bishop in

Rome or the vicinity, in the early part of the third century, that

he wrote many learned works and died a martyr in Sardinia or

Ostia. So the matter stood when a discovery in the sixteenth

century shed new light on this mysterious person.

In the year 1551, a much mutilated marble statue, now in the

Vatican library, was exhumed at Rome near the basilica of St.

Lawrence on the Via Tiburtina (the road to Tivoli). This statue

is not mentioned indeed by Prudentius, and was perhaps origi-

nally designed for an entirely different purpose, possibly for a

Roman senator ; but it is at all events very ancient, probably

from the middle of the third century.^ It represents a venerable

^ So first the Paschal Chronicle, and Ana=tasiiis.

"^Salmon says: ''Of the fragments collected in De Lngarde's edition the

majority are entitled merely of 'Hippolytus,' or 'of Hippolytus, bishop and

martyr,' but about twenty describe hiui as 'bishop of Rome,' and only three

place him elsewiiere. Tlie earliest author who can be named as so describing

him is Apollinaris in the fourth century. . . . Hippol. likewise appears hs pope

and bishop of Rome in the Gi'eek menologies, and is also honored with the

same title by the Syrian, Coptic, and Abyssinian churches." See the authori-

ties in DoUinger.

' The reasons for this early age are : (1) The artistic character of the statue,

which ante-dates the decline of art, which began with Constantine. (2) The

paschal cycle, which gives the list of the paschal full moons accurately for the

years 217-223, but for the next eight years wrongly, so that the table after

that date became useless, and hence must have been written soon after 222.

(3) The Greek language of the inscription, which nearly died out in Rome in

the fourth century, and gave way to the Latin as the language of the Roman
church. Dr. Salmon fixes the date of the erection of the statue at 235, very
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man clothed with the Greek palliimi and Roman toga, seated in

a bishop's chair. On the back of the cathedra are engraved in

uncial letters the paschal cycle, or easter-table of Hippolytus for

seven series of sixteen years, beginning with the first year of

Alexander Severus (222), and a list of writings, presumably

written by the person whom the statue represents. Among these

writings is named a work On the All, which is mentioned in the

tenth book of the FhiloHophnmena as a product of the writer.^

This furnishes the key to the authorship of that important work.

Much more important is the recent discovery and publication

(in 1851 ) of one of his works themselves, and that no doubt the

most valuable of them all, viz. the Philosophumena, or Refuta-

tion of all Heresies. It is now almost universally acknowledged

that this work comes not from Origen, who never was a bishop,

nor from the antimontanistic and antichiliastic presbyter Caius,

but from Hippolytus ; because, among other reasons, the author,

in accordance with the Hippolytus-statue, himself refers to a

work On the All, as his own, and because Hippolytus is de-

clared by the fathers to have written a work Adversus omnes

Hcereses.' The entire matter of the work, too, agrees with the

scattered statements of antiquity respecting his ecclesiastical posi-

tion ; and at the same time places that position in a much clearer

light, and gives us a better understanding of those statements.^

sliorlly after the banishment of Hippolytus. A cast of the Hippolytus-statue

is in the library of the Union Tlieol. Seminary in New York, procured from

Berlin through Professor Piper.

1 Uepi rov TTavTug. See the list of books in the notes.

^ On the chair of the statue, it is true, the Philosophumena is not mentioned,

and cannot be concealed under the title TIpur "E/././^vnc, which is connected

by Kal with the work against Plato. But this silence is easily accounted for,

partly from the greater rarity of the book, partly from its offensive opposition

to two Roman popes.

•' The autliorsliip of Hippolytus is proved or conceded by Bunsen, Gieseler,

Jacobi, Doilinger, Duncker, Schneidewin, Caspari, Milman, Robertson, Words-

worth, Plummcr, Salmon. Cardinal Newman denies it on doctrinal grounds,

but otlers no solution The only rival claimants arc Origen (so the first editor,

Miller, and Le Normant), and Cajus (so Baur and Criiice, the latter hesitating
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Tlie author of the Philosopliumena appears as one of the most

prominent of the clergy in or near Rome in the beginning of the

third century; probably a bishop, since he reckons himself among

the successors of the apostles and the guardians of the doctrine

of the church. He took an active part in all the doctrinal and

ritual controversies of his time, but severely opposed the Roman
bishops Zephyrinus (202-218) and Callistus (218-223), on

account of their Patripassian leanings, and their loose penitential

discipline. The latter especially, who had given public oifence

by his former mode of life, he attacked without mercy and not

without passion. He was, therefoie, if not exacLly a schismatical

counter-pope (as Dollinger supposes), yet the head of a disaffected

and schismatic party, orthodox in doctrine, rigoristic in discipline,

and thiis very nearly allied to the Montanists before him, and to

the later schism of Novatian. It is for this reason the more

remarkable, that we have no account respecting the subsequent

course of this movement, except the later unreliable tradition,

that Plippolytus finally returned into the bosom of the catholic

church, and expiated his schism by martyrdom, either in the

mines of Sardinia or near Rome (a. d. 235, or rather 236, under

the persecuting emperor Maximinus the Thracian).

II. His Writings. Hippolytus was the most learned divine

between Caius and Tertullian). Origen is out of the question, because of the

difference of style and theology, and because he was no bisho[) and no resident

at Rome, but only a transient visitor (under Zephyrinus, about 211). The
only claim of Cains is the remark of Photius, based on a marginal note in his

MS., but double 1 by himself, that Caius wrote a work irep« rov ttuvtoq and an
anti-heretical work called "The Labyrinth," and that he was "a presbyter of

Rome,'' and also declared by some "a bishoiJ of the heathen." But Caius
was an anti-Chiliast, and an opponent of Montanism ; while Hippolytus was
probably a Chiliast, like Irenaeus, and accepted the Apocalypse as Johannean,
and sympathized with the disciplinary rigorism of the Montanists, although
he mildly opposed them. See Dollinger, /. c. p. 250 sqq. (Engl, translation),

Volkmar. I. c. p. 60-71
; and Word.sworth, /. c. p. 16-28. Two other writers

have been proposed as authors of the Philnsophumena, but without a shadow
of possibility, namely Tertullian by the Abbe Cruice, and the schismatic

Novatian by the Jesuit Torquati Armellini, in a dissertation De prisca rrfnta-

tione haeresenn Origenis nomine ac philosophumenon iitiUo receus vulgata, Rom.,
1862 (quoted by Plummer, p. 354).
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and the most voluminous writer of the Roman chui'ch in the

third century ; in fact the first great scholar of that church,

though like his teacher, Irenaeus, he used the Greek language

exclusively. This fact, together with his polemic attitude to the

Roman bishops of his day, accounts for the early disappearance

of his works from the remembrance of that church. He is not

so much an original, productive author, as a learned and skilful

compiler. In the philosophical parts of his Philosophumena he

borrows largely from Sextus Empiricus, word for word, without

acknowledgment; and in the theological part from Irenaeus. In

doctrine he agrees, for the most part, with Irenaeus, even to his

chiliasm, but is not his equal in discernment, depth, and mode-

ration. He repudiates philosophy, almost with Tertullian's

vehemence, as the source of all heresies
;
yet he employs it to

establish his own views. On the subject of the trinity he assails

Monarch ianism, and advocates the hypostasian theory with a zeal

which brought down upon him the charge of ditheism. His

disciplinary principles are rigoristic and ascetic. In this respect

also he is akin to Tertullian, though he places the Moutanists,

like the Quartodecimanians, but Avith only a brief notice, among

the heretics. His style is vigorous, but careless and turgid.

Caspar! calls Hippolytus " the Roman Origen." This is true as

regards learning and independence, but Origen had more genius

and moderation.

The principal work of Hippolytus is the Philosophumena or

Refidation of all Heresies. It is, next to the treatise of Irenseus,

the most instructive and im})ortant polemical production of the

ante-Nicene church, and sheds much new light, not only u})on

the ancient heresies, and the development of the church doctrine,

but also upon the history of philosophy and the condition of the

Roman cliurch in the besinniuo; of the third ccnturv. It further-

more affords valuable testimony to the genuineness of the Gospel

of John, both from the mouth of the author himself, and through

his quotations from the much earlier Gnostic Basilides, who was

a later contemporary of John (about a. T). 12r)). The composi-

tion lails some years after the death of Oallistus, between the
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years 223 and 235. The first of the ten books gives an outline

of the heathen philosophies which he regards as the sources of ail

heresies ; hence the title Philosophumena which answers the first

four books, but not the last six. It is not in the Athos-iNIS., but

was formerly known and incorporated in the works of Origen.

The second and third books, which are wanting, treated probably

of the heathen mysteries, and mathematical and astrological

theories. The fourth is occupied likewise with the heathen

astrology and raagic, which must have exercised great influence,

particularly in Rome. In the fifth book the author comes to his

proper theme, the refutation of all the heresies from the times of

the apostles to his own. He takes up thirty-two in all, most of

which, however, are merely different branches of Gnosticism and

Ebionism. He simply states the heretical opinions from lost

writings, without introducing his own reflection, and refers them

to the Greek philosophy, mysticism, and magic, thinking them

sufficiently refuted by being traced to those heathen sources.

The ninth book, in refuting the doctrine of the Noetians and

Callistians, makes remarkable disclosures of events in the Roman

church. He represents Pope Zephyrinus as a weak and ignorant

man who gave aid and comfort to the Patripassian heresy, and

his successor Callistus, as a shrewd and cunning manager who

was once a slave, then a dishonest banker, and became a bankrupt

and convict, but worked himself into the good graces of Zephy-

rinus and after his death obtained the object of his ambition, the

papal chair, taught heresy and ruined the discipline by extreme

leniency to offenders. Here the author shows himself a violent

partizan, and must be used with caution.

The tenth book, made use of by Theodoret, contains a brief

recapitulation and the author's own confession of faith, as a

positive refutation of the heresies. The following is the most

important part relating to Christ

:

" This Word (Logos) the Father sent forth in these last days no longer

to speak by a prophet, nor willing that He should be only guessed at from

obscure preaching, but bidding Him be manifested face to face, in order

that the world should reverence Him when it beheld Him, not giving His
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commands in the person of a prophet, nor alarming the soul by an angel,

but Himself present who had spoken.

"Him we know to have received a body from the Virgin and to have

refasliioned the old man by a new creation, and to have passed in His life

through every age, in order that He might be a law to every age, and by

His presence exliibit His own humanity as a pattern to all men,' and

thus convince man that God made nothing evil, and that man possesses

free will, having in himself the power of volition or non-volition, and

being able to do both. Him we know to have been a man of the same

nature with ourselves.

" For, if He were not of the same nature, He would in vain exhort us

to imitate our Master. For if that man was of another nature, why does

He enjoin the same duties on me who am weak ? And how can He be

good and just? But that He might be shown to be the same as we. He
underwent toil and consented to suffer hunger and thirst, and rested in

sleep, and did not refuse His passion, and became obedient unto death,

and manifested His resurrection, having consecrated in all these things

His own humanity, as first fruits, in order that thou when suffering mayest

not despair, acknowledging thyself a man of like nature and waiting for

the appearance of what thou gavest to Him.^

"Such is the true doctrine concerning the Deity, O ye Greeks and Bar-

barians, Chaldaeans and Assyrians, Egyptians and Africans, Indians and

Ethiopians, Celts, and ye warlike Latins, and all ye inhabitants of Europe,

Asia, and Africa, whom I exhort, being a disciple of the man-loving

Word and myself a lover of men {?'Myov i-dpx'^ fia&TjrfjQ kol (piTidv^pu-ng).

Come ye and learn from us, who is the true God, and what is His well-

ordered workmanship, not heeding the sophistry of artificial speeches,

nor the vain professions of plagiarist heretics, but the grave simplicity of

unadorned truth. By this knowledge ye will escape the coming curse of

the judgment of fire, and the dark rayless aspect of Tartarus, nover illu-

minated by the voice of the AVord. . . .

" Therefore, O men, persist not in your enmity, nor hesitate to retrace

your steps. For Christ is the God who is over all (o Kara, Tzavruv ^edc,

comp. Rom. 9 : 5), who commanded men to wash away sin [in baptism],

^

regenerating the old man, having called him His image from the begin-

ning, showing by a figure His love to thee. If thou obeyest His holy

commandment and becomest an imitator in goodness of Him who is

* Tliis idea is borrowed from Irenseus.

* The reading here is disputed.

^ The passage is obscure : of rf/v d/iapTtav ff hv&puTzuv dfroTrTtvveiv rrpnatTn^e.

Wordsworth translates: " wlio commanded us to wash away sin from man;"
Macmahon :

" He has arranged to wash away sin from human beings." Bun-

sen changes the reading thus: " For Christ is He whom the God of all has

ordered to wash away the sins of mankind.' Hippolytus probably refers to

the command to repent and be baptized for the forgiveness of sin.
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good, thou wilt become like Him, being honored by Him. For God has

a need and craving for thee, having made thee divine for His glory,"

Hippolytus wrote a large number of other works, exegetical,

chronological, polemical, and homiletical, all in Greek, which

are mostly lost, although considerable fragments remain. He
prepared the first continuous and detailed commentaries on

several books of the Scriptures, as the Hexaemeron (used by

Ambrose), on Exodus, Psalms. Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the larger

prophets (especially Daniel), Zechariah, also on Matthew, Luke,

and the Apocalypse. He pursued in exegesis the allegorical

method, like Origen, which suited the taste of his age.

Among his polemical works was one Against Thirty-two

Heresies, different from the Philosophumena, and described by

Photius as a " little book," ^ and as a synopsis of lectures which

Hippolytus heard from Irenteus. It must have been written in

his early youth. It began with the heresy of Dositheus and

ended with that of Noetus.^ His treatise Against No'etus which

is still preserved, presupposes previous sections, and formed

probably the concluding part of that synopsis.^ If not, it must

1 ptjiALt'icipLnv. The more usual dimimitiveof /3'/3^(f or (iipAoq is (iiSlUhov.

^ Lipsiii*, in his Quellenkrilik den Epiphanios, has made the extraordinary

achievement of a partial reconstruction of this w(;rk from unacknowledged

extracts in the anti-heretical writings of Epiphanius, Philaster, and Pseudo-

Tertullian.

3 As suggested by Fabricius (I., 235), Neaiider (I. 682, Engl, ed.), and Lipsius.

It bears in the MS. the title " Homily of Hippolytus against the Heresy of

one Noetus" ouiAin 'l--o2.. sl^ ri/v alpeatv 'Noyrov t/w;, and was first printed

by Vossius in Latin, and then by Fabricius in Greek from a Vatican MS.
(vol. 11. 5-20, in Latin, vol. I. 235-244), and by P. de Lagarde in Greek

{Hippol. Opera Gr. p. 43-57). Epiphanius made a mechanical use of it. It

presupposes preceding sections by beginning: "Certain others are privily in-

troducing another doctrine, having become disciples of one Noetus." The
only objection to the identification is that Photius describes the entire work

against thirty-two Heresies as a little book (i3ifi?u6apiov). Hence Lipsius sng-

gests that this wa-? not the avvrayfia itself, but only a summary of its contents,

such as was frequently attached to anti- heretical works. Dollinger (p. 191

sqq.) shows the doctrinal agreement of the treatise against Noetus with the

corresponding section of the Philosophumena, and finds both heretical on tlie

subject of the Trinity and the development of the Logos as a subordinate

Divine personality called into existence before the world by an act of the
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have been the conclusion of a special work against the Mon-

archian heretics/ but no such work is mentioned.

The book On the Universe'^ was directed against Platonism.

It made all things consist of the four elements, earth, air, tii'e,

and ^v'ater. Man is formed of all four elements, his soul, of air.

But the most important part of this book is a description of

Hades, as an abode under ground where the souls of the de-

parted are detained until the day of judgment: the righteous in

a place of light and happiness called Abraham's Bosom ; the

wicked in a place of darkness and misery ; the two regions

being separated by a great gulf. The entrance is guarded by an

archangel. On the judgment day the bodies of the righteous

will rise renewed and glorified, the bodies of the wicked with

all the diseases of their earthly life for everlasting punishment.

This description agrees substantially with the eschatology of

Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and Tertullian.^

The anonymous work called The Little Labyrinth,'^ mentioned

Father's will, which doctrine afterwards became a main prop of Arianism.

DoUinger finds here the reason for the charge of partial Valentinianism raised

against Hippolytus, as his doctrine of the origination of the Logos was con-

founded with the Gnostic emanation theory.

^So Volkmar {I. c. p. 165 :
'' Der Cod. Vatic. ' Contra, Noetum' isf. der Schlttss

nicht jener klirzcren Hdreseologi", sondern einer andern, von Epiphaniiifi noeh

vorgefundenen Schrift dc.^selbcn Hippolyt, wie es scheint, gegen alle Monarchianer.^'

Caspari (III. 400 sq.) decides for the same view.

^ TLepl r?/f rnv Travrb^ niTiac (or ovaiac, as Hippol. himself gives the title.

Philos. X. 32 ed. D. and Schn.), or Xltpt -ov TzavroQ (on the Hi{)polytU9-statue).

Greek and Latin in Fabricius T, 220-222. Greek in P. de Lagarde, p. 68-73-

The book was a sort of Cliristian cosmogony and offset to Plato's Timceus.

^ Comp. Dollinger, p. 330 sqq He connects the view of Hippolytus on the

intermediate state with his cliilia'^m, wliich does not admit that the souls of

the righteous ever can attain to the kingdom of heaven and the beatific vision

before the resurrection. Wordsworth on the otlier hand denies that Hippol.

believed in a millennium and " the Romish doctrine of Purgatory," and ac-

cepts his view of Hades as agreeing with the Burial Office of the Church of

England, and the sermons of Bishop Bull on the state of departed souls.

Hippol. p. 210-216. He also gives, in Appendix A, p. 306-308, an addition

to the fragment of the book Oa (he Universe, from a MS. in the Bodleian

library.

* luiKpoc h.alivpi.v9nr (Theodoret, ITrrr. Fab. XL 5) or civovdaofia Kara ttjc

'ApTEuuvoi' alpiaeug (Euseb. H. E. V. 28).
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by Eusebius and Tlieodoret as directed against the rationalistic

heresy of Artemon, is ascribed by some to Hippolytus, by others

to Caius. But The Labyi-inth mentioned by Photius as a work
of Caius is different and identical with the tenth book of the

Philosophumena, which begins with the words, " The labyrinth

of heresies." *

TJie lost tract on the Charismata^ dealt probably with the

Montanistic claims to continued proijhecy. Others make it a
collection of apostolical canons.

The book on Antichrist ^ which has been almost entirely re-

covered by Gudius, represents Antichrist as the complete counter-

feit of Christ, explains Daniel's four kingdoms as the Babylo-
nian, Median, Grecian, and Eoman, and the apocalyptic number
of the beast as meaning AaTsIvo^, i. c, heathen Rome. This is

one of the three interpretations given by Irenseus who, however,

preferr'^d Teitan.

In a commentary on i\\Q Apocalypse^ he gives another inter-

pretation of the number, namely Dantialos (probably because

Antichrist was to descend from the tribe of Dan). The woman
in the twelfth chapter is the church ; the sun with which she is

clothed, is our Lord ; the moon, John the Baptist ; the twelve

stars, the twelve apostles ; the two wings on which she was to

fly, hope and love. Armageddon is the valley of Jehoshaphat.

The five kings (17 : 13) are JSTebuchaduezzar, Cyrus, Darius,

Alexander, and his four successors; the sixth is the Roman
empire, the seventh will be Antichrist. In his commentary on
Daniel he fixes the consummation at a.d. 500, or A. m. GOOO, on
the assumption that Clirist appeared in the year of the world

5500, and that a sixth millennium must yet be completed before

' Caspari, III. 404 sq., identifies the two books.

2 TlEfu xnpKyimruv aTznarohK^ napdihrr,^. On the Hippolytns-statue.

3 Jlffji Tov GuTfjpoq TjjMv 'Irjaov Xpiarov ml rre/ii avrixpioTov, in Fabrieius I.

4-30 (Gr. and Lat.), and in P. deLagarde, 1-36 (Greek only)-

* Inchided in Jerome's list, and mentioned by Jacob of Edessa and by
Syncellus. Fragments from an Arabic Catena on the Apocalypse in Lagarde 8

Anal. Syr., Append, p. 24-27. See Salmon in Smith and Wace, III. 10-5.

Vol. ii.--^'J.
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the beginning of the millennial sabbath, which is prefigured by

the divine rest after creation. This view, in connection ^vith his

relation to Irenseus, and the omission of chiliasm from his list of

heresies, makes it tolerably certain that he was himself a

chiliast, although he put oif the millennium to the sixth century

after Christ/

We conclude this section with an account of a visit of Pope

Alexander III. to the shrine of St. Hippolytus in the church of

St. Denis in 1159, to which his bones were transferretl from

Rome under Charlemagne.^ " On the threshold of one of the

chapels the Pope paused to ask, whose relics it contained.

* Those of St. Hippolytus,' was the answer. ' Non credo, non

credo,' replied the infallible authority, ' the bones of St. Hippo-

lytus were never removed from the holy city.' But St. Hippo-

lytus, whose dry bones apparently had as little reverence for the

spiritual progeny of Zephyrinus and Callistus as the ancient

bishop's tongue and pen had manifested towards these saints

themselves, was so very angry that he rumbled his bones inside

the reliquary with a noise like thunder. To what lengths he

raiffht have ffone if rattlino; had not sufficed we dare not con-

jecture. But the Pope, falling on his knees, exclaimed in terror,

' I believe, O my Lord Hippolytus, I believe, pray be quiet.'

And he built an iiitar of marble there to appease the disquieted

r-aint."

NOTES.

The questions concerning the literary works of Hippolytus, and esi)eciallv

his ecclesiastical status are not yet sufficiently solved. We add a few addi-

tional observations.

I. The list of books on the back of the Ilippolytns-statue has been dis-

cussed by Fabricius, Cave, Diillinger, Wordsworth, and Volkmar. See the

three pictures of the statue with the inscriptions on botli sides in Fabricius,

I. 36-38, and a fac-simile of the book titles in the frontispiece of Wordsworth's

work. Tt is mutilated and reads—with the conjectural supplements in brackets

and a translation—as follows :

1 See Bollinger, p. 330 sqq. (Engl, ed.)

^ We are indebted for this curious ]>iece of information to Dr. Salmon, who

refers to Benson, in the "Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology," I. 190.
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Against the Jews.

t)n Virginity.

[Or, On the Proverbs.]

On the Psalms.

On the Ventriloquist [the witch at

Endor?]

Apology of the Gospel according to

John,
and the Apocalypse.

On Spiritual Gifts.

Apostolic Tradition.

Chroniiles [Book of].

Against the Greeks,

and against Plato,

or also On the All.

A hortatory address to Severing . [Per-

hai'S the Empress Sevtra, second

wife of Elogahalns].

Demonstration of the time of the Pas-

cha according to the order in the table.

Hymns on all the Scriptures.

Concerning God, and the resurrection

of the flesh.

Concerning the good, and the origin

of evil.

Comp. on this list Fabricius T. 79-89; Wordsworth p. 233-240; Volkmar,

p. 2 sc](i.

Eiisel)ius and Jerome give also lists of the works of Hippolytus, some being

the same, some different, and among the latter both mention one Against

Herrsici?. wliich is probably identical with the Philosopkumena. On the Canon

Pasch. of Hippol. see the tables in Fabricius, I. 137-140.

II. Was Hippolytus a bishop, and where ?

Hippolytus does not call himself a bishop, nor a " bishop of Rome," but

assumes episcopal authority, and describes himself in the preface to

the first book as "a successor of the Apostles, a partaker with them in

the same grace and principal sacerdocy [apx'^P^TEia)^ and doctorship, and

as numbered among the guardians of the church." Such language is

scarcely applicable to a mere presbyter. He also exercised the power of

excommunication on certain followers of the Pope Callistus. But where

was his bishopric ? This is to this day a point in dispute.

(1.) He was bishop of Portus, the seapor-t of Rome. This is the tradi-

tional opinion in the Roman church since the seventh century, and is

advocated by Ruggieri
(
T)e Pnrtucnsi S. Hippobjti, episcopi et mnrf>jris,

Srde. Rom. 1771), Simon de Magistris [Acta Martijrum ad Ostia Tiberiaaf

etc. Rom. 1795), Baron Bunsen, Dean Milman, and especially by Bishop

[Trpof Tovg 'Ioi>(5a] (Oi'f.

[rrspl 7rrtpi9e] I'/nf.

[Or, perhaps, elg ~apot/uag.'\

[f/f roi^f iplaA/uovg.

[eif Tt/i' e'\yyaaTpifj.v^ov.

[d-o/'Loj'/fz] v-£p Toil Kara, 'ludvvTiv

Evayye/iiov Kal a.-0Ka?iiipeug.

a-oaroTLiKy Ttapadoaic:,

XpoiLKuv [sc SZ/JAof].

Trpof °E/./l;7raf,

Kol TTpijQ Tlkdruva,

7] Kal Tcepl Toi) iravror.

TrpoTpEKTiiibg TTpog cej3/ipetvav.

dn6'h^t'\S'C .Ypf^i'wf rnv ndaxd-

KnTo. [rraj ev 7w TTivaKi.

Mai [e]'C '^dang rag ypaddg.

TTEpl i^[£o]r, Kol aapKog dvaardaEug.

TZEpl Tov dya'&oii, Kal irddEV to Katcdv,
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Wordsworth. In the oldest accounts, however, he is represented as a

Roman "presbyter." Buusen combined the two views on the unproved

assumption that already at that early period the Roman suburban bishops,

called canlinules episcopi, were at the same time members of the Roman
presbytery. In opposition to this Dr. DoUinger maintains that there was

no bishop in Portus before the year 313 or 314 ; that Hippolytus con-

sidered himself the rightful bishop of Rome, and that he could not be

simultaneous!}' a member of the Roman presbytei'y and bishop of Portus.

But his chief argument is that from silence which bears with equal force

against his own theory. It is true that the first bishop of Portus on

record appears at the Synod of Aries, 314, where he signed himself Gre-

gorius episcopus de loco qui est in Portu Romano. The episcopal see of

Ostia was older, and its occupant had (according to St. Augustin) always

the privilege of consecrating the bishop of Rome. But it is quite possible

that Ostia and Portus which were only divided by an island at the mouth

of the Tiber formed at first one diocese. Prudentius locates the martyr-

dom of Hippolytus at Ostia or Portus (both are mentioned in his poem).

Moreover Portus was a more important place than Dollinger will admit.

The harbor whence the city derived its name Portus (also Portus Ostien-

sis, Partus Urbis, Portus Romoe) was constructed by the Emperor Claudius

(perhaps Augustus, hence Portus Augusti), enlarged by Nero and im-

proved by Trajan (hence Portus Trajani), and was the landing place of

Ignatius on his voyage to Rome [Martyr. Ign. c. 6 : tov KUAovuhnv Uoprov)

As'here he met Christian brethren. Constantine surrounded it with strong

walls and towers. Ostia may have been much more important as a com-

mercial emporium and naval station (see Smith's Did. of Gr. and Pom.

Geogr. vol. 11. 501-504) ; but Cavalier de Rossi, in the BuUdino di ArcheoL,

1866, p. 37 (as quoted by Wordsworth, p. 264, sec'i ed.), proves from 13

inscriptions that " the site and name of Portus are celebrated in the rec-

ords of the primitive
['?J

church," and that "the name is more frequently

commemorated than that of Ostia." The close connection of Portus with

Rome would easily account for the residence of Hippolytus at Rome and

for his designation as Roman bishop. In later times the seven suburban

bishops of the vicinity of Rome were the suffragans of the Pope (lud con-

secrated him. Finally, as the harbor of a large metropolis attracts

strangers from every nation and tongue, Hippolytus might with propriety

be called " bishop of the nations" [tn-hnoTvoc e9vc>v). We conclude then

that the Portus-hypothesis is not impossible, though it cannot be proven.

(2.) He was bishop of the Arabian Portus Roinanus, now Aden on the

Red Sea. This was the opinion of Stephen Le Moyne (1685), adopted by

Cave, Tillemont, and Basnage, but now universally given up as a baseless

conjecture, \rhich rests on a misapprehension of Euseb. VI. 20, where

Hippolytusisaccidentally collocated with Beryllus, bishop of Bostra in

Arabia. Adan is nowhere mentioned as an episcopal see, and our Hip-

polytus belonged to the West, although he may have been of eastern

origin, like Irenseus.
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(3.) Eome. Hippolytus was no less than the first Anti-Pope and

claimed to be the legitimate bishop of Eome. This is the theory of Bol-

linger, derived from the PJiilosophumena and defended with much learn-

ing and acumen. The author of the Philosophumena was undoubtedly a

resident of Rome, claims episcopal dignity, never recognized Callistus as

bishop, but treated him merely as the head of a heretical school

i^didaanaTiElov) or sect, calls his adherents " Callistians," some of whom he

had excommunicated, but admits that Callistus had aspired to the epis-

copal throne and "imagined himself to have obtained" the object of his

ambition after the death of Zephyrinus, and that his school formed the

majority and claimed to be the catholic church. Callistus on his part

charged Hippolytus, on account of his view of the independent per-

sonality of the Logos, with the heresy of ditheism (a charge which stung

him to the quick), and probably proceeded to excommunication. All

this looks towards an open schism. This would explain the fact that

Hippolytus was acknowledged in Rome only as a presbyter, while in the

East he was widely known as bishop, and even as bishop of Rome. Dr.

Dollinger assumes that the schism continued to the pontificate of Pon-

tianus, the successor of Callistus, was the cause of tiie banishment of the

two rival bishops to the pestilential island of Sardinia (in 235), and

brought to a close by their resignation and reconciliation ; hence their

bones were brought back to Rome and solemnly deposited on the same

day. Their death in exile was counted equivalent to martyrdom. Dr.

Caspari of Christiania who has shed much light on the writings of Hip-

polytus, likewise believes that the difficulty between Hippolytus and Cal-

listus resulted in an open schism and mutual excommunication [Ij^. III.

330). Langen [Gesch. der rom. Kirche, Bonn. 1881, p. 229) is inclined to

accept Dollinger's conclusion as at least probable.

This theory is plausible and almost forced upon us by the Philosoplm-

mena, but without any solid support outside of that polemical work.

History is absolutely silent about an Anti-Pope before Novatianus, who
appeared fifteen years after the death of Hippolytus and shook the whole

church by his schism (251), although he was far less conspicuous as a

scholar and writer. A schism extending through three pontificates (for

Hippolytus opposed Zephyrinus as well as Callistus) could not be hidden

and so soon be forgotten, especially by Rome which has a long memory
of injuries done to the chair of St. Peter and looks upon rebellion against

authority as the greatest sin. The name of Hippolytus is not found in

any list of Popes and Anti-Popes, Greek or Roman, while that of Callis-

tus occurs in all. Even Jerome who spent over twenty years from about

350 to 372, and afterwards four more years in Rome and was intimate

with Pope Damasus, knew nothing of the see of Hippolytus, although he

knew some of his writings. It seems incredible that an Anti-Pope

should ever have been canonized by Rome as a saint and martyr. It is

much easier to conceive that the divines of the distant East were mis-

taken. The oldest authority which Dollinger adduces for the designation
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"bishop of Rome," that of Presbyter Eustratius of Constantinople about

A. D. 582 (see p. 84), is not much older than the designation of Hippoly-

tus as bishop of Portus, and of no more critical value.

(4.) Dr. Salmon oflers a modification of the Dollinger-hypothesis by

assuming that Hippolytus was a sort of independent bishop of a

Greek-speaking congregation in Rome. He thus explains the enigmati-

cal expression e&i'cji' e-iff/vuTrof, which Photius applies to Caius, but which

probably belongs to Hippolytus. But history knows nothing of two in-

dependent and legitimate bishops in the city of Rome. Moreover there

still remains the difficulty that Hippolytus notwithstanding his open

resistance rose afterwards to such high honors in the papal church. We
can only offer the following considerations as a partial solution : first,

that he wrote in Greek which died out in Rome, so that his books be-

came unknown ; secondly, that aside from those attacks he did, like the

schismatic Tertullian, eminent service to the church by his learning and

championsliip of orthodoxy and churchly piety ; and lastly, that he was

believed (as we learn from Prudentius) to have repented of his schism

and, like Cyprian, wiped out his sin by his martyrdom.

III. But no matter whether Hipi)olytus was bishop or jircsbyter in

Rome or Portus, he stands out an irrefutable witness against the claims

of an infallible papacy which was entirely unknown in the third century.

No wonder that Roman divines of the nineteenth century (with the ex-

ception of DoUinger who seventeen years after he wrote his book on

Hippolytus seceded from Rome in consequence of the Vatican decree of

infallibility) deny his authorship of this to them most obnoxious book.

The i^ibe Cruice ascribes it to Caius or Tertullian, the Jesuit Armellini

to Novatian, and de Rossi (1866) hesitatingly to Tertullian, who, however,

was no resident of Rome, but of Carthage. Cardinal Newman declares it

" simply incredible" that a man so singularly honored as St. Hippolytus

should be the author of " that malignant libel on his contemporary popes,"

who did not scruple " in set words to call Pope Zephyrinus a weak and
venal dunce, and Pope Callistus a sacrilegious swindler, an inflimous con-

vict, and an heresiarch ex cathedra."
(
Tracts, Theological and Ecclesiastical,

1874, p. 222, quoted by Plummer, p. xiv. and 340.) But he offers no

solution, nor can he. Dogma versus history is as unavailing as the

pope's bull against the comet. Nor is Hippolytus, or whoever wrote that

" malignant libel " alone in his position. The most eminent ante-Nicene

fathers, and the very ones who laid the foundations of the catholic sys-

tem, Ireiueus, Tertullian, and Cyprian (not to sjieak of Origen, and of

Novatian, the Anti-Pope), protested on various grounds against Rome.
And it is a remarkable fact that the learned Dr. Dollinger who, in 1858,

so ably defended the Roman see against the charges of Hippolytus

should, in 1870, have assumed a position not unlike that of Hippo-

lytus, against the error of papal infallibility.
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§ 184. Caius of Rome.

EusEB. : IT. E. II. 25 ; III. 28, 31 ; VI. 20. Hieron. : De Ttr. ill 59.

Theouor. : Fab. Hcer. II. 3 ; III. 2. Photius : Biblioth. Cod. 48.

Perhaps also Martyr. Polyc, c. 22, where a Caius is mentioned as a

pupil or friend of Irenseus.

Routh: Rel.S. II. 125-158 (comp. also I. 397-i03). Bunsen: Analecta

Ante-Nicwna I. 409 sq. Caspari : Quellen, etc., III. 330, 349, 374

sqq. Harnack in Herzog''', III. 63 sq. Salmon in Smith and

Wace I. 384-386. Comp. also Heinichen's notes on Euseb. II. 25

(in Comment. III. 63-67), and the Hippnlytus liter., 1 183, especially

DoLLiNGER (250 sq.) and Volkmar (60-71).

Among the Western divines who, like Irenseus and Hippo-

lytiis, wrote exclusively in Greek, must be mentioned Caius

who flourished during the episcopate of Zephyriuus in the first

quarter of the third century. He is known to us only from a

few Greek fragments as an opponent of Montanism and Chili-

asm. He was probably a Roman presbyter. From his name, ^

and from the fact that he did not number Hebrews among

the Pauline Epistles, we may infer that he was a nativ^e of Rome
or at least of the West. Eusebius calls him a very learned

churchman or ecclesia-tio author at Rome,^ and quotes four times

his disputation with Proclus (didXoyot; npo'^ HpoxXov), the leader

of one party of the Montanists.^ He preserves from it the notice

that Philip and his four prophetic daughters are buried at Hiera-

polis iuPhrygia, and an important testimony concerning the monu-

ments or trophies {rpuTzaca) of Peter and Paul, the founders of

the Roman church, on the Vatican hill and the Ostian road.

This is nearly all that is certain and interesting about

1 The name, however, was common, and the New Testament mentions four

Caii (Acts 19: 29; 20: 4; Eom. 16: 24; 1 Cor. 1: 14; 3 John 1), Eusebius

five.

2 avf/p eKK.7L7/aiaaTiK6g and TioytuTaroc (II. 25 and VT. 20). The former term

does not necessarily imply an office, but is rendered by Valesius vir catholicus,

by Ileinlchen (Euseb. Com. III. 64) eiii rechtgldubiger Schriftsteller.

^ No doubt the same with the " Procul'is nostcr" commended by Tertullian,

Arlv. Val. 5. Comp. Jerome (c. 59): " Proculum 2Iontani sectatorem." His

followers were Trinitarians ; another pariy of the Montauists were Monarchians.
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Caius. Jerome, as usual in his catalogue of illustrious men,

merely repeats the statements of Eusebius, although from his

knowledge of Rome we might expect some additional informa-

tion. Photius, on the strength of a marginal note in the MS. of

a supposed work of Caius On the Universe, says that he was a

"presbyter of the Roman church during the episcopate of Victor

and Zephyrinus, and that he was elected bishop of the Gentiles

{kd-v(Zu iziaxono;;)" He ascribes to him that work and also

The Labyrinth, but hesitatingly. His testimony is too late to be

of any value, and rests on a misunderstanding of Eusebius and

a confusion of Cains with Hippolytus, an error repeated by

modern critics.^ Both persons have so nuich \\\ common—age,

residence, title—that they have been identified (Caius being sup-

posed to be simply the prajnomen of Hippolytus).^ But this

cannot be proven ; Eusebius clearly distinguislies them, and

Hippolytus was no opponent of Chiliasm, and only a moderate

opponent of Montanism ; while Caius wrote against the Chili-

astic dreams of Cerinthus ; but he did not deny, as has been

wrongly inferred from Eusebius, the Johannean authorship of

the Apocalypse ; he probably meant pretended revelations

(dTcoxaW(/>sc^) of that heretic. He and Hi})polytus no doubt

agreed with the canon of the Roman church, which recognized

thirteen epistles of Paul (excluding Hebrews) and the Apoca-

lypse of John.

Caius has been surrounded since Photius with a mythical halo

of authorship, and falsely credited with several works of Hip-

polytus, including the recently discovered Philosophumena.

The Muratorian fragment on the canon of the New Testament

was also ascribed to him by the discoverer (Muratori, 1740) and

recent writers. But this fragment is of earlier date (a. d. 170),

and written in Latin, though perhaps originally in Greek. It

is as far as we know the oldest Latin church document of Rome,

and of very great im2>ortance for the history of the canon.'*

^ Rce above ? 1 S", p. 762 pq.

^ So Lightfoot in the "Joiirnnl of Pliilnlocry,'' 1. OS. and Salmon. I.e., p. SS(5,

^ See the document and the discussion about the uuthoraiiip iu iiouth, I. 398
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§ 185. The Alexandrian School of Tlieology.

J. G. MiCHAELls : De Schoke Alexandrince prima origine, progressu, ae

prcecipuis doctoribus. Hal. 1739.

H. E. Fr. Guerike: De Schola quce AlexandricB floruit catechetica com-

mentatio hisiorica et theologica. Hal. 1824 and '25. 2 Parts (pp. 119

and 456). The second Part is chiefly devoted to Clement and Origen.

C. F. W. Hasselbach : De Schola, qiue Alex- floruit, cafech. Stettin

1826. P. 1. (against Guerike), and De discipxdorum . . s. De Catechu-

menorui/i ordinitms, Ibid. 1839.

J. Matter : L'Histoire de VEcole d'Alexandrie, second ed. Par. 1840.

3 vols.

J. SiMOX: Histoire de VEcole d'Alexandrie. Par. 1845.

E. Vacherot : Histoire critique de CEcole d'Alexandrie. Par. 1851.

3 vols.

Neander: I. 527-557 (Am. ed.) ; Gieseler I. 208-210 (Am. ed.)

RiTTER : Gesch. der christl. Pliilos, I. 421 sqq.

Ueberweg : History of Philosophy, vol. I. p. 311-319 (Engl, transl. 1875).

Eedepexning in his Origenes I. 57-83, and art. in Herzog^ I. 290-292.

Com p. also two arts, on the Jewish, and the New-Platonic schools

of Alexandria, by M. Nicolas in Lichtenberger's " Encyclopedic "

I. 159-170, and one on the Christian school of Al. by Presse^tse,

ibid. I. 170-175.

Alexandria, founded by Alexander the Great three hundred

and twenty-two years before Christ, on the mouth of the Nile,

within a few hours' sail froni Asia and Europe, was the metropolis

of Egypt, the flourishing seat of commerce, of Grecian and Jew-

ish learning, and of the greatest library of the ancient world, and

was destined to become one of the great centres of Christianity,

sqq., the article of Salmon in Smith and Wace TII. 1000 s=qq., and the different

works on the Canon. Most of the writers on the subject, including Salmon,

regard the fragment as a translation from a Greek original, since all other

documents of the Roman Church down to Zephyrinus and Hippolytns are in

Greek. Hilgenfeld and P. de Lagarde have attempted a re-translation. But
Hesse {Das Murator. Fragment, Giessen, 1873, p. 25-39), and Caspar! (Quellen,

III. 410 sq.) confidently assert the originality of the Latin for the reason that

the re-translation into the Greek does not clear up the obscurities. The Latin

barbarisms occur also in other Roman writers. Caspari, however, thinks that

it was composed by an African residing in Rome, on the basis of an older

Greek document of the Roman church. He regards it as the oldest ecclesias-

tical document in the Latin language {'^das dlteste in lateinischer Sprache

gcschriebene originate kirchliche Schriftstiick").
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the rival of Autiocli and Rome. There the rehg-ious life of

Palestine and the intellectual culture of Greece comniiniiled and

prepared the way for the first school of theology which aimed at

a 23hilosophic comprehension and vindication of the truths of

revelation. Soon after the founding of the church which ti-adi-

tiou traces to St. INIark, the Evangelist, there arose a " Catecheti-

cal school" under the supervision of the bishop.^ It was

originally designed only for the practical j^urjjose of pre2)aring

willing heathens and Jews of all classes for baptism. But in

that home of the Philonic theology, of Gnostic heresy, and of

Neo-Platonic philosophy, it soon very naturally assumed a

learned character, and became, at the same time, a sort of theo-

logical seminary, which exercised a powerful influence on the

education of many bishops and church teachers, and on. the

development of Christian science. It had at first but a single

teache)', afterwards two or more, but without fixed salary, or

special buildings. The more wealthy pupils paid for tuition,

but the offer was often declined. The teachers gave their in-

structions in their dwellings, generally after the style of the

ancient philosophers.

The first superintendent of this school known to us was Pax-

T^NUS, a converted Stoic philosopher, about a. d, 180. He
afterwards labored as a missionary in India, and left several

commentaries, of which, however, nothing remains but some

scanty fragments.^ He was followed by Clement, to A. d. 202
;

and Clement, by Ohigex, to 232, who raised the school to the

summit of its prosperity, and founded a similar one at CiBsarca

* EuPcLius (V. 10 ; VI. 3, G) calls it ro rf/g KnTT/x'/f^^o)? i^iSaaKn?.nov, and
dLdaoKoXtlnv Toiv 'lEpiov 7.6yuv. Sozonien (III. lo), to lepov (h(^ac!Kn?.nov Tt'ov

lepuv finOiiixaruv; Jerome {Cntal. 38), and Rufinus {H. E. II. 7), ecclesiastiea

schola.

^ Clemens calls liiin ''the Sicilian bee" [aiK/'?jKf/ /ie?uTTn, perhaps with

reference to his descent from Sicily). Jerome (Catal. 36) says of him : "Hiijus

multi quidem in S. Scripturam exstant commentaril, sfd magis viva voce ecclesiia

profiiit." Comp. on him Eedepenning; Origenes I. 03 sqq., and Moller in

Herzosr2 XI. 182. The two brief relics of Panta^nus are collected and accom-

panied with learned notes by Routh, liei S. I. 375-383.
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in Palestine. The institution was afterwards conducted by

Origen's pupils, Heraclas (d. 248), and Dionysius (d, 265),

and last by the blind but learned Didymus (d. 395), until, at the

end of the fourth century, it sank for ever amidst the commo- ,

tious and dissensions of the Alexandrian church, which at last

prepared the way for the destructive conquest of the Arabs (640). f *

The city itself gradually sank to a mere village, and Cairo took

its place (since 969). In the jjresent century it is fast rising

again, under European auspices, to great commercial importance.

From this catechetical school proceeded a peculiar theology,

the most learned and genial representatives of which were

Clement and Origen. This theology is, on the one hand, a

regenerated Christian form of the Alexandrian Jewish religious

philosophy of Pliilo ; on the other, a catholic counterpart, and a

positive refutation of the heretical Gnosis, which reached its

height also in Alexandria, but half a century earlier. The

Alexandrian theology aims at a reconciliation of Christianity

with philosophy, or, subjectively speaking, of pts^^'s \\\i\\ gnosis;

but it seeks this union upon the basis of the Bible, and the doc-

trine of the church. Its centre, therefore, is the Divine Logos,

viewed as the sum of all reason and all truth, before and after

the incarnation. Clement came from the Hellenic philosophy to
J

the Christian faith ; Origen, conversely, was led by faith to
'

speculation. The former was an aphoristic thinker, the latter a

systematic. The one borrowed ideas from various systems ; the

other followed more the track of Platonism. But both were
|

Christian philosophers and churchly gnostics. As Philo, long

before them, in the same city, had combined Judaism Avith

Grecian culture, so now they carried the Grecian culture into

Christianity. This, indeed, the apologists and controversialists

of the second century had already done, as for back as Justin the

" philosopher." But the Alexandrians were more learned, and

made much freer use of the Greek philosophy. They saw in it

not sheer error, but in one view a gift of God, and an intellectual

schoolmaster for Christ, like the law in the moral and religious

sphere. Clement compares it to a wild olive tree, which can be
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ennobled by foitb ; Origen (in the fragment of an epistle to

Gregory Thaunialurgus), to the jewels, which the Israelites took

•with them out of Egypt, and turned into ornaments for their

sanctuary, though they also wrought them into the golden calf.

Philosophy is not necessarily an enemy to the truth, but may,

and should be its handmaid, and neutralize the attacks against

it. The elements of truth in the heathen philosophy they at-

tributed partly to the secret operation of the Logos in the world

of reason, partly to acquaintance with the writings of Moses and

the propiiots.

So with the Gnostic heresy. The Alexandrians did not

sweep! ngly condemn it, but recognized the desire for deeper

religious knowledge, \vhicli lay at its root, and sought to meet

this desire with a wholesome supply from the Bible itself. To

the jvaxrc- (l'S.uuo)i^OjxoQ they ojiposed a ji^coai:; aXrjd^tvj. Their

maxim was, in tlie words of Clement :
" No faith without

knowledge, no knowledge without faith ; " or :
" Unless you be-

lieve, you will not understand.'" Faith and knowledge have the

same substance, the saving truth of God, revealed in the Holy

Scriptures, and faithfully handed down by the church ; they

diifer only in form. Knowledge is our consciousness of the

deeper ground and consistency of faith. The Christian know-

ledge, however, is also a gift of grace, and has its condition in a

holy life. The ideal of a Christian gnostic includes perfect love

as well as perfect knowledge, of God. Clement describes him

as one " who, growing grey in the study of the Scriptures,

and preserving the orthodoxy of the apostles and the church,

lives strictly according to the gospel."

The Alexandrian theology is intellectual, profound, stirring,

and full of fruitful germs of thought, but rather unduly idealistic

aud spiritualistic, ancl, in exegesis, loses itself in arbitrary alle-

gorical fancies. In its efforts to reconcile revelation and })hilo-

sophy it took up, like Philo, many foreign elements, especially

of the Platonic stamp, and wandered into speculative views

^ Is. 7 : 9 according to the LXX : tav /ii) Tiareia/ire, ov(^s /ii/ avi'TJTc.
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which a later and more orthodox, but more iiarrow-miDded and

less productiv'e age condemned as heresies, not appreciating the

immortal service of this school to its own and after times.

§ 186. Clement of Alexandria.

(I.) Clemen'tis Alex. Opera omnia Or. et Lat. ed. Potter (bishop of

Oxford). Oxon. 1715. 2 vols. Reprinted Venet. 1757. 2 vols,

fol., and in Migne's " Patr. Gr^ vols. VIII. and IX., with various

additions and the comments of Nic. le Nourry. For an account of

the ]\ISS. and editions of Clement see Fabricius ; Bihlioth Grceca,

ed. Harles, vol. VII. 109 sqq.

Other edd. by VlCTOKiKUS( Florence, 1550); Sylburg (Heidelb. 1592)
;

Heixsius (Grseco-Latin., Leyden, 1616) ; Klotz (Leipz. 1831-34,

4 vols., only in Greek, and very incorrect) ; W. Dindorf (Oxf. 1868-

69, 4 vols.).

English translation by Wm. Wilso^j iu Clark's " Ante-Nicene Library,"

vols. IV. and V. Edinb. 1867.

(IL) EusEBius : HIM. Ecd. V. 11 ; VI. 6, 11, 13. Hieroxymus : De
Vir. ill. 38; PiiOTius : Bihlioth. 109-111. See the Testimonia Vete-

rum de CI. collected in Potter's ed. at the beginning of vol. I. and in

Migne's ed. VIII. 35-50.

(III.) Hofstede de Groot: Dissert, de Clem. Alex. Groning. 1826.

A. F. Daehne: De yvuaeL Clem Al. Hal. 1831.

F. E,. Eylert : Clem. v. Alex, als Pliilosoph und Dichter. Leipz. 1832.

Bishop Kay'E : Some Account of the Writiiigs and Opinions of Clement of

Alex. Lond. 1835.

Klixg: Die Bedeufung des Clem. Alex, fiir die Entstehung der TJicol.

("Stud. u. Krit." for 1841, No. 4).

H. J. Eeinkens: De Clem. Alex, homine, scriptore, philosopho, theologo.

Wratisl. (Breslau) 1851.

H. Reuter: dementis Alex. Theol. moralis. Berl. 1853.

L^jimer: Clem. Al. de Logo doctrina. Lips. 1855.

Abbe CoGifAT : Clement d'Alexandrie. Paris 1859.

J. H. MiJLLER: Idees dogm. de Clement d'Alex. Strasb. 1861.

Ch. E. Freppel (R. C.) : Clement d'Alexandrie. Paris, 1866, second ed.

1873.

C Merk: Clemens v. Alex. ins. AbhangigJceit von der griech. Philosophie.

Leipz. 1879.

Fr. Jul. Winter: Die Ethik des Clemens v. Alex. Leipz. 1882 (first

part of Studien zur Gesch. der chrisfl. Ethi/c).

Jacobi in Herzog^ III. 269-277, and Westcott in Smith and Wace I.

559-567.

The philosophical and theological opinions of CI. are ably dis-

cussed by Neander, Baur, and Dorner.
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I. Titus Flavius Clemens^ sprang from Greece, probably
from Athens. He was born about 150, and brought up in hea-
thenism. He was versed in all branches of Hellenic literature

and in all the existing systems of philosophy ; but in these he
found nothing to satisfy his thirst for truth. In his adult years,

therefore, he embraced the Christian religion, and by long jour-

neys East and West he sought the most distinguished teachers,

" who preserved the tradition of pure saving doctrine, and im-

planted that genuine apostolic seed in the hearts of their pupils."

He was captivated by Pantsenus in Egypt, who, savs he, " like

the Sicilian bee, plucked flowers from the apostolic and prophetic

meadow, and filled the souls of his disciples with genuine, pure

knowledge." He became presbyter in the church of Alexandria,

and about A. d. 189 succeeded Pantaenus as president of the cate-

chetical school of that city. Here he labored benignly some
twelve years for the conversion of heathens and the education of

the Christians, unti], as it appears, the persecution under Septi-

mius Severus in 202 compelled him to flee. After this we find

him in Antioch, and last (211) with his former pupil, the bishop

Alexander, in Jerusalem. Whether he returned thence to Alex-

andria is unknown. He died before the year 220, about the

same time with Tertullian. He has no place, any more than

Origen, among the saints of the Roman church, thougli he

frequently bore this title of honor in ancient times. His name
is found in early Western martyrologies, but was omitted in

the martyrology issued by Clement VIII. at the suggestion of

Baronius. Benedict XIV. elaborately defended the omission

(1748), on the ground of unsoundness in doctriiTe.

II. Clement was the father of the Alexandrian Christian

philosophy. He united thorough biblical and Hellenic learning

with genius and speculative thought. He rose, in many points,

1 K/)//n/vr. It is strange that he, and not his distinguished Roman name-sake,

should be called i^/ariits. Perhaps lie was descended from a freedman of Titus

Flavius Clemens, the nephew of the Emperor Vespasian and Consul in 95,

who with his wife Domitilla was suddenly arrested and condemned on the

charge of '• atheism," i. e. Christianity, by his cousin, the emperor Domltian.
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far above the prejudices of his age, to more free and S2:)iritual

views. His theology, however, is not a unit, but a confused

eclectic mixture of true Christian elements with many Stoic,

Platonic, and Philonic ingredients. His writings are full of

repetition, and quite lacking in clear, fixed method. He throws

out his suggestive and often profound thoughts in fragments, or

purposely veils them, especially in the Stromata, in a mysterious

darkness, to conceal them from the exoteric multitude, and to

stimulate the study of the initiated or philosophical Christians.

He shows here an affinity with the heathen mystery cultus, and

the Gnostic arcana. His extended knowledge of Grecian litera-

ture and rich quotations from the lost works of poets, philoso-

phers, and historians give him importance also in investigations

regarding classical antiquity. He lived in an age of transition

when Christian thought was beginning to master and to assimi-

late the whole domain of human knowledge. " And when it is

frankly admitted " (says Dr. Westcott) " that his style is gen-

erally deficient in terseness and elegance ; that his method is

desultory ; that his learning is undigested : we can still thank-

fully admire his ricliness of information, his breadth of reading,

his largeness of sympathy, his lofty aspirations, his noble con-

cejjtion of the offije and capacities of the Faith."

III. The three leading works which he composed during his

residence as teacher in Alexandria, between the years 190 and
1 95, represent the three stages in the discipline of the human
race by the divine Logos, corresponding to the three degrees of

knowledge required by the ancient mystagogues,^ and are related

to one another very much as apologetics, ethics, and dogmatics, or

as faith, love, and mystic vision, or as the stages of the Christian

cultus up to the celebration of the sacramental mysteries. The
"Exhortation to the Greeks," ^ in three books, Avith almost a

waste of learning, points out the unreasonableness and immo-

1 The cnroKa&apciQ, and the fii'vot^, and the e^rdreia, i. e. purification, initia-

tion, vision.

2 A6yng npoTpeTTTLKog Trpbg 'EUT/vag, Cohortotio ad Grcecos, or ad Gentes.
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rality, but also the nobler prophetic element, of heathenism, and

seeks to lead the sinner to repentance and faith. The " Tutor "

or "Educator"^ unfolds the Christian morality with constant

reference to heathen practices, and exhorts to a holy walk, the

end of which is likeness to God. The Educator is Christ, and

the children whom he trains, are simple, sincere believers. The

"Stromata" or "Miscellanies,"^ in seven books (the eighth,

containing an imperfect treatise on logic, is spurious), furnishes

a guide to the deeper knowledge of Christianity, but is without

any methodical arrangement, a heterogeneous mixture of curi-

osities of history, beauties of poetry, reveries of philosophy.

Christian truths and heretical errors (hence the name). He
compares it to a thick-grown, shady mountain or garden, where

fruitful and barren trees of all kinds, the cypress, the laurel,

the iv\-, the apple, the olive, the fig, stand confusedly grouped

together, that many may remain hidden from the eye of the

phinderer without escaping the notice of the laborer, who might

transplant and arrange them in pleasing order. It was, proba-

bly, only a prelude to a more comprehensive theology. At the

close the author portrays the ideal of the true gnostic, that is,

the perfect Christian, assigning to him, among other traits, a

stoical elevation above all sensuous affections. The inspiring

thought of Clement is that Christianity satisfies all the intel-

lectual and moral aspirations and wants of man.

Besides these jirincipal works we have, from Clement also,

an able and moderately ascetic treatise, on the right use of

wealth.^ His ethical principles are those of the Hellenic

1 JlacSayuyoc. This part contains the hymn to Clirist at the close.

2 'ZTpu^uareig, Stromata, or pieces of tapestry, which, when curiously woven,

and in divers colors, present an apt picture of such niiscellaneous composition.

' T/f 6 au^dfxevnc: irT-ohaioc, Qais dives saluus, or salvetur? an excellent com-

mentary on the words of the Lord in Mark 10 : 17 sqq. A most practical topic

for a rich city like Alexandria, or any other city and age, especially our own,

which calls for the largest exercise of lilierality for literary and benevolent

objects. See the tract in Potter's ed. II. 9.1.^-901 (with a Latin version). It

ends with the beautiful story of St. John and the young robber, which Eusebius

has inserted in his Church Ilislory (III. 23).
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philosophy, inspired by the genius of Christianity. He does
not run into the excesses of asceticism, though evidently under
its influence. His exegetical works,i as well as a controversial
treatise on proi)hecy against the Montanists, and another on the
passover, against the Judaizing practice in Asia Minor, are all

lost, except some inconsiderable fragments.

To Clement we owe also the oldest Christian hymn that has
come down to us; an elevated but somewhat turgid song of
praise to the Logos, as the divine educator and leader of the
human race.^

§ 187. Origen.

(I.) Origenis Opera omnia Greece et Lai. Ed. Carol, et Vinc De la
EUE. Par. 1733-'59, 4 vols. fol. The only complete ed., begun by
the Benedictine Charles D. L. R., and after his death completed by
his nephew Vincent. Includes the Origeniana of Huetius Re-
printed in Migne's Patrol. Gr. Par. 1857 in 8 vols. 4to.

Other editions by J. Merlij^us (ed. princeps, Par. 1512-'19 2 vols fol
again in Venice 1516, and in Paris 1522; 1530, only the Lat. text)"'
by Erasmus and Beatus Rhenanus (Bas. 1536, 2 vols. fol. ; 1545
1551

; 1557; 1571) ; by the Benedictine G. Gekebrard (Par 1574
1604; 1019 in 2 vols. fol,. all in Lat.) ; by Corderius (Antw 1648'
partly in Greek); by P. D. Huetius, or Huet, afterwards Bp of
Avranges (Rouen, 1668, 2 vols, fol., the Greek writings, with very
learned dissertations, Origeniana; again Paris 1679; CoWne 1685)
by MONTFAUCON (only the HexapJa, Par. 1713, '14 2 vofs fol re-
vised and improved ed. by Field, Oxf. 1875); by Lommatsch
(Berol. 1837-48, 25 vols. oct.).

English translation of select works of Origen by F. Croiibie in Clark's
"Ante-Xicene Library," Edinb. 1868.

(IL) EusEBius: Hist. Ecdes. VL 1-6 and passim. Hieroxymus : De
T ir. iU. 54 ;

Ep. 29, 41, and often. GreCxORIus Thaumat. : Oratio
panegyrica in Origenem Pamphilus : Apologia Orig. RuFlNUS •

De Adulteratione librorum Origenis. All in the last vol. of Delarue's
ed.

' 'rnnrv-uaEir, Adumbrationes, Outlines, or a condensed survey of the con-
tents of the Old and New Testament Scriptures. See the analvsis of the frag-
ments by Westcoti, in Smith and Ware, III. 503 sq.

' °

JJf'Zi^''" ''"''^P''^ ^^'''^"', ^T^'Men in an anapaestic measure. See ^ 66 p.
230. The other hymn added to the "Tutor"' written in trimeter iambics, and
addressed to the 7rac6ayuy6r, is of later date.

Vol. IL—RO.
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(III.) P. D. HuETlus: Origeniana. Par. 1679, 2 vols, (and in Delarue's

ed. vol. 4th). Very learned, and apologetic for Origen.

G. Thomasius : Origenes. Ein Beitrag zur Dogmengesch. Niirnb. 1837.

E. EuD. Kedepenning : Origenes. Eine Darstelluag seines Lehens unci

seiner Lehre. Bonn 1841 and '46, in 2 vols. (pp. 461 and 491).

BoHRiNGER : Origenes tend sein Lehrer Klemejis, oder die Alexandrinische

innerkirchliche Gnosis des Christenthums. Bd. Y. of Kirch engesch.

in Blographieen. Second ed. Leipz. 1873.

Ch. E. Freppel (R. C.) : Orighie. Paris 1868, second ed. 1875.

Comp. the article of L. Schmitz in Smith's " Diet, of Gr. and Rom.
Biogr. and Mythol." III. 46-55; W. Moller in Herzog'^ vol. XI.

92-109.

Also the respective sections in Bull {Defens. Fid. Nic. ch. IX. in

Delarue, IV. 339-357), Neander, Baur, and Dorker (especially

on Origen's doctrine of the Trinity and Incarnation) ; and on his

philosophy, Ritter, Huber, Ueberweg.

I. Life and Character. Origenes/ suruamecl "Acla-

mantius " on accouut of his industry and purity of character,^ is

one of the most remarkable men in history for genius and learn-

ing, for the influence he exerted on his age, and for the contro-

versies and discussions to which his opinions gave rise. He was

born of Christian parents at Alexandria, in the year 185, and

probably baptized in childhood, according to Egyptian custom

which he traced to apostolic origin.^ Under the direction of his

father, Leonides,* who was probably a rhetorician, and of the

celebrated Clement at the catechetical school, he received a pious

and learned education. While yet a boy, he knew whole sections

of the Bible by memory, and not rarely perplexed his father

with questions on the deeper sense of Scripture. The father

reproved his curiosity, but tlianked God for such a son, and

1 'npiyh'Tjr^ Origenes, probal)ly derived from tlie name of the Egyptian di-

vinity Or or Honis (as Phoebigena from Phoebus, Diogenes from Zeus). See

Huetiu3 I. 1, 2; Redepenning, I. 421 sq.

2 'AJrt/zdvr/oc (also XakKevTEpoc). Jerome understood the epithet to indicate

his unwearied industry, Photius the irrefragable strength of his arguments.

See Redepenning, I. 430.

3 So Moller (I. c. 92) and others. But it is only an inference from Origen's

view. There is no record as far as I know of his baptism.

* Af6)i>/f5;7f, Eus. VI. 1. So Neander and Gieseler. Others spell the name
Leonidas (Redepenning and Moller).
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often, as he slept, revereutially kissed his breast as a temple of

the Holy Spirit. Under the persecution of Septimiiis Severus in

202, he wrote to his father in prison, beseeching him not to deny

Christ for the sake of his family, and strongly desired to give

himself up to the heathen authorities, but was prevented by his

mother, who hid his clothes. Leonides died a martyr, and, as

his property was confiscated, he left a helpless widow with seven

children. Origeu was for a time assisted by a wealthy matron,

and then supported himself by giving instruction in the Greek

language and literature, and by copying manuscripts.

In the year 203, though then only eighteen years of age, he

was nominated by the bishop Demetrius, afterwards his opponent,

president of the catechetical school of Alexandria, left vacant by

the flight of Clement. To fill this important office, he made

himself acquainted with the various heresies, especially the

Gnostic, and with the Grecian philosophy ; he was not even

ashamed to study under the heathen Ammonius Saccas, the

celebrated founder of Neo-Platonism. He learned also the

Hebrew language, and made journeys to Rome (211), Arabia,

Palestine (215), and Greece. In Rome he became slightly

acquainted with Hippolytus, the author of the Fhilosophumcna,

who was next to himself the most learned man of his age. Dol-

linger thinks it all but certain that he sided with Hippolytus in

his controversy with Zephyrinus and Callistus, for he shared (at

least in his earlier period) his rigoristic principles of discipline,

had a dislike for the proud and overbearing bishops in large

cities, and held a subordinatian view of the Trinity, but he was

far superior to his older contemporary in genius, depth, and

penetrating insight.^

When his labors and the number of his pupils increased he

gave the lower classes of the catechetical school into the charge

of his pupil Heraclas, and devoted himself wholly to the more

advanced students. He was successful in bringing many erai-

1 See DoUinger, Hippolytus and Callistus, p. 236 sqq. (Plummer's transla-

tion).
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iient heatheus and heretics to the Catholic church ; among them

a wealthy Gnostic, Ambrosius, who became his most liberal

{•atrou, furnishing him a costly library for his biblical studies,

seven stenographers, and a number of copyists (some of whom
were young Christian women), the former to note down his

dictations, the latter to engross them. His fame spread far and

wide over Egypt. Julia Mamm?ea, mother of the Emperor

Alexander Severus, brought him to Antioch in 218, to learn

from him the doctrines of Christianity. An Arabian prince

honored him with a visit for the same purpose.

His mode of life during the whole period was strictly ascetic.

He made it a matter of principle to renounce every earthly

thing not indispensably necessary. He refused the gifts of his

pupils, and in literal obedience to the Saviour's injunction he

had but one coat, no shoes, and took uo thought of the morrow.

He rarely ate flesh, never drank wine ; devoted the greater part

of the night to prayer and study, and slept on the bare floor.

Nay, in his youthful zeal for ascetic holiness, he even committed

the act of self-emasculation, partly to fulfil literally the mys-

terious words of Christ, in Matt. 19: 12, for the sake of the

kingdom of God, partly to secure himself against all temptation

and calumny which might arise from his intercourse with many

female catechumens.^ By this inconsiderate and misdirected

heroism, whicli he himself repented in his riper years, he in-

capacitated himself, according to the canons of the church, for

the clerical office. Nevertheless, a long time afterwards, in 228,

he was ordained presbyter by two friendly bishops, Alexander

of Jerusalem, and Theoctistus of Caesarea in Palestine, who had,

even before this, on a former visit of his, invited him while a

layman, to teach publicly in their churches, and to expound the

Scriptures to their people.

1 This fact rests on the testimony of Eusebius (vi. 8), who was very well in-

formed respecting Origen ; and it has been defended by Engelhardt, Redepen-

ning, and Neander, against the unfounded doubts of Baur and Schnitzer. The

comments of Origen on the passage in Matthew ppeak for rather than against

the fact. See also Molier (p. 93).
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But this foreign ordinatiou itself, and the growing reputation

of Origen among heathens and Christians, stirred the jealousy

of the bishop Demetrius of Alexandria, who charged him be-

sides, and that not wholly without foundation, with corrupting

Christianity by foreign speculations. This bishop held two

councils, A. D. 231 and -32, against the great theologian, and

enacted, that he, for his false doctrine, his self-mutilation, and

his violation of the church laws, be deposed from his offices of

presbyter and catechist, and excommunicated. This unrighteous

sentence, in which envy, hierarchical arrogance, and zeal for

orthodoxy joined, was communicated, as the custom was, to

other churches. The Roman church, always ready to anathe-

matize, concurred without further investigation ; Avhile the

churches of Palestine, Arabia, Phoenicia, and Acliaia, which

were better informed, decidedly disapproved it.

In this controversy Origen showed a genuine Christian meek-

ness. " We must pity them," said he of his enemies, " rather

than hate them
;
pray for them, rather than curse them ; for

we are made for blessing, and not for cursing." He betook

himself to his friend, the bishop of Casarea in Palestine,

prosecuted his studies there, opened a new philosophical and

theological school, which soon outshone that of Alexandria, and

labored for the spread of the kingdom of God. The persecution

under Maximinus Thrax (235) drove him for a time to Cappa-

docia. Thence he went to Greece, and then back to Palestine.

He was called into consultation in various ecclesiastical disputes,

and had an extensive correspondence, in which were included

even the emperor Philip the Arabian, and his wife. Though

thrust out as a heretic from his home, he reclaimed the erring

in foreign lands to the faith of the church. At an Arabian

council, for example, he convinced the bishop Beryllus of his

christological error, and persuaded him to retract (a, d. 244).

At last he received an honorable invitation to return to

Alexandria, where, meantime, his pupil Dionysius had become

bishop. But in the Decian persecution he was cast into prison,

cruelly tortured, and condemned to the stake ; and though he
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regained his liberty by the death of the emperor, yet he died

some time after, at the age of sixty-uine, iu the year 253 or 254,

at Tyre, probably in consequence of that violence. He belongs,

therefore, at least among the confessors, if not among the

martyrs. He was buried at Tyre.

It is impossible to deny a respectful sympathy, veneration

and gratitude to this extraordinary man, who, with all his

brilliant talents and a host of enthusiastic friends and admirers,

was driven from his country, stripped of his sacred office,

excommunicated from a part of the church, then thrown into a

dungeon, loaded with chains, racked by torture, doomed to drag

his aged frame and dislocated limbs in pain and poverty, and

long after his death to have his memory branded, his name

anathematized, and his salvation denied ;
^ but who nevertheless

did more than all his enemies combined to advance the cause

of sacred learning, to refute and convert heathens and heretics,

and to make the church respected iu the eyes of the world.

II. His Theology. Origen was the greatest scholar of his

age, and the most gifted, most industrious, and most cultivated

of all the ante-Nicene fathers. Even heathens and heretics ad-

mired or feared his brilliant talent and vast learnins:. His

knowledge embraced all departments of the philology, philoso-

phy, and theology of his day. With this he united profound

and fertile thought, keen penetration, and glowing imagination.

As a true divine, he consecrated all his studies by prayer, and

turned them, according to his best convictions, to the service of

truth and piety.

He may be called in many respects the Schleiermacher of the

Greek church. He was a guide from the heathen philosophy

and the heretical Gnosis to the Christian faith. He exerted an

' Stephen Rinct, a Jesuit, wrote a little book, De salute Origenis, Par. 1629,

in which tlie leading writers on the subject debate the question of the salvation

of Origen, and Baronius proposes a descent to the infernal regions to ascertain

the truth; at last the final revision of the heresy-trial is wisely left with the

pecret counsel of God See an account of this book by Bayle, Diction sub

<'Origene," Tom. III. 5-11, note D.
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immeasm'able influence in stimulating the development of the

catholic theology and forming the great Nicene fathers, Atha-

nasius, Basil, the two Gregories, Hilary, and Ambrose, who
consequently, in spite of all his deviations, set great value on

his services. But his best disciples proved unfaithful to many
of his most peculiar views, and adhered far more to the reignino-

faith of the church. For—and in this too he is like Schleierma-

clier—he can by no means be called orthodox, either in the

Catholic or in the Protestant sense. His leaning to idealism

his predilection for Plato, and his noble effort to reconcile

Christianity with reason, and to commend it even to educated

heathens and Gnostics, led him into many grand and fascinating

errors. Among these are his extremely ascetic and almost doce-

tistic conception of corporeity, his denial of a material resiuTcc-

tion, his doctrine of the pre-existence and the pre-temporal fall

of souls (including the pre-existence of the human soul of Christ),

of eternal creation, of the extension of the work of redemption

to the inhabitants of the stars and to all rational creatures, and

of the final restoration of all men and fallen angels. Also

in regard to the dogma of the divinity of Christ, though he

powerfully supported it, and was the first to teach expressly the

eternal generation of the Son, yet he may be almost as justly

considered a forerunner of the Arian heteroousion, or at least of

the semi-Arian homoiousion, as of the Athanasian homoousion.

These and similar views provoked more or less contradiction

during his lifetime, and were afterwards, at a local council iji

Constantinople in 543, even solemnly condemned as heretical/

But such a man might in such an age hold erroneous opinions

without being a heretic. For Origen propounded his views

always with modesty and from sincere conviction of their agree-

ment with Scripture, and that in a time when the church doc-

trine was as yet very indefinite in many points. For this reason

1 Not at the fifth ecumenical council of 553, as ha? been often, through con-

fusion, asserted. See Hefele, Conciliengesch. vol. IT. 790 sqq. and 859 sqq.

Moller, however, in Herzog^ xi. 113, again defends the other view of Noris

and Ballerini. See the 15 anathematisms in Mansi, Cone. ix. 534.
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even learned Roman divines, such as Tillemont and Moh-

ler, have shown Origen the greatest respect and leniency ; a fact

the more to be commended, since the Roman church has refused

him, as well as Clement of Alexandria and Tertulliau, a place

among the saints and the fathers in the stricter sense.

Origen's greatest service was in exegesis. He is father of the

critical investigation of Scripture, and his commentaries are still

useful to scholars for their suggest!veness. Gregory Thau-

niaturgus says, he had " received from God the greatest gift, to

be an interpreter of the word of God to men." For that age

this judgment is perfectly just. Origen remained the exegetical

oracle until Chrysostom far surpassed him, not indeed in origi-

nality and vigor of mind and extent of learning, but in sound,

sober tact, in simple, natural analysis, and in practical applica-

tion of the text. His great defect is the neglect of the gramma-

tical and historical sense and his constant desire to find a hidden

mystic meaning. He even goes further in this direction than

the Gnostics, who everywhere saw transcendental, unfathomable

mysteries. His hermeneutical principle assumes a threefold

sense—somatic, psychic, and pneumatic ; or literal, moral, and

spiritual. His allegorical interpretation is ingenious, but often

runs far away from the text and degenerates into the merest

caprice; while at times it gives way to the opposite extreme of a

carnal literalism, by which he justifies his ascetic extravagance.^

Origen is one of the most important witnesses of the ante-

Nicene text of the Greek Testament, which is older than

the received text. He compared different MSS. and noted

textual variations, but did not attempt a recension or lay down

any principles of textual criticism. The value of his testimony

is due to his rare opportunities and life-long study of the Bible

before the time when the traditional Syrian and Byzantine text

was formed.

1 His exegetical method and merits are fully discussed by Huetius, and by

Redepenning (I. 296-324), also by Diestel, Gesch. des A. T. in der christl.

Kirche, 1869, p. 36 sq. and 53 sq.
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§ 188. Tlie Works of Origen.

Origen was an uncommonly prolific author, but by no means

an idle bookmaker. Jerome says, he wrote more than other

men can read. Epiphanius, an opponent, states the number of

his works as six thousand, which is perhaps not much beyond

the mark, if we include all his short tracts, homilies, and letters,

and count them as separate volumes. Many of them arose

without his cooperation, and sometimes against his will, from

the writing down of his oral lectures by others. Of his books

which remain, some have come down to us only in Latin trans-

lations, and with many alterations in favor of the later ortho-

doxy. They extend to all branches of the theology of that day.

1. His biblical works were the most numerous, and may be

divided into critical, exegetical, and hortatory.

Among the critical were the Hexapla^ (the Sixfold Bible) and

the shorter Tetrapla (the Fourfold), on which he spent eight-

and-tweuty years of the most unwearied labor. The Hexapla

was the first polyglott Bible, but covered only the Old Testa-

ment, and was designed not for the critical restoration of the

original text, but merely for the improvement of the received

Septuagint, and the defense of it against tlie charge of inac-

curacy. It contained, in six columns, the original text in two

forms, in Hebrew and in Greek characters, and the four Greek

versions of the Septuagint, of Aquila, of Symmachus, and of

Theodotion. To these he added, in several books, two or three

other anonymous Greek versions.^ The order was determined

^ Ta e^a-la, also in the singular form to E^a-7.ovv, Hexaplam (in later

write-s). Corap. Fritzsche in Herzog''^ I. 285.

2 Called Quinta [e'), Sexta (5'), and Septima (C)- This would make nine

columns in all, but the name Enneapla never occurs. Octapla and Heptapla

are used occasionally, but very seldom. The following passage from Habakkuk

2: 4 (quoted Rom. 1 -. 17) is found complete in all the cohimns:

To
''Edpai.KOV.
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by the degree of literalness. The Tetrapla ^ contained only the

four versions of Aqiiila, Symmachus, the Septuagint, and

Theodotion. The departures from the standard he marked

with the critical signs asterisk (
*

) for alterations and addi-

tions, and obclos ( C/3 ) for proposed omissions. He also added

marginal notes, e. g., exj^lanations of Hebrew names. The

voluminous work was placed in the library at Caesarea, was still

much used in the time of Jerome (who saw it there), but doubt-

less never transcribed, except in certain portions, most frequently

the Septuagint columns (which were copied, for instance, by

Pamphilus and Eusebius, and regarded as the standard text),

and was probably destroyed by the Saracens in 653. We pos-

sess, therefore, only some fragments of it, which M'ere collected

and edited by the learned Benedictine Montfaucon (1714), and

more recently by an equally learned Anglican scholar. Dr.

Field (1875).'

His commentaries covered almost all the books of the Old

and New Testaments, and contained a vast wealth of original

and profound suggestions, with the most arbitrary allegorical

and mystical fancies. They were of three kinds : (a) Short notes

on single difficult passages for beginnei's;^ all these are lost,

except what has been gathered from the citations of the fathers

(by Delarue under the title "Ex/oj-a/, Selecta). (b) Extended

expositions of whole books, for higher scientific study;* of,

these we have a number of important fragments in the original,

and in the translation of Rufinus. In the Commentary on

• TO, T£TpaTr?.a, or rerpa'^rlovv, or to rerpaaDu^ov, Tetrapla, Tctraplum.

^ Bernardus de Montfaucon : Hexaplorum Origeyiis quce snipersunt. Pari:*

1713 and 1714, 2 vols. fol. He added a Latin version to the Hebrew and

Greek texts. C. F. Bahrdt issued an abridged edition, Leipz. 1769 and '70,

in 2 vols. Fridericus Field : Origenis Hexaplorum qiuc supersimt. Oxon.

1875. This is a thorough revision of Montfaucon's edition with vahiable

additions, inchiding the Syro-Hexapla, or Syriac translation of the Hexaplar

recension of the Septuagint made in 617. See a good article on the Hexapla

by Dr. Charles Taylor in Smith and Wace III. 14-23, and especially the Pro-

legomena of Field. See also Fritzsche in Herzog^ K 285-208.

' "ZriHti^aeiQ, cx^'^iO'i scholia.

* 16(101, volumina, also commentarii.
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John the Gnostic exegeses of Heracleon is much used, (c) Hor-

tatory or practical applicatious of Scripture for the congregation

or Homilies.^ They were delivered extemporaneously, mostly

in Csesarea and in the latter part of his life, and taken down by

stenographers. They are important also to the history of pul-

pit ortrtory. But we have them only in part, as translated by

Jerome and Rufiuus, with many unscrupulous retrenchments

and additions, which perplex and are apt to hiislead in-

vestigators.

2. Apologetic and polemic works. The refutation of

Celsus's attack upon Christianity, in eight books, written in the

last years of his life, about 248, is preserved complete in the

original, and is one of the ripest and most valuable productions

of Origeu, and of the whole ancient apologetic literature.^ And

yet he did not know who this Celsus was, whether he lived in

the reign of Nero or that of Hadrian, while modern scholars

assign him to the period A. d. 150 to 178. His numerous

polemic writings against heretics are all gone.

3. Of his dogmatic writings we have, though only in the

inaccurate Latin translation of Rufiuus, his juvenile production,

De Principus, i. e. on the fundamental doctrines of the Chris-

tian faith, in four books.^ It was written in Alexandria, and

became the chief source of objections to his theology. It was

the first attempt at a complete system of dogmatics, but full

of his peculiar Platonizing and Gnosticizing errors, some of

^ 'Qiii7d(u.

^ Corup. I 32, p. 89 sqq. A special ed. by W. Sehvyn : Origenis Contra

Celsum libri I~IV. Lond. 1877. English version by Crombie, 1868. The

work of Celsus restored from Origen by Keim, Celsus^ Wahres Wort, Zurich

1873.

' Uepl apx<ov. The version of Kufinus with some fragments of a more exact

rival version in Delarue I. 42-195. A special ed. by Redepenning, Origen^

de Princip., Lips. 1836. Comp. also K. F. Schnitzer, Orig. iiber die Grundlehr-

en des Christentkuma, ein WiederhersteUungsversuch, Stuttgart 1836. Kufinus

himself confesses that he altered or omitted several pages, pretending that it

had been more corrupted by heretics than any other work of Origen. Tille-

mont well remarks that Rufinus might have spared himself the trouble of

alteration, as we care much less about his views than those of the original.
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which he retracted in his riper years. In this work Origen

treats in four books, first, of God, of Christ, and of the Holy

Spirit; in the second book, of creation and tlie incarnation, the

resurrection and the judgment; in the third, of freedom, which

he very strongly sets forth and defends again.st the Gnostics ; in

the fourth, of the Holy Scriptures, their inspiration and authority,

and the interpretation of them ; concluding with a recapitulation

of the doctrine of the trinity. His Stromata, in imitation of the

work of the same name by Clemens Alex., seeems to have been

doctrinal and exegetical, and is lost with the exception of two or

three fragments quoted in Latin by Jerome. His work on the

Resurrection is likewise lost.

4. Among his practical works may be mentioned a treatise on

prayer, with an exposition of the Lord's Prayer,^ and an exhorta-

tion to martyrdom,^ written during the persecution of Maximin

(235-238), and addres.sed to his friend and patron Ambrosius.

5. Of his letters, of which Eusebius collected over eight hun-

dred, we have, besides a fe^y fragments, only an answer to Ju-

lius Africanus on the authenticity of the history of Susanna.

Among; the works of Orig-en is also usually iuserted the Plti-

loGalla, or a collection, in twenty-seven chapters, of extracts from

his writings on various exegetical questions, made by Gregory

^Nazianzeu and Basil the Great.^

§ 189. Gregory Thcmmaturgus.

I. S. Gregorii cpiscopi Neocoesariensis Opera omnia, ed. G. VossiUS,

Mag. 1604; better ed. by Fronto Ductus, Par. 1622, fol. ; in

1 Tlfpi d>xm, -De Oratione. Delanie, 1. 195-272. Separate ed. Oxf. 1635,

witli a Latin version. Origen omits (as do Tertullian and Cyprian) the dox-

ology of the Lord's Prayer, not finding it in his MSS. This is one of the

strongest negative proofs of its being a later interpolation from liturgical

usage.

2 E!f /inprvpinv TrpnTpEnriKOQ TiSynq, or Hepl jiaprvpiov. De Martyrio. First

published by Wetstein, Basel, 1574; in Delarue, I. 273-310, with Latin version

and notes.

3 First ptiblished in Latin by Genebrardns, Paris 1574, and in Greek and

Latin by Delarue, who, however, omits those extracts, which are elsewhere

given in their appropriate places.
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Gallandi, "Bibl. Vet. Patrum " (17G6-77), Tom. III., p. 385-470;

and in Micjne, "Patrol. Gr." Tom. X. (1857), 983-1343. Comp. also a

Syriac version of Gregory's naTo, fiepoc tvihtlq in B. de Lagaede's
Analecta Syriaca, Leipz. 1858, pp. 31-67.

II. GeeGOKY of NySSA : B/of koX iyKij/Mov p7/\}ev e'lg tov ayiov Tprtydptov

Tov Qaviiarovpyov. In the works of Gregory of Nyssa, (Migne, vol.

46). A eulogy full of incredible miracles, which the author heard

from his grandmother.

English translation by S. D. F. Salmond, in Clark's "Ante-Nicene

Library," vol. xx. (1871), p. 1-156.

C. P. CASPARi : Alte und neue Qucllen zuf Gesch. des Taufsymhoh und der

Glaubensregel. Christiania, 1879, p. 1-160.

Victor Ryssel : Gregorius Tliaumaturgus. Sein Lehen iind seine

Schriften. Leipzig, 1880 (160 pp.). On other biographical essays

of G., see Ryssel, pp. 59 sqq. Contains a translation of two hitherto

unknown Syriac writings of Gregory.

W. MoLLEE in Herzog'^, V. 404 sq. H. R. Reynolds in Smith & Wace,
II. 730-737.

Most of the Greek fathers of the third and fourth centuries

stood more or less under the influence of the spirit and the

works of Origen, without adopting all his peculiar speculative

views. The most distinguislied among his disciples are Gregory

Thaumaturgus, Dionysius of Alexandria, surnamed the Great,

Heraclas, Hieracas, Pamphilus ; in a wider sense also Eusebius,

Gregory of Nyssa and other eminent divines of the Nicene age^

Gregory, surnamed Thaumaturgus, " the wonder-worker,"

was converted from heathenism in his youth by Origen at

Csesarea, in Palestine, spent eight years in his society, and then,

after a season of contemplative retreat, labored as bishop of Neo-

Csesarea in Pontus from 244 to 270 with extraordinary success.

He could thank God on his death-bed, that he had left to his suc-

cessor no more unbelievers in his diocese than he had found Chris-

tians in it at his accession ; and those were only seventeen. He
must have had great missionary zeal and executive ability. He
attended the Synod of Antioch in 265, which condemned Paul of

Samasota.

Later story represents him as a " second Moses," and attributed

extraordinary miracles to him. But these are not mentioned till

a century after his time, by Gregory of Nyssa and Basil, who
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made him also a champion of the Xicene orthodoxy before the

Council of Nicsea. Eusebius knows notliing of them, nor of his

trinitarian creed, which is said to have been communicated to

him by a special revelation in a vision.^ This creed is almost

too orthodox for an admiring pupil of Origen, and seems to

presuppose the Arian controversy (especially the conclusion). It

has probably been enlarged. Another and fuller creed ascribed

to him, is the work of the younger Apollinaris at the end of

the fourth century.^

Among his genuine writings is a glowing eulogy on his 'be-

loved teacher Origen, which ranks as a masterpiece of later

Grecian eloquence.'^ Also a simple paraphrase of the book of

Ecclesiastes.* To these must be added two books recently

publislicd in a Syriac translation, one on the co-equality of the

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and the other on the impassibility

and the passibility of God.

NOTES.

I. The Declaration of Faith [in'&Ecyi? niareu^ Kara aKOKaTivrpiv) is said

to have been revealed to Gregory in a night vision by St. John, at the

request of the Virgin Mary, and the autograph of it was, at the time of

Gregory of Nyssa (as he says), in possession of the church of Neocoesarea.

It is certainly a very remarkable document and the most explicit state-

ment of the doctrine of the Trinity from the ante-Nicene age. Caspar!

(in his Alte und neue Quellen, etc., 1879, pp. 25-64), after an elaborate

discussion, comes to the conclusion that the creed contains nothing in-

consistent with a pupil of Origen, and that it was written by Gregory in

opposition to Sabellianism and Paul of Samosata, and with reference to

' Tlie " E«i9f(Tif TfjQ TviaTiuc /card a7TnKd?iViptv is rejected ns spurious by Gieseler

and Baur, defended by Hahn, Caspari, and Ryssel. It i*? ^\ven in Mansi, Cone. I.,

1030, in Hahn, Bibl. cler Symbole deralten Kirche, second ed. p. 183, and by Cas-

pari, p 10-17, in Greek and in two Latin versions with notes.

2 The Kara ^lepog iriariq [i. e. the faith set forth piece for piece, or in detail,

not in part only) was first published in the Greek original by Angelo Mai,

Srriptorum Vet. Nova Collectio, Vll. 170-176. A Syriac translation in the

Analeda Syrinca, ed. by P. de Lagarde, pp. 31-42. See Caspari, /. c. pp.

65-116, who conclusively proves the Apollinarian origin of the document. A
third trinitarian confession from Gregory <^ia}.£^ir^ rrpbg AlXLavov, is lost.

^ Best separate edition by Bengel, Stuttgart, 1722. It is also published in

the 4th vol. of Delarue's ed. of Origen, and in Migne, Patr. Or. X. col. 1049-

1104. English version in Ante-Xic. Lib., XX., 36-80.

* In Migne, Tom X. col. 987-101 R.
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the controversy between Dionysius of Alexandria and Dionysius of Rome
on the Trinity, between A. D. 260 and 270. But I thint it more probable

that it has undergone some enlargement at the close by a later hand.

This is substantially also the view of Neander, and of Dorner {Entwick-

lungsgesch. der L. v. d. Pers. Christi, I. f35-737). The creed is at all

events a very remarkable production and a Greek anticipation of the

Latin Quicunque which falsely goes under the name of the " Athanasian

Creed." We give the Greek with a translation. See Mansi, Cone. I.

1030 ; Migne, Patr. Gr. X. col. 983 ; Caspari, I. c. ; comp. the compara-

tive tables in Schaffs Creeds of Christendom, II. 40 and 41.

Gregory Thaumat. Declaration of Faith.

Elf eeof, Jlarfjp ?.6yov (^uvTog, There is one God, the Father of the

cocpiac v<l>£(jT6(jT}g km 6vva/i£ug Kal x°-- living Word, (who is his) subsisting

paKTf/pog aUlov, reAeiog Te'Adov yevvijTup, AVisdom and Power and eternal Im-

liarfjp Yioi) /lovoyevovg.

Elg Kvptor^ fiovoQ en ^ovov, GfOf ek.

Qeov, x"-po-'^'''VP '^clI e'lKcJv T7]q T^edr^Tog,

?i6yoc £vepy6c, GO(j)La Tfjg tuv o/lcw avoTO.-

ceug iTEpieKTiKi) Kal Svvafiic T/jr oItjq kt'i-

aeug noiijriKi/, Tlbg alrj'&ivoq aArj&Lvov

Uarpdc, aoparor aopdrov Kal CKpdapToq

atp&dprov Kal a&dvaTog a-^avdrov koX

didioz aidiov.

Kai £v Uvevfia "Aytov, ek Oeov

T7jv virap^iv Exov, Kal 6t Tlov iTE(p7]vog

[ilrj^.adr] roZf di-iJpwTroff), eIkuiv rov Tlov

TEliiov TE?.eia, !l,u>j, ^uyruv airia, iriiyv

dy'ta, dyidrric, dytaa/iov X"PV1'(><:' £" V

(bavEpovrai 0£o? 6 Hnrtip 6 ettI TvdvTwv

Kal Ev Ttdai, Kal Oeoc, 6 Tide 6 6id Tzdvruv

Tpidg TE?.£ca, So^ri Kal aididTT/ri Kal (iaai-

lEia lif) fiept^ofiEvrj firide anaXkoTpMV-

fiEvrj.

OiiTE OVli KT((T7dv Tl fj SovloV EV TT/

rptddi, ovTE knelaaKTOv, wc npd-Epov fxev

OVX VirdpXOV, VCTEpOV 6e £TTEtGE?.^6V

OVTE ovv kvehne itote Tiof Uarpi, ovre

Tty IlvEv/iia, d/lXd arpeTrrof kuI dvaTJ.oi-

cjrof 7j avTTj Tpcdg dec.

press (Image) : perfect Begetter of the

Perfect [Begotten], Father of the only

begotten Son.

There is one Lord, Only of Only,

God of God, the Image and Likeness

of the Godhead, the efficient Word,

Wisdom comprehensive of the system

of all things, and Power productive of

the whole creation ; true Son of the

true Father, Invisible of Invisible, and

Incorruptible of Incorruptible, and Im-

mortal of Immortal, and Eternal of

Eternal.

And there is one Holy Ghost, having

his existence from God, and being ma-

nifested (namely, to mankind) by the

Son ; the perfect Likeness of the per-

fect Son : Life, the Cause of the living

;

sacred Fount ; Holiness, the Bestower

of sanctification ; in whom is revealed

God the Father, who is over all things

and in all things, and God the Son,

who is through all things: a perfect

Trinity, in giory and eternity and do-

minion, neither divided nor alien.

There is therefore nothing created or

subservient in the Trinity, nor super-

induced, as though not before existing,

but introduced afterward. Nor has

the Son ever been wanting to the

Father, nor the Spirit to the Son, but

there is unvarying and unchangeable

the same Trinity forever.
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II. The Miracles ascribed to Gregory Tliaumaturgus in the fourth

century, one hundred years after his death, by the enlightened and

philosophic Gregory of Nyssa, and defended in the nineteenth century

by Cardinal Newman of England as credible {Two Essays on Bill, and

Eccles. Miracles. Lond. 3d ed., 1873, p. 261-270), are stupendous and sur-

pass all that are recorded of the Apostles in the New Testament.

Gregory not only expelled demons, healed the sick, banished idols

from a heathen temple, but he moved large stones by a mere word, al-

tered the course of the Armenian river Lycus, and, like Moses of old,

even dried up a lake. The last performance is thus related by St. Gre-

gory of Nyssa : Two young brothers claimed as their patrimony the pos-

session of a lake. (The name and location are not given.) Instead of

dividing it between them, they referred the dispute to the Wonderworker,

who exhorted them to be reconciled to one another. The young men
however, became exasperated, and resolved upon a murderous duel,

when the man of God, remaining on the banks of the lake, by the power
of prayer, transformed the whole lake into dry laud, and thus settled the

conflict.

Deducting all these marvellous features, which the magnifying dis-

tance of one century after the death of the saint created, there remains

the commanding figure of a great and good man who made a most pow-
erful impression upon his and the subsequent generations.

§ 190. Dionysius the Great.

(I.) S. DiOXYSll Episcopi Alexandrini qticE supersimt Operum et Episto-

larum fragmenta, in Migxe's "Patrol. Gr." Tom. X. col. 1237-1344,

and Addenda, col. 1575-1602. Older collections of the fragments by
Simon de Magistris, Eom. 1796, and Routh, Eel. Sacr., vol. IV.

393-454. Add Pitra, Spicil. Solesm. I. 15 sqq.—English translation

by Salmond in Clark's "Ante-Niccne Library," vol. xx. (1871),

p. 161-266.

(II.) EusEBius : H. E. III. 28 ; VI. 41,45, 46 ; VII. 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 22, 24,

26, 27, 28. Athanasius : Be Sent. Dianys. Hieronym. : De Vir.

ill. 69.

(III.) Th. Forster: De Dodrina et Sententiis Dionysii Magni Episcopi

Alex. Berl. 1865. And in the " Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theol." 1871.

Dr. Dittricii (R. C): Dionysius der Grosse von Alexandrien.

Freib. i. Breisg. 1867 (130 pages). Weizsacker in Herzog^ III. 615
sq. Westcott in Smith and Wace I. 850 sqq.

Dionysius of Alexandria—so distinguished from the

contemporary Dionysius of Rome—surnamed " the Great," ^

1 First by Eusebius in the Proceem. toBk. VII: 6 fiiyag ' AXc^avSpinv

ETTiWwof Atovvatng. Alhanasius (De Setd. Dion. 6) calls him "teacher of the

Catholic church " (r^f KadoTi. kuKkijaLag diddoKaXog).
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was born about A. d. 190, ^ of Gentile parents, and brought u])

to a secular profession with bright prospects of wealth and re-

nown, but he examined the claims of Christianity and was won

to the faith by Origen, to whom he ever remained faithful. He
disputes with Gregory Thaumaturgus the honor of being the

chief disciple of that great teacher; but while Gregory was

supposed to have anticipated the Nicene dogma of the trinity,

the orthodoxy of Dionysius was disputed. He became Origen's

assistant in the Catechetical School (233), and after the death of

Heraclas bishop of Alexandria (248). During the violent per-

secution under Decius (249-251) he fled, and thus exposed him-

self, like Cyprian, to the suspicion of cowardice. In the per-

secution under Valerian (247), he was brought before the prcefect

and banished, but he continued to direct his church from exile.

Oji the accession of Gallieuus he was allowed to return (260).

He died in the year 265.

His last years were disturbed by war, famine and pestilence,

of which he gives a lively account in the Easter encyclical of

the year 263.^^ " The present time," he writes, " does not

appear a fit season for a festival . . . All things are filled with

tears, all are mourning, and on account of the multitudes

already dead and still dying, groans are daily heard throughout

the city . . . There is not a house in which there is not one

dead . . . After this, war and famine succeeded which we en-

dured with the heathen, but we bore alone those miseries with

which they afflicted us . . . But we rejoiced in the peace of

Christ which he gave to us alone . . . Most of our brethren by

their exceeding great lov.e and aifection not sparing themselves

and adhering to one another, were constantly superintending th-

sick, ministering to their wants without fear and cessation, and

healing them in Christ." The heathen, on the contrary, re-

pelled the sick or cast them half-dead into the street. The same

self-denying charity in contrast with heathen selfishness raani-

1 When inviterl in 265 to attend the Synod of Antioch, he declined on ac-

count of the infirmities of old age. Eus. VII. 27.

* Preserved by Eu^ebius VII. 22.

Vol. II. 51.
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fested itself at Carthage during the raging of a pestilence, under

the persecuting reign of Gallus (252), as we learn from Cyprian.

Dionysius took an active part in the christological, chiliastic,

and disciplinary controversies of his time, and showed in them

moderation, an amiable spirit of concession, and practical

churchly tact, but also a want of independence and consistency.

He opposed Sabellianism, and ran to the brink of tritlicism, but

in his correspondence with the more firm and orthodox Diony-

sius of Rome he modified his view, and Athanasius vindicated

his orthodoxy against the charge of having sowed the seeds of

Arianism. He wished to adhere to Origen's christology, but

the church pressed towards the Nicene formula. There is noth-

ing, however, in the narrative of Athanasius which implies a

recognition of Roman supremacy. His last christological

utterance was a letter concerning the heresy of Paul of Sanio-

sata ; he was prevented from attending the Synod of Antioch in

264, which condemned and deposed Paul. He rejected, with

Origen, the chiliastic notions, and induced Nepos and his

adherents to abandon them, but he denied the apostolic origin

of the Apocalypse and ascribed it to the " Presbyter John," of

doubtful existence. He held mild vie^vs on discipline and

urged the Novatians to deal gently with the lapsed and to pre-

serve the peace of the church. He also counselled moderation

in tlie controversy between Stephen and Cyprian on the validity

of heretical baptism, though he sided with the more liberal

Roman theory.

Dionysius wrote man;'^ letters and treatises on exegetic, pole-

mic, and ascetic topics, I at only short fragments remain, mostly

in Eusebius. The chief books were Commentaries on Eccksias-

tes, and Luke ; Against SabeUius (christological) ; On Nature

(philosophical); On the Promises (against Chiliasra): On Mar-

tyrdom. He compared the style of the fourth Gospel and of

the Apocalypse to deny the identity of authorship, but he saw

only the difference and not the underlying unity. ^ "All the

' In Euseb. YII. 25. Dionysius concludes the comparison with praising
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fragments of Dlonysius," says Westcott, " repay careful perusal.

Tliey are uniformly inspired by the sympathy and large-heart-

edness which he showed in practice."

Dionysius is commemorated in the Greek church on October

3, in the Roman on November 17.

§ 191. Julius Africanus.

(I.) The fragments in Routh: Eel. Sacr. 11. 221-509. Also in Gal-
LANDi, Tom. XL, and Migne, "Patr. Gr.," Tom. X. col. 35-108.

(II.) EejSEBius: Jy. E. VI. 31. Jerome: Be Vlr. ill. 63. Socrates:
//. U..II. 35. Photius : Bibl. 34.

(III.) Fabricius: "Blbl. Gr." IV. 240 (ed. Harles). G. Salmo^ in

Smith and Wace I. 53-57. Ad. Harnack in Herzog'^ VII. 296-

298. Also Pauly's " Eeal-Encykl." IV. 501 sq. ; Nicolai's " Griech.

Lit. Gesch." II. 584 ; and Smith's " Diet, of Gr. and Eom. Biogr."

I. 56 sq.

Julius Africanus,' the first Christian chronographer and

universal historian, an older friend of Origen, lived in the first

half of the second century at Emmaus (Nicopolis), in Palestine,^

made journeys to Alexandria, where he heard the lectures of

Heraclas, to Edcssa, Armenia and Phrygia, and was sent on an

embassy to Rome in behalf of the rebuilding of Emmaus which

had been ruined (221). He died about A. D. 240 in old age.

He was not an ecclesiastic, as far as we know, but a philosopher

who pursued his favorite studies after his conversion and made

the pure Greek of the Gospel and contrasting with it "the barbarous idioms

and solecisms" of the Apocalypse; yet the style of the Gospel is thoroughly

Hebrew in the inspiring soul and mode of construction. He admits, however,

that the author of tlie Apocalypse "saw a revelation and received knowledge

and pro|ihi'ey," and disclaims tiie intention of depreciating the book ; only he

cannot conceive that it is the product of the same pen as the fourth Gospel.

He anticipated the theory of the Schleiermacher school of critics who defend

the Johannean origin of the Gospel and surrender the Apocalypse; while the

Tubingen critics and Renan reverse the case. See on this subject vol. I.

716 sq.

1 Suidas calls him Sextm^ Africanus. Ensebius calls him simply ' A<ppii^av6c.

'' Not the Emmaus known from Luke 24 : 16, which was only sixty stadia

from Jerusalem, but another Emmaus, 176 stadia (22 Roman miles) from

Jerusalem.
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them useful to tlie church. He may have been a presbyter, but

certainly not a bishop.^ He was the forerunner of Eusebius,

who in liis Chronicle has made copious use of his learned labor

and hardly gives him sufficient credit, although he calls his

chronography ''a most accurate and labored performance." He
was ac(piainted with Hebrew. Socrates classes him for learning

with Clement of Alexandria and Origeu.

His chief work is his chronography, in five books. It com-

menced with tlie creation (b. c. 5499) and came down to the

year 221, the fourth year of Elagabalus. It is the foundation

of the medieval historiography of the world and the church.

We have considerable fragments of it and can restore it in part

from the Chronicle of Eusebius. A satisfactory estimate of its

merits requires a fuller examination of the Byzantine and ori-

ental chronography of the church than has hitherto been made.

Earlier writers were concerned to prove the antiquity of the

Christian religion against the heathen charge of novelty by

tracing it back to Moses and the prophets who were older than

the Greek philosophers and poets. But Africanus made the first

attempt at a systematic chronicle of* sacred and profane liistory.

He used as a fixed point the accession of Cyrus, which he placed

Olymp. 55, 1, and then counting backwards in sacred history,

he computed 1237 years between the exodus and the end of the

seventy years' captivity or the first year of Cyrus. He followed

the Sejjtuagint chronology, placed the exodus A. M. 3707, and

counted 740 years between the exodus and Solomon. He fixed

the Lord's birth in A. m. 5500, and 10 years before our Diony-

sian era, but he allows only one year's public ministry and thus

puts the crucifixion A. M. 5531. He makes the 31 years of the

Saviour's life the complement of the 969 years of Methuselah.

He understood the 70 weeks of Daniel to be 490 lunar years,

which are equivalent to 475 Julian years. He treats the dark-

1 Two Syrian writers, Barsalibi and Ebcdjesu, from tlie end of the twelfth

century, call liirn bishop of Edessa; but earlier writers know nothing of this

title, and Origen addresses him as " brother.''
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ness at the cruciiixioD as miraculous, since an eclipse of the sun

could not have taken place at the full moon.

Another work of African us, called Cesti (Kscrzoc) or Varie-

gated Girdles, was a sort of universal scrap-book or miscellaneous

collection of information on geography, natural history, medi-

cine, agriculture, war, and other subjects of a secular character.

Only fragments remain. Some have unnecessarily denied his

authorship on account of the secular contents of the book, which

wa.^ dedicated to the Emperor Alexander Severus.

Eusebius mentions two smaller treatises of Africanus, a letter

to Origen, " in which he intimates his doubts on the histoiy of

Susanna, in Daniel, as if it were a spurious and fictitious compo-

sition," and "a letter to Aristides on the supposed discrepancy

between the genealogies of Christ in Matthew and Luke, in

which he most clearly establishes the consistency of the two

evang-elists, from an account whicJi had been handed down from

his ancestors."

The letter to Origen is still extant and takes a prominent

rank among the few specimens of higher criticism in the litera-

ture of the ancient church. He urges the internal improba-

bilities of the story of Susanna, its omission from the Hebrew

canon, the difference of style as compared with the canonical

Daniel, and a play on Greek words which shows that it was

originally written in Greek, not in Hebrew. Origen tried at

great length to refute these objections, and one of his arguments

is that it would be degrading to Christians to go begging to the

Jews for the unadulterated Scriptures.

The letter to Aristides on the genealogies solves the difficulty

by assuming that ISIatthew gives the natural, Luke the legal,

descent of our Lord. It exists in fragments, from which F.

Spitta has recently reconstructed it.^

^ Der Brief des Jvl. Africanus an Aristides kritiseh untersuchi und hergestelU.

Halle 1877.
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§ 192. Minor Divines of the Greek Church.

A number of divines of the third century, of great reputation

in their day, mostly of Egypt and of the school of Origen, de-

serve a brief mention, although only few fragments of their

works have survived the ravages of time.

I. Heraclas and his brother Plutarch (who afterwards died

a martyr) were the oldest distinguished converts and pupilg of

Oriofen, and older than their teacher. Heraclas had even before

him studied the New-Platonic philosophy under Aramonius

Saccas. He was appointed assistant of Origen, and afterwards his

successor in the Catechetical School. After the death of Deme-

trius, the jealous enemy of Origen, Heraclas was elected bishop

of Alexandria and continued in that high office sixteen years

(a. D. 233-248). We know nothing of his administration, nor

of his writings. He either did not adopt the s})cculative opin-

ions of Origen, or prudently concealed them, at least he did

nothing to recall his teacher from exile. He was succeeded by

Dionysius the Great. Eusebius says that he was "devoted to

the study of the Scriptures and a most learned man, not unac-

quainted with philosophy," but is silent about his conduct to

Origen during and after his trial for heresy.*

II. Among the successors of Heraclas and Dionysius in the

Catechetical School was Theogxostus, not mentioned by Euse-

bius, but by Athanasius and Photius. We have from him a

brief fragment on the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, and a

few extracts from his Hypotyposeis (Adumbrations).^

III. PiERius probably succeeded Theognostus, while Theouas

was bishop of Alexandria (d. 300), and seems to liave outlived

the Diocletian persecution. He was the teacher of Pamphilus,

and called "the younger Origen."^

• Hist. Ecd. VI. 15, 26. 35 ; Chron. ad ann. Abr. 2250, 2265.

•' In Routh, Reliqutce Sacrre III. 407-422. Cave puts Theognostns after

Pierins, about A. D. 21,8, but Routh corrects him (p. 408).

^ Euseb. VII. 32 towards the close; Ilieron. De Vir. ill. 76; rncf. in IIos.

;
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IV. Pamphilus, a great admirer of Origen, a presbj^er and

theological teacher at Csesarea in Palestine, and a martyr of the

persecution of Maximinus (309), was not an author himself, but

one of the most liberal and efficient promoters of Christian

learning. He did invaluable service to future generations by

founding a theological school and collecting a large library, from

which his pupil and friend Eusebius (hence called " Eusebius Pam-
pili "), Jerome, and many others, drew or increased their useful

information. Without that library the church history of Euse-

bius would be far less instructive than it is now. Pamphilus

transcribed with his own hand useful books, among others the

Septuagint from the Hexapla of Origen.^ He aided poor stu-

dents, and distributed the Scriptures. While in prison, he wrote

a defense of Origen, which was completed by Eusebius in six

books, but only the first remains in the Latin version of Pufinus,

whom Jerome charges with wilful alterations. It is addressed

to the confessors who were condemned to the mines of Palestine,

to assure them of the orthodoxy of Origen from his own writ-

ings, especially on the trinity and the person of Christ.^

V. Peter, pupil and successor of Theonas, was bishop of

Photius, Cod. 118, 119. Eusebius knew Pierius personally, and pays that he

was greatly celebrated for his voluntary poverty, his philosophical knowledge,

and his skill in expounding the Scriptures in public assemblies. Jerome calls

him " Oric/enes junior." He mentions a long treatise of his on the prophscies

of Hosea. Photius calls him HafuprAov rob fidprvpog v(p?p/7/T/}c. See Routh,

Bel. S. III. 425-431.

1*' Jerome says {De Vir. ilL 75) : ram-philus . . . tanto bibJiothecse divincR amore

flagravit, ut maximam partem Oriyenis voluminum sua manu descripserit, quae, usque

hodie in Ccesariensi biHiotheea hahentur. Sed et in duodecim propheta^ viginli

quinqtie e^riyf/aeuu Origenis volunma manu ejus exarata reperi, qucs tanlo amplec-

tor et servo gaudio, ut Croesi opes habere vie credam. Si enim lati/ia est, unam
epistolam habere martyris, quanta inagis tot miUia versuum quse mihi videiur sui san-

guinis signasse vestigiis.''

••'See Roulh's Bel. S. vol. III. 491-512, and vol. IV. 339-392; also in

Delarue's Opera Orig. vol. IV., and in the editions of Lommat-ch and Migne.

Eusebius wrote a separate work on the life and martyrdom of his friend and

the school which he founded, but it is lost. See H. E. VII. 32 ; comp. VI. 32;

VIII. 13, and especially De Mart. Pal. c. 11, where he gives an account of

his martyrdom and the twelve who suffered with him. The Acta Passionis S.

Pamph. in the Act SS. Bolland. Junii I. 64.
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Alexandria since a. d. 300, lived during the terrible times of the

Diocletian persecution, and was beheaded by order of Maxirai-

nus in 311. He held moderate views on the restoration of the

lapsed, and got involved in the Meletian schism which engaged

much of the attention of the Council of Nicsea. jNIeletius, bishop

of Lycopolis, taking advantage of Peter's flight from persecu-

tion, introduced himself into his diocese, and assumed the char-

acter of })rimate of Egypt, but was deposed by Peter in 306 for

insubordination. We have from Peter fifteen canons on disci-

pline, and a few homiletical fragments in which he rejects

Origen's views of the pre-existence and ante-mundane fall of the

soul as heathenish, and contrary to the Scripture account of

creation. This dissent would place him among the enemies of

Origen, but Eusebius makes no allusion to it, and praises him

for piety, knowledge of the Scriptures, and wise administration.^

VI. HiERACAS (Hierax), from Leontopolis in Egypt, towards

the end of the third century, belongs only in a wider sense to the

Alexandrian school, and perhaps had no connexion with it at all.

Epi])lianius reckons him among the iNIanichsean heretics. He
was, at all events, a pei-fectly original phenomenon, distinguished

for his varied learning, allegorical exegesis, poetical talent, and

still more for his eccentric asceticism. Nothing is left of the

works which he wrote in the Greek and Egyptian languages.

He is said to have denied the historical reality of the fall and the

resurrection of the body, and to have declared celibacy the only

sure way to salvation, or at least to the highest degree of blessed-

ness. His followers were called Hieracitce?

1/7. E. VIII. 13; IX. 6. The fragments in Routh, IV. 23-82. Peter

taught in a sermon on tlie soul, that soul and body were created together on

tlie same day, and that the tlieory of pre-existence is derived from "the Hel-

lenic philosophy, and is foreign to those who would lead a godly life in Christ"

(Routh, p. 49 sq.).

2 Our information about Hierax is almost wholly derived from Epiphanius,

H(tr. 67, who says that he lived during the Diocletian persecnti<m. Eusebius

knows nothing about him ; for the Egyptian bishop Hierax whom he mentions

in two places (VII. 21 and 30), was a contemporary of Dionysius of Alexan-

dria, to whom he wrote a paschal letter about 262.
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§ 193. Opponents of Origen. Ilethodius.

(I.) Mfi^odtov eTTiaKonov Kal /la/nvpog to. evpidKd/xeva Travra. In Gallandi's

" Vet. Patr. Bibliotli." Tom. III. ; in Migne's " Patrol. Gr." Tom.

XVIII. col. 9-408; and by A. Jahn {S. Methodli Opera, et S. Iletho-

dius Platonizans, Hal. 1865, 2 pts.). The first ed. was publ. by Com-

befis, 1644, and more completely in 1672. English translation in

Clark's " Ante-Nicene Libr.," vol. XIV. (Edinb. 1869.)

(II.) HiEROXYMUS : De Viris ill. 83, and in several of his Epp. and Com-

ment. Epiphanius: Ecer. 64. Socrates: H. E. VI. 31. Pho-

Tius : Bibl. 234-237.

Eusebius is silent about Method., perhaps because of his opposition to

Origen ; while Photius, perhaps for the same reason, pays more atten-

tion to him than to Origen, whose De Principiis he pronounces blas-

phemous, Bibl. 8. Gregory of Nyssa, Arethas, Leontius Byzantius,

Maximiis, the Martijrologium Eomanum (XIV. Kal. Got.) and the

Menologium Graecum (ad diem 20 Junii), make honorable mention

of him.

(III.) Leo Allatius : Diatribe de Methodiorum Scriptis, in his ed. of the

Convivium in 1656. Fabric. " Bibl. Gr.," ed. Harles, VII. 260 sqq.

W. MoLLER in Herzog^, IX. 724-726. (He discusses especially the

relation of Methodius to Origen.) G. Salmon in Smith and Wace,

III. 909-911.

Tlie opposition of Demetrius to Origen proceeded chiefly fruai

personal feeling, and had no theological significance. Yet it

made a pretext at least of zeal for orthodoxy, and in subsequent

opponents this motive took the principal place. This was the

case, so early as the third century, with Methodius, who may

be called a forerunner of Epiphanius in his orthodox war agaiust

Origen, but with this difference that he was much more

moderate, and that in other respects he seems to have been an

admirer of Plato whom he imitated in the dramatic dress of

composition, and of Origen whom he followed in his allegorical

method of interpretation. He occupied the position of Chris-

tian realism against the speculative idealism of the Alexandrian

teacher.

Methodius (also called Eubulius) was bishop first of Olym-

pus and then of Patara (both in the province of Lycia, Asia
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Minor, on the southern coast), and died a martyr in 311 or

earlier, in the Diocletian persecution/

His principal work is his Symposium or Banquet of Ten

Virgins.^ It is an eloquent but verbose and extravagant eulogy

on the advantages and blessings of voluntary virginity, which

he describes as "something supernaturally great, wonderful, and

glorious," and as " the best and noblest manner of life." It was

unknown before Christ (the a(r/t7:d()&£voz). At first men were

allowed to marry sisters, then came polygamy, the next progress

was monogamy, with continence, but the perfect state is celibacy

for the kingdom of Christ, according to his mysterious hint in

Matt. 19: 12, the recommendation of Paul, 1 Cor. 7 : 3,7, 34,

40, and the passage in Revelation 14 : 1-4, where " a hundred

and forty-four thousand virgins " are distinguished from the

innumerable multitude of other saints (7 : 9).

The literary form is interesting. The Ten Virgins are, of

course^ suggested by the parable in the gospel. The conception

of the Symposium and the dialogue are borrowed from Plato,

who celebrated the praises of Eros, as Methodius the praises of

virginity. Methodius begins with a brief dialogue between

Eubulios or Eubulion {i. e. himself) and the virgin Gregorion

who was present at a banquet of the ten virgins in the gardens

of Arete (/. e. personified virtue) and reports to him ten dis-

courses which these virgins successively delivered in praise of

' Jerome makes him bishop of Tyre (" Meth. Ohjmpi Lycice et postea Tyri

episcopus")
; but as all other authorities mention Patara as his second diocese,

"Tyre"' is probably the error of a transcriber for "Patara," or for ''Myra,"

which lies nearly midway between Olympus and Patara, and probably belonged

to the one or the other diocese before it became an independent see. It is not

likely that Tyre in Phoenicia shotdd have called a bishop from so great a dis-

tance. Jerome locates the martyrdom of Methodius at "Chalcis in Greece"

(in Euboea). But Sophronius, the Oreek translator, siibstitutes ''in the East''

for "in Clrcece." Perhaps (as Salmon suggests, p. 909) Jerome confounded

Metliodius of Patara with a Methodius whose name tradition has pre-erved as

a martyr at Clialci-i in the Decian persecution. This confusion is all the more

probable as he did not know the time of the martyrdom, and says thai some

assign it to the Diocletian persecution ("ad extremum 7iorissim(V persecutionis"),

others to tlie persecution "sub Decio et Valeriano.^'

* ^vn-6rnov Tuv 6iKa Trap-Di'vui', Symposium, or Convivium Decern Vtrjinum.
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chastity. At the end of the banquet the victorious Thecla,

chief of the virgins (St. Paul's apocryphal companion), standing

on the right hand of Arete, begins to sing a hymn of chastity to

which the virgins respond with the oft-repeated refrain,

" I kee]:) myself pure for Thee, O Bridegroom,

Aud holding a lighted torch, I go to meet Thee."i

Then follows a concluding dialogue between Eubulios and Gre-

gorion on the question, whether chastity ignorant of Iusl is

preferable to chastity which feels the power of passion and

overcomes it, in other w^ords, whether a wrestler who has no

opponents is better than a wrestler who has many and strong

antagonists and continually contends against them without being

W'Orsted. Both agree in giving the palm to the latter, and then

they betake themselves to " the care of the outward man," ex-

pecting to resume the delicate discussion on the next day.

The taste and morality of virgins discussing at great length

the merits of sexual purity are very questionable, at least from

the standpoint of modern civilization, but the enthusiastic

praise of chastity to the extent of total abstinence w^as in full

accord with the prevailing asceticism of the fathers, including

Origen, who freed himself from carnal temptation by an act of

violence against nature.

The w^ork On the Resurrection, likewise in the form of a

dialogue, and preserved in large extracts by Epiphanius and

Photius, was directed against Origen and his views on creation,

pre-existence, and the immateriality of the resurrection body.

The orthodox speakers (Eubulios and Auxentios) maintain that

the soul cannot sin without the body, that the body is not a

fetter of the soul, but its inseparable companion and an in-

strument for good as well as evil, and that the earth Avill not be

destroyed, but purified and transformed into a blessed abode for

the risen saints. In a book On Things CrcatecP he refutes

> dyvevu ant, /cat Tininrdc^ng (paeatfidpov^ Kparuvaa, Nvm^/c, v-avrdau coi.

* Ylepl Tuv yevTjTcJv, known to ns only from extracts in Phot ins, Cod. 235.

Salmon identifies this bools with tlie Xeno mentioned by Socrates, H. E. VI. 13,

as an attack npon Origen.
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Origen's view of the eternity of the world, who thought it neces-

sary to the conception of God as an Ahnighty Creator and Ruler,

and as the unchangeable Being.

The Dialogue On Free Will^ treats of the origin of matter,

and strongly resembles a work on that subject {~=-[n r>^c ^^^)

of which Eusebius gives an extract and which he ascribes to

jNIaximus, a writer from the close of the second century."

Other Avorks of Methodius, mentioned by Jerome, are:

Against Forphyry (10,000 line^^) ; Commentaries on Genesis and

Canticles; Fe Pythcnissa (on the witch of End or, against

Origen's view that Samuel was laid under the power of Satan

Avhen he evoked her by magical art). A Ilomily for Palm

Sunday, and a Homily on the Cross are also assigned to him.

' But there were several Methodii among the patristic writers.

§ 194. Fucian of Antioch.

(I.) LuciANi Fragmenta in Eouth, Bel. s. IV. 3-17.

(II.) EusEC. H. E. VIII. 13; IX. 6 (and Eufinus's Eus. IX. 6). Hier,
De Mr. ill. 11, and in other works. SocEAT. : H. E. II. 10. So-

ZOJI. : //. E. III. 5. Epiphan. : Ancoratus, c. 33. Theodor. : H. E.

I. 3. PHIL03TOEGIUS : H. E. II. 14, 15. Chrysostom's Horn, in

Lucian, (in Opera ed. Monlfaucon, T. II. 524 sq; Migne, "Patr. Gr."

I. 520 sq^.) EuiXAET : Acta Mart., p. 503 sq.

(III.) Acta Sanct. Jan. VII. 357 sq. Barox. Ann. ad ann. 311. Brief

notices in Tillemoxt, Cave, Fabricius, Neaxder, Gieseler,

IIefele [Conciliengesch. vol. I). Harnack: Luc. der Mart, in

IIerzog2 VIII. (1881), pp. 7G7-772. J. T. Stokes, in Smith & ]\ace,

III., 748 and 749.

On his textual labors see the critical Introductions to the Bible.

I. LuciAX Ayas an eminent presbyter of Antioch and martyr

of the Diocletian persecution, renewed by Maximin. Very

little is knosyn of him. He was transporled from Antioch to

Xicomedia, Avhere the emperor then resided, made a noble con-

^ Hfpi nvre^nvninv, Dt>. Ubero arbitrw. Freedom of the will is strongly em-

phasize'l by Justin Martyr, Origen, and all tlie Greek fithers.

' Prcep. Evvuj. VII. 22; comp. H. E Y.21; an.l Routh, E'l. S. II. 87.

Moller and Salmon suppose tliat Metliodius borrowed from Maxiuius, and

merely fuinislied the rhetorical introduction.
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fession of his faith before the judge and died under tlie tortures

in prison (311). HLs memory was celebrated in Antioch on the

7th of January. His piety was of the severely ascetic type.

His memory was obscured by the suspicion of unsoundness in

the faith. Eusebius twice mentions him and his glorious martyr-

dom, but is silent about his theological opinions. Alexander of

Alexandria, in an encyclical of 321, associates him with Paul

of Samosata and makes him responsible for the Arian heresy
;

he also says that he w'as excommunicated or kept aloof from the

church {d7r:><T'Jud)'a>Yo:; ia^cve) daring the episcopate of Doranus,

Timseus, and Cyrillus; intiuiating that his schismatic condition

ceased before his death. The charo-e brouii-ht aMinst him and

his followers is that he denied the eternity of the Logos, and the

human soul of Christ (the Logos taking the place of the rational

soul). Arius and the Arians speak of him as their teacher.

On the other hand Pseudo-Athanasius calls him a great and holy

martyr, and Chrysostom preached a eulogy on him Jan. 1, 387.

Barouius defends his orthodoxy, other Catholics deny it.^ Some

distinguished two Lucians, one orthodox, and one heretical ; but

this is a groundless hypothesis.

The contradictory reports are easily reconciled by the assump-

tion that Lucian was a critical scholar with some peculiar views

on the Trinity and Christology which were not in harmony with

the later Nicene orthodoxy, but that he wiped out all stains by

his heroic confession and martyrdom.^

II. The creed which goes by his name and was found after

his death, is quite orthodox as far as it goes, and was laid with

three similar creeds before the Synod of Antioch held A. D. 341,

with the intention of being substituted for the Creed of Nicsea.^

^ See Baron. Annal. ad ann. 311; De Broglie, L'eglise et I'empire, I. 375;

Newman, Arians of the Fourth Century, 414.

^ Hefele, Concilienyesch., vol. I., p. 258 sq. (2nd ed.), assumes to the same

effect that Liician first sympathized with his countryman, Paul of Samosata, in

his humanitarian Christology, and hence was excommunicated for awhile, but

afterwards renounced this heresj', was restored, and acquired great fame by his

improvement of the text of the Septuagint and by his martyrdom.

^ This Synod is recognized as legitimate and orthodox, and its twenty-five
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It resembles the creed of Gregorius Thaumaturgus, is strictly

trinitariau and acknowledges Jesus Christ " as the Son of God,

the only begotten God/ through whom all things were made,

who was begotten of the Father before all ages, God of God,

Whole of Whole, One of One, Perfect of Perfect, King of

Kings, Lord of Lords, the living Word, Wisdom, Life, True

Light, Way, Truth, Resurrection, Shepherd, Door, unchange-

able and unalterable, the immutable Likeness of the Godhead,

both of the substance and will and power and glory of the Father,

the first-born of all creation,^ who was in the beginning with

God, the Divine Logos, according to what is said in the Gospel

:

'And the Word was God (John 1 : 1), through whom all things

were made ' (ver. 3), and in whom ' all things consist ' (Col. 1
;

17) : who in the last days came down from above, and was born

of a Virgin, according to the Scriptures, and became man, the

Mediator between God and man," etc.^

III. Lucianus is known also by his critical revision of

the text of the Septuagint and the Greek Testament. Jerome

canons are accepted, although it confirmetl the frevious deposition of Athana-
siu3 for violating a canon. See a full acccount in Hefele, I. c. I. 502-530.

1 -bv /wvoyFv?} i?fd7^ Comp. the Vatican and Sinaitic reading of John 1 : 18,

iwvnyevyr &e6c (without the article), instead of o fiovoyevr/c v'log. The phrase

finvoyevt/c i^fdf was widely used in the Nicene age, not only by the orthodox,

but also by Arian writers in the sense of one who is both &e6c (divine) and
ficvnyevT/r. See Hort's 'Two Dissertations on this subject, Cambr., 1876. In the

usual punctuation of Lucian's creed, ruv iiovoyevi) is connected with the pre-

ceding Tov vlbv avrov, and separated from -deov, so as to read " his Son the only

begotten, God," etc.

2 KpuTOTOKov (not irpuTOKTiGTov, first- created) Kaarjr KTiaeur^ from Col. 1 : 17.

'See tlie creed in full in Athana«ius, Ep de Synodis Arimini et Seleucidce

celebratis, § 23 {Opera ed. Montf. I. ii. 735); Mansi, Cone. II. 1339-'42; Schaff,

a-eeds of Christendom, II. 25-28; and Hahn, Bibl der Sijmh., ed. II., p. 184-'87.

Hefele, I. c, gives a German version. It is not given as a creed of Lucian by
Athanasius or Socrates {H. E. II. 10), or Hilarius (in his Latin version, De
Syn. give de Fide Orient., ? 29); but Sozomenus reports {H. E. III. 5) that the

bishops of the Synod of Antioch ascribed it to him, and also that a Semi-Ari.Tn

synod in Caria, 3G7, adopted it under his name (VI. 12). It is regarded as

genuine by' Cave, Bisnage, Bull, Hahn, Dorner, but questioned either in whole
or in part by Routh (I. 16), Hefele, Keim, Ilarnack, and Caspari ; but the last

two acknowledge an authentic basis of Lucian which was enlarged by the An-
tiochian synod. The concluding anathema is no doubt a later addition.
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mentions that copies were known in his day as " exemplaria

Lucianca,'' but in other places he speaks rather disparagingly of

the texts of Lucian, and of Hesychius, a bishop of Egypt (who

distinguished himself in the same field). In the absence of de-

finite information it is impossible to decide the merits of his

critical labors. His Hebrew scholarship is uncertain, and hence

we do not know whether his revision of the Septuagint was

made from the original.^

As to the New Testament, it is likely that he contributed

much towards the Syrian recension (if we may so call it), which

was used by Chrysostora and the later Greek fathers, and which

lies at the basis of the textus receptus.^

§ 195. Tlie Antiockian School.

KiHN (R. C.) : Die Bedeutung der antioch. Schule. Weissenburg, 1856.

C. HoRNUNG : Schola Antioch. Neostad. ad S. 1864.

Jos. Hergenrother (Cardinal) : Die Antioch. Schule. Wiirzb. 1866.

DiESTEL: Gesch. des N. Test, in der christl. Kirche. Jena, 1869 (pp.

126-141).

W. MoLLER in Herzog2, I. 454-457.

Lucinn is the reputed founder of the Antiochian School of

theology, which was more fully developed in the fourth century.

He shares this honor with his friend Dorotheus, likewise a pres-

byter of Antioch, who is highly spoken of by Eusebius as a

biblical scholar acquainted with Hebrew.^ But the real founders

^ On liis labors in regard to the Sept., see Simeon Metaplirastes and Siiidas,

quoted in Roiith IV. 3 sq.; Field's ed. of the Hexapla of Origen ; Nestle in

the "Zeitschr. d. D. Morgenl. Gesellsch.," 1878, 465-508; and the prospectus

to the propos'^d ed. of the Sept. by P. de Lagarde.

^ Dr. Mort, Infrod. and Append, to Westcott and Hort's Greek Test, f Lond. and

N. York, 1881), p. 138, says of Lnciau : "Of known narue.s his hr.s a better

claim than any other to be associated with the early Syrian revision ; and the

conjecture derives some little sup|)ort from a pas-age of Jerome . . . Prceiermitto

eos codice,'i qitos a Luciano et Hesychio nuncupates adserit perversa contentio,'' etc.

Dr. Scrivener, who denies such a Syrian recension as an ignis fatuns, barely

alludes to Lucian in his Introduction to the Criticism of the N. Test., 3rd ed.,

Cambr., 1883, pp. 515, 517.

^ Euseb. H. E. VIL 32 (in the beginning) speaks of A(,)/)oi?eof as having known

him perBun^liy. He calls him " u larntd man (?.(5;'<oi' dvJ/ja ) wlio was honored
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of that school are Diodorus, bishop of Tarsus (c. a. d. 379-394),

and Theodorus, bishop of Mopsuestia (393-428), both formerly

presbyters of ADtioch.

The Autiochian School was not a regular institution with a

continuous succession of teachers, like the Catechetical School

of Alexandria, but a theological tendency, more particularly a

peculiar type of hermeneutics and exegesis which had its centre

in Autioeh. The characteristic features are, attention to the

revision of the text, a close adherence to the plain, natural mean-

ing according to the use of language and the condition of the

writer, and justice to the human factor. In other words, its

exegesis is grammatical and historical, in distinction from the

allegorical method of the Alexandrian School. Yet, as regards

textual criticism, Lucian followed in the steps of Origen.

Nor did the Antiochians disregard the spiritual sense, and the

divine element in the Scriptures. The grammatico-liistorical

exegesis is undoubtedly the only safe and sound basis for the

understanding of the Scriptures as of any other book; and it is

a wholesome check upon the wild licentiousness of the allegoriz-

ing method which often substitutes imposition for exposition.

But it may lead to different results in different hands, according

to the spirit of the interpreter. The Arians and Nestorians

claimed descent from, or affinity with, Lucian and his school;

but from the same school proceeded also the prince of commen-

tators among the fathers, John Chrysostom, the eulogist of

Lucian and Diodorus, and the friend and fellow student of Theo-

dore of Mopsueste. Theodoret followed in the same line.

After the condemnation of Nestorius, the Antiochian theology

continued to be cultivated at Nisibis and Edessa among the

Nestorians.

with the rank of presbyter of Antioch" at the time of bishop Cyrilhis, and "a
man of fine taste in sacred literature, much devoted to the study of the Hebrew
language, so that he read the Hebrew Scriptures with great facility." He adds

that he " was of a very liberal mind and not unaciinainted with the prepara-

tory studies pursued among the Greeks, but in other rei^pects a eunuch by

nature, having been such from his birth."
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NOTES.

Cardinal Newman, when still an Anglican (in his book on Avians of the

Fourth Century, p. 414) made the Syrian School of biblical criticism

responsible for the Arian heresy, and broadly maintained that the

" mystical interpretation and orthodoxy will stand or fall together.'' But

Cardinal Hergenrother, who is as good a Catholic and a better scholar^

makes a proper distinction between use and abuse, and gives the fol-

lowing fair and discriminating statement of the relation between the

Antiochian and Alexandrian schools, and the critical and mystical method

of interpretation to which a Protestant historian can fully assent.

[Handhuch der allgem. Kirchengeschichte. Freiburg i. B. 2nd ed. 1879,

vol. L p. 281.)

'^ Die Schide von Antiochien hafte bald den Glanz der Alexandrinischen

erreicht,ja sogar ilherstrahlt. Beide konnten sich viclfach ergdnzen, da

jede ihre eigenfkiimliche EnfivicJdung, Haltung und Methode hatte, konnten

aber auch eben wegen iherer Verschiedenheit leicht unter sich in Kampf
und aiif Abioege von der Kirchenlehre gerathen. Wdhrend bet den Alexan-

drinern eine speculativ-intuitive, zum Mystischen sich hinneigende Jiichtvng

hervortrat, war bei den Aniiochenern eine logisch-reflectirende, durchaus

niichterne. Verstandesrichtung vorherrschend. Wdhrend jene enge an die

platonische Philosophic sich anschlossen und zioar vorherrschend in der

Gestalt, die sie unter dem hellenistischen Juden Philo gewonnen hatte, waren

die Antiochener einem zum Stoicismus hinneigenden Eklekticismus, dann der

Aristotelischen Schule ergeben, deren scharfe Dialektik ganz ihrem Geiste

zusagte. Demgemdss wurde in der alexandrinischen Schule vorzugsweise die

allegorisch-mystische Erklarung der heiligen Schrift gepjlegt, in der Antio-

chenischen dagegen die buchstdbUche, grammatisch-logische und historische

Interpretation, ohne dass desshalb der mystische Sinn und insbesondere die

Typen des Alien Bundes gdnzlich in Abrede gestellt worden wdren. Die

Origenisten suchen die Unzuldnglichkeit des blossen buchstdblichen Sinnes

und die Nothwendigkeit der allegorischen Auslegung nachzuiceisen, da der

Wortlaut vieler biblischen Stellen Falsches, Widersprechendes, GottesUnwUr-

diges ergebe ; sie fchiten hier durch das Uebermass des Allegorisirens tmd

durch Verwechslung der figilrlichen Redeweisen, die dem Literalsinne ange-

horen, mit der mystischen Deutung ; sie verfiiichtigten oft den historischen

Gehalf der biblischen Erzdhlung, hinter deren dusserer Schale sie einen ver-

borgenen Kern suchen zu miissen glaubten. Damit stand ferner in Verbin-

dung, dass in der alexandrinischen Schule das Moment des Ueberveryiunftigen,

Unausprechlichen, Geheimnissvollen in den gottlichen Dingen stark betont

wurde, wahretid die Antiochener vor Allcm das Vernunftgemdsse, dem mensch-

lichen Geiste Entsprechende in den Dogmen hervorhoben, das Christenthum

als eine das menschliche Denken befriedigende Wahrheit nachzuweisen

suchten. Tndem sie aber dieses Streben verfolgten, wollten die hervorrage?!-

den Lehrer der antiochenischen Schule keineswegs den Ubernatiirlichen Char-

Vol. II.—52.
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dJder und die Mysterien der Kirchenlehre bestreiten, sie erkannten diese in

der Mehrzahl an. wie Chrysotomus und Theodoret ; aber einzelne Gelehrte

konnten iiber dem Bemuhen, die Glaubenslehren leicht verstdndlich und be-

greijiich zu machen, ihren Inhalt verunstalten und zerstbren.'"

§ 196. Tertullian and the African School.

Comp. the liter, on Montanism, ^ 109, p. 415.

(I.) Tertulliani guoe supersunt omnia. Ed. FrAjSTC. Oehlee, Lips.

1853, 3 vols. The third vol. contains dissertations De Vita et

Scriptis Tert. by Alix, Le Nourry, Mosheim, Noesselt, Semler, Kaye.

Earlier editions by Beatus Rhcnamis, Bas. 1521 ; Pamelius; Antwerp^

1579; Eigaltius (Rigault), Par. 1634 and Venet. 1744; Semler, Halle^

1770-3. 6 vols.; Oberthiir, 1780; Leopold, in Gersdorf'g "Biblioth.

patrum eccles. Latinorum selecta " (IV-VII.), Lips. 1839-41; and

Migne, Par. 1844. Tert.'s Apology has often been separately edited and

translated into modern languages.

English transl. by P. Holmes and others in the " Ante-Nicene

Christian Library,'' Edinb. 1868 sqq. 4 vols. German translation by

K. A. H. Kellner. Koln, 1882, 2 vols.

(IT.) EusEB. H. G. II. 2, 25 ; III. 20 ; V. 5. Jerome : De Viris ill. c. 53.

(III.) Neander: Antignosticus, Geist des Tertullianus u. Einleitung in

dessen Schriften. Berl. 1825, 2d ed. 1849.

J. Kaye : Eccles. Hist, of the second and third Centuries, illustrated

from the Writings of Tertidlian. 3d ed. Lond. 1845.

Carl Hesselberg : TertuUian''s Lehre aus seinen Schriften entwic-

kelt. 1. 7h. Leben und Schriften. Dorpat 1848 (136 pages).

P. Gottwald : De Montanismo Tertulliani. Breslau, 1863.

Hermann Ronsch : Das Neue Testamoit Tertullian's. Leipz. 1871

(731 pages.) A reconstruction of the text of the old Latin version

of the N. T. from the writings of Tertullian.

Ad. Ebert: Gesch. der Christl. lat. Lit. Leipz. 1874, sqq. I. 24-31.

A. Hauck : Tertullian^s Leben tmd Sckrifte?i, Erlangcn, 1877 (410

pages. ) With judicious extracts from all his writings.

(IV.) On the chronology of Tertullian's works see Nosselt : De vera

(State et doctrina Scriptorinn Tertull. (in Oehler's ed. III. 340-619)

;

Uhlhorn: Fundamenta Chronologia; Tertullianece (Gottingen 1852)

;

BoNWETSCH : Die Schriften Tertullians nach der Zeit ihrer Abfassung

(Bonn 1879, 89 pages) ; Harnack : Zur Chronologie der Schriften Ter-

tullians (in Briegers " Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theol." ; 1878, p. 572-582).

(V.) On special points ; Oehxinger : Tertullian und seine Auferstehungs-

lehre (Augsb. 1878, 34 pp). F. J. Schmidt: De Latinitate Tertul-

liani {'Erla.n^. 1877). M. Klu^ssmann: Curarum Tertullianearum,

part. L et IL (Halle 1881). G. R. Hauschild : Tertullian's Psy-

chologic (Frankf. a. M. 1880, 78 pp.). By the same : Die Grund-
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sdtze u. Mittelder Worthildung bei Tertidlian (Leipz. 1881,56pp). Also

a number of special treatises on Tertullian and some of his doc-

trines by Hefele, Engelhard t, Leopold, Schaflf (in Herzog), Ebert.

The Western church in this period exhibits no such scientific

productiveness as the Eastern. The apostolic church was pre-

dominantly Jewish, the ante-Mcene church, Greek, the post-

Nicene, Roman. The Roman church itself was first predomi-

nantly Greek, and her earliest writers—Clement, Hernias, Ire-

nseus, Hippolytus—wrote exclusively in Greek. Latin Chris-

tianity begins to appear in literature at the end of the second

century, and then not in Italy, but in North Africa, not in

Rome, but in Carthage, and very characteristically, not with

converted speculative philosophers, but with practical lawyers

and rhetoricians. This literature does not gradually unfold

itself, but appears at once under a fixed, clear stamp, with a

strong realistic tendency. North Africa also gave to the West-

ern church the fundamental book—the Bible in its first Latin

Version, the so-called Itala, and this was the basis of Jerome's

Vulgata which to this day is the recognized standard Bible of

Rome. There were, however, probably several Latin versions

of portions of the Bible current in the West before Jerome.

I. Life of Tertullian.

QuiNTUS Septimtus Floeens Teetullianus is the father

of the Latin theology and church language, and one of the

greatest men of Christian antiquity. We know little of his life

but what is derived from his book and from the brief notice of

Jerome in his catalog-ue of illustrious men. But few writers

have impressed their individuality so strongly in their books

as this African father. In this respect, as well as in others,

he resembles St. Paul, and Martin Luther. He was born about

the year 150, at Carthage, the ancient rival of Rome, where his

father was serving as captain of a Roman legion under the pro-

consul of Africa. He received a liberal Grseco-Roman educa-

tion ; his writings manifest an extensive acquaintance with his-

torical, philosophical, poetic, and antiquarian literature, and
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with juridical terminology and all the arts of an advocate. He
seems to have devoted himself to politics and forensic elo-

quence, either in Carthage or in Rome. Eusebius calls him " a

man accurately acquainted with the Roman laws,"^ and many

regard him as identical with the Tertyllus, or Tertullianus, who

is the author of several fragments in the Pandects.

To his thirtieth or fortieth year he lived in heathen blindness

and licentiousness.^ Towards the end of the second century he

embraced Christianity, we know not exactly on what occasion,

Imt evidently from deepest conviction, and with all the fiery

energy of his soul; defended it henceforth with fearless decision

against heathens, Jews, and heretics ; and studied the strictest

morality of life. His own words may be applied to himself:

" Fiunt, non nascuntur Christiani." He was married, and gives

us a glowing picture of Christian family life, to which we have

before referred; but in his zeal for every form of self-denial, he

set celibacy still higher, and advised his wife, in case he should

die before her, to remain a widow, or, at least never to marry

an unbelieving husband; and he afterwards put second mar-

riage even on a level with adultery. He entered the ministry

of the Catholic church,^ first probably in Carthage, perhaps in

Rome, where at all events he spent some time;^ but, like Clem-

ent of Alexandria and Origen, he never rose above the rank of

presbyter.

Some years after, between 199 and 203, he joined the puri-

tanic, though orthodox, sect of the Montanists. Jerome attri-

1 H. E. II. 2. He adds that Tertullian was " particularly distinguished

among the eminent men of Eome," and quotes a passage from his Apology,

" which is also translated into the Greek."

'' De Bcsurr. Cam. c. 59, he confesses: "Ego me scio neque alia came adulteria

commisisse, neque nunc alia came nd continentiam eniti." Com p. also Apolog., c
18 and 25; De Anima, c. 2 ; De Pcenit., c. 4 and 12 ; Ad Scapul, c. 5.

3 This fact, however, rests only on the authority of Jerome, and does not ap-

pear from Tertullian's own writings. Roman Catholic historians, with their

dislike to married priests, have made Jiim a layman on the insufficient ground

of the passage: ''Nonne et Laid sacerdotcs sumus?" De Exhort. Cast., c. 7.

* Dc Cul'u Femin., c.1. Comp. Euseb. II. 2.
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butes this change to personal motivas, charging it to the envy

and insuks of the Roman clergy, from whom he himself ex-

perienced many an indignity. ^ But Tertullian was inclined to

extremes from the first, especially to moral austerity. He was

no doubt attracted by the radical contempt for the world, the

strict asceticism, the severe discipline, the martyr enthusiasm,

and the chiliasm of the Montanists, and was repelled by the

growing conformity to the world in the Roman church, which

just at that period, under Zephyriuus and Callistus, openly took

under its protection a very lax penitential discipline, and at the

same time, though only temporarily, favored the Patripassiau

error of Praxeas, an opponent of the Montanists. Of this man

Tertullian therefore says, in his sarcastic way: He has execu-

ted in Rome two works of the devil ; has driven out prophecy

(the Montauistic) and brought in heresy (the Patripassiau) ; has

turned off the Holy Ghost and crucified the Father." Tertul-

lian now fought the catholics, or the psychicals, as he frequently

calls them, with the same inexorable sternness witli which he

had combated the heretics. The departures of the IMontanists,

however, related more to points of morality and discipline than

of doctrine; and with all his hostility to Rome, Tertullian

remained a zealous advocate of the catholic faith, and wrote,

even from his schismatic position, several of his most effective

works against the heretics, especially the Gnostics. Indeed, as

a divine, he stood far above this fanatical sect, and gave it by

his writings an importance and an influence in the church itself

which it certainly would never otherwise have attained.

Pie labored in Carthage as a Montanist presbyter and an

author, and died, as Jerome says, in decrepit old age, according

to some about the year 220, according to others not till 240 ; for

the exact time, as well as the manner of his death, are unknown.

His followers in Africa propagated themselves, under the name

^ De Vir. illustr., c. 53: ''Hie \_Tert.'\ cum usque ad mediam cetaiem presbyter

eccIesioE permansisset, invidia et contumeliis clerieorum Romance ecclesice ad Montani

dogma delapsus in multis lihris novce prophcticB meminit."
'^ Adv. Prax. c 1.
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of " Tertulliauists/' clown to the time of Augustin in the fifth

century, and took perhaps a middle place between the proper

Montanists and the catholic church. That he ever returned into

the bo.som of Catholicism is an entirely groundless opinion.

Strange that this most ^jowerful defender of old catholic ortho-

doxy and the teacher of the high-churciily Cyprian, should have

been a schismatic and an antagonist of Rome. But he had

in his constitution the tropical fervor and acerbity of the Punic

character, and that bold spirit of independence in which his

native city of Carthage once resisted, through more than a hun-

dred years' war,^ the rising power of the seven-hilled city on the

Tiber. He truly represents the African church, in which a

similar antagonism continued to reveal itself, not only among

the Donatists, but even among the leading advocates of Catholi-

cism. Cyprian died at variance with Rome on the question of

heretical baptism ; and Augustin, with all his great services to

the catholic system of faith, became at the same time, through

his anti-Pelagian doctrines of sin and grace, the father of evan-

gelical Protestantism and of semi-Protestant Jansenism.

Hippolytus presents several interesting points of contact. He

was a younger contemporary of Tertullian, though they never

met as far as we know. Both were champions of catholic ortho-

doxy against heresy, and yet both opposed to Rome. Hippolytus

ehargcd two popes with heresy as well as laxity of discipline

;

and yet in view of liis supposed repentance and martyrdom (as

reported by Prudentius nearly two hundred years afterwards),

lie was canonized ir the Roman churcli ; while such honor was

never conferred upon the African, though he was a greater and

more useful man.

II. Character. Tertullian was a rare genius, perfectly origi-

nal and fresh, but angular, boisterous and eccentric; full of

glowing fantasy, pointed wit, keen discernment, polemic dex-

terity, and moral earnestness, but wanting in clearness, modera-

tion, and symmetrical development. He resembled a foaming

1 B. C. 2G4-146.
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mountain torrent rather than a calm, transparent river in the

valley. His vehement temper was never fully subdued, although

he struggled sincerely against it.^ He was a man of strong con-

victions, and never hesitated to express them without fear or

favor.

Like almost all great men, he combined strange contrarieties

of character. Here we are again reminded of Luther ; though

the reformer had nothing of the ascetic gloom and rigor of the

African father, and exhibits instead with all his gigantic energy,

a kindly serenity and childlike simplicity altogether foreign to

the latter. Tertullian dwells enthusiastically on the divine fool-

ishness of the gospel, and has a sublime contempt for the world,

for its science and its art; and yet his writings are a mine of an-

tiquarian knowledge, and novel, striking, and fruitful ideas.

He calls the Grecian philosophers the patriarchs of all heresies,

and scornfully asks :
" What has the academy to do with the

church? what has Christ to do with Plato—Jerusalem with

Athens?" He did not shrink from insulting the greatest nat-

ural gift of God to man by his "Credo quia absvrdum est." And
vet reason does hhn invaluable service against his anta2;onists.^

He vindicates the principle of church authority and tradition

with great force and ingenuity against all heresy
;
yet, when a

Montanist, he claims for himself with equal energy the right of

private judgment and of individual protest.^ He has a vivid

sense of the corruption of human nature and the absolute need

of moral regeneration
;
yet he declares the soul to be born

Christian, and unable to find rest except in Christ. " The testi-

* Comp. his own painful confession in De Patient, c. 1 :
" Mherrimus ego

semper ceger raloribus impatient up.."

^ In a similar manner Luther, though himself one of the most original and

fruitful thinkers, sometimes unreasonably abuses reason as the devil's mistress.

3 In this apparent contradiction Luther resembles Tertullian : he fought

Romanism with private judgment, and Zwinglians, Anabaptists, and all sec-

tarians ("(Sc^warm

—

und Rottengeister," as he called them) with catholic au-

thority; he denounced "the damned heathen Aristotle," as the father of

Popish scholasticism, and used scholastic distinctions in support of the ubiquity

of Christ's body against Zwingli.
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monies of the soul/' says he, " are as true as they are simple ; as

simple as they are popular ; as popular as they are natural ; as

natural as they are divine." He is just the opposite of the

genial, less vigorous, but more learned and comprehensive

Origen. He adopts the strictest supranatural principles; and

yet he is a most decided realist, and attributes body, that is, as

it were, a corporeal, tangible substantiality, even to God and to

the soul ; while the idealistic Alexandrian cannot speak spirit-

ually enough of God, and can conceive the human soul widiout

and before the existence of the body. TertuUian's theology

revolves about the great Pauline antithesis of sin and grace,

and breaks the road to the Latin anthropology and soteriology

afterwards developed by his like-minded, but clearer, calmer,

and more considerate countryman, Augustin. For his oppo-

nents, be they heathens, Jews, heretics, or catholics, he has as

little indulgence and regard as Luther. With the adroitness of

a special pleader he entangles them in self-contradictions, pur-

sues them into every nook and corner, overwhelms them with

arguments, sophisms, apophthegms, and sarcasms, drives them

before him with unmerciful lashings, and almost always makes

them ridiculous and contemptible. His polemics everywhere

leave marks of blood. It is a wonder that he was not killed

by the heathens, or excommunicated by the Catholics.

His style is exceedingly characteristic, and corresponds with

his thought. It is terse, abrupt, laconic, sententious, nervous,

figurative, full of hyperbole, sudden turns, legal technicalities,

African provincialisms, or rather antiquated or vulgar latin-

isms.^ It abounds in latinized Greek words, and new expres-

1 According to Niebuhr, a most competent judge of Latin antiquities. Pro-

vinces and colonies often retain terms and {)lirases after they die out in the

capital and in the mother country. Renan says with reference to Tertullian

(Marc-AurUc, p. 456) :
" La 'lingua volgata' d'Afrique contribua ainsi dans une

large part cl la formation dela langue ecclesiastique de l' Occident, et ainsi elle exerga

une inflaence decisive sur nos langues modernes. Mais il residta de Id une autre

consequence ; cest que les texte^ fondamentaux de la litlerafure latine chretienne furent

ccrits dans une langue que lettres d'ltaiie trouvirent barbare et corrompue, ce qui

plus tard donna occasion de la part des rheteurs cL des objections et a des epigrammes
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sions, in roughnesses, angles, and obscurities ; sometimes, like a

grand volcanic eruption, belching precious stones and dross in

strange confusion; or like the foaming torrent tumbling over

the precipice of rocks and sweeping all before it. His mighty

spirit wrestles with the form, and breaks its way through the

primeval forest of nature's thinking. He had to create the

church language of the Latin tongue.^

In short, we see in this remarkable man, both intellectually

and morally, the fermenting of a new creation, but not yet quite

set free from the bonds of chaotic darkness and brought into

clear and beautiful order.

IsOTES.

I. Gems from Tertullian's writings.

The philosophy of persecution

:

"Semen est sanguis Christianoeum." {Apol. c. 50.)

The human soul and Christianity (made for Christ, yet requiring

a new birth)

:

" Testimonium ANiM^ naturaliter CuRiSTiANiE." {De Test.

Anim. c. 2; see the passages quoted HO. P- 120.)

"FiuNT, NON NASCUNTUR Christiani." {Apol. 18. De Test.

Anim. 1.)

Christ the Truth, not Habit {versus traditionalism)

:

" Christus Veritas est, non consuetudo." {De Virg. vel. 1.)

General priesthood of the laity {versus an exclusive hierarchy)

:

"NoNNE et laici sacerdotes sumus?" {De Exhort. Cast.7.)

Religious Liberty, an inalienable right of man {versus compul-

sion and persecution)

:

" HUMANI juris et NATURALIS POTESTATIS EST UNICUIQUE

QUOD PUTAVERIT COLERE." {Ad Scap. 2 ; comp. Apol. 14 and the

passages quoted § 13, p. 35.)

sans fin." Comp. the works of Ronsch, Vercellone, Kaulen, Ranke, and Ziegler

on the Itala and Vulgata.

* Ruhnken calls TertuUian " Latinitatispessimumauctorem" and Bishop Kaye

" the harshest and most obscure of writers," but Niebuhr, {Lectures on Ancient

History, vol. IL p. 54), Oehler {Op III. 720), and Holmes (the translator of

Tort, against Marcion, p. ix.) judge more favorably of his style, which is

mostly " the terse and vigorous expression of terse and vigorous thought."

Renan (3Tarc AurUe, p. 4-56) calls TertuUian tlie strangest literary phenome-

non :
" un melange inou'i de talent, de faussete d'esprit, d'eloquence et de mauvais

gout ; grand ecrivain, si I'on admet que saerifier touie grammaire et toute correction

a I' effet sois Men ecrire." Cardinal Newman calls him " tlie most powerful

writer of the early centuries " {Tracts, Theol. and Eccles., p. 219).
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Dr. Baur [Kirchengesch. I. 428) says: "It is remarkable how
already the oldest Christian Apologists, in vindicating the Christian

faith, were led to assert the Protestant j^rinciple of freedom of faith

and conscience" [and we must add, of public worship], "as an inhe-

rent attribute of the conception of religion against their heathen

opponents." Then he quotes Tertullian, as the first who gave clear

expression to this principle.

II. Estimates of Tertullian as a man and an author.

Neaxder (Ch. Hist. I. 683 sq., Torrey's translation) : "Tertullian

presents special claims to attention, both as the first representative

of the theological tendency in the North-African church, and as a

representative of the Montanistic mode of thinking. He was a man
of an ardent and profound spirit, of warm and deep feelings ; in-

clined to give himself up, with his whole soul and strength, to the

object of his love, and sternly to repel everything that was foreign

from this. He possessed rich and various stores of knowledge
;

which had been accumulated, however, at random, and without

scientific arrangement. His profoundness of thought was not united

with logical clearness and sobriety : an ardent, unbridled imagina-

tion, moving in a world of sensuous images, governed him. His
fiery and jiassionate disposition, and kis previous training as an advo-

cate and rhetorician, easily impelled him, especially in controversy,

to rhetorical exaggerations. When he defends a cause, of whose
truth he was convinced, we often see in him the advocate, whose
sole anxiety is to collect together all the arguments which can help

his case, it matters not whether they are true arguments or only

plausible sophisms ; and in such cases the very exuberance of his

wit sometimes leads him astray from the simple feeling of truth.

What must render this man a phenomenon presenting special claims

to the attention of the Christian historian is the fact, that Christi-

anity is the inspiring soul of his life and thoughts; that out of

Christianity an entirely new and rich inner world developed itself to

his mind : but the leaven of Christianity had first to penetrate

through and completely refine that fiery, bold and withal rugged

nature. We find the new wine in an old bottle ; and the tang which

it has contracted there, may easily embarrass the inexperienced

judge. Tertullian often had more within him than he was able to

express : the overflowing mind was at a loss for suitable forms of

phraseology. He had to create a language for the new spiritual mat-

ter,—and that out of the rude Punic Latin,—without the aid of a

logical and grammatical education, and as he was hurried along in

the current of thoughts and feelings by his ardent nature. Hence
the often difficult and obscure phraseology ; but hence, too, the ori-

ginal and striking turns in his mode of representation. And hence

this great church-teacher, who unites great gifts with great failings,

has been so often misconceived by those who could form no friend-

ship with the spirit which dwelt in so ungainly a form."
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Hase [Kirchengesch. p. 91, tenth ed.) :
'^ Die lateinisclie Eirche hatte

fast nur Ubersetzungen, bis Tertullianus, als Heide Rhetor und Sach-

walter zu Bom, mit reicher griechischer Gelehrsamkeit, die auch der

Kirchenvater gem sehen liess, Presbyter in seiner Vaterstadt Karthago,

ein strenger, diisterer,feurigir Character, dem Christenthum aus jnm-

ischem Lutein eine Literatur errang, in welcher geistreiche Rhetorik,

genialer so wie gesuchter Witz, derb sinnliches An/asscn des Rlealea,

tiefes Gefilhl und juridische Verstandesansicht mit einander ringen.

Er hat der afrikanischen Kirche die Losung angegeben : Christus

sprach: Ich bin die Wahrheit, nicht, das Herkommen. Er hat das

Gottesbeumsstsein in den Tie/en der Seele hochgehalten, aber ein Mann
der Auctoritdt hat er die Thorheit des Evangeliums der Weltweisheit

seiner Zeitgenossen, das Unglauhliche der Wunder Gottes dem gemeinen

Weltverstande mit stolzer Ironie entgegengehalten. Seine Schriften,

denen er unbedenklich Fremdes angeeignet und mit dem Geprdge seines

Genius versehen hat, sind theils polemisch mit dem hochsten Sebbstver-

traun der katholischen Gesinnung gegen Heiden, Juden und Hdretiker,

theils erbauUch ; sojedoch, dass auch injenen das Erbauliche, in diesen

das Polemische fiir strenge Sitteund Ziicht vorhanden ist."

Hauck [TertuUian's Leben und Schriften, p. 1) :
" Unter den

Schriftstellern der lateinischen Christenheit ist Tertullian einer der be-

deutendsten und intressantesten. Er ist der Anfdnger der lateinischen

Theologie, der nicht nur ihrer Sprache seinen Stempel aufgeprdgt hat,

sondern sie auch auf die Bahn himoies, welche sie lange etnhielt. Seine

Personlichkeit hat ebensoviel Anziehendes als Abstossendes ; denn wer

konnte den Ernst seines sittUchen Strehens, den Reichthum und die Leb-

haftigkeit seines Geistes, die Festigkeit seiner Ueberzeugung und die

stiirmische Kraft seiner Beredtsamkeit verkennen f Allein ebensoioenig

Idsst sich iibersehen, dass ihm in alien Dingen das Mass fehlte. Seine

Erscheinung hat nichts Edles ; er tvar nicht frei von Bizzarem, Ja Ge-

meinein. So zeigen ihn seine Schriften, die Denkmdler seines Lebens.

Er loar ein Mann, der sich in unaufhorlichem Streite bewcgte : sein

ganzes Wesen tragi die Spuren hievon."

Cardinal Hergenrother, the first Eoman Catholic church histo-

rian now living (for DoUinger was excommunicated in 1870), says of

Tertullian (in his Kirchengesch. 1. 168, second ed., 1879): " Sirenge

und ernst, oft beissend sarkastisch, in der Sprache gedrdngt und dunkcl,

der heidnischen Philosophie durchans abgeneigt, mit dem romischen

Rechfe sehr vertraut, hat er in seinen zahlreichen Schriften Bedeutendes

fiir die Darstellang der kirchlichen Lehre geleistet, und ungeachtet seines

Uebertritts zu den Montanisten betrachteten ihn die spdteren african-

ischen Schriftsteller, auch Cyprian, als Muster und Lehrer."

Pressense {Martyrs and Apologists, p. 375): "The African na-

tionality gave to Christianity its most eloquent defender, in whom
the intense vehemence, the untempered ardor of the race, appear

purified indeed, but not subdued. No influence in the early ages
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could equal that of Tertullian ; and his writings breathe a spirit of

such undying power that they can never grow old, and even now
render living, controversies which have been silent for fifteen centu-

ries. We must seek the man in his own pages, still aglow with his

enthusiasm and quivering with his passion, for the details of his per-

sonal history are very few. The man is, as it were, absorbed in the

writer, and we can well understand it, for his writings embody his

whole soul. Never did a man more fully infuse his entire moral life

into his books, and act through his words."

§ 197. The Writings of Tertullian.

Tertullian developed an extraordinary literary activity in two

languages between about 190 and 220. His earlier books in the

Greek language, and some in the Latin, are lost. Those which

remain are mostly short; but they are numerous, and touch

nearly all departments of religious life. They present a graphic

picture of the church of his day. JNIost of his works, according

to internal evidence, fall in the first quarter of the third century,

in the Montanistic period of his life, and among these many of

liis ablest writings against the heretics ; Avhile, on the other

hand, the gloomy moral austerity, which predisposed him to

Montanism, comes out quite strongly even in his earliest pro-

ductions.^

His works may be grouped in three classes : apologetic
;
po-

lemic or anti-heretical ; and ethic or practical ; to wliich may be

added as a fourth class the expressly Montanistic tracts against

the Catholics. We can here only mention the most important

:

1. In the APOLOGETIC works against heathens and Jews, he

pleads the cause of all Christendom, and deserves the thanks of

all Christendom. Preeminent among them is the Apologeticus

(or Apologeticum).^ It was composed in the reign of Septimius

Severus, between 197 and 200. It is unquestionably one of the

most beautiful monuments of the heroic age of the church. In

' On tlie clironological order see Notes.

* Comp. H. A. Woodham : Tert. Liber Apologeticus u'ith English Notes and

an Introduction to the Study of Patristical and Ecclesiastical Latinity, Cam-

bridf^e, 18o0. Am. ed. of Select Works of Tert., by F. A. March, New York,

1876, p. 2G-46.
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this work, Tertullian enthusiastically and triumphantly repels

the attacks of the heathens upon the new religion, and demands

for it legal toleration and equal rights with the other sects of the

Roman empire. It is the first plea for religious liberty, as an

inalienable right Avhich God has given to every man, and which

the civil government in its own interest should not only tolerate

but respect and protect. He claims no support, no favor, but

simply justice. The church was in the first three centuries

a self-supporting and self-governing society (as it ought always

to be), and no burden, but a blessing to the state, and furnished

to it the most peaceful and useful citizens. The cause of truth

and justice never found a more eloquent and fearless defender

in the very face of despotic power, and the blazing fires of per-

secution, than the author of this book. It breathes from first to

last the assurance of victory in apparent defeat.

" We conquer," are his concluding words to the prefects and judges of

the Eoman empire, " We conquer in dying ; we go forth victorious at the

very time we are subdued. . . . Many of your writers exhort to the cour-

ageous bearing of pain and death, as Cicero in the Tusculans, as Seneca

in his Chances, as Diogenes, Pyrrhus, Callinicus. And yet their words

do not find so many disciples as Christians do, teachers not by words, but

by their deeds. That very obstinacy you rail against is the preceptress.

For who that contemplates it is not excited to inquire what is at the bot-

tom of it? Who, after inquiry, does not embrace our doctrines? And,

when he has embraced them, desires not to suffer that he may become

partaker of the fulness of God's grace, that he may obtain from God

complete forgiveness, by giving in exchange his blood ? For that secures

the remission of all offences. On this account it is that we return thanks

on the very spot for your sentences. As the divine and human are ever

opposed to each other, when we are condemned by you, we are acquitted

by the Highest."

The relation of the Apologeticus to the Ocfavius of Minucius

Felix will be discussed in the next section. But even if Tertul-

lian should have borrowed from that author (as he undoubtedly

borrowed, without acknowledgment, much matter from Iren^eus,

in his book against the Valentinians), he remains one of the most

original and vigorous writers.^ Moreover the plan is different

;

1 Ebert, who was the first to assert the priority of Odavius, nevertheless ad-
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Minucius Felix pleads for Christianity as a philosopher before

philoso]ihcrs, to convince the intellect ; Tertullian as a lawyer

and advocate before judges, to induce them to give fair play to

the Christians, who were refused even a hearing in the courts.

The beautiful little tract " On the Testimony of the Soul," (6

chapters) is a supplement to the Apologeticus, and furnishes one

of the strongest positive arguments for Christianity. Here the

human soul is called to bear witness to the one true God : it

springs from God, it longs for God ; its purer and nobler in-

stincts and aspirations, if not diverted and perverted by selfish

and sinful passions, tend upwards and heavenwards, and find rest

and peace only in God. There is, we may say, a pre-established

harmony between the soul and the christian religion ; they are

made for each other ; the human soul is constitutionally

Christian, And this testimony is universal, for as God is every-

where, so the human soul is everywhere. But its testimony

turns against itself if not heeded.

" Every soul," he concludes, " is a culprit as well as a witness : in the

measure that it testifies for truth, the guilt of error lies on it; and on the

day of judgment it will stand hefore the court of God, without a word

to say. Thou proclaiaiedst God, soul, but thou didst not seek to know

Him ; evil spirits were detested by thee, and yet they were the objects of

thy adoration ; the punishments of hell were foreseen by thee, but no

care was taken to avoid them ; thou hadst a savor of Christianity, and

withal wert the persecutor of Christians."

2. His POLEMIC works are occupied chiefly with the refutation

of the Gnostics. Here belongs first of all his thoroughly

catholic tract, " On the Prescription of Heretics.''^ ^ It is of a

general character and lays down the fundamental principle of

the church in dealing with heresy. Tertullian cuts off all errors

and neologies at the outset from the right of legal contest and

mits (Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit. I. 32) :
" Terlullian ist einer der genialsten, orirjin-

ellsten und fruchlbarsten unler den chriMichlatinischen Autoren.''

1 Prcescriptio, in legal terminology, means an exception made before the

merits of a case are discussed, showing in limine that the plaintiff ought not to

be heard. This book has been most admired by R. Catholics as a masterly

vindication of the catholic rule of faith against heretical assailants; but its

force is weakened by Tertullian's Montanism.
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appeal to the holy Scriptures, because these belong only to the

catholic church as the legitimate heir and guardian of Christi-

anity. Irenseus had used the same argument, but TertuUian

gave it a legal or forensic form. The same argument, however,

turns also against his own secession ; for the difference between

heretics and schismatics is really only relative, at least in

Cyjirian's view. TertuUian afterwards asserted, in contradiction

with this book, that in religious matters not custom nor long

possession, but truth alone, was to be consulted.

Among the heretics, he attacked chiefly the Valentinian

Gnostics, and Marcion. The work against INlarcion (A. D.

208) is his largest, and the only one in which he indicates the

date of composition, namely the 15tli year of the reign of

Septimius Severus (A. D. 208).^ He wrote three works against

this famous heretic; the first he set aside as imperfect, the

second was stolen from him and published v\'ith many blunders

before it was finished. In the new work (in five books), he

elaborately defends the unity of God, the Creator of all, the

integrity of the Scriptures, and the harmony of the Old and

New Testaments. He displays all his power of solid argument,

subtle sophistry, ridicule and sarcasm, and exhausts his voca-

bulary of vituperation. He is more severe upon heretics than

Jews or Gentiles. He begins with a graphic description of all

the physical abnormities of Pontus, the native province of

IVIarcion, and the gloomy temper, wild passions, and ferocious

habits of its people, and then goes on to say

:

" Nothing in Pontus is so barbarous and sad as the fact that Marcion
was born there, fouler than any Scythian, more roving than the Sarma-
tian, more inhuman than the Massagete, more audacious than an Ama-
zon, darker than the cloud of the Euxine, colder than its winter, more
brittle than its ice, more deceitful than the Ister, more craggy than Cau-
casus. Nay, more, the true Prometheus, Almighty God, is mangled by
Marcion's blasphemies. Marcion is more savage than even the beasts of

that barbarous region. For what beaver was ever a greater emasculator

than he who has abolished the nuptial bond? What Pontic mouse ever

^English translation by Peter Holmes, in the "Ante-Nicene Libr.," vol.

VII., 1868 (478 pages).
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had such gnawing powers as he who has gnawed the Gospel to pieces?

Verily, O JEuxine, thou hast produced a monster more credible to philos-

ophers than to Christians. For the cynic Diogenes used to go about,

lantern in hand, at mid- day, to find a man; whereas Marcion has

quenched the light of his faith, and so lost the God whom he had

found."

The tracts " On Baptism;' " On the Soui;' " On the Flesh of

Christ/' '* On the Resurrection of the Flesh/' " Against Hermo-

genes" " Against Praxeas," are concerned with particular

errors, and are important to the doctrine of baptism, to Christian

psychology, to eschatology, and ehristology.

3. His numerous practical or ascetic treatises throw much

light on the moral life of the early church, as contrasted Avith the

immorality of the heathen world. Among these belong the books

" On Prayer," " On Penance," " On Patience,"—a virtue, which

he extols with honest confession of his own natural impatience

and passionate temper, and which he urges upon himself as well

as others,—the consolation of the confessors in prison {Ad

3Iartyres), and the admonition against visiting theatres [De Spec-

taculis), which he classes with the pomp of the devil, and agamst

all share, direct or indirect, in the worship of idols (Be Idolo-

latria).

4. His strictly Montanistic or anti-catholic writings, in which

the peculiarities of this sect are not only incidentally touched, as

in many of the works named above, but vindicated expressly

and at large, are likewise of a practical nature, and contend, in

fanatical rigor, against the restoration of the lapsed {De Pudi-

citia), flight in persecutions, second marriage {De Monogamia,

and De Exhortatione Castitatis), display of dress in females (De

Cultu Fcminarwn), and other customs of the " Psychicals," as he

commonly calls the Catholics in distinction from the sectarian

Pneumatics. His plea, also, for excessive fasting {De Jejuniis)^

and his justification of a Christian soldier, who was discharged

for refusing to crown his head {De Corona Militis), belong here,

Tertullian considers it unbecoming the followers of Christ, Avho,

when on earth, wore a crown of thorns for us, to adorn their
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heads with laurel, myrtle, olive, or with flowers or gems. We
may imagine what he would have said to the tiara of the pope

in his mediaeval splendor.

NOTES.

The chronological order of Tertullian's work can be approximately de-

"termined by the frequent allusions to the contemporaneous history of the

Roman empire, and by their relation to Montanism. See especially

Uhlhorn, Hauck, Bonwetsch, and also Bp. Kaye (in Oehler's ed. of the

Opera III. 709-718.) We divide the works into three classes, according

to their relation to Montanism,

(1) Those books which belong to the author's catholic period before A. D.

200; viz.: Apologeticus or Ajjologeticum (in the autumn of 197, according

to Bonwetsch; 198, Ebert; 199, Hesselberg; 200, Uhlhorn) ; Ad Martyres

(197) ; Ad Nationes (probably soon after Apol.) ;
De Tesfimonio Animce/

De Pcenifeniia ; De Oratione; De Buj^tismo (which according to cap. 15,

was preceded by a Greek work against the validity of Heretical Baptism)
;

Ad llvorem ; De Patientia ; Adv. Judceos ; De PracscrijMone Ilarctirorum ;

De Spectaculis (and a lost work on the same subject in the Greek lan-

guage).

Kaye puts De Si^ectaculis in the Montanistic period. De Fraescriptione

is also placed by some in the Montanistic period before or after ^Idi'.il/a?--

cionem. But Bonwetsch (p. 46) puts it between 199 and 200, probably in

199. Hauck makes it almost simultaneous with De Baptisim. He also

places De Idololatria in this period.

(2) Those which were certainly not composed till after his transition to

Montanism, between A, d. 200 and 220 ; viz. : Adv. 3Iarcionem (5 books,

composed in part at least in the 15th year of the Emperor Septimius

Severus, i. e. A. D. 207 or 208 ; comp. 1. 15) ; De Anima ; De Came Christi;

De Resurreetione Carnis; Adv. Praxean ; Scorpiace [i. e. antidote against

the poison of the Gnostic heresy) ; De Corona MiUtis ; De Virginibus

ve'andis; De Exhortatione Castitatis ; De Pallia (208 or 209); De Fuga

in persecutione ; De Monogamia ; DeJejuniis; DePudicitia; AdScapulam

(212) ; De Ecstasi (lost) ; De &pe Fideliiim (likewise lost).

Kellner (1870) assigns De Pudioitia, De Monogamia, De Jcjunio, and

Adv. Praxean to the period between 218 and 222.

(3) Those which probably belong to the Montanistic period; viz.:

Adv. Valentinianos ; De cultu Feminarum (2 libri) ; Adv. Hermogenem.

§ 198. Ilinucius Felix.

(I.) M. MiNiTcii Felicis Odavius, best ed. by Car. Halm, Vienna

1867 (in vol. II. of the " Corpus Scriptorum eccles. Latin."), and

Bernh. Dombart, with German translation and critical note?, 2d

ed. Erlangen 1881. Halm has compared the only MS. of this oook,

Vol. II.— 53.
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formerly in the Vatican library now in Paris, very carefully (" iatda

diligentia ut de nullajam loco dubitari possit quid in codlcc una scrip-

turn inveniatur").

Ed. princeps by Faustus Sabdus (Rom. 1543, as the eighth book of Arno-

bius Adv. Gent) ; then by Francis Balduin (Heidelb. 15G0, as an

independent work). Many edd. since, by JJrsinus (1583), Meursius

(1598), Wowerus (1G03), Rigaltius (1643), Gronovius (1709, 1743),

Davis (1712), Lindner (1760, 1773), Russwurm (1824), Luhkert (1836),

Iluralt (1836), Migne (1844, in " Patrol." III. col. 193 sqq.), Fr. Oehler

(1847, in Gersdorfs " Biblioth. Patr. ecclesiast. selecta,'' vol. XIII).

Kayser (1S63), Cornelissen (Lugd. Bat. 1882), etc.

English translations by H. A. Holdex (Cambridge 1853), and R.

E. Wallis in Clark's " Ante-Nic. Libr." vol. XIII. p. 451-517.

(II.) Jerome: De vir. ill. c. 58, and Fp. 48 ad Pammach., and Ep. 70

ad Magn. LACTANT. : Inst. Div. V. 1, 22.

(III.) Monographs, dissertations and prolegomena to the different edi-

tions of M. Eel., by van Hoven (176G, also in Lindner's ed. II.

1-773); Meier (Turin, 1824,) Nic. Le Xourry, and Lumper (in

Migne, "Patr. Lat." IIL 194-231; 371-652); Rorex (i/mHcia/ua.)

Bedburg, 1859) ; Behr (on the relation of M. F. to Cicero, Gera

1870); RONSCH [in Das N. T. Tertull.'s, 1871, p. 25 sqq.); Paul
P. DE Felice [Ftudes stir VOctavius, Blois, 18S0) ; Keim (in his

Celsus, 1873, 151-168, and in Rom.und das Christenthuvi, 1881, 383

sq., and 468-486); Ad. Ebert (1874, in Gesch. der chrisilich-lntein.

Lit. I. 24-31) ; G. Lgesche (on the relation of M. F. to Athena-

goras, in the " Jahrb. fiir Prot. Theol." 1882, p. 168-178) ; Renan
{Marc-AvrUe, 1882, p. 389-404) ; Richard Kuim: Der Octavius des

Minticius Felix. Fine heidnisch philosopMsche Avffassung vom Chris-

tcnfhum. Lcipz. 1882 (71 pages). See also the art. of Maxgold in

Ilerzog^ X. 12-17 (abridged in Schaff-Herzog) ; G. Salmon in

Smith and Wace III. 920-924.

(IV.) On the relation of Minuc. Eel. to Tertullian: Ad. Ebert : Tertid-

lian^s Verhdlfniss zu Mimicius Felix, nebst dnem Anhang iiber Com-

modian's Carmen apnlngeticnm (1868, in the 5th vol. of the "Abhand-

lungen der philol. histor. Classe der K. sachs. Ges. der Wissenschaf-

ten") ; AV. Hartei. (in Zeitschrift fiir d. oester. Gymiias. 1869, p.

348-368, against Ebert) ; E. Klussmann (" Jenaer Lit. Zeitg," 1878)

;

BoxwETSCH (in Die Schriffcn Tcrt., 1878, p. 21 •,) V. Sciiultze (in

"Jahrb. fur Prot. Theol." 1881, p. 485-506; P. Schwenke ( Teier rfie

Zeit des Min. Fel. in "Jahrb. fur Prot. Theol."' 1883, p. 263-294).

In close connection with Tertullian, either shortly before, or

shortly after him, stands tlio Latin Apologist Minucius Feli.x.*

' Jerome puts liim after Tertullian (and Cyprian), Lactantius before Tertullian.
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Converts are always the most zealous, and often the most

eifective promoters of the system or sect which they have de-

liberately chosen from honest and earnest conviction. The
Christian Apologists of the second century were educated

heathen philosophers or rhetoricians before their conversion

and used their secular learning and culture for the refutation of

idolatry and the vindication of the truths of revelation. In

like manner the Apostles were Jews by birth and trainintr

and made their knowledge of the Old Testament Scriptures

subservient to the gospel. The Reformers of the sixteenth

century came out of the bosom of mediaeval Catholicism, and

were thus best qualified to oppose its corruptions and to emanci-

pate the church from the bondage of the papacy.^

I. Marcus Minucius Felix belongs to that class of con-

verts, who brought the rich stores of classical culture to the

service of Christianity. He worthily opens the series of Latin

writers of the Roman church which had before spoken to the

world only in the Greek tongue. He shares with Lactantius

tlie honor of being the Christian Cicero.^ He did not become a

clergyman, but apparently continued in his legal profession.

We know nothing of his life except that he was an advocate in

Rome, but probably of North African descent.^

II. We have from him an apology of Christianity in the

form of a dialogue under the title Octavius.^ The author makes

^ We may also refer to more recent analogies : the ablest champions of Ro-
manism—as Hnrter, Newman, Manning, Brownson—owe their intellectual and
moral equipment to Protestantism, and the Old Catholic leaders of the oppo-
sition to Vatican Romanism—as Dollinger, Friedrich, Reinkens, Reiiss, Lan-
gen, von Schulte—vrere fornif rly eminent teachers in the Roman church.

^ Jerome describes him as "insignif^ cansidicus Fnm.nnifori,'' but he depended
on I.artantius, who may have derived this simply from the introduction to the

book, where the author speaks of taking advantage of the court holidays for

an excursion to Ostia. The r/ens MinucJa was famous in Rome, and an inscrip-

tion (Gruter, p. 918) mentions one with the cognomen Felix.

^ From Cirta (now Constantine). This we must infer from the fact that he
calls Corn. Fronto '' Cirtenm noxfrr" Octnv. c. 9; comp. c. 31, "tuus Fronto.''

* In 40 (al. 41) short chapters which, in Halm's edition, cover 54 pages, oct.

The book was written se.veral years alter the Dialogue and after the death of
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with his friend Octavius Januarius, who had, like himself, been

converted from heathen error to the Christian truth, an excur-

sion from Rome to the sea-bath at Ostia. There they meet on

a promenade along the beach with Csecilius Xatulis, another

friend of Mhiucius, but still a heathen, and, as appears from his

reasoning, a philosoj)her of the sceptical school of the New
Academy. Sitting down on the large stones which were placed

there for the protection of the baths, the two friends in full

view of the ocean and inhaling the gentle sea breeze, begin, at

the suggestion of Csecilius, to discuss the religious question of

the day. Minucius sitting between them is to act as umpire

(chaps. 1-4).

Caecilius speaks first (chs. 5-15), in defence of the heathen,

and in opposition to the Christian, religion. He begins like a

sceptic or agnostic concerning the existence of a God as being

doubtful, bat he soon shifts his ground, and on the principle of

expediency and utility he urges the duty of worshipping the

ancestral gods. -It is best to adhere to what the experience of

all nations has found to be salutary. Every nation has its

peculiar god or gods; the Roman nation, the most religious of

all, allows the worship of all gods, and thus attained to the

highest power and prosperity. He charges the Christians with

presumption for claiming a certain knowledge of the highest

]irol)lenis which lie beyond human ken; with want of patri-

otism for forsaking the ancestral traditions; with low brecdino-

(as Celsus did). He ridicules their Avorship of a crucified

malefactor and the instrument of his crucifixion, and even an

ass's head. He repeats the lies of secret crimes, as i>romiscuous

incest, and the murder of innocent children, and quotes for

these slanders the authority of the celebrated orator Fronto.

He objects to their religion that it has no temples, nor altars,

nor images. He attacks their doctrines of one God, of the

destruction of the present world, the resurrection and judgment,

Octavins (c. 1 : "discedens or decedens vir eximius et sanctus immensum sui deside-

rium nobis reliquit," etc.).
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as irrational and absurd. He pities them for their austere

liabits and their aversion to the theatre, banquets, and other

innocent enjoyments. He concludes with the re-assertion of

human ignorance of things which are above us, and an exhorta-

tion to leave those uncertain things alone, and to adhere to the

religion of their fathers, " lest either a childish superstition

should be introduced, or all religion should be overthrown."

In the second part (ch. 16-38), Octavius refutes these charges,

and attacks idolatry ; meeting each point in proper order. He

vindicates the existence and unity of the Godhead, the doctrine

of creation and providence, as truly rational, and quotes in con-

firmation the opinions of various philosophers (from Cicero).

He exposes the absurdity of the heathen mythology, the worship

of idols made of wood and stone, the immoralities of the gods,

and the cruelties and obscene rites connected with their worship.

The Romans have not acquired their power by their religion, but

by rapacity and acts of violence. The charge of worshipping a

criminal and his cross, rests on the ignorance of his innocence

and divine character. The Christians have no temples, because

they will not limit the infinite God, and no images, because

man is God's image, and a holy life the best sacrifice. The

slanderous charges of immorality are traced to the demons who

invented and spread them among the people, who inspire oracles,

w^ork false miracles and try in every way to draw men into their

ruin. It is the heathen who practice such infamies, who cruelly

expose their new-born children or kill them by abortion. The

Christians avoid and abhor the immoral amusements of the

theatre and circus where madness, adultery, and murder are ex-

hibited and practiced, even in the name of the gods. They find

their true pleasure and happiness in God, his knowledge and

worship.

At the close of the dialogue (chs. 39-40), C^cilius confesses

himself convinced of his error, and resolves to embrace Chris-

tianity, and desires further instruction on the next day. Minu-

cius expresses his satisfaction at this result, which made a decis-

ion on his part unnecessary. Joyful and thankful for the joint
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victory over error, the friends return from the sea-shore to

Ostia. ^

III. The apologetic value of this work is considerable, but

its doctrinal value is very insignificant. It gives us a lively

idea of the great controversy between the old and the new

religion among the higher and cultivated classes of Roman

society, and allows fair play and full force to the arguments on

both sides. It is an able and eloquent defense of monotheism

against polytheism, and of Christian morality against heathen

immorality. But this is about all. The exposition of the

truths of Christianity is meagre, superficial, and defective. The

unity of the Godhead, his all-ruling providence, the resurrection

of the body, and future retribution make up the whole creed of

Octavius. The Scriptures, the prophets and apostles are ig-

nored, ^ the doctrines of sin and grace, Christ and redemption,

the Holy Spirit and his operations are left out of sight, and the

name of Christ is not even mentioned ; though we may reasona-

bly infer from tlie manner in which the author repels the

charge of worshipping " a crucified malefactor," that he re-

garded Christ as more than a mere man (ch. 29). He leads

only to the outer court of the temple. His object was purely

apologetic, and he gained his point.^ Further "instruction is not

excluded, but is solicited by the converted Caecilius at the

close, "as being necessary to a perfect training."^ We have

therefore no right to infer from this silence that the author was

ignorant of the deeper mysteries of faith.
^

^ " Post hcec Iceti kilaresque discessimtis, Ccecilius quod credtderit, Octavius gau-

dere [ad gaudendum^ quod vieerit, ego [il/muc Fel.^ et quod hie crediderit et hie

vicerit."

^ The only traces are in chs. '29 and 34, which perhaps allude to Jer. 17 •. 5

and 1 Cor. io ; 36, 42.

» Keim supposes that he intended to refute Celsus (but he is nowhere men-

tioned) ; De Felice, that he aimed at Fronto (who is twice mentioned) ; Kiihn

better: public opinion, the ignorant prejudice of the higher classes against

Christianity.

* C. 40 :
" Etiam nunc tamcn atiqua consubsidunt non obstrepentia veritati, sed

perfecice institutioni necessaria, de quibiis crastino, quod iam sol occasui declivis est,

ut de toto (or et die toto) congruentius, promptiiis reqniremuK"

5 Eenan (p. 402j takes a different view, oixmeiy that Minucius was a liberal
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His philosophic stand-point is eclectic with a preference for

Cicero, Seneca, and Plato. Christianity is to him both theoret-

ically and practically the true philosophy which teaches the only

true God, and leads to true virtue and piety. In this respect

he resembles Justin Martyr.^

IV. The literary form of Octavlus is very pleasing and

elegant. The diction is more classical than that of any contem-

porary Latin writer heathen or Christian. The book bears a

strong resemblance to Cicero's De Natura Deorum, in many

ideas, in style, and the urbanity, or gentlemanly tone. Dean

Milman says that it " reminds us of the golden days of Latin

prose." Renan calls it "the pearl of the apologetic literature

of the last years of Marcus Aurelius." But the date is under

dispute, and depends in part on its relation to Tertullian.

V. Time of composition. Octavlus closely resembles Tertul-

lian's Apologetic us, both in argument and language, so that one

book presupposes the other ; although the aim is different, the

former being the plea of a philosopher and refined gentleman,

the other the plea of a lawyer and ardent Christian. The older

opinion (with some exceptions^) maintained the priority of AjdoIo-

geticus, and consequently put Octavlus after a. d. 197 or 200

when the former was written. Ebert reversed the order and

tried to prove, by a careful critical comparison, the originality

Christian of the Deistic stamp, a man of the world "qui n'emveche ni la gaiete,

ni le talent, ni le gout aimable de la vie, ni la recherche de Velegance du style. Que
nous sommes loin de I'ebioniie ou mane du juif de Galilee! Octavlus, c'est Cieeron,

ou mieux Fronton, devenu chrelien. En rcalite, c'est par la culture intellectuelle qu'il

arrive au deisme. II aime la nature, il se plait a la conversation des gens Mens Sie-

ves. Des hommis fails sur ce modcle n'auraient cree ni VEvangile ni V Apocalypse

;

mais, reciproqmment, sans de tels adherents, VEvangile, V Apocalypse, les epttres de

Paulfussent restes les escrits secrets d'une sectefermee, qui, comme les esseniens ou les

therapeutes, cut finalement disparu.'" Kiihn, also, represents Mimicius as a phi-

losopher rather than a Christian, and seems to explain his silence on the spe-

cific doctrines of Christianity from ignorance. But no educated Christian

could be ignorant of Christ and His work, nor of the propliets and apostks

who were regularly read in public worship.

^ On the philosophy of Minucius, see the analysis of Kiihn, p. 21 sqq. ; 58 sqcj.

^ Blondel (1641), Daille (1660), Rosier (1777), Russwurm (1824), doubted

the priority of Tertullian. See Kiihn, /. c, p. v.
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of Odavius.^ His conclusion is adopted by the majority of

recent German writers/ but has also met with opposition.^ If

Tertullian used Minucius, he expanded his suggestions ; if Mi-

nucius used Tertullian, he did it by way of abridgement.

It is certain that jNIiuucius borrowed from Cicero (also from

Seneca, and, perhaps, from Athenagoras),^ and Tertullian (in his

Adv. Valtnt.) from Irenseus ; though both make excellent use

of their material, reproducing rather than copying it ; but Ter-

tullian is beyond question a far more original, vigorous, and im-

portant writer. Moreover the Roman divines used the Greek

language from Clement down to Hippolytus towards the middle

of the third century. So far the antecedent probability is for the

later age of Minucius.

But a close comparison of the parallel passages seems to favor

his priority
;
yet the argument is not conclusive.^ The priority

of Minucius has been inferred also from the fact that he twice

' In his essay on the subject (1866), Ebert put Octavius between 160 and the

close of the second century; in his more recent work on the History of Christ.

Lat. Lit. (1874), vol. I., p. 25, he assigns it more definitely to between 179 and

185 {" Anfang oder Mitte der ach/ziger Jalire des 2. Jahrh."). He assumes that

Minucius used Athenagoras who wrote 177.

2 Ueberweg (1866), Ronsch (Das h. T. Tfrtnll 1871), Keim (1S73), Caspari

(1875, III. 411), Herzog (1876), Hauck (1877), Bonwetsch (1878), Mangold
(in Herzog^ 1882), Kiihn (188'^), Renan (1882), Schwenke (1883). The last

(pp. 292 and 294) puts the oral dialogue even so far back as Hadrian (before

137), and the composition before the death of Antoninus Pius (160).

2 Hartel (1869), Jeep (1869), Khissmmn (1878), Schultze (1881), and Sal-'

nion (1883). Hartel, while denying that Tertullian boi-rowed from Minucius,

leaves the way open for an independent use of an older book by botii. Schultze

puts Minucius down to the reign of Domitian (300-303), which is much too

late.

* Renan (p. 390) calls Minucius (although he puts him before Tertullian) a

habitual plagiarist who often cojjies from Cicero without acknowledgment.

Dombart (p. 135 sqq.), and Schwenke (p. 273 sqq.) prove his dependence on

Seneca.

^ The crucial test of relative priority applied by Ebert is the relation of the

two books to Cicero. Minucius wrote with Cicero 'open before him ; Tertullian

shows no fres!) rfading of Cicero; consequently if the parallel passages con-

tain tracts of Cicero, Tertullian must have borrowed them from Minucius.

But these traces in Tertullian are very few, and the inference is disputable.

Tlie jipplication of this test has led Hartel and Salmon (in Smiih and Wace,
HI. 922) to the opposite conclusion. And Schultze proves ]) that Minucius
used other works of Tertullian besides the Apologeticus, and 2) that Minucius,
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mentions Fronto (the teacher and friend of Marcus xVurelius),

apparently as a recent celebrity, and Fronto died about 168.

Keim and Renan find allusions to the persecutions under ISIarcus

Aurelius (177), and to the attack of Celsus (178), and hence put

Odavius between 178 and 180/ But these assumptions are

unfounded, and they would lead rather to the conclusion that

the book was not written before 200 ; for about twenty years

elapsed (as Keini himself supposes) before the Dialogue actu-

ally was recorded on paper.

An unexpected argument for the later age of Minucius is

furnished by the recent French discovery of the name of Marcus

Ccecilius Quinti F. Natalis, as the chief magistrate of Cirta

(Constautine) in Algeria, in several inscriptions from the years

210 to 217.^ The heathen speaker Caecilius Natalis of our

Dialogue hailed from that very city (chs. 9 and 31). The

identity of the two persons can indeed not be proven, but is at

least very probable.

Considering these conflicting possibilities and probabilities, we

conclude that Odavius was written in the first quarter of the

third century, probably during the j)eaceful reign of Alexander

Severus (a. d. 222-235). The last possible date is the year 250,

because Cyprian's book De Idolorum Vanitate, written about

that time, is largely based upon it.^

in copying from Cicero, makes the same kind of verbal clianges in copying

from TerluUian.

1 Clis. 29, 33, 37. I can find in tliese passages no proof of any particular

violent persecution. Tortures are spoken of in cli. 37, but to these the Chris-

tians were always exposed. Upon the whole the situation of the church ap-

pears in the introductory chapters, and throughout the Dialogue, as a compa-

ratively quiet one, such as we know it to have been at intervals between the

imperial persecutions. This is also the impression of Schultze and Schwenke.

]Minucius is silent about the argument so current under Marcus Aurelius, that

tlie Christians are responsible for all the public calamities.

2 Mommsen, Corp. Lat. Insr.ript. VIII. 6906 and 7094-7098; Rrcueil de Con-

stantine, 1869, p. 695. See an article by Dessau in " Hermes," 1880, t. xv.,

p. 471-74; Salmon, I.e., p. 924; and Eenan, I.e., p. 390 sq. Renan admits

the possible identity of this Crecilius with the friend of Minucius, but suggests

in the inttrest of his hypothesis that he was the son.

^ v. Schultze denies Cyprian's authorship ; but the book is attested by Je-

rome and Augustin.
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§ 199. Cyprian.

Comp. II 22, 47 and 53.

(I.) S. Cypriani Opera omnia. Best critical ed. by W. Hartel, Vin-

dob. 1868-71, 3 vols. oct. (in the Vienna " Corpus Scriptorum eccle-

siast. Latinorum ") ; based upon the examination of 40 MSS.

Other edd. by Sweynheym and Pannartz, Rom. 1471 (ed. prineeps),

again Venice 1477; by Erasmus, Bas. 1520 (first critical ed., often re-

printed) ; by Paul Manutius, Rom. 1563 ; by Morell, Par. 1564; by

Rigault [Rigaltius], Par. 1648; John Fell, Bp. of Oxford, Oxon. 1682

(very good, with Bishop Pearson's Annates Cyprianici), again

Amst. 1700 and since ; the Benedictine ed. begun by Baluzius

and completed by Prud. Maranus, Par. 1726, 1 vol. fol. (a magnifi-

cent ed., with textual emendations to satisfy the Roman curia), re-

printed in Venice, 1758, and in Mlgne^s " Patrol. Lat." (vol. IV.

Par. 1844, and part of vol. V. 9-80, with sundry additions) ; a con-

venient manual ed. by Gersdorf, Lips. 18S8 sq. (in Gersdorf's " Bib-

lioth. Patrum Lat." Pars II. and III.)

Engiish translations by N. Marshall, Lond., 1717 ; in the Oxf. " Li-

brary of the Fathers," Oxf. 1840; and by R. G. Wallis in " Ante-

Nicene Lib." Edinb. 1868, 2 vols.

(II.) Vita Cypriani by Pontius, and the Acta Procqnsularia Martyrii

Cypr., both in Ruinart's Acta Mart. II., and the former in most ed.

of his works.

(III.) J. Pearson: Annales Cyprianici. Oxon. 1682, in the ed. of Fell.

A work of great learning and acumen, determining the chronologi-

cal order of many Epp. and correcting innumerable mistakes.

H. DODWELL : Dissertationes Cyprianicoe ires. Oxon. 1684 ; Amst. 1700

;

also in Tom. V of Migne's " Patr. Lat." col. 9-80.

A. F. Gervaise : Vie de St. Cyprien. Par. 1717.

F. W. Rettberg : Cyprianus nach seinem Lehen n. T\1rJxev. Gott. 1831,

G. A. Poole: Life and Times of Cyprian. Oxf 1840 (419 pages). High-

church Episcop. and anti-papal.

Aem. Blampignon : Vie de Cyprien. Par. 1861.

Ch. E. Freppel (Ultramontane) : Sai7it Cyprien et V eylise d' Afrique

au troisihne silcle. Paris, 1865, 2d ed. 1873.

Ad. Ebert : Oeschichte der christl. latein. Litcratur. Leipz. 1874, vol. I.

54-61.

J. Peters (R. C.) : Der heil. Cyprian. Lehen u. Wirken. Regensb. 1877.

B. Fechtrup: Der h. Cyprian, Lehen m. Lehre, vol. I. Miinster, 1878.

Hagenbach and Leimbach in Herzog,'' III., 409-415. E. W. Benson

in Smith and Wace, I., 739-755.

Articles on sfiecial topics connected with Cy])rian by J. W. Nevin

andVARlEN (both in " Mercersburg Review" for 1852 luid '53);

Peters (Ultramontane: Cyprian's doctrine on the L nily of the
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Church in opposition to the schisms of Carthage and Borne, Luxerab

1870) ; Jos. Hub. Eeinkens (Old Oath. Bp. : Ct/pr's. Doctr. on the

Unity of the Church. Wiirzburg, 1873).

I. Life of Cyprian.

Thascius CvECILius Cypeianus, bishop and martyr, and the

impersonation of the catholic church of the middle of the third

century, sprang from a noble and wealthy heathen family of

Carthage, ^yhere he was born about the year 200, or earlier. His

deacon and biographer, Pontius, considers his earlier life not

worthy of notice in comparison with his subsequent greatness in

the church. Jerome tells us, that he stood in high repute as a

teacher of rhetoric.^ He was, at all events, a man of command-

ing literary, rhetorical, and legal culture, and of eminent ad-

ministrative ability, which afterwards proved of great service to

him in the episcopal office. He lived in worldly splendor to

mature age, nor was he free from the common vices of heathen-

ism, as we must infer from his own confessions. But the story,

that he practised arts of magic,'"arises perhaps from some con-

fusion, and is at any i-ate unattested. Yet, after he became a

Christian, he believed, like Tertulliau and others, in visions and

dreams, and had some only a short time before his martyrdom.

A worthy presbyter, Csecilius, who lived in Cyprian's house,

and afterwards at his death committed his wife and children to

him, first made him acquainted with the doctrines of the Chris-

tian religion, and moved him to read the Bible. After long

resistance Cyprian forsook the world, entered the class of cate-

chumens, sold his estates for the benefit of the poor,^ took a vow

of chastity, and in 245 or 246 received baptism, adopting, out of

gratitude to his spiritual father, the name of Csecilius.

He himself, in a tract soon afterwards written to a friend,^

^ Catnl. c. 67 :
" Cyprianus Afer primvm gloriose rhetoricam docuit."

^ Pontius, in his Vita, a very unsatisfactory sketch, prefixed to tlie editions

of the works of Cyprian, places this act of renunciation (Matt. 19 : 21) before

his baptism, " inter fidei prima riidimcnta." Cyprian's gardens, however, to-

gether with a villa, were afterwards restored to him, "Dei indalgentia." that

is, very probably, through the liberality of his Christian friends.

* De Gratia Dei, ad Donatum, c. 3, 4.
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gives us the following oratorical description of his conversion :

" While I languished in darkness and deep niglit, tossing upon

the sea of a troubled world, ignorant of my destination, and far

from truth and light, I thought it, according to my then habits,

altogether a difficult and hard thing that a man could be born

anew, and that, being quickened to new life by the bath of sav-

ing water, he might put off the past, and, while preserving the

identity of the body, might transform the man in mind and

heart. How, said I, is such a change possible ? How can one

at once divest himself of all that was either innate or acquired

and grown upon him ? . . . Whence does he learn frugality, who

M^as accustomed to sumptuous feasts? And how shall he who

shone in costly apparel, in gold and purj)le, come down to com-

mon and simple dress? He who has lived in honor and station,

cannot bear to be private and obscure. . . . But when, by the aid

of the regenerating water,^ the stain of my former life was

washed away, a serene and pure light poured from above into my
purified breast. So soon as I drank the spirit from above

and was transformed by a second birth into a new man, then the

wavering mind became wonderfully firm ; Avhat had been chjsed

opened ; the dark became light ; strength came for that which

had seemed difficult ; what I had thought impossible became

practicable."

Cy])rian now devoted himself zealously, in ascetic retirement,

to the study of the Scriptures and the church teachers, especially

Tertullian, whom he called for daily with the words :
" Hand me

the master!"^ The influence of Tertullian on his theological

formation is unmistakable, and appears at once, for example, on

comparing the tracts of tlie two on prayer and on patience, or

the work of the one on the vanity of idols with the apology of

the other. It is therefore rather strange that in his own writings

* " Uncl(2 genitalis auxilio" which refers of course to baptism.

* "Da vuifjlHtrinnf" So Jerome relates in his notice on Tertnllian, Cat. c
53, on the testimony of an old man, wlio iiad heard it in liis 3-outh from the

" vnt-'riiin b''(iti Cijprinni." As to tlie time, Cyr'rian might have personally

known To tullian, who lived at least till the vear 220 or 230.
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we find no ackuowledgraent of his indebtedness, and, as far as I

recollect, no express allusion whatever to Tertullian and the

Montanists. But he could derive no aid and comfort from him

in his conflict with schism.

Sucli a man could not long remain concealed. Only two years

after his baptism, in spite of his earnest remonstrance, Cyprian

was raised to the bishopric of Carthage by the acclamations of

the people, and was thus at the same time placed at the head of

the whole North African clergy. This election of a neophyte was

contrary to the letter of the ecclesiastical laws (comp. 1 Tim.

3 : 6), and led afterwards to the schism of the party of Novatus.

But the result proved, that here, as in the similar elevation of

Ambrose, Augustin, and other eminent bishops of the ancient

church, the voice of the people was the voice of God.

For the space of ten years, ending with his triumphant mar-

tyrdom, Cyprian administered the episcopal office in Carthage

with exemplarv energy, wisdom, and fidelity, and that in a most

stormv time, amidst persecutions from without and schismatic

ac^itations Within. The persecution under Valerian brought his

active labors to a close. He was sent into exile for eleven

months, then tried before the Proconsul, and condemned to be be-

headed. When the sentence was pronounced, he said
:
" Thanks

be to God," knelt in prayer, tied the bandage over his eyes with

his own hand, gave to the executioner a gold piece, and died

with the dignity and composure of a hero. His friends removed

and buried his body by night. Two chapels were erected on the

spots of his death and burial. The anniversary of his death was

long observed ; and five sermons of Augustin still remain in

memory of Cyprian's martyrdom, Sept. 14, 258.

II. Character and Position.

As Origen was the ablest scholar, and Tertullian the

strongest writer, so Cyprian was the greatest bishop, of the third

century. He was born to be a prince in the church. In exe-

cutive talent, he even surpassed all the Roman bishops of his

time ; and he bore himself towards them, also, as " frater " and
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" collega," iu the spirit of full equality. Augustiu calls liim by

eminence, "the catholic bishop and catholic martyr;" and

Vincentius of Lirinum, " the light of all saints, all martyrs, and

all bishops." Plis stamp of character was more that of Peter

than either of Paul or John.

His peculiar importance falls not so much in the field of the-

ology, where he lacks originality and depth, as iu church

organization and discipline. While Tertullian dealt mainly

with heretics, Cyprian directed his polemics against schismatics,

among whom he had to condemn, though he never does in fact,

his venerated teacher, who died a Montanist. Yet his own con-

duct was not perfectly consistent with his position ; for in the

controversy on heretical baptism he himself exhibited his

master's spirit of opposition to Pome. He set a limit to his own

exclusive catholic principle of tradition by the truly Protestant

maxims :
" Consuetudo sine veriiate vetustas erroris est, and, Non

est de consuetudine prcesci'ibendum, sed ratione vincendum."

In him the idea of the old catholic hierarchy and episcopal auto-

cracy, both in its affinity and in its conflict with the idea of the

papacy, was personally embodied, so to speak, and became flesh

and blood. The unity of the church, as the vehicle and medium

of all salvation, was the thought of his life and the passion of

his heart. But he contended with the same zeal for an inde-

pendent episcopate as for a Roman primacy ; and the authority

of his name has been therefore as often employed against the

papacy as in its favor. On both sides he was the faithful organ

of the churchly spirit of the age.

It were great injustice to attribute his high churchly principles

to pride and ambition, though temptations to this spirit unques-

tionably beset a prominent position like his. Such principles

are entirely compatible with sincere personal humility before

God. It was the deep conviction of the divine authority, and

the heavy responsibility of the episcopate, \vhich lay at the

bottom both of his first ''nolo cpiscopari" and of his subsequent

hierarchical feeling. He was as conscientious in discharging the
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duties, as he was jealous iu maintaining the rights, of his office.

Notwithstanding his high conception of the dignity of a bishop,

he took counsel of his presbyters in everything, and respected

the rights of his people. He knew how to combine strictness

and moderation, dignity and gentleness, and to inspire love and

confidence as well as esteem and veneration. He took upon

himself, like a father, the care of the widows and orphans, the

poor and sick. During the great pestilence of 252 he showed

the most self-sacrificing fidelity to his flock, and love for his

enemies. He forsook his congregation, indeed, iu the Decian

persecution, but only, as he expressly assured them, in pursuance

of a divine admonition, and in order to direct them during his

fourteen months of exile by pastoral epistles. His conduct ex-

posed him to the charge of cowardice. In the Valerian perse-

cution he completely w'ashed away the stain of that flight with

the blood of his calm and cheerful martyrdom.

He exercised first rigid discipline, but at a later period—not

in perfect consistency— he moderated his disciplinary princijjles

in prudent accommodation to the exigencies of the times. With

Tertullian he prohibited all display of female dress, w^hich only

deformed the work of the Creator ; and he warmly opposed all

participation in heathen amusements,—even refusing a converted

play-actor permission to give instruction in declamation and

pantomime. He lived in a simple, ascetic way, under a sense of

the perishableness of all earthly things, and in view of the

solemn eternity, in which alone also the questions and strifes of

the church militant would be perfectly settled. "Only above,"

says he in his tract De MoriaHtate, which he composed during

the pestilence, " only above are true peace, sure repose, constant,

firm, and eternal security ; there is our dwelling, there our home.

Who would not fain hasten to reach it ? There a great multi-

tude of beloved awaits us ; the numerous host of fathers,

brethren, and children. There is a glorious choir of apostles

;

there the number of exulting prophets ; there the countless

multitude of martyrs, crowned with victory after warfare and
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suiferiug ; there triumphing virgins ; there the merciful enjoy-

ing; their reward. Thither let us hasten with lono-ino- desire

;

let us wish to be soon with them, soon with Christ. After the

earthly comes the heavenly ; after the small follows the great

;

after perishableness, eternity."

III. His writings.

As an author, Cyprian is far less original, fertile and vigorous

than Tertullian, but is clearer, more moderate, and more elegant

and rhetorical in his style. He wrote independently only on the

doctrines of the church, the priesthood, and sacrifice.

(1.) His most important works relate to practical questions on

church government and discipline. Among these is his tract on

the Unity of the Church (a.d. 251), that "magna charta" of the

old catholic high-church spirit, the commanding importance of

which we have already considered. Then eighty-one Epktles,^

some very long, to various bishops, to the clergy and the

churches of Africa and of Rome, to the confessors, to the lapsed,

&c. ; comprising also some letters from others in reply, as from

Cornelius of Rome and Firmilian of Csesarea. They give us a

very graphic picture of his j^astoral labors, and of the whole

church life of that day. To the same class belongs also his trea-

tise : De Lapsis (a.d. 250) against loose penitential discipline.

(2.) Besides these he wrote a series of moral works. On the

Grace of God (246) ; On the Lord's Prayer (252) ; On 3Ior-

tality (252) ; against worldly-mindedness and pride of dress in

consecrated virgins [De Hahitu Yirglnum) ; a glowing call to

Martyrdom ; an exhortation to liberality {JDe Opeir. et Eleemosy-

nis, between 254 and 256), with a touch of the "opus opcratum"

doctrine ; and two beautiful tracts written during his controversy

with pope Stephanus: De Bono Patientice, and De Zelo et

Livorc (about 256), in which he exhorts the excited minds to

patience and moderation.

(3.) Least important are his two apologetic works, the product

1 The order of them varies in different editions, occasioning frequent confu-

sion in citation.
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of his Christian pupilage. One is directed against heathenism

{de Idolorum Vanitate), and is borrowed in great part, often ver-

bally, from Tertullian and Minucius Felix. The other, against

Judaism {Testimonia adversus Judceos), also contains no new-

thoughts, but furnishes a careful collection of Scriptural proofs

of the Messiahship and divinity of Jesus.

§200. Novatian.

Comp. 1 58, p. 196 sq. and ^ 188, p. 773.

(I.) NOVATIANI, Preshrjteri Romania Opera quae exstant omnia. Ed. by

Gagnseus (Par. 1545, in the works of Tertullian) ; Gelenius (Bas.

1550 and 1562) ; Pamelins (Par. 1598) ; Gallandi (Tom III.) ; EJw.

Welckman (Oxf. 1724) ; J. Jackson (Lend. 1728, the best ed.) ; Migne

(in "Patrol. Lat.'' Tom. III. col. 861-970). Migne's ed. includes

the dissertation of Lumper and the Commentary of Gallandi.

English translation by R. E. Wallis in Clark's " Ante-Nicene

Library," vol. II. (1869), p. 297-395 ; comp. vol. I. 85 sqq.

(II.) EUSEB. : H. E. VI. 43, 44, 45. Hierox. : De Vir. ill. && and 70 ; Ep.

36 ad Damas. ; Apol. adv. Ruf. II. 19. Socrates : H. E. IV. 28.

The Epistles of Cyprian and Cornelius referring to the schism of

Novatian (Cypr. Ep. 44, 45, 49, 52, 55, 59, 60, 68, 69, 73). Epipha-

Nius : Haer. 59 ; Socrates : H. E. IV. 28. Theodor. : Hctr. Fah.

III. 5. Photius : BibVwth. 182, 208, 280.

(Til.) Walch : Ketzerhistorie II. 185-288. Schcenemann : Biblioth.

Hist. lit. Pair. Lafinorum, I. 135-142. Lumper: Dissert, de Vita,

Scriptis, et Doctrina Nov., in Migne's ed. III. 861-884. Neander,
I. 237-248, and 687 (Am ed.). Caspari: Quellen zur Gesch. des

Taufsijmbols, III. 42>5-430, 437-439. Jos. Langen (Old Cath.):

Gesch. der rom. Kirche (Bonn 1881), p. 289-314. Harnack ; Nova-

tian in Herzog" X. (1882), p. 652-670. Also the works on Cyprian,

especially Fechtrup. See lit. § 199. On Novatian 's doctrine of the

trinity and the person of Christ see Dorner's EntwicHungsgesch. der

L. V. d. Pers. Christi (1851), I. 601-604. (" Dem Tertullian nahe

stehend, von iJim abhdngig, aber auch ihn verjlachend ist Novatian.")

Novatian,^ the second Roman anti-Pope (Hippolytus being

^ The Greek writers often confound him with the contemporary Novaliis of

Carthage, and call him l^avaTioc^ Noovdrog^ 'NaSdroc, but Dionysius of Alexan-

dria, correctly, ^avartavdc. Prndentius make? the same mistake, and adds a

chronological blunder by calling; the earlier Hippolytus a follower of the

^'schisma Novati" {De Coron. hymn. XI.). The confusion was natural, as No-

vatud was likewise schismatic, went from Carthage to Rome, and there made
common cause with Novatian.

Vol. II.—54.
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probably the first), orthodox in doctrine, but schismatic in dis-

cipline, and in both respects closely resembling Hippolytus and

Tertullian, flourished in the middle of the third century and

became the founder of a sect called after his name.^ He was a

man of unblemished, though austere character, considerable

biblical and philosophical learning, speculative talent, and elo-

quence.^ He is moreover, next to Minucius Felix, the first

important Roman divine who used the Latin language, and

used it with skill. We may infer that at his time the Latin

had become or was fast becoming the ruling lano-uao-e of the

Roman church, especially in correspondence with North Africa

and the West
;
yet both Novatian and his rival Cornelius ad-

dressed the Eastern bishops in Greek. The epitaphs of five

Roman bishops of the third century, Urbanus, Anteros, Fa-

bianus, Lucius, and Eutychianus (between 223 and 283), in

the cemetery of Callistus are Greek, but the epitaph of Cornelius

(251-253) who probably belonged to the noble Roman family

of that name, is Latin ("Cornelius Martyr E. R. X.")^

At that time the Roman congregation numbered forty pres-

byters, seven deacons, seven sub-deacons, forty-two acolytes,

besides exorcists, readers and janitors, and an " innumerable

multitude of the people," which may have amounted perhaps

to about 50,000 members.*

We know nothing of the time and place of the birth and

death of Novatian, He was probably an Italian. The later

account of his Phrygian origin deserves no credit, and may have

arisen from the fact that he had many followers in Phrygia,

where they united with the Montanists. He was converted in

^ Novatiani, in the East also Kai9apo(, which is equivalent to Puritans.

^ Jerome calls him and Tertullian ehquentisaimi v/ri [Ad Dam. Ep. 36).

Eusebius speaks unfavorably of him on account of his severe discipline, which

seemed to deny mercy to poor sinners.

^ On the subject of the official language of the Enman Church, see especially

the learned and conclusive investigations of Caspar!, I. c. III. 430 pqq., and the

inscriptions in De Rossi, Rom. soltcr. I. 277 sqq., 293, and II. 76 S(jq. Corne-

lius was not buried officially by the Roman Church, but by private members

of the same.

* See the letter of Cornelius to Fabius, preserved by Euseb. VI. 33.
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adult age, and received only clinical baptism by sprinkling on

the sick bed without subsequent episcopal confirmation, but was

nevertheless ordained to the priesthood and rose to the highest

rank in the Roman clergy. He conducted the official corres-

pondence of the Roman see during the vacancy from the mar-

tyrdom of Fabian, January 21, 250, till the election of Cornelius,

March, 251. In his letter to Cyprian, written in the name

of " the presbyters and deacons abiding at Rome," ' he refers

the question of the restoration of the lapsed to a future council,

but shows his own preference for a strict discipline, as most

necessary in peace and in persecution, and as " the rudder of

safety in the tempest."^

He may have aspired to the papal chair to which he seemed

to have the best claim. But after the Decian persecution had

1 Ep. XXX. of Cyprian (Oxf. and Hartel's edd.). English version in "Ante-

Nic. Libr.," Cyprian's works, I. 85-92. That this letter was written by Novn-

tian, appears from Cyprian's Ep. LV. {ad Antonkinum) cap. 4, where Cyprian

quotes a pass^age from the same, and then adds: " Additum est efiam Novatlano

tunc scribente," etc.

^ Ch. 2. Comp. also ch. 3, where he ."ays: "Far be it from the Roman
Church to slacken her vigor with so profane a facility, and to loosen the nerves

of her severity by overthrowing the majesty of faith ; so that when the wrecks

of your ruined brethren are not only lying, but are falling around, remedies of

a too hasty kind, and certainly not likely to avail, should be afforded for com-

munion ; and by a false mercy, new wounds should be impressed on the old

wounds of their transgression ; so that even repentance should be snatched

from these wretched beings, to their greater overthrow." And in ch. 7

:

"Whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I also deny before my Father

and before his angels. For God, as He is merciful, so He exacts obedience to

his precepts, and indeed carefully exacts it ; and as he invites to the banquet,

so the man that hath not a wedding garment he binds hands and feet, and

cast" him out beyond the a«sembly of the saints. He has prepared heaven

but he has also prepared hell. He has prepared places of refreshment, but he

has also prepared eternal punishment. He has prepared the light that none

can approach unto, but he has also prepared the vast and eternal gloom of per-

petual niefht." At the close he favors an exception in case of impending death

of the penitent lapsed, to whom cautious help should be administered, "that

neither ungodly men should praise our smooth facility, nor truly penitent men
accuse our severity as cruel." This letter relieves Novatian of the reproach of

being chiefly influenced in his schism by personal motives, as Pope Cornelius

(Euseb. VI. 43), and Eoman historians maintain (also Harnaok, in Herzog*

X. 661).
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ceased Iiis rival Cornelius, unknown before, was elected by a

majority of the clergy and favored the lenient discipline towards

the Fallen which his predecessors Callistus and Zephyrinus had

exercised, and against which Hippolytiis had so strongly pro-

tested twenty or thirty years before. Novatian was elected

anti-Pope by a minority and consecrated by three Italian

bishops/ He was exjommunicated by a Roman council, and

Cornelius denounced him in official letters as "a deceitful, cun-

ning and savage beast." Both parties appealed to foreign

churches. Fabian of Antioch sympathized with Novatian, but

Dionysius of Alexandria, and especially Cyprian who in the

mean time had relaxed his former rigor and who hated schism

like the very pest, supported Cornelius, and the lax and more

charitable system of discipline, together with worldly conformity

triumphed in the Catholic church. Nevertheless the Novatian

schism spread East and West and maintained its severe disci-

pline and orthodox creed in spite of imperial persecution down

to the sixth century. Novatian died a martyr according to the

tradition of his followers. The controversy turned on the

extent of the power of the Keys and the claims of justice to

the purity of the church and of mercy towards the fallen. The

charitable view prevailed by the aid of the principle that out of

the church there is no salvation.

Novatian was a fruitful author. Jerome ascribes to him

works On the Passover ; On the Sabbath; On Circumcision;

On the Priest [De Saoerdote) ; On Prayer; On the Jewish

Meats ; On Perseverance ; ^ On Attilus (a martyr of Perga-

mus) ; and " On the Trinity."

Two of these books are preserved. The most important is

> "Ex exigna et vilissima Italicp. 'parte!' See Jaffe Regesta Pontif. Rom. p. 7.

Cornelius, in his letter to Fabian (Euseb. VI- 43), describes these three bishops

as contemptible ignoramuses, who were intoxicated when they ordained Nova-

tian "by a shadowy and empty imposition of hands."

^ De Imtantia, probably in persecution, not in prayer. See Caspari, p. 428,

note 284 versus Lardner and Lumper, who explain it of Perseverance in prayer:

but this was no doubt treated in De Oratione, for which, however, the Vatican

Cod. reads De Ordinatlone.
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his Liber de Trlnitate ( 31 chs.), composed a. d. 256. It has

sometimes been ascribed to Tertullian or Cypriau. Jerome

calls it a " great work," and an extract from an unknowli work

of Tertullian on the same subject. Novatian agrees essentially

with Tertullian's subordinatian trinltarianism. He ably vindi-

cates the divinity of Christ and of the Holy Spirit, strives to

reconcile the divine threeness with unity, and refutes the Mon-

archians, especially the Sabellians by biblical and philosophical

arguments.

In his Epistola do C'lhus Judaicis (7 chapters) written to his

flock from a place of retirement during persecution, he tries to

prove by allegorical interpretation, that the Mosaic laws on food

are no longer binding upon Christians, and that Christ has

substituted temperance and abstinence for the prohibition of

unclean animals, with the exception of meat offered to idols,

which is forbidden by the Apostolic council (Acts 15).

§ 201. Commodian.

I.) COMMODIAXIJS : Instrudiones adverms Gentium Deos pro Christiana

Disciplina, and Carmen Apologeticum adversus Judceos et Ge/ites. The
Iiisfructiones were discovered by Sirnaond, and first edited by Rigault

at Toul, 1650; more recently by Fr. Oehler in Gersdorfs " Biblioth.

P. Lat.," vol. XVIII., Lips. 1847 (p. 133-194.) and by Migne, " Pa-

trol." vol. V. col. 201-262.

The second work was discovered and published by Card. Plfra in

the " Spicilegium Solesraense," Tom. I. Par. 1852, p. 21-49 und Ex-

curs. 537-543, and with new emendations of the corrupt text in Tom.

IV. (1858), p. 222-224
; and better by Rdnsch in the " Zeitschrift fiir

hist. Theol." for 1872.

Both poems were edited together by E. Ludwig : Commodiani

Carmina, Lips. 1877 and 1878.

English translation of th« first poem (but in prose) by R. E. Wal-
Lis in Clark's " Ante-Nicene Library," vol. III. (1870

, pp. 434-474.

(II.) Dodwei>l: Dissert, de cetate Comniod. Prolegg. in Migne,Y. 189"-

200. Alzog: Patrol. Si0-S^2. J. L. Jacobi in Schneider's "Zeit-

schrift fiir christl. Wissenschaft und christl. Leben " for 1853, pp.

203-209. Ad. Ebert, in an appendix to his essay on Tertullian's

relation to Minucius Felix, Leipz. 1868, pp. 69-102; in his Gesch.

der christl. lat. Lit., I. 86-93 ; also his art. in Herzog ^ III. 325 sq.

Leimbach, in an Easter Programme on Commodian's Carmen apol.
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culv. Gentes et Judceos, Schmalkalden, 1871 (he clears up many-

points). Hermann Ronsch, in the " Zeitschvift fiir historische

Theologie " for 1872, No. 2, pp. 163-302 (he presents a revised Latin

text with philological explanations). Young in Smith and Wace,

I. 610-611.

CoMMODiAN was probably a clergyman in North Africa.^ He
was converted from heathenism by the study of the Scriptures,

especially of the Old Testament.^ He wrote about the middle

of the third century two works in the style of vulgar African

latiuit}', in uncouth versification and barbarian hexameter,

without regard to quantity and hiatus. They are poetically and

tlieologically worthless, but not unimportant for the history of

practical Christianity', and reveal under a rude dress with many

superstitious notions, an humble and fervent Christian heart.

Commodian was a Patripassian in christology and a Chiliast in

eschatology. Hence he is assigned by Pope Gelasius to the

apocryphal Avi'iters. His vulgar African latinity is a landmark

in the history of the Latin language and poetry in the transition

to the Romance literature of the middle ages.

The first poem is entitled " Instructions for the Christian

Life," written about A. d. 240 or earlier.^ It is intended to

convert heathens and Jews, and gives also exhortations to cate-

chumens, believers, and penitents. The poem has over twelve

hundred verses and is divided into eighty strophes, each of which

is an acrostic, the initial letters of the lines composing the title or

1 In the MSS. of the second poem he is called a bishop. Commodian gives

no indication of his clerical status, but it may be fairly inferred from his learn-

ing. In the last section of his second poem he calls himself Gazceiis. Ebert

understands this geographically, from the city of Gaza in Syria. But in this

case he would have written in Greek or in Syriac. The older interpretation is

preferable, from Gaza (jnCi^l, treasure, or gnzophylacium (}nZo(l)v?MKtnp] treaaury,

which indicates either his possession of the treasure of saving truth or his de-

pendence for suj>porton the treasury of the church.

^ F.b'^rt suggests tliat he was a Jewish proselyte ; but in the introduction to

the first poem he says that he formerly worshipped the gods [deos vanos), which
he believed to be demons, like most of the patristic writers.

3 The author upbraids tlie Gentiles for persevering in unbelief after Chris-

tianity had existed for 200 years (VI. 2). Ebert dates the Instructions back

as far as 239. Alzog puts it down much later.
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subject of the section. The first 45 strophes are apologetic, and

aimed at the heathen, the remaining 35 are parenetic and ad-

dressed to Christians. The first part exhorts unbelievers to

repent in view of the impending end of the world, and gives

prominence to chiliastic ideas about Antichrist, the return of the

Twelve Tribes, the first resurrection, the millennium, and the

last judgment. The second part exhorts catechumens and vari-

ous classes of Christians. The last acrostic which again reminds

the reader of the end of the world, is entitled " Nomen Gazcei,"^

and, if read backwards, gives the name of the author : Commo-

dianus mendicus Christi.
^

2. The second work which was only brought to light in 1852,

is an "Apologetic Poem against Jews and Gentiles," and was

written about 249. It exhorts them (like the first part of the " In-

structions " to repent without delay in view of the approaching

end of the world. It is likewise written in uncouth hexameters,

and discusses in 47 sections the doctrine of God, of man, and of

the Redeemer (vers. 89-275) ; the meaning of the names of Son

and Father in the economy of salvation (276-573) ; the obsta-

cles to the progress of Christianity (574—611) ; it warns Jews and

Gentiles to forsake their religion (612-783), and gives a descrip-

tion of the last things (784-1053).

The most interesting part of this second poem is the conclu-

sion. It contains a fuller description of Antichrist than the

first poem. The author expects that the end of the world will

soon come with the seventh persecution ; the Goths will conquer

Rome and redeem the Christians ; but then Nero will appear as

the heathen Antichrist, reconquer Rome, and rage against the

Christians three years and a-half ; he will be conquered in turn

by the Jewish and real Antichrist from the east, who after the

1 See above p. 854. Note 1.

^ The last five lines are (see Migne V. col. 261, 262) :

" ostenduntur illis, et lec/unt gesta de coelo

Nemoria prisca debito et merita digno.

Merces in perpetuo secundum facta tyranno.

omnia non possum comprehendere parvo libdlo.

Curiosilas docti inveniet nomen in isto-"
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defeat of Nero and the burning of Rome will return to Judaea,

perform false miracles, and be worshipped by the Jews. At

last Christ appears, that is God himself (from the Mouarchian

standpoint of the author), with the lost Twelve Tribes as his

army, which had lived beyond Persia in liappy simplicity and

virtue; under astounding phenomena of nature he will con-

quer Antichrist and his host, convert all nations and take pos-

session of the holy city of Jerusalem. The concluding descrip-

tion of the judgment is preserved only in broken fragments.

The idea of a double Antichrist is derived from the two beasts

of the Apocalypse, and combines the Jewish conception of the

Antimessiah, and the heathen Nero-legend. But the remarkable

feature is that the second Antichrist is represented as a Jew and

as defeating the heathen Nero, as he wall be defeated by Christ.

The same idea of a double antichrist appears in Lactantius.^

§ 202. Arnohms.

(I,) Arnobii (oraforis) adversus Nationes {or Gcntes) Ubri se.ptem. Best ed.

by Reifferscheid, Vindob. 1875. (vol. IV. of the ' Corpus Scrip-

torum Ecclesiasticorum Latiiiorum," issued by the Academy of Vi-

enna.)

Other editions : by Faustus Saboeus, Florence 1543 (ed. princeps)
;

Bas. (Frobenius) 1546; Paris 1580, 1666, 1715; Antw. 1582; Rom.

1583 ;
Genev. 1597 ; Lugd. Bat. 1598, 1651 ; by Orelli, Lips. 1816

;

Hildehrand, Halle, 1844; Migne, " Patrol. Lat." v. 1844, col. 350 sqq.

Fr. Oehler (iu Gersdorf's " Bibl. Patr. Lat."), Lips. 1846. On the

text see the Prolegg of Oehler and ReifFerscheid.

English Version by A. Hamilton Bryce and Hugh Campbell,

in Clark's " Ante-Nic. Libr." vol. XIX. (Ediub. 1871). German

transl. by Benard (1842), and Alleker (1858).

(II.) HiERONYMUS: De Vir.ill.ld; Chron. ad aun. 325 (xx. Consian-

tiui) ; fyp. 46, and 58, ad Paulinum.

(III.) The learned Disserfatio prcevia of the Benedictine Le Nourry in

Migne's ed. v. 365-714. Neander: I. 687-689. Mohler (R.

C.j: Paf/-o^. L 906-916. Alzog [R. C): Patrologie {3d ed.), p.

205-210. Zink : Ziir Kritik und Erkldrnng dcs Arnob., Bamb. 1873.

Ebert, Gesch. der christl- lat. Lit. I. 61-70. Herzog in Herzog'

I. 692 sq. MouLE in Smith and Wace I. 167-169.

1 Inst. JDiv. VII. 16 sqq.
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Aenobius, a successful teacher of rhetoric with many pupils

(Lactantius being one of them), was first an enemy, then an ad-

vocate of Christianity. He lived in Sicca, an important city on

the Numidian border to the Southwest of Carthage, in the lat-

ter part of the third and the beginning of the fourth century. He

was converted to Christ in adult age, like his more distinguished

fellow-Africaus, Tertullian and Cyprian. " O blindness," he

says, in describing the great change, "only a short time ago I

was worshipping images just taken from the forge, gods shaped

upon the anvil and by the hammer. . . . When I saw a stone

made smooth and smeared with oil, I prayed to it and addressed

it as if a living power dwelt in it, and implored blessings from

the senseless stock. And I offered grievious insult even to the

gods, whom I took to be such, in that I considered them wood,

stone, and bone, or fancied that they dwelt in the stuff of such

things. Now that I have been led by so great a teacher into

the way of truth, I know what all that is, I think worthily of

the Worthy, offer no insult to the Godhead, and give every one

his due. ... Is Christ, then, not to be regarded as God ? And

is He who in other respects may be deemed the very greatest,

not to be nonored with divine worship, from whom we have re-

ceived while alive so great gifts, and from whom, when the day

comes, we expect greater gifts?"
^

The contrast was very startling indeed, if we remember that

Sicca bore the epithet "Veneria," as the seat of the vile worship

of the goddess of lust in ^vhose temple the maidens sacrificed

their chastity, like the Corinthian priestesses of Aphrodite.

He is therefore especially severe in his exposure of the sexual

immoralities of the heathen gods, among whom Jupiter himself

takes the lead in all forms of vice.^

1 Adv. Nat. 1, 39, ed. Kelfferscheid, p. 26.

« In book V. 22 be details tlie crimes of Jupiter who robbed Ceres, Leda,

Danae, Europa, Alcmena, Electra, Latona, Laodamia, and "a thousand other

virc^ins and a thousand matrons, and ^yith them the boy Catamitus, of their

honor and chastity," and who was made a collection of " all impurities of the

stage."
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We know nothing of his subsequent life and death. Jerome,

the only ancient writer who mentions him, adds some doubtful

particulars, namely that he was converted by visions or dreams,

that he was first refused admission to the Church by the bishop

of Sicca, and hastily wrote his apology in proof of his sincerity.

But this book, though wj'itten soon after his conversion, is rather

the result of an inward impulse and strong conviction than out-

ward occasion.

We have from him an Apology of Christianity in seven books

of unequal length, addressed to the Gentiles. It was written A.

D. 303
', at the outbreak of the Diocletian persecution ; for he

alludes to the tortures, the burning of the sacred Scriptures and

the destruction of the meeting houses, which were the prominent

features of that persecution.^ It is preserved in only one man-

uscript (of the ninth or tenth century), which contains also the

"Octavius" of Minucius Felix.^ The first two books are apolo-

getic, the other five chiefly polemic. Arnobius shows great

familiarity with Greek and Roman mythology and literature,

and quotes freely from Homer, Plato, Cicero, and Varro. He
ably refutes the objections to Christianity, beginning with the

popular charge that it brought the wrath of the gods and the

many public calamities upon the Roman empire. He exposes

at length the absurdities and immoralities of the heathen my-

thology. He regards the gods as real, but evil beings.

The positive part is meagre and unsatisfactory. Arnobius

seems as ignorant about the Bible as Minucius Felix. He never

quotes the Old Testament, and the New Testament only once.^

1 He says that Cliristianit)' Iiad then existed three hundred years (I. 13),

and that the city of Rome was one thousand and tifty years old (II. 71). The

last date leaves a choice between A. D. 296 or 303, according as we reckon by

the Varronian or the Fabian era.

^ IV. 36; comp. I. 26; If. 77; III. 36, etc. Comp. Euseb. II. E. VIII. 2.

' In the Nation. Libr. of Paris, No. 1661. The copy in Brussels is merely

a transcript. Tiie MS., though well written, is very corrupt, and leaves room

for many conjectures. Reifferscheid has carefully compared it at Paris in 1867.

*" Has that well-known word [Ulud vulgatum) never struck your ears, that

the wisdom of man is foolishness with God?'" II. 6; comp. 1 Cor. 3: 19.
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He knows nothing of the history of the Jews, and the JNIosaic

worship, and confounds the Pharisees and Sadducees. Yet he

is tolerably familiar, whether from the Gospels or from tradition,

with the history of Christ. He often refers in glowing lan-

guage to his incarnation, crucifixion, and exaltation. He repre-

sents him as the supreme teacher who revealed God to man, the

giver of eternal life, yea, as God, though born a man, as God on

high, God in his inmost nature, as the Saviour God, and the

object of worship.^ Only his followers can be saved, but he

offers salvation even to his enemies. His divine mission is

proved by his miracles, and these are attested by their unique

character, their simplicity, publicity and beneficence. He healed

at once a hundred or more afflicted with various diseases, he

stilled the raging tempest, he walked over the sea with unwet

foot, he astonished the very waves, he fed five thousand with

five loaves, and filled t^velve baskets with the fragments that

remained, he called the dead from the tomb. He revealed him-

self after the resurrection "in open day to countless numbers of

men ;

" " he appears even now to righteous men of unpolluted

mind who love him, not in any dreams, but in a form of pure

simplicity."^

His doctrine of God is Scriptural, and strikingly contrasts

with the absurd mythology. God is the author and ruler of all

things, unborn, infinite, spiritual, omnipresent, without passion,

dwelling in light, the giver of all good, the sender of the

Saviour.

As to man, Arnobius asserts his free will, but also his ignor-

ance and sin, and denies his immortality. The soul outlives the

body, but depends solely on God for the gift of eternal duration.

The wicked go to the fire of Gehenna, and will ultimately be

1 The strongest passages for the divinity of Christ are I. 37, 39, 42 and 53.

In the last passage he says (ReifFerscheid, p. 36) :
" Deus ille sublimis fuit

l^ChristnsI, deus radice ah intina, deus ab incognitis regnis et ah omnium principe

deo sospifator est missus."

* "per puree speciem simplicitaiis,'' T. 46. This passage speaks against the

story, that Arnobius was converted by a dream.
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consumed or annihilated. He teaches the resurrection of the

flesh, but in obscure terms.

Arnobius does not come up to the standard of Catholic ortho-

doxy, even of the ante-Nicene age. Considering his apparent

ignorance of the Bible, and his late conversion, we need not be

surprised at this. Jerome now praises, now censures him, as

unequal, i)rolix, and confused in style, method, and doctrine.

Pope Gelasius in the fifth century banished his book to the

apocryphal index, and since that time it was almost forgotten,

till it was brought to light again in the sixteenth century.

Modern critics agree in the verdict that he is more successful in

the refutation of error than in the defense of truth.

But the honesty, courage, and enthusiasm of the convert -for

his new faith are as obvious as the defects of his theology. If he

did not know or clearly understand the doctrines of the Bible,

he seized its moral tone.^ " We have learned," he says, " from

Christ's teaching and his laws, that evil ought not to be re-

quited with evil (comp. Matt. 5 : 39), that it is better to suffer

wrong than to inflict it, that we should rather shed our own

blood than stain our hands and our conscience with that of

another. An ungrateful world is now for a long period enjoying

the benefit of Christ ; for by his influence the rage of savage

ferocity has been softened, and restrained from the blood of a

fellow-creature. If all would lend an ear to his salutary and

peaceful laws, the world would turn the use of steel to occupa-

tions of peace, and live in blessed harmony, maintaining invio-

late the sanctity of treaties."^ He indignantly asks the heathen,

" Why have our writings deserved to be given to the flames, and

our meetings to be cruelly broken up ? In them prayer is offered

to the supreme God, peace and pardon are invoked upon all in

1 I must differ from Ebert (p. 69), who says that Christianity produced uo

moral change in his heart. "In seinem StU isl Arnobius durchaiLs Heide, mid

auch dies ist ein Zeugniss fiir die Art seines Christenthums, das ehen eine innere

Umwandlung nichl bcwirkt hatte. Das Gemiiih hat an seinem Ausdruck nirgendu

einen Anllieil."

2 1.9.
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authority, iij^on sokliers, kings, friends, enemies, upon those still

in life, and those released from the bondage of the flesh. In

them all that is said tends to make men humane, gentle, modest,

virtuous, chaste, generous in dealing with their substance, and

inseparably united to all that are embraced in our brotherhood."^

He uttered his testimony boldly in the face of the last and most

cruel persecution, and it is not unlikely that he himself was one

of its victims.

The work of Arnobius is a rich store of antiquarian and my-

thological knowledge, and of African latinity.

§ 203. Victorinus of Petau.

(1.) Opera in the " Max. Bibliotli. vet. Patrum." Lugd. Tom. III., in

GallandVs " Bibl. PP.," Tom. IV. ; and in Migne's " Patrol. Lat.," V.

281-344 (De Fabrica Mimdi, and Scholia in Apoc. Joannis).

English translation by R. E. Wallis, in Clark's " Ante-Nicene Library,"

Vol. III., 388-433.

(II. ) Jerome : De. Vir. ill., 74. Cassiodor. : Jusfit. Div. Lit., c. 9.

Cave: Hist. Lit., I., 147 sq. Lumper's Proleg., in Migne's ed., V.

281-302. EouTH : Reliq., S. L, 65 ; III., 455-481.

Victorinus, probably of Greek extraction, was first a rhe-

torician by profession, and became bishop of Petavium, or

Petabio,^ in ancient Panonia (Petau, in the present Austrian

Styria). He died a martyr in the Diocletian persecution (303).

We have only fragments of his writings, and they are not of

much importance, except for the age to which they belong.

Jerome says that he understood Greek better than Latin, and

that his works are excellent for the sense, but mean as to the

style. He counts him among the Chiliasts, and ascribes to him

commentaries on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Isaiah, Ezekiel,

Habakkuk, Canticles, the Apocalypse, a book Against all

Heresies, " et multa alia" Several poems are also credited to

him, but without good reason.^

^ IV. 36.

^ Vi'it. Petavionensis or Petabionensis ; not Pictaviensis (from Poictiers), as in

the Eom. Martyrologium and Baronius. John Launoy (d. 1678) is said to

have first corrected this error.

^ Carmina de Jesu, Chrislo Deo el homine; Lignum VHae; also the hymns De
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1. Tlie fragment on the Creation of the World is a series of

notes on the account of creation, probably a part of the com-

mentary on Genesis mentioned by Jerome. The days are taken

literally. The creation of angels and archangels preceded the

creation of man, as light was made before the sky and the earth.

The seven days typify seven millennia ; the seventh is the mil-

lennial sabbath, when Christ will reign on earth with his elect.

It is the same chiliastic notion which we found in the Epistle of

Barnabas, with the same opposition to Jewish Sabbatarianism.

Victorinus compares the seven days with the seven eyes of the

Lord (Zech. 4 : 10), the seven heavens (comp. Ps. 33 : 6), the

seven spirits that dwelt in Christ (Isa. 11 : 2, 3), and the seven

stages of his humanity : his nativity, infancy, boyhood, youth,

young-manhood, mature age, death. This is a fair specimen of

these allegorical plays of a pious imagination.

2. The scholia on the Apocalypse of John are not without

interest for the history of the interpretation of this mysterious

book.^ But they are not free from later interpolations of the

fifth or sixth century. The author assigns the Apocalypse to the

reign of Domitian (herein agreeing with Irenteus), and combines

the historical and allegorical methods of interpretation. He also

regards the visions in part as synchronous rather than successive.

He comments only on the more difficult passages.^ We select

the most striking points.

The woman in ch. 12 is the ancient church of the prophets

and apostles ; the dragon is the devil. The woman sitting on

the seven hills (in ch. 17), is the city of Rome. The beast from

the abyss is the Roman emjjire ; Domitian is counted as the sixth,

Nerva as the seventh, and Nero revived as the eighth Roman

Oruce or De Paschate, in Tertul Han's and Cyprian's works. Kouth, III. 483,

denies the genuineness; so also Lumper in Migne V. 294.

1 Comp. Lucke, Einleitung in die Offenb. Joh., pp. 972-982 (2nd ed.) ; and

Bleek, Vorlesungen Uber die Apok., p. 34 sq. Liicke and Bleek agree in regard-

ing this commentary as a work of Victorinus, but witli later interpolations.

Bleek assumes that it was originally more pronounced in its chiliasm.

* As Cassiodorus remarks ;
" iJifficiUima quaedam loca breviter iractavit."
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King.^ The number Q66 (13 : 18) means in Greek Teitan^ (this

is the explanation preferred by Ireuoeus), in Latin Diclux. Both

names signify Antichrist, according to the numerical value of

the Greek and Roman letters. But Diclux has this meaning by

contrast, for Antichrist, " although he is cut off from the super-

nal light, yet transforms himself into an angel of light, daring

to call himself light." ^ To this curious explanation is added,

evidently by a much later hand, an application of the mystic

number to the Vandal king Genseric [ysutrrjriuo^), who in the

fifth century laid waste the Catholic church of North Africa and

sacked the city of Rome.

The exposition of ch. 20 : 1-6 is not so strongly chiliastic, as

the corresponding passage in the Commentary on Genesis, and

hence some have denied the identity of authorship. The first

resurrection is explained spiritually with reference to Col. 3:1,
and the author leaves it optional to understand the thousand

years as endless or as limited. Then he goes on to allegorize

about the numbers : ten signifies the decalogue, and hundred the

crown of virginity ; for he who keeps the vow of virginity

completely, and fulfils the precepts of the decalogue, and de-

stroys the impure thoughts within the retirement of his own

1 This explanation of 17 : 10, 11 rests on the expectation of the return of Nero
as Antichrist, and was afterwards justly abandoned by Andreas and Arethas,

but has been revived again, though with a different counting of the emperors,

by the modern champions of tlie Nero-hypothesis. See the discussion in vol.

I, 86-4 sqq.

2T=300; E=5; 1=10; T=300; A=l ; N=50 ; in all 666. Dropping
the final n, we get Teita=616, which was the other reading in 13: 18, men-
tioned by Irengeus. Titus was the destroyer of Jerusalem, but in unconscious
fulfilment of Christ's prophecy ; he was no persecutor of the church, and was
one of the best among the Roman emperors.

3 D=500; 1=1 ; C=100 ; L=.50 ; V=5 ; X=10 ; in all=666. "Id est quod
Greece sonat recrdv, nempe id quod Latine dicitur diclux, quo nomine per anti-

phrasin ezpresso intelligimus antichristum, qui cum a luce siiperna abscissus sit et ea

privatus, transfijurat tamen se in angelum luels, audens sese dicere lucem. Item
invenimus in qiiodom codice Orcceo avTE/uoc." The last name is perhaps a cor-

ruption for 'Av-e{/.wg, which occurs on coins of Moesia for a ruling dynasty, or
may be meant for a designation of character : honori contrarius. See Migne,
V. 339, and Lucke, p. 978.
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heart, is the true priest of Christ, and reigns M^ith hijn ; and

" truly in his case the devil is bound." At the close of the

notes on ch. 22, the author rejects the crude and sensual chiliasm

of the heretic Cerinthus. " For the kingdom of Christ," he

says, " is now eternal in the saints, although the glory of the

saints shall be manifested after the resurrection."^ This looks

like a later addition, and intimates the change which Constan-

tine's reign produced in the mind of the church as regards the

millennium. Henceforth it was dated from the incarnation of

Christ.2

§ 204. Eunehius, Lactantius, Hosius.

On EuSEBius see vol. III. 871-879—Add to Lit. the exhaustive article

of Bp. LiGHTFOOT in Smith and Wace, II. (1880), j). 308-348 ; Dr.

Salmon, on the Chron. of Eus. ibid. 354-355; and Semisch in

Herzog^ IV. 390-398.

On Lactaxtius see vol. III. 955-959.—Add to Lit. Ebert : Gesch. der

cJirisfl. lat. Lit. I. (1874), p. 70-86; and his art. in Herzog^ VIII.

364-366 ; and E. S. Ffoulkes in Smith and Wace III. 613-617.

On Hosius, see § 55 p. 179 sqq. ; and vol. III. 627, 635, 636.—Add to Lit.

P. BoNlF. Gams (K. C.) : Kirchenfjesch. v. Spanien, Kegensb. 1862

sqq„ Bd II. 137-309 (the greater part of the second vol. is given to

Hosius) ; W. Moller in Herzog^ VI. 326-328; and T. D. C. Morse
in Smith and Wace III. 162-174.

At the close of our period we meet with three representative

divines, in close connection with the first Christian emperor who

effected the politico-ecclesiastical revolution known as the union

of church and state. Their public life and labors belong to the

next period, but must at least be briefly foreshadowed here.

EusEBius, the historian, Lactantius, the rhetorician, and

Hosius, the statesman, form the connecting links between the

ante-Nicene and Xicene ages; their long lives—two died octo-

genarians, Hosius a centenarian—are almost equally divided

between the two; and they reflect the lights and shades of both.'

^ "Nam regnum Christi nunc est sempiternum in Sanctis, cum fuerit gloria post

resurrectionem manifestata sanctorum." (Migne V. 344.)

'' Comp. § 188, p. 612 sqq.

^ Eusebius died a. d. 340; Lactantius between 320 and 330; Hosius between

357 and 360.
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Eusebius was bishop of Csesarea and a man of extensive and

useful learning, and a liberal theologian; Lactantius, a

professor of eloquence in Nicomedia, and a man of elegant cul-

ture; Hosius, bishop of Cordova and a man of counsel and

action.^ They thus respectively represented the Holy Land,

Asia Minor, and Spain ; we may add Italy and North Africa,

for Lactantius was probably a native Italian and a pupil of

Arnobius of Sicca, and Hosius acted to some extent for the

whole western church in Eastern Councils. With him Spain

first emerges from the twilight of legend to tlie daylight of

church history; it was the border laud of the west which Paul

perhaps had visited, which had given the philosopher Seneca

and the emperor Trajan to heathen Rome, and was to furnLsh in

Theodosius the Great the strong defender of the Nicene faith.

Eusebius, Lactantius, and Hosius were witnesses of the cruel-

ties of the Diocletian persecution, and hailed the reign of impe-

rial patronage. They curried the moral forces of the age of

martyrdom into the age of victory. Eusebius with his literary

industry saved for us the invaluable monuments of the first

three centuries down to the Nicene Council; Lactantius be-

queathed to posterity, in Ciceronian Latin, an exposition and

vindication of the Christian religion against the waning idolatry

of Greece and Rome, and the tragic memories of the imperial

persecutors; Hosius was the presiding genius of the synods of

^ Hosius left no literary work. The only document we have from his pen is

his letter to the Arian Emperor Constantius, preserved by Athanasius {Hist.

Arian. 44). See Gams, /. c. II. 215 sqq. It begins with this noble sentence:

" I was a confessor of the faith long before your grandfather Maximian perse-

cuted the church. If you persecute me, I am ready to suffer all ratlier than to

shed innocent blood and to betray the trutli." Unfortunately, in his extreme

old age he yielded under the infliction of physical violence, and subscribed an

Arian creed, but bitterly repented before his death. Athanasius expressly

says (/. c. 45), that "at the approach of death, as it were by his last testament,

he abjured tlie Arian heresy, and gave strict charge that no one should receive

it." It is a disputed point whether he died at Sirmium in 357, or was per-

mitted to return to Spain, and died there about 359 or 360- We are only in-

formed that he was over a hundred years old, and over sixty years a bishop.

Athan. I. c; Sulpicius Severus, Hist. II. 55.

Vol. II.—55.
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Elvira (306), Nicsea (325), and Sardica (347), the friend of

Athanasius in the defense of orthodoxy and in exile.

All three were intimately associated with Constantine the

Great, Eusebius as his friend and eulogist, Lactantius as the

tutor of his eldest son, Hosius as his trusted counsellor who

probably suggested to him the idea of convening the first oecu-

menical synod ; he was we may say for a few years his ecclesi-

astical prime minister. They were, each in his way, the em-

peror's chief advisers and helpers in that great change which

gave to the religion of the cross the moral control over the vast

empire of Rome. The victory was well deserved by three hun-

dred years of unjust persecution and heroic endurance, but it was

fraught with trials and temptations no less dangerous to the

purity and peace of the church than fire and sword.



ILLUSTRATIONS FROM THE CATACOMBS.

ALLEGOKICAL REPRESENTATION OF CHRIST AS THE GOOD SHEPHERD.

(See p. 276.)

THE GOOD SHEPHERD. (Fresco Ceiling, from Bosio.)

In the centre, " The Good Shepherd." The subjects, beginning at the top and

going to the right, are : (1.) The Paralytic carrying his Bed ; (2.) Five Baskets full

of Fragments; (3.) Raising of Lazarus
; (4.) Daniel in the Lion's Den; (5.) Jonah

swallowed by the Fish; (6.) Jonah vomited Forth; (7.) Moses striking the Rock;

(8.) Noah and the Dove.
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ILLUSTRATIONS FROM THE CATACOMBS.

ALLEGORICAL REPRESENTATION OF CHRIST UNDER THE TYPE OF ORPHEUS.

(See p. 276.)

ORPHEUS. (Fresco Ceiling in the Crypt of St. Domitilla.)

Orjjheus in the centre, playing the Lyre to the enchanted Animals, surrounded by

landscapes and Scripture Scenes, viz., beginning at the right: (1.) Tlie Raising of

the mummy-like Corpse of Lazarus; (2.) Daniel in the Lion's Den; (3.) iloses

smiting the Rock
; (4.) Dayid with the Sling.
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Apostolic Fathers, 631 sqq

Apostolic mother-churches, 153 sq

Aquarians, 495

Ardesianes, 479

Aristides, 105, 708 sq

Aristo of Pella, 107, 709

Aristotelian theory of creationism, 542

Aries, Council of, 181

Arnobius, 105; life and vrorks, 856

sqq

Arnold, Thomas, 81

Art, Christian, 266 sqq

Artemon & Artemonites, 574

Asceticism, 387 sqq

Asceticism, heretical and Catholic, 392

Asia, Christianity in, 23 sq

Athanasius, 588, and passim

Athenagoras, 730 sqq

Augustin on heresy, 515 ; on the Canon,

519, 524, and passim

Autun Inscription, 305

Axionicos, 479

869
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Baptism, celebration of, 247 sqq. ; doc-

trine of, 253 sqq. ; infant b., 258 sq.

;

heretical b., 2G2 sq.; in Hades, (385

Bar-Cochba, rebellion of, 37 sq

Bardesanes, 481

Barnabas on the Lord's day, 203; on

chiliasm, 615; Epistle of, b71 sqq

Basilides, 466 sqq

Baur, on the jjaschal controversies, 209,

219; on Montanism, 415; on the

pseudo-Clementine Homilies, 437 ; on

Gnosticism, 444, 461, 477 sq. ; on Ma-

nichasism, 499 ; on the Trinity and In-

carnation, 544 ; on the Atonement, 583

;

and passim

Beausrjbre, on Manichaeism, 499

Beryllus of Bostra, 579

Bible, Canon of the, 516 sqq

Bishops, see episcopate

Blandiua, 55

Blunt, 624

Bodek, 54

Bonwetsch, 231, 234, 416, 818

Brlggs, 613

Britain, Christianity in, 30

Brotherly love and love for enemies, 370

Bryennios, 225, 636, 639, 640

Bull, George, 544

Bunsen, 652, 663, 758

Burial of tlie dead, 380 sq

Cainites, 490

Cajus, of Rome, 775 sq

Callistus (or Calixtus I), on discipline,

192 ; cemetery of, 295 ; on patrijjas-

sianism, 578 sq. : his character, 765.

See Hippolytus

Canon of the H. Scriptures, 516 sqq

Carpocrates, 492

Carthage, 26 sq

Caspari, 529, 532, 758, 773, 775, 797, 798,

849

Catacombs, 285 sqq. ; origin and history,

287 sqq. ; description of, 294 ;
pictures

and sculptures of, 298 sq. ; epitaphs,

299 sqq. ; Autuu iuscription, 305 ; les-

sons of, 307 sqq

Cataplirygians, see Montanists

Catechista, 132

Catechetical instruction, 255 sqq

Catechetical School of Alexandria, 777

Catholic unity, 168 sqq

Catholic orthodoxy, 513
Catholic Theology, 509 sqq

Catholic Tradition, 525 sqq

Cave, William, 5, 623, and passim

Celibacy, voluntary, 397 sqq. ; of the

clergy, 403 sqq

Celsus, 89 sqq

Cerdo, 484

Cerinthus, 465 sq

Champagny, le comte de (on the Anto-

ninesj, 50, 311 '

Charity, 370 sqq

Chastity, 362

Chiliasm and Chiliasts, 613 sqq

Christ, allegorical rej^reseutations of,

276; the incarnation of, 543 sqq.;

divinity of, 548 sqq. ; humanity of,

555 sqq

Christianity, spread of, 13 sqq. ; hindran-

ces and helps, 14 sqq. ; causes of the

success, 16 sqq. ; means of propaga-

tion, 19 sqq. ; in the Roman empire,

22 sqq. ; in Asia, 23 sq. ; in Egypt, 24

sqq. ; in North-Africa, 26 sqq. ; in

Italy, Gaul, Spain, Britain, 29 sqq.;

persecution of, 31 sqq.; obstacles to

toleration of, 42 sqq.; literary oppo-

sition to, 86 sq. ; Jewish opposition,

87 sq.
; j^agan opposition, 88 sq. ; ob-

jections to, 103 sq. ; apologetic liter-

ature of, 104 sq<i. ; moral effect of, 118

sqq.; reasonableness of, 120; adap-

tation of, 120

Christian art, 266 sqq

Christian family, 361 sqq

Christian life in contrast with Pagan
corruption, 311 sqq

Christian martyrdom, 74 sqq

Christian morality, 334

Christian passover, 206 sqq

Christian symbols, 273

Christum worship, 198 sqq

Cliurch and ])ublic amusements, 338 sqq

Church and slavery, 347 sqq

Church, doctrine of the, 168 sqq

Church fathers, 625 sqq

Church officers, 131 sqq

Church schisms, 193 sqq

Cicero, on immortality, 593; used by

Minucius Felix, 840
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Clement of Rome, 129, 157 sq. ; 228 sq.;

on the trinity, 643 ; on justiUcation

by faith, 044 ; life and Epistle, 636 sqq

Clementine Homilies, 436 sqq

Clementine liecognitions, 441

Clement of Alexandria, on Greek phil-

osophy, 114 ; on the church, 172 ; poem
of, 229 sq. ; on the eucharist, 244 ; on

the ajjpearance of Christ, 277; on the

Christian family, 364; on asceticism,

394; on celibacy, 400, 406; on the

Log-^s and the divinity of Clirist, 551

;

on the liumanity of Christ, 557 ; on the

Holy Spirit, 562 ; his life and writings,

781 sqq

Clergy and laity, 123 sqq

Colarbasus, 481

Commodus, 56

Conimodian, 853 sqq

Communion, the holy, see Eucharist

Confessors, 76

Confirmation, 257 sqq

Constautine the Great,72 sqq., andpassim

Cornelius of Rome, 167, 850, 852

Cotelier, 631

Cotterill, 632

Councils, 175 sqq. ; Elvira, 180 sq.; Aries,

181 sq.; Ancyra, 182 sq.; Nicsea, see

Nicffia

Creation, doctrine of the, 538

Creationism, 542

Creed, the Apostles', 528 sqq.; tables of

the, 535 sqq

Cross and the crucifix, 209 sqq

Cureton, 651, a,nd passim

Cyprian, martyrdom of, 61, 62 sq. ; on

episcopacy, 150 sq.; on i^rimacy, 101;

on Catholic unity, 172 sq. ; on discip-

line, 194; on the eucharist, 243, 247;

on heretical baptism, 202 sq. ; on

charity, 375 ; life and writings 842 sqq

Deacons, 131

Decian persecution, 60 sqq

Demiurge, see Gnosticism

Descent into Hades, 532

Dexter, 230 sq

Diocletius and Diocletian persecution,

64 sqq

Diodorus, of Tarsus, 816

Diognetus, Epistle to ; on Christian life,

9; on persecution, 119; on redemp-
tion, 586 ; account of, 698 sqq

Dionysius of Alexandria, life and writ-

ings, 800 sqq

Dionysius of Corinth, 745

Dionysius of Rome, on the Trinity, 570
Disciplina arcani, 233 sqq

Discipline, 187 sq

Divine and human in Christ, relation of
the, 558 sqq

Divinity of Christ, 548 sqq. ; of the Holy
Spirit, 500 sqq

Divine service, 231 sq

Docetse or Docetists, 497

Dollinger, 579, 758, 763, 773 sq., 787
Dodwell, 78, and passim
Domitian, 44

Domitilla, cemetery of, 296

Donaldson, 632, 637, 698, and passim
Donatist schism, 197

Dorner, 544, 799, 849, and passim
Dorotheus, 815

Dositheus, 462

Du Cange, 625

Easter, 206 sqq

Easter controversies, 209 sqq

Ebert, 818, 829, 834, 840, 853, 854, 856,

800, 864

Ebionism and Ebionites, 429, 432 sqq

Ecclesiastical law, collections of, 183 sqq

Egypt, Christianity in, 24 sqq

Elders, see Presbyters

Elkesaites, 433

Elvira, council of, 180

Elxai, 434

Encratites, 495

Engelhardt, 711, 726

Epictetus, 321 sqq

Epiphanes, 493

Epiphanius, often quoted in the chs. xi

and xiii

Epiphany, 221 sq

Episcopate, origin of, 133 sqq.; develop-

ment of, 144 sqq. ; Ignatian episco-

I^acy, 144 ; at the time of Irenreus and
Tertullian, 149 sqq. ; Cyprianic ejiis-

copacy, 150 sqq.
; pseudo-Clementine

episcopacy, 151 sq

Epitaphs of the catacombs, 299 sqq
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Esnig, 483, 484

Esehatology, 589 sqq

Eucharist, celebration of, 235 sqq. ; doc-

trine of, 24
1

; as a sacrament, IJ-il sqq.

;

as a sacrifice, 245 sqq

Eusebius, his history, 4; on the Diocle-

tian persecution, {JS sq. ; on the canon

of the Scriptures, 517 sq., 522 sq. ; his

position, 8G4 sqq ; very often quoted

in ch. xiii

Evvald, 701, 703, 705

Exorcists, 131 sq

Fabianl'S of Eome, 61

Fabianus of Antioch, 850, 852

Fabricius, 623, and passim

Family, tlie Cliristian, 301 sqq

Fatliers of the Church, 624 sqq

Fasting, 377 sq

Felicissimus, 194

Felicitas, 58

Festivals, 206 sqq

Field, 794

Firmilian, 162

Fisher, George P., 19 and passim

Flavins Clement, 44, 637, 782

Florinus, 754

Freppel, 032, 747, 781, 786

Friday, celebration of, 208

Friedkender, 312, 337, 360

Friedlieb, 115

Fulton, 183

i\ink, 031, 636. See Hefele and Ap.

Fathers

Future life, 597 sqq

Galerius, 66, 68, 71

Gallienus, 63

Gallus, 62

Gaul, Christianity in, 29

Gebhardt, von, and Harnack, 636, 671,

679, 093

Gibbon, his work, 5 ; on the (causes of

the spread of Christianity, 17 sq. ; on

the Diocletian persecution, 67, 69, 78

;

on the decline of the Roman Empire,

347 ; on the heathen family, 359 sq

Giescler, 430, 434, and passim.

Ghidiatorial shows, 340 sqq

Gloria in excelsis, 227

Gnosticism, literature on, 442 sqq.; mean-

ing, origin and character, 444 sqq. ; ita

theology, 452; cosmology, 453 sq.;

christology and soteriology, 455 sq.

;

anthropology, 450 ; ethics, 457 ; cultus

and organization, 458 ; schools of, 459
sq. ; Gnostic sects, 497 sq

God and the creation, doctrine of, 538
sqq

Gordianus, 59

Gospels. 516 sqq. ; 720 ; apocryphal, 443

Greek Church and celibacy of the clergy,

412

Gregory of Nazianzura, 406

Gregory of Nyssa, 407, 797

Gregory Thaumaturges, 796 sqq

Hades, 002, 708

Hadrian, 49 sq

Halm, 833

Harmonius, 482

Hartel, 842

Harnack, Ad., 3, 45, 49, 94, 95, 164, 443,

494, 579, 631, 636, 732, 735, 803, 812

Harvey, W. Wigan, 529, 746

Hatch, 124

Hauck, 818

Hearers, 189

Heathenism, defense against, 109 sqq

Heathen family, 354 sqij

Hefele, 34, 175, 183, 630, 791, 813, and
passim.

Hegesipjius, 4, 742 sqq

Heliogabalus, 58

Heracleon, 479

Heraclas, 779, 806

Heretical baptism, 262 sq

Heretical books, 523

Heretical and Catholic ascetism, 392 sqq

Heresy, 512 sqq

Hergenrother, Cardinal, on the Anti-

ochian School, 815, 817

Hernias, the shepherd of, 131, 678 sqq.

Hermias, 741 sq

Hermogenes, 496

Hesychius, 815

Hexapla, 793 .

Hieracas (Hierax), 401, 808

Hierocles, 102

Hilgenfeld, 209, 435, 631, 671, 679

Ilippolytns, on the papacy, 160 sq.; on

discii^line, 192 sq. ; on the divinity of
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Christ, 555 ; against Noetus and Cal-

listus, 578; on future punishment,

609 ; on Hades, 768 ; his life and writ-

ings, 757 sqq

Holy Scriptures and the canon, 516 sqq

Holy Spirit, doctrine of the, 560 sqq

Homologumena, 522

Hort, 529, 815

Hosius, 181, 864 sqq

Humanity of Clirist, 555 sqq

Hydrojjarastatce, 405

Hymns, 226 sqq

ICHTHYS, 279

Ignatius of Antioch, his life and martyr-

dom, 47 sqq. ; on tlie eiDiscopate, 145,

158 sq. ; on celibacy, 399; on tlie

divinity of Christ, 547 ; on tlie human-

ity of Christ, 556 sq. ; his epistles, 651

sqq

Ignatian controversy, 660 sqq

Immersion, see Baptism

Immortality of tlie soul, 590 sqq

Incarnation, doctrine of the, 545

Infant baptism, see Baptism

Ireuseus, on the number of martyrs, 79

;

on episcopacy, 149; on primacy, 159

sq., 171; on the paschal controversy,

213, 217 sq. ; on the eucharist, 242 ; on

infant ba^itism, 259; on Gnosticism,

443 ; on tradition, 525 ; on God and

creation, 538, 540 ; his christology, .553,

556, 559 sq. ; on the Holy Si)irit, 563

;

on the Trinity, 569 ; on redemption,

587 ; on future punishment, 609 ; on

chiliasm, 617 ; his life and writings,

746 sqq

Irviugism compared with Montanism,

427

Isidore, 471

Italy, Christianity in, 29

Jachhann, 679

Jackson, George A., 632, 692

Jacobi, 758, 781, and jmssini

Jaldabaoth. See Gnosticism.

Jamblichus, 98

Janitors, 132

Jason and Papiscus, 88, 107

Jerome, passim, especially in Ch.

XIIL

Jerusalem, again destroyed, 37 sq

Jewish (literary) opposition, 87 sq

Jewish persecution, 36 sqq

John and the Easter controversy, 219 sq

Josephus, 87 sq, and passim

Judaism and heathenism within the

Church, 428

Judaism, aigument against, 107

Julia Mammsea, 50

Julius Africanus, 803 sqq

Justin Martyr, on the spread of Chris-

tianity, 22; apologetics against the

heathen, 107, 114, 119; on Sunday

observance, 203; on public worship,

223 ; on the eucharist, 235, 242 ; on

baptism, 247 sq. ; on celibacy, 400 ; on

the Logos and the divinity of Christ,

548 sqq. ; on the Holy Spirit, 561 ; on

the Trinity, 569 ; on redemption, 586

;

on future punishment, 608; on chili-

asm, 616 ; his life and writings, 710

sqq

Justin the Gnostic, 495 sq

Kaye, 781, 818, 833

Keim, 51, 64, 85, 93, 701, 841, and passim

Kneelers, 189

Kosmology, 453 sqq

Kiihn, 834, 839

Lactantius, 66, 105, 864 sqq

Lagarde, Paul de, 184, 442, 703, 705, 757,

761, 797

Lapsi, 60, 76, 189 sqq

Laurentius, 63

Lecky, on the spread of Christianity, 18

sq. ; on persecution, 81 on the decline

of the Pv,oman Empire, 347 ; on Greek

vice, 356

Legio fulminatrix, 56

Leonides, 57, 786

Libellatici, 60, 76

Lightfoot, Bp., 121, 126, 133, 135, 136,

225, 636, 643, 653, 690, 747, 748

Lipsius, 163, 164, 443, 444, 461, 6.:16, 747

Literary opposition to Christianity, 86

sq. ; Jewish opposition, 87 sq. ; Jose-

phus and the Talmud, 87 sq. ; Pagan

oi^position, 88 sq

Liturgy of Clement, 226

Logos, doctrine of the, 548 sqq
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Lord's Day, 201 sqq

Love Feast, 239 sq

Lucian, of Samosata, 93 sqq

Lucian, of Autioch, 812 sqq

Lundy, 408

Mamm^a, Julia, 59

Man and the Fall, 541 sqq

Mandseaus, 434

Mani and the Manichseans, 498 sqq

Mauichajan system, 503; theology, 504;

morality, 505 ; organization, 507 ; wor-

ship, 507

Marcion and his school, 482 sqq

Marcus and the Marcosiaus, 480

Marcus Aurelius, persecutions under, 53

sqq. ; life and character, 325 sqq

Marriage, 363 sqq

Marriage, second, 366 sqq

Martyrdom, Christian, 74 sqq

Martyrs and relics, worship of, 82 sqq

Mary the Virgin, pictures of, 281 sqq

Matter, see Gnosticism

Mauritius, 70

Maximian, 06

Maximilla, see Montanism
Maximinus Daza, 68

Maximinus the T hracian, 59

Melchizedelcians,

Meletian, schism, 197, 808

Melito of Sardis, on iJersecution, 54; life

and writings, 736 sqq

Merivale, 13, 19

Methodius, 401 ; life and writings, 809 sqq

Metropolitan and patriarchal system,

152 sq

Metropolitans, 153

Migne, his Patrol. Lat., and Grseca,

quoted passim, especially in ch. xiii.

Millennarianism, 424

Milman, works, 5 sq. ; on the decline of

tlie Iloman Empire, 347

Miltiades, 741

Minucius Felix, 105, 113, 833 sqq

Miracles, 116 sq, 800

Miraculous gifts, 423

Missions, 13 sqq

Mohler, 168, 623, and passim

Moller, W., 538, 780, 797, 809, 815, and
passim

Mommsen, 27, 287. 289, 841

Monarchians, 571 sqq

Montanism, literature on, 415 sqq. ; ex-

ternal history of, 417 sqq. ; character

and tenets of, 421 ; practical life and
discipline, 422

Moral reforms, summary of, 385 sqq

Mosheim, 5, 23 and often

Muratorian fragment of the canon, 518,

776 sq

Naassenes, 488

Nazarenes, 431 sq

Neander, 259, 443, 472,483, and often

referred to

Neo-Platonism, 95 sqq

Nero, 44

Newman, Cardinal, 163, 800, 817

New Testament in the Church, 517 sqq

NicEea, council of, on Easter; on clerical

celibacy, 411 ; creed of, 536 sq

Nicolaitaus, 464

Noetus, 578

North Africa, christianized, 26

Novatian of Rome, 196; on the Trinity,

570 ; life and writings 849 sqq

Novatian schism, 196 sq

Novatus of Carthage, 194

Old Testament in the Church, 516

Ophites, 488 sq

Ordination, 127

Organization and discipline of the

Church, 121 sqq

Origen, on persecution, 79 ; against Cel-

sus, 89 sqq, 795; on miracles, 110,

116; on Christian morals. 111; on

the Church, 172 ; on higher morality,

394 sq. ; on celibacy, 401 ; on Scripture

exposition, 521 ; on creation, 540; on

preexistence, 542 ; on the divinity of

Christ, 551 sq. ; on the humanity of

Christ, 557 ; on the Holy Spirit, 562

;

on redemption, 587 ; on final restora-

tion, 611; his life and writings, 785

sqq

Orthodoxy and heresy, 509, 512 sqq

Otto, 3, 098, 710, 726, etc

Oudin, 623

Overbeck, 347, 699

Pagan opposition (literary) to Chris-

tianity, 88 sq
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Pamphilus, 807

Pantseuus, 778

Papacy, germs of, 154 sqq

Papias, ou chiliasm, 615 ; life and writ-

ings, G93 sqq

Papiscus, 107

Paradise, 601

Parsism, see Manichseism

Passover, 207

Paschal Controversies, 209 sqq

Patriotism, 346

Patripassians, 576 sqq

Patristic literature,

Paul of Samosata, 574 sq

Paulianists, 576

Penance, 605 sq

Penitents, 189 sq

Pentecost, 220 sq

Peputians, see Montanists

Perata;, or Peratics, 489

Perpetiia, 58

Persecutions, 32 sqq ; under Marcus

Aurelius, 52 sqq. ; under Decius, 60

sq. ; legendary, 63 ; under Diocletian,

64 sqq

Petavius, 544.

Peter of Alexandria, 807

Philip the Arabian, 59 sq

Philostratus, 99

Philosopliumtina, 764 sqq; see Hippo-

lytus

Pictures, historical and allegorical, 274 ;

of the catacombs, 298 sq

Pierius^ 806

Pitra, Card., 4, 696, 736, 738, 752

Plato and Platonism, 95 sqq

Plato, on Immortality, 593

Platonism and Christianity, 725 sqq

Pliny, the younger, on Christianity, 46,

88 ; on the worship of the Christians,

ono 900

Plotinus, 95

Plutarch, 330 sqq

Polycarj), 213 ; martyrdom of, 52 ; life

and epistle, 664 sqq

Polycrates, on the Paschal controversies,

216 sq

Ponticus, 55

Popes, list of, 162 sqq

Porphyry, 98, 101 sq
Potamisena, 58 •

Pothinus, 55, 749

Poverty, voluntary, 396

Praxeas, 577

Prayer, 225 sq. ; of the Roman Church,
228 sq

Prayer and Fasting, 377 sqq ; Prayer for

the dead, 603 sq

Preaching,

Precentors, 132

Preexistence of the soul, 542

Prepo, 487

Presbyters,

Pressense, E. de, 6, 716, 828

Priscilla, see Montanism
Proclus, 99, 618, 775

Prodicians, 497

Prophecies, 115

Prudentius, 384

Pseudo- Clementine Works, 648 sqq

Ptolemy, 480

Public amusements, and the Church, 338

sqq

Punishment, future, 609 sqq

Purgatory, 605

Pusey, 149, 175

Quadragesimal fasts,

Quadratus, 708

Quartodecimani, 211, 215 sq

Readeks, 131

Recognitions of Pseudo-Clement

Redemption, doctrine of, 583 sqq

Redepenning, 786, 792

ReifFerscheid, 856

Religious Freedom, 35 sq. ; 825 sq

Renan, 6, 19, 53, 123, 164, 210, 219, 327,

416, 637, 638, 639, 644, 653, 824, 825,

834, 839, 841

Restoration of the Fallen, 190

Ritschl, 583, and passim

Roman Church, Prayer of the, 228 'sq

Roman Empire, Christianity in the, 22

sq. ; moral corruption of the, 312 sqq

Roman persecution, causes of, 40 ; toler-

ation, 40 sq.; intolerance, 41 sq. ; Rojies,

637

Rossi, Cavalier de, 265, 285, and passim

Rothe, 137, 168

Routh, Jiel. Sacrae, 4 ; often quoted in

ch. xiii., 758, 761 sq., etc

Rufinus, 532, 704
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Sabbath, see Lord's Day
Sabellius and Sabelliauism, 580 sqq

Sabians, 434

Sacraments, 235 sqq

Sacrifice, eucharistic, 237 ; 245 sqq

Sacrificati, 60, 76 ,

Salmon, G., 758, 701, 770, 774, 775, 776,

803, 809, etc

Salmond, S. D. F., 797, 800

Samosatenians or Samosatians, 575

Saturninus (Satoruilos), 491 sq

Schisms, 192 sqq

Schurer, 115, 209, and passim

Scliwegler, 219, 632, and passim

Scripture Lessons, Reading of, 224 sq

Scriptures, the Holy, 516

Sculptures of the Catacombs, 298 sq

Sebastian St., Cemetery of, 295

Secular Callings and Civil Duties, 343 sq

Seneca, on immortality, 593

Septimus Severus, 57 sqq

Sermon, ii25

Sethites, 489

Sheol, 600

Sibylline Oracles, 115

Simon Magus, 438, 461 sq

Simonians, 461 sqq

Sixtus L, see Xystus

Slavery and the Church, 347 sqq

Smith and Wace, 625 and often in eh.

xiii

Socrates, on immortality, 592

Song, 226 sqq

Spain, Christianity in, 29

Spirit, the Holy, doctrine of, 560 sqq

Sprinzl, 632, 637

Spurious books, 523

Stanley on baptism, 248 sq

Standers, 189

Stephen of Rome, on heretical baptism,

263 sq

Stieren, 746

Stoic Morality, 318 sqq

Sub-deacons, 131

Sunday, see Lord's Day
Symeon of Jerusalem, 47

Synods, 175 sqq

Tacitus, 88 sq

Talmud, 38 sqq., 88, 596

Tatian, 493 sqq., works of, 726 sqq

Taylor, Isaac, on Ancient Christianity, 9

Terminalia, Feast of, 67

Tertullian, on clergy and laity, 126, 128;

on Episcopacy, 150 ; on Catholic unity,

161, 171 sq. ; on the eucharist, 243;

against infant baptism, 261 ; on the

appearance of Christ, 277 ; on the the-

atre, 342; on the Christian family,

364; against second marriage, 367;

relation to Montanism, 415 sqq.; on

Scripture and tradition, 526 sqq. ; on

God, 539; on the origin of the soul,

641; on the divinity of Christ, 554;

on the humanity of Christ, 557; on

the Holy Spirit, 364 ; on the Trinity,

569 ; against Praxeas, 577 ; on fu-

ture i^unishraent, 609 ; on the millen-

nium, 617 ; life and writings, 818 sqq

Theatre, 339 sqq. ; 342

Theodotus and Theodotians, 574

Theodorus of Mopsuestia, 816

Theognostus, 806

Theophilus of Antioch, 732 sqq

Thundering Legion, 56

Thurificati, 76

Toleration, Edicts of, 71 sqq

Tradition, 524 sqq

Traditores, 76

Traducianism, 541

Trajan, 45 sqq

Trent, council of, on heretical baptism,

265 ; on the Canon of the Scriptures,

524

Trinity, doctrine of the, 504 sqq

Trypho, 107

Twelve Patriarchs, Testaments of, 116

Types, 116

Ulhorn, 6, 312, 370, 431, 435, 467, 637,

652, etc

Unitarians, see Antitrinitarians

Universal Priesthood, 424

Ursula, 59

Ussher, often quoted on the primitive

creed, and the writings of the Apos-

tolic Fathers

Valentinus, 472 sqq. ; school of, 479

Valerian, 62

Victor of Rome, 216 sq

Victoriuus of Petau, 861 sqq
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Volkmar, 758, 768, 775

Wallis, 834, 849, 853, 861

Wallon, on slavery, 354

Weepers, 189

Woman, 362 sqq

Worship, 9; places of, 198; order of,

222 sq. ; of martyrs and relics, 82 sqq

Westcott, 524, 781, 783, 800, 803

Xystus of Rome, 703 sqq. ; sentences

of, 705 sqq

Zahn, 3, 45, 146, 580, 631, 651, 652, 654,

664, 679, 689, 732, 735

Zephyrinus, Pope, 193, 765, see Hippo-

lytus

Zoroastrism, 501




















